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1919
lEGAL for the New Year presents features of par-

ticular and timely importance.

The general feeling of contentment born of a settled peace
will bring with it untold opportunities to the retailer who is ready
to meet the demands of changed conditions.

Regal is ready.

Regal Shoes have been nationally advertised and sold.

Their success is already a fact. Are you prepared to meet the

demand of your customers for Regal Shoes ?

Men^s and Women^s Regal Shoes
for Spring, 1919

REGAL SHOES

Regal Shoe Company, Limited
472-474 Bathurst Street TORONTO

Report of Canadian Shoe Manufacturers^ Convention
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PANTHER
13ANTHER Soling is composed of

-- fibre and rubber thoroughly tested

for maximum wearing qualities. The
result is a sole for all footwear that is

greatly superior to leather. Panther

Soles look like leather and can be

worked m the same manner. In ad-

dition they wear longer than leather,

are waterproof and much more flexible.

They hold stitching perfectly and do

not crack.

Panther Sure Step Rubber Heels

are another excellent product that

will bring new business.

Panther Rubber
Company, Limited

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

i
TREA D

pfi^NTHER RUBBER MFQ. CQ

J, 3T0UCHT0N,MASSr -
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Soles that mean
more sales of

Winter Footwear
Weather-proof soles that withstand

slush and snow, water and ice, are

the best sales builders in Winter

Footwear.

'Rinex
is your guarantee of such a builder of sales

—whether for men, women or children.

Rinex-soled shoes insure waterproofness

without bulk, long wear without thickness

and elasticity that helps the shoes retain

the same style and form that marks the

light weight summer shoes.

Many of your customers will insist on

Rinex-soled shoes. Prepare now to meet

the demand.

Rinex soles are made and guaranteed

by

Distributing points at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Ottawa,
Belleville, Toronto, Hamilton, Brant-
ford," London, Kitchener, North Bay,
Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon,
Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary, Leth-
bridge, Vancouver, X'ictoria.
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MINER
FELTS
For all the

Family
Before making their regular trips for all leather

lines, our representatives are making special rounds

for the convenience of dealers who desire to see

early showings of the above lines for Fall trade. If

you are, by some mistake, overlooked, write us at

once.

Our samples of Felts, Hockey Boots, Warm Lined

Goods, etc., comprise a very complete range of goods for

your regular Fall and Winter trade.

These are lines which are always in demand as soon

as the cold weather comes. We believe that no far-seeing

retailer will overlook the importance of preparing early

for his stock.

Don't fail to let us know your needs. We can supply

you.

The Miner Shoe Company, Limited
MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC

1919
The New Year will usher in

an era of growth and pros-

perity such as has been

hitherto unknown.

The Footwear trade must

be ready to participate in its

share of business by carry-

ing good normal stocks of

products in popular demand.

Don't understock for 1919.

We wish our patrons a good

New Year and a generous

share of future prosperity.

Agents for the Celebrated Miner Rubber Footwear
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You Can't Do It

You would not try to shave with an iron razor. You want an

edge of keen steel—the very keenest for a good shave.

You can't make a good shoe with a weak counter — it's got to

stand up. You must use the very best for a good job.

What steel is to the razor, high grade Fibre is to the counter.

BENNETT
COUNTERS

differ from other counters as iron does from steel. They have strength

which is increased by flexibility.

Bennett Counters are made completely from high grade fibre man-

ufactured especially for the counter — an exclusive feature. Our
counter fibre is not only made on a strictly counter formula, but also

in a seperate plant where skill is directed by science.

BENNETT LIMITED
J^a^ers of Shoe Supplies

Chambly Canton, P.Q., Canada

Sales Office, 59 St Henry St., MONTREAL Ontario Office, 225 King Street, KITCHENER
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McLaren & Dallas

FALL and WINTER SEASON
- 1919-1920 =

Build for the Future with
These Lines

"SUPERIOR"
Brand

Canadian Make of Heavy
Felts.

"TRICKETT'S"
and "PARKERS"
English Slippers in Felt,

Velvet and Arctic Cloth.

"LITTLE FALLS"
and "RUMPELS"
Felt Juliets and Soft Sole

Bedroom Slippers in all

Styles and Colors.

Moose, Buck, Elk,

and Horsehide

MOCCASINS

OPTIMISM seems to be

the dominant note in

forecasting" future business.

Judicious buying, however,

is an essential safeguard for

the retailer, and the reli-

ability of his stock is the

best security for his future

trade.

Take a look over the list of

lines mentioned here. They
are offered with our reputa-

tion back of them, and have

been selected with a know-

ledge of the Canadian public

needs for in and out door

fall and winter wear. You
can be assured of the good

value and reliability of every

article and of a quick turn-

over during your selling" sea-

son.

Sheepskin Wool
Lined Sox and
Wanagans

Oil Tan Larigans

Men's, Boys', and Youth's

Knit and Felt
Socks

Men's, Boys' and Youth's

Leather and
Canvas Leggings

Men's, Boys', Youth's,

Women's and Misses'

Hockey Boots

Men's Fine

Leather Slippers

in Romeo, Opera and
Everett Pattern.

Do not fail to see these samples with our salesmen who will call on you at an
early date. They will at the same time carry assorting lines for the present win-
ter trade, as well as our whole range of spring and summer samples, including
all the best and newest lines, and these will be in stock for early shipment.

McLAREN & DALLAS WHOLESALE
SHOE

DISTRIBUTORS

30 Front Street West, TORONTO
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To Jobbers

F. & B. SHOES,
A popular line of

McKays and Turns

We want every Jobber coming to

Montreal to get acquainted with our
line. We will send samples on request.

Our factory is running full time now,
but we are able to accept a few more
accounts.

Skilled workmen, modern daylight
factory. We manufacture Women's,
Misses' and Children's McKays and
Turns.

We specialize on Children*s Footwear

F. & B. SHOE LIMITED
Montreal East, - Quebec
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Pulling Trade with

the Right Lines
Stock will determine success, more than any

other factor.

1919 sees us with better facilities than ever to

to equip the shoe retailer with saleable lines.

Bostonians
are still the safest line to offer your custom. If

you have been selling them you will know their

merit. If not, we can give you many reasons why

they have so consistently held trade. "Bostonians

for 1919" is a good slogan for the shoe retailer.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

i
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What about Your
Rubber Stock?

In the middle of a busy rubber season, the

progressive dealer can add to his turnover in this

department. A reliable line with an In Stock de-

partment is the necessary support for the Shoe

Store going out for the rubber trade.

Independent Rubbers
are always ready for sorting requirements. We
make a point of filhng rush orders with despatch.

Tell us your needs. The following Indepen-

dent Brands will fill every rubber request you

have — "Dainty Mode," "Veribest," "Dread-
naught," "Kant Krack," "Royal," "Bull Dog."

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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*

^^UR Good
wishes to

J¥ Soldiers,

returned and
to return, to ourCus-
tomers and Friends.

Let us make 1919 a

year of harmony
and goodwill with
Peace and Pros-
perity to allCanada's

Sons.

The Miner Rubber
Company, Limited

Montreal
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UPERIOR
LINES OF
FOOTWEAR
FOR 1919

"MetropolitaN"
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS

Success has al-

ways att e n d e d

the stocking of

these three lines.

Every retailer

showing them
has the best op-

portunity to
clinch profitable

sales.

"Paris"
WOMEN'S McKAYS
MEN'S WELTS

"Patricia"
WOMEN'S WELTS

AND TURNS

Capable Work-
manship, well

chosen materials

and a care de-

voted to the fin-

ish are features

that give this

footwear a claim

to preference.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co.
Limited

Montreal - Que.
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a "Kumfort Shoe" for Women
" Kushion Soles " bring " Kumfort " to the wearer,

and they detract nothing- from the Style and Quality of

the shoes. Old in principle—new in design and per-

fection, there is a wonderful opportunity to the dealer

in Thompson's Kushion Sole Shoes.

Thompson's Kushion Sole Shoes
A soft springy cushion of resilient cotton felt

placed between the inner and outer soles, extending
from heel to toe, forms the feature part of Thompson's
Shoes. Our In-Stock business is extensive, and the

service we give is dependable. Send for information.

NOTICE—Toronto and Western Ontario buyers—Thompson's Kushion
Sole Shoes are carried in stock in Toronto by Mr. Geo. E. Boulter,
3 Wellington St. E.

THOMPSON SHOE CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL

Patented
Dec. 30thy 1913

Patented
Oct. 26th, 1915

Vulco-Unit Box Toe
SUMMED UP IN THREE WORDS

GIVES

Economy
Style • . .

Durability

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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When the Boys Come Home

'^J^HE return of our soldiers from overseas means

more business for the shoe retailer. They

will want civilian shoes when they put on civilian

clothes again.

But the trade should bear in mind that many

of them will not want to go back to the pointed toe

and narrow last—and some of them cannot. The

Department of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment has

already issued a warning against fitting returned

soldiers with pointed-toe shoes. Discomfort is likely

to be the result, and in some cases actual injury.

You will want a fairly representative stock of

broad-toed wide fitting shoes in order to properly

care for this demand. We are in a position to

supply your needs quickly with broad toed shoes

which will retain the customer's good will for your

store.

ST. JOHN

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
"Shoemakers to the Nation" _

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Prospects Were
Never Better

for Tetrault Sales than at the entrance of 1919. With a

popularity that has grown tremendously each successive

year, and with the Tetrault organization extended to new
factory space and an additional army of skilled workers

TETRAULT
WELTS

are out to win further honors in the footwear field this

year.

That rare combination of quality and workmanship is fully

maintained throughout our newest productions.

Associate your business with the Tetrault success. Tetrault
Welts moving from your shelves will assuredly prove your
best business builders for 1919.

Tetrault Shoe ManufacturingCompany
MONTREAL

European Office and Warehouse : 9 Rue des Marseilles, Paris, France
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Representing Sterling Value

AIRD
The Name

Is a Guarantee

Handle Standard Lines
AIRD Shoes for 1919 present stronger in-

ducements than ever before, to the Jobber who is

building bigger business in standard lines.

Our output is keeping pace with the large de-

mand while we continue to uphold the quality which

has made AIRD shoes such a success.

You will do well to see our High Grade Mc-
Kays and Turns. You can't go wrong with

AIRD Lines.

Send for Prices

AIRD & SON
Registered

MONTREAL
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EDWIN CLAPP SHOE
EXCLUSIVENESS IN DESIGN

AND EXCELLENCE OF FIT IS UN-
EQUALLED.

PROGRESSIVE RETAILERS REALIZE
THE SELLING STIMULUS IMPARTED
TO A STORE STOCKING THE EDWIN
CLAPP SHOE.

mm^^ The

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS. 1^^^^ Bar Harbor

ESTABLISHED 1853

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

MADE IN CANADA I

Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a
Cement as can be made.

Boston Blacking Company
I

152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada |
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H. o. Mcdowell H. N. LINCOLN

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO.

SHOE
MANUFACTURERS. JOBBERS. IMPORTERS

MACHINERY AND
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY SHOE FACTORY SUPPLIES EASTERN BRANCH

37 FOUNDRY ST. s.

KITCHENER THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
401 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltbam, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago. 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Doston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co..

Jioston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect
Lif|uid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread .Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.
Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.
Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Welting,

Are YOU Taking Full Advantage

of Our Service?

Do yoM realize that we are carrying TWO large

stocks—at Kitchener and Montreal—for your con-

venience ?

Aside from Machine Parts and minor items of

Findings our lines are usually ordered in quantities to

enable us to make shipment from the factory— saving

freight charges for you. Our stocks are carried to help

out in case of freight delays, etc., but you w^ould be sur-

prised at the quantity and variety of goods we stock

for your protection.

Our prices to you are simply American prices plus

Duty, although in some cases w^e are able to save you
part of the Duty.

For example; CYCLONE BLEACH, which is in-

dispensable to many manufacturers, takes a very high
rate of Duty. We arranged with Boston Leather Stain

Co. to make CYCLONE BLEACH in CANADA and
for two years we have furnished the Canadian trade at

the American price plus the REGULAR Duty that

applies to Blackings, etc.—a saving of about $2.00 per

gallon.

If you buy QUALITY goods we can show you a

saving. We do not handle any but the BEST goods all

of which are doubly Guaranteed—by the manufacturers
and by us.

BUYING FROM US IS NOT A GAMBLE : IT'S A SAFE-GUARD

etc.
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THE

:marsh

Draw Back
the Curtain

to Better Trade
in 1919

Stock
Marsh Shoes

We Wish

Our Many Patrons

a Successful

1919

"104" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths V, to E

OTOGK liberally and
^ order early. These
excellent lines of Men's
wear will secure for you
a big volume of the best

trade.

"99" I,AST
Made in All Leatliers

Widths 1! to E

Sold in 30 pair cases only, in 30 pairs of a width

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
Quebec
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No disfiguring
rid^e Kere

SPAULDING'C
fibwCounters*'

The wide scarf is an exclusive feature of

CPAULDlNffC
C/Rbre CountersC)

Cuetranteed

It assures you of a shoe that conforms exactly

with the shape of the last and prevents the

sharp outline of the edge of counter showing

through no matter how fine or light the stock.

We make our ow n fib re.

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.
Main Office and Factory

NORTH ROCHESTER, N. H.
Boston Office

203.B ALBANY BUILDING
CINCINNATI

The Taylor-Poole Co.
410-412 E. Sth St.

PHILADELPHIA
John G. Travel- & Co.

329 Arch St.

SEVEN FACTORIES
Tonawanda, N. Y. Rochester, N. H
No. Rochester, N. H.- Milton, N. H

Townsend Harbor, Mass.

ST. LOUIS
The Taylor-Poole Co.

1602 Locust St.

CHICAGO
J. E. P. McMechan & Co.

217 W. Lake St.

Canadian Agents

:

International Supply Co., Kitchener, Ontario and Quebec City.

English Agents: J. Whitehead & Co., Ltd.
Leicester, England.

V. Champigny, Montreal.
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THE
MAPLE LEAF
RUBBER A,
MAPLE LEAF

These marks on Rubber Footwear distinguish a

Dominion Rubber System Product.

Link Up Your Store
with Our National

Advertising Campaigns
Get all the benefit that can possibly accrue to you from handling the best ad-

vertised—as well as the best made—Rubber Footwear in Canada.

For the past three months, we have put out the greatest advertising campaign

on Rubbers ever launched by any Canadian manufacturers. We have covered

the Dominion from coast to coast.

We have educated your customers to the necessity of wearing rubbers, and to

the importance of asking for a Dominion Rubber System product.

Link up your store to this advertising. Mention our brands of Rubbers in your

own advertising. Make attractive window displays, featuring these rubbers.

See that store cards and hangers are in prominent positions. Put out these

Rubbers where every customer is sure to see them and thus be reminded of the

need of rubbers. This is the way to make our advertising your advertising.

Dominion Rubber System Branches Located

at Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford

London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg,
Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver, Victoria. jg

IMINIO]
RUBBER
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A Journal of its Findings, Making and Sale.

Published Monthly for the Good of

the Trade by

HUGH G. Maclean, limited
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
Telephone A. 2700

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Tel. Garry 85C - Electric Railway Chambers

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building

NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beekman - 1123 Tribune Building
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Canada and Great Britain, $1.00. U. S. and Foreign, $1.50.

Single copies 15 cents
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A Forward
Step

The formation of the Shoe Manu-
facturers' Association of Canada

at Montreal, recently, is a very

forward step toward the goal for which Canadian

shoe manufacturers have been striving during- the

past years. Through co-operative endeavor there can

be little doubt that Canadian-made footwear can be

made to occupy a position befitting the art and crafts-

manship embodied in it, for, it goes without say-

ing, our factories are to-day turning out the equal

of imported shoes, in all lines.

A full report of the proceedings of the first con-

vention of Canadian shoe manufacturers is printed

in this issue. The talks were largely devoted to trade

problems and two or three addresses by representa-

tive tanners are particularly informative as to the

present leather situation and general commercial

outlook. Manufacturers who have been considering

seriously the possibilities underlying the export

trade were unanimous in placing the results of their

investigations before the convention. A larger trade

in this direction will surely mean a sounder footing

for Canadian industry.

Mr. F. S. Scott. M.P., is at the head of the new

association and under his guidance, and with the as-

sistance of other capable members of the Executive,

the trade is confident of the outcome of their endea-

vor to surmount present and future conditions, even

though entirely lacking in precedent. If the enthu-

siasm evident at the convention is consistently main-

tained there can be no doubt as to the result.

* * *

A large store in a large Canadian
Wisleading the recently had a fine window
Window Shopper ...

, , ,

display of women s shoes. Al-

most all of the shoes one could see at a glance were
marked $10.00. It appeared to be a $10 window out

and out, although there were perhaps three or four

pairs of shoes without a ticket on at all . A lady pass-

ing was attracted and her fancy caught, it so hap-
pens, by one of the shoes not marked with a price

ticket. As practically every pair was priced $10.00.

however, she took it for granted that they were the
same. A clerk informed her in dulcet tones that this

particular pair was $16.00, and one of the other pairs

without a price ticket was $18.00. The prospective
customer was completely set back and walked out
of the store with a very disagreeable impression.

Certainly there is something radically wrong with
a window of this type. It can hardly be called fraudu-
lent, but it can, without any great stretch of imagina-
tion, be called very misleading and annoying. It sav-
ors greatly of that practice of putting the good apples
on the top of the barrel and whether or not there was
any deliberate intention to create a wrong impression,
it had that efifect on the customer just the same. Even
if half of the shoes had been without a price ticket
the window would probably have been all right, but
to put in just two or three pairs among a whole win-
dow full of $10 shoes does not seem to be exactly the
right sort of practice.

* + *

On March 1st. 1919, the fourth
International Fair International Fair to be held at

at Lyons ^ „
,L3^ons, France, will be opened

and will remain open for two weeks. This fair was
organized during the war primarily to give impetus
to French commerce. Its development during the
four years it has been in existence has been pheno-
menal and it will probably replace the world-famed
annual fair, which, before the war, was held at Leip-
sig. Germany. Mr. W. M. Clarke, Canadian Trade
Commissioner at Milan. Italy, states that the fair is

not a place where merchants assemble their products
and sell them to visitors, but it is a sample show
where i^roducers and buyers meet and from samples
shown important purchases are made, delivery of
which is made direct from the seller on conditions
that \ary as regards time and place.

At the 1916 fair, there were 1,342 exhibitors and
business amounting to $10,400,000 was transacted.
In 1917, there were 2,503 exhibitors and business
valued at $82,000,000 resulted. In 1918, there were
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3,176 exhil)itors who did l)iisiness amountiiii^- to $130,-

000,000.

It is worthy of note that of the 543 exhil)itors

from the United States in 1918, 405 displa3ed cata-

logues and price lists only, orders being placed un-

der the direction of the American Consul-General at

Lyons. Nevertheless, it is reported that the business

transacted by United States firms formed a very im-

portant part of the total sales.

The Canadian Minister of Trade and Commerce
has applied for thirty booths at the next fair. A few

of these will be used for Government exhibits, but

most of the booths have been placed at the disposal

of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association for al-

lotment, and application for space should be made

to that Association. The Department will pay for

the booths and also the freight on exhibits from the

port of embarkation to Lyons.

This is an excellent opportunity for Canada to

display what she can furnish to help re-build war-

wasted France and at the same time improve our

national financial standing. Canadian manufacturers

should co-operate with the Department of Trade and

Commerce to "get the business."

* * *

Though a retailer may have the
A Deposit Is best of intentions, it is often that

Binding
his store makes enemies through

a misunderstanding on the part of customers who
make a deposit in connection with a request to have

goods held, and a bulletin from the National Vigilance

Committee of the Associated Advertising Clubs sug-

gests that store good-will is often destroyed through

a failure to make customers, and especially women,

understand that when a deposit is made, this amounts

to a contract on the part of the customer to take the

goods.

From various communities in the United States

where there are local vigilance committees, the Na-

tional Vigilance Committee has had reports of trou-

ble arising from misunderstandings of this character.

"Can you hold this for me?" the woman asks.

"Yes, if you will make a deposit of $ ," says

the salesman, naming the amount to her.

That is all there is to the conversation in too many
instances. The salesman presumes that she knows

that when she makes the deposit, she enters into a

contract to buy, but that is often a violent presump-

tion, says the vigilance committee. In a large num-

ber of instances, women return, announce that they

have changed their hands, and ask for the return of

their money.

Many such cases come to the attention of local

vigilance committees, for the committees advertise

that they are i)repared to receive complaints from

persons who feel they have been mistreated. In such

cities, the committees, of course, take the part of the

merchant, but even where there is a vigilance commit-

THE LID IS off!! K EEPTHEPOf^A^BOrLING!

—Shoe Economist

tee on the job, some customers still feel that an ex-

ception might be made in their case.

The vigilance committee suggests that one certain

way to insure that all customers will understand the

terms of such sales would be to print a special receipt

for payments of this kind, the receipt to set forth the

fact that unless the goods are taken by a certain date,

the cash deposit will become the property of the store.

It's the Net
Tliat Counts

Mr. Dooley was one of the lead-

ing restaurant keepers in' a small

town. Recently he ]nirchased a

cash register. The documents of the first trade to be

recorded were a 27 cent check and a five dollar bill.

The proud proprietor rang up $5 and paid out $4.73 in

change. When the next customer presented a ten-

spot in payment for his check of 35 cents, Dooley

poked the $10 key. Thus things progressed through-

out the day. That night, upon checking up, he dis-

covered that according to the machine he ought to

have $250 on hand, although a careful inventory of

the cash drawer revealed only $17.39.

"Terrance," said Dooley to his assistant, "have yez
taken anything outen the new cash machine to-day r"

"Shure," said Terrance, 'T took me carfare home."

"And whare d'yez li\e,"' inquired Dooley, " .Aus-

tralia?"

Like Mr. Dooley, many a man in charge of a busi-

ness is ringing up gross receipts instead of net profits.

He may not fall, as did Dooley, into the error of punch-

ing the $5 key every time a $5 bill is tendered, but if

he is measuring his business by its mere volume in-

stead of by its net results, he is likely to come up
short with the same sudden disappointment, for after

all it is getting the net that really counts.

The shortest road to success is the "straight"

road. There is nothing to be gained by violating

business ethics in the hope of establishing a

short-cut.
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Opening of Rannard's Handsome New Store
Building Destroyed by Fire a Year Ago Rebuilt and Again Occupied by Progressive

Winnipeg Shoe Firm—Some Novel Features in Store Layout

IT
is just a little over a year ago that the Euder-

ton Block in Winnipeg was destroyed by a fire

which wiped out the No. 2 store of Rannard Shoe
Limited on the ground floor. The building has

been completely rebuilt and on December 18th the

Rannard company resumed business on the old site,

but in a much larger and more handsome store than

formerly.

Mr. C. F. Rannard, the president, needs very little

introduction to the Canadian shoe trade. He has been
a resident of Winnipeg for thirty-eight years and fif-

teen years ago purchased the retail business of the

Kilgour-Rimer Company, with H. Chapman as part-

ner. In 1908 Mr. Rannard assumed entire control and
has sticceeded in building, through honest and pains-

taking service, one of the largest shoe retail organiza-

tions in Canada, consisting of three stores, all in the

city of Winnipeg. He takes justifiable pride in the

fact that he started life as a poor boy ; sold papers

until he was 17 years of age, and that his success is

due entirely to his one big asset—-the desire and abi-

lity to work hard and faithfully in the interests of

"public service." He was born in Boston, England,
his father being first a general storekeeper and later

a farmer. While in the railway telegraph business in

Winnipeg Mr. Rannard made up his mind to start a

grocery or boot and shoe business. When his partner.

Mr. Chapman, decided to go to California, Mr. Ran-
nard set out to have the biggest and best shoe busi-

ness in the city. "And," he said to a representative of

Footwear in Canada, "I'll leave it to anybody who
comes in here to decide whether or not I've reached

the goal I sought. And if my present good health con-

tinues as in the past, the end is not yet."

On the day of the opening the firm had arranged
for a splendid musical programme and entertainment

Mr. C. F. Rannard—President Rannard Shoe
Limited

I

]

1

I

•4

to be held in the evening which, together with the

beautiful floral decorations, attracted widespread in-

terest throughout the city.

Several features of the store will be of general

interest as indicating to some extent the care and
forethought with which the layout has been arranged.

There is approximately one thousand square feet of

plate glass in the windows and the displays are ar-

ranged so as to constitute a "stock index" to passers-

View of side display window—72 feet long—New Rannard Shoe Store, Winnipeg
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by. The practical and artistic are combined in order
that all clases of buyers may make a mental selection

before entering the store. Mr. Rannard has never un-

derestimated the value of window advertising. In this

connection good use is made of wax models for the

more effective display of modish footwear.

The front display windows have a length of thirty

feet. Men's high-grade footwear is dis])layed on the

View looking from above main entrance to rear, showing aisles and
diiTerent departments

left hand side and women's high-grade dress shoes

and evening slippers on the right-hand side.

Special attention has been given to adequate and
proper window illumination. The fixtures are of the

X-Ray type, equipped with 100 watt nitrogen lamps
and spaced 12 inches apart. The floors of the win-

dows are of hard maple and the backgrounds are hard-

wood trimmed with ivory.

The Reception Foyer

Entering the store from the front through double

doors, one for entrance and the other for exit, the vis-

itor's attention is arrested by the reception foyer in

the foreground. This also contains the hosiery de-

partment which is very complete and well stocked.

Stockings to match the different colored shoes and
slippers as closely as possible are stocked and if a

difficult shade is encountered, provision is made to

have hosiery made to order.

Each Department Semi-Private

Consideration for the customer is evidenced in the

arrangement of the different departments. Instead of

having a straight passageway down the middle of the

store and in full view of all and sundry, the position

of the show-cases diverts "traffic" to two side aisles.

Commencing from the front the departments are plac-

ed as follows: Men's, children's, women's walking

shoes, women's slippers and gaiters, women's dress

shoes. The newly arrived customer, after passing the

hosiery department, simply walks down one of the

side aisles until the proper department is reached and

then turns in as one would enter a room.

The selling stock in the store consists of some-
thing over 12,000 pairs of shoes, not including the

large reserve supply which is kept in the basement.
Mr. Rannard states that the selling stock in this new
store is larger by over 3,000 pairs than any other

single stock he ever carried.

There are 110 chairs in the store, distributed as

follows: Men's, 24; children's, 24; women's walking
shoes, 24; women's slippers and gaiters, 12; women's
dress shoes, 26.

Attractive Fixtures

The shelves are of white enamel finish, less than
one-half inch in thickness and measured to the small-

est fraction of an inch so as to avoid waste of space.

Much of the interior trim is mahogany, such as the

woodwork in the show cases, the balustrade to the

general office on the mezzanine floor, the panelling

of the parcel and telephone office and so on, affording

a handsome contrast to the pure white of the shelves.

Before purchasing fixtures, Mr. Rannard visited

many of the newest and best equipped shoe stores on
the continent and the new store embodies the best

and most practical of the ideas picked up on this tour.

All of the shelves are within easy reach of the

salesmen, thus doing away with the ladders so often

used. The partitions which separate the various de-

partments are themselves composed of stock shelves

and thus the goods in most ordinary demand in each
department can be reached by simply turning around.

The show cases too, are the latest type and of

very attractive design. Aside from the handsome cases
in the hosiery department, which have mahogany
frames and Vermont marble bases, each of the par-

titions which seperate the various departments, has
on top of it, reaching from end to end, a glass show
case. In these are displayed samples of the various

One of the women's departments, given over exclusively tO: medium priced
walking shoes

styles of shoes and slippers handled in each depart-

ment, as well as skates, gift suggestions, shoe acces-

sories and so on.

On the top of each of these display cases a shaded

electric lamp casts a softened light over the display,

the joint effect of these lights being to impart a cosy

and homelike atmosphere throughout the store. The
store itself is illuminated from end to end by semi-
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indirect fixtures—twelve in all—supplemented by six

smaller lights extending- along under the mezzanine
floor.

Time-Savers

The parcel and wrapping department is establish-

ed in the centre of the store and takes care of wrap-
ping, deliveries, repairs, call parcels and telephone
messages. Deliveries are made by a co-operative deli-

very system, in which several other large city firms

are partners, and good service is thus rendered at a

minimum cost. The parcel office is equipped with an
electric cash register with multiple and separate ad-
der, taking care of the sales of 14 clerks as well as

c.o.d.'s. and refunds. Another convenience is the large

clock hanging on the wall of the office in plain view
from any point in the store.

The Basement

In the basement every foot of space is made to serve

a useful purpose. The larger portion of available

wall space is taken up with shelves holding- the re-

serve stock and from these the selling stock is filled

up as rapidly as depleted. One of the features of the

store is also a well appointed rest-room for women
customers. In the basement is also installed a cloak
room with locker system for employee's wraps and a

washroom for men.

The Office

The office is situated on the mezzanine floor on
the Hargarve Street side of the store and is 36 feet

long by 10 feet wide. It is well lighted by windows
and a bird's eye view is obtained of the whole store.

The Rannard Idea

The spirit behind the Rannard org-anization is ex-

pressed in the "Rannard Idea": "To do the right

The centrally located cash and wrapping department. Also takes care of
deliveries, repairs and telephone calls. There are two trunk lines with

branch telephones to the office above

thing at the right time, in the right way ; to do some
things better than they were ever done before ; to eli-

minate errors; to know both sides of the question;
to be courteous ; to be an example ; to work for the
love of the work ; to anticipate requirements ; to deve-
lop resources ; to recognize no impediments ; to mas-
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ter circumstances ; to act from reason rather than rule
;

to be satisfied with nothing short of perfection."

The officers of the company are: President, Chas.

F. Rannard
;
vice-president, A. P. Rannard

;
secretary-

treasurer, R. F. Eadie
;
directors, M. A. Caft'erky and

J. Waddington. Footwear in Canada joins with

The right hand front display window in which is displayed women's high
grade dress shoes and evening slippers

many other friends in wishing them the added pros-

perity to which they are justly entitled.

Breithaupt Christmas Dinner

A UNIQUE event in Woodstock, just before

Christmas, was a dinner and Christmas tree

presented by the Breithaupt Leather Com-
pany to their employees and their families.

The dinner was followed by a programme of enter-

tainment during which Santa Claus appeared and pre-

sented every kiddie with a stocking full of sweets and
oranges, as well as some other remembrance of the

Christmas season. Mr. Albert I. Schultz, general

manager of the Woodstock organization, presided and
opened the evening with an address of appreciation to

the employees and a sincere wish for their future hap-

piness and prosperity. The dancing and musical pro-

gramme was specially attractive and very much en-

joyed. A feature of the evening also was a presenta-

tion to Mr. Schultz, by the employees, of a handsome
electric reading lamp ; to Mrs. Schultz, a silver rosary,

and to Mr. Julius Schultz, superintendent of the plant,

a silver cigarette case, pipe and smoker's set.

+ „„_,„— ,— — . +
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I
Awfu' Profiteering

j

! "Speaking about profiteering," said the tall
|

j man, "brings to my mind the story of the Scotch
j

shopkeeper, Sandy Macfee, who while talking to 3

the manager of a London emporium, said: 'Ye'll }

pardon my askin' ye, sir, but what profits can ye 1

mak in Lunnon?' 1

" 'Oh, as for that,' was the reply, "on some
j

articles 5 per cent., on others 10 per cent., and
j

1 on some 20 per cent.'
j

j
" 'Twenty per cent! Man, it's awfu' !" !

I

" 'But don't you ?' asked the Londoner. \

I

" 'Nae sic luck,' exclaimed Sandy, '"I can only !

I

mak 1 per cent. I just buy a thing for a shullin' I

•i and I sell it for twa.' "
|

! T

.1—.._.._.« „„_,,»_,—„_.„—., .„_.„ .—..—.4.
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Manufacturers Discuss Action to Promote

Export Trade in Boots and Shoes

FOLLOWING the discussion at the Shoe Manu-
facturers convention in Montreal, fully describ-

ed elsewhere in this issue, action is being taken

to promote the Canadian export trade in boots

and shoes. Inciuiries among manufacturers show that

opinion is divided as to the posibilities of the business.

Some manufacturers believe that there is practically

no money in the line; that speaking generally, Cana-

dian factories are not ecjuipped for the economical

production of shoes from the export point of view ;

that some of the larger factories may find it of value

in disposing of surplus production ; and that the better

way to build up Canadian trade is to pay more atten-

tion to the domestic market.

On the other side there are manufacturers who
think that there is a big field abroad for our goods,

provided that the business is cultivated in the right

way. There will be an immense demand for boots

and shoes in Europe, and Canada has the opportunity

to secure a considerable portion of the business. At
any rate, it is worth trying for. Unless we make a

serious effort, we cannot ascertain the possibilities in

this direction. It is suggested that arrangements
should be made through a boot and shoe export asso-

ciation to guarantee at least 75 per. cent, of the for-

eign acounts ; in other words that any losses should

be pooled.

In connection with the promotion of foreign trade

the following letter has been sent by the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association to shoe manufacturers

who may be interested in this branch. The letter is

dated December 28th, 1918, and is as follows

:

The Canadian Manufacturers' Asociation has been

asked by the Government to keep the manufacturers

posted as to its trade policies and, where necessary,

to, organize them as quickly as possible into trade

groups or guilds so they may become more efficient

in production. There is a very obvious reason for this

on account of the fact that within the next two or

three months European countries will come into the

market for enormous quantities of various kinds of

goods. From other parts of the world there will also

be a big demand for all kinds of articles, due to stocks

having become exhausted. In the export market,

whether for transient reconstruction business in Eur-

ope or for permanent business from any part of the

world, Canada will have to compete with the most
efficient producers of every country, and therefore

she will only be able to secure a share of that busi-

ness by being efficient herself.

In the shoe business there is already in existence

several district organizations and covering Canada
as a whole, the recently formed Shoe Manufacturers'
Association of Canada, of which Mr. F. S. Scott of

Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait, Out., is President; Mr.

Jos. Daoust, of Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited, Mon-
treal, is first vice-president; and Mr. J. D. Palmer of

the Hartt Shoe Co. Limited, Fredericton, N.B., is

second vice-president, the secretary-treasurer having
not yet been appointctl. It will no doubt be best to

build on this foundation which has already been laid

and to have such work dealt with by the Shoe Manu-
facturers' Asociation. One of the purposes of this let-

ter is to urge on all shoe manufacturers the desirabil-

ity of joining this new organization. As, however the

Shoe Manufacturers' Association is immediately not

in a position to handle the work in the way it would
desire, you are hearing from the Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association direct.

Point is given to the need for prompt action by
the fact that the Government is already in receipt of

information to the effect that boots and shoes, for

men, boys, women, girls and children, made of heavy
leather, cheap and durable, will be most urgently re-

quired.

At a small conference of manufacturers held on
the 23rd inst., it was their judgment that men's and
boys' shoes to suit the purpose should be standard
screw in Mennonite, wax split or waterproof chrome,
of the plainest and simplest type, eliminating toe-caps

and any features that add chiefly to appearance with-
out improving wearing qualities. For women's the

+»_,„,_„„_„„_,„_„„_„„_„„_„„—._„„_„„_„._,—„_„„_„„_„„_„_„„
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! World Shortage of Leather

j
The following extract, taken from a state-

j

i ment issued by the War Service Committees of :

1 the shoe manufacturing industry, Tanners Coun- '

1 cil and shoe wholesalers and retailers of the Un- !

I
ited States is of timely interest:

j

I
A careful survey of the situation develops I

I

the fact that the world is bare of leather and
|

J

leather products, and that exports will be large
j

I

as soon as shipping facilities and credit are avail-
j

s able. Raw stock has been selling at maximum 5

1 prices in this country, and in foreign countries :

J
at a premium over maximum prices. It is clear !

1 that shoe stocks are low throughout the world, 1

j and there is no surplus of finished leather or raw
j

j
materials for civilian needs. Shoe factories are

\

J

sold ahead from four to five months.

1

4 4.

choice seemed to lie between pebble, blucher, unlined,

with toe-cap, and pebble, plain toe, bal.

A general conference of shoe manufacturers likely

to be interested in making these shoes for export is

being arranged to take place in Ottawa in the first

week of January, and it is hoped that a large attend-

ance will be present. The business, of this conference
will be to .select representative samples, confer with
the tanners, and supply men as to prices and supplies

of material, to be addressed by special representatives

of the Repatriation and Employment Committee, and
to select a delegation to interview the Ministers of

Finance and Trade and Commerce, the Canadian
Trade Commission, and officials of the Customs and
other departments whose co-operation may be neces-
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sary for the successful carrying on of such business
as may eventuate. It is desirable that the manufac-
turers should be prepared to furnish a statement
showing approximately the quantities that they
might supply weekly after the receipt of orders.

Some manufacturers have already made known
their intention of making samples in accordance with
their ideas of what is required, and will no doubt
bring them to the conference. Other manufacturers
will desire to present their ideas and it is anticipated

that the conference will be well supplied with samples.
Without going into further detail, at this time, may
I request that you will take prompt action in joining

the Shoe Manufacturers' Association, so that you
-will be duly notified as to the date and place of the

future meetings that will be called for the purpose
of finally deciding upon standard types of shoes and
allocating such business as may come through on the

basis of each plant's producing capacity.

Mr. Slater's Opinion

Mr. Geo. A. Slater, of Geo. A. Slater, Limited,
Montreal, who have already sold a large number of

shoes in the Old Country, states : "The possibilities

for export under normal conditions are worthy of in-

vestigation. A careful survey of the situation develops
the fact that the world is bare of leather and leather

products. We may say that Eurpoe is barefoot and
this for a time, but we have got to help clothe them

.

Shoes are one of the most essential articles of apparel

and people, as a whole, have to have footwear when
they manage to get along with a few new clothes.

Assuming that there will be some way worked out
by which these countries can pay for the goods they
need and if our manufacturers will consolidate their

lines and concentrate their efforts on an export trade

it would seem as if a large business in export trade

may be obtained.

"That prices may eventually come down is not
unlikely, but such recession is not likely to occur for

a year or more and then will be subject to external

conditions. The shoe industry, dependent as it is on
leather as the main material used in its products, finds

itself afifected as to supply and price on the cattle svip-

ply. Leather is simply a by-product over which the

shoe industry and the tanner have no control, so that

despite a lower wage scale and even reduced costs

of other materials, the price of leather may rule high
for years and may show increases because there is

every indication of a sadly depleted cattle supply,

which may not be increased for years to come. The
•proper preparation of leather takes months and auth-

orities seem unanimous in their opinion that higher

prices of leather can only be prevented by pursuing
a sane, non-speculative merchandising and manufac-
turing policy."

Goods Must be Suitable

Mr. Oscar Dufresne, of Dufresne & Locke, Limit-

ed, Montreal, who spent a considerable time in France
—about two years ago—in connection with French
army orders, has the following to say : In order to

secure business in France and Belgium it is impera-

tive that we send goods suitable for those markets.

You must give the people what they want. Any man
sent from this side to investigate foreign markets
should be fully qualified. My idea is that such a re-

presentative should secure samples of the various

lines, and that Canadian manufacturers should copy
these samples, as it would be useless to send Cana-
dian goods regardless of the particular wants of the

Pointerfor Manufacturers : The importance of a good welting, properly
applied, cannot be emphasized too strongly

French or Belgians. When such samples are made up,

the representative of the Canadian manufacturers

would be in a position to go right after the business

with goods suitable for the people. It would be more
economical for a man to represent an association of

manufacturers, as it would obviate the different manu-
facturers being represented by different people. It

must not be overlooked that Great Britain will strong-

ly compete for trade in France
;
they had a large bus-

iness there before the war and will no doubt again go
after this trade. Foreign business of this kind involves

considerable financing, as it will be at least four

months before the goods will be paid for.

A Recognized Authority on Export Trade
No man in Canada is better qualified to speak

on the export trade in boots and shoes to France than

Mr. Nap. Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufactur-
ing Co., Limited, Montreal, who have an office and
warehouse in Paris. Mr. Tetrault has visited France
three times, and leaves on the 21st inst. for another

trip.

He states that the Canadian Government are

equipping a special train with Canadian natural and
manufactured products to visit all the principal centres

in France. The exhibits will include Canadian boots
and shoes. The French Government will give free

transportation to the train, which will be in charge
of an accredited representative.

Mr. Tetrault continued : AVe had to open a ware-
house in Paris, owing to the fact that the French trade

will not send money to Montreal or New York before

they receive the goods.
The outlook for Canadian trade in shoes with

France is very good. Firms can, just now, sell all the

goods they have, providing, of course, they are suit-

able for the market. If any firm sends the usual Cana-
dian style goods to France they will simply be losing

their money—one must study the wants of the peo-
ple. The demand is for medium grade Goodyears, pre-

ferably box calf and box kip, both for men and wo-
men. The goods must have a short tip and a short

vamp made on French lasts, which have a fairly wide
but low toe. The recede toe does not sell in France,
and it would be waste to make samples of this char-
acter. I or my firm will be very glad to give all in-

formation as to the trade and as to the technicalities

to be observed ; we are also willing to show papers
to any firm contemplating doing business with France.
At the present time any one shipping to France must
secure a permit from the French Government, al-

though no doubt this law will be rescinded within the
next three or four months. We have obtained per-
mits right along, partly no doubt because our business
was of the semi-government order.

It is hard to do business unless a firm has a re-
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presentative in France. By having a man on the spot
he can look after shipments coming into the country

;

otherwise it will probably be two months before the
goods get through, owing to the freight congestion.
We have a man at the port to meet the steamer on
its arrival, with a view of seeing that the goods are
placed on the train immediately. Such a representa-
tive secures cars, gets the goods loaded, and sees
that the cars are attached to a train leaving for Paris
within a couple of days. No goods should be shipped
unless they are insured for marine risk and also for

pilfering. The French people are very good payers.

We have just received an order for 30,000 pairs

I^ayable in Montreal, 50 per cent, of the amount having
been already deposited in New York. This is the
lirst time that payment has been made through paper
on this side against allotment of goods. In addition
to the above order, we have accepted contracts for

67.000 ] airs payable on arrival in Paris.

Meeting of Ontario Tanners

THE annual meeting of the tanners' section of

the Board of Trade was held in Toronto on
December 19. Mr. Theodore King, chairman
of the section, in his address, stated that both

leather goods manufacturers and tanners have been
very busy and expect to be for some time to come.
Their chief difficulty now would be the labor situa-

tion. The following is extracted from his talk:

"In the beginning of the year the market for hides

commenced an upward movement and the prices did

not cease advancing until the United States War
Trade Board fixed a maximum price for all hides in

North and South America. These maximum prices

were well maintained and assisted in keeping the mar-
ket from fluctuating and in keeping prices firm. This
stability has resulted in less leather being made in

Canada during the year 191<S than for some years pre-

vious. There are no stocks of leather on hand, and
with the lifting of embargoes all classes of leather

will be required and high prices obtained.

"The only cloud on the horizon, which, however,
may be only a mirrage, is the labor situation. I feel

confident, however, that the present situation of un-
rest is only a passing phase, and that with wise ad-

ministration of our public afifairs, labor will receive

a full and complete compliance with all reasonable
demands, with the result that the future will show a

combination of Capital and Labor working together
for the attainment of that for which we should all

strive—peace on earth and good-will to men."
Officers of Section.

The following are the officers of the Tanners' Sec-
tion : Chairman, W. J. Heaven; Vice-Chairman, John
Sinclair; Secretary-Treasurer, F. G. Morley.

Executive Committee—A. O. Beardniore, J. C.

Breithaupt, G. B. Clarke, Hon. E. J. Davis, H. B.

Johnston, Theo. King, G. C. H. Lang, C. G. Marlatt,
W. G. Parsons, Chas. Robson, J. Sinclair, C. W. To-
bey, S. R. Wickett.

Legislation Committee—R. M. Beal, A. O. Beard-
more, G. B. Clarke, N. D. Clark, Hon. E. J. Davis, H.
B. Johnston, C. G. Marlatt, W. G. Parsons, Charles
Robson, Frank Robson, C. W^ Tobey and S. R. Wick-
ett.

Transportation Committee—R. M. Beal, A. O.
Beardmore, L. J. Breithaupt, W. J. Heaven, Theo.
King, G. C. H. Lang, W. G. Parsons, Chas. Robson,
John Sinclair and S. R. Wickett.

Popular Traveller Makes Change

Mr. R. J. McAllister is now with L. H. Packard
& Company, Montreal, covering the Western Canada
territory. A couple of years ago he handled the Geo.

Mr. R. J. McAllister

A. Slater lines throughout Western Ontario, but later

went with the Brandon Shoe Company. His many
friends wish him success in his latest endeavor.

Toronto Repairers Elect Officers

AT a recent meeting of the Toronto Shoe Re-
pairers' Association the officers were elected

for the ensuing year. The voting was very
keen and resulted in several changes of office,

the following being the result

:

President, J. W. Hendry, 2191 Queen East.

Vice-President—Walter Burnill, 75 Queen E^ast.

Treasurer, A. Butterworth, 457 Yonge street.

Financial Secretary, S. Burnett, 761 Yonge street.

Recording Secretary, T. McGuffin, 251 Pape Ave.
Executive: C. F. Robertson, 497 Queen West.

J. L. Weir, 462 Parliament Street.

H. E. Carley, 1067 Gerrard Street.

Mr. Hayward, 2852 Dundas West.

J. Ozard, 174>< Avenue Road.

The members of the Association are planning to

make things even more lively than last year and, as

a starter, a complimentary smoker was given to the

shoe repairmen of Toronto, on Wednesday evening,

January 8, in Foresters Hall. An excellent programme
was provided and it is hoped that the event will do
much towards creating a more friendly feeling among
the non-members which will eventually lead them
to cast in their lot with the Association.

It is not uncommon for merchants to use advertis-

ing space on the pay envelope of local manufacturers
or other large employers. An employer using pay
envelopes will usually be glad to allow an advertiser
to imprint them with his advertisement for the privi-

lege of which he supplies the envelopes.
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Mr. A. Brandon, Hon. President,
Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada

Mr. F. S. Scott, M.P., President,
Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada

Mr. Geo. A. Slater, Hon. President,
Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada

DominionAssociation ofManufacturersFormed
Enthusiastic Convention of Canadian Shoe Men Results in Formation

of The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada—
Complete Report of the Proceedings

THE Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada

is now an accomplished fact—the various meet-

ings with a view to its organization having cul-

minated in a convention held at the Windsor

Hotel, Montreal, on December 19th, 1918. This was

exceptionally well attended, the feature being the large

delegation from Quebec. The proceedings were en-

thusiastic, and the decision to form an association was

unanimous.

The speeches at the morning session were largely

devoted to trade problems, and the addresses by Mr.

J. L. Breithaupt, Sr., of the Breithaupt Leather Co.,

Ltd., Kitchener, and Hon. E. J. Davis, of the Davis

Leather Co., Limited, Newmarket, Ont., were particu-

larly informative as to the leather situation, and also

as to the general commercial outlook. The question of

export possibilities was dealt with by Mr. H. T. Mel-

drum, and although there seemed to be some hope of

business in this direction, no positive action was taken.

It was generally agreed that this was ihe best shoe

convention ever held in Canada. All the speeches were

of the most optimistic character, and if the Association

measures up to expectations it should prove one of the

livest organizations in the Dominion. The speeches of

Mr. F. S. Scott, M.P., gave the convention a great lead;

he is full of fight for the interests of the shoe and allied

industries; and it clearly will not be due to either want

of initiative or virile action if the Association does not

accomplish the objects set forth in the constitution.

The Delegates

The following is a list of the delegates registered

and the companies they represented:—Paul Bertrand,

Bertrand & Thibault, Quebec; Eugene Thibault, Bert-

rand & Thibault, Quebec; Bisson, Omer, Quebec; L.

Blondeau, Children's Shoe Mfg., Quebec; J. B. Drolet,

Drolet Ltee, J.B., Quebec; Ludger Duchaine, Quebec;

John Perkins, Duchaine & Perkins, Quebec; Herbert \'.

Gale, Gale Bros., Ltd., Quebec; J. H. Gosselin, Quebec;

J. B. Goulet, O. Goulet, Quebec; Elie Jobin, Elie Jobin,

Ltd., Quebec; Louis Tanguay, Lachance & Tangua)',

Quebec; P. C. Lachance, Lachance & Tanguay, Quebec;

Eudor Fournier, La Cie des Cuir & Chaussures, Plessis-

ville; J. P. Lagace, Lagace & Lepinay, Limoilou; G.

Plante, Marier & Trudel, Quebec; David Marsh, The
Wm. A. Marsh Co., Ltd., Quebec; Jos. Martin, J. & A.

Martin, Quebec; J. E. Warrington, The John Ritchie

Co., Ltd-, Quebec; M. J. Sheehey, The John Ritchie Co.,

Ltd., Quebec; E. Saillant, Saillant & Lessard, Quebec;

J. Lessard, Saillant & Lessard, Quebec; J. E. Samson,
Samson, J. E., Quebec; Stobo, J. M., Quebec; Tanguay,

Jos., Quebec; A. E. Marois, Tourigny & Marois, Que-
bec; Alfred- Marois, Jr., Tourigny & Marois, Quebec:
Ed. Tremblay, Quebec; Luc Routier, Quebec; G. W.
McFarland, Williams Shoe, Ltd., Brampton, Out.; A.

Brandon, Brandon Shoe Co., Brantford, Ont.; Richard

Weston, Weston Shoe Co., Ltd., Campbellford, Ont.;

F. S. Scott, Getty & Scott. Gait, Ont.; F. H. Ahrens,

Chas. A. Ahrens, Ltd., Kitchener, Ont.; A. Campbell,

Bennett, Ltd., Kitchener, Ont; G. P. Stockton, The C.

S. Hyman Co., Ltd., London, Ont.; A. M. Jarvis, Mur-
ray Shoe Co., Ltd., London, Ont.; J. Dombard, Scott-

Chamberlain, Ltd., London, Ont.; G. H. AnsleJ^ Perth

Shoe Co., Ltd., Perth, Ont.; C. E. Hurlbut, Hurlbut Co..

Ltd., Preston, Ont.; S. H. Parker, Solid Leather Shoe
Co., Ltd., Preston, Ont.; G. A. Blachford, Blachford
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Shoe Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.; 1-". W. Manson, The

King Shoe Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.; C. S. Sutherland,

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Amherst, N.S.; K. E.

Crosby, Crosby H. H. Co., Ltd., Hebron, N.S.; Clark

Bros., Ltd., St. Stephen, N.B.; J. A. Reid, The Hartt

Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Fredericton, N.B.; Narcisse

Gagnon, Aird & Son, Montreal; Chester F. Craigie,

Ames, Holden, McCready, Ltd., Montreal; C. H. De-

Guise, Charbonneau & DeGuise, Montreal; J. B. Cor-

Ijeil, Montreal; Jos. Daoust, Daoust, Lalonde & Co.,

Ltd., Montreal; Ralph Locke, Dufresne & Locke, Mon-
treal; A. L. Dupont, Dupont & Frere, Montreal; Thos.

H. Robinson, Eagle Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal; J. Bru-

net, Eagle Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal; R. L. Stiles, J. R.

Evans Leather Co., Ltd., Montreal; E. J. Holliday,

Footwear in Canada, Montreal; F. H. Devenish, Foot-

wear in Canada, Montreal; R. Lanthier, Kingsbury

I'^ootwear Co., Montreal; W. F. Martin, Kingsbury

Footwear Co., Ltd., Montreal; B. Vaillancourt, La-

Duchesse Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal; D. F. Desmarais,

LaDuchesse Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal; N. Macfarlane,

Macfarlane Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal; M. L. Packard, L.

H. Packard Co., Ltd., Montreal; J. I. Chouinard, Re-

gina Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal; Geo. A. Slater, Geo. A.

Slater, Ltd., Montreal; W. Smardon, Smardon Shoe

Co., Ltd., Montreal; A. Tetrault, Tetrault Shoe Mfg.

Co., Ltd., Montreal; P. A. Doig, Tetrault Shoe Mfg.

Co., Ltd., Montreal; W. V. Matthews, Tetrault Shoe

Mfg. Co., Ltd., Montreal; F. W. Knowlton, United

Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Montreal; W. J. Sadler,

Sadler & Haworth, Montreal; Art. Harries, Canada

Paper Box Co., Montreal; Geo. V. Davis, Bennett Ltd.,

Montreal; Major J. A. Scott, Quebec.

Opening Formalities

Proceedings were a little late in commencing, ow-

ing to the Toronto train not being on time. The first

business of the convention was to appoint a chairman,

and secretary protem, Mr. F. S. Scott, M.I: ., being voted

to the chair and Mr. W. P. Hughes named as secretary.

Three addresses of welcome were given the dele-

gates. Mr. Geo. A. Slater, speaking for the Montreal

Boot & Slioe Manufactui ers' Association, referred with

satisfaction to the large response to the invitations- sent

out. He suggested the time was ripe for the shoe

manufacturers to discuss question.s of vital importance

to the trade, and believed that the convention would
result in greater freindship among the trade.

Mr. Jos. Daoust made the \v'elcome speech in

French. He reminded the French Canadians that this

was a bi-lingual organization. The committee were

anxious that the convention should be on such lines as

would make all delegates feel at home, discussion and

questions being freely invited. He believed that the

meeting would result in a better understandi'ig ?mong
the shoe manufacturers of Canada.

Lieut.-Col. Sadler, vice-president of the Montreal

branch of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, de-

clared that the convention would be of great and mutual

benefit to themselves and also of advantage to the

country. The shoe industry was one of the most im-

portant industries of the country, and the convention

would be the means of demonstrating this fact to the

country more than in the past. From his large experi-

ence of associations in Canada and the United States,

he believed that they resulted in considerable lienefit

to all concerned.

The Leather Market
The convention then took up the question of trade

problems. The first speaker, Mr. L. J. Breithaupt, Sr.,

who, in considering the future possibilities of the lea-

ther market, spoke of the great conflict whicli had now
closed, and from which the British Emjiire had emerged
victoriously, owing to the British Xav)-. .\s Canadians,

he said, they could look with satisfaction upon the part

they had taken in the war, and the engagements of

Cambrai, Mons, and others, bore witness to Canada's

great achievements. But, he continued, we had to face

conditions as they are at present and also to face seri-

ous problems in regard to the future. He personall)-

had changed liis mind as to conditions ' in tlie leather
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market. He had l^een of the opinion that a slump was

inevital)le, but he had now taken up a more optimistic

attitude. Prices, of course, were abnormal to-day, but

he did not see how they could be reduced in the im-

mediate future. Labor was not going to be cheaper,

and as long as wheat and other commodities remained

at their present level there was, in his view, little chance

of wages coming d(mn. Besides the labor situation,

raw material was high in price and in this connection

he pointed particularly to the high cost of tanning ma-

terials and to the heavy increase in the cost of ma-

chinery. There was no great surplus of leather in this

country; the only immediate surplus was army leather

which had been refused by the government, and in this

matter he was hopeful that a fair settlement would be

made. There was a surplus of heavy army leather and

leather made from prime packer steer hides; there was

a surplus of heavy army upper leather. Mr. Breithaupt

pointed out difficulties in securing hides, and then went

on to discuss the ,probable demand from Europe for

boots and shoes and leather. While it was possible

that England might not require so much leather as m
the past. Continental Europe, he said, was exceedingly

short of leather and boots and shoes. Summing up

the whole situation, he believed that there was no

prospect of an immediate slump; probably there would

be a gradual decline, for prices would have to come

down sooner or later. Canada had a wonderful future

which was just beginning to be realized and he ex-

pected the country to go ahead by leaps and bounds.

With regard to the export of shoes, there was no doubt

an opening in this direction; one Montreal manufac-

turer had already done a great deal, and the speaker

thought that more could yet be done. In that con-

nection he advocated Canadian manufacturers exhibit-

ing at the great fair at Lyons, France.

Address by Hon. E. J. Davis

Hon. E. J. Davis expressed his pleasure at seeing

Mr. F. S. Scott, a member of the Dominion Parlia-

ment, in the chair; there never was a time when the

country needed such practical Inisiness men as Mr.

Scott in the House of Commons. He congratulated the

shoe manufacturers upon getting together; there should

be harmony and unity in the industry not only for the

sake of the manufacturers themselves, btit for the sake

of the country. It was by this getting together, by the

rubbing of shoulders, that they received hints of im-

mense value. Mr. Davis went on to point out the ad-

\antages of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association

in dealing with such problems as freight, transporta-

tion, customs rates, etc. His experience was that an

association was of even more value to the small manu-
facturer than to the large manufacturer.

Discussing the leather situation, Mr. Davis said

that there was no reason to believe that there would

l)e an excess quantity of hides for some time to come,

neither was the price likely to depreciate. As an in-

dication of the opinion held in England he stated that

his firm had received a cable offering to buy a large

quantity of wax splits to be stored in this country for

twelve months; this, at any rate, indicated the feeling

abroad. With regard to calf skins, the speaker referred

to the great difficulty in securing skins during the war

owing to the sources of supply lieing largely cut of¥.

If he were a shoe manufacturer he would certainly not

go short of supplies for his business and would watch

the situation day by day. Mr. Davis then proceeded to

discuss the question of costs, which he divided into

"controllable" and "uncontrollable," and on comment-
ing on the latter pointed out how the manufacturers

had cheerfully liorne the heavy war taxes for patriotic

purposes. At the same time, the imposition of these

taxes was a handicap in securing foreign business. He
was glad to notice that the government had decided to

secure shipping facilities for this country so that Can-

ada would be in a position to carry goods in Canadian

l:)oats, thus giving her a decided advantage.

As to the period of readjustment, all classes must
do their part. Personally, he was willing to run his

factory without profit to give the returned men work.

The farmers were agitating to secure legislation which

would put the burden of the country's debt on other

people's shoulders, Init he insisted that the farmer, tlie
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manufacturer and the laborer must each do their part

and come to a common understanding in order to ad-

vance the interests of Canada.

Mr. R. E. Dildine, general manager of Ames, Hol-

den, McCready, Ltd., was to have read a paper on

"Trade Conditions from the Selling Standpoint," i)ut

the chairman announced with regret that Mr. Dildine

had undergone an operation for appendicitis. (His

death later came as a distinct shock to the entire shoe

trade).

Standardizing of Cartons
After extending greetings from the Canadian Paper

Box Makers' Association, of which he is president, Mr.

Art. Harries stated: As I was largely responsible for

the formation of the paper box section of the Can-

adian Manufacturers' Association, I was very much
amused when one of the members warned me rot to

let the shoe men know of our association. My answer

was, "The shoe men have their own association, and do

not fix prices, therefore they would certainly not ac-

cuse us of doing so."

I am going to try and convince you of the import-

ance of adopting a standard size of shoe carton. I am
sure you have standard sizes of shoes; why not the

same in boxes? I consider the backbone of the paper

box business is "service and prompt delivery," and

certainly with standard sizes your box maker could give

better service, as they could be cut in large runs and

more quickly if required. Prices also might be con-

sidered, as raw material could be procured from the

mill in a size to eliminate waste.

The regular size of board is 30 x -tO inches and

the cost is based on the number of boxes that can be

cut from this sheet. One carton that I make cuts four

from this sheet, so for this contract I buy :!3 x 40 and

cut six boxes from a sheet.

The retailer's shelving would be made to suit, if

he knew that all his shoes would be delivered in a

standard size carton, and your carton with your ad-

vertisement on it would be passed on to the wearer,

but under .present conditions the majority of large re-

tailers change to their own boxes and your advertising

is lost.

I know of a large retailer who made his shelving

to suit the American standard sizes and supplied a

sample carton to the Canadian factories, which they

were obliged to copy when selling shoes to his firm.

I also have a factory to manufacture fil^re shipping con-

tainers, and know well the inconvenience of odd sizes

in packing cases and feel sure that the manufacturers of

wood and corrugated boxes would also be delighted to

hear of the adoption of standard sizes. Unlike shoe

cartons, the makers of fibre and corrugated cases make
the board themselves, and make it in a size to suit the

case ordered, therefore a difference of or 54 of an

inch in the shoe cartons makes a difference in the size

of the sheet and the price of the container.

We often receive mail and even telegraph enquiries

for quotations and delivery of, we will say, as an ex-

ample, a fifteen pair men's container. Before we can

quote a price we have to request the customer to send

us a sample of the carton he uses, from this sample

we make up 15 boxes to test our container, . which is

really a needless expense and delay. I remember well

an incident which occurred in my factory which shows
what trouble even of an inch will cause, wliich would
have been avoided had standard sizes been in use.

John Doe was using a men's carton 12J/2 x x
iy% score size, buying from two box factories. One
morning his purchasing department demanded delivery

within a few hours of 2,000 cartons with a special label.

There were none of that size cut but we had a lot

partly made of John Brown's size, which was 12H ^

(>% X 4^. To get immediate delivery, John Doe ac-

cepted this size and, as we got away with it that time,

we continued the one size for the two customers for

over two years, but our sin was at last found out.

John Doe wanted some 24 pair fibre containers and
we made them to suit the carton we were supplying
him, but when delivered were found to be Y2 inch too

short for the cartons he was purchasing from the other

box factory, who liad continued the 12J/$ inch size.

It would have been no inconvenience to either of these

shoe firms to have used the I214 or the 12>^ inch as

a standard size.

The United States War Board made very severe

restrictions on the paper box industry, which seemed
to us at first sight as unnecessary, such as the elim-

ination of the gold trim, the paper fly, the bottom
piece, the news lining on the board, tissue, etc., but

no doubt they had studied the question thoroughly
before making the rule, and it has at least taught us

the lesson that we must do all in our power to save

material and labor and avoid unnecessary waste. Now,
gentlemen, that is the trouble, what is the cure?

I have here a card which reads:

Standard Sizes of Cartons

Resolved, that this Association adopt stand-

ard measurements for cartons as follows:—Men's
12% X 6^ X 4>^; boys' 11^4 x 6 x 3%; youth's

10^ X 5^ x 3^; women's 11J4 x 5/4 x 3J4; mis-

ses' lOH X 4% X 3^; children's 8% x 414 x 2)^—
outside measurements.

And be it further resolved that the members
and the trade generally be urged to put same in-

to general use for standard cartons when no
special cartons are ordered and when new fix-

tures are installed.

Adopted January 14, 1914, National Boot &
Shoe Manufacturers' Association.

To a boxmaker these sizes seem about right. I am
not sure that they are in force now, perhaps some of

your members could inform us on that, but certainly if

my proposal should meet with your favorable con-

sideration it would be easy to adopt a standard size that

would be acceptable to all.

Discussion on Cartons
At the afternoon session the question of the stand-

ardization of cartons came up, the chairman stating that

some movement had been made in this direction in

Ontario. They had adopted certain standards, but

probaljly the time was ripe for the whole country to

get down to a standard.

Mr. Geo. A. Slater was of the opinion that it was
to the general interest that a standard carton should
l)e adopted. It would be, he thought, more economical
and would also please the retailer, making their shelves

look more uniform.

Later in the day the following resolution was

I

..4.
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adopted: "That this Association endorse the idea of

standardization of cartons and shipping cases and that

a committee be appointed to work out the details in

this connection."

Our Export Trade
A very interesting address followed, on "Export

Trade Possibilities," by Mr. H. T. Meldrum, Canadian

representative for R. Martens & Co., Ltd., London,

England. Mr. Meldrum said:

I very much appreciate the honor of having been

asked to address you on this important occasion, and

in the first place I must take opportunity of congratu-

lating you on at last coming together in an all-Can-

adian convention of shoe manufacturers. It was a mat-

ter which I had often discussed with some of you, and

more particularly with my good friend Mr. George

Slater, who, as you know, holds very strong and very

sound views on the benefits to be obtained by co-opera-

tion in the industry. When I was secretary of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association at Montreal, there

were difficulties in the way which seemed to preclude

the formation of a National Association. I am very

happy indeed to learn that these have been overcome.

The shoe industry is one of the most important

in the Dominion and by meeting often for discussion

of your problems, and by united action aimed to reform

abuses which exist in the trade, you will enhance that

importance and take a stronger place in the country.

I have been asked to speak on "Export Oppor-

tunities," with reference, of course, to the boot and

shoe industry. You will not misunderstand me when

I say that it is a subject which I approach with some

hesitation. In every country of the world there is a

certain production of footwear, though in some places,

no doubt, it is of a primitive nature. However, when

customs tariflfs were formulated no one ever overlooked

shoes, because the industry was one capable of expan-

sion at home. The result is that wherever you go

with shoes for export you are up against a wall. Your

aim is to discover where such walls are surmountable.

But coincident with such endeavor you should, in

my opinion, carry on a more vigorous campaign for

an expansion of business at home. Despite the import

duty of 30 per cent., and lyk per cent, war duty, there

was a big importation of shoes from the United States

last year. There seems to be two reasons chiefly con-

tributory to this situation. One, a silly prejudice which

still exists in the minds of some Canadians towards an

imported shoe, although there are shoes of as good
quality and as good value made in Canada as there are

in the world. You must carry on a campaign of educa-

tion along these lines. Money spent on the propaga-

tion of the Made in Canada idea, is money well spent

and you must keep this slogan to the fore. A second

cause is "dumping," and for this there is a remedy.

No doubt most of you hesitate to report a case of dump-
ing, lest it become known and you offend a desirable

customer. But if you will all agree to report such

cases as come to your attention you would soon stop

it. You cannot expect the customs authorities to deal

with this problem unaided, and I am well assured that

they would welcome your co-operation. You must
get a stronger grip on your home market.

In the past you have scarcely looked at all for

outside business. I note that in 1914 exports of leather

boots reached a value of only $82,000; since that time

there has been a considerable increase, but largely on

war l)usiness. Undoubtedly, however, the changes

brought about by the war will affect, all classes of

trade very considerably, and you may now find an out-

let which has heretofore been denied.

I have understood that one considerable factor in

the price of shoes in Canada was the high wages, and

as we know, the cost of labor in Western Europe was
50 to 100 per cent, below ours. This condition, how-
ever, will no longer obtain. Standards of living have
advanced materially in Europe during the past four

years, and at the same time labor has become a strong-

political force. Therefore, while I fear that there may
be a great deal of distress in the Old World due to

unemployment, yet it will not result in a reduction

of the wage scale to anything like the old figures. You

+
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will therefore have less to fear from European com-
petition in outside markets than was previously the

case.

I am strongly of the opinion that you should make
a serious attempt to get into foreign markets; and I

will offer some suggestions as to how it might he un-

dertaken. Now I may he wrong, as 1 am only a lay-

man, but I am inclined to think that the great major-

ity of you do not specialize sufficiently, but dissipate

a certain amount of your strength in variety produc-

tion. For successful export you must specialize.

Briefly, my idea is this: that the makers of each

class of shoes should get together and pool their in-

terests. They should draw up a questionnaire cover-

ing all the information desired concerning their par-

ticular line. Then as a preliminary step they might

send this out to the Canadian Trade Commissioner in

the country in which they desire to trade. Our Trade

Commissioner Service covers practically all the desir-

able markets and it comprises men of ability and en-

ergy who' are most anxious to assist Canadian busi-

ness. The Commissioner, l)y a study of the situation

on the lines indicated by the questionnaire and by the

comparison of Canadian styles and prices with com-

peting lines, would be able to furnish such a report as

would enable you to decide whether or not it were

worth while to go further. If the report was favor-

al)le, then send out your qualified representative to

make a closer study of the market and to make sales

arrangements.

I suggest the group system because the work of

direct investigation is costly and one of you alone

would hesitate to go out on an extensive survey of

world markets. But acting jointly you divide the ex-

pense and at the same time provide a striking force

which will make you much more important in foreign

fields.

Now you will ask what are the available markets?

To follow the line of least resistance you would natur-

ally look first to those countries where Canada enjoys

preferential fiscal treatment,—New Zealand, which

gives our products an advantage of 3:! l/;> per cent, of

the duty over non-British countries,—South Africa,

which gives a preference of I! per cent, ad valorem

—

the islands of the British West Indies, with most of

which we have special tariff arrangements. In France,

too, we have a slight preference under the Treaty of

1908. It is true that this treaty has l)een denounced

as from September next, but this will probably l^e

arranged again on somewhat similar lines.

There is an especially strong possibility in France

during the next three or four years, pending the set-

tlement of the social disturbances e.\istent in so great

a portion of industrial Europe.

I am given to understand that South America of-

fers very large opportunities, and another very import-

ant field is Siberia. That is a vast agricultural coun-

try with a population approaching twenty millions.

The efforts of the All-Russian Government, assisted by

.\llied tropps, have practically brought order out of

the chaos which existed. There is an absolute short-

age of footwear of all kinds, and our manufacturers

should be prepared to do business there just as soon as

some proper money value can be established.

I have expressed these ideas with a view to open-

ing the subject for discussion, and I trust that they

maj' l)e at least helpful in arriving at a solution of

tile problem.

Discussion on Export Possibilities

Mr. V. Doig, in discussing the question of export

trade, said that one of the most discouraging features

was the initial cost of introducing goods. He was in

favor of sending out a first-class shoe man to study

the requirements of the foreign business and to bring

hack samples of what was required. Mr. Doig went on

to say that some of the commercial commissioners

were easily discouraged because of the higher costs

of Canadian goods. One reason why Canadians diil

not get more foreign trade was because of the timidity

of the manufacturers.

Mr. G. A. Slater said that Canadian manufacturers

did not realize the opportunities ofTering in the export

line. It was not a good thing for men representing

other lines to also represent shoes; specialization was
needed. He suggested the appointment of a number
of groups among Canadian manufacturers, who would
agree amongst themselves as to the amount of orders

they would be able to execute, such manufacturers also

concentrating upon a certain number of lines.

Mr. Meldrum, as representing an English com-
pany, offered to co-operate with the manufacturers ex-

porting boots and shoes, particularly to l-iussia.

Invitation to Inspect Leatherboard Factory

Mr. Geo. Davis, of Bennetts, Limited, extended an

invitation to the delegates to visit their counter and

leatherboard factory at Chambly. He pointed out that

his company bought their raw material from the shoe

manufacturers and resold the finished product to

them again, which was a rather unique feature in in-

dustry. At the factory they would see the scrap lea-

ther l)eing converted into heelboard, and he add-

ed, that there vvas a greater demand for this com-
modity every day.

Mr. Jos. Daoust then spoke in French, and re-

peated his speech in English for the benefit of those

not acquainted with the French language. Incident-

ally he referred to the great value of being bilingual

and, in alluding to a previous remark by Hon. E. J.

Davis, that he would give a thousand dollars to be

able to speak French, stated that he (Mr. Daoust).

would not be without his knowledge of English for

a hundred thousand dollars. Mr. Daoust went on to

speak of the benefit of such an association as they

were about to form. He recalled the existence of the

pool of sole leather tanners, which agreed to give

a rebate of 5 per cent, to those doing business en-

tirelj' with the members of the pool. This existed

for several 3'ears and went to pieces because of in-

ternal dissensions, after putting up the price, and

thus getting back the rebate.

On the question of export Mr. Daoust had re

ceived during the war a letter of enquiry from an

Egyptian importer, asking as to the possibilities of

l;)uying shoes in this country. He replied that the

importer could obtain all the goods he required in

Canada, and since then, he had received another let-

ter, announcing that tlie importer was coming to this

country.

Personally, lie had received l)enefit from sucli

associations, and he related how he had picked up at

1
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Mr. N. B. Detwilei,
Member of the Executive Committee

Mr. C. S. Sutherland,
Member of the Executive Committee

Mr. L. J. Breithaupt gave a very interest-

ing and informative talk on the leather
situation

a meeting, in Toronto, methods to oliviate certain

difficulties encountered in making harness leather.

Mr. Daoust concluded by moving in favor of the for-

mation of a Shoe Manufacturers" Association for Can-

ada.

Mr. A. Brandon seconded Mr. Daoust's motion.

Organization, he said, meant the success of their

business; it led to efficiency and, without efficiency,

costs would be too high. In Ontario they had been

endeavoring to organize the shoe manufacturers and

they had to thank the war for Ijringing their forces

together. Organization had saved Canada and the

world. He hoped that the members of the association

would be as loyal as the Allies had been to Mar-

shal Foch in the war. He paid a tribute to Mr. Geo.

A. Slater for his work in connection with the asso-

ciation.

The resolution was unanimously carried.

The Constitution
I.—Name

1. The name of tlie .\ssociation sliiill lie the Shoe Manufac-

turers' Association of Canada, (section of the Canadian Manu-

facturers' Association).

2. The Head Office of the Association shall be situated at

Montreal.

II.—Purposes

.'!. The purjioscs of tl.is Association shall he

—

(a) To jironiote and foster the interests of those individuaK.

firms, jiartnersiiips and corporal ions en(J::iged in the manu-

facture of 1 oots and shoes in tlie Dominion of Canada,

(h) To cncouiage the fornialion of local shoe manufacturers'

associatior.s.

(c) To reform abuses existing in the trade.

(d) To secure freedom from unjust or unlawful exactions.

(e) To ditTuse to its members accurate and reliable information.

(f) To procure uniformity in the customs and usages of the

trade.

(g) To encourage export business.

(h) To promote fiiendly intercourse among members.

III.—Membership

4. .\ny individual, firm, iiartnership or corporation who is now,

or may become, a member of the Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, and who is engaged in tlie manufacture of boots and shoes

in Canada, sliall be eligible for menibersliip.

."). .\i)pIication for membershiii shall be maile in writing to

tile Secretary-Treasurer.

li. Power to deal with a])plicatiims shall be vested in the

Kxecutive Committee. On receipt of an application, the Committee,
if not in session, shall at once be notilled by mail. If the majority

of the Committee advises acceptance, the applicant shall be so iioti-

licd and he shall be considered elected on payment of fees.

T. .\ny member wishing to withdraw from this Association

must give notice to that effect to the Secretary-Treasurer three

months in advance, in writing, and pay all arrears of dues and
assessments of the .\ssociation.

IV.—Officers

N. The officers of this .\ssociation shall be an Honorary Pre-

sident, a President, two Vice-Presidents, and Secretary-Treasurer.

0. The President shall have general supervision over the affairs

of the .\ssociation. He shall jneside at all meetings of the Asso-

ciation and of the Executive Committee. He shall be a member
ex-officio of all other committees.

1(\ The Vice-Presidents in order of their seniority shall, in

the abser.c2 or disability of the President, assume his duties.

11. It shall be the duty of tlie .Secretary-Treasurer to keep a

correct list of the members and their addresses and a true and
correct record of all proceedings wdiether of the .\ssociation or of

its Executive Committee or of any committee reporting thereto.

He shall conduct the correspondence of the Association. He shall

collect and carefully preserve all books, papers, letters, record and
accounts relating to, or of interest to the Association. These he
shall deliver up, when directed to do so by the Executive Com-
mittee to such person or jiersons as it shall direct, and shall per-

form all duties wdiich the nature of his office may require, or the

Executive Committee may order.

He shall be custodian of the funds of the .Vssociation ; he shall

cause to be deposited with a chartered bank to the credit of the

.\ssociation in a general account all moneys received, and no
moneys shall be withdrawn therefrom without the signature of the

President or the Secretary-Treasurer and the signature of such
other officer or member as may be determined by resolution of the

Executive Committee. He shall report regularly to the Executive
Committee uiion the .Xssociation's financial standing. He shall pro-

vide a surety bond at the expense of the Association, and in such
amount as shall be determined by the Executive Committee. The
books and accounts shall be kept at the head office of the Associa-

tion, and shall be open to the inspection of any member of the

Executive Committee dtuing business hoius.

12. The Secrf-tary-Treasurer who may be a salaried officer,

shall be appointed by the 'Executive Committee and his remunera-
tion shall be determined by that body.

V.—Committees

lo. The Executive Committee shall be composed of the Presi-

dent, the two N'ice-Presidents and one representative for every five

T
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members or fraction tliereof according; to tlic following geographical

divisions—
(1) Western—including tlie i'rairie Provinces and

British Columbia.

(2) Province of Ontario.

(3) Province of Quebec.

(4) Maritime Provinces.

14. The Executive Committee shall carry out or supervise the

carrying out of the instructions of ilie Association. It shall act

as the representative of tlie A^^-.u iaiiun, when the latter is not in

session. It shall have general supervision over the policies of the

Association ; to it all committees shall report, and the actions of

such committees shall at all times be subject to its revisions. It

shall be empowered to fill any vacancies, whether within itself or

on any committee caused by a death or resignation and to iill

tini]U)rarily the place of any ofHccr or any member nf any com-
mittee who, from any cause, may be absent from- duty.

15. Tlie President may call a meeting of the E.xecutive Com-
mittee at his pleasure and shall do so on the written requisition

of any three members of the Executive Committee within tlnee

days of bis receipt of such request. Me»nbers of tlie .\ssociatioii

shall have the privilege of attending Executive Committee meet-
ings, but only members of the Committee shall have votes.

1C«. Written notice of same shall be sent by the Secietary-

Trea^iirer to all members of the Committee at least three days be-

foie llie (late fi.xed for the meeting.

17. At the Executive Conuuittee meetings regularly called,

five members shall constitute a quorum.

IS. Special committees may be appointed by the Executive

Committee from time to time.

19. Meetings of special committees shall be called at the dis-

cretion of the respective Chairnun or by the President of the As-

sociation.

20. At all special committee meetings a majority of the mem-
bers shall constitute a quorum.

21. The Committee on Nominations and Resolutions, com-

posed of seven members, shall be appointed by the Executive Com-
mittee at a meeting, regularly called, not less than thirty days be-

fore the Annual meeting of the Association.

22. The Committee on Nominations and Resolutions shall pre-

pare the ballot for the Annual Meeting of the Association. It shall

also report upon and, if necessary, prepare all resolutions sub-

mitted for the consideration of the said Annual Meeting.

2.3. It shall meet not less than fifteen days before the Annual

Meeting to perform its duties.

24. Notice of meeting shall be seent to all members of the

Committee not less than ten days before the date fixed for the

meeting.

25. A majority of the members of the Committee shall con-

stitute a quorum at any meeting regularly called.

VII.—Nominations and Elections

2C. The Secretary-Treasurer shall, not less than one month
prior to the date fixed for the Annual Meeting make a written call

upon all members for nominations for President, two Vice-Presi-

dents and the Executive Committee.

27. Nominations may be made by any active member in good

standing.

28. No nomination shall be valid which does not carry with

it the consent of the party nominated.

29. Nominations for President, Vice-Presidents and Executive

Committee shall be sent to the Secretary-Treasurer not less than

two weeks before the Annual Meeting, but this shall not apply

in the case of nominations put forward by the Committee on Nom-
inations and Resolutions.

30. Any active member in good standing shall be eligible for

election or appointment to any office or to any Committee.

31. The President and the two Vice-Presidents, no two of

whom shall be residents of the same district, and the Executive

Committee shall be elected at the Annual Meeting and shall hold

office until their successors are elected.

VIII.—General and Annual Meetings^

32. A special general meeting of the y\ssociation may be called

at the pleasure of the Executive Committee and shall be called by
the President upon the written re<|uisition of fifteen members with-

in three days of his receipt of such requisition.

33. Written notice of the same shall be sent by the Secretary-

Treasurer to all members at least five days before the date fixed

for the meeting.

34. The Annual Meeting of the Association shall be held in

the month of January, the time and place to be fixed by the Ex-
ecutive Committee.

35. Written notice of the same shall be sent by the Secretary-

Treasurer, to all members at least one month before the date fi.scd

for the meeting.

36. At all General and .\nnual Meetings of the Association

regularly called, twenty-five members shall constitute a quorum.

37. At any General or Annual Meeting of the Association

regularly called, any member who is prevented from attending

may be represented by proxy by any other member in good stand-

ing. The said proxy shall be in writing, and shall be filed with

the Secretary-Treasurer, provided, however, that no menilier shall

represent more than one proxy.

38. At all General and Annual Meetings of the Association

regularly called, no firm, partnership or corporation shall be en-

titled to more than one vote but any firm, partnership or corpora-

tion shall have the privilege of being represented by any number
of individuals connected with said firm, partnership or corporation.

.'lit. The order of ISusines; at all (ieneral and Annual meet-

ings of the Association shall be as follows

—

(a) Reading of Minutes of previous meeting.

(b) Business arising out of Minutes.

(c) Reports.

(d) Unfinished Business.

(e) Election of cfiicers and committee.

(f) New Business.

This order of Business may be suspended or varied at any
meeting by a two-thirds vote of the members i)r(.sent.

IX.—Dues and Assessments

40. The following annual dues shall be payable in advance

and shall be paid to the Secretary-Treasurer within thirty days from

the date on which they become due. Based upon the amount of

sales of goods manufactured in each case

—

Up to .$20lt,(l(M» $ 2().n(t

$ 200,000—
if 500,000 30.00

500,000— 750,000 50.00

750,000— 1,000,000 100.00

1,000,000— 1,500,000 150.00

1,500,000— 2,000,000 200.00

2,000,000— 3,000,0(X) 250.00

3,000,000 or over 300.0tl

41. Whenever the Association is in need of funds, money shall

be raised by an assessment upon the members of the Association.

42. All assessments must be ratified by a two-thirds vote of

tlie Executive Committee.

43. Assessments shall become due and payable after 15 days

notification thereof; and such notification shall be complete with

the mailing of a notice in writing by the Secretary-Treasurer ad-

dressed to the members.

X.—Alteration of Constitution

44. This constitution may be altered or amended by a vote of

the majority of the members present at any Annual Meeting of the

Association.

45. Notice of such alterations or amendments shall be placed

in the hands of the .Secretary-Treasurer one month prior to the

date of the Annual Meeting. It shall be the duty of the Secretary-

Treasurer to immediately notify the members of the proposed al-

terations or amendments.

40. This Constitution shall come into force on the date of

its adoption.

XI.—CM. A. Constitution

47. In all matters not specified in the above articles the

officers, committees and members of the Association shall be gov-

erned by the Constitution and By-Laws of the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association.

4S. Nothing in the above articles shall be interpreted as giv-

ing any powers or privileges not in accordance with said Con-

stitution and By-Laws.

Discussion on the Constitution

The convention then took up the discussion of

the constitution. The delegates from Quebec made

a strong stand in favor of the proceedings of the

association being issued both in French and English,

and further that the secretary-treasurer should have

a knowledge of both languages. The suggestion met

with general approval, and an amendment was in-

serted in the by-laws providing that the secretary

should have these qualifications. The official report
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Hon. E. J. Davis, who spoke on the

advantages of organization and conditions
in the leather market.

Mr. Nap. Tetrault, whose authoritative
pointers on export trade were of great

interest.

Mr. Art. Harries delivered an excellent
address on the "Standardization of

Cartons."

of the proceedings and the constitution will be in

both languages, and the notices to French firms will

be sent out in the French language.

Mr. Routier raised the question as to the form-

ation of local associations, one of the clauses under

the head of "Purposes" stating that the object was

to encourage the formation of local shoe manufac-

turers associations.

The chairman said that this question had been

considered and the general idea was that local asso-

ciations should continue with the object of dealing with

local questions; matters of national importance should

be brought to the attention of the national association.

It was entirely a matter of discretion as to whether the

local associations should continue.

Mr. Brandon said there was no idea of any in-

terference with a local association.

Messrs. Gale and Tanguay also spoke on this

question, and made inquiries with a view to ascer-

taining the general feeling.

Grouping of Manufacturers

Mr. H. J. Daly, of the Repatriation and Employ-
ment Committee, Ottawa, spoke at some length on

the question of the grouping of manufacturers to

study questions of interest to their own industries.

One of the most important questions to be considered

by such groups was the proper distribution of pro-

duction. There were groups of manufacturers in

Canada who got together and agreed to manufacture

a smaller variety of goods in order to obtain quantity

production of those particular goods, thus eliminating

many lines and enabling costs to be lowered. Mr.

Daly also spoke of the desire of the Government to

co-operate with manufacturers in regard to export

and home industry. It was proposed, he said, to es-

tablish a chain of employment offices throughout the

Dominion and to distribute the returned soldier and

civilian in such a way as to benefit employers and

employees. He asked the manufacturers to exercise

patience with the returned men, who, for a long time.

had been in a different atmosphere from that of in-

dustrial pursuits. It was a problem which would
have to be carefully worked out with the assistance

of the manufacturers.

Election of Officers

The following were elected as officers for the en-

suing year:

Hon. Presidents—Mr. A. Brandon, Brandon Shoe
Ca. Ltd., Brantford, Ont.; Mr. Geo. A. Slater, Geo.

A. Slater Ltd., Montreal.

President—Mr. F. S. Scott, M.P., Getty & Scott,

Limited, Gait, Ont.

First Vice-President—Mr. J. Daoust, Lalonde &
Co., Limited, Montreal.

Second Vice-President—Mr. J. D. Palmer, Hartt
Boot & Shoe Co., Fredericton, N.B.

Executive Committee—Messrs. J. Leckie, J. Lec-

kie & Co., Vancouver; Albert Tetrault, Tetrault Shoe
Mfg. Co. Ltd., Montreal; Geo. A. Slater. Geo. A.

Slater, Limited, Montreal; W. F. Martin, Kingsbury
Footwear Co. Ltd., Montreal; J. I. Chouinard. Re-
gina Shoe Co., Montreal; Ralph Locke, Dufresne &
Locke, Montreal; R. E. Dildine, Ames Holden Mc-
Cready, Montreal; H. V. Gale, Gale Bros. Ltd.. Que-
bec; J. E. Warrington, John Ritchie Co., Quebec: J.

A. Duchaine, Duchaine & Perkins, Quebec: Fred Ma-
rois, Tourigny Marois. Quebec; G. W. McFarland,
Williams Shoe Limited, Brampton, Ont.; George
Blachford, Blachford Shoe Co., Toronto; A. Brandon,
Brandon Shoe Ltd., Brantford, Ont.; N. B. Detwiler.

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers, Kitchener, Ont.; C.

S. Sutherland, Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited,

Amherst, N.S.

Mr. Scott thanked the members for their confi-

dence in him and said he would endeavor to deserve
the honor conferred on him.

Mr. Joseph Daoust expressed, in French and
English, the appreciation of the other officers, and
their determination to make the association a suc-

cess in the attainment of its objects.
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Resolutions

On the motion of Mr. Geo. .-\. Slater, seconded by
Mr. G. McFarland, the following resolution was
passed: That this Association petition the Minister

of Militia that, owing to the great shortage of oper-

ators in the boot and shoe manufacturing industry

and the importance of securing help to produce goods
for export trade, that soldiers overseas who are shoe-

makers l)y trade lie returned home at the earliest

ojiportunity. .-V committee will be appointed to wait

on the Go\'ernment at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity .

Mr. P'red H. Ahrens, of Kitchener, raised the

question of the date of the annual meeting and, on

the suggestion of Mr. Albert Tetrault, seconded by

Mr. Geo. .\. .Slater, the month of January was tixed.

Mr. Geo. A. Slater proposed, and Mr. C. Craigie

seconded, the following resolution, which was carried

unanimously: That this convention, representative of

the boot and shoe manufacturers of Canada, do hereby

petition the honorable the Ministers of Finance and

Customs, that no changes affecting the custom tarif¥

on boots and shoes or leather be formulated without

gi\'ing the said manufacturers the opportunity of sub-

mitting a statement of conditions in the industry, and

of the effect which, in their opinion, any such revision

of the tariff might have on the industry.

Mr. Slater moved the following: That this As-

sociation views with favor the organization of re-

tailers throughout the country, and will l)e pleased to

co-operate with them for the correction of evils in

the trade, and for the general Hiplift of the shoe indus-

try. This was agreed to.

Mr. Slater further moved: That the members
of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association ask the aid

of the retailers and their Association in the correc-

tion of the evil of . returned merchandise for trivial

causes, and cancellations of orders after goods are

in process to the end that what are termed "floor

goods" may be lessened in quantity, thus materially

lowering the source of supplies of the fake sample

shoe stores or so-called factory outlets. Be it further

'resolved that our Secretary be instructed to take up

with the Association of retailers the question of for-

mulating a plan for the summarizing of these evils.

Mr. K. Lanthier stated that he was in favor of

a stronger resolution, by which manufacturers would
absolutely refuse to cancel orders when the goods
were in process of manufacture. Mr. Geo. .\. Slater

asked the Association to go slow in this matter, and

to seek the co-operation of retailers. Mr. Doig sup-

ported Mr. Slater's idea. This matter, he said, should

be handled with discretion: he was not in favor of

coercive measures.

Mr. Craigie said that they should all recognize

that the retailers were interested in this matter as

well as the manufacturers. He suggested that the

retailers should Ije invited to co-operate and reach

a better understanding so as to remedy any griev-

ance which existed.

Mr. Slater said his idea was that associations of

manufacturers and retailers should discuss this mat-
ter: committees ould lie ajipointed so as to reach

a fair understanding on the matter. Tlie resolution

was then agreed to.

Mr. Slater nioxcd. and Mr. Mch'arland seconded.

-+

I

the following: That manufacturers shall not give

credit for any shoes that have been worn, without be-

ing allowed fair credit for such wear as the shoes

have been given.

Mr. Wayland suggested that a tag lie attached

to each pair of shoes to the effect that no allowances

would be made on the goods if they were returned

after being worn.

Mr. Nap. Tetrault said the manufacturers must

be fair; they must recognize that errors were made
l)y manufacturers, and they should certainly make
allowances. His firm had in operation a system of

allowances, which was, in effect, a scale providing for

graduated credits, according to the amount of wear.

This had proved very satisfactory.

Mr. Wayland said that the United States manu-
facturers had sent out a circular to the retail trade,

notifying that they would not give credit for shoes

after they had been worn. Why could not this Asso-

ciation do the same thing?

Mr. Slater pointed out that the National Boot &
Shoe Manufacturers' Association had passed a reso-

lution on this subject which had been endorsed by

the National Shoe Retailers' Association. It was to

the effect that "we will not give credit for any shoes

that have been worn, without lieing allowed proper

credit for such wear as the shoes shall have given, no

allowance being made for patent leather shoes.

The convention then passed the resolution pro-

posed by Mr. Slater.

.On the motion of Mr. F. Marois, seconded by

Mr. X. Tetrault, it was decided that the next meet-

ing should be held in Quebec.

Votes of thanks were passed to Lieut. -Col. Sad-

ler, the Montreal Boot & Shoe Manufacturers' .\sso-

ciation. the convention organization, the various

speakers, and to the trade press, without whose as-

sistance the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Canada could not have been formed.

The Banquet
The dinner in the evening was one of the most

representative gatherings of shoe manufacturers and
allied industries ever held in the Dominion. Every

section of these industries had several representa-

tives and the tallies were so arranged that given

firms were able to obtain the exclusive use of these

tables for the heads of the firms and their employees.

The organization of the dinner involved a consider-

able amount of work on the part of the committee,

who are to be congratulated upon the satisfactory

manner in which the dinner was carried out. The
musical program was arranged under the direction f)f

Mr. W. V. Matthews.

The toast to the King was proposed by the Pre-

dent, Mr. F. S. Scott, who contrasted the loyalty

shown throughout the British Empire to the King
and Queen with the way in which certain crowned
heads in Europe had come to grief. The British Em-
pire stood for all that was h^st in democratic govern-

ment.

Mr. Geo. A. Slater proposed the health of Mr.
Scott, who. he said, was the right man in the right

place.

The President, after expressing his appreciation of

the honor accorded him, dealt with .general commer-
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cial conditions. In a masterful speech he pointed cut

that the shoe manufacturers of Canada represented ;i

very important industry. It was not a small thing for

a comparatively young man coming from a small

town in Ontario to be honored as the first president

of such an association. He assured them that he

would give the members of the association the best

service that was in him. He hoped that when they

met at the next annual convention the members
would have reason to look back with pride upon tlie

work that had been accomplished.

The shoe manufacturers had met in convention

with the purpose that, in the time that was before

them, they would be better able to take their proper

place in the industries of Canada. They must all real-

ize that absolutely new conditions faced the people

of the Dominion, and he believed the world was ex-

pecting great things from the Dominion and that the

Canadian people would live up to those expectations.

The Government was confronted with many pvoh-

lems, but he was certain as to the future. Increased

revenue would have to be raised from increased trade;

shoe manufacturers should share in that increased

commerce, and so take care of their share of the

necessary additional revenue.

Mr. Scott then dealt with the question of the

tariff. He pointed out that the farmers were de-

manding that customs duties should be reduced and

that the country be put on something like a free

trade basis. There were, however, other interests to

be considered besides those of the farmers, and

while they would be willing to co-operate with the

farmers, they could not agree to the elimination of

the tarif?, as this action would be ruinous to the

business interests of the country. He was of the

opinion that, but for a protective tariff, this country

would not have taken such a glorious part in the

war. There had been, he continued, differences be-

tween Ontario and Quebec. These should be brought

to an end, and he believed that their association could

do much to foster a better understanding and to bring

this unfortunate antagonism to a termination. He
understood that about two-thirds of the capital in-

vested in the shoe industries came from French-

Canadian sources, and gave this as one reason for a

more complete understanding between the two races.

It had been said that the returned soldiers would find

this country in a state of labor agitation, and as shoe

manufacturers they were interested in seeing that

such a state of affairs should not take place. They
must give the returned soldier a square deal; they de-

sired that wages should ht at such a level as to give

a living wage to the worlcers, and he urged that em-

ployers and employees should get together on such

questions.

The President's speech was followed by the sing-

ing of "O! Canada."

The Hon. G. Robertson, Minister of Labor, in

the course of a very complete speech, dealt with the

many existing problems. He made particular refer-

ence to the desirability of developing Canada's nat-

ural resources in order that the country might give

employment to the thousands of men thrown out of

work by the cessation of war orders. He quoted sta-

tistics to show that this displaced labor was gradu-

ally being absorbed by other industries, and con-

cluded hy urging that industrial disputes could be

avoided by taking matters before competent tribun-

als.

Senator C. I'. Beauljien, who spoke in Englisli

and French, pointed out the work which had been

done by both races for the upljuilding of the coun-

try. In an eloquent speech he appealed for mutual

trust and work for future prosperity with the recon-

struction that would come after the war.

Brief speeches by Mr. Joseph Daoust and Mr.

Nap. Tetrault concluded the proceedings. The for-

mer speaker dealt in a jocular way with his dual

position of shoe manufacturer and tanner—as a shoe

manufacturer he might advise his fellow manufacturers

to be careful in their purchases of leather; on the other

hand, as a tanner his inclination might be to urge heavy

purchases of his goods. He presented these two sides

and concluded that it was up to their judgment to de-

cide which was the better and safer way.

The arrangements for the entire convention were

in the hands of the following committee:—Messrs. G.

Mr. H. T. Meldrum, Canadian agent for
R. Martens & Company, of London, Eng.,
offered some timely suggestions in con-
nection with export trade.

A. Slater, R. Locke, R. E. Dildine, W. F. Martin, Al-

bert Tetrault, J. 1. Chouinard, A. L. Dupont, J. P. Cote,

Joseph Daoust, W. V. Matthews. A. Brandon, G. W.
McFarland, J. E. Warrington, R. Lanthier, and F. S.

Scott.

Convention Briefs

. Everyone said the convention was a marked suc-

cess. The attendance was large and representative;

the proceedings were marked by enthusiasm and the

business transacted with promptitude. The organiza-

tion involved considerable work but it was worth
while. Much is expected as the result of the forma-
tion of the Association and if a wide-awake president

and a splendid executive count for anything, those ex-

pectations will be fulfilled.

The delegation from the city of Quebec was in

strong force and very much in evidence. .Mso they
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made their views known in no uncertain way, particu-

larly in relation to the recognition of the French langu-

age. Having regard to the fact that a majority of the

shoe manufacturers in the Province of Quebec are

French speaking, it was not unreasonable that they

should ask that the official report and the Constitution

should be printed in French and that the notices to

French firms should also be in French. The English-

speaking members agreed with them on tliese points.

Visitors from Quebec City

The visitors from Quebec City were indeed a lively

gathering, and put a lot of vim into the convention.

Credit for organizing the delegation is due to Major
"Jimmie" Scott, assisted by Mr. W. A. Lane. This in-

volved a large amount of work, both prior to and at

the convention. The idea was to foster the get-to-

gether spirit, to insure that the men from the Ancient

City should get better acquainted with the men from
the west, thus tending to convert acquaintances into

friends. It was with this object in view that the firm

of J. A. Scott, Quebec and Montreal, engaged a suite

Mr. W. V. Matthews, of the Tetrault Shoe
Mfg. Company, to whom great credit is

due for the success of the entertainment
plans.

of four rooms at the Windsor Hotel, where they en-

tertained all and sundry. The wants of the delegation

were carefully looked after; the members were met
at the station, conveyed to the hotel in taxis, and en-

tertained at breakfast by Major Scott and Mr. Lane.

Moreover, taxis were at the disposal of the delegation

throughout the day.

The activities of Major Scott and Mr. Lane were

not, however, confined to the Quebec delegation. On
the evening prior to the convention they provided an

abundance of entertainment for the organization com-
mittee, the Montreal shoe manufacturers, and such

Western delegates as were in town. They held high

carnival. First of all there was a dinner at the Wind-
sor, followed by a theatre party, and afterwards sup-

per at the Corona. The dinner was the big event.

Probably the Windsor Hotel has never been the scene

of a more harmonious and lively gathering. There

were speeches by Mr. F. S. Scott, M.P., Major J. A.

Scott, Mr. A. Brandon and Mr. Nap. Tetrault. The
great feature of the evening, however, was the singing

of that well-known French chanson "Gentille Allouette"

by Major Scott. It was immense.

Then followed the tlieatre party and the supper,

and the evening was far spent when entertainers and

the entertained sought their rooms.

Mr. Joseph Daoust was a busy man. In addition

to making speeches in both French and English, he

was official interpreter. Mr. Daoust is equally at home
in the English and French languages, and the com-
mittee made no mistake when they requested this ver-

satile shoe manufacturer and tanner to undertake the

work.

The addresses by Mr. L. J. Breithaupt and Hon.

E. J. Davis had a patriotic flavor. From the trade

point of view they were also illuminating,' while they

were no positive indication of the course of the leather

market, they showed at any rate that there was no

likelihood of an immediate slump. Both struck the

key-note of co-operation, without which the efforts of

the convention will be of little value. This key-note

was indeed the outstanding feature of nearly all the

speeches, it being clear that with unity of purpose the

Association will achieve the objects for which it has

been formed.

The members of the convention were the guests

of the Montreal Boot & Shoe Association at the lunch-

eon. There was no speech making, the efforts in this

direction being postponed until tlie evening.

One notable feature stood out in the afternoon

discussion—the desire of the manufacturers to co-oper-

ate with the retailers and to meet them for the discus-

sion of subjects in which there is a common interest.

Both branches of the industry can help in furthering

the interests of all concerned, and it is recognized that

by the friendly discussion of trade questions that fric-

tion can be reftioved and a better understanding arrived

at. As one speaker said, "concilliation is better than

using the club," and it is from this point that the as-

sociation welcomed the formation of retail associa-

tions.

The banquet was attended by nearly two hundred

people, representatives of every branch of the shoe in-

dustry. Here is the menu:

—

Malpecque Oysters

Celery Olives

Cream of Tomato Bisque

Lake Fruit Meuniers

Roast Turkey Cranberry Sauce

Rissolees Potatoes Early June Peas

Coupe St. Jacques

Petits Fours

CofTee

The speech of the Hon. J. D. Robertson, Minister

of Labor, was of the rather solid type, packed with facts

and figures, while Senator C. P. Beaubien^s addre.^s

was in lighter yein and characterized by Gaelic sparkle.

The president made a most effective speech—he was in

rather an aggressive mood when defending the rights

of Canadian manufacturers, and it was clear that when
it comes to standing up for the interests of shoe manu-

facturers the industry will have a bonnie figliter.

When it comes to providing entertainments for

(Concluded on page 43)
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Tanners and Manufacturers Have

Confidence in Future

OPTIMISM characterizes the Montreal shoe
manufacturers. Every one believes that 1919

be a satisfactory year. At present they
have plenty of orders, the great difficulty be-

ing to secure supplies and also to obtain sufficient

skilled help. Notwithstanding the release of a large

number of men from other industries, there is still a

great want of men in the shoe factories, and apparently
this lack is not confined to IMontreal, as there are re-

ports of Ontario firms trying to obtain labor in the

Province of Quebec.
Mr. L. A. Gauthier, president of the Canadian Foot-

wear Co., who with Mr. A. Lecours, recently visited

New York and Boston, reports that light skins are very
difficult to secure. These supplies are limited and the

tanners in the United States are simply awaiting ship-

ments of skins from abroad. As far as Mr. Gauthier
can see the prospects are that the prices of shoes will

not come down ; the tendency, he thinks, will be in an
upward direction, especially for kid goods.

Mr. W. F. Martin, of the Kingsbury Footwear Co.,

states that prospects are very rosy. He too, is of opin-

ion that prices will certainly be maintained, having re-

gard to the scarcity of raw materials.

Mr. F. W. Knowlton, manager of the United Shoe
Machinery Co., of Canada, thinks the immediate out-

look is encouraging. He says : I look for a satisfactory

A'olume of trade in 1919, with good prices. Stocks are

not heavy. One significant fact is that firms who
bought supplies from us for the army shoe contracts,

did not cancel their orders, but on the contrary placed

further orders with us for similar goods—which looks

as if the trade is confident as to the immediate future.

General orders are coming in well, and the orders for

machinery are also keeping up.

The Glazed Kid Market.

In the course of a review of the glazed kid market,

Mr. W. A. Lane, the Montreal representative of J. A.

Scott, Quebec, states : The question of the situation

of the glazed kid market is very problematical. When
the United States embargo was lifted on all skins pur-

chased prior to June 15th, the Government insisted that

there should be an allocation of these skins when they

came in. Now, according to the figures of the skins

that were in that country, and all that were being re-

leased by the embai^go, the trade, as a whole, would be

given—on a 40 per cent, production—skins for 155

days from September 15th, which would give the tan-

ners skins up to February 15th. In the meantime, the

Government requested the tanners not to buy any
skins—particularly in India, which supplies the bulk

of the raw stock—and they (the tanners) were not

given permission to ship any skins, only those that

were embargoed. The United States Government has

since lifted the embargo on raw stock of every de-

scription necessary to the manufacture of leather from
November 27th to February 27th, up to forty-eight

thousand tons. This ruling also applies to Canadian
hides and skins. There is not much finished leather

around, and, from what we can learn, the shoe manu-
facturers are working on depleted stocks. We know
that all the foreign countries are absolutely bare of

kid leathers, and everybody feels that, just as soon as

export is resumed, outside buyers will practically buy
all the finished leather that is in the United States.

Should such be the case, there will be very litttle leather

left for home consumption. We, of course, feel, as

everybody does, that there is going to be a drop in

prices in all lines of business sooner or later, and,

having figured it all out in our minds, as far as the

glazed kid business is concerned, we cannot see where
there can be any change for at least six months. We
personally know that some of the largest kid houses in

the United States are to-day refusing orders, and, in

one or two cases, they are claiming that they have
orders on their books to cover their output for the

next three months.

Mr. L. J. Breithaupt Explains the Outlook

Our belief in the future strength of the mar-
ket, as mentioned or outlined in your Decem-
ber issue, has been fully justified by the facts

since. The leather market to-day has greater

inherent strength than is realized by most leather

buyers. The cost of manufacture cannot be reduced,

as labor and tanning material are as high as ever, and
will be so, we believe, the greater part of 1919. On
the other hand the hide market seems to be just now
daily gaining- in strength, instead of the opposite, as

is usually the case at this time of the year when
quality is deteriorating.

We have before us a letter from the New York
agent of one of the largest South American hide

houses, which states

:

"The market in hides is very strong,, and
you will find that when business opens after Jan-
uary 1st, prices which will be paid will be con-
siderably higher than are now anticipated. Eur-
ope is our great competitor to-day and Europe is

paying considerably more than we have the cour-
age to ask here."

We also have another letter to-day, re South Am-
erican hide markets, from a most reliable source,

reading as follows

:

"This market has gone wild on all their hide
products which, we believe, is due to large buy-
ing of European, South American and United
States speculators. This market is also stimulat-
ed by the fact that some of the neutral European
countries are offering prices on all South Ameri-
can products that are far in excess of our Allied
Government maximum prices."

Furthermore, stocks of hides are much lower than
usual in January and those of most lines of leather
likewise so. While the demand already facing us in

the New Year shows that there will be a large busi-
ness done as confidence is being fully restored and
the re-adjustment and re-construction periods before
us will probably require greater quantities of the
necessary staples of life (including shoe leather) than
ever before.

We may also state that our plants are in first-class
shape to turn out large quantities of our various lines
of sole leather. While owing to various causes, such
as shortage of labor and influenza, we have not been
able to supply our friends as fast as we desired. We
will, however, soon again be in our normal "stride"
when we shall doubtless also be able to resume ex-
port trade, which we have been unable to supply for
man}' months past.
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Boston Style Show a Great Success
War conditions Have Greatly Reduced the Number of Lasts and Styles— Grays, Blacks,

Patents, Browns and ^JliCahogan^ were the Leading Colors Shown—
Some Advance Styles an Inch Higher

THE Boston Style Show is now a semi-annual

event and although a good success in the past

has been totally eclipsed by the four day session,

January 6 to 9. Representative gatherings of

shoe retailers, manufacturers and tanners thronged

Symphony Hall, night and day, and it is also quite

evident that an increasing number of the general public

are becoming interested in the latest modes and in

getting advance information. New England's heritage

as a shoe manufacturing centre is indeed well borne out

in the splendid examples of footwear styles that were

on display. Events of this kind are of special value to

Ijuyers who are enabled to see, almost at a glance, con-

ditions and styles that would take them weeks to find

out in the ordinary way.

Many Canadians Present.

While our list of the Canadian visitors is not com-

plete at the time of going to press, the following were

noticed by our Boston representative: Mr. Walker, of

Walker, Parker, Toronto; Mr. Jarvis, Manager Murray

Shoe Company, London; Mr. J. A. Lavoie, La Paris-

ienne Shoe Co., Limited, Montreal; Messrs. Albert and

Napolean Tetrault, Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Com-
pany, Montreal; Mr. W. F. Martin, Kingsbury Foot-

wear Company, Montreal; Mr. Moles and Mr. Frank

DeLancy, of J. & T. Bell, Limited, Montreal; Mr. J. E.

Pare, Star Shoe Company; Mr. J. L Chouinard, Regina

Shoe Company, Montreal; Mr. Blachford, Blachford

Shoe Manufacturing Company, Toronto; Mr. Geo.

Chambers, Kilgour & Chambers, Toronto, and Mr.

Walter Burnill, Toronto.

Living Models Displayed Styles.

During the entire four days, afternoon and evening,

the hall, which was artistically decorated with United

States and Allied flags interspersed with flowers, was

filled to capacity with shoe manufacturers, retail and

wholesale shoe buyers from all parts of the world, as

well as the general public. They came to see, and saw.

the final word in shoe craftsmanship.

Plenty of entertainment was provided 1)y the man-

agement to interest spectators, the principal feature of

which was the display by real living models, appropri-

ately and tastily gowned and groomed, in apparel in

keeping with the style of shoe or leather displayed, and

the style of dress conforming to that of the season when
such style is popular, whether the demonstration was

to exhibit a street boot, a Colonial slipper or pump, or

a sport shoe.

\ long "runway" extending from the platform three

quarters of the way down the centre of the hall toward

the rear was brilliantly lighted and the models as they

appeared toward the front were brought before the spot-

light and their pretty costumes more advantageously

displayed. The "runway" was elevated about five feet

so that the feet of the pretty models were clearly in

evidence from any part of the hall.

Preceding the appearance of each model, who came
on the stage two at a time, the name of the maker of

the shoe, leather or fabric to be represented, as well as

photographic reproduction of two or three of the lead-

ing styles, were thrown upon a large screen immediate-

ly over the stage settings, so that the visitors were no-

tified in advance exactly what they were about to see.

Many of the styles exhiljited in high cuts were no-

ticeably an inch higher than their predecessors, owing to

the new models of closer adhering skirts, although

the 8 in. standard was more generally adopted. Colon-

ials with high heels, decorated with bright and dull steel

buckles, oxford ties, boy scout shoes, sport shoes. Red
Cross comforts were all displayed on the "runway."

Welts, turns, McKays and stitchdowns took their turn,

according to the manufacturer exhibited. That blacks

are not to be in vogue is conspicuous by their absence.

Patent leather shoes in blacks showed by their occas-

ional appearance that they were to be more and more
popular. A few shades of grays, pearl gray being the

leading shade shown; browns in a few darker shades,

and cordovans of mahogany color predominated, re-

flecting war time restrictions. A sand colored effect

was one of the newer shades shown. Shoe toppings

seemed to be in as much evidence as leather topped

shoes, showing that the public like the cloth tops. Or-

namentation on colonials, pumps and slippers were

centered on the metal adornment. The appearance of

a few exhibits of buttons shoes lent evidence to the

talk that the button shoe is coming back. There were

several exhibits of white fabrics and shoes reflecting

the continued popularity of the cool summer footwear.

Fibre and rubber soled styles also do not seem to have

abated at all.

Monday was Massachusetts Day, and the opening

address was made by Senator-elect David L Walsh. Mr.

Walsh emphasized the need at this time of the co-oper-

ative and allied efforts of all the shoe manufacturers

and said that never has there been a time when their

combined energies were so needed. Unity of purpose

and ideals of service should be the watchword of all, to

maintain the stability of business.

Tuesday, New England Day, was largely attended

with the same features as the preceeding day as far as

the display of shoes went. In the afternoon, an educa-

tional picture film showed the process of shoe and

leather manufacturing. This movie exhibition illus-

trated the making of the Queen Quality, Sweet Sally

Lunn shoes, Catspaw Rubber heels, and also products

of the United States and Hood Rubber Companies.

Great interest was shown l)y those present in these film

displays.

Leather Day, Wednesday,, was the big day of the

Show, as this is always visiting buyers' day in the Bos-

ton shoe and leather markets. Large crowds filled the

halls day and night. In the evening Mr. Fred Vogel,

president of the Tanners' Council, and a leading spirit
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in all leather matters, addressed the gathering-, which

numbered close to 3,000, explaining that the Tanners'

Council of the United States was formed as a war emer-

gency organization and was responsible for the creation

of the National Association of Tanners, the Morocco
Manufacturers' Association, and the Patent Leather and

F.namel Leather Manufacturers' Association. Later the

three associations were absorbed by the council. An
interesting feature of his address was the details of an

industrial l)ureau recently established. Mr. \'ogel said:

"We are going to put at the head of this bureau, one

of the ablest men in the country, who has made a study

of the psychology of labor, and who knows about that

class we employ better than any other man. We have

established this bureau, not with the idea of comliatin.g

labor, nor with the idea of doing any uplift or charity

work. This bureau is established to conscientiously

study labor from all its angles with the spirit of fair-

mindedness that will prevent, and must prevent, all in-

dustrial disputes and bickerings."

This address was very enthusiastically applauded.

During the evening, living models appeared on tlic

"runway" or "\'ictory Court," as it was termed, shciwing

the latest styles.

Thursday was- National Day, and the clo>ing day of

what was generally conceded to be the best style show
ever held in America. This day brought together l)uy-

ers of shoes and leather from all parts of the country

and including guests from Canada and F,ngland. Manx-

leading style experts from all fashionable shoe centres

were among the distinguished critics also.

Among the companies exhibiting, in both shoes and

leather, and who are generally well known to the

Canadian trade, are the following: The Daniel Cireen

Felt Shoe Company, the Preston B. Keith Company.

Thomas Lake & \\'hiton. Inc., T, A. Kelley Coniijany.

(Kelley Kid). New Castle Leather Com;)any, S. I^.

Agoos Tanning Company, H. S. & M. VV. Snyder,

(showing shoes from their colored kid leathers), J.

Spaulding & Son, Beckwith Box Toe Company, Farns-

worth-Hoyt Coinpany, Avon Sole Company, Pfister &
\'ogel Leather Co., Standard Kid Manufacturing Co.

Can I Be af Any Help?
One of the largest retail merchants in To-

ronto was recently in Chicago and, while there,

visited the store of Marshall Field & Company
in quest of a book for his five-year-old boy.

While wandering around the book department

a saleslady approached him and asked: "Can I

be of any help to you?" 'Yes," he answered,

"I'm looking for a book for my boy." What age

is he?" asked the saleslady, and on finding it

was five years, replied: "Why yes, I have just

the thing here for a five-year-old boy." And
she produced the book and explained just why
it was suitable for a boy of that age. It was a

very pleasant transaction and this merchant

came back to Toronto with that thought in his

mind: "Can I be of any help to you?" He
thought it would be an excellent substitute in

his store for the dozen and one other expres-

sions now used by his clerks.

Dominion Association ofShoe
Manufacturers Formed

(Concluded from page 40)

shoe manufacturers "Bill" Matthews is certainly a

winner. The programme was quite to the liking of the

diners, lieing made up of turns fron-i the theatres and

\ariety houses.

Mr. W. 1'". Martin was (piite prominent in looking

after the delegates. He was here, there and every-

where. Certainly no convention was better organized,

and the conimittee that had the n-iatter in hand are to

be congratulated upon the sn-ioothness with which the

Mr. J. A. Duchaine, of Duchaine & Perkins,
Quebec. Elected to the Executive, Shoe

Manufacturers' Association of
Canada.

whole af¥air was conducted. In that connection, Mr.

\V. P. Hughes, the secretary of the Montreal Associa-

tion, must not be forgotten.

The address by Mr. Art Harr:es, president of the

Canadian Paper Box Makers' Association, on standard-

izing of cartons, was particularly welcome. The ap-

pointment of a committee to consider the subject points

to son-iething being done at last in the direction ad-

vocated by Mr. Harries. A uniform carton will l)e a

boon to manufacturers and retailers alike.

Mr. Geo. A. Slater and Mr. A. Brandon were happy
men, and they beamed with satisfaction at the know-
ledge that their work of promoting a national associa-

tion had borne fruit.

Mr. Tanguay was ver_\- much to the fore and had
a number of ideas when the question of the Constitu-

tion was discussed.

Mr. J. E. Samson, of Quebec, was also heard
from, discussing two or three points in the proposed
Constitution. His points -were well taken.

The next Convention will be held in Quebec City
and a big time is already promised.
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Three of Kingston's representative shoe repairing shops. On the left, Mr. Robert Paynter, Princess Street, one of the best known local shoemakers;
in the middle, Mr. John E. Johnson, particularly well known to military men ss a rr.aker of high class bespoke shoes, all work being done on the
premises; the right-hand picture shows Mr. James McGall, who is a very popular member of the trade. All of these shops use Goodyear outfits.
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Death of Mr. R. E. Dildine

WIDE spread regret has been expressed at the

unexpected death of Mr. R. E. Dildine, Gen-
eral Manager of Ames-Holden-McCready,
on December 23rd. Mr. Dildine died in the

Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal, following an op-

eration for appendicitis. He was one of the younger
members of the shoe manufacturers, and was rightly

regarded as one of the most promising men in the

industry.

He went to Montreal as advertising manager for

Ames-Holden-McCready, and was later appointed
sales manager. On the retirement of Mr. Feltes, he
was appointed general manager. Prior to going to

Montreal he was with Endicott, Johnston & Co. of

Endicott, N.Y. He had also been editor of the shoe
section of the "Dry Goods Economist," and had done
editorial work for "Printers' Ink."

Mr. Dildine had made a considerable study of

selling methods; had written on this subject, and had
some pronounced ideas on selling campaigns, how to

reach the consuming public and also how to cultivate

the retail trade. He read a paper recently before the

Montreal Retailers' Asociation on "Curtailing Stock"
;

contributed to our October issue an article of the "Re-
tailer as Seen by the Manufacturer" ; and was to have
read a paper on "Trade Conditions from the Selling

Standpoint" at the. convention of the Shoe Manufac-
turers of Canada.

Mr. Dildine took a great interest in the new asso-

ciation and, besides being a member of the convention
organization committee, was elected on the executive

committee.

The funeral service was held on Christmas Day
at the Royal Victoria Hospital chapel and was attend-

ed by a very large number of representatives of shoe
and allied firms and also by many of the staff of Ames-
Holden-McCready.

The body was then conveyed to Binghampton, N.
Y., where the burial took place on the following day.

The "Little Concern" ProgressesA STRIKING feature in boot and shoe manu-
facturing history is the progress made by
that shoe factory in St. Hyacinthe, Que., that

many have been wont to call "The Little Con-
cern." It was started in the spring of 1913 with

an authorized capital of $10,000 and only $1,000 paid

up. Custom repair work was handled and a shine par-

lor was conducted in addition to making a few lines

of soft sole baby shoes. Thus originated the charter

name of the St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Company,
Limited.

Later on the company started making sandals and

stitchdown shoes until, in 1915, realizing that much
more could be done in that line, they entered new
and larger premises, introducing boys', youths', and
little gents', box kip standard screwed lines. A line

for men was subsequently added.

At the present time the company is building a new
boot and shoe factory, 75 by 45 feet, two storeys and

basement, which will be in operation in the early

spring and in which will be manufactured exclusively

men's, boys', youths', little gents' and children's Mc-
Kay and Standard screwed shoes. We understand

the "Little Concern" will apply for supplementary let-

ters patent increasing its capital stock to $99,000 and
also to change their name to cvne more befitting the

nature of their output.
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I
Leather Co., Kitchener, was one of four 1

I new members elected to the City Council T

I for 1919. i
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Shoe Ornaments Coming Back

AFTER the long period of patriotic sacrifice

it is fairly certain that shoe ornaments and
millinery styles will be more than ever in

evidence. Pretty decorations on shoes and
slippers will be insisted on by the feminine trade.

Owing to the fact that large quantities of footwear
will be made and delivered according to wartime sam-
ples there will quite likely be a g'ood demand in re-

tail stores for shoe ornaments of the type that can be
attached by the wearer and this should, during the
next year, furnish a very considerable volume of busi-

ness for shoe merchants in all parts of the country.
A larg^e United States manufacturer has informed us
that there is already a big demand from jobbing
houses for ornaments of metal, leather and silk, and
that reports from all parts of the country indicate

that the revival of this necessary trade will result in

a large amount of extra business for retailers.

The Chiropody Record

THE Illinois College of Chiropody, Chicago, 111.,

commenced last year the publication of a little

magazine called "The Chiropody Record"—

a

I eriodical record of progress in the profession
of chiropody. While much that is instructive and
helpful will be contained in all numbers, it is also the
intention to print a quantity of news and gossip of
members of the profession. In 'a word, the complete
selection of matter is calculated to instruct and serve
those who have cast their lot in the profession. Sam-
ple copies may be secured by addressing the Illinois

College of Chiropody, 1321 North Clark Street, Chi-
cago.
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Taking Larger Premises

The Vancouver business of Ames-Holden-Mc^
Cready has increased to such an extent during the
past year, due principally to the well-assorted and
up-to-the-minute stock they carry, that it is neces-
sary to move into larger premises. They are, accord-
ingly moving to 125 Pender Street West, adjoining
the "Sun" newspaper office.

orthopedist or chiropodist will have no difficulty in

selecting a complete line of office outfits, equipment,
instruments, specialties, etc. As Dr. Scholl has an
international reputation as a foot authority, his ideas

as incorporated in this catalog, are of considerable

value to those in the market for such merchandise.

Promotion for Mr. Craigie

Mr. Chester F. Craigie has been appointed General
Sales Manager for Ames, Holden, McCready, Ltd.,

Montreal, in succession to the late Mr. R. E. Dildine,
who was also, however, general manager. Mr. Craigie
was formerly assistant sales and advertising manager.

Will Exhibit at Lyons Fair

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Montreal,
Lagace & Lepinay, Quebec, and Beardmore & Co.,

Toronto, and Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Montreal, will

be among the Canadian firms exhibiting at the Inter-

national Fair at Lyons, France, in March next.

New Catalogue of Chiropody Supplies

The Scholl Mfg. Co. cannot be accused of doing
things by halves. This is exemplified in the new com-
plete Chiropody catalog which they have just issued
and a copy of which has just reached us. The modern

Best Wishes for Mr. Chamberlain
Mr. Wm. Chamberlain has severed his connection

with the firm of Getty & Scott, Limited, and the firm

of Scott-Chamberlain, Limited, Gait, Ont. His health

for a considerable length of time has not been good
and it is his present intention to spend the winter in

California. We sincerely trust Mr. Chamberlain will

return with fully recovered health and strength.
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FOOTWEAR FINDINGS
Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade

HiaiisiiwiisiaiaiaiasisiiaiigiiiiisiiiaiiiisiiiHiasiiaiaiiBiiMiHii

VV. x\. Smith, shoe retailer, 34 West King street, Ham-
ilton, Ont., sent an attractive little Christmas card to his

many friends and business acquaintances.

The Dunlop Tire and Rubber Goods Company distributed

to their customers and friends a very attractive and sincere

Chrisnias greeting card.

Lester Levy, formerly with the Royal Air Force, has

been granted his discharge and has resumed as manager of

the Canadian Shoe Findings Novelty Company, 2 Trinity

Square, Toronto.

Griffith B. Clarke, president of A. R. Clarke & Com-
pany, patent leather manufacturers, Toronto, has been in

New York, Philadelphia, and other points on business,

spending the Christmas holiday in Atlantic City.

The Sicilia Shoe Store Limited, Montreal, has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of ten thousand dollars to

take over as a going concern the business heretofore car-

ried on by the Sicilia Shoe Store. Reg'd, 1053 St. James St.,

Montreal.

.\lfred Lambert, of .\lfred Lambert, Inc., Montreal, was

one of the arbitrators appointed to adjust on the claims for

increased pay by the employees of the Montreal police, fire,

waterworks, and incineration departments.

The assets of the Lillian Shoe Co. Limited, Montreal,

arc announced to be sold by auction under the Winding up

Act.

Retail merchants of Chatham have organized an Asso-

ciation in that city with the following officers: President, W.
P'orcman; First \'ice-President, E, Walness; Second Vice-

President. G. W. Cowan; Secretary, F. W. Brigden; Treasur-

er. James Gray. Representatives from each line of business

in the city constitute the executive committee.

Mr. J. M. Stobo, of Quebec, was a recent visitor to Mon-
treal.

The Kaufman Rubber Company, Ltd.. Kitchener, have

issued a handsome calendar for the year 1919. It is a reprint

of a painting by Phillij) R. Goodwin, entitled "A Timely

Catch" and shows two hunters in a canoe just making a

good catch, while another on the shore is kindling a fire

preparatory to cooking supper.

The Rochester Style Shoe is being held January Oth

to 15th inclusive.

H. N. Lincoln, of the International Supply Company,
Kitchener, recently visited Boston, accompanied by H. L.

Taylor, Montreal representative of the same firm.

The Champion Shoe Machinery Company of St. Louis,

Mo., have been working night and day on government

work.

James O'Flynn, boot and shoe dealer, Wallaceburg,

Ont., recently suffered loss by an explosion which occurred

close to his store.

It has been decided to reorganize the Quebec Shoe

Manufacturers' Association, Mr. H. Gale having been re-

elected president and J. S. Langlois secretary. The reorgan-

ization of the association was decided on at a supper given

by Mr. H. Gale, the supper being followed by an entertain-

ment. The function was largely attended, and several

speeches were made enthusiastically endorsing the reorgan-

ization and its affiliation to the Shoe Manufacturers Asso-

ciation of Canada.

Many friends will regret the death of Gilbert Campbell,

manager of the Shoe Findings, Glove and Mitten Depart-

ment of the Great West Saddlery Company, Edmontop,

on December 27.

With a view to taking care of the increasing business

and to separate the manufacturing from the sales and dis-

tribution, the Dominion Rubber System, Limited, have in-

corporated a number of companies in the provinces, the

head office and control will still be in Montreal. The fol-

lowing is a list of the various new companies, their capital-

ization and the head offices in the provinces. Dominion

Rubber System (Quebec) Limited, Montreal, $1,500,000; Do-

minion Rubber System (Ontario) Limited, Toronto, $1,-

000,000; Dominion Rubber System (Manitoba) Limited,
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Winnipeg, $500,000; Dominion Rubber System (Saskatche-

wan) Limited, Regina, .$500,000; Dominion Rubber System

(Alberta) Limited, Calgary, $500,000; Dominion Rubber Sys-

tem (Pacific) Limited, Vancouver, $250,000; Dominion Rub-

ber System, Maritime, St. John, $500,000.

Just as we go to press we learn, with regret, of the

death of Mrs. Irwin, wife of Ed. Irwin, the well-known

West Toronto shoe retailer.

Captain Aubrey Davis, son of Hon. E. J. Davis, of New-
market, Ont., has returned from overseas. He is a veteran

of the 220th Battalion, which he was active in organizing, but

when sent to France was transferred to the ;^5th. He is vicc-

piesident of the Davis Leather Company.

Harry Thompson, of the Thompson Shoe Company,

Montreal, has been at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, for the

past few days.

Mr. Geo. Boulter, of Toronto, has been on a business

trip to Montreal.

Walter Burnill and Geo. Chambers were among the

Toronto shoemen attending the Boston style show.

W. F. Collins is now a partner in the business of T. .\.

Wilson, shoe retailer, 579 Bloor West, Toronto.

H. Smith, of tlie Fit-Eze Shoe Store, Granville Street,

^'ancouver, has sold out to Mr. Murphy of the same city

and has gone to California.

T. W. Hart, formerly representative in Western Can-

ada for the Nugget Shoe Polish Company, has been award-

ed the D.C.M for gallant service in France. He enlisted in

1915 and his iiome is in Toronto.

The shoe business formerly conducted by A. Rodway,

1379 Gerrard East, Toronto, has been purchased by Thos.

L. Marshall.

J. \V Miiir, late chief auditor of taxation fur the Do-

minion Government, is now with the Blachford Davies Com-
p.'uiy, Toronto, having assumed the duties of the late Mr.

Emery.

H. E. Thomas, shoe retailer, Toronto, is moving to new

premises just a few doors west of his old stand at 468 Col-

lege Street.

Mr. Mulligan, formerly with the Arrowsmith Company

in the United States, is now with the Canadian Arrowsmith

Company and resides in Toronto.

A. Hockham, formerly manager of the shoe store of

'I'hos. Creswell, St. Thomas, Ont., has opened for himself

at 437 Talbot Street in the same city.

Mr. W. A. Puncher, of the Breithaupt Leather Company,

Ki'^chener, recently returned from a four weeks' business

trip to Montreal. Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. He
reports a very good trip and also that the trade is in a very

optimistic mood regarding tlie future outlook in the shoe

business.

The shoe busine.~s of H. C. Wilson, 241 King St. East.

Tr.ronto has been purchased bj' N. Adel.

Mr. C. Duclos, of Duclos & Payan, Montreal, visited

the trade in Western Ontario, recently, accompanied by their

representative, Mr. Ed. Lewis, 45 Front Street East, Toron-

to.

Experienced shoe traveller with large connection. Fort William to

Vancouver, desires good line for all or part territory. Box 835, Footwear
in Canada, Toronto, Ontario. 1

FromWar to Peace
Have you solved the ])rol)lem of

steadying' your bu.siness during the

transition of war to peace? You doubt-
less have stock that you paid war-
time prices for and are anxious to di.s-

pose of it without loss.

Our special services will jirove of in-

^•aluable assistance to you. We, as ex-

perts, can pilot your business past the
shoals of changing- conditions, and help
you sell your stock to advantage and
profit.

Write us to-day.

Beadle Sales Service Co.
59 Yonge Street

TORONTO

THE NEW
UNIQUE TRADE
MARK OF THE
COBOURG FELT
CO.. COBOURG,
ONT. THE "K"

IN KIMMEL HAS
FOR MANY
YEARS BEEN
SYNONYMOUS
WITH QUALITY

. MADE IN

^"^COBOURG

COBOURG
'A.J.KINMEL Pres

CANADA BY>

FELT C8LIMITED^
ONTARIO
A.C.KINNEL Kgr>
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS

Aird & Son 15

Ames-Holden-McCready 13

Armstrong, W. D 68

Beadle Sales Service 47

Beckwith Box Toe Company 12

Bennett Limited 5

Boston Blacking Company 16

Borne, Lucien 57

Boot and Shoe Union 60
Breithaupt Leather Company 63

Brodie & Harvie '
69

Canadian Consolidated Ivubber Co. 3-20

Canadian Wood Products 59

Champion Shoe Machinery Company 61

Clapp & Son, Edwin 16

Clark Bros
Clarke & Company, A. R 72
Cleland, Regd., James 66

Cobourg Felt Company 47
Cote, J. A. & M 53

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 11
Duchaine & Perkins 67
Duclos & Payan 62

Eastern Shoe Mfg. Company 55

Edwards & Edwards 52

Evans' Son Company, L. B 55

Fortuna Machine Company 54
Franklin Machine Co 67
Friedman, S. J 66
F. & B. Shoe Company 7

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert 54
Globe Shoe Company 68
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 65

Hinde & Dauch Paper Company ... 55
Home Shoe Company 69

Independent Rubber Company 58
International Supply Co ... 17

Kelly, Thomas A 56
Kenworthy Bros ... 71

Landis Machine Company 56
Lamontagne Racine & Co 56
La Duchesse Shoe Company 69
Lagace & Lepinay 66

Marsh Company, Wm. A 18
McLaren & Dallas 6

Mears, Fred W 68
Miner Rubber Company 10
Miner Shoe Company 4

Mooney Company, A. G 62

Narrow Fabric Company 68
National Cash Register Company.. 50

New Castle Leather Company 54

Panther Rubber Company Cover
Perfection Counter Co 69
Perkins & McNeely 66
Pullan, E 66

Regal Shoe Company 1

Robinson, James 8-9

Samson Enr., J. E 57

Sisman Shoe Company 53

S. M. Supplies Co 63

Snyder, M. S. & M. W 52
Spaulding & Sons, J 19

Standard Kid Mfg. Company 49

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Company . . 68

Tetrault Shoe Company 14

Textile Mfg. Company 52

Thomas, Lake & Whiton 51

Thompson Shoe Company 12

Toronto Heel Company 55

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 64-70

United States Hotel, Boston 57

Subscribers' Information Form
Many letters reach us from subscribers enquiring where certain goods can be

obtained. We can usually supply the information. We want to be of service to

our subscribers in this way, and we desire to encourage requests for such informa-

tion. Make use of this form for the purpose.

Date 19

"FOOTWEAR IN CANADA,"
347 Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

Please tell us where we can secure (give description as fully as possible)

Name .

Address
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VVTHEN you see one bundle of a

grade, you see all of that grade,

now and always.

It takes maximum skill and infinite

care, but it insures you the fullest possible

realization of weight and grade uniformity.

The ever-widening market for Standard

Kid bears convincing testimony to an achieve-

ment in standardization.

Always reasonably priced

Inquiries Solicited

Standard Kid Mfg. Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED

GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET -:- BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

New York Office, 610 Tribune Bidg., Spruce and Nassau Sts.

Factory. Wilmington, Del.

AGENCIES
CHAS. A. BRADY, Rochester, N.Y.
GEO. A. McCiAW, Cliicago, III.

F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.
J. LOUIS POPPER, Cincinnati, Ohio.

CtandardIOd
/r\ TRUE TO ITS NAME
tl/ "^iT's standardized

mm
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Every merchant needs the Protection a complete

N.C.R. System will give him

2. They will prevent the mistakes and

disputes which cause loss of trade.

3. They will enable you to give cus-

tomers the quick, satisfactory service

which wins new trade.

4. They will give you the accurate

records which you need to control

your business.

5. They will protect your money,

your clerks, your customers and

yourself.

Peace is bringing increased compe-
tition in your business.

You must meet that competition.

You cannot afford to run the risk of

loosing a single cent of profit.

A modern National Gash Register

and an N.C.R. Credit File will en-

able you to get all your profits on
every transaction in your store.

Because—
1. They will make it possible for

you to run your store with the least

expense.

The National Gash Register Company, Limited, of Canada, Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the Principal cities of the world
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SHOE FABRICS
We can offer for Spot Delivery

a large supply of all the popular

colors in Worsted and Cotton Cork-

screw Cloths.

For WHITE SHOES, our POLAR-KLOTH is

without a superior— For STRENGTH, FINISH,
FINE FACE, and EVEN WEAVE, we invite

comparison with any cloth you can buy.

TITE-SEAM COTTON THREAD for Making

Room—We guarantee this thread made from Sea

Island Cotton and for sole sewing work, you will get

satisfaction in the work and the wear.

COTTON GOODS—We convert linings of every

description— Twills, Drills, Duck, Flannels, Sheet-

ings, etc.

THOMAS, LAKE & WHITON, Inc.
Manufacturers and Converters

103 Bedford Street (Cor. Lincoln) BOSTON, Mass., U.S.A.
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
439 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

Edwards&Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms Tannerie*

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Province*
Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. ^AaJir'ilEAL.'Qu'^:

65 SOUTH ST., Boston.

HORSE FRONTS HORSE BUTTS
MADE IN

MAHOGANY, PEARL AND
OYSTER GREY, MEDIUM

AND LIGHT TAN

MADE IN

BLACK, TAN AND
MAHOGANY, INCLUDING
BOX AND SPECIAL FIGURES

INDIA GOAT and CHROME KID
HAVANA BROWN and OYSTER GRAY

ALL POPULAR COLORS and SHADES

OOZE SPLITS
For Gussets

CANADIAN AGENTS

DOPED SPLITS
Better known as YORKO

in Black & Colors

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO.
KITCHENER, ONT. MONTREAL, QUE.
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1919
By selecting a line that meets
the requirements of the great

majority of the public, you are

handling merchandise that is

most profitable to yourself by
reason of a broader market.To Jobbers

The

T. Sisman

Shoe Co.
Limited

Aurora, Ont.

The Best Everyday Shoes
and

The Aurora Lines

are well established lines, and have made good
with the public and the retailers. Their quality,

service and reasonable price are factors of their

success as necessary everyday shoes.

A Product
of Quality

YAMASKA
This all-leather shoe—for men down to the little

chap—enters the new year with added laurels to its

reputation as a seasoned seller.

YAMASKA comes to the retailer maintaining all

the merit of manufacture and material that has won
for it such a large share of business during 1918.

Given a place in your stock this year YAMASKA
will prove your best link between you and your cus-

tom.

Let us hear from you.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec
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7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings, Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agent* for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street • NEW YORK

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural

surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

WRITE DIRECT

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

We Sell to the Jobber
and we make it our business to supply him with

a product in which are embodied the principles

of better business making,

Women's Leather Shoes, Misses', Children's

and Infants' footwear of Standard quality in all

the popular styles, await your approval. We
solicit your inspection.

Gagnon^ Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street - - Montreal

1
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MENS, BOYS, and YOUTHS
TURN PUMPS and OXFORDS

—Now in Stock—

PATENT AND DULL CALF
Men's B-D, Sizes 6/11 $:!.2.j

Boys' C-E, Sizes 2>4/5 2.83
Youths, C-E, Sizes 111/4/2 2.50

MEN'S PATENT PUMP, TURN BOSTON OFFICE-lIO Summer St.

L.B.EVANS^' 5X)N CO. WAKEFIELD , JHASS".

The New

"EASTERN"
Shoe Lines
offer Jbig possibilities to Jobbers
desirous of handling a first-class

product at popular prices.

We will be pleased to show
you a very complete assortment
of shoes for Misses, Children
and Infants for Spring and Sum-
mer, upon receipt of a post card

from you.

See us when in Montreal

Write us now.

The Eastern Shoe
Manufacturing Company, Limited

152 Frontenac Street

Phone-La Salle 2561 MONTREAL

SCRAP LEATHER
WANTED

Soft or Upper Leather Cuttings

Hard or Sole Leather Cuttings

New Felt Clippings Wool Waste

Best market prices F.O.B. your (own.

E. PULLAN
20 Maud Street - TORONTO

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—They protect your shipment

against loss from dampness
and water.

2.—They are extremely light,

which means low freight

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

—They save time in packing.
—They save storage space.
—They have strong adver-
tising value.

—They can be made to your
specifications.

—Their first cost is lower
than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—vfrite for
it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather

inner soles are what you
need in your shoes as they

are cheap and of a good
quality. Ask for samples.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn l-"actory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per daj'.

This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a

year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catologue with prices and terms.

. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher. Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to

Sold outright—No royalty. Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.zsthst., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping diitrid, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

Built for Service
Made for wear. Something reliable in a

strong working boot for men. We can
supply you with either screw or pegged
in this sure selling line of well-made foot-

wear.

JOBBERS
Write us for particulars.

J. E.

SAMSON
ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are Departmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes
—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

rMwuta riiuiiau..c«iiua/a <i
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Over 33 years in its field

''CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER:'

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points, Port Arthur and West
to the Pacific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver. Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

CURFACE KID IN BLACK and COLORS

Beautifully pliable and with a glove-like grain

—

Surface Kid is particularly suitable for dressy shoes.

It rivals the beauty of Real Kid and is very

much cheaper.

Made in black and colors and sold at attractive prices.

Send to-day for samples.

BUTTS IN GUN METAL, DULL, GLAZED
CABRETTAS, GLAZED KID, SHEEPSKINS

491 S."V& Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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The Rush for Rubbers

is now on !

Royal
'

Kant Krack''

Dainty Mode
Dreadnaught

''Veribest''

6(

6C

66

99

99

Any of these dealers will supply you

Amlierst Boot & Slioe Co., J-td.,

Amherst Boot & Slioe Co., I. tel.,

E. A. Dagg &' Cunii>aiiy.

.\. W. Ault & Company, Limitcil,

.\mlierst, X.S.
Halifax, N.S.
Calgary, .\lta.

Ottawa, Ont.
VVIiite Shoe Company,
McLaren & i:)allas,

'i'hc London Shoe C'ompany, Limited,

Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
London. Ont.

KilKOiU', Rimer Coni])any. I^imitetl,

The .T. Leckie Comi>any, Limited,
.lames Roljinsem,
Brown Rochette, Limited,
T. l-oiig & Brother,
Dowers, I^imited,

Winnipeg, Man.
X'aneniuer, B.C.
Montreal, (Jue.
Cnchec, (jue.
Ccillingwood, Ont,
lidnionton, Alta.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
MERRITTON, ONTARIO

i
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Let us quote on your requirements in

Packing Cases
WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

4 -One
Wirebound Boxes

Famous for Economy

End(

Outside

Inside

Easily Assembled

They are Light—means a

saving in freight.

They are Strong—means

goods arriving in good

condition, thereby elimi-

nating claims.

They are Secure—means

contents cannot be pil-

fered in transit.

VIEW SHOWING BOX IN KNOCK-DOWN

VIEW SHOWING BOX READY FOR SHIPMENT

When requesting samples and prices give the following information

consecutively : Size of Box (inside measurements) length, width,

depth, weight of contents.

CANADIAN WOOD PRODUCTS
LIMITED

TORONTO
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.WORKERS UNION .

UNIO^STAMP

[ador/

INSIST
ON THE

UNION STAMP
.WORKERS UNION .

UNIO^^STAMP

l^ctory

j^^O excuse, subterfuge, or expla-

nation should satisfy any retailer

for the absence of the union stamp on

his footwear.

Union Stamp shoes bearing the stamp

of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

are the one and only shoes guaranteed

to be the product of Union workers.

Insist upon Union Stamp footwear

that you may meet the trade of all the

people all the time.

Boot & Shoe Workers* Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street -:- Boston, Mass.

JOHN F. TOBIN : General President

CHARLES L. BAINE : Gen'l Sec'y-Treas.
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A Shoe Merchant

Every customer for a new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royally)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types
in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.

The Champion Line consists of:

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty dififerent models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.
Universal Model Curved Needle
and Awl Shoe Stitcher— heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 F«r.st Park Bvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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Mooneyes Thread
^Will Do It=^

Hundreds of pleased customers have found that Mooney's
high grade cotton thread is giving entire satisfaction.

We should like to send you samples of this thread and let

you see its merits for yourself.

For strength, lustre and easy working it is admirable. The
price makes it economical. Send for a sample reel at once.

Brushes Thread Cement

The A. G. Mooney Company
220 Lemoine Street - MONTREAL

Buy D & P Counters
You Run No RiskEvery counter turned out of the

D. & P. Factory is guaranteed to

give lasting satisfaction.

Our Canadian-made fil)re board counters

outlast leather. Made from selected fibre

compressed by the special D. & P. process.

Write for samples. We also solicit your or-

ders for u])per and sole leather, and shall

be glad to quote on your requirements.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St East

Toronto

Ontario Selling Agent DUCLOS & PAYAN Richard Frere», Quebec
Selling Agents for

Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street MONTREAL
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Excelsior Brand
Needles

Wheeler and Wilson

Singer Machines

Puritan National Wax Thread Machines

Its superiority lias caused it to be the

recognized standard the world over.

Its sturdy reliability is due to the quality

of material and workmanship that enters

into the manufacture of every needle

that bears the name "Excelsior Brand"

THE S. M. SUPPLIES GO.
121 Beach St. - Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

for

and

—
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THE ANSWER

8ft. Shoe Repairing Outfit Model N. Showing Mod. B. Skate Sharpening Machine Attached

To the Demand
For

A High Class Practical

Shoe Repairing Outfit
that could be installed in the shop of limited size

Compact^ efficient^ convenience in a small space

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada^ Limited
Montreal, Que.

TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC
90 Adelaide Street West, 179 King Street West, 28 Demers Street,
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AMONG men who make and sell shoes to-day,

NeoHn is admitted to I)e the hardest-wearin<^- ma-

terial ever used for making shoes.

They admit it, for millions of pairs of Neolin Soles

have proved it true.

Now Neolin may be had for Half-Soles.

That means you can now make new profit selling

Neolin's comfort, flexibility, waterproofness—and long

wear—to folks who do not want to pay the price of a

Neolin full-sole job.

You saw the advertising that put Neolin Soles

across—day after day, week after week, big space in

newspapers and magazines all over Canada.

Neolin Half-Soles are now being advertised in a

campaign just as powerful, just as dominating, just as

convincing.

We're telling folks by the thousands that Neolin

Half-Soles can be nailed or sewn in your store; that

they bring all Neolin's many advantages ; that they will

help cut down the family shoe bill.

Be the first in your territory to co-operate. Be the

first to make the initial sales; be the first to win the

trade and confidence of people who are wide

awake enough to see the economv of shoe-re-

pairing—with Neolin Half-Soles.

Go after this new business. To-day. Get
a supply of Neolin Half Soles. Display
them in your window.

a new
profit-maker

smashingly
advertised

Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

TORONTO
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S. J. Friedman
Vancouver's

Leading Surgi-
cal Bootmaker

Makers of boots and fine

shoes for all deformities and
lame feet.

Endorsed by medical offic-

ers of Militia.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Information cheerfully sent

on request.

West End Boot Hospital
320 Granville St. Vancouver, B.C.

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins& McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

Jobbers
Our Lines Are

Good Examples
Of up-to-date Footwear. They are giving entire satisfaction in style, fit and

wear, pleasing the customer and therefore appeal to the retailer on account

of steadily increasing sales. An asset to the

business of any jobber who handles them.

Carry our lines and be sure of having stock

that will move quickly and give a generous

margin of profit.

No. 46

UGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME ST.

QUEBEC

No. 50

Call on us

or

Drop a line

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

E. PULLAN
Scrap Leather

Cotton Clippings

20 Maud St. M TORONTO
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ADVERTISERS
Mike your Advertising space give better results.

Use bright, snappy

cuts. Our cuts cost

little and accom-

plish much. Proof

sheets and prices

mailed free upon

request.

CANADIAN
ADVERTISERS

SERVICE
511 Church St.

Toronto, Canada

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

Better

Shoes
mean

Better

Sales

A Word to Jobbers
T T is easy to tell you of the superiority

of our McKays, but to prove it you

must see them.

Duchaine & Perkins Shoes bespeak the

thoroughness and care which goes with the

making of absolutely reliable footwear.

Get in touch with us before buying and

we will show you "Something Worth

While."

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.
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FrldVM^^iklCELCo.

WOODT^
TELEf

HAVERHILL. M^^CHUSETTS

Have You Heard About This?

ThePaiow Welt

1

A distinctive feature in our footwear for Misses, Girls, Child-

ren and Infants. It is designed with special regard to comfort

and ease for growing feet. The Welt is sewn right into the shoe

and is the Genuine Goodyear.

The soft cushion insole, and the waterproof cork filling

between the inner and outer soles are two features that help to

make these shoes the most popular on the market.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Our Standard Screw Shoes
WILL STAND PLENTY OF HARD WEAR

Made on foot-fitting lasts that will give comfort to the wearer
and are durable.

The Range Includes
Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents' and Children's Box Kip

Your Jobber will quote you [irices, or write us direct

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co.
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec Limite

i

•V.D.t\rmSTRONG*
I ENGRAVERofFINESTEELSTAMPS&DIES
23Q^c,^>NES;jMONTREALPHo>y^ 675
CR^^^C^^fP) c> QUE. c) (^n^* AfAIN

t

Q QUE, t) C^^«J
mystampsare"uptodate"in design
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISHTO VOUR SHOES«!ji»

• WHICHMUILL INCREASE YOUR SALES
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The

Home Shoe
for better business

tbis year

is represented in a variety of in-

teresting lines for retail trade.

We should like you to be
sure to see the samples we are

showing. If our traveller does
not call, write us at once.

Retailer's Opportunity

In buying from us, the retailer is dealing

direct with the manufacturer who understands

his needs and supplies him accordingly.

Home Shoe Company, Ltd.
327 Amherst Street, - MONTREAL

JOBBERS
ONLY

Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn

Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

BRODIE'S
Patent Paste

This famous product covers

a wide range of usefulness

being used with equal success

and efficiency by manufactur-

ers of the finest grade shoes and

makers of heavy work shoes.

Supplied in quantities to

meet your needs.

Let us send you sample and

price.

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

Perfection

Your New Year's Good Resolutions are not
complete unless you have resolved to use nothing
but the best in Counters.

Try PERFECTION COUNTERS and let us
show you wherein they excel. Send for prices and
particulars.

Our Felt Box Toes are Now Ready.

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St

Maisonneuve, Montreal
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YOUR
FUTURE

EQUIPMENT
1919 1925 ^7

If you are going to install a

SHOE REPAIRING OUTFIT
THIS SEASON

Install one that will be good for

1925
and a score years after that

HI.

Goodyear Outfits are Quality Outfits

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont. Kitchener, Ont. Quebec, Que.

90 Adelaide Street West, 179 King Street West, 28 Demers Street,
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SPECIALTIES
for

Shoe Manufacturers

HEEL PADS: Cut from several qualities of

white felt, also all colors of Imitation Leather

and Combmed Imitation Leather and Felt.

Large assortment of patterns that will fit any

shoe. Our facilities mean service to you at a

minimum cost.

Felt for Box Toes: Hard Insole, Cushion

Insole, Lining Fillers, Shoe Racks and Shoe
Rolls.

Imitation Leather, all colors. Combined
Imitation Leather and Felt.

Kendex Insole Stock, made in oak and white,

all weights. Advise us of your requirements.

WE SPECIALIZE FOR SHOE MANUFACTURING

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St., Montreal
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PATENT LEATHER
A Product
of Constant
Excellence

Consistent quality has given CLARKE'S Patent Leather

an undis]Hitable lead. An inferior patent usually results

in lost custom, and for that reason CLARKE'S should

always be specified. It is the acme of patent leather pro-

duction and it never fails to bear out the fact in service to

the wearer.

A Spread of Patent Leather in Final Process

A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC

''Makers for the Nation
"
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From Transient Trade
to Regular Custom

You gain regular custom through your store

and your goods being known. When you handle

a national, trade marked product possessing the

merit that warrants the trade mark, you have

your advertisement. The trade mark identifies

not only the product but your store as well.

That's your guarantee of regular custom.

o

REGAL
is a trade mark that stamps an invariable excellence of shoe pro-

duction. The Regal trade mark has been a big national factor

in converting transient trade into regular custom. That is why
the dealer has nothing to lose and everything to gain by having

his business associated with the name of Regal.

There is a lot of Regal business to be had this year, and you
should secure it. Our specific co-operation with dealers and
Regal repute are your strong supports.

Regal Shoe Company, Limited
472-474 Bathurst Street TORONTO

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 66
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Panther
Tested Fibre Soles

This is present-day soling. This is the common-

sense, practical, economical soling that brings greater

numbers of satisfied customers to manufacturer and

retailer alike. If you have not already made an inves-

tigation covering "Panther" Tested Fibre Soling, do

so at once by all means.

*^Sure Step^^ Tread Rubber Heels

In combination with Panther Soling these "Sure Step"

Rubber Heels ofifer the ideal wearing surface for all

footwear. They are a well-known product. Panther

Soles look like leather, and can be supplied in black,

white, or tan. They can be worked up the same as

leather, but they wear better. They are crack-proof

and slip-proof. They are comfortable and resilient the

first time worn. They are waterproof. W rite us im-

mediately for information that will be to your advan-

tage.

Panther Rubber Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke, Quebec

PA
TREA D

PANTHER RUBBER MFG.

J, ~STOUCHTON,MASS^

Co.
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Hold Your Orders
for Rubbers

/^UR Salesmen will soon be on the road to show you the most

complete line of Guaranteed Rubbers ever offered to the

trade.

The Dominion Rubber System does more than give you six

brands of Guaranteed Rubbers—does more than give you styles and

shapes to fit every shoe worn by man, woman and child.

The Dominion Rubber System also educates your customers, by
advertising, to appreciate the protection and economy of Rubbers.

All the leading papers from coast to coast are carrying the big,

striking advertisements of Dominion Rubber System Rubbers.

Keep clearly in mind what we do for you, and you will see

the wisdom of keeping your orders for Rubbers for the Dominion
Rubber System Salesmen.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches are Located at

Halifax, St, John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford, London,

Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon,

Fidmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.
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FIELD MOUSE AND GRAY

To attain the same perfect uniformity of shade in

the butt and in the flank, only the tightest grained
of the best raw skins are used for these delicatecolors.

Each piece of finished leather is graded with severest

attention to every detail, that there may be full

compliance with the uncompromising requirements

of a standardized classification.

Whether it be Field Mouse, Gray, Black or Brown,
you know exactly what to expect from a duplicate

order, for one bundle of a grade is the same as all of

that grade, now and always.

Prices Reasonable

Inquiries Solicited

STANDARD KID MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 610 TRIBUNE BLDG.

Factory, Wilmington, Del.

AGENCIES
CHAS. A. BRADY, Rochester, N.Y.
GEO. A. McGAW, Chicago, III.

F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.
I. LOUIS POPPER, Cincinnati, Ohio.

IWIPIfflWlfPPlWPIl IPIWIWWMIPIIIWW

^tandardIOd
rr\ TRUE TO ITS NAME
\U '^IT'S STANDARDIZED

|i|i|i|iiiiiii|i|iii|iiiii|i|iiiii{in^
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Time Will Condemn
or Extol

Your
Footwear
According

to the

Counter

You Use

BENNETT
COUNTERS

are impervious to the ravages of time and wear—made to outlast the life

of any shoe. Their use ensures a shapely shoe as long as it is worn.
Bennett fibre makes the counter easy to shape to your lasts and the process

of its treatment makes it "Stay Put".

Time will prove that it is folly to use an inferior counter in a good shoe.

Always use BENNETT'S.

BENNETT LIMITED
^M^a^ers of Shoe Supplies

Chambly Canton, P.Q., Canada

Sales Office, 59 St Henry St., MONTREAL Ontario Office, 225 King Street, KITCHENER
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H, O. MCDOWELL

IMPORTERS llLTHrJtl JOBBERS K^fJ
MANUFACTURERS SALES AGENTS M

H. N. LINCOLN

EAGTERN BRANCH
<C1 ^.D^ISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Ifoolis and Hook '

Selling Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago. 111.

C'rystolon Paper and Cloth

for lUiffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone lileacli

•The Ceroxylon Co,,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect
Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Ruhljcr Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Hie
lilocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread .Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrcttas and Horse

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

X. Kochester, N.H.
Guaranteed Fibre Conn-
leis, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
.Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Welting,
etc.

MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
SHOE

Ma:n omzs A^^D F :

57 rOUNOKY ST.

K.TCHENEf;

Shoe Hooks
AND

Hook Setting Machines
High Speed Automatic and Semi-Automatic

American Lacing Hook Co.
Waltham, Mass.

Manufacturers of Steel Hooks in Black and Colors

Brassed and Nickeled All Sizes

Machines are Rapid and Accurate

No Hooks Wasted Attractive Terms
We Carry Hooks in Stock and Give

Service on Machines

For the BEST scouring on straight breasted heels

USE THE

Freeman Heel Breast Scouring Machine

For the BEST Heel Breast trimming on Louis Heels
USE THE

Freeman Louis Heel Breast Trimming
Machine

These machines are indispensable for those

manufacturers interested in time and
money saving machinery

The Louis G. Freeman Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

We have complete stocks of parts and supplies for

Freeman Machines
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FALL SAMPLES
ALL the new ideas, lasts and

patterns will be found in

Ritchie's range of Men's Welts

for the coming Fall Season.

For Winter we have a particu-

larly strong line of Felt-soled and

warm-lined boots at business-

getting prices.

Samples ready for your inspec-

tion about the loth inst.

The John Ritchie Company Limited

BOOT AND SHOE
MANUFACTURERS

QUEBEC
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James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

Where Quality

Counts
If one sale is to make another, the shoe has to

maintain in wear all that you claim for it in

the sale.

Be on the safe side by serving your
customers with our lines of foot-

wear.

For all-round satisfaction you can-

not handle a better shoe than the

Bostonians
All the best principles of shoe
making are embodied in their

manufacture. And all your
best customers will be well sat-

isfied with their service.

The Bostonian Shoe has the reputation of "a
seller." Are you stocking it?
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James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

J^IONTREAL

We are Busy with

Rubbers

The rush of sorting orders we have handled is

unmistakable evidence of public regard for a

good rubber. They want

Independents
Have you got your order?
If not take a look over
your stock, and write,

phone or wire your needs
now. We will fill them right away, and see

that you have the goods with satisfaction as

well.
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What Does

This Shoe

Indicate

to You ?

if you have had a special training in scientific slioe fitting and have
studied Practipedics, you would instantly recognize this as a severe case
of flat foot.

Reading shoes is most interesting for they frequently tell a wonder-
ful story.

Nine times out of ten "kicks" about poor wearing and ill fitting

shoes are the result of foot trouble and not the fault of the shoes. By
studying Practipedics and by scientifically fitting

DsScholls
Foot ComfortAppliances

you can overcome practically all shoe complaints and in addition you
can relieve and correct the foot trouble which is the cause of the shoe
trouble.

Result 1 You establish a reputation for yourself, keep your cus-

tomers satisfied, you build up a permanent business and your profits are

materially increased.

Note the illustration below. That shows how Dr. SchoU's Foot-
Eazer bridges the arch of the foot, protects the shoe, gives instant relief

and corrects the weakened condition.

Write today for our new cata-

log and let us tell you all about this

interesting foot comfort, business

building proposition.

The Scholl Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Largest Makers of Foot Appliances in the World

112 Adelaide St. E., TORONTO
also

Chicago New York London

"WATCH YOUR CUSTOMERS* FEET
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By Their Sales

You May Know
Three Successful

Shoes
Shoes carrying with them an assurance of satisfaction

to your customers ; an important factor in your prospects for

increased trade.

You cannot afford to overlook the importance of these

superb lines.

"MetropolitaN"
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS

"Patricia"
WOMEN'S WELTS
AND TURNS

Daoust, Lalonde & Co.
Limited

Montreal - Que.

"Paris"
WOMEN'S McKAYS
MEN'S WELTS
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T3EGINNING the first week in March and

continuing through the season, the Spring

series of Ames Holden McCready newspaper ad-

vertisements will carry your message to the Cana-

dian public. We shall continue our policy of

giving sound and impartial advice on How to Buy

Shoes, and Where to Buy Them ; the same sort

of advice which you give your customers when

they come to your store; advice which is useful

whether they buy A. H.M. shoes or not.

This series of advertisements will be run on the

same nation-wide scale as in past seasons. They

will be read in your town, by your customers. And
it is easily possible for any dealer in Canada to

make this advertising of special benefit to his own

store. Begin planning noW to get your full share

of it.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
"Shoemakers to the Nation"

ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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SOLE LEATHER
Served with our Boys in France

and Flanders

Don't expect them to be satisfied with
substitutes upon their return.

Give them the real thing.

The best is none too good.

There Is Nothing Like Leather
"

SOLE LEATHER
OF

Highest Cutting Value
IN

HEMLOCK, UNION and OAK
Tanneries : Kitchener, Penetang, Hastings, Woodstock. Ont.

Cut Sole Factory : Provincial Cut Sole Co., Kitchener, Ont.

THE BREITHAUPT LEATHER CO. LIMITED
Head Office, - Kitchener, Ont.
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Milton Shoes

Harry E. Thompson wishes to announce
to the jobbing trade that he is now handling the

Milton Shoes, representing a superb line in Stan-

dard Screw and nailed goods for men, boys and
youths.

Factory

:

Milton Shoes Ltd.
MILTON, ONT.

Sample Rooms

:

110 Victoria Sq.

MONTREAL, QUE.

Patented
Dec. 30th, 1913

Patented
Oct, 26th, 1915

Vul co-Unit Box Toe
SUMMED UP IN THREE WORDS

GIVES

Economy
Style ...
Durability

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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Two Outstanding

Features of

TETRAULT
Value

You will find TET-
RAULT right as to price

and consistent as to worth.

Each shoe is an example

of first class material and

expert workmanship at a

minimum cost.

We invite your thor-

ough inspection of TET-
RAULT lines. For real

value in high grade men's

shoes they are unexcelled.

Service

Our superior facilities

for the manufacture of

high grade men's welts in

large quantities enables us

to serve the trade prompt-

ly In ordering from

TETRAULT you may
be sure of having your or-

der filled in the shortest

possible time. You may
also be assured that no

degree of quality will be

sacrificed for speedy de-

livery. Try TETRAULT
Service.

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

MONTREAL
European Office and Warehouse : 9 Rue de Marseille, Paris, France

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF GOODYEAR WELTS IN CANADA

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllll
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Juvenile Footwear
For Jobbers
For your best trade in juveniles you cannot

do better than see our samples of children's

and infants' McKays, also our complete line

for misses, newly added.

Our up-to-date factory equipment and facili-

ties for high grade production should be of

particular interest to Jobbers.

AVith a staf¥ including men of many years

practical shoe manufacturing experience in

large Canadian factories, we are fully prepared

to produce nothing but the best. Jobbers, get in touch with us.

Childrens Shoe Mfg, Co., Limited
11 Belleau St. Quebec City

I MADE IN CANADA I

Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a

Cement as can be made.

Boston Blacking Company
152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada
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Ready Service
to Support

Ready Sales
From one pair upwards— to any number— you can

order Slater Shoes, and be sure of a quick delivery

from an adequate stock.

THE SLATER
40 IN-STOCK

LINES

enable you to fit and please every customer with

the most popular shoe in the Dominion, The Slater

40 in-stock department is at your service for im-

mediate shipment of all your requirements. Make
full use of it, and multiply your sales.

If you have not yet received a copy
of our handsome catalogue write
for it to-day. It displays the full

Slater Line.

The Slater Shoe Co
LIMITED

Montreal, Canada
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A Special

Invitation

If you are unable to

call on us, we will be

pleased to forward

samples of any of our

lines. Let us hear

from you early.

WE should like you, Mr.

Jobber, to visit our show-

rooms, and see what we are offer-

ing for the coming season's busi-

ness. We believe that the Aird

Shoes, now being shown, will

particularly commend themselves

to you—there are many reasons.

Come and see them.

Aird & Son
Registered

MONTREAL

llllllll
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Co-operation

You supply the last—We will produce

CPAULDING'C
ORbreCountersC)

Guaranteed

that will fit it

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.
Main Office and Factory

NORTH ROCHESTER, N. H.

PHILAnELPHIA CINCINNATI
John G. Traver & Co. The Taylor-Poole Co.

329 Arch St. 410-412 E. Sth St.

SEVEN FACTORIES
Tonawanda, N. Y. Rochester, N. H.
No. Rochester, N. H. Milton, N. H.

Townsend' Harbor, Mass.

Boston Office

203-B ALBANY BUILDING

ST. LOUIS
The Taylor-Poole Co.

1602 Locust St.

CHICAGO
E. n. McMechan & Co.

217 W. Lake St.

English Agents: J. Whitehead & Co., Ltd.,
Leicester, England.

Canadian Agents

:

International Supply Co., Kitchener, Ontario and Quebec City. V. Champigny, Montreal.
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SHOE FABRICS
We can offer for Spot Delivery

a large supply of all the popular

colors in Worsted and Cotton Cork-

screw Cloths.

For WHITE SHOES, our POLAR-KLOTH is

without a superior—For STRENGTH, FINISH,
FINE FACE, and EVEN WEAVE, we invite

comparison with any cloth you can buy.

TITE SEAM COTTON THREAD for Making
Room—We guarantee this thread made from Sea

Island Cotton and for sole sewing work, you will get

satisfaction in the work and the wear.

COTTON GOODS—We convert linings of every

description

—

Twills, Drills, Duck, Flannels, Sheet-

ings, etc.

THOMAS, LAKE & WHITON, Inc.
Manufacturers and Converters

103 Bedford Street (Cor. Lincoln) BOSTON, Mass., U.S.A.
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THE

:marsk
3N0I

Are You
Displaying
these
Marsh
Models?

They possess so many features

of high-grade shoemaking, and are

realizing such a generous share of

business that they merit a place in

the store of every progressive dealer.

Marsh design, workmanship and

material, combine to give in an un-

usual degree a selling value that will

increase your turnover.

Sold in 30 pair cases only, in 30

pairs of a width.

Keep in mind the Marsh value in

Women's Shoes.

The

Wm. A. Marsh
Company Limited

QUEBEC

"100" LAST
Made in All Leatliers

Widths B to E

"104" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"99" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E
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Fashion

Decrees

fancy colors
for

Spring and Summer wear

Colors CITADEL MOLE BROWN

These standard shades predominated at

the Style Show held recently in Boston

MANUFACTURERS PLACING THESE COLORS IN THEIR SAMPLE LINE MAY

REST ASSURED OF PROMPT DELIVERY AS REQUIRED

J. A. SCOTT
MONTREAL QUEBEC

218 Notre Dame St. W. 566 St. Valier Street
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A T this season of the year there's a good lot of windy
-^"^ weather, and we must needs watch to not have the

heavy sails spread until we are sure we have the right

reckoning.

Business men can only be patient, trim boat, sit tight

and be on deck for whatever emergencies arise.

There will be plenty of employment and lots to do

for those who know how. The present moment calls

for presence of mind.

J. A. SCOTT
QUEBEC MONTREAL

566 St. Valier Street 218 Notre Dame St. W.
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Rubber Footwear
Our representative will call on you

during the coming placing season

and you, Mr. Retailer, will make no

mistake in ordering Rubbers which

have stood the test, year after year,

and have added new customers to the

long list of Retailers who believe in

. and buy their rubber footwear from

our Agents and Branches.

Your order sent to any of the fol-

lowing Miner Branches and selling

Agents will get immediate attention.

Edmonton, Alta.

Fredericton, N. B.

Hamilton, Ont. .

London, Ont. .

.

Montreal, Que.

Ottawa, Ont. .

Quebec, Que.

Regina, Sask.

..The Miner Rubber Co., Ltd.

..H. S. Campbell.

. .R. B. Griffith & Co.

..Coates, Burns & Wanless.

( The Miner Shoe Co., Ltd.

I
The Miner Rubber Co., Ltd.

(The Miner Shoe Co., Ltd.

IThe Miner Rubber Co., Ltd.

. .The Miner Rubber Co., Ltd.

fCongdon, Marsh, Limited
IThe Miner Rubber Co., Ltd.

St. John, N.B The J. M. Humphrey Co.,

Limited.

Sydney, C.B The J. M. Humphrey Co.,

Limited.

Charlottetown, P.E.I. .The J. M. Humphrey Co.,

Limited.

Toronto, Ont The Miner Rubber Co., Ltd.

Trenton, Ont C. Weaver.

Vancouver, B.C The J. Leckie Co., Limited.

Winnipeg, Man Congdon, Marsh Limited.
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The"GreatWest-
Cold Proof
Felts"

High-Grade
in

Every Respect
and a felt shoe that is making

abundant sales by sheer merit

of manufacture and material.

It is all our own product,

produced entirely under one

roof from the making of the

felt to the last finishing touch.

This fact explains the unvary-

ing quality throughout its

manufacture and the extensive

sales it is making.

We manufacture a full

range of Men's Women's,

Boys*, Youths', Misses',

Child's and Infants' "Great

West Cold Proof Felts" for

outdoor or indoor wear.

Sold by all leading
Jobbers. Order Now !

Great West
Felt Company
Limited

Elmira, Ontario
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Let Our Advertising

Help You to Sell

More Rubbers
Our Proposition is simply this:

We put the quality in our Rubbers. There is no question about
the sturdy wear, the snug fit, the trim shapes, of Dominion Rubber
System Rubbers. They are right in every way.

Then, we help to sell them for our dealers by means of the greatest

advertising campaigns that have ever been inaugurated by any
manufacturers of Rubbers in Canada. Thousands of people have
been educated to the fact that Rubbers are economical—that they
protect the health—that they are the sensible thing to wear in bad
weather.

Dealers who handle any of our six brands of reliable Rubbers get
more business because of our advertising.

Everything else being equal, the best advertised Rubbers are the

best selling Rubbers. Order Dominion Rubber System Rubbers
and let our advertising help you to sell more Rubbers.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches
are Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Belleville, Toronto, Hamilton,
Brantford, London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg',
Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver,
Victoria.

(:)

(:)
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(:)

(:)

(:)
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Lower Prices

Not Likely

Contrary to expectation in some

quarters the close of the war has

not resulted in a noticeable decline

in prices. On the other hand it has been quite evident

that the prices on many commodities are capable of

going still- higher and we do not have to look very

far for the reason. It must be remembered that Euro-

pean countries are practically bare of many of the raw

materials and manufactured products with which we
are, perhaps, plentifully supplied. Consequently, the

demand from overseas will tend to keep prices on this

side very firm and where European bidding is higher

than prevailing domestic rates the natural outcome

is "higher prices." An example of this is seen in the

recent increase in the price of kid. European buyers

presumably bid an average of seven or eight cents in

advance of the Boston market price. This had the im-

mediate effect of raising the domestic rate proportion-

ately. It will thus be seen that we can hope for little

decrease in the price of any article for which there is

a big foreign demand.

Manufacturers are also faced with a labor unrest

that seems to have assumed world-wide proportions.

It was intimated 'by the Boot and Shoe Workers Un-

ion, at a recent meeting in Toronto, that they would,

very shortly demand a further increase of 10 per cent,

in wages—and shorter hours. This would seem to

make it evident without doubt there can be no falling

off in prices through reduced labor costs. On every

hand the consensus of opinion seems to be that prices

will be well maintained, or even higher, for at least

another year.

* * *

Tax Mail Order ^^^^ ^^""^ forthcoming session of the

Houses Ontario Legislature the Ontario

Retail Merchants' Association

will request that action be taken to have a tax placed

on mail order houses, this assessment to be figured

on the amount of business done in each district. No
specific amount of taxation has yet been decided upi-

on until it is learned just what action the Ontario Leg-

islature may see fit to take in the matter. In the event

of securing a favorable decision the Retail Merchants'

Association propose extending the measure to all pro-

vinces in the Dominion.

At a meeting of the Assessment Committee of the

Ontario House Mr. Proudfoot raised the question and

those present were unanimous in the opinion that the

I)ig departmental stores, through their mail order com-

l^etition, were making the lousiness situation desperate

for the small local merchants. It was also thought

that maintaining the parcel post system at a loss and

l)aying it out of the carrying of letters was giving the

mail order houses the big end of the stick.

We hope the Government will act—it should have

done so long ago. Mail order houses are a menace to

the legitimate mercantile trade of the country. They
give no service ; their goods are no cheaper—often

higher in cost
;
they have no further interest in a sale

once made
;
they pay no local taxes ; their catalogue

illustrations frequently misrepresent
;
they keep down

the prosperity of any district in which they are at

work because no money is ever returned that they

take out of it. Furthermore there is no financial ne-

cessity for departmental stores to conduct a mail order

business—their tremendous local business is, or should

be, sufficient for their needs. If it is their desire to

play the "greedy octopus" let us, by all means, fetter

their tentacles by the imposition of such a tax as that

proposed.
* * *

Premature
Sales

Judging by the number of adver-

tisements of cut-price clearance

sales during January it might ap-

pear to the casual observer that many shoe retailers

incorporated price-cutting among their New Year
resolutions. We cannot help feeling that most of

these sales are entirely premature and unnecessary.

There is something- almost ridiculous in a merchan-
dizing policy that embodies cut-price clearance sales

within a few weeks after the opening of the selling

season and a plan adopted by the merchants of Syra-
cuse, N.Y., shows how they are endeavoring to remedy
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the evil. Realizing the great mistake of launching

sales of seasonable merchandise in the middle of a sea-

son, they formed an organization and agreed that spe-

cial sales would not be put on until a certain date in

the three seasons—spring, summer and winter. Pre-

viously, every retailer sought to get ahead of his com-
petitor with the result that the whole trade was upset

and profits reduced for all. By deferring the sales un-

der this mutual agreement they believe they will get

a large amount of trade at regular prices during the

extended period.

* * *

A Time for ^° ^8° ^''^^^ atten-

Everything ^io" ^^'^^ ^^^^ that a great many
retailers were in the habit of

using the fragrant weed in a sometimes unfragrant

pipe during business hours—to the very evident detri-

ment of their trade. Now here's another little story

on the same subject. The other day we were talking

with a traveller—a very successful one by the way

—

who made the very unusual statement that he did not

smoke. We asked him why- "Well," he said, "it's

like this. I used to smoke—was an inveterate smoker

—but at the same time I knew that it was bad policy

to approach a retailer with a cigar in my mouth. One
day I set out to make a sale to a man I knew was in

the market for a large amount of goods. After getting

of¥ the train I felt the need of a smoke and lighted up

a good cigar. By the time I got to the retailer's store

my cigar was just nicely going, so I thought I would

take a little stroll and finish my smoke. Half an hour

later I called on my man. 'Hullo Jones,' he said, 'why

didn't you get around sooner; I just placed that order

with Brown & Company ; must have been on the same

train with you.' All for the sake of a smoke I missed

the largest order of the year. Then and there I made
the high sign and resolved I'd never smoke again

—

and I haven't."

Nothing so drastic is needed in the average case,

and this is not intended to be a sermon against tobac-

co. It all goes to show, however, that there is a time

for everything and that certain things can be over-

done. A man in any line should not let smoking inter-

fere with his business.

I

Destructive
Advertising

* * *

A woman was heard, not long

ago, to read an advertisement of

$8.00 shoes for $4.98, and to ex-

press a wonder that store could sell them at such

a low figure and still make a profit, for she did not

believe the store proposed to lose money "Think

what a profit I would have paid them at $8, she said.

That is one side of the story, says a bulletin from the

Associated Advertising Clubs of the World. The other

side is that a great many other women refuse to be-

lieve that the article advertised was ever worth the

higher figures named—or $8.00, as in this case.

"Uusual value," or "value" or "worth" are destruc-

Time to Call a Halt

A number of Canadian firms have been put-

ting on Eensational cut-price sales recently, ad-

vertising values that are ridiculous in the ex-

treme. Among these "slashing reductions" we
recall "Imported Silk Stockings, regular $1.75 for

19 cents"; "Men's $6.00 shoes, $1.48," and so on.

We understand the Toronto section of the Re-

tail Merchants' Association has taken the matter

up with the Police Department and have been

promised immediate investigation. A man recent-

ly opened up in Toronto and advertised $5.00

safety razors for 98 cents. The city called his

bluff and the magistrate decided that $50 and
costs would be a fair assessment. If similar ac-

tion is taken against those men who are doing

their utmost to discredit legitimate shoe retail-

ers there will surely be little cause for regret.

I

I

4.,,,

I

tive advertising expressions. They dull the appeal of

advertising. When a store does have a real sale to

move ofif odds and ends, a great many readers of its

advertisement are in the same attitude as the men
who declined to come when the little boy in the old

story called "Wolf, wolf!"

It is being proved, the bulletin says, that business

of a more permanent character can be built without

such statements. If there has been a special purchase,

a store can get a crowd by announcing that a fortunate

find has been made by its buyers. It is needless to

"compare prices." Business men are learning that

truth-in-advertising has an economic value, and that

in the long run, it pays to understate rather than over-

state an advertisement. The under-stated advertise-

ment may bring fewer people, at times, but it will sell

more goods, for when the customer is surprised to see

such goods at such a price, sales are more readily

made. There is less of a tendency to "shop around."

Clinching
Sales

Plain English sells goods. Mixed
rhetoric is misleading. The hook

of convincing argument often

bends under the bait of too technical language.

Eliminate the vocabulary of the shoe factory and treat

your customers to something easy of mental digestion.

Very few purchasers are interested in the technical

make-up of shoes. Salesmen particularly often sei/Jc

upon words and statements that are used without the

support of actual knowledge, thus lea\ing themselves

open to sales-killing argument.

The purchaser usually is interested in only two
questions: "Is this what I require?" "What is the

price?" If you can answer the first as brieflv and as

convincingl}' as the second, the sale is made.
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World Survey of Raw Stock Conditions
Prospect is for Smaller Domestic Supplies and Keen Foreign Competition—European

Buyers Scouring the World—Increase in Price is a Logical Conclusion

By Mr. Owen C. Howe* — "

—

WHEN Lewis B. Jackson addressed the con-

vention one year ago in regard to raw stock,

he closed his remarks by saying that "Any
outside factor, such as cutting off of supplies

from foreign countries through lack of ships and
freight embargoes, may quickly change an apparently
quiet market into an advancing one." His warning
was a timelv one. In a few months there was a lack

of ships anv] an embargo. In April the government
called to Washington representatives of The Cattle

Men's Association, The Elide & Skin Importers' Asso-
ciation, the packers, the country hide dealers, the hide

brokers, and the Eood Administration, to discuss the

advisability of placing maximum prices on all leather

raw stock. When these representatives started for

W^'lshington ihey did not consider that maximum
prices were necessary, but they changed their mind
after tliey heard that the government would probably
embargo importations of raw stock for government
use, and that government requirements would be very
large

Difficulties of the Price Situation

The task of placing maximums on all kinds of raw
stock was a huge one. No one man in the world knows
all kinds of raw stock. When the Chairman of the

Price Fixing Committee of the War Eixing Committee
of the War Industries Board told the hide men how
easily the steel situation had been handled, Mr. White,
of Chicago, arose and remarked that the steel busi-

ness was a kindergarten beside the hide business. No
one had ever attempted to prepare a catalogue of all

the various kinds of hides and skins. However, by
working day and night the various committees pre-

pared schedule of maximum prices, which was put

into effect May 1st. It embraced about 500 dift'erent

kinds and about 2,000 different prices, to say nothing
of the stipulation of conditions peculiar to transactions

in various kinds of hides and skins, and to say nothing

also, of regulations which it became necessary to for-

mulate in order to make maximum prices a reality

and not a farce. It covered all raw stocks on hand,

also those for shipment from abroad and those to be

produced in this country for three months. Each
three months the schedule was revised and renewed,

the last revision taking place Nov. 1st, which covered

domestic production to Feb. 1st, 1919, and foreign ship-

ments to Jan. 1st, 1919 (excepting River Plate frigori-

ficoes, on which prices were to cover production to

Jan. 1 in accordance with an agreement with England).

Government Maximum Prices Lower Than High
Points Reached in 1916

Generally speaking, the maximums put on by the

government were below the high points of 1916 and
1917 by about 15 per cent, on heavy hides, and about

30 to 35 per cent, on light hides, kip and calf skins.

The maximums on goat skins were placed below the

high point by about twenty-five per cent.

Leather raw stocks were held at a very much

* Of Sands & Leckie, Boston, before Manufacturers' Convention, New
York,

lower level than other raw materials, such as cotton,

wool, etc. Hides, relatively speaking, were and are the

cheapest things in the world. Cotton, wool and p\g
iron were about three times their normal value. But
the best heavy hides in this country were only up about
50 per cent, over the average price which ruled be-

tween July, 1913, and June, 1914. Sole leather dry
hides were only up 10 to 12 per cent. Light hides and
kips were only up about 20 per cent. Calf were up
about 65 to 70 per cent., due largely to our being for

over three years shut off from Russia, the principal

source of supply.

Effect of Embargo on Importing Hides

On June 15 an embargo became effective against

the importation of raw stocks except for government
use. This cut down our importations very drastically.

Only a few hides were allowed to come from the Far
East. Our svipplies came principally from Argentine
and Uruguay ; a fair amount from Brazil, Cuba and
Mexico, and a few from the West Coast of South
America and from Canada. The embargo shut out
nearly 16,000 of raw stock—principally goat and sheep
skins—which people here had contracted for, and, in

many cases, had paid for. After a few months the

embargo was partially raised to admit about one-third

of the tonnage which was held on the East Coast of

South America. It was not until November that the

embargo was raised on the remainder.
The results of the embargo will be seen in the fact

that importations for the first 10 months of 1918 were
less than the same period in 1917 by 60 per cent, in

cattle hides, 75 per cent, in calfskins, 30 per cent, in

goatskins, 50 per cent, in sheepskins, and 87'/ per cent,

in horse hides.

Imports Will Continue Sub-Normal

Our importations will probably continue to I)e sub-

normal until tanners here can afford to pay the prices

which Europe will pay. If shoe manufacturers find it

necessary to have the leather, or if tanners find it pos-

sible to ship leather freely to Europe, then they can
afford to operate in foreign markets and hides will

come more freely to America.
It must be remembered, however, that England,

France, Holland, Spain, Italy, Japan, India, Russia,
Mexico, Cuba, and some parts of South America have
increased their tanning capacities. Therefore, the tan-
ning industry here will no doubt find that raw stocks
will be competed for as they never were before.

World Competition for Hides and Skins

England increased her tanning capacity 25 to 35
per cent. Rough tannage in India has about doubled
since 1913, and the number of hides thus tanned there
during 1918 is estimated at nearly 4,000,000. These are
practically all cow hides. There is an embargo against
shipping them here. The effect of this is noted when
we remember that we imported 1,200,000 cow hides
from India in 1915. and 2,000,000 in 1916,

Japan increased her purchases in India (principallv
goat and sheepskins) over 1,000 per cent. France es-
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tiniates that she has lost 12,000,000 cattle, which means
she will need to go abroad for raw supplies more than
formerly.

In connection with this taiming development in

foreign countries and what it means as regards com-
petition for raw stocks, it is well to remember that

during the years 1915 to 1917 we imported the follow-

ing' percentages of raw stock tanned here

:

Ninety-seven per cent, of the goatskins, 66 per cent,

of the sheep and lambskins, 55 per cent, of the calf

and kip-skins and 45 to 50 per cent, of the cattle hides.

Smaller Domestic Supply During 1919

Temporarily the situation has been assisted by the

fact that the domestic production of cattle hides and
skins during 1918 was the largest in our history. It

is estimated that the take-off amounted to about 24,-

000,000 pieces, comprised roughly of about 16,000,000

heavy and light hides and about 8,000,000 calf and kip-

skins. The sheepskin take-off in this country during
1918 is estimated at about 11,000,000. It is scarcely

to be expected, however, that production in this coun-
try will be maintained on this basis. The domestic
supply during 1919 will no doubt diminish-

Therefore, the prospect which we face for 1919

promises smaller supplies at home and keener compe-
tion than ever before for supplies abroad. And as raw
stocks in this country are lower priced than anywhere
eke in the world, it would follow that as shipping faci-

lities increase we must go up, or the rest of the world
must come down.

Government Prices Stabilized Hide Prices

A year ago the total of both domestic and imported

raw stocks on hand were larger than usual. This was
partly due to the fact that hide dealers, and, in some
cases, butchers were still hording hides and skins

which they missed the opportunity of selling on the

boom in the last half of 1916, or they were holding

stocks bought or accumulated during 1917 in anticipa-

tion of the rise in prices which they felt would come
in 1918, and which surely would have come had not the

government fixed maximum prices. It was very for-

tunate for this country that stocks were large ; other-

wise the embargoing of importations would have been
very keenly felt. We lived, so to speak, on our fat to

an appreciable extent during 1918.

New Condition in Raw Markets

However, conditions are quite dift'erent now. For-

eign and domestic raw stocks in this country are pret-

ty closely cleaned up, especially on light hides and kip

and calf. In view of this situation it is remarkable that

raw stocks here are cheaper than anywhere else in the

world, but the explanation is no doubt found in the

English embargo against our leather and in the diffi-

culty in shipping leather and hides from here to other

European countries. Conditions as regards shipping,

however, seem bound to improve, and already there

are dealers who are buying hides here and in Canada
for shipment to Europe when possible. Please note

also that domestic calf and kijjskins and foreign goat-

skins are held as high as 25 to 30 per cent, over the

maximum prices.

Census of Raw Stocks

Before passing from the subject of raw stocks on
hand a year ago and to-day, it should be noted that

any estimate of raw stocks is a difficult matter to de-

termine and involves some guess work. In view of

the importance of having definite information on this

subject, the Department of Agriculture will probably
secure, monthly, from each, dealer in domestic and
foreign hides a list of stocks oh hand and from each
tanner a list of stocks on hand and in process. If an-

other national emergency ever arises we should know
our position better than we did last time. And in an}-

case a stabilizing effect will be afforded the hide, leath-

er and shoe industries.

No Large Stock of Hides or Skins in Foreign Lands

There is one thing more I w^ish to mention, and
that is the fact that owing to embargoes and lack of

shipping facilities, one would suppose immense stocks
had accumulated in Russia, China, India and South
America. Such, however, does not seem to be the case.

It is hard to tell about Russia. No doubt Germany
got most of what was movable. When Mr. Boyd re-

turned from Europe, he brought word that stocks in

Russia did not amount to much. Another gentleman
said that he knew 1,000,000 skins were available. How-
ever, transportation facilities are so broken down, and
general conditions so chaotic, that it is not likely that

Russian supplies will cut much figure here for a con-
siderable time to come. It must be remembered also,

that stocks in Russia are probably in bad shape.
If China has large stocks, they are well hid. Of-

ferings from there are not as large as usual at this

time of the year. However, the China hide merchants
are as smart as any in the world, and it may be that
they are holding back more or less in anticipation of

a higher market.
India is not offering any buffaloes as usual al-

though the price is now four cents higher than our
maximum prices which expired January 1st. Less
than a normal amount of calfskins is being offered,

and India cow hides, as stated before, cannot be ex-
ported here at present.

European Tanners Scouring the World
South America has been selling all along to S])ain,

Italy, France and England, and to a certain extent, to

Norway and Sweden, whenever shipping facilities

were available, at 10 to 20 per cent and sometimes
even 40 per cent, higher than our maximum prices-

Practically all South American countries apparently
have at present nothing more than a normal supply
of hides to offer, and in a general way they are holding
these at about 15 per cent, above our former maxim-
ums. Tanners here are, in some cases, willing to pay
about half this advance. However, whatever the price,

there does not seem to be any extraordinary amount
of stock available, either in South America or any other
part of the world.

Life is Service — The one who progresses is the one who gt\)es his fellow-beings a little

more— and a little better—Service.
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Mr. Nap. Tetrault Mr. Oscar Dufresne Mr. Joseph Daoust

Canadian Manufacturers to Extend Trade in Europe
Banquet Given to Departing Delegation—Foreign Buyers Will Have Opportunity

to Inspect Various Canadian Samples—Lyons Fair Will be Visited

IN
order to promote Canadian trade with Europe,

and following up the efforts of the Trade and
Commerce Department, Ottawa, to foster the ex-

port business, Mr. Napoleon Tetrault, of the Tet-

rault Shoe Manufacturing' Company, Montreal ; Mr.
Oscar Dufresne, of Dufresne & Locke, Maisonneuve

;

and Mr. J. Daoust, of Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Ltd., of

Montreal, have left for Europe. Prior to leaving,

these gentlemen were entertained at a complimentary
dinner, given on January 16, in Montreal, by the Lea-

ther and Shoe findings trade of Montreal. Mr. W. A.

Lane presiding. The arrangements were made by
Mr. R. M. Eraser, who acted as secretary.

It will be recollected that the question of shoe man-
ufacturers cultivating European trade was discussed

at the recent shoe manufacturers' convention, and as

the outcome of this, and the belief held by many that

there is a large field for our goods in Europe, at any
rate in the immediate future, these representatives have

left to investigate conditions and to do aggressive work
for the shoe and leather industries. Prompt action was
necessary, and this has been taken. The delegation

have, we understand, taken samples of lines other than

those they individually manufacture, thus giving an

opportunity to European buyers to see what Canadian

manufacturers can offer in various styles.

As it is the object to find a more extended market

in Europe, it is fortunate that the representatives of

the shoe industry, who have gone abroad, are able to

speak both French and English fluently, so that they

can deal in an intimate way with the French and Eng-

lish buyers. The representatives will visit the Lyons
Fair, where Canadian shoes and leather will be exhib-

ited. It may be noted that Mr. Daoust is a tanner as

well as a shoe manufacturer, and is thus in a position to

further the interests of the Canadian leather trade.

The bancjuet was attended by men who are

thoroughly representative of the leather and findings

trade, and included some from out of town. The fol-

lowing is the toast list: The King; Shoe Manufactur-
ers, proposed by John McEntyre

;
responded to by Mr.

Albert Tetrault ; Guests, proposed by ]\Ir. J. A. Scott,

responded to by Messrs. O. Dufresne and N. Tetrault;
Leather Trade and Shoe Findings, proposed by Mr. J.
Clark Acton, responded to by Mr. W. Sadler; Trade
Papers, proposed by Mr. R. M. Eraser, responded to by
Mr. E. J. Holliday; Ladies, proposed by Mr. Henry
Whitley, responded to by Mr. J. T. R. Hicks.

Most of the speakers dealt in an eulogistic manner
with the way in which the shoe manufacturers did busi-

ness with the leather and findings representatives.

Comment was also made on the enterprise of the man-
ufacturers in endeavoring to expand Canadian trade
and make our goods more widely known outside Can-
ada. The pioneer work of Mr. Nap. Tetrault, who has
for some time maintained a branch in Paris, was re-

ferred to. In this connection Mr. Tetrault, in his re-

sponse, enlarged on the prestige which had resulted
from the filling of orders at the prices taken, even in

face of the advance of materials. He showed the photo-
graph of a cheque for $83,000. which had been sent
his firm in advance payment for goods ordered by a
French buyer.

Mr. J. Sinclair, of the Barrie Tanning Co.,' manu-
facrurers and exporters of splits, prophesied that prices
woidd continue firm, and declared that there was lictle

prospect of any break in quotations.
Mr. Irving C. Webster, manager of the C. Mocnch
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Sons Co., Boston, spoke with pride as to the part Can-
adians had taken in the war.

Mr. F. W. Knowlton, of the United Shoe Machinery
Co. of Canada, referred to his many years connection
with the trade, and the pleasure of attending such a

representative gathering.

Mr. C. A. Davies, of Blachford Davies & Co., Ltd.,

of Toronto, was also among the speakers.

During the evening a musical programme was given,

including some fine vocal selections by Mr. H. A. Nor-
mandin.

The following were the invited guests : Messrs. F. J.

Boyden, Slater Shoe Co.
; J. O. Tetrault, Tetrault Shoe

Mfg. Co.; Paul Roy, Einstein, Inc.; Jas. J. McCaron

;

J. A. Scott, Montreal ; R. E. Woodward, F. E. Wood-
ward & Sons; J. F. Scully, New Castle Leather Co.

; J.

C. Acton, Toronto ; R. L. Stiles, J ohn R. Evans & Co.,

Ltd. ; G. S. Hubbell, Adanac Leather Co. ; Edmond
Mallette, M. Moffat, Robson Leather Co.

; Jules R.

Payan, Duclos & Payan
; J. P. O'Shea, H. D'Artois, Mr.

PL C. Parker, Parker, Irwin & Co. ; M. L. Sturgis, LTnited

Last Co. ; W. V. Mathews, Tetrault Shoe Manufactur-
ing Co.; Frank C. Smith, John Ritchie Co.; Henry E.

Whitley, F. Whitley & Co.; H. Kavanagh, Acton Pub-
lishing Co. ; R. M. Eraser, Breithaupt Leather Co.

;
Nap.

Tetrault, Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co. ; O. Du-
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frcsne, Dufresne & Locke; W. A. Lane, of J. A. Scott;

F. W. Knowlton, United Shoe Machinery Co. of Can-
ada ; Edgar Clement, J. H. Goyer, H. B. Johnson Co.;

L. S. Odell, Geo. A. Blanipied, Clarke & Clarke Ltd.;

J. A. Belanger, Robin Freres ; Albert Tetrault. Tet-

rault Shoe Manufacturing Co.
; J. A. Sinclair, Barrie

Tanning Co., Ontario; J. A. Scott, Quebec; W. J. Sad-
ler, Sadler & Haworth

;
Ralph Locke, Dufresne &

Locke; W. H. Algeo, United Shoe Machinery Co. of

Canada; G. P. Stockton, C. S. Hyman Co., Ltd., Lon-
don, Out.; H. A. Normandin, John McEntyre, John
McEntyre, Ltd.; F. W. Laskey, Tetrault Shoe Mfg.
Co.

; J. Wiezel, St. John and Halifax; I. C. Webster, C.

Moench Sons Co., Boston; P. A. Doig, C. A. Davies,

Blachford, Davies & Co., Ltd., Toronto
; J. R. Labelle

C. E- Perras, Adanac Leather Co. ; Geo. Bergeron, Can-
adian Consolidated Rubber Co.; Geo. H. Bray, C. Gali-

bert & Son
; J. S. Constantineau, King Paper Box Co.,

Ltd.; M. A. Gauthier, Kingsbury Footwear Co.; H.
Hurtubise, Panther Rubber Co., Sherbrooke ; Chas. A.
Joslin, Panther Rubber Co., Sherbrooke; E. J. Holli-

day, "Footwear in Canada"; Geo. H. Carter, Anglo
Canadian Leather Co. ; G. F. Lister, Morson, Boswell
& Co.; J. T. R. Hicks, Dominion Textile Co.; A. G.
Mooney, A. G. Mooney Co.

;
Linklater, Boston Black-

ing Co.
; J. Muir, J. H. Keeler, Frank & Bryce, Ltd.

What is Your Gross Profit?— I Don't Know, but it

Must be All Right or I Wouldn't be in Business

GREAT interest was evinced by a large numl)er of

dealers, at the National Convention, in St.

Louis, in the question of store records and
proper accounting. No better man than Ben

Jacobson, of New York, could have been selected to

lead the discussion on this topic, for it one which has

been a hobby with him for many years. Mr. Jacobson
said

:

Most of you who attend these conventions are of the

better class merchants, perhaps not all millionaires,

Init merchants who know the necessity of proper store-

keeping. You come here to exchange ideas and if pos-

sible to learn how to improve your business methods.

The topic assigned to me is really for the l)enefit of

the man who still tries to conduct a store on ancient

methods, and does not even know that these conven-
tions are held for his benefit. When you get home and
meet one of these "would-be" merchants who takes no
interest in modern business, tell him some of the things

you learn here. Do not condemn him—pity him !

The man who conducts a store without records is

blind to modern possibilities, and every time you open
the eyes of one of those fellows by showing him the
right way to do business, you not only help him, but
you help yourself. Don't say that you do not recog-
nize competition. The telephone, the street car, and
the mail service makes competition easy, and if ever
you get along side of your store one of those fellows
who do not know the cost of doing business, you will

soon know that he is there all right, even though his

business life may be a short one.

It is surprising that manufactturers and wholesalers
extend credit to some of these blind merchants who run
stores on guesswork when lucrcantile agencies tell us

that more than 75 per cent, of the business mortality of

the country is among dealers who keep no records of

their business. The few who accidentally succeed in

their blind way are the ones who lure others to their

financial ruin by giving them the wrong advice on how
to run a store.

I met two retailers from the coal mining region of

Pennsylvania. The one who had good figures of his

business told how the war brought him increased pros-

perity : that the miners were getting big wages and
spending it freely, that his store rent is cheap—and
inasmuch as there was no manufacturing in his town,
he was able to get reliable women clerks at nominal
salaries, that his total overhead expense is only about
16 per cent, and his gross profit about 35 per cent,

which, of course, put 'him on Easy Street. To sort of

verify his story he asked his friend, who is in business
in a nearby town, whether or not he found the same
conditions, to which his friend replied, "I do not keep
such fine figures ; all I know is that I can pay my bills

better than I used to." The fellow who does keep re-

cords was rather surprised at the answer, and said "Joe,
you remind me of the old colored man during the

slavery days who was asked how old he was and he
replied, 'I don't know, but I must be all right yet or

my master wouldn't keep me.' I am surprised your
store kee])s you." Yet the fellow who had no records

of his business told how he helped another man open a

store.

Business Records Most Important.

There are many such slaves just because they have
not the necessary records which would show them how
to be masters of their business. The old slip-shod

methods may have been excusable years ago when
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bookkeeping was considered a complicated art, and the

average dealer could not afford the services of a book-
keeper, but now that bookkeeping has been reduced to

simple records, which anyone can keep and under-
stand, the dealer who still conducts his store without
records of purchases, sales, gross and net profits, has
no business to stay in business.

Business records are even more important to the

small dealer with moderate means than to his larger

competitor. The increased stocks with increased ex-

pense and decreased profits are sometimes enough to

break a small dealer before he knows it.

Actual Figures Month by Month Would Have Pre-

vented Loss.

I recently saw the inventory sheets of an average
sized store where no records are kept excepting that

the owner takes inventory once a year. The inventory

of 1917 showed a handsome profit, while his 1918 in-

ventory showed an actual loss on an equal volume of

business. After some study of the crude figures, we
found that his gross profit of 1917 was about 6 per cent,

larger than in 1918. This is accounted for by the fact

that he sold his early purchased stock on replacement

basis, while in 1918 most of the sales were made on
normal profits, yet the store expense and personal liv-

ing was larger than in 1917. If this man had figures

showing the condition of his business at least once a

month he would not have shown a loss, for he could

have increased the profit or decreased the expense, or

perhaps spent some of the wasted money for adver-

tising and store improvements, which would have in-

creased the business thereby reducing the percentage

of expense.

Comparative Figures Tell the Story

Business efficiency or the art of conducting business

for profit without showing greediness for it is certainly

worth studying. The only method of learning one's

business is through an analysis of its records. In no

other way can the retailer merchandise and finance the

business with safety. Every now and then we see a

good paying store or department ruined, or a poor pay-

ing one made to pay by a change of ownership or man-
agement—all due to the fact that one man runs his

business on guess work and another by comparative

figures. •

The man who does everything by comparative fig-

ures knows enough not to overbuy or oversell, and he

knows how much he can afford to spend for the good
of the business. Overselling is sometimes as bad as

overbuying. Many a man has gone broke because he

did too much business for the size of his capital—others

go broke because they carry too much stock for the

size of the business. The man who has records of his

business knows that if his stock is on a proper turn-

over basis, and his sales increase 10 per cent., he can

allow the stock to increase in proportion. If his profit

increased 3 per cent., he can allow his expenses to in-

crease 2 per cent., but no one can know anything about

turnovers, profits or losses without the records that tell

these things.

Master of His Business.

It is the general belief that owing to increased costs,

the .shoe stocks of the country are higher in dollars and

cents than they have been, yet the head of the largest

retail shoe business in New York has figures that show
his stock to be lower than it has ever been though the

sales are larger. He knows each morning the sales of

the previous day at cost and selling price, and the kind
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lof shoes that were sold. He also has a trial balance for

each week showing the condition of the stock in dollars

as well as kinds, and the gross and net profit for the

week. If things happen to go wrong one week he cor-

rects it at once. It is these figures that make him mas-
ter of his business. Such figures can easily be kej^t in

any shoe store by giving up a little time to it each day.

If there is anyone here who does not know how I will

gladly show him.

Interested and Satisfied Employes Big Asset.

In conclusion let me remind some of you big mer-
chants who know the value of stock turnovers that

there is another turnover equally as important, and that

is the help turnover. You make money by turning
your stock often and lose money in help turnover.

It is your duty to look after the welfare of your
clerk. Every good man as entitled to earn a living and
something besides, or he is dissatisfied. You cannot
expect to get the best there is in him unless he is satis-

fied. Large mercantile houses are solving this prob-
lem by making the worthy employes partners to the net
profits. The employe who has been with the house
six months or longer gets a dividend on his past earn-

ings. This sounds big and is big to the employe, but
really not so big to you.

For example, a $100,000 business which earned a net

IM-ofit of $10,000 has paid out about $10,000 in salaries,

about 25 per cent, of this is paid to floating help, such
as extras or clerks who have not been with you six

months. You will then pay 10 per cent, on about
$7,500 worth of salaries—this equals only three-quar-
ters of one per cent, on the business. This amount can
easily be made up in extra profits by interested clerks.

But when you pay dividends, p. m.'s or bonuses, do it

gracefully as if you are glad to do it, otherwise you lose

the goodwill power.

Rochester Style Show

EEXHIBITING manufacturers at the Rochester

I Style Show were generally of the opinion that

prices will go even higher—certainly there was
no present indication of a reduction. Several

new models were displayed, a white shoe Avith black
stitching and black eyelets attracting considerable at-

tcntion. Heels were noticeably higher—a condition

brought about, it is said, by the lengthening of women's
skirts. The idea is that the long- skirt inspires a ten-

dency for shoes to be longer in the vamps with higher
heels because a shoe with a short vamp and low heel

v,'Ould be hidden by a long skirt. Black satin boots
seemed to be favorably received and a number of or-

ders were booked. Rochester manufacturers, however,
are desirous of conforming to the United States govern-
ment restrictions, which do not expire until June 1,

and consequently there were very few deviations in

style.

^„—,_„„_,„,_„._„„_„„_„„_,„ , , „._„—._„._„_..^

[ I

I There is little use looking for trade through I

I

the windows or door of your store. If there is
J

t one thing that causes the passer-by to hurry by, =

1 it is to see a clerk or the proprietor standing at 1

j a point of vantage staring out. A watched per-
|

! son is always uncomfortable—so get the habit of !

1 making yourself as inconspicuous as possible 1

1 until the customer actually enters the store.
|

1 1

^. „ „. „„ . ^
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Glazed Kid Takes a Jump

ONE of the largest glazed kid manufacturers in

the United States has just sold his entire out-
put of black kid at 76 cents for export, which
is a jump of 6 or seven cents a foot. Colored

kid is quoted from $1.05 to $1.10 on the domestic mar-
ket. These abnormal advances, coming just at a time
when one would naturally expect some decline, seem
to indicate that a large export business will have the
efifect of maintaining, or even increasing, the present
high cost of all kinds of leather. As indicating condi-
tions on the Boston market, the following item from
the Shoe and Leather Reporter is interesting-

Glazed kid is firming up in New England and prices
at the present writing are promising to go beyond the
dealers' control. Some grades of black leather have
been quoted at 70 cents, but-.it is questionable if any
quantity of this stock could be had at this price. The
lower grades of suitable stock are also pretty well
cleared up and a very small quantity of this stock is to

be had. News of the recent rise in the glazed kid ex-

port market has had its effect on the domestic markets
and sales have been talked of at $1.15 for colored goods
in the Boston market. The high speculative prices pre-

vailing in the primary raw stock markets have forced
the tanners here to seek a greater margin of safety for

stocks of kid on hand. Quotations have consequently
been marked up sharply, which has had the usual effect

of bringing increased buying; 70 cents is regarded as a

bottom figure for actual business on extreme grade of

Brazilian blacks with some tanners asking higher fig-

ures. Top selections of Patna black 65 to 69 cents as
to tannage with some quotations running- above. Stocks
are closely cleaned up except on low grades. Raw
skins from India are coming forward more slowly than
was anticipated, and the tannery output is expected to

be short for some months to come. Back orders foi

some European countries are now being shipped more
freely. One tanner made a shipment of 100 cases to

Greece which had been held up for almost one year.

British buying for storage here appears to be increas-
ing. Certain leading tanners are discouraging specu-
lative buying by shoe manufacturers on the ground
that despite a world shortage of kid, the excessive ad-
vance in raw stock markets is incompatible with the
falling tendency in other commodity price levels and
that further stimulation is not to the best interest of

any branch of the trade.

Well Known Toronto Retailer in California

MR. WARREN T. FEGAN, proprietor of the
Big <S8 Shoe Store, Toronto, is now, with
his family, enjoying a well-earned vacation
in California. Mr. Fegan took the middle-

western route through Chicago, Denver and Salt Lake
City, and while in Chicago wrote of his observations
in shoe and leather circles. He has always been a firm
believer in the value of meeting other retailers in

other cities and learning something of their business
methods and outlook of the styles situation. The fol-

lowing extracts from his letter are, therefore, of par-
ticular interest

:

"I have visited a few of the main shoe stores and
met their managers. There is a desire upon the part
of all to put intf) operation some plan whereby better
service may be rendered by their employees. Prices
are much the same as in Toronto, although many Jan-
uary sales are being held. Styles are no different. For
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spring, oxfords and pumps will be strong. Most of the
oxfords are made very light, having covered wooden
heels. Grey and field mouse are being shown a great
deal. A long vamp, recede last, with fairly large
buckle, i)ump or Colonial, is also being shown. These

Mr. Warren T. Fegan

styles are all made for us in Montreal. Was in Mar-
shall Field's basement women's shoe department and
found it a perfect beehive—no less than 110 salespeople

being employed in that one department—nearly as

many as I have at the Big 88 on a Saturday."

Mr. Fegan also states that he "hiked" out to the

stockyards and had a good look at the genuine article

on the hoof. We sincerely trust he will return from
his holiday very much refreshed, mentally and physi-

cally.

Meeting of Ontario Shoe Manufacturers

A MEETING of the Ontario .Shoe Manufactur-
ers' Association was held recently at the Roy-
al Connaught Hotel, Hamilton. As this was
the anual meeting of the Association, the elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year took place. These
are : Hon. Chairman, Mr. A. Brandon of the Brandon
Shoe Company, Brantford; chairman, Mr. G. W. Mc-
Farland, Williams Shoe Company, Brampton ; vice-

chairman, Mr. C- E. Hurlbut, Hurlbut Shoe Com-
pany, Preston

;
directorate, Messrs. J. A. Dunbar, F.

A. Ahrens, J. A. Walker, G. H. Ansley, G. H. Charles

and W. S. Duffield.

Mr. Brandon, retiring chairman, delivered an ad-

dress in which he referred at some length to the year's

work of the Association. Dr. W. A. Riddell, superin-

tendent of the Ontario Trades and Labor Branch of

the Ontario Government, spoke in an interesting- man-
ner of government employment agencies and his talk

was well received. Mr. Fryer, Deputy Vocational Of-
ficer for Ontario told of the work of his department
in re-establishing soldiers in civil life. He urged that

manufacturers extend every patience to returned men
—especially those who hacl been wounded. They had
been through a very trying ordeal and it was every-

one's duty to extend them every consideration.

The special committee appointed some time ago to

look into the matter of standardizing cartons, present-
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ed their report of proposed sizes which, if adopted, will

simplify packing problems, permit standardizing pack-
ing cases, enable cartons to be cut more economically
by the maker and, not the least important, will benefit

the retailer who may install standard and uniform
shelving.

In the evening a very enjoyable dinner party was
held, at which the spirit of good-fellowship was further
extended

.

Toronto Stores Join in Early Closing

AN advertisement recently appeared in the To-
ronto papers over the signatures of H. & C.

Blachford, Limited, Owens-Elmes, Limited,
and the Walk-Over Boot Shop, three of the

leading Yonge Street shoe shops. This advertisement
read as follows

:

THAT WE MAY SERVE YOU BETTER

We, the undermentioned shoe firms, have al-

ways endeavored to give the utmost in service

to our patrons. We beUeve that the shortening

of the shopping time on Saturdays, the busiest

day in the week, is a step in the right direction,

as well as an improvement in conditions for our

employees.

We have agreed, therefore, that, commencing
February 1, our stores shall close each Saturday

evening at 6 o'clock, the same as other days.

We know that you will gladly co-operate and

arrange to do your Saturday shopping before

six. This rule will apply throughout the year.

This is, we believe, a decided 'innovation among
down-town merchants. Evidently they have reached

the common conclusion that their's is a class of trade

quite able and willing to shop in the daytime; busi-

ness men who prefer to do their purchasing during
noon hour or in the afternoon, and women who have
the leisure and, as a matter of fact, always do their

shopping in the afternoons. Such an early closing ar-

rangement would not be suitable for those stores

catering more particularly to the working classes, but
for the more exclusive shops the idea is certainly a

good one.

Have Opened Women's Department

THE Hartt Boot & Shoe Co.. Limited, Frederic-

ton, N.B., have added a ladies' department to

their retail store, 467 St. Catherine St. We.st,

Montreal. The company have had a men's shoe
store at this address for several months, and as they
have added a full range of ladies' goods to their lines,

it was decided to put in a ladies' department in the

Montreal store.

In order to obtain the necessary additional room,
a partition has been removed from what was formerly
the rear of the store, this giving a further space of 30
X 26 feet. The arrangement of the store has also been
remodelled ; under this plan the women's department
is at the right on entering the store and the men's
department at the left.

The interior trim, show cases, and fixtures are of

Italian walnut throughout. At the end of the ladies'

department a ladies' rest room, with lavatory, has been
fitted up. It is furnished with a mirror, dressing table

and chair, a settee and a large standard electric lamp.
The wall panels are of Italian walnut with plaster

Children's playroom provided by a large Southern Shoe Store

—

They say it is a great attraction

above. The entrance to the rest room is hung with

plush portieres. Adjoining this room is a small reserve

store room, the balance of the stock being kept on
the two floors above. The storeroom is reached by a

door in the centre of the rear panels. Persian rugs are

laid throughout the store and in the rest room.
In order to carry out the alterations it was neces-

sary to remove the office, which was formerly at the

side of the store. A considerably larger office has now
been placed in the centre of the floor. This is square
in form and af¥ords accommodation for office work,
cashier, safe and a number of drawers. Behind the of-

fice is a shoe shining stand. The scheme of show in-

serts in the fixtures previously carried out has been
repeated in the addition to the store ; these are elec-

trically lighted from the interior and exhibit to great
advantage the goods displayed. Two of these inserts

are placed in the panels at the end of the store and
face customers who patronize the shoe shining stand.

Two additional show cases of Italian walnut, elec-

trically lighted from the interior, have been placed
in the front section of the store. These show cases
have glass sides and are long and narrow

; they are
very neat in appearance and also serve to break up
the view from the entrance.

The store is one of the most finely furnished in

the city ; the entire arrangements are harmonius in col-

or and are very attractive. Mr. E. J. Hanlon is the
manager.

W.S.S. Not Trading Stamps
A large Toronto department store recently adver-

tised W^ar Savings Stamps with each purchase—the
number of stamps varying with the size of the purchase.
It has been announced by the War Savings Stamp
Committee however, that it was not intended that
that thrift stamps should be used as trading stamps
and that instructions had been issued to see that this
practice is not indulged in.

Statistics prepared by the L'nited States government
show that wearing apparel of all kinds, including shoes,
advanced an average of 93 per cent, during the fifty-two
months of war.
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Shoeman Elected Deputy-Reeve
Mr. H. A. Graham, shoe retailer, Burlington,

Ont., was elected Deputy-Reeve by a majority of

one hundred and eight over his opponent. Mr.
Graham has served the town as member of the Wa-
ter Commission for four years. This is the first

^ .flHI

im ^ /*

Mr. H. A. Graham

year for Burlington to have a deputy-reeve, owing
to the fact that there has not, until this year, been a

thousand names on the voters' list.

Eight and a Half Inch Height Favored

THE Trades Conference Committee, representing
all branches of the shoe industry—retailers,

manufacturers, tanners and travelling salesmen,
held their annual meeting recently at the Astor

Hotel, New York. One of the outstanding topics was
the question of women's styles, and it was almost uni-

versally agreed that 9-inch boots are rapidly coming
into popularity in medium grades. Retailers of high-
grade footwear, hpwever, were positive that 9-inch
tops would not be bought or sold by them, believing'

that the 8 and 8^ inch pattern was better for their

trade. The following are recommendations passed by
the Committee

:

Reafifirmed the action of the War Service Committees
of the industry in adhering to and continuing to observe the
restrictions on styles and shoes until June 1, when all re-

strictions will expire.

Decided that the standard height of women's lace boots
for Fall, 1919, carrying all the heights of heels, should be
8}^ to 9 inches, measured from the breast of the heel at the
side to the centre of the top at the side, 4 B size to be the
standard model.

Endorsed the style recommendations for Fall and Win-
ter, 1919, adopted at a meeting of the War Service Council
or the Industry at the Astor Hotel, New York, Dec. 11.

These recommendations were: limiting colors for women's
shoes to three shades of brown—medium and dark brown
and l)eaver Ijrown; medium and dark gray, bronze, black,
white and patent (black) leather; S"^ inch tops for lace boots
(which the Conference sul^sequently voted should be chang-
ed to include boots with 9 inch tops); limiting the height of
women's button boots to 8 inches, but registering opposition
to the introduction of button boots during 1919; the use of
pieced and foxed patterns; the use of lasts that measure 114
sizes over standard and the non-use of needle toe lasts.

-Authorized the appointment of a committee of three,
consisting of one retailer, one manufacturer and one whole-
saler, each representing his National Association, to prepare

and insert a statement in various trade papers, informing all

Ijranches of the industry of the colors of leathers the indus-
try approves for use in women's shoes for the Fall and Win-
ter of 1919.

The appointment of a Styles Committee, to consist of

representatives of the National Associations of retailers,

manufacturers, wholesalers, last manufacturers, travelling

salesmen, pattern makers and textile manufacturers. This
committee will meet at intervals and consider the trend of

style in footwear and report back its conclusions to the Con-
ference Committee.

New Colors in Kid

Although not permisible under the United States

restrictions an attempt is being made to introduce two
new colors in kid. One is a light gray and the other

ivory, in a shade that has less of a yellow cast than
the old ivory, popular some time ago. Although it

is thought in some quarters that there will be very
little demand for ivory, a few samples of it will be seen

in some manufacturers' new models.

A prominent Brooklyn manufacturer informed the

assembled shoemen that the trend was distinctly to-

ward needle toes, and that at present he is selling more
shoes made over this last than any other ; in fact, he
said orders were coming in such numbers that he
would be compelled to buy more lasts of this style.

A Philadelpia manufacturer went on record in favor

of the 9 inch pattern, stating that "everyone wants
them now," and always, of course, with Louis wood
heels.

This view seemed to be the opinion of most manu-
facturers and retailers of medium priced lines, but
when high grade men, like John Slater, of J. & J. Sla-

ter, and Sam Frank, of Frank Bros., and J. R. Ley-
cock, of Hanan's, New York, were asked their opinion

of 9 inch tops, they one and all said they did not be-

lieve in that height and that they w^ould not consider

buying or selling them. They were unanimous that

8/4 inches was the correct height for women's stylish

boots. Mr. Slater went on record stating that if women
wear longer and narrower skirts an 8 or 8j4 inch top

was sufficient, for, he said, as skirts come down the

height of tops would come down, and when skirts were
short the height of boots would be increased.

A Rochester manufacturer said that many of his

customers were writing in for 9 inch boots, especially

dealers in Chicago, where it was reported the women
are not in favor of the new long skirts, preferring the

shorter models, which have been so popular.

The consensus of opinion was that 9 inch boots in

medium priced lines will be popular, but that 8 or Syi
inch tops would be the only correct thing in high-

grade lines.

C. Q. Adams, of the Bristol Patent Leather Co.,

Boston, raised an important point when he urged the

necessity of manufacturers using pieced and foxed

patterns, instead of whole quarter and full foxed pat-

terns, in view of the scarcity of the top selections of

calf, kid and side upper leather. He said if the trade

went strong for whole quarters and full foxed patterns

its action would immediately increase the cost of the

better selections of all upper leather, whereas the gen-

eral use of pieced patterns would help to stabilize and
control leather prices and the cost of shoes.

4. . ,

1 A Toronto merchant remarked the other day
j

1 that he was not at all disturbed by the lying !

I

statements in competitive advertisements. "You
|

I
cannot," he said, "build a business on a founda- f

1 tion of falsehood." s

I 1

4 . . *
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Co-operation Should Not Be One-Sided—A Few
Suggestions to Retailers and Manufacturers

By Mr. L. R. Greene

WE hear much discussion as to the possibihties

of co-operation of the manufacturer and deal-

er. Unfortunately, we do not as yet appear
to have generally arrived at a proper idea of

the meaning of this much used word "co-operation."

"Co-operation" from the standpoint of many manu-
facturers means the dealer should do just what the

manufacturer wishes him to do, and that the dealer

should feature such manufacturer's goods in prefer-

ence to those made by rival manufacturers.
On the other hand, to a good many dealers, this

word "co-operation" means that the manufacturer
should makt all the concessions the dealer has a mind
to suggest.

The important thing then is for both manufacturer
and dealer to broaden out, each to get in some measure
the other fellow's viewpoint and to be willing to give

and take. Working together much may be accomplish-

ed for the common good.

The retailer who is alive to the possibilities of co-

operation, naturally gives special attention uo the pro-

ducts of those manufacturers who appreciate the valine

of working with the dealer. Such a merchant is build-

ing a progressive and successful business.

Many manufacturers believe that probably after

the war will come an era of keener competition than we
have yet experienced. If increased prosperity comes to

us with a further great development of Canada, it will

mean that on this coimtry will be focused the eyes of

many foreign manufacturers who will come to this

market to place and distribute their goods. So now
is the time for the Canadian manufacturer to thorough-

ly entrench himself with the dealer. It is even worth
while for the retailer to aid the manuufacturer is shap-

ing his plans to fit the retailer's needs. Working to-

gether, both will benefit. If such a spirit is predomin-

ant throughout the country, it will never be said that

we business men of Canada, with our wonderful heri-

tage, failed to play our part in the development of our

country through a lack of foresight or through self-

ishness. Bigness of view is necessary to us all. It

will pay in the long run.

The German nation claimed a great efificiency. They
had it in many directions, and this efficiency was large-

ly the rosult of compulsory co-operation, iron-bound

and enforced with the mailed fist. We in Canada live

in a democratic country, and if we fail to develop our

businesses along the best modern lines, it will be large-

ly because we lack the spirit to co-operate voluntarily.

So let us come down to a little closer analysis of

the problem we have before us, the co-operation of

dealer and manufacturer, and what each may suggest

to the other so as to draw together on the best working
basis.

Now, what can the dealer expect? First of all, he

expects the manufacturer's salesmen to be well posted

on their own line of goods and on business conditions

affecting their sale, so that they can instruct the dealer

on the selling points and put him in the right position

to properly explain and demonstrate the goods to the

consumer. The salesmen should be more than simply
order takers. They should vinderstand the principles

of merchandising.

I remember well the remark of a department man-
ager and buyer in a large department store. He spoke
particularly of the representative of one of the firms

from which he bought. He explained why he featured

the lines made "by that representative's house. "They
were of good quality, but not of better quality than
several similar lines of other manufacturers. But the

man who represents that house is well posted. He
always comes to me with information and ideas he has
picked up on his travels around the country and
through the educational methods of his house. This
is all helpful to me and of value in my work. I ap-

preciate the assistance given me by this salesman,
Avhicli aids me not only in pushing- his lines, but helps

me in my general merchandising plans. Therefore, I

give special attention to his lines." The manufacturer
is truly co-operating with the dealers when he posts

his men so that they carry valuable information to the
dealers and are a helpful factor in producing better

merchants.

The dealer wants information about lines served
up to him in an untechnical way, so that he in turn can
explain the goods to his customers. By giving such
correct information, he not only makes a sale, but the
customer understanding the use of the goods, gets full

satisfaction.

The dealer wants co-operation in the way of giving
him a living profit. This does not mean too great a

liberality in that direction, too great a margin usually
encourages price-cutting- on the part of some who have
that tendency. Average wholesale prices not only to

give a fair profit, but also consider the dealer's needs
from that same standpoint.

The dealer wants co-operation in the way of honest
g-oods, a product that he can get behind and recom-
mend and know that it will give satisfaction to the
consumer. The dealer's customers usually hold him
personally responsible for the goods and not the man-
ufacturer. The customer may have little or no know-
ledge of the manufacture, but he does know the dealer,

and when he pays the dealer money, he expects a
square deal. The dealer should not be embarrassed by
giving him goods that are not up to the claims made
for them.

The retailers expect that in manufacturers' adver- •

tising and selling plans, they will consider his view-

It is Well to Make Plans Ahead hut Don't Make Them in Cast Iron.
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point and work out the details to fit in with the average
dealer's requirements.

What Can The Manufacturer Expect?

On the other hand, What can the manufacturer ex-

pect? What should the manufacturer expect of the

retailer?

That where a demand has been created in a legiti-

mate way, the retailer will give the manufacturer's
goods a showing in his stores and not substitute other

lines unfairly.

That the retailer will use the advertising furnished

him by the manufacturer, particularly if sent to him
upon his request or with his consent, that he will not

"build chicken-houses or coal bins with iron display

signs," nor feed the wastepaper basket with expen-
sively printed booklets or folders, window trimming
material, etc., which the manufacturer has prepared to

help the retailer market his merchandise.

That he will not disturb trade conditions and rob

himself and other merchants of legitimate profit by
cutting prices.

One great problem for the manufacturer is how to

obtain the active interest of the retailer in his (the

manufacturer's) advertising. Certainly the first step

is to thoroughly post his own salesmen. Sell them the

plan, let them realize its value as a business getter,

and so stir up their enthusiasm. Coach them thorough-
ly in every detail until each man on your sales force is

in a position to explain the whole idea to his customers.

You can't expect a dealer to co-operate in a campaign,
the object and details of which he has little or no
knowledge. It is logical to make the manufacturer's

sales force the greatest factor in posting the trade, and
yet many a well planned campaign has fallen far short

of a full success, simply because they were not in har-

mony with it or behind it for everything that was in

them.

It is often well worth while to undertake the extra

ex])ense of mailing comprehensive broadsides or folders

giving the dealer the story of the advertising drive,

show how it is reaching the consumer, and how it is

well worth his while to tie up to it and reap the bene-

fit in the way of bigger sales.

There is no question but that advertising, if in suf-

ficient volume and sanely conducted, produces demand,
be that advertising, magazine or newspaper., billboard

or sign, direct by mail or one or more of the many
other effective methods. It pays the dealer then to

display and push any product which is being force-

fully advertised to the public in his locality. By doing
so, he focuses on his own business the interest aroused
in the line advertised. He draws customers to his store

and not only has the opportunity to sell them the ad-
vertised line, but his other merchandise as well. He
makes new customers and holds his old ones. He
builds a reputation of being alive, progressive, up-to-

the-minute.

Backbone an Essential of Good Merchandising

"While I am always willing to make good any legi-

timate defects in the goods I sell, and to consider any
complaints, I find it .sometimes necessary to draw the

line," said a Montreal retailer. "In some instances I

have discovered that shoes have been burned, unin-
tentionally of course, but customers have wanted me
to replace the goods, on the ground that the shoes

have proved unsatisfactory. This is rare, but it has

occurred in my experience. One of the nerviest exam-
ples that came under my notice was that of a woman
who changed the shoes twice before finally deciding

on what she considered to be the right shoes. She was
difificult to fit, and I thought I had at last satisfied her.

xA.gainst my advice, she wore the shoes home after

making the purchase. To my surprise she turned up
two or three days later, and wanted me to again
change the goods—although they had been worn in the
rain,—suggesting" that I had friends who might be
glad to buy the shoes at a slight reduction. I declined

to accept this suggestion, and told her plainly but pol-

itely that what she desired was not within reason. I

had already changed the goods twice, and that to me
was the limit, especially as the goods had been de-

preciated by being worn."

Pushing Accessories Creates Better
Merchandising

Do retailers sufficiently appreciate the oppor- .

tunity for making a little extra profit by stock-

ing and prominently displaying shoe accessor-

ies, such as polishes, laces, etc.? This is busi-

ness which is strictly within the province of a shoe
retailer, and it is not only a convenience to his custom-
ers, but is the source of additional revenue. Many of

the goods can at present be obtained from stores other
than shoe stores, but more and more of the trade will

be diverted into its legitimate channels if shoe retail-

ers will make a point of pushing these lines. One pro-

gressive Montreal retailer always has on hand a large

display of polishes, etc., these being placed in a posi-

tion where they are bound to come under customers'
attention. "I find," he stated, "that since I prominent-
ly displayed the goods that the revenue from them
has very largely increased. The mere fact of the goods
being brought under the customers' notice is a remin-
der that they often require them—and of course, I

benefit. The individual sales are not of large amounts,
but in the aggregate they bring in a very satisfactory

profit. It is of little use stocking the lines unless you
push them, and a prominent display goes a long way
to effect this purpose."

Patience Should Be the Shoeman's
Middle Name

"Shoe retailers must have a more than ordinary
stock of patience," said a Montreal retailer. " Some
prospective buyers are very trying; they do not ap-

pear to know what they want, and it requires a lot

of tact to deal with such people. If I kept all the goods
I am asked for—some of them quite out of the way

—

I should have a stock of extraordinary variety. It

is difiicult to make some vmderstand that the ordinary
retailer can only carry the goods for which there is a
live demand, and that it is not a business proposition
to purchase lines which may be on the shelves for

many months, depreciating in value and representing
the investment of a large sum of money. We want to

turn over our stock as quickly as possible, and there-

fore we buy what we consider will sell. But retailers

make mistakes, and we sometimes find to our cost

that certain goods which we believed would prove the
best sellers prove to be the reverse. This means an
inevitable loss, and is undoubtedly one of the most
serious drawbacks to this line of business."
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Merchandising Broken and Discontinued Lines

THIS sul)ject, one of the most practical of all

those discussed in the round table talks at the

National Convention, was handled by I'rank P.

Meyer, of Danville, 111. Mr. Meyer emphasized,
in a brief but "peppery" talk, that the first point to re-

member in this connection is right buying in the first

instance, for the simple reason that proper buying .will

go toward eliminating left-overs to be disposed of.

"Buy for your own trade," said Mr. Meyer. "Buy
what they want, what they should have, and left-overs

will not be a problem."
He pointed out that in any event the disposition of

broken lines and left-overs is more of a problem in the

shoe trade than in any other line of retail business,

owing to the number of sizes and widths in each model
which the retailer must buy, and that this fact makes
it all the more necessary to use intelligent rriethods in

disposing of such goods.

The use of p. m.'s was strongly recommended by
Mr. Meyer, as he declared emphatically that without an

incentive there is no reason for salespeople to sell the

old oi- otherwise undesirable shoes. There must be a

system in the use of p.' m.'s, however, in his own store,

for example, a separate section, known, of course, only

to the sales people, being used. To avoid the danger

of sales for the sake of the p. m. only, Mr. Meyer said

he has the salesman put his name on the carton, and too

many come-backs of such shoes mean the removal of

the salesman's name from the p. m. list of the store.

A 25-cent. p. m. is given.

Clearance sales are one of the best methods for the

disposition of left-over merchandise, the speaker said.

He has two a year, well advertised, and disposes of all

left-overs. The importance of honest and trustworthy
advertising of such sales cannot be too greatly em-
phasized, however, because otherwise the public will

not patronize them.

Speaking of slow-moving shoes, the desirability of

the owner of the store spending at least four hours a

day on the floor was suggested, as this puts him directly

in touch with what is going on and frequently shows
that the sales force is not pushing a given shoe and
why. Frequently this can be adjusted, and a slow
mover turned into a good seller.

Many retailers listening to the discussion contribut-

ed valuable sugg"estions, indicating not only that the

sale of odds and ends is a matter which receives much
thought, but that it is successfully handled in most
stores. It was emphasized and agreed to by all that
the sooner the retailer takes his loss on bad numbers
and left-overs the better, and the less the amount of

the loss.

A unique plan used by one shoeman, he said, was
the establishment of a se])arate store where the left-

overs and odds and ends from his principal stock are
handled, together with cheap shoes of other sorts, thus
giving a profitable business. The suggestion that a
basement department can be utilized to dispose of

broken lines was accepted, with the qualification that it

will work only in the larger cities, 50,000 being about
the minimum.

Retailers Discuss Cancellations and Early Closing

CANCELLATIONS of goods in process of man-
ufacture and early closing formed the principal

subjects of discussion at a meeting of the

Montreal Shoe Section of the Retail Mer-

chants' Association of Canada, held on January 15th.

Mr. Geo. G. Gales presided.

Mr. L. Adelstein read a letter from the secretary of

the Shoe Manufacturers' Asociation of Canada, en-

closing a resolution passed at the recent conference,

asking the aid of the retailers in the correction of the

evil of returned merchandise for trivial causes and can-

cellations of orders after goods are in process, to the

end that what are termed 'floor goods' may be lessened

in quantity, thus materially lowering the source of sup-

plies of the fake sample shoe stores or so called factory

outlets. A further resolution from the Association was
to the effect that manufacturers shall not give credit

for any shoes that have been worn, Avithout being al-

lowed fair credit for such wear as the shoes have been

given.

The chairman suggested that the retailers would be

glad to co-operate with the manufacturers on the lines

named, such action being of benefit to the retailers.

Mr. Singer was in favor of the manufacturers look-

ing after themselves, "and the retailers doing the same

thing.

Mr. Adelstein thought that they should discuss the

question of cancellations of orders with the manufac-
turers and arrive at some solution which would be of
mutual benefit. He pointed out that since the retailers

and manufacturers in the United States had got to-

gether they had been able to alleviate a number of
grievances and come to a bettetr understanding. There
was no reason why retailers and manufacturers in Can-
ada should not proceed along similar lines.

Mr. J. G. Watson suggested that the resolution was
rather a reflection on members of the association ; he
did not think that members of the association were
guilty of the practices indicated in the resolution. In
any case the remedy was in the hands of the manufac-
turers themselves, who could refuse to deal with re-

tailers known to be guilty of the action complained of.

He was willing to co-operate with the manufacturers'
Association, as the abolition of the evil referred to
would be of benefit to the merchants who were doing
a legitimate trade.

Mr. Adelstein pointed out that as the manufacturer
had the right to cancel an order sent into him, so the
retailer had the right to do the same, provided, of
course, the goods were not in process of manufacture.

The chairman said the retailers had everything to
gain by working with the manufacturers. ' He had
found the average manufacturer a fair, broad-minded
business man, and he was strongly in favor of getting
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together to discuss questions arising between the re-

tailer and manufacturer.
On the motion of Mr. Watson, seconded by Mr.

Singer, it was resolved : "We are pleased to welcome
the new association and promise our co-operation in all

matters for the betterment of the boot and shoe busi-

ness. In the matter of the specific complaints sub-

mitted for our consideration we will be pleased to have
the manufacturers apply the remedy lying in their own
province in dealing with their individual customers,

and the benefit will accrue to the retailer doing busi-

ness in honorable ways and legitimate business

methods."
The question of early closing was discussed at

great length. There is a movement in the city to

amend the civic by-law referring to early closing, and
resolutions had been passed at two meetings of the

general retailers of the city in favor of closing on Mon-
day, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, at 7 o'clock,

instead of two evenings a week as at present. The
shoe retailers passed a resolution in favor of closing

on the four evenings named, the chief point of discus-

sion being as to whether it should be at 6 or 7 p.m.

The meeting decided in favor of the latter time, it

being argued that it would be to the disadvantage of

the -retailers in the suburbs if the time were fixed at

6 o'clock. In the by-law provision is made for exemp-
tion to the early closing rule on days preceding holi-

days. Mr. J. G. Watson was appointed the delegate

of the shoe retailers to confer with those who will

bring the subject before the city council.

Mr. Charles Holmes of the Montreal Publicity As-
sociation, asked the retailers to attend a series of five

lectures by Mr. Frank Stockdale, of Chicago, to be
held in Montreal in March next. These will be on

retail merchandising and should prove of benefit to

retailers.

On the motion of Mr. Singer, seconded by Mr.
DeLauniere, a resolution was passed in favor of a

banquet being held with a view to boost the member-
ship, and Messrs. Singer, De Launiere and Adelstein

were appointed a committee to report as to the ar-

rangements .

It was decided to hold the meetings on every sec-

ond Thursdav in the month.

Buy-in-Kitchener Campaign

THE News-Record of Kitchener, Ont., has been
conducting a "Buy-in-Kitchener" campaign for

some time, using one full page in their paper

each week. In the centre of the page is printed

a good, snappy argument in favor of patronizing local

merchants and surrounding this are the business cards

of a number of the Kitchener merchants. The heading
on the last .page to hand was : "If you buy out of town
and I buy out of town, what will become of our town?"
That's surely to the point.

The following are typical of the business cards in-

serted by Kitchener shoemen :

We handle a well selected stock of boots and shoes
of national reputation. Ladies' and gentlemen's shoes in

all colors and the latest fashions. Buy-in-Kitchener is

right. J. Hessenaur & Sons.

T am building up a nice business in boots and shoes
by giving a square deal. A big line of all the best makes
at very low prices. See me and "buy-at-home." Charles

J. Seyler.

You cannot fit shoes by "absent treatment" and you
know that when you buy shoes by mail you take long
chances on comfort, fit, quality and style, and invariably
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Military Shoemaking Class at Kingston, Ont,, using Goodyear Repair Outfit

you pay higher prices than we would charge you for
shoes of equal worth. John Agnew, the Home of Good
Shoes and Fair Prices.

It is up to you to know you can do better with us
than from any mail order house. We will l)eat their

*

prices any time in a full range of boots and shoes. Make
us prove it. A. Sippel & Son. . Where the good shoes
come from.

The Rule of Six Explained at the Recent

St. Louis Convention

BY this rule the retail selling price of a shoe is

determined by adding a cipher to the cost, and
dividing by six. This gives a retail figure which
provides a gross profit of about 40 per cent.

It was brought out that in the larger cities an over-
head cost of 30 per cent, or less may be expected, while
in the smaller towns, on account of lower rents and
other costs, the figure should run around 25 per cent.

If it is more, iii either case, there is danger, and the
merchant should investigate. These percentages, of

course, like all others, are percentages of the selling-

price. Managerial and selling expenses was said by
the speaker to run about 13 or 14 per cent.

In this connection, the necessity for proprietors
making due allowance—not less than 5 per cent.—for

their own services as managers, as well as for the use
of their own property and capital, was emphasized. It

was pointed out, for instance, that unless this is done
the net income will shoAv up much larger than it legiti-

mately should. In short, every legitimate expense of

the store should be taken into account in reckoning
overhead, no matter who furnishes the service or the
property used ; because it is only by so doing that store

records can be made to perform properly their function

of showing a true picture of the business.

Accounts Missing

"Fire do much damage in your store last night?"
asked one of the boys of Uncle Eben Sander, the vil-

lage storekeeper."

"Didn't hurt my stock or the building much," re-

plied the old man, "but them gosh dinged firemen

turned the hose on my slate and I dunno where I stand

this morning."
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Things Your Advertising Should Aim To Do
Publicity Methods That Have Helped One Retailer—A Good Rule is Never To

Make a Rule—Did You Ever Notice the "Sin" in Advertising?

By Mr. John F. Raab*

ADVERTISING covers a large field. It also

covers a multitude of sins. I have committed
some of them myself. All I can say is, that I

have tried to avoid making- the same mistake
twice. After being in the retail shoe business for 15

or 20 years, and being a more or lless consistent adver-

tiser during that time, I have some rather firm convic-

tions on the stibject, at least as far as refers to my
l)usiness. One good rule in advertising is never to

make a rule. What is one man's meat is another man's
poison. Methods that work well for one store may be

a flat failure for another. I can only tell you of my
own experience.

Keep At It.

In the first ])lace, I believe absolutely in keeping
everlastingly at it. I don't believe that there is any
short and easy way to succeed through advertising. A
l)usiness can be built without advertising, but it can be
ljuilt more c^uickly and surely with advertising. In

other words, advertising ought to be regarded as a part

of the business.

In the second place, I believe that any one operating

a shoe store with a big" general public appeal will find

the newspapers to be the best possible medium. It is

the same with newspapers as with shoes—the best are

the highest priced. They are also the cheapest in the

end. An Eastern manufacturer of men's fine shoes

says that their shoes "cost more by the pair and less

by the year." Similarly, some newspapers may cost

more by the inch but less figured by the number of

sai' - they make for you.

What Advertising Does.

Now, I think that your newspaper advertising ought
to do two things for your store. It ought, first to in-

fluence the good will of the public towards your store,

and, second, it ought to increase the confidence of the

people in your store and in your business methods. In-

directly this, of course, will make sales. Of course, it

goes v/ithout saying that it is the height of folly to

adverti'-e a iuisiness that is not conducted honestly, and
\' iLh a firm determination to give good values and good
service. Nothing will expose the weakness of a busi-

ness like advertising. No store that is built on an im-

l^roper foundation can stand the result of successful

advertising. I mean by this that the business that your
advertising will bring will be worse than no business

at all unless the merchandise sold through the advertis-

ing proves satisfactory to the purchaser. Advertising

requires a merchant, if he is to be successful in the

long run, to sell only thoroughly dependable merchan-
dise.

Good Will and Direct Sales.

In addition to creating good will for the store, ad-

vertising- can give the public the impression that your
srore is the leader in style and value giving. I think

these are the big things your advertising should aim
to do. Then, it should also be aimed at the creation

of direct sales. Maybe you think that I am emphasiz-

*Before National Shoe Retailers' Convention, St. Louis.

ing too much the general good-will value of advertis-

ing. I don't think I am. Whenever the time comes
that } ou do want to put on a big .sale, such as a season's

clearance, the response of the public will be in propor-

tion to the general confidence in your store, your values

and your methods, and these can be very largely built

up during the season by the character of advertising

that you are doing. At least, that is my experience.

Advertising to Women and Men.

When it comes to responsiveness I have noticed a

marked difir'erence in advertising to women and to men.
Of course it is a pretty well established fact that women
are more responsive to sales than men. I think that

the average man is frankly skeptical toward sales.

Neither does he look for sales in the way in which
women do. I do know, however, that men will respond
to sales advertising if you are advertising goods in

which they have confidence. I believe too, that men
are less responsive to newspaper advertising than wo-
men, and for that reason I am rather a firm believer
in other methods of advertising .shoes to men. Street-

car cards have been rather successful with us. They
have the additional advantage of allowing you to show
your goods in life sizes and also natural colors. Young-
men are influenced by style features, and that is, of

course, what appeals especially to women, rather than
value, although it goes without saying that the shoes

Mr. Henri Viau, L.I.A., of Montreal, who has just been
elected secretary-treasurer of the Shoe Manufacturers'
Association of Canada. His specialized training and ex-
pert financial knowledge will be of great assistance to
this new organization.

I
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must l)c thoroughly good if they are to keep their style

and give satisfaction to the wearer. But for advertis-

ing purposes it pays to feature style.

Use Space Regularly—Feature One Shoe at a Time.

As far as space in the ne\vsi)apers is concerned, our
own experience has been that moderate sized space,

4.,— ,— ,—,„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„ „„ „„_, ^

Mr. John Sinclair, of the Barrie Tanning Co..

Barrie, Ont., recently elected vice-chairman of

the Tamers' Section of the Toronto Board of
|

Trade. Mr. Sinclair is universally liked among I

the trade.
J

4.„_„_»„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_,,„_,„, ,_„„_„„_,„,_,,i,_i,«_m,—
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used frequently, and featuring only one particular

style of shoe at a time, is the most successful. Our
store has not run any large shoe ads. for a good many
years. We have aimed to show exactly the style that

we are featuring at the time, having drawings made
from the shoes themselves, and we have found that

women will read a rather minute description of the

characteristics of'the particular style featured.

How Much to Spend.

As far as advertising appropriations are concerned,

J believe that a shoe store doing a general business can

well spend 2}4 to 3 per cent, of its total sales for ad-

vertising. I am a firm believer in making a definite

appropriation, and while this should be flexible, so as

to allow for developments during the season in case of

need, the advertising should be planned on some logical

basis. People naturally get accustomed to a certain

style of ad., and it is a mistake to change the style too

frequently, in my opinion. Where newspapers will sell

preferred positions, that is, next to reading matter, I

believe it is well to pay the extra charge for it. I would
rather use less space and have it in a good position

than use larger space mixed up with other ads.

Advertising Should Be Truthful.

One thing that shoe merchants ought to do is to

take a firm stand for truthful advertising. It is an un-
fortunate fact that a great deal of advertising is not be-
lieved. If it were believed, we could all cut our ad-
vertising expenditures away below the present mark,
and get much better results. The honest merchant
^ufi:'ers from the faults of his less truthful brother. Per-
haps 1 should not say less truthful, because what in

many cases appears to be a wilful misstatement is often

merely an exaggeration due to over-enthusiasm of the

advertiser for his merchandise.

Take the "Sin" Out of Advertising.

If all advertising- can be made more truthful and
more sincere, it will become even a greater force in the

building of a business than it is to-day, and I believe

that it is one of the greatest forces tha-t we have. I

think that the whole argument for advertising can be
pretty well summed up in the old-fashioned phrase

—

"The wheel that squeaks is the one that gets the oil."

And 1 think that we all want more "oil" in our busi-

ness.

A Distinct Loss to the Shoe Trade

FRANK W\ SLATER, president of the Eureka
Shoe Company, Three Rivers, Que., died of

pneumonia at his Montreal residence, on Jan-
uary 21, at the age of 52. Mr. Slater was widely

known in the shoe trade, belonging to a family whose
name is a household word in the Canadian shoe busi-

ness. His father was the founder of the shoe manu-
facturing firm of G. T. Slater & Son, and the four sons
also entered the same line of business. Mr. Geo. A.
Slater is head of Geo. A. Slater, Ltd., INIontreal ; Mr.
Charles Slater is connected with the Tally-Ho Shoe
Co., Quebec ;

Mr. A. J. Slater is in the United States,

but formerly was a shoe retailer in Montreal, while the

late Mr. E. W. Slater was noted for his sales ability.

The late Mr. Frank
W. Slater

He was formerly with the Eagle Shoe Co., Montreal,
manufacturers of the Ei-ank W. Slater "Strider" Shoe.
.Subsequently Mr. Slater became interested in the Eure-
ka Shoe Co., of which Mr. Geo. Beaufois is secretary-

treasurer. A short time ago Mr. Slater was appointed
president of the company. The factory was moved
from Montreal to Three Rivers, and is now located in

the fine building- erected by the city for industrial pur-

poses.

Export Licenses Not Now Required

THE British Trade Commissioners in Canada
Mr. G. T. Milne, at Montreal, and Mr. E. W.
Field, at Toronto, have received cable advices

from the Department of Overseas Trade (De-
velopment and Intelligence), that the following wide
range of British manufactures have been placed on the

free list, and now require no export license: Artists'

materials, athletic goods, bicycles, but not tires, bi-

cycle accessories (various), buttons except military,

horn and vegetable ivory, cigar and cigarette holders,

china and earthenware, china clay, clocks, cutlery,

drugs (various), fancy goods of paper, ivory, leather,

etc. ; films subject to censorship, flower seeds, foun-

tain pens, furs (dress, dyed or manufactured); glass-

ware, hardware (iron and steel builders)
;
hats, house-

liold efi^ects of wood, iron or steel, ink jewellery (imi-

tation or pearl), laces, laundry machinery, ledgers.
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marble, mineral waters (unsweetened), musical in-

struments, office furniture, pictures, paintings, phono-
o-raphs, photographic materials (not chemical), razors,

(safety and blades), ribbons (silk), spectacles, sewing-
machines, wallpaper.

Lists of goods for which export licenses are still

rccjuired for shipment from the United Kingdom will

shortly be in the hands of the British Trade Commis-
sioners noted above. They will also be advised week-
ly, by cable, by their department in London of the
goods removed from such list and any alterations

thereto. The British Trade Commissioners will be
glad to take up these matters with local importers and
others interested.

The following are some of the principal commod-
ities for which licenses are still required : Abrasives,
agricultural machinery, cement, chemicals (various),

coal and coke, oils, pipes (cast iron), packing cases,

railway material, resins, coal tar products, copper
(wrought and unwrought, including Avire); alloys,

dyes, foodstuffs, food for live stock, glue, iron angles,

bars, billets and constructional material, steel angles,

ingot plates and similar raw materials, textile mach-
inery, textile yarns, hbres and waste; tin plates, war
material, wire rope, wood and timber.

The prohibition of the exportation of raw materials

does not extend to goods manufactured from such
materials.

Breaking of Backs and Seams at the

Bend of the Heel

AN old-established shoe retailer and shoemaker
has written us, setting forth what, in his

opinion, are glowing defects in modern shoe-

making, although remedies are ready to hand
in each case. With regard to the breaking of backs
and seams at the bend of the heel, he says : There is

a constant recurrence of this evil—an evil easy to

remedy if taken at the proper time. There is no part

of a boot subject to a greater strain in walking and
in putting on and off the foot than the back seam and
its immediate surroundings just above the stiffening.

In a high-leg boot the strain is even more pronounced
than in a lower cut—say 5^ to 6 inches. This is eas-

ily understood when you consider the mechanical
principle in which a long lever exerts more power than
a short—hence a high leg exerts more strain than a

short leg boot—all the more noticeable in this day of

high-tops.

A simple remedy, if adopted, would almost entirely

remove the cause of so much damage in every class

of boot. In closing the back seam add a double or sec-

ond row as far as the strained portion extends—the

second row quite close to the first, or in the same
holes. This will cause a slight increase of seam at

the heel bend, but if sewn the proper distance from
the edge and properly rubbed down it will not be no-

ticeable in the finished boot. In addition to the out-

side back strap, or inside seam stay, put a reinforce

of good drill—such as is used for boot lining—a semi-
heart shaped piece 2^^ to 3 inches wide at the top
and to 4 inches long, gradually tapering to a point

at the bottom. This should be sewn in with the back-
strap or inside stay stitching. The warp of the ma-
terial should run in line with the back seam so that

its fullest strength is assured and should be lasted in

with the stiffening. In placing, the reinforcing ma-

terial may be cemented to the quarters or held in jjlace

by the stitcher.

Should the stitching at the back of the foxing wear
off at the surface, or give, the reinforcing which is

placed between the lining and the outside and lasted

in. at the seat, keeps the parts in place and prevents

the stretching and displacing which otherwise occurs.

This is not an innovation, as the writer has used
the method for nearly 50 years and would not consider

a pair of boots, for which he is responsible, safe with-

<f.„
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"Foot Films"—a new bedroom slipper made
by L. B. Evans' Son Co., Wakefield, Mass.
This slipper, on account of being made with-
out a last, is finished in the fitting room and
the overhead expense is very low. Comes in

brown and black kid.

out it. He strongly urges its general adoption as a
really worth-while knack of '"Ye Olde Time Shoe-
maker."

Heels Pulling Off Skating Boots

Another point raised by our correspondent is the
matter of heels pulling off skating boots. Now, he
says, is the winter of the shoe dealer's discontent. He
is continually annoyed and harrassed by the heels
pulling oft" skating boots. He is held responsible, but
is not to blame, because the manufacturer has failed

to secure the heels properh^ In this connection man-
ufacturers should follow that old motto—"Anything
worth doing is worth doing well." Their experts
should visit among the shoe retailers and shoemakers
finding out in just what way their shoes are lacking

—

not in appearance to the eye, but in wearing quality.
Remedial measures should be applied to shortcomings
so discovered. I may state here that shoe manufac-
turers and superintending staft's are not sufficiently
brought face to face with the defects in their product.
The shoes are disposed of by dealers at a distance from
the factory. As considerable time and expense is in-
volved the dealers chooses what he considers the less-
er evil and "fixes it up" with his customer, thus with-
holding manv valuable object lessons from the factorv
staff.

With regard to skating boots I may say that al-

though the heels are apparently secured by the addi-
tion of an extra number of flathead nails which ap-
pear to be driven through the heel and clinched on
the insole, I have found through many investigations
that the nails are not long enough to clinch on the
insole—thus leaving the heel insecure at the founda-
tion.
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Merchants Discuss Reforms

THE annual convention of tlie Retail Merchants'
Association of Canada, (Eastern Ontario and Ot-
tawa district), was held in Ottawa recently, the

following- officers being' elected for the ensuing
year.

Mr. H. Watters, Ottawa, president: Mr. L. N. Pou-
lin, Ottawa, first vice-president; Mr. D. V. Sinclaii,

Belleville, second vice-president; Mr. T. W. Collins,

Ottawa, treasurer; Mr. D. V. Sinclair, auditor; Mr. J.

C. Campbell, Ottawa, secretary.

Three resolutions formed the principal topics for

conversation. The first of these had to do with the

subject of taxation and the recommendation contained
was that "if any change be made in the Assessment Act
reducing the percentage on the business tax, that the

percentage be reduced, as far as the retail trade is con-

cerned, from 25, 30 and 35 per cent, to a flat rate of 10

per cent, in all provinces."

The second resolution dealt with the cjuestion of

wholesalers selling at retail. It impressed upon the

Dominion executive "the necessity of taking some de-

finite and prompt action at once, so as to prevent a

large number of wholesale merchants from selling

goods direct to the consumer."
The third resolution urged upon the Provincial

Board the necessity of securing, if possible, a Small
Debt Court for Ontario. In this connection Mr. Trow-
ern stated that some such leg^islation as is in force in

Quebec would meet the situation, as it would jarovide

means whereby the small debtor would be able to pay
into the court a stipulated amount every week and this

could be applied pro rata in payment of his obligations.

All of these resolutions were adopted.

Presentation to Mr. C. E. Lepinay

THE approaching marriage of Mr. C. E. Lepinay,
of Legace & Lepinay, Quebec, with Miss Bertha
Boutin, was the occasion of a gathering of tan-

ners, leather and findings men in the office of Mr.

J. A. Scott, on January 24, when a very complete and
handsome cabinet of silverware was presented to Mr.
Lepinay. It may be assumed that any gathering of this

nature in Mr. Scott's office is carried through with his

characteristic thoroughness. The capacious office lent

itself to just such an occasion. After drinking the toast

to the bride and bridegroom, there was a round of

speechmaking, practically everyone contributing to this

l)art of the proceedings. The business acumen of Mr.
Lepinay was dwelt on, while naturally there were con-

gratulations on his approaching marriage. Mr. E. J.

Ilolliday, representing Footwear in Canada, compli-
mented the trade on having such a spirit of good fel-

lowshi]) that they could gather so happily on such oc-

casions.

There was an abundant supply of good things in

the way of refreshments. Mr. Lucien Borne being in

chief charge of this department. No gathering of this

nature is com])lete without Mr. J. A. Scott singing
"Allouette." This he did in great style.

After the marriage ceremony Mr. Lepinay and his

bride sailed for Europe.

It may l)e noted that Mr. Scott has in course of con-
struction above his office, club rooms for such gather-

ings as the one referred to and where the Quebec
leather and shoe men may always feel at home.

The following firms were represented: Messrs.

Edg. Clement, Ltd., Wilfrid Cantin, J. A. Cloutier,

J. VI. Lamantagne, P. Dugal & Matte, Regd., U. Des-

laurier, J. & S. Pouliot, Richard Freres, Jos. Lalib-

erte, Pierre Blouin, Regd., Breithaupt Leather Co.,

Ltd., Edg. Shee, Dupree & Garant, W. Blais. O. Sam-

Mr. C. E. Lepinay

son, A. Cote, J. P. Parent, Alfred Boivin, J. A. Scott,

Naz. Fortier & Co., A. Racine & Freres, and Lucien
Borne.

Tanning Sealskin in British Columbia

MOST of the leather used by the big boot-mak-
ing establishment of the J . Leckie Company,
Vancouver, is tanned in a plant in South
Westminster. Leckie boots are known par-

ticularly well in the West for their splendid wearing
qualities. They are manufactured in various styles

—

men's and boys'—and the company state that the de-

mand is greater than the capacity of the factory. The
close proximity of the tannery is advantageous, not

only in supplying leather to the factory promptly, but
also in trying out new raw materials that may be se-

cured in the province and on the northern Pacific coast.

A recent development is the tanning of seal hides—not

the valuable fur seal, but what is called the hair seal,

found in abundance on the Pacific coast. The hide is

well adapted for boot purposes, being of good weight
and highly waterproof. It tans into a pale colored

leather which many shoe men designate "pearl." Some
very excellent seal leather is turned out at the New
Westminster tannery which is located on the south

bank of the Eraser, across the river from the city.

The skin of the whale has also been tried out but
the cost of preparation was found too great to permit
the leather to be used commercially. It is, however, of

great strength and doubtless some use will be eventu-
ally found for it. The hide of the white elk, one of the

species of deer found in British Columbia, is also used.

Shoe manufacturers all seem to be fairly busy al-

though a prominent tanner of sole leather remarked
the other day that they are buying on a hand-to-mouth
basis, possibly anticipating lower prices, which, in his

opinion, cannot be looked for this year.
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Breithaupt Leather Co. Expanding

AS indicating- to some extent tlie confidence in

Canada's future held by the majority of our
industrial leaders it is interesting to note that

the Breithaupt Leather Company, of Kitch-

ener, are making preparations for a greatly extended
business. In addition to the tannery at Kitchener, the

company have plants at Penetang", Hastings and Wood-
stock. The Kitchener tannery has been entirely re-

arranged within the last few weeks, necessitating an

increase in the number of employees. The tannery at

Hastings, which was destroyed by fire a short time ago,

is being rebuilt according to the most modern practice

and will be devoted to the manufacture of Trent Val-
ley oak sole leather. This plant will be operated from
power generated at the company's own plant on the

Trent River.

With the completion of additions and improvements
in the four tanneries, the Breithaupt Company will be
able to handle over twenty-two hundred sides a day.

The Kitchener tannery will manufacture hemlock and
oak ; the Penetang plant will turn out the well known
"Penetang" hemlock brand and the Woodstock tan-

nery will manufacture "Royal" oak.

The distribution of sole leather to the shoe fac-

tories is usually made in full sides, crops, backs or

bends, but where the demand is for cut soles, these are

supplied by the Provincial Cut Sole Company, under
the supervision of Messrs. Paige and Hoye. Practic-

ally all shipments of leather are made from the com-
pany's warehouses in Kitchener.

The business was established in 1857 by the late

Louis Breithaupt, father of Messrs. L. J. and J. C.

Breithaupt, president and secretary-treasurer, respect-

ively, of the company. Some years before moving to

the hamlet that was then called Berlin, the late Louis
Breithaupt used to accompany his father periodically

from Bviffalo to Ontario to buy hides. (Seven gener-
ations of the Breithaupt family, by the way, have fol-

lowed the tanning- business.) Buying hides was quite

a different matter in the days of 1850 to what it is now.
In those pioneer days, when there were very few rail-

roads and when the modern means of communication
were in their infancy, horse-back and tramping over the

trail on foot through forest and swamps, or crude
wagons over miles of narrow lanes through the tim-

bered stretches of country were the common ways of

travelling between here and Bufifalo. And the journey
was not made over night as it is to-day. Weeks were
required to go back and forth.

The young tanner came here and went to the pion-

eer hewer of timber on the homestead and bought
hides. There were calf, sheep and in fact all kinds,

which he purchased and took to Buffalo. On the re-

turn trip from Bufiralo be brought back leather which
was tanned from the hides which had been collected

in this way. His venture was a success and soon he

opened a little room where now is the office of the

president of the company in the big offices on North
Queen Street. There being free-trade in those years
the business kept on growing and in 1857 he entertain-

ed the idea of establishing a tannery here and m^iu-
facturing leather. Thus was the business launched
which has grown from a small beginning to the pre-

sent large proportions.

In summing up the reasons for the changes now
being made the company express their complete faith

in the growth and prosperity of Canada ; there will

without doubt be a more steady and increasing devel-

opment than ever before and their desire now. as it

has always been, is to assist in the building up of our

great country.

Popular Traveller Passes

The death occurred recently of Mr. Fred P. Beem-
er, who for the past four years has represented the

Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Company in Western
Canada. He had just returned from a successful trip

when he was taken ill. He was a twin brother of Cap-
tain Harry G. Beemer, O.C. of the Discharge Depot at

the Exhibition Camp, Toronto. They were born in

Brantford forty-four years ago, their father being in

the wholesale shoe business in Brantford. Mr. Beemer
became connected with J. D. King & Company, A. E.

The late Mr. F. P. Beemer

Little and others before joining forces with the Blach-
ford Company. He was universally liked and his place
in the trade will be difficult to fill.

A New White Heel Finish

THE Boston 'Blacking Company, of Cambridge,
Mass., and Montreal, Que., state that their new
white heel finish, "Wonder-White," is being
well received. Heretofore, heel finishes were

all of the same type, requiring rubbing up and finish-
ing. This new product is made in three different forms—Nos. 1, 2 and 3—the No. 1 finish requiring no other
work than that of applying it, and drying with the
bright finish so necessary on some types' of shoes. No.
2 finish is applied in the same way, requiring no rub-
bing up and drying with a semi-bright lustre. No. 3
finish dries very dull and is graded to produce any
dull effect required. For unglazed shoes the No. 3 fin-
ish is particularly suitable. The Boston Blacking Com-
pany state that "Wonder-White" is more elastic, hard-
ens so that it becomes part of the heel, firmly clinging
to the leather or wood, and will not chip even with
hard usage. Another decided advantage is the ease
with which it can be cleaned with soap and water
without injury—just as often as the wearer of the shoe
desires.
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How to Organize a Repair Department
An Address by John Baird, of Columbus, Ohio,
Before the National Shoe Retailers' Convention

IN
considering the growth of the repair department
and how to organize it, a number of things must
be borne in mind if the organization and growth
are to be of a substantial nature.

Paramount in importance is the securing of experi-

enced factory trained men ; men who will not be con-
tent to have a job leave their hands looking "cobbled,"
but rather those who will attempt to judge the finish of

their work by modern factory standards.

Next in importance is equipment. And under this

heading we should expect to include every modern
device known to the trade for the purpose of saving
labor or improving the finish of the work. The days of

the old fashioned hammer and awl cobbler are gone.
It is interesting to make a comparison of the job turned
out by the old timer and the neat, well finished work
that leaves the average modern shoe repair shop. The
smoky oil lamp, the old fashioned burnishing iron and
the wood edge stick are poor, substitutes for the modern
edge setter and burnishing wheel.

Quality Must Be Considered.

Next, we should consider quality of materials. We
have found in our business that quality pays. You can
not get good results out of poor soles on the stock you
sell, then why should you expect to get good results

out of poor sole leather in the shoe repair department?
Silk thread for patching and work on uppers, linen

thread for sole stitching, high quality burnishing inks,

waxes and cements pay big dividends in satisfied cus-

tomers.

And please do not forget that you are entitled to a

legitimate profit on every job. It takes money to run
a shoe repair factory, and your profits can safely be
figured on about the same basis as your store profits.

Many dealers have tried to run their repair depart-

ments on such a close margin that the line of demarca-
tion between profit and loss has been so faint that the

repair department could not be a paying proposition.

This is foolish and unnecessary. The public will pay
a fair price for service rendered. It is, of course, neces-

sary to make this service of such a high order that a

difYerence in price, if such a thing exists, will be a

matter of small consequence. Quality pays in the re-

l)air game as in anything else.

Advertising the Repair Shop Important.
When business is dull and you want to stimulate it

the most natural thing to think of is advertising. The
fact is when you make up your mind to stimulate busi-

ness under any and all conditions your mind naturally

turns to advertising. And, let me say right here, that

in this respect the shoe repair department is often neg-
lected. Now there is no real reason for this neglect.

If your money is tied up in leather and findings and
shoe equipment, it is just as necessary for you to make
that money produce for you as it is the money invested

in your shoe stock. To all intents and purposes the

proposition is similar. And, besides, your repair shop

is an essential part of your business, and deserves the

same attention and the same nursing along accorded
your store. Many a customer has been made for the

store by doing some difficult job of repairing in a satis-

factory way. So let us not forget that the successful

organization and operation of this department requires

advertising. There are many good ways in which this

can be done. The newspapers are effective, and you
can probably reach more people through them at a

given price than in any other way.
Package inserts are good,.and they reach the home

of your customers. But the objection to this method
IS that they do not widen your sphere. You make an
appeal for additional business to people who already
trade with you, so taking it all in all, the newspa])er

advertisement is the most effective.

Good Work Advertises Itself

A shoemaker who can do a neat job putting new
counters in a shoe or new toe-boxes, one who can turn

out a fir.st-class job of cutting a shoe down at the top,

or putting in a "V" successfully and to the customer's
entire satisfacttion is bound to popularize a repair shop
with the people in its vicinity. Women have acquired
a habit lately of having heels changed. Unless you can
turn out a good job of this kind you are overlooking a

big opportunity, for a good shoemaker will do this work
so well that you will be advertised by the people with
whom you deal.

Your equipment must be right to enable you to

make money. Many valuable minutes are saved by the

new devices with which you are familiar, and who will

deny that a machine stitched sole and the machine edge
and heel finish is superior to the old fashioned method?
As for materials—get the best, and charge accordingly.

It is poor business to put in a dollar's worth of labor

on a nickel's worth of material. We have found that it

is no trouble to secure a price for repairing that is ade-

quate and that justifies the use of the best of leathers

and findings. Results count—always—and when cus-

tomers get good results from your work they will en-

tertain kindly feelings towards your store, and as we
all know good will is our most valuable asset."

Repairers' Banquet in March

THE Toronto Shoe Repairers' Association held a

well-attended meeting in their rooms in For-

ester's Hall on Thursday, January 23, with Mr.

J. W. Hendry, the new president, wielding the

gavel. A considerable amount of routine business was
taken up and the question of the Association's annual
ba'hquet was discussed. The date for this has been
fixed for March 5th, which ,falls on Wednesday, and
the place will be the Carls-Rite Hotel, corner Front
and Simcoe .streets. Last year the banquet room was
found to be too long and narrow, but this year the

committee selected a place that will be suitable from
every standpoint.
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Shoe Repairers' Show Windows

IT
is a very noticeable and regrettable fact that

shoe repairers' display windows are, in about five

cases out of ten, dirty, untidy and generally re-

pellant. Is it because shoe repairers have all the

business they can handle or because they under-esti-

mate the value of a "clean front" ? If for the former
reason there is certainly a grievous lack of foresight

evidenced in deliberately overlooking opportunities

to build a foundation for future business. But per-

haps it is the latter reason—the value of the window
is not appreciated. Every repairer knows, however,
that a dirty motor will not pull ; if his machinery is

sticky and gummy it will be lacking "pep"—if he has
an automobile he knows the aggravation of a dirty

engine.

And there isn't any more "pull" to a dirty window
than there is to a dirty engine.

Of all the shopkeepers on the face of the earth, the

shoe repairer seems to be the most careless of his

personal appearance and the appearance of his store.

A diamond in the rough assuredly, but even a dia-

mond is more valuable when properly cut and set.

Hamilton Repairers Elect New Officers

AT the annual meeting of the Hamilton Repair-

men's Asociation, on January 2, the election

of officers for the coming year resulted as fol-

lows : J. Jarvis, president ; A. Miller, vice-pre-

sident ; A. R. Wilton, secretary-treasurer ; Messrs. Jar-
vis, Tebbs and Wilman, executive committee. Mr. J.
Ross, the retiring president, spoke of the work of the

Association during the past year, emphasizing that

their splendid feeling of fellowship had been a good
thing for them all. He referred also to the outings
they had enjoyed—the annual picnic at Niagara Falls,

the visit of the Toronto repairers and so on. On tak-

ing' the chair, Mr. Jarvis clearly announced his inten-

tion of making things hum during the coming year.

Repairers Should More Than Ever Look to

Their Service

THE other day we heard a shoe repairer com-
plaining because business was quiet. This is

not unnatural. With the war over, people are

not so keen about having their footwear re-

paired and, whether or not shoes in the retail stores

are any cheaper, we believe the feeling exists with
many people that it is no longer necessary to practice

such rigid economies with their wearing apparel.

Now, the point we have been hammering on con-

tinually for the last year or so, is that shoe repairers

should have anticipated the very condition that now
exists in many quarters—a very sudden and serious

falling off in trade. The repair shops, we said, must
be placed on a par with other business establishments.

The dirty windows must be cleaned and kept clean

;

the windows must be attractively dressed and changed
at frequent intervals ; the untidy and mussy shops

must be cleaned out and the repairer must more con-

sistently endeavor to sell the idea of shoe repair ser-

vice. And yet is there any shoe repairer in the Do-
minion who can write us and say that he has consci-

entiously prepared for this after-war period ?

You may have advertised, or you may intend to

advertise, but what is the use of advertising if you do

not look the part? You yourself would hardly expect

a slovenly workman to live up to the claim that his

work was the acme of neatness and perfection.

A repair shop has just one thing to sell and that's

shoe repair service. The shop that sells poor service

is a poor shop. The shop that sells good service is

a good shop. And good service implies a clean shop,

clean windows and general neatness. Therefore, it

should be the object of every repairman to sell his cus-

tomers the very best service and the very cleanest

service possible. The public soon gets to know which
are the poor shops and which are the good ones, and
the good shops are least likely to suffer during any
trade relaxation.

A report from Haverhill indicates an increasing

demand for patent leather in moderate priced shoes.

Don'tThrowAway
Your Old Shoes

Give them a new lease on life, an-
other chance to serve you.

Just because the heels are run
down at the corners or the soles
are worn to tissue-thickness, does
not mean that their possibilities

are exhausted.

Bring them to us, and we will
make them fit for many more
months of service. We'll call for
them if you wish, and send them
right back—strong, shapely, and
comfortable again.

Modern Shoe Hospital

Suggestion for Shoe Repair Advertisement.
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Ames, Holden's New General Sales Manager

MR. CHESTER F. CRAIGU^, who has been
appointed general sales manager of Ames,
Holden, McCready, Ltd., IMontreal, in suc-

cession to the late Mr. Roy Dildine, was liorn

in Rochester, N. Y. He graduated from Rochester
University in 1906, and while going through the col-

lege course joined the reporting staft of the Rochester
Herald. Later he became the city editor of the Roch-
ester Post & Express, and in 1909 was appointed ad-

vertising manager of Utz & Dunn, shoe manufacturers,

'

Rochester, later having charge of the firm's "in stock"
department. Li 1913 he went with Rice & Hutchins,
Inc., Boston, as manager of the Educative Sales De-
partment, and during his connection with that firm,

came in contact with some of the largest retailers in

the United States. He stayed in Boston until last

August, when he was appointed advertising manager
and assistant sales manager for Ames, Holden, Mc-
Cready, Limited, Montreal, the late Mr. Dildine at that

time succeeding Mr. Feltes, as general manager and
general sales manager. Following the death of Mr.
Dildine, Mr. Craigie was appointed, on January 1st,

general sales manager of the company.

Scholl Salesmen Meet in Annual Session

THE annual Eastern and Western salesmen's
convention of the Scholl Mfg. Co., the well-

known foot comfort a])pliance manufacturers,
were held simultaneously in Chicago and New

York, Dec. 26-31-. Those present at the Chicago
meeting were salesmen from territory west of Pitts-

burgh, and including Canada. The eastern represen-

tatives met at the New York office, where the session

was directed by J. K. Ingalls, Eastern Manager.
Great interest attached to the address by Dr. Wm.

M. Scholl, president of the Company, who outlined

plans for 1919 before both conventions. "We con-

sider," said Dr. Scholl, "that we are selling the deal-

er not simply foot comfort appliances, but a service

that will help him to be a better shoe merchant and
business man. Therefore the keynote of our campaign
will be 'Co-operation.'

"'You must give the shoe dealer," continued Dr.
Scholl, "such information as will, in addition to per-

mitting him to more readily fit his customers, enable

him to correct their foot troubles and show them how
to prevent their recurrence. Do this and your dealer

will stand head and shoulders above his competitors.

Through the Scholl course in Practipedics—the sci-

ence of foot comfort, this essential information is ex-

tended to the dealer and his clerks, increasing their

earning ])ower by developing their sales ability.

"For 1919," said Dr. .Scholl, "we have prepared a

number of the leading

Beyond this we expect

most comprehensive advertising campaign, which
through the use of national mediums of large circula-

tion, will be of a dominant character. A most import-

ant feature of our advertising will be that directed to

physicians. Full pages in a

medical journals will be used,

to co-operate with the dealers even more closely than

ever before.

"This co-operative work," he continued, "will be
directed by the new Department of Sales Promotion.
.\ monthly dealer service will provide the dealer Avith

window trims, electros for use in his newspaper, and
circular advertising, lantern slides, booklets and cir-

culars, and form letters which he may have multi-

graphed to send to his trade."

In conclusion. Dr. Scholl stated that while 1918 had
been a banner year for the house, he confidently ex-

pected that it would be over-shadowed by 1919, "for,"

said he, "the dealer who avails himself of the service

we ofifer will build prestige along with business, and
so attract the best trade of his community.

D. W. Landon, treasurer of the company, spoke
on "Salesmanship and Its Relation to Trade." He em-
]:)hasized the importance of salesmen impressing on
the customers the fact that the Scholl line is so com-
plete it is unnecessary to stock up with a variety of

other lines. Other speakers and a general discussion

followed Mr. Landon's .address.

Heel Company Expanding

The Fred W. IMears Wood Heel Company, of Hav-
erhill, Mass., have recently taken over the plant of the

City Slipper Wood Heel Company. This addition

will give the Mears Wood Heel Company double their

former capacity, making them one of the largest wood
heel producers in the country.

New Slater Catalogue
An advance copy of the Slater Shoe Company's

new catalogue has just come to hand.' Each page shows
a cut of a slate, and a cut of a shoe is displayed pro-

minently showing through the slate. The booklet is

printed in colors, and the slate trade mark is made
good use of. In all over forty lines of in-stock goods
are shown-

A large Toronto manufacturer of women's fine

footwear says there will be no reduction in prices this

year—as a matter of fact there may be increases on
some lines. He has plenty of orders on hand.

The value of cut price advertising is far less than
that which shows a business built on stability of prices

and merchandise.

I

Convention of Eastern and Western Scholl Salesmen—The gathering at Chicago

«.—..—...—»+
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New Neolin Directory

THE Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company of

Canada, Limited, Toronto, have just issued a

unique directory, the title of which is "Where
to Buy Neolin Shoes for Them All." The

company state that, in spite of the fact that Neolin is

being used generally by most manufacturers, the im-
pression has prevailed that this sole was applicable

only to a limited number of styles of shoes. They,

therefore, wrote to all the manufacturers in Canada
and asked them to write about their attitude. This
booklet contains the replies that were received and
also a separate list of 93 Canadian shoe manufacturers
who use Neolin on all classes of shoes. The directory

will be sent to any retailer on request, together with a

copy of the Neolin Style Book, which shows cuts of

different Neolin-soled styles.

Scholl Film Attracts Attention

DEALERS attending the National Retail Shoe
Association convention at St. Louis, January
6, 7 and 8th were much interested in the ex-

hibit of the Scholl Mfg. Co., at the Statler Ho-
tel. A very complete display was made of the full

Scholl line of appliances and remedies, but the feature

that attracted the most attention was the moving pic-

ture film, which was run on a screen every thirty-

minutes, all day long. The reel is 250 feet long and
requires about four and a half minutes to run oft'. It

was filmed on the famous Michigan Boulevard, Chi-

cago, and first shows the crowds of pedestrians. "Close-

ups" are shown of the busy boule\-ardiers' feet as

they pass to and fro, and then we see a fair maiden
in distress, or at least so it would seem, from the ex-

pression on her face. She limps over to one of the

waste receptacles, sits down on the box, and loosens

the shoe on the painful foot. Friendly -passers-by di-

rect her to a near-by shoe store, which displays a full

line of Scholl appliances in the window. As she enters

the film shows another "close-up" in which the shoe

salesman carefully looks at her foot, shows her what
is the trouble with it, and how to correct it. A Scholl

Arch-Support is fitted to her foot, and she leaves the

store perfectly satisfied.

The film is very interesting, and at the finish there

ap])ears the sub-title "The Scholl Foot Comfort Ap-
pliances and Remedies are carried by ," and here

there is a space left for the insertion of the local deal-

er's name. This film will be furnished to Scholl deal-

ers to run in their moving picture theatres, and indi-

cates the progressive character of the co-operation

furnished by the Scholl Manufacturing Co.

Edmonds Shoe Company Increases Its Capacity

The Edmonds Shoe Company, Milwaukee, have re-

cently increased their capacity 200 pairs per day. This
new concern which was incorporated last June, is now
daily turning out almost 1,300 pairs of one shoe in one
in one leather over one last. Without any increase in

price this firm is now using a genuine full grain calf

skin of a dark, rich mahogany shade. This new leather,

which is of straight chrome tannage,, is exceedingly
popular, so much so in fact, that this concern has pur-

chased the entire output of the tannery for this one
shoe which it is manufacturing. This leather is known
as "Edmo" full grain calf skin. A change has also been
made in the last, over which the Edmonds Everyday
Shoe is i-nade. The broad toe and wide tread at the

ball of the original Munson has been retained, but the

arch has been raised. Several improvements have also

been made as regards the pattern. This shoe is narrow
and shapely at the heel and follows the natural curva-
ture of the foot at the back-

Dr. A. Reed Shoe Dealers Meet in Conference

f AKIN(i advantage of the representative gather-
I ing of deleg"ates attending the National Shoe
JL tailers Association in St. Louis, the Dr. A. Reed

shoe dealers held a meeting at the Hotel Jef-

ferson, January 8th. The meeting was called by Mr.
E. B. Steere, sales manager and a director of the J. P.

Smith Shoe Company, makers of the Dr. A. Reed
shoes for men. For the past two years the John Eb-
berts Co., makers of Dr. A. Reed shoes for women,
have conducted a forceful national advertising com-
paign in conjunction with the J. P. Smith Shoe Co.,

and therefore both companies were jointly concerned
in this meeting.

Man}' problems relating to the sale and advertising

of Dr. A. Reed shoes were brought up, and the dis-

cussion was at all times of the informal, "round-table"
nature. Such subjects as national magazine advertis-

ing, window displays, local newspaper publicity, work-
ing in closer touch with retail shoe clerks, and better

service to customers, were talked about. S. J. Brou-
wer of Milwaukee, and Wm. Pidgeon, Jr., of Roches-
ter, N.Y., told of their experiences in an interesting

way, while other dealers entered heartily into the con-
sideration of various questions as they arose.

Much good should come from such a meeting since

an exchange of practical ideas among dealer and man-
ufacturer enables each to form a clearer conception
of the other's problems.

A well-known Toronto leather merchant states that
there is no hope of any reduction in the price of kid
leathers this year. As a matter of fact black kid shows
a slight advance. High and low qualities are fairly

plentiful, but mediums are scarce.
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K FOOTWEAR FINDINGS
Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade i

m
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C. M. Hall, of Bennett, Limited, Montreal, recently paid

a business visit to Quebec.

I. C. Webster, representing the C. Moench, Son Co.,

leather manufacturers, Boston, has been calling on the trade

in Montreal.

Waldo E. Stewart, of Richard Young & Co., Boston,

leather manufacturers, was recently on a business trip to

Montreal and Quebec.

J. A. Sinclair, of the Barrie Tanning Co., Barrie, Ont.,

was among recent visitors to Montreal, calling on the trade.

Mr. A. G. Mooney, of the A. G. Mooney Co., Montreal,

recently paid business visits to Quebec and Ontario, and ap-

pointed Mr. E. r^. Lewis representative for the latter prov-

ince. Mr. J. P. Parent represents the firm in Quebec, where

it is intended to open a warehouse, on St. \'alier Street, in

order to supply the trade with promptness.

Roy W. Johnson has been appointed advertising man-

ager for Ames, Holden, McCready, Ltd., Montreal. Mr.

Johnson has had many years' experience in advertising both

in the United States and in Canada.

Walter Brown, business agent for the Boot and Shoe

Workers' Union, states that the next schedule of. the Union,

to be presented in April, will demand a combination of

shorter hours and a ten per cent, increase in wages.

The City Footwear Company, 174 Charlotte Street, Peter-

boro, recently advertised a winding-up sale, owing to the

death of their manager, Robert Routly.

Sewers in the larrigan factory of the John Palmer Com-
pany, Fredericton, recently went on strike for higher wages.

The company state that the lowest average is $14.70; 75 per

cent, average $30 and a number earned up to $26.50.

Ames, Holden, McCready, Ltd., Montreal, held a sales

convention in the week beginning February 3. Various ques-

tions relating to sales, advertising, etc, were discussed. The

following were in attendance: Mr. Chester F. Craigie, gen-

eral sales manager, and the following branch managers:

Messrs. F. A. Richardson, Vancouver; N. M. Lynn, Edmon.

ton; E. P. Hall, Winnipeg; W. H. Pearson, Toronto; W. M.

Angus, St. John; Ralph W. Clark, Montreal, together with

the following special factory salesmen: Messrs. H. G. Mc-

Cullum, Winnipeg; W. H. Stagg, Toronto; J. W. Burt, Mont-

real; S. C. Mitchell, St. John.

H. S. Campbell, shoe retailer and president of the Fred-

ericton, N. B., Board of Trade, has returned from a buying

trip to the upper provinces and states that there is little

likelihood of reduced prices this year. While it is true, he

says, that there have been some reductions in the price of

materials, manufacturers claim that these have been more

than offset by the increased cost of labor.

Louis Klaehn, foreman of the sole cutting department

of C. A. Ahrens, Limited, Kitchener, died on January 15,

from influenza. Mr. Klaehn had been with the company for

twenty-four years.

P. Wallace, formerly with Scott-Chamberlain, Limited,

London, has been appointed foreman of the sole cutting de-

partment of C. A. Ahrens, Limited, Kitchener.

J. C. Breithaupt. secretary of the Breithaupt Leather

Company, Kitchener, Ont., has been re-elected by acclama-

tion as Water Commissioner for the city of Kitchener for

the twentieth term,, indicating that the people of that city

thoroughly appreciate the painstaking service he has en-

deavored to give them. Mr. J. C. Breithaupt, like his older

brother, Mr. L. J. Breithaupt, and his late father, Mr. Louis

Breithaupt, has also been mayor of Kitchener.

S. B. Howden, of Watford, Ont., passed away at his

home in Watford, on Tuesday, January 13, in his 70th year.

He had been in the shoe business in that place for many
years and up to the time of his death was actively engaged

in his store.

John Loughlin, secretary-treasurer of the London Shoe

Co., London, Ont., died recently.

A local of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union has been

formed in .St. Thomas, Ont.

The death occurred recently of Mrs. Geo. J. St. Leger,

wife of the president of the St. Leger Shoe Company, To-

ronto. The late Mrs. St. Leger was born in Ireland, 77

years ago, and for the past forty-five years had been a resi-

dent of Toronto. She took an active interest in her hus-

band's business when the original store was at the corner

of Queen Street and Denison Avenue.

Geo. Dunning, of Aylmer, has sold his Goodyear repair

outfit to Mr. Bottrell, a returned soldier.

Mr. Beatty, of the Am-Bri-Can Distributors, was a visitor

at the Boston style show.

C. A. Ahrens, of Kitchener, is leaving shortly for a trip

to California, visiting the principal points of interest on the

way. He will meet their western representative in Vancou-

vver, and will "make" the western territory, with him on re-

turning.

Members of the Retail Merchants' Association of Can-

ada, at two meetings held in Montreal, decided in favor of

closing retail stores at seven o'clock on Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday, instead of two nights as at pre-

sent. There was opposition to the proposal on the part of

retailers in the suburbs, who feared that such a law would

operate in favor of the larger stores. Mr. Geo. G. Gales, Mr.

Vinette and Mr. C. R. Lasalle, of the shoe retailers' section,

supported the early closing on the four nights.

J. R. Wells has severed his .connection with the Canad-

ian Consolidated Rubber Company and will represent in

France, Belgium and Switzerland, the firm of Graton &
Knight, Worcester, Mass., belting manufacturers.

Mr. Lester W. Packard, of L. H. Packard & Co., Ltd.,

shoe store supplies, Montreal, died at his home, Lansdowne
Avenue, Westmount, on January 19th, after three days ill-

ness, the cause of death being pneumonia. He was the sec-

ond son of Mr. Edward Packard, the president of the com-

pany, and had been associated with the concern lor thirteen

years. He was taken ill while returning to Montreal from

a business trip to the United States.

W. G. Thomas, shoemaker, Markdale, Ont., has sold out.

Among recent company registrations in Toronto we
notice the name of the British Slipper Mfg. Company.

J. B. Kilgour, of Kilgour's Boot Shop, Winnipeg, visited

the Boston Style Show last month, taking in other shoe style

centres on the same trip.

Richard Woodward, of the firm of F. E. Woodward &
Sons, shoe supplies Montreal, has returned to Montreal

from his military 'duties in the States, where he enlisted
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some months ago. "Dick," as he is familiarly known, is

again on the job for his firm.

Adelbert Dugal & Frere, shoemakers, Montreal, suffered

loss by fire and water recently.

M. B. Steine, wholesale boots and shoes, Montreal, suf-

fered fire loss recently. Loss fully covered by insurance.

Mr. O. G. Trudeau, of Trudeau & Son, retail shoe deal-

ers, 43 St. Catherine Street East, Montreal, died recently at

his residence, aged 06. He was in the shoe trade for 22 years,

and lived for many years in the U. S.

Mr. Alf. Lambert, of Alfred Lambert, Inc., Montreal, has

been elected first vice-president of the Montreal Chamber of

Commerce. At the annua.1 meeting he declared that the

country was tired of being governed by commissions, and

now that peace had come they v/anted to have Parliament

act in the old way. The period into which we had just en-

tered was likely to be even more difficult than that through

which we had passed, and he looked to the Chamber of

Commerce to face many problems on behalf of the mer-

chants.

Mr. Colin Campbell Demsmore, formerly of the Jenckes

Machine Co., Sherbrooke, has been appointed secretary-

treasurer of the J. M. Stobo Co., Ltd., shoe manufacturers,

Quebec.

Mr. John Tebbutt, of the Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co.,

Three Rivers, was recently in Montreal, showing samples to

the jobbers.

The J. M. Stobo Co., Ltd., Quebec, has been incorporated

with a capital of $100,000, to acquire the business of shoe

manufacturers carried on by Mr. J. M. Stobo. The incor-

porators are Messrs. J. M. Stobo, manufactturer; W. Q.

Stobo, manager, Quebec; C. M. & R. H. Mills, salesmen,

Montreal; and C. C. Demsmore, accountant, Sherbrooke.

W. A. Hamilton, of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Company,

Toronto, is spending a few weeks in Florida with his family.

Mr. W. A. Moore, sales manager for Btardmore & Com-
pany, leather manufacturers, has just undergone an operation.

A. W. Donovan of the E. T. Wright Company, St. Tho-

mas, is recovering from a recent sickness.

The Hewetson Company, of Brampton, recently opened

a branch factory at Orangeville, in charge of Mr. Homer
Denney. About twenty hands have been engaged and this

number will be doubled shortly. The company makes child-

ren's lines, but at present only the uppers will be made at

Orangeville and the shoes finished at BramiUon. A large

plant will be erected in the spring capable of turning out

1,200 pairs per day. The Brampton factory has been turn-

A Permanent Resting Place
We were recently in conversation with a tra-

veller for a leading Canadian jewellery firm and

our talk drifted around to the mail order busi-

ness. "Why, in your opinion," we asked him,

"do the mail order houses get so much trade

from the small towns?" "Well," he answered,

"in most of the stores in towns where I call they

have the same dead flies in the windows that

were there on my previous visit."

We told him he'd certainly said a pageful.

How does it strike YOU ?

ing out approximately 8.50 pairs a day, but the company ex-

pect a very large Inisiness in the near future.

Tlie Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited, have purch-

ased a warehouse at the corner of Rose and Dewdney
streets, Regina, Sask. Mr. Geo. H. Anderson, the local man-
ager at Regina, left recently for a trip through Montreal and
Boston, and will visit the company's headquarters at .\m-

herst, N.S. The following are the travellers connected with

this branch: Foster Eraser, Northern Saskatchewan; A. C.

Paddock, Southern Alberta; A. A. Weaver, city salesman;

W. J. Dougherty, Southern Saskatchewan, and H. S. Rey-
nolds, Northern Alberta. S. P. Meston is credit manager,

and Harry Simpson, shipper.

W. Meyers has opened permanent sample roms in the

Queen's Hotel, Toronto. He handles the lines of La Par-

isienne Shoe Company.

E. P. J. Smith recently registered at the Queen's Hotel,

Toronto. He represents the Rena Shoe Company, Montreal.

Geo. C. Wilson, has joined Gale Bros.. Quebec, Que., as

sales representative. He was formerly with the James Muir
Company, Montreal.

A repair shop has been opened in \'ancouver by J . Em-
ery, who comes from Alberta.

W. A. Clark, shoe dealer. Queen Street East, Toronto,
has offered his business for sale.

Good Side Lines Wanted
Wanted by Winnipeg commission firm, one or two good

side lines to Jobbers and Mail Order firms; established co'.i-

nection; references. Apply to E. R. Coleman. P. O. Box ,362,

Winnipeg, Canada.

THE NEW
UNIQUE TRADE
MARK OF THE
COBOURG FELT
CO.. COBOURG,
ONT. THE "K"

IN KIMMEL HAS
FOR MANY
YEARS BEEN
SYNONYMOUS
WITH QUALITY

MADE IN

THECOBOURG
COBOURG

^A.J.KIMMEL Pres

CANADA bX/

FELT C LIMITED'^

ONTARIO
A.C.KINNEL Kg^
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Now is the Time
to Cash in on

Rubber Sales

Make quite certain

you are liberally

stocked with the

Independent Rubbers

They provide you
with^Just the thing"

for every customer

Royar "KantKrack''

^'Dreadnaughf^

Dainty Mode
Veribesf

39

Ask any of these Leading Jobbers:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Amherst, N.S.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.

E. A. Dagg & Company, Calgary, Alta.

A. W. Ault & Company, Limited, Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Company, Toronto, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, Ont.

The I-ondon Shoe Company, Limited, I^ondon, Ont.

Kilgonr, Rimer Company, Limited,

The J. Leckie Company, Limited,

James Robinson,

Brown Rochette, Limited,

T. Long & Brother,

Dowers, Limited,

Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver, B.C.

Montreal, Que.

Quebec, Que.

Collingwood, Out.

Edmonton, Alta.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
MERRITTON - - ONTARIO
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MENS, BOYS, and YOUTHS
TURN PUMPS and OXFORDS

—Now in Stock

—

^^l^g^^^^V PATENT AND DULL CALF
Men's B-D, Sizes 6/11 $3.25
Boys' C-E, Sizes 2^/5 2.85
Youths, C-E, Sizes 11^/2 '. .'.

. ... 2.50

MEN'S PATENT PUMP, TURN BOSTON OFFICE-110 Summer St.

L.B.EVANS^'5X)N CO. WAKEFIELD , MASS'.

The New

"EASTERN"
Shoe Lines
offer big possibilities to Jobbers
desirous of handling a first-class

product at popular prices.

We will be pleased to show
you a very complete assortment
of shoes for Misses, Children
and Infants for Spring and Sum-
mer, upon receipt of a post card
from you.

See us when in Montreal

Write us now.

The Eastern Shoe
Manufacturing Company, Limited

152 Frontenac Street

Phone—La Salle 2561 MONTREAL

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sales are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderful set of Palenled Inlcrchandeable Window Display FiKlurei

lor displayinj! Men or Womena' Shoe!. Sel will Jive 10 Year! Good Service in

effective Irade pulling window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only 3 very few of the designs that can be

set up with the lull set, besides hundred! ol standard li.xtures can be set up.

Made of Oak. either Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish. Set Is put up

in a Hardwood Hinged Lid Storage Chest, a good place to keep the ejira

Younits not in use. 1 here are thousands of sets in daily use.

No. lOl Sel has 220 Interchangeable Younits For Large Windows. $48.12
No. 101!4 Set has 110 Interchangeable Younits For Medium Windows, S27.SO
No. 10154 Set has 55 Interchangeable Your.its For Small Windows, $17.32

Slock carried in Hamilton, Ont. Order direct or thru your iobber. Send for catalog. Patented ond made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
4.—They save time in packing.
5.—They save storage space.
C.—They have stiong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications.
8.—Their first cost is lower

than wood.

1.—They protect your shipment
against loss from dampness
and water.

2.—They are extremely light,

which means low freight

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for
it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings. Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agent* for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural

surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory :—Wilmington, Del., U. S. A.

See Our New Fall Samples

We Sell

Only to

Jobbers

Shoes of Satisfaction, upholding

a reputation which gives them a

powerful influence in the market.

In buying your leather shoes for

Women, Misses, Children and In-

fants, do not fail to consult us.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street - - Montreal
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All Patriotic

BOOT and SHOE DEALERS
Should Sell THRIFT Stamps

SELL Thrift Stamps, not because there is any immediate
profit for you in such sales, but because the Dominion of

Canada needs your patriotic co-operation in its plans to

ensure prosperity.

If the smaller savings of the people can be made available

to finance Government expenditure, then the larger public

investments will be free for industrial securities, thus promot-
ing general Prosperity in which every storekeeper is vitally

interested.

Get your customers to take a Thrift Stamp in place of 25c
change whenever you possibly can. Display your sign. Ex-
plain that Thrift Stamps are a means to acquire War-Savings
Stamps, and people should strive to fill their Thrift Cards as

quickly as possible.

Have you bought your

We sell them
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W.D.^rmstrOMG
EN6RAVER0F FINE STEEL STAMPS &.DIES

230,c,^>NES;^MONTREALPWo>i.^ 675
CR^^^v>^fp) Q, QUE, c) c%^'^ 'Wain

mystampsare'uptodate'in design
&ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISHTO VOUR SHOES

• WHICH VUILL INCREASE YOUR SALES t

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

Have You Heard About This?

The PiUow Welt
A distinctive feature in our footwear for Misses, Girls, Child-

ren and Infants. It is designed with special regard to comfort

and ease for growing feet. The Welt is sewn right into the shoe

and is the Genuine Goodyear.

The soft cushion insole, and the waterproof cork filling

between the inner and outer soles are two features that help to

make these shoes the most popular on the market.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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A Shoe Merchant

Every customer for a new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-60, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types

in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.
The Champion Line consists of;

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.
Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher— heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 F«rest Park B,d., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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It Makes a Good Job
Shoe manufacturers and repairers say that for strength,

lustre and easy working, they get splendid results from

MOONEY'S THREAD

A sample reel or two will give you an idea of the

good work obtained by the use of our cotton thread.
Drop us a card to-day.

Our supplies to the trade are well known for reliability

and our attention to enquiries is always prompt.

Brushes
Thread
Cement

The A. G. Mooney Company
Toronto

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. East

220 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL Quebec
J. P. PARENT
St. Valier St.

Buy D & P Counters
Every counter turned out of the

D. & P. Factory is guaranteed to

give lasting satisfaction.

You Run No Risk

Our Canadian-made fibre board counters

outlast leather. Made from selected fibre

compressed by the special D. «& P. process.

Write for samples. We also solicit your or-

ders for upper and sole leather, and shall

be glad to quote on your requirements.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East

Toronto

Ontario Selling Agent DUCLOS & PAYAN Richard Freres, Quebec
Selling Agents for

Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street MONTREAL
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T^^ALGARY DAILY HERAXD-

LLE Canada's National Farm Tlirr* o-

—1 ^^^"^ItHE TORONTO STAR WEEKIjy
"

» "•-luuttgajEjj.,.,^ f ^ Kears "/» tlie Public YervicP'

GfiOWEBs

LE PLUS VOHT '

--—^ , ..MS y^.rllD^K^.^^^>

* ALBEfTA. MONDAY DECT:

Newspapers and Farm Papers

That Tell the Public

About Neolin Half Soles

The man who advocates NeoHn Half-

Soles for repairs does not advocate

them unaided. A master advertising

campaign made Neolin Soles the quick-

est success and the most talked-of fac-

tor in the shoe trade. The same
thought, time and money are behind

the advertising of Neolin Half-Soles.

Make a display of Neolin Half-Soles

on your counter. You will be surpris-

ed at the number of people who prefer

them.

Don't forget that every job of sole-

repairing can be a Neolin job. They
can be nailed or sewn. They come in

all sizes. They win new customers by
their virtues of long wear and flexi-

bility.

Neolin Half-Soles come in a hand-

some display carton of a dozen assort-

ed sizes. Order from your wholesaler.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

Toronto
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and

INNER SOLES
Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.
This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a
year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

SelHng Agents

:

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.

Sold outright—No royalty.

Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to

Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.25thst., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping di^rid:, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

Built for Service
Made for wear. Something reliable in a

strong working boot for men. We can
supply you with either screw or pegged
in this sure selling line of well-made foot-

wear.

JOBBERS
Write us for particulars.

J. E.

SAMSON
ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are Departmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

K40yiU.m rrKANOAL.CDMHUOAL &
«UUUL TIADC rCWSPAPU^tfK* CWJ WUT,

Over 33 years in its field

^'CANADA'S GREA TEST TRADE PAPER. '

'

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points. Port Arthur and West
to the Pacific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

SURFACE KID WILL NOT SCUFF
Surface Kid is a decided improvement on real kid

l)ecau.se it wear.s better—will not .scuff and is much less

expensive.

The beautiful grain shows to advantage in dressy

shoes, while the soft pliable texture equals chamois. Send

at once for samples of Surface Kid in Black and Colors.

Batts in Gan Metal—Dull—Glazed

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office-225 LemoineSt.
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The Practical Buyer
The Union man may be no more cautious

in his buying than the average customer but

he is particular on one detail above all others

in the shoes he buys.

He insists— in nine cases out of ten—on
the Stamp which marks the Union made shoe,

the Stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers'
Union.

More and more the demand is increas-

ing for Union shoes among Union men and it

is the wise retailer who wishes to extend and

broaden the scope of his business who insists

on Union Stamp footwear.

Write for our free list of manufacturers

making Union Stamp footwear and prepare

next season for the trade of the Union man
in your community.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen'I Sec'y-Treasurer

WORKERS UNION/

UNION/riSTAMP

^WORKERS UNION/

UNION/flSTAMP
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
439 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

A Message For

Ontario Merchants

We can do many things

for You

Especially as follows:

(1) We can turn your present stock

into cash.

(2) We can do it at once.

(3) We can make the community
think of your store— first, last

and all the time.

Consult our specialists on Sales

of all kinds

Beadle Sales Service

Agency
59 Yonge Street, TORONTO

Edwards&Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms 1 anneries

27 Front E. Toronto' Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

JOHN McENTYRT'LTD.''^«aJiT'ilFAu''Qu'^:

Extend Your

Sales with this

BOY'S
SCOUT
BOOT

Illustration shows our No.
191 Boys Scout Boot which
has had marked success as a
seller. Made with oiled tan-
ned vamp 12 in. Menonite leg
bellow tongue to top, full

single sole and heel nailed to
a solid leatiier

sole. Guaran-
teed water
proof if dub-
bin is reason-
a b 1 y applied.

Splendid val-

Write us to-day.

The Copeland Shoepack Co.
Midland, Ontario, Canada
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Makers of boots and fine

shoes for all deformities and
lame feet.

Endorsed by medical offic-

ers of Militia.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Information cheerfully sent
on request.

S. J. Friedman
Vancouver's

Leading Surgri- 320 Granville St
cal Bootmaker

West End Boot Hospital
Vancouver, B.C.

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins& McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME ST.

QUEBEC

No. 50

The problems confronting the Jobber
are well considered by us in our effort to

produce footwear that will meet his de-

mands. We are showing a full range of

Women's McKays, also shoes for Boys,

Youths and Men, and we believe they hold

real value as business getters. You had
better see them for yourself.

Write for samples or

visit our Showrooms

No. 46

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

-of-

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD,
16 St. George St., Montreal

E. PULLAN
Scrap Leather

Cotton Clippings

20 Maud St. - TORONTO
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Put Away the Methods
of the Tallow Candle and

Stage Coach Days

Employ

Goodyear Shoe Repairing Outfits, with and without stitcher.

EQUIPMENT THAT PRODUCES

RESULTS
A Machine for every purpose. A size for every business.

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

90 Adelaide Street West,

Kitchener, Ont.

179 King Street West,
Quebec, Que.

28 Demers Street,
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS

Aird & Son 18

Ames-Holden-McCready 12

Armstrong, W. D Mi

Beadle Sales Service 01!

Beckwith Box Toe Company L I

Bennett Limited 5

Boston Blacking Company 16

Borne, Lucien i>1

Boot and Shoe Union o;J

Breithaupt Leather Company V.',

Brodie & Harvie 0«

Canadian Advertising Service 70

Canadian Consolidated Ruliher Co. '.j-'/.O

Champion Shoe Machinery Company '<i

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co iG

Clarke & Company, A. 11 73

Cleland, Regd., James 64

Cobourg Felt Company '>1

Copeland Shoepack Co 63

Cote, J. A. & M GO

Daoust-Lalonde & Company Jl

Diichaine & Perkins 70

Duclos & Payan 58

Eastern Shoe Mfg. Company ;");>

Edwards & Edwards 63

Evans' Son Company, L. B 53

Fortuna Machine Company 54

Franklin Machine Co ."ifi

Friedman, S. J G4

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert .")4

Globe Shoe Company 5G

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co
Great West Felt Company

Hinde & Dauch Paper Company ... 53

Home Shoe Company G8

Independent Rublier Company .... 52
International Supply Co G

Kelly, Thomas A 60
Kenworthy Bros 71

Landis Machine Company 60
Lamontagne Racine & Co GO
La Duchesse Shoe Company G8
Legace & Lepinay 64

Marsh Company, Wm. A
Miner Rublier Company 24
Mooney Company, A. G 58

Narrow Fabric Company ."6

National Cash Register Company . . 07

New Castle Leather Company 54

Oscar Onken Company 53

Panther Rublier Company Cover
Perfection Counter Co 68

Perkins & McNeely G4
Pullan, E 64

Regal Shoe Company 1

Ritchie, John 7

!\obinson, James 8-',)

Samson Enr., J. E 61

SchoU Mfg. Company 10
Scott, J. A 22-33
Slater Shoe Company i7

Sisman Shoe Company
Spaulding & Sons, J lo

Standard Kid Mfg. Company 4

St. Hyacfnthe Soft Sole Company . . 7(i

Tetrault Shoe Company i5
Textile Mfg. Company (>.;

Thomas, Lake & Whiton 20
Thompson Shoe Company 14
Toronto Heel Company 5:;

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. G5-(ilt

United States Hotel, Boston ci

There's No Uncertainty About

YAMASKA
IT'S ALL LEATHER

THE
MAN'S SHOE

The genuine material seasoned to wear and shaped
to fit. No haphazard methods are ]:)ermitted in the
]3rcduction of YAMASKA. We find it is the best
policy to stick to thoroughness in every particular.

You will recognize this adherence to quality, in

YAMASKA shoes. Your customers, from the big-
footed man down to the little chap will obtain the full-

est value from their wear—a factor in creating more
sales.

Give YAMASKA the chance to create more sales
for you.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec
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The best store improvement you can make

The best store improvement you can

make today is to install a modern

National Gash Register—because it

will build up and systematize your

business.

A modern National Gash Register

will raise the tone of your store,

make your clerks more efficient, and

put you in the class of up-to-date

merchants.

It will enable you to save expense

in running your store, and thus re-

lease money for other purposes.

It will make possible quick, accurate

service to customers—the greatest

inducement that any merchant can

offer to get and hold trade.

It will give you unequalled protection,

that will check every cent of your

profits into the bank

.

It will give you information that will

enable you to control your business.

A modern National Gash Register is

a store improvement that will quickly

pay for itself out of what it saves.

In the face of increased competition

you cannot afford to postpone mak-
ing this improvement.

The National Cash Register Company, of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the Principal cities of the world
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The

Home Shoe
COMES DIRECT
FROM FACTORY
TO RETAILER

With a minimum of
selling expense and an
appreciably extra value
to the public.

Let us demonstrate to

you the profitable sales

awaiting the dealer
who handles the many
excellent models of the
HOME SHOE.

Write us— To-day

Home Shoe Company, Ltd.
327 Amherst Street, MONTREAL

JOBBERS
ONLY

Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn
Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle ** La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

BRODIE'S
Patent Paste

This famous product covers

a wide range of usefulness

being used with equal success

and efficiency by manufactur-

ers of the finest grade shoes and

makers of heavy work shoes.

Supplied in quantities to

meet your needs.

Let us send you sample and

price.

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

Perfection

Your New Year's Good Resolutions are not
complete unless you have resolved to use nothing
but the best in Counters.

Try PERFECTION COUNTERS and let us
show you wherein they excel. Send for prices and
particulars.

Our Felt Box Toes are Now Ready.

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Maisonneuve, Montreal
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to Specifications

15BS9

^^11

Reduced Photographic Blueprint Facsimile of 12 ft. Goodyear Shoe Repairing Outfit Model N with Skate Sharpening

Machine Model B Attached

GOODYEAR OUTFITS
Are All Standardized and Assembled to

Exact Measurements^ Assuring

SHOE REPAIRING OUTFITS
Correct In Every Detail

Write for Complete Catalogue Today

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Que.

TORONTO
90 Adelaide Street West,

KITCHENER
179 King Street West,

QUEBEC
28 Demers Street,
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Retailers
Sell your shoes by

pictures.

Use our cuts and make
your ads. stand out

attractively and
prominently.

Cuts from. 75c. to $2.50

Send for Catalogue and Prices

Special Illustrations

Made to Order

CANADIAN ADVERTISERS
SERVICE

511 CHURCH STREET
TORONTO

Our Standard Screw Shoes
WILL STAND PLENTY OF HARD WEAR

Made on foot-fitting lasts that will give comfort to the wearer
and are durable.

The Range Includes
Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents' and Children's Box Kip

Your Jobber will quote you prices, or write us direct

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co.
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec Limited

BOOKS FOR SALE

Advertising by Motion Pictures, by Ernest A. Dench,

Just published—255 pages. Price $1.00.

Footwear in Canada '"t^orSStI'
*

A Good Investment

For Any Jobber
Let us show you what we can do for you in high grade
McKays.

A number of samples of unquestionable value await your
approval. We believe you will appreciate in these, the

quality of the three essentials of good shoemaking—ma-
terial, workmanship, and style. Write if you cannot call.

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.
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SPECIALTIES
for

Shoe Manufacturers

HEEL PADS: Cut from several qualities of

white felt, also all colors of Imitation Leather

and Combined Imitation Leather and Felt.

Large assortment of patterns that will fit any

shoe. Our facilities mean service to you at a

minimum cost.

Felt for Box Toes: Hard Insole, Cushion

Insole, Lining, Fillers, Shoe Racks and Shoe
Rolls.

Imitation Leather, all colors. Combined
Imitation Leather and Felt.

Kendex Insole Stock, made in oak and white,

all weights. Advise us of your requirements.

WE SPECIALIZE FOR SHOE MANUFACTURING

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St., Montreal
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Make Your Custom Secure

Clarke's patent leather

is shipped to all parts of

the world, and is produced

by the largest patent lea-

ther manufacturers in the

British Empire.

CLARKE'S
Patent Leather

never varies from one standard—the

best. It is the product of patent lea-

ther specialists with a strict supervi-

sion that permits of nothing inferior

to the Clarke standard, leaving our

factory. That is why you are justi-

fied in looking for further sales from

your custom.ers when you sell

Clarke's patent.

If iVs a Patent, it

should be Clarke's

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
MONTREAL

LIMITED

TORONTO QUEBEC
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PANTHER
pANTHER Soling is composed of

fibre and rubber thoroughly tested

for maximum wearing qualities. The
result is a sole for all footwear that is

greatly superior to leather. Panther

Soles look like leather and can be

worked in the same manner. In ad-

dition they wear longer than leather,

are waterproof and much more flexible.

They hold stitching perfectly and do

not crack.

Panther Sure Step Rubber Heels

are another excellent product that

will bring new business.

Panther Rubber
Company, Limited
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

pf^NTHER RUBBER MFC

. ~ST0UCHT0N,MASST^
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Rubbers
To fit all your New Styles

in Footwear
What a satisfaction it is to a dealer to have such a complete range of styles and sizes as are offered in

Dominion Rubber System Rubbers!

Think^ of the extra sales and extra profits that a Dealer makes, now that he can get these Rubbers to
perfectly fit every shoe for men, women and children!

Stocks are carried at all branches, so that orders are lilled promptly and accurately—a service that every
dealer appreciates.

More than this, our advertisements in all the leading papers are helping the dealers to sell more Rubbers.

Get the benefit of this big advertising by mentioning Dominion Rulilier System Brands in your own ad-
vertising, by putting Rubbers in your window displays of spring footwear—by suggesting Rubbers to every-
one who buys new shoes.

Before placing your orders see the complete line of Dominion Ruliljer System Brands.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches are Located at
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Belleville, Toronto, Hamilton,
Brantford, London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg,
Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver,
rictoria.
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We probably give more attention to grading than
any other large tanning concern.

In no other way can we keep Standard Kid- in

color, in weight, and in grade—always true to its name.

With us grading means not merely sorting and
passing, but a careful examination and re-examination
of each and every bundle.

Our whole purpose is to produce kid leather that

will never vary in grade.

Ask for samples of

Color 18 Field Mouse.
Color 8 Grey

Prices Reasonable

STANDARD KID MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF liLACK AND COLORED C.LAZED KID AND TATENT KU)

20/ SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, CIO TRIBUNE BLDG.

Factory, Wilmington, Del.

AGENCIES
CHAS. A. BRADY, Rochester, N.V. F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.
CEO. A. McC.AW, Chicago, 111. I. LOUIS POPPER, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PIERRE ISLOIUN, Oiiebcc, Canada.

iiiiiiiii I II iiipiifflipp^inn

QtandardKid
rr\ TRUE TO ITS NAME
JJy *^IT'S STANDARDIZED
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^^Back Up Business"

with

BENNETT
DEPENDABLE COUNTERS

Results obtained have justified the men who laid

aside prejudices and tried the Bennett' Counter.

To date, defective counters returned have been /ess

than one counter in every million pairs sold.

YOU CAN T MAKE BETTER SHOES
WITH ANY OTHER COUNTER

ONTARIO OFFICE

28 King St. East

Kitchener

BENNETT LIMITED
MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES

CHAMBLY CANTON, P.Q., CANADA

SALES OFFICE

59 St. Henry Street

Montreal
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The Season is

Opening For

Independent Rubbers

THE White Shoe Company is ready to supply your
needs for next fall and winter in this unexcelled

line of rubber footwear.

Our traveller will call on you shortly with these

well known brands:

—

Dreadnaught — Kant Krack
Dainty Mode and Royal Brands

WHITE SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Wholesale Shoe Distributors

9 Wellington St. West : Toronto, Ont.
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THE RITCHIE LINE
is designed for the jobbing trade, but incorporated

in Ritchie shoes in a greater degree than in any

other Hne you will find the accuracy of detail that

appeals to the retailer and consumer which makes

the selling quality attractive.

CAREFUL SELECTION OF LEATHER
CORRECTNESS OF FIT

SNAPPY LASTS AND PATTERNS
HIGH QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
BUSINESS GETTING PRICES

TheJohn Ritchie Company Limited

MAKERS OF
MEN'S SHOES

QUEBEC
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iCLASSIC

They Typify

Excellence of

Workmanship

Classic Shoes for W^omen

for Fall and Winter trade

bear the distinctive fea-

tures of style and design.

They meet the approval

of feminine fashion of the

day.

Travellers now on their

respective territories.

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT - ONTARIO

Makers of the ''Classic" Shoe for women.
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YOUR Children's
trade demands shoes

which please the kiddies.

Their parents insist upon

maximum wear. Classic

Tru-Trod meet these re-

quirements fully, while

presenting that appear-

ance of neatness and style

which is such an import-

ant factor in influencing a

customer to purchase.

CLASSIC
TRU-TROD

Fall Samples now ready

CLASSIC

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT, - ONTARIO

Makers of the ^'Classic" Shoe for children.
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We use this space this issue

to give our customers the ad-

vantage of our information

of the leather situation.

I

Market indications point to still

higher prices. Calf, Kid and Sole

Leather show an increase and are still

on the rise. Shoes will certainly not be

cheaper for a very considerable time,

We desire that our customers

shall thoroughly understand this, so that

they may pick up their stock or, at least,

place orders early.

Our forty-live lines of "In Stock,"

are at your disposal.

Ifyou have not yet received a copy
of our handsome catalogue write
for it to-day. It displays the full

Slater Line.

The Slater Shoe
LIMITED

Montreal, Canada

V,
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J To the -

Canadian
Shoe Trade

WE are now in the market with Linen Thread. The
cessation of army demands places us in a position

to supply you with Barbour's, Finlayson's, and Knox's

standard brands of thread.

The superior quality of our threads is well known to

the shoe trade. True economy is based on QUALITY, not

the PRICE. Shoes stitched with a cheap grade of Linen

or Cotton Thread will not give as much service as those

stitched with our STANDARD makes of LINEN
THREADS, and the difference in the cost per pair is hardly

noticeable. By placing your orders with us you may be

sure of getting the best.

We carry in stock

BARBOUR'S FINLAYSON'S
LINEN THREADS LINEN THREADS

for Goodyear Welt for

Lockstitch Goodyear Welt
McKays Turns Lockstitch

KNOX'S LINEN THREADS for McKays and Turns

Also STANDARD SHOE THREADS FOR HAND
WORK, and all kinds of UPPER STITCHING

THREADS.

Frank & Bryce Limited
Toronto ^ MONTREAL >- Quebec
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Back to

Business

with

"The Best

Everyday

Shoes"

TO THE JOBBER
The steady money-making business is that which comes

from the working classes, who by their numbers constitute

the jobbers' principal and most profitable trade.

It is this trade that

"The Best Everyday Shoe"
obtains. If you value the regular flow of business coming
through the retailer from the working man and his family

you can secure it with "The Best Everyday Shoes^' by dint

of thorough shoemaking, good serviceable wear and reason-

able price.

If you have not yet inspected our lines, drop us a card.

Some further information will convince you there is a lot of

available business for you with " The Best Everyday Shoes"

among your stock.

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., Limited
Aurora Ontario
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Hundreds of Retailers

Will Want a Case of This Boot

But

Only Twenty Will Be Sold

No. 15X Men's Brown Seamless Bal.

Neolin Sole, Goodyear Welt, Medium Recede, $4.00

3/6, 2, 5/7, 3, 8/8, 3, 3/9, 2, 1/10 to each case

No. 115X Boys' Brown Seamless Bal.

Acme 12 Gauge Sole, Goodyear Welt, Medium Recede, $3.60

2/2, 3, 3 3, 4, 4/4, 5, 4/5, 5 to each case.

Don't Pass This Chance Away

Order To-day

The Midland Shoe Company

In

Kingston Ontario
Phone 691 W.
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By Their Sales

You May Know
Three Successful

Shoes
Shoes carrying with them an assurance of satisfaction

to your customers ; an important factor in your prospects for

increased trade.

You cannot afford to overlook the importance of these

superb lines.

"MetropolitaN"
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS

"Patricia"
WOMEN'S WELTS
AND TURNS

Daoust, Lalonde & Co.
Limited

Montreal - Que.
Branch ; METROPOLITAN SHOE CO., 91 St. Paul St. East

"Paris"
WOMEN'S McKAYS
MEN'S WELTS
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McLaren & Dallas

RUBBER FOOTWEAR
1919 - FaU and Winter - 1920

Dreadnaught
Veribest - Kant -Krack

Dainty Mode - Royal
Bull Dog

THESE Independent Brands of reliable rubbers are being shown by

traveling representatives throughout all Canada for the season of 1919-

1920, and our suggestion to our good friends who have been handling these

well known lines, and who know their merit is

Place Your Orders Promptly
when our traveler calls so as to give the factory a chance to do its part in

getting the goods to you early. This is what in sporting circles would be

called "Good Team play"; that is, where each one does his part for the suc-

cess of the whole.

To those who haven't handled the "Independent" Brands we would say

that perhaps you haven't realized what good trade makers they are. Ask
the opinion of the dealer who has sold them and knows how good a thing it

is to have pleased rubber customers.

Our travelers are now on the road—
one of them will see you soon.

McLaren & Dallas o::h
30 Front Street West, TORONTO
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CITADEL LEATHERS

Black

Glazed

KID
Gray - Mole Brown

HORSE
Dull - Havana Brown

KIP
Velour - Gun Metal - Mahogany

SHEEP
Chrome and Combination

in all Finishes

SPLITS
Black - Colors

CHROME SOLE

J. A. SCOTT
218 Notre Dame St. W.

MONTREAL

566 St. Valiers St.

QUEBEC
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"106" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths r, to E

"104" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

Marsh Models
of

Highest Merit

Three Marsh Shoes which

are proving very successful as

to sales. They are sold in 30

pair cases in 30 pairs of width.

We advise you to order early.

The

Wm. A. Marsh
Company Limiied

QUEBEC

'!)!)" LAST
AL'ide in All Leathers

Widllis F. to E
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IN STOCK

Line 361—Fine black kid bal, % fox, plain

toe, syi in. Sea Gull Grey Kid
Top, 4 in. Vamp, 13/8 Cuban heel.

Price $7.00.

Line 806—Duchess calf bal, J4 fox, imitation
square wing tip, spray, 8J^ in. No.
.) Khaki buck top, Vamp Eyelet
Row and top No. 0 Perforations,
4 in. Vamp, 13/8 Cuban heel.

Price $6.50.

Line 437—All Champagne kid bal, % fox,

plain toe, syi in. top, 4 in. vamp,

White welt, leather Louis heel

enamelled to match. Price $7.50.

Line 438—All white kid bal, % fox, plain

toe, Sl4 in. top, 4 in. vamp, white

welt, leather Louis white enamel-

led heel. Price $7.50.

Terms 2% 30 days

Subject to previous sale.

Packed in cases ready to ship

36 pr. case—6 prs. A, 8 prs. B, 13 prs. C, 9 prs. D.

30 pr. case

—

7 prs. B, 12 prs. C, 11 prs. D.

18 pr. case—6 prs. B, 12 prs. C.

12 pr. case—C's only, 3's to 7's.

Perth Shoe Company, Limited
Largest Manufacturers Exclusively of

Womerj's Welts in Canada

Perth Ontario
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JAMES ROBINSON
Who has been associated

with the footwear industry
for many years and whose
business is one of the best
known in the Dominion for
high-class footwear.

AT YOUR
SERVICE

Equipped with the best

lines of footwear, as well as

a competent staff, organized

to give the utmost in service,

we have unusual facilities for

keeping you well supplied in

merchandise that will give

you and your customers
complete satisfaction. We
ask your inspection of our

lines either by visit to our

showrooms, or by writing us

for Salesman to call.

Care in the filling of

every order and promptness

of dispatch are features of

our business policy.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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BOSTONIAN
SHOES
The best line you can offer

your customers in men's and women's

serviceable footwear. The new

"BOSTONIAN" models exhibit

selling points that warrant their

choice for your shelves. They are

distinctive in style, thorough in manu-

facture and capable of giving absolute

satisfaction in wear. Don't miss these

Bostonians. We have an efficient

"In-Stock" Service to take care of

your requirements.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

]>10NTREAL

lllllllllllUli!'
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INDEPENDENT
RUBBERS

^ As a means of acquiring a

generous share of the rubber trade,

the "INDEPENDENT" range is

a valuable asset to the retailer's stock,

because it is so well suited to the re-

quirements of the public.

We are ready for your orders

in any of the INDEPENDENT
styles. See that you have a liberal

supply for the busy fall and winter

season.

Don't overlook the Speed
King Tennis Shoes for summer.
With the season almost here, you

should tell us your needs now.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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THE HOUSE FOR
FINE FOOTWEAR .

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

lillllHiii'iij
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The Biggest Event of

the Season

OUR Spring advertising campaign, which started the first

week in March, will reach the shoe-buying public on a

wider scale than ever. It will carry into the homes of your

customers the same broad minded, impartial advice which you

have learned to expect from Ames Holden McCready.

No matter where you are, you can hardly fail to feel the effects

of this campaign. The big daily newspapers will carry our

message in the large cities; the small 'town dailies and week-

lies will spread it abroad; the farm papers will carry it into

thousands of countryside homes. We shall reach returned

soldiers through "The Veteran," and the Daughters of the

Empire through their official publication. Nor is that all. A
list of magazines of general circulation will strengthen and

reinforce the whole campaign. It is our object to reach every

buyer of shoes in Canada, and we are going to come mighty

close to it.

Read the February Number of "Shoe Facts" carefully, and get

ready to secure'your full share of the beneiit.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
LIMITED

"Shoemakers to the Nation"

ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Designed to

Help theJobber
Build Business

Let us show you our new
models for next season. In ad-

dition to the characteristic relia-

bility of our lines, they have a

smartness and style which will

undoubtedly play a strong part

in footwear trade next Fall.

Our samples include a com-

plete line of McKay's for all re-

quirements in feminine foot-

wear, also canvas shoes for

Summer business. We will be

pleased to have you call upon us.

We
Sell

Only
To Jobbers

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent St. • - - - Montreal
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DUCLOS & PAYAN
COUNTERS

Every counter carries a guarantee backed by absolute satisfaction in

the past. You cannot go wrong by using our counters, they are un-

equalled. Our long experience has taught us to fit counters to any last.

We also supply upper and sole leather of the very best. Let us quote

you on these supplies.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St East

Toronto

Ontario Selling Agent

Tannery and Factory : ST. HYACINTH E, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street MONTREAL
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For
Your Trade in

Women's Lines

Everything desirable in feminine footwear

is presented in all samples now being shown by
the Canadian Footwear Co.

We particularly call your attention to our

Oxfords and Pumps in both leather and white

footwear for immediate shipment.

You cannot do better than lay in a good

stock of these, to be fully prepared for Spring

and Summer Selling.

We expect a large demand for Oxfords,

and evidence is already shown of the immense
popularity of our line.

Let us hear from you immediately.

Canadian Footwear Co.
Limited

MONTREAL
Salesroom : 36 St. Genevieve St. Factory : Pointe-AuxMTrembles
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The Monarch and
Brandon Shoes

For Well Dressed Men

Our years of manufacturing experience have placed

us in a position to supply our customers with style

and quality in Men's Fine Welts, second to none.

We are now in a position to resume our 21 days

service which we featured so strongly before the

war, and which gave such satisfactory service.

From this date all mail rush orders will be given

this 21 days service.

Our salesmen are now in their territories with Fall

samples, one of the best lines they have ever shown.

As our salesmen will be unable to see you all early

in the season kindly wait and inspect our samples

before placing your orders.

The Brandon Shoe Co., Ltd.
Brantford - Ontario

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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MONARCH
Why do hundreds of merchants continue to sell "MONARCHS" year

after year?

Because every time a merchant sells a pair of "MONARCHS" he makes
his profit in two ways. He gives his customer the value of two pairs,

and he assures himself of his customer's continued patronage.

Every pair of "MONARCHS" he sells builds up a reputation that

brings him business for his other lines.

" 'Monarchs' Outwear Others Two to One''
PUT THIS SLOGAN TO WORK FOR YOU

The Miner Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal
Factories - GRANBY, QUE.
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The "Miner" Test for "Monarch" Goods

SEND FOR A TRIAL PAIR

Sell this pair to that customer who is hardest on his rubber

footwear.

After they have been worn out, ask the man who tried them
what he thinks of them.

We know what the answer will be. He'll want a second

pair—and he'll tell his friends. Put them to the ''Miner"

test. The harder the test the stronger you'll be convinced

that you have a real interest in stocking "Monarch"

goods.

The Miner Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal
Factories - GRANBY, QUE.
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Men's Elkala Blucher, Black, Tan and Mahogany

Men's Hockey in Mahogany, Elkola and other suitable leathers

Misses School Boot in Box Calf and Colored Leather

CANADA'S
STANDARD
Staple Shoe
for the Whole Family

Quality is the keynote of our many lines of

Footwear, and they exhibit thoroughness of
'

shoe-making- to the last detail. Their value to

your customers will be evinced by ready and

satisfactory sales.

()ur tra\'eller will soon be giving you a call

with a complete range of samples for h'all,

embracing everything from infants' to men's

high-cut boots. On no occount miss an in-

spection of these Williams' .shoes.

We Specialize in Men's and Boy's

High Cut Boots.

Williams Shoe
Limited

Brampion, Ont.

Branch at Regina

Boy's Brown Willow Calf Bal
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STOCK No. 12—Havana Brown Calf Custom Bal. Talbot Last

NOT merely "just as good"—but "something better" is

this line of Just Wright Shoes. And you don't have to

overbuy to find out. Try a dozen pairs some day soon. It

may open up some good accounts for you—and new customers

are always welcome. You'll like this In Stock service, quick

turnover, and all that. It pays.

IN STOCK

E. T. Wright & Co., Inc.
St. Thomas, Ontario
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What is your alibi for this

shoe trouble?
If you were a master of the science of foot comfort, your customers should not

wear out the soles of their shoes in certain spots at the hall.

To the trained eye the cause—Anterior Metatarsal Arch trouhle— is readily ap-
parent. The shoe is not at fault and should not be condemned. Put in a stock of

DlScholls
Foot ComfortAppliances

learn how to rtt them scientilically and you not only eliminate your shoe complaints,
but you will relieve and correct the abnormal foot condition.

As a result you win a' life-long friend and a booster for your business. And you
are shrewd enough to know what this means to a retail shoe merchant.

Note carefully the three illustrations. The shoe is the visible result, the linger

points to the seat of the troulile and Dr. Scholl's Anterior Metatarsal Arch Support
relieves the pain and restores the foot to normal condition.

Thousands of the most progressive shoe
dealers, in metroi^olitan cities, as well as small
towns, are "cashing in" on Dr. .Scholl's Foot
Comfort Service. If you are not thoroughly
familiar with what this service is—if you are

not handling Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Appli-
ances and Remedies—if you are not a Gradu-
ate Practipedist—now is the time to fall in line

and develop this \'aluable branch of your shoe
business.

The SchoU Mfg. Co.,Ltd.
Largest Makers of Foot Appliances in the World

112 Adelaide St. E., TORONTO
also

Chicagfo New York LondonTraie.

Mark

/ATCH YOUR CUSTOMERS* FEET"
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For Jobbers
\Ve arc now manufacturing- a complete line of McKays

for infants, children and misses. It has been our aim to make
a shoe for juveniles which is excelled by nothing else on the

market. How well we have succeeded you ma}' know by ex-

amining our product. \\'rite for samples.

Childrens Shoe Mfg, Co., Limited
11 Belleau St. Quebec City

With an ui)-to-date factory equipment and

facilities for high grade production, directed

by men of many years practical experience,

you may place your orders with us knowing

that we are prepared to deliver the footwear

of our claims.

lillllllililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

I MADE IN CANADA I

Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a

Cement as can be made.

I
Boston Blacking Company

|

I 152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada |
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Cotton
Thread

The merits of Mooneyes Thread have been proven
beyond question. Its lustre, strength and the facility

with which it may be worked have gained for it a wide
popularity.

If you are not already a user of our thread we shall

be pleased to mail you samples on request.

Let us show you the promptness of our service and
the reliability of our supplies.

The A. G. Mooney Company
Toronto

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. East

220 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL Quebec
J. P. PARENT
St. VaJier St.

Have You Heard About

TheGlobePillowWelt?

A distinctive feature in our footwear for Misses, Girls, Child-

ren and Infants. It is designed with special regard to comfort
and ease for growing feet. The Welt is sewn right into the shoe
and is the Genuine Goodyear.

The soft cushion insole, and the waterproof cork filling

between the inner and outer soles are two features that help to

make these shoes the most popular on the market.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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A Special

Invitation

flTE should like you, Mr.

W V Jobber, to visit our show-

rooms, and see what we are offer-

ing for the coming season's busi-

If you are unable to

call on us, we will be

pleased to forward

samples of any of our

lines. Let us hear

ness. We believe that the Aird

Shoes, now being shown, will

particularly commend themselves

to you—there are many reasons.

Come and see them.

from you early.

Aird & Son
Registered

MONTREAL

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Be Ready for the Rush

Our Travellers

are now
on the road

with a good stock of

Independent Brands
''Dainty Mode'' ''Kant Krack''

"RoyaV "VeribesV*

and "DreadnaughV*

The wise dealer knows that rub-

ber footwear sales depend largely

upon weather conditions. A spell

of sloppy or wet weather will cause
a line up for rubbers when the bus-

iness has been quiet for weeks.

Returns from your trade in rubbers will be success-

ful in accordance with your ability to meet these fluc-

tuating demands. You should fortify your business by
keeping a good stock on hand to be ready for the line-

up when it comes.

Now is the time to place your orders for next season.

You cannot be too early, you may easily be too late.

Stock early with rubbers which always draw repeat
orders—INDEPENDENT.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
MERRITTON ONTARIO
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Independent

Rubbers for

Season 1919-20

Now Ready—
Our representative

will call on you.

Amherst Root & Shoe Co., Ltd.,

Amherst Boot & Slioe Co., Ltd.,

E. A. Dagg & Company,

A. W. Aiilt & Company, Limited.

White Shoe Company,

McLaren & Dallas,

The London Shoe Company, Limited,

OUR WHOLESALERS
Andierst, N..S.

Halifax, N.S.

Calgary, Alta.

Ottawa, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont.

Kilgom', Rimer Comp.Tny. T-imited.

The T. Lcckie Company, Limited,

James Robinson,

r.rown Rochette, Limited.

T. Long & Brother,

Powers, Limited,

Winnipeg. Man.

Vancouver. B.C.

Montreal, One.

Quebec, Que.

Collingwood, On!

Edmonton. Alta.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
MERRITTON ONTARIO
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For Jobbers Only

MEN'S
BOYS'
YOUTHS'

Str le Nailed and
Standard Screw Shoes

Manufactured by

MILTON SHOE CO.
Can be seen anytime at my

Sample Rooms

Sales

Representative Managfer

HARRY E. THOMPSON
10 Victoria Street MONTREAL

Patented Patented
Dec. 30th, 1913 Oct, 26th, 1915

Vulco-Unit Box Toe
SUMMED UP IN THREE WORDS

GIVES

Ec onomy
Style . . .

Durability
Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada

Women's White Canvas

and Satin Slippers

turns only**

Latest up-to-date

Lasts and Patterns

Manufactured by

Wakefield Slipper Co.
Sanbornville, N.H.

Canadian
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Patent Leather Makers
to the Empire

Offices and one of the factories of the A. R. Clarke organization, wlnich supplies a trade of world-wide dimensions. The total

production of 1918 was over two million dollars, and covered all parts of the British Empire and the United States of America.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
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Some idea may be formed from the accompanying- jiliotographs oC the

ecjuipment and splendid facihties for maintaining- a large output of high grade

materials and products. The A. R. Clarke Company, since its establishment

in 1852. has enjoyed a steady growth which has made it the largest manu-
facturing concern of its kind in the Empire.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
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Throughout the plant, Clarke's Patent Leather is handled with such ex-

acting care in each process of its manufacture as to make its reputation for

faultless quality, unimpeachable.
Users of Clarke's know how well we maintain our quality standards.

This is largely the reason for our success, and the success of manufac-
turers who use our products.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
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Mr. Griffith B. Clarke under whose leadership

the business has grown very rapidly, until it

now occupies the proud position of the greatest

Patent Leather concern in the British Empire.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Ltd
MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
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FOR
RETAIL
FAMILY
TRADE

In Stockino- Miner shoes, the retailer is able to su])-

his customers, both cliildren and adults. with foot-

wear of uniform make. He is sure of beini;- able to re-

commend to them a shoe in which he has ah solute con-

lldence, a reliable ])roduct in every way.

Vou certainly cannot s^'o wron;:"- with M iner Shoes

'for all the family." Order early and stock v •ell.

The Miner Shoe Company, Limited
MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC

Agents for the Celebrated Miner Rubber Footwear

Miner

Service

Gives

Satis-

faction
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OUR TRAVELLERS
NOW OUT The Lady Belle Shoe Company Limited

KITCHENER
ONTARIO
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KITCHENER'S—COMING
SHOE STYLE SHOW

The first Canadian Shoe Style Show will be held in Kitchener, Ontario,

from the 17th to the 23rd of July, 1919.

This city, well known for its high place in the output of Canadian Foot-

wear, will present to the trade a showing of Canadian shoes produced there

and in adjoining towns.

At least thirty manufacturers will exhibit for your inspection, shoes and

allied products, representative of Kitchener's activity and prominence in the

trade.

The show will be held in the city's splendid auditorium. Here, visiting

buyers will secure a comprehensive and accurate knowledge of the import-

ant development of the shoe and leather industry in this part of Ontario.

Prominence will be given the Season's newest in style.

Kitchener has an important message for the trade. You owe it to your

business to see the show without fail.

Address inquiries to Mr. J. P. Scully, Secretary, Kitchener, Ontario.

Tell Your Friends About It
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Life-Buoy Footwear Superior Quality

Our efforts are devoted to

the making of Rubber Footwear

only, resulting in a brand of

Superior Quality

See a Life-Buoy Salesman

before you place for Fall 1919

delivery.

The Kaufman Rubber Co., Limited
Kitchener - Ontario

Complete Sorting Stocks carried

in all principal Canadian

Cities

Kitchener is located in the centre of Canada's Largest Province
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Superior Quality Life-Buoy Footwear

You cannot afford to take

chances on the Quahty of the

Rubber Footwear you buy.

Life-Buoys

will give you the maximum of

wear and real dollars in profit.

The Kaufman Rubber
Co.j Limited

Kitchener - Ontario

All inquiries receive

most prompt and

careful attention.

Kitchener's Manufacturers are organized for Quality of Production
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H. o. Mcdowell

IMPORTERS UUro^liT)!) JOBBERS
^ MANUFACTURERS V'^>-^^^^ <^ A I P5; AfSPNT*?

H. N. LINCOLN

SALES AGENTS

EASTERN BRANCH
401 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect
Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Macliinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

IJiiidiiig, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread .Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.
Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Welting,
etc.

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
37 FOUNDRY ST. &.

KITCHENER

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

If You Make White or Colored Shoes
YOU NEED

Rubber Paper
It is the Ideal Covering for Keeping Shoes Clean in the
works—waterproof, oilproof, greaseproof, very durable,
being Creped it stretches and it Does Not Tear—Works
easily in cutting, sewing and pulling over— Costs only
a fraction as much as cloth, cheaper than most paper.
We will gladly submit Sample for a Practical Test.

Made by

HAZEN-BROWN CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Who also make

Rubber Cement for all purposes HAZENITE
Halbro Waterproof BOX TOE GUM

BACKO Paste Cement and Pasting Machine

We Stock Rubber Paper, Halbro and Backo

All good finishers recognize
this Trade Mark. They
know it Stands for Highest
Grade, Dependable Finishes

for all grades of Shoes.

It is not necessary for you to import your finishes, we
have a complete line of finishes to meet the require-

ments of any and all kinds of leather.

Inksy Stains, Dressing, Dyes,

Waxes and Polishes

THE FAMOUS CYCLONE BLEACH
If you are not familiar with these goods you owe it to

yourself to get acquainted. Now is the time.

We are ready to submit samples and demonstrate.

Kitchener Possesses Excellent Railway and Shipping Facilities
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ANNOUNCEMENT
To Manufacturers of

High Grade Welts and Turns

We have set aside one of our

tan yards for the production of

AMERICAN UNION
SOLE LEATHER

Samples of which will be available in

the very near future in

Crops, Backs and Bends
With full appreciation for the kind con-

sideration you have given our lines in

the past and soliciting your continued

patronage.

We are,

Yours for the best in Sole Leather

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limited

Manufacturers of
" The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather "

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec

3)
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Our Travelers Are Now
in Their

Respective Territories

—with a full range of samples for the coming season. Your time spent in looking over their

samples will prove a good investment to you.

The "AHRENS" shoes, stylish, yet good fitting staples, for Men, Women, Boys,

Youths, Misses and Children in both McKays and Standard Screw, are better than ever.

The "CHUMS" welts for Boys and Girls, ranging in sizes 3 to 7^^, 8 to 10^, and 11 to

2, will daily increase your trade and strengthen your profits.

All lines are our own manufacture, and most of them on
our in-stock lists, so that nothing is lacking as to quality,

quantity or service.

AV^ limited

•^KITCHENER, ONT.
The pENS

Shoe

Hydro City Shoes
A Line of Solid Leather and one

of the Best Selling Shoes

You Can Handle
An essential staple for every stock. It has real merit as a seller and you

can offer it to your customers with every assurance of giving complete
SSltlsi'SLCtlOIlt •

Have you your stock of HYDRO SHOES for 1919 ?

Hydro City Shoe
Manufacturers

Kitchener
Limited

Ontario

Seventy per cent of Kitchener's People Own Their Homes
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Shoe Manufacturers' Goods

<

rcM0\)IS-CH/O»6(?;

Canvases, Topping Fabrics, Linings, Laces, Buttons, Stays, Bindings, etc.

—

practically everything used in the manufacture of shoes except leather and

hardware—one of the longest lines in the United States.

Eve Cloth

?EG. U S PAT. OFF.

The Perfect White Shoe Fabric

The strongest and longest

wearing shoe hnings made

FARNSWORTH, HOYT COMPANY
BOSTON

Samples and prices of any line on request



Lawrence Leathers
Are Known and Used the World Over

A. C. LAWRENCE LEATHER CO.
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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Originators of

NUBUCK
(Trade Mark Reed.)

Makes cool, comfort-

able shoes.

Easiest to keep clean

of any suede finished

side leather.

White and popular

shades.

Originators of

ACLOSUEDE
and

ACLOTAN
Chrome tanned.

Predominant in the

domestic glove lea-

ther field.

Originators of

BLACK
DIAMOND

(Trade Mark Regd.)

Chrome Patent Sides

Black and Colors

The most extensive-
ly sold Chrome Pat-
ent Sides on the
market.

Originators of

GUN METAL
(Trade Mark Regd.)

CALF
The Old Reliable

No other calf leather
has ever approached
the degree of popu-
larity established bv
Gun Metal Calf.

Black and Colors

Originators of

WEILDA
(Trade Mark Regd.l

Suede-finish Calf.

Very popular witli

our export trade.

Originators of

COLORED

GUN METAL
(Trade Mark Regd.)

SIDES
Colors—Tan, Brown,
Mahogany, Cherry
Red, Coco.

Originators of

"HUB"
Pigskin Welting

"HUB"
Pigskin Sole Leather

c-Lawrence leatuer
BOSTON: "^ASS- U.S.Ao

NEW YORK CHICAGO
ROCMESTITR

ST LOUIS CINCINNATI
GLOVERSVILLE
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Henwood&Nowak, Inc.

AMERICAN

GLAZED KIP

BLACKS
and

COLORS

Henwood & Nowak, Inc
95 South St., BOSTON, MASS, U. S. A.

Tannery WILMINGTON, DEL., U. S. A.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw""""""
illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllM^^
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FRENCH'S UPPER HANGERS
Fill a Long Felt Want

In the Stitching Room

2-Arm Style
Patented April 26, 1910

These hangers will keep

your uppers from being

soiled and prevent cases

from being mixed. The
hangers are made to

stand upright by simply

inserting the twisted

wire projection at the

bottom into a hole in

the bench. The hook

piece at the top is not

used until the required

number of uppers are

strung on the standards.

When filled the whole
frame is removedfrom
the bench avfd hung
on a rod for the next

operation.

4-Arm Style
Patented March 8. 1910

Once used you would never be without them

Order a sample dozen and try them out

THE S. M. SUPPLIES COMPANY
121 Beach Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
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White Shoe Fabrics

in all qualities for all grades of shoes

Polar-Kloth
The exceptional merits of this fabric have developed a tremendous

demand. If you want a high grade cloth at a reasonable price, that

has strength, finish and wearing qualities, Polar-Kloth will meet

your strictest requirements.

Worsted Corkscrew
We can deliver at once all the popular shades in an exceptionally

good quality in about eighteen ounce weight. Fabrics in colors

tor fall wear are coming strong. Are you showing samples ?

Titeseam Thread
We manufacture , and guarantee for Welt, Turn, McKay and

Shuttlework.

Cotton Goods
We carry Twills, Drills, Flannels, Sheetings, Ducks, Poplins.

THOMAS, LAKE & WHITON, Inc.
Manufacturers and Converters

103 Bedford Street (Cor. Lincoln) BOSTON, Mass., U.S.A.
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Only One Line of Marking Ink
manufactured that will give satisfactory results on Power Marking Machines,
and that is the Ink manufactured and sold by

THE MARKEM MACHINE CO,
Other compounds may be offered, but this is the only one especially pre-

pared for our machines.

If you have any material in your factory on which you fail to get satis-

factory results with any Ink Stamping Machine, write us for information re-

garding our

SILVER KING MARKING MACHINE
and our

Silver Marking Compound
or better yet, send us sample and let us mark it and return it for your inspection.

MARKEM MACHINE COMPANY
Manufacturers of Marking and Embossing Machines for the shoe manufacturer's every requirement

232 Summer Street, BOSTON, MASS.
The ],. Ci. Freeman Co.. finciniiati, Ohiu.
DoUiver X- Itros.. S.-m Francisco, C"al.

Maniifacluri. 1 s' .Suiiplies Co., St. Loui.s, Mo.
J. .Sinies, .Milwaukee. Wis.

(). .1. Locke Co., .\e\v York. .\. Y.

Markeni Macliine Co.. Kochestcr, .\. ^.

International Supply Co., Kitchener anil .Mcnitreal, Canaila

The C. G. Flynn Leather Co.
107 South Street, BOSTON, Mass.

The Largest Leather Remnant and Scrap Leather Dealers in the World

SPECIAL LIST OF OFFERINGS
Sole Leather Department

40 tons Oak Buffalo Hind Shanks.

20 tons Oak Buffalo Fore Shanks.

50 tons Oak Bellies.

15 tons Extra Wide Russet Leather
Bellies.

8 tons Russet Leather Pieces.

100 tons Oak and Hemlock Heeling
from 5 to 12 cents per pound.

100 tons Oak and Hemlock Half Heel-
ing from I to 5 cents per pound.

Factory Cut Soles, Outer Soles, Inner
Soles and Half Soles.

Upper Leather Department

20 tons Black Wax Split Shoulders.
60 tons Natural or Tan Split Shoulders
and large Remnants suitable for cutting
shoes.

75 tons Upholsterei"s' Remnants from
the Automobile and Carriage Trade,
10 to 35 per pound from hand and ma-
chine Buffed Leather.

100 to 200 tons Upper Leather, Hat
Sheep, Hat Skivers, Book Sheep and
Imitation Leather Remnants at various
prices.

ID tons Imitation Leather pieces I yd.

and up 36" to 55" wide.

Correspondence Solicited from Buyers and Sellers
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SPAULDING'<:
^FibreCountersC/
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FOOTWEAR SPECIALTIES

Watch for our salesman, Mr. A. L. Kenney, who expects to call on. the trade between Montreal and Toronto at
about this time.

The Wiley^BickfordMSweet Company
HARTFORD, Conn. (Address either Office) WORCESTER, Mass.

A QUARTER CENTURY
ENGAGED IN THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF

FELT
Naturally FITS US to Meet Every Demand made for FELT. FELT has be-

come the Most Common Product usedy outside of Leather, in the Making of

Shoes. It is Used for BOX TOES, UPPER and TOPPING STOCK, SOLES,
INSOLES, LININGS, CUSHION SOLES, FILLER, HEEL PADS, SHOE
ROLLS, BUFFING ROLLS, SHOE RACKS, Etc.-Its Uses Increase Daily.

The SUPERIOR Line of FELTS Meets ALL
THESE NEEDS and Many More

Send for Samples and Prices

BOSTON FELT MFG. CO.
112 Beach Street, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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GEORGE C. VAUGHAN
Tanneries at Peabody, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

IVORY SOLES-IVORY WELTING
Greatly Increased Capacity. Prompt Deliveries.
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WILO
Re<j. USA

Color 14—Smooth WILO Sniift Sides—Dark P.rown Shade.

Color 18—Smooth WILO Snuft Sides—Medium Brown Shade (Next Season's Color).

Color 23—Smooth WILO Snuft Sides—Light Tan Shade (Our Latest Color).

Chocolate Chrome Retanned (Army and Civilian)

Chocolate WILO Elk Full Grain Sides.

Coffee WILO Elk Full Grain Sides.

Coft'ee W^P. WILO Elk Full Grain Sides.

r.lack WILO Elk Full Grain Sides.

Chocolate WILO Elk Full Grain Sides.

(Special Ijoardeil—medium price)

Tanned I'.narded WII.O Fidl Grain Side.s—Medium I'.rown Sliade (Most Popular Color for Export)

Illack lioaidcd WII.O Snuft Sides— (Our liest Tilack Exi)ort Line)

lilack i'.oavded WII.O Print Snuft Sides— (A cheap line)

WILO SPLITS
Gusset, Shoe and Glove

Tan, Cliocolate, Illack, Pearl, N'ellow, Khaki

Exclusive Selling Agents

C. D. KEPNER LEATHER CO.
223 West Lake St., Chicago 139 South St., Boston

65 SOUTH ST., Boston.

HORSE FRONTS -HORSE BUTTS
MADE IN

MAHOGANY, PEARL AND
OYSTER GREY, MEDIUM

AND LIGHT TAN

MADE IN

BLACK, TAN AND
MAHOGANY, INCLUDING
BOX AND SPECIAL FIGURES

INDIA GOAT and CHROME KID
HAVANA BROWN and OYSTER GREY

ALL POPULAR COLORS and SHADES
OOZE SPLITS
For Gussets

CANADIAN AGENTS

DOPED SPLITS
Better known as YORKO

in Black & Colors

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY GO.
KITCHENER, ONT. MONTREAL, QUE.
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I
Has no Superior for its Beautiful, Smooth, Soft Grain. It

I is worn by the Most Fastidious Leaders of Fashion. Always

I the same— P. & V. Standard.

I Have won for themselves a Recognition well in keeping with j

I that Standard of Quality and Durability which Users of these |

I Leathers will Testify to. Soft in Feel, Smooth in Color, the |

I Right Stretchiness, Easily Cleaned. Always made true to P. & j

I V. STANDARD. These Features have been Responsible for |

I the Big Popularity of P. & V. Glove Leathers. |

I Made of Full Grain Horsehide and Cowhide |

I
' both in Buffed Split and Full Grain. |

I Send for Samples before the Rush 1

1 Canadian Agents : |

I Pfister & Vogel Company, 87 South St., Boston, Mass. |

1

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllil^ East Side of Menominee Call and Kid Tannery lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllliy
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for

Men and Women

Attention to the smallest details,

creation of features of merit and

styles that are attractive and cor-

rect, impart to these shoes the

values that give them precedence.

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS, U. S. A.

The "NATIONAL SHOE FINDINGS" Trade-Mark
Stamped on All Shoe Goods Means

BEST WORKMANSHIP BEST QUALITY
UNIFORMITY- PROPER FITTING QUALITIES

All Stock is Cut by Machine with the following advantages

—

Factory routine minimized. Better efficiency. Die cost eliminated. Saving in factory space. These arc

valuable considerations a manufacturer of shoes sooner or later learns.

LININGS
Sock
Vamp
Quarter
Tongue

TIPS
Oil Paper
Oil Sheeting
Rubber Backing
Flannel, Drill, etc.

STAYS
Button, Eyelet
Rubberized
Heart, Vamp

FILLERS
Felt
Tar Felt
Felt Paper
Leatherljoard

BOX TOES
Felt
Buckram
Canvas
Burlap
Flannel

MISCELLANEOUS
Leatherboard Insoles
Heel Pads
Shank Veneers

Tn sending for .samples, stale specifications, giving slock clippings an<l paper patterns,

showing sizes wanted. Let us (|uotc yon prices.

NATIONAL SHOE FINDINGS CO. Lynn, Mass. Tel: 2586 Lynn
Canadian Agents: -INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO

,
Montreal, Que., Kitchener, Ont.
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SELBY SHOES
FOR WOMEN

give real satisfaction, because they are

RIGHl^ in style, material and work-

manship.

MR. L. L. LINDSEY
with offices in Washington Arcade, De-

troit, Mich., has been engaged to cover

CANADA.

He will carry a most complete line of

Welts, Turns and McKays m the best

grades. High grade TURNS will be

especially well represented.

Our advertised Shoe—the famous

Arch Preserver
is especially well adapted for Canadian

requirements.

The SELBY SHOE Co.
Portsmouth, Ohio, U. S. A.
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A Merchant's Greatest Asset is

Confidence and Enthusiasm

A Clerk

to acquire enthusiasm must be inspired by the Article

he is selling.

Mr. Merchant

if your sales people are half-hearted in their efforts

There's A Reason

!

Probably you are forcing them to sell

An Alibi Line

The J & K snappy, arch-fitting shoes for young
women will not only cause your clerks to ENTHUSE,
but your CUSTOMER as well, because they are the

Easiest Selling Shoes in America To-Day

Therefore, a big asset in any store.

Canadian Representative

:

S. R. Murphy
1831-32 Republic Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

eg INS 1 1999 ATI
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THE E-Z WALK FELT BALS "Foot-Pals"

No. 839-Men's Felt Bals

Yes, Foot-Pals is the only word that does justice to our Bals.

They're So Warm, So Comfortable and So Pleasant to wear

under Boots or Overshoes, that two out of e\ery three

Motormen, Policemen, Firemen, Lumbermen and others

always demand E-Z Walk Bals.

They are made of heavy felt, wear like iron, and ht real well.

Some have felt soles and others ha\ e leather ones.

If you'd only realize the great financial possil)ili-

ties E-Z Walk Bals ofifer, you'd do what the

other wise Shoe Retailers do. They always

have a supply on hand and mighty glad of it.

^^^^^^^ Ask your jobber to show you E-Z Walk Bals and

jHHHHjj^ Men's Felt Slippers. The prices will enable

'jHr you to sell them at a i)opular figure, and make

^ff^gjgjfjjlg^^^ a liberal profit besides. If your jobber can't—
' supplv you communicate with us, won't you?

The E Z Walk Mfg. Co., Inc.
62-70 WEST 14TH ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Also Makers of the E-Z Walk Arch Supports

Hi^h Grade McKays
There is no line of footwear oti'ering

greater possibilities to Jobbers than the

splendid McKays now being made by
Duchaine & Perkins.

We should like to i)rove the merits

of these shoes by showing them to

you. Let us send samples for your
inspection.

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.



The Institution With a

National Program

Important Announcement
to Our Customers
The Success of TETRAULT WELTS during the

past yesrs has made our organization one of

National repute in its line

Believing the development of

A Broad Reconstruction Policy
to be the duty of all good Canadian concerns at

this time, we are pleased to announce to our
customers that we have been successful in

Securing Large Export Orders
with every prospect for greater business in this

field. This will assist in maintaining the domestic

prosperity of the last four years, and in keeping

production at its normal volume. It is part of the

policy of

Tetrault Progressiveness
making our own institution, and the Canadian
Shoe Industry generally, all the stronger, by forc-

ing recognition internationally.

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co.
Largest Producers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Office and Warehouse—
9 Rue De Marseille,

Paris, France
Montreal

LIMITED

Toronto
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Tetrault Welts at Home
and Abroad

Service Begins at

Home
Although the output of our TWO FACTORIES
is completely sold until early Summer, we can

assure our customers that this will not in any way

interfere with our usual excellent Service on our

Spring Orders.

Canadian Business our First Consideration

Going beyond the Canadian Field does not

mean neglect of the Canadian Trade, either

in production or delivery. We have ar-

ranged with other manufacturers to handle

any surplus export business.

Our undivided attention will always be given

to Canadian orders, and there will be no

let-up to the

Tetrault Concentration

on supplying the Men's Welt Shoe requirements

of the Canadian Trade.

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Go.
LIMITED

Largest Producers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Office and Warehouse—
9 Rue de Marseille,

Paris. France
Montreal Toronto
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YAMASKA

A Shoe
With an
Appeal to

Common
Sense

REAPS THE
PROFITS

BECAUSE it sells readily and regularly. As

a strong serviceable boot for men and

boys, you cannot better it and it gives the

satisfaction that counts in building business.

With an all leather product like YAMASKA to

offer your customer, you can defy competition

and hold your trade. YAMASKA is built for

every day wear and long service.

You will do well to place your order now

for a stock of these shoes for men. Drop us a

postal to-day.

La Compagnie

J. A.& M. COTE
Factory at ST. HYACINTHE, Quebec
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JOBBERS
High-ClassWomen's McKay

and McKay Welts

In making our first announcement to the jobbing

trade, we want to emphasize the capability of our Hnes

for securing profitable business for jobbers. As specialists

in the process of Women's McKays and McKay Welts,

we are able to offer a shoe lacking nothing in quality and
high-class workmanship.

EUREKA SHOES

By comparing our Shoes

with others you will be convinced

that there is a large volume of

business to be obtained with this

footwear by its unmistakable

superiority in all round thorough-

ness of shoemaking. Shall we
send you samples?

Co. Limited
Three Rivers ^ Que.

Women's Shoes

with either

Cuban or Louis

Heels

Eureka Shoe
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BeforePlacingOrders

See what the Salesmen have to show you

in these six brands of Guaranteed Rubbers

For years, the Dominion Rubber System has been studying your

needs.

With factories and service branches all over Canada, and with experts

in constant touch with the leading shoe manufacturers, the Dominion
Rubber System is in a position to supply Rubbers for every style and

shape of shoe you carry for men, women and children.

Salesmen will show you these styles, and also show you the big,

striking advertisements that will appear in the leading papers from coast

to coast, in order to help you sell more Dominion Rubber System Rubbers.

Hold your orders until you see the big line—the complete line

—the advertised line—of Dominion Rubber System Rubbers.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches are Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Belleville, Toronto, Hamilton, Brant-

ford, London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina,

Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.
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Footwear .style.s of the immedi-

Fal) Styles ate future will be o-,)\-erne(I by

eircumstance.^ rather than inclin-

ation. The demand from retailers and, incidentally,

the con.suming public, has been for lower-]jriced shoes.

This i.s scarcely possible so long as production costs

are maintained at the present high level. Curtailment

of styles, therefore, has Ijeen very much discussed

among manufacturers as a measure of economy and,

in the majority of cases, we believe, both in Canada

and in the United States, an effort is being made to-

wards conservatism in the matter of introducing radi-

cal .style changes.

There is, however, another angle to the problem

which is, that style in dress is rapidly becoming ot

more importance than ever before, and it is not likely

that the fashionable element will pay fabulous sums

for gowns, headgear and other adornment, and be sat-

isfied with anything less than the utmost in attractive

footwear. The high price of leather, however, can

no doubt be counted upon to keep down the number

of extreme styles to a minimum. There are "sane"

styles and "freak" styles, but the day of the latter has,

we believe, passed, and manufacturers will confine

themselves to "stylish" footwear in the real sense of

the word.

The program adopted by manufacturers in the Un-

ited States tends to confine the range to the cofors

allowed under the war-time regulations, although this

is not necessary after July 1. These colors for wo-

men's shoes are: three shades of brown—dark medi-

um and beaver; two shades of gray—medium dark

and medium light; bronze, white, black and jjatent

leather.

There will be a more noticeable demand for iow

shoes for late summer and early fall than ever beiore,

and a great variety f)f new buckle designs are obtain-

able for what i)romises to be record-breaking bnckle

year. The wearing of oxfords is stimulated by me
vogue of woolen hosiery in the colder months, and
proof that they will likely be a very consideraole

st_\ le feature is found in their general use even at tne

present early date

.

Mail}' manufacturers believe that, with the return

of overseas soldiers, there will be an increasing de-

mand for the narrower models for men and, ])Ossibiy,

.also a certain call for buck and fawn tops.

Present indications are that prices will continue

stationary, possibly in some cases higher, for at least

the remainder of the year. A careful study of the lea-

ther and labor situation, as outlined elsewhere in this

issue, surely leaves no other conclusion. In view of

this fact it should be the aim of the shoe retailer to

be more careful and accurate in his buying. Shoes
well bought are half sold and there is no indication

apparent that buyers, in general, are not able and will-

ing to pay a good price, providing they can get what
they want. Simplicity is the keynote of style at all

times, and, as a matter of fact, it is one of the surest

signs of good workmanshij) and individuality. Sanitv

in ])atterns and an avoidance of "jig-saw" designs

should, we believe, govern present buying. Look for

beauty in design, rather than freakishness
; harmonv

in color, rather than extremes and high' grade work-
manship that demands no apology for the price asked.

* *

Style Show for

Kitchener

It has been announced that a

shoe style show will be held

by the manufacturers of Kit-

chener, Out., and vicinity, including Gait, Waterloo,
Preston, Elmira, New Hamburg and St. Jacobs, some
time during the month of July. The exhibition will be
held in the auditorium at Kitchener and some thirty-

five firms will be represented. The preliminary ar-

rangements are being handled by two committees,
with Mr. Charles A. Ahrens as president; Mv. Alex.

Inrig, vice-president, and Mv. J. P. Scully, secretary.

The advertising committee is headed by Mr. A. A.
Armbrust and also includes Messrs. N. Davidson, H.
O. McDowell and A. R. Kaufman. Mv. Inrig is chair-

man of the committee on arrangements and will be
assisted by Messrs. J. Vallentine, Fred Ahrens and
Ct. W. Charles. Other committees are to be appointed
later.

The idea of this show is to afford retailers an op-
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portiinity for styles comparison impossible to obtain

in any other way. Similar shows have been held in

Rochester and Boston from time to time and many
will recall the style show staged by Messrs. Getty

& Scott, at the King Edward Hotel, in Toronto.

These have all been a marked success and the Kitch-

ener manufacturers show considerable enterprise in

promoting- the first Canadian style show where a

number of manufacturers are collectively represented.

It is felt that the month of July will be very suitable

as it is a fairly quiet month among the retailers, and

many will feel that a visit to Kitchener will be com-

bining both 'business and pleasure. Those who are

motor enthusiasts will find the trip by road particular-

ly enjoyable.

The following is a list of the firms who will likely

be among the exhibitors : New Hamburg Felt Com-

pany, New Hamburg; Canada Felt Company, St.

Jacobs ; Hurlburt Shoe Company and Solid Leather

Shoe Company, Preston ; Great West Felt Company,

Elmira; Getty & Scott, and the Gait Shoe Company,

Gait; Vallentine and Martin, Waterloo. In Kitcnener

is C. A. Ahrens & Co. ; Canadian Consolidated Rub-

ber Company; Canada Trunk and Bag Company;

Breithaupt Leather Co.; Greb Shoe Co.; Gouriay

Shoe Company; Getty Shoe Company; Hydro City

Shoe Mfrs. ; International Supply Co. ; Kauiman

Rubber Co.
;
Lady Belle Shoe Co.

;
Lang Tanning co.

;

Provincial Cut Sole Co.; Oscar Rumpel Felt Co.;

United Shoe Machinery Company; Western Shoe

Co.; W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co.

^ ^ ^

Salesman's Education
an Asset

Ever so much attention is

given to stock keeping, to

window trimming, merely

andizing methods, to studying styles and the many

other phases of modern methods of retailing, but

how many are giving equal attention to the education

of the man or woman who sells the shoe? The first

mentioned items, one and all, require proficiency to

the nth degree. No one would question that for an

instant, but that does not excuse the up-to-date merch-

ant from employing every reasonable method for the

proper training of clerks and that again implies some-

thing besides proper decorum which is supposea to

prevail as a matter of course.

The maximum of efficiency must include among

other qualifications the ability to convey information

about footwear to customers when required to do so.

More than ever, the purchaser, by rea.son of higher

prices, wants to know why. He or she has many

questions to a.sk, perhaps. True, even to one well

versed, they may not always be easy to answer.

"What kind of leather is this?" "Who made this

shoe?" "Why do they cost more?" "Is this a good

sole, who made it, what kind is it, hemlock or oak.

Rubber Prices Same
As January List

which is better?" "Is there an advantage in a bench

made shoe over a machine stitched?"

The clerk isn't often asked, maybe, to give a lec-

ture on tanning, or provide for a liberal education on

shoemaking methods while selling a customer, T)ut so

many are from Missouri, and if they are of the cate-

chising kind how often it makes them happier, and

hence repeat customers, if they encounter a clerk

who knows something about a shoe besides fitting it

rather than one whose only remark, if any, is: "Ah,

um, not enough toe room—nice weather to-day—Let

me try another."

There are few stores that do not subscribe to one

or more trade papers and these are invariably filled

with much information which would be invaluable

to the salesman if he absorbed a quarter part ot it.

It is wise to encourage him in learning all he can

about shoes, how they are made and what they are

made of. On him depends largely the building of

your trade. His efficiency and knowledge are factors

of the utmost importance and the more he knows,

used judiciously, the greater should be your sales.

* * *

The rubber companies this

season will not likely in-

troduce any new features.

The tendency for the past few years has been to elim-

inate unnecesary lines, rather than introduce new lines.

As far as prices are concerned, the list prices issued

on January 15th will be used in booking placing busi-

ness during March and April. This season opened

on March 3rd and will close on Wednesday, April 30th.

Orders taken during this period will be delivered at

any time between June 1st and October 31st at prices

in force at the time the orders were booked. It has

been customary to issue a higher list for the winter

sorting business because of the additional cost of hand-

ling these goods through the numerous warehouses

at dififerent points. Placing orders are always packed

and shipped direct from the factory.

Should it happen that next fall's sorting prices

are reduced below the prices in force when placing

orders are taken in March and April, it is likely that

manufacturers would rebate on the placing shipments,

thus giving customers their placing at as low prices

as their sorting. It is very doubtful, however, if the

sorting prices can possibly be any lower than the plac-

ing prices, as all raw materials are still very firm.

As a matter of fact it is just possible that another

slight advance may be necessary.

A false statement has appeared in the press that

the placing prices would be guaranteed to the end of

the year. What should have been said was that they

would be guaranteed against decline, but the item gave

the idea that prices would be guaranteed as well

against a raise, which is not the case.
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Survey of Sole and Upper Leather Supplies
All Indications Point to Further Strengthening of Market and Shortage of Supply—Cost

of Production and Labor Higher Than Ever— Foreign Demand Firms

Domestic Prices for Raw and Finished Stock

WK all know that, contrary to every hope, the

cessation of hostilities, instead of having a

weakening- effect on the leather market,

actnally created an unprecedented firmness

that has every sig^n of maintaining for another eight

or ten months. In our February issue we mentioned
the sale of a large qvtantity of kid for export at a

price six or seven cents above market. This had the

immediate effect of raising domestic prices a like

amount, and it is just this continental demand that

is going to keep leather prices on the top rung of the

ladder. The present conditions regarding the kidskin

market are well outlined in a statement we have just

received from one of the largest tanning houses in

the United States. They say, in part

:

"Some months ago, at a joint meeting of the shoe
wholesalers, retailers and manufacturers in New York
city, it was decided that for fall business every effort

should be made to eliminate the extravagant use of

leather, having particular* reference to the lighter

shades of kid. You will understand that, at the pre-

sent time, some kid tanners are completely out of raw
material, and others are working about 50 per cent,

of capacity, or less. Most of those tanneries running
50 per cent, will be pretty definitely shut down for a

more or less indefinite period during the month of

March, pending the arrival of new purchases of goat-

skins. The cause for this delay in securing skins was
the embargo which was placed by the United States

War Industries Board on the importation of all g"oat-

skins. This embargo went into effect on June 15th

last, and people are only just beginning to receive

.skins which they had already owned last June in

foreign markets, but which were held up by the em-
bargo. At the same time the government requested
kid tanners not to purchase any raAv material in for-

eign markets while the embargo was on. Most of us

believed this to be a wrong policy, not agreeing Avith

the government in their contention that prices would
be brought down by this action. We believe that our
ideas on this subject were fully substantiated by the

tremendous advances which immediately took place

when the embargo was lifted. Prices to-day are, in

some instances, fifty per cent, higher than they were
at the time the embargo was placed, and a great deal

higher than prices at which material could have been
bought while the embargo was in effect.

"We cannot see any slackening up in the demand
for kid. Conservative shades, such as Havana brown,
dark gray, lighter shade of brown (such as "field

mouse" or 'beaver") and white and black kid are sell-

ing stronger to-day than ever before. The domestic
market of $1.10 for top grades on any of the colors

mentioned above has not stopped the demand. If the

shoe manufacturers and retailers and tanners, acting

in consort, had not been wise enough to show dis-

fav(^r at the idea of using very light, delicate shades of

colors, there is absolutely no telling what price top

grades of kid might have reached at the presenr mo-

ment. It seems the demand throughout the world is

for the better grades of kid, and the quantities of

these better grades is reduced, of course, in relation

to the delicacy of the shade manufactured. We can

see absolutely nothing but a continually increasing de-

mand for glazed kid in the colors mentioned above,

and undoubtedly for the next spring season, provided

that there is plenty of raw material in the country,

all good shades, including the light, delicate shades,

will be selling as strongly as" ever before.

"With the pro.spect ahead of us in the very near

future of the continental markets openings up in their

demand for American leather, we can see nothing
but a further strengthening of the market and a short-

age of supply. If you will consider that after March
15th we will be running practically on hand-to-mouth
basis, awaiting steamship arrivals of new raw material,

you will probably agree with us when we claim that

we will not be able to get up to our full capacity basis

of about 1400 dozen kid a day until early in 1920.

We are not making as much kid to-day, in all, as we
used to export daily before the war, and if the de-

mand from foreign countries will come up as large

and strong as it appears imminent at the present time.

NO CHANGE
/o>- -the

PRE5E1SIX

The situation aptly pictured by the Boot and Shoe Recorder

and if the demand for kid leathers in this country
continues to centre itself on the better half of the line,

we do not believe that anyone can predict at what
prices glazed kid, in black, white or colors, will be
selling eight or nine months from now."

Production 40 Per Cent, of 1916

Considering the future possibilities of the kidskin
situation, tanners are reluctant and, perhaps rightly
so, to express any definite opinion, and it can be read-
ily understood that any forecast will be subject to
change as new conditions arise. Mr. S. Agoos, of the
Standard Kid Manufacturing Company, tanners of
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black and colored kid and patent kid, Boston, Mass.,
states that any discussion on the subject may be
preceded by outlining several facts, upon which there
can be little, if any, disagreement. (1) That there
has been imported into the United States during the

Women's oxford, circular vamp with plain toe
and Louis heel—Ames, Holden, McCready
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past six months, fewer goatskins than probably were
imported in a like period in the past fifteen years, due

to the embargo placed by the government in June,

1918. (2) That the supply of raw goatskins on hand
at the time the embargo was placed was certainly no

greater than we had for the past three years. [3)

That the production of glazed kid to-day averages not

over 60 per cent, of the normal production and prob-

ably not over 40 per cent, of the production of 1916.

(4) That the present combined supply of finished

glazed leather and raw skins in this country is less

than we have had for the past three years.

Continuing, Mr. Agoos says : "Within a few weeks
after the Armistice was declared and the restrictions

regarding importations were practically taken of¥,

many tanners felt that there was little chance of

prices receding- and began to buy in the markets that

were available, that is, China, India, and South Amer-
ica. The result is that, since the Armistice, prices

have advanced in China and India from 10 to 15 per

cent, above the maximum prices and in Sovith Amer-
ica, over 25 per cent, above the maximum prices. The
reason for the greater advance in price on the South
Americans is because those skins could arrive in this

country sooner than skins from India and the Orient.

"As far as skins in transit are concerned there

probably will not be any available supplies in quan-
tities arriving in tanneries of the United States before

the first of April. This is evidenced by the fact that

spot skins and even skins which have already been
forwarded, can be .sold to-day from 5 to 10 per cent,

above the prices prevailing at primary markets. Un-
der these conditions it seems evident that the present
suply of raw skins and finished leather in this country
is totally inadecjuate to meet even a far less than nor-

mal demand

.

"Furthermore, it seems evident that prices can-
not go down until a surplus is created and no sur-

plus is possible until the new skins which have been
purchased, will have arrived and converted into fin-

ished leather. It takes fully three months to get raw
skins from India and China into this country, and

about two months to finish them, and as there were
only a very few skins which were shipped prior to the

middle of January, it is evident it will not be until

tiie middle of June before there will be any^ quantity
of leather on the market. Also, it will take fully two
months of practically no business to create any signs

of a Surplus. It seems to us, however, that no surplus

can exist even then unless the exportation of our fin-

ished leather is barred to Euroi)e.

"Personally, I am of the opinion that this embargo
will not continue much over the middle of the year.
If it should continue, there is no question in our mind
that the prices will have to recede after the summer,
but in view of the fact that probably 75 per cent, of

the world's normal consumption of glazed kid is manu-
factured in this country, and in view of the extreme
difficulty in shipping abroad during the past few
years, it is evident that the world is in very much
need of American glazed kid and will be very anxious-
to buy it just as soon as the financial situation abroad
becomes more settled.

"To summarize, therefore, I believe there is no

One of the newest designs in women's high-grade
shoes for Fall and Winter 1919-1920. Made in all

popular colors, by Getty and Scott, Ltd.
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chance of any reduction in the i)rice on glazed kid

until the first of July at the earliest, and if, before

that time, embargos by Europe arc lifted, prices must
undoubtedly advance even more than they have in

the past two months because of the acute shortage
of the finished product. After July 1st, we believe

that prices will be no higher even should the free ex-
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yl Qood Ruckle Season is Predicted

ACCORDING to exclusive shops in the styles centres, we are on the edge of an era of a good business in

buckles. These range in price from $2.50 to as high as $60 a pair, and come in cut steel, rhinestones and
gold beaded effects. Shortly after the signing of the armistice, one manager states, their demand began for

buckles to ornament fancy evening and dress shoes. Price appears to be no object. A silver cloth slipper

was shown with a rhinestone buckle at $22; black satin pumps with buckles of rhinestone, silver and sometimes
brass. A pair of bronze kid pumps, ornamented with a bronze beaded buckle, sold at $40, the shoes costing
$12.50. A pair of gray suede slippers were decorated with a pair of buckles of cut steel beads. A black patent
leather pump was decorated in Colonial effect with a brass buckle, and another with silver, and so on. It

would appear that the return to ornamentation in dress, so evident just now, should have considerable bene-
fit to shoe retailers.

portatioii of the finished product I)e possible because
of the supplies which will then be available. On the

other hand there is a possibility that prices will grad-

ually tend to go lower after that time should restric-

tions on the finished product continue abroad. This,

however, in my opinion, is not likely, and I see no
prospect of any considerable reduction in prices for

the next six months. To make any prediction beyond
that, would be only the wildest of guesses."

Montreal Man is More Optimistic

While acknowledging that the kidskin situation

is very uncertain, the manager of one of the large

Quebec firms anticipates a reduction in price some-
where about July, although jjrices might take a fur-

ther rise during the next couple of months. His view
of the sititation is that owing to the strike in South
America, large quantities of skins are accumulatmg
at the ports. The chances are that the industrial trou-

ble there will be settled shortly, which means that

the skins will then be sent to the States and Canada.
They will then be tanned and put on the market
about the period when the usual midsummer dullness

sets in, with the result that, with little demand and
a good cpiantity of leather available, prices will go
down. India, too, he says, will be sending a consider-

able number of skins, accentuating the downward ten-

dency. The buying for overseas may, to a certain

extent, offset the factors referred to, but it must not

be overlooked that European tanneries will soon be

getting into shape and manufacturing at least a part

of their own requirements. Concluding, this leather

man, said he was quite aware that others predicted a

steady market for a much longer period, but he

thought all indications pointed to lower prices this

summer

.

Sole Leather
Coming now to a consideration of the sole leather

market we find the consensus of opinion to be that a

firm market with present, or higher, prices maintained

during the whole year 1919, will prevail. We have

been in close touch with the leading sole leather tan-

ners of Canada during the past few days and print

herewith several viewpoints which will be of value
to the retailer in arriving at his own conclusions.
Mr. W. J. Heaven, manager of the Ang-lo-Canadian
Leather Comjjany, has gone into the matter very com-
pletely in a statement just received. This is as fol-

lows :

"The cost of the stocks of leather and hides now
held by the Canadian tanners are higher than at any
previous time. There are three main factors enter-
ing into the cost of leather, namely, hides, tanning-
materials, and labor. A fourth, which might also be
included, is overhead. With reference to hides, Can-
adian tanners have been obliged to depend upon Can-
adian hides for the past year because it has been mi-
possible to import foreign hides owing to shipping re-

strictions and the United States government regula-
tions prohibiting the exportation from that country of
any hides produced or imported into that countrv.
The demand for the Canadian hides available during
1918 was keen enough to create competition among
the buyers, who, in order to obtain the only hides
available, had to pay a premium even on the maxi-
mum price as fixed in the United States. These are
the hides now in tan, purchased on this high level.

"With regard to labor, Ave all know that it is com-
or so has seen tanning materials on a higher level
than ever before, and in all probability the high le\ el

is here to stay for some time at least. Extracts are
commanding prices to-day three and four times as
high as before the war, and there is not much relief

in prospect for lower prices.

"With regard to labor, we all know that it is com-
manding a higher scale of wages and is demanding
greater privileges and shorter hours It is one thing
to raise wages when labor is scarce, but .it is alto-
gether another problem to reduce wages even should
labor be more plentiful. Our opinion is, therefore,
that the labor cost of production is likely to continue
high for the above reasons.

"The other item mentioned, referring to overhead,
has also been a serious matter with the tanners, who,
owing to the first three conditions, have been com-
pelled to curtail their output and every manufacturer
knows that a plant running at fiftv. 'fortv or thirtv
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per cent, capacity produces necessarily higher cost

goods than a plant running full. Until, therefore, the

tanners are in a position to run full this is an added
c>>^t in production that has to be taken into account.

"Looking further afield we find that stocks of hides

and leather in Canada and the United States are not

large. Great Britain and other European countries

are some of them starving for want of hides and leath-

Mr. W. J. Heaven,

of the Anglo-Canadi-

an Leather Co., re-

cently elected Chair-

man, Tanners' Sec-

tion, Board of Trade,

and whose review of

the sole leather situ-

ation is particularly

informative.

er, and their buyers are already invading these mar-
kets and purchasing ])locks of leather, thereby reduc-

ing the present available stocks.

"Further we find that the stocks of boots and shoes

in the hands of the wholesale and retail trade are not

large, but have been reduced, and will have to be re-

plenished at no far distant date.

"Reports of leather will probably be much more
pronounced with more shipping- space available. Al-

ready ocean rates have dropped considerably, and
with the increased shipping space which is going to

be available the chances are that instead of cargoes

looking for bottoms we may soon see shipowners
bidding for cargoes.

"Another phase of the situation appears to us to

be the fact that money is plentiful - in Canada, and
that there will be shortly returning to Canada three

or four hundred thousand men and many women and
children, all of whom will need one or two or three

pairs of boots in the near future. This would seem to

create a demand in Canada for boots and shoes, and
leather with which to make them. We think that the

retailers should not lose sight of this prospective de-

mand, but should anticipate this, and at once place

his orders with the jobber or manufacturer so that

the jobber may in turn place his orders with the

manufacturer, and the manufacturer may have a

chance to turn out the shoes that will be required

before they are actually needed. There is too much
disposition at the present time for hanging ofif and
delaying purchasing, anticipating lower prices. If

the trade does not order their normal requirements
when the manufacturers' and jobbers representatives

call upon them then the manufacturer is not going
to be able to produce the goods required to meet the

demand, lie cannot make uj) on one month what
.ordinarily requires four or five months.

"Finally we reason that the cost of leather and

shoes and any other manufactured article depends to

a large extent upon the wages that have to be paid to

])roduce these articles or to produce the raw mater-

ials entering into the manufacture of these articles,

and so long as wages remain on a high level the manu-
facturer must get a proportionate j)rice for his output.

Wages are governed, to a large extent, by the cost of

living, and the cost of living is governed largely by
the cost of foodstuffs. AVith wheat and all grain stuifs

selling at the present high level the cost of all foods

must remain high, and the wage earner must receive

sufficient wages to pay this cost and the manufacturer
must receive sufficient for his goods to pay the wages.
There is no doubt that sooner or later there will be
some dro]) from the present scale of high prices all

along the line, but we think that this process will be
gradual and will be later rather than sooner. Another
condition has just come to our notice which is of in-

terest, namely the Boot & Shoe Workers' Union intend

to ask for an increase in wages on the 1st of May,
and any increase which they may receive will not
tend to cheapen the cost of manufacture."

Market is Stronger Than Realized

The high cost of labor, tanning materials and the

efifect of food prices on all commodities is again em-
phasized by Mr. L. J. Breithaupt, of the Breithaupt
Leather Company, Kitchener, who says that although
conditions may seem at times somewhat uncertain,

very considerable business is being done right along
and, in fact, the undertone of the market is much
stronger than is generally supposed. Continuing, Mr.

Women's circular vamp oxford, Spanish heel, spray
tip.—Ames, Holden, McCready
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Breithau])t explains that dry hides remain as higii as

ever in Sotith America, and are now, even at the ex-

orbitant prices demanded, practically unobtainable,

owing to the continuation of the great strike in Bue-
nos Ayres and other parts of South America. This has
I)ractically "tied" up very many vessels and has de-

moralized trade greatly, with as yet no relief in sight.

Any hides that may be bought in Canada or the Un-
ited States at redticed prices are of the present poor
season's take ofif and are of the long-haired, thin-

shouldered and grubby variety, which knowing buy-
ers, of both hides and leather, avoid.

The cost of labor and tanning materials remain
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as high as ever with some advances in the latter. The
general advance in freight rates affects all tanners,
and the cost of their prodnct, very considerably.

On the other hand, Canada is prosperous and,
with a high price for wheat fixed by the Government,
and prices of farm products throughout remaining
comparatively high, the farmers of Canada, who are
probably the largest class of buyers, can readily pay
proportionate prices for their requirements.

While export of sole leather to Great Britain is

A patent leather Oxford with 18/8 wood heel

—

Getty and Scott, Ltd.

somewhat delayed, cjther European countries, such as

Greece and the Balkan States, are ready to buy large

quantities of sole and other leathers for their large

and abnormal requirements. Many shoes are now
being' made in Canada for export to France and Bel-

gium, which will also be a factor in the demand for

leather.

We understand that the buyer for the British Gov-
ernment, who has recently visited Canada, has bought
large quantities of various lines of upper leather for

early shijjment, which means that sole leather will

soon be required in connection with these i)urchases.

Stocks are well in hand, and any brisk buying move-
ment might cause some advances.

While prices of sole leather will likely recede

later, we believe, for the reasons stated, that values

of desirable lines will remain strong for the greater

part of 1919; time only will decide.

About the Future

A very informative circular letter, under this head-

ing, has been sent out to the trade by Beardnrore and
Company, sole leather manufacturers, Toronto. It is

pointed out that there is little possibility of lower

prices in either upper leather or sole leather, owing
to the large demand that will come from European
countries and that a freer movement of trade would
result when manufacturers, wdiolesalers and retailers

come to a thorough realization of conditions in the

raw material market. This letter follows

:

"All over the country business men naturally are

discussing the future. Opinions widely dift'er ; some
authorities assert that the signing of peace will bring

cheaper prices on commodities, while, on the other

hand, some of the trade hold that the countries badly

in need of supplies may be unable to buy them for

some time, due to the demand there will be from
Europe for necessary supplies of foodstuffs, clothing,

leather, shoes, etc., and that this active demand from

Europe, also that for hides, .skins and tanning mater-

ials, will strengthen prices here on leather, as well as

on raw materials.

"We are now getting orders and many incpiiries

from all over allied Europe for leather. These inquir-

ies cover practically all kinds of leather, especially

sole and upper leathers. In addition, Canada has re-

cently allotted to three of the allied countries in Eur-
ope, namely, Serbia, Roumania and Greece, loans of

twenty-five million dollars each and already an in-

quiry has come to the Canadian tanners for a large

quantity of upper and sole leather to be supplied to

one of these countries and applied against this credit.

In addition the British leather buyer has been in Can-
ada during the past week and has placed very large

business for upper leather, which, in many cases, will

keep the upper leather tanners busy for, at least, five

or six months.

"As regards the sole leather market particularly,

practically all the Canadian tanners to-day have their

tanneries full of the very highest-priced and finest-

grade packer hides, which means that these hides in

leather—which will be coming out for the next five

or six month.s—will be used in place of large quan-
tities of dry hide sole leather usually sold at lower

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiii;iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii!^

Cocoa calf—popular Fall model for street wear.
14 8 heel, 9 inch top—Shown by Getty &

Scott, Ltd.
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prices, and many shoe manufacturers will be obliged
to figure their sole leather costs at much higher fig-

ures than they have in the past. This condition will
apply just as long as this leather is being produced.

"In the meantime, it is practically impossible to ob-
tain Cordova dry hides at a price which will allow the
leather to be tanned and sold at any lower price than
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the leather made from these same packer hides, as
the best dry hides in South America are quoted at

the highest point reached in the history of the trade,
largely due to the competition for these hides from
European buyers. Naturally, we feel that any good
grades of medium-priced sole leather, that can be
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"Aurora," new Polor Kloth Pump. A striking
pattern in white fabric pump. Turn sole Louis
XV. heel, 13/8 inches. One of the popular In-
Stock lines made by Hazen B. Goodrich & Co.,

of Haverhill, Mass., U.S.A.
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bought to-day, would be a good purchase, as this

leather will be imobtainable here within a few weeks.

"As far as upper leather is concerned, we can only

])oint out the fact that that the large export demand
will be more than sufficient to absorb any surplus of

leather produced in this market. On the other hand,
some lines of upper leather, particularly calfskins, are

higher to-day than ever, and with any sort ot a de-

mand at all from the Canadian Trade, there is very
little possibility of lower prices.

"You must also take into account that there is

very little chance of a lower manufacturing cost on
leather and shoes and, in many cases, indications point

to higher wages being paid workmen. Taking every-

thing into consideration, we -cannot see where leather

can be produced and sold to-day at less money than
during the past season—in fact, everything points to

it being absolutely necessary to get more money for

both leather and shoes."

Market Steady and No Gambling

The Pfister and Vogel Leather Company, of Mil-

waukee, are tanners of high grade leathers for shoe
uppers and soles, harness and gloves. In a letter to

Footwear in Canada, dated March 7th, they say

:

Three separate factors have to be considered in

analyzing the present high prices of leather. These
are the supply and demand of raw materials, the sup-
ply and demand of the finished product, and the high
cost of production. Or, to ])ut it differently, the short-

age of hides and skins, the increased demand for all

leather especially in the better grades, and the high
cost of labor.

During 191<S when we had an army of three million

men to feed, and great quantities of beef were needed

it was only natural that the domestic production of

hides and skins was the largest in our history. The
entire take-off for the year is estimated at approximate-
ly twenty-four million pieces. The strong demand,
however, during the last year for hides and skins to be
worked into leather for army and navy shoes and
equi])ment made an over supply of raw materials im-

possible. That in short, was the situation at the be-

ginning of last November when the armistice was
signed. As to the future it is safe to predict that the

production of better quality hides and .skins for 1919

will be smaller than that of last year. There is also,

little hope of obtaining bettter quality of raw mater-
ial from European countries. The herds there are, in

general, depleted and there is no surplus of raw ma-
terial. It is true that South and Central American
hides were in fairly good supply all during last year
but much of this raw stock has been going to Spain,

Italy, France, and England, who were willing to ])ay

higher prices for it than those of the Price Fixing
Committee, and thus when the maximum prices were
removed hides and skins in the United States at once
advanced to adjust themselves to prices on the world
market. At the present time limited ocean tonnage
from South America makes it still more difficut to ob-

tain hides and skins from there. Besides this, many of

the European countries have increased their tanning
capacities and South American raw stock is held at

competitive prices. Investigation shows that no other

Women's 9 in. bal, military heel, imitation wing
tip, spray toe.—Ames, Holden McCready
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part of the world has a more than normal supply of

better quality hides on hand.

With a world shortage of hides and skins it would
of course, be quite impossible to have an oversupply

of finished leather. European countries in particular

have experienced a great shortage of leather during

the last two years. The development of the wooden-
shoe industry will certainly bear out this fact. We
ourselves, also have no surplus of high quality sole
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leather, and stocks of upper leather are limited, with
a continued good demand for all calf and side leath-

ers in the better grades. It is certainly very difficult

to see how good leather and footwear can be cheaper
in the near future. With the opening of export busi-

ness it may be possible that some leather may be worth
even more.

Then there is the cost of production which is on a

very high plane at the present time. We cannot expect
cheaper labor until the high cost of living itself is

decreased. Certain materials used in the manufacture
of leather will cost more rather than less. All this

tends to increase the price of leather and shoes.

In general, however, the trade is to be considered

in a healthy state. Manufacturers are experiencing a

good run on all lines of women's s'hoes and also on the

better grades of men's shoes. The public is buying for

immediate requirements only, shoe manufacturers are

advising their customers to do likewise and there is

no gambling on the market.

Prices Will be Maintained

Duclos & Payan, manufacturers of side leathers, St.

Hyacinthe and Montreal, state that the outlook is all

in favor of the maintenance of prices. Light hides are

dearer in consequence of a strong demand and the

prices of tanning materials are still high. Inquiries

from European countries are coming very freely, and
when the embargoes are lifted there will undoubtedly
be a large increase in orders. The British Govern-
ment (through Sir Percy Daniels, who has been visit-

ing Toronto, Montreal and Quebec) is in the market
for very large quantities of leather, provided it is fin-

ished for the Old Country miirket. Inquiries too are

out for Rumania. Canadian shoe manufacturers are

buying from hand to mouth, but it is probable that

their requirements will increase. The European de-
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Men's mahogany calf, whole foxed bal.,

single sole, shown by the Slater Shoe Co.
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mand is likely to be the great factor in determining

values, as good prices will be obtained from overseas

for our productions, ana in view of this and the heavy

demand the c|Uotations fore leather for home consump-

tion are not likely to come down.

The Law of Supply and Demand

P. B. Wallace & Son, dealers in leather and shoe

supplies, see no indication of a drop in prices for some

time. In a statement to Footwear in Canada. Mr. A.

E. Wallace said : "Europe is about barefooted and they

have to have leather. Canada, being one of the large

producing countries, they naturally turn their eyes

this way. European buyers are here now and large

lots of leather—especially sole leather—will find its

way into Europe in the next few months. There is

a great scarcity of sole leather, especially in the heavier

weights. One large tanner will have no tannage to

olTer before some time in May or June. What we make

Women's circular vamp Oxford, imitation wing
tip, military heel.—Ames, Holden, McCready

out of this is the old question of "supply and demand"
as to prices. Certainly prices won't come down while

the demand is good and the leather scarce."

Sheepskin Higher

Winslow Bros, and Smith Company, manufactur-
ers of sheep, calf and kid leather, Norwood, Mass.,

advise that ra^y sheep skins are higher today than
when the armistice was signed and that finished leath-

er is bound to respond. They also state that it is pretty

safe to product an advance in the price of shoes before

lower prices prevail.

The Shoe Fabric Situation

Owing to the regulations set forth by the United
States government in the summer of last year, limit-

ing the colors of fabrics to black, white and one shade
of brown, the use of fabrics in colors for shoe topping
was practically eliminated. At the same time the pros-

pects of obtaining worsteds for future delivery were,

so slight that the shoe manufacturers throughout the

U^nited States withdrew all samples of worsted fabrics

from their lines. The result was to practically destroy
all demand for cloth for shoe toppings in the styles

centres. We are advised by one of the large shoe
fabric manufacturers that since the close of the war
and the availability of further supplies of worsteds,
the manufacturers are gradually putting new worsted
samples in their lines of shoes. They cannot tell, at

the present time, just how much a demand will follow

the return of the samples, but the general impression
seems to be that the cloth tops in colors will return
to their normal volume during the coming fall season.
The shades are practically the same as those used
last stunmer, such as Havana bro-vvn, burgundy, grey,
field mouse and castor. These shades will be used in

various combinations, but light shades such as pearl
grey and ivory are not in demand.

The prices at which worsted corkscrew cloth can
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be obtained for next fall delivery cannot be stated. At
present, the price in efifect last November remains the
selling- price as the goods now being sold in small
quantities were manufactured during the war. The
wool released by the Government auctions has brought
prices which indicate no substantial reduction in prices
during the coming season. It is possible, however,
that conditions during the summer may result in a
slightly lower quotation on worsted corkscrew cloth.

By that time there also will be a reasonable supply of

this material for Whatever demand may develop for

next fall's business.

Manufacturers' Supplies

Mr. H. J. Kenworthy, of Kenworthy Bros. Com-
pany manufacturers of specialties for shoe manufactur-
ers, including heel pads, felt, for box toes, cushion in-

soles, imitation leather and felt, and insole stock, Has
just completed a trip through Canada and the middle
Western States and advises that he found most manu-
facturers buying very cc^iservatively—many of them
in the expectation of a considerable reduction in pnc-

Duchess calf bal, %
fox, imitation square
wing tip, spray, Syi
in. No. 5 Khaki buck
top. Vamp Eyelet
Row and top No. 0
Perforations, 4 inch
Vamp. 13/8 Cuban
heel—Perth Shoe Co.

es. "Our line," said Mr. Kenworthy, "is no doubt a

little different than the average shoe line or manufac-

turers' supplies, as we are at the mercy of the wool
and cotton market, more especially wool, our line be-

ing entirely felt. We cannot see any substantial de-

crease in prices on manufactured woolen goods for the

next six months. There may be a very a slight de-

cline in raw stocks, but hardly enough to make a

change in our present-day manufactured prices and we
are naturally talking to our customers along these

lines. One thing beneficial, however, is that raw stocks

are becoming a little more plentiful and we are ob-

taining, naturally, a better selection than during the

war. Therefore, the trade is receiving the benefit of

a more uniform manufactured article under present-

day conditions. We firmly believe, however, that in

the coming season for shoes the market will strengthen

in all lines."

Selling for Immediate Needs

The Narrow Fabric Company, of Reading, Pa.,

manufacturers of "Nufashond" shoe laces and braided

and woven fabrics, state that, while conditions are

rather unsettled, they are doing a nice volume of busi-

ness of that kind that requires immediate attention

—

ie. sfoods ordered for immediate needs. ' No one seems

to be stocking up unnecessarily but as there is no sur-

plus merchandise on the market they are quite o])-

timistic as to the outlook for fall, by which time it

is believed buyers will have regained confidence and

will be ordering with greater assurance.

Paris Fashions

IT
is felt by many that the length of women's skirts

will have much to do with style, and, in this con-

nection, there has been a decided tendency to-

ward longer skirts. In Paris, however, while

there is much talk of the longer skirt, short styles

are just as popular as ever. The trend in Paris foot-

wear is given in a recent letter to the Boot and Shoe
Recorder. Colonial ties are very popular and show
a very high tongue of more or less intricate cut. They
are particularly well liked when made in tete de negre

suede in v.diich case they are invariably ornamented
with a large buckle in round, scjuare or oval form in

nickel, cut steel or jet.

Two leathers and two leather combinations are

prominent, such as suede and patent leather, or glace

kid and patent leather. Suede or buckskin in tete de

negre are also extensively employed, but alone not

in combination with other leathers or with other lea-

thers or with other colors. Combinations of black

and white are still very strong. Perforations in ela-

borate, intricate patterns are a marked feature in shoe
trimmings. They are ordinarily underlaid with white.

In general, styles show short vamps, high heels and
tip effects.

In high shoes the cloth top in gaiter style is the

favorite. For evening the strapped slipper in black

satin is prom-inent, embroidered in metal threads or

in jet steel beads. When embroidered in metal the

heels are generally covered with a metal cloth to

match the embroidery.
Steel headings are also used on slip])ers for street

wear as well as for the house. One of the latest nov-
elties in this line shows a patent leather flap tongue
tie with the monogram of the wearer embroidered in

steel beads in an oval medallion at the centre of the

tongue.

Stockdale to Lecture in Montreal

THE Montreal Publicity Association has arrang-

ed for Mr. Frank Stockdale to give a course of

five lectures on modern merchandising methods
on March 24-28 in the Sulpician Library Hall,

340 St. Denis street. Mr. Stockdale is famous through-

out the Continent as an authority on retail subjects,

and every shoe retailer in the district of Montreal
should attend this course. "Every lecture," said one
Montreal retailer who heard Mr. Stockdale last Oc-
tober, "is worth five dollars." The lectures, in their

order, are to be on "Some After-War Retail Prob-

lems." "Figuring Retail Profits." "Opportunities in Re-

tail Advertising." '^How Turnover Affects Net Pro-

fits" and "Retail Salesmanship Sizing up the Custom-
er." The tickets, $3 for the course, can be obtained

from Mr. H. Viau, treasurer of the Association,

Shaughnessy Building, Montreal, or from Mr. L. Adel-

stein, secretary of the shoe section of the Montreal

i)ranch or the Retail Merchants' Assaciation.
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Fashion Shoes for Fall Show Judicious Design
Return to Style with Lifting of Restrictions as to Materials, Colors and Variety-

Sensible, Serviceable Models Predominate, and No Tendency

Toward Freak Lasts and Patterns

From Our Boston Office

MUCH to the relief of the fashionable world
the closed season is off on style and read-

justment in this respect to a pre-war Ijasis

will be eft'ected without fuss and handica])

for the opportunity only was wanting.
In both women's and men's samples for Fall

which we have seen, sensi'ble features predominate,

and freakish lasts and patterns are not figuring. The
nearest approach to the latter tendency is the narrow-

er toe in men's. Manufacturers are not featuring the

extreme narrow toe, however, 'but are merely carry-

ing it—some of them—in their line.

Long Vamps and More Vim
Footwear is showing, on the whole, more ball and

toe room with long vami)s and square throat eft'ects,

an extra amount of ])erforation, wing tips and straight

foxings. With largely increased expense of produc-

tion and all materials costing so much more, a greater

degree of caution is evident and few styles are noted

which are merely made up for novelty's sake without

a view to being practical. It is not ])rofitable for the

maker to get out freak shoes which can ha\'e but a

limited sale, nor is the dealer doing himself a good

turn in seeking out such designs.

Suggestions of Style Conference Followed

It is well known that attractiveness in style usu-

ally sells more shoes and when the common sense

element accompanies it the dealer is taking less risk.

The producer, while having ample latitude, by reason

of lifted restrictions, has used it judiciously and con-

formed in a reasonable measure to the suggestions

made at the style conference. Some of the tops on

women's boots are surely the full height, but while

dresses continue to be made very short, as many of

them will be next fall and winter, boots to conform

will be in demand.
The colonials, pumps, and slippers, are especially

pleasing and a great variety of buckles, newly design-

ed, are obtainable. Some of the buckles seen were

very expensive. There is little new in the way of heels

and the heights, as usual, vary from flat and low to

the extreme heights, according to the kind of foot-

wear. Some samples are seen and manufacturers are

l)lanning to cover Louis heels with cloth covering to

match the color and weave effects of dress fabrics.

Heavy Oxfords and Woolen Hosiery

A noticea'ble feature is the tendency toward heav-

ier oxfords for late fall and even winter wear, with

woolen hosiery. While this cusitom began with the

lovers of out-of-door sports, it is likely to extend like

many fashions, to a much more common custom, par-

ticularly in northern climates.
' The reason for this is again the practical consid-

eration. The light, turn pump and silk hose have

been worn in slushy, snowy weather, and on damp
city streets in winter, but this was a fad which, for thb

good of humanity, it is hoped has passed. Woolen

stockings and oxfords certainly are more comfortable

in winter, if the feet are properly taken care of, and
are surely more sensible in a cold climate when the

high top boot is not worn. Top boots, on the other

hand, will be as widely featured and sold as ever, but
there will be more people who will possess both.

In view of the higher cost of materials and neces-

sarily as high, if not higher, priced footwear, a better

shoe and better workmanship will be assured. While
there has been a determined eft'ort to push button
shoes it is not expected that they will outnumber, if

ec|ual the amount of lace. There are so many com-
binations of the lace effects, in straight lace, blucher
designs, blind or exposed eyelets and either numerous
or spaced eyelets, that women demand the laced boot
in some form.

Style Features in Women's Shoes

The more extensive use of color, both in leather

and fabrics, will offer a Avider range to se'lect from,

and patent leather will be used, though possibly not
extensively, owing to the difficulty of getting enough
of the highest grade colt skin. Most of the boots have
full Louis heels and, while many fancy suedes are

seen, kid will be the most noticeable leather. A wo-
man's sport shoe with waterproof white sole, next to

the welt, made of cordovan and all leather lieel was
noticeable. Among the most attractive boots there

are black kid with mat top, a dark brown kid, 9-inch

high foxed, lace ; a light gray kid, Avhole quarter boot,

with fancy top ; a full patent vamp, with light gray
top and double stitching up the lace stay. There is

a return to fancy tips, principally imitation tips vary-
ing from little to much perforation. Wing tips and
full wing tips, both imitation and otherwise, are seen
on boots, pumps and colonials, excepting for dress
wear. The suede and gray kid boot, lace, with high
tops and full Louis heels will be principally shoAvn for

street wear.
Innovations in low shoes include the blucher ef-

fect in colonials, square throats and plain, long- vamps.
Some of the tips are plain and some imitation with
small perforation. Turns are being featured more
with black and cut steel beaded ornaments. Brown
calf and kid oxfords are .shown, .some with six eve-
lets.

Fxtension of sports is accom])anied by a display
of heavier oxfords with brogue effects—wing tips and
stays, wide sole welts and extensive perforation, many
of them blucher cut.

Men's Models for Fall

Due possibly to the military discipline which has
prevailed, style in men's footwear runs to the more
solid and sensible appearing shoe with a medium
round, or coin and half coin toe. The return of sol-
diers from abroad, however, and the discarding of
the arniv shoe, has another side which is brinmns' a
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Return to Style Sanity in Patterns
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Women's Button Boot, Patent Vamp. Plain
Toe. Louis Heel. Colored Kid Top. Made
by George E. Keith Co., Brockton, Mass.

Nine inch Brown Seamless Calf Women's
Welt Boot. Simulated Stitching, Scallop-
ed Vamp. Standard Kid, Field Mouse Grey,
Topping, 16/8 Louis Heel, Made by Hil-

liard & Tabor, Haverhill, Mass.

Women's Black Kid Boot, 8^ in. Imitation

Tip. Perforated Vamp. 16/8 Louis Heel.

Made by Rickard Shoe Co., Haverhill.
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demand from the army youth for somethinj^ more
dressy, a buck top and narrow toe. It was before his

day, or soon after, that the toothjjick and razor toes

caused so much havoc with feet and loss to manufac-
turer and dealer.

There is a demand among the younger set for a

very narrow toe shoe and this is being carried by
many manufacturers. But it is only one of the line

;

it is not being pushed. Moreover, in the narrow toes

shown the vamp is long and there is ])lenty of ball

room, with the toe high enough, and sufficient wall

to avoid crowding the toes. The old, narrow or ra/.or

toe was flat and extremely peaked. We do not look

for a craze in this direction further than it has gone
and the manufacturer is certainly not seeking it.

The shoes for fall carry low heels with rather

close edges, mostly blind styles, despite their incon-

venience, and roomy lasts. Combination and English
lasts are most prominent. The long vamp and fore-

part are the feature and not many plain toes are notic-

ed, although some are seen in the plugged throat ox-

fords for dress wear, especially where there is a one-

piece vamp.
Buck and fawn tops with Russia and and cocoa

colored vamps are among the popular styles and fen-

walking shoes heavy Scotch grain and cordovan.

Fashion Footwear Will Continue

to Progress, But Unnecessary

Styles Not Wanted
From our Boston Office ~

CURTAILMENT of the number of styles has

long been discussed as a measure of economy
and the toj)ic is brought up now by several

prominent retailers and manufacturers as be-

ing more pertinent than ever by reason of shortage

of high grade leather stocks and other circumstances

which have focussed attention on saving. It is doubt-

less true that producers are likely to be more conser-

vative in slashing up high-priced leather for impracti-

cal footwear. Necessity for economy may automati-

cally trim down the \'olume of styles. The variety

was larger than need be before war time restrictions,

but we cannot agree that there will be any wide-

spread co-operation in the matter of limiting fashion.

There is likely to be no such tendency in dress

and there has never before been given equal atten-

tion to the footwear of the fashionable dressers that

we note to-day.

So far as it effects the more staple footwear, it is

reasonable to suppose that the number of styles could

easily be reduced without much complaint, but tliat

portion of the public which can afford an elaborate

wardrobe, and many who cannot, will look for style

and novelty in footwear to match.
The society which gathers at the great watering-

places of America and the fashionable element of the

large cities will seek, and find without much trouble,

at the leading shops footwear to meet their taste,

even though the price be higher, or much higher than

formerly. They will not pay fabulous sums for gowns,
head dress and other adornment, and be satisfied with

other than the most attractive footwear obtainable.

St}-le in footwear was later in coming into its own
than other features of dress and it is progressing more
rapidly than ever, barring the interim caused I)y the

war. Necessity for economy should rightly affect

the useless number of designs for staple shoes, but
in the avenues mentioned above it is safe to assert

that each season will bring its novelties and changes
which will suit the tastes of the most fastidious.

Little Hope at Present for Lower-Priced Foot-
wear—U.S. Makers Advise Normal Buying

LTNLIKE almost every other commodity leather
I and shoes did not drop in price at the close
' of the war. The conditions are vastly differ-

ent, which make for a declining tendency in

leather. In some articles a great amount of material
which was being turned into munitions or war goods
in some form could be turned over to other channels,
but in the matter of leather not enough was available
for military uses and civilian at the same time and the
use of substitutes, so called, was constantly increas-
ing. Had the war continued we would not only have
had still higher-priced footwear, but the supply of
first grade calf and kid would have been far smaller
for civilan use and shoes made of side leather, cheap
kid and fabrics would have been worn to a consider-
able extent by what are termed the classes as well
as the masses.

Moreover, we may as well face the situation as
it is and come to a realization of the fact that the day
of cheap leather of good quality has passed for the
time being and it will not return until the basic con-
ditions for the supply of raw material have changed
radically. The supply of hides and skins may not
be increased at will. Cotton and wheat mav be grown
in larger quantities but the production of hide and
•skin bearing animals is a slow process and results,
if at all, from the growing demand for meat and not
the by-products.

The withholding of orders for shoes is likely to
be scattered and not sufificient to have the effect of
concerted action. Leading manufacturers are advising
their customers against such a course, and the stocks
of shoes in wholesalers' and retailers' hands do not
warrant such action. It is an easy deduction that
those who delay purchasing beyond a reasonable
time will have no security for getting best grades of
upper stock, and there is absolutely no indication at
this writing that they would profit by lower prices.

There has been some belief that the embargoes on
the other side would throw a lot of leather back on
this market, but those in touch with the situation are
well aware that the English Government's agent is

purchasing very large quantities of leather here. It
is generally conceded that the embargoes will of
necessity be liftejd soon for the whole of Europe will

The coming season will bring fashion developments, but we may look for a reduction in the variety of

useless designs. Style in footwear must ^eep abreast of style in gowns and headgear.
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Summer and Fall Designs Express Beauty
\

of Outline and Color—True Style in

Every Sense of the Word
\

by Hervey E. Guptill, Haverhill Ooze Calf Five Eyelet Oxford—Made by
Hervey E. Guptill, Haverhill, Mass.
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need about all of the American leather and shoes that

can be spared for some time to come.
Retailers will do well to buy normally and to

stock such goods as are sane in style and gooci in

c|uality. The consumer to-day realizes that he must

])ay high ]jrices and more than ever he is anxious

about the (|uality. He can be told about the ])rice and

why shoes must cost as much or more, but he doesn't

easily assimilate explanations aljout i)oor shoe-mak-

ing and 1)ad material.

Indications Point to Higher Prices for Shoes
Leading Manufacturers Hold Out No Hope for Lower Prices—One Says Buyers

Wlio Cancelled Will Order Again at Advanced Costs

From our Boston Office
'

TWO prominent shoe manufacturers, J. Frank
McElwain of the W. H. McElwain Shoe Com-
pany, and Henry B. Endicott, of the P2ndicott-

Johnson Company, have spoken as regards
shoe prices and general conditions affecting the busi-

ness. The tremendous output of the companies tiiese

gentlemen represent is too well known to call for men-
tion here.

Mr. McElwain says that there will be no lower
shoe prices. "The real danger," he says, "is higher
prices, and that is contrary to what the public ex-

pects. They are getting the lowest prices possible,

lower than other basic commodities. We have kept
the prices as low as possible, and that is why they can-

not fail as in some other lines. The conditions in our
industry are not parallel. There has been no profiteer-

ing- on shoes. Demand finally regulates price."

Will Have to Buy at Advanced Cost
Mr. Endicott said : "At the time the armistice was

signed retailers cancelled their orders and will now
have to buy again at advanced cost. This is the situa-

tion facing them on account of their peace panic. We
have more orders than we need at this moment, and
it is simply a question of delivery for next summer
and fall."

The price question is one of most absorbing inter-

est here at present. It is true now, as it has been on
previous occasions of some uncertainty, that there is

a difference of opinion among the leaders appears to

be that where quality is maintained as high or higher
prices will prevail for fall footwear.

The manufacturers quoted above have organiza-
tions well equipped to name as low prices as possible

and neither of them would care to speak publicly .so

positively without careful study of the situation and
without knowing Avhat to expect in the way of leather

values and producing costs.

At the time of the armistice there was a more
stable basis of hide and skin values because of Gov-
ernment fixing of prices, but since the restrictions

were lifted there has been nothing to prevent an ad-

vance. Calf.skins wdiich were fixed at 40 cents a

pound, advanced to from 45 to 60 cents. For city calf-

skins the asking price was 60 cents and they are now
offered at 50 cents. One of the leading hide and skin

dealers told the writer the market is now fluttering

round 50 cents, but even this is a very sharp advance

and the outlook is decidedly for higher price calf lea-

ther for fall shoes.

The situation is comparatively similar in choice

kid skins. Tanners of kid are handicapped by a short-

age of raw stock. There is a brisk demand with little

available. One of the largest producers of glazed kid

says that shoes of ec^ual cjuality will cost more and
even then there will be far less shoes on the market
this fall made out of as good stock as appeared last

season.

A Depleted Raw Stock Market
Many more reasons, particuladly productive ex-

pense, warrant the belief that cancelling of orders
and holding aloof from the market will not work to

the advantage of shoe buyers. The world's war has
had the effect of greatly depleting the raw stock mar-
ket. Foreign buyers have taken up hides and skins
at prices that our tanners were unwilling to pay, or
could not because of restrictions.

Despite the declining tendency of foodstuffs and
numerous commodities the conditions are different
with the raw materials from which leather is made.
Even though the cattle census may show more cattle
in the United States than a year ago, this is not re-

flected in a larger hide supply'. Animals are killed for

meat and not for the resultant by-products. More-
over the skins from which shoe uppers, for the classes
at least are made, come from other nations. It is true
that we use a tremendous amount of split and side
leathers for staple shoes but the markets show a
shortage on all classes of ra\v stock.

When it comes to labor, not only is there no pros-
pect now of a return to the pre-war basis of wages,
but strikes are in progress in several centres seeking an
increase with shorter hours, nor is there any import-
ant item of expense entering into the shoe which
shows a ^decline

.

There are buyers of shoes and manufacturers who
still look for a break in the market, but on what tney
base their hopes is not evident. Shoes indeed are re-
tailing at a high figure, but that does not alter the
conditions now confronting the manufacturer, and
the problem is most likely to be in the ability to fur-
nish enough shoes of former quality rather than one
of price before the end of the season. The situation
we face to-day is one toward which we tended before
the war and which was hastened and intensified by
reason of the w^ar.

Our adoice to every retailer is to buy normally for fall requirements. A careful stud^ of
market conditions, as outlined in the various articles in this issue, leaves no

hope for lower prices in the immediate future.
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More Style for Men Means More Pairs

Sold—Progressive Trend is Shown
in Many Lines for Fall

Men's Tan Bal. Made by George E. Keith

Men's Tan Bal, Popular Seller, Wide Tread,
Waterproof Sole. Made by Churchill-

Alden Co., Brockton, Mass.

Men's Tan Bal., Semi-English Model, Invisible
Eyelets. Double Sole. White Stitched
Welt, Narrow Toe. Made by Churchill &
Alden Co., Brockton.
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Improvement in Methods of Merchandising
Business Ideals are Higher Than Those of Thirty Years Ago —Importance of Closer

Attention to Modern Accounting Systems—Manufacturers Should

Use More Care in Granting Credit

MirrHODS of doing lousiness today are quite

changed from those of twenty-five or thirty

years ago. This was Ijrought out in a very
instructive address by Mr. F. W. Stewart,

managing director of the Cluett, Peabody Company,
before a recent gatliering of Toronto merchants. Mr.
Stewart's address is authoritative ; he speaks with the

assurance of long experience and careful study of trade

conditions. We believe his advice, if followed, will be
'of great value to merchants in all lines of business.

A short time ago a friend put the question to' me,
"Are business ideals on a higher jjlane than they were
ten years ago?" I had no hesitation in answering,

".\bsolutely yes." Looking back over a teim of twen-
ty-five or thirty years, I can clearly see a decided ad-

vancement of business methods to higher levels.

Recalling to my mind my early days in commer-
cial life, I found that a fair percentage of business

men were not above carrying on small underhand de-

ceptive methods to get the better of the other man

—

the man he was sellmg to or the man he was buying
from. In many instances, it was a case of how high

a price can I obtain for my goods from each individual

I am selling to, or how much closer can I buy from the

manufacturer or wholesaler than my competitor.

That may still be felt by some merchants to be

the keenest and best basis upon which to conduct a

business, but I believe that today, the majority of suc-

cessful concerns give the best value they can for the

price asked, and on the other hand, all the buyers ex-

pect is 100 cents worth of merchandise for a dollar, and
the knowledge that the value they are receiving is the

best which can be had from that manufacturer or

wholesaler, for the price paid.

In my early days it was customary for some
wholesale, concerns to have two and three prices on
their merchandise. The price quoted was according

to the merchant doing the purchasing. Of course, the

goods were marked with a private mark. Samples were
marked in the same way. This system is not yet en-

tirely done away with.

Some manufacturers gave special discounts to fav-

ored customers. Three merchants in town would pay
one price, and the fourth would be sold at a lower

price, giving the latter the advantage of selling the

same goods at a lower price and securing the same or

a better profit than the others, or selling at the same
jjrice and receiving a higher profit than his competi-

tors
;
giving one merchant with that merchandise an

unfair advantage over the others in that town, and
from the manufacturer's point of view, in my opinion,

a dishonest method of doing business, as the merchants
paying the high prices were not aware of one merchant
in the town buying the same goods at lower prices

than they were, or they would have demanded the low-

er prices, and if not given to them would not have
purchased the goods.

I have always been careful of the man or concern
who breaks his price or intimates that he is going to

do something in a special way, by making concessions

in price to me. If he was doing something specially

for me, he was likely doing something extra-specially

for my competitor.

When a company will not break its prices, and
sells on the same terms to everyone, that company is

entitled to the respect of the merchants, and should

give them confidence to transact business with that

company, for they will be assured* that they are ob-

taining their goods atthe best price given, and tnat

is all a buyer should expect. If prices are cut or spec-

ial discounts given, the prices must be based to allow
this to be done, otherwise the goods would be sold at

a loss, or at the regular price, the profits were so large

that the merchant who does not secure the concessions,

is paying more than he should for that particular line

of goods.
Modern methods mean samples and goods marked

in plain figures. There should not be anything to hide

between the seller and the buyer.

Change in Methods of Selling

There has been a marked change in the method
of selling goods during- the past few years. Not so
long ago, treating and drinking were considered two
important essentials in the buying and selling- of goods.
One of the first essentials of a salesman today is so-

briety and steadiness, and I am sure that you will agree
with me that this also a])]jlies in a very large measure
to the success of retail merchants. I find that the
trying to take advantage of each other by the seller

and buyer, has very largely disappeared. The ten-

— r.oot and .Slioe Recorder

Did It Ever Happen To You?
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Fall "Regals" for Men's Wear

'Crest" "Pall Mair 'Briton"

dency is to place confidence in and do the l)est tliey

can for each other.

It was very difficnlt at one time for salesmen to

reach certain merchants and buyers to submit their

samples. Many times I have been ig"nored or spoken
to in such a way as would break the heart of a young
salesman. It was considered by some men to be good
business to treat salesmen this way. It meant pos-

sibly getting him to break his prices, if he finally con-

descended to look at his samples.

Such methods at the present time are very rare.

Business is done more on a friendly, man to man bas-

is, and it is so much more satisfactory to all parties.

This is as it should be.

It was also very common for merchants to take

more discounts and time than they were entitled to

when making settlements, with the idea in mind that

if what was taken was not allowed, the firm would
sufifer ffhrough loss of business in the future.

It is exceptional for such a case to arise today, and
the merchant who would undertake to do so would be
ostracized by reputable concerns, which would certain-

ly be to the detriment of the firm who undertook to

use such methods of settlement. A buyer has no more
right to increase the terms and discounts when remit-

ting-, than the seller has to decrease them after the

order has been accepted. In either case, the change
would be contrary to honorable lousiness methods.

Advertising Standard Raised

Advertising- today is undoubtedly on a higher

I)lane than it was years ago. While in many cases

statements are exaggerated, advertisements as I find

them are now very seldom untruthful. Truth in adver-
tising is one of the strongest factors in building up a

successful business.

Time sj^ent in giving thought to the matter for

your advertisements and for their set up, is time well

spent. The more pulling power they have and the

more business they bring you, the less your advertis-

ing costs you.

Do not buy space and put any old matter into it,

just because you have contracted for it and have to

use it. Originality in })hrasing- and good illustrations

which tell the story at a glance, are sure to ])roduce re-

sults and make your advertising- profitable.

Read your trade journals closely. They publish,

continuously, articles by experts, which •merchants
should study as they cover the i)rincipal ])hases of re-

tail merchandi.snig, and niucli beneficial information
can be secured from them.

There are many other j)hases of retail merchandis-
ing- which are on a higher level than they have been in

the past, but those I have mentioned will be sufficient

to indicate the desirable and satisfactory advances
which have been made.

I will now refer to some of the modern methods
which go largely towards the making of successful re-

tail merchandising, which will include dispensing oi

credit by manufacturers and wholesalers, and the nec-

essity of a knowledge of figuring expenses and profits.

Credit is given on confidence in a man's ability to

pay; in his character and integrity; in his ability to so

conduct his business afifairs, that the companies from
whom his merchandise is procured, sees to it that his

requirements are always fully supplied, and that he is

gTanted the line of credit to which he is entitled, to

permit him to conduct his affairs in a profitable and sat-

isfactory manner. The merchant who is in a position

to avail himself of the cash discounts allowed on his

purchases is naturally in a much stronger position to

carry on an aggressive, profitable business, than one

who is not able to do so.

A merchant with a volume of sales of $50,000 a

year, will purchase $33,333 of merchandise, presuming
he is placing an advance of 50 per cent, on the average,

on invoice price. Taking 3 per cent, as the average
cash discount he secures on his purchases, he would
save $1,000 in discounts, and figuring that he has $10,-

000 invested in his business, he receives a return of 10

l)er cent, on his investment'. Possibly he must borrow
from his bank at certain periods to permit him to take

advantage of the best discounts. Presuming his bor-

rowings would to.tal $15,000 during the year, at say

7 per cent., the average length of time on which he

would pay interest on this amount would be about one

month, which would cost him about $90.00. So that

on approximately half of his purchases he would have

the benefit of the full discount allowed, and the same
on the balance, less $90.00. By giving the bank this

amount and taking his discounts, he profits to the ex-

tent of $410, which he would lose if he did not have
banking facilities to obtain the loans required, and
which would necessitate making settlement only on

the net due date.

Every retail merchant must necessarily, in his

own interest, strive to place himself in the position to

take the best discounts, not only for the reason men-
tioned, but also for the reason that it places him in the

])osition of being able to chose the companies from,

whom he wishes to make his purchases, and whose
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merchandise will best assist him to build up a large

and profitable business.

Therefore, the merchant who makes settlement
only on a net basis, loses not only the advantage of the

profits, he will secure through the saving of discounts,

but he naturally will not stand as high in the credit de-

partments of wholesalers and manufacturers especial-

ly those producing nationally advertised goods, and
therefore, is frequently deprived of securing goods
which would mean larger sales to him and consequent-
ly larger profits.

Credit Has Been Loosely Given

Before I leave the item of credits I wish to say
that the dispensing or credits by manufacturers and
wholesalers in Canada in the past, has been in my
humble opinion on what I may term a loose and unde-
sirable basis.

The granting of credit has been altogether to the

disadvantage of the merchant with an established busi-

ness. It has been too easy for men with little know-
ledge of merchandising, and often without capital, to

start in business. Most businesses opened up under
these conditions are doomed to failure, especially un-

der extreme periods of depression, on account of hav-

ing no reserves or resources to fall back upon, to carry

them over the depression period.

I believe that 99 men out of every 100 who start

in business for themselves, do so with a desire and a

determination to succeed, but lack of experience in the

proper operation of the details of their business is the

cause of the downfall of a very large per cent, of retail

merchants.
The great detriment to well established retail

merchants in giving credit to this class of merchant,

is that when the creditors must step in and force an

assignment, or even if it is voluntary, the stock is

thrown on the market at 35c to 50c on the dollar, which
means a sale of goods purchased on this basis, which
other merchants in that town have to contend, with

goods for which they have paid 100 cents, and this to

me is the most unfair competition which the merchant
who always pays in full for his goods, has to contend
with, and which in my opinion the average merchant
is entitled to protection against, from the concerns

from whom he purchases his merchandise.

Of course, credit departments cannot altogether

eliminate losses, but I am sure the number of failures

amongst retail merchants can be reduced to a mini-

mum, if credit managers will be more careful in the

granting of credit to men who undertake to start in

business for themselves. It is easy to grant credit, but

it is very often difficult to collect against the amount
of credit given, and to avoid this condition as. much as

possible, and to give the degree of protection to the

established merchant to which he is entitled, a man
seeking a line of credit, or even being in a position to

pay cash for his first purchases, should be made to de-

monstrate that he has a knowledge of operating a re-

tail business, before he is allowed to purchase goods.

He should be able to show that he has knowledge
of the proper methods of figuring his expenses and his

profits. These are the rocks upon which so many con-

cerns are stranded.

He should show that he knows how to departmen-

talize his business, so that he will know from day to

day, week to week and month to month, which depart-

ments are making and which losing money for him.

If a department in which he has invested a certain per-

cent of his capital, is not showing the proper volume of

sales for the amount of stock carried ; if his sales are

largely made up on goods on which there is a small

margin of profit ; if the sales of the previous day were
to a large percent on a certain article which was being

sold at a loss, and if for many other reasons not nec-

essary to mention, goods are being stocked or sold

which do not show the proper returns to give the pro-

fit desired, then he should be in a position to know it.

My experience has shown me that many merch-
ants lose sight of the fact that expenses of the business

go on just the same when goods are being sold at a

loss, as when at a profit. They are inclined to figure

that they are getting their money back if they sell an

an article for $1.00, which, was invoiced to them at $12
per dozen. They overlooked that, if it costs them 25

percent of their volume of sales to do business, that

that percent must apply against the $1.00 received,

which would show a direct loss of 25 per cent on the

article, as it costs 25c to sell it. That $1.00 goes into

the sales of the day and year on which the cost of do-

ing business is based, just the same as if it had been
sold at the original price, which we will assume was
$1.50. The volume of sales is reduced 50c, but the per-

cent of the expenses must apply against the $1.00 just

the same as if the sale had been made at $1.50.

There are many books published and courses giv-
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Two fall lines shown
by the Slater Shoe

Company. On the

left, officers' Russia

calf city blucher

—

also made in Mahog-
any.

On the right, gun

metal whole foxed

bal, dull calf top,

single sole.
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cn which can l)e taken to guide retail merchants in de-

partmentalizing their stores, and show the proper
methods of figuring expenses and profits. Merchants
should avail themselves of these courses of informa-
tion. They cannot helji but iiu])rove their merchandis-
ing- methods.

Classify Your Expenses

I would, however, strongly recommend every re-

tail merchant to make up his daily sales by depart-

ments, and figure his expenses according to a classifi-

cation similar to the following: Advertising, transpor-

tation, insurance, interest, pay roll, rent, delivery, bad
debts, light and heat, depreciation, general expense,

(pa])er, twine, cleaning, etc.)

It is of course understood that the salary or draw-
ings of the proprietor are included in salaries item, and
if he owns his own store, that he pays himself the

amount of rent he would have to pay were he renting

the store from another party, such rent also to be in-

cluded in his total expenses.

Having departmentalized his store, kept accurate

account of his expense, the merchant must now be

careful to figure his profits correctly, and in doing so

must be sure that, he is placing sufficient advance upon
his invoice ])rice to cover expenses and leave a per-

cent of net profits to which every merchant is entitled,

and which he should have over and above his salary or

drawings.
In figuring expenses and profits, they must be bas-

ed on the same figures, either invoice price or sales.

Profits cannot be figured on one set of figures and ex-

])enses on another.

I have foupd the error to be very generally made
by merchants, to figure their i)rofits on the invoice

])rice, and their expenses on their sales. This is a

fatal mistake and causes the downfall of many mer-
chants. If the volume of sales is used upon which to

A distinctive Oxford

for women, by Edwin

Clapp & Son, East

Weymouth. Mass.

figure both expenses and profits, it will be found the

most simple method, and will solve the problems for

many merchants as to the reason that they find it dif-

ficult to pay their bills when due.

It may be desirable to mention that one hundred
per cent advance on invoice is equal to only 50

per cent on sales; 50 per cent advance on invoice is

equal to only 33 1-3 per cent on sales; 33 per cent ad-

vance on invoice is equal to only 25 per cent, on sales ;

25 per cent, advance on invoice is ^qual to only 20 per

cent, on sales.

The modern methods of operating a retail business

today embrace the keeping of proper records of pur-

chases and sales, and expenses and ])rofits, so that

waste may be eliminated and leaks discovered and

st()])ped. 90 per cent, of the failures of retail merch-
ants are due to lack of system and only 10 per cent, to

lack of business. These figures are based upon an in-

vestigation of the cases of failure bv a qualified author-
•ty.

'

In closing my few remarks to you, I would impress
upon you the value of increasing- your volume and
holding down your expenses. Every dollar added to
sales without increasing expense, means lower cost

All Champagne kid

bal, fox, plain toe,

854 in. top, 4 inch

vamp. White welt,

leather Louis heel

enamelled to match.

Perth Shoe Co.

of doing business, and consequently larger profits.

In conjunction with these features, the keeping-

down f)f the amount of stock on hand, and making
more frequent stock turnover, will go far to strength-
en your position financially and give better opportun-
ities of showing satisfactory results at the end of the

year.

I cannot emphasize too strongly the advantage to

retail merchants, and the firms they are dealing with,

to submit annual statements of their financial position

each year, whether they be satisfactory or otherwise.

It creates confidence, and that is what should be en-

couraged between buyers and sellers. It is one of the

features of modern merchandising.

A Plan for Reducing Costs

A SCHEME of interest to Canadian exporters of

leather to Great Britain is outlined by Mr. J.

W. Smith, a shoe manufacturer of Kettering,

Eng. The plan is for the establishment of a

su])plies syndicate (with a nominal ca])ital of $1,450,-

000, and a paid-up cai)ital of $625,000) to purchase
botttom leather direct from the tanneries, and thus
abolish the holding of large stocks by individual manu-
facturers and reduce charges on capital, and decrease
working costs. Mr. Smith points out that the scheme
might include the purchase of other essentials of boot
manufacture, and he appeals to manufacturers to sub-

stitute co-operation for competition. By that alone,

he says, can a standard of efificiency in organization be
maintained whereby a living wage can be firmly estab-

lished for the worker and a fair remuneration be assur-

ed to the real organisers of industry.
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Advertising a Special Sale With-

out Using Comparative Prices

T'HE aim of the average retailer, in advertising

a sale, seems to be to make the dif¥erence be-

tween the original price and the sale price as

great as possible—in the hope, no doubt that

people will tumble over themselves rushing to save

this three or four dollars. Nevertheless, it is commg
to be realized by good business men everywhere tnat

comparative-price advertising is losing value. Pos-

sibly this is a condition brought about by unscrupu-

lous dealers who deliberately inflate prices so as to be

able to advertise a "smashing" reduction. This has re-

flected on the legitimate dealer who has a genuine bar-

gain to offer—that is, unless he has so established him-

self in the minds of his customers that they do not

question the validity of his advertising. And if that

is the case—why go to the trouble of putting in com-
parative prices at all? Those who read his advertis-

ing and are not customers will not believe him any-

SEMI-ANNUAL

SALE

LADIES' $2.45
SHOES

MEN'S $3.45
SHOES

BOYS' $2.95

SHOES
LADIES' $1.00

FELT SLIPPERS

MISSES' $2.45 SHOES CHILDREN'S $1 .65 SHOE

LADIES' $2:95 SHOES MEN'S $5.45 SHOES LADIES $2.95 SLIPPERS

A DROP IN SHOES KOSEY CORNER
SLIPPERS

I

Elbert Hubbard said: "Repeated failures probably prove that the world

is onto your curves." Some comparative-price advertising fails for just

the same reason. Here is an advertisement notable for the absence of

"regular" prices.

Rannard's
.85

An exclusive custom model.

jMahogany or Black Calf.

"VT'OU may be "due" right now for a pair of extra

^ good shoes. You can get them during this

special sale at $4.85, $5.85, $6.85, $7.85; and you'l!

get a lot of extra value for the money.

We offer you your choice from our large stocks at our three stores.

There are all styles, all leathers, all weights, all siz:s. We will see

that your feet are properly fitted in the style you like.

See about it soon, the bargains are unusual.

Satisfaction in every pair.

MAIN STORE
9RANCM SToRE

PRANCH SToRE

FbRTAGE AVE.CbR.HARGRAVE.

536MAINSTGdR.JAME9.
273 Portage AVE.Ar 9M!tr

You know better than
anybody else what you
want to do with your

money;, but we know
that there's a big divi-

dend for you in spend-

ing some of it now for

these shoes.

Another attractive sales announcement that disregards pric?e comparison

way—those who are customers will be more interest-

ed in the sale price, rather than the original price.

Everybody knows that a retailer cannot conduct his

business on wind and to be continually advertising-

reductions is bound to raise a suspicion in the mmcis
of the public.

Ninety per cent of the advertisements that have
reached us during the past month have been sales ad-

vertisements. One can almo.st imagine the brain-fag

that must be a result of trying to think up ncAV names
for these events. Here are a few picked at random:
Pre-Inventor}' Sale; Anti-Camouflag"e Sale; No Re-
serve Sale

;
Victory Sale ; Overstock Sale ; Red Tag

Sale ; Sample Shoe Sale ; February Sale ; Profit-Shar-

ing Sale ; Emergency Shoe Sale ; Opportunity Shoe
Sale; H ousecleaning Sale; Change-of-Ownership Sale;

Family Shoe Sale; Stock-taking Sale; Big Mid-Wint-
er Sale

;
Factory Shoe Sale.

The advertisement reproduced herewith, is a note-

worthy departure from the average. The absence
of "original prices" is, we believe, one of its strong-

features. In addition, it has the advantage of a good
lay-out and well-written copy.

It .should be remembered that almost anybody can
write an advertisement of the "Regular $10. now $4.98
type"—it can be turned over to the delivery boy be-
cause it doesn't require the exercise of any particular
intelligence. But to advertise in such a way that cus-
tomers will be brought in to the store to purchase at
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"^^I^en Ke went down tlie

street Kis footprints

looked like tKis

—

.C5

<5

But when Le

came tack tkey

looked like this

—

He bad been to

^^oolf Brothers Sboe

Sale, of course!

Entire Stock Not lndnded

1020-22-24-26 Walnut

You 11 wish

you had more than one

pair of feet

—

when you see the values

in our Shoe Sale!

Over 1,800 pa

of J. ^ M. and otKer malf.e

SHOES
at these reductions;

$7.50 Shoes $5.45

$3 lo $9 Shoes $6.45

$10, $11 Shoes $8.45

$12.50. $13.50 Shoes $10.45

$14, $15 Shoes $12.45

$17.50 Shoes $13.45

Entire Stock Not Included

1020-22.24-26 Walnut.

SALE
AT

^1

"When a Feller

Needs a Friend

^polof IM, to Brlcei.

Three of a series of advertisements used to

umn and 5 inches deep. While comparative
announce a special sale. The originals were just the width of a newspaper col-

prices are used in one of them they have the merit of being " different."

fair and leg'itimate prices, which after all embodies
the ba.sic principle of retail merchandi.sing, requires a

certain amount of studious application. In the long
run, however, we believe the effort will be found
worth while.

Manufacturer Predicts Higher Prices

SHOE manufacturers state that some retailers are

under the impression, now that the war is over,

that prices will gradually get on a lower basis,

and with this view in mind have been cancelling

orders. Discussing this question, Mr. L. P. Deslon-
champs, of the Slater Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal, states:

"My own opinion is exactly the reverse of this view.
I rest my opinion on the fact that prices of materials
are not likely to recede, and the scarcity and trouble

in getting materials at all will tend to hold up the mar-
ket for several months. Prices of labor too are still

very high, and they will not come down while the cost

of living stands at its present level. Moreover, there

is no prospect of food prices being lower, having re-

gard to the fact that the price of wheat has been fix-

ed, and that Europe is demanding more and more of

our food products. Besides this, there is the shortage
of skilled help in the shoe trade—all making for a con-

tinuance of the present high manufacturing costs.

"One must not overlook the demand that will

probably come on us from Europe, a factor which is

likely to keej) up prices of the manufacturer's raw ma-
terials and of shoes. In connection with this subject,

I would like to call your readers' attention to the opin-

ion of Mr. Henry B. Endicott, of Endicott, Johnson &

Co., head of the largest shoe manufacturing concern in

the world. What is true of United States is true of

Canada, as our conditions are similar. Mr. Endicott

says : I have seen statements and advertisements in

newspapers that would lead an average layman to be-

lieve that shoe prices were tumbling rapidly. This,

I think, was more prevalent several weeks ago than it

is today, because I understand that some manufactur-
ers have already had to raise the price of their shoes

25 cents and 50 centts a pair over prices of a month
or six weeks ago. This action has rather checked the

talk. I am aware that some commodities that were
very rapidly boosted during the war have already start-

ed on the downward track, and they ought to, and
there is a class of shoes which certainly ought to be
cheaper and that is the class of shoe where the manu-
facturer has used his reputation and put on an enor-

mous profit. In other words, where the manufacturer
has taken advantage of war conditions and got above
a normal profit those prices ought to come down, but
where the manufacturers, as I believe a large majority

did, continued to sell their shoes at a normal profit,

based on costs, I think there is more danger that they
will have to advance their shoes owing to advanced
costs than there is that prices will be reduced. It has
been called to my attention that when the armistice

was signed the retailers apparently believed that the

'clock had struck twelve,' and it was their duty to place

cancellations instead of orders ; in other words, they
were like a flock of sheep—once a flock of sheep start

there is apt to be a small panic. Now, as a matter of

fact, nothing that the average retailer could do, looking

at it from merely a money standpoint, could have been
so foolish. We have received cancellations and have
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The Advertising Idea
|

Keep your eyes open for advertising copy I

I
ideas. An advertisement is often known by the I

I
happy choice of a striking phrase or combina-

I

tion of words. Take for instance the Packard

I

phrase: "Ask the Man Who Owns One"; the

J
Eastman Kodak Company's suggestion, "There's =

i a Photographer in Your Town." The Under- 1

wood Typewriter Company say, "The Machine 1

You Will Eventually Buy"; Ames-Holden-Mc- I

Cready, "Shoemakers to the Nation"; Ford Mo- |

tor Company, "The Universal Car," and so on.
|

Then there are many combinations of words !

that can be used attractively in addition to a I

standard phrase. Often they come upon you un- |

expectedly and it's well to jot them down before
|

you forget. Above all, remember that it's bet- f

J

ter to go out and GET an advertising idea than
j

s to wait for one to bump into you—and usually
;

1 much quicker. I

I !

f I
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accepted them, and these same people will buy shoes

again and pay more for them.

"That," added Mr. Delongchamps, "is the situa-

tion in a nutshell, and the statements comes from an
authority whose views carry the greatest weight."

Rubber Shoe Manufacturers Meet in Montreal

AVERY representative meeting of the Cana-

dian rubber shoe manufacturers was held at

the Windsor Hotel, February 19, Avith Mr.

T. H. Rieder, of the Canadian Consolidated

Company in the chair. Mr. R. H. Greene, of (jrutta

Percha and Rubber Limited, acted as secretary. It

was explained by Mr. Rieder that the gathering had

been called to discuss matters of vital interest to the

rubber shoe trade and asked for expressions of opin-

ion on any subject of interest, the following bemg
suggested, to start with : Operations of methods of

sale
;
Opening dates

;
Suggestions as to lines

;
Sug-

gestions as to prices
;
Advisability of the formation

of jobbers' associations in various provinces not now-

organized .

In connection with methods of sale, Mr. C. S.

Sutherland, of the Amherst Boot. and Shoe Company,
called attention to the demoralization in the trade

brought about by the reduction of prices on October

1, last. This brought about considerable clerical work
in adjusting trifling claims. He urged some better

method for securing regular prices. Discussion then

followed on terms of payment. Some favored the re-

turn of the old basis of 2 per cent, ten days, or net

sixty days. The majority, however, were of the opin-

ion that no change be made from the present basis.

It was suggested that dating should be changed,

making light goods November 1 and heavy goods

December 1. It was pointed out, however, that this

would involve a large amount of trouble, necessitat-

ing seperate orders and double invoicing. It was also

a departure from the general trend of maintaining

short terms.

The opinion was general that no change in prices

should be made until January in any year. A contin-

uance of the present method of placing prices being-

announced in March and assorting prices around May
1st, was considered satisfactory.

In the matter of bonuses being granted to retailers

in the large cities it was the general opinion that dis-
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tributors' associations should be formed to oversee
and regulate such matters.

Considerable discussion centred around opening
dates for the season and the sentiment prevailed that

a fixed opening date for the whole of Canada should
be decided on. The earlier opening date arranged for

the West was not proving satisfactory.

It was unanimously decided to continue the plan
of carrying no samples for the seasons 1919-20.

The following committee was appointed to arrange
for the formation of distributors' associations in Que-
bec, Ontario and the Maritime provinces : J. A. Dube,
Quebec City ; Geo. Robinson, Montreal ; W. Girou-

ard, St. Hyacinthe ; C. H. Lockett, Kingston; Geo. E.
Boulter, Toronto; J. A. Connor, London, and A. Up-
ton, Ottawa.

Colors for Fall Season

Many of the prominent Boston leather firms are
adding lighter color shades to their lines. The C. D.
Kepner Leather Company, whose lines of WILO
leathers are familiar to Canadian buyers, are meeting
with good response on two new medium brown and
light shades of WILO "snuft" sides. These colors
are known as No. 18 and No. 23.
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AIME DE MONTIGNY
President

Mr. Geo. DeLauniere, First Vice-president Mr. Louis Adelstein, Secretary

Montreal Shoemen Elect Officers

for the Current Year

THE election of officers \va.s the principal busi-

ness at the monthly meeting of the shoe section

of the Montreal branch of the Retail Merch-
ants' Association of Canada, held on February

13th, Mr. Geo. G. Gales presiding.

The following were elected: Messrs. Ainie de

Montigny, president ; Geo. DeLauniere, first vice-presi-

dent ; S. E. Wygant, second vice-president ; Louis Ade-
stein, secretary; C. R. LaSalle, treasurer; Geo. G.

Gales, auditor; J. T. Lemire, G. DeLauniere, S. E.

Wygant, A. de Montigny, C. R. LaSalle, delegates to

the Montreal branch of the Association.

Mr. E. M. Trowern, secretary of the Dominion
Board, wrote on the subject of the use of war savings

stamps as trading stamps. Complaints had, he wrote,

been made that some retail merchants in various lines

were so using the war savings stamps. The Domin-
ion Board had taken up this matter with the Depart-
ment of Finance and Special Committee of the Gov-
ernment in Ottawa under whose direction war sav-

ings stamps were Ijeing sold, and after calling their

attention to the Trading Stamj) Act and giving reas-

ons why the Dominion Board considered that war sav-

ings stamps should not be allowed to be used as trad-

ing stamps, a decision had been arrived at favoring the

Board's contention. Notices had been sent out by the

Department stating that no person was allowed to

handle or use war savings stamps for trading purpos-

es. If any cases of the violation of the rule came to

the notice of members of the section, the Dominion
Board should be notified. Mr. Watson stated that the

practice commenced in Winnipeg and this had now
been stopped through the action of the Dominion
Board. It was against the criminal law, and both the

giver and receiver were liable to penalties.

A long letter on the subject of fire preventions was
read. This gave a number of resolutions passed at a

conference of various associations held at Ottawa.
Votes of thanks were passed to Messrs. Geo. G.

Gales, the retiring president ; C. R. LaSalle, retiring

vice-president; L. Adelstein, the secretary; and to the

trade papers. The latter vote was acknowledged by
the Montreal representative of Footwear in Canada.

Style Briefs

MR. C. S. CORSON, manager of the Regal
Shoe Company, Toronto, believes that ox-

fords will be very strong for the coming
season. In high shoes, their Pall Mall bal.

in Royal Purple calf is one of the best sellers and this

style also sets up nicely in Havana brown kid. A new
last has been added to the Regal lines—one with a

little more character than the Pall Mall, having a. little

more pointed toe and being a little wider across the

ball. This is a very attractive last.

D. D. Hawthorne and Company, wholesale shoes,

Toronto, say they are experiencing a strong demand
for grey and brown colors in women's lines.

Dufresne and Locke, Ltd., Maisonneuve, will put
in two additional lasts—one women's with a medium
recede toe, and with a little higher heel that the sport

last. The men's last will have a medium round toe.

Geo. A. Slater Ltd., Maisonneuve intend to add
considera'bly to their range of samples. There will be
five women's lasts and three men's lasts. One of the

former will be a sport last ; another will have a military

heel and pointed toe ; and the remaining three long
vamps and high heels. The men's samples will be
built on conservative lines; one will be of a dressy
character and another a walking shoe. The firm will

make a feature of brogues in men's and women's. The
new lasts will come mostly in dark shade tans, and
with some combinations. A number of women's goods
will be in Nutria shade.

The Swan Shoe Company, makers of first walking
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shoes, Foott^luv folding slippers for travelling, etc.,

advise that the most poi)ular colors in their "soft sole"

and "first walking" shoes are black, white and tan. in

both high and low styles.

The Hurlbut Company, Limited, Preston, Ont.,

state that for summer their predominating lines are

white buck button, blucher and straps, patent vamp-
white buck tops, patent straps, patent button-mat tops,

gunmetal calf buttons, straps and bluchers, tan calf

buttons, bluchers and straps. For fall gunmetal but-

tons and bluchers, patent-mat top buttons and bluch-

ers and patent-white tops. In the heavier lines, smoke
and dark tan elks in bluchers are being shown. The
HurllDut sizes run from 3 to TYi and 8 to 10^ in the

welt cushion sole shoes and from 2 to 5 in the "Pussy
Foot" lines.

The Eagle Shoe Co., Montreal, are adding four new
lasts to their fall samples—two for men and two for

women. The former lasts will have medium high toes

and recede vamps. One of the women's samples will

have a long vamp and the other a medium round toe

with a 2-inch heel. The goods will be made in patent

leather and calf and with suede tops, together with a

combination of fancy linings.

In the opinion of the AVeston Shoe Company, Lim-
ited, there will be no radical change in style this year.

The outlook seems to be for the narrow receding- toe,

the style that has been popular during the past seas-

on. There is a slight tendency towards cuban heeis,

although they are making quite a large number of the

Louis style. In misses' and children's the Weston
lines have been remodelled and they are .showing a

range of cushion sole shoes for little folks that will

have a strong appeal to the public.

The Minister-Myles Shoe Company, Limited, Tor-
onto, find dongolas in black predominating, with colors

in kid and calf a close second. Colored tops on cloth,

they say, are not exceptionally large sellers for this

season, although they are having considerable call for

buck colors with calf and kid vamps.

I Mr. C. R. LaSalle, Treasurer,

I
Montreal Association

Style Program for Fall, 1919

T H I'' following j)rogram was endorsed by the

National Association of Manufacturers, Whole-
salers, Tanners, Last Makers, Travelling Sales-

men in Conference, January 13 and will be ef-

fective nationally in United States fall styles.

On the program of style recommendation for fall.

1919, the conference unanimously voted to ratify and
endorse the complete text of the December action of

the Council of National Service of the .Shoe and Lea-
ther Industries with the one amendment;

"The standard heights of women's lace boots, car-

rying all kinds of heels be 8^ to 9 inches—measuring
from the centre of top to the breast at the side of the

boot with 4B as the model."
The style program for fall, 1919, therefore reads:

1. Colors—Leathers for women's shoes to be
confined to three shades of brown, dark, medium and
beaver ; two shades of gray, medium dark and medium
light

;
bronze, white, black, and patent leather.

2. Height—That the height of women's lace

boots carrying all kinds of heels be 8i-4 to 9 inches

—measuring from the centre of top to the breast at

the side of the boot with 4B as the model.
That the height of women's button boots be not

more than 3 inches.

It is recommended, however, that the manufacture
and sale of women's button boots for the entire year
of 1919 be discouraged.

3. Styles—Styles be confined to pieced patterns
and foxed effects in so far as possible.

Women's lasts should not be longer than 1]/^

size over standard measure, and further, that the use
of needle toed women's last be discourag"ed for 1919.

The Lady Belle Shoe Company, Kitchener, Out.,
are issuing a catalogue which will go to the trade the
end of this week, showing their white cloth samples
and also a few of their pumps and oxfords, which are
carried in stock for immediate deliverv.

_„„_„—, ,„ „
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Heavy Stockings and Oxfords

THE increasing use of heavy stockings worn with
low shoes is emphasized in a current issue of

Vogue, one of the leading women's fashion

mag'azines and the tip should be of some little

value to retailers who handle hosiery or it may be
accepted as an indication that low shoes will be worn
to a great extent in the early spring. Even at this

early date it is not unusual to see oxfords and pumps,
on the streets in Canadian cities. In many cases also

The Woollen Stockings come in a variety of designs

the heavier stockings are a feature. Vogue tells us

that the increasing use of wool stockings will no
doubt be exemplified in sports wear during the spring,

and while these are not in any way unusual in charact-

er, they differ slig-htly from those which have hereto-

fore been seen. The stockings at the left in the sketch

show a very soft grey green shade made with an al-

ternating broad and narrow stripe accomplished by
varying the weave. Next to that is shown a black and
white stocking made of a combination of silk and wool.

This type of stocking will no doubt take the place of

the all-wool stocking for sports wear when the weather
gets too warm to permit the wool stockings to be
worn with comfort. Even about town of late smartly
dressed young women have worn the silk and wool
stockings with walking oxfords. On just the right

type they are quite smart, but no one who has not a

slim ankle should attempt to wear them. The stocking
in the middle of this sketch is all wool in a very beauti-

ful shade of tete de negre with a darker brown herring-

bone running throug'h it. A fine black silk stocking
with a slightly novel clock is shown next to the right,

and at the extreme right is an exquisitely fine white
silk stocking with a rather wide rib. This stocking
would be excellent for pumps of white kid.

Canadian Slioes for Europe

THE Canadian Trade Commission in Otttawa
has received, by cable from the Canadian Mis-
sion in London, a request to secure information
from boot manufacturers in the Dominion as

to their production, facilities for delivery and approxi-

mate prices in the cheaper grades of bootts for men,
women and children. These will be for sale in the

United Kingdom. A later cable on February 14th

further defines the requirements. The class of goods
required will be of the cheaper sorts for the use of

working people, with a small proportion of better grade

boots and shoes. Makers should figure on good sledge

boots at reasonable prices.

Leather and boots of all classes Avill also be re-

quired in large quantities, among what the Canadian
IMission describes as "enormous supplies of staple

goods," for which they are daily receiving inquiries

from Rumania, Greece, and Serbia. The cable adds

:

'"We are badly handicapped by Canadian industries

not having represeentatives here. Prospects for busi-

ness in Rumania, Serbia and Greece are very favorable

and if we can supply information promptly we should
be able to secure large business."

Several New Lasts

WE are advised by Mr. A. Brandon, of the

Brandon Shoe Company, Limited, Brant-
ford, Ont., that they are showing several

new lasts this season—exact duplicates of

the latest styles shown in the United States. Mr.
Brandon states that Canadian retailers are being
shown the same styles as are shown by U. S. manu-
facturers and, as our quality is superior, if anything,
there is little need for the Canadian shoe retailer to

go outside of the domestic market. Canadian manu-
facturers, Mr. Brandon continues, now have the art of

shoemaking down to a science and, particularly in

men's fine welt, our shoes are better wearing than
the United States product as well as being as neat
and snappy as any shown in America.

The Brandon Shoe Company are looking for a
good business this season. Prices are firm and there
is no sign of the leather market easing up. In their

One of the popular lines of the Brandon
Shoe Co.

opinion, the moment that peace is declared in Europe
and reconstruction commences, the demand for Ameri-
can leather will be heavier than ever and this all points

to even higher prices for shoes. Their advice to re-

tailers is to purchase now all the shoes they require

for the coming season because it looks more than
likely that those who are holding off in the hope of

cheaper prices will find themselves short.

Travellers for the Brandon Shoe Company are now
in their territories with Fall samples. J. L. Trethe-

wey is covering Western Ontario ; E. E. Mclntyre,
Eastern Ontario ; K. F. Walters, Montreal to Cape
Breton and F. S. Redfern from Fort William to the

Coast.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, makers of Ne-

olin soles, will open a Quebec City branch in the near fu-

ture.
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Comfort and Appearance

Combined in the various

Styles for Little Folks.

The "Tru Trod"—A splendid Shoe for the
growing child, made in widths B, C and D,

by Getty and Scott

First walking shoes, made by the Swan Shoe Co., Baltimore.

Popular colors are black, white and tan.
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The Goods—How to Know Them and Show Them
Sales Are Often Lost Because Retailers and Salespeople Do Not Know Their Goods

—

In Selling Shoes, First Please the Eye, then the Foot and, last, the Pocketbook

THE Uni\ersity of Manituba recently inaugurat-

ed a series of short courses in merchandising'

which, as the name impHes, are designed tf)

give helpful service to business men desn"ous

of improving their status as merchants. Talks at the

first Business Congress were delivered by merchan-
dising' experts from the United States as well as Can-
ada, and we are reproducing- herewith a particularly

instructive address by Mr. Geo. P. Irwin, lecturer on

Retail Selling and Merchandizing, University of Wis-
consin :

I want to tell you first an experience in retail

stores which will lead you, perhaps, as it has lead me,
to believe that there are some very important points

that a man who is selling a commodity should know
about the commodity. I remember here the story of

a girl
;
perhaps she is the kind of girl I was talking

about yesterday afternoon, who was given a book and
pencil, dropped down in a store, and then everybody
hoped that she was going to distinguish herself, she

was standing behind the counter shortly before the

holidays. A feminine purchaser (by Avhom 80 per cent

of our purchases are made in the majority of stores)

came walking into that store, and because that store

was displaying the merchandise efficiently .she found
certain articles upon a table in the aisle. She looked

at this particularly attractive display of merchandise.
It was attractive to the eye. The more she examined
it, the more attractive it became. The woman was of

curious mind—most human beings are. When we see a

new piece of merchandise which is attractive, the nat-

ural thing for us to ask is, "What is it for?" The wo-
man looked at the merchandise, and turning to the

sales girl said, "What is that for?"

The sales girl hesitated a moment because it was
an entirely new line, out of her de])artment, and then

for fear that the woman migdit think she was not "on
her job," decided "I will have to tell her something,"
and said, "Well, I think it is for a Christmas present."

And that was about all the information the sales

girl had to give to the prospective customer. Is there

any reason in your mind why that customer Avas not

interested in that commodity? She received no infor-

mation on that commodity.
And so we find in other cases that it often becom-

es necessary for us to know something a'bout our com-
modities in order that we may talk intelligently. We
may not be able to, like that fellow who upon his en-

trance into the linen department to serve customers,

was one day compelled to wait upon a feminine pur-

chaser who desired certain pieces of linen. The man
knew practically nothing of linens. The stopped to

look at two pieces approximately equal size. One of

them was priced $11 more than the other. The cus-

tomer, looking at them, said, "Yes, I see they are both
very attractive," and then, picking up the articles she
looked at the linen very carefully and said to the young
man, "I cannot see what the difference is in tnese two,
and you ask me $11 difference in price."

The fellow was not to be put down. He took up
one piece of linen which was the most expensive, and

said to the woman, " Madam, you will notice in this

particular piece the centre is in the midde and the

corners are on the edge."

The woman said, "Oh, yes, I didn't notice that."

And that young man was supposed to be a sales-

man. All of us are not fortunate enough to be able to

respond to the situation quite so readily

It seems to me if there is one thing today that

it is absolutely necessary, particularly with the small
retailer and his employee to enable them to compete
with yonder man who can hire an expert to do these
things, it is to know something about how to lay our
proposition before the customer in an attractive form,
and what to tell him about it after we lay it before him.
I am not talking entirely to you men who are laying
merchandise down on the table for customers to pick
up and admire but, I am really talking to anyone who
has a proposition which he expects to sell to some- »

one.

I heard a story of a barber who, it was said, at-

tended our friend Billy Sunday's meetings. He re-

ceived what he thought was very much benefit. He
was instructed by the evangelist: "The first thing that

Mahogany Oxford, by Slater Shoe Co.—Also
made in Gun Metal
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you do when you go out from here tomorrow, you pass

on the good tidings and help some fellow get ready
for the hereafter."

The fellow felt he had received much benefit,and
he went out from the meeting" determined he was go-

ing" to jjass on the good news to some other fellow. He
had not studied how to properly present the proposi-

tion.

The next morning one of his regular patrons came
in for his usual shave.

"Want a shave? All right. Bill, sit in the chair."

He went through the preparations for shaving
him, had the man nicely lathered lying with his head
back on the form all ready. He pulled out his razor

strap, whipped the razor up and down in good shape,

put his hand on the customer's head, held the razor

above the customer's throat, and said : "Brother, are

you ready to die ?"

That reminds me of some of the remarks we hear
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in our merchandising establishments. I walked into

a merchandising establishment only three weeks ag'o in

our city. I was trying to investigate some merchan-
dising conditions and was concerned with this ])articn-

lar problem. I walked into a store, and inquired for

an article.

"You handle so-and-so?"
The salesman assured me, "Yes."
I said I would like to see it, and he laid the article

down on the counter in front of me and said, "I don't

suppose you will like that kind?"
Instead of saying something to interest mc, the

man immediately started telling me he was quite con-
fident that I was not going to be interested in the prop-
osition. I didn't blame the fellow very much.

I walked into another store to buy the merchan-
dise. That fellow brought an article over and put

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^^
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it down in front of me with the remark, "I do not know
whether you want anything so expensive as that."

Possibly I looked poverty stricken.

The kind of things I mentioned are what keep

people from becoming interested in our propositions,

instead of sales people telling something interesting

about it.

I told you yesterday something about a very prac-

tical way of meeting a customer. Promptly this is an

insignificant remark to you, but to those of you who
have studied the people selling in your stores it is not

anything like as insignificant as it looks.

I walked into a drug store last summer in search

of an article. A couple of young fellows were stand-

ing there receiving money as the representatives of

that store. I inquired if they were handling certain

article, and one said, "Yes." He turned around to the

other fellow and remarked : "You know, I think Chi-

cago will win the pennant. The last wire they had at

the office they were so many runs ahead.

He finished his conversation about the ball game,
however, and said

:

"What is it you said you wanted?"
I said, "This is a nice store to keep away from."

There is nothing more important than the man-
ner in which we meet our customer and the way we
place the commodity before him. If you walk into a

store tomorrow, the way in which the commodity is

laid before you on the counter has very much to do in

determining whether you are attracted by that merch-
andise or not. You walk into a store and call for an

article, and the fellow throws it down and says "That
is a dollar." You walk into another store and the

salesman takes the article and handles it as though it

were worth the full price. Compare the methods.
Some ladies walk into a store to buy a garment

and the saleswoman picks up the garment and holds

it like a rag in her hands. The woman is not going to

be interested in that garment, as she would be if it

were displayed in the best form. What is that? Put
it on the customer. Relieve your customer of any con-

structive thinking, if possible—meaning that you show
your merchandise as nearly in the form it will look in

use as possible. That is not impossible in all cases, we
will admit, but so far as impossible, show how the com-
modity is going to serve. As an illustration : A young
lady in a small Wisconsin city was working in a gen-
eral store. She was responsible for the sale of collars.

She saw people walk up the side day after day without
looking at or apparently noticing her assortment of

collars. After a while she said, "I wonder why?" She
looked at her display and saw that there was no con-
trast of colors. She removed the majority of these

collars until she had very few. She took a common
piece of purple paper, placed it beneath the white col-

lars, and now she had a contrast between the white
and color instead of white lying on white. The white
collar was placed in an attractive form—just as it

would be worn—on purple paper. A customer could
see the figures in the collar and the customers became
interested.

She found the majority of feminine purchasers
would ask, "May I put it on?" or "Will you put it on
to see how it looks."

She found an old waist form that had been thrown
away and displayed collars on it. She did not use a

white waist because she knew there would be no con-
trast. She increased her sales 60 per cent, by merchan-
dise display. If we have a proposition to present, we
must present it to our customers in the most attrac-

tive form.

I might stand before you and say that particular
lighting system is one of the most brilliant lighting
systems you ever saw. "If I turned on those lights

and you saw for yourself how they looked, you will not
be compelled to think, "I wonder how they look?"

I might takes a man's necktie in my hands and
say, "Fellows, when this is tied it is the handsomest tie

you ever saw," but if I am a clever salesman I would
take that necktie and show the fellow how it looks, I

would not wrinkle it for that would damage the tie.

The customer knows how it looks and need not guess
at it. Believe your customers of any constructive
thinking.

I was in a small general store in Wisconsin along
in the early part of the fall, when a customer came
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in. A young girl was selling merchandise. This girl

was compelled one time to let the customer have a

bunch of toothpicks and next time to sell tooth paste.

This particular time the customer said, "Do you
handle certain goods by the yard?" and the saleswo-

man assured her they did.

"I would like to see what you have."

Along the side of the store was this merchandise
wrapped on the board edgeways. This saleswoman
walked up and pulled down one corner and said, "How
do you like that?"

Another one was pulled down a little piece more,
then a third one. The girl said to the woman, who
didn't seem to be interested, "You do not see any-
thing you like there?"

The woman said, "No, I don't think I see any-
thing I like. I think I will look around."

I was standing by the saleswoman and she said,

"Tell me as near as you can why I didn't make that

sale."

"If I could tell you how to make every sale, I

could make a million a day. The woman wanted cur-

tains for a bedroom window. All right. You stand

out here, ten feet from that shelf and let me pull down
that much of the corner of those goods, and then tell

me if you can see enough of that pattern to tell how
it is going to look made up, and what it looks like

hanging on the window."
She said, "No."
"There is the first principle of merchandise dis-

play. Relieve the customer of any efifort. Let him see

how the merchandise looks in use."

"What would you do ? This is a small store, and
we haven't fixtures like they have in the city stores."

I replied that I would get a piece of stock, if I

could get nothing better, wrap it with paper, and put
it across the top of two chairs. "The next time any
anyone asks for curtain goods, open the bolt and show
the pattern."

I don't care what your business is, show your
goods.

Take shoes, for instance. You may do what a wise
salesman told me was a very essential thing in sell-

ing shoes. He said, "The very first thing you are go-

ing to do with selling shoes is to please the eye. You
bring out the shoes and the customer says, 'I don't

like that.' You say goodbye to that and bring out

something else. Please the eye. When you get the

eye pleased, please the foot. When you have the foot

pleased, when that is comfortable, then there is one
thing more to do, please the pocket-book."

I leave that to you whether or not it is sound logic.

Importance of Color

Most of us do not realize the importance of color.

It is needless for me to say anything about color to

the man who is selling ribbons and dry goods. A
hardware man once said to me that it was not worth
while telling him anything of that. I stayed in his

store seven weeks. He had engaged a young boy to

sell merchandise. A young woman came in fli^om

the country and wanted to buy paint for her house.

She said, "I wanted the old man to have it painted be-

fore, but it was a pretty expensive job and he has
been putting it off, but at last he has decided to have
it done."

This boy said, "All right, we have quite a nice lot

of paint here."

He brought out his paints and figured up approxi-

The cartoonist of the Toronto Star Weekly pays a visit to a shoe store
and pictures some of his impressions
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mately the number of gallons it would require. Then
I heard the woman say, "Just how would you trim

that house? I am not positive about the colors here.

If you can help me a little bit in trimming the house,

probably we can decide on it. The old man could not

come in to-day, and he said, 'Anyhow, maybe the peo-
ple at the store know .more about it than I do.'

"

The boy looked at me as if he was scared to death,

and then said to the woman, "I expect we will have
to leave that to the painter. I do not know much
about that."

Then the woman said, "I cannot decide without
the old man." She went out of that store.

I found there was a painter in town who took or-

ders for paint. The woman went down to Mr. Paint-

er, who told her how to decorate the house, and the

last time I saw the merchant he still had the paint.

I have a personal friend whom I went to see dur-

ing the Christmas holidays. He was upstairs dressing

for supper, and when he came down I heard his wife

say, "For heaven's sake, who sold you that hideous
tie ?"

"A man of your complexion ought never to wear
that color."

He thought of the man who sold him that tie

—

but not in the right way.

Take an opposite, a women attending a social gath-

ering. All her women friends gather around her and
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say, "Really that is such a becoming garment you
have. Where did you get it ?"

"Oh," she says, "Mary over at the store suggested

.
this."

Any real assistance that you can give to your cus-

tomers is usually appreciated. We walk into a store

and want to buy a chair. The salesman comes forward
puts a chair down in front of you and says, "That's
a good chair." That is what the fellow across the

street said about his, and that is all the information
you receive. He gives no reason why it is a good
chair. You are compelled to accept his simple state-

ment. "Why is it good?" He gives you no proof. That
is his opinion not yours—the salesman's opinion, not
the customer's.

My friends, the customer's opinion is formed from
the definite information which sales-people can give.

If you want to buy a chair, what you should know
is what service you can expect to get. Instead of be-

ing told it is "a good chair," you expect to be told that

the chair will give you lots of service because it's

made of oak or because of certain improved construc-

tion.

Instead of saying "Good shoe," say "Here is a

shoe which will give you serivce because it is con-

structed in a certain way."
Instead of saying to the woman, "Here is a nice

coat," say "Tt is a good coat because .... "giving
reasons that are convincing.

Give Definite Information

I should be able to give definite information about
whatever I may sell. I should take the article and
study it, in order to be able to give definite informa-
tion. I first ask myself, "If I were a customer buy-
ing," in this case chairs, "what would I expect to get

in a chair?" Perhaps it is service, perhaps comfort;
most of us like a comforting chair. The construction

:.f it might be interesting. The benefits I would re-

ceive from it are the things interesting to me.
If I were going to buy a shoe it is quite probable

that I should want it (as most of the time we heai

customers say) good looking. Sometimes we say a

stylish shoe. 1 should want to have it of the proper
material. I should like to know how it was made, not

iiece-<sar;ly all the revolutions of the machinery that

made it^ but rather if there are any advantages to me
in the way in which it was made.

And so I might go on and on with this idea. One
might make a general statement that "it is reasonable

in price," without being able to compare it with other

products and say why. That is not sufficient. We
must have definite information as a positive proof of

our statemtnts, so far as it is possible to give it.

I am going- to ask you for a moment to let your
thoughts revert to the daih^ newspapers that you all

read on various occasions. Across the head of this

morning's paper you read, perhaps in red or black

characters, a certain number of words, commonly call-

ed headlines. They may have said there was a great

storm or a train wreck. Those black or red lines, as

the case may be, were placed on your paper by a man
who knew what definite information was, and he knew
how to present it in an interesting way. He knew
just how to boil down a long story into a few words.

That is what definite information means. Instead of

talking to me half an hour about this chair, if you can

tell me quickly in three or four words what I am go-

ing to get out of it, you are a salesman. So the news-

paper boils down the entire column of this neswpaper,
he writes across the top of the column four or five

words. You read four or five words and you get the

sum and substance of the entire column . You know
what is in the column, although you did not read it.

He tells it in an interesting way that compels you to

read the rest of the column, if you have the time.

There is a much larger principle illustrated in the

headlines of the paper than most of us see. If you
and I can follow that out, and we can because we can
see the newspapers daily and study how they do that,

we can learn to tell a concise story in a few words.
We can learn to tell it in an interesting way the inter-

esting things about our product—what it will do for

the purchaser, and why.

The Point of Interest

And then we come to the next step in selling, "the
most vital selling point," which is the most interest-

ing point to the particular customer. Let me illustrate.

One man buys insurance for investment ; another man
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buys insurance for protection. Both of them buy the

same commodity, but a good insurance agent would
not talk to both of them alike. To one he would talk

investment and to the other protection. To-morrow
morning into your general store come these two class-

es of people. I am going to apply this to an article

we all use.

Customer Number One comes walking into this

general store, walks up to the salesman and says, "I

would like to have a pair of boots. You know I am
working outside, doing work which is hard on shoes.
If you have one that will give me a lot of service 1

want it."

Now, this man is interested in the amount of ser-

vice he is going to get out of the shoes. No salesman
or saleswoman would think about talking style to
that man, because he has found out what he is in-

terested in. The second customer that comes into the
store has an entirely dift'erent viewpoint. Perhaps he
is a young man about town who rather prides himself
on being well-dressed.

"I want shoes," he says, "something up-to-date."
You say, "Yes," and you talk on that point. "This

is the newest style," and so on.
You figure out that man's interest ; you have
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found out what he is interested in. The third custom-
er comes limping- in and says, "I wonder if you have
a soft, comfortable sort of shoe ? I don't care how it

wears—I have a lot of trouble with my feet."
You would ])e a hne salesman if you talked on "a

beautiful shoe," and how long it is going to wear. If
you are a wise man, yoit are going to talk about how
comfortable it is going to be, and you are going to
forget about important things.

Customer Number Four comes in and says, "I
have just so much money. Can I buy a pair of shoes
for that money?" He is interested in the price, but all

four are buying shoes.

Try so far as you can to get on the other side of
the counter. Get the customer's viewpoint and find
out without asking too many questions what the cus-
tomer has in mind and what he needs. Previous know-
ledge of that customer will, in many cases, enable you
to serve that customer in the best way, because you
know what his interests are. You know whether or
not. he is working on a farm or in town; whether he
is a -minister or a laboring man. From your know-
ledge of merchandise you are able to talk intelligently
and get the customer's viewpoint.

Mr. Chalmers who was formerly with the National
Cash Register Company tells us that one of their sales-
men who had been a most successful salesman, when
asked the question as to the reason for his success,
said, "Nobody can ask me a question about my com-
modity that I cannot reply to."

That is exceptional knowledge. I am not going
to say to you that any one of you men or perhaps any
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of us can hoi)e to take the large lines of merchandise
most of us are carrying and say, "No man can ask me
a question I cannot reply to." I would sincerely like

to have the opportunity to talk to a man who thinks
he can do that with assorted lines of merchandise.
So near as you and I can come to that point, we are
going to be successful. So far as we and our staft

can do this, we are going to build up a following
which which is going to be pretty hard to get away
from us. Customers like to deal with people in whom
they have confidence. If you come down to-morrow
morning to my store and ask me, "Do you think that

chair is pretty well made and will last a long time?"
and I say, "I think so," you will go away and say,

"That is a poor fellow to be in charge of a furnititre

store, 'he thinks so.'
"

Why Sales Are Lost

I went into a store and saw a young woman put
a leather handbag down in front of a woman and tell

her the price. The customer said, "Do you think

that is real leather?" And she said," "It looks like it."

"What is the idea in asking $3 for this handbag?"
the customer inquired.

"Well, the boss marked it that way, and he gives
us the deuce if we sell it for any less," was the reply.

That is the kind of people we expect to do business
for us in our stores. If you have only one fourteen-

year-old boy helping you after school, make that boy
intelligent. Let the people in your commtmity feel

that when that boy tells them the things are right,

they are right. Let the boy feel he knows what he is

talking about, so that next Saturday when they come
down, he can look the customer in the eye and say,

"Weren't those peaches that I sold you delicious?"

Get somebody who will inspire confidence of your
customers

.

I walked into a store within the last few weeks.
The merchant was one of those who realized the im-

l)ortance of the human element. A farmer came into

the store and the merchant asked him something about
his child, and how the roads were. Then he said,

"Well, Bill, what I can do for you to-day?"

You know, I like that. A lot of people say, "What
shall I say to the customer?" I am not going to tell

you that. Please the customer. If he wants to be
slapped on the back, slap him on the back. If he

wants to be "bowed to," bow to him. Please your cus-

tomer. This particular man greeted his customer
and said, "What can I do for you. Bill ?" meaning,
"I am here to do everything to serve you to the best

of my ability."

The farmer said : "At last that old cookstove
burned out.. I have been fighting for a long time

against buying one of those, but I guess the 'jig' is

up now."

"What sort of stove do you want ?" said the hard-

ware man

.

"Look here, Tom, I do not think it necessary to

ask me that ; you know I cannot afiford to spend as

much money as some people in the world. The old

woman has been doing with that stove for a long
time and deserves a good one. Yoti know how much
money I have. I want to do anything within reason,

but do not want to give any more than I have to. It

is probably the last stove the old woman is going to

get. Better let you select'the stove. You know better

than I do."

1 was thinking: "There is a man we ought to have
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before the people of the community to show them how
to run their business. Here is a man travelling nine

miles, and he asks him what sort of stove he shall buy
and what he is to pay for it." No doubt that farmer

had been dealing with the storekeeper for years and

years, and he had found out that the storekeeper is

honest. If the storekeeper said a thing was good, it

was good ; if he said it weighed a pound, it weighed

a pound ; if there was any mistake in serving in his

establishment, he was always ready to back it up and

say, "I am going to give a square deal." That is the

kind of confidence I commend to you.

Analyze Your Merchandise

You people in the large cities have not that sort

of contact. I am not overlooking the man in the large

city. In the hurry and bustle of trade, the city people

have acquired the habit of shopping quickly. Those

Felt "Foot Pals," made by the E-Z Walk Mfg.
Co., New York
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of you who deal with the real customers are finding

that the largest opportunity you have in the world is

to render a service to your patron. If you want him

to depend upon you, you must study your commodity

so that you may be able to tell him what he may ex-

pect in service so that he may not be disappointed in

your statement. The lack of it drives customers away.

I would suggest that we analyze our merchandise,

that we teach our salespeople to study because the

• sales person who can talk intelligently about a com-

modity takes very much more interest in talking about

this commodity than the one who knows little of it.

One of you knows all about shoes, and you push

shoes ; another one likes to sell furniture ;
another one

likes groceries, and he sells groceries because he

knows the most about them. Put the merchandise

down before you. Ask yourself how it is made, what

particular construction is there that gives you an ad-

vantage to that particular article. Know how it com-

pares with other articles (not for the purpose of knock-

ing the others, but for the purpose of talking intelli-

gently about it). What goes to make money value ?

What will it do for the customer ? Only the thing that

it wnll do for the customer is the interesting thing.

In a city in Pennsylvania I made this kind of a

statement before a body of salesmen and women in

one of the large stores. A young woman came to me
and said, "Mr. Irwin, I know you are perfectly all

right, but I do not believe it is possible for a sales-

man or woman in the average store, particularly in

the smaller, to be able to talk intellignetly about their

merchandise, or to give a customer the knowledge
you talk about, because they have never been through

the factory."

I said, "Perhaps your statement is right. I would
not attempt to dispute it."

I just let it go like that, waiting for the occasion

to present itself to prove my statemeht. Ten days
later, when she had forgotten this incident, I walked
into the department in which she was handling leather

goods. I had my hat on and acted^ as a .shopper. I

walked up to the department, and said, "I want to

look at these," and she showed me certain leather ar-

ticles. I looked at them and said f>nally, "I am looking-

for somethig appropriate to. send to a little sister."

The woman suggested this and that and the other,

and finally laid down a little handbag, appar^itly of

leather. I said, "What is the price?"

And she said, "That is $3."
^

Just to see what she would say, I asked, "Do you
mean to tell me you have the nerve to ask $3 for that

handbag ?"

She looked at me a moment and said, "You do not

know what you are talking about. That is made of the

best quality of grain leather, and because of that a

woman would get four of five years of service out of

that bag. If that is not cheap service, I do not know
what is."

I said, "It may be good leather, but the thing is

poorly made."
Then she picked it up and showed me how care-

fully it was sewed and all about the construction.

"I think the metal on that will tarnish."

And she proceeded to tell me it would not.

I said, "That is a pretty poor fastening."

And she demonstrated the fastening.

I said, "All right, but if a woman will take that

handbag and go walking' down the street with her

money and handkerchief and other things in it and
the handle breaks, it is gone."

She said, "This handle is fastened on securely.

Some bags have tiny rings, but this one has this ad-

vantage."
Then she opened the bag and said, "The inside

would delight the eye of any woman." She showed
me the fittings and all that went inside with it, even
the advantage of the small purse.

I said, "'Those that I saw were larger than that

:

this looks small to me."
She replied, "That shows you are not keeping up

with the style. It has been a long time since a wo-
man carried those big things."

Just to see if she knew all about her other lines,

I examined another one and asked her the same ques-
tions. Finally I said to her, "Young lady, I congratu-
late you on the information you have given me. Have
vou been through the factorv to get all that informa-
tion ?"

"No."
"Where did you get it ?"

.She laughed and said, 'I guess you have me."

Look at the product from the customer's point of

view—from the other side of the counter. Look at
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the product and see what it will do for the customer.
Don't get your merchandise in and put it on the shelf

and hide it. Bring it down as soon as you get a new
product. If you get a new product in, call your em-
ployees and say, "Here is something new. Come and
look at it and see what you think of it." Tell them
what the salesman who sold it to you told you about
it. Be able to talk intelligently about your commo-
dity. You will build up a following, and Mr. Mail Or-
der House is going to have a hard time. Your pat-

rons will say, 'T do not know whether or not it is

right when I read it in the catalogue, but if I buy from
Tom Smith over there it is all right. If it is not al-

right, Tom will make it right."

Know what you are selling. So far as you can
show every individual in your store the selling points

of everything that comes in and let them talk intel-

ligently. I am not g'oing to say that is going to bring
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100 per cent, success, but it is going approximately in

that direction

.

A traveller from this country was travelling in

some foreign lands, and he tells this- little story

:

He started out one morning in search of a certain

famous place he had heard a good deal about. As he

went in search of it, he met a barefoot boy, one of the

natives. He said to the boy, "I am trying to get to a

certain place. Can you tell me where it is ?"

The little boy stopped a minute, then he looked up
into the man's face and said, "Sir, I do not know just

where it is, but this is the way."
"I do not know, just what your problem is, but

this is one of the ways of attaining success, "knowing
what you are doing and knowing your commodity."

Information Bureau for Exporters

CANADA is now making an earnest effort to es-

tablish an export trade in boots and shoes, and
three representatives are in Europe to promote
this business. Great Britain, too, is after for-

eign trade, and the Northampshire Chamber of Com-
merce is taking the most energetic steps to recovei

the commerce lost through the war and to extend the

exports. The methods which are being adopted may
give pointers to our own manufacturers.

"Our first line of attack," said Mr. Frier, secre-

tary of the Chamber, "is based upon the valuable K
Form information supplied through the Foreign Of-

fice and the Board of Trade. The Chamber has been

circulating this information to its members in the shape

of a code of which they have the key, so that if it fell

into the hands of unapproved persons it would be no
use to them.

"We have also a service of direct reports obtain-

ed through British Chambers of Commerce in foreign

countries and in our possession, with an interchange

of information as to the goods required by certain

markets and the capacity of our manufacturers to deal

with the trade of various countries in a more complete
and aggressive manner than would be possible by in-

dividual concerns.

"The Chamber has a very efficient overseas infor-

mation department, which day by da.y advises mem-
bers as to the trend of trade and the openings for sup-
plies. We have also organized a very vs ide awake pro-
paganda scheme, and we are preparing a magnificently
printed volume dealing with the industries of the town
and country. A sum of $5,000 is being spent upon
this publication alone. The Chamber is issuing a
monthly journal, with advertisements in English,
French and Spanish, besides articles on our products,
and 6,000 copies of each issue are posted to merchants
and wholesale buyers throughout the world.

"Further, the Chamber translates the foreign cor-

respondence of its members, and spares no effort to
secure that correspondence is conducted in the lang-
uages of the respective countries.

"Quotations are supplied in the currency of those
countries, and metric weights and measures are used
in the quotations. This greatly facilitates business.
Our staff is efficient in French, Spanish, and Italian.

The Chamber has arranged for a series of visits by
consuls and trade commissioners."

The Navy and Mercantile Marine

THE Navy League of Canada have issued a num-
ber of leaflets as part of their educational cam-
paign in matters pertaining to the navy and
mercantile marine. The first paper outlines

the policy of the Navy League of Canada. The second
])aper is by Hon. Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper on "What
Canada Owes to the British Navy." No. Ill is by Sir

Robert Falconer and deals with "The Heroic War
Work of the Merchant Marine. No. IV is by the
Hon. Benjamin Russell, entitled "The British Navy
and World Freedom," and No. V is by Mr. J. Cast-
ell Hopkins, who outlines "The British Navy in His-
tory." Other papers will be issued from time to time
in the near future and may be secured from the On-
tario Division, 34 King St., West, Toronto.

Getting Back to Normal

MONTREAL retailers say the return of our sol-

diers and the resumption of social functions

are proving of benefit to them. The depar-

ture of thousands of men for the front natur-

ally had a considerable eff'ect on the men's trade, and
this is now gradually returning to normal. As evidence
of the effect on business, the head of a very large Mon-
treal retail firm doing a high class trade stated that

he was selling- very large numbers of men's shoes, and
that the evening slipper trade was booming. The sales

of evening footwear was astonishing.
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I

The net value of manufactures in Canada for
J

the year 1917, just published, was $1,412,686,238;
j

the gross value, including labor costs, etc., was
$3,015,506,869. The boot and shoe production

amounted to $49,170,062 gross and $22,389,519

I net. For leather the figures are $41,117,128 gross

j and $14,492,651 net.

1
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Retailers Should Seriously Con-

sider Abolishing Credits

THE general tendency in the commercial world

today is to get down to a cash basis—a busi-

ness-like basis—and, in many lines, a good start

has been made in this direction. Not long ago

Canadian railways announced that shippers must pay

cash for service rendered, or furnish bonds to cover the

amount involved. And even under the bond, only 96

hours was allowed for cash settlement. Retailers and

manufacturers are endeavoring to meet this movement
by demanding that the railways make cash settlement

promptly for all claims shippers may have against

them. Many Canadian manufacturers have been do-

ing business on terms of thirty days' net for some time.

Under old conditions the time generally allowed was

sixty days. Many retailers also, in different localities,

have made the radical change from credit to cash tran-

sactions and have nothing but praise for the new sys-

tem.

Is there any reason, we ask, why every shoe mer-

chant in the Dominion of Canada, should not place

his business on a cash basis? These are not normal

times. The price of almost every commodity has gone

up and retailers must have larger capital behind them

if they are to do business at a profit. A retailer who
recently made the change says that he has cleaned up

a large number of accounts that have been standing

for a long time. "Doing business on this plan," he

states, " means that I have secured a lot of money I

never expected to get. It means that I have the money
in hand that I ought to have, and that I need. I can

put it right back into the business. It also means

that many customers who were avoiding the store be-

cause they owed money, are again buying as usual. I

have no books to keep and no bad debts, consequently

I can give lower prices. My customers are getting

just as much benefit as I am."

The customer, as well as the retailer, when once

he has become accustomed to paying cash for his goods
will find that the change works out to his benefit and
that it is far preferable to running up a long bill which
there may, or may not, be the possilMlity of paying in-

side of weeks, or even months.
The change from credit to cash can be accomplish-

ed in such a way that the customer will see the neces-

sity from the retailer's point of A-iew, as well as the

benefit to be derived by the purchaser. One merchant
has successfully used the following form of letter

:

"During the past four years we have been doing
a certain amount of credit business. This was started

in a small way and has gradually grown until today
there are thousands of dollars owing to us by the peo-

ple of this city. This has been a very heavy load for

us to carry and it is necessary, if we wish to continue

in business, to conduct the same on a cash basis. In
normal times this might not have been necessary, but
a war has been waging and Canada is feeling it. High
prices rule now and higher prices are not improbable.

It is difficult to obtain money from the banks and cred-

its from the wholesaler. We are told that manufac-
turers are in a much different position than before the

war owing to the greater demand for their goods and
the scarcity of raw materials. Consequently we have
to pay our bills more promptly.

"In view of this we wish to announce that on and
after April 1, 1919, we will conduct our business on a

strictly cash basis. Bookkeeping, bad accounts, pos-

tage, paper, time and worry, all cost money. And this

extra cost is paid for indirectly by the customer. By
doing business for cash we hope to eliminate this ex-

tra cost and sell you goods for less money.
"We thank you for your business in the past and

trust you will see our viewpoint. We ask you to give
the plan a fair trial and we are satisfied that you will be
pleased and convinced that it is the best way to do
business."

The time has surely arrived when Canadian re-

tailers should take a firm stand on this question.
Merchants, who have given credit for the past twenty-
five years, have changed over to cash and instead of

losing business they have increased thir sales. Little

more proof is needed that the cash basis is successful.
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No Possibility of a Drop in Prices

AVERY clear exposition of the price situation

of the immediate future is outlined by Mr.
Charles A. Blachford of the Rlachford Shoe
Mfg. Co., Toronto as follows: Prices materials

used in manufacture of shoes are firm. For example,

during the last month there has been an advance of

from five to twelve cents per foot on glace kid skins

throughout the entire glace kid market. There has

also been an advance amongst several of the calf tan-

ners. These conditions, existing along Avith the labor

problems which will come up during the next two or

three months, shorter hours and the increase of prices

taking place, will no doubt mean prices just as firm

if not a considerable increase. Then we must duly con-

sider the demand there is in Europe for all kinds of

raw material. Many of the neutral countries that

have not been able to secure their regular supplies

owing to embargoes, have now been in the American
market paying high prices in order to get raw mater-

ials to their country. They have to a large extent

cleaned up the market for the present, and now that

the British embargoes on shoes has been raised there

will be a flock of buyers from the Old Country who
will require supplies badly enough to purchase at any
will not enable domestic buyers to purchase at any
lower figures.

There is a tendency for every one to look for lower
prices but they will be disappointed in the showmg.
Trade merchants who are alive and have been follow-

ing conditions know just what is going- on, but there

are many who do not know these conditions thereby

making it hard for the manufacturers to secure their

Fall placing business, and in many instances the mer-
chant will not purchase their regular supplies think-

ing there will be a drop and this drop seems impos-
sible to take place for some considerable time.

The style end of the shoe trade is important, Dut,

owing to the lack of supplies, we will, to a large ex-

tent, have to continue on the same basis as we have
been travelling during the last year, inasmuch as

more subdued shades of leather will have to be used.

At the same time as conditions ease up no doubt we
will in a short time be back to light shades in novelty
shoes once more.

Those Wlio Pass and Those Who Pause

IF
there is any doubt in your mind as to whether

it pays to spend a little time in making your win-
dows attractive try this test yourself. Station

someone outside your window with instructions

to count the people who pass your store, and those

who pass in front of your window. Then change the

trim, making a special ef¥ort to produce an interesting

display, and try the same plan.

Unless your experience is an exception, you will

iind that the well-planned, carefully trimmed window
will attract a considerably higher percentage than the

window jumbled together in a hurry some Monday
morning. Care and thought in window trimming al-

ways pay.

You may learn some things about color and mo-
tion and arrangement from this single test that will

help you in every window you trim. But remember
this when you look over the tally sheet of people who
pass and people who pause: The figures are only an
indication of the value of a trim as an effective sales

factor, 'i'wo windows, ior example, might draw equal

crowds, yet one would merely satisfy idle curiosity,

while the other would actually sell goods. The im-

])ortant thing to remember is to put sales interest into

the trim. The nearer you can bring your message
home to the passer-by the more effective is the trim.

Don't forget that the window space is the most
valuable part of your store. Make the most of it.

Change your trims often. Keep up with the times.

Do they Pause od do they Pass?

Try to have the most attractive window, not only on
your street, but in your whole city. Don't think for a

minute that your chance is limited by the size of your
window, for it isn't true. Small windows frequently
are better trimmed than those which can show a half

block of plate glass.

The effectiveness of your window depends solely

upon the plan and its execution—and both depend on
vou.

Sell Odds and Ends to the Junk Man
Rather Than Displease Customers

THE most common cause of odds and ends is the

purchase of too many styles in small lots. When
you purchase this way you buy far too many
small sizes in proportion to the big selling num-

bers, thus leaving- small sizes and narrow widths to

dispose of at a loss. Such is the opinion of Mr. M. L.

Bridges, speaking at the Texas Shoe Retailers' Con-
vention recently.

Another cause, he said, is not keeeping up with
just what will be the seller by failing to read trade
journals, and visiting conventions where style matters
are discussed. A third cause for having discontinued
lines is the failure of tthe manufacturers and railroads

to deliver the goods on time. The value of go*ods de-

creases in proportion to the delay in their delivery.

Still another cause for accumulation is the chang-
ing of buyers. No two buyers have the same ideas.

Their tastes and judgments dift'er, so when a new buy-
er takes charge he generally throws out all the lines

he can and replaces them with others which in his

judgment are better sellers. In other words, he junks
the greater part of the stock and pushes his own pur-
chases. This you can readily see causes endless loss

and quantities of odds and ends.

Every case of influenza is treated differently by
the doctor who knows best the symptons and the con-
ditions of his patients, and so every retailer should
know best the condition of his stock, and the consti-

tution of his trade, and he alone can determine the
i)est way to g^>t result.'.

1 can here only mention a few general principles
which have given good results.

1. Running a special sale and advertising in an at-

tractive way just what you have to offer. In doing
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this, be sure you do not mislead patrons, because if

you do you will sooner or later destroy their confidence

in your advertisements.

2. Sell to a junk dealer at a small price. This, you
say, looses too much, but do you realize that when you
advertise and sell bargain shoes to your patrons, you
are selling them at a loss, when if you dispose of them
to a junk dealer and sell your customer a shoe at a

profit, you are about even, and g'ive your customer sat-

isfaction in fit, style and service, where by the special

sale plan, you run a risk of jeopardizing one or more
of these reciuirements.

Another and a prime cause of accumulation of

odds and ends is competition sales. When a man is

handed his sales at the end of a given period, and led

to believe that his salary in some degree depends on his

results in dollars and cents, it is only natural for him
to consummate sales as quickly as possible in order

to get another customer. This frequently leads to

carelessness in fitting but more especially makes him
dispose of the easy sellers. He will not show broken
lots for fear of not being able to fit or suit his cus-

tomer quickly.

Now if quality instead of quantity salesmanship
was considered, it would eliminate to a great degree

the accumulation of odds and ends, or if that salesman
knew it was to his advantage in every way to dispose

of the hard sellers they would move out.

Recently a department manager brought to my at-

tention a man who was selling far in excess of others.

In a trade paper he had seen by the percentage for

selling goods that he was producing sales for a g'reat

deal less than mentioned and thought his salary should

be raised, whereas a close analysis of his sales would
show he had only sold the cream of the stock. Now,
to my mind, if that clerk was made to understand
just where he failed I think that both he and the store

would profit thereby. We are all jvtst a little selfish,

and almost always do the thing that is to our own
interest, so if a proprietor remembers this he can, by
giving a small spif¥ or p.m., interest everyone on the

hard, slow sellers, thereby benefiting both stock and
salesman.

A great deal has been said for and against this

method, but after all, it gets the results when every-
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thing else fails. A great many houses use this meth-

od on new high priced goods, and find it profitable,

so if this is the case why is it n(^t more important to

use it on slow sellers?

In conclusion, I advise you to first go through

your stock personally. Select from it all undesirable

numbers both slow sellers and broken lots, and put a

ten or fifteen cent premium on the sale. After this

has been worked as far as you think advisable, put an

advertisement in the papers, stating just what you have

to offer and be sure to make a reduction worth notic-

ing. Finally, after you have disposed of as many as

possible by these two methods, sell the balance to a

junk dealer for what you can get for them.

Returned Men Want English Last

"While agreeing that the army boot is comfor-

table," said a Montreal retailer sellings men's shoes

exclusively, "the returned soldier is very anxious to

get away from the heavy type of shoe to which he has

been so long accustomed. He wants something that

is fancy—and our big demand is for the English last.

The returned men also want a shoe with a toe cap.

They are tired of the plain efifect—require something

different
;
they do not want to be reminded, in their

footwear, of the old army days. So they demand a

shoe that is fashionable, something on the lines of

what they wore in their civilian days."

Grade Work as it Comes in

A repairer should establish a difference in quali-

ties. Not that inferior material should be used, or the

work done carelessly, but the high-grade shoes should

be sorted out as they come in, and such merchandise
turned over to the best workmen. The low-grade

shoes can be turned over to the less competent, be-

cause the owner of the low-grade shoes will not de-

mand as neat a job as the owner of good shoes, and

even the poor workman turns out a good job now and
then. By grading the work as it comes in the shop
manager will come considerably closer to satisfying

all customers.
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Toronto Repairers' Third Annual Banquet
Shoemen Make Merry While Demonstrating That

In Co-operation There Is Strength

THE Toronto Shoe Re-

p a i r e r s' Association

held their third, and
most successful, annual

banquet at the Carls-Rite Ho-
tel, on Wednesday, March 5,

with a splendid turn-out trom
the members and a large nuni'

ber of representatives from the

rubber companies and the jobbing and manufacturing

houses. It was decided this year that complimentary

tickets would be given to all members of the jobbing

or manufacturing trades who might care to attend. The
result was very gratifying and demonstrated the

friendly relations that have been brought about by the

Association.

Some of the guests noted were: Mr. Allen, of C.

Parsons & Sons, Toronto; Messrs. Lacey and Law-
ther, of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Co; Beal and

Hudson, of Beal Bros., Toronto; Bert Tilley, of Chas.

Mr. J. W. Hendry, President

Tilley & Son ; Hanson and Naylor, of the United Shoe

Machinery Co., Toronto; Mr. A. Moore, Beardmore

& Co., Toronto; Messrs. Puncher and McCallum, of

the Breithaupt Leather Co., Kitchener: Stockton and

Wiman, of C. S. Hyman & Co., London ; Mr. Wallace,

of P. B. Wallace & Son, Toronto; Mr. King, of Jas.

King, Toronto; Messrs. Stewart, Harris, WilUams
and Johnston, of the Goodyear Rubber Co.. Mathers,

Herriott, Shaw, Page and Sharpe, of the Gutta Percha

and Rubber Limited; Mahafify, Jeffrey and Wilson, of

the l.T.S. Rubber Heel Co.; Thomi)son, Rogerson &
Thompson of the Dunlop Rubber Co. ; Mr. A. R. Wil-

ton, Secretary of the Hamilton Association, Mr. Legg,
of St. Catharines and Mr. Chambers, of the Kilgour
Chambers Co. The total attendance was a'bout one
hundred and fifty.

The entertainer for the evening was Mr. Jules Bra-

zil, who made things lively by leading the gathering in

singing old and new songs. Printed song sheets had
been distributed and the vocal effort was at times most
wonderful and fearful—especially when the members
on one half of the room sang one tune and others sang
another difYerent tune. Jules said it was "bee-eautiful"

and he ought to know. The Siamese national anthem
"Ova tannas Siam" was rendered as though everybody
really meant it, but some of the banquetters got hor-

ribly twisted singing "The saucy, soft, short shirts for

soldiers sister Susie sews." Arthur Butterworth, the

treasurer, was one of these, but that was no doubt due
to the fact that this year he did not wear his dress suit.

One member, who stumbled and fell in the middle of

this song, said he was going to take it home and try

it over on the Goodyear stitcher. The competition

between the rubber companies, who each took a turn

at singing "Mother Machree" was very good indeed.

There is a high note in that song that the rubber men,
even with their stretching qualities, found it very dif-

ficult to reach.

The singing took place between the courses of the

dinner, which was very complete and satisfying. Fol-

lowing is the menu provided by Mine Host Wright

:

TORONTO SHOE REPAIRERS ASSOCIATION
THIRD ANNUAL DINNER
HOTEL CARLS-RITE

Wednesday, March 5th, 1919

Menu

Tomato Gumbo
Chilled Celery Queen Olives Pearl Onions

Fillet of Sea Bass, Saute Meuniere, Pommes Victoria

Roast Gosling, Sage Dressing, Apple Fritters

New England Baked Potatoes Golden Wax Beans

Chicken Salad

Individual SoufTle Pudding

Assorted French Pastry Neapolitan Ice Cream

Compote of Canadian Fruit

Fromage Royale Toasted Saltines

Cafe Noir

Following the cofifee and cigars the president, Mr.

J. W. Hendry, spoke briefly, outlining the activities of

the As.sociation during the past year and some of their

plans for the future. He emphasized the necessity of

education along the lines of better business methods

and, in this connection, stated that Gutta Percha ana
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Rubber Limited, had offered to co-operate with the
members in explaining and arranging for them an ac-

counting system suitable for their needs. A represen-
tative from the company will go into the matter fully

in a series of talks to be given at the regular fortnight-

ly meetings of the Association.

P'ollowing the president, Mr. James Acton spoke
at some length and in a most interesting strain of the

Mr. Walter Burnill, Vice-president

evolution of the shoe industry. The repair end of the

industry has made wonderful strides from the slow

and laborious hand methods of former days to the ef-

ficient economical and rapid machinery of the present

time. Mr. Acton's serious remarks were sandwiched
with touches of humor, into which he introduced a

few local hits, his reference to the ease with which
Mr. Walter Burnill slipped past St. Peter at the Gol-

den Gate being highly amusing We have no doubt
that when the time comes for Mr. Burnill to make his

application for passage through that heavenly portal

—

which we earnestly hope will be many, many years

in the future—he will find his reception, in fact, quite

as cordial and spontaneous as Mr. Acton pictured it

in fiction.

The Wholesale Trade

Mr. Walter Burnill, vice-president of the Associa-

tion, proposed the toast "The Wholesale Trade." He
brought out, in the course of a very interesting talk,

the value of the human element in business. The T.

Eaton Company of Toronto had shown us that, in

their recognition of this element, they not alone secur-

ed better co-operation from their associates, but also

secured for themselves some highly effective advertis-

ing. Mr. Burnill referred to the co-operation they had
received from the various manufacturing companies

and instanced the trip to Acton last summer provided

by the Beardmore Company, which gave the members
an opportunity of inspecting one of the largest sole

leather tanneries in the world. The speaker referred

at some length to the work of his association during

the past year and the various discussions at their semi-

monthly meetings. Mr. Burnill certainly demonstrat-

ed to his hearers that the repairers association has

some splendid ideas and is not only working along

right lines 'but is also getting fine results. May the

work go on

!

The president then called upon a number of the

members of the manufacturing trades to speak and
brief, interesting addresses were delivered by the fol-

lowing: Messrs. Moore, of Beardmore & Company;
Lawther, Anglo-Canadian Leather Company ; Pun-
cher, Breithaupt Leather Company; Stockton, of C. S.

Hyman & Company
;
Thompson, of the Dunlop Rub-

ber Company; Wallace of P. B. Wallace & Son, Tor-
ontto

;
Allen, of C. Parsons & Son, Toronto; Mather,

of (jutta Percha and Rubber Limited ; Harris of Good-
year Rubber Company; Mahaffy, of the LT.S. Rubber
Heel Company and a representative of the F. F. Dal-
ley Corporation, Hamilton.

Mr. Moore, sales manager for Beardmore & Com-
pany, gave a short review of the production and ex-

port situation during the past year and briefly touch-

ed upon some of the problems of the tanning industry.

His talk was one of the most interesting of the even-
ing, furnishing, as it did, further proof of the close re-

lationship that exists between the various elements
in the footwear trade.

The Trade Press

The toast, "The Trade Press," was proposed by
Mr. C. Robertson, who impressed upon the members
the benefit they might derive by close attention to the

trade papers. They had often approached repairer's

associations in other cities on different matters and
were surprised at times to hear : "Yes, we know all

about that—it was in the trade papers." This clearly

indicated the value of the press, not alone in spreading
interesting association news, but also in passing along
pointers that might be found helpful in the shop. This
toast was responded to briefly by Mr. Walter Carr

Mr. S. Burnett, Financial Secretary

who spoke along the line of closer operation between
the various elements in the trade. Mr. Carr instanced
the conditions in the electrical merchandising industry,
which was fairly analogous to the footwear trade, and
explained how the retailing of appliances had been
stimulated by the assistance of the manufacturers and
jobbers. In that industry it was felt that the men
directly responsible for getting appliances into the
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hands of the ultimate consumer were not trained mer-
chandisers and, to remedy this condition, electrical

manufacturers and jobbers had undertaken to teach
the dealer how to handle his business. One method
had been to place at the disposal of dealers and exper-

,en^c:d merchandiser, to advise and consult with them
individually. The result was that there had been a

phenomenal increase in the total aniovmt of business
done. It had been done at a reasonable profit, and the

public had become favorably impressed with the stab-

ility of the electrical industry.

These remarks were merely offered, the speaker
said, in case the repairers may find something of value
in them to fit their own needs. The repair business
had also changed greatly in recent years, more par-

ticularly in that the sale of "findings" was now recug-
nized as a legitimate and considerable part of the re-

pairer's business. It may be that the methods of mer-
chandising might be improved and that the increase

in volume of business resulting would prove just as

satisfactory as in the other industry.

Visiting Associations

Mr. Wilton, secretary of the Hamilton Shoe Re-
pairers' Association was a visitor and also Mr. Legg,
of the St. Catharines Association. Both of these

gentlemen spoke briefly and told of good progress be-

ing made in their respective cities.

A feature of the evening was the presentation to

President Hendry of a gold watch fob bearing the crest

of the association. The presentation was made by Mr.
Hayward past-president of the association, who voic-

ed the opinion of the members in a few words of ap-

preciation of the splendid work of Mr. Hendry as an
officer of the Association. Mr. Hendry made a suit-

able reply.

The "Why" of the Missing Portrait

On the occasions of the two previous bancjuets, the

Association had on hand a photographer to "shoot"

Mr. A. Butterworth, Treasurer

the group so that each member could have a little

souvenir of the evening to ])aste in the family album.
This year the photographer was missing. We request-
ed an explanation from Mr. Arthur Butterworth and
he explained that the photographer was a very objec-

tionable and mussy person, who only filled the atmo-
sphere with a loud "bang" and a superfluity of smoke
and accomplished no real good. Now we ask you,

man to man, could anybody make as much noise and as

much smoke as a gathering of shoe repairers? The
"nays" have it. But anyway, there is no portrait this

year with which to decorate the mantlepiece.

Success to the Association

"Success to the Toronto Shoe Repairers' Associa-
tion" was proposed by Mr. F. B. Utley and responded
to by Mr. S. Burnett, financial secretary of the Assoc-

Mr. T. McGuffin, Recording Secretary

iation, who also outlined at some length the useful

work accomplished by the As.sociation and the larger

part they were endeavoring to take in the Toronto
industry.

Following a toast "The Conclusion of the War"
and the singing of the National Anthem, the gathermg
broke up about one o'clock in the morning with the

opinion generally expressed that the third annual ban-

quet eclipsed the previous two. As the treasurer re-

marked during the course of the evening, "We learn

by experience," and, if this is the case, we may hope
for an even greater fourth banquet, although this

would be hard to imagine.

Practical Pointers for Repairmen

SOME repair men spoil a sewed shoe before it

leaves the shop by hammering it too hard after

sewing. Just to prove this to yourself lay a

piece of thread on an iron last and hit it with a

hammer and see the result. The same thing happens to

a welt shoe after sewing, especially to the inner seam
which does not have much wax on and is dry and
brittle. A heavy blow is bound to break h few strands

of the thread. Later the welt will part from the sole

and you will have a dissatisfied customer.

Shoe repair men, as a rule, do not pay enough at-

tion to the welt or innerseam. .\fter taking off the

old sole, put in a few stitches with a wax end where
the seam is lose. It will save you trouble later on,

for if not fastened it will break away and the customer
will blame you for it. In a way it would be your fault

for not fixing it when you should.
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New Upper Hanger
The S.M. Supplies Co. Boston, have a very interest-

ing device for factory stitching rooms known as
French's upper hanger. In use, this equipment pre-

vents the uppers from being soiled and mixed. It

stands upright on the bench and the uppers are strung

on the standards. When filled, the device is simply

hung on a rod in readiness for the next operation, it

is made with two and four arms.

Bolsheviki Propaganda

A DISPATCH from Washington, dated INIarch

6, appeared in the Toronto papers .and caus-

ed quite a little comment in shoe circles.. It

bore the sensational heading "All Shoe Fac-

tories to Close Throughout the United States," and

read as follows: "Seventy thousand Svvedish shoe

workers will be thrown out of employment April 15

by suspension of operations in all shoe factories of the

country. Dispatches to the. state department to-day

said that the manufacturers had decided to close their

plants because of over-production during the war and

unsound speculation since the cessation of hostilities."

The item was so ridiculous that to most retailers

and other members of the trade it was taken with

very little seriousness, but, nevertheless, there was

some talk because nobody knew what it all meant.

We, therefore, immediately communicated with Mr.

Thomas Anderson, secretary of the New England

Shoe and Leather Asociation, who states that he has

not heard of any such likely action on the part of any

group of United States shoe manufacturers, liven

supposing all the shoe factories did shut down, why
would it be only "Swedish" workers that would be

afTected ? There has been a shoemakers' strike on in

Brooklyn, but the number of men involved is notning

like 75,000. Mr. Anderson says it has the earmarks

of Bolsheviki propaganda and, while the falsity of

such items is quite apparent, they often do a good
deal of mischief among those who a"e not aware of

the real facts.

Dr. Scholl in London

ON February 8th Dr. Scholl, founder and presi-

dent of The Scholl Mfg. Co. sailed on the Ad-
driatic for London, where he expects to re-

main several weeks visiting his brother, Frank
Scholl, head of The Scholl Mfg. Co., Ltd., of London.
Dr. Scholl has been contemplating such a trip for some
time, but owing ro the war and the restrictions placed

on travelling, his trip has been delayed until the pres-

ert.

The Scholl Mfg. Co., Ltd., of London, has made
a wonderful growth even during the war period, and
in order to meet the changed conditions, installed, un-
der adverse conditions, a complete manufacturing
plant. In the early days of the war the great preva-
lence of foot troube was quickly demonstrated by
English army surgeons, and, as a result, thousands of

soldiers were provided with Dr. Scholl's Foot Com-
fort Appliances, which permitted them to remain in

the service, while without this assistance they would
have been rejected for service. It is the Doctor's in-

tention to put the factory in a highly efificient state of

Dr. Wm. A. Scholl

])roduction and to assist in developing the business by
inaugurating many of the co-operative selling" plans
which he now so effectively uses in the United States.

-Mthough he expects to be extremely busv, the change
of scenery and environment will give him a much need-
ed rest. Before returning home, it is his intention to

visit the continent, and. if possible, view some of the
scenes where the world's greatest struggle was fought.

The death occurred recently of E. Brown, chief acount-
ant of the Leckie Company, \';mcouver. He had been with
the company for thirteen years.
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"Shynezy" Polishing Chair

The Canadian Shoe Findings Novelty Company,
Toronto, have been appointed agents for the sale of

the "Shynezy" chair, which, as the name implies, is

designed to render the rather irksome task of shoe-
cleaning more easy. It is an ordinary chair in appear-
ance, but in the seat is contained a complete shoe-
shining equipment, accessible when the seat is lifted.

It is made in oak and white enamel and is very jit-

tractive.

Mr. Lester Levy, son of Mr. A. Levy, shoe re-

tailer, is manager of the Canadian Shoe Findings
Novelty Company, and is now Ijack on the job after
an absence of some little time with the Royal Air
Force. They handle shoe findings of all kinds for re-

tail shoe stores.

T
Montreal Trade

HE Montreal shoe manufacturers arc busy

—

some are very busy, with orders which will

keep the factories going for five or six months.
Those making men's goods are benefiting from

the return of our soldiers who are now requiring civ-

ilian footwear. The United Shoe Machinery Co. of
Canada report that the company is working overtime

—

a pretty sure indication of the general condition of the
trade—and the United Last Co. state that they are
running at capacity.

There is indeed a general feeling of optimism as
to the current year's shoe business. The two draw-
backs are the shortage of skilled help and the difficulty
of securing adequate .sup])lies of raw materials. There
is an undeniable scarcity of certain leathers, due to the

impossibility of getting skins. Prices will not come
down—on this point tanners, leather merchants, and
shoe manufacturers are most emphatic. There is no
relief in sight as to cheaper raw materials, and until

then prices of shoes will remain at their present level.

Manufacturers state that retailers who are hoping to

buy more cheaply will find that they are mistaken, and
those who may cancel may find that it will cost more if

they re-order and that it will be impossible to obtain

prompt shipment of such re-ordered goods.

National Shoe Findings Company Appoint
Canadian Agents

The International Supply Company of Montreal
and Kitchener have made arrangements with the Nat-
ional Shoe Findings Company, of Lynn, Mass., to

handle their extensive line of shoe goods throughout
the Dominion. The National Shoe Findings Co. have
been doing a large export business for a number of

years and their trade-marked merchandise is widely
known for its high standard cjualities of excellence and
uniformity. They enjoy an excellent Canadian busi-

ness and their trade will be pleased to learn that the

Canadian connection has been made, assuring their

clients of more prompt service. A stock will be carried

by the International Supply Company of the National

Shoe Findings lines at both their Canadian offices

ready for immediate shipment.

Mr. Emile Larose, who has been appointed
sales manager of the Columbus Rubber Co.,
Montreal. He was formerly with the Canadian
Footwear Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Have Entered Canadian Field

Henwood and Nowak, leather merchants, Boston,

Mass., have recently entered the Canadian market and
plan to cover the territory regularly. They manufac-
ture a well-recognized and excellent line of glazed kid

in both black and the leading colors and have devoted
much time and thought in the development of a line

which would be acceptable to Canadian makers. Mr.
Frank Seigrist, who is now in Canada, is the company's
representative.
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Champion Representative Weds
/"E are pleased to announce in this issue the

coming marriage of Mr. W. A. Coles, Can-

T T adian representative for the Champion Shoe
Machinery Company, St. Louis, Mo., to

Miss Mary Jessica Smith, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. R.

A. Guy Smith, Westmount, Que. The event will take

l^lace on April 3rd and after a honeymoon at Atlantic

City and New York, Mr. and Mrs. Coles will reside at

373 Melrose Avenue, Westmount, Montreal.
'Mr. Coles has been connected with the Champion

Mr. W. A. Coles

Shoe Machinery Co. for over six years, and before
coming to Canada was with the Boston office of the

company. He has reported some very interesting-

sales of Champion Machinery during the recent past,

several of which are noted elsewhere in this issue. As
a matter of fact he says that selling the Champion line

is much easier than selecting the furniture for his new
home. We join with many friends in extending- to

Mr. Cole and his fiancee sincere wishes for their happi-
ness and prosperity.

Cotton Thread as a Substitute for Linen
By Mr. A. G. Mooney

UNDER the stress of war, it was impossible to

secure supplies of certain commodities which
were formerly looked upon as indispensable.

Resource was perforce made to substitutes,

which have often been found to be of great value—in

some cases better than the original article. In the

shoe trade, we may cite the use of cottgn threads as

an example of a substitute which has proved very
satisfactory. Before the war shoe manufacturers
thought it impossible to use cotton for turns, stitch-

ing, welting McKays, etc. They absolutely declined to

try it, but as the supply of linen gave out manufac-
turers were compelled, against their will and with
many misgivings, to use cotton.

What was the result? To their astonishment, it

was found that cotton, in many cases, answered the

purpose. One instance may be cited. In the turn shoe
the great elasticity of good Sea Island cotton lias off-

set the strength generally associated with the article

l)reviously used. In the lock made by the stitcher it

has also been recognized as almost imperative to have

the top thread at least made of cotton, on account of

the friction of the two threads which, if both are made
of a material which has no stretch, will cut each other.

This was recognized long before the war by the lead-

ing shoe manufacturers in the United States, where

the combination on the stitcher was always linen in

the shuttle and cotton for top-thread.

It may be stated with confidence that for McKays'
Goodyear stitching and welting, and turns cotton has

more than held its own during the last four years. It

is cheaper, and in tan shoes especially looks well. In

the machines it works perfectly. As to wearing qualit-

ies, experience has shown that it is very durable.

We have now had an experience which proves that

the substitute is at any rate equal to the article former-

ly regarded as indispensable. As a test of its value,

manufacturers who have used cotton may fairly ask

themselves "How many pairs of shoes were returned

or how many complaints came in on account of the

seam ripping in the sole?" Certainly not more than the

small average of pre-war days—and the saving by us-

ing cotton is not to be lightly disregarded in these

times when economy of production counts for so much.

Promotion for Mr. Fallen

Mr. W. G. Fallen, for the past six years western

traveller for Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait, Ont., has

been appointed sales and advertising manager. He
will also look after the style selections for the firm.

Mr. Fallen started in the shoe business as a salesman

Mr. W. G. Fallen

with Mr. Mark Mundy of Gait and established a repu-
tation as a window-dresser. Later, or about fourteen
years ago, he went on the road for Getty & Scott, with
whom he has been associated ever since. Many friends
in the trade join in wishing him every success and pros-
perity.

The Champion Shoe IMachinery Company have
placed a repeat order with the Palmer IMcLellaii Com-
pany, Fredericton, N. B., for a factory clincher nailer.
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A Handsome Calendar

The Breithaupt Leather C"om])an_\-, Kitchener,
have distributed a very handsome calendar which is a

reproduction of a i)ainting entitled "Tlie \\'arnint;

Shadows." The subject is taken from the early pioneer
days and shows two travellers, in picturesque garb, on
horseback, seeking shelter in the lee of a cliff when
the shadows of a roving band of redskins are seen out-
lined on the opposite side of the canyon. Some very
artistic calendars have been sent out this year and the
Breithaupt selection is one of the best.

Scholl Educational Work

THE educational department of the Scholl ]\Ifg.

Co. has I)een busily engaged in tilling dates in

and about Detroit during the i)ast month. Dr. L.

R. Thompson and Dr. W.A. Hill, both associat-

ed with Dr. Wm. M. Scholl, the famous foot authority,

have appeared before various organizations in that

city. Both of the lecturers use a stereoptican machine
with over 100 colored slides, as well as moving ])ic-

tures, to illustrate their subject "The Care of the Feet."

Among the many groups of business and social or-

ganizations who had the pleasure of hearing one of

these Scholl experts were the Detroit Shoe Retailers'

Association, Detroit Employment Managers Club, the

Rotarv Club, the Exchange Club and the Kiawanas

Club. Special lectures were given before the Oakman
Boulevard officials of the Railway Brotherhood in one
of their private cars, and to the members of the Wood-
ward Ave. Presbyterian Church. Several lectures were
given to the ])ublic in the store auditoriums of j. L.

Hudson & Co. and Crowley-Milner & Co., while the

Y. M. C. A. had Dr. L. R. Thomp.son occupy one even-
ing of a campaign week devoted to improving local

health conditions. Scholl dealers in every city where
these lectures have been given say they have profited

greatly as a result.

In Canada April 10
Mr. Arthur L. Kingman, who travels Canada in

the interests of the Wiley-Bickford-Sweet Company
of Worcester, Mass., and Hartford, Conn., is expected
in Toronto on his regular spring trip about the 10th

of April, and will work the Canadian territory from
Toronto to Montreal, where he enjoys accpuiintances
of the leading shoe retail and wltolesale shoe merch-
ants in nearly all the larger cities and towns. Mr.
Kingman will have a few new novelties to offer in felt

warm goods in all the taking colors and effects. This
firm have built up an excellent clientele in Canada,
their variety of felt slippers, spats, machine and hand
crocheted slippers, lambs' wool and quilted satin soles,

])uttees, leggings, etc., being very extensive and up
to the minute.
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Charles Levinson. a Hamilton man. who has l)een in the

wholesale and retail shoe business in New York and Toron-

to, is opening up a shoe store in Hamilton, to l)e called the

Fit-Rite Store. This will be at 36 King- West. Mr. Levinson

will still carry on his wholesale lousiness, havins."- the sole

agency for a few leading Boston, New York and Rochester

manufacturers.

The death of George E. Jackson occurred recently at

Egmondville, Ont., where he had resided for fifty-seven

years. He had carried on a general store business and for

some time was engaged in the manufacture of leather. He
is survived by one daughter and six sons—Robert E. being

with the C. S. Hyman Leather Company, of London.

H. Frechette, in charge of sales of the joliliing depart-

ment of the VV. A. Marsh Co. Ltd., Quebec, has returned

to Montreal, and lias taken over tlie sales de]iartnient of

the Canadian Footwear Company, Ltd.

The marriage took place on February 30 of j. I'ierre

\ inet. Montreal, to Miss Regina Lafiamme. at Notre Dame
de (jrace Church, Hull, Que. Mr- \'inct is a well-known

shr)e retailer on St. Lawrence Boulevard.

VVaterbury and Rising St. John, N.B.,~have secured the

agency in the Maritime Provinces for the lines of the Ideal

Baby Shoe Company.

The Lil)erty .Shoe Co. Ltd., Montreal, has l)een incor-

))orated with a capital of $2."), ()()() to manufacture boots and

shoes and rubbers, and to carry on a retail ov wholesale

business. Mr. F. X. Chatelle. shoe manufacturer, is inter-

ested.

The death occurred in London, ICngland, on F'ebruary

.3!!. of Eldon Bradford Keith, the eldest son of Geo. E. Keith,

of the Geor.gc E. Keith Company, Canipello, Mass. He had

.gone aljroad as a member of the Federal Commission to

investigate labor conditions overseas and was taken ill with

influenza on February 31. This developed into i^neumonia

which proved fatal two days later. The sympathy of many
friends is extended to Mr. Keith.

A lull liefore the United States Hou.se proposes a ta.\

on al' L'liited .Slater, capital invested in Canadian entrr-

]-)nscs.

Mr. Justice Allard, in the Superior Court, Montreal,

has decided that the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, were justified in cancelling a yearly contract, with

a workman who was engaged^ as inspector of shoes. The
plaintiff, who sued for $.'!:!() damages, was away several

weeks, owing to illness, and the company filled his posi-

tion. They offered him, however, another position. This

psition he occupied for one day and then left. The judge

held that the company's work necessitated the filling of the

position, and that the plaintiff consented to the cancellation

of the contract.

The Florian Block, on Charlotte Street, .Sydney, N.S.,

lias been purchased by Dr. J. K. Redden, surgeon chiropo-

dist of the firm of A. W. Redden & Son, Halifax. Mr. Red-

den will associate himself with L. H. Publicover. late man-

ager of the Hub Shoe Store, and for the past few months

with the Redden firm, and will open a high-grade shoe- store

in the new premises which are to l)e remodelled to meet the

requirements of a thoroughly u])-to-date establishment. The

opening will take place about .September 1st.

H. Manuel, who recently opened a repair shop on Davie

.Street, \'ancouver, has returned to his old stand in Calgary.

S. B. Livingston, superintendent of No. 3 factory of tiie

'J'etrault .Shoe Manufacturing C'o. Ltd., Maisonncuve, was
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presented with a gold watch on resigning to become super-

intendent and buyer for the Perth Shoe Co., Perth. Ont.

This position was vacant owing to Mr. Charles Albee being

appointed superintendent of the Minister, Myles Shoe Co..

Toronto. Mr. Livingston is succeeded at Maisonneuve i>y

Mr. J. Marceaux, superintendent of No. 2 factory of Ames
Holden-McCready, Ltd., Montreal. A presentation of an

Edison talking machine was made to Mr. Marceau on his

leaving for the Tetrault factory. The position of superin-

tendent of Ames-Holden-McCready's factory has been fill-

ed by the appointment of Mr. John Deegan, formerly with

the Wayland Shoe Co., and latterly in charge of the making
room of Ames-Holden-McCready.

It is proposed by F. E. Partridge, et al, to erect a rub-

l)er footwear factory in Guelph, which will employ 500 peo-

ple. Mr. Partridge has applied for certain concessions from

Splendid new premises of the White Shoe Company, 9

Wellington St. West, Toronto. There are four floors

and basement, giving them much better facilities for

taking care of their rapidly expanding business. This
building was designed to provide efficient lighting for

display purposes and for more efficient shipping facili-

ties. It is very centrally located, close to all hotels and
the Union Station.

the city, among which are included: Exemption from taxa-

tion for fifteen years and a loan of $,50,000 for fifteen years.

The factory would cost approximately $350,000

An experiment is being made in France on tanning rab-

bit skins for use in the uppers of shoes.

The death occurred recently of George Ci. Pursey, i:i7

Helendale .\venue. North Toronto, at the age of eighty-

eight years. Although a shoemaker by trade he was a keen

student of a.stronomy and had many original theories on

the formation of stars.

The boot and shoe section of the Ottawa Retail Merch-

ants' Association have passed a recommendation that all

shoe stores should close on Saturday afternoons during

July and August.

The Boot and Shoe Workers' Union has inaugurated a

welcome league in Toronto for returned soldiers.

An addition is being made to the factory of La T'arisi-

enne Shoe Company, 614 LaSalle Avenue, Montreal.

In opening his new Hamilton store Mr. Charles Levin-

son advertised that he would give to the first five custon?ers

entering the store and making a purchase of shoes, an ex-

tra pair free of charge.

Mr. Clarke, formerly with Ames-Holden-McCready,
Montreal, has been appointed western traveller for the

Perth Shoe Company, succeeding N. J. Collins.

W. Young has joined the sales staft of Getty & .Scott,

Limited, Gait, Ont. He was formerly with Blachford. Davies

& Company, Toronto.

Rudolphe Gratton has been appointed representative for

James Robinson, Montreal, in Ottawa and district. He was
formerly with the Columbus Rubber Company and A. W.
Ault.

Milton Gumming, boot and shoe dealer, Preston, Ont.,

has sold out to Joseph Dawson.

Preparatory to going out on the road for the placing

trip, on March .3, conventions of the salesmen of the Domin-
ion Rubber System were held during the last week in Feb-

ruary. These conventions were of the Ontario, Quebec and
Maritime divisions, and were held at Toronto, Montreal and
St. John, N.B.

The Eagle Shoe Co., Montreal, now occupy the new ad-

dition to their factory, thus enabling the production to be

doubled.

Lieut. Howard C. Blachford, of H. & C. Blachford. shoe
retailers, Toronto, is at present in England, and expects

to be home in the near future. He has been connected with
the R. A. F. in Egypt.

W. G. Berscht for ten years with McLaren & Dallas,

wholesale shoes, Toronto, has resigned to take a position

with a clothing firm in Guelph.

E. E. Yates, of Milton, Ont.. has sold out to A'Ir. Hume.
Mr. Yates had been in business in Milton for twelve years.

N. J. Collins has been appointed sales manager for the

Blachford-Davis Shoe Company, Toronto. Geo. Swallwell
will be assistant manager.

Dan McTavish has been appointed buyer and manager
for the shoe department of the Christie-Grant Company,
Winnipeg. He was formerly western traveller for the .\danac
Shoe Company.

F. H. Meinzer. sales manager for the Miner Rubl)er
Company, is spending a short holiday in California.

Mr. MahafTy. formerly with Gutta Percha and Rubber.
Limited, has joined the selling staff of the I.T.S. Rubber
Heel Company.

M A Jac'iues, of J. H. Jacques & Fils, Limited, shoe
and leather merchants, Quebec, Que., is spending a four
months' holiday in Florida, accompanied by his wife and
two daughters.

Charles H. .\lbee. formerly superintendent of the Perth
Shoe Company's factory, has been appointed factory man-
ager for the Minister Myles Company, Toronto. He has
been in the shoe business for over twenty-five years, serving
his apprenticeship in several factories in the United States.
Several years ago he came to Canada and was with Ames-
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lJt>Uli.ii-McCrcady for a time. He was a rccenl visitor to

M )ntrc=-al.

M. Druiiinioiid. representing the New Castle Leather
Company, was a recent visitor in Toronto.

The Canadian Shoe Findings & Novelty Company, To-
ronto, have appointed K. Foster, of Hamilton, their agent
in that citj-.

D. Murry has purchased the repair shop of H. A. Finch,
Kobson Street, \'ancouver. Mr. Finch is opening a shop in

Langley Prairie.

J. L. Sketer, Hamilton, Ont., dealer in boots and shoes
and men's furnishings, has sold out to H. Carr.

John Caffery, boot and shoe retailer, Hamilton, died re-

cently.

Major J. A. Scott, Quebec, was a recent visitor to Mon-
treal.

L. J. Breithaupt, senr., of the Breithaupt Leather Co.,

Ltd., Kitchener, Ont., was recently on a l)usiness trip to

Montreal,

Fred Sutherland, shoe retailer, St. Thomas, Ont., was
a recent visitor to the trade in Toronto.

Geo. McVicar, who conducts a shoe retail store in Ciod-

erich, was in Toronto a few days ago.

Harvey ^'alentine, representing Beardmore & Com-
pany, leather manufacturers, sailed on February 18th, on
the S. S. Baltic, for Europe, to take charge of the company's
exhibit at the Lyons Fair in Lyons, France. Mr. Valetine

is a fluent linguist, speaking seven different languages, and
before returning will visit the company's various European
customers

.

C. Cully, shoe repairer, Robson Street, \'ancouver, has

sold out to B. Cristiano, who was for several years with the

30th Century Repairing Company.

W. M. Angus, formerly manager for Anies-Holden-Mc-
Cready at St. John, N.B., has been »ppointed local manager
in Montreal. On the occasion of his leaving the St. John
office the employees united in presenting him with a hand-
some travelling bag as a token of their esteem. -He is suc-

ceeded in St. John by Stuart C. Mitchell, who has been with

the company eighteen years.

Ed. Mullarkey, superintendent of Daoust, Lalonde &
Co., Ltd., Montreal, has rejoined the staff of the W. A.
Marsh Co., Ltd., Quebec, as general manager.

The following have been appointed members of the

Hides & Skins Committee of the Montreal Chambre de

Commerce:—Messrs. Jos. Daoust, Alfred Lambert, A. Cor-
beil, Wilfrid Delorme, Paul Joubert, J. L Chouinard, A.
Tetrault, L. E. Gauthier.

C. J. Didemus, shoe retailer, Niagara Falls, Ont,, has

sold out to E. Lefler.

'J"he death occurred recently of James C. Soutar, Super-
intendent of the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing Company,

^ , „ . ^
i

Free Service to Returned Soldiers l

Returned soldiers, who have had experience I

in shoe retailing or manufacturing, and who are !

anxious to locate themselves satisfactorily, are I

invited to send to Footwear in Canada their
|

names and particulars of their experience. We
j

shall be glad to help them get "back to business"
|

by passing along their requirements to our read-
j

ers—free of charge. :

Toronto. Mr. Soutar had gone to .'\uburn, Maine, to visit

his family and while there was taken ill with appendicitis.

Dainty & Merrick, 16 James Street, St, Catharines, Ont.,

have installed a Champion combination clincher-slugger.

The United Shoe Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mass.,

are distributing, with their compliments re-printed copies of

the L^nited States Federal Revenue Act for 1919.

J. A. Wilson & Company, Farnham, Ont., have installed

a Champion repair outfit, consisting of an Ideal stitcher and

a F-.")0 finisher. Mr. Wilson says that he does not see how
lie managed to get along without a modern outfit for as ung
as ha has.

Fire on the night of March 6 caused considerable dam-
a.ge to the Owl Shoe Store, corner Bay and King Streets,

Toronto, of which Ed. Cook is proprietor. The cause is

sup|)0sed to have been an overheated furnace. The damage
to the stock of the Owl Shoe Store is estimated at anout

$5,000 which is fully covered by insurance.

T. M. Carpino, shoe repairer, Sudbury, (Jnt., recently

installed a Champion "Special" F-50 finisher and combinauon
clincher-slugger. This new machinery, in addition to his

Champion Universal stitcher and numerous other machines,

makes this shop the largest and most complete in Sudbury.

Sobba Brothers, operating the Boston Shoe Sttore,

Yonge Street, Toronto, are opening a store at 133 Yonge
Street under the name of the Manhattan Shoe Store. The
front of the store is bein.g remodelled but will be ready lor

occupation in a short time.

The Gendron Penetang Shoepack Company, Penetang,

Ont., recently installed an electric elevator in their factory,

a sole cutter, a Peerless skiver, a Champion Universal stitch-

er and a special 30 foot finisher, together with some other

small machinery.

A Weseloh, of Kitchener, who conducted a retail busi-

ness in boots and shoes and clothing, died a few days ago.

W. J. Sharp, foreman of the making room of Ames, Hol-

den McCready, Ltd., Montreal, has been appointed to a

similar position in the No. 3 factory of the Tetrault Shoe

Manufacturing Co., Maisonneuve.

Jos. Treboutat, who conducts the Champion Slioe Re-

pair Shop at Timmins, Ont., has recently installed a Cham-
pion string nailer.

Joseph Daigle, 134 Durham Street, Sudbury, Ont., has

installed a new model Champion Universal Curved Needle

Stitcher, equipped with electric heat.

John Affleck, of the Yale Shoe Store, Winnipeg, was

recently in Montreal on a buying trip.

L. A; Campbell, has been appointed representative for

Eastern Ontario of Geo. A. Slater, Ltd., Maisonneuve.

La Parisienne Shoe Co., Maisonneuve, have let a eon-

tract for an addition to their factory, which will double their

capacity. The addition will have a frontage on I..aSaIle

Avenue and will cover an area of 75 x 45 ft. It will be of

four stories, brick construction, with a concrete foundation.

M. A. Desmond, of the Newcastle Leather Co., Mon-

treal, has just visited the principal shoe factories in Ontario

and has also taken a trip to Quebec.

Harry M. Dukelow, manager of the Slater Shoe Store,

Sparks street, Ottawa, for the past 14 years, died recently

after a brief illness. The late Mr. Dukelow was well known

in the city and was held in very high esteem by local business

men.

S. Arthur Bell, who spent his apprenticeship in the shoe

business with W. H. Stewart, of Montreal, later joining the

sales staf? of Geo. A. Slater, Limited, for which firm he cov-

ered Western Canada for four years, and who for nearly five
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I ROBSON'S I

i
COLORED SIDES

|

! TAN i

I MAHOGANY i

i
ROYAL PURPLE

j

I Featuring the leather and the shades that enable manufacturers to put the |

I greatest measure of QUALITY and ATTRACTIVENESS into their foot- |
I wear, that dealers and wearers may get the greatest VALUE out of it |

I The Robson Leather Company, Limited
|

I
Montreal OSHAWA, ONT. Quebec

|
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Admiral Jellicoe^s Message
The primary cause of the shameful surrender

of the German Fleet was the loss of morale on

the part of the personnel. This was brought

about by the strangling efifect of sea power on

sea communications and the knowledge gained

at Jutland that this power was irresistible. The
significance of this to an Empire which is abso-

lutely dependent on sea power for its communi-

cations is obvious. The lesson to the Empire is

that we should never allow our sea power to be

called into question. It is our life blood.

(Sgd.) Jellicoe.

I

years has been representing the Blachford Shoe Manufactur-

ing Co. in Eastern Ontario and Quebec, will this season be

showing- the Blachford line in Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Stewart J. Anderson, of Kingston, who received his early

training with the Midland Shoe Co., and who has represented

Getty & Scott. Limited, in Toronto and Northern Ontario

for the past six years, will handle the Blachford line in East-

ern Ontario and Quebec. In British Columbia and .\lberta,

Blachford shoes will be shown by T. E. Bennett, a Toronto

boy who has spent considerable of his life in the shoe busi-

ness in the West. In 1910 he went with Johnston's Big Shoe

House, of \'ancouver, later joining the stafif of the Hudson's

Bay Co., \'ancouver, where he remained for a couple of

years, after which he represented Jas. Muir Co., and the Ad-

anac Footwear Co.

A meeting of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Ontario was held in Toronto on Friday, February 38th, and a

committee was appointed to confer with labor representa-

tives on the demand for shorter hours. Manufacturers are,

just now, striving to keep down production costs and the

matter is, therefore, of vital consideration.

R. J. Hanna, who for a number of years ha^^ conducted

a shoe store at the corner of Spadina and Oxford, Toronto,

sold out recently and is now handling the city trade of F. J.

Weston & Son.

Hon. E. J. Davis, of the Davis Leather Company, New-

market, is spending a holiday in California.

J. Abernethy is handling the lines of the Perth Shoe

Company from Port .Arthur to the Coast.

James S. Eraser and J. R. and D. K. Grieve, of Pembroke,

Out., have joined forces in a new firm to l)e known as Eraser,

(irieve and Company, taking over the lousiness carried on by

Mr. Eraser. Grieve Brothers conducted a successful shoe

store in Pembroke ])efore the disastrous fire last June.

Harry Tew, who for many years has been with Beard-

more and Company, has resigned to go with Ed. Lewis,

leather merchant, Toronto.

P. J. Elward has joined the staff of the .Adanac Shoe

Company and will look after the Toronto trade. He was
formerly with the Blachford, Davis Company.

The Singer Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal, has lieen incorpor-

ated with a capital of .$20,000 to carry on a wholesale and

retail shoe business.

The Hamel Shoe Machinery Company is to move its

machine shop from Haverhill to Bridgeport, Conn.

A. E. Marois, Ltd.. is the title of a company formed with

a capital of .$500,000 to acquire as a going concern the busi-

ness carried on by the firm of Tourigny and Marois, Que-
bec, shoe manufacturers.

L. L. Lindsey, with offices in Washington Arcade, De-
troit, Mich., will cover Canada for the Selby Shoe Company,
Portsmouth, Ohio, who make the ".A.rch Preserver" shoe for

women.

Good Side Lines Wanted
Wanted by Winnipeg commission firm, one or two good

side lines to Jobbers and Mail Order firms; established con-
nection; references. Apply to E. R. Coleman, P. O. Box 362,

Winnipeg, Canada.

Representation Wanted
A large manufacturer of shoe threads in the United

States desires to communicate with an established shoe
goods house for representation in Canada. A good propo-
sition to the right house. Apply Box No. 896, Footwear in

Canada, Toronto, Ont. .T

Making Room Foreman
Factory making 1,000 pair per day, Mckay and nailed

goods. Must be capable of taking charge from nailing and
stitching to finishing bottoms. Also capable of operating
for instructional purposes, Goodyear outsole stitcher, Mc-
Kay sewing machines and other bottoming machinery. We
want a first-class man looking for advancement, and with
organizing and co-operative abilities. To take charge im-

mediately. State wages expected.—The T. Sisman Shoe Co.
Limited, Aurora, Ontario, Canada.

THE NEW
UNIQUE TRADE
MARK OF THE
COBOURG FELT
CO.. COBOURG.
O.NT. THE "K"

IN KIMMEL HAS
FOR MANY
YEARS BEEN
SYNONYMOUS
WITH QUALITV

THE FELT
SHOE BUSINESS

MADE IN
THECOBOURG
COBOURG

'A.J.KIMMEL Pres

CANADA BY/

FELT C8,LIMITED^

ONTARIO
A.C.KIHMEL Kgr>
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When a White Shoe comes into
your Store — get down a Case of

BLANCO RjCO.Tft&D> Mali.

TheWHITE CLEANER
for "Blanco" and White Shoes are
inseparables ; and their friendship
outwears the Shoes.

Blanco' keeps White Shoes White'

It satisfies your customers because it does

its work so well. They want "Blanco" and

only "Blanco' as long as they have a white

shoe to put it on.

It Whitens ; it Cleans ; it Preserves. Easy
to use and always ready for use. Applied
in a moment. No trouble, no " messiness."

Clean and Handy.

You don't h've to s!:cck "Blanco,"
you just sell it — or rather, it sells itself !

'Blanco' means good profits and quick profits.

Ask your Jobber for ^Supplies.

Joseph Pickering & Sons. Ltd.
SHEFFIELD, England.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS

Alliens, t'lias. A 50
Airil & Son 35
Ames-Hoklcn-McCica.ly 2:{

Armstrong, W. 1) 12S

Canadian Advertisers Service 123
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co 3-72
Canadian Footwear 2(i

Canadian Shoe Findings & Novelty Co 12.J

Champion Shoe jMacliinery Comjiany 13(1

Children's Shoe Mfg. Company 33
Clapp & Son, Edwin 04
Clarke & Company, A. R ;«) 42-140
Clelaiid, Jas 133
Cohourg Felt Company 120
Copclaiid Shocpack Company 132
Cote, .1. A. & M 70

lieadle Salts Service 133
lieckwith Jiox Toe Company 3S
liennett Limited 5
J'oot & Shoe L'nion 12(i

liorne, jAicien 12!)

JJoston Jilacking Company 33
lioston Felt Company 60
Hrandon Slioe Company 27
lireithanpt Leather Company 49
Brodie & Harvie 13G

Daoust, Lalonde & Company 14
Duchaine & Perkins 67
Duclos & Payan 25
Duiilop Tire & Rubber Goods Co 127

]£astern Shoe Mfg. Company 137
Edwards & Edwards 132
F-iireka Shoe Company 71
Evans, L. P. 137
E-Z-Walk Mfg. Company 67

Farnsworth, Iloyt & Company ... 51
Flynn J^eather Company, C. C 58
Fortuna Machine C unipany 128
Frank & P>ryce 11
Franklin Machine Company 122

Cagnon, Lachapelle & Ilebert 24
Getty & Scott 8-9

(Slobe Shoe Company ,34

(ioodyear Tire iS; Rubber Co 131

Henwood & Nowak 54
Hinde & Dauch Pajier I!ox Company 137
Home Shoe Company 136
Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers 50

Independent Rubber Company .3(!-37

International Supply Comiiany 4S

Julian & Kokenge <i'j

Kaufman Rubber Conijiaiiy 4('>-47

Kelly, Thos. A 133
Kenwortliy Bros l.'l!)

Kepner Leather Company, C. 1) 62

La Duchesse Shoe Company 136
Lady lielle Shoe Company 44
Lamontagne, Racine & Company 133
Landis Machine Comiiany 122
Lawrence J^eatlur Cdiiijiany, A. C 52-53
Lcgace & Lepinay 124
Lewis, Ed. R 12:!

Markem Machine Company 58
Marsh. Wm. A 17
McLaren & Dallas 15
Midland .S'hoe Comiiany 13
Miner Rubber Company 28-29
Miner Slioe Comjiany 43
Mooney, A. G 34

Narrow Fabric Company 12S
National Cash Register Company 135
National .Shoe Findings Comjiany (U
New Castle Leather C ompany 12S

Oscar Onken Company 1.".7

Panther Rubber Company 2
Perfection Counter Company 1,'$6

Perth Shoe Company 18
Pfister & Vogel 63
Pickering & Son, Joseph 121
Plant, T. G 07

Ritchie & Company, John 7

Robinson, Jas 19-22

Robson Leather Company 119

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Company 128
Samson, Enr., J. E 129
SclioU Mfg. Company 32
Scott, J. A l«i

Selby Shoe Company 65
Sewing Machine Supplies Company 55
Signry, The 12.3

Sisman Shoe Comjiany .12
Slater Shoe Company 1o

Snyder, H. S'. & M. W 62
Spaulding & Sons, J 5!)

Standard Kid Mfg. Comjiany 4

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Company ()S-()9

Textile Mfg. Company 132
Thom]ison, Harry E 3.S

Thomas, Lake & Whiton 56
Toronto Heel Company 137

United Shoe Machinery Co 1.34-138

United States Hotel 129

\'au.gban, Geo. C 61

West End Boot Sliop 12.3

White Shoe Company 6
Whittemore Bros 1.32

Wickett & Craig 1.33

Wiley, Bickford & Sweet 60
Williams Shoe Company 30
Wright & Company, E. T 31

^'oung Machinery Company, W. J 12.3

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.

Sold outright—No royalty.

Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to

Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.25thst., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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Rubber Heel Nails
COLLAR NAILS

Steel Wire

Heel Building Nails
NAILS for Attaching WOOD HEELS

We make a Specialty of these Goods
Get our Samples and Prices

W. J. Young Machinery Company
Lynn, Mass, U.S.A.

Space here

for rent

5th FLOOR
(6,000 Square Feet)

Tnfrknfr\ Adelaide St. West
1 Ul Ul 1LU East of Spadina Ave.

Warehouse or very light manufacturing— light

four sides— freight and passenger elevators

—

sprinkler system, etc.

THE MacLEAN BUILDING
347 Adelaide St. West, - TORONTO

S. J. Friedman
Vancouver's

Leading Surgi-
cal Bootmaker

Makers of boots and fine

shoes for all deformities and
lame feet.

Endorsed by medical offic-

ers of Militia.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Information cheerfully sent

on request.

West End Boot Hospital

320 Granville St. Vancouver, B.C.

THE SIGNRY
OUT DOOR ADVERTISING

PAINTED CITY

BULLETINS..
PAINTED WALL
DISPLAYS ..

SHOW CARDS.
CLOTM SIGNS.
BANK WINDOWS .

CARVED LETTERS.

BRANCH : BROCK ST., WINDSOR

BRIGHT
SNAPPY
CUTS
w ill double thevalue
of your Ad. space.

This cut will be
mailed, mortised,

ready for your local

paper, upon receipt

of $2.25. Let us

tell you how you
may obtain the ex-

clusive rights of

using our cuts in

your town.

You will find in our stock

the smartest of fashion-

able footwear— the final

achievement in style and

durability.

Our prices are moderate.

Call and see

YOUR STORE NAME

Canadian Advertisers Service
511 CHURCH STREET

TORONTO

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins& McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO
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FOOTWEAR
IN CANADA

enjoys the confidence of

all those engaged in the

shoe and leather trades.

If you are seeking a

market in this field you
can gain from its columns
the greatest and most
forceful publicity.

JVrite our Service Dept.

Footwear in Canada
347 Adelaide Street West

Toronto

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME ST.

QUEBEC

The problems confronting the Jobber
are well considered by us in our effort to*

produce footwear that will meet his de-

mands. We are showing a full range of

Women's McKays, also shoes for Boys,

Youths and Men, and we believe they hold

real value as business getters. You had

better see them for yourself.

Write for samples or

visit our Showrooms

No. 50

No. 46
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GRIFFIN SHOE POLISHES
A DIFFERENT GUARANTEED PREPARATION FOR EVERY LEATHER OR MATERIAL

Big White Season-Soon be Here--"BE PREPARED"--ORDER AT ONCE

GLACE MD
CREAM

atUIS.SOFItMAIIOPOUSNtS

a3iiiBkl.l;HJ!<l!^

SOFTENS THE LEATHER
AFTER THE RAIN

li your Jobber does not handle, write direct.

THE CANADIAN SHOE FINDINGS NOVELTY CO.
2 TRINITY SQUARE Adel 4194 TORONTO, CANADA

= Sell=—
THRIFT STAMPS

THE dealer who encourages his customers to
take their change in Thrift Stamps is giving

valuable aid to the work of Reconstruction. He
is helping to foster Prosperity by making small
savings assist in financing Governmental ex-
penditures.

Then, while he is doing that much for the
country, let him do something for himself

—

Buy
War-Savings Stamps
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MARK WELL THE SIGN

OF THE UNION STAMP
Every retailer who requires hundred per cent,

selling merchandise needs Union Stamp Foot-

wear.

Every retailer who reaches out for all the trade

in his community needs Union Stamp footwear.

Every retailer who desires the best footwear at

the price, made under honest conditions, by
efficient workmen, requires Union Stamp foot-

wear.

For every demand, for efficiency, for increased

volume of trade Union Stamp footwear and
Union Stamp shoes alone are a sure and certain

asset.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen'l Sec'y-Treasurer
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7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings. Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Aeent* for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK

•V.D.^RMSTRONG
ENGRAVERofFINESTEELSTAMPS&DIES
23Q,6,'V>NES;jM0NTREALPHo>^^ 675
CR^^^c^^fp) Q QUE, t) (^^>^'^ Wain

MY STAMPS ARE'UPTO date" IN DESIGN
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES*

• WHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR SALES-

Our Standard Screw Shoes
WILL STAND PLENTY OF HARD WEAR

Made on foot-fitting lasts that will give comfort to the wearer
and are durable.

The Range Includes
Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents' and Children's Box Kip

Your Jobber will quote you prices, or write us direct

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co.
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec Limited

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural

surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

BOOKS FOR SALE

Advertising by Motion Pictures, by Ernest A. Dench.

Just published—255 pages. Price $1.00.

Footwear in Canada
347 Adelaide St. W

TORONTO
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping di^rid, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates,

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

JOBBERS
HOCKEY BOOTS

Are our specialty and yow can

realize a big turnover on this

thoroughly well made product.

Oui* Hockey

Boots have

extensive sales

and supply a

wide demand

at a reason-

a b 1 e price.

Write us for

samples.

WORKING BOOTS
Our Working Boots are examples of strong service-

able footwear for men. They are consistent sellers and
bring profitable trade to jobbers by reason of the satis-

faction they give to the working class. An inspection of
them will remove any doubt.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully intioduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are Departmental Stores— in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because tlie General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

KAfWUKur rtKANaAi..unniEiu:iAL a.

Over 33 years in its field

''CANADA'S GREA TEST TRADE PAPER. '

'

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG. Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points, Port Arthur and West
to the Pacific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

URFACE KID IN BLACK and COLORS

Beautifully pliable and with a glove-like grain

—

Surface Kid is particularly suitable for dressy shoes.

It rivals the beauty of Real Kid and is very
much cheaper.

Made in black and colors and sold at attractive prices.

Send to-day for samples.

BUTTS IN GUN METAL, DULL, GLAZED
CABRETTAS, GLAZED KID, SHEEPSKINS

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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A Shoe Merchant
With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start rig-ht in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Every customer for a new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher— heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-80, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types

in use—That means MERIT and QUALITY.
The Champion Line consists of

:

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers

and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 3723^1 F,r.s. p.rk Bvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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A New Product

Easily Sold

Millions of pairs of Neolin
Soles in active service have
proved Neolin to be the hardest-

wearing sole material made.

Neolin Soles mean com-
fort, flexibility, waterproofness
and long wear.

Over four hundred shoe
manufacturers equip their pro-

duct with Neolin Soles.

Canadian men and women
have proved Neolin's qualities

for themselves. They have the

confidence in it that comes from
actual experience.

Now a master advertising

campaign is driving home the

merits of Neolin Half-Soles—the

half-soles with all Neolin's advan-
tages ; that may be sewed or

nailed on worn shoes.

Many of your customers
have tested Neolin. They will

want Neolin Half-Soles on their

worn shoes. Others have heard
of Neolin economy and will wel-
come your suggestion that Neolin
Half-Soles will put new life into

their shoes.

Order a supply of Neolin
Half-Soles at once. Display them
in your window. They will draw
trade and add a new profit maker
to your business.

Neolin Half-Soles are
packed in an attractive carton
containing a dozen assorted
sizes. Order from your whole-
saler.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

Toronto
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
439 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

TheShine thatLasts
Your shoes will hold their shine a
surprisingly long time if you use

^Alttemore'S ShoePolishes

The Whittemore lines serve a double purpose
viz—that of a polish and leather preservative.

Our Bostonian Cream is

the ideal cleaner for kid and calf leather

put up in Brown, Grey, White, in fact

all colors.

Try our Nobby Brown Paste for brown
shoes and Peerless Ox-
bloodPaste for Red Shoes.

Quick White Liquid Can-
vas Dressing.

ALBOWhite Cake Canvas Dressing

GILT EDGE SELF Shining Dressing

Ask your Jobber. If he cannot
supply you write us

Whittemore Bros. Corp.

Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A.

Edwards&Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms Tanneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Province.
Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. '^^li^^l^^^'tlv'l:

Capture the Boys' Trade
with this

BOY'S
SCOUT
BOOT
It is splendidly built, and is

capable of attracting many
sales for you. Absolutely im-
pervious to wet if Dubbin
is reasonably applied. Has
oiled tanned vamp, 12 in.

Menonite leg, bellow tongue
to top, full

single sole

and heel nail-

ed to a solid

leather sole.

There can be
no better value
than this boot

for $6.00

Drop us a postal.

The Copeland Shoepack Co.
Midland, Ontario, Canada
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WICKETT and CRAIG Limited
MAKERS OF

High Grade Goodyear Welting
AND

Fine Side Leathers

TORONTO - - CANADA

COUNTERS
BOX TOES and

INNER SOLES
Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no

change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers

Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.
This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.
This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a
year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

A Message for

Ontario Merchants
We can do many things

for you

Consult our specialists on Sales
of all kinds

Beadle Sales Service Agency
59 Yonge Street, TORONTO
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MADE IN CANADA

CUTTING
DIES

For

Leather

Fabric

Cloth

Rubber

Paper

CUT
COSTS

All Estimate Work Free

For
Shoe
Harness
Rubber
Stationery

Glove
Trades

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada^ Limited
MONTREAL

TORONTO
90 Adelaide Street West,

KITCHENER
179 King Street West,

QUEBEC
28 Demers Street,
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Complete information about the day's business

just as soon as you want it

That's what a modern National Cash Register will give

you. At closing time a glance at your register will show
many things.

1. Total amount of merchandise sold.

2. Total cash received for goods.

3. Amount of your charge sales.

4. Detailed record of cash received on account.

5. Detailed record of cash paid out.

6. Amount of each clerk's sales.

7. Number of customers each clerk waited on.

8. Total number of transactions made during the day.

All these figures are there before you—absolutely ac-

curate and reliable because they have been recorded by

modern machinery, -

You cannot afford to be without the valuable information

that an up-to-date National Cash Register will give you.

The National Gash Register Company, of Canada, Limited., Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the Principal cities of the world
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The

Home Shoe
COMES DIRECT
FROM FACTORY
TO RETAILER

With a minimum of
selling expense and an
appreciably extra value
to the public.

Let us demonstrate to

you the profitable sales

awaiting the dealer
who handles the many
excellent models of the
HOME SHOE.

Write us— To-day

Home Shoe Company, Ltd.
327 Amherst Street, MONTREAL

JOBBERS
ONLY

Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn
Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

BRODIE'S
Patent Paste

This famous product covers

a wide range of usefulness

being used with equal success

and efficiency by manufactur-

ers of the finest grade shoes and

makers of heavy work shoes.

Supplied in quantities to

meet your needs.

Let us send you sample and

price.

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

Perfection

Your New Year's Good Resolutions are not
complete unless you have resolved to use nothing
but the best in Counters.

Try PERFECTION COUNTERS and let us

show you wherein they excel. Send for prices and
particulars.

Our Felt Box Toes are Now Ready.

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Maisonneuve, Montreal
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No. 300 Patent
No.303 Dull Calf
Sizes 6-11. B D.

PRICE $3.50

L.B.EVANS^'iX)N CO.

MENS' MEDIUM GRADE
HOUSE SLIPPERS
PUMPS AND OXFORDS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Thirty Lines Listed in Catalog No. 16

BOSTON OFFICE—no Summer Street

.V WAKEFIELD , ?iPSS.

The New

"EASTERN"
Shoe Lines
offer big possibilities to Jobbers
desirous of handling a first-class

product at popular prices.

We will be pleased to show
you a very complete assortment
of shoes for Misses, Children
and Infants for Spring and Sum-
mer, upon receipt of a post card

from you.

See us when in Montreal

Write us now.

The Eastern Shoe
Manufacturing Company, Limited

152 Frontenac Street

Phone—La Salle 2561 MONTREAL

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Soles are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderful i.

lor displaying Men c

effeclive trade pullini

The Fi

sel up with the lull

you

of Patented InterchanHeable Window Display Fixti

Womens' Shoes. Set will give 10 Years Good Service

«indow trims.

see above are only a very few of the designs thai can

il. besides hundreds of standard li.^tures can be set up.

M ide of Oalr. cither Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish. Set is put up

in a Hardwood Hinfied Lid Storage Chest, a fiood place to keep the extra

Younils not in use. I'herc are thousands ol sets in daily u^c.

No. lOV Set has 220 Interchangeable Younits For LarSe Windows, $48.12

No. 101)4 Set has 110 Interchangeable Younils For Medium Windows, $27.SO

No. 101V4 Set has 55 InterchanCeable Younits For Small Windows. $17.32

Stock earned in Homillon, Onl. Orjcr direct or thru yom iotber. Send for cololog. Pclenltd and made in Conoda.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

SVe Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—They protect your shipment 4.—They save time in packing.

against loss from dampness 5.—They save storage space,

and water. 0.—They have strong adver-
2.—They are extremely light, tising value.

which means low freight 7.—They can be made to your
charges. specifications.

3.—They cannot be opened 8.—Their first cost is lower
without breaking the seal. than wood.

Our booklet "Howr to Pack
It" explains all—write for

it.

The Hind & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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Don't Squander
TACKS, NAILS, TIME, HEALTH, ENERGY

Using nails from broken, unsanitary paper

packages or old tin cans

USE A
Convenient, Compact, Revolving

Made in Canada

NAIL DISH

8 Compartment Dish 6 Compartment Dish

ORDER YOVRS NOW

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

90 Adelaide Street West,

Kitchener, Ont.

179 King Street West,

Quebec, Que.

28 Demers Street,
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added quahties for an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er; conforms to the foot; is of uniform flexibihty;

will not shrink, swell or check and prevents cal-

loused feet; is fast color; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St., Montreal
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It Lasts

Long
and Does

Not Crack

CLARKE'S
Patent Leather

Give your customers a

good Patent Leather shoe that

will retain its lustre and keep
from cracking, and you can

count on future patronage.

So many patent leathers have
disappointed the public that

it behoves the shoeman to

insist on Clarke's Patent

Leather every time.

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
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REGAL
SPRING
STYLES

O

Present a matchless combination of design,

workmanship and material. For both men and

women our new models have the distinctive-

ness that will create public desire and attract profitable custom

for the dealer. They are diverse in style and make-up and In

every model there is the adherence to the REGAL standard of

quality, which means service to the wearer.

Let these new REGAL creations advertise your store by show-

ing them to the public. We will be pleased to co-operate for the

promotion of your sales. Write us.

Regal Shoe Company, Limited
472-474 Bathurst Street TORONTO

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 56
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Panther Rubber Products

Panther Fibre Soling is the present day ideal wearing material

that combines comfort, good appearance, low cost and long life. When

made up with your stock models. Panther Soles look like leather, in

Black, White and Tan. The soles can be stitched same as leather

and they hold indefinitely. They are light in weight and long in dur-

ability. Waterproof and crackproof. Your customers favor them

because they wear.

"Sure Step" Rubber Heels have been on the market long enough

to need no recommendation. They are nationally known and their

merit is universally acknowledged.

— Write for details—

Panther Rubber Co. Limited
Sherbrooke, - Quebec
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For Every Sport

and Recreation

In another month or so, the "FLEET FOOT" season will open.

Remember to use the display cards, window trims and other

advertising helps, as this year promises to be a great one for this

popular footwear.

If your stock is not complete, you have time to send in orders

for what you need.

Wire, phone or write your emergency orders for both RUB-
BERS and ''FLEET FOOT" to the nearest Dominion Rubber
System Service Branch.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches

are Located at

Halifax, Toronto, Fort William, Edmonton,
St. John, Hamilton, Winnipeg, Calgary,
Quebec, London, Brandon, Lethbridge,
Montreal, Kitchener, Regina, Vancouver,
Ottawa, North Bay, Saskatoon, Victoria.
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A determined and persistent resolve

that the name Standard Kid shall be

your assurance that the product is good,

that the price is reasonable, and that the

grading is accurate and uniform—that

is the standard for Standard Kid.

This standard has received emphatic recognition

from twelve concerns who recently ordered 40,000

dozen Standard Kid, to be shipped during the next

four months.

These orders bear convincing testimony that

Standard Kid is a name in which you may place

confidence for quality, for value, and for accurate

and uniform grading.

COLOR 18 FIELD MOUSE
COLOR 8 GRAY

are in good demand for next Fall styles.

Inquiries solicited

STANDARD KID MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, GIO TRIBUNE BLDG.

Factory, Wilmington, Del.

AGENCIES
CHAS. A. BRADY, Rochester, N.Y. F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.
GEO. A. McGAW, Chicago, III. I. LOUIS POPPER, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PIERRE BLOUIN, Ouebcc, Canada.
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BENNETT
TPAD£ MAR/f

DEPENDABLE COUNTERS
Better Counters are made by Better Fibre and a

Better Making of that Fibre into the finished counter.

We could not buy fibre good enough to make tlie

BENNETT COUNTER. Thai is why we made the
fibre.

We had a Better Way to make That Fibre into the

Counter. That is why we made the counter.

ONTARIO OFFICE

28 King St. East

Kitchener

BENNETT LIMITED
MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES

CHAMBLY CANTON, P.Q., CANADA

SALES OFFICE

59 St. Henry Street

Montreal
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H. O. MCDOWELL H. N. LINCOLN

IMPORTERS
MANUFACTURERS

JOBBERS
SALES AGENTS Q?

EASTERN BRANCH
401 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Macliines

Armour Sand Paper Works
C'liicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect
Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Eml^ossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

T. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.
Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont,
Slioe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.
Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Welting,

SHOE MACHINERY, FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
37 FOUNDRY ST. S.

KITCHENER

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

the Hardest Substance known
(Except the Diamond)

Crystolon is the abrasive for the shoe trade. Its extreme hardness and
l)rittleness make it particularly desiralile for snuffing hides, buffing and scour-
ing leather specialties and shoes.

Being brittle, the tiny points of the abrasive surface are continually lireak-

ing of{, thus forming an entirely new surface as sharp and effective as the first.

This gives a continual sharp cutting surface until worn down to the backing.

Crystolon is made in paper, cloth and coml^ination styles, in rolls, sheets
and special shapes.

IVe carry a variety of Specialties

Cheese Cloth Silkoline

Vel Chamee
Very Fine Polishing Cloth

Round Belting
Oak Tanned Indian Tanned

Belt Hooks

Casters

Tag Holders

Buttons

Treer's Shank Brushes H.B. Canvas

Cotton Thread
For Puritan Machines

For Fairstitching and Upper Fitting

You need have no hesitancy about sending your orders to us. Our l)usi-

ness is founded on the princiijle of FAIR DEALING and we handle only

GOODS of HIGHEST QUALITY.
Consider the List of Houses WE REPRESENT.
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Ritchie's

Beaver Brown Shoes
are the most popular colored side

leather shoes in the trade.

Incorporated in the line is the

same high quality workmanship and

materials that has made the

RITCHIE line so well and favorably

regarded from Coast to Coast.

A shoe you can depend upon and

recommend where price is a consid-

eration, and serviceability and good

appearance are required.

All the best Jobbers carry the

line. Ask them to show you

Ritchie's Beaver Browns

TheJohn Ritchie Company Limited
MAKERS OF
MEN'S SHOES

QUEBEC

m-^, x-^; ^^W W ^rW^ww

i
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James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

Where Quality
Counts

If one sale is to make another, the shoe has to

maintain in wear all that you claim for it in

the sale.

Be on the safe side by serving your
customers with our lines of foot-

wear.

For all round satisfaction you can-

not handle a better shoe than the

Bostonians
All the best principles of shoe
making are embodied in their

manufacture. And all your
best customers will be well sat-

isfied with their service.

The Bostonian Shoe has the reputation of "a
seller." Are you stocking it ?

i
i
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James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

We are Busy with

Rubbers

The rush of sorting orders we have handled is

unmistakable evidence of public regard for a

good rubber. They want

Independents
Have you got your order?

If not take a look over

your stock, and write,

phone or wire your needs

now. We will fill them right away, and see

that you have the goods with satisfaction as

well.

4.
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THERE IS BUT

"ONE SLATER SHOE'*

FALL 1919

Our Traxcllers are on the road now witli full range of J'all

Samples and 45 Catalogue lines carried in Stock.

Carried in Stock means ready to serxe. It means that we

are prepared to fill your orders for one pair or as many as you

desire, at once.

No excuse then for depleted shelves.

Ask for a catalogue and gix e us a trial order.

We have added a few samples on new lasts that will surely

a])i)eal to the discriminating' buyer and we solicit a careful in-

spection of the complete line.

E\ entually you will handle Slater Shoes, wh\- not try them

now?

THE SLATER SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Established in 1869

MONTREAL - QUE.
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By Their Sales

You May Know
Three Successful

Shoes
Shoes carrying with them an assurance of satisfaction

to your customers ; an important factor in your prospects for

increased trade.

You cannot afford to overlook the importance of these

superb lines.

"MetropolitaN"
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS

"Patricia"
WOMEN'S WELTS
AND TURNS

Daoust, Lalonde & Co.
Limited

Montreal - Que.
Branch : METROPOLITAN SHOE CO., 91 St. Paul St. East

"Paris"
WOMEN'S McKAYS
MEN'S WELTS
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Throughout the Season!

Our Spring campaign of consumer advertising will

continue throughout the season. There is still time for

you to cash-in on this, if you will act promptly.

Inquiries for our booklet, " How to Buy Shoes,"

are reaching us in constantly increasing numbers. And
it is necessary to read our advertisements pretty care-

fully in order to find out that we are offering a booklet

at all. For we are advertising shoes—not booklets.

Every inquiry means that our message has really been

read—that it has really been planted in a customer's

mind.

And the dealer can readily turn this interest into

sales, simply by letting it be known that he has the adver-

tised shoes, and that his store is in line with the adver-

tised standards of merchandising.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
"Shoemakers to the Nation"

LIMITED

ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER

I
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SUPERB
WELTED

FOOTWEAR
for

WOMEN
&
THE
PERTH
SHOE

A Correct

Association

of Ideas

BSIHIIBI!!

Perth Shoe Company, Limited
Largest ^M^anufacturers Exclusively of

Women's Welts in Canada

Perth - Ontario
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For Jobbers Only

Women s White Canvas MEN'S
and oatin olippers

"turns only** I yJvJ 1 no

Latest up-to-date

Lasts and Patterns
Staple Nailed and

t^iciiiuciru ocrcw onues

.

Manufactured by Manufactured by

Wakefie'd Slipper Co. MILTON SHOE CO.
Sanbornville, N.H. Can be seen anytime at my

Sample Rooms

Canadian Sales

Representative Manager

HARRY E. THOMPSON
10 Victoria Street MONTREAL

Patented Patented
Dec, 30thy 1913 Oct. 26th, 1915

*'Your designer may put character

into your shoes—but it will take a

Vulco-Unit Box Toe
to keep it there."

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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I SOMKLAS
15

Introducing
Our Latest

Up-to-Date
Last

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited

Office and Warehouse-
9 Rue de Marseille,

Paris, France

Largest Producers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Montreal Toronto

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Important Lines
for

Misses & Children

We Sell

Jobbers

Only

Let us show you our samples in these splendid

staple lines for your Juvenile trade. They are well-

made and comprise the lasts we have found to be most

popular. We solicit your thorough inspection of our

complete lines for Infants, Children, and Misses.

Send for Prices

Childrens Shoe Mfg. Co.,

Limited
11 Belleau St. - - Quebec City

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

I MADE IN CANADA I

Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a
Cement as can be made.

I
Boston Blacking Company I

I
152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada

|
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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The Name Guarantees the Quality

Every counter made by us warrants our stamping it

indelibly with our name.

QPAULDING'C
ORbre CountewC)

Cuaranteed

—in legible letters, identify

them from others, insuring the manufacturer of excellence

in materials and construction.

J. SPAULDING & SONS CO.
Main Office and Factory Boston Office

NORTH ROCHESTER, N. H. 203-B ALBANY BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI ST. LOUIS CHICAGO

Tolin G. Traver & Co. The Taylor-Poole Co. The Taylor-Poole Co. T. E. n. McMechan & Co.
329 Arch St. 410-412 E. 8th St. 1602 Locust St. 217 W. Lake St.

SEVEN FACTORIES
Tonawanda, N. Y. Rochester, N. H. English Agents: J. Whitehead & Co., Ltd.,

No. Rochester, N. H. Milton, N. H. Leicester, England.
Townsend Harbor, Mass.

Canadian Agents

International Supply Co,, Kitchener, Ontario and Quebec City. V. Champigny, Montreal
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A Special

Invitation

If you are unable to

call on us, we will be

pleased to forward

samples of any of our

lines. Let us hear

from you early.

WE should like you, Mr.

Jobber, to visit our show-

rooms, and see what we are offer-

ing for the coming season's busi-

ness. We believe that the Aird

Shoes, now being shown, will

particularly commend themselves

to you—there are many reasons.

Come and see them.

Aird & Son
Registered

MONTREAL

iiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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IN STOCK

No. 06 Havana Bro. CALF Bal. NEOLIN & Wingfoot Med. Recede 5.50

No. 25 Duchess Bro. CALF Bal. NEOLIN Narrow recede - 5.95

No. 26 Duchess Bro. CALF Bal. Natural OAK sole, Recede - 6.00

No. 41 Velour CALF Bluch.. Slip sole, Medium High toe - 5.50

No. 86 Havana Bro. CALF Bluch. Wide toe, NEOLIN & Lea. slip 6.00

Many other styles ALWAYS IN STOCK

Order sample pairs TODAY

We are ready to hear from you

The Midland Shoe Company
Kingston, Ontario
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The Eclipse line

is now the most
complete range of

Children's Footwear

on the market and universally admitted a trade-builder.

ECLIPSE AN ADDED ATTRACTION IN THE ECLIPSE LINE. Has all

STITCHDOWN the advantages of the regular WELT SHOE, but on account of

WELT several short cuts in construction can be sold considerably cheaper. |

Eclipse Welt is Repairable. |

Do not fail to see this new line before placing. |

I McKAYS McKAY WELTS added to our already up-to-date range of McKAYS
in all sizes and materials, makes this line most complete and desir-

able. Broad, easy-fitting lasts, high grade materials, and expert

construction, are clearly reflected in our samples this season.

TURNS This line is built to satisfy the most discriminating buyer. In lasts,

patterns, materials and workmanship our enviable reputation in

childrens' TURNS is being maintained. We offer the best values

obtainable.

I Strengthen your Childrens' Department and put it on a paying basis by |

I
putting in a full range of ECLIPSE

|

I
TRAVELLERS NOW OUT |

I Wait for the only complete range. Everything in Footwear from infant's size 1 to |

f
growing girl's size 6. |

I
The Gait Shoe Manufacturing Company, Limited |

I
Gait - Ontario |
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THE

:marsh
^SHOI

Successful

Shoes
LINK your business

with the success of this

splendid Marsh Footwear.
The models here shown
are sold in cases contain-

ing 30 pairs of one width.
We will be pleased to send
you our complete cata-

logue and information.

"106" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

•'99" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"104" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC
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FELT
For AH Factory Purposes

FELT
For

Shoe Rolls

Shoe Racks

Fillers

Toppings

Uppers

We Make up FELT of Any Kind, at Short

Notice to Meet YOUR OWN NEEDS

We Carry a Large Supply IN STOCK

SUPERIOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

We Solicit Your Inquiries

Commonwealth Felt Company
76 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Heel Pads

Box Toes

Cushion Soles

Tongue Linings
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We
Are

Again

To

The

Fore

CITADEL
GLAZED HORSE

1

Possesses wearing and

cutting qualities equal

1

to Kid.

Write

for
A Line which will meet

your every want when
Glazed Kid is required.

1
To the Layman's eye it

is Kid.

Samples

On account of the extreme scarcity of Glazed Kid we have no

hesitancy in offering the above to the Canadian Shoe Trade.

We can cover all your wants, and you need have no fear in

accepting all orders.

J. A. SCOTT
218 Notre Dame St. West

MONTREAL
566 St. Valier Street

QUEBEC
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Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS.
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.

The C. G. Flynn Leather Co.
107 South Street, BOSTON, Mass.

The Largest Leather Remnant and Scrap Leather Dealers in the World

SPECIAL LIST OF OFFERINGS
Sole Leather Department

40 tons Oak Buffalo Hind Shanks.

20 tons Oak Buffalo Fore Shanks.

50 tons Oak Bellies.

15 tons Extra Wide Russet Leather
Bellies.

8 tons Russet Leather Pieces.

100 tons Oak and Hemlock Heeling
from 5 to 12 cents per pound.

100 tons Oak and Hemlock Half Heel-
ing from I to 5 cents per pound.

Factory Cut Soles, Outer Soles, Inner
Soles and Half Soles.

Upper Leather Department

20 tons Black Wax Split Shoulders.
60 tons Natural or Tan Split Shoulders
and large Remnants suitable for cutting
shoes.

75 tons Upholsterers' Remnants from
the Automobile and Carriage Trade,
10 to 35 per pound from hand and ma-
chine Buffed Leather.

100 to 200 tons Upper Leather, Hat
Sheep, Hat Skivers, Book Sheep and
Imitation Leather Remnants at various
prices.

10 tons Imitation Leather pieces I

and up 36" to 55" wide.
yd.

Correspondence Solicited from Buyers and Sellers
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Look Out
FOR THE

Independent Brands
Kant Krack Veribest

Royal

Dainty Mode Dreadnaught

Our travellers are showing

a full range of the many
Independent styles, which

fill every requirement in

rubber footwear.

As to the quality of material

and excellence of manufac-

ture, you will find our new
samples well maintain the

high reputation so long en-

joyed by the Independent

lines.

OUR WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Amherst, N.S.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., HaHfax, N.S.

E. A. Dagg & Company, Calgary, Alta.

A. W. Ault & Company, Limited, Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Company, Toronto, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, Ont.

The London Shoe Company, Limited, London, Ont.

Kilgonr, Rimer Company, Limited.

The J. Leckie Company, Limited,

James Robinson,

Brown Rochette, Limited,

T. ^Long & Brother,

Dowers, Limited,

Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver, B.C.

Montreal, Que.

Quebec, Que.

Collingwood, Ont
Edmonton, Alta.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
MERRITTON ONTARIO
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We Pride Ourselves on

Dominion Rubber System Service

The mild winter may mean a prolonged wet spring. There may be a
much greater demand for Rubbers than you have anticipated.

The dealer who has the complete stock is the one that gets the business.

Just here is where the Dominion Rubber System Service plays such an
important part in your business—because it enables you to get what you
want when you want it.

Our Service Branches make possible a prompt service to any point in

Canada.

Wire, phone or write your emergency orders to the nearest Dominion
Rubber System Branch.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches are Located at

Halifax,
St. John,
Quebec,
Montreal,
Ottawa,

Toronto,
Hamilton,
London,
Kitchener,
North Bay,

Fort William,
Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Regina,
Saskatoon,

Edmonton,
Calgary,
Lethbridge,
Vancouver,
Victoria.

^^^^^ ^

Dominion
RUBBER
<2C/ATED
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How to Read a
Trade Paper

A Journal of its Findings, Making and Sale.

Published Monthly for the Good of

the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
Telephone A. 2700

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Tel. Garry 856 - Electric Railway Chambers

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building

NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beekman - 1123 Tribune Building

CHICAGO - Tel. Harrison 5351 - 1413 Gt. Northern Bldg.

LONDON, ENG. 16 Regent Street S.W.

Authorized by the Postmaster General for Canada, for transmission
as second class matter.

Entered as second class matter July 18th, 1914, at the Postoflfice at

Buffalo, N. Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Canada and Great Britain, $1.00. U, S. and Foreign, $1.50.

Single copies 15 cents

Vol. 9 April, 1919 4

Manufacturers and jobbers have
Jobbers May Have

i^^^^^ requested to co-operate with
Samples Earlier .

i u j i

a view to samples being ordered

by the jobbers at an earlier date than is now the cus-

tom. It is suggested that manufacturers should have

their samples ready for inspection about June 15th,

instead' 'of in August. The movement originated with

a Montreal firm of manufacturers, the idea being that

the date suggested would be of particular benefit to

Ontario jobbers who would thus be in a position to

start out their travellers directly after the Toronto

Exhibition. The 15th of June would give the manufac-

turers ample time to get the samples ready by the

date of the Exhibtion, so enabling retailers to inspect

them during their visit to Toronto. If the samples

were ordered earlier than at present, they would be

in the jdbbers warehouses early in August. The mat-

ter has been taken up with the Montreal and Quebec

branches of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association, and

although there was not complete unanimity on the sub-

ject, some manufacturers in Ontario, Montreal and

Quebec have agreed to have their samples ready by

June 15th. One advantage claimed is that the early

ordering of samples by jobbers would facilitate the

prompt delivery of the satnples, and also make for the

better filling of the regular orders.

A few days ago we were in the

office of a large shoe manufac-

turer and the talk drifted around

to the reading of trade papers. The habit of many
business men is to skim over the book as quickly as

they can, picking out, possibly, a few items that may
be of interest to them ; then the book is thrown aside

and forgotten. This manufacturer says that when the

trade paper comes in he places it in front of him on
his desk and reads it thoroughly from cover to cover.

If his attention is needed elsewhere the book remains

open at the place where he left off. Then when he

is able he resumes reading. This may be in an hour,

or a day or two days, but in any event the book is

always open, ready for his convenience. Every news
item is read just as carefully as every advertisement

and, in this way, he gets the fullest value from the

book.

The man who says he "hasn't got time to read the

trade paper" might well profit by this suggestion.

Leave the book on your de.sk in front of you—always
open at the place you left ofif—read it sy.stematically

and thoroughly. It is only in this way that you can

hope to receive the complete benefit.

* * *

At a meeting on March 24th of
Open to All ^he organizers of the first Cana-

Manufacturers ^, a j j.\ u idian bhoe and Leather Exhibi-

tion, to be held in Kitchener in July, it was proposed

by Mr. L. O. Breithaupt, and seconded by Mr. L. W.
Hanson, that the exhibition be thrown open to all

manufacturers of footwear and the allied industries in

Canada. This resolution was carried unanimously,

the general feeling being that this would better as-

sist in the development of the entire footwear indus-

try throughout the Dominion.

Mr. A. Inrig, of the Lady Belle Shoe Company,
Kitchener, was in Toronto on April 7, and, with Mr.

Hanson of the United Shoe Machinery Company, vis-

ited a number of Toronto manufacturers with a view
to ascertaining just how this proposal appealed to

them. They found the majority to be highly enthusi-

astic and willing to co-operate in every way.

* * *

What's in a price ? Often it is

What's in a Price the deciding point between dis-

trust, confidence or real appreci-

ation. We all know that if a man stood on a street

corner and tried to sell five-dollar gold pieces for 98

cents he would be arrested as a suspicious character

and remanded for medical inspection. That's distrust.

Sell an article at its fair value plus a legitimate pro-

fit and you establish confidence. Sell an old painting

or a rare set of books for a thousand dollars and you
create real appreciation.

The right selling price will assist in sales, while

a wrong one may obstruct sales. A price that is too

low is very often more dangerous than one that is
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"Less Than CosV Announcement
Out of Date

A retailer who had been in the habit of

announcing his clearances as "Shoes worth
up to $8 now $2.98, tried the experiment re-

cently of saying that he would sell shoes

which had been in the house from one to

three years, and which were perfectly good
but out of style, for $2.98, without mention-
ing previous prices. . He says he had the

quickest and most successful clearance he
ever conducted, also proving to himself that

truthful advertising yields the best results.

Concerning Oiled

Floors

too high. Sometimes a change in price, even very lit-

tle, one way or the other will greatly increase sales.

In the psychology of selling we have found that an

automobile, for instance, will sell at $495 more readily

than at $500. Again a car is priced $985 and many
people will buy it who would hesitate to pay $1,000.

Beyond question there is a certain price for each

article that will greatly increase its sale and it would

l)e the part of wisdom for retailers to give more

thought and study to the matter. Above all, do not

create distrust by marking your merchandise too low.

A woman in Stirling, Ontario,

brought an action for damages

against George Reynolds, boot

and shoe retailer of that village, for hijuries alleged

to have resulted by slipping on the defendant's oiled

floor. The action was tried at the Supreme Court at

Belleville, Ont. The plaintiff went into the shoe shop

last summer to look at some shoes and while there

slipped on the floor, breaking her arm in two places,

injuring her knee, side and other parts of her body.

The solicitor for the defendant contended that she

entered the store of her own volition, knew the floor

was oiled and that it was usual and proper to oil floors.

A customer was only entitled to be protected from

"unusual" dangers and an oiled floor could not in any

way be defined as an "unusual danger." The case was,

therefore, dismissed and the plaintiff ordered to pay

the costs of the action.

While this judgment should not deter retailers

from making their floors as safe as possible it is very

interesting as transferring the liability from the mer-

chant to the customer.

^ ^

There is a disposition on the

part of many shoemen to avoid

the use of price tickets on window
displays—thinking, in many cases no doubt, that the

price will frighten away the customer but that if they

once get the customer into the store the value of the

merchandise will offset the price objection. There is

Use of Price
Tickets

another viewpoint—that of the customer—which is

sometimes not taken into consideration and that is

—

the customer is just as likely to think the price of an

unmarked pair of shoes is beyond his reach. The great-

est number of buyers, by far, consists of those of limit-

ed means—^the middle, or working classes. There-

fore, in not quoting prices on goods in window dis-

plays, the merchant is making it very difficult to get

the business of this majority. A great deal of the

success of "popular-price" stores is due to the. fact

that they are lil^eral with the use of price tickets and

signs and it is no doubt also true that much busmess
is lost by "exclusive" stores because they do not dis-

play prices' and consequently frighten away window-
shoppers who might otherwise purchase. A certain oil

company in Toronto sends around to automooile

owners a little monthly booklet of short stories and
news about their different products. At the ena of

each booklet there is a post-card printed in order form,

the heading which reads: "Fill in and mail your
order now." And yet nowhere in this book have pric-

es ever been given. Few people are willing to order

on such a blind basis, and so the booklet loses the

greatest part of its value. It is just the same with a

show window that does not display the price. The
window is an invitation to "come in and buy." The
customer says to himself "I won't go in— I don't know
the price."

In certain districts where much of the shopping is

done from the windows the scope of appeal is certam-

ly widened, rather than limited, by the plentiful use of

])rice cards.
* * *

In the recent revenue bill pass-

ed by the United States Sen-

ate, to become effective on

may ist, a luxury tax is imposed on hosiery and shoes.

The clause applicable to shoe store merchandise is

as follows: "When sold by or for a dealer or his

estate for consumption or use, taxes on the followmg

articles are to be paid by the purchaser to vendor at

time of sale on so much of the amount paid therefor

as exceeds the price specified : boots, shoes, pumps,

and slippers, men's, women's, misses' and boys, (not

including shoes or appliances made to order for per-

sons having crippled or deformed feet) in excess of

$10 per pair—10 per cent. Hose or stockings, silk,

men's and boys', in excess of $1.00—10 per cent. Hose

or stockings, silk, women's and misses', in excess of

$2.00—10 per cent." Retailers all over the country

are urged by the National Association to unite in pro-

test against a tax that is deemed inconsistent and

burdensome.

U. S. Luxury Tax on
Slioes and Hose

Bill Fitsem says he never asks a woman the

size because it's more satisfactory to measure
than to argue.

—HH—nil—M»—•MH^BM—Blt^—UN ItU HII—ItM Mil—HI1-^|III Itll—Id— ll|l till—Hll—H*!*
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Mr. Shooman Celebrates Dollar Day—The Story is

Told by "One of the Extra Help"

THE town where Mr. Shooman lives is a wide
awake little burg, and the merchants in it like

to make business hum every so often. For
this purpose the majority of them have banded

together to form a Dollar Day Association.

The executive of the Association plan a sale twice

a year. They advertise the day widely, and supply
window posters to the stores that participate. They
als'o plan a special attraction. Last time it was a band
playing in the centre of the business section. The
individual merchants plan their own special drawing
cards, however.

This plan for setting coin in circulation and glad-

dening the bargain lover's heart has met with enthus-

iasm and success. It is considered the red letter day
of the shopping year when Dollar Day is celebrated.

Mr. Shooman was as eager as any merchant in

town to lure the crowds in .through his front door.

Accordingly, he spent the week before Dollar Day in

reducing" the price of odd lines, of stock to a mere frac-

tion of the original cost. These were the Dollar Day
leaders. He had the clerks remove all slow sellers

from the shelves and stock rooms. Off came a fat

slice of the price as they were flung on the bargain
racks. In the course of his investigation old styles

and unpopular shades of spats, left overs in boudoir
slippers, and a few other pet oddities, found in every
shoe store, were dropped into the melting pot of Ex-
traordinary Values. The choicest of these were entic-

ing-ly displayed in the windows; and the lingering,

longing looks that would-be buyers cast upon them
were (Miiens of Dollar Day success.

There is a dignity and pleasing arrangement about
Mr. Shooman's store that captivates the customer.
The displays in the show cases are well arranged.
The decorations are tasteful. The stock is clean and
well kept. The clerks are deft and courteous. But as
Dollar Day approached and huge bargain racks were
hung down the centre and side aisles and across the
back of the store, with the thought of convenience
rather than good appearance, the quiet dignity of the
store gave place to a more jocular air. It was as if

one and all were conscious that the great commercial
frolic of the year was about to take place.

The Lure of the Bargain

The announcement of a general bargain day called
forth an enthusiastic response from the neighboring
towns and villages. The radials that led to Mr. Shoo-
man's town were crowded. In the early morning
trains there was not even standing room left in the
baggage cars. This deluge of women armed with
shopping bags and empty valises, pouring out of the
station was the first intimation of the throngs of bar-
gain hunters who would soon flood the down town sec-
tion.

Mr. Shooman had not thought that the extra help
would be needed till the middle of the morning. Less
than half an hour after opening time an excited but
brief message told its own story. The extra help lost
no time in arriving at Mr. Shooman's store. Already
the crowds were lined out to the pavement and on the

locked door was the promising sign: "Open In Ten
Minutes." Fortunately we thought of the back door,

and in less time than one would believe were mixing
in the indoor melee like veterans.

Salesmanship was a superfluity in that crowd. The
"serveself" system of selling was the only method.
The clerks were merely able to make out cash slips,

send parcels to be wrapped and see that customers re-

ceived their correct change and parcels.

As the customers were served they were shown to

the back door. There the grinning message boy glee-

fully let them out and refused admission to any who
tried to come in. By degrees the store would become
fairly empty. Some one would go to open the front
door and then the fun would begin again. A fitful

strain of music from the band, and then came the
elbowing, shoving advance guard with a rush. Woe
betide the clerk who hindered their onslaught.

Customers of Many Types
There were customers of every variety ; the jolly

Irish mother with a dozen little feet to buy for, and

The idea was given prominence in window displays—outside as well
as inside

the thin nervous spinster with the hunted look in her

eye and a pinched redness about the nose. The wo-
men's name was legion who grabbed everything in

reach in case she might want it. There was the fussy
dame who wanted every shoe pulled out of the window
becavise she was sure she saw her size there yesterday.
Italians, Jews, Chinamen and dozens of women who
would like you to put this pair aside for a while, came
with the throng. The shoplifter came too, and had the
distinction of being personally escorted to the door
by the junior partner.

With the advancing afternoon it was considered
.'^afe to leave the front door open. The crowds came
and went more placidly. The stock was well picked
over, even the reserve bargains were almost gone. The
windows were bare except for a hurriedly inserted
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sign "More Bargains Inside." Now the customers
could get a little more attention. Some even took time
to try on shoes. Others became critical enough to

compare $1.90 shoes with the regular ten dollar stock.

However, there were enough bargain hunters to

ignore the critical ones. In fact, as the selection be-

came more meagre the purchasers seemed to take al-

most anything. It was not long before some optimist
had bought one yellow and one green boudoir slipper

for a pair, and. some other fair purchaser had managed
to squeeze her ankles into a size two right spat and a

gize four left.

At closing time the store had an indescribably dis-

hevelled appearance. The racks were bare. Empty
boxes and odds and ends were littered broadcast. The
jauntiest clerk leaned limply against a show case. The
cashier was adding' and readding her columns, unable
to believe the grand total, while Mr. Shooman was
rubbing his hands with delight.

As for the extra help, one was heard to say to the

other: "No ma'am we do not deliver today—strictly

cash—No ma'am we do not exchange sale shoes. I'll

be saying it in my sleep. But say, I wouldn't mind
another Dollar Day, would you ?"

How Much of Your Stock Do You Own?
THE most profitable goods are sometimes never

owned at all, but often sold before payment is

due on them. Four "turns" a year means that

the manufacturer furnished one-third of the

capital and the dealer never owns more than two-
thirds of his stock, which all goes to show that "turn-

over" is vastly more important than "profit-per-pair."

Just how this works out is explained in an interesting

manner in a.recent issue of Shoe Facts.

If a retailer could turn his whole stock every thirty

days, it might be possible to do business wholly upon
capital furnished by the manufacturer, and without
ever really owning a dollar's worth of merchandise.

So the question "How much of your stock do you
own?" is not so foolish as it may appear at first sight.

The answer to it has a direct bearing upon one of the

vital facts of your business: your rate of turnover.

Old Silas Crabtree, who ran the general store of

our boyhood days, used to rub his hands with satisfac-

tion as he surveyed his rows of shelVes
;
"Every dol-

lar's worth of it mine, by ginger," he used to say.

"Bought and paid for. I don't owe no man a dollar,

by heck !" Which was all true enough ; but some of the

goods on Silas' shelves had been there for years

—

since before we were born probably—and if we re-

member correctly Silas' wife did all her own work,

and a couple of his children "clerked" in the store out-

side of school hours. Silas wasn't exactly a shining ex-

ample of merchandising wisdom.
His stock was bought and paid for, truly, and it re-

presented an asset on his books, if he kept any. But
the only way he could get the value out of it would
be with a coal-oil can and a match, and even then the

Insurance Company would question his inventory.

A Sign of Weakness

Times have changed since the days of Silas Crab-

tree, and changed for the better. The modern merch-
ant appreciates that it is not a sign of strength when
he owns "every dollar's worth" of his stock. It is more
likely to be a sign of weakness—a danger signal.

Silas bought his merchandise pretty much on price.

If the quality looked all right, and the price was such

that he could make a sufficient margin of gross profit

(on paper), he stocked the goods. The modern merch-

ant looks as closely at quality and margin of profit as

ever Silas did, but he also asks something else—an

important something. "Will these goods sell fast

enough to enchance my capital, or will they go so

slowly as to reduce it ? Must I pay for the whole

smear out of capital, or will they bring me back some-

thing before they must be paid for? Is there any
demand for them among my customers ? What do my
customers know about them anyway, and is it favor-

able?"

"Ah, but look," says the salesman, "at the ten cents

extra margin ! Even if they are unknown to your cus-

tomers you can make this extra profit."

"Too slow," says the retailer. "I'm not interested

in owning goods, but in selling them. I'll buy the

well-known line at ten cents more, and a third of my
stock will be sold before the bill comes due. I'll have
to furnish capital for but two-thirds of that purchase,

as against the whole of your proposition. That's a

saving which rather knocks the spots ofl your ten-

cent cut in prices.

"It is to my interest to conduct as much , of my
business on the manufacturer's capital as I can. If he
>vill create a demand for his goods among my custo-

mers, so that I can sell a third or a quarter of them be-

fore payment is due, he is simply increasing my finan-

cial power by a third or a quarter. My resources will

stretch a third or a quarter farther. I can do 25 to

33 1/3 per cent, more business in a year, without in-

creasing my investment, if I can buy every line I carry

on the same basis. It will take more than a miserable

ten-cent cut in price to offset an advantage like that."

The Modern Attitude

Such is the attitude of the modern merchant—the

merchant who runs his business according to real fun-

damental principles, who understands the tremendous
driving power of consumer demand, who appreciates

the big difl^erence between owning his stock and sell-

ing it.

Commercial agencies tell us that a large proportion

of the retailers who fail do so because of hisufficient

capital. But what is "insufficient capital?" Simply
capital that does not turn often enough . I know of a

middle western shoe retailer who started with a cap-

ital of $167.00, and he owns and occupies a

seven-storey building to-day vvhich is worth $250,000.

Another retailer within my knowledge started with a

capital of $20,000, and went broke in ten years. The
$167 was "sufficient" and the $20,000 was "insuffi-

cient." What is the answer? Turnover.

What has this to do with owning your stock ? A
whole lot. The man with the capital of $167 bought
goods which sold so fast that his customers furnished

him with part of the cash with which to pay for them.

He never owned more than 2/3 to 3/4 of his stock at
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The shortage of bearled buckles caused by the inability of manufacturers to secure beads from Europe is being relieved by the
introduction of imitation beaded buckles. They are said to be very much more serviceable, too. These are manufactured by the
Kescot Mfg. Co., of Providence

I

any one time. He never had to go clear to the bottom
of his re.source.s in order to pay his bills.

The $20,000 man, on the other hand, bought stock

which sold so slowly (being unknown to the consum-
ing public) that his bills were due before he had dis-

posed of any appreciable quantity. He owned 5/6 to

7/8 of his stock all the time, and it was a big stock—

a

slow-moving stock. And, being slow moving, it'grew
bigger and higger. livery time he bought new goods
a still bigger surplus was left on his shelves to be sold

at a loss. By and by the time catne when he had to

dig clear to the bottom to meet his bills and cover

his losses. And then he was through.

So the cjuestion as to how much of your stock you
own may be of some considerable importance after all.

Assuming that you buy at 30 days net

:

If you own 2/3 of your stock, you are turning it

4 times a year, and are making 4 profits. You are in-

creasing the power of your capital by 33 1/3 per cent.

If you own 3/4 of your stock, you are turning it

3 times a year, making 3 profits, and your capital pow-
er is increased 25 per cent.

If you own 5/6 of it, you are making but 2 turns

and 2 profits. Your capital power is increased but 16.6

per cent.

In other words, if you can concentrate your buying
upon fast selling lines, which have the force of a public

demand behind them, you can do business on less cap-

ital because you never own your whole stock at any
one time. You are doing part of 3^our business on the

manufacturer's capital.

And remember this ; the oftener you can buy, and
the smaller the average investment you can make, the

easier it is to keep down the proportion of your stock

which you own. That is one of the big advantages of

letting the manufacturer carry your reserve stock, and
of sizing-in weekly or oftener. In that way you can

watch your stock more closely, concentrate on the

"sellers," and avoid piling up a bunch of "stickers"

which vou own outright.

First Shoemaker: These tight skirts are fine for

the shoe business.

Second S.M : What have skirts got to do with

shoes?
First S.M : Well, where a girl used to take a hun-

dred steps to the block, she now takes four hundred.

Opposed to Guessing Contests

MERCHANTS in the West have, in the past,

given some support to an auto contest

scheme to boost business, put on apparently

by some independent promoter. In this con-

nection the Saskatchewan and Alberta branches of the

Retail Merchants' Association have gone on record as

being opposed to sales plans of this nature and in

their publication, "The Retailer," have the following

statement: "We are unalterably opposed to any
scheme of the nature of the contest now being conduct-

ed by the Auto Contest Company, as a means of in-

creasing business and have already taken steps to see

that the section of the Criminal Code of Canada deal-

ing with such matters is amended so as to afi:'ectively

put a .stop to any such scheme in the future. The as-

sociation considers such contests to be bad in principle

and altogether a vicious form of advertising. We be-

lieve also that instead of having a beneficial effect on
the business of the merchant concerned, it has rather

the opposite effect and results in raising a suspicion in

the minds of the purchasing public that if the merchant
putting on such a contest can aflford to give away an
automobile and $500 or $1,000 in cash, he is pulling

down more profit on the sale of his merchandise than
he is entitled to. The cry has been raised that, "If I

don't go in, my opposition will." Well, let him, if he
chooses to do so ; we presume each individual retailer

is running his own business, and not allowing his op-
position to run it for him. Moreover, if each individual

retailer would absolutely refuse to have anything to

do with any such afl:"air as this until the promoters had
secured the endorsement of their Retail Merchants'
Association, it would not be long before the country
was rid of them.

"If any proposed scheme is considered legitimate,

and can be shown that it will benefit the retailer and
his customer as well, the Association will be glad to
help it along and the endorsement of the Association
will go a long way tow^ards insurmg its success ; but if

the scheme is not up to the mark no time will be lost

in saying no, and ten chances to one the promoters
will not waste their time and ours by approaching us
for our endorsement. This simply comes down to an
individual matter. Let every merchant absolutely re-

fuse to consider any such proposition until the endorse-
ment of the Association has been secured. Simple,
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isn't it?—but ef¥ective—and tliat is wliat your Associa-

tion is for. Don't fall for it first, and then "holler"

afterwards. Usually there is a mighty poor chance of

recovering any of the money you have invested. Do
l)usiness with legitimate concerns in a legitimate way."

Hamilton Shoemen Elect Officers

THE annual meeting of the Hamilton Shoe Re-
tailers' Association was held recently, and of-

ficers elected for the current year. Mr. Fred
I.. Kickley, former secretary, was elected pre-

sident, and the vice-president will be Mr. W. Smith,
with INIr. A. L. Wilson as secretary-treasurer. The As-
sociation has been formed now about a year, and al-

Mr. F. L. Kickley

though it was merely a trial attair in the first place,

the results have made the members highly enthusias-

tic. A l)an(|uet is spoken of for the near future.

Manufacturer Says No Cause for Worry

THAT there is no immediate cause for worry or

complaint over conditions in the shoe industry

is the opinion of Col. H. N. Lape, of Julian &
Kokenge, Cincinnati. "In all probability" he continued,

"the demand for women's high grade footwear will be

even greater than the supply. This will apply espec-

ially to light, airy shoes, made from kid stocks, w'hich

unquestionably will have the call. Colored kids, such
as gray and ivory, will be in wonderful demand, but
unless the tanners make more prompt deliveries than
at present there will be but little use of pushing color-

ed kids. Many of the leading tanners are experiment-
ing in colors, but they ofifer no encouragement as to

time of delivery, or as to the quantities.

"There can be no recession in price for at least an-

other year, as the great demand for kid, both black and
colors, will prohibit the dropping of this particular

stock, and with the new labor prices which are just

being settled through(;ut the shoe industry, and which
must remain in force for at least a year, prices cannot
hope, to come down, but may .s'how an increase of from
15 to 50 cents per pair over six months ago. T do not

mean that the labor cost will be this much, but with

the firm price of leather, and with the additional cost

of labor and the rising overhead expense, due to lack

of production, there is no relief in sight at present.

Personally, I do not feel that there should be any relief.

Women are educated to pay good prices for good
shoes, and the merchant who wishes for the return of

old conditions, when he sold a volume of shoes at $4.00

to $6.00, simply does not know the possibilities of re-

tailing merchandise at higher prices.

"We are told that in England black kid stock is in

great demand, and selling at $1.50 per foot, so under
the circumstances who can look forward to cheaper

shoes ?

"Lace boots will constitute 90 to 95 per cent of the

sales for next fall, and there should be a great revival

in the character of shoes sold. Wood heels, narrow
toes, longer vamps, and leather Louis heels, ranging
from two to two and one-quarter inches in heig'ht, will

be the most popular sellers. Of course, walking boots

will be popular, but not in the same proportion they

have been during the past few seasons.

"To sum it up, I should say that medium dark gray
kid, ivory kid, field mouse and all brown kid, black kid,

and one shade of tan calf will cover the color situation.

There will be some White boots sold, but the big and
sure bet will be black kid boots, with a marked in-

crease in patents.

"IVIany merchants feel that there is bound to be a

drop in price, but they are not in touch with the situa-

tion as they should be. When the selling season rolls

around, and they find that prices have not dropped,
but have increased, they will make their purchases
along' the same liberal and intelligent lines as they
have in the past."'

Joint Action to Get Orders Abroad

CANADIAN shoe manufacturers, at a confer-

ence held at Ottawa, on April 4, at the invita-

tion of the Canadian Trade Commission, de-

cided to form an export association, which
every manufacturer will be asked to join to undertake
joint action in securing for Canadian factories part

of the large orders now known to be pending in Fur-

ope. The matter of overseas representation will be

btought up as one of urg-ency before the executive of

the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada, which
meets on the 15th instant. This was one of a series

of conferences within trade groups being arranged
by the Canadian Trade Commission to bring clearly

before Dominion manufacturers the present opportuni-

ties in foreign fields, and the all important necessity

for creating a permanent export trade to keep factories

working full time.

Those present included T. H. Lane, of Ames-Hold-
en-McCready ; Geo. A. Slater, of George A. Slater,

Ltd. ; F. W. Manson, of the King Shoe Company, Ltd.

;

Ralph Locke, of Dufresne & Locke, Ltd. ; W. F. Mar-
tin, of Kingsbury Footwear Company, Ltd. ; W. S.

Duffield, of J. McPherson Company; T. Sisman, of the

T. Sisman Shoe Co. ; Albert Tetrault, of the Tetrault

Shoe Mfg. Company, Ltd., and F. S. Scott, of Getty &
Scott, Ltd. Mr. H. C. WiLs'on, inspector of boots in the

Militia Department, was oft'ered the post of overseas

representative

.

Frank Springstead is covering Ontario from Fort Wil-

liam F.ast, and the province of Quebec, including Montreal,

for the Minister Myles Shoe Company, Toronto.
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THERE is not much doulDt l)ut that Easter
weather, this year, unHke former years, will be
of the kind highly favorable to the blossoming-

out of new Spring apparel, and every indication

points to phenomenal spring business in the shoe
stores of the Dominion. Getting off to a good start,

however, means quite a good deal and it is safe to say
that you will get just about as much l:)usiness as you

If e^e L^umiies caiid spea
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Footwear
Fig. 1—Suggestion for Siiow Card

go after. Which is just another way of saying that ff

you sit down and wait for the people to come in

—

they'll go some place else.

Easter is a time when the fashion idea is more
prominent, perhaps, than at any other time of the

year. The minds of the women in your community
are already running freely along the lines of new
style in dress. They are talking style, thinking style,

and doubtless dreaming it, too. The planning of the

Spring wardrobe this year will also be free from many
of the restrictions that applied to the wartime years.

Footwear is Coming Into Its Own
Shoes have taken their rightful place in feminine

dress and the problem of changing their thoughts

from millinery to footwear is not nearly so formid-

able a task as in former years.

An Easter campaign, presupposing you have pur-

chased correctly, is largely a matter of advertising

and window display.

This is the time when your Spring stock should

begin to move out freely.

The show window should be considered as a part

of your store visible to the customer, and which indi-

cates the character of the invisible portion. It need
not be elaborate but is should be neat, attractive and
suggestive of the new spring styles on your .shelves.

Plenty of Ideas for Easter Displays

The Easter season lends itself particularly well

to novel and attractive window displays. There are

many little kinks that can be employed, such as eggs,

rabbits, bunnies, Easter lilies and so on. In fact the

range in ideas is almost unlimited, and the cost of

carrying out some such design is a minor detail to

the advertising value.

An Easter Innovation

This year one of the stores down in Boston startl-

ed the natives with something like an innovation in

UR WEATMER MAN
I I will Le Li-i^Kl: blue

vvcalkt'i"' if op sliini-'S,

lei an lit vou wilk a pair ififst;

Spring Oxfords

Fi9 2—Card Design

Easter window trims. They wanted to get some-
thing out of the ordinary—a window display that
would be entirely dift'erent from anything that has
gone before.

Here's how they did it.

There is a high-class ladies' millinery store in the
same Iniilding and the manager of the shoe store had
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little difficulty in securing the loan of three of their

niftiest Spring creations. The hats were then introduc-

ed in combination with his display of Easter footwear
—the millinery being on appropriate stands slightly

raised above the footwear and the shoes were arrang-
ed, of course, so that they corresponded with the style

effects in the hats. For instance a lady's sport shoe
is displayed along with a sports hat and a dress hat is

displayed in connection with dress shoes.

The background color scheme of the window is

white and purple. Sixteen jKiirs of shoes and three
hats in all are contained in the display. The shoes are
arranged so that eleven pairs are resting on the floor,

which is covered with white material, and five pairs
are raised on suitable display stands. The centre fix-

ture, which is higher than the others, is placed upon
a drapery of purple material. Artificial flowers over-
head are used with good eft'ect and a tastefully de-
signed show-card tops off the display.

The manager of the store says that the window is

attracting all the attention they anticipated. Women
say : "I didn't know they sold hats as well as shoes,"

but any who enter the store, with the intention of

looking at hats, are directed to the millinery store

that supplied them—this being their recompense for

loaning the headgear. The combination of hats and
shoes in the window display, however, links the im-

Easter Morning farade ? :

I
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Fig. 4—There are numerous ideas for window cards

portance of footwear with millinery in the minds of

the public, and this is just the thing that retailers are

striving for.

Show Card Designs

For Easter show-cards the same ideas can be in-

corporated that are used in the actual window trim

—

that is, provided you wish to make them a little out

of the ordinary, with designs of bunnies, chickens,

lilies, and so on, and this is quite worth the little ex-

tra expense and eft'ort. (See Figs. 1, 2 and 4.)

Use Suitable Advertising Cuts

Some types of advertising lay-outs and display

cards are shown herewith. For newspaper advertising

it is always appropriate to secure border designs and

cuts in keeping with the season. Easter lilies make
about the most appropriate design and the cut used in

Fig. 5 is fairly typical.

By way of change, and to -stir up a little extra

business, children's shoes may be advertised for the

Easter season, and suitable cuts are, of course, ad-

visable. (See Fig. 3).

If you have a line of white shoes, say "White as

the lily for Easter-tide." The old expressions "]nst

Out," "Newly Flatched," and so on, have lost none
of their popularity and are always appropriate, with

suitable designs. (Fig. 6).

The Opportunity is Worth Some Effort.

Of course it takes a little time and thought to

make the windows and advertising- work together for

more Easter business—but so does anything else

Easter Shoes for

the Kiddies Too

Styles the latest. But
style is not everything—you
want serviceable shoes —
and we have just that kind
— made of good sturdy

leather, in brown or black.

You may safely leave

the fitting to us.

Prices reasonable. We
want you to have value for

your money.

(Your Store Name)

Fig. 3—In advertising children's shoes use suitable cuts
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Fig. 5—An advertising suggestion using the Easter lily to emphasize
season

which really increases your turnover. It is well worth
the effort, however, for it not only helps to start the

spring season with enthusiasm, but it serves to plant

the impression in the community that your store is

particularly live and wide awake.

Try it out this year. Go over your stock—plan

your Easter displays and advertising. See if the re-

sults are not big enough to warrant you in giving
more time and thought to seasonal opportunities

throughout the year.

the

Women's New York Fashions

The call at present is for solid colors,

according to a style report in Modern Shoe-
making. Gray kid, brown kid, and some
stores report all blacks going very good in

highcuts at top prices. Combinations are

featured in sales, and that is the only way
they are selling this month. Low-cuts are
more attractive to ladies at present, apart
from i)rices, than any bargains that can be

Fig. 6—An Easter idea that may be used in news-
paper advertising, show cards or window display

offered in high shoes. A few weeks ago
Russia oxfords came forth \\'\th full leather
heels.—a real winter low-cut,—and some
thought it would stop at that ; but that was
only the beginning of the early spring run
on low-cuts.

Tans are still good, but now the darker
leathers are in demand, but in lighter

weights. Mat kid, black kid and patent lea-

ther are selling in equal proportions in the

regular pattern oxfords. Brown Suede is

also being sold. Gray kid and some Suede
in the same color with Louis heels also get
the call in some sections.

The call for low shoes is here to stay

for the season and the regular eyelet ox-

fords will have some competition from the

call for colonials and pumps. Mat kid and
patent leather colonials are selling early,

also the new closed tongue pump in the

same leathers, and this pattern is selling in

a plain front, some having two or three

small buttons to imitate a button oxford.

A few stores feature the tongue pump in patent

leather with a small gore at the side, and report it

selling heavily

.

The Biachford Shoe Manufacturing Company, Toronto,

have opened a sample room at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto.

Why Pumps Gape
A shoe manufacturer recommends that retailers,

in ordering pumps, specify that they shall be made on
regular pump lasts and not on boot lasts. When a

boot last is used for pumps, the foot presses down on
the shank of the pump and that makes the sides of the

pump gape. When a regular pump last is used the
foot bears down on the ball and the heel of the foot.

This tends to draw^ the sides of the pump as tight as a

string along the sides of the foot.
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Canadian Mission to France Received

Some Large Orders

THE deputation of Canadian shoe manufacturers
which visited England and France have met
with success. Advices from Paris quote the

opinion of Mr. Leoucher, the Minister of Re-
construction, that in order to bring the prices of boots

and shoes down to reasonable figures large quantities

of boots and shoes from the United States and Canada
must be imported without hesitation, as was done be-

fore the war, the French output having always failed

to meet the demand.

Mr. J. Daoust, of Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, has secured a considerable amount of bu.s'i-

ness, and already orders have been received for 31,000

pairs of men's shoes. The bulk of this trade was done
as the result of the firm's exhibit at the Lyons Fair. A
considerable order for leather has also been obtained.

Mr. Daoust has appointed Mr. Benezech, of Paris, the

firm's representative for France and Belgium and the

Export Association of Canada, Ltd., British represen-

tative. The entire business of these representatives

will be placed with Daoust, Lalonde & Co., who guar-

antee to deliver given quantities per week for England
and France, within certain periods after the receipt

of the orders.

The Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Montreal,

has also received some large orders for France. Mr.
Nap. Tetrault being now in that country.

Mr. Daoust and Mr. Oscar Dufresne are expected

to be in Canada by the time this issue is published. On
the eve of his departure Mr. Daoust sent us the follow-

ing interesting letter:

"You may be interested in knowing something of

the Lyons Fair. There are 3,500 booths with 4,300

exhibitors, representing all kinds of manufacturers.
All the allied countries are represented and so is

France. Our Canadian section is the one which at-

tracts the greatest attention. The C. P. R. has several

booths where they show the different cities of Cana-
da, the Rocky Mountains, the largest hotels and in the

cities we see electric cars, steam trains and steamers
running.

"I have done quite well here, having booked about
$250,000 in two weeks, but the only way to do business
is to quote in French money and c.i.f. French port, in-

cluding also the customs duties
;
freights and duties to

be paid by the buyer and then deducted on the invoice

when remitting. Some of my good friends of Canada,
acting as representatives, did not have the same suc-

cess, as their instructions were to quote prices in Can-
adian money, f.o.b. factory or Atlantic port. I believe

that they should have been given fuller powers by their

principals and conformed themselves to the habits of

the country.

"There are embargoes and restrictions as to the

importation of goods, and licenses have to be secured.

In England these restrictions have just been removed
and France is expected to do the same, especially on es-

sentials and as agricultural implements, boots and
.shoes and some other lines.

"The Canadian government is opening a credit of

.$25,000,000 to France and also similar amounts to

Roumania, Serbia and Greece. This will help business
transactions. Sir George Foster, Mr. Lloyd Harris

and the Hon. Philippe Roy, Canadian High Commis-
sioners in Paris, were here this week. All these gentle-
men are doing their utmost to foster trade for Canada
and they deserve much credit for their efforts. The
Canadian government is to be commended for having
selected such capable men. Sir George Foster has
made a few speeches in French at some of the ban-
quets we had at Lyons and I can assure you they were
jnuch applauded, the people understanding him per-
fectly."

New Manager of Hartt's Monteal Storre

MR. W. G. MILLER has been appointed man-
ager of the Hartt Shoe Store, St. Catharines
Street, West, Montreal, in succession to

Mr. E. J. Hanlon. He has been in the
-h;ie business for seventeen years, resigning as mana-
ger of the retail branch of the Amherst Boot & Shoe
Co., Amherst, to go to Montreal. Mr. Miller held the po-
.-iiion in Amherst for six years. He is a strenuous
advocate of advertising by retailers, and freely used
the papers when in Amherst. Rejected for overseas.

Mr. W. G. Miller

Mr. Miller did a large amount of work in raising funds
for patriotic purposes, particularly in the way of organ-
izing entertainments. Before leaving Amherst, Mr.
Miller was entertained at dinner by the Young Men's
Civic Club, of which he was president, and presented
with a travelling companion. The Daughters of the
Empire also presented him with a silver cigarette case
and match case; and the Golf Club (of which he was
secretary-treasurer) gave him a Victory bond.

Changes in Hydro City Sales Staff

Mr. A. Foster, who has represented the Hydro City
Shoe Manufacturers, of Kitchener, in Eastern and
Northern Ontario for the last twenty-five years, has
been forced to retire through illness and his territory

will be handled by Mr. John Lauffer who has been re-

presenting the Hydro City Company in Ontario and
the West for twenty years. Mr. Lauffer's former ter-

ritpry will be covered by Mr. Taaffe.
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Fourteen Points in Salesmanship

nnRY to understand ^our customers.

Sympathy is the better half of salesrrianship.

-.|: * *

Be courteous. Civility costs nothing, hut it earns dividends.

* * *

Sell what your customers want.

Not what you want to sell. Salesmanship is service.

* * *

Study your customers' feet.

Squeezed corns are poor aids to business.

Keep your dignity. Salesmen are as worthy as statesmen and as

necessary.

d^al^e your customers feel welcome, but don't fuss.

* * *

Be straight in all things. You are less likely to get insomnia

that Way.
* * *

Never be above learning. No one knows everything about

an))thing.

Do not patronise ^our customers. In good salesmanship obligation

is mutual.

Never appear impatient. The best fish are generally^ shy of the

bait.

e5^a^e suggestions; but make them intelligently and helpfully.

* * *

Never talk goods above value. Repeat sales are better than catch

profits.
* * *

Have the courage to sap no. // you are out of a line, you can

get it.

* * *

Be businesslike in all things. Muddle negatives success.

The Footwear Organizer
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The Troubles of a Merchant— How to Stop Them
One-third of Failures Due to Incompetence and Inexperience—A Large Per Cent.

Attributed to Lack of Capital, but Majority to Bad Management

MR. G. W. Sulley, of the lecture bureau of the

National Cash Register Company, Dayton,

Ohio, recently delivered a very interesting-

lecture to the merchants of Winnipeg and

Brandon. His subject was: "The Troubles of a

Merchant and How to Stop Them" and was, in part,

as follows

:

I am very glad to speak tonight under the auspices

of the Manitoba Board of The Retail Merchants' As-

sociation of Canada Inc. We bel'ieve in such organiza-

tions. The day of cut-throat competition in business

is past—co-operation is the spirit of today and it is

through such organizations as this that business men
learn to co-operate.

An organization of this kind may be useful in many
ways, but undoubtedly one of its most important ser-

vices is to give its members an opportunity to talk

over business problems and to bring to them the best

ideas on business organizations and management. It

is to discuss these with you that I am here tonight.

Our company does not pretend to know all about

retail business, but there are certain underlying prin-

ciples which we have learned from our own experience

and the thirty-three years spent in collecting retail

busine.ss ideas from merchants in all parts of the world.

Merchants have their troubles. I do not believe I need

to prove that fact to you who are present. But in case

there may >be doubters, I wish to call attention to some
figures on retail business failures in Canada during the

year 1916. These involved a total loss of $5,142,397.

Over 590 there were in all ; 2 in every business day.

Undoubtedly your community contributed its quota.

Moreover, if there were 590 legal failures, how
many merchants were there who failed to make a

reasonable profit, and who worried along from day to

day, making no more than their head clerks?

If the men who went under in these failures were

the only ones who sufifered, it would be sad, but not

so serious, but each failure reacted through the com-
munity in which it occurred. Nearly always the bank-

er or the wholesaler was involved in the loss. More-
over, many of the failures resulted from unwise price

cutting, which forced all competitors into unfair com-
petition, and after the failures came bankrupt sales.

Unsound business methods injure every one and an

association like yours can render no better service

than to bring to its members information regarding

the most up-to-date business methods.

The Cause of Failure

When wc analyze the causes of failures we find

some verv interesting facts. Of course, no absolutely

accurate figures can be obtained, because many failures

are due to a number of causes, but the figures shov^Mi

here are the result of analysis by financial experts. I

would like to. call your attention to these figures be-

cause they suggest so strongly the need for better

business system.

One-third of the failures were due to "Incompe-
tence and Inexpei'ience." These men lacked knowledge
of good business methods. They didn't know how to

establish a system that would give them proper control
over their business, check losses, prevent neglected
duties, and stop mistakes.

A large per cent failed because they lacked capital.

Presumably they had too little to start with, and on its

face it does not appear that knowledge of good busi-

ness methods would have helped them. Yet we all

know that. The man with little capital, who turns it

over frequently and doesn't allow it to become tied

up in credit accounts, often forges ahead. Moreover,
in starting a business and keeping it going credit is as

important as capital and the merchant whO' can show
his banker and wholesaler a clear-cut and satisfactory

statement of his business standing will find it as use-
ful as collateral in securing a loan. As evidence of this

I want you to note this statement of Edward N. Hur-
ley, former chairman of the United States Federal
Trade Commission.

"In the future, the business man, large or small, will

n'ot be able to receive credit on loans unless he is not
only sound financially, but can show that he is con-
ducting his business intelligently."

It is evident, therefore, that many of the failures

listed under the heading, "Lack of Capital," might
have been prevented had these merchants possessed
a knowledge of good business methods which every
merchant should employ.

"Specific Conditions," the third largest cause of

failures we will pass over. Under this head are listed
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Under the heading "Trade at a Glance" in
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the fourteen largest cities of the Dominion, Brad-
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1 streets report retail business "Good" in every one •

1 but Winnipeg, where the exception was the re- 1

1 suit of rainy weather. I
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family causes, fires, and conditions peculiar to the res-

pective businesses that failed.

However, failure due to fraud, the fourth largest

cause, might just as well be put down as "Lack of Ade-
quate System," for certainly no merchant with a sys-

tem in his business that will enable him to show a pro-

fit, would even be tempted to resort to a fraud to in-

crease his bank account or would suffer fraud on the

part of his employees to the extent that he would be-

come even a near bankrupt before the discovery of

such a fraud.

Lack of Proper System of Management

I might go on down the list, but certainly I have
already esta'l)lished the fact that a great majority of

failures are due, not to fire, flood, or misfortunte, but

to lack of proper system in business management.

In calling attention to these figures on business

failures, I would not for a moment suggest that any of

you gentlemen here tonight are on the verge of failure.

The very fact that you are here shows that you are out
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for new ideas, and an open mind is a business man's
best asset.

At the same time, I think 1 am safe in saying that
few of you are making all the money you think you
should make, and without doubt, lack of an adequate
business system—the thing that causes the most fail-

ures'—causes also the greatest disappointment with
profits at the end of each business year.

One of the greatest weaknesses with the business
system of many stores is a poor form of organization.
I can best illustrate what I mean by telling you of our
own experience in the early days, with the wrong plan
of organization.

The cash register was invented in- 1879 by James
Ritty, a merchant of Dayton, Ohio. He was on his

way to Europe and was worried because he had to

leave his business in the hands of others.

During the voyage he happened to go down into

the engine-room where he saw the dial that marked
the revolutions of the propeller. It suddenly occurred
to him that he might make a similar device to record
transactions in his store, and upon his return to Day-
ton he built the first cash register. It was a crude ma-
chine, however, and never proved practical.

The first practical cash register was invented in

1891. It simply punched holes in a roll of paper. At
the end of the day the merchant counted the holes in

the rows and so determined the amount that had been
recorded.

At that time Mr. Patterson, president of our com-
pany, was in the coal business, and in connection with
a small mine at Coalton, Ohio, 'he ran a general store.

The store was doing a good business, but for some
reason was not making money. Mr. Patterson heard
that registers were being made in Dayton, and bought
two. From that day his store began to show a jjrofit.

Naturally, Mr. Patterson became much interested

in the future possibilities of the cash register as a busi-

ness necessity. He thought that what was good for

his little store at Coalton would be good for every
store in the world. So in 1884 he bought out the busi-

ness and established the present company.

The business prospered until 1892, when the com-
pany placed on the market a new and higher type reg-

ister. But instead of receiving checks for these regis-

ters, this is what happened. The registers were re-

turned from all parts of the world as defective.

The company then started an investigation and
found many bad conditions in the factory and in the

neighborhood, which have since teen corrected. It

also found that it lacked adequate plan of business or-

ganization. The president, manager and superintend-

ent were carrying the whole burden of the business.

They were so loaded down with petty details and res-

ponsibilities that they had little time to look after its

larger needs. Of course, the business suf¥ered.

It was decided to reorganize and at that time the

pyramid form of organization was developed. Under
this plan each man is given definite tasks for which he
is accountable. He knows and the management knows
where responsibility lies. This shows our pyramid or-

ganization as it stands today ; the stockholders at the

top. under them the Board of Directors, and the Exe-
cutive Council, and under them the whole factory or-

ganization, in which each responsible employee is as-

signed definite duties. As a result of this plan our

whole organization has been reversed. The officers,

instead of being at the 'bottom of the pryamid bearing

the burden of all the rest are now at the top freed from
details and with time to plan bigger things.

The i)resident, manager, and superintendent no
longer have to carry the whole factory on their shoul-

ders. Each man carries his part.

This is the proper organization for a factory, and it

is also the proper organization for a store.

You Can't do all the Thinking

Too many merchants are wasting their efforts on
details and in trying to do all the thinking and plan-

ning for their business. They forget that clerks too

have brains, and that nothing will do more to develop
their ability and interest in the store, than giving them
definite tasks for which they are individually respon-

sible.

No merchant should allow himself to be placed at

the bas^e of the pyramid bearing the whole weight of

his business. He should distribute responsibility and
place himself at the top where he may be free to think
and plan.

I would recommend to each merchant present, that

you draw up a pyramid of this sort for your store. This
is merely a suggestive one for a store Avith four clerks

and a delivery man. Each of you should assign tasks
and fix responsibility considering the needs of your
particular lousiness and the number and capabilities of

)'Our clerks.

You will notice that in this pyramid the chief clerk

supervises the other clerks, assists in buying, helps to

watch credits and to plan advertising, and watches for

The second clerk orders over the telephone. The
merchant selects for this purpose a clerk who has a
clear voice and one "With a smile behind it." A large
percentage of orders are received over the phone, and
nowhere is courtesy and pleasantness more necessary.
This clerk also checks outgoing orders. Mistakes and
losses from this 'source must be prevented. And he is

asked to watch other stores, for every successful mer-
chant, in friendly rivalry, not in hate, watches his com-
petitor's prices and business. Department stores in
large cities have emjjloyees who do nothing else but
report on competition.

The third clerk looks after the arrangement and
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keeping- of stock. The merchant, in preparing him for

duty, has told him that goods should be displayed in

the store so that, as far as possible, they will sell them-
selves. Goods that will tempt the customer should be
placed near the door where they will be seen when
customers come in and go out. Staple goods and ad-

vertised bargain articles, on the other hand, should be
placed where the customer, in seeking them, will pass
displays of other goods. And without crowding the
shelves or floor space, as much goods as possible

should be displayed where customers may see them.
Many a merchant has failed to make the profit he
should make because he allowed his storeroom to fill

up with unsalable g'oods. He may have realized the

danger, but being so busy with other details, it escap-
ed his attention. If however, he had made this clerk

responsible for watching stock and then watched it

himself, as far as possible, the liklihood that he would
accumulate unsalable stock would have been much
less. This clerk also sees that inventories are made
from time to time and watches the condition and move-
ment of stock. If a certain line is not selling and may
spoil or get out of style, he calls it to the merchant's
attention so it may be prominently displayed and push-
ed.

The fourth clerk is assigned the task of looking af-

ter window display and learning from other windows.
.It maybe that the merchant's wife herself also takes an
interest in this without becoming directly connected
with the business. As a majority of sales are made to

women many of the purchases are prompted by win-
dow display and this is a branch of the business in

which a woman can be of real assistance.

Finally the delivery man is made responsible for

seeing that deliveries are correct. He is also instruct-

ed to report all complaints. It is by listening to com-
])laints and adjusting them that a retail business keeps
satisfied customers and grows. Delivery men hear
more complaints than all clerks combined, yet in the
majority of cases the complaints to which they listen

get no further. Surely the merchant does wisely in in-

structing the delivery man that one of his specific

duties is to report all criticisms, either of goods or ser-

vice.

In suggesting that every merchant should thus dis-

tri'bute the work in his store I do not mean for a minute
to imply that he should neglect to Avatch these things
himself. He should continue to check his business in

every detail. But he should not attempt to carry the
whole burden himself. Instead he will expect each
clerk to carry his part, thus saving his own time and
energy for more important things.

j
Mr. Retailer—see that your trade paper is

|

J

PUT TO WORK in your store. See that articles
J

5 YOU ought to read do not escape your attention. f

1 Then pass each issue to your EMPLOYEES. 1

I They will give better SERVICE to your custom- 1

I ers if they are kept informed of conditions in the I

shoe and leather industry. |

other the most vital question which confronts ti'ade to-

day. To avoid the impression that any comments on
the help question are given as instructions to others, I

think it is well to state that no definite instructions can

be written on this subject. Conditions under which the

retail shoe business operates are too variable for this.

"One is safe, however, in stating without qualifica-

tions that there are two great essential virtues that all

help must have. They can possess these the moment
they enter your employ. By your recognition of these

qualities in a new employe, your personal training of

the employe is secondary. They will acquire all the

essentials of a good salesman, which are well known to

us as courte.sy, stock knowledge, ability to properly fit

shoes, etc. These two essentials are Honesty and
Ambition.

"There is only one kind of honesty; ambition must
be of the laudable kind—that which gives the employe
and employer impartial consideration. With these two
virtues as a base, any employe is almost certain to learn

all the essentials required to make him or her an effici-

ent, permanent fixture in your business. Therefore, in

the training of help one must give the employe as much
credit for the training as the proprietor who generally

receives all the credit.

Proper Environment and Stimulation.

"Your main duty in their training, it seems to me,
is to see that they have proper environment and stimu-

lation. Include under environment the quality of mer-
chandise you ofi^er the public, and your policy laid down
for its disposition to the public, as well as working
conditions. Let them know by your policy that the

naked reality is preferable to the most dignified ap-

pearing camouflage. The bulwarks of any business are

its employes.
"Your second largest investment is in your help

—

second only to your patrons. Lack of stimulation and
no future have deteriorated races, so the greatest stim-

ulation (proper compensation) should be applied with

greatest care to your bulwarks.

The Help Problem — Training Clerks-
Compensation—Is the P.M. System

a Good One?

OTTO HASSEL, of Chicago, who is known as the
largest retail distributor of men's shoes in the
United States, was in charge of this topic, at

the National Convention of Shoe Retailers.
"The largest problem in the world to-day," said Mr.
Hassel, "is undoubtedly the settlement re(|uired at the
peace table after the great World's War, and the next
in importance is probably the settlement of the help
question after the world conflict. So you see an ordin-
ary shoeman must decide positively one way or the

War-Time Humor
Much has been said on the English lack of the

sense of humor. In a recent issue of Punch there ap-

peared a cartoon depicting a little girl with her mother
examining a pair of shoes. The inscription accom-
panying the picture is as follows

:

Mabel, (on seeing some war-time shoes arrive on
approval): "Mummy, are they real cardboard?"

In commenting on this cartoon, an English shoe

trade paper becomes quite wrathy, winding up their de-

nunciation of "a libel on war-time boots" with the

statement: "The artist who drew the picture evidently

does not know that war-time boots are made under
government control of leather only, while the editor

appears to be equally ignorant."
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The Merchandising of Broken and Discontinued

Lines—A Few Suggestions and a Little Advice

THE merchandising- of broken and discontinued
lines formed the suibject of an interesting talk

recently delivered by C. A. Kilbourne, promin-
ent Minneapolis shoe retailer, before a gather-

ing of Minnesota retailers. The disposition of broken
and discontinued lines, he said, is more of a problem in

the shoe trade than in perhaps any other line of retail

business on account of the number of sizes and widths
m each model which the retailer must buy. This makes
it all the more necessary to use intelligent methods in

disposing of such goods.

What can we do to reduce short and left-over lines?

We all make mistakes, but let us strive to make as

few as possible that they may be less of this class of

merchandise in our stocks.

Right Buying One Point

The first point is rig"ht buying", for the simple reas-

on that proper buying will go far toward eliminating

left-overs. In this connection let us consider buying
for your own trade, and buying what that trade wants.
One of the best ways to do this is to work with your
own salespeople, and consult with them regarding
styles requested by cu^stomers. By being on the floor

a part of the time every day yourself, you hear many
expressions from customers that will help you to a

knowledge of what to buy.

The traveling man in whom you have confidence is

one of the best sources of suggestions relative to the

new styles that the trade will want. Another means
is the "want slip" which each sale.-nian can hand in to

you at the close of the day covering requests for styles

and merchandise not included in your stock.

Study Your Sizes

By keeping a record of your sales as to sizes, even

though you do so for a short time only, you will learn

that a buyer must be careful in scheduling his size

sheet for "a new style. It is surprising how dift'erent

the wanted or selling sizes are in difl:erent sea.sons, and
in this knowledge will make it easier for you to buy
correct sizes and widths.

There was a time when we felt we could care for

extra small and extra large feet in almost every style

we bought. In one way we could afiford to do this for

the reason that shoes were much cheaper than they are

today but present prices now make it more important

that we buy the sizes that are most saleable.

In selecting lines to include these extra small and
extra large sizes v^'e have found from past experience

that picking one good seller in each different leather is

desirable. For instance, select one black kid dress shoe,

also a staple black, and follow that idea through with

the wanted colors, such as browns, grays, etc.

In this way the extra sized feet can be fitted proi)er-

ly, and after all it is not so much the shoe as the proper

fit.

Arrangement of Your Stock

Arranging the styles you are most anxious to dis-

pose of in the most convenient ]>lace hel])s greatly in

getting rid of them. Staple merchandise can be put

almost anywhere, and the sale will not be hurt.

Having the stock arranged according to a system
makes it easier to find the desired shoe, and sales are

jnade much quicker and better because the salesman
learns the stock more readily. In your system of stock

arrangement, for instance, you may group your black
shoes according to price with your grays, Avhites,

browns, etc., arranged in the same manner. This is

also helpful when extra help is required.

Keeping Goods From Becoming Shopworn

One of the greatest evils in retailing shoes is the

shopworn stock, and one of the most prolific causes of

shopworn merchandise is too much marking on the

soles. I Avould suggest that any necessary marks be
made on the linings.

Have a system whereby shoes, after being shown
to customers, must be placed in their cartons. Where
there are ledges there is a great temptation to throw
shoes on them, and consequently they soon get shop-
worn and lose their price value. Many retailers are

doing away with all ledges.

Many lines of shoes stay on the shelves because the
cartons have become so soiled that their, appearance
kills the line in the eyes of the salespeople. Re-boxing
makes the entire line appear fresh and desirable, and it

is surprising how readily they sell.

Overbuying Common Evil

One great difficulty is that many of us buy conflict-

ing" styles. I mean that one style too closely resembles
another, and thereby ties up double the capital needed,
whereas one style would have answered the purpose.

Many times we think we should add another style

when by going through our stocks we find that we al-

ready have styles that would be a good substitute for

this new one, and we can accordingly buy it for our-
selves. Always be open to buy. Never be entirely
bought up, then you can always buy the new things
which are continually springing up. In that way your
stock is always kept fresh and desirable in the eyes
of the public.

Study Your Prices

It is just as important to have shoes at the price
you trade wants to pay as it is to have the styles they
want. One of the'best ways of learning the price want-
ed is to keep a record of every sale because in this
way you get accurate information regarding the price
which your customers prefer, but, of course, conditions
from one season to another alter these prices to some
extent.

Buying Samples and Short Lines

For the ordinary stock, bu}-ing samples and short
lines is not neces.sary; your own stock makes plenty of
them. Therefore, buy from yourself. Under this head
we can class special orders, for they are no more or
less than samples, because no matter how careful you
are in taking them you always have some left over, and
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tlic sooner wc cIiscoiir;ii;"c ,s])ecial orders the better it

,\vill he for retailer, manufacturer and customer.

From Personal Experience

1 have tried to tell you some of the precautions that

from experience we have found helpful in making few-
er pairs of broken and discontinued lines. Next comes
the question of how to get rid of these short lines in

the most profitable manner.

P. M. Excellent if Handled Right

1 am a great believer in the p. m. system where it is

not abused, and to jMevent this there must be rigid

rules. To dispose of short lines you must keep them
.constantly in the minds of your salespeople. You can
tell them about them, and you can urge their sale, but
tliere is nothing like "premium money" to get action.

Our system is to arrange these short lines, which
we are always adding to as our stock keeps making
more, into lines by themselves; viz., taking all black
leather styles and making one line, sizing the sizes and
widths together, all novelties in another line, and low
shoes in distinct lines in the same manner.

With this arrangement the salesmen can find the

.main thing, which is the size, and when properly fitted

receive their money's worth, for no matter how good a

style may be unless it fits the purchaser does not get
full value.

System of Marking

We have a system of p. m.'s in card form, each card

representing five dollars in numerals ranging from five

to twenty-five cents. All premium merchandise is

stamped on the cartons in points, five cents for each

point. For example, figure 5 represents twenty-five

five cents; figure seven represents thirty-five cents,

etc.

When a salesman sells a pair of these shoes he

marks the lining of the shoe, if it is a five point prem-
ium, with a figure 5, with a line underneath this, and
underneath the line his sales number. This makes a

notation in the form of a fraction. For example, the

mark 5-10 on the lining of a j). m. shoe shows a p. m.
of twentv-five cents on a sale made by salesman No.
10.

The salesman then takes his sales check, the shoes

and his card, and shows them to whoever has author-

ity to pass upon these matters. His card is punched
the amount of the p. m. to which he is entitled. When
his card is full he turns it into the office, and is paid

the amount, five dollars, less any returned p. m.'s which
may be charged up to him.

To Eliminate Abuse and Carelessness

To prevent abuse and to eliminate the dang-er of a

salesman taking advantage of customers by misfitting

p. m. shoes, we have a check system which works well.

If, after a customer has worn a shoe she finds or thinks

she was misfitted, and on examination we find that she

was the shoes are taken back, and she is allowed what
she paid for them on another pair. The pair returned,

owing to failure to properly fit, is charged to the man
who sold them, put back into stock, and the price there-

of is deducted from the salesman's later premium
money.

When the salesman sells this ])articular returned
pair the amount for which they are sold will be credit-

ed to him. You can readily see that by this system
there are few misfitted pairs of p. m. shoes.

.\rranging short lines for clearance sales as I have

outlined makes it convenient to dispose of them. How-
ever, no matter what price we put on shoes included in

clearance sales we always put a p. m. on them because
then they are always on the salesman's mind and
stocks can be closed out without taking such big los.s-

es as are generally incurred in disposing of short and
discontinued lines.
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Mr. Jas. Waddington, formerly manager for f

J
eight years of No. 1 store of the Rannard 1

I Shoe Limited, Winnipeg, has opened up for
]

f himself in the retail shoe business at 340 Port- 1

I age Avenue, Winnipeg. Mr. Waddington has
j

? been connected with the shoe business in that 1

! city for the last eleven years, being three years
j

I

. with Thos. Ryan & Co., wholesale dealers, and j

1 the remainder with the Rannard Shoe Limited.
|
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Difierent Sizes in Box Toes and Counters

There are as many as five different sizes of leather

boxes put into the toes of shoes in some of the last-

ing rooms. To make shoes perfect it is as necessary

to have different sizes in boxes as in counters, al-

though a good many do not think quite so much of

the boxes as they do of the counters. Where good

shoes are made they run as many as four different

sizes of counters even in misses' shoes and three differ-

ent sizes in children's. In infants' as many as four

sizes are often used. To put in a small counter in a

large size shoe means that it will not fit and it is the

same if the counter is too large. In either case the

heel-seat will not be right. There may be a very little

difference in the sizes of counters but the difference

is there just the same and this difference exists as

much in the smaller sizes as it does in men's and wo-
men's.—Shoe Topics.

Practical Pointers for Repairmen
In getting a pair of welt shoes ready to sew, you

will find on women's work that it is much better to

cement the sole and bottom, as the insole in women's
shoes never runs over a 5-iron and often much less.

Cementing' the half-sole before welting it makes it

stick well and holds the insole in shape, giving you a

good job.

To mention the oiling of a machine may seem to
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some rather unnecessary, yet many do not know the

l)est way of oiling" a machine. ]\Iachincs shonk'i be

oiled sparingly and often, and excess oil should be

wiped off, for oil evaporates with exposure, and gums
on the machine parts. This will require a mucli more
thorough cleaning of the machine at more frequent

intervals, and in the end will require much more time.

Dust and dirt accumulate more readily on a machine
saturated with oil, too, and it will be found that co\'-

cring the machine at night prevents this to a great

extent.

In applying a new sole to a double sole shoe, some
repairers do not shive down the middle sole. Instead

they add a ]5iece of shived leather so as to e\ en up t!ie

forepart.—Shoe Repair Shop.

Cash vs. Credit
By H. B. Scales, of Boston

—

THIS topic is of interest to every dealer who has
any reason to handle his merchandise in l;oth

ways. Smaller stores, of course, do not have the

same ])roblems that the big city face, and not so

many of them do much of a credit business. The fact

is that cash basis is best for all concerned. The charge
customer, as a rule, seems to expect more than the

cash one. The fact that the bill is yet to be paid seems
to imi)ly that they expect an extra service and are more
])rone to make kicks and he harder to j^lease.

This fact increases the cost of doing- business, and
in the long run the cash customer pays for this over-

head. This is hardly fair to the latter, and gives a

premium to the customer who does not lay down his

money when he gets his goods. Any system that in-

creases the cost of distribution makes for either less

profit or a higher price, and the merchandising problem
becomes further complicated.

Keeping down the overhead is an ever present prob-

lem in all stores, and the dealer who can do bu.siness on
a strictly cash basis is always better off in every way.
He is free from captious customers who, feeling they

have yet to pay the bill, can return merchandise or

make claims that are not warranted. This policy makes
for an increase in the operating cost, especially in large

stores, where a special office must handlle all such ac-

counts, as well as the returns and complaints.

Large city stores are rapidly abolishing the return

privilege, or at least cutting it down, as far as time

limit is concerned. There is movement to eventually

permit nothing of the sort. A sale made should stay

made and the buyer should assume the responsibility

when no misrepresentations have been made and the

goods are all they should be. The less credit business

the less trouble any dealer will have, and the same may
be said of the customer.

How to Determine and Buy Women's
Style Shoes

THE round table to consider the question, "How-
to Determine Style and How to Buy Women's
Style Shoes," le'd' by Julius Goldberg, of O'Con-
nor & Gold1)erg, Chicago, was perhaps the larg-

est attended discussion of all at the recent St. Louis

Convention, and created great interest. Mr. Goldberg

expressed the opinion that the trend of styles would
continue from the point to which they were evidently

going at the start of the war. He said he believed any

really ])rctty shoe was a good l)uy, but explained that

the Style Committee was endeavoring to work out a

])lan with the manufacturers of colored kids so that the

shoe retailers would in reality dictate the colors to be

used in shoes rather than the manufacturer.

Mr. Goldberg emphasized the fact that the retailer

was the man who was in touch with the demands of the

generrd public and, therefore, was in a better position

to know what colors should be u>ed in the production

of shoes than the manufacturer. lie said the St\le

Committee was against a great cpuintity of colors, and
fa\ <ired limiting them to two .^'hades of brown, dark and
niedium ; two .''hades of gray, dark and medium ; and a

new shade of gray somewhat on the order of the field

mouse, but what would really be called beaver.

Me said if the models were (|uiet, dignified and re-

lined a really stylish line of shoes would result. He
also expressed the opinion that there would be more
h'rench heels sold than ever before, giving as a reason
the fact that women are evidently going to wear longer
skirts. He stated his belief that combinations are really

up to the length of the skirt worn and that long skirts

will automatically cut out colored tops, but that the

long skirts would create a demand for more elaborate

footwear, with the result that there will be an excellent

business in fancy buckles, etc., for pumps.
In regard to satin pumps, he expressed the opinion

that they were really too warm for summer wear. He
favored the continued elimination of the very great
numl)er of lasts which fcirmerly recpiired a retailer to

buy a new last before he had received orders on i)re-

vious samples.

Bill Fitsem was called U])on the other day to ex-
plain to a fair patron that "4-B" on the box did not
stand for "four bucks."

EADY'S SHOE' HOSPITAL

Longer Life

to Them!

You'll be surprised to find how much
good service may be had frotn an old
pair of shoes that you've about de-
cided to throw away.
Often the uppers ar* «0 good that
new heels and soles will m^k« CHo
shoes almost as good as new.

Our Modern Shoe Repair Shop is

fully equipped for such "hospital"
work on shoes for men and women.
We use the best oak leather sola*
or any of the good fibre soles;
leather or rubber heels.

1 We can do the work quickly or while
! you wait in our comfortable waiting
1 room.

Yonge St.
Arcade and
Victoria St.EADY'S

Telephone Main 4331.

Eady's Shoe Hospital

''Watch Your Step!
You'll be surprised to find how much
good aorvice may be had from an
old pair of shoes that you've about
decided to throw away,
pften the uppers are so good that
new heels, and soles will make the
shoes almost as good as new.
Our Modern Shoe Repair Shop is

fully equipped for such "hospital"

]

work on shoes for men and women.
I We use the best oak leather soles

I

or jtny of the good fibre soles; lea-
I ther or rubber heels.

We can do the work quickly, or while
you wait in our comfortable waiting

I

room.

Yonge St.
Arcade and
Victoria St.EADY'S

Telephone Main 4331

Type of advertising used by Eady's Shoe Hospital, in Toronto weekly
papers. The ad. is changed each week
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Repair Department in Neili's Peterboro Store One of

the Most Complete in Canada

THE R. Neill Company, of Peterboro, have just

installed in their handsome new store a com-
plete shoe repairing equipment consisting of a

No. F-50 Champion repair outfit with a Cham-
pion "Universal" new model curved needle and awl
shoe stitcher ; a Champion new model combination
clincher fastener and heel slugging machine; a Cham
pion new model. No. 5, hand power skiver and a Singer
patcher.

Several features in connection with this equipment
,are of unusual interest. The finishing outfit is fitted

with four specially designed "no-friction" clutches,

which, instead of being thrown in by a hand lever, are

The leg of the edge trimmer is solid to the floor,

and 'being of extra heavy construction, prevents un-

necessary vibration. The edge-finish pots are conven-
iently located below the burnishing wheels and the

shelves, instead of being sloping, are level. In this re-

pair department the shelves on the machine have been
extended clear back to the wall, so as to give room for

storing taps, rubber heels, etc. Between the stitcher

and the finishing equipment a table, with drawer, is

provided for tools and oil cans.

Special Features on Stitcher

The stitcher is a four-cam machine, fitted with a

positive cam-operated needle guide, a thread measur-

Repair department in the basement of the retail store of R. Neill & Com pany, Peterboro

engaged and disengaged by means of foot pedals. The
whole equipment has been designed to relieve the main
shaft of unnecessary drag and this has been so suc-

cessfully accomplished that a motor of 1 to IVi h.p. is

all that is required. The machine is wonderfully quiet

in operation. All working parts, instead of being plac-

ed over the centre of the frame, hang forward allow-

ing the operator to stand back clear of the machine,
enabling him to work in a natural position and with a

minmum of effort.

The Champion friction edge setter, with which this

machine is equipped, is a wonderful time-saver. It is

self-adjusting to any width simply by moving a small

lever on the top. It is not, however, a spring adjust-

ment, requiring considerable force to operate. The
operator simply takes a shoe in his left hand, moves
the adjusting lever with his right hand and is ready to

go ahead. This device is friction-heated.

ing device wdiich automatically measures out every

stitch for the work, irrespective of change in thickness,

and has an automatic thread lock which locks the

thread before it is pulled in, insuring an even lock in

hard or soft leather. The thread spools are at the

top rear of the machine, high above water or oil. The
stitching range is from four to sixteen stitches to the

inch, from single thickness to five-eights. A feature of

the machine is that the presser-foot remains up while
the operator is putting the work in place, enabling him
to use both hands instead of having to hold up the

presserfoot with one hand. A steel apron in front of

the work table prevents all damage to the upper. In

using this stitcher it is not necessary to channel the

sole beforehand, as this is done automatically in ad-

vance of the stitching. It is worthy of note, also, that

instead of gouging out a channel and leaving the

stitching exposed, this machine simply raises a lip of
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leather which can be beaten down to cover up the

stitching, thus presented a very finished appearance
and adding to the wearing quabties of the shoe.

The stitcher is electrically heated and the wax-pot
is situated within a few inches of the take-up lever

which prevents undue cooling of the thread before it

reaches the work. Furthermore, the wax-pot is small
in size, the purpose of this being to prevent, as far as

possible, any large amount of wax being left in the pot
after each day's work. The electric heat is very simple
and convenient. The heating elements are in the form
of cartridges a few inches long. Two are used, one for

the wax-pot and the other over the shuttle. The

Champion combination
clincher, fastener and
heel slugging machine,
installed in Neill Store

at Peterboro

heater on the wax-pot also heats the take-up lever,

which is a feature not found on gas-heated stitchers.

Six degrees of heat are obtained by means of a con-
troller located on the stitcher and after the required
heat has been reached it can be maintained on a smaller
current consumption. The machine is ready for op-
eration in about twenty minutes after turning on the

current, the consumption being 1 8/10 amperes, or just

about the amount of current required for a good sized

electric lamp.

The Champion Nailer
The combination clincher fastener and heel slug-

ging machine installed in the Neill store is one of the
latest lines of the Champion Shoe Machinery Company
and is a distinct improvement on the old style loose

nailers where the work of changing from one size fast-

ener to another involves much more time, it being nec-

essary to remove the nail hopper and run out the six

or eig-ht inches of nails in the magazine. In this new
model, which we believe is the only one of its kind on
the market, the nails and slugs come in reels, bejng
wound around just like wire. Four reels—three of

clincher fasteners and one of heel slugs—are placed
on the machine at one time and the change-over from
one size of fasteners to another, or to heel slugs, is

accomplished simply by moving a lever at the side of

the machine. The spacing of the fasteners or slugs is

also regulated by moving a lever. Either of these

operations is only the matter of a second.

The machine in operation simply makes a hole in

the sole by means of an awl, (similar to a stitcher),

which also carries the work around as the nailing ])ro-

gresses to a point under the throat where the driver

forces the nail into the awl hole. The nail is support-

ed in the throat on its downward path by a movable
piece which keeps it in the correct position and every

nail is absolutely straight. This is a special feature

on this new machine not found in any other type of

nailer. The principle is just the same as a carpenter

holding the nails between his two fingers while they

are being driven.

The fastener, going through the leather, comes in-

to contact with the top of the horn on which the shoe
rests. A slight depression in this horn is so designed
that it turns the point of the nail up into the leather

again, clinching it in the form of a J. The operator is

able to nail close to the edge of the shoe, which ensilres

the job being watertight and also gives a be tter api)ear-

ance to the work.
The working speed of the machine is from three

hundred and fifty to five hundred clincher fasteners or

heel slugs a minute. As indicating the efficiency of this

nailer we have been informed that an average work-
man can handle about 100 dozen pairs a day on it,

whereas by hand 3 dozen would be a good average.

There are nine different sizes of clincher fasteners

from %ths to J^ths and heel slugs in five sizes from
Mths to Vsths. An advantage over the hand nailing-

method is that the work is held under strong compres-
sion during the process, the innersole and outsole being
firmly bound together and making the join absolutely
waterproof.

The repair department is located in the basement of

the building in a location that is bright and airy. \\'ork

is raised and lowered to the store by means of a duml)
waiter. This is shown on the left of the photograph.
The table in the foreground is fitted with drawers on
both sides and these are used for storing materials.
Mr. T. Tremblay, who is in charge of the department,
is an experienced shoepack maker and is very enthus-
iastic about the new outfit and Mr. Kidd, vice-presi-

dent of the Neill Company anticipates that before long
they will have more work than they can handle.

Why Men Fail

This is Bradstreets' Classification of Business

Failures

1. The Beginner's Handicaps

—

Lack of capital . . 29.7%
Incompetence 30.2%
Inexperience 4.6%
Unwise credits 2.0%

66.5%

2. Factors Threatening Success

—

Competition 1.9%
Failure of others 1.3%
Sickness, death, fire, etc 16.5%r^

19.7%)

3. Character Breakdown

—

Fraud ^ 10.3%
Neglect of business 2.0

Personal extravagance 7%
Speculation 8%

13.8%o

100.0%o I

I
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Toronto Repairers Learn Benefits to be Derived

from Proper Book-keeping

AT a recent meeting of tlie Toronto Shoe Repair-
ers' Association Mr. James Herrriot, account-
ant Ontario Division (iutta Percha & Rul)ber
Limited, Toronto, spoke to the repairers on

the advantages to l)e derived from a good system of

l)Ookkeeping. The system whicli Mr. Herriot dis-

cussed is in the form of a book that is designed
to keep account of a repair shop l)usiness for two
years. Copies of this systenr had been secured from
the National Leather and Shoe Finders' As.sociation
of St. Louis, and distributed by Gutta Percha and
Rubber, Limited, to all members of the Toronto Shoe
Repairers' Association so that they were able to fol-

low him clearly by referring to their books as he dis-

cussed each entry. Mr. Herriot emphasized the neces-
sity of observing certain little business rules before
any system of bookkeeping could be a real success and
his talk on accounting was sandwiched with helpful
bits of advice. His address, in part, was as follows:

There is no business that can be carried to success-
ful results unless some system of accounting is adopt-
ed. There are various systems—the larger companies
using very complicated systems—but what we want to

discuss is a simple method for the man running his

own business, who does not want to employ a book-

keeper l)ut does want to know if he is making both
ends meet and if he is keeping the balance ' on the
right side. No man can make a success if he does not
keep a record of his income and expenditure. Sooner
or later he will find himself "at sea" and in need of a

business doctor.

You do not need a liookkeeper to do the things
shown in this book. You can do them just as well
yourself. Doing these things carefully each month
.will enable you to watch your business and make it

tell just what it is earning. But before we take up"the
matter of keeping the book it might be well to refer

to some other matters which are necessary to have
kept in good shape before you can make a success, and
which are closely connected and lead up to the ac-
counting system.

Some of the Requirements

One of the first requirements is to have a clean and
tidy store—one where everything has a place and
everything is in its place. You will agree with me
that this of itself is a helj) and a time-saver; to be able
to lay your hands on any article just when you require
it and not have to sort over a pile of articles to get the
one you want. Keep all articles of the same kind neat-

I

Condition of Business. Date 19

ASSETS DEBTS

Cash in Bank Owe on Machinery

Cash on Hand " " Tools

Fair Value on Machinery " Furniture

" " Tools Materials

" " " Furniture

Materials on' Hand (cost price)

Accounts Due from Custonners

Finished Work (uncalled for)

n .. Ki M. \Ai f Difference between^
Present Net Worth

[ ^^^^^ j

Total Total

NOTE: After you have filled in the various items of ASSETS and DEBTS, add both columns and DEDUCT the

DEBTS from the ASSETS. The difference will show your NET WORTH. Enter this amount on the

line marked "Present .Net Worth." Then, add the two columns and their totals must agree.

+ ...

Fig. 1—This gives you the present condition of your business
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Simplified Accounting System for Repairers

Month _19

'Day
This column l« for cash salts only. Cash received for work

already done Is a "Cash Sale,"
Day

This column Is only for expense items which are paid In cash

OMtieck, but not for material

1 Total Cash Sales for this day Paid for Rent for Month

2 (• «l If 14 i« •( " " 1-ight and Power for Month

3 11 11 M >• It <• " " Heat for Month

4 l« II 11 l| II II " " Insurance (one month)

6 • If II II II II

*

Tax or License »

6 " " Wages 1st week

7 11 II II II l» II " " " 2d week

8 II II II II M II " " " 3d week

9 • 1 II II 11 11 II " " " 4th week

10 • 1 II 41 l< II II " " " 6th week

II
1 II II 11 II II Express or Freight

12 • 1 II 11 If II II Postage

13 1 II II II II 11 Other Expense Items on lines below

14 • 1 II II 11 II II

16 II II II II II II

16 II II II If II II

IT .11 11 II ff II II

18 II Jl «• ff II II

IS 11 II II ft II II

20 • 1 II II ff II II

21 II II II 11 II II

22 • 1 II II ff II II

23

24 II II II II II II

25 • 1 II II ff II II

26
II II II ff II II

27 II II II II II 11

28 II 11 II 11 II II

28 II II 11 II II II Charge off on Machinery, 1 %

30 II <l M II «• M " " Tools, \%

31
II 11 II II *l Furniture,

This total Boei In Gain or Loss celuifin >

en Una 2, opposite pace

This total Koes In Gain or Loss column
on line 7. opposKa pace

Fig. 2—The sheet on which you enter daily sales and monthly expenses
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ly piled together, whether on shelves or in a special

store-room. You will find that this will enable you to

take inventory quickly and correctly and Will be of

great assistance when the traveller calls for an order.

You can tell in a glance just how your stock is and
whether you need to order more. It will perhaps save
you ordering a fresh supply of what you may have
hidden away in the shelf or cupboard. It is also good
policy to keep old stock to the front so that your stock
will always be fresh and not shop-worn.

There is another point I would like to impress on
all of you and that is, when a traveller calls on you
for an order, insist upon his leaving a copy of it with
you so as to avoid future complications and help you
to know just where you are at. I do not know what
the general practice is in this respect but the Gutta
Percha & Rubber, Limited, salesmen's books provide
for this and you should see that you get your copy.
It will be a guide to you and prevent errors when
goods are received. Make sure that your order is cor-

rectly wriitten
; that the proper prices and discounts

are shown and proper terms and allowances for bulk
shipments, etc., are marked in. This may seem a small
thing but you will allow that many grievances and
much friction often arises through what appears to be
small things. Errors occur and countless troubles
arise and have to be adjusted when they could have
been avoided by a little precaution. The salesman is

also required to procure your signature to the order,
which is also a good thing.

Check Up Shipments

When you receive goods, it is the custom to have a

delivery slip, one of which you retain and the other
you sign, the latter being taken by the carter who de-
livers the goods. Do you check the goods as to quan-
tity and weight before signing? If not, you are lay-

ing up trouble for yourself. Shippers are only human
and make mistakes just like anyone else. It would
only take a minute or two to check the goods and
then you are protecting yourself as well as the man
who delivers the goods.

If you sign for the delivery "blindly" and then,
after an hour or so, check up and find a shortage, you
get sore, call up the wholesale and rase Cain generally.
The sales department has to refer the matter to the
factory or warehouse ; the shipper, as a matter of prin-
ciple, claims his count was correct and there is a cer-
.tain amount of doubt all around because if you signed
for the correct shipment his word is as good as yours.
However, there is a lot of telephoning and letter-writ-
ing and possibly after many days you are allowed the
shortage—as a matter of policy. Now all this friction
could have been avoided at the start if you had check-
ed the goods on arrival because you would have had
the delivery man as a witness to the shortage.

When receiving express or railway shipments make
sure that the packages are in good condition and not
damaged. If there are any signs of tampering or if,

the cases or cartons are broken, do not give a clear re-
ceipt, but mark the bill "In bad order." You want to
have a "come-back," or claim, in case the shipment is

damaged.

Keep all delivery slips, as they are handy to check
invoices. It is good practice to have one or two clip
files to keep all papers safe. There are a great many
mistakes occur through the careless handling of papers
and documents. My advice is: file the order, the de-
livery slip and the invoice together and see that they
all check with one another. If you find the delivery is

i
I

! Was This Your Shop ?
\

I A man went into a Toronto repair shop with
j

I a pair of shoes to be fixed. He suggested they be 7

1
repaired in a way that he had heard was used by

j

I
nany repair shops. This man said "I don't do it :

j
that way." "But," said the customer, more for !

j
the purpose of securing enlightment than any- I

5 thing else, "other repairers say this method is |

1 quite satisfactory." "I'm telling ya I don't do it,"
J

! the repairer snapped, pushing the shoes back to
J

I the customer.
j

I
Some repairers seem to lose sight of the fact :

I

that customers are necessary to their business.

not according to order or that articles have been sub-

stituted, get after the house at once and have the mat-
ter straightened out. When the invoice is received,

check with order and delivery slip. If the terms are

not correctly entered, you know what to do. Do not

wait until you get your monthly statement and then

refuse to pay any of it until correction is made. Re-
port the matter at once. All companies are anxious
to have their customers satisfied and you can rest as-

sured that a corrected invoice or credit slip will be sent

you immediately.
Keep all your unpaid accounts together so that

when the monthly statement is received you may be
able to check the same intelligently.

Now we'll get ahead with the book which you have
on your hands. On the back of the front cover you
will notice "Get a Memorandum Book." You do not

need an expensive book, but get one with about 200

Images. Divide this book into four parts, to be used as

follows

:

(1) The materials you buy—whether for cash or

credit. Enter them on the debit side, deducting al-

lowances and cash discounts. On the credit side enter

the amounts you pay for materials purchased.

(2) How much you owe on machinery and tool's.

This is entered on the debit side. On the credit side

you enter how much you pay each month on machin-
ery and tools.

(3) How much you owe on your furniture—how
much you pay each month on furniture.

(4- The credit yoii give to customers—what you
collect from these customers.

Keep a Daily Record

If you are not the happy possessor of a cash regis-

ter, keep a cash slip each day, on which you will enter

each sale as it is made, cash received for work already

done and to be treated as a cash sale. Do not forget

to enter all receipts and also payments as they are

made.
Now if you are going to start using this book on

the first of the month you will need to take an inven-

tory on the last day of the previous month, of all ma-
terial you have on hand. If you have adopted the

ideas outlined in the first part of this talk you will have
little difficulty in doing this, neither should it take you
very long. Take a list of all your stock, not forgetting

the articles used for "window dressing" or show pur-

poses for, strange to say, I have known these to be for-

gotten. Price the inventory from your invoices or

memo book, entering actual or net prices in all cases.
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Simplified Accounting System for Repairers

Month -19

NOTE: This space is intended to show the GAIN or LOSS on your month's business.
Fill it out at the END of each month.

Material on hand (see Inventory below) 5 Material on hand 1st of this month

2
_ , _ , f See total in first column
Cash Sales

| opposite page 6
. ^ ... f See your memo-

bought this month
| pandum book

3
<-i o 1 / Work done during month
Credit Sales \ ^^t paid for 7 P i See total in second column

txpense opposite page

4- Loss for this month 8 Gain for this month

Total Total

NOTE: After filling in the items on lines 1-2-3-5-6-7, add the two columns. The difference between the figures will show
the GAIN or LOSS. If a loss, place the difference on line 4. If a gain, place difference on line 8. Then add both
columns and they must agree.

NOTE: This space is intended to show the PRESENT NET WORTH of your business.
Fill it out at the END of each month.

9
r L 1 L 1 / Get balance from
Gash In bank

<^ 5^^^ ^^eck book 16 Owe on Machinery and tools

!0 " cn naiid 17 " " Furniture

1 1 Machinery ard Tools (see inventory below) 18 " " Materials

12 Furniture (fair valuation)
(Get above amounts amounts from your
memorandum book )

13 Materials (see inventory below)

14
Accounts due /See your memo-
from-customers\ randum book 19 Present net worth

io Finished work uncalled for

Total Total

^ NOTE: Fill in the above items. Then, place the' difference f>etween the totals of each column on line 19. Then, add both
column, and they must agree. Get item for Une 9 from your check book. Get items for lines 14, 16, 17, 18 from
your memorandum book.

NOTE: In this space take an inventory of the Materials

you have on hand (cost price).

NOTE: This space is for inventory of your Machinery and
Tools. Deduct 1% each month for wear and tear.

Sole Leather Blocks (cost price) Stitcher (present valued

"
.
" Bends "

Finisher " "

" " Strips
"

Rollers

Rubber Heels, Men's " " Skivers " "

Women's "
Sole Culters"

"

Upper Leather Skins " " Motor' " "

" " Patches " Tools " "

Finishing Materials .
*'

.

" Sundries " "

Nails

Thread ..a

Ink ^otal

Wax Deduct 1 % for wear and tear

Sundries "
1 ——

Placs this total on line 13 above Place thia total on line 11 above
.

Fig. 3—This will give you Profit and Loss on the month's business and also net worth each month
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(This same inventory will need to be taken at the end

of each month.)
In your inventory of machinery and tools you want

to be fair and get the present value of these articles.

Take the actual cost to you at the time purchased, de-

duct 105^ per cent per annum for the length of time

you have had them. This is about equal to 1 per cent

per month and is a fair valuation for all practical pur-

poses. Each month you will deduct 1 per cent for de-

preciation.

Treat your inventory of furniture just the same as

your inventory of machinery and tools.

Now we are prepared to start the book filling in the

form on page 46 (See Fig. 1). This gives you the con-

dition of your business—or, in other words, your as-

sets and liabilities.

Now you can start with the monthly record on
page 47 (See Fig. 2). Your cash receipts are entered

each day from the sales sheet or your cash register. On
the expense side you enter the expenses as they occur.

Referring to "rent," some of you live in apartments
above the store, and should keep your house-
hold expenses separate and distinct from your busi-

ness. Your store should bear a fair rate of the rent.

Light and power should be treated in the same manner
as s'hould also heat, or fuel, insurance, etc. If you are

an employer of help, you will see where to enter these

charges, but how about your own salary? Do you
charge your business with a regularly weekly salary?

If not, you should because that's the only way you will

ever be able to keep accurate records. It is unfair to

to keep taking a dollar or two dollars from the till and
not keep any record of it. Draw a certain salary each
week and enter it properly. Several blank lines are

provided for expenses not listed, such as advertising,

etc. Depreciation is figured as a part of "overhead"
expense.

The form shown on p. 49, Fig. 3, is intended to

show, at the end of the month, the gain and loss on
the month's business and also your net worth at the

end of the month. The two tables at the bottom of

the page are for figuring inventories of materials on
hand and machinery and tools.

There are twenty-four sets of these forms in the

accounting book, each set being good for one month.
Mr. Herriot also addressed the members of the

Hamilton Shoe Repairers' Association on the same
subject on Wednesd'ay, April 2nd. The system describ-

ed is one of the most simple we have ever seen and
from the interest already shown it is certain to become
very popular with Canadian repairmen.

Largest Scrap Leather House

THE C. G. Flynn Leather Company, of Boston,

Mass., are recognized as the largest and one of

the oldest scrap leather and leather remnant
dealers in the world. For over a half century

this firm and their predecessor have been located in

the centre of the Boston shoe district buying and sell-

ing remnant and scrap leather. Mr. C. G. Flynn, the

manager and principal owner of this business house,

has been engaged jn this business for over 20 years
under his own name and was for 15 yearr preceeding
employed by and later a partner in the firm of John
Spence & Co. to which concern the C. G. Flynn Co.
has succeeded. Mr. Flynn is well known, having been
doing an export business of good proportions for thirty

five years.

This particular industry or clearing house for the

leather dealer and shoe manufacturer is a decided fac-

tor in the commercial transactions of the shoe and

leather industries, linking up buyers and sellers of odd
lots of merchandise which are perfectly good and have
real good market values. A buyer in a shoe factory

frequently wants a small lot of a particular leather,

Avhich for illustration is not being made but which can

be found in odd lots in the dealers hands. His particu-

lar trade demands this particular tannage, grade,

weight, or shade of leather and the manufacturer must
have it at any cost. To have this leather made up to

order may be out of the question or at least a great

expense, more than it is worth. The remnant and scrap

leather dealer probably has this lot of leather in stock

and has been sufficiently introspective to see in ad-

vance that some day this very lot would be asked for

and he has invested his money to facilitate the distribu-

tion of this good leather and prevent a total waste on
the part of the original shoe factory owner.

It is surprising to note to what a volume of dollars

this business actually amounts. During one year the

C. G. Flynn Company carried on a business of $1,000,-

000.00. Their advertisement which appears in this

issue of Footwear in Canada calls the trade's at-

tention to several lots of upper and sole leather which
are available at attractive prices.

Pointers on Fitting

SOME valuable pointers on how to fit shoes

aroperly were given by Dr. E. N. Case, of the

Scholl Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Chicago and To-
ronto, in a lecture before members of the Mon-

treal shoe section of the Retail Merchant's Association

of Canada, on April 3rd. The association is now locat-

ed in the Dandurand Building, St. Catharine Street,

East, and the lecture was given in the hall of the as-

sociation.

Dr. Case, who was assisted by Dr.. A. Pescho^n, il-

lustrated his talk with a large number of slides. He
remarked upon the investigations on foot troubles car-

ried out by Dr. Scholl, and then explained the import-

ant bearing that the proper care of the feet has upon
the general health and efficiency of people. He men-
tioned in particular curvature of the spine as being

due to foot troubles. The speaker also described the

functions of the nerves, ligaments, muscles, bones,

etc., of the legs and feet, this information all leading

up to the absolute necessity of properly fitting the

shoe if foot troubles were to be avoided.

Dr. Case emphasized the importance of fitting the

shoe on the third and fourth toes. Every business

man, he said, took between 3,000 and 4,000 steps per

day. He asserted that 90 per cent of the people had
foot trouble; out of 1,385 feet examined by him 1,290

were fitted with short shoes, the great source of foot

troubles. This point was emphasized again and again.

Dr. Case remarking also upon the trouble caused by
short stockings. Many of the slides showed the effect

of fallen arches, and how the trouble could be relieved.

There was, said Dr. Case, a great need for education

in respect of the care of the feet, and this education

could be given through the retail shoe dealers.

Several questions were asked and Dr. Case elabor-

ated many of the topics referred to. In the discussion,

it was remarked that shoes were designed mainly from
the style end, and that little attention was paid to the
question whether they complied with the ideals of

scientific and healthy conditions necessary for the
proper fitting of shoes.
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TheWHITE CLEANER
for "Blanco" and White Shoes are
inseparables ; and their friendship
outwears the Shoes.

''^Blanco keeps White Shoes White**

It satisfies your customers because it does

its work so well. They want "Blanco" and

only "Blanco' as long as they have a white

shoe to put it on.

It Whitens ; it Cleans ; it Preserves. Easy
to use and always ready for use. Applied
in a moment. No trouble, no '* messiness."

Clean and Handy.

You don't have to stock " Blanco,"
you just sell it — or rather, it sells itself

!

'Blanco' means good profits and quick profits.

Ask your Jobbzr for Supplies.

Manufactured by

Joseph Pickering & Sons, Ltd.
SHEFFIELD, England.
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FOOTWEAR FINDINGS
Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade
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C. A. Davies of Blachford, Davies & Company, Toronto,

accompanied by Mrs. Davies, sails for England, from New
York, hy S. S. Mauritania, on Saturday, April 12. Mr. and

Mrs. Davies will also visit the continent and expect to he

absent about three months.

E. S. Scarrow, shoe retailer, Owen Sound, was in To-

ronto, recently, visiting the trade.

The stock of the Palace Shoe Store, Hamilton, (Mrs.

C. W. Elliott), was sold by apction on April 3.

Hyman Ironstone, of Sudbury, Ont., who handles boots

and shoes and men's furnishings, suffered loss by fire, re-

cently.

Fred R. Foley, shoe retailer, Bowmanville, recently clos-

ed his annual anniversary sale and writes us that it was a

sweeping success—the best in eighteen years. The farmer,

says Mr. Foley, is kicking about hides going down and

leather and shoes going up—the high price of shoes being

about the only fly in the ointment just now.

R. R. Dupere has joined the sales stafif of the Interna-

tional Supply Company, Kitchener, Ont., and will help out

H. L. Taylor, who is in charge of their Montreal branch.

Adlard W. Lanouette, shoemaker, has been elected alder-

man of Verdun, defeating the former member by 114 votes.

W. T. Woodall, shoe tack manufacturer, Maisonneuve,

died recently after an illness of three months. He was one

of the oldest manufacturers in the city.

A. G. Mooney, of the A. G. Mooney Co., Montreal, was a

recent visitor to Toronto.

Chester Craigie, sales manager of Ames-Holden-Mc-
Cready Ltd., Montreal, has been on a coast to coast tour,

visiting the various branches of the Company. Mr. Craigie

first went West as far as Vancouver, and then returned to

Montreal, leaving immediately for St. John, N. B.

Felix Forbert, shoe retailer, Lindsay, is opening a

branch store at Orillia, Ont.

The stock and store of M. L. Diamond, shoe retailer,

Hull, Que., was recently damaged l)y fire and water. The
loss was insured.

Fischell Segall, operating the Royal Shoe Store, Mon-
treal, Que., has registered.

The Shand Shoe Co., Limited, Windsor, N.S., suffered

fire loss recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elliott, of St. Thomas, recently

celebrated the 48th anniversary of their marriage. Mr. El-

liott has been a shoe merchant in that city fo>r twenty-eight

years, and Mrs. Elliott was the daughter of E. C. Phillips,

who conducted a shoe business in St. Thomas for many years.

A by-law has been carried in Guelph, Ont., granting cer-

tain concessions to the Premier Rubber Footwear Company,
of which Mr. F. E. Partridge is at the head. The new factory,

it is said, will be erected this summer.

C. H. Reilly, l)oot and shoe dealer, Welland. Ont., suf-

fered loss recently by fire.

The capital stock of the Murray Shoe Company, Limit-

ed, London, Ont., has been increased from $100,000 to $200,-

000.

Dr. Hastings, M. O. H. for Toronto, has sent a letter

to the Board of Education denouncing high-heeled shoes
and too short shoes and stockings. He says that twenty

per cent, of the public school pupils are flat footed and a

large percentage of the girls have corns.

Duchaine Shoe Reg., Quebec, Que., have registered as

jobbers of shoes.

Rannard Shoe Limited, Winnipeg, have been awarded

the contract to supply footwear for the local police force.

They had the contract last year also.

The year old son of Andrew Davis, of the Davis Leather

Company, Newmarket, Ont., died as a result of pneumonia

recently

.

The death occurred recently of Richard Larmour, for-

merly of Cornwall, Ont. For nearly thirty years he had

conducted a boot and shoe and dry goods Store in that

place and retired a few years ago.

Mr. A. Grimason has opened a shoe store in Winnipeg
at 266 Portage Avenue.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert, 55 Kent Street, Mon-
treal, contemplate additions to their factory this year.

The local branch of the Retail Merchants' Association,

at Regina have gone on record as being in favor of closing-

all retail stores at 6 o'clock every evening, including Satur-

day. Petitions will be circulated in an effort to have a local

by-law passed to this effect.

Getty & Scott, Gait, Ont., have taken over the former

Crown Hat Company's building on North Water Street, in

which is being installed their turn shoe department. The
change has been made necessary by a constantly increasing

business, which has greatly congested the original factory.

The annual meeting of the Dominion Executive of the

Retail Merchants' Association of Canada was held in Otta-

wa, at the Chateau Laurier, on March 17-18. J. A. Banfield,

of Winnipeg, was appointed president for the coming year.

Three other Winnipeg members were in attendance, namely,

Horace Chevrier, past president; C. F. Rannard and W. G.

Devlin. The two latter are well known Winnipeg shoe mer-

chants .

Warren T. Fegan, proprietor of the Big 88 Shoe Store,

Toronto, is back in harness after a lengthy vacation in Cali-

fornia and the West. Going down, Mr. Fegan took the mid-

dle western route and returned through Vancouver and the

Canadian West, the journey covering in all about 8,000 miles.

Mr. Fegan enjoyed perfect health at all times and had a most

enjoyable trip.

James Waddington, formerly manager of No. 1 store of

Rannard Shoe Limited, Winnipeg, has opened under the name
of The Waddington Shoe Company, at 340 Portage Avenue.

He will handle high-class goods for men, women and child-

ren. Mr. Waddington has been 14 years in the shoe business

and is well known to the trade.

The assets of Roderique & Alain, shoe retailers, Montre-

;;1, have been sold.

The factory of J. M. Stobo, Ltd., Quebec, which was

seriously damaged by fire, has now been rebuilt, and the

firm are again manufacturing their lines of men's welts and

McKays, women's McKays, and boys' and youths'. The
company have decided to brand their lines, which will be

known as "The Windsor Shoe." For fall a number of new
lasts and patterns have been added to the firm's samples.

The intention is to extend the operations of the company
which will be represented from coast to coast. The lines
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SALE OF

Surplus Military

and Naval Stores

Dry Goods, Camp Supplies,

Food, Hardware, Scrap

Metal and Junk

Cloth ; new and second-hand clothing, equip-

ment, hardware, tents, blankets, camp sup-

plies, 'etc. : : Flour, jam, canned evaporated

milk, tea, coffee, etc. : : Condemned clothing,

junk, old brass, metals, leather, rubl)er, etc.

Sales will be made by Sealed Tender

Persons desiring to tender are requested to

communicate with THE SECRETARY OF
THE WAR PURCHASING COMMISSION,
BOOTH BUILDING, OTTAWA, stating the

items in which they are interested, whether

new or second-hand or both.

Arrangements will be made to have samples

on exhibition at places throughout Canada

;

specifications, full details, and tender forms

will be mailed when ready to those who have

registered as suggested above.

If Interested Please Apply Now

Institutions May Make Direct Purchase

Without Tender
Dominion, Provincial, and Municipal

departments, hospitals, charitable, philan-

thropic, and similar institutions which are

conducted for the benefit of the public and
not for profit may purchase goods without

tender at prices established by the War
Purchasing- Commission.

All communications should be addressed to

the Secretary, War Purchasing Commission,

Booth Building, Ottawa, who will be glad to

supply lists and further details to those inter-

ested.

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural

surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf affd Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings. Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agents for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YdRK
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are represented in Quebec by Mr. C. M. Mills and in On-

tario by Mr. R. H. Mills.

Beardniore & Company, leather manufacturers, are now
going ahead with the erection of a building to be used for

skating, hockey, and curling and the laying out of tennis

courts and bowling greens for their employees at Acton.

Ont. The company have for a long time had this idea of

recreation for their employees in mind and the plan will be

put into operation with all possible speed. »

C. F. Rannard of Winnipeg who was during the latter

part of March attending the annual meeting of the Domin-

ion Executive of the Retail Merchants' Association of Can-

ada, spent some time also among the trade in Toronto and

elsewhere. Mr. Rannard reports that his present rate of

turnover is the greatest in the history of his business and

that a smaller percentage than ever is in imported goods.

The Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Montreal,

are building a solid brick addition to their No. 1 factory on

Demontigny Street. The site is 28 x 60 feet.

Geo. G. Gales, the well known Montreal shoe retailer,

has just returned from a business visit to the principal Un-

ited States shoe manufacturing centres.

A local branch of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

has been formed at Brampton, Ont., with a membership of

fifty.

Mr. A. C. Carey, has sold his shoe business in Edmon-
ton, and is looking for another site. He spent t'he winter

in California, and is now in Toronto with his father, Mr. J.

Carey, who has a store on King St. East.

Ed. Laforte, formerly in the shoe business for himself,

at 742 \'alier Street, Quebec, has been appointed general

manager for A. W. Bedard, one of the best known shoe

retailers in Quebec. Mr. Bedard has opened a new store

in St. Sauveur in the location formerly occupied by Mr. La-

forte.

The manufacturers of Kitchener and Waterloo, Ont., have

organized and have decided to apply for a charter with cap-

ital stock of .$4,000. The new organization will be known
at the Kitchener and Waterloo Manufacturers' Association,

and among its objects will be promotion of housing facili-

ties for working men, and the provision of a sufficient quan-

tity of fuel for householders by securing the advantage of

the short haulage from Port Dover. The following provisional

directors were appointed: Messrs. H. M. Snyder, Jas. Valen-

tine, A. Bauer, Waterloo; G. C. H. Lang, Fred Ahrens, J.

H. Baetz, A. R. Kaufman, E. C. Kabel, W. E. Woelfle, Hen-
ry Niberg and F. Hodgins, Kitchener. Immediately after the

association has l)een incorporated the permanent officers

will he elected.

A delegation of retail merchants recently waited on Hon.
A. K. MacLean, at Ottawa, and preseneed a series of re-

commendations for consideration of the Government. Among
them was a suggestion that active steps be taken to pre-

vent dishonest advertising.

H. Tremblay, shoemaker. Midland, Ont., suffered loss

by fire recently.

Herbert A. Bastock, shoe repairer, Toronto, has sold

out to Louis Applebaum.

The name of J. R. Barry & Freres, leather dealers, Que-
bec. Que., is among recent registrations.

Tlie Cluff .Shoe Sonipany, Vancouver, has been incor-

porated under the B. C. Comijanies' ,\ct, the capital stock

l)eing given at $30,000.

Letters patent have been granted to William Milton, F.

A. Muir and Andrew Smith, of Hamilton, to take over the

boot and shoe businesses now carried on under the names
of William Milton and Frank A. Muir through a company

to be known as The Wm. Milton Company, Limited, the

capital stock of which is given as $50,000.

Telesphore Auger, manufacturer of shoe findings, etc.,

Montreal, Que., was burnt out recently. The loss is partially

insured.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Blachford left on Saturday,

April 5. for a trip to the Pacific Coast, stopping off at Win-
nipeg, Edmonton, Calgary and other western points. Mr.

,
Blachford is combining business with pleasure.

E. R. Gavin is moving his Fort William store across the

street to 110 Simpson Street, in his Murphy Block and has

been conducting a removal sale. The old store was at 105

Simpson Street.

The merchants of Perth, Ont., have re-organized their

branch of the Retail Merchants' Association. A number of

reforms are in mind, including a half holiday and shorter

hours. A membership of thirty is anticipated.

The City Hall Shoe Store, 36 James Street, North. Ham-
ilton, has advertised a "giving up business" sale.

The maintaining of restrictions on the importation of

shoes into France is not approved of by the French press.

Le Matin says "In order to bring the prices of boots and

shoes down to a decent figure large quantities of boots and

shoes from the United States and Canada must be imported

without hesitation."

W. J. Thurston, of Stratford, has purchased the property

at 180-182 Dundas Street, London, having a frontage of 39

feet and a depth of 198 feet. He expects to open up a shoe

.store on -this site as soon as the leases expire, which is in

September 1920.

Ronald S. Edwards, who has been in the employ of

Waterbury & Rising, St. John, N. B., has accepted a position

in Windsor, Ontario, in the same line of business. He will be

succeeded by Mr. Alex R. Cochrane, of Bridgetown, N. S.

Mr. Cochrane only recently got his discharge from military

service, and previously had been employed with Waterbury
& Rising. He is a son of the late Wm. Cochrane, who will

be remembered by the older men of this city as having been

a prominent retail shoe dealer on King Street.

Making Room Foreman
Factory making 1,000 pair per day. Mckay and nailed

goods. Must be capable of taking charge from nailing and
stitching to finishing bottoms. Also capable of •operating
for instructional purposes, Goodyear outsole stitcher, Mc-
Kay sewing machines and other bottoming machinery. We
want a first-class man looking for advancement, and with
organizing and co-operative al^ilities. To take charge im-
mediately. State wages expected.—The T. Sisman Shoe Co.
l^imited, Aurora, Ontario, Canada. 3-6

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will sl.'ind plenty of haid wear. Made on foot-tittiiig lasts that
will give conifoit to the wearer and are durable. The range
irchides— Men's, Hoys', Youths', Little Cicnts', Children and
I'lfanls' lilack and Heaver Hrown Tio.x Kip. Your jobber will

( I'ote you pi ices, or wiite us direct.

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co.
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec Limited
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FOOTWEAR SPECIALTIES
Order Now for Early DeliverySPIRAL PUTTEES—Wool Knit Fabric.

SIESTA FELT SLIPPER—Style 917.

SPATS— Felt and Kersey.

I

Price 95c per pair Wos. 3-8.

"UNO"— Style 534-XXX.

Puce, Wos. .$10.25 doz. Size 3-S. Men's
:>1S.I|() per doz. ; size 6-12. Misses' .$1.5.00

jier doz. ; sizes 11-2. Child's iflo.'o per
doz. ; sizes 5-10.

Price from .$12.50 to .$24.00 per doz.
Women's (i and 9 button. Men's 5, C, 7,

S, 10 buttons. White, Gray, Chamois,
Fawn, Taupe.

Price $.35.00 per doz.
$8.00 per pr.

Send for prices and samples on our full lines of "SIESTA" SLIPPERS, FELT. CRETONNES, KID AND OOZE
MATERIAL. Also Machine Knit and Crocheted Slippers, "Capitol" Lamb's Wool and Quilted Satin Soles, Puttees, Leggins, etc.

Watch for our salesman, Mr. A. L. Kenney, who expects to call on the trade between Montreal and Toronto at
about this time.

The Wiley-Bickford^Sweet Company
HARTFORD, Conn. (Address either Office) WORCESTER, Mass.

for

Men and Women

Attention to the smallest details,

creation of features of merit and

styles that are attractive and cor-

rect, impart to these shoes the

values that give them precedence.

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS, U. S. A.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS

Aircl & Son ]8

Ames-Holden-McCready 1~

Armstrong. W. D IkJ

Beadle Sales Service 06

Beckwith Box Toe Company 14

Bennett Limited ')

Boston Blacking Company 1<>

Borne, Lucien (i.')

Boot and Shoe Union li?

Brodie & Harvie 72

Canadian Adxertising Service
Canadian Consolidated Ruliber Co. '.'>-2('i

Champion Shoe Machinery Company (il

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co Hi

Clapp, Edwin :)5

Clarke & Company, A. i'J 76

Cleland, Regd. James OG

Commonwealth Felt Co 22

Copeland Shoepack Co 08

Cote, J, A. & M .56

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 11

Duchaine & Perkins 'K!

Duclos & Payan TjR

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co. . . .
.')!)

Eastern Shoe Mfg. Company 69

Edwards & Edwards 08

Eureka Shoe Company 57

Evans' Son Company, L. B 69

Flynn Leather Co., C. G 24

Fortuna Machine Company 53

Frank & Bryce 57
Franklin Machine Co 63
Friedman, S. J 66

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert 63
Gait Shoe Company 30
Globe Shoe Company 63

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 60

Henwood & Nowak 34
Hinde & Dauch Paper Company ... 69

Home Shoe Company 72

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers . . 7:!

Independent Rubber Company . . . . 35

International Supply Co <>

Kelly, Thomas A 04
Kenworthy Bros '75

Landis Machine Company 64
Lamontagne Racine & Co 64
La Duchesse Shoe Company 73
Legace & Lepinay 66

Marsh Company, Wm. A 31
Midland Shoe Company 19

Mooney Company, A. G 62

Narrow Fabric Company 63
National Cash Register Company . . 71

New Castle Leather Company 53

Oscar Onken Company 69

Panther Ruliber Company Cover
Perfection Counter Co 72
Perkins & McNeely 66
Perth Shoe Co 13

Pickering, Jos 51

Regal Shoe Company 1

Ritchie, John 7

Robinson, James 8-9

Samson Enr., J. E 65
• Scott, J. A .* 23
Slater Shoe Company 10
Sisman Shoe Company
Spaulding & Sons, J 17
Standard Kid Mfg. Company 4

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Company . . 54

Tetrault Shoe Company 15
Textile Mfg. Company 68
Thompson Shoe Company 14
Toronto Heel Company 69

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 70-74
United States Hotel, Boston 65

Wiley, Bickford & Sweet 55
Whittemore Bros (,8

There's No Uncertainty About

YAMASKA
IT'S ALL LEATHER

THE
MAN'S SHOE

The genuine material .seasoned to wear and shaped
to fit. No haphazard methods are permitted in the
production of YAMASKA. We find it is the best
policy to stick to thoroughness in every particular.

You will recognize this adherence to quality, in

YAMASKA shoes. Your customers, from the big-

footed man down to the little chap will obtain the full-

est value from their wear—a factor in creating more
sales.

Give YAMASKA the chance to create more sale.s

for you.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec
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The Well Known Brands of

Barbour^s, Finlayson's, Knox's

LINEN THREADS-

—

For Lockstitch, Welt, McKay and Turn

These threads are known throughout the world for their reHability and durabiHty. Our
threads have stood the test, their quahty is proven. Let us send you

prices and samples by return mail.

Frank & Bryce, Limited
Toronto « MONTREAL « Quebec

Jobbers—IncreaseYour Turnover

with

EUREKA
SHOES

They are the product of specialists in Women's
^IcKays and McKay Welts, and are made in one
of the most up-to-date factories in the countr}'.

The EUREKA SHOES have the appeal to taste for style

and to common sense for quality.

There is a big field for these fine shoes and an inspection of

our samples will convince vou. Write us to-day.

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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Buy D & P Counters
Every counter turned out of the

D. & P. Factory is guaranteed to

give lasting satisfaction.

You Run No Risk

Our Canadian-made fibre board counters

outlast leather. ]\lade from selected fibre

compressed by the special D. & P. process.

Write for samples. We also solicit your

orders for upper and sole leather, and shall

be glad to quote on your requirements.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East

Toronto

Ontario Selling Agent DUCLOS & PAYAN Richard Freres, Quebec
Selling Agents for

Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL

Subscribers' Information Form
Many letters reach us from subscribers enquiring where certain goods can be

* obtained. We can usually supply the information. We want to be of service to

our subscribers in this way, and we desire to encourage requests for such informa-

tion. Make use of this form for the purpose.

Date. .19

FOOTWEAR IN CANADA,"
347 Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

Please tell us where we can secure (give description as fully as possible)

Name .

Address
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Heolin
"Neolin" is stamped on every pair of genuine

Neolin Soles. It marks that sole as the hardest

wearing sole made.

Neolin—and Neolin's advantages—comfort,

flexibiHty, waterproofness, long wear—have been

driven home by dominant advertising. They are

nationally known.

Your customers look for the word Neolin."

It is their guarantee of quality and durability.

It isn''t fair to your customers or your business

to offer them imitations— something just as good as

Neolin."

Build your business on a guaranteed foundation

—Neolin Soles.

The Goodyear Tire & Rurber Company

of canada, limited.
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A Shoe Merchant
With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

tjie selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Every customer for a new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

1
Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher— heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types
in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.

The Champion Line consists of:

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 F.r«. Park B,d., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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Cotton
Thread

The merits of Mooneyes Thread have been proven
beyond question. Its lustre, strength and the facility

with which it may be worked have gained for it a wide
popularity.

If you are not already a user of our thread we shall

be pleased to mail you samples on request.

Let us show you the promptness of our service and
the reliability of our supplies.

The A. G. Mooney Company
Toronto

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. East

220 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL Quebec
J. P. PARENT
St. Valier St.

See Our New Fall Samples

We Sell

Only to

Jobbers

Shoes of Satisfaction, upholding

a reputation which gives them a

powerful influence in the market.

In buying your leather shoes for

Women, Misses, Children and In-

fants, do not fail to consult us.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street Montreal
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• V.D.t\rmstr,ON0 •
1

EN6RAVER0F FINE STEEL STAMPS &.DIES

|230,«,A>NESMV|ONTREALPWo>y. 675
|CRft>^4i^^tP) Q QUE, cy (yt^*' AfAIN

MY STAMPS ARE'UPTO DATE" IN DESIGN
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES

• WHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR SALES T

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

Have You Heard About

TheGlobe PillowWelt?

A distinctive feature in our footwear for Misses, Girls, Child-
ren and Infants. It is designed with special regard to comfort
and ease for growing feet. The Welt is sewn right into the shoe
and is the Genuine Goodyear.

The soft cushion insole, and the waterproof cork filling

between the inner and outer soles are two features that help to

make these shoes the most popular on the market.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during. 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.

This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a

year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.
Sold outriaht—No royalty.

Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to
Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.25thst., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking distance of the shopping di^ridl, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

FOR
JOBBERS

Let us
quote you

on these

Write

To-Day

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are Departmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

1^
r^^WUKLV rrNANCUL.CDIfUUtClAL SL

flUUAL rUDC UWSrAPuL^lM* CHU] wtit^

Over 33 years in its field

CANADA'S GREA TEST TRADE PAPER. '

'

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points, Port Arthur and West
to the Picific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

SURFACE KID WILL NOT SCUFF
Surface Kid is a decided improvement on real kid

because it wears better—will not scufif and is much less

expensive.

The beautiful grain shows to advantage in dressy

shoes, while the soft pliable texture equals chamois. Send
at once for samples of Surface Kid in Black and Colors.

Butts in Gun Metal - Dull— Glazed

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office-225 LemoineSt.
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^ Makers of boots and fine

^ shoes for all deformities and
. lame feet.

Y\
Endorsed by medical offic-

y ers of Militia.w
Mil

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Information cheerfully sent

V on request.

S J Friedman ^ ^ ^ HospitalVancouver s

Leading Surgi- 320 Granville St. Vancouver, B.C.
cal Bootmaker

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

McKAYS O R JOBBERS
Before ordering consult us.

Let us show you our splendid

footwear for boys youths and

men. We specialize in wo-

men's McKays and sell to

Jobbers only.
No. so

No. 46

Write for Samples

or

Visit our Showrooms

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME ST.

QUEBEC

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Ontario Merchants
Are your Stocks

Reduced to a Reasonable Size ?

IF NOT
Consult our specialists on Sales

of all kinds

Beadle Sales Service Agency
59 Yonge Street, TORONTO
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PRESTIGE

!

Union Stamp shoes have obtained a prestige in this

country which they share with tlie most famous lines

of trade marked goods.

Just as a wise buyer demands a Victor or a Columbia
talking machine, just as the prudent man looks with
favor on a Stetson hat or a Steinway piano, just as the
thrifty housewife looks for Ivory soap or the Sterling-
mark on her silver, so does the Union worker of this
country search for the Union Stamp on the shoes that
he purchases for himself and his family.

Union stamp shoes cost the retailer no more.

They are made in all grades, at all prices, by the most
experienced workers, and are the only shoes acceptable
for the Union man and his family.

Why not secure the prestige and added value of the
Union Stamp on the shoes which you purchase for the
coming season.'*

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS

JOHN F. TOBIN
General President

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen'l Sec'y-Treasurer

WORKERS UNION/
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

The Shine thatLasts
Your shoes will ho'ld their shine a
surprisingly long time if yo\x use

jptittemore's ShoePolishes

The Whittemore lines serve a double purpose
viz—that ofa polish andleather preservative.

Our Bostonian Cream is

the ideal cleaner for kid and calf leather
put up in Brown, Grey, White, in fact

all colors.

Try our Nobby Brown Paste for brown
shoes and Peerless Ox-
bloodPaste for Red Shoes.

Quick White Liquid Can-
vas Dressing.

ALBOWhiteCakeCanvas Dressing

GILT EDGE SELF Shining Dressing

Ask your Jobber. If he cannot
supply you write us

Whittemore Bros. Corp.
Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A.

Edwards&Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms Tanneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Onl.
Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. ^AaJir'llEAL-'QUE:

Just What a Boy Wants
This

BOY'S
SCOUT
BOOT
Has a record of making lots

of sales and of being a thor-
oughly serviceable boot in re-

sisting rough wear and wet.
Made with oiled tanned vamp
13 in. Menonite leg bellow
tongue to top, full single sole

and heel nail-

ed to a solid

leather sole
G u a r a n t eed
waterproof i f

dubbin is rea-
sonably appli-

ed.

Splendid value

for $6.00

Write us today

The Copeland Shoepack Co.
Midland, Ontario, Canada
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No. 300 Patent
No. 303 Dull Calf
Sizes 6-11. B-D.

PRICE $3.50

MENS' MEDIUM GRADE
HOUSE SLIPPERS
PUMPS AND OXFORDS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Thirty Lines Listed in Catalog No. 16

BOSTON OFFICE—no Summer Street

L B. EVANS'' iX)N CO. WAKEFIELD, ?IAS$'.

The New

"EASTERN"
Shoe Lines
offer big possibilities to Jobbers
desirous of handling a first-class

product at popular prices.

We will be pleased to show
you a very complete assortment
of shoes for Misses, Children
and Infants for Spring and Sum-
mer, upon receipt of a post card
from you.

See us when in Montreal

Write us now.

The Eastern Shoe
Manufacturing Company, Limited

Phone-

152 Frontenac Street

-La Salle 2561 MONTREAL

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sale* are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
Display Fi«

E 10 Years Good Servi
A Wonderful set of Patented Interchangeable

lor displayinS Men or Womens' Shoes. Set «ill £tvi

elTective trade pi]lling window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very few of the designs that can be

set up with the lull set. besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.

Made of Oak. either Golden, Anticiue or We.irhercd Finish. Set is put up

in a Hardwood Hinged Lid Storage Chest, a good place to keep the extra

Younils not in use. There are thousands of sets in daily uie.

No. lOl Set has 220 Interchangeable Younits For Large Windows, S48.12

No. 101!4 Set has 110 Interchangeable Younits For Medium VViniiows, $27.50

No. lOlVi Set has 55 Interchangeable Yourits For Small Windows, $17.32

Slock carried in Hamilton, Onl. Order direct or thru i/our jolber. Send lor catalog. Patented and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio. U. S. A.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—Tliey piotect your shipment

against loss from dampness
atid water.

2.—Tliey are extremely light,

which means low freight

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

4.—They save time in packing.
5.—They save storage space.
0.—They have strong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications.

8.—Tlieir first cost is lower
than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—vi/rite for
it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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THE SYMBOL
OF

EFFICIENCY

YOUR GUARANTEE
OF

QUALITY
United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

Toronto, Ont.

90 Adelaide Street West,

Montreal, Que.

Kitchener, Ont.

179 King Street West,

Quebec, Que.

28 Demers Street,
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Use an up-to-date N. C. R. System and

match your neighbor's success

!

The merchant who combines a cash

register system with progressive
merchandising is bound to grow.

The merchant who handles his

money and accounts slowly by hand
instead of quickly by machinery,

cannot meet competition.

An up-to-date N. G. R. System pro-

tects hard-earned profits; increases

trade; cuts down expenses; makes
clerks more efficient; stops errors,

losses, and disputes
; speeds up the

business.

Every merchant needs the help of

an up-to-date N. G. R. System in

handling his money and accounts.

An N. G. R. System is within the

reach of everybody. The payments
are easy and the machine will more
than pay for itself out of what it

saves.

An N. C. R. System is a modern business necessity

The National Gash Register Company, of Canada, Limited., Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the Principal cities of the world
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The

Home Shoe
COMES DIRECT
FROM FACTORY
TO RETAILER

With a minimum of
selling expense and an
appreciably extra value
to the public.

Let us demonstrate to

you the profitable sales

awaiting the dealer
who handles the many
excellent models of the
HOME SHOE.

Write us— To-day

Home Shoe Company, Ltd.
327 Amherst Street, - MONTREAL

JOBBERS
ONLY

Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn
Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

BRODIE'S
Patent Paste

This famous product covers

a wide range of usefulness

being used with equal success

and efficiency by manufactur-

ers of the finest grade shoes and
makers of heavy work shoes.

Supplied in quantities to

meet your needs.

Let us send you sample and
price.

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

Perfection

Your New Year's Good Resolutions are not
complete unless you have resolved to use nothing
but the best in Counters.

Try PERFECTION COUNTERS and let us
show you wherein they excel. Send for prices and
particulars.

Our Felt Box Toes are Now Ready.

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Maisonneuve, Montreal
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Hydro City Shoes
A Line of Solid Leather and One

of the Best Selling Shoes

Mg You Can Handle
An essential staple for every stock. It has real merit as a seller and

Mf ®,)|| you can offer it to your customers with every assurance of giving com-

®m plete satisfaction.

m Have you your stock of HYDRO SHOES for 1919?

Hydro Citu Shoe
Manufacturers

^^l^^^^l^m Limited^^^^^^ Kitchener - Ontario

McKays
We believe we

can show you val-

ues in high grade

McKays that will

appeal to you. Our
stock includes a

full line for men,
boys and youths

—women, misses

and children.

Our Fall and
Winter samples
are now being
displayed. Do not

fail to see them.

We are prepared

to make attract-

ive quotations to

jobbers, ensuring

a liberal margin.

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.
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INTRODUCING
Made in Canada

ROYAL GLOSS
The Regal Lustre Producer for

Quick Shoe Repair Shops

For Use on Finished Bottoms, Edges and Heels

To Obtain a High Polish

Used with any kind of Ink or Blacking

A Soft, Smooth Paste Preparation which pro-

duces a Rapid and Lasting Gloss

on Quick Repair Work

Apply a little to your Finishing Brush or Direct to the

Shoe and Watch Results

Packed in Half Lb. and One Lb. Tins

WRITE FOR PRICES

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada^ Limited
MONTREAL

TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC
90 Adelaide Street West," 179 King Street West, 28 Demers Street,
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added quaHties tor an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrink, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold rn sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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The Patent Leather of

Quality and Quantity

The care given to the manufacture of Clarke's Patent Leather in every stage of

its process and the resulting excellence in the linished product, hall mark it with

quality of the first degree. An immense organization of skilled workers, of modern
equipment and of every facility necessary to supply a world-wide demand place

Clarke's first in the British Empire for quantity. The accompanying picture shows
five and a half acres of this famous patent leather in the final process.

If it's patent, it should be Clarke's.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited

Montreal

^^Makers for the Nation^*

TORONTO Quebec J^^^
B R i°w TM D
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WAIT!
Our salesmen are on the road

with the new Regal line for

Fall. Every shoe in the line

is distinctive—full of the char-

acter which distinguishes the

Regal product.

Every dealer should acquaint

himself with the advantages of

Regal's Agency Plan.

Send word and we will send

the man who can tell you all

about it.

And JUST WAIT until you
see the REGAL LINE.

Regal Shoe Company, Limited
472-474 Bathurst Street

i

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 64
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The Foundation of a Good Shoe

PANTHER
SOLES

impart strength, durability and

lasting shape. PANTHER pro-

cess is the scientific compression

of fibre that gives a pliable, ten-

acious and wear resisting sub-

stance, conceded to be quite the

equal of leather. Easy to work
on, and waterproof. Insist on
PANTHER every time.

"Sure Step" Rubber Heels
give absolute satisfaction to both the dealer and wearer. In

every walk of Life the "Sure Step" Rubber Heels stand the

test of wear, tear, and wet.

PANTHER RUBBER Limited

Sherbrooke, Quebec
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Helps You to Make Sales by
Giving You Styles and Shapes

for Every Customer
Every man, woman and child within reach of your store, is a prospective buyer of

Fleet Foot.

Fleet Foot Shoes are at once the most comfortable and the most stylish—the most
attractive and the most economical—of Summer Footwear.

With the wonderful variety of styles originated by the Fleet Foot designers—with the

complete range of shapes and sizes—there are Fleet Foot shoes for everyone, young
and old.

The completeness of the Fleet Foot line enables you to have on hand just the shape

and style

For Every Member of the Family

For Every Sport and Recreation

Stock Fleet Foot line—show the new styles in your window displays—have our cata-

logues handy so you can point out the different Fleet Foot models should you not

have an asked-for boot or oxford in stock—and back up our advertising with your

advertising so you will get the full benefit of both.

Write, wire or telephone your immediate needs to the nearest Dominion Rubber Sys-

tem Branch.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches

are Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Kitchener,
North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton,

Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.
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Not so much to obtain your

confidence as, having obtained

it, to retain it— is the task set

for Standard Kid.

To this end, Standard Kid recognizes, and shall

never cease to recognize, that the product must

be good, that the price must be reasonable, and

that the grading must be accurate and uniform.

The friendly feeling for Standard Kid by its users

intensifies the conviction that these requirements

shall never be lowered.

COLOR 18 FIELD MOUSE
COLOR 8 GRAY

are in good demand for next Fall styles.

Inquiries solicited

STANDARD KID MFG. CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 610 TRIBUNE BLDG.

Factory, Wilmington, Del. *

AGENCIES
CHAS. A. BRADY, Rochester, N.Y. F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.
GEO. A. McGAW, Chicago, III. I. LOUIS POPPER, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PIERRE BLOUIN, Quebec, Canada.
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BENNETT
DEPENDABLE COUNTERS

They are moulded to retain the hnes

designed in your shoes. They wear Hke

steel and are as comfortable as a moccasin.

The Bennett Counter has made
good with the buying public. Less than

one in a million returned.

ONTARIO OFFICE

28 King St. East

Kitchener

BENNETT LIMITED
MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES

CHAMBLY CANTON, P.O., CANADA

SALES OFFICE

59 St. Henry Street

Montreal
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H. O. MCDOWELL

IMPORTERS UUrG^I^T)!] JOBBERS l^/J
MANUFACTURERS v*S-^^5>A I FS ARFNT*^ M

H. N. LINCOLN

SALES AGENTS

EASTERN BRANCH
401 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Macliines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Cliicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth
for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect
Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinei'y

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.
Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M, H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.
Binding, S'taying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.
Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.
Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

T. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.II.

Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.
Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Welting,

QUAF MACHINERY FINDINGS
OnUL. AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
37 FOUNDRY ST. S.

KITCHENER

No matter what you have to mark^—Leather, Imitation Leather, or

Cloth—we can show you how to do it to the best advantage.

We represent

MARKEM MACHINE CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

The only firm that makes a business of MARKING MACHINES
for Cartons, Tags, Linings, Cloth or Leather

EMBOSSING MACHINES for top facings etc.

The Master Printing and Embossing Machine
will print your labels on your cartons quicker than

labels can be pasted. Better Work—Less Cost.

PARTS, INKS and COMPOUNDS in stock.

PURITAN MANUFACTURING CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Exclusive Manufacturers of

WAX THREAD SEWING MACHINES, CHAIN STITCH
for Fair Stitching, Closing, Vamping, (1, 2 or 3 needle)

Back Stay (1, 2 or 4 needle) Tip Stitching, Top Facing

Patentee of the

POOLE PROCESS for GOODYEAR INNER SOLES
a better Innersole at Less Cost

Our stocks of Puritan Parts, Needles and Awls are Complete

There is only one CEROXYLON
Made by the CEROXYLON CO., Boston, Mass.

Of course there are Imitations but the Genuine CEROXYLON
is the Only Liquid Wax that lubricates the thread while sewing

and sets the stitch after.

It is the Perfect Liquid Wax We are Sole Canadian Agents

In Stock at Both Offices
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Ask Your Jobber to Show You

Ritchie's

Beaver Brown Shoes
For Fall Trade

Quality and price considered,

they are the best value in today's

market, giving at the same time

a feeling of absolute confidence

in the satisfaction they will give

the wearer.

All the best Jobbers carry

Ritchie^s Beaver Brown Shoes

The John Ritchie Company Limited

MAKERS OF
MEN'S SHOES

QUEBEC

i| III II II W~Tr
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Bostonian

Shoes

IN
the Bostonian Shoe for

men and women, the

dealer is handling well

made footwear at a popular

price, and he knows that the

"In-Stock" service of this

line is beyond reproach.

Is it any wonder that

trade in Bostonians is stead-

ily increasing? See that you
take your place in the suc-

cess of this splendid footwear

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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Independent

Rubbers
THAT the consumer has

discrimination is prov-

en by Independent
Sales. The Makers of this

splendid Rubber footwear

placed it on the market feel-

ing the great need for some-
thing better in Canadian
rubbers. Its reception by
the buying public has given

it a popularity which no far-

seeing dealer can fail to ap-

preciate.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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directed

soldiers

in

France

In Canada the sign of the

slate is directing soldiers today,

when changing into "civics", to

the most popular man's shoe.

Take one word of advice

from our factory chief.

If you want Slater shoes now or later on—
ORDER—and do it now.

Demand was never so great, and delays are

bound to occur, we therefore warn retailers not to

wait until they need the shoes. We promise to take
care of you if orders are not delayed.

You must allow a little longer time than usual to

fill orders. Bear in mind prices are not going down.

The Slater Shoe Co. Ltd.
MONTREAL CANADA

1 K
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"MetropolitaN"
WOMEN'S McKAYS

"Patricia"
WOMEN'S WELTS

AND TURNS

MEN'S WELTS

"Paris"
WOMEN'S McKAYS
MEN'S WELTS

Three Lines r

UPHOLDING

REPUTATION
That the good reputation
enjoyed by this footwear is

consistently maintained is

evidenced by its sale for the
past number of years.
Daoust, Lalonde & Go.'s
shoes have always possessed
those attributes which
attract dealer and consumer
alike, from the standpoints
of both economy and
appearance.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co.
Limited

Montreal - Que.
Branch : METROPOLITAN SHOE CO., 91 St. Paul St. Ea«t
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It is Certainly

"SOMKLAS"

T

Everybody is Ordering

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited

Office and Warehouse

—

9 Rue de Marseille.
Paris, France

Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Montreal Toronto
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Women's

Fine Goodyear Welted

Shoes
The success of the

Perth Shoe Company, Limited

can be directly attributed to the fact that

this Company has concentrated exclusively

on the making of

Women's Fine Welted Shoes

Specializing on one line of shoes—using but

one process of making—has resulted in

Efficiency in Production.

Maximum of Turn Over.

Minimum of Costs.

To see these facts illustrated, look over

Perth samples now on the road.

White Canvas Oxfords, with long vamps in

P/2 Cuban and Louis heels, now in stock.

PERTH SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Largest Manufacturers of Women's Fine Goodyear Welted Shoes exclusively in Canada

PERTH, ONTARIO
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For Jobbers Only

Women s White Canvas MEN S

and batin olippers

** turns only**

DKJ I O
YOUTHS'

Latest up-to-date

Lasts and Patterns

Staple Nailed and
Strinnrii*a Srrpw Snop^

Manufactured by Manufactured by

Wakefield Slipper Co. MILTON SHOE CO.
Sanbornville, N.H. Can be seen anytime at my

Sample Rooms

Canadian Sales

Representative Manager

HARRY E. THOMPSON
10 Victoria Street MONTREAL

Patented Patented
Dec, 30th, 1913 Oct, 26th, 1915

'*Your designer may put character

into your shoes—but it will take a

Vulco-Unit Box Toe
to keep it there."

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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Boston Office

203-B ALBANY BUILDING
ST. LOUIS CHICAGO

The Taylor-Poole Co. T. E. D. McMechan & Co.
1602 Locust St. 217 W. Lake St.

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI
Tohn G. Travel- & Co. The Taylor-Poole Co.

329 Arch St. 410-412 K. Hth St.

SEVEN FACTORIES -

ronawanda, N. V. Rochester, N. H.

No. Rochester, N. H. Milton, N. H.

Townsend Harbor, Mass.

Canadian Agents

International Supply Co., Kitchener, Ontario and Quebec City. V. Champigny, Mintreal

English .Agents: J. Whitehead & Co., Ltd.
Leicester, England.
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Shoes For Children
To Meet the Demands of the Jobber

Our output com-

prises a complete line

of McKays for infants

and children, and also

includes a newly ad-

ded line for misses.

We will be pleased to

show you samples from

our most popular lasts,

and give you our best

quotations.

An up-to-date fac-

tory equipment and fa-

cilities for handling a

first class product is

open for your investi-

gation. You will find

its activities directed

by men whose many
years' practical experi-

ence ensures reliabil-

ity.

Childrens Shoe Mfg, Co.,

Limited
11 Belleau St. - Quebec City

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

\mADE in CANADA
Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a

Cement as can be made.

Boston Blacking Company
152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii



SOLE

LEATHER

Hides suitable for the manufacture of sole leather have
advanced from 2c to 6c per pound. Materials have not
declined in price as expected. There is no present pros-
pect of freight rates declining. We believe, therefore, that

leather will not be any cheaper for a long time.

Purchasers of leather footwear would do well in placing
their orders with the manufacturers now.

Tanneries: Kitchener, Penetang, Hastings, Woodstock, Ont.

Cut Sole Factory: Provincial Cut Sole Co., Kitchener, Ont.

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limited

Manufacturers of
"The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather"

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec
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Consider the Price
and then

Compare Other Values
with=

AIRD
We
Sell

Jobbers

Only

And if you have been just in your com-
parisons, we will be satisfied with the re-

sult. Because we are confident that

AIRD Footwear presents opportunities

which no progressive jobber can afford

to overlook. We should be pleased to

see you personally at our warerooms. If

you are unable to call, a postal will bring
our newest samples to you. Don't fail to

acquaint yourself with AIRD Lines for

Fall sorting.

We are always ready to serve you

Aird & Son
Registered

MONTREAL

ininHii" Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMii II IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I Ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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MONTREAL ST. JOHN, N.B. TORONTO WINNIPEG. EDMONTON VANCOUVER

FTIRST. LAST »nd AIRWAYS

Ames Mfli-DEN McEREArFf limited

SHOE MANUFACTURERS [
XCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR

GRANBY RUBBERS
KI.MMEL FELT FOOTWEAR

Wl|«|f|j?^ Marcli 24th, 1919.

FACTO R 1 ELS

MONTREAL,QUE.

ST. HYACINTH E, QUE.

Mr. Roy V/. Johnson,
Editor of "Shoe Pacts",

Montreal, P. Q,

My dear Mr, Johnson:

-

I have covered considerable of this western territory
during the last month, hut as yo'a will note I am now on my way
hack, and expect to arrive in Montreal ahout Friday of next
week.

If you coTild see this country, and look into some of
the retail stores out here at the present tine, you would be
very much inpressed with the importance of the advice which you
are giving to the trade constantly through the columns of "Shoe
Pacts", and v/ith the way in which the larger stores have been
proceeding exactly along the lines which you advocate.

Business is splendid. There is an active demand for
shoes, and nany of the retailers are short of stock and are
anxious about deliveries. I find that most of them, v/ith the
uncertainties which have existed in the market, have been con-
centrating their lines, buying in smaller quantities, and tak-
ing more frequent deliveries, with the result that their stocks
are in very good shape, and they are prepared for whatever may
develop in the leather markets from now on,

Jith the situation as it is today, I am more than ever
impressed with the big plans on which we are working for an im-
proved stock service to the retailers out of our branch houses.
There never was a time v;hen v/e were in position to offer greater
service to the trade, or when more efficient stock service on the
good selling numbers \7as of more importance to the retailer.
You know, and I know, that our plans are going right ahead, and
our stock service is going to be absolutely dependable from now
on. I v/ill talk this over v;ith you more in detail when I get
back to Montreal.

Sincerely yours,

iJ.IES HOLDEIT McCREALY, LILUTEI)

General Sales Manager

I
I

i

t

I

I

I

I
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Prices Subject to Change

Without Notice

Our Shoes Never Opened

Up So Nice

eS.OO Black Kid, Bal. $5.50

^8.00 Brown Kid, Bal. $6.00

Slip Sole, AA to E Widths

Specializing in Ladies' ^lack and

^rown Kid Shoes, we can T^roduce

Slick. Shoes at ^TliCoderate Prices

I $9.00 Black Kid, Bal. $5.75 |

I $9.00 Brown Kid, Bal. $6.25 |

I Manufacturers |

I
Clark Bros., Limited I

I
St. Stephen - N.B.

|

ijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw
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THE

RAARSH
^NOI

Successful

Shoes
LINK your business

with the success of this

splendid Marsh Footwear.
The models here shown
are sold in cases contain-
ing 30 pairs of one width.
We will be pleased to send
you our complete cata-

logue and information.

"106" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"99" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"104" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC
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Junel4,t9l9
TBB snrvRDAy bveninc post

«7

Mi

June 16-21

T^IGHTEEN thousand ^^.<^ ^Htl^^^J^^m^'
tj stores throughout A-jPf^^^fg^^rTX These dealers

certed effort to give ^^l^l^^ ^ i^^^^^ movement

E sfpS^ ssrt^fpf—

^

ency through giving foot comfort.

N>ne people out of ten a e hand^capp d^^^ P-^
|

suit of business pleasure and^ W^^,^
^^^^

rr=^Katd^a? s o^^o^^^^ pr^ary a^s

of Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Week.

will toe special "gSlays wiU >>»

any form of foot trouble.

DsSchoJJs
Foot ComfortJppliances

« o, .er-rjsr-s:«r;:*

tired, aching feet, weak or broken a
^^^^^^ ^

louses on the sole, bunions pamM^h^^^^^

like pain known as
•^°!*°"^Jf^t aPP^^nces are simple .n

foot roubles. These correcnveJoot app
^^^^

construction yet
?r''l°'^etrbe cLfortably worn m any

They are l.ght
^'^'^'f'^^J'^-^^ngfooX the light, spnngy step

^rchtasn:en^Srt;;:ough^v^er-work,
neglect or abuse.

Foot Expert At Your Service

pa,ronu"th«=Foo. Comfort stores

Send For Valuable Booklet

M Th,ir Care
• by Dr. Wm. M. ScboH,

;s;n?;eX»ror,^^^^^^^

The SchoU Mfg. Co.

Dept.ai 213W.Schi..erSt. Chicago

Weak Arches
are caused by ovenvnrk or strain on the

muscles and ligaments They become

tired and relaxed permitting the arcn to

tower which causes tired. achin(f leet.

cramped toes bunions, callouses, etc.

Dr Scholl's Foot Eazer

rehet and comfort by firmly but gently

supporting the a>ch. relieving the itr^
Does )ust as Its name indicates— Eases

theFeeL" Pnce W OO per pair.

Crooked Toes
as hcrewiin illustrated shows the de-

,o™,,y pr<^-ea b,^(=rc».^.h^^^e«

jnly ra'n'ul b"' disfigures

-1 the shoe. Dr.

„ ,a d sofl. antiseptic.

rui«..r'dev'i« '"l'i':l',.e»"''"A;;",„^'^,

Sst'iir'r p'oshion Tto removes the

cause. Price 50c each.

This i:. -— -
the loot and
Scholl's Toe-Flex i

Run-Over-Heels
are the result ol improper ""Iku^^"^

."andmg. The "eieht o, the body s

Sol. %T'&h"<?,~Wa?l<"sS.

l^filXt^tt'Si^^J-hJ^b^eroaS

T"^'°!,riV,crto^"nae.^'S;S
save repair tjms tod .Jake vallf

Pleasure Price 35c per pair.

Bunions
are produced by various

times narrow poin.ed shoes-

short, pointed stockings while again

Vmii be hereditary They ate pa n

disnguring agera.ating Dr «holl s

lion Reducer fits snugly ^'^et tnccn

rprt bunion lOint. relieving toe prt"

Liloeptic rubber Price 50c each.

Corns
Th=, —
tion The ski

homy spot ^

aused by irritation and Iric

„ thickens, lorinins a hard

(hich. when pressed against

II 'r
*

^^."..^n Piastrrs aftord

safe and pos.tivc inaction.

Pnce 25c per box.

A\v\\^/iif.\\'<r^
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Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Week, June 16-21, will eclipse all previous efforts. Today the trade realizes and fully

appreciates the true business-building value of this Big Annual Foot Comfort Drive, and as a result more than 20,000
dealers will co-operate to make Foot Comfort Week this year one long to be remembered.

A greater volume of National Magazine and Metropolitan Newspaper Space will be used to advertise Foot Com-
fort Week this year than ever before. Dominating space in such leading magazines as the

Saturday Evening Post Cosmopolitan

Ladies* Home Journal Literary Digest

Women's Home Companion
will carry the Foot Comfort Message to millions of readers located in every nook and corner of the country.

In addition to these magazines. Full Page Newspaper Advertising will be used in

New York Chicago Boston

and other cities. You can readily appreciate what this means to every dealer who co-operates in this concentrated,
far-reaching campaign.

$1000 IN PRIZES
For Best Window Trims

There will be two separate and distinct groups of prizes of equal value as follows:

1. Towns of 10,000 population and less.

2. Towns of over 10,000 population.
This gives the small town dealer in his group the advantage with big city stores.

The same amount of prizes will be awarded to each class, divided as follows:
First Prize $100.00
Second Prize 50.00

Third Prize 25.00

Fourth Prize 15.00

Fifth Prize—5 Best, $10.00 Each 50.00

Sixth Prize— 5 Prizes, $5.00 each 25.00

A Special Prize of a regular $4.00 Waterman Self-Filling Fountain Pen with name
of contestant engraved thereon will be awarded to each contestant whose window is

not awarded one of the above prizes.

Send in your request today for window trim material and newspaper electros. You not only have an excellent

opportunity of winning one of these prizes, but to participate in Foot Comfort Week means more business, increased
profits and prestige to your store.

Time is now short and deliveries are slow so it is very desirable to act quickly.

The SchoU Mfg. Co., Limited
Largest Makers of Foot Appliances in the World

112 Adelaide St. E., - Toronto
also

CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON
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IN TOLEDO, OHIO, THIS HANDSOME STORE UNDER LOCAL OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL,
WAS OPENED LAST SPRING. DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR "QUEEN QUALITY" SHOES,
IT WON IMMEDIATE RECOGNITION FROM TOLEDO WOMEN AND HAS ACHIEVED
MERITED SUCCESS.

The Constant Reminder
of YOU!

Millions of ''QUEEN QUALITY" shoes in American homes are creating re-

putation and building trade for merchants who have the exclusive right to

this Trade-Mark in their communities. The trade-drawing power of this

famous brand rests on public experience, knowledge and confidence, and is a

free and ever-profitable asset to the retail trade.

W o r 1 d's largest

factory making

women's shoes
exclusively.

W o r 1 d's largest

IN-STOCK

D e p a r tment of

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO its kind.

Thomas G. Plant Company

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES: M. W. MURDOFF & SON, TRENTON, ONT.
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We
Are

Again

To

I tie

Fore —

CITADEL
GLAZED HORSE

1

Possesses wearing and

cutting qualities equal

to Kid.

Write

for
A Line which will meet

your- every want when
Glazed Kid is required.

To the Layman's eye it

is Kid,

Samples

On account of the extreme scarcity of Glazed Kid we have no

hesitancy in offering the above to the Canadian Shoe Trade.

We can cover all your wants, and you need have no fear in

accepting all orders.

J. A. SCOTT
218 Notre Dame St. West 566 St. Valier Street

MONTREAL QUEBEC
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The Dealer's Summer
Money Makers

Fleet Foot have added many a dollar to the profits of the shoe
dealers of Canada,

Fleet Foot styles—Fleet Foot quality—Fleet Foot advertising

—

keep customers buying Fleet Foot shoes all summer long.

Fleet Foot weather is just around the corner.

Almost before you realize it, the Ladies will be tripping in for
dainty Fleet Foot styles to go with white silk stockings and sum-
mer frocks—the Men will be asking for Fleet Foot to wear with
duck and flannel trousers—and the Children will want Fleet
Foot, too. There are styles

How is your stock? Write or wire your emergency orders

—

we'll "rush" them.

FOR EVERY SPORT AND RECREATION.

FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches

are Located at

Halifax,
St. John,
Quebec,
Montreal,
Ottawa,
Belleville

Kitchener,
North Bay,

Toronto,
Hamilton,
London,

Saskatoon,

Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Regina,

Fort William,

Lethbridge,
Vancouver,
Victoria.

Edmonton,
Calgary,
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A Journal of its Fiadings, Making and Sale.

Published Monthly for the Good ot

the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
Telephone A. 2700

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Tel. Garry 850 - Electric Railway Chambers

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building

NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beekman - 1123 Tribune Building

CHICAGO - Tel. Harrison 5351 - 1413 Gt. Northern Bldg.

LONDON, ENG. - - 16 Regent Street S.W.

Antlioiized by the Postmaster General for Canada, for transmission
as second class matter.

Entered as second class matter July IStli, 1914, at tlie Postoffice at

Buffalo, N. Y., under the Act of Congress of March H, 1S79.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Canada and Great Britain, $1.00. U. S. and Foreign, $1.50.

Single copies 15 cents

Vol. 9 May, 1919 5

The Kitchener
Style Show

A very representative and entbu-

sia.stic meeting of shoe and allied

indu.^try manufacturers was lield

nn Friday afternoon, May 2nd, at Kitcliener, to a])-

point committees and make arrangements for tlie

"First Canadian Shoe and Leather Fxhi]:)ition."

Owing-- to the fact that a furniture e.\liil)ition is

being held on the dates previously decided upon—July

17-23—it was announced that the Shoe and Leather

Fxhibition would be held during the week, July 21 to

26. The Fxhibition will be open to all shoe manufac-

turers in Canada and also manufacturers of shoe find-

ings, shoe machinery, trunks and bags, leather and so

on.

The displays will l)e arranged in the Kitchener

Auditorium, which is centrally located and well laid

out for an exhibition of this kind.

A number of letters were read from out-of-town

manufacturers commending the Kitchener manufac-

turers for their initiative and signifying their intention,

to be present. Two members of the Committee on

Arrangements, who have interviewed a large number

of outside manufacturers, report, with only one or two

exceptions, that all are enthusiastic and irrespective

exhibitors. A further meeting will be held shortly, at

which the rates to be charged for display ])rivileges

will be decided upon. In the meantime the following

committees have been appointed: Fxecutive, Mi
Charles Ahrens, ])resident and chairman; Mr. A. In-

rig, \'ice-])resident and chairman of Committee on Ar-

langements; Mr. Oscar Rumpel, chairman of Enter-

tainment Committee; Mr. H. O. McDowell, chairman
of Publicity Committee. The members of the Com-
mittee on Arrangements are Messrs. Charles, of the

Consolidated Felt Company; Fred .Ahrens. of C. A.

.'\hrens; Mr. Vallentine of A^allentine and ALirtin

;

Mr. Lincoln of the International Supjdy Comijany,
and Mr. Hanson, of the United Shoe ^Machinery Com-
]jany, with Mr. Inrig as chairman, 'ilie Entertain-

ment Committee is composed of Mr. L. C. lireithaupt,

i\[r. Irwin Greb and Mr. R. G. Kerr, of the W'oelfle

Shoe Company, with Mr. Oscar Rumpel as chairman.
The members of the Publicity Committee are Mr.
.Armbrust, of the Lady Belle Shoe Company, and Mr.
Davi.'-on of the Consolidated l'>lt Company, with Mr.
II. (). AIcDowell as chairman.

* * *

A new trade organization has
Maritime Wholesale

, , , .
,'

Shoe Association ^he eastern pro-

vinces known as the Maritime
Wholesale Shoe Association. This new associa-

ation is to include all the shoe jobbers of the Maritime

provinces. The first president is Mr. E. J. Fleetwood
of St. John and the following are the officers: Mr. C.

I'. Humphrey, vice-president for New Brunswick; I\L-.

R. D. Taylor, vice-president for Nova Scotia and Mr.

Percy Turner, vice-president for Prince Edward Is-

land. The executive committee consists of Messrs. C.

P. Humphrey of St. John; R. D. Tajdor of Halifax;

P. L. Higgins of Moncton; and C. S. Sutherland of

Amherst. The secretary-treasurer is Mr. Harold W.
Rising and Mr. O. J. Killani is assistant-secretary.

The aims and interests of the association are cal-

culated to not alone benefit the members but also the

retail merchants in their various problems—the mail

order evil for instance. A closer co-operation with their

customers will be the aim at all times. Of course, the

jobbers have their little grievances with the retailers

too. References were made to the habit of returning

goods. One speaker said he thought that some retail-

ers do not always protect their jobbers as they shmild
in this connection. He had known of instances where
shoes were worn for at least a month and returned be-

cause the retail merchant was apparently more anxious
to consult the wishes of his customer than to defend his

own and the rights his jobber.

Another speaker told of a case where a pair of girl's

shoes had been returned with the soles worn through.
The mother of the child who had worn them said she
liad only had them for two weeks. It looked to be a

bad case, but later when the jobber investigated it, he
found that along with other school girls the child had
been jjutting in her spare time with a skipping rope on
a concrete pavement. After that it was not hard to see
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Truth in

Advertising

why her soles were so (|uickly used up. Auother com-

plaint investigated was that of a farmer who returned

a pair of long boots there being on the outside of one

a hole that seemed to have been worn through as

though the leather were rotten. It was found that the

farmer had recently been doing his fall ploughing and

that as he walked in the furrow he was continuously

scratching the side of the boot. Leather isn't sheet ir-

on and the farmer paid.

The unanimous opinion was that something- should

be done to protect the jobbing trade against cases of

this kind and that in future retailers should be asked

to investigate all claims very carefully before they

made allowances.

^ ^ ^

How long can a merchant con-

tinue to "go out of business".-'

This does not seem to have been

definitely determined at law, suggests a bulletin from

the Associated Advertising Clubs of the W Orld, al-

though in certain recent cases, through the influence

of the Vigilance Committee of that organization, "go-

ing out of business sales" have been stopped, when
merchants who so ad\ertised did imt -keep their pro

mise and "go out."

One recent example was at Two Rivers, Wis. Some
time ago, the Two Rivers Chamber of Commerce wrote

the National Vigilance Committee of the Associated

Clubs, asking what might be done in the case of J. D.

Musial, who was operating a shoe store there, and who
was reported to have conducted several previous "go-

ing out of business sales"—though he stayed in busi-

ness.

The Vigilance Committee called the attention of

the Chamber of Commerce, to the fact that Wisconsin

is one of the thirty-six states where advertising men
have obtained truth-in-advertising legislation, and sug-

gested to Mr. Wagner that the case be handled under

that law.

This was done. In a recent letter to the Advertis-

ing Association, the Two Rivers Chamber of Com-
merce said it was only necessary to take a photograph

of the store with the sign, then to call Musial's atten-

tion to the truth-in-advertising law. He was informed

that the photograph had been made and that the Cham-
ber of Commerce believed he had violated the advertis-

ing law.

As a result, Musial went out of business in reality.

He sold his stock of .shoes to a man in the busmcss

of making quick disposition of stocks and, this time, the

"going out of business" signs were truthful.

In another recent case, in Baltimore, involving a

clothier, similar action was taken. The judge before

whom the clothier was tried, told him that he must go

out of business or quit saying that he was going to do

so. He sold his store.

In numerotis other cases advertising club vigilance

committees have obtained similar results. They have

acted when they found a "going out of business" stock

of merchandise was being replenished or when such

a -sale was made to drag on for so^ long that it was ap-

parent that the merchant had no serious intention of

quitting.

Merchants' Associ»
ation of Montreal

The Merchants' Association of

Montreal was recently formed

with the idea of protecting the

retail merchants from unnecessary financial losses.

Xo. 1 of the (jflicial bulletin of the association

is dated March, 1919, and is the medium through

which the work of the executive will be made
known. A matter that has just come to the at-

tention of the association is that of fraudulent failures

and a movement has been put on foot intended to deal

efifectively with it. A sum of $25,000 will be available

to i)rosecute any. fraudulent debtor. The fund will

not be actually collected, but 500 merchants will sub-

scribe $50 each, subject to call as required.

Hosiery in the
Shoe Store

Hosiery is being handled suc-

cessfully in some shoe stores and

there is a good future for this

department under the right conditions. The consid-

eration for any de])arture, side lines or additions to

the shoe store, is the financial ability to properly back

them, the locality, kind of trade and, to some extent

at least, the competition.

I-'or example, we have in mind a store in the busi-

ness section of Toronto—that of H. & C. Blachford

—

where the surroundings are favorable for selling wo-

men's hosiery, but very little men's. The sale is heavy

with this concern of women's fancy hosiery. Mr. Fred

Blachford, of the firm, says: "Women purchasing-

pumps and slippers know that they can get hosiery

to match their footwear, and it is thus an opportune

time to buy it. We can supply most any shade and

quality and the completeness of our line enables the

customer to make a satisfactory selection. It is also

the logical place for hosiery sale and frequently when
one is purchasing either footwear or hosiery one sug-

gests the other.

"It is different with regard to men's, however. We
sell men's hose to some extent, but a man is more
likely to buy one thing at a time as he needs it, rather

than go out shopping with the deliberation of a wo-

man."

The Blachford store has a good location, and is

in a position to see a hosiery department through to

success. A smaller store in a poorer location might

not find so much profit in hosiery. The merchant

must first keep it clearly in mind that he is primarily

in business to sell shoes, and before he spends to;.)

much time in shadow chasing", such as experimenting

in side lines varying from trunks to umbrellas, he

should get all the axailable retail shoe business in his

locality and then hold it. The sale of hosiery, how-

ever, might be the means of keeping many customer.s.



New Peterboro Home of the Neill Shoe Company
A Monument to Fifty Years of Shoe RetaiHng—Old Building Destroyed by Fire Last

Year Replaced by a New Structure in Which Efficiency is

Embodied to the Highest Degree.

THE casual visitor to Peterboro may be pardon-

ed for expressing surj)rise and astonishment on
seeing the handsome new building which has

just been erected by the R. Neill Company,
Limited. Not that Peterboro isn't a busy and enter-

prising little city, but one naturally looks for stores of

this kind in the larger cities like Toronto and Mon-
treal. A representative of Footwear in Canada was in

Peterboro recentlv and, through the courtesv of Mr.

years' experience in the general store business. Since
then the business has grown to large proportions and a

chain of stores is conducted in a number of places in

Ontario, the head office and main store being in the

new building at Peterboro.

Ml. Neill considers the foundation of a shoe busi-

ness to be "right buying"— it is better to cater to the

needs of the majority rather than the minority or, in

other words, a successful retailer will study the needs

Mr. R. Neill, President

R. J. Kidd, vice-president and general manager, was
privileged to inspect the entire building.

The business was founded hfty-three years ago by
the late Robert Neill in Barrie, Ont., and fifty years

ago the present head of the firm, Mr. Robert Neill,

joined his father's establishment, having had three

Mr. R. J. Kidd. Vice-President and General
Manager

of the prospective customers in his district and avoid
extremes one way or the other. He believes that the

most profitable business is done in staple everyday
goods. In addition to right buying there is consider-
able importance attached to the choice of executives
and in this connection Mr. Neill has gathered around
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him men who not only know tlie slmc business thor-

oughly but are enthusiasts.

Mr. R. J. Kidd, general manager and vice-president

of the company, has been with the firm for about seven-

teen years. He handles all the buying and directing of

sales. He has some very rigid ideas on modern mer-
chandising and is, in large part, responsible for the

progressive attitude of the Neill stores with regard to

advertising, window displays and more intimate con-

tact with the public. To Mr. Kidd, also, is due a large

share of the credit for the design and erection of the

new Peterboro store and warehouse.
The new building, as will be seen from the photo

graph, is a handsome structure 50 by 80 feet, four

storeys and basement, constructed of steel and concrete

faced with terra cotta and ornamented with tile and
copper. It is thoroughly fireproof throughout and each

The visitor to Peterboro is instantly attracted by the handsome
exterior of the Ncill Building

flat is not alone provided with a fire hose but also with
emergency buckets filled with water and contained in

large tanks. These extra precautions give a very fav-

orable insurance rate. The building is steam-heated
and completely equipped with all conveniences. An
eight-line private telephone system connects all de-

partments and an electric elevator runs from the base-
ment to the top floor. For the comfort of salespeople
and customers a sanitary drinking fountain has l)een

installed on the ground floor. The water before reacli-

ing the fountain passes through a cooling system sup-
])lied with ice.

The basement of the building is used for the stock-

ing of rubber footwear, dressing and other accessorirs
that call for cool, dry storage. A vault for the record ;

and books has also been built in the basement and here
too is located a very modern repair department. This
was com])letely described and illustrated in the April
issue of Footwear in Canada and consists of a Cham-
pion 1^-50 finishing f)utfit. Champion Universal curved
needle and awl stitcher, a combination clincher fasten-

Viev/ looking down the left side of the clore

er and heel slugging machine, a Chamj^ion hand power
skiver and a Singer patcher. With such modern equip-

ment the firm confidently expect this department will

be a money-maker. Work is lov/ered to the basement
by means of a dumb waiter.

The ground floor is very spacious and comfortable.

The entrance is tiled in white, the windows being trim-

med with copper and the floors of quarter-cut oak,

highly polished, afford a fitting background for the ex-

cellent displays characteristic of the Neill store. The
store fittings are mahogany and the seventy-two arm-
chairs are exceptionally comfortable. All cartons are

uniform and there is space at the top of the shelves, en-

closed in glass, for the display of valises, bags and so

(11. There are a hundred and twenty feet of these dis-

])\iiy cases, which are prominently shown in the ground
floor photographs herewith.

The centre of the main floor, between the support-

ing' pillars, is used for display cases, there being six

silent salesmen with special sloping front glass to more
effectively display special lines of footwear. These

View looking down the right side of the store

silent salesmen have marble bases. Other show cases

are used for shoe accessories—dressings, brushes, lac-

es, and so on.

There are also eight double-sized mahogany cases,
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each arranged to hold 128 cartons of shoes, supple-

menting the stock on the shelves. The tops of these

cases are used for display purposes. The lines in the

show-cases are plainly marked with price tickets—in-

deed this is the whole attitude expressed in the store,

to make buying easy for the customer.

Overhead cash carriers are employed at different

points on the ground floor and these run into a small,

elevated cash of¥ice in the rear left hand corner of the

store. There are seven lines on this system, and the

time required for making change is thus reduced
a minimum. There is a dumb waiter provided for se-

curing odd pairs from the stockrooms above, thu-

saving much time running up and down. The store is

lighted by twelve fixtures with indirect bowls each on
three chains.

One of the features of the store is the Children's

Department. There are six sitting c+iairs provided
and these are placed on a stand, elevated to the neces-

sary height, each chair being secured by a long bolt to

the stand so that there will no danger of accident, 'i'he

The mother may send her child alone to this department with perfect
confidence

stand itself contains twenty four drawers—twelve on
each side—these being used for gaiters and so on. In

laying out the sheh ing for this department the firm

have used the alcove style—four sections in all. This
afifords considerably more shelf space than would be

available if the shelving simply extended crosswise.

The fronts of the projecting shelving are fitted with

mirrors. A number of stuffed animals and birds are

employed to add interest for the children. These are

shown in the photograph.
A large overhead sign brings the position of the

Children's Department prominently before all custom-
ers. To the right of this sign there is also another one

calling attention to the location of the Trunk and liag

Department. This is situated on the second floor in a

very bright location and is easily reached by either

the elevator or stairs. The idea of placing this depart-

ment on the second floor was because the Neill Com-
pany realized the vast difference between selling shoes

and selling travelling goods and they felt that, by get-

ting the customer away from an atmosphere of shoe

selling, all would benefit.

On the second floor also, at the rear, are situated

the general offices of the or.4ani/.ati(jn. Considerable

im])ortance is attached to the bookkeeping and stock-

keeping end of the business and in this office there are

complete duplicate records of all the various branch
stores. The system of stock-keeping is so complete that

in the annual inventory they are seldom as much as

Part of the second floor stockroom—A lesson in orderliness

fifteen dollars astray. Mr. Neill emphasizes the im-
portance of an adequate system of stock-record and
claims it is one of the fundamentals of a successful

business. The merchant should be able to tell at the

end of each day just what his standing is in any line.

In addition to the' general offices and trunk and bag
department on the second floor there is also the stock-

room for ladies', misses' and children's lines. The
shelving system on the third and fourth floors is simi-

lar to that on the second and these top floors are used
for men's and boys' lines and also general purposes.

Large reserve stocks are kept on hand, not alone for

The Trunk and Bag Department

the Peterboro store, but for all the branches in the

province.

The Neill stores do business on a cash basis. Long
ago they realized that this was not only the wisest
course for themselves, but also the most beneficial anl

fair to their customers. Few retailers can handle a
large credit business without accumulating a quantity
of bad debts—it's an inevitable outcome of the system.
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Scniit'l)i)(l_v's _q-()t to make jijoikI on these losses and nat-

urally it falls upon the good-paying customer. Ihe
Neill Company have demonstrated the fact that it is

possible to figure their mark-up much more favorably
for the customer as a result of eliminating credit and
its accompanying bookkeeping complications.

Quite naturally, after half a century of shoe retail-

ing, the Neill Company have reduced the buying i)roI)-

lem to a science. They have studied the needs of the

people in their locality—they know just what to buy
and the proper price to pay. It is a one-price store and
the aim of everyone on the staff is to give a square deal

and courtet)Us treatment to every customer, whether he

is buying a pair of shoes or merely a pair of laces.

Altogether the entire organization is a credit to

I'eterboro, the province of Ontario and the whole Can-
adian shoe industry. Their success is enviable but
only representative of years of painstaking toil and
endeavor to give service to the public, and it has been a

pleasure to place before the readers of Footwear of

Canada some of the details in connection with the new
Peterboro store and warehouse. We sincerely trust

that, in their handsome new building, the R. Neill

Company will continue along the path of prosperity.

A Woman's Success in the Retail Shoe Business
An Annual Turnover of $100,000 After Only Four Years—Competitors at First Gave

Her Six Months to Last—Now They Find She is Taking Their Customers.

ON one of the main streets of a thrix ing Cana-
dian city there is a little shoe store—neat, but

unpretentious. The sign on the window reads

jusi "Patterson's."

At a casual glance there is nothing about the place

to indicate that it dififers notably from any of the

other thirty-odd shoe stores in the city—but the his-

tory of the i)lace is that of a woman who has taken
her place alongside of men in retail l)usiness, asked
no favors, and "made good."

it is not quite four vears since Miss Mary Patter-

son, owner of the store, threw her doors o;)en to all

and sundry requiring footwear. Last year, she turned
her stock over four times, and her total volume of

business amounted to over $70,000. 'J'his year, if she

maintains the increases of the first five months for the

next seven, her business will come close to the $100,-

000 mark.
Miss Patterson was brought up in the' shoe l)usi-

ness. In "the old days" her father made shoes for the

elite of the city, and she spent several years as a clerk

in one of the principal shoe stores. Few know footwear
better than she.

When she ventured to open up "on her own," she

had just a small capital, and had to proceed cautious-

ly. Forty-five dollars went for a show-case; $27.00
for an awning; $15.00 for fixtures, and a like amount
for a bench

;
$12.00 for chairs, and $3.50 for a cash

drawer. The rest went into stock.

It was in the Fall of the year that she opened her

store. Mer competitors—all of whom were men—re-

fused to take her seriously. They gave her until

Christmas to last.

The Yuletide came and went, and "Patterson's" con-
tinued doing business. Competitors decided that she
might "get by" until the date on which Spring pay-
ments fell due. May 4th passed without anv bank-
ruptcy notices appearing.

Footwear merchants began to realize that Mary
Patterson was in the business to stay. They "took no-

tice," and discovered that she was getting': their cus-

tomers. They observed that she was gaining patron-
age—enjoying a "steady" class of trade ranging from
"the best in town" to those of more moderate means.

A\'hile impleasant to recount, it is nevertheless a

fact that one or two male comi)etitors resorted to un-
manly tactics—tactics which reacted upon themselves.
A story serves to illustrate the point

:

One of Miss Patterson's customers—the daughter

of a wealthy resident—was going away on a vaca-
tion, and wanted a shoe that was "coming in" at the
time. Miss Patterson did not have the proper size in

stock, but volunteered to get it for the young lady.

1 lowever, the time was sort, and she was not sure

that she could obtain the shoes before the customer
intended going on her holiday; consequently, she ad-
vised the lady to "look around" and see if she could
not get them elsewhere.

The customer ado])ted the suggestitju, and found
a pair such as she wanted in aother store. She asked
the i)rice, and the merchant told her.

"That's a shoe, isn't it?" asked the girl.

"Yes. I'm the only merchant in the city that carries

that line."

"Why, I was offered the identical shoe at a

lUank street store, only they didn't have my size."

"Where?" The man enumerated the various foot-

wear dealers on the street, "Patterson's" excepted.

"No. None of those places."

"They're the only stores on lUank street that you
could call shoe stores," he retorted-

The girl resented the remark, and left without buy-
ing the shoes.

The incident was witnessed by a traveller, who
admired the manner in which Miss Patterson was con-

ducting her then small business. Later in the day, he

called at "Patterson's" and told her what had happen-

ed.

While they were talking, a woman came in, and
ojjened a parcel containing a i)air of boots.

"Can you tell me what size they are ?" she inquir-

ed. "I got them at 's, and they told me they were

threes. They're too loose, and I think they're larger

than I asked for."

The dealer the woman mentioned as that of the

store where she had bought the boots was the very

man who. earlier in the day, had been guilty of the

"knocking."

Miss Patterson looked at the boots, saw that they

were size three and a half, but replied: "I can't tell

A'ou about the size. We don't handle this line, and

sizes sometimes vary, according to the different manu-
facturers' standards."

The woman thanked her, and left the store.

'Well, I'll be—" the traveller didn't say what.
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A Call to the Shoemen of Canada
Manufacturers, Jol:)bers and Retailers. Also the associated industries—Manufac-

turers of Shoe Findings and Fabrics, Leather, Shoe Machinery, Shoemaking Equip-
ment, Paper Box Manufacturers, Shoe Polish Manufacturers, Last Makers, Heel
Makers, Counter Makers, Fibre Sole Manufacturers.

You are invited to come to the

First Canadian Shoe Style Show
To be held in the Auditorium

KITCHENER, ONTARIO

July 21st to 26th Next
In addition to securing a comprehens've and accurate knowledge of the latest

developments in style this outing to Kitchener will take the form of a vacation

—

something that most shoemen will more than likely be in need of. The Entertain-
ment Committee are burning the midnight oil ; there will not be a dull moment. For
those who possess automobiles the Ontario roads are good and the trip a most enjoy-
able one.

You Can't Afford to Stay Away!
For full information write to the Executive Committee—Mr. Charles Ahrens,

Mr. A. Inrig, Mr. Oscar Rumpel, Mr. H. O. AIcDowell or Mr. A. A. Armbrust.

"Such a beautiful chance to hand that fellow a dose

of his own medicine! And you didn't take it!" Amaze-
ment showed in his face.

Incidentally, the girl mentioned earlier in the story,

went back to Miss Patterson's store at noon on the

day she was leaving the city, and the boots were there

for her. She is now "a regular."

Miss Patterson has made a hard and fast rule of

"Satisfaction or your money back"—a good principle

professed by many, but practiced by few. If her

footwear does not give satisfaction, she wants to know
it—and make good. This fact is recognized by her

clientele, which ranges from a goodly number of the

city's "best families" to the letter-carriers. There are

a hundred of the latter in the city, and last year she

shod fifty of them—which is an average hard to beat

when it is remembered that she is but one of more
than thirty boot and shoe dealers.

This year, the Government wrote the various foot-

wear stores, asking whether they were prepared to

quote special prices for boots to the "posties" in vari-

ous quantities. Previously, the method has been that

of issuing the men with orders, valid in any store.

Miss Patterson replied that she had but one price

for her shoes, and that consistent with the value given
;

that she gave no discounts and was willing to forego

the business if the letter-carriers considered that they

had not been getting satisfaction on previous purch-

ases from her.

Competitors no longer laugh at "the woman's
store." They grant Miss Patterson her place, which

was won by the application of such principles as have

been indicated in this story.

If I Where a Shoe Dealer

IF
I were a shoe dealer, says a writer in System, or

the proprietor of a repair s'hop, I would not only
accept such business as came my way, but I would
also reach out for it. To do this I would advertise

my repairing facilities. I might, for example, display
in my Avindow several pairs of shoes w'hich have been
repaired. Small attractive cards would explain the
different kinds of repairs, their advantages, and prices.

In my newspaper advertising I would first empha-
size the advantages of and the necessity for repaiiing
because of the scarcity of materials and the increasing-
ly higher prices, and, secondly, I would put forth my
superior facilities for repairing satisfactorily.

I would keep on hand a quantity of foot powder.
This I would put into small envelopes and distribuce as
samples. For example, I would set aside ten days on
which to give away the foot powder. On the first day
a sign in my window would announce : "This is police-
men's day." The sign would also announce that a
package of foot powder would be given to any police-
man who would leave his name and address.

On the other days I would make the same oft'er to
conductors, motormen, drivers, store salesmen, and
others who stand at their work.

j
Market reports from Boston indicate that f

I

prices for kid and side upper leather are strong, 1

j
the supply of the latter not being equal to the 1

J

demand. Sole leather is selling actively with 1

i every indication of higher prices.
j

4>K .» r.» m ... ..II ..I, „i, „ „ „„ „ „„ „ „_„„.. „^
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Amicable Settlement of Labor Troubles

Manufacturers Desire Fair and Business-Like

Arrangement— Decision Almost Unani-

mous for 49K Hour Week

AS a result of a series of meetings culminating

in the latest held in Kitchener recently, the

Ontario Shoe Manufacturers' Association are

able to announce that practically unanimous-
ly throughout the shoe factories in Ontario, on or be-

fore June 1st, 1919, the hours of labor will be forty-

nine and a half per week. This decision will afifect

about 3,500 workers distributed in a dozen or more
towns and cities in Ontario.

The successful outcome of this movement is a con-

siderable triumph for the capability, which amounts
almost to a special genius, of Canadian business men
to sit down together and reach a reasonable solution

of any difficulty that may arise, in a fair and business-

like way.
The relations between employers and employees in

the shoe industry have always been of the most cord-

ial character. Few difficulties have arisen that have
not been settled in an amicable spirit.

Since last June the matter of standardizing condi-

tions has been under consideration. Various commit-
tees have been giving different phases of the subject

full consideration and their reports have been fully

discussed at representative meetings.

Owing to the fact that only about a fifth of the

shoe workers had formal organizations through which
they could be represented, a considerable part of the

negotiating had to be done by individual firms taking

the matter up with their employees and then report-

ing for action on a common basis.

At one of the meetings great stress was laid by the

workers' representatives on the desire of the employ-
ees to have shorter hours of work in a day. Three
reasons were advanced for this, two of which were
somewhat contradictory. First, it was felt that the

workers had something due to them out of the war.

They should have more leisure time at their disposal

for self improvement and social welfare in accordance
with what they felt was the spirit of the times. Second,
if fewer hours were worked, and production thereby
decreased, the problem of placing returned soldiers

who wished to get back into the shoe trade would be
more easily solved without creating disturbance among
those workers who had been engaged in the trade dur-

ing the war. Third, they stated that the hours would
be slightly reduced without hardship or increased cost

to the manufacturer, because production could be
maintained on the same level as in working the slight-

ly longer hours.

The two latter reasons are contradictory, and it

was the last one that seemed to have the greater em-
phasis placed on it by the workers' representatives

during the discussion.

At this meeting the whole economic situation was
thoroughly gone into, and the matter of competition
arising from outside the territory of the present en-

quiry where longer hours were in force and cheaper
labor obtained, or where the productive units were so

large that overhead cost and unit costs per pair were
lower, thus creating favorable conditions for formid-
able competition.

The question was discussed most frankly and free-

ly on both sides with an absence of suspicion that is

becoming more and more characteristic of gatherings
of this kind. A minority, however, seemed very deter-

mined about the institution of a forty-four hour week.
The granting of this request seemed for the present a

practical impossibility as there is a serious shortage
of shoe workers in the province. Various firms re-

ported a condition which showed that even working
fifty-five hours per week they are unable to get within
20 per cent, or 30 per cent, of the production they de-

sire, and no skilled shoe workers are available to en-

able them to get higher production by increasing their

staf¥.

About seventy-five per cent, of the factories in On-
tario are working the fifty-five hour week or longer.

Anything more than a ten per cent, reduction in work-
ing hours might prove a serious blow to the whole in-

dustry since it is yet to be proved that production can
be maintained on the lower hour basis. The manufac-
turers, however, are confident that this forward step
they have made will increase the co-operation they
receive from the employees and will strengthen the
cordial bonds between them.

The weekly earnings of the employees will not be
lessened. Owing to the different systems in vogue of

settling earnings in the different factories, no general
rule can be laid down, but it is certain wages will be
at least maintained at their present high level.

Suburban Retailer Says "Stick to Staples"

EVERY shoe retailer has his own troubles, but I

believe that the man who is doing business in

the suburbs of a big city has more than the

usual number." This was the view of a shoe-
man who has a fair-sized trade in one of the outlying
districts of Montreal. "I am asked for all descriptions
of stock which would require many thousands of dol-

lars to carry—and surprise is sometimes expressed
that I do not stock this and that out-of-the-way article.

Of course, these inquiries are not sufficiently numer-
ous to warrant me putting in the goods. I did once
try the experiment. I had a certain number of in-

quiries for a line and I bought some of the goods. But
they proved mighty slow sellers, and now I stick to

such goods as I know will sell reasonably well. Staples
are my lines—experience has proved that I cannot, in

this district, compete with the down town stores in

fancy goods—customers will go to the big stores if

they want the very latest styles and the suburban re-

tailer who attempts to do both a staple and a fancy
trade is likely to get a heavy lot of goods left on his

shelves."

No Man's Land

A number of retailers in different sections of the

United States have been re-designing their stores so as

to give a greater degree of privacy to women custom-
ers. Just how this would work out as a general thing
is difficult to say. Where there is considerable even-
ing trade and women come in with their husbands
there is bound to be an invasion by mere man into the

sacred territory. In the larger down-town stores, how-
ever, where women do much afternoon shopping the

idea would seem to be a good one.
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Competition is War and War is Hell

Jl merchant asl^s himself: "Why is it a good thing

for me to undersell the man across the way and

drioe him out of business? And wh^ is it a good

thing for him to undersell me and try to drive me out

of business ? If either succeeds will not a stranger

take his place ?
"

WHAT is competition? The man in the street laughs at the question.

"Why everybody knows what competition is." Well, what is it?

"It is the effort of the other fellow to get my job," the laborer cries.

"It is the effort of the other man to get my customers," the mer-
chant and manufacturer respond. "It is the fierce struggle for life and means
the elimination of the weak, the survival of the strong." the biologist says, and
dismisses the subject.

Is it so?

Then competition is not worth preserving; it is biological rather than

economic, a natural rather than a human condition ; it is part of the philosophy
of evolution rather than a matter of ethics ; it is on a level with other relentless

forces with which men are striving; like the familiar doctrine of the "survival

of the fittest"—it is more than non-human—it is "hunnish."

Jerome K. Eddy has written a book called "The New Competition,"
which is an examination of the conditions underlying the radical change that

is taking place in the commercial and industrial world—the change from a

competitive to a co-operative basis. Times are changing, he says, and with
the times, business methods. Secrecy is yielding to publicity, men are coming-

out into the open and dealing more fairly with one another. As an inevitable

result, competition is undergoing a change, the old is giving away to a new

—

true competition is taking the place of the false.

The country feels that things are happening, but they are happening so

fast it does not quite comprehend. The people do not understand the new
competition that is slowly but surely taking the place of the old—courts do
not understand it, legislatures do not understand it. Therefore, they oppose
it and vainly try to preserve the old and vicious order of things—try to make
men fight when they no longer wish to fight, try to make them destroy one
another industrially and commercially when, in fact,, they are eager to estab-

lish industrial and commercial peace.

The old cry, "Competition is the life of the trade," is yielding to the new
cry, "Co-operation is trade." The old cry is the echo of primitive and barbaric
conditions ; it never did mean competition on terms of fairness and equality, It

meant the relentless suppiession of the weak, the merciless triumph of the

strong. It means methods so questionable that they are now condemned as

criminal.

The old, with its unfair advantages ; its secret prices and rebates ; its con-
.-.piracies to ruin competitors ; help to favored parties, localities, towns, at tht

expense of others, is passing; the new is taking its place, is winning its way
m spite of ignorant clamor, regardless of legislative enactments, in the face

of hampering decisions ; it is winning its way because fundamentally, it is

right—it is progress.
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Stockdaie Says You Must "Display Your Goods"

i

I

FRANK Stockdaie, the merchandizing specialist,

recently addressed the retailers of St. Thomas,
Ont., under the auspices of the Board of Trade.

Three talks were given on successive nights

and it so happened that, although the advertised time

time of commencement was 8 o'clock on the first night,

a number of retailers were late. Stockdaie seized this

opportunity of pointing out to them the importance of

promptness and its application to their businesses. If

retailers allowed themselves to be late at meetings of

this kind they would quite likely be tardy in business

matters.

"I would recommend," he said, that every propriet-

or of a retail store take a vacation every year—it might
be the means of avoiding a longer enforced vacation at

a later date and I am not speaking entirely about his

health either. When a man gets a business so that he

can go ofl: and leave it running smoothly and comes
back and find it running the

same way he will have done
a great deal toward solving

the problem of successful

business."

"The retail merchants of

this country are meeting to-

day competition which is

different ffom that which
they were meeting yester-

day. Men who were suc-

cessful in business yesterday

may not be successful in

business tomorrow. Business

is in a state of evolution—it

is changing.
"There are many merch-

ants whose businesses are

not connected up," he declar-

ed, relating the humorous
yarn of the youngs solicitor

who carried on the imagin-
ary conservation with an

imaginary client when a sup-

posed customer walked in his new office. The custom-
er turned out to be the young nian from the telephone

company who had come to connect up the phone. "I'm

from the telephone company," explained the speaker.

"I've come in to connect you fellows up."

"Some of your businesses may be short-circuited ;

others may have their lines crossed. A man who gets

his business short-circuited is the man who goes
around in a circle. He can't hope to progress. The
next thing that will occur will be a fire or. a wreck."

"Thinking to most people is a painful process. It

causes agitation of the brain cells and it takes real

energy to think. Therefore only a few retail merchants
think. But the man who meets today's competition
must be a thinker because he is in competition with
thinkers.

"He must get his business thoroughly grounded.
It is startling but it is true that most retail businesses

are built on shifting sands. They are unstable. It is

safe to say that from eighty to ninety per cent of the

business men have built their businesses on shifting

Efficiency means "buying from a He-
brew and selling to a Scotchman—at

a profit."

It is the job of a pessimist to buy and
an optimist to sell.

You should buy in cold blood and sell

with enthusiasm.

Selling goods for too high a price is as

bad as selling too low.

When you lose enthusiasm you lose

sales.

Advertising is the artillery of business

—the people behind the counter oc-

cupy the front line trenches.

sands. There are only a few who realize that they

must do some thinking in connection with their busi-

ness.

"Exchanging ideas is the greatest bargain in ex-

istence and we are all looking for bargains these days.

The idea market is the greatest thing in the world for

it is education and there is nothing greater than edu-

cation. Most failures are based on ignorance."

Experience and Theory

"Experience or theory, which is the more impor-
tant?" asked Mr. Stockdaie. "Which is the more im-
portant the chalk I hold in my hand or this black-

board? The blackboard represents experience. How
far does a man go on his own experience? The man
who doesn't have any more dollars than he had twenty
years ago is only half as well off.

"Think of the difference between the great Orien-
tal nations — Japan and

„,_„„_„«_„„_.,_„_.._„,_.+
China. If ever a nation had

j
experience it has been China,

j
But Japan had experience

I
too. Japan was backward

1 and stagnant until it reached

1 a point, not long ago, where
I it decided to go out and learn

I
from the other nations. And

J
so Japan sent out emissar-

j
ies and got the,very best me-

5 thods from all the other na-

1 tions and then Japan select-

1 ed the very best of them.
I What is the result? There is

I
not a nation in the world to-

day that has made such rap-

id strides as Japan. But
China is still banking on hei

experience alone. And so I

go out and classify the retail

merchants of a town. Some
_„_«._„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„^

them are Japs and others
are Chinamen.

"If you would only change one letter in one word
of the retail business you would solve the problem. If

you would only change the "O" in adopt and make it

adapt. If you would only get hold of a few ideas
and adapt them to your business—do a little thinking.''

The Ploughman and the Calf
"The main trouble with so many retail merchants

is that they do not lay the proper foundation," declar-

ed Mr. Stockdaie. "They are like the man, who went
into a field to plough it and as he went to strike out
his first furrow he saw a calf at the other side of the
field and he selected it as a mark to plough to." He
.started and so did the calf.

"As the calf ambled along the ploughman guided
his team toward it and in the end the calf had taken
him way over until his furrow was far from straight.

And right behind where the calf stood was a huge
boulder, weighing several tons. It had been there for

years and was firm and secure. If the plougman had
had his eye on that boulder he would have ploughed
a straight furrow.

"There are a lot of retail merchants who plough
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for the calf. They pattern after some one else and are

therefore continually changing their methods. They
have no fixed mark to plough to. The man who picks

out the boulder and ploughs straight for it in his

business is the man who wins. But how many men
have fundamental principles in their business, that

never change. There are very few and that is the reas-

on there are so few successes."

The Big Four of Business

"The general store is passing and has passed," said

Mr. Stockdale. "It is not my policy to think of it any
more. There are really just four big factors in the

retail business to-day. The specialty store and most
of the stores in St. Thomas are that to-day ; the de-

partment store, which is a collection of specialty stores

under one roof ; the mail order house which is a de-

partment store doing- business by mail, and the chain

stores, which are a linking up of specialty stores."

While Mr. Stockdale acknowledged that the prim-

ary thought in connection with chain stores had been
cut-rates, he saw a rapid getting away from that idea.

He considered that the majority of chain stores were
now getting about as good a price as any of them.
But the big four were the important factors of the

day, each competing with the other.

He also foresaw a gradual increase, in the near

future, of the chain stores in Canada, which, he ack-

nowledged, had gotten a firmer hold in the United

States than in Canada.
"I know that the mail order houses are going fast-

er in Canada, l)Ut in the United States the chain stores

are eclipsing the mail orders by a large margin and

] feel confident that Eastern Canada will have more
chain stores in the future," he stated. "The reason of

this is an underlying one, perhaps not apparently to

all. But when you talk with men who are thinking

of expanding they talk of chain stores and not a large

mail order house."

He did not think the chain stores were ousting the

mail order houses, but he did think they were taking

business from the specialty stores, and the reason was
that the chain stores were backed by a real organiza-

tion, who watched the markets continually and regu-

lated their prices accordingly.

Organization All Important

Mr. Stockdale dwelt at length on the necessity of

organization and efficient managership in all retail bus-

inesses. This he declared to be the whole secret of

the success of the chain stores.

"While the arm of the outside competition is trans-

portation and the weapon is advertising, neither of

them is important unless they are backed by the other

—the most important of all—organization," he said.

"Organization is the strength of competition. The only

cifiference between chain stores and specialty stores

is the organization that one has and the other hasn't.

The retail merchants who are in competition with or-

ganized ability and are trying to meet it with their

own individual ability, can't do it.

"I believe th^t the modified chain of stores is com-
ing. Retail merchants will link together even if it is

only for their own mutual progression. They have got

to have it.

"To buy goods a merchant must get the right

goods at the right price, and in order to sell them he

must know something about display advertising and

personal feeling. He will then have to keep some ac-

counts to figure his profits. Selling goods for too high

a price is as bad as selling too low. By one you lose

customers, by the other, money. Then there are lots

of men in the retail business who do not know how
to take care of their money after they get it.

"There are really very few people who are both

good buyers and sellers. It is the job of a pessimist

to buy, and of an optimist to sell."

Selling With Enthusiasm.

The condensed creed of a successful business man
of Mr. Stockdale's acquaintance was his idea of suc-

cessful buying and selling. "That man's creed was

:

"Buy in cold blood and sell with enthusiasm !" said the

speaker. "Here's where so many retail merchants get

their wires crossed. They buy with enthusiasm and sell

in cold blood. A Missouri merchant once told me that

:

efficiency consists of buying from a Hebrew and selling

to a Scotchman—at a profit. It is the national trait

of both to be either a good buyer or seller. You know
which is the buyer. Nine out of every ten merchants
are following the wrong course. They do not generate

their own enthusiasm, but allow someone else to do it

for them. The man who generates enthusiasm is a

salesman. Enthusiasm is like electricity. It is there

but you can't see it. It is the same thing as personality.

When you lose enthusiasm then you lose business and
the onlv kind worth while is the kind you generate

yourself.

"'A successful Ottawa merchant once said that he

never allowed himself to get enthusiastic about mer-
chandise when he did not own it, but once he owned
it, it became the greatest merchandise ever brought
to Ottawa.

"ESuying in cold blood is the only way. Buying in

delil)eration, with the facts and details before you."

The Age of Display

"This is the great age of display," continued Mr.
Stockdale. "The fly-paper stage of business is past.

There was a time when customers used to light and
ytick. It is no more. This is the day of the looker

and sho])per. People are travelling to stop and look

and they expect the merchandise to be out where

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Fine Shoes make fine babies—A new line of turn shoes for baby

—

Made on specially designed last with wide forepart and narrow heel
seat—Clain'.ed to be so flexible you can roll it upon a pencil

—

Different colors in soft kid.
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they can see it. Those who are displaying- their goods
remember this and that people are particular about
having- them displayed.

"I had a lady recently tell me that she liked to go
in a store on a busy day -when there was so much
merchandise out on the counters without bothering
the salespeople. People want to look at merchandise.

They will go somewhere else if you have not got it

displayed on them

.

Advertising the Artillery of Business

"Advertising- is the artillery of business," the speak-

er declared. "It is the only way to reach out. Adver-
tising- is really the only competition you have here in

St. Thomas. It is continually reaching out for business.

And while advertising- is the artillery of business, the

people behind the counters occupy the front line tren-

ches .

There are lots of managers who cannot list the con-

fidence and co-operation of other people. They are

either the domineering or fearful kind and it does not

get them anywhere.
"To-day is the age of trade, the era of real thinking.

Are you an operator of your business machine or just

a mere wheel in that machine?" asked Mr. Stockdale in

conclusion. "If you are a mere wheel, then who is your
operator? In the chain stores they always have an

the enrg-y, the ambition and the brains of the other

fellow."

Trend of Toe Styles
Better Last and Shoe Construction Removes Dangers

of Pointed Toes—Popular with Returning

Soldiers

SOME styles authorities have stated that the ex-

treme in pointed lasts had been reached in

men's shoes in the samples for next fall and
winter. It has also been said that this season

would be the beginning of the end of the narrow toe.

A number of well known retailers with whom we have
talked, however, say that the pointed toe will be

stronger than ever next winter and next year.

One of the most prominent last makers, Mr. Stur-

gis, of the United Last Co., Limited, Montreal, looks

for a continuance of the pointed toe ef¥ect with the

long vamp. This will always, or for a long time, be

popular in women's trade, but in considering men's
there is more and more evidence of a longer run on the

narrow toes than was at first believed possible.

Former Experience Expensive

The experience twenty years ago was so disastrous

to both producers and retailers and also to the human
foot that it was thought there would never be a re-

turn to a shape so unnatural and ungainly and trouble-

some.
Style, therefore, was built around the medium

round, coin and half-coin toes and some of the squar-

er variety, and at times comparatively narrow toes.

There has, however, been such a development in last

construction and shoemaking methods that what was
impractical twenty years ago is now possible through
a difTcrcnt kind of shoe and last building. The present
toe in men's shoes is built over a last having more ball

room and the shank is so cut, and the instep curved,

that the whole foot is in a well fitted shoe.

The only difference between the pointed shoe and
the shoe of a year or two since is that the new one
has a point but with the same amount of foot room at

all measurements. In fact, an advantage claimed for

the next season's styles with the long vamps is the

opportunity for the foot to spread out. It is claimed
l)y exnert last builders that the shoes for some time
have been too stubby, dwarfing or crowding the toes

to some extent.

Women's Will Continue Narrow

In women's styles there are indications of a con-

tinuance of the long narrow effect with extreme point-

ed toe. Quite contray to this are the present shapes
in Paris in which the short and open vamp with stubby
or roundish toe prevails, according- to the latest pages
of the French papers.

The new lasts now being brought out, however, in

Canada and the United States have more grace and ap-

parent effort shown in them to fit the foot comfortably
than ever before.

A curious development is the demands of those who
have been in the overseas service. It was thought the

boys being used to the wide round toe with the gener-

al spread of foot room would want that sort, or a

roomy shoe, in the future. It is not so, however, with
many of them, for they say that they had enough of

that kind and want narrow shoes which appear dres-

sier. "The narrower the better" they say.

The narrow toe is not a dangerous proposition to-

day if handled along the lines mentioned above, name-
ly, a well built shoe on the right kind of a last. That
doesn't mean though that retailers should overload on
them. A certain percentage of the trade like shoes of

that kind and the merchant should accordingly know
about how far the needs would go in his particular lo-

cality in that respect.

Retailers Should Educate Customers on

the "Why" of High Prices

OF course, now that the war is over prices are

cheaper?" This, according to a Montreal shoe

retailer, is the c[uery Arhicli greets him daily.

The question is put in many forms, but the

above is the effect of it. "Many customers," added
the retailer, "have only the faintest conception of trade

conditions; this refers particularly to the women. They
simply know that the war is over—therefore, prices

ought to be lower. Yes, they tell you, they know that

raw material is scarce—1)ut the war is over, and that

settles it in their minds. They do not stop to think

that the goods were bought months ahead of the time

they were delivered, and that even if manufacturers'

prices had come down since the armistice retailers

would still have considerable stocks bought at old

prices. With this idea that shoes ought to be cheaper,

some customers have formed an impression that the

retailers are making undue profits. It is up to us as

retailers to educate our customers as to the reasons

why goods are read. They have to pay high prices in

other lines and we are under the same general laws of

supply and demand. We certainly know there will be

no lower prices, and I look for slightly higher values

—

and our customers should be told the why and where-
fore."
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Organizing From the Ground Up
The Usual Suggestions for Organization Are Too General— Here's Something

Concrete and Workable—A Plan that Starts at the Bottom and Works Up—
There's No Use Crying "Let's Organize " and Trymg to Put the Roof on First.

DRIVEN as we have never been before by the high cost of both material and labor, the footwear

industry is confronted with the problem—the same as other industries—of ferreting out ways and
means of offsetting these apparently uncontrollable factors. At the moment there seems only one
logical solution—greater efficiency—elimination of waste of every kind.

For the retailer the problem is the same, in effect, as for the tanner, the manufacturer, or the jobber.

He has many weak spots that must be straightened up. Poor co-operation with his fellow retailers and
with the other branches of the trade; imperfect merchandising methods, poor system of accounts and
stock-keeping; labor troubles; slow turn-over; varying styles, and so on.

Yeit, with all these varied troubles, what is there that is not possible of solution if the trade will just

work together ? If each will but take an impartial view of the other's troubles ? If every man will only

say to himself, "Now I'm going to hear the other man's viewpoint 'before I judge him, and I'm either

going to convince him or he's going to convince me." And that just means as a foundation—organization.

The manufacturers must be organized—also the jobbers, and last—the retailers. Then they can get to-

gether.

Just at the moment it is the retailer that most lacks organization. And it's not for lack of desire to

get together. The fact is, Canada's a ibig place and individuals are separated by long distances. One bulk

organization seems an impossibility. The solution lies in another direction.

The building and construction industries were faced with the same difficulties as the shoe retailers. So
was the electrical industry. Yet they found the solution. How ? It is so simple that one wonders the

scheme was never tried in Canada before. It is, in effect, by elected, rather than mass, representation,

and follows closely the scheme of parliamentary procedure. Its adaptation to the retail footwear trade is

shown in the sketch below. We shall be glad to hear what you think of it.

— Concrete Plan of Organization for—
— THE Retail 3hoe Trade—

PROVINCIAL ASSOCIATION
^CXECUTIVi

DISTRICT HETA ILCHS
/€XECUTIS/E

B—

POMINIQN
ASSOCIATION

DISTRICT

7^ ^ 7^ 7^
A -3ue-DiSTfficrs

B- Local Assoc/AT/ons

This diagram represents the "new idea" in organization—working from the ground up. Each unit,

however small, may, if it see fit, stand aloof from every other unit, but, on the other hand, there is oppor-
tunity for the closest possible co-operation. One of the 'biggest features is that the failure or inactivity

of any one unit cannot wreck any of the other units. The units of this organization are like a company
of soldiers in line—if one falls out, the others simply close up.

The plan has its "foundation" in the formation of small local groups (marked "B" in the drawing) in

cities and towns—Hamilton, Whitby, Regina, Carberry. Nelson, Sherbrooke, St. John, Halifax, and so on.

There could be, and would be. doubtless, hundreds such, to deal with purely local matters. These small
groups, in the majority of cases, would be so placed, geographically, that two, three or more of them could
meet together on occasion—or elect representatives tc do so—to discuss matters of interest to, say, a county
or similar area. Provision for this is shown on the diagram at "A". The "Districts" would be the third

step up—the third storey of our house—and would group the "county" organizations about important
city centres, including areas of, possibly, 100 miles radius—this would naturally depend on geographical
location, railways, etc. The "District" organization would, for the most part, be merely an executive, repre-

senting the county groups. It then follows naturally that the fourth "storey" is a Provincial executive,

and the top "storey" a Dominion executive.
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"Plunder on Boots and Shoes"
Executive of Manufacturers' Association Reply to

Insinuation Printed in "The Farmers' Plat-

. form "-Also Take Up the Matter

of Export Business

AT the meeting- in Ottawa, on April 15th, of the

executive committee of the Shoe Manufactur-
ers' Association of Canada, further steps were
taken to further export business to England

and the European Continent. Mr. H. C. Wilson, in-

spector of boots for the Militia Department, was ap-

pointed representative of the export group, which is

represented by 30 Canadian firms. Mr. Wilson's ex-

penses are guaranteed by the firms who are parties to

the arrangement. He will thoroughly investigate and
report upon the export possibilities and will be fur-

nished with a large number of samples, and with data
as to the capacities of each plant, styles, prices, etc.

The urgency of Canadian shoe manufacturers hav-
ing an accredited representative in Europe was put
before them by the Canadian Mission in London. Eail-

ures to have such a representative earlier was report-

ed to have lost our manufacturers an order for one
million pairs of boots for Rouniania alone, to say noth-
ing of other business constantly coming forward. It is

true that Messrs. Tetrault, Daoust and Dufresne have
visited England and France, but they represented
their own firms' interests. Mr. Wilson will be the re-

presentative of the entire export group, and therefore

of Canadian manufacturers as a whole.

At the same meeting tarifi matters were considered,

and the following resolution was adopted—"That our
attention having been drawn to an article published in

the 'Farmers' Platform' and circulated throughout the

country by the Canadian Council of Agriculture, under
the heading 'Plunder on Boots and Shoes' we desire to

extend an invitation to a committee of the Canadian
Councils of Agriculture to visit any of the Canadian
shoe plants and investigate whether or not the charges
made in this article are correct ; and that we promise
every assistance in the carrying on of such investiga-

tion and desire only that the facts shall b-e fairly

known."

In this connection Mr. Henry Viau, the secretary,

has issued a circular pointing out that Mr. McMaster,
member for Brome, stated in the House of Commons:
"If shoes came from England they were taxed 22j^ per

cent., if from the United States 32^/2 per cent, and if

made by a Canadian manufacturer, I beg leave to sug-

gest that you will find their price just a little lower to

what they could have been produced for abroad and
brought into the country, freight and duty paid." It

means, in efifect, says Mr. Viau, that the Canadian
manufacturer fixes his selling price by the U. S. prices,

plus the duty. This statement is absolutely incorrect,

and does a great injustice to the boot and shoe indus-

try.

The Executive Committee of the Association have
under consideration the question of inaugurating a

national advertising campaign, with a view to educat-

ing retailers and consumers on the necessity of en-

couraging the production of Canadian shoes rather

than the importation of foreign goods. The retailer

will be asked to purchase more freely of Canadian

shoes 'and the consumer will be urged to demand Can-

adian shoes.

The following were present at the meeting in Ot-

tawa: Mr. F. Scott, M.P., president; Messrs. A. Bran-

don, Brandon Shoe, Ltd., Brantford, Out. ; J. D. Palm-
er, Hartt Boot & Shoe Co., Fredericton, N. B. ; H. V.

Gale, Gale Bros. Ltd., Quebec ; R. Locke, Dufresne &
Locke, Montreal ; A. Tetrault, Tetrault Shoe Manufac-
turing Co., Montreal ; G. W. McFarland, Williams
Shoe Ltd., Brampton, Ont. ; Geo. Blachford, Blachford

Shoe Co., Toronto
;
Henry Viau, secretary.

It may be stated that over 50 per cent, of the Can-

adian shoe manufacturers are now members of the

association, and it is hoped to soon get at least 90 per

cent, of the firms.

Mr. Stewart Opens in Montreal

Mr. W. H. Stewart has acquired the retail shoe

business of A. E. Gadley, 344 Bleury street, Montreal.

He was formerly manager of the shoe department of

Mr. W. H. Stewart

Fairweathers, Limited, Montreal, and is one of the

best known shoemen in Montreal, being particularly

well posted on women's lines.

Shoe Workers' New President

BY virtue of succession from the ofifice of vice-

president, Mr. Collis Lovely has become presi-

dent of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union,
succeeding the late John F. Tobin. Mr. Lovely,

like his associate, general secretary-treasurer Charles

L. Baine, has been on the executive committee of the

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union for twenty years, since

June 1899. Mr. Lovely has for many years been one
of the leading labor men of the country and his succes-

sion to the presidency is warmly applauded on all

sides. The general policy carried on by the Boot and
Shoe Workers' Union under President Tobin will be
continued under the new president. A general conven-
tion with election of officers will be held this month in

Chicago by the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.
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Some Aids to the Proper Fitting of Low Shoes
Gaping Sides and Sliding Heels Not Always the Fault of the Shoe, but the

Shoe Must be Made to Fit the Foot—Here are Some Suggestions

That May Help You in Instructing Your Repairman

THE fitting of oxfords and pumps so that they
will not chafe the heel unnecessarily or gape at

the sides is a problem that confronts the retail-

er periodically each season. The retailer who
has a repair department has a decided advantage in

overcoming these difficulties over the merchant who
has not. However, even where the shoes are sent out
to be repaired it is necessary for the retailer to know
what needs to be done, just as it is necessary for the

repairer to know how to do it. Some suggestions for

the repair shop fitting of oxfords and pumps were re-

cently offered by the Shoe Recorder and may help

solve some of the problems attending the sale of low
footwear.

Admitting that a shoe has been fitted on the foot

correctly and intelligently, what do you do when the

customer comes in a few days later and wants to know
wh}^ the heels slip and the sides gape and the shoe
looks and feels more like a slipper or mule than any-
thing else?

The Repair Department Can Help

Pump and oxford troubles cannot always be attri-

buted to the retail salesman, or to the method of con-

struction, for in many cases it can be shown that the

specific foot could never be satisfactorily fitted in any-
thing short of a five or seven-inch topped boot. These
are cases where the oxford or pump vamps, instead of

being as they are, would really need a full upper, at-

tached to make them fit satisfactorily that particular

foot.

Perfect Fits Not Common
"Perfect fit in an oxford or pump is hit only once

in three times," is the saying attributed to a New York
shoe man. Perfect fit means that heel, shank and ball

of the foot should perfectly match the heel, shank and
ball of the last, and that every point of the vamp con-

forms with the structure and muscle outline of the

foot.

Corrections in First Fitting

In fitting a foot with an "A-width" heel seat and
"C-width" ball from the regular stock, one is up against

a proposition needing correction from the start. There
is always a danger that uninformed clerks will fit this

type of a foot short, because the customer says : "Why,
I have plenty of room ; see how my heel slips in and
out !"

To prevent this riding of the heel up and down on
the counter, don't resort to a short fit, but try a furred

heel slip lining. (See No. 1 in cut.) This heel lining

is a piece of leather cut out in the shape of a counter,

the inside being furred up by an emery wheel, so as to

give a rough and retaining sutface to cling to the heel.

The outer side is covered with an adhesive glue and
sticks readily to the counter. This heel slip lining is

skived down so as to prevent the edges playing loose.

The use of this simple correction is quite general.

Another simple home-made remedy is the stitching

of a piece of an elastic tape on the three points as

shown in diagram. (See No. 2.)

This is used mostly in low pumps to pull in both
sides of the shoe and to hold them snug with the end
of the heel. The reason for the stitching of the tape
on the three points as shown is that the heel when it

slips into the pump causes a tightening up of the elas-

tic cord, resulting in a closing up of the space between
T:he foot and the vamps. This remedy has been used
mostly in the case of pumps that have been worn for

some time and where the sides gape widely.

Any girl in the store can stitch this elastic band
into the shoe providing she folds the ends and loop
stitches into the lining.

The pneumatic shoe retainer is a 'patented device
(see No. 3) that is particularly well suited to the nar-

row heel in a wide heel pocket. W' here the clerk finds
a customer with a wide ball and a slim, narrow heel
the trouble does not seem to be so much with the fit

over all, but there seems to be a slipping at the heel
with. every motion of the person's foot. The pneu-
matic shoe retainer with its air cushion acts as a fing-
er on each side of the shoe to prevent slipping up and
down.

This is also a good device in case the heel seat is

narrow and the customer has a broad-rimmed heel.
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The expansion at the base of the heel causes a gaping
at the top, but the pneumatic rubber cushion with its

horizontal pull tends to give a snug fit, ever tightening
on the heel.

The corrugated heel slip (see No. 4) is virtually

No. 1 with the slip lining made of rubber with hori-

zontal lines corrugated upon it with just enough de-

pression to cause it to retain the foot. This is on the

policy of putting an obstruction to the heel in its habit

of riding up and down in the counter.

No. 5 is practically the same thing only the corru-

gations are made on the original lining of the shoe by
machinery. The tool used has indentions of 1/16 of

an inch and these make the necessary gripping chan-

, nels in the heel pocket.

The Foot With Thin Sides

The regulation oxford that bulges at the side and
has a long blucher stay can be aided in its fitting qual-

ities by inserting an extra eyelet. (See No. 6.) This
will draw the sides tightly over the waist and instep,

pulling in from all points up and bver the arch. This
is usually done when the foot is thin at the waist or

where the instep has fallen slightly. In case the ankle

bone projects and is irritated by the tightening side

of a new fit a good shoemaker can cut the top slightly

at the quarters to allow the bone ankle sufficient play

room.
In Some Cases—The Ankle Strap

Pumps with the bulging and slipping heel pockets

can be corrected by the attachement of an ankle strap,

if the customer will stand for the change in style. (See

No. 7.) There seems to be no logical reason why in

some commodities this change from pump to an ankle

strap pump could not be made to the advantage of the

fitting qualities of the shoe and to no disadvantage to

the customer. The attachment of an ankle strap is

one of the simplest pieces of work that could be given

to a careful shoe repairer.

Shrinking and Cutting Wrinkled Linings

Wrinkled linings come in for their share of the

abuse given to the wear of pumps and oxfords, par-

ticularly turns. To find a shoe presented after three

or four day's wear with a perceptible wrinkle at the

quarters is not uncommon. In one or two cases the

lining can be shrunk down tightly by the use of water

and a hot iron. In others it is necessary to make an el-

liptical cutting in the side linings, then to bring the

two edges down to a meeting point. Cement the edges,

and run the brush up under the lining and apply more

cement, and then iron down the material that will

remedy the error. This also will have the tendency
of pulling in the tops, and if cemented down tightly

will prevent in some measure gaping sides.

The Long Counter
Where the cuniform bone projects prominently on

the foot a more advanced improvement can be made in

the substitution of a long and swelled counter for the

old counter. (See Nos. 8 and 9.) This can be done by
-an expert repair man. The long- counter in some makes
of pumps is a step in advance in pump fitting. The
foot seems to slip into the swelled side, allowing the

top to cling close to the foot. This bone, commonly
called the "cue bone," gives much trouble in oxford

fitting where the quarters come down over it—the

ridge of leather forming a sharp edge that binds and
constricts.

A good example of the use of the long counter is

shown in the tight fitting top and swelled sides of dia-

gram No. 12.

A correction that has been tried with some success

is that of cutting out a V at the back of the shoe. (See

No. 10.) In this lining, vamp and leather are cut and
the counter is left as before. Pulling in the sides, cem-
enting them fast and putting on a new back stay makes
this oxford or pump as good as new. It can be easily

seen that the top, if pulled in a full half inch or more
and the cutout running down to a point, makes just

the improvement desired.

Stitching the Blucher Stays

In No. 11 is shown a new method of detaching the

blucher stays and stitching them down to a quarter or

three-eights of an inch nearer the tip. This is a careful

job for the repair man but it makes a pulling in of the

top when other methods fail. It makes a .slightly long-

er blucher effect but gives the transverse pull that

snugs up the fit over the waist of a slim muscular foot.

Where an arch plate is used in a shoe, this often takes

in the slack produced by the forward thrust of the

prop, and its extra weight at the throat of the vamp.

The Close Tops in Pumps
Some of the newer models in pumps have tops that

pull together so tightly as to leave practically no aper-

ture. This insures a top that will not gape. Only a

wide insole tread will take this top successfully. The
long counter is found in this shape and gives that meas-

ure of support that makes the pump a good fitter for

months.
In the straight lace shoes you are up against a pro-
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position where the lace stays overlap. This overlap
can be corrected satisfactorily only by putting in a new
lace stay. (See No. 13.) The repairer should cut both
lace stays through the eyelet holes after he has severed
the stitches around the throat of the vamp. This will

give him an aperature of a full half inch. Then by cut-

ting and folding- a new over-lace stay, he can stitch on
the new, taking care to save the edge nearest the throat
thin and smooth the stitches up the sides of the lace

stay neat and close. The effect after the invisible eye-
lets are inserted is pleasing if the customer does not
mind the appearance of an outside lace stay.

With these methods of correcting oxford and pump
fits the shoe merchant is competent to take care of all

complaints of the fit of summer footwear. The changes

are only possible in leather footwear. The cutting of

fabrics would not permit the same neatness in recon-

struction.

These structural changes should only be made when
slip linings, elastics, pneumatic retainers, etc., that are

applied to the inner sides of the shoe, fail. Structural

changes should never be made on first fittings—they

are too expensive, except on returns and refittings.

Practically every recognized emergency is herein treat-

ed on the correction of pump and oxford fittings.

One of them can give the proper remedy to any
complaint—always choose the easiest and most satis-

factory.

Manufacturers Outline Conditions in Various Lines
Men's High Grade Shoes Have Shown Considerable Advance—Medium Grades Show

Increase in Cost of Production— Shortage of Women's High Grade

Shoes—Stocks of Medium Women's at a Low Point

AT a meeting of the executive of the National

Boot and Shoe Manufacturers' Aslsociation

held in Boston on April 24th, some very inter-

esting addresses were delivered having to do
with the present conditions in the manufacture of dif-

ferent types of shoes. Mr. H. W. Cooke, of the A. E.

Nettleton Company, in considering prices of January
15th last, said : At that time we felt we had reached the

danger point in prices and that further advances would
mean curtailment of a volume that even then was as

low as would allow a profit on manufacturing. Since

then, however, prices to the dealer have advanced 75c.

to $1.50 a pair, and if were were to price our shoes on

today's market for materials, they would have to be

at least 50c. a pair higher, possibly a dollar. I, for one,

do not dare figure them.

And yet business has been active and pleasing ; in

dollars and cents almost double any time during the

war (eliminating the military business it is double).

It is double the best pre-war period in dollars and
cents, and almost equals the peak in pairs which oc-

curred when shoes were selling for less than half the

factory price of today.

A Retailer's Experience

Turning to the retailer's experience, I quote one

who said : "We have tried our best to keep down the

price of shoes by not laying in a big stock of expensive

foot wear; we have made displays of lower priced

shoes, but found it did no good. Shoes retailing at five

and six dollars the pair are left on our shelves, while

the higher-priced goods are snapped up. Why? The
people have been earning big money, and are used to

paying big prices for goods. Day after day people of

moderate means come and demand twelve dollar foot-

wear."
It would seem that we are progressing in an ever

widening circle—wages go up because prices are high

and prices go up because wages are high. Personally,

I can't help feeling that the right place and only place

for every loyal, progressive and ambitious citizen in

these times of varying opinions, of freely expressed

fears for the future unless we do so and so in the much
abused and never clearly defined reconstruction per-

iod, is right out on the very edge of the widening circle,

showing our confidence in ourselves, and the remark-
able age in which we are living.

With small stocks of all kinds of completed mer-
chandise and a great scarcity of raw materials, I cannot
see anything but high prices for a long time to come.
Some possibly would hold off purchasing, fearing a
break in prices ; if they do, they will be the losers. Busi-
ness is here, and we must go with the tide if we are to
take advantage of it.

Good Leather Extremely Scarce

Good quality leather of all kinds is extremely
scarce, and will be even more so with the lifting of the
British Import embargo.

Kid is not only in scant supply, but late reports in-

dicate advancing prices at skin sources, while gov-
ernment reports show accumulations of goat skins at
certain exports. Tanners with private sources of in-

formation claim such reports are exaggerated.
Imports of hides and skins are still low in compari-

son in pre-war conditions.

Men's Medium Grade Shoes
Mr. H. T. Drake, of the Emerson Shoe Company,

discussed the matter of men's medium grade shoes. He
said, in part

:

"There seems to be a tendency among some buyers
to wait for a drop in prices, I must acknowledge that
I am unable to agree with them in their expectations.
There is nothing in the leather nor in the labor situa-
tion which allows us to expect a recession in the cost
of production of shoes in the immediate future.

Gradual Tendency to Higher Prices

"Considering all the available facts concerning the
supply of our manufacturing materials and the increas-
ing labor costs, as far as the ensuing year is concern-
ed, there will unquestionably by a gradual tendency of
prices to climb higher.

"Until European shoe manufacturers get their fac-
tories running to capacity, and the avenues of com-
merce, which have been so badly blocked and hampered
Avhich have been so badly blocked and hampered by
by war conditions, and cargo vessels are again running
freely and bringing our raw materials from all over
the world, it is difficult to see how, with the increased
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demand made upon the manufacturers, we can. expect
lower prices.

Comparison of Prices for Three Months
"I would like to read to you a comparison of prices

taken from the books of reliable Boston houses as of

January 15th, and as of April 15th of this year, which
show the trend of prices in the past three months for

the principal items which are used in men's medium
grade shoes.

"Taking A grade for instance : Russia calf in prac-

tically three months has advanced in price 8c. per foot

;

black kid advanced 7c. ; colored kids advanced 10c.

;

full grain sides advanced 2c. ; colored snuff sides ad-
vanced 4c. ; colored sheep declined 3^c. ; white sheep
remaining- the same; cotton goods declined 8^c. per
yard ; custom lining declined 9c. per yard ; 9-iron out-

soles advanced 8c. per pair ; innersoles advanced 2c.

per pair; top pieces advanced 2c. and heels Ic. per pair.

Increase in Nearly Every Item

"In findings there is practically no change. While
lacings are a little cheaper this item is balanced by the

increase in the prices of some of the other smaller,

items. In fact, with the exception of linings and sheep-

skins there has been an increase in price of every item
on the list.

Advances in Leather for Three Months' Period, Jan.
15 to April 15

Selling: Price Selling Price
Jan. 15, 1919 April 15, 1919

A B C A C B
Russia Calf 70 .68 .78 .76

Black Kid 64 .61 .58 .71 .68 .65

Col. Kid .85 .80 . .75 .95 .90 .85

Full Gr.Side Leather .50 .48 .46 .52 .50 .48

Col. Snuff Side Lthr. .42 .40 .36 .46 .44 .40

Col. Sheep .21 .20/,

Wht. Sheep 23 .21 .23 .21

Cotton Goods Lining- .47 .42 .40 .38^ .34.)4 .33

Linings (Custom)

.

45 per yd. .36 per yd.

9-Iron Outsole . . . . 72 per pr. .80 per p'-.

Innersole .19 per pr. .21 per pr.

Top Piece 12 per pr. .14 per pr.

Heel 12 per pr. .13 per pr.

Labor Cost at Least 10c. a Pair More
"Before going into further detail regarding the re-

lation the above advances have to a pair of shoes, al-

low me to call your attention to one other item—labor
cost.

"A change from 50 hours to 48 hours per week,
with further increases on piece work, will advance the
labor cost at least 10c. per pair, and you must not over-
look the overhead increase through the loss of produc-
tion caused by shortening of the working hours.

Increased Total Cost Production 46c. Per Pair

"Now, reducing the above advances to a pair of

shoes retailing at from $9.00 to $10.00, we arrive at the
following increases in manufacturing costs: Calf up-
pers 25c.; outsoles 8c.; innersoles 2c.; top pieces 2c.;

heels Ic. and labor 10c. ,
making a total of 48c. If we

deduct from this total our saving in the cost of linings,

which is 2c. per pair, we have a final increase in our
total cost production of at least 46c. per pair, not in-

cluding overhead increase.

"With these facts before us, and no sound reason

for expecting lower prices in raw materials or labor, it

is evident that shoes will command high prices the en-

suing year. i

Changes Will be Careful

"Raw materials will hold their strength until a big

surplus is produced, and this will recjuire a long time
to bring about. The best grades of leather for shoe
manufacturers will be limited in volume and, of course,

prices will be correspondingly high.

"I believe, howeyer, that every indication points to

a most satisfactory condition in our trade, prices on
shoes will remain firm for some time to come, and
when changes do occur thev will be gradual—not radi-

cal."

Women's High Grade Shoes

That the production of women's high grade shoes
has not kei)t pace with the demand was indicated in a

report by Mr. W. J. Hallahan, of Hallahan & Sons,
Inc., Philadelphia. Several months ago, he said it was
apparent that women wer^ buying more freely than
during the war, and shoes of the finer grades were or-

dered by merchants in larger cjuantities.

"For many years we have depended largely on the

foreign element for turn workmen, welt lasters, wood
heelers and hand sewers. Immigti-ation practically

ceased in 1914 and it was no longer possible to add to

our forces from this source.

"It became more difficult, as time went on, to keep
all of our men, although wages have increased at least

as fast as in any other industry and all factories have
been running to full capacity except when interrupted

by strikes. Higher wages did not stimulate produc-
tion.

"It is to be hoped that an earnest, concerted effort

will be made to have our young boys, preferably re-

turning soldiers, learn these branches in our factories

and thereby help us to increase the output.

"Wages are high, working hours and conditions

favorable and our men are employed throughout the

year.

Fine Leathers Scarce and High in Price

"Fine leathers are scarce and high in price. It has
been difficult for manufacturers to cover their wants
ahead, as in past years, therefore it has been impos-
sible for shoe manufacturers to accept orders as freely

as in past seasons.

"It is gratifying to note that women are wearing
pumps and oxfords this spring instead of boots, and it

is believed that this fashion will continue during 1920,

perhaps longer. The saving in upper leather will be
enormous and this will be reflected later on, we hope,
in the stabilization of prices of fine goat skins and calf

skins."

Mr. F. R. Briggs, of the Thomas Plant Company,

Are You taking 'Plans to Secure a Fair Share of the White Shoe Trade This Year? The

Demand is Commencing—Retailers in the Style Centres are Using Special Window

T>isplays. Every Dealer Should ^ake Advantage of Seasonal Opportunities
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Mr. Frederick Baird, who has just been appointed sales man-

I

agar of Rannard's branch store at 536 Main Street, Winnipeg,
s He was born in Earlston near Edinburgh, Scotland, 26 years

I
ago, and came to Canada in 1907, taking a position with the

i T. Eaton Company. Later he started at Rannard's in a junior

I
capacity and was accorded rapid promotion. Soon after the

5 war broke out lu- joineil the .\. R. P. Mechanical Department,
I building and repairing airplanes. After the Armistice he re-

j
joined Rannard's and, on the resignation of Mr. James Wad- f

I dington, succeeded as manager of the Main Street store. Mr. I

f Rannard says he is a credit to the firm, and, of course, there's
J

I little more to be said. , 1

I I
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presented a survey of trade in women's medium grade
slioes. He thought that 75 per cent, of retailers' stocks

in medium lines were at a low point. The attitude of

the retailer, he said, seems to be fairly well fixed as

regards his outlet for medium grade to fine women's
shoes, with perfect confidence in their retail price. The
purchasing power of the consumer is enhanced by the

possession of ample fund.s—more than usual—and any
marked restraint in their expenditure for women's me-
dium grade footwear should not be expected.

The desire on the part of the public to have pretty,

dainty, well-fitting and attractive footwear, seems as

strong as ever, and bids fair to offer the opportunity

for the production and sale of women's footwear which
will be a credit to the manufacturer as well as the dis-

tributor, with the resultant pleasure and satisfaction

to the wearer.
Women are as much interested as ever in pleasing,

satisfying footwear of the best selection, for which
they are willing tO' pay fair prices, and there is nothing

to indicate that this situation will change in the near

future. Higher prices have educated women to ap-

preciate desirable footwear, and while price recessions

might be welcomed, there is nothing to indicate re-

stricted buying because of this.

Good grades of black kid are in favor. Louis heel

eflfects lead with a reasonable proportion of Cuban
heels for street wear. The darker shades of colored

calf seem to be most in favor.

There is a reasonable demand for low cuts for early

delivery. Style reigns for the coming season and will

continue at least through the spring of 1920 vvith a

growing tendency towards greater femininity as ex-

pressed in dainty glove-fitting, pretty footwear with

fairly high heels.

The continued use of economical-cutting patterns,

due to the upper leather situation, which cannot be

clarified for some time, continues a* genuine necessity.

A strong tendency predominates in the direction of

rich black ef¥ects in both color and two-tones. An in-

creasing tendency in this direction, should in due time

put textiles more in favor to offset the cost of leather,

as the use of fabric materials presents the only means
of equalizing the high cost upper leather situation dur-

ing the twelve month period which we are facing.

That three types of dress are in evidence is certain
;

the long skirt, the shorter or medium length skirt, and
the tailor-made gown, all of which find favor in satisfy-

ing the tastes of a discriminating public, offering pos-

sibilities for'a broad range from high-top boots to low
cuts.

The gradual hardening- of prices of upper leather

and sole leather would indicate that there could be no
possible reduction in prices during 1919 that would in

any way affect the retailing of this class of merchan-
dise, consequently there is no special reason to antici-

pate restricted production as reflected from the retail

price of shoes. As a firmer market seems more prob-
able than any substantial easing up during 1919, and as

prices automatically adjust themselves to the purchas-
ing power of the people, the production of this grade
of footwear will without doubt fast approach normal
and even exceed it in due time.

With rare exceptions, manufacturers are producing
and retailers are buying in the belief that the range of

shoe prices is fairly stabilized well into the future.

Within recent weeks we have seen buyers repre-

senting foreign countries, take up supplies of leather
in quantities and at prices that are reflected in the
present market and we must look for an increased
world consumption of leather and footwear to continue
indefinitely.

Know You Are Right—Then Go Ahead

IN
speaking on the cancellation subject a promin-

ent Yonge Street (Toronto) retailer remarked
that, in his opinion, any present cancellations
were coming from shoenien who bought without

knowing just why they were buying. The shoe re-

tailer should be a judge of his business just as many
men can take a piece of leather between their fingers

and with their eyes shut can tell you the quality and
value. He should feel that he absolutely requires
every pair of shoes before he orders it. Then, if he
has correctly diagnosed the requirements of his busi-
ness there should be no necessity for cancelling or-
ders, or getting cold feet due to any change in market
conditions. The retailer should not allow himself to
be influenced in buying by the plausible claims of
shoe travelling salesmen with all respect to the road-
men). He should be able to say "yes, I need it," or
"no, I don't need it," and that should be the end of
the transaction until the shoes are on his shelves.

The merchant to whom we were speaking has gone
so far as to predict that every retailer who is now
cancelling orders in the hope of a break in prices will
be changing his tune before many weeks and will be
striving, perhaps in vain, to place orders that he never
should have cancelled. Nothing that he can see in
present indications leads him to look for anything but
a maintenance of prices and a steady volume of retail
trade during the coming summer.
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Stitching Machine Troubles and Their Cause
U. S. M. Company offer Suggestions—Expert Service Men

always available but—just read this article anyway

8 fi

WHAT does your chief trouble seem to be?
Breaking thread? Certainly you do quite

right by sending for expert advice when you
are spoiling work that way. But really there

is nothing very wrong with your machine, and your
trouble can be easily overcome.

What are the principal causes of breaking thread?

Why they are legion and usually so trivial that when
you really find the cause of your trouble it makes you
wonder why on earth you did not see it in the first in-

stance.

Use Good Thread

Quality of thread is, of course, an important factor.

There is no economy in so called cheap thread. Thread
that is poorly made or of inferior materials is an ex-

pensive investment in more ways than one. Buy the

very best thread that you can get and obtain it from a

reliable source, where it is handled properly. Damp
thread or thread that has been in damp storage, is not

worth much. And that applies to your own store.

Keep the thread dry.

Quality of wax too is a thing thai is not generally

paid enough attention to. There is only one sort of

wax to use, XXX White Elephant, and that is the very
best grade of wax that you can get. Wax is a low
priced commodity anyway and the odd half cent that

you might save by purchasing a low priced wax wiU
not amount to much, but it can certainly do wonder-
ful things to your temper if it spoils your stitching ac

a poor grade of wax oftentimes will.

Correct Heating

Unless your machine is heated properly you are

bound to have more or less trouble and breaking thread
will be the big bother of them all. Your machine must
be thoroughly warmed all over—not smoking hot, you
understand—but nicely warm to keep the wax in good
condition while passing over the various tensions and
rolls. The wax in the wax pot must be hot enough to

be liquid—about the consistency of good maple syrup
say.

Of course, you understand the importance of fresh-

ly wound bobbins ; for good results cannot be secured
by stale bobbin thread from which the nature of the

wax has all dried away. The shuttle and shuttle car-

rier must be hot to keep the wound bobbin in good
condition so that it will run freely. If you have occa-

sion to leave your machine heated and idle for any
length of time, remove the bobbin so that it will not

dry out.

Your Best Friend is the Oil Can

Whoa there! Wait a minute! Put the wrench back
in the tool box and grab the oil can. Usually more
good can be done with a few drops of good oil than

with too much monkey wrench. Do you know that it

is the chief complaint of a good many stitchers—too

much wrench—and not enough good oil in the right
place.

What do I mean by good oil ? Well you notice that
some oils do not lubricate—they gum and stick, while
others are too thin. Kerosene oil for instance, is an ex-
cellent cleaner, but you couldn't lubricate anything
with a barrel of it. Good oil that has "oody" and
"smoothness" and is yet free flowing, and used reg*a-
larly will eliminate lots of trouble.

Look out now—not on the thread—you are not sup-
posed to oil the thread, that only spoils it. Just a
couple of drops between each roll and the stud on
which it turns. You see each of those thread rolls is

in reality a little wheel revolving on an axle or stud

—

and if they don't revolve evenly and freely—well you
don't do good stitching, that's all.

The Tension

There now, if your thread is passing through the
tension and strippers freely and regularly your ma-
chine should be in a good temper to try out. Just
turn it over till the lock is of¥ and the bottom or welt
thread should pull fairly easily and regularly by hand.
That is a thing you can feel as well as see. Now try
the top or bobbin thread. Does it pull easily and regu-
larly without jerks and starts. The top thread must
pull just a little easier than the bottom thread, and
you have the matter of tension about right.

Thread Lock Lever No. 538

Adjust to bind thread firmly, but care must be
taken not to use too much pressure as this will cause
cam to wear.

Size of Thread

How does the size of thread and needle compare?
The thread should just about fill the barb or eye of the
needle snugly without being too full. Too large a

thread means that the barb of the needle cannot carry
it all, and in being drawn through the sole the thread
is ravelled and split—result, trouble all round.

The best results are secured with a bobbin thread
lighter than the bottom or machine thread. With a

No. 45 needle you should use about a 10 cord thread
in the machine and a 8 cord in the bobbin.

Size of Needle and Awl

Then, of course, there is the question of the relat-

ive size of needle and awl. It is one of the features of

the Goodyear Rapid Stitcher that the same size awl
and needle may be used assuring a hole that is plugged
tight with thread at every stitch. One cannot over
estimate the importance of that in judging good stitch-

ing. But even with this machine on very heavy repair

work or an old sole that has been stitched several times
it is sometimes found advisable to use an awl one size

larger than the needle to allow the thread to be pulled
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through without undue strain. But use awl and needle

of the same size wherever possible.

The Height of the Needle

This has a distinct bearing on the breaking of

thread. A needle set too high or too low is the most
common cause of this annoying trouble. Thread up
the machine and put the thread through the throat of

the table. Now hold the thread and slowly turn over
the machine and watch the motion below the table.

The looper after passing the thread over the thread
hook should carry the thread round and, just clearing

the front of the needle, place the thread just over the

barb without touching it into the thread groove.
Try that again—just round in front of the needle

—

then just neatly over the barb into the groove. If

the thread touches the barb and does not drop clear

into the groove you will haye split thread and skipped
stitches and a frayed temper. Adjust your needle up
or down till the desired results are obtained.

Height of the Awl

This is easily adjusted when correct height of

needle has been secured. In heavy work it is desir-

able that the awl should work as high as is possible

under the needle without touching same in order that

it will cut clean through the sole and leave a well de-

fined hole for the needle in its downward passage.
Many old stitchers we know use the thickness of their

of their thumb nail as the correct distance to keep the

awl and needle apart when in their closest relations.

Care, however, must be exercised not to have the awl
so high that the needle point will touch in its quick
downward motion.

Correct relation of needle and awl has a decided
bearing on breaking thread. The awl after passing
through and feeding the work along must be exactly

under and in line with the needle as the two make the

downward motion—the awl to withdraw and the

needle to pass through the hole just made by the awl
to pick up the thread. If the awl is out of true rela-

tion to the needle it will result in the latter springing
and rubbing the thread unevenly in drawing it through
the sole, resulting in breaking and stranding. Adjust
the awl sideways till the desired results are secured.

The Complete Operation

Now everything seems to be satisfactory. Try out
the complete stitch motion. The thread is placed by
the looper over the thread hook. The looper should be
set so that it will just clear when passing under the

thread hook and allow free clearance of the thread in

the pick-up motion. The motion is then continued
and the thread passed over the barb of the needle

as previously mentioned. After the thread is drawn
through the sole l)y the needle it is separated at the

point by the thread lifter and only one thread picked up
by the lifter and lifted, as its name would indicate, up
until it is picked up by the point of the shuttle by
which it is carried over making one complete stitch.

Now turn your machine over slowly by hand and
watch those four motions of the thread in making one
stitch.

The thread is passed by the looper over the thread

hook—just clear over the barb of the needle—from
which one thread is lifted b}'- the thread lifter and car-

ried up to the point where it is picked up by the shut-

tle. It is easy enough to adjust \hose motions when
you know just what is required and watch that each

part is doing its duty.

Toronto Repairers to Have Big Social Evening

On Wednesday evening, August 13th, the Toron-

to Shoe Repairers' Association will have a euchre

and dance party in Forester's Hall, at the corner of

College and Yonge Streets. Details of this and of the

annual picnic and outing occupied the members at their

last semi-monthly meeting on April 24th. It is planned

to make the social evening an event to be remember-
ed. It will be open to all members, their wives, fam-

ilies and friends. A full orchestra will be in attendance

to render music during the whole evening and dancing

will be in order at any time. For those who do not

care to dance the euchre tables will be available at all

times and there will be suitable prizes for the winners.

Tickets are to be 75 cents each and will include refresh-

ments.
It is hoped to have the annual summer picnic of the

association some time in June, although nothing defin-

ite has been decided as yet. The matter will be discuss-

ed further at the next meeting.

Another event of the near future will likely be a talk

on "The Construction of the Foot" by a representa-

tive of the Scholl Manufacturing Company. This
would be illustrated by lantern slides and should prove
highly interesting and educational.

Montreal Trade Is Good

MONTREAL shoe manufacturers continue to

be very busy. Many are behind on their de-

liveries of goods, due not only to the scarcity

of help, but also to the difficulty of securing

certain classes of material. The result is several firms

have been compelled to turn down orders, owing to the

impossibility of filling them on time, while orders for

immediate shipment are almost out of the question.

Retailers are urgently asking for shoes, and as the

labor situation is now better, there is likely to be a

speeding up of production. The outlook for the im-
mediate future is distinctly good, as in addition to the

domestic demand, large orders for European account
have been received. Several factories are now "busy

on orders for France. The leather market continues
to be very firm, and although American tanners have
secured considerable kid skins from abroad, the chanc-
es are in faVor of prices holding for some months, un-
der stress of the big demands by the manufacturers.
England too has been a big buyer for leather in this

country, so that all conditions point to high prices for

raw materials, and consequently high prices for shoes.
Montreal leather firms report that trade is very good.

More Demand for Style

Speaking on the matter of trade and styles, Mr.
Fred Blachford, of H. & C. Blachford, Toronto, says
that the Easter business was very satisfactory and
that there is a greater demand for style now that the
war is over and restrictions are lifted. The long, slim
effects on both men's and w'omen's shoes are popular
and the return of tips of various kinds, full wing and
imitation wing, and caps perforated, gives more spice
to the lines. Buckles of all sorts are in demand and
the buckle was never more sought than right now.

A Toronto retailer who had a pair of shoes made to
order by a man wiio claimed to be a shoemaker, said
they looked as if they had been lasted on a brick by a
blind man.
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New Association of Jobbers

THE Quebec and Eastern Ontario Wholesale
Shoe Association consisting of jobbers has been
formed at a meeting held in the Windsor Ho-
tel, Montreal. The main objects of the associa-

tion will be to discuss questions of interest to jobbers,

and to bring about reforms in certain directions which
many jobbers feel require amendment.

The meeting- was attended by representatives of

many firms in the province of Quebec and Eastern On-
tario, the entire shoe jobbing firms of Quebec city be-
ing represented. The area of the territory covered by
the association will be Ontario east of Kingston and
the entire province of Quebec.

The following- firms were represented : Jas. Robin-
son, Montreal ; Dominion Rubber System, Montreal

;

Mr. J. G Robinson—elected President of
New Jobbers' Association

Columbus Rubber Co., Montreal ; Miner Shoe Co.,

Montreal ; A. L. Johnson Shoe Co., Montreal ; Duf-
resne & Galipeau, Montreal ; Ames Holden McCready
Co., Montreal ; Alfred Lambert, Inc., Montreal ; La-
rochelle & Fils, Quebec ; Brown-Rochette Co., Ltd.,

Quebec; Poliquin, Darveau, Enr., Quebec; J. H. Begin,
Enr., Quebec; Louis Beaubien, Ltd., Quebec; Du-
chaine Shoe Co., Enr., Quebec; E. M. Zavitz, Ottawa;
A. W. Ault Co., Ottawa; Eastern Township Shoe Co.,

St. Hyacinthe.
Mr. George Robinson presided, and briefly explain-

ed the objects of the meeting and also what benefits

would result from such an association as was proposed.
After speeches by Messrs. A. Lambert, Geo. Berge-

ron, and F. A. Todd, it was decided to form an associa-

tion under the name of the Quebec and Eastern Whole-
sale Shoe Association. The following officers and
executive committee were appointed: President, J.

George Robinson; vice-president, J. E. H. Larochelle

;

secretary-treasurer, W. Girouard ; executive commit-
tee, J. E. Beaubien, A. E. Jackson, A. Lambert and
L. M. Ault. The annuel fee was fixed at $10.

Mr. Robinson has drawn up a code of by-laws and
this will be submitted to the next meeting, to be held

at Quebec.
"If," said Mr. Robinson to a representative of Foot-

wear, "the association does nothing else than draw
closer together the English and French jobbing hous-

es, it will have done real work. There are, however,
certain things which I consider should be remedied,
and I hope the association will succeed in getting them
set right."

A. A. Cote & Son, Limited

SIX years ago, under the management of Mr. A. H.
A. Cote, the St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co.,
Ltd., started business in St. Hyacinthe, Que. A
year later the company added barefoot sandals

to their line and the business grew so rapidly that the

following year_ found it necessary to secure larger

premises in which they branched into the manufacture
of boys', youths', little gents' and children's chrome
box kip standard screwed lines. The firm had only
been three years in these larger premises when the

building was found too small to take care of their de-

mands, and a still larger and more modern shoe fac-

tory building was erected and occupied. This factory

has been fitted up with the most modern and up-to-

date machinery for the manufacture of McKay and
standard screwed lines and the company advise that

their intention is to turn out, as before, a day-in and
day-out custom-winning product.

At the time of entering the new factory the firm dis-

continued the manufacture of soft-sole baby shoes and
sandals and obtained letters patent changing the name
of the company to A. A. Cote & Son, Limited, the

authorized capital being $99,000. Mr. A. A. Cote, who
has been connected with the well known firm of Louis
Cote & Bros., and who far the last nineteen years has
been director and secretary-treasurer of La Compagnie

J. A. & M. Cote, is joining his son with a view to

making A. A. Cote & Son, Limited, one of the leading

boot and shoe factories of its kind in the Dominion.

Annual Meeting Canadian Consolidated

AT the annual meeting of the Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Company, held in Montreal,
the resignation of Mr. T. H. Rieder as presi-

dent and general manager, was accepted, and
Mr. Charles B. Seager, president of the United States

Rubber Co., New York, elected president. The follovv-

ing are the ofificers and directors : W. A. Eden and Vic-
tor E. Mitchell, K.C., vice-president; Sir Mortimer B.

Davis; Colonel Samuel P. Colt, chairman, of the Unit-
ed States Rubber Co.; E. W. Nesbitt, M.P. ; R. E.

Jamieson, J. B. Waddell, R. C. Colt, A. D. Thornton,
H. Wellein, and Homer E. Sawyer, J. N. Gunn, E. S.

Williams, and Ernest Hopkins, vice-presidents of the

United States Rubber Company. Other officers of

the company were appointed as follows: Walter Bin-

more, secretary; H. Nellis, assistant secretary; Hugo
Wellein, treasurer; and J. P. B. Daigneau, assistant

treasurer.

The Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. had the

best year its history. The total sales were $18,785,-

640, being over 15 per cent, in excess of 1917. This
volume of business was made up of domestic and ex-

port sales—only $793,403 being attributable to war
orders.

Net profits for the year were $1,604,851, as against

$1,208,019, while the total surplus now stands at $5,-

700,796.

In addressing the shareholders Mr. T. H. Reider
stated that during the year the selling prices on most
lines moved upwards, resulting in an average increase
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of 9 per cent, over last year. Sales in all departments
a.s well as in all territories in Canada showed increases

over 191*7. During the entire year of 1918, all mills

were operated at maximum capacity, most of the ma-
chinery being operated day and night, resulting in un-

usual wear and tear of the various plants. On ac-

count of the continued growth of business, it had been
necessary to replace a considerable part of the ma-
chinery and plant by larger ty])es of more modern de-

sign and the directors had, therefore, provided liberal-

ly for depreciation. In the investment account was
included the sum of $467,750.00 Victory Bonds, pur-

chased on the company's account. A very large per-

centage of the employees also subscribed the sum of

$447,200, which the company was financing for them

Mr. W. A. Eden—Elected Vice-President

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company, and
President Canadian Consolidated Felt Co.

for a period of ten months. Realizing the need for

better and more housing for the employees, the direct-

ors had started in this direction by building eighteen

houses, all of which are now occupied.

The sales of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Co.,

for the year totalled $1,155,192, as again.st $763,4S1,

the net profit being $69,804, compared with $43,339.

The following officers were elected at the annual meet-

ing: Messrs. W. A. Eden, president; R. E. Jamieson,

vice-president; C. B. Seager, G. W. Charles, V. E. Mit-

chell, K.C, W. Binmore,>. Y. Smiley, II. Wellein and

A. D. Thornton, directors.

Death of Mr. John Lennox

Mr. John Lennox, president of John Lennox &
Company, shoe wholesalers, Hamilton, Ont., was ac-

cidentally drowned while fishing in Hamilton Bay
near his summer cottage at the Beach. He was born

in Hollen, Maryborough township sixty years ago

and founded in 18^0 the business of which he was
head. He was highly esteemed in Hamilton and was a

member of several clubs and associations.

The manufacture of boots and shoes in Canada for

the year 1917 totalled $49,170,062. The manufactures

of leather were valued at $39,728,759.

Foot Comfort Week is a National Event

AN event of great importance in the shoe trade

will occur during the week of June 16-21. It

represents a high ideal of shoe service that is

now available to every person and .illustrates

the s])lendid degree of efficiency of foot comfort ser-

vice today. It announces the fact that this service has

resulted from the application of years of experience

and specialized knowledge to the individual needs of

every one who wants to purchase correctly-fitting

shoes and walk on sound and healthy feet. Foot Com-
fort Week is a forceful, concerted drive by thousands

of co-operating dealers in Canada and the United Stat-

es for but one single reason—to banish the aggravat-

ing foot troubles and unnecessary hardships caused by
ill-cared for and incapable feet.

Foot Comfort Week marks a profound sincer-

ity of ])urpose in ofifering ways and means of foot cor-

rection. It makes an insistent appeal to the foot suf-

ferers, that are nowadays to be found everywhere, to

have comfortable feet. And it will undoubtedly awak-
en the minds of the people throughout the country,

that an aggravating foot ailment will sap their vitality,

as they pound away their energy with each step and de-

velop into a real menace in later life unless corrected.

What an unrivaled agency of good!
How prone the public is to claim that many feet

are naturally sensitive or inefficient and beyond help.

Thousands of persons firmly and honestly believe that

their feet are somehow mis-shaped and it is an impos-

sibility to buy correctly-fitting shoes. But does the

average shoe dealer accept his full share of responsi-

bility in the matter? For years past, scrupulous

care has always been expended on the teeth, the face

and even our dress, etc., but only during the ])ast de-

cade has thought been directed to the comfort and effic-

iency of the feet.

The coming of Foot Comfort Week brings out true

facts, enlightenment, cystallizes serious attention and
somehow convinces people that neglect of feet, rather

than the shoes they wear, is largely responsible for

many foot ailments ; and that the right corrective me-
thod brings relief and comfort to any form of foot

trouble.

The idea of Foot Comfort Week was originated

by The Scholl Mfg. Co. two years ago, who realized

the service-value to humanity in perfected foot ap-

pliances and remedies that would eliminate the guess-
work so commonly used a few years back to relieve

foot defects. It has elevated the shoe business. Al-
ready it seems to have brought out a spontaneous out-
burst of enthusiasm among the shoe fraternity, and
shoe merchants are now making j)reparations for this

significant June event.

A New Shoe Lace

The Narrow Fabric Comjjany, Reading, Pa., have
])Ut on the market a "Nufashond" leather-finish lace.

It is claimed to look like leather but to be stronger
and wear longer. There are no weak spots and it is

waterproof. Both flat and round styles are made and
in black, tan, cordovan or mahogany in all lengths.
This lace will be known as the "Nufashond Porpois-
ette."

Some New York retailers report a growing demand
for bronze kid oxfords and pumps.
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A New Heel Fastener

AN ing;enious fastener for wood heels is being
placed on the market by the United Shoe
Machinery Company, which is said to

obviate many faults of former fastenings, giv-

ing permanent stability and rigidity to the style of

Louis heel now in vogue. The new fastener, known
as the USMC Wood Heel Fastener, is attached to the

rear of the hidden surface of the heel, and supple-

ments the usual nails which are driven through the

centre of the heel seat, as in other types of wood heels.

The fastening holds the rear end of the heel firmly to

the heel seat, allowing no room for loosening or pull-

ing away. The heel is placed in the usual manner,
cement and filler being used.

The patented fastener is screwed to the top of the
heel near the back, and has two steel prongs which

enter holes in the lasted-in portion of the heel, prev-

iously made by a specially designed tool. These prongs
penetrate the upper, lining and counter, and find lodg-

ment between the counter and insole, giving a rigidity

which holds the heel permanently in place. The fore-

part of the heel butts squarely against the outsole, and
three or five nails are driven through the insole into

the heel which reinforce the already firm fastening.

One of the features of the new fastener is the rap-

idity with which it may be adjusted and attached.

Tests have been made as to its strength, and it is found
it stands up against an enormous strain.

Dominion Rubber System Dinner

Seventy-five members comprising directors, offi-

cers and Montreal staff of the Dominion Rubber Sys-

tem, and the managers of the sales divisions and fac-

tory units throughout Canada, were tendered a recep-

tion and dinner at the Engineers' Club, Montreal, by
Mr. Charles B. Seager, president of the United States

Rubber Co., New York, and newly elected president

of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited.
Among others present were Directors A. D. Thorn-

ton, E. W. Nesbitt, M.P., and H: Wellein, Secretary
W. Binmore, J. M. S. Carroll, J. A. Martin, Lt.-Col.

A. E. Massie, Geo. Bergeron and W. B. Wiegand,
Montreal; J. A. Connor, Toronto; Chas. Holden, Win-
nipeg; A. C. McGiverin, Calgary; G. E. Wight, Re-

gina ; W. R. Stewart, St. John ; P. Y. Smiley, E. C.

Kabel, G. W. Charles and F. W. Harding, Kitchener,

Ont. ; A. H. Steen, Elmira ; M. L. Lippert, Port Dal-

housie, Ont.; F. W. Kramer, St. Jerome, Que.; C. W.
Hutchinson, Granby, Que.

; J. A. Wade, F. A. Todd,
L. Fedderman, Montreal; and Messrs. Homer E. Saw-
yer, E. S. Williams, J. N. Gunn and E. Hopkinson,
vice-presidents, U. S. Rubber Co., New York.

Mr. Daoust Tells of Visit to France

MR. Joseph Daoust, of Daoust, Lalonde & Co.

Ltd., shoe manufacturers and tanners, Mon-
treal, returned on April 30th from a visit to

England and France. His visit was a busi-

ness one, and proved successful, Mr. Daoust having
brought back a total of $250,000 worth of orders. In

Paris he met Mr. Nap. Tetrault of the Tetrault Shoe
Manufacturing Co., and Mr. Oscar Dufresne, of Duf-
resne & Locke. Both these gentlemen also did excel-

lent business, so that the mission of Canadian shoe
manufacturers can be put down as having been fulfill-

ed.

Mr. Daoust left Canada on Feb. 2nd and arrived

in Liverpool 10 days later. He then crossed to Paris,

where he spent two weeks, and later went to Lyons for

the Fair, spending 10 days in that city. Mr. Daoust
also visited Marseilles, Monte Carlo, Nice, Nimes,
Toulouse, Bayonne, Pau and Barritz. He was 13

days waiting in Bordeaux for the return boat, which
arrived in New York on April 27th.

"The main object of my trip," said Mr. Daoust to

a representative of Footwear, "was to secure export

business for the advantage of all shoe manufacturers
of Canada, which would also give work to our people,

and so prevent the spread of the feeling of unrest here.

We had to meet American, French, English and Span-
ish competition. I made some connections in England,
France and Belgium, and I aLso expect to secure some
business in other countries. I shall give out a portion

of the orders to other Canadian shoe manufacturers.

"Prospects in France are good for Canadian shoe
manufacturers, and a satisfactory volume of trade is

likely to be done for a considerable period. At the

same time the country will have to give employment
to returned soldiers, and the government may not like

to see so many outside goods coming into the country,

with the result that a higher tariff may be imposed or

even an embargo placed on foreign products. Raw ma-
terials are scarce, however, and this is likely to be a

factor in buying from outside. A permanent business

can, in my opinion, only be done by establishing stores

and Ijranches in the big cities and adopting the lasts

and styles in vogue in the diff'erent countries. It is

useless to attempt to do business with Canadian lasts

and styles in France, and those who attempt it will

lo-e money.

"The orders I have obtained are for shoes on
I^^-ench lasts and patterns. In men's the last has a

round toe, the vamp and tip being very short. The
women's shoe has a very short vamp, with round toe

and high heel, the other feature being the profusion of

perforations. Pointed toes and long vamps will not

sell at any price.

"In England there is for the present a good opening
for Canadian shoes, but only in welts.

"The Lyons Fair was a great success. There were
50 Canadian exhibitors, four ibeing shoe firms—the

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Dufresne & Locke
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Ltd., Daoust, Lalonde & Co. Ltd., all of Montreal, and
Lagace & Lcpinay, of Quebec. The $250,000 worth of

busine.s.s I secured was all taken at the Fair. The
French people are now starting to build a palace at

Lyons which will contain 5,000 booths all under one
roof. This will cost $7,000,000; it is also contemplated
to construct a huge hotel at a cost of $3,000,000. The
object is to supplant the Leipsig Fair by the one in

Lyons.

"French shoe makers are now manufacturing what
is known as the National Boot. All the leather and
findings are supplied by the government, who al.so

control the manufacture, prices and selling of the
shoes. The government sells the leather and findings
at a low price to the manufacturers, who, however, are
only allowed a profit of 5 per cent, on the cost of the
goods. The manufacturers are expected to make a
certain number of shoes out of a given quantity of

leather, and the government sees that this is done. The
jobber is allowed a profit not exceeding 15 per cent.,

although in practice it is often lower, and the retailer

is allowed a profit of 25 per cent. Shoe manufacturers
are at liberty to make other lines outside the National
Boot, and to charge whatever price they can get."

Mr. Daoust visited part of the devastated region,
particularly Rheims, and stated that the destruction
was simply terrible.

Death of Mr. D. B. Detweiler

THE death occurred on April 18 of Mr. Daniel
15. Detweiler, vice-president of the Hydro City
Shoe Manufacturers, and a brother of Mr. N.
1). Detweiler, nresident and treasurer of that

company. The late Mr. Detweiler was particularly

well known for his activities in connection ith Hydro-
electric matters and the Deep Waterways Union. Fie

was president of the Algoma Power Company, Limit,-

ed, and a member of the Kitchener Light Commission
for a number of years. At the time of his death he
had a number of projects under way—one of them
being the elimination of real estate booms. He was
also active in the prevention of fire loss in the Domin-
ion and reforestration.

Born in Roseville the late Mr. Detweiler was sixty

years old. His business career started in a cheese fac-

tory after completing his public school education.

Later he travelled thirteen years for the J. Y. Shantz
Button Company, and in 1901 he entered the firm of

(t. V. Ober-Holtzer. which is now the Hydro City

Shoe Manufacturers, Ltd.

New Method for Sale of Shoe Laces

The Canadian Shoe Findings & Novelty Company
Toronto, are agents hn a new outfit for selling laces

The method provides the laces in continuous lengths

on reels—seven reels, of dififerent colored shades, fit-

ting on the same axle. The object is to be able to pro-

vide laces of the exact length required without the nec-

essity of carrying too large and varied a stock. A tip-

per comes with the outfit so that all that is necessary

is to measure off the proper length, put on the tips and

the sale is made.

G. Ferino, shoe repairer, Sturgeon Falls, is installing a

Champion nailing machine.

Mr. John F. Tobin Passes

r'T^HE death occurred recently in Quincy, Mass., of

I Mr. John F. Tobin, president of the Boot and
JL Shoe Workers' Union, in his 63rd year. He was

born in Guelph, Ont., and at the age of 14 years

went to work at the shoe trade. In 1881 he moved t(j

Rochester and became an active member of the

Knights of Labor. In 1895, at a meeting in Boston, he

completed a national organization of shoe workers and
was elected })resident. Two years later he was elected

to head the re-organized body under the name of the

Boot and Shoe Workers' Llnion. This organization

now has a membership of 50,000 in the United States

and Canada. The principle on which he always insist-

ed was that differences which arose between unions
and manufacturers should be referred to a state board
of arbitration or, in the case of Canada, to a regular

governmental arbitration board.

Strongly Made Cobbler Set

THE Taylor Forbes Company, Limited, Guelph,
manufacture the very substantially built cob-

bler's set shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. It is especially designed to stand rough
usage and abuse. The heavy cast iron base measures
7 inches across and the wrought iron post is bedded

solid in it. The height of the stand is 25>^ inches and
there are seven different size lasts varying in weight
from 1 pound 7 ounces to 7 pounds 5 ounces. It is

called the "Reliable" cobbler set. The company manu-
facture other lines of cobbler sets and repair outfits,

prices and catalogues of which will be mailed on re-

quest.

Kid leather weighs about a pound to seven feet.

With nrice at, say. 70 cents to $1.00 a foot this is $4.90
to $7.00 a pound. It takes about 3>4 feet for a pair of
women's shoes, so that the cost for the kid uppers alone
is from $2.45 for the cheaper grades, to $3.50 for the
better grades—exclusive for sole leather, findings and
labor. This is something to remember when explain-
ing to your customers the high price of shoes.
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FOOTWEAR FINDINGS
Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade
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Mr. Detweiler. son of the late D. B. Detweiler, of Kitch-

ener, has returned . from overseas.

J. G. Hoye has been appointed factory superintendent

of Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait. He comes from Boston,

Mass.

The Star Shoe Company. Montreal, have moved their

sample room to 336 Notre Dame East. Mr. J. E. Pare is in

charge.

Scheuer, Norniandin & Company, have moved to larger

premises at 18 St. Helen Street, Montreal.

Messrs. Mendelsohn and Robinson, recently connected

with the Eagle Shoe Company, Montreal, are starting a fac-

tory for the manufacture of women's lines.

F. O. Robinson, of the Boston Leather Stain Company,

Boston, has just returned from a trip through the western

States and is now calling on the shoe trade in Ontario with

Mr. Lincoln of the International Supply Company, Kitchen-

er. Mr. Robinson will then proceed to the Montreal terri-

tory, which he will cover with Mr. Taylor of the Interna-

tional Supply Company. The Boston Leather Stain Com-
pany manufacture the well-known "Cyclone" bleach.

A Levy, Limited, have been incorporated under the On-

tario Companies Act to carry on a general shoe business.

The capital stock is given as $.50,000.

Work has started on a rubber goods factory for the

Miner Rubber Company at Granby, Que.

j. S. Ashworth, Canadian representative of Sir H. W.
Trickett, Limited, has returned from a trip to the factory

and head office at Waterford, England. While the range of

styles is not as complete as before the war, Mr. Ashworth
has arranged for a supply of the staple line of Arctic Cloth

Slippers.

W. Britton, shoe repairer, Smyth street, Vancouver, has

sold his repair business to Mr. Webster.

Mr. A. A. Armbrust, of the Lady Belle Shoe Company,
Kitchener, has just returned from a ten days' trip to Mon-
treal and Boston, and says that the outlook in the kid mar-

ket in Boston is not very promising and indicates, if any-

thing, still higher prices.

It is stated that the Slovakia nations and Baltic States

will purchase $200,000,000 worth of sole leather and foot-

wear during the fiscal year to end May L 1920,. It has been

impossible to get leather shoes in some of these localities

for a considerable time.

E. Roy Fenwich, manager of the New Brunswick branch

of the Dunlop Tire & Rubber Company, has been appointed

manager of the Montreal branch—the largest branch office

of the company in Canada.

S. G. Galie, of Niagara Falls, N.Y., has gone with the

Rannard Shoe Company. Winnipeg.

The shoe business of the D. E. Finch Company, Winni-
peg, has been taken over by a new firm known as Finch,

Matthewson, Limited.

Messrs. Nap. Tetrault, of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., and Oscar Dufresne, of Dufresne & Locke, Ltd.,

Montreal, have returned from their business trip to Europe.
Both have done exceedingly well in the matter of securing

orders for shoes.

L. Turgeon and W. U. Rougeau, l)oth formerly with Du-
pont & Frere, Maisonneuve, have joined the forces of the

Eastern Shoe Company, Montreal, who now manufacture
misses, children's, and infants' McKays. Mr. Turgeon has

been appointed secretary, and Mr. Rougeau superintendent

of the factory, a position he formerly held with Dupont &
Frere. He is succeeded by Mr. G. F. Barbeau, who was pre-

viously foreman of the lasting room of the Slater Shoe Co.

An enterprising little lady is said to 'be very busy at

the International Bridge, at Bridgeburg, inspecting the feet

of feminine travellers returning to Canada. She is reported

to have increased the customs revenue very considerably by

spotting shoes purchased on the other side.

C. H. Smyth, manager of the Union Street I)ranch of

Waterbury & Rising, St. John, N.B., was recently presented

))y the staff with forty carnations on his fortieth anniversary

in the shoe business. He started in the present store on

April 21, 1879, and has continued ever since, although the

store has changed considerably. The firm have presented

Mr. Smyth with a substantial cheque and three months'

leave of aljsence, during which time he will likely visit the

West, accompanied by Mrs. Smyth.
At a dinner of the management of the Rannard Shoe,

Ltd., to the employees of the firm. President C. F. Rannard
announced that the company would share its profits with the

employees, after allowing a fair amount for capital invested.

All the employees would participate, he said, after one year

of service and according to the length of service. The profit-

sharing for this year, said Mr. Rannard, would be figured

from Jan. 1. In this way, he stated the management hoped to

secure the co-operation of the employees and their best ef-

forts .

An advertisement in the Toronto Globe, a few days ago,

offered $30 a week for a shoe salesman.

James Howard Smith recently took over the l)usiness

of Clapp's shoe store, at 977 Bloor Street West. He will

carry a good staple line of footwear.

The Nursery Shoe Company, Mondamin Street, St. Tho-
mas, Ont., will erect a $12,000 addition to their factory. A
considerable quantity of new machinery will be purchased.

Dupont & Frere, Maisoneuve. Que., have plans in pro-

gress for an extension to their factory to cost approximate-

ly $25,000.

The Rena Footwear Company, Oil Beaudry Street, Mon-
treal, have purchased a partly Iniilt property and have com-
menced work on its completion as a modern footwear factory.

Geo. S. Abbott of the Saxone Shoe Co., Kilmarnock,

Scotland, has been on a buying visit to Toronto and Mon-
treal. He placed orders for about 20,000 pairs of shoes in

Montreal.

O. M. Brooks, the special machinery representative and

shoe repairing expert of the United Shoe Machinery Co. of

Canada, is now on a tour in the West. He reports that con-

ditions are very good.

J. Brosman'is on a two months' trip through the pro-

vinces in the interests of the United Shoe Machinery Co. of

Canada, calling on shoe manufacturers and the shoe repair-

ing trade.

The annual meeting of the Saskatchewan branch of the

Retail Merchants' Association of Canada will be held in

Regina May 13, 14 and 15, when it is expected some 700

dele.gates will attend. In addition to addresses by well-

known business men, there will be a series of talks by
Frank Stockdale, the merchandising expert.

Annette Kellerman recently visited Rannard's Winnipeg
shoe store and expressed astonishment at seeing such a
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Wherever there is a White Shoe
there is a customer for

BLANCO
TheWHITE CLEANER

"/f Keeps White Shoes White.'

There are two sorts of customers—those that come

back for more and those that don't

!

Every " Blanco" sale you make
means a satisfied customer.

** Blanco " makes friends because it does its work

well— because it is so easy to use—because it is so

convenient

—

in fact, because it is in every way
satisfactory.

It is worth while stocking a line that sells itself, sells quickly,

and keeps on selling.

Order your stock to-day.

All jobbers have it.
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handsome store and such stylish footwear outside of New

York. Rannard's made a feature of the visit in a half-page

advertisement in Winnipeg papers, showing a photograph of

Miss Kellerman in the Rannard store.

Fire from an overheated smokestack destroyed the Iniild-

ings of Leroy Lossing at Otterville. which have been occu-

pied by the George L. Williams and Co., shoe manufacturers.

.About 30 hands will be out of work.

The F. & B. Shoe, Ltd., has been formed with a capital

of $30,000, for the purpose of acquiring the F. & B. Shoe

Mmufacturing Co. Ltd., and the property and obligations

of Mr. Felix Favreau, boot and shoe manufacturer, Maison-

euve. Among the incorporators are Messrs. Henri Pepin,

hoot and shoe dealer, Felix Favreau, J. A. Blais, .V. \ inet.

and A. Lapointc.

Fashion Shoe Shops, Toronto, is a recently registered

company
The Dominion Boot Lace Company, Montreal, manu-

facturers of shoe laces, have registered.

Daoust & \'igneault, l)oot and shoe retailers. Montreal,

have registered.

La Favori, (The Favorite) shoe store, Montreal, recently

registered

.

The Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Company, Montreal,

have received orders for men's shoes from France totalling

approximately $1,000,000.

The renewed interest in social life is stimulating the sale

of patent leather dress shoes.

J. H. Cof?ey, Jr., chief engineer and efficiency manager

of C.utta Percha & Rubber, Limited, Toronto, addressed the

IClectric Club of Toronto, at their luncheon on Friday, April

11, cn the subject: "Rubber and Its Uses." Mr. Cof?ey em-

i
hasized the fact that the rubber industry was just in its in-

fancy and that before long we shall see the use of rubber

c reatly expanded.

The Ryan Devlin Shoe Company. Limited, 25.5 Portage

Avenue, Winnipeg, celebrated on April 26, the thirty-sixth

amiversary in the shoe husiness of their Mr. Devlin. A spe-

cial discount of ten per cent, was given to all customers.

The retail merchants of Ottawa, Out., have decided to

close their stores at 6 o'clock every Saturday night in the

year except Christmas week.

The retail store clerks in Ottawa have formed a union,

the initial membership ibeing between two and three hund-

red. A member of the Trades and Labor Congress of Can-

ada addressed them, stating that clerks in the United States

were better off than in Canada.

.\ retail bureau of the Winnipeg Board of Trade has

been formed. Mr. W. J. Devlin is on the executive commit-

tee.

Work has commenced on a three-storey addition of the

Tetrault Shoe Company, corner Savoie and Demontigny East,

Montreal.

H. Gibbins has taken over the Merit Shoe Store, 510

St. Catherine St. West, Montreal. Mr. Gibl)ins resigned the

management of the ladies' shoe department of The John

Murphy Co., Montreal, to go in business on his own account,

and prior to leaving, was presented with a clock by the staff

of the department and a club bag by the buyers of the com-

pany.

The Dominion Rubber System have instituted a novel

contest for school children through the retail merchants of

the country. The prizes are nine $50 Victory bonds. Printed

blotters containing the seven trade marks of the system are

distril)uted to the children, who 'are invited to send in short

stories not exceeding 100 words, or a four-line poem, con-

taining all the trade mark names. For each of the nine best

replies, one for each province, the Company will award a $50

\'ictory bond. This contest is open to open to all Canadian

school children. The blotter contains a picture and a model

poem, in which is incorporated the names of the system's

trade marks. The replies have to be mailed before July 1st

next to the Contest Editor, Dominion Rubber System, Mon-

treal, Box 330.

Mr. Wilson, of the Hudson Bay Co.'s shoe department,

\'ancouver, has been on a buying trip to Montreal.

Mr. S. G. Vance, well known Tillsonburg shoe retailer,

recently won the American trophy for trap shooting at the

Hamilton Gun Club. His score was 181) out of 200.

W. Binmore, who was treasurer of the Dominion Rubber

System for many years, and who recently spent several

months in California, has returned to Montreal, and assum-

ed the duties of secretary for the organization.

The T. O. D. E. of Hastings, gave an entertainment on

Friday, May 2, in connection with the opening of the new
Breithaupt tannery at Hastings, Ont. The proceeds are to

be used for the building of a suitable memorial for the sol-

diers from Hastings who fell in battle.

The Kaufman Rubher Company have opened a Garden

Competition for all employees who have been on the payroll

since April 1. Three judges will be appointed, whose duty

it will be to visit all gardens entered in the competition, the

entries to close June 1st. There will be twelve cash prizes

ranging from $5.00 to $50.00, and it is one of the conditions

that all gardens entered must contain over 700 square feet.

Fred Marois, of Tourigny & Marois, Quebec, has re-

turned from a trip to South America.

Frank W. McKeen has resigned as superintendent of

Gale Bros. Ltd., Quebec, to accept a similar position with

J. M. Stobo Ltd., Quebec.

The W. W.- Cooper Company, Swift Current, Sask., have

decided to close their store every day of the year at 5.30,

with the exception of Saturday, when the closing hour will

be 9 p.m. During the winter months the hour of opening

will be 8..')0 instead of 8 a.m.

L. O. Breithaupt, of the Breithaupt Leather Company,
Kitchener, spent the week of May 5th in Montreal, on busi-

ness.

WANTED—Young man or young lady to take charge
of ladies' shoe department; state salary and experience.
The Cressman Co., Ltd., Petcrboro.

Salesman Wanted
WANTED— Sole leather salesman who has had experi-

ence in sorting and selling. Box 931, Footwear in Canada,
Toronto. 5

Cutting Room Help Wanted
We want foreman capable of handling 1,000 pairs staple

shoes a day, one with stitching room experience preferred,
to supervise both rooms. Wanted also two or three good
cutters on clicking machine Apply or write Tillsonburg
Shoe Co., Ltd., Tillsonburg. 5

Making Room Foreman
Factory making 1,000 pair per day. Mckay and nailed

goods. Must be capable of taking charge from nailing and
stitching to finishing bottoms. Also capable of operating
for instructional purposes, Goodyear outsole stitcher, Mc-
Kay sewing machines and other bottoming machinery. We
want a first-class man looking for advancement, and with
organizing and co-operative abilities. To take charge im-
mediately. State wages expected.—The T. Sisman Shoe Co.

Limited, Aurora, Ontario, Canada. 3-()
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WHITE FOOTWEAR
Is Now in Demand

With warmer weather White Footwear will again

be in demand.

The Lady Belle Styles for 1919 in both high and

low shoes present many features of attractive make
up.

When ordering- your WHiite Footwear write us, as

our In Stock Department is now ready. We in^'ite

you to make full use of this service.

I

•
\

The Lady Belle Shoe Co. Ltd.
KITCHENER, ONTARIO
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INKS
FOR LINING MARKING, UPPER LEATHER MARKING, IMITATION LEATHER
AND FABRIC MARKING, CARTON MARKING and COUPON MARKING.

Thirty Kinds of Ink Standardized For Our Trade

If your marking problem is difficult, send us a sample of your material, and
allow us to suggest the class of ink desirable for your requirements. Our service is at
your disposal.

Indelibility where desired. Also an ink which can be removed, if conditions war-
rant.

All inks carry guarantee, and are put up in a size and form most satisfactory
for trade conditions.

,

Markem Machine Co.
232 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS.
Irk carried in stock by the following representatives

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO., * L. R. NEWBEGIN COMPANY,
Kitchener and Montreal, Canada. Montreal, Canada.

O. J. LOCKE COMPANY, THE LOUIS G. FREEMAN CO.,
40 West 4th St., New York City. 909 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

MARKEM MACHINE COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS' SUPPLIES CO.,
116 Mill St., Rochester, N.Y. 722 No. 18th St., St. Louis, Mo.

C. J. SIMES.
62 Mason St., Milwaukee. Wis.

Subscribers' Information Form
Many letters reach us from subscribers enquiring where certain goods can be

obtained. We can usually supply the information. We want to be of service to

our subscribers in this way, and we desire to encourage requests for such informa-

tion. Make use of this form for the purpose.

Date 19

"FOOTWEAR IN CANADA,"
347 Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

Please tell us where we can secure (give description as fully as possible)

Name .

Address
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Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS.
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.
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LARGEST Leather Remnant and Scrap Leather

Dealers in the World

UPPER LEATHER
Boxed Sides, Horse Fronts

Dull and Glazed Goat and Sheep Skins

We have Special Offerings from time to time in

Remnant Stocks especially adapted to the needs

of Canadian Shoe Manufacturers.

Spanish and Black Upholstery Remnants for

Glove Trade
Varied and Large Supply Carried in Stock

Hat Sheep Remnants for Novelty Trade

Various Kinds of Leather for Suspender Trade

The C. G. Flynn Leather Co.
107 South Street, BOSTON, Mass.
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Your Best Trade In

Rubbers
Will Depend Upon The

Stock You Carry Of

INDEPENDENT
The fluctuating demand for rubber

footwear warns the discriminating retailer

to fortify himself with good reserve
' stocks. He will add wisdom to discrimi-

nation if he relys upon INDEPENDENT
Brands.

Dainty Mode Dreadnaught

Kant Krack Royal Veribest

OUR WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Amherst, N.S.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.

E. A. Dagg & Company, Calgary, Alta.

A. W. Ault & Company, Limited, Ottawa, Ont.

White Shoe Company, Toronto, Ont.

McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, Ont.

The London Shoe Company, Limited, London, Ont.

Kilgoin-, Rimer Company, Limited. Winnipeg, Man.

The J. Lcckie Company, Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

James Roljinson, Montreal, Que.

Brown Rocliette, Limited, Quebec, Que.

T. Long & Brother, Collingwood, Ont.

Dowers, Limited, Edmonton. Alta.

The
Independent Rubber Co.,

Limited

MERRITTON, ONTARIO
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FOOTWEAR SPECIALTIES

Watch for our salesman, Mr. A. L. Kenney, who expects to call on the trade between Montreal and Toronto at
about this time.

The Wiley-HBickfordMSweet Company
HARTFORD, Conn. (Address either Office) WORCESTER, Mass.

EDWIN CLAPP SHOES ARE
ENTERING ANOTHER

SEASON OF GROWING
POPULARITY. NOW IS

THE TIME TO PLAGE
YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS.
U. S. A.
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ECLIPSE
Stitchdowns
McKays
Turns

The "Eclipse" repairable Stitchdown of¥ers you the advantage of a regular welt shoe at a lower
price on account of its simpler construction. This line should hold an important place in your Fall

stock. Do not fail to examine our McKays and Turns before buying. Broad, easy fitting lasts, high
grade materials and expert construction, gives them an enviable reputation.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW OUT
With everything in footwear from infants' size 1 to growing girls' size 6.

Stock our splendid and complete range and thereby strengthen your children's department
with a thoroughly reliable line.

The Gait Shoe Manufacturing Company, Limited
Gait - Ontario

19 19
By selecting a line that meets the
requirements of the great major-
ity of the public, you are handling
merchandise that is most profit-

able to yourself by reason of a

broader market.To Jobbers

The

T. Sisman

Shoe Co.
Limited

Aurora, Ont.

The Best Everyday Shoes
and

The Aurora Lines

are well established lines, and have made good with
the public and the retailers. Their quality, service

and reasonable price are factors of their success as

necessary everyday shoes.
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The Linen Thread Servant in the Factory

A modern shoe factory
is organized, equipped
and managed along scien-

tific lines, using the best
findings, including—lin-

en threads.

Cotton thread is cotton thread and linen thread is linen thread, yet one

thread holds and another fails. Linen thread says, "Rely on me" and

proves it—cotton thread brings failure and peril when it breaks under

strain while stitching a shoe. The result in using our linen thread,

one which is economy to you and satisfaction and comfort to the

operator, is not to be enjoyed from any other type of thread.

We Handle

Barbour^s, Finlayson's, Knox's
standard quality threads for all classes of work

GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST

Frank & Bryce, Limited
Toronto MONTREAL Quebec

EUREKA SHOES the

Line Extraordinary for the

Jobber
To Jobbers who have handled them,

Eureka Shoes are exceedingly popular.
This line includes a splendid assortment
of hi^h grade Women's McKays and Mc-
Kay Welts that have already proven their
ability to create steady sales.

Write us and tve will be pleased to

supply samples, etc,

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural
surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable
and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal
Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

^ortuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

SHOJas, Box Toes, Trimmings, Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agents for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK

D. &
Built

P. Counters are
for Satisfaction

and Service
D. & P. Counters are the result of select-

ed fibre compressed by the special D. & P.

process. They are Canadian made, and

you will find them worthy of this mark of

distinction. May we send you samples?

We can also meet your needs for upperand sole leather of exceedingly good qual-

ity.

Ed, R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East ¥^¥ T^>l¥ ^\C} O 4 '\^T Jk TVT R'chard Freres, Quebec
Toronto IIIJC I 11^ Xt A Y A I\ Selling Agents for

Ontario Selling Agent A-^W WJ-^V^k^ ^Jt. A JT^ M. £^k ^ Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL
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DUNLOP
Acme SoIqs
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
.\ird & Son 1«

Ames-Holden-McCready . . . 19

Armstrong, W. D. . . M

Beckwith Box Toe Company 14

Bennett Limited T)

Boston Blacking Company U>

Borne, Lucien 6'i

Boot and Shoe Union 72

Breithaupt Leather Co 17

Brodie & Harvie ..• .' Tl

Canadian Consolidated Rul)l)er Co. :!-2()

Champion Shoe Machinery Company (37

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co 3 0

Clapp, Edwin .59

Clarke and Co., A. R 80

Clark Bros 20

Clarke & Company, A. R 80

Cleland, Regd., James OS

Cote. J. A. & M • G-1

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 11

Duchaine & Perkins 75

Duclos & Payan 03

Dunlop Tire & Rubljer Goods Co. . . o:>

Eastern Shoe Mfg. Company 73

Edwards & Edwards 71

Eureka Shoe Company • .... 01

Evans' Son Company, L.B 71!

1^'lynn Leather Co., C. G •-'7

I'^ortuna Machine Company 02

Frank & Brvce 61

I'ranklin Machine Co 00

Friedman, S.J • ... OS

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hehert 0.5

Gait Shoe Company 00

Globe Shoe Company 00

Goodyear Tire & Rubljer Co

Henwood & Nowak 57
Hinde & Dauch Paper Company ... 7;;

Home Shoe Company 74

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers . . 7.5

Independent Rubber Company .... 58
International Supply Co 0

Kelly, Thomas A 70
Kenworthy Bros 79

Lady Belle Shoe Co 55
Landis Machine Company ;o
Lamontagne Racine & Co 70
La Duchesse Shoe Company '^4

Lagace & Lepinay . . OS

Markem Machine Co 50
Marsh Company, Wm. A 2L
Mooney Company, A. G 05

Narrow Fabric Company GO
National Cash Register Company . . 77
New Castle Leather Compar.y 02

Oscar Onken Company 73

Panther Rubber Company Cover
Perfectipn Counter Co 74
Perkins & McNeely ..- OS
Perth Shoe Co Hi

Pickering, Jos 53

Plant, Thos. G 24

Regal Shoe Company 1

Ritchie, John • 7

Robinson, James S-9

Samson Enr., J. E 09
Scholl Mfg. Company 22-23
Scott, J. A 25
Slater Shoe Company 10

Sisman Shoe Company 00
Spaulding & Sons, J 15

Standard Kid Mfg. Company 4

St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Company . . ( S

Taylor-Forbes Co 71

Tetrault Shoe Company \:l

Textile Mfg. Company 71
Thompson Shoe Company 14

Toronto Heel Company •. 73

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 70- iS

United States Hotel, Boston 09

Wiley, Bickford & Sweet • 59
Whittemore Bros 71

There's -No Uncertainty About

YAMASKA
IT'S ALL LEATHER

The genuine material seasoned to wear and shaped
to fit. No haphazard methods are permitted in the
production of YAMASKA. We find it is the best
policy to stick to thoroughness in every particular.

You will recognize this adherence to quality, in

YAMASKA shoes. Your customers, from the big-
footed man down to the little chap will obtain the full-

est value from their wear—a factor in creating more
sales.

Give YAMASKA the chance to create more sales

for you.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec

THE
MAN'S SHOE
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Cotton
Thread

The merits of Mooneyes Thread have been proven
beyond question. Its lustre, strength and the facility

with which it may be worked have gained for it a wide
popularity.

If you are not already a user of our thread we shall

be pleased to mail you samples on request.

Let us show you the promptness of our service and
the reliability of our supplies.

The A. G. Mooney Company
Toronto

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. East

220 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL Quebec
J. P. PARENT
St. Valier St.

Fall Styles for the

Jobbing Trade

Selling

to

Jobbers

Only

Quick and satisfactory selling is always the

result of a good stock of our excellent line of

leather shoes for Women, Misses, Children

and Infants.

Quality and exceedingly good workmanship
predominates. Write us regarding your
needs.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street Montreal
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C3 "\»i>>!^— ^^?CZr

I

•V.D.tVRMSTRONG-
I ENGRAVERofFINESTEELSTAMPS&DIES
23Q,c,-^>NES;^M0NTREALPH0/i.>. 675
CR^^^ti^^^^) O QUE. «) AtAIN

MY STAMPS ARE'UPTO DATE" IN DESIGN
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES'^

• \NHICH\Mti.l. INCREASE YOUR SAUES

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

Have You Heard About

TheGlobe PillowWelt?

A distinctive feature in our footwear for Misses, Girls, Child-

ren and Infants. It is designed with special regard to comfort

and ease for growing feet. The Welt is sewn right into the shoe

and is the Genuine Goodyear.

The soft cushion insole, and the waterproof cork filling

between the inner and outer soles are two features that help to

make these shoes the most popular on the market.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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A Shoe Merchant
With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Every customer for a new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher— heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types
in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.

The Champion Line consists of:

Seven dift'erent types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty difi'erent models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 3723.41 F.r«. Park Bvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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S. J. Friedman
Vancouver's

Leading Surgfi-
cal Bootmaker

Makers of boots and fine

shoes for all deformities and
lame feet.

Endorsed by medical offic-

ers of Militia.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Information cheerfully sent
on request.

West End Boot Hospital
320 Granville St. Vancouver, B.C.

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative

—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

No. 46

A VALUABLE LINE
FOR THE JOBBER

High- Class Women's
McKays

We have the McKay process down to a fine point, and you can realize a generous

turnover on the excellence of our product.

Our new lines for men, youths and boys are also examples of well made footwear

reasonably priced and capable of keeping up the big sales for which they are noted.

Samples will convince you.

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME STREET

QUEBEC No. SO

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt Guaranteed
Service Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will slaml plenty of hard wear. Made on foot-litting lasts that
will give comfort to tlie wearer and are dnrahle. The range
inchules —Men's, Hoys', Youths', Little Cicnts', Children ami
Infants' lilack and lieaver Brown liox Kip. Your jolilier will

quote you prices, or write us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking distance of the shopping di^trid, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

JOBBERS

Supply the Demand

For There

Boots

Our boots for men, by reason of their wide
and ready market and their splendid value to

the wearer are well worth your handling. There's
a big demand for them, and a liberal profit for

you. Write us.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The Genersl Merchants are Departmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

R«»wuuy rtKANaAL.cDin[En:iAL &

Over 33 years in its field

''CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER."
Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points. Port Arthur and West
to the Pacific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

SURFACE KID
Beautifully pliable and with a glove-like grain

—

Surface Kid is particularly suitable for dressy

shoes.

It rivals the beauty of Real Kid and is very
much cheaper.

Made in black and colors and sold at attractive prices.

Send to-day for samples.

BUTTS IN GUN METAL, DULL, GLAZED
CABRETTAS, GLAZED KID, SHEEPSKINS

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec

IN BLACK and COLORS

LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.

This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 6,300,000 people once a

year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents

:

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.
Sold outright—No royalty.

Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to
Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.25thst., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

The Shine that Lasts
Your shoes will hold their shine a

surprisingly long time if you use

^Aittemore's iShoePolishes

The Whittemore lines serve a double purpose
viz—thaiof a polish and leather preservative.

Our Bostonian Cream is

the ideal cleaner for kid and calf leather

put up in Brown, Grey, White, in fact

all colors.

Try our Nobby Brown Paste for brown

shoes and Peerless Ox-
bloodPaste for Red Shoes.

Quick White Liquid Can-
vas Dressing.

ALBOWhiteCakeCanvas Dressing

GILT EDGE SELF Shining Dressing

Ask your Jobber. If he cannot
supply you write us

Whittemore Bros. Corp.

Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A.

Edwards&Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms Tanneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.
Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Reoresented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. ^SI^.tHeal-qJ^:

HERE IT IS

The Reliable Cobbler Set
Many inquiries for a Cobbler Set which will stand unlimited

abuse and cover the demands of the Shoe Repairing Trade have
resulted in the RELIABLE Set.

It's just the one the Cobbler needs and it's "Made in Canada "
The heavy Cast Iron Base measures 7 in. across and the

Wrought Iron Post is bedded solid in this Base.
The Post Taper measures 5 8 in. x 154 in.
Height of Stand 25^ in.

Last No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Weight ea. 1 lb. 7 oz. 2 lb. 3 lb. 3 3 Ib.lQi^ 5 Ib.VA 6 lb. 4 7 lb.5
Length of Last

—

Inches 7 614 7?4 834 91^ 10 103^
Weight of Stand, I614 lbs.

Don't hesitate about stocking this Set.

Write for prices.

We make a big line of Cobbler Sets and Repair Outfits.
Write for Catalogue.

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY, Limited
GUELPH - ONTARIO
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^WORKERS UNION^

UNION^STAMP

Factory

The Union Label Marks

the Union Shoe

Where the public is concerned, nothing suc-

ceeds but the Truth

!

There is ho excuse or apology for the absence

of the Union Stamp on the shoes you sell.

For the Union man there is only one TRUE
STAMP, the stamp of the Boot and Shoe

Workers' Union.

It is the only mark of the Union made shoes

;

it is the only mark on the shoe that will satis-

fy ALL the people ALL the time.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen'l Sec'y-Treasurer

^WORKERS UNION/

.WORKERS UNION/
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No. 300 Patent
No. 303 Dull Calf
Sizes 6-11. B-D.
PRICE $3.50

L.B.EVANS'' iX)N CO.

MEN'S MEDIUM GRADE
HOUSE SLIPPERS
PUMPS AND OXFORDS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Thirty Lines Listed in Catalog No. 16

BOSTON OFFICE—no Summer Street

WAKEFIELD, ^tASS*.

The New

"EASTERN"
Shoe Lines
offer big possibilities to Jobbers
desirous of handling a first-class

product at popular prices.

We will be pleased to show
you a very complete assortment
of shoes for Misses, Children
and Infants for Spring and Sum-
mer, upon receipt of a post card
from you.

See us when in Montreal

Write us now.

The Eastern Shoe
Manufacturing Company, Limited

Phone-

152 Frontenac Street

La Salle 2561 MONTREAL

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sales are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderful set of Patented Interclmngenblc Window Display Fixtures

lor displayini Men or Womens' Shoes. Set will ijive 10 Years Good Service in

effective trade pulling window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very few of the designs thai can be

set up with the full set. besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.

Made of Oak. either Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish. Set is put up

in a Hardwood Hinfled Lid Storage Chest, a good place to keep the extra

Younils not in use. There arc thousands ol sets in daily use.

No. lOl Set has 220 Inlerchaneeable Younits For Large Windows, $48.12
No. lOm Set has 110 Interchangeable Younits For Medium Windows, $27.50
No. lOVA Set has 55 Interchangeable Younits For Stuall Windows, $17.32

Slock corrieJ fn Homillon, Onf. Order rfirecl or thru uour jobber. Send lot catalog. Palenled and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—They protect your shipment

against loss from dampness
anti water.

2.—They are extremely Hglit,

which means low freight

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

4.—They save time in packing.
5.—They save storage space.
i).—They have strong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications.
8.—Their first cost is lower

than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for
it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will Interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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The

Home Shoe
THE EXCELLENCE
of Comfort and Style

coupled with the high class

workmanship and materials, put

into our shoes, make them a

"Sterling" value.

Give your customers this ex-

tra value and increased profits

to yourself by handling our many
attractive Home Shoe models.

Write Us—Today

Home Shoe Company, Ltd.
327 Amherst Street, - MONTREAL

Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn
Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co,
Registered

MONTREAL

BRODIE'S
Patent Paste

This famous product covers

a wide range of usefulness

being used with equal success

and efficiency by manufactur-

ers of the finest grade shoes and

makers of heavy work shoes.

Supplied in quantities to

meet your needs.

Let us send you sample and

price.

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

This

is the

Real

One
The shoe fibre counter is worth two cents a pair

only, but it will be worth dollars to you if you use the

right one.

Try the "Perfect"
It will put quality into your shoes and give them a

good appearance, because it will stand the most stren-

uous wear, and give you the best fit obtainable.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL COUNTER
ON THE MARKET

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Montreal
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A RELIABLE product made for an established market

—

Something to recommend to your customers who demand
a solid leather shoe giving a maximum of wear—an unsurpassed
staple line for general trade.

HYDRO CITY SHOE MANUFACTURERS
LIMITED

KITCHENER .... ONTARIO

Jobbers See Our

McKAYS
A Complete Line of

Well-Made Footwear
for Men, Boys and Youths

Women, Misses and Children

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.
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Made in Canada

Improved One-Beam Stands and Lasts
A REVERSIBLE SET FOR

Shoemakers and Repairers
Stands made in Two Sizes,

Each with Five Lasts and

New Style Beating Out

Bloclc.

Horizontal or Upright po-

sitions by merely reversing

the lasts.
12 in. Bench Style

Large Round Base. Substantially Built

Lasts that are made for Modern Shoes.

26 in. Floor Style Five Well Shaped Lasts and Beating Out Block

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

90 Adelaide Street West,

Kitchener, Ont.

179 King Street West,

Quebec, Que.

28 Demers Street,
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Every merchant needs accurate store

records for two purposes

1. Every day he needs a complete, accurate record of his

store transactions to successfully control his business.

2. He needs these same figures every time his banker
or wholesaler calls on him for a financial statement.

He also needs them to know how much
money he is making, and what it costs him

to do business.

Every merchant can get a record of his

store transactions in two ways—slowly by

hand, or quickly and accurately by ma-

chinery.

A modern National Gash Register will

give him accurate, unchangeable records.

It will classify, add, and certify. It will

save him work and reduce his expenses.

No merchant should keep records by hand
that can be kept so easily by machinery.

A post card will bring full information

about how an up-to-date National will

take the drudgery out of keeping store

records.

The National Gash Register Gompany of Ganada, Limited

Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the principal cities of the world
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ENDORSED BY

The Dominion's Most

Successful Shoemen

Your Guarantee of Quality

Have you Noticed that the Principal Shoe Manufacturers, Shoe Makers and Repairers

Throughout the Dominion are Using Machinery

AND SUPPLIES BEARING THE

USMC
Brandmark—The Mark and Guarantee of Quality?

There Must be a Reason—Surely there is—And it is

. RESULTS
Apply the Experience of these Successful Business Men to your Own Problems. Such

Universal Approval by Specialists should be Convincing. Your Decision

win be the Same. Inevitably You Will Order

USMC Equipment and Supplies

Specify and see that You Get Them

Catalog Gladly Sent on Request

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
MONTREAL

TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC
90 Adelaide Street West, 179 King Street West, 28 Demers Street,
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added quaHties tor an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrink, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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Part of Enamel Fac-
tory with a produc-
tion up to 1,000 sides

daily.

Laing Street Factory
where more than 300
sides of leather are
produced daily.

y y

THE reliability of Pat-

ent Leather is di-

rectly dependent up-

on the process and care

in its manufacture, be-

sides the use of first

grade material. In buy-

ing Clarke's you have the

best assurance of the in-

corporation of these es-

sentials, from a firm whose sixty-seven years of quality production has made it the

largest manufacturing concern of its kind in the British Empire.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited

Montreal

"Makers for the Nation'*

TORONTO Quebec
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Panther
Tested Fibre Soles

This is present-day soling. This is the common-
sense, practical, economical soling that brings greater

numbers of satisfied customers to manufacturer and

retailer alike. If you have not already made an in-

vestigation covering "Panther" Tested Fibre Soling,

do so at once by all means.

"Sure Step" Tread Rubber Heels

In combination with Panther Soling these "Sure Step"

Rubber Heels offer the ideal wearing surface for all

footwear. They are a well-known product. Panther

Soles look like leather, and can be supplied in black,

white, or tan. They can be worked up the same as

leather, but they wear better. They are crack-proof

and slip-proof. They are comfortable and resilient the

first time worn. They are waterproof. Write us im-

mediately for information that will be to your advant-

age.

Panther Rubber Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke, Quebec
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The Naugahyde Bag
A Dominion Rubber System Product

Good looks go a long way towards selling a a bag. And when you have a bag that

couples good looks with moderate prices that give you a good profit, you have some-
thing worth pushing.

THE NAUGAHYDE BAG is made of a new composition material, based on rubber,

which is vulcanized into one solid, seamless piece by a new and patented process.

Even the heavy protecting pieces on the corners are fused right into the bag itself.

Having no stitches or rivets gives the NAUGAHYDE extra strength—and makes it

ABSOLUTELY WATERPROOF. THE NAUGHAHYDE BAG can be left in the rain

all day and not a drop of water will get inside.

One of the tests of a good bag is the character of the top. THE NAUGAHYDE, like

the best quality leather bags, are made with soft, pliable tops,—and lined with heavy
brown twill which is so firmly cemented to the outside fabric as to be practically a
part of it. This gives additional strength to the bag without adding anything to the
cost.

Made in 16 in., 18 in. and 20 in. sizes for Men, and in 14 in., 16 in. and 18 in. for
Women.

The Naugahyde Bags are distributed to the trade through the

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM SERVICE BRANCHES Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Belleville,

Kitchener, London, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina,

Saskatoon, Calgary, Lethbridge, Edmonton, Vancouver and Victoria.
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H. O. MCDOWELL

IMPORTERS llLTHrJz) JOBBERS
^ MANUFACTURERS V^^^-^^^^ *^A I F5; Af:FMT«?

H. N. LINCOLN

SALES AGENTS
EASTERN BRANCH

<»01 CORISTINE BUILDINO
MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, HI.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth
for lUiffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone I51eac.b

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect
Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ma)kiiig and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

lioston, Mass.

. Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.
Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

I. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.
C.uaianteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Welting,
etc.

Q?
CUnr MACHINERY FINDINGS
OnUL. AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

SHOE LACES

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
37 FOUNDRY ST. a.

KITCHENER

Made in Canada by

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

The most Complete Line of Laces to be found in Canada

ROUND LACES RIFLE LACES
Finest Cotton Yarn—Plain and Mercerized

A thoroughly up-to-date plant with large equipment insures

PROMPT DELIVERIES

We are supplying most of the largest users

HOW ABOUT YOU?
We sell to Manufacturers and Jobbers only

UNITED STAY COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Manufacturers of

SHOE TRIMMINGS
IN LEATHER, IMITATION LEATHER AND CLOTH
Top Facing All Colors Any Width

Plain Edge or Single or Double Fold

Pull Strap, Folded Drill, Vamp Stays, Complete Line

All Materials, Styles and Colors

WELTING FOR SEAMS, All Kinds

SKUFFER WELTING
The largest manufacturers use OUR WELTING because it is

STRONG AND ECONOMICAL

u
use
c

SPAULDING'S FIBRE COUNTERS
The Original Guaranteed Counter
Perfect Fitting Highest Quality

SPAULDING'S OAK TAN INNERSOLING
Used Extensively by Manufacturers of McKAYS and POOLE

PROCESS WELTS

J. Spaulding & Sons Co., No. Rochester, N.H.
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Ask Your Jobber to Show You

Ritchie's

Beaver Brown Shoes
For Fall Trade

Quality and price considered,

they are the best value in today's

market, giving at the same time

a feeling of absolute confidence

in the satisfaction they will give

the wearer.

All the best Jobbers carry

Ritchie^s Beaver Brown Shoes

The John Ritchie Company Limited
MAKERS OF
MEN'S SHOES

QUEBEC
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Yes, Dr. ScholFs Foot Comfort Week, June 16-21, is going to smash

all precedents and previous records from a sales standpoint. Some

20,000 live shoe dealers and department stores are now prepared to

make Foot Comfort Week the banner one for 1919.

Never in the history of the retail shoe industry has such interest

been manifested in a single event as has been shown this year in Dr.

Scholl's Foot Comfort Week. This is only natural for a large major-

ity of these enthusiasts know what Foot Comfort Week meant in the

way of increased sales of shoes and foot comfort appliances in 1917

and 1918.

More National Magazine and Newspaper Advertising is being used than

ever before to make Foot Comfort Week and what it stands for a household

word with the millions of foot sufferers. There are hundreds of such persons

right in your immediate vicinity, and these can be drawn into your store, during

this big drive, providing you link up your store by putting in a special Dr. Scholl's

Foot Comfort Week window display and by running local newspaper advertising.

Your last chance to act
Thousands of sets of beautiful and elaborate window trims have already

been shipped. If you have not as yet ordered this material and newspaper elec-

tros, wire right now and same will go forward by prepaid parcel post, special

delivery.

If you have received your window trim material, plan to put it in June 13 or

14 and let the public admire it over Sunday. Your newspaper advertising should

be run all the week before as well as during Foot Comfort Week.

We have spared neither time nor money to make this week your week—so

"let's finish the job" by making it one long to be remembered.

THE SCHOLL MFG. CO., LIMITED
Largest Makers of Foot Appliances in the World

112 Adelaide Street East - - Toronto, Ont.

also

CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON
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Come to the

First Canadian Shoe and
Leather Exhibition

AT KITCHENER JULY 21st to 26th

Whether you are Manufacturer, Jobber, or Retailer of

Footwear, Leather or Findings, if you are interested in the

development of the Footwear Industries of Canada, you

will find many items to interest you during the entire week.

Why not arrange your Holidays to include the week

July 21st to 26th and come to Kitchener. You can, and

will have a good time and at the same time gather real

valuable information about how Shoes and Rubbers are

made and see a better range of samples than the travellers

show you.

There will be about 30 lines of Footwear of all kinds.

Kitchener calls ! Will you come?
REMEMBER THE DATES
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Good Shoes

PATRICIA PARIS
Women's Welts and Turns Women's McKays, Men's Welts

METROPOLITAN
Men's Welts, Women's McKays

The most convincing testimony of the value of our Footwear hne^
is a triah We are quite willing to allow your future orders to

depend solely upon that basis. From experience we know these

shoes will do their own selling if given any opportunity what-
ever. They are made from leather, tanned in our own plants.

. From start to finish we exercise the most rigid care to uphold a

(|viality that has never been other than high grade since the in-

ception of our business. We would welcome that trial. Write
us about it.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company
Limited

MONTREAL
Branch: Metropolitan Shoe Co., 91 Paul St. East, MONTREAL
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For the Summer Days
Fashion, Comfort, and Economy as well, will

prompt your women patrons to purchase
White Footwear extensively for Summer
wear. The PERTH LINE brings out a varied
and excellent range. Oxfords and High Cuts,

styled to the minute, and superior in every
way,—for Quality, Service and Value.

IN STOCK
Line 680—All Fine White Canvas Oxford, Imitation

Straight Stitched Tip, Whole Quarter,

31/2 in. Vamp, White Welting, ly^ in.

Leather Cuban White Enamelled Heel.

Price $4.00

Line 681—All Fine White Canvas Oxford, Plain
Toe, Whole Quarter, Sy^ in. Vamp, White
Welting, Leather Louis White Enamel-
led Heel. Price $4.00

Line 690—AH Fine White Washable Kid Oxford,
Plain Toe, Whole Quarter, 4 in. Vamp,
White Welting, Leather Louis White En-

.

amelled Heel with Vanity Heel Plate and
Natural Top Lift. Price $5.95

TERMS 2% 30 DAYS.

Packed in Cases Ready to Ship.

36 pr. case—6 prs. A, 8 prs. B, 13 prs. C, 9 prs. D.
18 pr. case—6 prs. B, 12 prs. C.

12 pr. case—C's only, 3's to 7's.

12 pr. case—D's only, 3's to 7's. (for lines 680, 681
only).

Perth Shoe Company, Ltd.
Largest Manufacturers of Women's Fine Goodyear Welted Shoes

exclusively in Canada

Perth - Ontario
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Seeiion ojTShoe ^eparimei o/^
C.1. HoveyX(i>. l^osion

OSIon

l^Toadway Deparimeni Store LosAngeles

{he CO T T
IN COMPLETE CO-OPERATIO/N WITH OUR CUSTO/AERS

NATIONALLY known through national dis-

tribution, national advertising and nation-

al service, shoes identified by the "Queen
Quality" Trade Mark are more than ever a

tremendous asset in the retail shoe field.

"QUEEN Quality" style, sound value, and
assured demand, with our merchandis-

ing service, create splendid turnover
under exclusive agency conditions that insure

the most volume and maximum net profit to you.

TO ally your store with "Queen Quality" is to

meet half-way a public that to-day, more than

ever, realizes the safety of buying nationally

established merchandise.

Thomas G- Plant Company Boston, Mass.
Branches: New York and Chicago

Canadian Repre.entatives M. W. MURDOFF & SON, Trenton, Ontario
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Get Your Rubbers

from James Robinson

There has been a tremendous increase

in our business handled for Independ-

ent Rubbers, of all kinds, this spring.

We can account for this only by the

fact that the Canadian public know ex-

cellent quality and are prepared to de-

mand that quality in their Rubbers.

We have the ideal range of styles for

old and young in every part of Can-

ada. Kant Krack, Dainty Mode, Royal,

Bull Dog, Dreadnaught, Veribest

—

These are the names by which you can

safely distinguish good Rubber foot-

wear quality.

Write us for information on any lines

of footwear that may interest you.

James Robinson
MONTREAL
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Your Best Foot-

wear Proposition

The longer your experience and the

better your class of business, just by

so much will you appreciate business

dealing with James Robinson. For

many years we have had an opportun-

ity to choose tne best in footwear of

all kinds, for our dealer customers.

And each year we have had our judg-

ment backed by those same customers.

They have confidence in our ability to

stock the season's best selling styles

and best values. You will have the

same confidence when you give our

house a trial this season.

James Robinson

MONTREAL
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Shoes For Children
To Meet the Demands of the Jobber

Our output com-

prises a complete line

of McKays for infants

and children, and also

includes a newly ad-

ded line for misses.

We will be pleased to

show you samples from

our most popular lasts,

and give you our best

quotations.

An up-to-date fac-

tory equipment and fa-

cilities for handling a

first class product is

open for your investi-

gation. You will find

its activities directed

by men whose many

years' practical experi-

ence ensures reliabil-

ity.

Childrens Shoe Mfg. Co.,

Limited
11 Belleau St. - Quebec City

MADE IN CANADA
Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a
Cement as can be made.

Boston Blacking Company
152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada
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Your

LEATHER
with a view to

Economy
npHE advance in the price of hides makes

economical buying still more necessary.

Cutting value is the factor in sole leather

economy, and shoe manufacturers, by keep-

ing this in mind when purchasing sole lea-

ther can keep down their cost of production.

BREITHAUPT Sole Leather yields the

highest cutting value by an adherence to one

standard—the best in Canada.

Tanneries : Kitchener, Penetang, Hastings, Woodstock, Ont.

Cut Sole Factory : Provincial Cut Sole Co., Kitchener, Ont.

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limited

Manufacturers of
"The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather"

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec
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Consider the Price
and then

Compare Other Values
.with=

AIRD
We
Sell

Jobbers

Only

And if you have been just in your com-
parisons, we will be satisfied with the re-

sult. Because we are confident that

AIRD Footwear presents opportunities
which no progressive jobber can afford

to overlook. We should be pleased to

see you personally at our warerooms. If

you are unable to call, a postal will bring
our newest samples to you. Don't fail to

acquaint yourself with AIRD Lines for

Fall sorting.

fVe are always ready to serve you

Aird & Son
Registered

MONTREAL

illllllllillilllllllllilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllP^
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Steer the Straight Course
and Don't Rock the Boat

THERE probably never was a time when a steady hand at the

helm ol a retail shoe business was more necessary than it is to-day.

Not even during the darkest days of the war was cool judgment

more important. The pilot who wavers or hesitates may split his ship

on the rocks of over-buying, or ground it fast in the mud on the opposite

side of the channel.

The trend of the leather market is still upward, and the prospect

of higher prices tempts the unwary to overload. On the other hand,

the over-cautious retailer may wait in the hope that prices may come

down. They will—eventually— but not soon enough. The dealer who
plays the waiting game will most likely find himself short of his absolute

requirements.

The only safe course is to avoid either extreme; to buy for

normal requirements only; to buy styles which can be sized in

from stock; to send orders for sizes more regularly and more frequently;

and to concentrate upon lines which are known to the public and have

the quality ot saleability.

The Ames Holden McCready system of Branch Stocks offers

exactly this opportunity to every Canadian retailer. Our plans are

perfected to afford the retail trade a stock service which is more

dependable than ever. And when your Fall selling season opens, the

saleability of your stock will be increased by vigorous and timely

advertising placed right in your own locality.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
LIMITED

"Shoemakers to the Nation"

ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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Henwood & Nowak Inc

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS.
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.

nilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

For Wedge Cutting and Scarfing

THIS MACHINE
Accomplishes

Wonderful Results
in scarfing the ends of Straps, Belts, etc., or
cutting a wedge on the heel end of soles to
lengthen them. Its remarkable quickness of
adjustment and uniformity of work, especi-
ally where stock varies a great deal in thick-
ness, makes this machine valuable for speedier
and bigger output. It can be used for all

wedge stripping or scarfing work.
Send for further information.

The Louis G. Freeman Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Canadian Representatives International Sup-

ply Co., Kitchener, Ont., Montreal, Que.

Illlllllllllllll
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THE

:marsh
^SNOI

Successful

Shoes
T INK your business

with the success of this

splendid Marsh Footwear.

The models here shown
are sold in cases contain-

ing 30 pairs of one width. "lOG" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"99" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"104- LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths n to E

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC
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HARRY E. THOMPSON
To the Jobbers:

In addition to my other agencies I have just completed

a contract for the exclusive Canadian Agency for

The Creedon Exporting Co.
of Boston

When you are in Montreal buying your spring samples,

etc., I will appreciate an opportunity of showing you this

line of merchandise which consists of Misses', Child's and

Infants,' also Boys', Youths' and Little Gents' McKays. It

will pay you to investigate.

HARRY E. THOMPSON
Manufacturers' Agent 10 Victoria St., MONTREAL

Patented Patented
Dec, 30th, 1913 Oct, 26th, 1915

Vulco-Unit Box Toe
Adopted by far sighted shoe manu-

facturers as the only solution for all

their Box Toe troubles.

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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THEY LOOK LIKE

GOOD SHOES

they ARE good shoes

There is an artistic touch to the style

of hne and finish of Tetrault shoes, that

makes an irresistible appeal to the man
who demands a smart shoe with unusual

comfort and wearing qualities. A com-

bination not often secured.

The man who discriminates when

buying shoes will find his ideal in one of

Tetrault's stylish models, and at a reason-

able price.

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited
Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Montreal Toronto
Office and Warehouse

—

9 Rue de Marseille,
Paris, France
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There's a Lot of

Summer Trade

For You in the

I

PEED KING
Sporting and Vacation

SHOES
Every season adds to

their popularity and to

the profitable summer
business they secure for

the dealer. The estab-

lished " Speed King "

trade and the same ex-

cellence of production
maintained in our 1919
output will ensure a lib-

eral share of this season's

sales for you.

Any of the following wholesalers can supply you

:

Amherst, N.S.
Halifax, N.S.
Calgary, Alta.
Ottawa, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
London, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.
X'ancouver, B.C.
Montreal, Que.
Quebec, One.
CollingwoocI, Ont
Edmonton, Alta.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd.,
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd.,
E. A. Dagg & Company,
.\. W. Ault & Company, Limited,
White Shoe Company,
McLaren & Dallas,
The London Shoe Company, Limiicd,
Kilgour, Rimer Company, [limited.

The J. Leckie Company, Limited,
Tames Robinson,
Brown Rochette, Limited,
T. Long & Brother,
Dowers, Limited,

Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton - - Ontario
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Means Brisk Sales in Dull Months
P^F^ turns slow July and slower August into two very profitable months, and makes
June a second Easter season for sales.

Because p5^F^ gives the shoe dealer a summer proposition that to-day is a national
necessity.

We have made it so, first, by producing Summer Footwear that men, women and
children delight to wear.

Next, by giving the dealer such a wide variety of styles, shapes and sizes that he can
please every taste as well as fit every foot.

And then, we sell pis]?^ for him. That's exactly what we do—sell
p^rp^ for the

dealer, by means of our big advertising campaign, with our window displays, our store

cards and the other dealer helps we send out.

Let p5^F^ turn a dull, slow summer into sixty days of good profits and new customers
for you.

P^F®^ Stores are the busy stores—and dealers who carry the complete stocks get the
business, and make the profits.

Wire or phone the nearest branch for styles or sizes

to complete your stock.

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM SERVICE BRANCHES are located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Belleville, Toronto, Hamilton,

Brantford, London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon,

Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.
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A Journal of its Findings, Making and Sale.

Published Monthly for the Good of

the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
Telephone A. 2700

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Tel. Garry 856 - Electric Railway Chambers

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building

NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beekman - 1123 Tribune Building

CHICAGO - Tel. Harrison 5351 - 1413 Gt. Northern Bldg.

LONDON, ENG. ------- 16 Regent Street S.W.

Authorized by the Postmaster General for Canada, for transmission

as second class matter.

Entered as second class matter July 18th, 1914, at the Postoffice at

Buffalo, N. Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Canada and Great Britain, $1.00. U. S. and Foreign, $1.50.

Single copies 15 cents

Vol. 9 June, 1919

A Matter for

Consideration

The biggest question to come be-

fore the convention of shoemen,

scheduled to meet in Toronto on

July 21-22, will be not so much whether they shall or-

ganize—that is easy—but on what plan they shall or-

ganize and, then, what steps they shall take to keep

the organization alive and effective.

Most retailers have had experience with associa-

tions. They are comparatively easy to form and start

going but exceedingly difficult to keep running. The
difficulty, of course, is that someone has to do a lot

of real work—thankless work sometimes. It is quite

too often taken for granted that the honor of being

made president or secretary or treasurer of an organ-

ization is so great as to justify the members in expect-

ing these officers to neglect their own business in or-

der that the work of the association may be carried

forward. There are many examples of this very thing

happening. Yet there is nothing more unreasonable

than to ask any man to make such a sacrifice. How-
ever, such is the enthusiasm and public spirit of some
of our shoe retailers that they have from time to time

consented to accept office knowing well that it would

entail hours and weeks of la1)or to carry on the work

of that office successfully.

There are just so many hours in a da}-, and a

human being, however enthusiastic and capable, can

only do so much. The inevitable result in the past

has been, therefore, that any association depending

for its existence on purely voluntary assistance has

in the course of two or three years gradually fallen

back into inactivity. There is no indication that the

same thing would not happen today or any time in the

future. Indeed these are times when competition is

keener than ever and a retailer will need all his ener-

gies and all his time to attend properly to his own
business.

Does not this bring us then to only one conclu-

sion? If the Canadian shoe retailers decide to or-

ganize and if they want to keep this organization

alive and derive the benefits that should certainly

follow from such an organization, is it fair or reason-

able to expect that any two or three men are going

to sacrifice their time and money for the benefit of

the whole trade?

Is there any other solution than the appointment

of a secretary or manager, (call him what you like),

who will give his whole time to the association—or-

ganize the shoe retailers in Canada from one end to

the other—get them all interested, from the largest to

the smallest—establish smooth working relationships

between retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers—ed-

ucate the retail trade in proper merchandising meth-

ods, stock-keeping, accounts, policies and so on? Isn't

that what the trade needs? Doesn't it mean a full

day's work every day, too?

This, as we see it, is the important task before

the coming convention—to choose a man with organ-

izing and executive ability who is free to give his

whole time. There is much at stake and it follows

that a good man would be required—and a good man
means a good salary.

This Organization
Pays

About a year ago the merchants

of the town of Kingsville, Ont.,

got together to discuss organiza-

tion. While trade during the summer was fairly good
it was found that during the winter the town was a

"dead one." And so the Kingsville Retail Merchants"

Association came into being. No membership fees

were charged and none will be, unless the scope of the

organization is very much enlarged. The first pro-

cedure was to issue a four-page bulletin advertising

special values for the first Saturday in each month. It

had a circulation of 1,800 among residents of the town
and nearby residents. Results were almost immediate.
People who never thought of coming to town began to

call as a result of inducements oft'ered. Not long after-

wards the as.sociation invited all visitors to the town
to bring goods with them that they wanted to dispose
of. An auctioneer was provided by the association and
a general sale conducted in the town square. No com-
mission was charged and everything from live stock
to household furnishings fell under the hammer. It
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The business-getting ideas, suggestions and

helps printed in Footwear in Canada are practi-

cal. Some other retailer has tried them out and

found them good. Do you read them and then

forget about it, or do you try them out in your

own store?

I

The Trend of

Prices

was a free service and an advertising feature and paid

big dividends. As soon as the visitors sold their goucls

they immediately patronized the merchants. Now
the monthly auction and special bargain day is a regu-

lar feature in Kingsville. The original four-page bul-

letin, however, has grown to twenty-eight pages. The
merchants buy their advertising space at cost and so

there is no unused money to take care of. Approach-

ing now their first anniversary of organization it is a

significant fact that the organization comprises almost

every live merchant in the town.

* * *

A manufacturer of men's heavy

work boots showed us, a few days

ago, his new price list, effective

the last week in May. A general advance of from 25

to 50 cents on all lines was noted, the next previous

list having been issued at the end of March. Manu-
facturers who are using kid stock, however, are forced

to make much larger advances. For instance, a maker

of women's fine shoes says his lines will be revised

upwards to the extent of from $1.00 to $1.25. These

advances are caused by the greatly increased cost of

leather and also to some extent by the labor situation.

Many of the factories have adopted the shorter day

with an increase in- wages, which makes the rate of

pay the same as formerly earned by the workmen un-

der the longer day. This, of course, increases the cost

of production.

A strong current of feeling is noted among the

manufacturers that conditions duiing the last few

months have not warranted the startling advances in

the price of leather and that a wave of speculation is

rampant that v\ill eventually spell disaster. The Euro-

])ean demand is, of course, underlying the whole situ-

ation. With ihe overseas countries famished for leath-

er and .<hoes and the large Canadian and United States

manufacturers actively going after this business, it

is not difficult to see why domestic prices must be

high, and ])robably higher, at least for some time to

come.

At the present time there doesn't seem to be a

single ray of sunsliinc breaking through the cloud'.

The outlook is very dark. The fall of this year is like-

ly to see prices at a higher level than a few months ago

was believed possiljle. Just when the break will come

Summer Comfort

restful and clean ?

is hard to say, but, in the meantime, it behooves every

retailer to keep a watchful eye on the situation.

Is your store going to be com-

fortable for your customers this

summer ? Is it going to be cool.

Is it going to be a relief for them

to get off the hot, dusty streets into your store to

purchase their footwear?

In the winter time most stores are a refuge from

the bitter cold of the streets ; one overlooks to some

extent poor ventilation and so on. In the summer,

however, we are just a bit more fastidious, and when

the heat is taking the starch out of our collars and

the sand out of our make-up we like to shop in the

store that is fresh and airy.

Two or three electric fans will go a long way to-

ward making it easier for people to buy in your store.

They cost only a few dollars and a mere trifle to op-

erate. Keep the air circulating.

Also keep out the flies. A persistent fly is a reai

irritation. Swat them at every opportunity
;

])ut

screens on rear windows and an electric fan directed

By increasing the customer's comfort you minimize the sales effort.

toward the front entrance will help to keep them (Hit.

A few flowers, or plants, brighten up the store and

add to attractiveness. They are not expensne and

easy to care for.

A glass of ice-water available for the fatigued

shopper is often a "life-saver." The Neill Shoe Store,

in Peterboro, put a fountain in the store for their

customers' convenience. That's service.

Make the ctistomer comfortable; remo\e all ]jhy-

sical irritation—surely that is going a long way to-

ward makinsf the sale.

A merchant lays in a $5,000 stock of slow-

moving goods and turns it once in the year at a

profit of 10 per cent. He makes $500 Another

merchant lays in a $1,000 stock of fast moving

goods and turns it over five times in the year. He
makes 50 per cent, on one-fifth the capital in-

vestment. Think it over.

i



First Canadian Shoe and Leather Exhibition
Will be Educational and Vacational—Successful Business Men Say: "Travel and Learn"

—Here is Your Opportunity—A Few Days Spent at Kitchener next July will

Broaden Your Outlook—Manufacturers will Welcome Visitors at

Their Plants as well as at the Style Show

THE various committees who have in hand the

final arrangements for the big- Kitchener Shoe
and T.eather Exhil)ition, July 21 to 26, are

working hard to ensiu^e that the event will be
the success that is anticipated for it. The Auditorium,
where^ the Show will be held, is particularly well suit-

ed for the purpose, and is within a stone's throw^ of

the centre of the main business section of the city.

Display space has been apportioned so that there will

be from thirty-five to forty ])ooths on the main floor

and it is hoped to fill these all with shoe manufac-
turers' e.xhibits, with the possible exception of the

centre space, which may be devoted to some process

Spatti, .1. i.ie Auditorium have all been arranged and the Committee
aie busy signing up the mai.ufacturers—most of whom are

enthusiastic.

in manufacturing. For the findings and accessories
firms and any overflow of shoe manufacturers there
will be l)ooths fitted up in the balcony which runs
around the entire building.

Some (|uestion has been raised by manufacturers
regarding the fitting up of the booths. This will all

be arranged by the Executive. Each display space
will be provided with the necessary shelves and a

table and suitably decorated. Manufacturers may, of

course, add whatever decoration they may see fit.

'I'here need lie no hesitation, either, in the matter of

sending displays to the Auditorium, as a man will be
on hand to look after all incoming shipments.

Kitchener is a great little place—truly a hive of

industry—one of the most progressive manufacturing
cities in the Dominion. Shoemen who have been
reading about this Style Show must not get it into

their heads that Kitchener is the usual quiet little

hamlet, a few years behind the times. On the con-
trary, it is the original busy little burg—right up to

the minute and full of life. It is the county seat of

Waterloo County, one of the richest agricultural

counties in Ontario. The population exceeds 20,000
and is growing rapidly. It is well connected by rail

—

bv Sarnia Tunnel or via London through the Detroit

The Kitchener Auditoiium, where the First Canadian Shoe and Leather
Show will be held.
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Mr. W. E. Wing, Sales Manas-er, Kaufman
Rubber Company, Kitchener.

Mr, Alex. Inrig, of the Lady Belle Shoe
Company. Vice-President of the Executive

of the Style Show.

Mr. A. R. Kaufman of the Kaufman Rubber !

Company, Kitchener.
j

^:

Tunnel to the United States and with the East
through Grand Trunk main Hne to Toronto, Mont-
real and Halifax, as well as north and northwest. The
Gait, Preston and Hespeler and the Lake Erie and
Northern Electric Railways connect directly with
Port Dover and boats for lake ports. These electric

lines also give direct connection with the C. P. R.

and its through trains from Chicago to Halifax.

It has always been a boast of Kitchener that a

tilated. Consideration for their employees enables the
Kitchener manufacturers to secure the best of labor
and in this way ensure that their products are of the
best.

The factories are well scattered throughout the
city. There is no real factory district, no tenement
district, and no exclusive residential districts.

There are churches of nearly every denomination,
schools and educational facilities. The Carnegie Lib-
rary is a splendid building and is well patronized by
the citizens. There are parks and playgrounds for

almost every style of amusement—bowling greens,
skating rinks, golf links, baseball parks, swimming
pools, theatres and clubs.

Shoe and Leather Manufacturers

Kitchener shoe and leather manufacturers are

generally well known throughout the Dominion. Most
of them will have exhibits at the Style Show. The

The Western Shoe Company have a large building, attractively located.

large percentage of the citizens own their own homes.
Visitors are impressed with the general cleanliness

of the streets and tidy appearance of the houses and
gardens. A city ordinance prevents the erection of

cheap, flimsy dwellings. Consequently the homes are

substantial and well-built.

It is an ideal city for the workingman, and this,

naturally, has its effect on the manufactured product.

The workmen occupy good homes
;
they have a per-

sonal interest in the city and its welfare and becaufc
of the diversity of industries suitable employment can
be given to each meml)er of the family. This all has
a tendency to promote prosperity and contentment.

The factories themselves are well lighted and ven- Plant of the Getty Shoe Company, of which Mr. E. C. Getty is head.
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The McBrine Com-
pany make an exten-
sive line of travelling

goods.

I

4—

Greb Shoe Company's factory is situated within a

hundred yards of the Auditorium, where the Show
will be held. This firm make only men's and boys'

high class work boots and their samples at the Show
are bound to make a strong appeal to the retail trade,

especially to those who know that a workingman's
boot must not only be of sturdy build but, in addi-

tion, must conform to the lines of the foot to ensure
comfort to the wearer during his long hours of toil.

Further, it must have a neat appearance—even the

farmers demand this—it must withstand a great deal

of hard, rough usage. These qualifications are em-

bodied in the Greb shoe. The company have about
three thousand customers throughout the Dominion,
many of whom will be glad to cill at the Greb booth
in the Auditorivmi. Mr. Erwin Greb is president.

The Breithaupt Leather Company, Limited, one
of Kitchener's leading industries, was founded in 1857

by the late Louis Breithaupt. This firm believes in

the policy of specializing in one line of leather and
have accordingly centred their activities on sole lea-

ther. With the splendid facilities at their disposal

at the different plants they enjoy the unique position

of being able to supply the wants of the users of every

Mr. W. E. Woelfle, President Woelfle Shoe
Company.

N. B. Detweiler, President Hydro City
Shoe Manufacturers.

Mr. R. G. Kerr, Secy.-Treas. Woelfle Shoe
Company, Member Entertainment Committee.
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kind of sole leather—firm Hemlock stock or mellow,
pliable Union or Oak. Mr. L. J. Breithaupt is at the
head of the company, with L. O. Breithaupt a close
second. Many suggestions and invitations have been
made to this firm to move their head office to more
important centers, but they are loyal to Kitchener.

I'he Ahrens Shoe Company was established
twenty-seven years ago by C. A. Ahrens, Sr. Twenty-
five years ago the present head of the firm, whose in-

^3 ^^^^

31

Plant of C. A. Ahrens, Limited, Kitchener.

A stock

H. Ah-

itials are also C. A., came into the business,
company was formed in 1909, when Mr. F.
reus was taken in. Mr. H. E. Wettlaufer is sales
manager. The company make about 800 pairs a day
of stylish shoes for men, women, misses, youths, boys,
little gen-ts and children.

The firm of Oscar Rumpel is also a very large and
important industry in Kitchener. They make a gen-

in operation on February 15, 1916. Mr. Armbrust
has been in the shoe business about twenty-one years
and Mr. Inrig- has spent all his life in the game. They
employ about 65 hands.

The International Supply Company are importers,

Mr. Erwin C. Greb, President Greb Shoe Co.
and member of Entertainment Committee.

jobbers and manufacturers' sales agents for shoe ma-
chinery, findings and factory supplies. They have
been established in Kitchener for the past four years
and have built up a very large business. Mr. H. N.
Lincoln and Mr. H. O. McDowell are at the head of

era! line of felt shoes and slippers and turn out about
3,000 pairs a day.

The Woelfle Shoe Company was established in

1912 and is located in a very modern building. They
have around 85 employees and manufacture a splen-

did line of women's fine McKays. Mr. W. E. Woelfle
is president of the company and Mr. R. G. Kerr, sec-

retary-treasurer.

The Lady Belle Shoe Company, of which Mr. A.
A. Armbrust and Alex. Inrig, are at -the head, manu-
facture women's fine McKays and pumps, turning out
about 500 pairs a day. Their modern factory was
commenced on November 1, 1915, and was ready and

the company, the latter gentleman being very active

in connection with the arrangements for the coming
Style Show. Mr. Lincoln is an expert on Puritan

machines ; knows shoemaking from the ground up and
is always glad to advise shoemen on their problems.

Mr. Geo. Killer is head of the Western Shoe C0171-

pany. Limited, who manufacture a general line of

McKays, standard screw and pegged shoes.

Visitors to Kitchener will find Mr. S. J. Davies

in charge of .the United Shoe Machinery Company's
branch. He was for some time connected with the

head office in Montreal and went to Kitchener early

in the year of 1918. Mr. Davies has had a wide ex-
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Scene in Victoria Park, Kitchener, Parks and playgrounds are plentiful in the Hydro City.

I

perience in .shoe machinery problems and his store and
warehouse in Kitchener is one of the busiest.

The L. McBrine Company, Limited, manufacture
a complete line of trunks, bags, valises. Their fac-

tory space is over 120.000 feet and there are about
three acres under roof. They are ecjuipped with the
latest machinery and have every facility for serving
shoe retailers who also handle travelling goods. Mr.
Geo. S. Ahrens is general manager of the company.

The Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers, Limited, of

The warehouse of tlie International Supply Company is always busy.

which Mr. N. B. Detweiler is president, manufacture

an unsurpassed staple line for general trade. They
have a three-storey factory ancl a large output of

men's, youths', boys', children's and infants' footwear.

They also maintain an in-stock department.

The Canadian Consolidated Felt Company have

one of the largest plants in Kitchener where they

manufacture white canvas shoes and Kosey Korner

slippers, heavy felt boots and shoes with felt or lea-

ther soles as 'well as commercial felt for every pur-

pose. Messrs. Charles and Davison are at the head of

this plant, and they are both enthusiastic workers

_„._,„_,„_„._.—.,_,„_„_.„_™_.„_,„_„_.„_„_,„_,„_„»_,„_„_.^.

for the Style Show, Mr. Davison being on the Pub-
licity Committee, and Mr. Charles on the Arrangement
Committee.

The Merchants' Rubber Plant of the Canadian
Consolidated Rubber Company, is also located in

The Eagle tannery of the Breithaupt Leather Company. Kitc'iener.

Kitchener. Merchants Brand rubbers are well known
throughout the Dominion and visitors to Kitchener
will find a vizit to this plant very interesting.

The plant of the Kaufman Rubber Company is

another feature of the industrial life of Kitchener.

The makers of "Life Buoy" footwear occup}' a most
modern and up-to-date factory very centrally located.

Mr. A. R. Kaufman is head of the company and Mr.
W. E. Wing sales manager.

The Lang Tanning Company have just recently

gone into the production of sole leather, and have a

very large and up-to-date plant, where they produce
a product of very high quality.

Mr. E. C. Getty is at the head of the Getty Shoe

Factory of the W. E. Woelfle Shoe Company, Limited, Kitchener, Ont.
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Mr. II. O. McDowell, of the International
Supply Company, Chairman Publicity Com- Mr. L. J. Breithaupt, President Breithaupt Mr. S. J. Davies, manager Kitchener

mittee of the Style Show. Leather Company. United Shoe Machinery Co.

Mr. H. N. Lincoln, of the International Sup- , ^ „ •
i ^ r ^i. -^u ..^ t »u

ply Company, Member of the Committee on Mr^ L. O. Breithaupt of the Breithaupt Leather

^r^gngg^g^jg Company, member of the Entertainment
Committee.

Kitchener is noted for its fine residential districts.
Part of the plant of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Company. The build-

ing extends back for a considerable distance.
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King Street, the main business Street in Kitchener

Comijany. This company is comparatively new but
rapidl}- going ahead. They manufacture a good line

of youths', misses', infants' and children's McKays
and turns.

Visitors to Kitchener will be welcome at any of

these plants. It will be an opportunity to see jvtst

how a shoe is made, how rubbers are formed or how
a raw hide is tanned. In addition to being education-

al, the trip will also be vacational ; the entertainment
committee are not letting the grass grow under their

feet and are getting together a splendid programme.
Arrangements are being made also for motorists.

Office and Sales Department of the Kitchener Branch of the United Shoe
Machinery Company in charge of Mr. S. J. Davies

Parking privileges are being secured so there need be

no worry on the part of anyone who wishes to make
the journey by motor. The map herewith shows the

location of the Hydro City which is within easy dis-

tance of all western Ontario centres. The distance

from Toronto is about 70 miles northwest.

This is going to be a show for manufacturers as

well as retailers. The allied industries will be well

represented and consequently the maker of shoes will

be able to see on exhibit a great many of the materials

that are used in his business. Neither will the repair

men be neglected, for there will be exhibitions of shoe

repair machinery and the various materials used in

One of the huge piles of hemlock bark on the property of the Lang Tan-
ning Company. This one is a block long and there are several others

like it.

shoe repairing. This will also be of value to retailers

throughout the country who maintain their own re-

pair departments.

On Wednesday, July 23, it is planned to run a

special train from Toronto to Kitchener with a party

of delegates to the Retailers' Convention which is be-

ing held on July 21-22.

Every retailer should take an occasional vacation

;

furthermore, he should travel, to broaden his outlook.

This is the advice of our most successful business

men. Here, then, is a combination that will be of

value from all viewpoints. Every retailer should ar-

range his afifairs so that he can spend a few days at

the Kitchener Style Show.

Kitcliener >

Make this your Resolution, July 21—20.

"Why I Buy In the States"

WE were talking with a prominent Toronto re-

tailer the other day and the topic drifted

around to patriotism in buying. "I buy
most of my regular stock in Canada," this

retailer said, "because I believe in helping home in-

dustry. There is no use sending our money out of the

country if we can help it. But on the other hand I

also buy a great deal in the United States for the

simple reason that I can secure what I need there much
easier than I can in Canada. For instance, a woman
comes in who requires an out-size shoe. I take her

order because I can't fit her from stock. Now, even
supposing I could get this shoe from some Toronto
jobber or Canadian manufacturer, I would have to

wait about four weeks before they would fill my order.

The chances are, however, that they could not supply
what I wanted at all. On the other hand I can send
my order to Boston or some other centre across the

line and have my shoes back inside of a week. That is

why you will find so much Canadian business going
to the States—the manufacturers there have facilities

for handling this "in-stock" business quickly and satis-

factorily. And as for price, I generally find I can get

single pairs, or lots of two and three pairs, laid down
here with duty paid within twenty-five or fifty cents

of what the same article would cost if Canadian made.

"No," he went on, "I don't blame the Canadian
manufacturers very much because they haven't got
the field our neighbors have. I'm strong for buying
at home wherever possible, but when you can get
what you want on the other side and in quarter the

time what is a retailer going to do? Follow the line

of least resistance, that's all."

A resident of Northern Canada recently bought
down to Toronto a couple of pairs of genuine Indian-

made moccasin slippers. These are very scarce at the

])resent time but the price paid for them was only $3.00.

They are made of smoke-tanned moose hide, very
strong and well-made, with elaborate bead-work on
the front.
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Mr. J. T. Lawson of Regina
It has been said that most really clever men are

modest. Cleverness usually presages success in a
business man, and success surely deserves recognition.
Here is a photograph of Mr. John T. Lawson, boot
and shoe merchant, of Regina, Sask. Mr. Lawson is

Mr. J. T. Lawson.

modest. He does not say very much about himself.
However, he learned shoemaking with his father at
the age of fourteen years, working on the bench for
four years. After that he attended high school for
two years and then went into the retail business. He
has been selling shoes ever since and his knowledge
of the trade is naturally very extensive.

Advance in Sole Leather Continues
Stocks Down to Bare Floors— Production Sold

Right up to the Minute.

COW hides continue to advance in price, and
there is very little likelihood of lower prices
for some time to come—especially on sole
leather. The opening of the e>:])ort markets in

Great Britain and Europe means, of course, that Can-
adian tanners have been able to share in all this busi-
ness that they could handle and, as a consequence,
stocks are down to bare floors. One of the large sole
leather tanners advises us that they have only a few
thousand hides of finished sole leather on hand, and
their production is sold right up to the minute. From
what we can learn mo.st firms are in the same shape.
The following circular letter was recently sent by this
tanner to shoe manufacturers:

"Since we sent you our last market letter, conditions
in the hide and leather trade have l)ee:i very active, the
lifting of the various emliargoes against the importation
])y the countries that have been at war, greatly stimulatiii;;
the trade in hides and leather, until to-day finds us faced
with values on both hides and leather without parallel in

the history of the trade and with very little Hkelihood of
any reductions for, at least, this year.

"Stocks of leather in Canada and the United States are
on a very low basis; practically every sole leather tanner
in Canada is sold down to bare floors, and his production,
as it comes from his tannery, is rolled up and shipped out

as fast as received. Conditions with tanners of other classes
of leather, such as calf-skins, upper leather and sheep-skins,
are no different, they having all the business they can handle
and, in some cases, they are experiencing considerable diffi-

culty in obtaining raw material. In fact, tanners have been
offered more business, both from Canada and abroad, than
they could handle. As you are perhaps aware, leather may
now be exported freely to Great Britain and to practically
any country in Europe, the result being that we have been
inundated with orders and enquiries, and have had to re-

fuse business that we should have liked to have taken care
of.

"In the United States, during the past two weeks,
there has been a sharp advance in prices of both sole and
upper leathers of all kinds, the increases being, in some
cases, very considerable, and, as we said before, we cannot
see any likelihood of any easement in values during this

year and possilily next year; there is a tre.imendous short-
age of hides and leather in Europe, and until the demand
there is satisfied—which will take some time—we cannot
possibly see how values can be lower.

"In conclusion, we feel it is of vital importance to the
manufacturers that they advise the wholesale and retail

trade of the present condition of the raw material market.

"Owing to the further advance in prices which has just

recently taken place in hides and tanning materials, we re-

gret to inform you that we are obliged to withdraw all quo-
tations on leather."

Montreal Makers Withdraw Prices

Under date May 30 we are advised from Montreal
that prices of shoes have further advanced, and some
Montreal makers supplying the jobbing trade have
withdrawn their lists. This is due to the increasing

scarcity of raw material, and the sharp rise in hides,

leather, and findings. The market is in a very un-
settled condition, the outlook being for still higher

values. "It is not a question of price just now," said

the manufacturer, "but of getting materials and of be-

ing able to supply the goods."

The factories are full of orders—and reports are

to hand that business has been turned down, owing
partly to the impossibility of seeing how prices will

go, and also to the difficulty of securing certain grades
of leather. There is a further demand by Europe for

Canadian footwear, and fresh orders have been re-

ceived. The prospects in fact, are all very favorable

to the factories being kept busy throughout this year.

British leather buyers have visited Montreal and
have bought as much as possible of upper and sole

leather. They were willing to place further orders,

but the tanners were unable to promise delivery.

Toronto Repairers to Arrange Picnic

While nothing definite has been settled at the time

we go to press, the Toronto Shoe Repairers' Associ-

ation will likely hold their annual picnic to Niagara
Falls some time during the latter part of this month.
It has been suggested that the games be run off at

some later date at the Toronto Island so as to avoid

the necessity of having to transport the presents all

the way to the Falls and back again.

Mr. Clarke Goes to Europe

Mr. Griffith B. Clarke, president of the A. R.

Clarke & Company, patent leather manufacturers,

Toronto, has left on a two months' business trip to

Europe. Their production of patent leather during

the year 1918 was over two million dollars and covered

export business to all parts of the British Empire and
the United States.
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Are You Master of Your Business?

Do You Know How to Figure Profits?—Do You Realize

the Value of Rapid Turn-over?— Mr. F. W. Stewart,

Managing Director Ciuett-Peabody, Montreal, addressed

Hamilton Merchants During Their "Retail Week" Re-

cently and Gave Them Some Profitable Advice.
I

BY the question, "Are you master of your busi-

ness?" I mean, are you in touch with al! the

details of your business, or is it allowed to be
its own master, doing the best it can from day

to day and year to year?
Are you a modern merchant or are your business

methods those of twenty-five or fifty years ago ?

Is your buying done systematically, based on last

year's sales and present stock on hand?
Is your store departmentalized, so that you know

which classes of goods are making money for you and
which are not ?

Do you know from day to day, month to month and
year to year, if you are losing or making money ?

Do you know what your actual Expenses are, and
are they itemized so that you can control each one,

and not allow them to be higher than they should be ?

Are you sure that you are figuring your profits cor-

rectly, so as to avoid selling goods without profit ?

Are you purchasing, in your opinion, the best goods
made, so that your customers cannot purchase better

goods for the same price in any other store ?

Are you keeping your stocks down, in comparison
with your volume of sales ?

Have you the proper spirit in your store amongst
your employees ? Have they that confidence in you
and your goods which they should have, to pass along
to your customers when they come into the store?

Are you in good standing and on good terms with
the firms from whom you purchase your goods ?

There are many more questions which I could put
to you .as retail merchants, but these, in my opinion,

are the most vital to be considered.

Merchandising is a wonderful game, and by that 1

do not mean a flim-flam or crooked game, but a most
interesting and honorable game, and the more you dig

into it, and study its details, the more interesting it

becomes.
Naturally when a man invests his money in a busi-

ness, his desire is to build it up into a large, live and
profitable concern.

To do this he must have knowledge of the methods
which will create the maximum amount of sales, with
the minimum expense, comparative with the amount of

capital invested and the field he has to work upon.
In developing his business and to acquire the vol-

ume of sales aimed at, a merchant must first be sure

of his location, that his windows and store equipment
are right, and that he has the merchandise which will

satisfy his most exacting customers.
Then he must plan his advertising thoughtfully,

and expend his appropriation in such a way as will

bring the best results.

For, as a wise merchant, he knows that advertising

creates demand ; demand creates increased sales ; in-

creased sales reduce overhead or fixed charges ; reduc-

ed overhead charges mean lower cost of doing busi-

ness; lower cost of doing business means better pro-
fits, or better values to the consumer.

The progressive merchant is always working for

increased sales, being careful to avoid the sacrifice oi

profits.

Increased sales have everything to do with the cost

of doing business

Without appreciable increase in expense, increased
sales stand for success, and mean the selling of best
merchandise at lowest prices, always keeping in mind,
as I have mentioned, the guarding against the sacri-

ficing of profits to create the increase in sales.

It is my intention to touch upon several of the
principal phases of retail merchandising, as briefly as
possible, in the time allowed to me.

How to Figure Expenses

The first I will take up is figuring expenses.

When you figure expenses at the end of each
week, month and year, be sure you have them all in-

cluded in your total. Do not delude yourself by leav-
ing any items out, so that your figures will not tell

you the truth as to what they really are. Do not make
your figures to suit your conscience, see that they tell

the truth and show your actual position at each in-

ventory .

To allow all items of expense being included in the
total, and to keep you in constant touch with each ex-
pense item, they should be sub-divided and classified

as follows, or along similar lines:

Personal
;

Depreciation
; Bad Debts ; Rent ; In-

surance
;

Light and Heat; Pay Roll; Interest; De-
livery

;
Advertising

;
Transportation ; General

;
Paper,

twine, cleaning, etc.

If you own your own store, pay yourself a rental
which would be fair, as compared with rentals paid
in your vicinity. If you did not occupy the building
yourself, you would receive rental for it, therefore you
are entitled to pay yourself rental on the same basis.
If your money was not invested in the building, you
would have it where it would give you a return equal
at least, to the rental your store is worth.

Do not overlook including your personal drawings
in your expenses. The best way to control your draw-
ings is to give yourself a fixed salary, and, if at the end
of the year, conditions will warrant it, and the business
will allow it, draw out a certain amount and invest it

outside your business.

Figuring Profits

I have found that one of the most grievous errors
that many merchants make is in their methods of
figuring profits. I believe that incorrect methods of
figuring are the cause of more worries and anxieties.
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and ptit more merchants out of business than any other
phase of merchandising.

With very few exceptions, every man who starts

in business for himself wishes to be successful. To be
successful his business must be on a sound profit-mak-
ing basis. No business is successful unless it is a

money-maker. Volume is of no account if satisfactory

results are not shown at the end of the year.
The error which I refer to as being so frequently

made is figuring- expenses on sales and profits on in-

voice price.

You must either use invoice price or volume of

sales on which to figure both expenses and profits. You
cannot use one set of figures for one and another set

for the other.

If I ask a merchant to tell me his per cent, cost of
doing business, his reply, under normal conditions, in-

variably is 25 per cent. Naturally when he makes that

statement, he means that he has figured his expenses
on his total sales, not on the purchase price of his mer-
chandise.

When asked the average gross profit being made,
in most cases the reply is 50 per cent.

When I ask, "That means if you buy an article for

$1.00 and sell it for $1.50 you would be making a gross
profit of 50 per cent.", the usual reply is "Certainly."

This is where the mistake is made. If you put 50
per cent, advance on an article costing $1.00, the sell-

ing price is $1.50. Now your expenses, we assume, are
25 per cent. That is 25 per cent, of $1.50, your sale

price, not $1.00, your invoice price.

Always remember that your selling price is what
makes up the total sales at the end of the year, the
figures on which your expenses are based.

25 per cent, of $1.50 is 375^c, which is what it costs
to sell that article, leaving a balance of \2]Ac, net pro-
fit.

On the basis of figuring that 50 per cent, advance
on invoice price, gives 50 per cent, gross profit, and
expenses are 25 per cent, of sales, it would figure out
that it cost only 25c to sell the article, and the net
profit 25c.

Figuring expenses and profits on sales, would fig-

ure on a per cen-t. basis as follows : invoice price of
article, $1.00, add 50 per cent, or 50c; selling price is

$1.50. 50c is one-third of $1.50, selling price, there-

_
fore the gross profit is 33 1/3 per cent., not 50 per cent.,

'and the net profit 8 1/3 per cent., not 25 per cent., or
\2y2c, not 25c.

A simple, short cut method to ascertain the gross
profit being made on any article, is to deduct the in-

voice price from the, selling price, and divide the sell-

ing price into the diflference, adding two zeros to the
latter, and a further two zeros to figure fraction of 1

per cent., as follows:
Selling price $1.50.

Invoice price 1.00.

150)500000(33.33 = 33 1/3%
450 Exp. 25%

500 Net prof. 8 1/3%
450

50O
450

500
If you buy an article for $1.00 and sell it for $4.00

you do not make 300 per cent, profit. You make 75

per cent. You purchase for $1.00, sell for $4.00, gross
profit $3.00. $3.00 is 75 per cent, of $4.00, your selling

price. Remember you are basing your profits on sales,

not invoice or purchase price.

To work this out as above:
Selling price $4.00
Invoice price 1.00

-^00)3 0000)75%
2 800

2000
2000

If invoice price is used for figuring of both expens-
es and sales, the result would be the same, because

Remember, if you put fifty cents' advance on an at tide costing $1.00,
you are NOT making 50 per cent. Your gross profit is only

33 1/3 per cent.

your expenses would figure higher than 25 per cent.,

for the reason that they would be based on a smaller

total, the total of your purchaess, not your total sale.^.

To prove it.

Your expenses are 25 per cent, of your sales. 25

per cent, of $1.50=373/4c . 375^c is 37_^ per cent, of

$1.00, the invoice price. 50 per cent., or 50c, has been
added to $1.00. The diflference between 37)/2C and 50c

is Uy.c, which is 81/3 per cent, of $1.50.

The point 1 wish to make clear is that two sets of

figures for figuring expenses arid profits must not l)e

used. Either invoice or sales price must be used for

both.

Best to Figure on Sales

Sales price will be found the most desirable, as it

is easier to total the sales for a month or a year than

the invoice prices of all the articles sold during these

periods

.

Let me make it clear to you that 100 per cent,

advance on invoice is only 50 per cent, gross profits on
sales; 50 per cent, advance on invoice is 33 1/3 per

cent, gross profit on sales; 33 1/3 per cent, advance
on invoice is 25 per cent, gross profit on sales; 25 per

cent, advance on invoice is 20 per cent, gross profit

on sales.

Figure your profits on this basis and you will find

it easier to pay your bills, and you will not be trying

to figure out where your profits are, which you thought
you were, but were not making.

If your purchases for a year are $20,000, and you
place an advance of 25 per cent, on invoice price, you
would add $5,000. We will assume your volume of

sales is $25,000. If you left your business for a year,

and figured you would be satisfied to give all your
profits to the man left in charge, on a basis of giving

him 25 per cent, of sales, you would pay him $6,250,

not $5,000, or $1,250 more than you figure your gross

profits would be, because you based your profits on
invoice price, not sales.

I hope I have made it clear that profits and ex-

penses cannot be figured on two difi^erent sets of figures.

If your expenses are 25 per cent, and you desire 10

per cent, net profit and wish to know the amount to
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add to invoice price, to give you tiiis result, deduct
35 per cent, (25 per cent., your expenses, and 10 per

cent., your net profit) from 100 per cent. This leaves

65 per cent. Divide 65 into 35, adding to zeros to the

latter, as follows

:

100

35

65)3500(54%
325

250
240

.10

This shows it would be necessary for you to add
54 per cent, to $1.00, putting a price of $1.54 on the

article, to give you 35 per cent, gross profit.

To prove this

:

The selling price is $1.54
The invoice price is 1.00

Divide by selling price 154) 54 00(35%
46 2

7 80
7 70

10

You cannot make money unless you make profits.

Figure them correctly. Be master of your profits.

Departmentalizing Your Store

A merchant cannot be master of his business un-

less he has it departmentalized. This is the only way
to check up the different classes of merchandise and
give you the information as to which, or if all, are

showing the ])roper amount of sales against the stock

carried.

If the business is a small one, the proprietor or a

clerk can classify the sales slips each morning, enter-

ing the individual or total sales of each department,

each day

.

If the business is a large one, one girl or more in

the office, can enter the sales. The cost of doing this

will bring large returns.

When any department is not showing satisfactory

sales during a period of a month or other period, find

out the reason for it, and see that efforts are put on
the article to place its sales where they should be.

Comparison of monthly sales of each department
each year, gives you definite information as to which
are or are not showing satisfactory increases.

When I know that a business is kept record of in

this way, I know the merchant is master of his busi-

ness. He is the man I wish to do business with.

Four years ago, a young man in one of our big

cities, with small capital, conferred with me as to the

advisability of opening a high-class store in the heart

of the city, close to other large stores in the same line

and where rentals were high.

He could secure a store in a good location, 17 ft.

front and 60 ft. depth, for rent of $5,000, per annum
for a 5 year lease.

I knew there was an opening for such a store and
that this young man had the ability to undertake it,

but the question was, would his expenses eat him up
before the business would be on a profit-making basis,

on account of his small capital?

We figured that his sales for the first year would

have to be 35,000, with an average of 50 per cent, on

invoice price, to meet his fixed charges or expenses,

and we felt that that volume would be satisfactory

for the first year.

Then he showed me an itemized memorandum of

the complete list of goods which he intended to pur-

chase, with invoice and selling prices, and then he

produced an outline of plans for departmentalizing all

the articles, similar to those I have mentioned.

This convinced me that the chances were in his

favor of being successful. I knew he would be mas-
ter of his business.

It was decided that he would open up if he could

arrange his rental for the first year at $3,000, with a

rise of $1,000 a year for four years, bringing the 5th

year rental to $7,000, averaging $5,000 for 5 years.

His first year's sales totalled $65,000; the second,

$85,000; the third, $109,000; the fourth, $135,000, and
this year they will go over $150,000.

I attribute his success very largely to the system
which he adopted to keep in touch with every class

of merchandise he carried, and certainly without it

he could not have successfully built up the business

he has to-day, having developed such a large volume
of sales on a very small capital.

If you have not already done so, departmentalize
)"Our store. It is one of the fundamentals of helping

you master your business

.

The Value of Turnover

If you buy $100 worth of merchandise and turn

it into $150.00 of cash in fo.ur weeks, you are making
50 per cent, advance on your purchase or invoice price,

or 33 1/3 per cent, on your sales price or volume of

sales. Your expenses are 25 per cent., your net profit

8 1/3 per cent. If you did the same with that $100
every month in the year you would make 8 1/3 per

cent, a month on your sales. Twelve times 8 1/3 per

cent, on your sales figures, which would total $1,800,

would show a return on your investment of $150.00,

or 150 per cent.

This, of course, is extreme in the turnover of stock,

but it shows the advantage of quick turn over. If the

turnover is only once in two months, or six times a

year, your investment return would l)e only $75.00
or 75 per cent. ; if once in three months, $33.33, or

A stock that is turned only once a year may give you 8 13 Per Cent.
Profit. A stock that is turned 12 times a year might give you 150 per
cent, profit on your investment. This indicates the value of stock

turn-over.

33 1/3 per cent. ; if once in four months, $25.00 or 25
per cent. ; if once in six months, $16.66, or 16 2/3 per
cent., and if only once a year, $8.33 or 8 1/3 per cent.

This is to demonstrate the value of turning over
stock. The less money you have invested in merchan-
dise the more many you will make. Your money is

working for you all the time, whereas merchandise,
which is on the shelves and not moving, is costing
you money every month it remains in stock, not only
from the point of view of the itnerest. say 7 per cent,
on the money invested in the merchandise which is

not moving, but the amount of money involved, which,
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if in cash, can be utilized for making settlement for

other purchases and taking best cash and prepayment
discounts. If you purchase goods which do not prove
to be really sellers and are found undesirable, sell

them off at the best price you can get, and utilize the

money to purchase goods which you can readily sell,

and on which you can make a satisfactory profit.

The longer it takes to sell an article the less money
you make on it. Each extra month that goods are

carried, increases your fixed charges or overhead. If

your overhead charges increase, your profits decrease.

The longer goods are going through a factory, the

more it costs to make them. It is therefore for fac-

tory managements to so organize their business that

their product is as short a time in process as possible.

This applies in like manner to retail merchandis-
ing, as it does to manufacturing.

Do not feel that you are a poor buyer if you occa-

sionally purchase goods which do not sell. It does
not mean that you are a poor buyer. If a buyer did

not make errors from time to time in his purchases,
he would not be a good buyer. He would be too cau-
tious, and would be liable to pass over lines of goods
which are liable to be big sellers. Buyers must take
chances from time to time, if they are to be success-

ful. At times the biggest chances are the biggest

money makers.

Wanted to Buy too much Stock

A man entered the New York office of a collar

manufacturer some years ago, informed the manager
that he was opening a furnishing store and wished to

purchase collars.

The manager questioned him as to his location,

his financial position, etc., and asked him how many
collars he wished to buy. He replied about 500 dozen.
The nifinager told him he would sell him only 200
dozen, and for cash only. The man was very much
offended and when the manager would not change
the conditions, the man left, feeling quite indignant.

The next day he returned, and asked for an ex-

iilanation as to the reason that he could not buy all

the collars he wished, if he had the money to pay for

them

.

He was told that he did not need that quantity,

that 200 dozen would give him all the- assortment he
required, therefore why invest or tie up $500 (collars

were then $1.10 per dozen) when $200.00 would cover
his requirements? Why put $500.00 into collars when
he could purchase them every day if necessary, and
could then use the balance, $300,00, to purchase other
goods.

He finally saw the advantages of buying on this

basis and bought 200 dozen

.

About a year afterwards he asked the manager

:

"How much do I owe your company?" "I don't think
vou owe us very much, your payments have been sat-

is factory."

He said : "I don't owe you a dollar. I have taken
my discounts every month. How many dozen collars

have I bought during the past year?"
'T couldn't say, off hand." the manager replied.

"Well, I bought over 5,000 dozen. Isn't that pretty

good business ?"

"I don't know until you tell me how many dozen
)'ou have in stock," was the reply.

"I have less than 200 dozen in stock."

"Yes. on that basis, it is excellent. Your collar

business must have been very profitable." This merch-
ant then told how he had worked every other line of

goods on the same basis. He invested so much in each

line, and never allowed his stock to exceed these

amounts. The result was he was turning over his

stocks frequently and always had money in the bank
to make his settlements every month, and take the

best discounts.

He said that he figured that his collar sales paid

his rent.

He opened up other stores and operated them on
the same basis and as long as he did not depart from
these methods, was always a money maker.

He was real master of his business.

Discount Sales

Do you ever stop to figure out what discount sales

cost you ? Do you figure you are getting your money
back when you sell goods at invoice price ?

You must not overlook the fact that expenses keep
on just the same when you are running special sales

or selling at discount, as when you are selling at a
profit.

If you run sales 2 months in the year, say January
and July, your expenses during these two months will

unquestionably be higher than the average of the other
10 months.

You will spend more money on advertising, extra
help, light, delivery paper, twine, etc.

If your volume of business is. say $50,000, your aver-

age monthly sales would be $5,000. But it is likely

that during your two sales months they would amount
to $7,500 per month. This would take $15,000 out of

your 3'ear's sales and leave $45,000 sold during 10

Did you ever stop to figure out what discount sales cost you? Don't
overlook the fact that your overhead goes on just the same and that
an article sold at invoice price is sold at a loss. Too many cut-price

sales show you are not master of your business.

months at regular profit, or an average of $4,500 per

month for the 10 months.
We will assume that you are advertising at 20

per cent, off, or equivalent in cut prices. This would
bring down your gross profits on the $15,000 sold to

13 1/3 per cent., assuming that your regular gross pro-

fits are 33 1/3 per cent, of sales. Your expenses arc

25 per cent., which means that you are making an
actual loss on the 2 months' sales, of 11 2/3 per cent.,

or $1,750.

With gross profits of 33 1/3 per cent, of sales, ex-

penses 25 per cent, of sales, and net profits 8 1/3 per

cent, of sales, it will be necessary for you to sell $21 .-

000 worth of goods to make up the loss during the

sale's months.
With monthly sales of $4,500 for ten months, it

will require practically 4^ months, or 20 weeks, with
net profits at 8 1/3 per cent., to get square with your-
self, or place you where you were before you started

the special sales.

It means that you have been selling for 6^ months
and have come out flat, and have 5^^ months to sell

at regular prices and make your showing for the year.

Do not lose sight of the fact that the goods sold
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In making friends remember that a dog is

about the only friend you can buy for money.

at reduced prices go into your volume of sales just

the same as goods sold at regular prices. Your total

sales for the 12 months is what you have based your
expenses upon, so that all sales, whether made at a

profit or a loss, must hear the same per cent, cost of

doing business.

I hope the day is not far distant when all semi-
annual sales will be done away with, and that goods
sold during January and July, or vvhate\er the sales

months may be, will be sold at regular prices, the

same as during the other months.
If there is merchandi.'re on hand which is not mov-

ing and will not bring the regular price, do not wait
for certain periods of the year to dispose of it. Put a

price on it and sell it out, no matter what time of the

year it may be.

Get these goods out and get your money in, and
utilize it to buy merchandise which you can sell at a

profit.

Too many cut price sales show that you are not

master of your business.

Look upon your advertising as a pulling power to

your business. See to it that it is con^tructi\c, not

destructive; positive, not negative.

Realize the value of your name in connection with

your advertising. Make it stand out clearly and boldly

at the top of your copy. Make your name so promiii-

ent that men, in glancing through the papers will get

it impressed upon their minds, so that when they de-

cide to make purchases of any goods which you carry,

your name will be the first to come up in their mind.

Your Advertising

Many advertisers get up good copy which is typo-

graphically, well and attractively set up, but the pull

to it is lost because the name of the firm is lost in the

copy and is not distinctive. Make your name known
in every household in your community.

It is not necessary to advertise goods at lower
prices than your competitors to get business. The
average consumer is willing to pay a fair price for the

articles he or she buys. Men and women do not want
to look cheap or feel cheap, they want to feel that

their appearance is as right and as pleasing to the eye,

as their friends whom they meet on the street, in their

homes, or in society.

It is desirable to specialize on some article in each

advertisement, not necessarily quoting a ]irice which
will not show you a profit.

It pays to spend the necessary time to put the rigiit

punch into your copy.
Of course one class of copy will not do for all

stores
;
put the right appeal in to attract the class of

people you are catering to.

Y'see we go down to Toronto and take in the Shoe Retailers' Convention

July 21-22 and then we go up to the Kitchener Style Show for

a couple of days.

Attractive illustrations are of considerable value in

most advertisements.

Put as much of your own personality as possible

into your copy and, above all, do not allow anything

to get in that is not absolutely truthful and above
giving the wrong impression regarding the merchan-
dise you are advertising.

Make your copy so good that you will demonstrate
that you are master of your advertising.

Window Trim
The value of good windows, with attractive trims,

cannot be over-estimated.

Change your trims frequently, and make them as

specific as possible.

Unit trims generally will bring the best results.

General trims show the kind and class of goods
you have on the inside, but they do not have the pow-
er to catch the eye .and create the impression desired,

that can be had from a window trimmed with two
or three articles.

The value of your windows lies in attracting the

passers-by on the street to make them buy when it

was not their intention to do so, or to fix your win-

Master those window trims! The value of good displays cannot be
over-estimated.

dow in their mind's eye so that they wall see it and
bring your name to their mind when intending to

I

'urchase.

Link your windows up with your advertising; one
\ iil strengthen the other, and they make a strong com-
liination to bring business.

One of the best windows I have seen, which at-

tracted a large percentage of the people passing, had
one collar in it. Another had 800 dozen in it, all the
same style. The one collar had as much pulling power
as the 800 dozen.

Master your window trims.

Finally, see to it that the proper spirit permeates
your store. Make it the kind of store that people
will go out of their way to patronize.

By your life and business principles your employ-
ees will judge you. Inspire them with loyalty, and
the right ideals, with frankness and truthfulness, and
if this is done, all other things being well in hand.
}ou must, and will, unquestionably succeed.

Revival of Buttons Predicted

One of the large retailers in the United States pre-

dicts that the Fall of this year will see a revival of the
demand for button boots. There may be something to
this or, on the other hand, he may be mistaken. One
argument against button boots is the difficulty of se-

curing a neat fit around the top. It has been suggest-
ed that manufacturers leave oft' the top four or five

buttons, enclosing them with the shoes in an envelope,
and these could be put on by the retailer in the proper
place.
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Letter to the Editor

Editor Footwear in Canada : I liave read with

some interest your recent editorial suggesting that re-

tailers might find it more to ther advantage to plainly

mark the prices on the shoes in their window displays.

This, I think, is the right idea; if the passerby gets the

idea that an unmarked shoe is too high in price for him
he naturally passes on to some other store where he
knows what the price will be. Now, I have a sugges-

tion that may be worth something to manufacturers
who advertise in the trade' papers, or they may think it

worth nothing at all. From my point of view, I believe

they should give the price on special lines they are

advertising. They illustrate a style, describe the pat-

tern, leather, type of sole and heel but we are left to

guess what the price might be. Consecjuently, we are

in the same box as the passerby looking in the retail-

er's window. You might think well of passing this sug-
gestion along to your advertisers.

Reader.

Shoe Manufacturers' Capacities

Normal Production would be Greater than Demand
it it were not for Export Business

SOME figures have just been prepared showing the

total capacity of shoe manufacturers in Canada
and the United States and also the normal domes-
tic demand. The estimates are said to be from

reliable sources and approximately correct, the writer

being Mr. J. M. Montgomery of the Richard Young-
Company of New York. Mr. Montgomery sums up the

situation in Canada as follows

:

The population numbers approximately .... 8,361,000

Less allowance for tho:-e who do not weai . .

shoes 361,000

In round numbers 8,000,000

In normal times the consumption of shoes per capi-

ta, including men, women and children of all ages, is

estimated at 3 to 4 pairs, averaging 28,000,000 pairs

per annum. Now the daily capacity of Canadian shoe
factories is estimated as follows

:

Briti.sh Columbia 500
New Brunswick 3,025

Nova Scotia 2,000

Ontario 39,170

Quebec and Montreal 78,650
Newfoundland : 1,600

124,945

It will l)e seen from these figures, the writer points

out, that our annual output, on a. basis of 300 working
days, would equal 37,483,500 pairs. As our demand is

only 28,000,000 pairs it will be seen that our factories

would only need to be run at 75 per cent, of capacity
to supply requirements.

In the United States' he estimates that the popula-
tion wearing shoes is about 100,000,000 creating an
average annual demand of 350,000,000 pairs. The total

daily production of factories is 1,751,475 pairs per day.
Now, assuming again a working. year of 300 days, it

will be seen that the annual output will be 525,442,500,
or 175,442,500 more pairs than are necessary for domes-
tic consumj)tion and that all factories running at 66 2/3
per cent, of their maximum capacity would be able to

produce sufficient shoes. These estimates are con-

servative and allowance is made for the large volume
of repairing done to old shoes.

In conclusion, he says, it is clearly evident, if the

above figures are correct, that if larg-e manufacturers
run to full capacity, they must either secure export
business or enroach upon their smaller competitors.
Stocks in the hands of retailers may now be depleted
and this may increase the demand for the present, and
for some time to come, but the above figures are

worthy of serious consideration.

Winnipeg Clerks Demand $30 a Week
Also Ask for 44 hour Week and Other

Considerations

THE Retail and Wholesale Clerks, Shippers and
Warehousemen's Association of Winnipeg have
drawn up a list of recommendations that they

have placed before the merchants as a basis for

future arrangements. Roughly these are as follows

:

1. Forty-four hours shall constitute a week's work.
2. One hour for lunch at noon each day.

3. Employees shall receive full pay for holidays.

4. No overtime except at stocktaking, and then the

pay shall be at the rate of time and half.

5. When reduction of staff becomes necessary, jun-

iors shall be let out first.

6. When the staff is reduced, employees shall be
given a week's notice.

7. Seniority shall govern cases of promotion.
8. Women and girls shall not be required to do

heavy work.
No boys under sixteen shall be employed in any

store governed by this agreement.
10. Employees shall be paid at the end of each week.
11. Apprentices must be over sixteen years of age

when entering, and shall serve four years.

12. Only one apprentice shall be allowed to every
five employees.

Rates of pay: Male, $30; female, $20 per week.
Rates for apprentices: First year, $15; second

year, $17; third year, $20; fourth year, $25.

The above rate shall be known as the minimum
rate of pay.

People Buying Better Laces
AHE davs of cheap shoe laces are past," said

I the representative of a Canadian shoe find-

JL ings house. "The war caused the cessation

of imports of cheap foreign laces, with the
result that the public became educated to paymg more
money for goods produced on this side of the water.
Manufacturers too improved their production, making
laces which will stand very long wear. The retailers

find there is a big demand, for these first class goods,
which in the end are better value than the old cheap
lines. The demand is very good, and we can dispose
of any quantities."

The Wescott-Whitmore Co., Syracuse, N.Y., have
distributed their May bulletin of in-stock styles of smart
footwear for women. This bulletin contains 16 pages
and, in addition to high-cuts, shows a number of ox-
fords, pumps, bathing shoes, ballet slippers, boudoir
slippers, spats and shoe ornaments. The company
state that prices for fall will be approximately $1.00
per pair more than present quotations.
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Canadian Shoemen to Form Dominion Association
Will Meet in Convention at Toronto, July 21-22—Indications Are that There Will

Be a Large Attendance—Plans Being Considered for Visit to Kitchener Show

THE important event for Canadian shoe retail-

ers to keep in mind during the next few weeks
is July 21-22, the dates of what is expected to

be the biggest gathering of shoe retailers ever
convened in Canada. Assurances of attendance and
support have been received from a very large number
of outside points. The various committees have been
working hard, so that the program is practically com-
plete.

It was a fine stroke of business when the prime
movers in this convention event induced Mr. Warren
T. Fegan, of the Big 88, to accept the provisional

chairmanship and Mr. Ed. Cook, of the Owl Shoe
Store, to act as secretary. No two men are held in

greater respect than these officers, and it may safely

be said that if the convention can't be made a suc-

cess under their leadership, then it's simply an impos-
sible task. The personnel of the Executive adds a

further guarantee, comprising as it does some of the

most widely-known men in the industry, as follows

:

James Jupp, Treasurer, C. L. Owens, R. V. Dunhill,

J. C. Budreo, Geo. St. Leger. Jr., Walter Carr, H. C.

Blachford, J. H. McLelland. M. Chisholm (Toronto)
;

W. A. Smith, (Hamilton) ; Geo. G. Gales, (Montreal)
;

C. F. Rannard (Winnipeg) ; Wm. Ashplant, (Lon-
don) ; A. Sippel, (Kitchener) ; W. W. Burleigh, (St.

Mr. Warren T. Fegan, of the Big 88 Shoe
Store, Toronto, Chairman of the Convention

Committee.

Catharines) ; W. B. Johnston, (Vancouver) ; H. W.
Rising, (St. John) ; J. B. Douglas, (Calgary)

; James
Acton, W. Waller, Geo. C. Chambers, H. Smythe,
A. Levy, A. L. Wilson, (Hamilton), and John Hess-
enauer (Kitchener).

The wholesale, manufacturing, and leather and
findings trades have taken a keen interest in the con-

vention and have shown in a most tangible way their

desire to assist the retailers in their plan of organiza-

tion. They have oflfered, and the offer was unanim-
ously accepted by the Executive, to defray all ex-

penses of a banquet in the King Edward Hotel on the

evening of the second day. This matter is in the

hands of the following committee : Geo. A. Blachford,

of the Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co., Toronto, (Chair-

man)
; J. A. Connor, of the Dominion Rubber System;

Hugh White, of the White Shoe Company, Toronto

;

H. W. Pearson, of Ames-Holden-McCready, Toronto

;

N. J. Collins, Blachford, Davies & Company, Toron-
to; E. Jacobi, of Philip Jacobi, Toronto, and W. A.

Moore, of Beardmore & Company, Toronto.
The banquet, it is understood, will include only

those who decide to become members of the Associa-

Mr. Ed. Cook, of the Owl Shoe Store, To-
ronto, Secretary of the Convention

Committee.

tion. Entertainment will also be provided for the

wives and friends of the members.
The complete program follows, so far as it has

been determined to date, though probably minor
changes will be made

:

Monday
9-10 a.m.—Registration of Delegates.

10.00 a.m.—Call to order, Chairman W. T. Fegan.

Address of Welcome—Mayor of Toronto.

Replies—Geo. C. Gales, Montreal; John Afleck,

Winnipeg.

10.30 a.m.—Business:

—

(a) Organization of Association.

(b) Appointment of Committee on Constitu-

tion and By-laws.

(c) Appointment of Committee on Resolutions.

(d) Appointment of Committee on Nominations.

11.00 a.m.—Addresses:

—

F. S. Scott, M.P., President Canadian Shoe
Manufacturers' Association.

Hon. E. J. Davis, Tanners' Council.

R. E. Jamieson, Dom. Rubber System.

13.30 —Adjournment.

2.00 p.m.—Address and discussion
—

"Advertising."
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2.30 p.m.—Address and discussion—"Shoe Store Account-

ing."

3.00 p.m.—Paper and discussion—"Fire Insurance."

3.30 p.m.
—

"Retail Problems"—Speakers to be provided.

4.00 p.m.
—"Local Organization," W'm. A. Smith, Hamil-

ton. Discussion.

4.;i0 p.m.
—"Question Box," Capt. Howard C. Blacbford.

The subjects "Standard Cartons," "Exchanges and Re-

Live retailers are getting on the wi:e with Ed. Coolc, of the Owl S.ioe
Store, Toronto, who is secretary of the coming convention. There are
some who say that Mr. Cook taught the old owl all the wisdom it knows.

Anyway the wise old bird and Edward are fast friends.

turns," "Rubber Selling" to be left for further consideration.

COO p.m.—Adjournment.

8.00 p.m.—Reception, King Edward Hotel. Orchestral

music.

Tuesday 4

9.00 a.m.—Business:

—

(a) Report Committee on Constitution and
By-laws.

(b) Report Committee on Resolutions.

(c) Report Committee on Nominations.

Election of Officers.

Place of Next Convention.

11.CO a.m.—Paper—"Gricvar.ces," H. L. Rising, St. John.

11.30 a.m.—Paper—"Early Closing."

32.00 —"The Help Problem," Jas. W. Jupp. Discus-

sion.

12.30 —Adjournment.

r.I;'. J. W. Juop, Treasurer, Convention
Comn ittee.

2.00 p.m.—Address—A. H. Geuting, Pres. R.S.D.N. A.

3.00 p.m.—Address—"World Shoe and Leather Condi-

tions," Jos. Daoust, Esq., Montreal.

3.30-4 p.m.—Unfinished business.

4-0 p.m.—Drive. Automobile tour of city for visitors.

7.:;0 p.m.—Banquet.

8.00 p.m.—Theatre party for ladies.

Plans are being arranged for a visit on Wednes-
day to the Style Show in Kitchener. It is hoped the

Convention members will be able to attend in a body
and with this in view it is probable special trans-

portation may be obtained.

Policy of Store is Reflected in Salespeople
Sufficient Attention is Not Given to the Matter

of Coaching Help—Make Them Feel They
Are a Real Part of the Organization-

Ability Should Be Recognized
' ~ By H. C. McLaughlin

COACHING salespeople is a subject to which I

have given a great deal of thought—in fact, it is

sort of a hobby with me. Years ago no one ever

thought of coaching a salesperson, yet it was
unconsciously done although it was not given serious

study. When I graduated as a stock boy and became
what I then thought was a full fledged salesman, one
of my first errors was in adding a check. I made a

mistake of one dollar, and the manager quietly inform-

ed me that T would have to pay it. He assured' me it

was for my own good, and right there he was coaching
a salesman.

To my mind salesman are like artists and musicians,
born not made. The inherent instincts of salesman-
ship must be there or all efforts will be in vain.

A highly important fact is that the policy of your
store is reflected in your clerks. If you are honest,

Types of styles being shown in New York stores—upper left, hand-sewed
(hess pump of patent or kid. Underneath is a white Rheinskin Cloth

Oxford and a white Rheinskin pump. Upper right corner, a pump of

dark brown, black or patent kid and underneath, an oxford of dull black

or patent and a dress pump of white kidskin.

fair in your dealings, whole souled and cheerful they

will invariably take the cue and be likewise, or vi^a

versa. I might add that every opportunity should be

given them to serve the public in the best possible

manner.
Weekly Meetings

I believe 1 can handle my subject better by telling

you some of the methods employed with excellent re-

sults by my own firm There is a weekly meeting of
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clerks conducted by the manager. There are discus-

sions on different subjects, and the clerks are free to

express their point of view as well as the manager,
and believe me, it is an education for him as well as
the clerk. IVIany good points are brought out, sales-

people are encouraged to take notes during the week,
and bring them up at these meetings. This creates a

feeling that they arc an important factor in the estab-

lishment, as they are, and brings harmony and a bet-

ter feeling in the department. We keep them posted

There is a weekly meeting of clerks. The manager keeps them posted
on labor and market conditions; explains the reason for advancing prices

and so on.

on labor and market conditions, explain the reasons
for the advancing prices so they in turn can intelligent-

ly impart this information to the customer who is en-

titled to know. We ask them to watch the windows,
advise us on any mistakes in prices, etc., which might
inadvertently creep in, and to read our ads in the

newspapers, thereby becoming familiar with some of

the smaller details.

Recognition Accorded Extra Sales

Urge your salespeople not to feel satisfied when
they have sold one pair of shoes, but tell something
the customer did not come in to buy. Many times he
will be thankful for the suggestion of another pan
for a different occasion, or the desirability of slippers,

trees, polish or laces. I might add that we make it

worth while when our salespeople sell two pairs to

the same customer, and allow an additional per cent, on
all findings. Clerks should at all times keep themselv-
es thoroughly familiar with the entire stock. They
should gather from a customer's conversation what is

desired, and know immediately what to show, ac-

quaint themselves with the anatomy of the foot, and
know what style is adapted to that particular foot.

Never show more than two or three shoes at one
time, otherwise customers will become confused, and
twice the time consumed in making the sale. In ad-

dition, this will enable you to keep the stock away,
save confusion in having the floor and seats littered

with merchandise, and another clerk who has been
showing the mate to the one you ha\'e does not lose

time by having to hunt for it.

Modern Methods in Fitting

Teach them to measure the foot. We use measure
sticks and straps, and provide a chart which explains

the size required by the measurements. Also show
them the difference between a welt and a turn. Many
a shoe clerk does not know this important feature be-

cause he has never been told.

Another custom which has proved successful is to

work in sections. By this T mean assign each clerk

a number of seats, and hold him responsible for the

customers occupying them. If he cannot wait on

A trade magazine is not printed for your en-

tertainment, but rather for your benefit. If you

don't try out some of the suggestions offered you

are not profiting as you might.

I

I

I

4...—..

them at once he can speak to them, and the chances
;irc that they will wait patiently because some atten-

tion has been paid to them. Ask your clerks not to

suggest sending a parcel, as the average customer sel-

dom thinks of it unless it is suggested.

Getting the Mother to Come Back
The clerks in the juvenile department are urged

to win their way to the mothers' hearts through the

children. Attention paid tq the child's little cunning-
ness has often made a life time customer. Jolly the

mother, make her feel that your, whole attention is

centred on that child, and the sale is not only made, but
the customer will in all probability come to the same
clerk for the next pair.

Clerks are a Part of Organization
Instill in them that loyalty to the customer and to

their employer is an asset to both themselves and the
firm.

We encourage our clerks to become a part of our
organization, ask their opinion, get their co-operation,
create a spirit of good fellowship, thereby making our
store force as one big congenial family.

A sports shoe advertisement appearing in one of the leading women's
magazines.
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New Mail Route to Western Canada

TRA\'ELLERS between Eastern and Western
Canada are showing their appreciation of the

high standard of railway service af¥orded by
"The National," the splendid train which oper-

ates between Toronto and Winnipeg. "The National"
uses the rails of the Grand Trunk to North Bay, the

Temiskaming and Northern Ontario (Provincial Gov-
ernment line) to Cochrane, and the Canadian Na-
tional Railways to Winnipeg, where it links up with
the Grand Trunk Pacific for all important points in

Western Canada. A pleasant run to Toronto by the

Grand Trunk and "The National" is ready to carry
you westward. The departure of "The National"
from Toronto is at 9.15 p.m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays. North Bay is reached early next
morning and there opens up for your admiration all

the lakeland beauties of the territory served by the
T. & N. O. Line, while the rich Cobalt and Porcupine
districts may be inspected. These are followed by a

wonderfully interesting trip through the sparsely
populated territory of New Ontario, giving the travel-

ler an opportunity of inspecting this fertile region, in-

cluding the famed "clay belt," where tens of thous-

ands of settlers will make their homes in the future.

The area of new Ontario is 330,000 square miles, fully

four times the size of old Ontario, and in addition to

great expanses of good farming land, it has wonderful
resources in timber, minerals, water power, fish and
game.

The three railways have combined to make the

through passenger service over this new route the

equal of that of¥ered anywhere on the continent. The
smooth, straight and level roadbed embodies all that

has been learned in three-quarters of a century of

railroad building. The greatest travel comfort is as-

sured. The use of the new route involves no extra

fare, as compared with any other route available, be-

tween points in Eastern and Western Canada.

Montreal Retailers Request Manufactur-
ers to Discontinue Retail Selling

THE retail selling of shoes by wholesalers was
the principal subject before the Montreal shoe
section of the Retail Merchants' Association of

Canada at their meeting on May 8th. Mr. Aime
de- Montigny presided.

Mr. L. Adelstein, the secretary, stated that recent-

ly there had been a number of complaints on the ques-

tion of retail selling by wholesalers. This was an old

subject, and on a previous occasion good results had
been secured by writing letters to manufacturers and
wholesalers, asking for their co-operation with a view
to discontinue the practise. It was decided to send
out a similar letter.

Mr. H. Viau, secretary of the Shoe Manufacturers'

Association of Canada, wrote acknowledging the re-

ceipt of a letter passed at a previous meeting, welcom-
ing the formation of the Shoe Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, and promising to co-operate for the betterment

of the boot and shoe business. The executive of the

Association desired to reciprocate in this co-operative

movement, and with this end in view it was suggested

that a sub-committee of the retailers might be ap-

pointed to meet with a sub-committee of the manufac-
turers, to discuss problems of mutual interest. It was
agreed to acknowledge this communication.

The subject of early closing also came up. It was
explained that a committee of the Retailers' Associa-
tion had met the Legislative Committee of the city

council and submitted certain suggestions for amend-
ing the early closine by-law, particularly one for clos-

ing four nights in the week at seven o'clock. It was
found, however, that the Retail Clerk's Union had put
forward a suggestion for closing five nights at six

o'clock, and under these circumstances the Legislative

Committee had adjourned the consideration of the

subject.

It was reoorted that members of the Association
would be able to -secure a discount of 15 per cent on
their ))late glass insurance for one year and 37i/2 per
cent, on a three year contract. It appeared that for a

short time the insurance companies had cut rates 50
per cent., but this was now over. The next meeting
will be held on June 12th.

Cause and Effect of Over-Buying
A Few Constructive Thoughts on an Important Subject— By Roy C. Kanouse ^^^^^^^^^

CAUSE and efifect of overbuying can be discuss-

ed by most any shoe dealer except he be new at

the game and inexperienced. I'll gamble there

isn't a dealer who has not overbought at some
time and, of course, knows the effect.

I have observed these chief reasons for overbuy-
ing, or rather I' should say the main causes for over-

buying.

Speculation—A spirit possessed by every red blood-

ed man to take a chance whether it be oil wells, min-
ing stock or shoes, buying on a rising market in order

to protect himself on prices. It rarely ever happens
on a declining market, then stock is bought in limited

quantities as immediate needs demand.
Case lot buying—to save a few cents per pair over

purchasing in smaller quantities.

Too much optimism and too few customers.

Absence of accurate record of previous season's

purchases.

Tendency to buy too many shoes of some sales-

man you like in order to help him.

Tendency of some salesmen to overload a customer
—especially a dealer that is new in the game.

Being forced to buy more shoes than really need-

A V^ew Customer inters Your Store Principally because He Has ^een T)ispleased at

Some Other Store. Can You Jlfford to Qive Him Jlnything But the

Best Service You Know of?
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ed in order to hold the agency and to prevent a com-
petitor from obtaining it.

If a dealer doesn't know about what he can use
he'd better get out of the game, and when a traveling
salesman tells a dealer how many pairs he must buy
my advice is to tell the salesman in plain English
language where he gets ofif.

Loss of discounts in not being able to meet bills

when due or payment of interest at the bank to save
the discount.

Loss of credit with the manufacturer when bills

are not paid promptly.

Sacrifice sales and cut prices to move overstock

in order to pay for overstocking, and consecjuent loss

of profit and some loss of sleep.

Accumulation of unsalable stock due to style

changes.

Loss of trade in not being able to buy the new
things—money tied up in overstock.

Loss of interest in the business, no pep, discour-

aged, ready to sell out. Not finding a buyer perhaps
a failure, and the manufacturer who insisted on the

dealer buying too many pairs takes his loss with the

rest.

Buy Staples as Carefully as the Finer Lines
They are the Backbone of Your Business—Some Retailers Do Not Give This Branch

of Their Selling Sufficient Thought—Some Interesting Sidelights on the

Leather Situation—There is no Going Back to the Lower Prices

By A Manufacturer ^

WE have passed through a period of fancy

shoes, and this period did much to enable

the merchant to get out of the old rut, to

increase his prices and to make a fair profit

under abnormal conditions. During this period shoes

were sold almost exclusively on a basis of style, the

better style shoe bringing the higher price regardless

of cost. This is especially true of the particular styles

that had call when money was plentiful.

Another and possibly a more beneficial result was
the fact that it trained women to dress their feet as

they had never done before and today a good looking

shoe with silk stockings to match is an important item
to well dressed women.

When we say good looking shoes we do not mean
fancy shoes alone, and this is where so many of us
fall down, both manufacturer and dealer running away
with the idea of fancy shoes, quite often failing to give

the proper attention to staple lines. Many merchants
may think they have comparatively little staple busi-

ness, and this may be true, but it is because they have
failed to give their staple lines sufficient attention.

Give as Much Thought to Your Staple as Your Fancy
Shoes

In find in building samples unless a great deal of

care is exercised we are inclined to write our fancy
shoes first for they seem to stand out more prominent-
ly when in reality, on a basis of sales, the other should
be the case. In conversation recently with a large re-

tailer he said he believed more merchants were losing-

business on staples than on other lines, that he had
always given his staple shoes special attention, that

they were the big end of his business, and that often

in special sales if he failed to buy staple shoes he found
his stock in poor condition when the sale was over.

In other words it is like the French 75—it is the

back-bone of your business. If I could leave with you
one thought that I believe would do us both good it

would be to select the style and last of your staple

lines with the same care and attention that you give

to your fancy shoes, and see that these stocks are kept
up in good shape.

We are in an extreme leather market, especially in

the finer leathers. Taking calf and kid as a basis we
are in the highest leather market ever known, while

sole leather and side leathers show comparatively
little change as compared with the others.

Recently I purchased 400 dozen kid stock at an ad-

vance of five ceiits a foot over our previous purchase.

At that time I discussed the future of the kid situation

with the tanner and he told me he felt that the kid

market had reached the high-water mark but that ow-
ing to the fact that it would take months to get the

raw stock into the country and tanned, prices would,
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Frank Brothers
Fifth Avenue Boot Shop

at Forty-Eighth Street

Tan Grain

Leather Oxford

Do you know what size your new spring
shoes should be?

We keep the size record of all our clien-

tele and complete data of the foot re-

quirements of each patron

Ribbed Wool Stockings, heather,

brown and green 4.00.

Plain Wool, heather, brown and green

with green and tan clox 5.00,

Chicago, Michigan Boulevard Building
Corner Washington Street

Pittsburgh, Jenkins- Arcade
New Haven, Taft Hotel
Boston, 'Little Building, Boylston and
Tremant Streets

Washington, Woodward Building, op-
posite Shoreham Hotel

We have no agencies—Our shoes are sold in our own shops only.

Exhibit Shops:

Here is an advertisement that makes a strong appeal for the hosiery
business. The combined cut of oxford and stocking is very suggestive.
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even under the most favorable conditions, remain high.

The following- week I found that prices had been rais-

ed another six cents.

There are many elements to be taken into consid-
eration in the' shoe business that are different from
most other lines. In the first place the shoe business

The succession of Mr. Collis Lovely as Presi-
ent of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
was confirmed at the general convention in

Chicago last month.

I

I

14
is built on a basis of the hide taken from an animal
that requires one, two or three years to grow, and we
cannot increase the supply of any kind of leather as

we can our supply of grain, cotton, or any siimlar

lines of raw material.

During the war there was a great demand for the
very best leather that could be produced. This ex-

hausted the supply of first quality skins, not only in

this country but in the entire world, and left an inferior

quality of raw stock to be handled, so today we see the
greatest difference in prices ever known. The fine

leathers are scarce and the heavier and coarser leathers

plentiful. Now necessity has caused our tanners to give
more care and attention to the tanning and finishing of

side leathers, until today they are able to produce a

leather that might easily be called camouflage kid or

calf, and these leathers must also have your careful

consideration for your next sea.son's purchases.

Believes Women Will Want Better Grades

These different conditions bring us down to a few
cold facts. In the first place, we realize that when
the supply equals the demand for these dift'erent leath-

ers there will be a decline in price. This is inevitable,

but at the same time we must remember that we are

never going back to the old days of cheap shoes. For
years women have paid eight, ten, twelve, fifteen,

twenty-five dollars and more for hats, not because of
their intrinsic value but because of the style and the

value of the hat to their appearance. Today the same
thing is true of shoes, and so long as the proper care
and attention is given to the development of good look-

ing footwear just so long will we continue. Then,
though there is a reduction in the price of leather, I

firmly ])elieve that as leather goes down the average

woman will prefer to buy a little finer shoe at the same
price rather than take advantage of the fact that she

might buy the same shoe at a little lower price.

So if you buy your shoes carefully you can handle
any reductions that may come without loss ; in fact, a

good merchant will maintain his normal profit. First,

determine your requirements carefully. Next, do not

over buy in any class of shoes, even though you think

they are going to be scarce. On the contrary, buy all

your shoes conservatively and with great care, and
most of all do not buy too many kinds of shoes, but
see that your staple lines are well maintained.

Making Sales to Returned Soldiers
What Influence has the Army Shoe on Styles for Men?

By Mr. H. Stewart

QUITE a number advanced the theory that the

boys who had been wearing army clothes and
shoes the past year, or years, would, upon don-

ning civilian attire, welcome a radical change
—styles distinctly civilian, and that they would call

for rather extreme narrow shoes. And as the trend

of style is toward the longer narrower styles—super-

induced somewhat by the salesman's urgent advice

for a longer and narrower fitting, it was the conclu-

sion of the advocates of this side of the argument that

the young men, at least, would call for the narrow
English shape extensively.

This appears quite logical, but there is one im-

portant feature which we must not overlook—the very
momentous matter of comfort. We are aware that

the army lasts are broad of tread, roomy at the toe and
snug at the heel, and the man who' has become accus-

tomed to this shape will find that comfort demands a

sole as broad as the foot. Army experts state that

men entering the service wearing a B width will de-

mand a D after they have become "seasoned," the

exercise tending to broaden the feet as well as all the

physical being. During the past few weeks we have
fitted quite a number of the boys who have been mus-
tered from service and have found several instances

where the expressed preference was for a rather nar-

row toe, but the style selected was a fuller toe because
the foot demanded the room.

Then many of the older fellows—men who were
not young enough to wear the khaki—have been
wearing the army last

;
every retailer had sold army

shoes to many of his customers, I am sure. And we
know that the middle-aged man who has become ac-

customed to the broad toe is reluctant to change to

a narrower shape. And it seems to^ me that while the

medium narrow English last will continue to be the

popular seller to your younger trade, the retailer who
carries a good line of broad-tread styles, with a com-
bination last for his low instep customers, will miss

very few sales.

\cLj gel S.0 macli steam up at a convention that you can hardly hold
yourself in. And "steam" is what is needed in business to-day. Ergo:
Attend the Canadian Shoe Retailers' Convention, Toronto, July 21-22.
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For the Lack of Punch
in the Pinch

Who cares if he's stalwart and able and fit?

Who cares if he's clever, a bit of a wit?

When there's some one on "third" we want
him to hit.

That's a cinch.

He may be a jolly companion at lunch,

Or good at a bargain—but still I've a hunch

It's back to the minors if he lacks the punch
In the pinch.

* * *

Who cares if he's been forty years in the

game
And knows all the ins and the outs of the

same?
There are times when the business needs

more than a name.

That's a cinch.

We want—not a man who can holler and
bellow.

And not a mere jokester, or jolly good fel-

low

—

We want to be sure that the yap won't be
yellow

When it comes to the pinch.

* * *

What odds does it make that he owns wads
of money?

What odds that the man's disposition is

sunny.

If he tries now and then to pull off some-
thing **funny"?

It's a cinch

We want no four-flusher whose courage is

cracked,

And many a guy on the job has been sacked

'Cause when needed the most we found that
he lacked

The punch in the pinch.
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Dr. Scholl Back For Foot Comfort Week

ONLY a sliort time now remains before the 1919

Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Week will be here,

and i)reparations for this annual event are go-

ing on apace. Dr. Wm. M. Scholl, president of

The Scholl Mfg. Co., has now retvirned to this country,

having curtailed his visit to his London, England, fac-

tory in order to be here and personally direct this

yearly educational and sales drive.

When the first of these annual weeks of intensive

advertising was ventured upon a few years ago, it was
something in the nature of an experiment. It is no
longer experimental, however, as year after year has
shown the direct benefit to the shoe retailer of these
Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Weeks. Each year has
seen a larger and larg-er number of the shoe merchants
in this movement and co-operating with The Scholl

Mfg. Co., and with each other in maikng it a real event
of public importance. Each year has seen The Scholl
Mfg. Co. outdoing all its ])revious efforts in the way of

national advertising focussed upon this week.
Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Week will this year be

the week from June 16th to June 21st, inclusive. Full
page advertising of the event itself, and of the Dr.
Scholl's appliances and remedies, will be found in

the current number of "Footwear in Canada" and
other widely circulated advertising mediums. Window
displays of Dr. Scholl's goods will be in thousands
of shoe stores, and thousands of dealers will run ads
in their local papers, connecting their stores directly

with the national advertising. Slides will be shown
in thousands of "movie" shows calling attention to

the significance of the week and urging foot comfort

upon the public.

From the preparations made by The Scholl Mfg.
Co. to supply window material, plates of special ads

for dealers, slides, imprinted booklets on foot care, etc.,

one can easily see what a widespread observance of

the week they expect.

Even with the great supplies they have on hand
of all these advertising helps, the indications now are

that the demand will\ be so great as to jeopardize the

chances of late comers being supplied in full.

Baby Walk Pillow Welts

The Baby Walk Pillow Welt, the new infant shoe

manufactured by the Globe Shoe Ltd., Terrebonne,
P. Q., is meeting with marked favor, the orders in hand
being very numerous. The Pillow Welt is built right

into the shoe, thus making a permanent and lasting-

cushion. The goods are manufactured in white, can-

vas, nubuck, and in various coloured leathers. The
factory of the Globe Shoe Ltd. is one of the best equip-

ped in Canada, exceptionally well laid out, and very
substantially built. Terrebonne is fortunately free

from labor troubles ; the help of the Globe Shoe Ltd.

has all been trained by Mr. J. B. Hurteau, the manag-
ing director, thus showing that it is not necessary, in

every instance, for factories to be located in big centres.
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FOOTWEAR FINDINGS i

Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade
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E. J. Hanlon, formerly manager of the Hartt retail store

in Montreal, is now representing the Regal Shoe Company in

Eastern Canada, including the Maritime provinces.

M. A. Cafferky, sales manager for Rannard Shoe Limit-

ed, Vancouver, was married recently and presented with a

cabinet of silverware by the firm.

Tennyson & Son have succeeded to the business of N.

Oilman, of Alton, Ont.

J. W. Tucker has joined the selling staff of the J. A.

Johnston Company of Brockville, Ont. He was formerly

with A. W. Ault & Company, of Ottawa.

F. W. Watson, shoe repairer, of Elmira, Ont., has- sold

out to L. Miller.

J. A. Struthers, formerly with the Regina Trading Com-
pany, has gone on the selling staff of the Imperial Shoe
Store.

James Halpenny, Northern Ontario representative for the

J. A. Johnston Company, Brockville, died recently at North

Bay.

F. L. Barl)cr has been appointed manager of the shoe

department of John Murphy Company, Montreal. He was
formerly in charge of the shoe department of Spencers, Limit-

ed, Vancouver.

A. T. Tobin, of Calgary, is western representative for

the Gait Shoe Company and also the Greb Shoe Company,
of Kitchener.

N. O. Ramsden, Moncton, Ont., slioe retailer, died re-

cently.

F. Mulligan, of Ottawa, Ont., will cover the Northern

Ontario territory for the J. A. Johnston Company, of Brock-

ville, Ont.

C. A. Kenney is opening a shoe store in Parry Sound.

W. Vallas has opened a shoe repair shop at the corner

of Columbia and Hastings Streets, Vancouver, B. C. He is

a returned soldier.

John Smithers, shoe retailer, Westmount, Montreal, has

been appointed Grand Regent of the Order of the Royal

Arcanum.

J. E. Samson, Enr., shoe manufacturers, Montreal, have

registered.

Joseph Mantell, 49 Rainsford Road, Toronto, has just

celebrated his 109th birthday and still takes pleasure m
working in his garden. He is a shoemaker by trade, born in

Edmonton, England, in 1810. He came to Canada eighty-

two years ago and walked from Quebec to Toronto. In

after years he resided in London, Ont., and also in Tillson-

burg. He is still active and in possession of all his faculties.

James Aird & Company, shoe manufacturers, (James

Aird and Thomas Aird), Montreal, have registered.

Louis Adelstein, shoe retailer, Montreal, has registered

under the name of "Louis the Shoeman."

S. Ruckenstein, of Montreal, has purchased the stock

and trade of the Dominion Leather and Shoe Findings Com-
pany, 48:i Lawrence boulevard, Montreal, and has given the

management to Mr. S. Roodish.

La Compagnie de Chaussures Betournay, Normandin,

Limitee, has been formed, with head office at Montreal and

capital' stock $.'')0,000. The firm will carry on a manufactur-
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Wherever there is a White Shoe
there is a customer for

TheWHITE CLEANER

''It Keeps White Shoes White''

There are two sorts of customers—those that come

back for more and those that don't

!

Every " Blanco" sale you make
means a satisfied customer.

" Blanco
*'
makes friends because it does its work

well— because it is so easy to use—because it is so

convenient

—

in fact, because it is in every way
satisfactory.

It is worth while stocking a line that sells itself, sells quickly,

and keeps on selling.

Order your stock to-day.

All jobbers have it.
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ing business and the following are the incorporators: Joseph
Normandin, Louis Scheuer and Jean Nonnandin, of Outre-
mont, and Georges Henri Betournay and Eugene Sansfacon,

of Montreal.

The Singer Shoe Company. Montreal, is now a limited

company.

Waterbury & Rising, of St. John, N. B., have purchased
the business of Rowan & Company, Fredericton, N. B. It

is understood they have several offers and will not carry on
the business under their own name.

+ „ . „_.4.

I Mr. A. W. Puncher, formerly with the Brei- i

I
bhaupt Leather Company, is now "quahty"

j
! man with the Lang Tanning Company, Kitch- s

I

ener. His training in the sole leather busi-
|

1 ness is very thorough. For twelve years he s

I

was with C. S. Hyraan & Co., London, and
|

s the last six years with the Breithaupt Co.
|

^ 4.

Retail merchants in Woodstock, Ont., are working for a

Wednesday half-holiday during June, July, August and the

first two weeks in September.

The Retail Merchants' Section of the Peterboro Board of

Trade recently carried out a systematic membership cam-

paign. Mr. Kidd, of the R. Neill Company, was at the head

of eleven teams.

The death occurred recently of Henry B. Myers, shoe

retailer of Barrie, Ont. He was born at Richmond Hill in

1861, his father being engaged in the shoe business in that

town. Mr. Myer went to Barrie about 40 years ago and at

the time of his death was on a visit to his brother-in-law, Dr.

Walton-Ball, of Toronto. He is survived by his wife, mother,

one brother. Dr. Albert Myers, of Jamestown, N. Y., and

two sons and two daughters.

L. E. A. Cholette, sales manager for the province of

Quebec for Gutta Percha and Rubber Ltd., died on May
13th, at his residence, Montreal, after a long illness, aged 65

years. He was at one time secretary of the Canadian Ru^bber

Co., and for the last 13 years has been provincial sales mana-

ger for th'e Gutta Percha and Rubber, Ltd.

We regret to learn of the death, after an operation in

Montreal, of Mrs. Hurteau, wife of Mr. J. B. Hurteau, manag-

ing director of the Globe Shoe, Ltd., Terrebonne, P. Q.

The Retail Merchants' Association, Kingston, Ont., have

under consideration a proposal to have all stores operate

on an eight-hour a day basis. That is, they would open at

8 a. m. in the morning and close at 5 p. m., with the exception

of Saturdays.

The Kescot Manufacturing Company, makers of shoe

ornaments, have taken larger premises at 84-86-88 Page St.,

Providence, R. L A Boston office will be opened later.

W. H. Fewings, boot and shoe retailer, Port Stanley,

Ont., has sold out.

Pierre Blouin, Reg'd, Nelson & Colomb Streets, Quebec,

leather merchants, have opened an office at the Beardmore
Bldg., Montreal, which is in charge of Mr. Green. The firm

deal in glazed kid, side leathers and glove leathers, and are

the representatives for the whole of Canada of the Standard

Kid Co., Boston. The firm are carrying a complete line of

goods in the Montreal office.

The Montreal Moccasin Company, Limited, have been

incorporated, with capital stock of $10,000 and head office

at Montreal. Apparently their attention will be ' confined

chiefly to novelty goods such as fancy moccasins, snowshoes

and sports apparel.

The Reine Footwear Company, 611 Beaudry Street,

Montreal, Que., contemplate erecting a shoe factory this

summer.

The Scott-Chamberlain Company, London, Ont., have

purchased additional land for an extension to their shoe fac-

tory on Bathurst Street.

The ratepayers of Tillsonburg, Ont., have passed a by-

law authorizing funds up to $2.5,000 for the erection of an

addition to the factory of the Tillsonburg Shoe Company.
About 150 new hands will be employed and the Board of

Trade is arranging for housing accommodation.

Caravella & Bener, who carried on a boot and shoe re-

tail and repairing business in London, Ont., have dissolved

partnership.

Charles W. Regan, of Meehan & Regan, 'boots and shoes

and wholesale leather, St. Thomas, Ont., died recently.

Hirsch & Company, shoemakers, Montreal, have regis-

tered.

Morris Weiner has retired from the North End Shoe
Store, Halifax, N. S. The business will be carried on under

the same style by Mr. AronofT.

The Administrative Commissioners of Montreal have

accepted the tender of Mr. P. Robitaille for the supply of

boots to the police department, at $5.75 a pair for officers,

and $5.50 for constables. This reverses a previous decision to

allow $6 to each man to purchase his own boots.

C. E. Green, who is in charge of the Montreal office of

Pierre Blouin, Regd., leather dealers, Quebec, was formerly

with the Newcastle Leather Co. and the firm of Fisk, Limited.

The Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Montreal,

have commissioned Mr. Marius Dufresne to prepare plans

for a factory on Aird Avenue, Maisonneuve. This will make
the third factory of the company, they having one on De
Montigny Street, Montreal, and another on Aird Avenue,

Maisonneuve, the latter having been acquired from the James
Muir Co. The site of the new plant is 300 x 50. Work has
been commenced on the foundations. A considerable addi-

tion has also been made to the De Montigny Street factory.

Mr. Nap Tetrault has been very successful in securing large

orders for France.

Fidele Blouin, manager for J. A. Scott, Quebec City, died

on May 14th, after a long illness, age 50 years. Several

months ago Mr. Blouin had his arm amputated, and follow-

ing this blood poisoning set in. He was with the firm of

J. A. Scott for 25 years, and before that was with the Anglo

Canadian Leather Company. He was the brother of Mr.

Pierre Blouin, leather merchant, of Quebec and Montreal.

W. E. Smith, shoemaker, who carried on business in
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Meaford, Out., for the last ten years, died recently at the

age of 67 years.

M. L. Diamond, 125 Bank Street, Ottawa, recently took

over the stock of the Foch Shoe Store, Hull, damaged by

tire, and conducted a fire sale.

The stock of the Merit Boot Shop, 510 St. Catherine

West, Montreal, was purchased at auction by Eaton's Shce

Market.

The town of Richmond, Que., have just passed a by-

law closing all places of business on Monday, Wednesday.

Thursday, and Friday of each week at 6 o'clock.

W. H. Leckie, of Vancouver, has been named as mem-
l)er of the executive of the British Columbia branch of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

Singer's Fit-Rite Shoe Company, Limited, Ottawa, have

advertised a "going out of business" sale. Their main store

is in Montreal.

Getty & Scott, Limited, Gait, Out., have started opera-

tions in their new second factory on North Water Street.

The financial report of the United Shoe Machinery Cor-

porations, (New Jersey and Maine) has just been distri-

buted It shows total assets of $70,159,360; liabilities, .$49,-

560,:i74; net earnings for the year ending February 28, 1919,

$7,49.'-), 120 and surplus $26,598,985.

Alfred Lambert, of Alfred Lambert, Incorporated, shoe

jobl)ers and manufacturers, Montreal, has been appointed

chairman of the Montreal Housing Commission.

The E. T. Shoe Company, St. Hyacinthe, Que., has lieen

dissolved and the business registered under the name of

W. Girouard.

Franz Liski, shoemaker, Earl Grey, Sask., has discon-

tinued business.

Mr. Kimber has been appointed quality man at the plant

of tlie Blachford Shoe Mfg. Company, Toronto. He was
formerly superintendent of the Geo. A. Slater Company,
Montreal. I

J. & l'". Cook have opened a shoe store in Truro, N.S.

They also have the agency for Columbus rubbers.

J. Emile Lefebre, city representative for James Robin-

son, Montreal, was married recently to Miss Gabrielle Bert-

rand.

The Tred Rite Shoe Company have purchased a site at

Otterville, Ont., for the erection of a new factory to replace

the one re;cently destroyed by lire. Mr. L. Williams is man-
ager of the Company,

Mr. Waugh, shoe retailer, Hamilton, Ont., was in To-
ronto, recently, visiting the trade.

Mr. Wettlaufer, formerly of John Lennox & Company,
Hamilton, is now covering Western Ontario for Geo. E.

Boulter, Toronto.

Mr. Arnold, of Geo. E. Boulter, Toronto, has returned

from a business trip to Montreal and Quebec.

Mrs. John Holden recently opened a shoe store, with

repairing department, at 1863 Yonge Street near Balloil

Street, and will carry a good staple line of goods. Her
husband, Mr. J. Holden, recently returned from overseas

after 3J4 years' service.

A. Johnson, Eagle Place, Brantford, has opened an up-

to-date retail shoe department in connection with his repair

business.

An addition to Hamilton's repair shops is the Liberty

Shoe Repair. It is a very modern store at 93 John Street

South, under the management of Frank Sisman, from the T.

Sisman Shoe Company, Aurora, Ont.

The executive offices of the Miner Rubber Company,
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Limited, have been removed from 72 St. Peter Street to

1005 McGill Building, Montreal. These offices are very ex-

tensive an dexceptionally well equipped, the removal being

made imperative by increasing business. The Montreal

branch will continue at 72 St. Peter Street.

S. Freshman, late of Rickard's Shoe Store, Hamilton,

is now in business at 573 Barton St. East, Hamilton.

G. C. Simpson has been appointed local manager of the

Toronto branch of the Miner Rubber Co., Ltd., in succes-

sion to Mr. Yearslcy, who has resigned to go into the retail

shoe business. Mr. Simpson was formerly manager of the

Montreal branch.

4.,, „„ ,m m. v.n .... ... .... .... .... .... .... .." ... " .4l

! I

Mr. C. P. Slater, of Geo. A. Slaer Ltd..
|

Maisor.neuve. has been appointed a member s

of the committee of the Montreal branch of
|

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association. Mr.
|

Slater is now on a visit to England.
|

„_-..„ . . ,. ,.,_.._..,_.„_„., ,.4.

Harry E. Thompson, manufacturers' agent, 10 Victoria

St., Montreal, is now the exclusive representative in Can-
ada for the Creedon Exporting Co., Boston, whose lines con-

sist of misses', child's and infants', and boys', youths', and
little gents' McKays.

T. Robinson, who recently resigned from the Eagle
Shoe Co., Montreal, has been appointed superintendent of

No. 1 factory of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, Mr. \\% E. Mathews to be general superintendent

of the company.

FOOTWEAR IN CANADA
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For Stitchdowns, McKays and Turns

In Children's Footwear
see the

Line
Made to give comfort to young growing feet, to

yiekl long wear, to retain its shape and by rea-

son of more simple construction to

make lower prices possible. The
ECLIPSE line ranges from infants'

iizc 1 to growing girls' size 6, and

offers an excellent com])ination of smartness and quality. If our traveller does not call, write us.

The Gait Shoe Manufacturing Company, Limited
Gait Ontario

For Jobbers

Only

LUDGER
593 St. Valier St.

Develop your trade by push-

ing our attractive lines of men's,

women's, youths' and boys'

Welts and medium McKays.

Also our felt and rubber soled

shoes.

If you are not acquainted with

these lines which are attractive

in quality and price - you will do
well to investigate.

DUCHAINE
« i-i Quebec
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FOOTWEAR SPECIALTIES
SPIRAL PUTTEES—Wool Knit Fabric. Order Now for Early Delivery

SIESTA FELT SLIPPER—Style 917.

SPATS— Felt and Kersey.

Price 95c per pair Wos. 3

"UNO"— Style 534-XXX

Price, Wos. $10.25 doz. Size 3-8. Men's
$18.00 per doz. ; size (i-12. Misses' $15.00
per doz. ; sizes 11-2. Child's $13.75 per
doz. ; sizes 5-10.

Price from $12.50 to $24.00 per doz.
Women's 0 and 9 button. Men's 5, C, 7,

8, 10 buttons. White, Gray, Chamois,
Fawn, Taupe.

Price $35.00 per doz.

$3.00 per pr.

Send for prices and samples on our full lines of "SIESTA" SLIPPERS, FELT, CRETONNES, KID AND OOZE
MATERIAL. Also Machine Knit and Crocheted Slippers, "Capitol" Lamb's Wool and Quilted Satin Soles, Puttees, Leggins, etc.

Watch for our salesman, Mr. A. L. Kenney, who expects to call on the trade between Montreal and Toronto at
about this time.

The Wiley^Bickford^^Sweet Company
HARTFORD, Conn. (Address either Office) WORCESTER, Mass.

There's No Uncertainty About

YAMASKA
T'S ALL LEATHER

The genuine material seasoned to wear and shaped
to fit. No haphazard methods are permitted in the
production of YAMASKA. We find it is the best
policy to stick to thoroughness in every particular.

You will recognize this adherence to quality, in

YAMASKA shoes. Your customers, from the big-
footed man down to the little chap will obtain the full-

est value from their wear—a factor in creating more
sales.

Give YAMASKA the chance to create more sales

for you.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec

THE
MAN'S SHOE
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Aird & Son 18

Ames-Holden-McCready I'.i

Armstrong, W. D fi3

Beckvvith Box Toe Company 32
Bennett Limited 5

Boston Blacking Company 1(>

Borne, Lucien 05
Boot and Shoe Union ()8

Breitliaupt Leather Co 17
Brodie & Harvie 70

Canadian Consolidated Rublier Co. :!-2G

Champion Shoe Machinery Company C:5

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co 10
Clapp, Edwin
Clarke and Co., A. R 76

, Clark Bros
Cleland, Regd., James 64
Cote, J. A. & M 55

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 11

Duchaine, Ludger 54

Dnchaine & Perkins 71

Duclos & Payan 58

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co... 59

Eastern Shoe Alfg. Company 69

Edwards & Edwards 67

Eureka Shoe Company 00

Evans' Son Company, L. B 09

Flynn Leather Co., C. G

Fortuna Machine Company 58

Frank & Bryce 60

Franklin Machine Co 63

Freeman, Louis G 20

Friedman, S. J ... 64

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert .... 61

Gait Shoe Company 54

Globe Shoe Company 02

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 57

Hcnwood & Nowak 20

Hinde & Dauch Paper Company . . 69

Home Shoe Company 70

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers . . 71

Independent Rubber Company ... 25

International Supply Co 6

Kelly, Thomas A 06

Kenworthy Bros 75

Kitchener Style Show 10

Landis Machine Company 60

Lamontagne Racine & Co GO

La Duchesse Shoe Company 70

Lagace & Lepinay 04

Marsh Company, Wm. A 21
Mooney Company, A. G 01

Narrow Fabric Company 63
National Cash Register Company . . 73

New Castle Leather Company .... 58

Oscar Onken Company 09

Panther Rubber Company Cover
Perfection Counter Co 70
Perkins & McNeely 64
Perth Shoe Company 12
Pickering, Jos 51
Plant, Thos. G 13

Regal Shoe Company ]

Ritchie, John • 7

Ro1)inson, James 14-15

Samson Enr., J. E 05
Scholl Mfg. Company 8-9

Scott, J. A
Spaulding & Sons, J 23
Standard Kid Mfg. Compa;iy 4

Sisman Shoe Compa'iy
St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Company . . 64

Taylor-Forbes Co 07
Tetrault Shoe Company 14
Textile Mfg. Company 07
Thompson Shoe Company 23
Toronto Heel Company 69

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 72-74
United States Hotel, Boston 65

Wiley, Bickford & Sweet 55
Whittemore Bros 07

GREATER BUYING POWER
That is what the trade paper represents to the man who is a
regular and careful reader of it.

In its editorial columns he finds useful ideas that help him
in his business -helps and hints that smooth out many of
the rough spots—plans the other fellow has tried and found
successful.

The advertising pages are also a source of valuable informa-
tion. Here he learns what the manufacturer has to offer

—

how those goods are made—the materials that enter into

their manufacture when salesmen are on the road— special

opportunities, etc.

He keeps thoroughly posted on the market, because the
trade paper is in close touch with the situation and gives

^''^\^ him accurate knowledge of conditions—when and what to

buy.

^ jKSi^ Read your trade paper thoroughly each issue and make a re-

"^of tAt-^"^ ference file of it. You will often have occasion to refer to it.
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The Public Has Given

its Approval
The public's wishes must be

considered if you are to have sat-

isfactory sales. You should study

your customers. Find out what
class of shoe they want. Then
stock these lines—and your sales

will grow.

The public has sig-nified to the

tune of many millions of pairs,

that it believes shoes built on
Neolin Soles to be better value.

The public wants shoes with

Neolin Soles.

Why? Because Neolin Soles

have every good quality. Long
wear—the longest wear obtain-

able from any soling. Comfort,
even on fashionable

lasts. Waterproofness
and good looks.

It is for you to say

whether your custom-

ers get the shoes they

want—the ones which

will give them the

most value.

Many shoe manufacturers are

building better shoes now on
Neolin Soles.

Specify Neolin Soles on your next
order and make sure of Neolin's value

by seeing that the word "Neolin" is

stamped on every pair.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
of Canada, Limited

The Sign of Better

Value
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Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural
surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agent* for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory Wilmington, Del., U. S. A.

7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings. Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agent* for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street NEW YORK

D. &
Built

P. Counters are
for Satisfaction

and Service
D. & P. Counters are the result of select-

ed fibre compressed by the special D. & P.

process. They are Canadian made, and

you will find them worthy of this mark of

distinction. May we send you samples?

We can also meet your needs for upperand sole leather of exceedingly good qual-

ity.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. Eas T^^¥ O A 4 TkT Richard Freres, Quebec

Toronto IJ1J( I 11^ fw T A 1 A l\ Selling Agents for

Ontario Selling Agent
\^ 'K^M^^^VJ A A ^ Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL
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Your Shoes Are What You Make Them
Have you ever wondered why your shoes are returned

ripped? Don't blame your operator; look for poor thread.

A ship builder would not use wooden rivets to hold an ocean
liner together. Then why do you shoe manufacturers pay little

thought to the most important finding - thread - to hold your
shoes together. The British, Canadian, and American Govern-

ments were supplied linen

threads from our factories,

because these Governments
knewthat shoes sewn with linen

threads would stand the strain

in France.

BARBOUR'S
LINEN THREADS

for Goodyear Welt

Lockstitch

McKays Turns

FINLAYSON'S
LINEN THREADS

for

Goodyear Welt
Lockstitch

KNOX'S LINEN THREADS for McKays and Turns

Frank & Bryce, Limited
Toronto MONTREAL Quebec

"EUREKA"
To the Jobbing Trade only

You will find our new women's
8" Black and Brown Kid bals.

trade producers.

Write our Sales department

Am-Bri-Can Distributors

64-68 Adelaide St. E., Toronto

for up to the minute prices on

our lines

No. 828 Black Kid
No. 827 Brown Kid

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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Thousands
of

Gross

In Bulk -

for

Manufacturers"

SHOE LACES
ARTMON
SHOE

THREADS
Give

Satisfaction

(MERCERIZED)

Black - White - Popular Colors

Order from Quebec - Montreal - Toronto
Shipped to you in an hour's notice

Get yours now they may be scarce

The A. G. Mooney Company
Toronto

E4. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. East

220 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL Quebec
J. P. PARENT
St. Valier St.

Fall Styles for the

Jobbing Trade

Quick and satisfactory selling is always the

result of a good stock of our excellent line of

leather shoes for Women, Misses, Children

and Infants,

Quality and exceedingly good workmanship
predominates. Write us regarding your
needs.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street - - Montreal
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There's money for you
in this new lace

Xufaslionci quality—the best that can be made.

And the margin of profit is surprisingly liberal.

Ask your jobbers

Or write us for samples

The Narrow Fabric Co., Reading, Pa.

C3

I

•V.D.tVRMSTRONG-
I ENGRAVERofFINESTEELSTAMPS&DIES

t

23Q,c,-^.\NES;jM0NTREALPho/i.^ 675

MY STAMPS ARE UPTO DATE IN DESIGN
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES

• \MHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR SAUES-

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

Have You Heard About

TheGlobePillowWelt?

A disiinctive feature in our footwear for Misses, Girls, Child-
ren and Infants. It is designed with special regard to comfort
and ease for growing feet. The Welt is sewn right into the shoe
and is the Genuine Goodyear.

The soft cushion insole, and the waterproof cork filling

between the inner and outer soles are two features that help to

make these shoes the most popular on the market.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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A Shoe Merchant
With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing- the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start rig^ht in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running- expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Every customer for new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher — heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types
in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.

The Champion Line consists of:

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Man}'- labor and material saving auxiliarv machines.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 F«r«t Park B,d., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name ... Street

City State
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S. J. Friedman
Vancouver's

Leading Surgi-
cal Bootmaker

Makers of boots and fine

shoes for all deformities and
lame feet.

Endorsed by medical offic-

ers of Militia.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Information cheerfully sent

on request.

West End Boot Hospital
320 Granville St. Vancouver, B.C.

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

No. 46

A VALUABLE LINE
FOR THE JOBBER

High-Class Women^s
McKays

We have the McKay process down to a fine point, and you can realize a generous
turnover on the excellence of our product.

Our new lines for men, youths and boys are also examples of well made footwear
reasonably priced and capable of keeping up the big sales for which they are noted.
Samples will convince you.

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME STREET

QUEBEC No. 50

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will stand plenty of hard wear. Made on foot-fitting lasts that
will give comfort to the wearer and are durable. The range
includes—Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents', Children and
Infants' Black and Beaver Brown Bo.x Kip. Your jobber will

quote you prices, or write us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping di^rid, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

JOBBERS

Supply tbe Demand

For There

Boots

Our boots for men, by reason of their wide
and ready market and their splendid value to

the wearer are well worth your handling. There's
a big demand for them, and a liberal profit for

you. Write us.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactpry business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The Genersl Merchants are Dupartmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes—tliere are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

K4WWE£KUr ri>tAMUAL.a)UUlJUJAL St,

Over 33 years in its field

''CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER:'

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points. Port Arthur and West
to the Picific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

SURFACE KID WILL NOT SCUFF
Surface Kid is a decided improvement on real kid

because it wears better—will not scuff and is much less

expensive.

The beautiful grain shows to advantage in dressy

shoes, while the soft pliable texture equals chamois. Send
at once for samples of Surface Kid in Black and Colors.

Butts in Gun Metal—Dull— Glazed

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office— 225 Lemoine St.
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,000 skins per day.

This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 0,200,000 people once a

year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.
Sold outright—No royalty.

Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to

Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis n. 25th st, St. Louis, U.S.A.
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

The Shine that Lasts
Your shoes will hold their shine a
surprisingly long time if you use

^Mttemore's iShoe Polisheis

The Whittemore lines serve a double purpose
viz—that of a polish and leather preservative.

Our Bostonian Cream is

the ideal cleaner for kid and calf leather
put up in Brown, Grey, White, in fact

all colors.

Try our Nobby Brown Paste for brown
shoes and Peerless Ox-
bloodPaste for Red Shoes.

Quick White Liquid Can-
vas Dressing.

ALBOWhiteCake Canvas Dressing

GILT EDGE SELF Shining Dressing

Ask your Jobber. If he cannot
supply you write us

Whittemore Bros. Corp.
Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A.

Edwards& Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
H#ad Off ice and Sale Rooms Tanneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.
Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. ^So^Jix^^FAnu^^:

Many inquiries for a Cobbler Set which will stand unlimited
abuse and cover the demands of the Shoe Repairing Trade, have
resulted in the RELIABLE Set.

It's just the one the Cobbler needs and it's "Made in Canada."
The heavy Cast Iron Base measures 7 in. across and the

Wrought Iron Post is bedded solid in this Base.
Don't hesitate about stocking this Set.
Write for prices.
We make a big line of Cobbler Sets and Repair Outfits.
Write for Catalogue.

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY, Limited
GUELPH - ONTARIO
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IT ISN'T THE BUSINESS

YOU OBTAIN

That is the only reason for handling Union
Stamp footwear.

Of even greater interest to YOU is the

business you lose by failure to carry Union
Stamp shoes in stock

Union made shoes bearing the one and only

stamp of The Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
are the only shoes that appeal to ALL the

people.

Let us send you a list of manufacturers

making Union Stamp footwear as a guide

for your buying this year.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street

BOSTON - - MASSACHUSETTS

COLLIS LOVELY
General President

CHAS. L. BAINE
Gen'I Sec'y-Treasurer
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No. 300 Patent
No. 303 Dull Calf
Sizes 6-11. B D.

PRICE $3.50

X.B.EVANy'iX)N CO.

MEN'S MEDIUM GRADE
HOUSE SLIPPERS
PUMPS AND OXFORDS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Thirty Lines Listed in Catalog No. 16

BOSTON OFFICE—no Summer Street

WAKEFIELD , MASS.

The New

"EASTERN"
Shoe Lines
offer big possibilities to Jobbers
desirous of handling a first-class

product at popular prices.

We will be pleased to show
you a very complete assortment
of shoes for Misses, Children
and Infants for Spring and Sum-
mer, upon receipt of a post card
from you.

See us when in Montreal

Write us now.

The Eastern Shoe
Manufacturing Company, Limited

152 Frontenac Street

Phone-La Salle 2561 MONTREAL

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Salei are mad. on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
Inlcrchanfieable Window Display Fixtures

loci. Sel will 6ive 10 Ycari Good Service in
A Wonderful sel of Pad

lor displaying Men or Wome
etTective Irade pulling window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very few of the desijlns that ean be

set up with the full set, besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.

Made of Oak. either Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish. Sel is put up

in a Hardwood Hinged Lid Storage Chest, a good place to keep the extra

Younits not in use. 1 here are thousands of sets in daily use.

No. lOl Set has 220 Interchangeable Younits For Large Windows, $48.12
No. 101!4 Set has 110 Interchangeable Younits For Medium Windows. S27.SO
No. 101!4 Set has 55 Interchangeable Your.its For Small Windows, S17.32

Slot* tarritd in Hamilton, Onl. Order direct or thru yoiir jobher. Send lor catalog. Patented and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—They protect your shipment

against loss from dampness
anti water.

2.—They are extiemely light,

which means low freight

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

4.—They save time in packing.
5.—Tliey save storage space.
G.—They liave strong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications.
8.—Their first cost is lower

than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for
it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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Attractive

Windows
(iive }our store a place and

prestige all its own.

You cannot err if you dis-

play our stylish models.

The Home Shoe
An ever increasing trade

and the goodwill of a satis-

fied customer is gained by
those who stock this excellent

line of quality footwear.

Dealers who are not ac-

quainted with the HOME
SHOE will profit by investi-

Write us to-day.

The Home Shoe Company, Ltd.

327 Amherst St., Montreal

Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn

Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Regiskered

MONTREAL

BRODIE'S
Patent Paste

This famous product covers

a wide range of usefulness

being used with equal success

and efficiency by manufactur-

ers of the finest grade shoes and

makers of heavy work shoes.

Supplied in quantities to

meet your needs.

Let us send you sample and

price.

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

This

is the

Real

One
The shoe fibre counter is worth two cents a pair

only, but it will be worth dollars to you if you use the

right one.

Try the "Perfect"
It will put quality into yoUr shoes and give them a

good appearance, because it will stand the most stren-

uous wear, and give you the best fit obtainable.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL COUNTER
ON THE MARKET

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Montreal
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Hydro City Shoes

The All Leather Line
So well does this splendid all leather shoe fill public re-

quirements in sound, durable footwear, that it behoves every
dealer to carry a liberal stock. Regular sales

—satisfactory to your customers and profitable

to you—will mark their inclusion in your
selection.

Sell the Hydro City Shoes to your customers

and you will keep them.

ORDER NOW Hydro City Shoe
Your fall placing orders will

have our careful attention.

MANUFACTURERS, LIMITED

KITCHENER m ONTARIO

Jobbers See Our

McKAYS
A Complete Line of

Well-Made Footwear
for Men, Boys and Youths

Women, Misses and Children

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E, T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.
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Whatever Your Shoe Repairing

Requirements May Be

WE HAVE THE MACHINE

The illustrations above show but a few of the big range of
machines which we supply for shoe repairing.

They are all illustrated and described in a very handsome cata-

log which we are glad to mail free to anybody who writes for it.

They cover every requirement from a simple cleaning shaft

up to the most elaborate and complete outfit.

We help our customers make a success of their business. Our
machines always carry with them a service that is considered by
many of our customers among their most valuable asset.

We have customers everywhere, and we are not ashamed to

have you ask any of them about us or our machines.

Write us to-day for a Catalog.

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

90 Adelaide Street West,

Kitchener, Ont.

179 King Street West,

Quebec, Que.

28 Demers Street,
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Stores using a complete N. C. R. System

can give the public good service

WHEN a customer goes into a store and sees

an up-to-date National Cash Register on

the counter, he knows at once that he is going

to get quick, accurate service.

If the proprietor of that store is asked why he

uses a National Cash Register he will reply that

it is a labor-saving device that helps him just the

same as labor-saving machinery helps the manu-

facturer, railroad man, farmer, and mechanic.

When a customer makes a purchase in a store

using an up-to-date National, he can not help

but notice how quickly the clerks hand out parcel

and change. He notices how careful they are

—

the smart, modern appearance of the store—the

good service and prompt attention that he gets.

Customers are also quick to notice the good

values that such stores are able to offer; the ac-

curate printed cash register figures; the freedom

from disputes ; the absence of errors.

r
Without a cash register

Keeping store rec-

ords by hand is as

out of date as trav-

eling by stage or

fighting with bows

and arrows.

With a modern National

The most progres-

sive stores all ovei

the world are using

and endorsing
National Cash
Registers.

Machine-made records

National Cash Reg-

ister records are

printed and accu-

rate. They protect

merchant, clerk,

and customer.

0*-1J)0 0001 Juun

Hwler ft McMalioD

Careful, accurate clerks

An up-to-date
N. C. R. System is

a powerful force in

training clerks to

be careful, accu-

rate and quick.

N. C. R. quick service

Cash register serv-

ice is the fastest

inthe world. It

makes shopping
quick, pleasant,

and convenient.

A modern N. C. R. System is a business necessity because it

does so much to increase business and reduce expenses

The National Cash Register Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

Offices in all the principal cities of the world
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SERVICE
The United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada,

Limited, maintains Branch Offices, every employee of

which is dedicated to " Service."

It keeps a trained corps of experts ready at a moment's

notice to respond to the shoe manufacturer's call of

emergency.

The organization deems this essential because, unlike

the common practice, the United's solicitude for the

customer does not end with the installation of its

machinery- it just begins.

The part-time shut down because of machinery acci-

dents of the earlier days passed away with the develop-

ment and perfection of the present shoe machinery
" Service " plan.

SERVICE
United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

90 Adelaide Street West, 179 King Street West, 28 Demers Street,
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added quahties tor an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrmk, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facihties mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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Makers
to the

Nation

Indispensable to a Good
Patent Shoe

Give your customers a good Patent Leather shoe that

will retain its lustre and keep from cracking, and you can

count on future patronage. So many patent leathers have

disappointed the public that it behoves the shoeman to

insist on Clarke's Patent Leather every time.

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL, TORONTO, QUEBEC

CLARKE & CO.,LiM
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THEY'RE RIGHT!

No matter how favorably impressed

you may be with Regal Shoes when
you purchase them, you have a far

higher opinion of them later.

It is when a customer comes back
for another pair, and you learn of

the record of their service, that you
completely appreciate the value of

your investment.

The finest qualities of Regals reveal

themselves not only in their first

appearances but also after they have
had actual service.

Let us acquaint you with the Regal
Agency Plan. And ask to see our

Styles—they're right!

O

m

Regal Shoe Company, Limited
472-474 Bathurst Street TORONTO, Ont.

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 64
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PANTHER
TESTED FIBRE SOLES

"Sure Step"

Rubber

HEELS

PANTHER FIBRE SOLES
are ideal for all weather

conditions because of their

lightness and strength and

waterproof quality. Each season

brings an increasing number of

wearers of Panther Soling. Always
superior to leather soles—they can

be worked quite as easily without

cracking. Made in all standard

colors for every grade of shoe.

Panther "Sure Step" Rubber Heels

give satisfaction at all times.

Write us for information.

Panther Rubber Co., Limited

Sherbrooke Quebec
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The Shoes That Create Summer
Business For The Dealer

Don't miss a single sale by being "out" of some particular

size or shape of Fleet Foot. Keep your stocks complete.

Whether you want two or three pairs, or make up a regu-

lar sorting order, our nearest service branch will serve

you promptly.

DoMiNio}!
DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM SERVICE BRANCHES are located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Brantford, London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon,
Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.
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A comparison of grade marks
and prices of different manu-
facturers of Glazed Kid is

not a comparison of values.

Values can be compared only by examining the qualities

of the grades offered for the price.

For the last few years we have always been sold ahead
several months. Today we are sold ahead on Black Kid to

the end of the year. There is no better proof that each

grade of Standard Kid yields good value.

We assume the obligation that every grade of Standard
Kid must be all that customers expect in quality and uni-

formity. We can accept orders for deliveries after Sep-

tember of all colors except Black.

COLOR 18— FIELD MOUSE
COLOR 8—GRAY

are in good demand for Fall shoes. These skins are guar-

anteed to be colored with pure aniline dyes.

STANDARD KID MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 610 TRIBUNE BLDG.

Factory, Wilmington, Del.

AGENCIES
CHAS. A. BRADY, Rochester, N.Y. F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.
GEO. A. McGAW, Chicago, 111. L LOUIS POPPER, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PIERRE BLOUIN, Quebec, Canada.
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You cannot put better value into a shoe !

They give an added appearance and will COm-
fOYtobly outwear the best sole and upper.

A smart appearance will attract the buyer but it's

the hidden value that satisfies.

BENNETT COUNTERS SATISFY I

ONTARIO OFFICE

28 King St. East

Kitchener

BENNETT LIMITED
MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES

CHAMBLY CANTON, P.Q., CANADA

SALES OFFICE

59 St. Henry Street

Montreal
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Three Sales Leaders

METROPOLITAN
MEN'S WELTS WOMEN'S McKAYS

PATRICIA
WOMEN'S WELTS AND TURNS

PARIS
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS

This is proven by the sales records of hundreds of Canadian dealers.

The reputation these lines have enjoyed for years is a just reward for the

painstaking care and discrimination we have exercised in the preparation
and selection of the leather (tanned in our own plants) embodied in these

shoes.

If you "desire to be shown"— a trial will tell.

Knowing your future orders depend on that trial, we invite it with the

greatest confidence.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company
Limited

MONTREAL
Branch : Metropolitan Shoe Co., 91 Paul St. East, MONTREAL
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The

John Ritchie

Company
LIMITED

MAKERS OF

MEN'S
SHOES

QUEBEC

' WWW/ ww;-^zm^H^m^
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1

For Everyone
Old or Young

The high waterproofs for farm or woods.

Smart Hght styhsh rubbers to protect

from damp City pavements.

The increased popularity of Independent Rubbers is

shown by the tremendous increase in our spring business

—a proof that Canadians appreciate quality, and use

discrimination in buying rubbers.

Names which distinguish rubbers of merit

Kant* Krack
Dainty Mode

Royal
Bull Dog

Dreadnaught
Veribest

Write us about any

hues of Footwear

which interest you.

James Robinson
MONTREAL

S—

^
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A Reputation

At Stake

When dealers ask our advice—as they have been

doing for years when selecting and replenishing

their stocks—we consider our reputation is at

stake.

That is why hundreds of Canadian dealers

have confidence m our ability to stock the season's

best selling styles and best values.

You too will be one of loyal supporters if you

put your footwear problems up to us.

A Safe Investment

The Bostonian Shoe

James Robinson
MONTREAL
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This

Attractive

Combination
Will be included in your stock if you feature

an extensive selection of

Canadian Footwear Lines
Women's, Misses and Children's McKays and
Turns, Oxfords, Pumps, and High Cuts—an ex-

tensive range of styles offering a shoe for all

ages for every occasion in Leather and White
Footwear.

Canadian Footwear Co.
Limited

MONTREAL
Salesroom : 36 St. Genevieve St. Factory : Pointe-^AuxMTrembles
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SPAULDING'Q
Guara/ifood

A Counter to Fit Every Last

No matter how much your lasts vary in con-

tour—how unusual may be the shapes and

forms of heel seat they can be perfectly fitted

with

CPAULDINtfS
^Fibre Counters^

Ouaranteed

The use of these counters will assure the de-

livery of the same style shoe as designed by
the last and pattern makers.

Highest Quality Absolutely Uniform

Economical

J. SPAULDING & SONS CO.
Main Office and Factory

NORTH ROCHESTER, N. H.
ST. LOUIS

The Taylor- Poole Co.
1602 Locust St.

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI
lolin G. Travel- & Co. The Taylor-Poole Co.

329 Arch St. 410-412 E. 8th St.

SEVEN FACTORIES
roiiawanda, N. Y. Rochester, N. H.
N'o. Rochester, N. H. Milton, N. H.

Townseiid Harbor, Mass.

Canadian Agents

International Supply Co., Kitchener, Ontario and Quebec City. >V. Champigny, Montreal

:pai3lding''
OAK TAN

. HBRE INNERSOLING
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rRED S STLWART J. E.MARTIN

"good shoes FOf^EVEFiyBODY'

25 WH/TFHAU. STREET

Atlani

^oiirsfxcliisively

BENEFIT BY ESTABLISHED DEMAND
"l^'rom our experience," say the Fred S. Stewart Company, "we would think

any dealer fortunate in securing the agency of Dorothy Dodd Shoes."
"Nine years ago, we opened business with the Dorothy Dodd Shoes as our
leading line for ladies, and still our leadings line, we being the exclusive

agents for Atlanta, Ga."

"When we first introduced this line to the women of this city, we received an en-
couraging response, and has now grown to an enormous volume of business annu-
ally, of which we are proud, and it is our opinion that we will enjoy increasing
patronage on these shoes on account of their wonderful popularity with women."
Commencing in business, July, 1910, their annual business has grown nearly five-

fold, and they say that "as Dorothy Dodd shoes sold gives us the big end of this

liusir.css, that is sufficient to show their value."

Canadian Representatives : M. W. MURDOFF & SON, TRENTON, ONT.
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Consider the Price
and then

Compare Other Values
with^=

AIRD
m

We
Sell

Jobbers

Only

And if you have been just in your com-
parisons, we will be satisfied with the re-

sult. Because we are confident that

AIRD Footwear presents opportunities

which no progressive jobber can afford

to overlook. We should be pleased to

see you personally at our warerooms. If

you are unable to call, a postal will bring
our newest samples to you. Don't fail to

acquaint yourself with AIRD Lines for
Fall sorting.

fVe are always ready to serve you

Aird & Son
Registered

MONTREAL

^MRIIII
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I IN STOCK-READY I

FOR MEN
Pattern—Foxed Blucher

Upper—Cocoa Racine Brown

Outsole—12 Guage Acme-Leather Slip This Price

Insole—Full Grain Leather fOY OflC
Process-Goodyear Welt ^^^^ q^^^
Last—Good-Fitting High Toe

Heel—y2 Wingfoot

4.25""P"ce in Case Lots—4#25

I Sizes—2/5^ 4/6 4 5/7 5 5/8 3 2/9 Terms, Nett 30 Days
|

I
Order To-day—Be Sure and Hurry

I
TheyWe Going Fast |

I
THE MIDLAND SHOE COMPANY

|

I KINGSTON ONTARIO
|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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THE

SHOI

Successful

Shoes
T INK your business
^ with the success of this

splendid Marsh Footwear.

The models here shown
are sold in cases contain-

ing 30 pairs of one width. "106" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"99" LAST
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E

"104" LAST
Made in AU Leathers

Widths B to E

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC
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BUY

Ad vance Announcement
Fall Advertising Campaign

THE Ames Holden McCready policy of inspiring public

confidence and spreading trustworthy information

concerning the shoe trade will be continued this Fall.

Beginning the first week in September, and continuing

throughout the season, a larger list of publications than

ever will carry our message to the Canadian public.

We shall continue our policy of placing the bulk of our
effort squarely behind the retailer, in his own local papers.

Youare familar with the high character of Ames Holden
McCready copy in the past seasons, which will be maintained

this Fall and next Spring. Prepare now to link up your store

with this big event in the shoe trade.

Later announcements will go more into detail, but the

important thing now is to remember that this campaign is

coming, and behind it is all the cumulative effect of the

campaigns that have gone before

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
"Shoemakers to the Nation"

ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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BEAUTY is more
than skin deep"— is an old adage very

aptly quoted regarding

The Classic Shoe. Be-

neath their handsome
appearance, elegance of

finish and distinction in

design, lies a foundation con-

sistent in material and work-

manship with their outward

appearance— thus combinmg
durability with style which has

popularized them among a

multitude of wearers.

Scientifically

Constructed

True-Trod is designed to pro-
vide real comfort, while plac-

ing the growing foot in a shoe
which adheres perfectly to

hygienic principles. Let one
of our salesmen tell you about
True-Trod.

CLASSIC

A Line of Juveniles

with Sales Worth While

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT, ONTARIO

Makers of the " Classic " Shoe for Women
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The

Canadian National

Shoe Retailers' Convention
Should Bring You

To Toronto

OUR INVITATION
bids you step across and visit our

warerooms^just three blocks from the hotel

XJERE, we should Hke to have
^ the pleasure of meeting you

and showing you our new ware-
rooms. We shall also be pleased

to let you see an interesting array

of general lines of footwear for the

coming season. Drop in and see

us "Between the Acts."

WHITE SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Wholesale Shoe Distributers

9 Wellington St. West : Toronto, Ont.
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WHITE FOOTWEAR
White Canvas Shoes and

Fleet Foot Lines

To without the above important and fast selling-

line in the warm weather is to lose an important

part of the year's business. The public is calling

loudly for them and it behooves every retailer

to keep a stock well in hand.

Let Us

Show You

Our

Rush Order

Service

Blachford Davies & Co
60-62 Front Street West

TORONTO
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Come to the

First Canadian Shoe and

Leather Exhibition
AT KITCHENER JULY 21st to 26th

^ Whether you are Manufacturer, Jobber, or Retailer of

Footwear, Leather or Findings, if you are interested in the

development of the Footwear Industries of Canada, you

will find many items to interest you during the entire week.

Why not arrange your Holidays to include the week

July 21st to 26th and come to Kitchener. You can, and

will have a good time and at the same time gather real

valuable information about how Shoes and Rubbers are

made and see a better range of samples than the travellers

show you.

There will be about 30 lines of Footwear of all kinds.

Kitchener calls ! Will you come?
REMEMBER THE DATES
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5TAMDARe;
OAK^

Let's Forget

The High Price of Hijdes,

Material and Labor
For the week of July 21 — 26

the Occasion of

The First Canadian

Shoe and Leather Exhibition

KITCHENER CALLS
Look us up when at the Fair. We will be very

pleased to make your stay in town worth while.

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limited

Manufacturers of

"The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather"

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec
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ARISTOCRAT LAST
Stock No. 20.

If you want the high grade trade of your

town you must show high grade shoes.

That's why the "Just Wright" dealer is the

leader in the quality and quantity of his

line of business. You know, perhaps from

experience, that the better class of trade in

any town is a nice trade to cater to.

In what class is your store ?

Just Wright shoes will tone up your stock

—and you'll find plenty of shoes, too, for

the man who likes style, but at a little less

cost.

IN STOCK AT ST. THOMAS

E. T. WRIGHT & COMPANY, Inc

St. Thomas, Ont.
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ANCHOR BRAND

Scoured Oak
Sole Leather

SIDES
CROPS
BACKS
BENDS

REGISTERED

BEST BY TEST

BELLIES
SHOULDERS
HEADS

The Lang Tanning Company
LIMITED

Kitchener, Ontario,

CANADA
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HONEST ALL THRU
Short, Quick Sales, by
Virtue of their Long

Durable Wear
SOLID

LEATHER

GREB SHOES
"Look /ot-IKe Yellow Ldbel*"

At the First Canadian Shoe and
a Leather Exhibition

Greb Shoe Co., Ltd.
Kitchener, Ont.

SPECIALISTS IN GOOD WORK SHOES •nor\ejl All Thru"

All Leather—and an Essential

Staple Line for Men and Boys

See these splend d
shoes at the First
Canadian Shoe &
Leather Exhibi-
tion at Kitchener.

HYDRO CITY SHOES
Strong, thoroughly well made, and giving the

utmost wear, these shoes for your Men's and

Boys' trade will sell steadily and stay sold. They
represent a necessary line of shoes for every

stock, and they will realize a profitable turnover

for the retailer. Are you handling them ?

HYDRO CITY SHOE MFRS.
Limited

KITCHENER - - - ONTARIO
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H. o. Mcdowell

IMPORTERS UUrG°:iT)!l JOBBERS
^ MANUFACTURERS ^^'^^^—^"^^^ *^A I F«i ArsPMT*?

H. N. LINCOLN

SALES AGENTS
EASTERN BRANCH

40t CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks anil Hook
Setting Macliines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Cliicago, HI.

t rystolon Paper and C'lotli

for liuffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Uleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

lloston, Mass.

C'eroxylon, tlie Perfect
Li(|uid Wa.s

Dean Chase Co.,

r.oslon, Mass.

Slioe Goods, ( olton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, t).

Shoe Macliiiiery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

lirockton, Mass.

Waterproof I!ox loe
Gum, Kubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

r.oslon, .Mass

Marking and Kmbossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrcttas and Horse

I. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

, Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Welting,
etc.

CUnr MACHINERY FINDINGS
OnUL. AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORS

37 FOUNDRY ST. 3.

KITCHENER

All good finishers recognize
this Trade Mark. They
know it stands for Highest
Grade, Dependable Finishes

for all grades of Shoes.

It is not necessary for you to import your finishes, we
have a complete line of finishes to meet the require-

ments of any and all kinds of leather.

Inks, Stains, Dressing, Dyes^

Waxes and Polishes

THE FAMOUS CYCLONE BLEACH
If you are not familiar with these goods you owe it to

yourself to get acquainted. Now is the time.

We are ready to submit samples and demonstrate.

IVe carry a Variety of Specialties

Cheese Cloth Silkoline

Vel Chamee
Very Fine Polishing Cloth

Round Belting
Oak Tanned

Belt Hooks

Casters

Treer's Shank

Brushes

Indian Tanned

Tag Holders

Buttons

H.B. Canvas

Cotton Thread
For Puritan Machines

For Fairstitching and Upper Fitting
You need have no hesitancy about sending your orders to us. Our busi-

nes.s is founded on the principle of FAIR DEALING and we handle only
GOODS of HIGHEST QUALITY.

Consider the List of Houses WE REPRESENT.
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Don't fail to see us at First Canadian
Shoe & Leather Exhibition, Kitchener,
July 21 to 26th. We will show an int-

eresting line of McKays and Welts,
(stitchdowns for boys and girls age 3 to

14 years), also growing girls' line.

Proper Fitting Shoes For

Boys' & Girls' Growing Feet
ALWAYS SAFE STOCK

Not only do these lines ensure steady

sales, but they usually prove business

stimulators as our repeat orders would
indicate. Our large in-stock department

gives you the service.

dalesA.^|;f<S
imitd

KITCHENER, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Shoes that Stand the Test

All the Boys and Girls in the Cities, Towns and Villages are Wearing Our

Welts (Stitch Downs)
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THE Lady Belle Shoe Co. will be
pleased to see you at our ex-
hibit at "The First Canadian

Shoe and Leather Exhibition," Kitch-
ener, July 21st to 26th, and a hearty
welcome is extended to any who may
wish to go through our plant and
avail themselves of the opportunity
of seeing the manufacture of this

popular line.

The

Lady Belle
Shoe Co., Ltd

KITCHENER

Advertising

is

Business

Insurance

A large manufacturer who, during the

war, devoted his entire plant to war-work,

kept his advertising running continuously,

although he could not fill a single order.

When asked why he did it, he said that he

was insuring a market for his product

when he returned to his regular lines.

He has since reverted to his pre-war

products and his plant is running to full

capacity with more business in sight than

he can handle.

Advertising was business insurance for

him.
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CANADIAN CONSOLIDATED FELT CO., FACTORY
KITCHENER, ONT.

The Home of " Kosey Korner " Slippers, "Smart Step"
Footwear, "Dominion" Felt Footwear and " Dominon

"

Commercial Felts.

Visitors to the Shoe and Leather Exhibition in Kitchener, July 21st.

to 26th, will find much of interest and profit in our displays of

''Kosey Korner'' ''Smart Step''

Slippers Footwear

"Dominion " "Dominion
"

Felt Footwear Commercial Felts

These lines merit the attention of every up-to-date and progressive

shoe merchant and will appeal to those who look for the best trade.

A cordial invitation is also extended to visit our factory and sample
room. No suggestion to buy. Gome and see how completely we
have anticipated every need in Felt and Canvas Footwear.

Canadian Consolidated Felt Co. Limited
KITCHENER, - ONTARIO
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A Journal of its Findings, Making and Sale.
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the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED
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Telephone A. 2700
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A Boorish Deinon»
stration

The general public, having be-

come accustomed in past years to

respect the utterances of the Can-

adian Manufacturers' Association as the result of the

prominent connection with this association of such

names as Senator Frederic Nicholls, Mr. W. K. Mc-
Naught, C.M.G., Mr. W. H. Rowley, Hon. Nathaniel

Currie, Sir Chas. Gordon, Mr. Lloyd Harris, Mr. Ro-

bert Hobson, Hon. C. C. Ballantyne and other

scarcely less prominent industrial figures, must have

noted with considerable dissapointment the recent ex-

plosion of one of the members at the annual conven-

tion, in which he made use of language not generally

accepted, to say the least, as forming part of a gentle-

man's vocabulary. That the president of the associa-

tion, Mr. W. J. Bulman, an insignificant Winnipeg

manufacturer, sat quietly by and allowed the members
to proceed, makes him equally responsible. The inci-

dent doubtless is w'thout significance in itself beyond

the fact that it indicates that the standard of C. M. A.

officials is, temporarily we hope, at a very low ebb.

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association is an

organization on whose shoulders grave responsibili-

ties regarding the industrial development of our coun-

try rest. We do not believe the members of- that as-

sociation, even a small fraction of them, are favorable

to the use of such unbridled and ofifensive utterances

as those made by this Mr. Harris on the occasion re-

ferred to. If the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion is to become an arena for such disgraceful brawls

as the recent demonstration of this man's boorish-

ness, the influence of the organization cannot fail to

deteriorate very rapidly from the high standard of

past years.

Canada's Needs The price of leather is soaring

Slionld be Met and simultaneously the shortage
^irst is becoming more acute. Judg-

ing by the present situation it is conceivable that Can-
adian manufacturers will not be able to secure enough
leather to go around. This is a serious outlook and
means that we must watch the export situation care-

fully. The local needs must surely be met first.

Looked at in its most general aspect there is no
way of relieving the shortage of hides until a new
"crop" grows, which will be about two years. Leather
is unlike most commodities in this respect. The wage
situation, too, as noted elsewhere in this issue, is in-

creasing the cost of production very greatly. But
the really serious phase of the^ whole matter is

—

leather shortage.

* * *

A man went into one of the old-

est established shoe stores in a

large Canadian city and asked for

a certain style of outing shoe of nationally advertised

make. After explaining definitely what he wanted
he was shown something entirely different and of

another make. The proprietor—for, as they say in

the story books, 'twas none other—said that the blank
company did not make that style of outing shoe at

The Truth Would
Have Been Better

Bad Telephone Service
The cost of Bell Telephone service in Canada

has been increased, but so far as Toronto is

concerned there is no evidence that this service

has improved. The cold fact is that the service

is bad. These are busy days and business men
cannot afford to spend the time frequently re-

quired to get in touch with customers. There is

delay in getting the operator's attention, a very
big percentage of the calls are wrong numbers,
many conversations are interrupted and the ad-

ministration, generally, seems to be very loose.

These are times when people expect "service"

and for the most part are ready to pay for it.

However, there is no dJsguising the fact that

there is a very general feeling that we are pay-
ing for a satisfactory service and getting a de-
cidedly unsatisfactory one. Is the management
inefficient? If so, it is due the Canadian public
that the weak points be strengthened up without
further delay.

4.
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Suggested Policy of the Navy League
of Canada

1. To disseminate among the people of Canada a know-
ledge of the necessity and use of sea power as the key-
stone of Empire and National defence and commercial
prosperity.

2. The advocacy of a policy that Canada shall assume
her proper share of the cost and maintenance of pro-
tecting her own trade routes and coast defences.

3. The advocacy of a marine policy that will tend to build
up our Mercantile tonnage.

4. The advocacy of the establishment of a naval reserve
force composed of Canadian officers and men who have
served in either the Imperial or Canadian Naval forces.

5. The support of all just claims of officers and men of

the Royal Canadian Navy and its auxiliaries with re-

gard to pay and pensions, and that merchant officers

and men in times of war be put on an equal footing
with regard to pay and pensions with officers and men
of the Royal Canadian Navy.

6. The support of sailors' institutes in Canadian ports to

better the conditions of merchant seamen when ashore.
7. The application of steady pressure upon Parliament and

the Government for a better and more efficient admin-
istration of the Department of Naval Service, and the
abandonment of the present system of the portfolio of

Marine, Fisheries, and Naval Defence being under the
Minister.

8. The application of steady pressure upon all people en-

joying the Canadian franchise to see to it that our
public men and Members of Parliament insist upon it

that all matters pertaining to our maritime policy shall

be free from political bias.

9. The encouragement and extension of Naval Colleges
and of the Boys' Naval Brigade movement, and the es-

tablishment of proper training institutions, with a view
to the preparation of boys and men for a seafaring
career to the ultimate end that all Canadian ships shall

be manned by British-born and the elimination of

aliens from the Mercantile Marine.

all. This the customer knew to be a deliberate mis-

statement, because he had been purchasing these

shoes right along.

It is quite conceivable that a clerk, in his zeal

to make a sale, or through ignorance, might make -a

mistake of this kind, but it is inexcusable that a man
who has been a shoe retailer for a good many years

should do so. He would have retained the confi-

dence of the customer had he told the plain, vinvar-

nished truth—that he did not have the style in stock.

He might even have recommended some store where

the shoes could have been purchased. The customer

would then have had a more or less friendly feeling

toward the store when the time came to make fur-

ther purchases.
* * *

Not long ago Dr. Frank Crane

The Godsakers wrote a mighty interesting little

preachment and called it "The

Godsakers." A Godsaker, he says, is one of those who

go about wringing their hands in times of danger or

calamity and exclaiming, "For God's sake, do some-

thing." The role of Godsaker is very easy to play. That

is why so many play it. All you have to do is wring

your hands and cry.

But doing sf)mcthing is another story. Very often

it is accomplished only through time and patience and

quite as often it cannot be accomplished at all. Doing

something is a man size job—Godsaking needs only a

pair of stout lungs. The new-born infant is our best

Godsaker. He has no idea of what's the matter with

him, only he's perfectly disgusted with the grown-ups

around him and wonders why they don't stop his belly-

ache.

Actual business is a continual recurrence of compli-

cations, disappointments, bad guesses, betrayals, oppo-

sitions and what not. Godsaking is an easy job. All

you have to do is—yell. Straightening out your compli-

cations requires intelligence, boundless patience and

faultless courage.

Dr. Crane has hit the nail on the head exactly.

We've far too many Godsakers and not enough of

the business men who are willing to devote ther time

and energy to matters that vitally concern them. Or-

ganization furnishes a splendid example. The cry goes

forth : "For God's sake let's organize !" But when it

comes to doing the work that is necessary to keep an

organization going, the Godsakers are strongly in the

majority.
* * *

It has been debated in various
Provincial License provinces in Canada whether a

Required ^- a -r\^ company operating under a Do-

minion charter could be required by law to take out

a provincial charter. The Supreme Court of Canada

has handed down a judgment deciding in favor of

the provinces, which means that a Dominion com-

pany can be compelled to bring itself under a pro-

vincial companies' act as a condition of carrying on

business in the province. The effect of the decision

appears to be to make a Dominion charter valueless

for practical purposes in those provinces which re-

quire such companies to take out a provincial license.

The decision would appear to apply to all classes of

Dominion companies, including insurance companies.

The provinces requiring provincial licensing are On-

tario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, British Columbia and

New Brunswick.
* * *

17. S. Exports to Canada
Recently published figures showing the import of

boots and shoes from the United States to Canada for

the month of April are as follows

:

Pairs Value.

Children's 17,257 $17,314

Men's 15,692 45,083

Women's 84,043 249,846

116,992 $312,243

If we take this month as an average for the year

the whole twelve months would show an import of

1,403,904 pairs of a total value of $3,746,916.

Every business man should have an understudy-

Jl dependable man who can take hold

in an emergency
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Hr. R. A. Wexler of Montreal Opens New Store
High-Class Establishment in Up-Town Section is Very Modern in Design

—

Special Attention Given to Windows and Store Layout

MR. A. Wexler has just opened one of the most
imposing shoe stores in Montreal It is sit-

uated at 867 St. Lawrence Boulevard, in a

district not until recently associated with

what are usually termed high class stores. Mr. Wex-
ler has been in business for several vears, and until he

opened the new store had one at 985 on the same
thoroughfare.

The new store has a depth of 75 feet and a width of

33 feet, the large area and general fit-up giving a very
inviting appearance. It is stocked with high grade
goods, and according to Mr. Wexler, the trade so far

4.,_.„_„„_,
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transacted has exceeded expectations. Many people

who generally bought down-town find that they can

secure the same class of goods in their own neighbor-

hood, with all the attractive surroundings of the down-
town stores.

All the- fixtures and the windows are mahogany
finish. Women's goods are kept on the left hand side,

men's on right, and children's at the end. The shelves

are divided into sections, each containing different

classes of goods, such as high heels, low heels, oxfords,

pumps, etc., so that the clerk can immediately find

shoes desired by the customers. At every third section

there is a built-in display case, with a mirror on the

slant at the bottom, enabling buyers to view the effect

of the shoes when fitted. Midway between the sec-

tions are full length mirrors. At the end of the store

are two very large built-in display cases, and between
these is a French door, fitted with shop mirrors. This
leads to. a small office in the rear of the building.

Rows of chairs are arranged on each side, which is

carpeted, and there is also a carpet in the centre, on
which is placed a large settee. At the entrance there
are two silent salesmen, of the oblong type, almost
entirely of glass, one containing shoe findings, and the
other shoes. Besides this there is a table and chair

with telephone for customers' use. A table, with the
cash register, is at the end of the store.

The ceiling is of white, the walls being papered
above the shelves. The windows are very attractively

trimmed. The door is in centre, one window being
utilized for the display of women's goods and the other
for men's. A large amount of leaded glass, with color-

ed designs, is employed in the panels at the back of

the windows. These panels each have a central design
with the words "Wexler's Boot Store" surrounded
by a very neat border. Above these panels are win-
dows of leaded glass. The base of the exterior win-
dows is of marble, and the flooring in front of the
door of red tile.

The lighting scheme is very eft'ective. The main
lighting in the store is by enclosed lamps suspended
from the ceiling and running down the centre. Each
built-in display case has two lights, on celluloid brack-
ets, with frosted globes and one light within the case,

while the full length mirrors have two lights on cellu-

loid brackets. The windows are lighted from above,
the lights being placed in silvered inverted bowls,
which throw the light on to the goods. There are also
electric lights, on celluloid brackets, attached to the
leaded glass panels. Mr. S. Sinkover is the Wexler
store manager.

Improvement in Canadian Product
m m TITHIN the last twelve or eighteen months

there has been a decided move in the di-

* rection of buying Canadian instead of

United States shoes," said the manager of

one of the large Montreal departmental stores, doing an
extensive business in women's lines. "This can be at-

tributed to the improvement in Canadian goods, the
manufacturers of which are now more alive to the re-

quirements of the trade. They are making shoes in

widths and sizes which they were not inclined to do
previously. The fitting has immensely improved.
Women want style, but before everything they want
shoes that will fit, and our Canadian manufacturers
are making the goods. There has also been a great im-
provement in the class of slippers turned out in Canada.
The shortage in imported slippers during the war

compelled manufacturers to turn their attention to

this section of footwear, and the result has been very

satisfactory."

Testimony Before Cost of Living Com-
mittee Reveals Nothing Amiss

THE Cost of Living Committee have been turning

a few suspicious glances in the direction of

footwear costs and considerable testimony was
recently taken from manufacturers and retail-

ers in Ottawa. While some of the statements have

been seized upon and misconstrued by the dyspeptic

daily newspapers, as usual, we cannot see that there

was anything disclosed that would indicate any pro-

fiteering or combines to keep up the price of shoes.

A cross-examiner usually has a semi-sarcastic way
o£ twisting questions around so that they will appear

to the worst advantage of the witness. For instance,

a man is on trial in a motor accident case and states

that he was travelling 20 miles an hour. The cross-

examiner disregards this statement and thunders forth:

"Will you swear your car won't go a mile a minute?"

The witness says he can't swear to it, because he does-

n't know. However, the injury is done : the trial jury has

received the impression that this is a dangerous man
and he might reasonably have been going a mile a min-

ute. That is about the way cross-examinations arc

conducted and, sometimes, the newspapers twist things

around to suit themselves—evidently doing their ut-

most to prove that all merchants and manufacturers

are profiteering liars and thieves.

It developed at the session that an Ottawa shoe

retailer had shoes on sale at $18.00. Questioned as to

the high price this retailer said : "When a woman
wants something and we have it, she's willing to pay
the price." One of the newspapers came out with

glaring headlines: "Retailer says women like to be

soaked." If a retailer stocks a shoe worth $18.00 and
some woman has the price and is willing to pay for a

shoe of that value, surely it cannot be said that she is

"soaked" any more than it could be said of the man
who buys a $3,000 motor car when he could have got

one for $1,000.

However, the result of the enquiry developed the

fact that the average retailer bases his selling prices on

a mark-up of around 50 per cent, on cost. If every pair

of shoes sold readily and carried the full profit it might,

of course, seem a little high, but the newspapers pay
no attention to the fact that there are shelf-warmers,

odds and ends and out-of-sty'le lines in every store that

must be disposed of at a loss and it is only to meet
these losses and bring out a fair balance on all lines

that the retailer in many cases puts on a little higher

profit on good selling lines. The average shoe retailer

is not making more than a fair and honest living; as

a matter of fact it developed at the Ottawa enquiry

that many were actually losing money.
Mr. N. B. Detweiler, of the Hydro City Shoe

Manufacturers, Kitchener, gave evidence as to the cost

of manufacturing and stated that the profit on an aver-

age amounted to about 6 per cent, or less than 10 cents

a pair. Mr. Thomas Sullivan of the E. T. Wright Com-
pany, St. Thomas, stated that their average profit was
8 per cent, on turnover. Mr. T. H. Rieder, of Ames-
Holden-McCready stated that the average profit on a

pair of shoes was from 10 to 13 cents a pair.
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Important Event in Canadian Shoe

and Leather Industry
An Uncommon Opportunity for Retailers to View Collective Styles

Exhibits, Get Acquainted with Manufacturers and See Shoes,

Rubber Goods and Leather in the Making — Can You
Afford to Stay Away?

Shoe
tEATHElf

Exhibition

NO more important aggregation of shoe

manufacturers, tanners, and allied lines

has ever been brought together in Can-
ada than will I)e found at the First Can-

adian Style Show to be held at Kitchener, July

21 to 26. The retail shoe merchant who is ob-

servant, who keeps in touch with the affairs of

the world and in particular with the affairs of

the shoe industry, will realize the advantages
that may be derived by visiting Kitchener during

this week and getting in closer touch with the

efforts of our Canadian shoe manufacturers.

Not alone will he have the opportunity to

inspect collectively the different lines of shoes

on exhibit but he will also have opportunities to

Mr. C. A. Ahrens, well-known Kitchener
shoe manufacturer and pr-sident of the

Kitchener Style Show Committee

learn about the actual manufacturing process of

shoes, rubbers and felt goods. He will be able to

talk to experts who will tell him facts about

manufacturing details, costs and materials. He
will pick up suggestions that will be helpful in

his retailing—most assuredly he cannot fail to

derive sufficient benefit to repay him for spend-

ing the week, or some part of it, in Kitchener.

Keep Posted on Trade Conditions

Just at the present time the shoe industry

is characterized by various uncertainties—the

limited supply and high price of leather, the lab-

or situation. These all have a direct bearing on
the shoe retailer, who should thoroughly fami-
liarize himself with trade conditions as well as
with the various styles made by the different

manufacturers. Perhaps these are conditions
you feel could be improved

;
why not meet the

manufacturer and argue your point with him
face to face ? The man you know now only by
signature may turn out to be a real human being
and give you an entirely different outlook on
your grievances.

In spite of the fact that many connected with
the trade were expecting- a drop in prices a few
months ago, we are facing a constantly rising

market. This is a problem that every live dealer
is considering. What is going to be the out-

come? Rising costs are not necessarily to be re-

garded as a stumbling block in the way of do-
ing business, but you certainly want to find out
all you possibly can about the question. Kitchen-
er manufacturers and exhibitors at the Canadian
Shoe Style Exhibition will supplement your
knowledge.

Kitchener is a Shoe Style Centre

Complete information regarding the men be-

hind the Style Show, together with details re-

garding the various Kitchener factories, appear-
ed in the June issue of Footwear in Canada.
There will, of course, be exhibits by shoe manu-
facturers, tanners, machinery makers and allied

trades from numerous outside cities—the show
is open to the whole Dominion—but a feature

is that Kitchener is a shoe manufacturing centre

and the manufatcurers will be glad to welcome
the retailers at their factories and show them
around.
Almost all of the centre space in the Auditor-

ium has been taken by the United Shoe Machin-
ery Company and the Merchants' Rubber Com-
pany for working process exhibits. This will be
of special interest. Thirty-eight manufacturers
have already taken space for exhibits and many
more are coming in daily.

A further announcement of interest is that

Mr. Fred W. Field, British Trade Commissioner,
will speak on "Export Trade" at one of the noon-
day luncheons.

Special Days for the Different Trades

The exhibition opens on Monday. July 21,

which will be Exhibitors' Day. Tuesday will
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be Manufacturers' Day, and the Lang Tanning
Company have arranged to entertain the visiting

manufacturers on that day. A\'ednesday will be

Retailers' Day and, as announced elsewhere in

this issue, the retailers attending the Canadian
National Shoe Retailers' Convention in Toronto
will visit Kitchener in a body. The Lang Tan-
ning Company on this day will also entertain re-

tailers and other trade members. In the evening
the Breithaupt Leather Company have arranged
to entertain visiting shoe manufacturers, re-

tailers, leather dealers, repairmen and al-

lied trades to a picnic supper to be giv-

en at the Bridgeport Casino at 5.30. The
shoe manufacturers, retailers, leather dealers,

repairmen and allied trades to a picnic supper to

be given at the Bridgeport Casino at 5.30. The
retailers' special train from Toronto will leave

about 8 a.m. and return late in the evening. A
band will meet the visitors on their arrival at

Kitchener and members of the Style Show Com-
mittee will escort them in motor cars to the

auditorium, where there will be an informal re-

ception. The expenses of the retailers' railway

trip to Kitchener will be borne by the Kitchener
Style Show. Thursday is to be Jobbers' Day,

and Friday, the last day of the show, will be

Allied Trades' Day.

Visitors Will Be Looked After

The Reception Committee will properly care

for all visitors during the week and see that they
secure hotel accommodation. Visitors who come
in their motor cars will also be looked after as

to garage accommodation. Intending visitors

will do well to drop a line to Mr. J. P. Scully,

advising him when they will be there, and the

accommodation that will be required. The crowd
will be large and the committee will have a bet-

ter chance of arranging things if they know be-

forehand just about how many will be visiting.

The entertainment committee have promised
a big time for the shoemen and we firmly be-

lieve the Kitchener men will not allow a dull

moment to intrude during the week. Altogether
it will be a wonderful opportunity for retailers

to study conditions, and at the same time enjoy
a little vacation. It will have to be a mighty
good excuse that will ease the conscience of any
shoeman who thinks he can afford to stay at

home.

Large Gathering Expected at Toronto
Plans in the Final Stages—Several Unusual Features Promised—Retailers Should

Consider Seriously Before Jumping Into Mass Formation— Unit Plan

of Organization with General Secretary Only Solution

THE Canadian National Shoe Retailers' Con-
vention in Toronto, July 21st and 22nd,

will be the event of the month in retail

shoe circles. Preparations are practical-

ly completed and everything is in readiness for

the accommodation of a big crowd of delegates.

The convention headquarters will be at the King
Edward Hotel—Toronto's finest—and the pro-

gram that has been arranged includes features

that will be of the utmost value to all retailers.

Some slight changes will be made in the tentative

program printed in the June issue of "Footwear
in Canada." Mr. Fred Argall, a prominent re-

tailer of Three Rivers, will likely take up the dis-

cussion of "Retail Shoe Store Credits." Mr. F.

W. Stewart, managing director Cluett Peabody
& Company, Montreal, whose highly instructive

paper, "Are You Master of Your Business?" read

at the recent Hamilton Retailers' Week was re-

produced in our last issue, will very probably

come up to Toronto and talk to the convention

delegates on "Modern Merchandising Methods."
Mr. Stewart has made a close study of retail mer-
chandising conditions; he is a past master in the

art of figuring profits and his remarks, therefore,

will be profitable.

Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited, Toronto,
have communicated to the Convention Commit-

tee their desire to entertain the members to an
automobile trip around the city to be concluded
by an inspection trip through their factory where
the visitors will have an opportunity of seenig

the actual process of manufacturing rubber goods.
One of the big features of the convention, of

course, is the trip to Kitchener on the third day

—

Wednesday, July 23rd—when a special train will

be provided by the Canadian Style Show Com-
mittee to take the retailers up to the Hydro City

where they will be met by the Reception Commit-
tee, a brass band aqd automobiles and conveyed to

the Kitchener Auditorium where they will be giv-

en a royal welcome to the Style Show. The spec-

ial train will likely leave about 8 o'clock on Wed-
nesday morning and return to Toronto late in the

ev^ening. The Breithaupt Leather Company liave

arranged a picnic supper at Bridgeport in the

evening, the trip to be made by automobile. The
Lang Tanning Company also have entertainment
plans in hand.

Formation of National Association

The underlying object of the convention is, of

course, the formation of a Canadian National As-
sociation of Shoe Retailers. There can be no
question that such an association is badly need-

ed in Canada— the leading difificulty may be in
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just what manner the organization details are !

worked out. As pointed out in our last issue, if

an organization of Canadian shoe retailers is to :

be kept alive and working it will be necessary

to appoint a paid secretary who will give his

whole time to association matters ; who
will travel from coast to coast establish-

ing smooth working relationships between
retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers, or-

ganizing . shoe retailers in the smaller centres

and afifiliating them with the larger central bodies

in accordance with the unit plan of organization

suggested in the May issue of "Footwear in Can-
ada." It is upon this plan that the success of the

National Shoe Retailers' Association of the Unit-

ed States has depended for its success. Their

Constitution provides for the appointment of a

field secretary whose duty it is at all times to

watch the interests of the Association and do all

in his power to promote it through correspon-

dence, personal service to members and by visit-

ing the local, state and group associations. It is

his constant and only effort to carry out the aims

of the National Association.

The purposes, by the way, of the United
States Association are outlined as follows

:

"To promote the dignity of shoe retailing by

the elevation of its membership to a higher plane;

to improve the ethics of the craft by adopting and

maintaining wholesome standards of merchan-

dising practice; to encourage contributions to

the science of shoe retailing in the form of books,

lectures and publications; to stimulate organiza-

tions everywhere, having for its main purpose the
|

uplift by education of the shoe retail merchants;

to encourage friendship in the trade and to en-

courage the members to better the ideals of the

craft by educational methods; to discourage and

eliminate fraudulent exploiters in the shoe trade;

to amalgamate the local, state and group associa-

tions in a central body as to give the retail shoe

merchant a united voice; to secure freedom from

unlawful and unjust exactions; to protect ns

members from unscrupulous and dishonest em-

ployees; to promote and enlarge more friend-

ly intercourse between its members and to co-

operate with all who desire the welfare and bet-

terment of the shoe 'trade."

A Matter for Serious Consideration

In the United States there are local and state

as.sociations, all of which afifiliate with the Nation-
al Association and the National Association is

kept constantly on the jump by the paid field-

secretary. If the Canadian shoe retailers in con-

vention make the mistake of purely mass forma-
tion we cannot see that any of their objects will

be .successfully attained. We must have a con-

crete plan of organization on the unit principle

with a paid secretary at the helm. It is not going
too far to say that no shoe retailer, or group of

shoe retailers, can successfully guide the destiny !

of a Pominion wide association and at the saine 5

time carry on their ordinary business aft'airs. The 1

important task before the coming convention, !

therefore is not to decide whether they shall or- 1

ganize, but on what basis they shall organize.
|

!

Mr. Scott on the Tariff Question
Canadian Shoe Manufacturers do not Take Ad-

vantage of Protection— Slight Increase in Cost

Necessary Because of Duty on Materials

IN
the debate on the Budget in the House of Com-

mons recently, Mr. F. S. Scott, M.P., of Getty &
Scott, Gait, Ont., delivered a splendid address on

the tariff question, incidentally telling the House
something about the tariff on boots and shoes and how
it worked out to the advantage of Canada. He sought

to show that the manufacturers of boots and shoes did

not take advantage of the 37^/2 per cent., duty, and
gave figures to back his contention. Tan calf boots

which sold in the United States at $7.50 were sold by
Canadian manufacturers at $8.25, a difference of only

9 per cent.; gun metal boots which sold at $7.15 in the

United Stat£s cost but $7.60 in Canada, a difference of

only six per cent., and vici kid boots, which were sold

at $7.40 across the line, were sold at $8.35 here, a differ-

ence of thirteen per cent. If it were true that the Can-
adian manufacturers added the 37^ per cent, duty by
which they were protected, their prices would be
$10.30, $9.85 and $10.15, instead of the prices now
charged as quoted above. The reason boots cost inore

in Canada was because there was a 7^ per cent, duty
on hides, a 223^4 per cent, duty on upper leather, a 32
per cent, duty on patent leather, a 25 per cent, duty on
sole leather, and a 32^ per cent, tariff on cotton lining.

What Canadians Did

To prove that Canadian manufacturers were not
extortioners, Mr. Scott said they supplied the Canad-
ian navy with boots at $5 per pair, while United States
manufacturers charged $5.99 for boots supplied to the
American navy. Also, Canadian army boots cost $5.40
per pair, while Ainerican army boots cost, $6.45 per
pair for lighter leathers.

Some Take Advantage of Tariff

Mr. Scott held that if the tariff were wiped out it

would be adding nine more States to the Republic to
the south, because Canadian manufacturers could com-
pete in only a very few lines with their rivals in the
United States. Still he was not unreasonable enough
to argue that the tariff was a cure for all evils ; he did
not deny that some people took advantage of it. He
believed it would be advantageous to Canada if the tar-

iff on motor cars was so arranged that fevv^er cars and
parts would be imported from the United States. The
beet sugar industry had been built up by the protection
until in 1919 one-twelfth of all the sugar consumed here
would be produced by Canada. Thanks to the protec-
tion afforded the sugar industry seven million dollars
had been kept in the Dominion and 1,500 people were
eiTiployed in the industry.

Capitalists Get Best of Tax
Moderate criticism of the business profits tax was

made by Mr. Scott, who contended it was not sound.
He said hard-working manufacturers were obliged to
pay more taxes than capitalists with large incomes,
who did nothing but play golf all day. In his district
manufacturers had been compelled to borrow money
from the banks to pay their taxes, while wealthy men
with fortunes in Victory bonds and other
securities escaped.
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The Sole Leather Situation
Demand for Raw Stock Keeps Ahead of Supply-

Prices Continue to Advance— Packers are

Independent

SOLE leather has continued to rise in price and
tanners are of the opinion that the outlook for the

future is, if anything, for still higher figures. This

is quite evident from a letter just received from
Mr. Louis J. Breithaupt, president of the Breithaupt

Leather Company, of Kitchener. Mr. Breithaupt says:

The demand from home and foreign markets has

of late been so strong and insistent that the prices of

all kinds of hides have risen to unprecedented high

levels, and are still advancing with no certainty as to

when the top of the market will be reached. This does

not apply to Canada only ; it is a world condition. Two
hundred million people, four hundred million feet in

Europe alone,- require shoes and want them as soon

as they can possibly be obtained, and it is estimated
that about 70 per cent, thereof will have to be supplied

by the United States and Canada. The result has been
a very keen and acute demand for leathers of all lines

for export trade as also for the growing trade of Can-
ada.

Green salted packer hides are now being sold at

42c to 40c per pound and other lines at equivalent

prices. Tanners have only recently been selling their

product at less than the new cost of the hides alone, to

say nothing of the present exceedingly high cost of

tanning and tanning operations, generally.

This fact coupled with the 73/2 per cent, war tax on
all hides, tanning material, and tanning machinery
brought in from the United States of elsewhere during

the last four years plus additional cost of New York
exchange (now 3 per cent.) with higher wages and
shorter hours demanded, needless to say, will not mean
cheaper leather, in fact, can have but one inevitable

result, viz : higher prices of leather and of shoes, and
although the 7^^ per cent, surtax on hides has recently

been repealed, that does not alter the fact that there are

many thousands of hides in tanners hide houses and in

process on which the surtax has been paid. Further-
more, the remarkable advanced cost of hides and of

tanning materials has not yet been near fully reflected

in proportionate prices of leathers.

The surtax still remains on all tanning extracts and
on tanning machinery and the difiference in New York
exchange inay probably be more, instead of less, for

some time to come as, owing to the abolition of the

surtax on essential lines, the imports from the United
States are likely to be even larger than heretofore,

thus causing a larger balance of trade against Canada.
It now costs five cents per pound to bring dry hides

from South America to New York or Boston with very
uncertain and unsatisfactory service at that. The
normal rate before the great war was 50c. per cwt.
This tremendous increase in cost of carriage applies

also to tanning materials of various kinds brought

The Real Diplomat Is the Shoe Merchant
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from overseas. The great increase in American as well

as Canadian freight rates also constitutes an important
item now-a-days in the cost of leather. Would yet

add that all tanning materials have recently advanced
again very considerably, and tan bark is now like most
forest products about double the price that it was but
a few years ago.

How long this condition will last, no one can fore-

tell, but there will not likely be any change, unless

still further upwards, during the balance of this year.

However, every one must form their own opinion as

to this ; one man's "guess" being as good as that of an-

other.

It is only fair to add that, although there is now a

very great export demand for all lines of leather, the

Canadian home trade will continue to receive the prior

attention to which it is entitled.

Glazed Kid Conditions
Price Advances 15 Cents a Month—Raw Goatskin

Market Badly Depleted—No Relief Expected

for Two Years

THE price of kid continues to rise. An Ontario
jobber states that his prices at around $1.25

have all been withdrawn and that he would not

be surprised to receive $1.50 quotations on the

new list. At the time of going to press, $1.35 seems to

be the top figure asked by Philadelphia tanners but the

leather market is as uncertain as the stock market these

days—figures changing radically from day to day. Most
of us thought that war time prices would prevail until

the end of this year, when they would gradually de-

cline. Instead of that we have seen wartime figures

steadily advance and no one can foretell just where the

end will be. It is, perhaps, reasonable now to aban-
don any hope of prices declining at the close of the

year 1919, since tanners report in many cases that their

entire output is already sold up for the year.

A very interesting letter on the glazed kid situation

has just been received from Mr. S. Agoos of the Stand-
ard Kid Manufacturing Company, Boston. Mr. Agoos
says :

Glazed kid, as well as practically all other lines of

leather, has advanced far more rapidly than even the
most far-sighted looked forward to several months
ago. The average advance on glazed kid for the past
two months, has been no less than 15c. per ft., and it

has come to a point today in the glazed kid industry,
where practically the limit of price depends almost en-
tirely upon the attitude of the seller. The buyer is

willing to pay whatever is asked in order tO' get mer-
chandise for prompt delivery. Most reliable tanners
of glazed kid, however, are not trying to take undue
advantage of the situation but are simply asking
enough to take care of the advance in raw skins plus
a reasonable margin for safety in view of the fact that
they have to contract for the suppply of their skins so
many months ahead.

It looks to us that with peace signed and with the
influx of European buyers into this country, that the
market will advance still further during the next three
months.

As far as raw goatskins are concerned, the only
available source of supply in quantities at the present
time, is from India and even the supply of that market
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Which Do You Do ?

Remember that story of the Northerner
who asked an old Southern Mountainer
what he did all day? The victim of the

hookworm replied : "Wal, sometimes we
sets and thinks, but mostly we jest sets."

Same way with trade paper readers ; some
read and think, but many just read. The
successful retailer reads his trade paper for

what is in it—not simply to pass the time.

There is an idea in this issue for YOU, if

you care to look for it. Whatever it is,

though, you won't find it if you "just read;"
you've got to "read and think."
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has been drawn upon to the fullest extent during the

past few months. From China, we can look forward to

nothing until next year, and as far as South America is

concerned, the supplies are not large and a part of the

supply is being used by tanners in Argentine who are

manufacturing a fair quantity of glazed kid there.

.

There is nothing, therefore, to point to lower prices

for the rest of the year but rather to further advances,
and with the import restrictions being gradually re-

moved all over the world, we see no prospect in any
recession of prices, even for a greater part of next
year. However, the fact of the matter is we are sail-

ing on an uncharted sea, all a careful mariner
can do, is to try to sail as close to shore as possible.

Montreal Market Bare of Leather- Shoes

Will be Higher for Fall and Spring

MONTREAL shoe manufacturers continue to be

very busy, and many are behind with their

orders. The main difficulty is to secure a suf-

ficient supply of leather, the market having

been swept nearly bare of stocks, owing to heavy buy-

ing for abroad, big shoe orders for export, and a very

strong home demand. It is significant of the confidence

in the future that in Maisonneuve and Montreal addi-

tions are being made to the factories of the Macfarlane

Shoe Co., Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Dupont
& Frere, and the Parisienne Shoe Co., while the Smar-
don Shoe Co. will erect a factory on a site acquired

some years ago.

The leather and hide situation is unprecedented,

with prices on the jump, and higher than ever before

known. The end is not in sight, according to Montreal
tanners. The advances affect all classes of leather, and
consequently the prices of shoes, which have already

appreciated, will go higher for fall goods and for next

spring. Hides are bringing from 40 to 45c. and this

with the scarcity of skins in the United States, explains

in part the dearness of leather. Labor costs, too, are

high. Some tanners are sold up for months ahead.

The present position is unexpected. Those re-

tailers who looked for lower prices after the signing

of the armistice were relying on a broken reed, and
those who cancelled in the same belief find themselves

obliged to pay more.

FOOTWEAR IN CANADA
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Meeting of Montreal Retailers

Address By Mr. Joseph Daoust—Representatives
Appointed to Attend Toronto Convention-

Manufacturers Abolish Selling at Retail

MR. Joseph Daoust, president of Daoust, La-

londe & Co., Ltd., and of the Central Hide

& Skin Co., Montreal, addressed the members
of the Montreal shoe section of the Retail

Merchants' Association of Canada at their

meeting on June 12th.. Mr. Daoust, in the course of a

review of the conditions which have affected the en-

tire markets of the world, referred to his visit to

France, with Messrs. Nap. Tetrault and Oscar Du-
fresne, and to the large orders for shoes for that country

which have come to Canada. He pointed out that Can-

ada had made a good name for herself, and he intend-

ed to follow that up by having a "Made in Canada"
label put on the goods he shipped to France.

The world, continued Mr. Daoust, was face to face

with very high living costs, and he suggested that one

way to reduce the cost of food stufifs was to restrain

their exportation—not entirely, but in part. Then,

too, we ought to keep as far as possible our raw ma-
terials, and export manufactured goods. It was as-

serted that one cause for the high price of shoes was
the exportation of these goods to Europe. This state-

ment was founded on a fallacy, because leather would
be no cheaper if shoes were not exported. The fact was
the price of hides was set in Chicago, and Canadian
packers followed this lead, forcing tanners to pay the

price set by Chicago packers. If the tanners declined

to do so, the Canadian hides would simply go to the

United States. He was in favor of setting a maximum
price on hides and skins, and also putting a restraint

on their exportation to the United States, believing

that these measures would help to reduce prices.

It was also said that Canadian shoe manufacturers

were neglecting the domestic markets in order to cater

to Europe. This was not so. Every manufacturer
realized that the home market was the permanent
market, and that outside buying was of a more or less

temporary nature. Mr. Daoust also commented on
the extraordinary advance in hides and leather, re-

marking that in Canada hides had risen 30 to 35 per

cent, over the highest prices during the war, and that

in the United States calf skins had gone up from 50

to 60 per cent, above high water mark during the

war.

Letter From Mr. Cook

Mr. Ed. Cook, secretary of the Canadian National

Shoe Retailers' Convention, to be held on July 21 and
22 in Toronto, wrote asking for a large attendance of

Montreal shoe retailers. He continued : "The main
object of forming a National Retail Shoe Dealers'

Association is to give shoe retailers an organization
that can deal directly with issues that arise from time
to time either with other sections of the trade or with
the Government. You will have noticed that in con-

nection with the proposed investigation into the high
cost of living, there has already been a good deal of un-
just criticism of the retail shoe trade. It is felt that

both in this respect and in handling grievances that

exist in wholesale methods, as well as in promoting

better business methods, amongst the trade, there is a

great work possible for a general association. There is

no intention of interfering in any way with existing

organizations or machinery, but rather to strengthen

same, and to promote local efforts of this nature all

over the country. The tanners, shoe manufacturers,

shoe jobbers and in some cases the findings men have
410W organizations, and the feeling is that it is time the

retail shoe trade was in a position to speak for those

from coast to coast who are devoting their lives and
means to selling footwear."

Messrs. G. Gales, S. E. Wygant, C. R. Lasalle and
L. Adelstein were appointed the accredited represen-

tatives of the Montreal branch to the convention.

Mr, Adelstein announced the receipt of letters from
the following Hrms in reply to communications from
the section requesting that no goods be sold retail :

—

St. Henry 'Shoe Co., Geo. A. Slater, Ltd., Dufresne &
Locke, Ltd., A. L. Johnson Shoe Co., Slater Shoe Co.,

Ltd., Dominion Rubber System, Miner Shoe Co., Ltd.,

Macfarlane Shoe Co., Ltd., Eagle Shoe Co., Ltd., Co-
lumbus Rubber Co., Ltd., Ames Holden McCready,
Ltd., Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co., Alfred Lambert, Inc.,

Theodore Mayer, J. & J. Bell, J. I. Chouinard, Daoust,
Lalonde & Co., Ltd., and Dufresne & Galipeau. All

the firms promised co-operation in dealing with what
the section regarded as a trade evil.

Toronto Shoe Workers Granted Shorter

Week—Means Increased Cost

of Production

THE Board of Arbitration, consisting of Nicholas
Garland, Fred Bancroft and Judge Snider, ap-

pointed to settle the labor difficulties of the Ad-
ams Shoe Company, Regal Shoe Company and

the Minister-Myles Shoe Company, Toronto, have
brought in an award giving the men a 46j!^ hour week
with an increase in wages that will give them the same
rate of pay as they formerly earned under the 49J/2
hour week. The Minister-Myles Company had former-
ly been working on a 49 hour a week basis, but the

other two companies were working 49^^. All piece

work employees shall receive the same percentage
of increase in rates for piece work as 49^ hours bears
to 46>^, or 49 in the case of Minister-Myles. (This is

rather contradictory to the argument advanced by the

Union that a man could do as much work in the shorter

day. If that were the case there should be no reason
to increase the piece work rate.) All overtime is to be
paid for at the rate of time and a half and the awards
ane dated back to the 1st day of May in the case of

Minister-Myles and to the first day of June in the case
of the Adams and Regal shoe companies and shall con-
tinue in ef¥ect until the 1st day of November, 1919.

Our understanding is that these terms are not alto-

gether satisfactory to the employers. As evidence of

this thp arbitrator for the companies, Mr. Nicholas Gar-
land, refused to sign the award. However, the cold
fact that is of most interest to shoe retailers is that it

means another increase in the price of shoes—ten or
twelve cents a pair possibly. This may not seem ser-

ious but if there is added to that a similar advance on
account of increasing leather prices it brings the cost
of shoes lip 'very materially.
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Shop on Shoe Street Wliere Satistaction Is Guaranteed You?

The four prominent McNab St.,

Hamilton, shoe retailers (Ar-

land, Finlay, Ross and the Mar-

ket Shoe Store), recently com-

bined in a half page newspaper

advertisement calling attention

to "Shoe Street." No store

names were mentioned, but at-

tention was called to the ap-

propriateness of calling this

block "Shoe Street" and well-

worded paragraphs emphasized

shoe quality, store service, and

so on.
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Allied Trade Councirs Style Schedule
Recommendations Recently Made by Committee Representing Every Branch of the

Shoe Industry Will be of Interest and Value to Retail Shoemen

—

Leading Colors to be Brown, Grey, Black and White

AT the recent organization meeting of the Allied

Council of the American Shoe and Leather

Industries in New York City, composed of

members of all national associations, includ-

ing shoe retailers, manufacturers, wholesalers, tanners,

hide and skin importers, last and pattern men and so

on, an advance style schedule was brought forward
and approved. This is substantially as follows

:

Women's Shoes

It is recommended that styles of low shoes and
pumps remain in accordance with existing vogue, that

no new styles of lace or button boots be shown for the

Spring of 1920 and that oxfords, pumps and pattern

pumps be the dominating note for Spring, 1920.

Colors—We recommend tans in two shades in calf:

A nut brown, a lighter shade. In kid a medium dark

shade of brown, avoiding the red tint as far as possible,

and a darker golden brown.

We recommend a neutral shade of medium gray.

We recommend the continued use of black kid in

glaze, semi-glaze and mat, also black calf and black

patent leather.

We recommend black, white, beaver, and dark

brown and neutral medium gray in ooze, suede, buck,

and side buck.

Whites will be very much in vogue for Summer
wear in white kid, carbaretta, calf, suede, buck and side

buck, also fabrics. The making up of fine quality can-

vas in fine shoes should be encouraged.

Satins should be encouraged for dress and semi-

dress wear only. For evening wear metallic cloths will

also be worn. ' A limited amount of bronze will also

be worn.
Lasts—We still recommend that no new lasts be

introduced with more than a size and a half extension
and to carry more than a four-inch vamp. Lasts now in

vogue to continue.

Heels—The use of lower heels in wood and leather,

Cuban and louis, is recommended.

Patterns—We recommend that pattern pumps be
shipped untrimmed, so that the customers can select

their own ornaments.
Making—We recommend that light welts and Mc-

Kays l)e encouraged on all pumps and low effects for

semi-dress and street wear.
Sport Shoes—The sport shoes as now in vogue will

continue. Present indications are that midsummer
season, 1920, sport styles will come back into their

own as strong as they have been in the years past. The
lasts should be up-to-date, carrying 9-8 heel. The use
of fibre soles and rubber heels having proven success-
ful, should be encouraged.

It is recommended a color card be worked out by
the industry similar to that used in the textile trade.

Color Index

Men's and Women's Kid colors :

Dark Havana Brown (like Newcastle No. 1) AC 100
Darker Golden Brown (minus red tints

in both) AC 101
Neutral medium gray (like Grissons 96)

(eliminating blue and pink tints) AC 102
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Ooze leathers, buck and side buck

:

Brown (like Lawrence's L. Ooze) AC 200

Beaver Brown (like Rauh's Overgaiter Col-

or No. 2 in Box Cloth AC 201

AC 202

Grey in ooze to match AC 102

Men's and Women's Calf:

Dark Brown (like Trostel's 33) (A litte

more red) AC 300

Lighter shade of brown (like Gallun's 4). . AC 301

The new numbers prefaced A C implies the Allied

Council number of the color.

Misses' and Children's Shoes

The two outstanding difficulties confronting the re-

tailer on these lines are, first', the difficulty in securing

merchandise, and second, the excessively high prices

;

therefore we recommend that all the ef¥orts of this con-

ference pertaining to misses' and children's shoes be
directed towards the elimination of detail, speeding up
production, and every intelligent effort possible be
directed to the end of holding down costs.

Materials—The materials in the order of their im-

portance will be tan calf and side leathers ; black calf

and side leathers ; black and tan kid ; patent leather

;

wdiite canvas ; white buckskin, and white side buck.

As regards tan, the Committee make an important
recommendation that the efifort on the part of manu-
facturers to follow the cocoa and mahogany trend in

men's and women's shoes, be discontinued in connec-

tion with misses' and children's shoes, as experience

shows that the demand from consumers is for the

medium shade of tan in misses' and children's shoes.

The extremely high price of leather and what we
believe to be a too low dif¥erential between the price

of grades A, B, C, and] D, has caused a demand from
makers of men's and women's shoes almost universally

for the higher grades, causing a scarcity of the higher

grades as against demand and a frequent surplus of

lower grades. We, therefore, recommend that the

tanners give some thought in the interest of the trade,

it being well to secure their co-operation by marking
down the lower grades correspondingly to make a

larger differential which will allow manufacturers of

misses' and children's shoes to use this poorer cutting

surface on the smaller patterns of the children's shoes.

Lasts—The development of misses' and children's

lasts has been so well conducted along foot form and
orthopedic lines that we recommend no change and no
addition to the already existing lasts in these lines.

Patterns—On boots there are two heights that

please the consumer so well that we recommend that

they be standardized and that two heights only be con-
sidered—the so-called "regular cut" and the "pony" or

three-quarter high cut.

On boots, lace, blucher and button will still hold

good, and in the low cuts, lace oxfords and blucher ox-

fords, ankle ties, strap pumps, bare-foot sandals, will

continue to be in the largest demand, and no additions

are desirable or necessary, except that there has been

this season a strong demand for the strap Roman san-

dal, and this shoe can be developed for 1920 and result

in an extra sale to customers during the season.

Play Shoes—We recommend to retailers and manu-
facturers alike that while materials and labor force the

price of high grade children's welt and turn footwear

so excessively high that we give due thought to the

importance of developing play boots and oxfords of the

cruder and heavier materials, less expensive, in some
cases semi-by-products, that they be made every pos-

sible item of labor eliminated, and that consumers be

urged to buy these less expensive shoes for play and
school wear.

Men's Shoes

Colors—Leathers—W'e recommend that the color

and shades of leather should tend to lighter shades of

tan. That Cordovans always finished dark should be
brought out with more life. The darker tan calf

shades now in vogue should also be lightened up.

It is the belief of your Style Committee that when
lighter shades of tan are promulgated more blacks will

be used. In kid a medium dark brown will be a good
shade. "Freak leathers" of every sort not here des-

cribed should be avoided.

Lasts—There is an insistent demand for an ex-

treme narrow toed last ranging from 2 to 2^4 sizes

over standard, the flat forepart and narrow shank with
1-inch heel. Present lasts should be continued. The
largest call is for medium toe not exceeding 1^ over
standard.

An "after-the-war" last is a good suggestion. Much
appreciated by young men is a medium full toe, broad
tread and slight toe spring- carrying % inch to 1 inch

broad heel with extension sole. This last should be
built with two prime considerations. It should be a

young man's type with plenty of snap and yet with
room enough to take care of the muscled up feet of

the soldiers.

High toed lasts are taboo, and all staple lasts of

this character should be refined by reducing the hump.
Patterns and Punches—We recommend injecting

more style features for the young men's trade—open-
ing the way for generous perforations, fancy patterns

with pinkings and some brass eyelets. Use of certain

foxings and small pieced patterns are good and make
both for economy and efifect.

Wing tips and the so-called brogue oxford will be
in good demand for Fall and Winter wear in combina-
tions with snappy woolen hose.

National Convention Next January

THE next annual convention of the National Shoe
Retailers' Association of the United States will

be held in Boston, January 12 to 15 inclusive,

1920. The convention sessions will be held in

the Grand Hall of the Mechanics' Building, the whole
of which has been leased for the occasion. It is anti-

cipated that fully 300 displays of footwear and allied

shoe products will be shown and the entertainment

committee will have a program unsurpassed in the

history of the association. It is anticipated that fully

5,000 shoe retailers from all parts of the continent will

make the trip to Boston for this convention.
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The Hiltz store in Dartmouth, N.S., has a prominent location
I

f
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From Parcel Boy to Proprietor

MR. F. D. Hiltz, boot and shoe merchant, Dart-

mouth, N. S., started to work as a parcel boy
thirty years ago in the store he now owns.
The owner at that time was the late John

Allen, who sold out to Mr. Hiltz in 1911. Under a

policy of "satisfaction to the customer" the business

ways on the job himself. A credit business has been
done to some extent in the past but it is the intention

now. to eliminate this altogether and do a strictly cash

trade. The store is well located at the head of the

ferry and the "Hiltz" sign is prominently before pas-

sersby. Mr. Hiltz is a past master of the Fastern Star

Lodge, A.F. & A.M. and has seld many similar offices.

Larrigan and Shoepack Men Organize

ON June 17th a meeting of shoepack and larrigan

manufacturers was held at the Windsor Hotel,

Montreal, when an organization was formed
under the name of the Canadian Shoepack and

Larrigan Manufacturers' Association. Among those
present were Messrs. R. M. Beal, W. A. McLellan, H.
T. McKenzie, P. J. Borbridge, A. A. Arnaud, A. S.

Gendron and A. E. Copeland. It is felt that a closer

feeling of relationship should exist between the manu-
facturers and that much benefit will result from or-

ganization. -A Constitution has been drawn up and the
officers elected are as follows: President, R. M. Beal;
vice-presidents, Charles K. Palmer and W. A. McLel-
lan

;
secretary-treasurer, P. J. Borbridge ; executive

committee; A. E. Wry, A. B. McKenzie, J. D. Oulette
and A. S. Gendron.

Mr. F. D. Hiltz

has grown rapidly and Mr. Hiltz now numbers among
his customers an ever-increasing number of people

who appreciate "service." The store has just been

redecorated, new ceilings put in, and the store painted

from end to end. The stock is orderly and well ar-

ranged so that no time is lost in locating any particu-

lar line. Mr. Hiltz employs two salesmen and is al-

Trade With the United States
For the nine months ending March, 1919, Canada

exported to the United States hides to the value of

$5,455,368. Cattle on the hoof for the same period is

valued at $30,099,405. The total of exports of all kinds,
for the nine months, is $366,944,137, while the total of
imports amounted to $621,911,979.

Bids received by the U. S. government for 250,000
army shoes of different stvles. range from $6.45 to

$7.20.
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The West Agrees With Him

MR. W. B.. Jones, proprietor of the Quality Shoe
Store, corner Albert and Dewdney Streets,

Regina, was born in the township of Ply-

mouth, in the county of Lambton, in 1860.

His early business training was with the Smith and
•Climie in the village of Wyoming. Later, in the fall

of 1892, he started in business in that village in partner-

ship with Mr. Blaques who retired from the firm in

Mr. W. B Jones

1900. Mr. Jones carried on the business until the

spring of 1910 when he sold out on account of ill-health

and went west. He started in business in Regina in

1915 and in a letter to "Footwear in Canada" a short

time ago states that he now tips the scales at 220

pounds. His name still remains on the side of his old

store in Wyoming and the people there say it will re-

main as a permanent memorial to a good business

man.

Who is Responsible for Shoe Fashions?
iHE Cobourg branch of the Ontario Women Citi-

zens' Association has passed the following reso-

lution about styles of women's footwear

:

Whereas, we have noticed in recent news-
paper reports, the complaint of the shoe manufacturers
that the high cost of shoes is due in part to the fre-

quent changes of fashions or fads in women's shoes

;

Therefore, be it resolved, (1) That we suggest to

the various women's organizations the desirability of

an educational campaign in regard to fashions in shoes,

partly in order to lessen the cost of production, but
chiefly because of the injury to health resulting from
the present anomalies in footwear.

(2) That we bring to the attention of the manufac-
turers the fact that during the last few years there has
been an increasing demand for a moderate, sensible

shoe, conforming to the lines of the foot, but of good
quality in material and workmanship, and that this

demand has not been satisfactorily supplied.

Furthermore, we consider that while the prices of

adults' shoes are exorbitant, the prices of children's
shoes, which do not change in fashion, are even more
unreasonable in proportion to their value, and

(3) We wish to state to anyone interested that it is

an open question whether the frequent changes of fash-

ion in either women's or men's apparel are due to the

demands of the wearer or to the deliberate plans of the

manufacturers for increasing sales.

Four Years' Advance in the Price of Shoes

^"T'^HERE are three factors that have figured large-

I ly in the increase in price of footwear—mater-

JL ials, labor and distribution. Materials have
increased approximately 120 per cent, in

women's footwear and from 80 to lOO per cent, in

men's. The approximate increase in the price of the

different kinds of leather is shown by the following

table. The prices are per foot.

1915 1919

Black calfskin 30 $1.00

Colored kid 33 1.10 to 1.50

Black kid 24 .80 to .90

Tan calfskin 32 1.05

Oak sole leather 37 .90

Labor has, of course, followed the upward trend

along with other lines of trade and distribution costs

have increased in like proportion also.

Mr. H. S. Campbell, of Fredericton

THIRTY-TWO years ago, Mr. H. S. Campbell,
shoe merchant of Fredericton, N. B., started in

the shoe business as parcel boy with
the late Nelson Campbell. He remain-

ed with this firm until the death of Mr
Campbell in 1903 when he continued as managcir

Mr. H. S. Campbell

of the estate and finally bought the business in Feb-
ruary, 1904. Mr. Campbell is one of the prominent re-

tailers in the Maritime provinces ; is president of the

Fredericton Board of Trade and a Past Master of

Hiram Loade, No. 6 F. & A. M.

Those Old Accounts

Mrs. Youngbride (at the grocer's)
—

"I'll take a few
of those beets if they are live ones."

Clerk
—"Live ones. Ma'am?"

Mrs. Young"bride
—

"Yes. I must have live ones.

I heard my husband say he has no use for dead beets."
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Shoe Sharks Are An Ever-Present Evil
Wonderful and Unheard of Bargains, But the Customer Never Gets His Hands

on Them—These Stores Always "Just Out of the Size "—Organized

Effort Needed to Combat This Menace

THERE is always with us a certain class of indi-

vidual who has been gifted with a more than

ordinary supply of cross-eyed craftiness and
who believes that the general public exists only

to be flim-flammed. We have examples of this every

day in the numerous stores that are opened for the pur-

pose of disposing of "bankrupt stock's," "entire manu-
facturers' outputs" and so on. These concerns depend
a great deal upon their advertising and window dis-

plays and very little upon the real value they have to

offer the buyer. Doubtless they figure they are "here

today and gone tomorrow" and that "caveat emptor"
as a slogan is a good one.

The method generally followed by these people is

to advertise wonderful and unheard of bargains and
also to show these bargains in their windows, (this

by-the-way shows the value of advertising and window
display) but rarely does the customer ever get a chance

to really purchase a pair of these money-savers. Here's

how it is worked in one Toronto store—an actual ex-

perience.

A man stopped and looked in the window where he

was attracted to what appeared to be a good bargain

marked at $5.95. He entered the store and described

the shoe and asked to be fitted. The salesman took his

measure and brought out a pair that happened to be

all right for size and the customer said he would take

them, offering a $10 bill. The salesman came back
with the wrapped shoes and $2.05 change. The custom-
er looked at it and asked what it was. "That's your
change," said the salesman. "Do you know how much
I gave you?" asked the customer. "Do you remember
that it was a $10 bill?" Yes, the salesman did and as-

sured the customer that $2.05 was the correct amount
of change. "But," the customer persisted, "do you

recall the shoe I asked for and described very particu-

larly?" The salesman was -also wise to this. "And do
you know the price they are marked in the window?"
Yes, the salesman knew that too, but unfortunately

they were just out of his size in that particular line

and the shoes he had tried on and purchased were a

much better kind and well worth the difference in

price.

The customer saw the game immediately and de-

manded his money back but the salesman was inclined

to argue the point a little. Finally a man came up who
seemed to be the proprietor and the case was explained
to him. "I'll tell you mister," he said, "I'll make the
shoes a dollar cheaper—$6.95—will that suit you?"
"No," the customer replied, "if you offered me the

shoes for twenty-five cents I wouldn't take them and if

you don't hand back that $10 bill inside of one minute
I'm going to wreck your till and get it myself." Seeing
that he meant business and was a man of no mean phy-
sical structure, the proprietor evidently concluded that
discretion was the better part qf valor and surrendered,
the money. The customer then entered a reliable shoe
store where he related his experience in the first store,

which happened to be just across the street.

Mythical Bargains

That is a fairly typical example of the way these
people try to put it over the public.

Another actual experience related to us concerns
a different store, longer established and which is in

the habit of using newspaper space to advertise "bar-
gains." A woman in a neighboring town, some fifteen

miles away, was attracted by three items in the adver-
tisement of this store as she had three children of dif-

ferent ages and each of the three items were suitable

Three of this season'4 offerings by C. A. Ahrens. Limited, Kitchener, who make a splendid line of shoes for children, youths and misses
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for them. It was stated that all widths and sizes were
available in all items so early the next morning the

woman journeyed to the city and entered the store,

with the advertisement in her hand, about twenty
minutes after opening time. The first item she asked
for was the misses' shoe advertised at $5.95. This was
for her eldest girl. The clerk brought her a shoe in

size two, very narrow. The girl's foot called for size 6,

very wide. "You can see that is too small," the woman
said. "Please bring the proper size."

The clerk, however, came back with the old stall

:

"I'm sorry, but we're out of that size ; we've had such
a run on them, etc., etc." The customer, being a busi-

ness woman herself, was a bit doubtful. There was no
evidence of unusual activity in the store and it was
only a few minutes after the place opened. The clerk

now re-appeared with a shoe of the proper size which
he explained was only $8.50. "But I don't want to pay
$8.50," he woman protested. "You advertised those
shoes at $5.95 in all sizes and widths." The man went
away and there was evidence of whispered consultation
with other men around and finally he came back and
said again they had been entirely sold out.

The customer then gave her attention to the next
advertised bargain which would do for her second eld-

est boy. The same little story was told her—they were
out of the size, only this time the clerk told her the

advertisement was a mistake
;
they should not have

said "all" sizes and widths. Just to see what would
happen the woman then asked for the third item—an
entirel)^ dififerent line and size. In this case also they
did not have the size, so she asked to see the manager.
That gentleman, it turned out, had not put in an ap-
pearance yet. The "next in charge" was the man wait-
ing on her. "And you mean to say," the customer
asked, "that in spite of the fact that all of those shoes
were advertised in all sizes and widths, you haven't
got a single pair anywhere near the size I want?" Yes,
that was it—big demand—all cleaned out first thing in

the morning, but—they had plenty of shoes at "slightly

dififerent" prices, the slight difference being a matter of

three or four dollars. However, the customer would
not listen to anything further and went to the reputable
retailer who told us the story. With him she left

about $35.00.

In the long run this class of store probably shows
the customer the wisdom of trading with reliable re-

tailers and paying fair prices but there is no question
also that they do a great deal of harm by leading some
of the people to believe that $4.95 or $5.95 is all a good
pair of shoes is really worth. They advertise all styles,

sizes and widths—falsely of course—and there must be
a certain percentage of people form the impression
that the ordinary retailer is making a tremendous pro-
fit.

Quality and Service Minus

A Toronto clothing man wondered how it was
stores could start up and make "all wool" suits to order
for $17, $20 and $22, when he himself could not begin
to oflfer a suit of any worth at all for that figure. So
he sent up one of his salesman to buy a $20 suit. The
order was taken and the suit promised faithfully for

the following Saturday. The man went up at the time
specified and after waiting about twenty minutes in

the store was .=ent up to the first floor and told his suit

would be up there. He was given a number which it

was said would be on the suit. Two men were on this

floor, apparently for the purpose of locating the suits

which were spread around in piles on tables. The cus-

tomer gave his number to one of them who make some
pretense at looking for it and then resumed his task of

hanging some clothes on hangers. The customer re-

minded he was still waiting and the fellow replied

:

"Well, I ain't the manager here. You'll have to wait
and see him." The customer waited and finally, after

being in the store about an hour, was told the suit

wasn't ready. To make a long story short, he finally

got_ the suit after three more trips to the store and
considerable running up and down from the first floor

to the ground floor. The suit itself was worth just

about the price paid, or perhaps less. The cloth was
not "all wool ;" the button holes were so poorly made
that they lasted two days; the lining was of poor qual-

ity and badly soiled ; the vest had no shape whatever
and had to be entirely re-made ; the whole suit went
out of shape inside of a week.

There you have about the whole sum and substance
of sensational advertisers. They are a fraud, first in

service and, second, in value. The stuff these people
sell as a rule is comparable with "synthetic" diamonds
—all right under the bright lights but no good under
the test of wear. Sooner or later most of the people

get onto their curves and they finally go out of busi-

ness. The exasperating feature of the whole thing,

however, is that other unscrupulous dealers start up in

their place and the public, again influenced by the

glamor of misleading advertising, goes through an-

other period of costly enlightment.

A strong association of shoe retailers could direct

their activities in this direction. At present there does

not seem to be anything to do. We have a Retail Mer-
chants' Association but, although they have taken sev-

eral matters up with the chief of police, we do not be-

lieve sufficient energy is devoted to seeing that the

police follow cases up as they should. We have in

mind just now a case where a shoe dealer advertised

"Silk Stockings 19 cents." They proved to be a cheap
grade of mercerized cotton—seconds, or factory rejects.

The Retail Merchants' Association laid this matter be-

for the police department but, to the best of our know-
ledge, no further action was ever taken.

A nvmiber of United States cities have demonstrat-

ed that fraud and deception in business can be reduced

to a minimum, but only by thorough organization of

the legitimate dealers.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

There is nothing like getting hold of the "other fellow's" viewpoint.

New ideas put "pep" into your system and help you build new business.

Attend the First National Shoe Retailers' Convention
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Turnover is the Vital Element in Retailini
Factors in Rapid Selling are Variety, Desirability, Price and Quality— Neglect Any

of These and You Create "Sales Resistance"—The Real Merchant Finds

That the Purpose of His Business is "Service to the Public."

By Mr. Fletcher Sparling*

EDUCATION undoubtedly contains the answer
to many great questions we are called upon to

solve to-day. not only in our business, but in

our community and national aitairs, and the

amount of original thinking a business man has had
to do the past year equals perhaps the ten years pre-

ceding it, tor it is the duty of "every patriotic business
man and every good retailer" to think for himself,

deeply and constructively, not only of his business,

but of his country's affairs, for the success of his bus-

iness hinges on the prosperity of the community in

which he lives, and he must know and understand
these things.

I^et us endeavor, as clearly as we can, to under-
stand the principles of "turnover."

Jt is not my intention to tell you what education
is. but rather of some of the benefits we get from it.

Education trains our minds to bring home the correct

answer, to conclude correctly, to form sound judg-
ment and decisions ; it assists us from forming conclu-

sions based on prejudice, enables us to grasp the prin-

ciple or the basic factor of a subject.

The word "turnover" may be a comparatively new
word, that is, a new expression. "Retailing," in fact,

as we understand it to-day, is not a very old expres-

sion, and on looking up the word "turnover" to see

what our old friend "Webster" has to say about it,

we find that he explains it, among other things, as

"the act of turning- over."

Going further into this, we are obliged to look up
the words "turn" and ''over." "Turn," meaning to

move round in a circular motion, revolving, perpetual,

either partially or entirely. For instance, "conditions
of peace turn on events of war." In retailing we would
say, conditions of stock turn on events of sales. On
taking up the word "over" we find that Webster says

"over" indicates "above in position, implying move-
ment."

What is Turnover ?

Now, let us not allow this thought "movement" to

escape. "Over" therefore means "above," in move-
ment," such as "an automobile gloves over the hill."

Webster does not mention anything about an auto-

mobile going over a hill—there were no automobiles
in his time—but 1 want to apply the thought because
of the power which causes the automobile to go over
the hill, and because to-day in business wheels are

driven, not pulled, as they were in Webster's time.

Combining these two w^ords "turn" and "over" into

"turnover," therefore, implies "going over some-
thing"—in the case of the "automobile going over
the hill " there was resistance to "turnover" and
we must, therefore, keep in mind the importance of

the movement of "turnover" continually or perpetu-

ally, turning over, or rolling over. This is the prin-

ciple we would understand from Mr. Webster.
Applying the principle in the retail business, I would

like to call attention to some of the resistances to

"turnover." For instance, there is resistance piling up
*Geii. Mgr. Hudson IJay Co., Winnipeg.

in front of the retail merchant tu-day, chargeable to

lack of education, or knowledge of the game.
Earlier in these lectures the point was brought up

that in the advanced principles of retailing we were
talking over the heads of the smaller merchant, those
of you who attended that lecture will recall that before

Now we find that the small merchant is in

principle no different from the large merchant, it

being largely a question of distribution of responsibi-
lity and authority, the large merchant distributing his

authority and responsibility over many people in an
organization, which in turn must act as a unit, yet the
principle of buying and selling of merchandise is much
the same with the merchant who has many or few
employees.

Suppose we endeavor to bring this thought out a
little clearer and say that the small merchant (the man
who does a large portion of his own work—perhaps
all his work) has contained in him the same functions
and responsiblities as his big brother, the large merch-
ant having grown from a small merchant by reason
of a broader understanding of the basic principles of

the game. He, too, was small at one time, but has
grown large because he has followed the principles
carefully, just as the educated or trained mind follows
a principle.

Take a great merchant, for example, like Marshall
Field. What is the difference between a man who ac-
complished what he did and the smaller merchant who
has also tried his best ? One of the great differences,
no doubt, lies in the ability of the big merchant to
readily grasp the principles of the game, and to be
able to follow them through to a conclusion.

"Turnover" would, therefore, seem to be a matter
of turning over stock against resistance, which brings
us in touch with sales as the power that turns the stock
over. You cannot turn stock without sales, neither
would we have any profit, and hence no need for fig-

uring profits without sales. We would also have no
need for perpetual inventory without sales, conse-
quently, to proceed along the line in search of the bas-
ic factor of merchandising, we will make a memoran-
dum that "the basic factor of merchandising is

sales," remembering there is no turn-over pos-
sible without them. As further evidence that
the sale is the basic factor, percentages of ex-
pense, wages, rent, etc., based thereon, and analyzing
sales in turn bring us to study factors in a sale, which
we find are three, and each of them must be present
and take part before any sale is made.

The Customer is Boss.

The first factor in a sale is the customer—do not
forget that the customer is always first. Some of you
will recall, in recent years, seeing a sign around of-
fices and shops which read something like this

—
"If

you want to know who is boss here, just start some-
thing."

Now, if any of you do not believe that the custom-
er comes first—is the boss—in things pertaining to
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the welfare of your business, just start something- with
3'our customers and see how quickly they will cut oft

their patronage and your profits.

Yes, the customer is a factor—the first factor—of

a sale. 1 he second factor is the sales force ; don't

allow that word "force" to escape us. It is force that

drives the automobile over the hill.

It has been explained by mercantile minds entitl-

ed to respect that good customers are rarer and more
difficult to secure than good sales people, and that en-

thusiastic, efficient salespeople are more difficult to

obtain than good merchandise, yet this is no refie/-

tion on the merchandise.
It is just as necessary—as it always has been

—

that the merchandise shall be right, correct in every
detail, contrilnite a satisfactory service to the purch-
aser, the kind of merchandise that enables the sales-

person to look customers in the eye and with a clear

conscience tell them it is good, and enables sales peo-

ple to tell customers others things about the merch-
andise truthfully, which they—the customers—are

anxious to know.
Now, let us not forget the three factors in a sale^—

Customer First

Salesperson Second
Merchandise Third

I shall not attempt to go far afield in this study of

the customers or the sales force, but would like to

discuss with you somewhat about the factors that in-

fluence "turnover." For instance, there is variety.

What influence has "variety" on "turnover"? Let us
illustrate. I went into a shoe stock not long ago to

check it up, and on going over the merchandse, if I

remember correctly, there were some sixty-three lines

of shoes at $6.00 per pair, whereas the average success-

ful shoe merchant will hesitate tO' stock more than six

to 10 lines of shoes at one price, from which it is plain

that this merchant was not only competing against

himself in carrying a great many lines of shoes, pos-

sibly fifty lines of shoes unnecessary to required var-

iety, and as such piling up a huge resistance to "turn-

over."

A distinct lack of familiarity of the public demand
must exist in the mind of the merchant who buys fifty

lines of merchandise not required, yet sufficient var-

iety must exist in every stock, "variety" being a fac-

tor in "turnover."
The real merchant has found that the purpose of his

business is service to the public, and that unnecessary
lines of merchandise only tie up his capital, reduces his

turnover without assisting him in any way to serve his

customers.

If a Line is Unnecessary Get Rid of it

Therefore, if we have even one line of merchandise
unnecessary in our stocks, get rid of it, better still, do
not buy it in the first place. We must study carefully

and accurately as possible the public's requirements

I

The Manufacturer Speaks
|

• Here is a good customer, said a manufacturer,
j

1 unburdening himself to us a few days ago, to i

I whom we say: "Pay us in thirty days and you 1

I can take off so much." What does he do? He
|

j sends us a cheque two months afterwards and j

1
takes the thirty-day discount. That discount

|

j
may be a little thing; in itself it may not amount

j

1 to much, but it is just big enough to prevent us I

5 rom feeling toward that customer as he wants s

1 us to feel. Our discounts are fair, but if one 1

I man takes the thitry-day allowance sixty days 1

I
afterwards, why shouldn't all of our customers? |

I
And if everybody did it what in the name of the

j

I

nine gods would be the sense of our offering a
j

i bonus for thirty-day payment?
j

j ^ ^

\

and do our buying on that basis. Then again, if a mer-
chant has ten lines of merchandise that covers pretty

accurately his public's demands, is it not vastly better

to concentrate on those lines than to distribute our
energies over lines unnecessary, for the smaller num-
ber of lines the more we can buy of each, hence get bet-

ter terms on the goods, and from every standpoint serve

better the interest of our public and of our business.

Variety we must have, of course, in order to ac-

complish "turnover." Sales will not come unless var-

iety is right, and while we have devoted a good deal

of attention to the lines necessary, we must not forget

the danger of "over-buying" necessary lines, for it is

so easy to "over-buy." When goods begin to move
rapidly, how natural it is to become unduly optimstic

and on the spur of the moment decide that we should
have more of the particular goods that happen to be

moving rapidly, big variety, big quantities, yet big

\ariety and quantity may pull down our "turnover"
unless stock is moving rapidly. In other words, the

more goods we have over our demand, the lower the

"turnover." Excessive buying defeats its own pur-

pose.

Another factor in "turnover" is "desirability." For
instance, we find ourselves with merchandise, bought
in good faith, yet it does not sell. Why? It is not

desirable, you say, hence it does not serve to meet
the public demand. The goods may be new and fresh,

we even cut the price in order to sell them, yet some-
how they do not go. On the other hand, merchandise
that is selling freely seems very desirable to the pur-

chaser. What is the answer? Well, the answer is

one of the things we are going to write down in our
notebooks, namely, that "desirability is the only

known measure of value."

We have splendid stores, excellent sales people,

yet the public will not buy our goods unless those

goods are desirable. At the same time we must bear

in mind that the public learns much of this desirabi-

lity from the sales force, that is, the sales person with
force of character, who knows the goods, knows the

game, plays it accordmg to ethical rules, and by the

same principle that propels the "Automobile over the

Mill" forces, through the channels of sales, the merch-
andise to "turnover."

Price, too, is a factor in "turnover," but not the

basic factor. Goods must first be desirable before price
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has great interest to the purchaser. 'Jhe point 1 am
coming to can be illustrated by the following inci-

dent :

1 know intimately a business man who is of the

domestic type. One of his great pleasures at the close

of the day's business, and after the evening meal at

home, is to put on his smoking jacket and slippers,

and taking up the evening paper, sits do -An with his

favorite cigar. You would recognize him as the pic-

ture of contentment. Now, it so happened that our
friend smoked one particular brand of cigar, it was
good stock, and the flavor very satisfying to him.
When one box of cigars became empty, it was the cus-

tom of his good wife to order another box, consequent-
ly she, too, became familiar with this particular cigar,

also the cost.

One day, when this good lady was down town
shopping in a certain store, she saw a box of cigars

about the same size and appearance, and apparently

much the same kind of cigar her husband smoked,
but with a price ticket of $1.29. She knew well her

husband's favorite cigar cost $4.00 per box, for she

frequently bought them, and being economically in-

clined, that $1.29 sign appealed strongly to her. "Do
you sell many of these cigars?" she asked the sales-

man. "Oh, yes," said he, '"we sell a lot of them." Ac-
cordingly a box was purchased, the purchaser remark-
ing to herself, "I am going to surprise Robert." She
did. Poor Robert, he told me in confidence long after-

wards of how he was still keeping a label of? one of

those cigars to be sure that he would not get any more
of that brand.

Now, my point is that those cigars were not de-

sirable. Robert did not know then, and perhaps does
not know yet, the price at which they were sold, he

was not smoking price, he was smoking the cigar.

The price of that undesirable cigar did not interest

him whatever, it was the cigar itself in which he was
interested. Of course, had his favorite cigar been
priced at $1.29, then he would have been interested,

but as just mentioned, it was the cigar itself which
must first of all be satisfactory.

Figuring Your Rate of Turnover

There is, in the principle of "turnover" some other

features which are important, and which we will dis-

cuss before we depart from this subject. For instance,

there is more or less misunderstanding surrounding
the measurement of "turnover." Most of us, of course,

are familiar with the old and somewhat obsolete me-
thod by which we inventoried our stock at cost, and
divided it into the season or the year's sales, and the

result we called "turnover" for the period.

For instance, if we had a stock of $10,000, at cost,

and our sales for a given period were $,S0,000, by the

])rinciple just mentioned we would divide the sales

by stock at cost at inventory and say we had turned

our stock five times in said period.

Then came the discovery that the goods were not

sold at cost, but at retail or selling price, and I would

Pawnbrokers' and second hand dealers' windows are al-

ways overcrowded. The better class windows are never

crowded. One might reasonably get the impression, there-

fore, that a crowded window indicates a "cheap" store and

the uncrowded window a high-class store.

• IF IT COMES TO THE. WORST.'

like you to make a note on this point, namely, that no
goods take part in a sale, otherwise than at the sell-

ing price. This is another one of the reasons why the

sale is the basic factor.

Merchandise cannot take part in a sale transac-

tion until equipped with the selling price. This sell-

ing price may, of course, be less than the cost of the

goods, or it may be more, sufficiently more, to show a

profit, but in any case the sale price is that at which
the goods are sold, and if we are to find the "turn-

over" we must take the inventory and sales on the

same basis, that is, both inventory and sales must be

taken either at cost or at selling. If our stock is taken

at cost, sales must also be taken that way, although
the average merchant or accountant will probably
agree that costing the sales volume for the season to

reconcile it with the inventory at cost is no easy mat-
ter as to inventory stocks at selling in order to have
them on a selling basis the same as the sales.

If you desire to take your stock at cost, why not

take it as cost at selling? This will always give you
the profit rate on the stock and will enable you to

divide your sales (which are always at selling) by
your stock and thus give you a true measurement of

"turnover."

As an illustration. We would start ofif a year,

or a given period, with a stock at $15,000 at sell-

ing, sales for same period being $50,000. If we are to

sell $50,000 and land our stocks at $15,000, it is self-

evident that at least $50,000 worth of merchandise
must be purchased during the trading period in ques-
tion.

Buy as You Sell

Supposing all of that $50,000 of merchandise is pur-

chased in the first half of the trading period, or the
first month of it, two things at least would happen.
First, the purchases would have to be paid for before
much of the merchandise could be sold, which in turn
would require a visit to the banker, involving interest,

etc. Second, we would have tied up all our purchasing
power, leaving nothing for what is known as "filling

in," or sorting purchases which constantly develop
throughotit the trading season, hence, "variety" suf-

fers. "Variety" in turn always affecting the sales and
"turnover," so tl\e valuable thought we get here is

that we must keep our purchases distributed as evenly
as we can over the season. "Buy as we sell" is a
splendid slogan for any merchandiser to keep
l:)efore him, and it must be remembered that a merch-
ant is never legitimately a speculator.

Let us go a little further in the direction of mea-
surement of "turnover." It will be found that if a lim-
it is established beyond which, we, as merchandisers,
would not go in making a season's purchases and still

accomplish our sales ; in other words, if, when laying
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out our season's purchasing plans we make our "stock
limits" and live up to them, we would be working in

sympathy with the principles of "turnover."

Of a man who gets considerable credit for pioneer-

ing in the department store world, and who establish-

ed a great department store in Paris, it is said that

early in his career and along about the time he be-

came enthused with the department store idea, he was

4.,, ,„ ». .„ „„ „u r.. ... .... .1. m .... ... ... ..
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Mr. H. Frechette, sales manager, Canadian
Footwear Co., Limited, Montreal, who are
showing an attractive line of women's, misses'
and children's McKays and turns in oxfords,
pumps and high cuts.

having dinner one evening vv'ith his friend, a banker,

to whom he was telling much of his department store

idea. Said the banker, "It is a lot of work you are

laying out for yourself. Why not go into the bank-

ing business and get rid of this trouble, you will get

your 7 per cent, per annum without so much worry."

To which our friend the merchant replied, "Oh, yes,

you bankers, get your 7 per cent, per annum on your

capital, but my idea is to turn my capital four times

a year at 7 per cent." That, said the banker, "is splen-

did, if you do." Even in the banker's reply, that "if

you do" indicated his misgivings as to his friend's

ability to accomplish that turnover," and I am pass-

ing this along to you as worthy of your serious con-

sideration.

When we speak about turning our stock, we think

a good deal, of course, about turning our capital ; the

two are closely related; we must not neglect capital.

A merchant who has his entire Reason's purchases

come in the first part of a season will find the rela-

tionship of capital to stock is a most important mat-

ter. Capital to your stock is similar to what sales

are to your "turnover." They are twin thoughts. They
work side by side. They will bear closer acquaintance.

Cultivate them. In conclusion, our stocks throughout

the trading season must average well, that is, must
not at any time exceed a certain point if our average

"turnover" for the whole season is to be accomplished.

Sell at Replacing Cost

MANY retailers," said a Montreal shoe merch-
ant, "are not alive to the possibilities of

making profits. They do not take the op-

portunities presented by rising markets, for

the reason that insufficient attention is paid to the

cost of goods. Let me illustrate what I mean. A re-

tailer purchased shoes for say $4.50 and sells at a reas-

onable profit. He, however, has neglected this import-
ant point—that the price of goods has risen, and that

when he goes to the manufacturer to replace the line,

he will find that he will have to pay considerably more
than the $4.50. My view is that the retailer, having
regard to the increased values, could and should have
based his selling price, not on the original sum paid

for the shoes, but on the sum which it will cost him
to replace the goods. Shoe retailers will have to con-

siderably advance their prices in view of the manu-
facturers' higher lists. It looks as if we will have some
difficulty in getting the goods we require, as conditions

both as to labor and material are far from promising."

A Well-Known Shoeman

MR. W. J. Stevenson, proprietor of the Im-
perial Shoe Store, 1780 Hamilton St., Regina,
is a well-known figure in western shoe circles.

He holds this year his 21st annual certificate

in the Northwest Commercial Travellers' Association.

During this time he has seen the shoe business grow
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Mr. W. J. Stevenson
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from supplying the demands such as pebble lace and
button at 8,7y2C. in case lots and men's at 72j/^c. in

case lots to the entirely different level it now occupies.

The villages of the plains for which these shoes were
made, are now prosperous cities and their demand in

shoe styles is equal to that in the larger Eastern
centres.
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Toronto Repairers to Have Picnic
Many Will Attend Kitchener Style Siiow—Prices

to be Revised

1

Shoemen Will Picnic in August

IT
has been decided by the Toronto Shoe Repairers'

Association to hold their regular annual picnic on
Wednesday, August 13th, at Niagara Falls, when
there will be the usual program of sports and

athletic endeavor.

A number of the members have expressed their

wish to attend the First Canadian Shoe Style Show at

Kitchener and as many of them have motor cars it is

quite likely they will take advantage of the opportunity

and combine business with pleasure.

The present working price list of the Association

has been discussed and it is felt that higher rates should

be secured on some classes of work. Just at present

the price list will be taken as a minimum and any mem-
ber may go above it if he thinks the charge is justified.

Rapid Increase in the Use of Machinery in

Repair Shops

ONE of the outstanding features of the shoe re-

pairing trade during the last five or six years is

the application of machinery to repairs. The
day of the old-fashioned repairer, doing all the

work by hand, is rapidly passing. These men did ex-

cellent work but the development of shoe repair ma-
chinery and the resulting increase in output and econ-

omy is having its effect on this section of the footwear
business.

Those in a position to know state that the number
of repairers has decreased, but that the trade is grad-
ually passing into the hands of men who are more effic-

iently equipped than in the old days, and that conse-
quently the work is more rapidly turned out. It is a
matter of common observation that in towns and cities

shoe repair stores are occupying much more prominent
positions than a few years ago. The shops are in many
instances well fitted up, a contrast to the back street

premises formerly occupied. Then, too, the propriet-

ors are alive to the advantages of advertising, both by
way of the newspaper and by way of well equipped
stores. Many repairers also carry, good stocks of find-

ings.

The "repair while you wait" system is exploited to

the full by shoe repairers in the towns and cities, and
the large revenue from this source is a sure indication

that the system is of value to the public.

The extent to which machinery is being adapted to

the business may be gathered from the fact that the
sales of outfits by the United Shoe Machinery Co. of

Canada has increased 600 per cent, during the last

five years, the findings sales being in the same propor-
tion-. No doubt a part of the latter have been diverted
from other sources. The machinery figures, however,
are significant of the tendency towards more rapid
output. The shoe repairing business is, in fact, being
put more and more on a manufacturing basis, in that

the machinery used is of a similar nature to that em-
ployed in shoe factories. As in these factories hand
labor has given place to machinery, so in repair stores

we see a distinct trend towards the same policy. It is

not claimed that this machinery can be economically
used for every operation ; for instance, such operations
such as heel trimming and heel attaching, which are

done by machinery in factories, are not of sufficient

frequency to warrant the installation of machinery in

repair stores, and consequently it is more economical
to do the work by hand. Per contrary, stitching say
is being constantly done and it pays to employ ma-
chinery.

The war had an important bearing on the shoe re-

pairing trade. The high price of new goods caused
many people to get the utmost amount of wear out of

shoes, and instead of discarding their old shoes, they
spent money on repairs. As the prices of goods are
advancing the same policy is likely to be continued.
Manufacturers say that we must look for still further
rises in prices, and those whose incomes are limited
will certainly adopt means of making their shoes last

as long as possible. Hence, more business for the shoe
repairer, and the further application of machinery for
the work.

Points for the Repairer

BAD bottom buffing is due to two things, namely,
unskilled use of the buffing machine roll and
the unevenness of the bottom. In the first case
the operator works with main strength instead

of with skilful touch, which results in cutting through
the grain and what is known as the under grain. Now,
in the second case, a bottom that is not well shaped
and even in surface cannot be well buffed, the buffing
roll not only going through the outside film on the
leather

, but cutting through the under grain.
The leveling down of the heel will be done easier if,

after the worn-down lifts are ripped off the heel, you
apply a little water to the remaining lifts.

If a little chloride of calcium is added to the glue
it will prevent it from cracking. This is said to pre-
vent the glue from cracking because the chloride is

such a deliquescent salt that it attracts enough mois-
ture to obviate this.

The backing of soles is unnecessary when attaching
soles to a McKay sewed shoe, as the outer sole takes
the place of the backing. Do not channel the soles, but
if the McKay sewing will not bed in the leather outer
sole enough to be smooth, groove it, and stitch in the
groove. Then cement the rubber sole to the outer
leather sole in the same way as the split backing is at-
tached in the welted shoes. Before cementing stitch
with a lockstitch machine, as the back must not show
on the surface.

It is well to consider the temper of the sole and
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welt for it is one of the most important thing:s in the

rei)air shop. The sole should be in mull temper and
the welt should be sponged on both sides after the old

sole has been removed, so both the welt and the sole

will be in good temper when the outsole is stitched.

This causes good stitching and also good leveling and
buffing.

When sewing on fibre soles, one thing to guard
against is the use of the round pointed awl. It is the

tendency of this awl to crowd or grab the sole, which
the operator can remedy by lightly touching the outside

of the point of the awl with a fine file.

Features in a Large Repair Shop
The illustration herewith shows the business office

of one of the large Philadelphia repair shops. This is

the type of store that is going far towards raising the

standard of shoe repairing in the eyes of the public. It

is clean and inviting. All work is done at the back, out

of sight of customers and when the work is finished

it is wrapped neatly and placed on shelves all ready to

hand out. This is surely a great time-saver, since cus-

tomers in all classes of stores usually come in all in a

heap, as it were, while at other times it is particularly

quiet.

Victory Year—Canadian National Exhibition

THIS year will be Victory Year at the annual Can-
adian National Exhibition, to be held in Toron-
to, August 23 to September 6 inclusive, and,

even though during the war this big event con-

tinued to grow better and brighter each year, the pres-

ent year is certain to eclipse anything that has gone
before. The confidence inspired by our success in

the war, together with the signing of peace which will

almost be a matter of history by that time, makes
this prediction conservative.

The advance lithographed hanger, which is just

being distributed, is one of the most attractive ever is-

sued by the C. N. E. management. The prevailing

colors are red, white and blue. Miss Canada is shown
astride a powerful horse, holding aloft the Union Jack,

and, standing beside her, a stalwart, khaki-clad Canad-
ian .soldier.

The exhibition will be opened by H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales, and, among the many attractions, the fol-

lowing are noted. Grenadier Guards Band ; Surrender-

ed German U-boat; Canada's Official War Trophies;
Canadian War Memorial Paintings ; Mammoth Live
Stock Show ; Tractors ; Acres of Manufacturers' Ex-

hibits ; Government Exhibits and demonstrations

;

Four Days of Motor Boat Racing, with Mile-a-Minute

Boats; Poultry, Dog and Cat shows; International

Photgraphic Salon. The Grandstand performance will

be called "The Festival of Triumph" and will, it is

said, be the most gorgeous spectacle ever produced.

Scores of other attractions will help to make Victory
Year a record-breaker.

Finishing Room Efficiency Defined
By Mr. F. Robinson*

THE shoe factory finishing room is one of the

most important departments in the factory as

its sole purpose is to beautify a shoe and in-

crease its selling value. Manufacturers of all

grades of shoes are realizing more and more that a

shoe well finished is half sold. The eye must be pleas-

ed with the appearance of the shoe before the custom-
er gets interested. Quality in the great majority of

cases is only considered after the customers begin to

wear the shoes. A great many of our shoe manufac-
turers today are placing in their factories a purchas-

ing agent and in many cases it seems to be the ambi-
tion of the purchasing agent to show to the offices the

direct financial saving they are making. They seem
to lose sight of the fact that the shoe manufacturer is

paying a finishing foreman a good salary and every
man in the finishing room has to earn a living wage.
All machinery in that room costs money, the power
that runs the machines costs money, and the space in

the factory where the finishing room is run costs

money. All this expense is maintained so the manu-
facturer can beautify his shoes and make them look

as good as his competitor's or better. Good workman-
ship is commendable and necessary for good results,

but many times the good workmanship of a finishing

room is defected by the poor material used. Poor ma-
terial can enter into the chemical mixture of black-

ings, stains, etc., the same as poor material can enter

into a shoe. If you want to cheapen the cost and de-

feat the purpose of your finishing room the most ex-

pensive way to do it is to buy cheap blackings, stains,

etc., for no matter how efficient your workmanship
may be, cheap goods will fade out by the time they
get into the retail store. Quality that will not fade

costs more to buy, but you are always putting a good
finished shoe on the market that is a constant adver-

tisement to you and is always bringing you new busi-

ness. The poor material is always defeating the ob-

ject and purpose of your finishing room, although it

costs as much to finish the shoes with cheap material

as it would if the best had been used. Quality goods
are about the same price everywhere, cheap goods
have no standard.

*Of the Boston Leather Stain Company.

The annual financial report of Ames-Holdeii-McCready
for the year ended April 30, is regarded as very satisfactory.

Sales for the year amounted to $6,339,374, compared with

$4,879,359 for the pervious year. A feature of the new pre-

sident's report, Mr. T. H. Rieder, was the announcement

that satisfactory financial distribution of the company's lea-

ther shoes could not be obtained without the addition of

other lines, and it was therefore the intention to establish

a factory for the manufacure of rubber shoes and rubber

tires.
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In connection with the visit of the shoe-
men to Kitchener on Wednesday, July 23,

the Brcithaupt Leather Company have an-
nounced that they will entertain the shoe
manufacturers, retailers, leather dealers, re-

pairmen at a picnic supper to be given at the
Bridgeport Casino at 5.30.

i

I

Miner Conventions

THIS year the convention of representatives and
agents of the Miner Rubber Co., Ltd., was held

in two sections. East and West. That of the

former was on June 27 and 28, and of the latter

on July 7-8. The programme was similar. The repre-

sentatives met in Montreal and discussed various sub-
jects relatives to sales, etc., and the next day went by
special electric car to Granby, when the factory was
visited, and the discussion resumed. Luncheon was
served in the Miner Club. A return was made in the

evening to Montreal. During the stay in the city

luncheon was served in the Engineers' Club. The
eastern section comprised Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces and the western, Ontario and the provinces
to the west. Mr. R. H. Miner presided at the discus-

sion.

Selling Shoes in Sets

A .SHOE retailer in the South Recently conduct-

ed a selling campaign, disposing of "shoes in

sets." He brought out in his advertisement the

fact that "two pairs worn alternately will out-

last three pairs worn consecutively" and advanced the

argument that besides the economy of such an arrange-

ment, the feet would be more comfortable. He then

followed with the following combinations : "A woman
should have a pair of kid shoes for general wear, a pair

of patent leather shoes for dress and a pair of gun
metal shoes for hiking." "A man .should have a pair

of calfskin service shoes, a pair of patent leathers for

evening wear and a pair of storm shoes for out-of-

doors." Prices were given per set and good results

were obtained.

Brantford Repairers Organize

On June 9th the shoe repairers of Brantford, On-
tario, held a friendly get-together meeting and formed
the Brantford Shoe Repairers' Association. Officers

elected for the current year are: Thomas Smith, presi-

dent; Frank Sheppard, vice-president; and Walt. Stev-

ens, secretarv-treasurer.

N. Adel has acquired the manufacturing business
of boots, shoes and uppers recently carried on by the

late H. C. Wilson, 241 King St. East. Toronto.
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i FOOTWEAR FINDINGS
1Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade

The Retail Merchants' Association of Saskatoon have

inaugurated an Advertisers' Service Department, the pur-

pose of which will be to write advertisements for mem-
bers; to supply illustrations; design mail advertising; to

address and mail envelopes; to write business-building

enclosures and to draw up complete advertising campaigns.

R. Fraser, Montreal representative of the Breithaupt

Leather Co., Kitchener, has returned to business after sev-

eral weeks' illness from typhoid fever.

The Citadel Leather Company, Quebec, Que., have been

granted a charter.

It is announced that the partnership of the Boston

Shoe & Shoe Repairing Company and the Dominion Gaiter

Company, Halifax, N.S., has been dissolved.

Harley Sheppard, son of the well-known Brantford shoe

retailer, was accidently drowned in the Grand River recently.

Charles Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Manufactur-

ing Company, Toronto, has returned from a trip to the

Pacific Coast.

The Premier Shoe Repair Stores, Limited, Toronto,

have been granted an Ontario charter.

The Hurlbut Company, of Preston, Ont., manufacturers

of children's shoes, are opening up a branch factory in St.

Marys.

L. A. Guertin, of L. A. Guertin & Company, shoe re-

tailers, St. Hyacinthe, Que., died recently.

The Lang Tanning Company, Limited, Kitchener, Ont.,

are making a number of new additions to their tannery.

The C. S. Hyman Company, Limited, London, have un-

der consideration the erection of a new tannery to cost

$300,000.

C. H. Baber, 74 Gt. Portland Street West, London, is

European agent for the Blachford Shoe Manufacturing
Company, Toronto, and also Getty & Scott, Gait, Ont.

We are advised by the C. G. Flynn Leather Company of

Boston, Mass., that Harry F. Battey, which has been in their

employ for the last four years, is no longer connected with
that company.

N. H. Mitchell recently opened a shoe repairing store at

598 Gerrard Street East, Toronto. Previous to going over-

seas with the 155th Battal ion, C.E.F., Mr. Alitchell was in

the repair business.

Ephraim Wiseman, Brockville, Out., who handled boots
and shoes and clothing, died recently.

A change is announced in the business of Frank Colo-
simo. Port Arthur, Ont.

The M ount Royal Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal, has been
incorporated to deal in rubber goods of all kinds, with a

capital stock of $500,000.

W. J. Hatch, shoe retailer, Quebec, Que., has registered.

Pouliot & Paquin, leather dealers. Quebec, Que., have
registered.

T. S. Morris, shoe retailer, Hamilton, Ont., is giving
up business.

H. S. and M. W. Snyder have purchased the Thomas
O'Sbea tannery on Main Street, Peabody, Mass.

In their enlarged factory the Tillsonburg Shoe Com-
pany will have a capacity of 1,800 pairs a day—an increase
of 1,000 pairs a day. This addition will be ready, it is e.x-
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pected, by September. Mr. Van Gill, of the Tillsonburg

Company, will shortly go on a trip to Belgium.

The E. T. Wright salesmen recently attended a con-

vention at the home office in Rockland, Mass. Incidentally

the Rockland plant is being enlarged and will have a capa-

city of 3,500 pairs a day.

The finally adopted plans of the Perth Shoe Company
for an extension to their factory call for a 40-foot addition

and a third storey over all, making their factory about 240

feet by 40 feet, three storeys. The capacity of the plant will

be practically doubled, or 1,200 pairs a day. Mr. G. H. Ans-

ley is vice-president and general manager of the Perth Co.

H. J. Sheppard opened an attractive shoe store at 2597

Yonge Street, Toronto, opposite Albertus Avenue, on Satur-

day, May 31. Mr. Sheppard says the prospects are very

bright and he looks for a very high grade trade.

W. T. Campbell has acquired the boot and shoe busi-

ness of J. E. Windsor, 1050 Weston Road, Mount Dennis,

and has also installed a depair department.

E. Ford, formerly of 106 Queen St. East, Toronto, has

opened an up-to-date shoe repair store at 1095 Yonge Street,

corner Price Street.

Mr. M. Rubenstein has acquired from Mr. S. Rucken-

stein the business of the Dominion Leather & Shoe Find-

ings Co., 483 St. Lawrence Boulevard, Montreal. Mr. S.

Roodish is the manager.

The New York Modern Shoe Repairing Company, Mont-

real, recently registered.

C. W. Hagen has retired from the retail shoe business

in Kitchener, Ont., and his stock is being sold out by O. J.

Steiss.

James R. Burley, shoemaker, Wiarton, Ont., has discon-

tinued business.

F. W. Knowlton, manager of the United Shoe Mach-

inery Company of Canada, Maisonneuve, paid a recent busi-

ness visit to Newfoundland.

T. Adair, Vancouver, Western representative of Dupont

& Frere, shoe manufacturers, Maisonneuve, was a recent

visitor to Montreal.

The Rena Footwear Co., Ltd., has removed from Bleury

St., Montreal, to a new 4-storey factory at Maisonneuve, with

a capacity of 1,000 pairs a day. The company manufacture

women's, misses, and children's McKays. Mr. J. A. Cyr is

the manager.

George Emile Bourbonniere, salesman in Gibbins new

shoe store, St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, was married

June 23rd at St. Louis de France Church, Montreal, to Miss

Adrienne Renault, daughter of Mr. Jos. Camille Renault, of

Montreal. The bridgegroom was for three years with the

John Murphy Co., under Mr. Gibbins, the former manager

of the shoe department. Mr. Bourbonniere is the son of

Mr. Jules Bourbonniere, ex-manager of the Imperial Electric

Light Co., the Dominion Light, Reat & Power Co., of

Montreal, also of the St. Johns, Que., Waterworks, and now
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circulation representative of "Footwear" in Montreal. Our
best wishes accompany the happy youngsters.

Ed. Lewis, leather merchant, Toronto, in addition to

having the Ontario agency for many well-known leather and
shoe findings manufacturers, is also enjoying a good trade in

shoe laces, being Ontario agent for the A. G. Mooney Com-
pany, Montreal. Good laces during the war were difficult

to secure, but Mr. Leyis states that the laces they are get-

ting at the present time are the best quality.

W. Skilling, who has been in the repair business on Col-

lege Street, Toronto, for the last nine years, has been in-

structing returned soldiers for some time and is moving to

Ottawa.

James Matthews, shoe retailer, 89 James Street North,
Hamilton, Ont., has just completed an addition and improve-
ments to his store. Mr. Matthews was manager of Findlay's
Shoe Store before opening up for himself. He caters to a

medium class trade and has been so successful that the pre-
sent extension was found necessary.

The Hamilton Shoe Repairers' Association have made
an increase of approximately 5 per cent, in their price list.

T. W. Hartt, of the Nugget Polish Company, Toronto,
has returned to the fold after wiping out his account with the

Runs and has resumed his western trip for the Nugget
Company. Re rose in the ranks from private to Regimental
Sergeant-Major, and has been decorated with the D.C.M.
and the Belgian Croix de Guerre.

Lester Levy, manager of the Canadian Shoe Findings
and Novelty Company, Toronto, was married on June 10 to

Miss Blumenthal, of Montreal, and has just returned from
a three weeks' trip to New York and Atlantic City.

J. A. McLaren, of McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, has re-

turned from a ten days' business trip to Quebec and vicinity.

Hugh White, of the White Shoe Company, Toronto, has
been on a business trip to Boston.

There are four new names on the board of directors of

Ames-Rolden-McCready. These are Walter T. Barrie,

Kitchener;. William Mulock, Jr., Toronto; Major L. L. An-
thes, Toronto, and Hugo Wellein, Montreal. Mr. Wellein
is treasurer. The other members are: T. R. Reider, presi-

dent; D. Lorne McGibbon, chairman of the board; Sir Her-
bert B. Ames, vice-president; Ron. C. P. Beaubien; Hon.
Nathaniel Curry, Hon. Wallace Nesbitt, K.C., Toronto; Sir

Thomas Tait, Shirley Ogilvie, S. J. Lehuray and T. H. Lane.

The Canadian Footwear Co., Ltd., are about to erect a

very extensive addition to their factory at Pte. Aux Trem-
bles, P.Q. It will be four storeys, of mill and brick con-

struction, on a site 50 x 85 ft.

The third annual picnic of the Nursery Shoe Company
employees was held on June 21 at Port Bruce, which was
reached by boat from Port Stanley. It was a very success-

ful event, largely attended.

WANTED—POSITION AS TRAVELLING SALESMAN for the
Maritime Provinces, with well established line. Married man, 36 years
of age. Active, and can furnish Al references re ability, habits, etc.

A. B. C, Box 970, Footwear in Canada, Toronto. 7-t.f.

SELLING AGENCIES WANTED
Canadian or American staple lines in any grade of good selling

shoes, and also in findings. Agencies wanted for Montreal or Province
of Quebec. Apply Box 50, Footwear in Canada, 119 Board of Trade,
Montreal. 7-8

FACTORY WANTED
Small Goodyear Factory, or machinery for same, or would arrange

with owner to join business which will stand closest investigation. Out-
put will be sold in chain of stores owned and operated by present com-
pany. Give all particulars. Box 968, Footwear in Canada, Toronto. 7
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Wherever there is a White Shoe
there is a customer for

TheWHITE CLEANER

"/f Keeps White Shoes White.''

There are two sorts of customers—those that come

back for more and those that don't

!

Every ** Blanco** sale you make
means a satisfied customer.

" Blanco " makes friends because it does its work

well— because it is so easy to use—because it is so

convenient

—

in fact, because it is in every way
satisfactory.

It is worth while stocking a line that sells itself, sells quickly,

and keeps on selling.
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HARRY E. THOMPSON
To the Jobbers:

In addition to my other agencies I have just completed

a contract for the exclusive Canadian Agency for

The Creedon Exporting Co.
of Boston

When you are in Montreal buying your spring samples,

etc., I will appreciate an opportunity of showing you this

line of merchandise which consists of Misses', Child's and

Infants,' also Boys', Youths' and Little Gents' McKays. It

will pay you to investigate.

HARRY E. THOMPSON
Manufacturers' Agent 10 Victoria St., MONTREAL

Patented Patented
Dec. 30th, 1913 Oct. 26th, 1915

VulcO'Unit Box Toe

w Adopted by far sighted shoe manu-

facturers as the only solution for all

their Box Toe troubles.

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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ARTMOON
THREADS

Give

Satisfaction

Shoe Laces
Mercerized

Round & Flat, Blacks, Whites

All Popular Shades

In all Popular Lengths

Highest

Grade

BRUSHES
and

CEMENTS

Shipped to you in an Hour's Notice from Quebec, Montreal, Toronto

The A. G. Mooney Company
Toronto

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. East

220 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL j

Quebec
. P. PARENT

611 St. Valier St.

Fall Styles for the

Jobbing Trade

Selling

to

Jobbers

Only

Quick and satisfactory selling is always the

result of a good stock of our excellent line of

leather shoes for Women, Misses, Children

and Infants.

Quality and exceedingly good workmanship
predominates. Write us regarding your
needs.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street - - Montreal
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Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS.
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.
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Have You Heard About

TheGlobe PillowWelt?

A distinctive feature in our footwear for Misses, Girls, Child-

ren and Infants. It is designed with special regard to comfort

and ease for growing feet. The Welt is sewn right into the shoe

and is the Genuine Goodyear.

The soft cushion insole, and the waterproof cork filling

between the inner and outer soles are two features that help to

make these shoes the most popular on the market.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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SPEED
KING
Paramount

for

Summer Sales

The choice of a sport-loving nation.

SPEED KING fills the requirements

of the people in its variety of styles in

rubber footwear for summer use. It

is an unwise dealer who allows his

stock to run low at any time during

this most important season.

Stock Well and Wisely

Any of the following wholesalers can supply you

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd.. Amherst, N.S.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.
E. A. Dagg & Company, Calgary, Alta.

.\. W. Avilt & Company, Limited, Ottawa, Ont.
White Shoe Company,
McLaren & Dallas,

Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.

The London Shoe Company. Limilcd, London, Ont.
Kilgonr. Rimer Company, limited. Winnipe,g, Man.
The T. Lcckie Company, Limited. \'ancouvcr, B.C,

.Montreal, One.Janus Robinson,
Brown Rochette, Limited, (_)uebec. One.
T. Long & Biother. Collingwood, Oii!

Dowers. Limited, Kdmonton. Alta.

Amherst Central Shoe Co.. Regina, Sask.

Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton - - Ontario
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LARGEST Leather Remnant and Scrap Leather

Dealers in the World

UPPER LEATHER
Boxed Sides, Horse Fronts

Dull and Glazed Goat and Sheep Skins

We have Special Offerings from time to time in

Remnant Stocks especially adapted to the needs
of Canadian Shoe Manufacturers.

Spanish and Black Upholstery Remnants for

Glove Trade
Varied and Large Supply Carried in Stock

Hat Sheep Remnants for Novelty Trade

Various Kinds of Leather for Suspender Trade

The C. G. Flynn Leather Co.
107 South Street, BOSTON, Mass.

TO THE JOBBER
The Aurora Lines

The Best Everyday Shoes

This footwear has an important part to play
in your business. It is "A Shoe for the People"
with possibilities as unlimited as the deep sea.

But the business of the above lines is not only
in possibilities, their past and pi^esent sales

place them in the position of staples which are
an established success-

Well Made

and

Good Looking

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., Limited
Aurora Ontario
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A Shoe Merchant
With

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

Every customer lur a new pair is a pit.

department.
spect for the repair

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20)000 Champion Machines of various types

in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.
The Champion Line consists of

:

Seven difl'erent types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many dififerent Models of Finishers.

Universal Model Curved Needit ^ Complete Hhc of Doublc Tread Tire Machines.

'"by gal' gasoHne^.^ofe'iecTricity''^ .
Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 3723-41 F.r.,i Park Bvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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Get the People
''ComingYourWay"

Make your store a place where
people will like to go—get them
started and keep them coming.
Getting them in your store is

more than half a sale made.

Every issue of your trade journal
is helpful—keep it as a reference.

READ IT THROUGH AND THROUGH

FOOTWEAR
^ in Canada

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.l.

For
The
Kiddies

We manufacture a complete line of McKays for infants,

children and misses, which

Meet All the Requirements of the Jobbers

Investigation will show that we operate an up-to-date factory

directed by men of many years' practical experience — ensuring
a product whose reliability is unquestioned.

We will show you samples and quote our most favorable prices

on request.

ASK US

Childrens Shoe Mfg. Co.,

Limited
11 Belleau St. - - Quebec City
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For Stitchdowns, McKays and Turns

In Children's Footwear
see the

ECLIPSE
Line

Made to give comfort to young growing feet, to

ieUl long wear, to retain its shape and by rea-

son of more simple construction to

make lower prices possible. The
ECLIPSE line ranges from infants'

;ize 1 to growing girls' size 6, and

offers an excellent combination of smartness and quality. If our traveller does not call, write us.

The Gait Shoe Manufacturing Company, Limited
Gait - Ontario

BuUd
Up
Sales

with these sterling lines of quality footwear
which combine quality and price so attract-

ively that they make a strong appeal to the
prospective customer.

MEN'S WOMEN'S
YOUTHS' and BOYS'
Welts and Medium McKays

ALSO

Felt and Rubber Soled Shoes

For Jobbers Only

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier St. Quebec
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•V.D.tVRMSTROIG*
I ENGRAVERofFINESTEELSTAMPS&DIES
230,c,-^>NEs^MONTREALV«0/w-, 675
CRK^^Ci^^ty^ e QUE, c) C^^^ 'IAIN

MY STAMPS ARE'UPTO DATE" IN DESIGN
& ADO AN ARTISTIC FINISHTO VOUR SHOES'^

• WHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR SALES

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

No 46

A VALUABLE LINE
FOR THE JOBBER

High- Class Women's
McKays

We have the McKay process down to a fine point, and you can realize a generous
turnover on the excellence of our product.

Our new lines for men, youths and boys are also examples of well made footwear
reasonably priced and capable of keeping up the big sales for which they are noted.
Samples will convince you.

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME STREET

QUEBEC No. SO

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will stand plenty of hard wear. Made on foot-fitting lasts that
will give comfort to the wearer and are durable. The range
includes—Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents', Children and
Infants' Black and Beaver Brown Box Kip. Your jobber will

quote you prices, or write us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Ahrcns, Chas. A 26
Aircl & Son 13

Amcs-Holden-McCready 16
Armstrong, W. D C3

Bcckvvith Box Toe Company 54
Bennett Limited 5

Blachford-Davies Co 19
Boston Blacking Company 64
Borne, Lucien 69
Boot and Shoe Union 74
Breithanpt Leather Co 21
Brodie & Harvie 71

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. ,3-28

Canadian Footwear Co 10
Champion Shoe Machinery Company 59
Children's Shoe Mfg. Co 60
Clapp, Edwin
Clarke and Co., A. R

.

80
Clark Bros
Cleland, Regd., James 62
Cote, J. A. & M 70

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 6

Duchaine, Ludger 61
Duchaine & Perkins 76
Duclos & Payan 76
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co... 63

Edwards & Edwards 72
Eureka Shoe Company 70
Evans' Son Company, L. B 73

Flynn Leather Co., C. G 58

Fortuna Machine Company 66

Franklin Machine Co 60
Freeman, Louis G 66

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert .... 55

Gait Shoe Company 61

Getty & Scott 17

Globe Shoe Company 56

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. . . ... 67

Greb Shoe Company 24

Henwood & Nowak 56

Hinde & Dauch Paper Company . . 73

Home Shoe Company 71

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers . . 24

Independent Rubber Company ... 57

International Supply Co 25

Kenworthy Bros 79

Kelly, Thomas A 68
Kitchener Style Show 20

La Duchesse Shoe Company 71

Lady Belle Shoe Co 27

Lamontagne Racine & Co 68

Landis Machine Company 68
Lang Tanning Co 23

Legace & Lepinay 62

Marsh Company, Wm. A 15

Midland Shoe Company 14

Mooney Company, A. G 55

Narrow Fabric Company 65

National Cash Register Company . . 75

New Castle Leather Company . . . . 66

Oscar Onken Company 73

Panther Rubber Company Cover
Perfection Counter Co 71

Perkins & McNeely 6:>

Pickering, Jos 53

Plant, Thos. G 12

Regal Shoe Company 1

Ritchie, John ... 7

Robinson, James 8-9

Samson Enr., J. E 69

Scott, J. A
Spaulding & Sons, J 11

Standard Kid Mfg. Company 4

Sisman Shoe Company 58

Taylor-Forbes Co 73

Textile Mfg. Company 72

Thompson Shoe Company 54

Tilley, Chas 73

Toronto Heel Company 73

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 77-78

United States Hotel, Boston 69

White Shoe Company 18

Whittemore Bros 72

Wright & Co., E. T 22
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I MADE IN CANADA I

Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a
Cement as can be made.

Boston Blacking Company I

I 152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada
|

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Prompt deliveries now on

Porpoisette SKoe Laces
Better than realporpoise laces

A new lace that pays big profits
This Nufashond leather-finish lace is in a class by itself both for

its superior equality and for the extremely liberal profit it pays.

The Nufashond Porpoisette is a fabric lace that is better than real

porpoise laces. Looks like leather, but stronger and wears longer.

Uniformly woven throughout—no weak spots. Absolute waterproof.

Flat or round. Black, tan, cordovan, or mahogany. All lengths. Packed
in attractive display cabinets.

Ask your jobber
He will quote you interesting prices on Nufashond
Porpoisette Shoe Laces. Or write to us for samples

—

use the coupon. Do it today

!

The Narrow Fabric Company, Reading, Pa.

Makers of the famous Nufashond Fabric Tip
Shoe Lace

tow

V

N
Add

The
Narrow Fabric

Company
Reading Pa.

me samples of

Nufashond Porpoisette Shoe
rmation about the

Porpoisette display cabinet.

ame
ress

P ease senc

Laces

My Jobber is
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For Perfect Heel Breast

Finish^ Put in the

—

DUPLEX
Heel Breast Scouring

Machine

The only machine built that will scour a perfect

breast on all styles or shapes of vertically breasted

heels. Can use two fixtures of the same size or dif-

ferent sized fixtures to suit requirements, does its

work rapidly, and saves 25 to 30 per cent, in abrasives.

Safe and simple to run.

Write for further particulars.

THE

Louis G. Freeman Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Canadian Representatives International Sup-

ply Co., Kitchener, Ont., Montreal, Que.

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural
surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings. Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agents for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK
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Better Shoes Are Built On

Neolin Soles

Lots of shoes will wear well -Lots of shoes are comfortable—Lots are

good-looking. Some are waterproof.

But you can sell shoes which combine all these virtues. Shoes which

give bigger value. Shoes with Neolin Soles.

Neolin Soles are longer-wearing. Millions of wearers have proved

them the longest-wearing sole material made. They are neat and com-

fortable, even on fashionable lasts. And they are waterproof.

The public want shoes which give the most value—in wear and appearance.

The day when price was the first consideration is past.

It is for you to say whether your customers can get

the shoes they want at your store. Your sales will show

whether they do or not.

Because of their wearing qualities, Neolin Soles

offer better value. The customer knows that shoes with

Neolin Soles offer him better value.

Many shoe manufacturers are offering you better

shoes by building them on Neolin Soles. It is up to you

to specify them when ordering.

Make certain of Neolin's quality by seeing that the

word "Neolin" is stamped on every pair.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli^^
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO,
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.
This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.
This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a
year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents

:

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher. Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to

Sold outright—No royalty. Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.zsthst., Ste Louis, U.S.A.
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping di^rid, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

JOBBERS

Supply the Demand

For These

Boots

Our boots for men, by reason of their wide
and ready market and their splendid value to
the wearer are well worth your handling. There's
a big demand for them, and a liberal profit for

you. Write us.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

1

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are D«partmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes
—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

KArWUKiy riHAKUL-CDHUUaAL 8L

mjVM. mot WWUATUL^tffo ouat wui.

Over 33 years in its field

CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER."

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points. Port Arthur and West
to the Picific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

CURFACE KID IN BLACK and COLORS

Beautifully pliable and with glove-like grain

—

Surface Kid is particularly suitable for dressy shoes.

It rivals the beauty of Real Kid and is very
much cheaper.

Made in black and colors and sold at attractive prices.

Send to-day for samples.

BUTTS IN GUN METAL, DULL, GLAZED
CABRETTAS, GLAZED KID, SHEEPSKINS

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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MEN WHO HUNT and FISH
Sportsmen who haunt the streams and forests for

pleasure, and men whose work brings them in

combat with nature unleased, in the silent spaces
of the wild, demand quality and dependability in

every article of their equipment.

YAMASKA is what they want for footwear.

Give your customers this serviceable shoe and you
have captured their goodwill bringing a steady
stream of increased sales.

We are manufacturers of staple lines of workmen's
footwear.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec

"EUREKA"
To the Jobbing Trade only

You will find our new women's
8" Black and Brown Kid bals.

trade producers.

Write our Sales department

Am-Bri-Can Distributors

64-68 Adelaide St. E., Toronto

for up to the minute prices on

our lines

No. 828 Black Kid
No. 827 Brown Kid

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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Attractive

Windows
Give your store a place and

prestig'e all its own.

You cannot err if you dis-

play our stylish models.

/TK WW t^-tThe Home Shoe
An ever increasing trade

and the goodwill of a satis-

fied customer is g'aiiied by
those who stock this excellent

line of quality footwear.

Dealers who are not ac-

quainted with the HOME
SHOE will profit by investi-

gating.

Write us to-day.

The Home Shoe Company, Ltd.

327 Amherst St., Montreal

Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn

Shppers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

It Holds
BRODIE'S PATENT

FLOUR PASTE

possesses extraordinary adhesive
qualities, and is absolutely free from
lumps.

Adapted for the manufacture of the
Finest Grade, as well as the Heavy
work shoes.

In quantities to meet your needs all

ready for use.

May we send you samples and prices ?

WRITE US TODAY

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

This

is the

Real

One
The shoe fibre counter is worth two cents a pair

only, but it will be worth dollars to you if you use the
right one.

Try the "Perfect"
It will put quality into your shoes and give them a

good appearance, because it will stand the most stren-
uous wear, and give you the best fit obtainable.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL COUNTER
ON THE MARKET

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letoucneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Montreal
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

Edwards& Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Cases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms Tanneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.
Quebec and Maritime Province*

Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. ^il^-f'l^'iC'ti^t

TheShine thatLasts
Your shoes will hold their shine a
surprisingly long time if you use

JYAittemore's ShoePolishes

The Whittemore lines serve a double purpose
viz—that of a polish and leather preservative.

Our BosIonian Cream is

the ideal cleaner for kid and calf leather
put up in Brown, Grey, White, in fact
all colors.

Try our Nobby Brown Paste for brown
shoes and Peerless Ox-
bloodPaste for Red Shoes.

Quick White Liquid Can-
vas Dressing.

ALBOWhiteCakeCanvas Dressing

GILT EDGE SELF Shining Dressing

Ask your Jobber. If he cannot
supply you write us for com-

plete catalogue

Whittemore Bros. Corp. |
Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A.

Reliable

Cobbler

Set

Many inquiries for a Cobbler Set which will stand unhmited
abuse and cover the demands of the Shoe Repairing Trade, have
resulted in the RELIABLE Set.

It's just the one the Cobbler needs and it's "Made in Canada."
The heavy Cast Iron Base measures 7 in. across and the

Wrought Iron Post is bedded solid in tihis Base.
Don't hesitate about stocking this Set.

Write for prices.

We make a big line of Cobbler Sets and Repair Outfits.

Write for Catalogue.

TAYLOR-FORBES
GUELPH

COMPANY, Limited
ONTARIO
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Findings & Supplies

At the

Toronto

Shoe Retailers*

Convention
We extend a hearty invitation and

would be glad to have you call upon
us when in Toronto. We should like

to show you our facilities for serving
the trade with a first class range of

up-to-date findings and supplies. Give
us a call when in town, our Telephone
is Adelaide 1113.

Chas. Tilley & Son
90 Richmond St. W. TORONTO

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sales are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderful set of Palenled Interchangeable Window Display Fixture*

or displayinj Men or Womens' Shoe!. Set will Cive 10 Years Good Service in

ffective trade pulling window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very few of the designs that can be

set up with the full set, besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.

Made of Oak, either Golden, Antique or Weathered Finish, Set is put up

T a Hardwood Hinged Lid Storage Chest, a good place to keep the extra

not in use. 1 here are thousands of sets in daily use.

No. lOl Set has 220 Interchangeable Younits For Large Windows, $48.12
No. lOlK Set has 110 Interchangeable Younits For Medium Windows, $27.50
No. 101'4 Set has 55 Interchangeable Younits For Small Windows, $17.32

S(oelt carritd in Hamilton, Onl. Otdtr dirsct or thru your jobber. Send tor catalog. Patented and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. S950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio. U. S. A.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—Tliey protect your shipment

against loss from dampness
and water.

2.—Tliey are extremely light,

whicli means low freight

charges,
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

4.—They save time in packing,
5.—Tliey save storage space.
C.—Tliey have strong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications,
8.—Their first cost is lower

than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for
it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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THE RETAILER
KNOWS

That Union Stamp shoes meet the demand of all

the people all the time.

That Union Stamp shoes are the only shoes accept-

able for the Union man and his family.

That Union Stamp shoes are made in all grades

for every member of the family.

That Union Stamp shoes are nationally advertised

in the labor journals of this country, creating a

tremendous market for their sale.

That Union Stamp shoes bear otie and only ident-

ifying mark—the official stamp of the Boot and
Shoe Workers' Union.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET BOSTON, MASS.

COLLIS LOVELY, Gen. President

CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec y-Xreas.
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We make over 275 National Cash

Registers every day

The National Cash Register

is a modern, labor-saving

machine that helps mer-
chants, clerks, and their

customers.

It protects profits by stop-

ping leaks and losses, tempt-

ation and mistakes.

It adds, records and classifies

many kinds of transactions.

It saves time and money be-
cause it does 15 things in 3
seconds.

It enables the merchant to

give quick accurate service.

It more than pays for itself

out of what it saves.

It helps merchants make
more money with less ex-
pense.

This big plant makes nothing but National Cash Registers

The National Gash Register Go. of Ganada, Limited

Toronto, Ontario

Offices in all principal cities of the world
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D. & P. Counters are
Built for Satisfaction

and Service
D. & P. Counters are the result of select-

ed fibre compressed by the special D. & P.

process. They are Canadian made, and

you will find them worthy of this mark of

distinction. May we send you samples?

We can also meet your needs for upper and sole leather of exceedingly good qual-

ity.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East T^^l O A '\7' A TWT Freres, Quebec
Toronto IJIJC I 11^ Xt A Y A I\ Selling Agents for

Ontario Selling Agent X^A-^V^k.^ M, M Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL

Jobbers See Our

McKAYS
A Complete Line of

Well-Made Footwear
for Men, Boys and Youths

Women, Misses and Children

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.
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IN A BEHER POSITION THAN EVER
TO FILL ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS

FOR

SHOE RIVETS - TACKS NAILS
We have just installed additional machines in our Tack Plant and can now fill orders for regular

goods from stock and handle orders for special goods promptly.

MADE IN CANADA
Tacks, Nails and Rivets are made by expert Tack Makers with long experience in manufacturino

goods especially for the Shoe Manufacturing and Shoe Repair Trades.
"

A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU
Copy of our latest Booklet sent on request

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal

Toronto Kitchener

90 Adelaide Street West, 179 King Street West,
Quebec

28 Demers Street,
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Whatever Your Die Requirements May Be

WE CAN MAKE THE DIES

Mallet

Handle

and

Machine

Leather

Fabric

Paper

Rubber

MADE IN CANADA

Expert Die Makers

Copy of our New Booklet sent on request.

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada^ Limited
MONTREAL

TORONTO
90 Adelaide Street West,

KITCHENER
179 King Street West,

QUEBEC
28 Demers Street,
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added qualities for an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrink, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

ed in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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The Process

That Makes

Perfect

—

Patent

Possible

THE perfecting of

Patent Leather
was not done in a day.
Sixty-seven years of

constant effort and
careful maintenance
of improved methods
have made Clarke's
what it is to-day.

To this effort and
care in the manufac-
ture of our product, we
attribute its success

—

a success which has
made it second to none
in the Empire.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited

Montreal

^^Mdkers for the Nation**

TORONTO Quebec
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Panther Soles
give the wearer the

best service— rain or

shine— that is poss-

ible to obtain today.

Panther Tested Fibre Soles may be used with every
class of footwear. For light pumps and for working
shoes, Panther soling gives real satisfaction. At all

times you will find this soling, superior to leather and
in manufacturing and repairing Panther soles may be
stitched the same as leather. Light, durable, water-
proof, on every point Panther excels. Made in all

standard colors.

Panther "Sure Step" Rubber Heels are well known to

a great proportion of our population. They are long
wearing and give best value.

Write for information

Panther Rubber Co., Limited
SHERBROOKE, QUEBEC
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IMINIO]
RUBBER

There is still time to

make many sales of

People wear FLEET FOOT right

through the early Fall

If you are out of styles or sizes, send your order to

the nearest branch. You will get prompt attention

Dominion Rubber System Branches

ARE LOCATED AT

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Belleville,

Kitchener, London, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina,
Saskatoon, Calgary, Lethbridge, Edmonton, Vancouver and Victoria.
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When You Buy a Collar

You need one or two dozen collars. You select one of a half

dozen styles which the clerk shows you. You tell him how
many you want. That's all.

So when you buy Standard Kid. You select the color and
weights. You tell us how many dozen of a grade you want.
That's all.

You may be confident that every grade of Standard Kid
will be all that you expect in quality and uniformity. That
is the obligation we assume.

vVe can accept orders of limited quantities for delivery

after September of all colors except Black or Patent Kid.

COLOR 18—FIELD MOUSE
COLOR A—HAVANA BROWN

are in popular demand for Fall. Standard Kid is guaran-
teed to be colored through with pure dyes. It is not coat-

ed with a pigment or paint finish.

STANDARD KID MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 610 TRIBUNE BLDG.

;

Factory, Wilmington, Del.

GEO. A. McGAW, Chicago, 111.

F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

AGENCIES
I. LOUIS POPPER, Cinrinnati, Ohio.

PIERRE BLOUIN, Quebec, Canada.
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Why

BENNETT
T/?AD£ MARK

DEPENDABLE COUNTERS

You CCIfl'f make a better shoe with any other.

BENNETT Counters are tough, flexible and

are moulded to tenaciously hold the shape of

your lasts.

Sold at a minimum price COnsistCtlt with

results obtained.

It is not safe to use cheaper ones.

BENNETT LIMITED
28 King St. East MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES 59 St. Henry Street

Kitchener CHAMBLY CANTON, P.Q.. CANADA Montreal

Made in Canada by the largest shoe fibre makers in the British Empire.
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Stepping Stones
in the Stream of Business

a Pathway to Better Trade

PARIS
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS

METROPOUTAN
MEN'S WELTS WOMEN'S McKAYS

PATRICIA
WOMEN'S WELTS AND TURNS

These three hues will connect the dealers with a bigger and more
profitable trade.

The discrimination employed in the selection of our leather (all

tanned in our own plants) endows our shoes with a quality and ser-

viceability that never fails to develop and hold new trade.

If you are not acquainted with our lines—atrial will prove all we say.

Your future orders will depend on that trial, but we invite it with

the greatest confidence.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company
Limited

MONTREAL
Branch : Metropolitan Shoe Co., 91 Paul St. East, MONTREAL
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Don't Go Up
A Blind Street

you stock the wrong
lines and styles you are

like a man in a blind street

with his face to a brick

wall.

^ For years we have held the

confidence of hundreds of

Canadian dealers for

stocking the season's best

selling models.

^ Get out onto the broad
highway with the leading

lines and styles in foot-

wear.

^ Consult us first.

James Robinson
Specialists in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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The Rainy
Season

—WiU Soon Be Here

^ Get ready for the early

Trade in rubbers by stock-

ing a liberal assortment

of INDEPENDENT
Rubbers.

^ There is a style for every-

one, special shapes to

comply with the extreme

lasts in up-to-date foot-

wear, and the conserva-

tive shapes which always

warrant profitable returns.

^ Consult us first about your

Rubbers.

James Robinson
Specialists in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

mm liiiiiijiiiiiiiii lilii liiiiiiiiiiiiii III 1 lii lillii iliiliili
i 1
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OUR lines of Women's, Miss-

es', and Children's McKays,

Turns, Oxfords, Pumps, and

High Cuts offer an extensive

selection, embracing all the latest

lasts for dress and utility wear in

leather and white footwear.

These lines combine style, comfort

and wear, service, quality and price

to a degree which facilitates

selling—ensuring quick and profit-

able returns.

Canadian Footwear Co.
Limited

MONTREAL
Salesroom : 36 St. Genevieve St. Factory : Pointe^AuxNTrembles
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Shoe Prices Soaring
I

and everybody from the Shoe Manufacturer down
|

I to the consumer talking about it. |

I Let them talk—it helps business. |

I All this will create new conditions, |

I

SPECIALIZING
I

I more extensively will be one |

I of these conditions |

I We are doing this more than ever |

I
Our Spring 1920 Line of |

I
Samples

|

I will consist of three leathers— |

I
Black and Brown Kid^ and Patents

|

I Oxfords and Pumps featured largely |

I We hope to have our prices ready by August 20th. |

CLARK BROS. LIMITED
I ST. STEPHEN, N.B. |

I Manufacturers of Ladies' McKay Shoes |

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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You wouldn't build a house

on quicksands

BUILD your shoes on a firm founda-

tion.

The COUNTER is the foundation of a

shoe.

The D. & P. Counter is the rock on
which successful shoes are built.

D. & P. Counters are made in Canada
from selected fibre compressed by the

D. & P. process.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East T^^¥ ^\C* O ¥^ K '\r A l^T ^'^^hard Freres, Quebec

Toronto IIIJI I 11^ /Ct M /X Y /\ INI Selling Agents for

Ontario Selling Agent Ly^UK^L^KJ^J OC 1^1 i^l 1 Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Offices and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL
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^'
'^^^uccesslul^eiailinci is everywhere

W\ identined wiih the

Queen Quaiily
"

TradeMark

typical of "Queen Quaiily"

merchandising success the

country o'ver are these well-

J^nown Ohio stores where the

trade mark daily proves its trade

drawing power.

Women recognize ''Queen Quality" on a shoe as a stamp of character—the

unfailing guide to satisfaction through proper balance of design, fit and

quality.

Because Queen Quality shoes reflect woman's desire for consistent style

and service, Queen Quality exclusive agencies benefit by the satisfaction as-

sured their customers and the cumulative good-will nationally established for

nearly a quarter of a century by this famous Trade Mark.

The Queen Quality agency privilege is handled without burdensome restric-

tions and in complete co-operation with our customers, creating trade drawing

power that is irresistible.

Thomas G. Plant Company
New York Boston Chicago

Canadian Representatives, M. W. MURDOFF & SON, Trenton, Ont.
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ANCHOR BRAND
SCOURED OAK
SOLE LEATHER

SidesJ Crops, Backs, Bends

Bellies, Shoulders, Heads

THE LANG TANNING COMPANY, LTD.
KITCHENER, ONTARIO - CANADA
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Prize Winning Foot Co

First Prize— 10,000 Population and Over, Chas. L. Young & Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.

The third great Annual Foot Comfort Week Window Trim Contest has come to a close

with the most wonderful array of photographs which has ever been entered in such a Contest.

The competition was so keen that it made it exceedingly difficult for the judges to make a fair

and impartial selection. In order to do this, it was necessary to add an additional $50.00
prize in the larger town contest and to materially lengthen the $10.00 and the $5.00 classifica-

tions.

LIST OF PRIZE WINNERS

1st Prize—Chas. L. Young & Co., Benton Har-
bor, Mich. Trimmed by Edwin A. Kagel $100.00

2nd Prize—(A) Simon Bros., Ltd., Alexand-
ria, La 50.00

(B) I. Blyn & Son, New York City,

N.Y 50.00

10,000 Population and Over
3rd Prize—The Triangle Shoe Co., Pomona,

Calif. Trimmed by Fred E. Brown and Clar-

ence Goff 25.0C

4th Prize—H. Grey Hodges, Chatham, Ont.,

Canada. Trimmed by Walter Jones 15.00

$10.00
Mandel Brothers, Chicago, III.

Wm. H. Frear & Co., Troy, N.Y.
England Bros., Pittsfield, Mass.
Boston Store, Chicago, 111.

Rosenbaum Bros., Cumberland, Md.
The S. B. & S. Shoe Co., Davenport, la.

The White Shoe Hous-, Waco, Tex.
Linn & Scruggs Co., Decatur, 111.

Hallahan's Shoe Store, Philadelphia, Pa.
F. E. Ballou, Providence, R.I.
The Arcade, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Wm. Hahn & Co., Washington, D.C.
Wert-Stroup Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
S. & E. Boot Shop, Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. Lazarus, Philadelphia, Pa.
L. S. Donaldson Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
May Shoe Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Hudson Shoe Co., Elmira, N.Y.
Manning Peterson Shoe Co., Hancock, Mich.

Isbell-Bowman Co., I ynchburg, Va.
S. J. Brouwer Shoe Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Beacon Shoe Store, At'anta, Ga.
Propst-Childress Shoe Co., Roanoke, Va.
G. R. Kinney Co., Inc., Jamestown, N.Y.
Knechtel & Co., Stratford, Ont., Canada.
A. Sandler & Sons, Brockton, Mass.
J. F. Cairns, Ltd., Saskatoon, Sask.

Herpolsheimers, Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Miami Shoe Co., Hamilton, Ohio.
Claybaugh & Milliken, Charleroi, Pa.
Geo. A. Delmage, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Zang's, Johnstown, Pa.
The Palmer Co., Inc., Jackson, Mich.
The Geo. C. Strong Co., New London, Conn.

$5.00
The F. O. Litz D. G. Co., Guthrie, Okla.
H. D. Guenther, Reading, Pa.
Savoy Shoe Co., New York City, N.Y.
Walk-Over Boot Shop, Roanoke, Va.
C. H. Taylor, Zanesville, O.
The Booterie, Columbus, S.C.
G. R. Kinney Co., Inc., Springfield, O.
Frank Bond Shoe Co., Jackson, Minn.
Excelsior Shoe Store, Madison, Wis.
W. C. Goodwin, Fitchburgh, Mass.
Phelps Dodge Merc. Co., Douglas, Ariz.

Chas. V. Brown, Astoria, Ore.
W. L. Bickmore, Middletown,
Max Feldman, New York City,

Ranks Shoe Store, Moline, 111.

Welter & Lloyd, Streator. 111.

E. B. Colwell Co., Monmouth,
Rice-O'Connor Shoe Co., Augusta, Ga.
H. C. Johnson, Rome, Ga.
Kennedy Boot Shop, Pittsburgh, Kans,
Arnold's Bootery, Hannibal, Mo.
Geo. E. Mongeau, Lowell, Mass.

O.
N.Y.

111.
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>rt Week Windows
M. D. O'Malley, Salem, Mass.
Nodelay Shoe Co., Vancouver, B.C.
F. Wenz Shoe Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
F. W. Howard, Brooklyn, N.Y.
N. H. Beane & Co., Portsmouth, N.H.
F. Prusa, Cleveland, O.
Harry S. Smith, Canton, O.

R. L. Leeson & Sons, Elwood, Ind.
Vance Shoe Co., Gadsden, Ala.
F. N. Joslin & Co., Maiden, Mass.
John F. Muenz, Detroit, Mich.
Colby's Boot Shop, Dover, N.H.
Ertell & Butler, Detroit, Mich.

P. L. Casey, Pawtucket, R.I.
G. R. Kinney Co., York, Pa.
H. M. Horton Co., Canton, O.
Logan Shoe Co., Hannibal, Mo.
R. A. Hutmacher, Waltham, Mass.
Keilman Bros., Tamaqua, Pa.

10,000 Population and Under
1st Prize—R. C. Beach Co., Ltd., Lewiston,
Idaho $100.00

2nd Prize—The Emerson Merc. Co., Pullman,
Wash. Trimmed by John L. O'Dey, Display
Manager 50.00

$10.00
Cedarhurst Shoe Store, Cedarhurst, L.I., N.Y., P. Covello, Proprietor.

John C. Hexon & Son, Decorah, Iowa.

Sturgis Goldstein Co., Taylor, Tex.

J. C. Michelfelder & Sons Shoe Store, New Washington, Ohio.

J. A. Beenblossom, Lawrenceville, 111.

3rd Prize—Dahl Bros., Lyle, Minn. I. F. Dahl 25.00

4th Prize—The Yowell-Duckworth Co., Orlan-

do, Fla. Trimmed by E. P. Lavin, Display

Manager 15.00

$5.00
Harmon-Osborn-Smith, Charlotte, Mich.
Philadelphia Shoe Store, Waynesboro, Pa.
The S. C. Gould Dept. Store, Alma, Nebr.
Ed. G. Eickhoff, Peru, 111.

E. Rosenwald & Son, Las Vegas, N.M.
J. F. Gillespie, Watertown, S.D.
Sperling Shoe Co., Watertown, S.D.

From reports sent in, Foot Comfort Week, from a sales standpoint, of both Foot Comfort
Appliances and shoes, more than fulfilled the predictions made that all records would be

smashed.
We hope that the thousands of department stores and shoe merchants who have profited

so handsomely from this big drive will continue their efforts during the next fifty-two weeks
and reap the maximum results from the good work which has already been started.

THE SCHOLL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Largest Makers of Foot Appliances in the World

112 ADELAIDE ST., EAST - TORONTO
CHICAGO NEW YORK

2>J

LONDON, ENG.

First Prize—10,000 Population and Under, R. C. Beach Co., Ltd., Lewiston, Idaho.
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KBSCOT SHO] iNTS,

5^^^J

KESCOr FACTORY
y\ianu/ac/ares ahso/u/el?/and
wMoufgueslion i/ie largest

andmostcomp/ek/ine 9
SHOE ODNAMENTS
m/^emr/c/.S)en/ conceiua/)/c

c/es/^n, s/fapejm'snandmaterial

.

^^ercorenojastas^ooctoma/nents

as liCSCotStioe Ornaments.

Kbscot Mfg. Co.
00 -90 Page St.

PROVI)3ENCE, R, I.
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LEATHER
Its The

Cutting Value
That

Counts
Every cutter knows the waste resulting from uneven
and imperfect hides. The present cost of leather is

a strong inducement to buyers to use the greatest care

in selection.

Breithaupt is always a safe buy " because we handle
positively nothing but a high standard product.

Tanneries: Kitchener, Penetang, Hastings, Woodstock, Ont.

Cut Sole Factory: Provincial Cut Sole Co., Kitchener, Ont.

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limited

Manufacturers of
"The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather"

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec
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A
Shoe

whose merit and popularity

is Unquestioned

In 1918, did you know the shoe situation

would be as it is today?

Do you know what it will be in 1920,

1921, 1922 and on-^?

During present market uncertainties we are giving

Slater customers a service as near 100 per cent,

efficient as is humanly possible.

For the future—when you plan your Spring purchases

better see if you can get on the list of Slater Shoe

customers, and obtain the prestige secured by carry-

ing Canada's best known shoe.

The Slater Shoe Co. Ltd.
MONTREAL - - CANADA
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Speed King Lines

for Speedy
Sales

A

If you have handled Speed King Outing and
Vacation shoes you will know from past experi-

ence there is no better line for all round satis-

faction to your customers and for volume of

business for you. The Speed King lines are
too well known to the public for any retailer

to affort to omit them from his stock, so that

if you have by any chance never included them,
begin now for a profitable turnover.

Traveller is on the way to see

you with a Full Range
from one of our wholesalers listed below.

A liberal stock of these quick selling Speed
King Lines will well repay you in further profit-

able business.

Any of the following wholesalers can supply you

:

Amheist Boot & Slice Co., Ltd.,
Amherst lioot & Shoe Co., Ltd.,
E. A. Dagg & Company,
A. W. Ault & Company, Limited,
White Shoe Company,
McLaren & Dallas,
The London Shoe Company, Limited,
Kilgour, Rimer Company, Limited.
The J. Leckie Company, Limited,
James Robinson,
Brown Rocliette, Limited,
T. Long & Brother,
Dowers, Limited,
Amherst Central Shoe Co.,

Amherst, N.S.
Halifax, N.S.
Calgary, Alta.
Ottawa, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
London, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.
Vancouver, B.C.
Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Collingwood, Ont.
Edmonton, Alta.
Regina, Sask.

Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton - - Ontario
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August, 1919

PLACE
THEM

side by side

with=

AIRD
We
Sell

Jobbers

Only

COMPARE any other line of footwear
with AIRD shoes and straight logic

will show that there is no other line

which stands up against AIRD— at the
price.

AIRD SHOES offer opportunities
which no progressive jobber can afford
to ignore. Call at our warerooms and
we will show you what AIRD Footwear
can do for you.—A Postal will bring
our latest samples to you if you are un-
able to call.

Aird & Son
(Registered)

MONTREAL

illlllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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A rtistic

Lasts
These cuts illustrate a

few of our many pop-

ular and up-to-date

styles in men's and

women's footwear.

"106" Last
Made in All Leathers

Widths B to E.

"Rich" Last
Black Vici Kid. 8 and 9 inch

Louis Heel.

Widths, A to E. Sizes, 1 to 8.

''Vimy" Last
Black Vici Kid Oxford.

Cuban Heel.

Widths, A to E. Sizes, 2 to 8

THE WM. A. MARSH CO., LDIITED
QUEBEC
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A New Emblem of Service

IN our Fall campaign of newspaper advertising, which starts

the first week in September, we shall for the first time

make use of the new emblem which is here presented to

the trade. It is our purpose to make it known throughout

Canada as a symbol, not only of high standards of product,

but of a system of distribution which is of benefit fto the

retail trade and to the consuming public.

You will see this emblem frequently from now on

and your customers will see it. You are already familiar

with the extent and the quality of AHM advertising, and

the wise retailer will prepare NOW to get his share of

the benefit.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
'Shoemakers to the Nation"

HALIFAX ST. JOHN MONTREAL TORONTO LONDON
CALGARV EDMONTON VANCOUVER

WINNIPEG
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FOOTWEAR FOR JUVENILES

SNVBBERCH O E a
AND

GENERAL SATISFACTION
TRAVEL TOGETHER

Oak Tanned Leather Soles

Solid Leather Insoles—at

Moderate Prices with that

Dressy Appearance

that Parents like to see in their Children's

Shoes.
MADE IN

Young Men's Sizes 4-7

Boys' " 1-5 ^2

Youths' " 11-131/4

Gent's " 8 - 10i/4

Growing Girl's " 2^/^ - 8

Misses' " 11-2

Girl's " 8-1014

A BOY'S
GUN METAL

SNUBBERCH O E a
64 Wellington St., W. Toronto

STS™™S - Siaiid ilie Kact^ct
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TO BUYERS OF COTTON OR THREAD STOCKINGS OR SOCKS.

-WARRANTED ,

—a hosiery trade

brand and its

significance.

This is the brand of the dyer appear-
ing on ever increasing quantities of

best cotton hosiery, a mark indicating

both the dyer's and manufacturer's
pride in a British dye of unusual merit.

It guarantees to the purchaser of hosiery bear-
ing the mark deep intense blackness, permanent
and therefore hygienic. Sun,^sea or time will

not fade stockings or socks dyed with Hawley's
Hygienic Black, and it gives to them a delightful

rich finish which is always fashionable.

The Hawley mark is significant of more than this.

Behind it is a British trade triumph which has freed
Leicester manufacturers from the dominance of the

German dye monopoly.

Hawleys
Hygienic

Black:
British Dve

ForCotton and Thread Hose and Socks

Hawley's Hygienic
Black is dyed upon
all good qualities of
Cotton and Thread
Stockings and Socks,
and finished in Four
Styles — ' Natural"
Finish, a special soft
"Oashmere" Finish,
a "Silk" Finish, and
a "Thread" Finish.

A. E. HAWLEY& CO. LTD. Sketchiey Dye Works, HINCKLEY, England
SOLE DYERS-For The Trade Only.

ENQUIRIES FROM THE TRADE INVITED.
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Another chance to all

HANDLERS OF

.TETRAULT SHOES

I to make money
Learn how on the following pages

k OPEN TO ALL

I
from the boss to the boy

whether bought direct or through

the jobber

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limitei
Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Largest Exporters of Shoes in Canada
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^UNPRECEDENTED SALES^

RECORD

Increase over 100%
Total Sales Will Exceed $4,500,000.00

How near can you guess

to the exact figures?

SALES FOR ELEVEN
MONTHS

1918

Sept. $216,946.42

Oct. 245,776.98

Nov. 237,727.25

Dec. 304,223.40

1919

Jan. $278,479.35

Feb. 360,920.73

Mar. 493,438.19

Apr. 533,82482

Total Sales to July 31, $4,188,520.18

1919

May $497,184.58

June 504,473.56

July 515,524.90

Aug.

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited
Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Largest Exporters of Shoes in Canada

Office and Warehouse— TV ^ i 1 r A .

paru' F^alTce
Moiitreal 1 oroiito

4
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I

Can you guess our total

business for the 12 months
ending Aug. 31st, 1919?

We announce our annual guessing competition

Last year we had a great many guesses and the

interest this year will be still greater. Every propri-

etor or clerk where Tetrault Shoes are handled should
take a chance on winning $125.00.

CONDITIONS OF CONTEST

1—Open to all handlers of Tetrault Shoes
from coast to coast whether bought
through Jobbers or direct.

2—Record of sales to August 15th will ap-
pear in "Footwear in Canada," also The
Shoe & Leather Journal.

3—From August 15th, daily sales will not
be added at factory to prevent informa-
tion leaking out.

4—Guesses will not be received after Sep-
tember 10th.

5—Envelopes will be opened by Committee
of well known retailers who will an-

nounce the lucky guessers. (MARK
ENVELOPES "GUESSING COMPE-
TITION").

6—When sending in your guess, you must
give correct register number in lining of

any one of our shoes.

7—Employees of The Tetrault Shoe Mfg.
Company Limited are not allowed to

compete.

PRIZES

Send in Guesses Before Twelve O'clock P. M. Night of Saturday lOtti,

If you think you have not time try a telegram.

1st Prize - $125.00 Gash 4th Prize - - $20.00 Gash

2nd "
- 75.00

"
5th

"
- 15.00

"

3rd
"

- 35.00
"

6th
"

. laoo "

i

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited
Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Largest Exporters of Shoes in Canada

and Warehouse

—

!) Rue de Marseille,
Paris, France. Montreal Toronto
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Some reasons why we have

enjoyed such gratifying results

1—Reliability

2-Quality

3-Style

4—Prices

5—Service

Which has won for us the goodwill and

confidence of the Shoe Dealers of

Canada.

Which has made our goods most popu-

lar with the consumer.

We are the recognized leaders in shoe

styles for men.

Our policy of producing shoes at popu-

lar prices which appeal to the masses.

Our preparedness by increasing our

Capital over ioo% has enabled us to

maintain the highest standard of service.

m
Tetrault Shoe Manfuacturing Co., Limited

Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Office and Warehouse

—

U Rue tie Marseille,
Paris, France.

Largest Exporters of Shoes in Canada

Montreal Toronto
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H, O. MCDOWELL

IMPORTERS UU°ht]!] jobbers
>^ MANUFACTURERS V^s--1^<;a I F.s AnFNT5?

H. N. LINCOLN

SALES AGENTS Q?
EASTERN BRANCH

401 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Li<iuid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, S'taying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

I. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.
Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Weltint,
etc.

QUnr MACHINERY FINDINGSon UL. AND FACTORY SUPPLIES
THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTOR1

37 FOUNDRY ST. Sj.

KITCHENER

No matter what you have to mark—Leather, Imitation Leather, or

Cloth—we can show you how to do it to the best advantage.

Wefrepresent

MARKEM MACHINE CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

The only firm that makes a business of MARKING MACHINES
for Cartons, Tags, Linings, Cloth or Leather

EMBOSSING MACHINES for top facings etc.

The Master Printing and Embossing Machine
will print your labels on your cartons quicker than

labels can be pasted. Better Work—Less Cost.

PARTS. INKS and COMPOUNDS in stock.

PURITAN MANUFACTURING CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Exclusive Manufacturers of

WAX THREAD SEWING MACHINES, CHAIN STITCH
for Fair Stitching, Closing, Vamping, (1, 2 or 3 needle)

Back Stay (1, 2 or 4 needle) Tip Stitching, Top Facing

Patentee of the

POOLE PROCESS for GOODYEAR INNER SOLES
a better Innersole at Less Cost

Our stocks of Puritan Parts, Needles and Awls are Complete

There is only one CEROXYLON
Made by the CEROXYLON CO., Boston, Mass.

Of course there are Imitations but the Genuine CEROXYLON
is the Only Liquid Wax that lubricates the thread while sewing

and sets the stitch after.

It is the Perfect Liquid Wax We are Sole Canadian Agents
In Stock at Both Offices
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Of Course You Can Sell This Bag

Something

new

Something

profitable

The Naugahyde Bag
has two big selling points that every customer will appreciate

It is All in One Piece
It is Absolutely Waterproof

You see, this is something new in luggage—a bag free of stitches that rip and rivets

that do not hold. This is one of the novelties of THE NAUGAHYDE BAG.

The other is the fact that it is made of a new composition material, based on Rub-
ber, which is vulcanized into one solid, seamless piece by a new and patented pro-

cess. Even the heavy protecting pieces on the corners are fused right into the bag.

No stitching or riveting is required. The bag is all strength—and absolutely water-

proof. Not a drop of water will get inside, even if the bag be left in the rain all day.

THE NAUGAHYDE BAG has the appearance of the best quality of leather bag

—

has the soft, pliable top—is lined with heavy, brown twill—is good looking, inside

and out—and can be sold at a moderate price that gives you an excellent profit.

Made in 16 in., 18 in. and 20 in. sizes for Men
and in 14 in., 16 in. and 18 in. sizes for Women

Naugahyde Bags are distributed to the trade through the

Dominion Rubber System
With Service Branches at:

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Belleville,

Kitchener, London, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina,

Saskatoon, Calgary, Lethbridge, Edmonton, Vancouver and Victoria.
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Organization on a
Doubtful Basis

The National Shoe Retailers' As-

sociation of Canada is off to a

good start, and, if the obstacles

presented by an inadequate constitution are not too

great, will result profitably for the retail trade. As
we have already pointed out on more than one occa-

sion, this constitution is very similar to others that

have "gone before," and are now nothing- more than

pleasant memories. The basis of organization adopted

is, of course, the path of least resistance. It is com-

paratively easy for a body of men to get together and

say "let's organize." It is easy to elect officers. But

the pinch comes when useful and arduous work has

to be done over a prolonged period. That requires

enthusia.sm and a very personal interest. Time alone

will show whether our viewpoint is correct, but it is

that no lasting organization is possible among
Canadian shoe retailers without a paid secretary, gen-

eral manager or organizer—call him what you will

—

who will give his undivided attention and al)ility to

the organization of the whole Dominion into small

local sections. Each of these sections has its own
problems—])eculiar to that locality. These are the

most real ]M-ol)lems of the retailer, too, generallv

s])eaking. b'or the larger prol)lems afifecting the larger

areas, Pro\incial and Dominion Councils should 1)e

elected, (nut appointed l)y a few delegates meeting

in Toronto or Montreal.) All other considerations

aside, the elected member is much more valuable than

the appointed meml^er because (1) it pre-supposes the

existence of a local organization to back him up, and

(2) it assures that the candidate is willing to take up

his burden of work.

However, so far as was possible under the circum-

stances, the Toronto convention assured themselves

of a successful career by electing splendid men to the

highest executive offices. Mr. Fegan is a man who
not only stands at the head of his profession, but is

esteemed by his fellow retailers, almost beyond all

others, as a man of broad vision and strict integrity.

Mr. Cook, though younger and possibly less widely

known, is one of the most active and intelligent men
in the trade, while in Mr. Jupp, the treasurer, every-

body recognizes an unusually successful business man,

keen for organization and its benefits, who will throw

himself whole-heartedly into his work. The vice-

presidents and executive members are also recognized

leaders in their various localities. If, as we said above,

the handicap is not too great, all of these officers

should give a good account of themselves.

A well-known Toronto retailer.
Avoid the Small

Sizes
with whom we were talking the

other day, remarked that the av-

erage retailer loads his stock up with too many small

sizes—2's and 2^'s. Until this last year he himself

had not purchased either of these sizes for three years,

the stock on hand being sufficient for all lequirements.

He estimated that only one in eveiy hundred custo-

mers v.'ould ask for the small sizes, but, in spite of

this, most retailers keep on accepting them in manu-
facturers' assortments until the supply on hand is out

of all proportion. The average retailer, he thought,

should specify that no small sizes be included in his

orders. There might be a few sales lost and, in some
cases, they might have to pay a little more for their

shoes, but they would more than make up for it by
not having an excess supply of these slow-selling lines

on their shelves.
* * *

A milliner we know of remarked

Things Count
once that she wouldn't possibly

think of sending out a hat that

was not carefully and artistically packed with tissue

paper in a box. She counted as very valuable the

impression of apparently little things upon the cus-

tomer.

On the other hand, how often we find shoe retail-

ers packing high-price kid shoes into a box with as

little concern as they would handle a pair of heavy

work shoes. Worse still, the shoes are sometimes
not even put in a box. It seems to us that a retailer

would make a very good impression indeed if he

would just be a little more particular about his par-

cels. Consider the better candy stores. Your pound
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of chocolates is handed to you in an artistic box, tied

with fancy ribbon, crinkly paper and adorned with

artistic seals. It doesn't add to the taste of the candy

in the slightest, but you appreciate it more than if

they were handed to you in a manilla paper bag.

Just a little more care and thought—perhaps some

little original feature—in connection Avith the parcel-

ling of shoes would undoubtedly give your store a

better impression.

Throwing Money
Away

"Boys," a Toronto retailer, said

to his salesmen, the other &iy,

"you certainly are ' careless with

money. It's lying all over the cellar floor." There en-

sued an anxious searching of pockets, but finally, with

much relief, they all professed not to have lost as

much as a nickel of the tainted lucre. "Well, come

on down to the basement, fellows, and I'll show you."

So they all filed downstairs and the "boss" requested

them to take another look. They did, but could not

discover the slightest sign of a greenback. The re-

tailer walked around and picked up from the floor

six or eight boxes of rubbers that had been knocked

or pulled from the shelves and left lying, to be kicked

or walked over at will. "Here's the money, boys,"

he said. "Each pair of these rubbers represents so

many dollars and cents. That stock means just as

much to me as money in the bank, or in the till, and

you might just as well go upstairs and take the real

cash and throw it around." The salesmen all saw the

])oint immediately and the retailer told us that his lit-

tle object lesson was of more value than anything

else he could have said. It had been the practice of

the clerks always to leave the job of picking up the

fallen boxes to somebody else. Consequently the task

fell to the proprietor, but after putting the matter be-

fore the men in this light his stock-room was always

orderly

.

The Cost of FabricA MANUFACTURER says standard fabric

costs about $4.15 a running yard. Being 56

inches wide and having 14 scjuare feet to the

yard, the price per foot is about 30 cents. High

grade fabrics, like high grade leather, are much high-

er in price at around $6 a running yard. This figures

out around 43 cents a foot. When the fabric is backed

in making shoes the manufacturer says it costs him

about as much as leather. Then there's a margin gen-

erally allowed to hold the stitches. If fabrics are stitch-

ed too close they are liable to unravel. A few manu-

facturers figure that by using fabric tops they can

make a much cheaper shoe and price them accordingly.

Your exhibit at the Canadian National Exhibi-

tion in Toronto may be seen by over a million

people this year.

Prince of Wales as a Soldier

Many charming little stories, demonstrating
his great human and soldierly qualities, are being
told about the Prince of Wales, who will open the
Canadian National Exhibition on Monday, Aug-
ust 25th. The Canadian boys overseas had plenty
of opportunity to observe his actions and declare
that he seemed to love danger, and at times his
conduct bordered on the reckless.

This side of his character is well illustrated by
the following extract from Ian Hay's book, the
First Hundred Thousand.

"Blaikie lit his pipe—it was almost broad day-
light now—and considered.

"Yes," he agreed. "Perhaps. Still, my son, I

can't say I have ever noticed staff officers crowd-
ing into the trenches (as they have a perfect right
to do) at four o'clock in the morning. And I

can't say I altogether blame them. In fact, if

ever I do meet one performing such a feat, I

shall say: 'There goes a sahib—and a soldier,'
and I shall take off my hat to him."

"Well, get ready now," said Bobby. "Look."
"They were still standing at the trench junc-

tion. Two figures in the uniform of the staff were
visible in Orchard Trench, working their way
down from the apex, picking their steps amid the
tumbled sandbags, and stooping low to avoid gaps
in the ruined parapet. The sun was just rising
behind the German trenches. One of the officers

was burly and middle-aged; he did not appear to
enjoy bending double. His companion was slight,

fair-haired, and looked incredibly young. Once
or twice he glanced over his shoulder, and smiled
encouragingly at his senior.

"The pair emerged through the archway into
the main trench, and straightened their backs
with obvious relief. The younger officer—he was
a lieutenant—noticed Captain Blaikie, saluted him
gravely, and turned to follow his companion.

"Captain Blaikie did not take his hat off, as he
had promised. Instead he stood suddenly to at-

tention, and saluted in return, keeping his hand
uplifted until the slim, childish figure had disap-
peared round the corner of a traverse.

"It was the Prince of Wales."

Deliver the Goods

In order to compete with any trade evil 3'ou've got

to "deliver the goods." Here is a firm continually

shouting the message "Buy-it-at-Home" and yet when

a copy of their catalogue is received we find it is print-

ed in a city 75 miles away. Another firm admonishes

us continually to buy "Made-in-Canada" goods ex-

clusively. They are distributing a little advertising

novelty marked "Made in U.S.A."

It all goes to show that about 99 per cent, of us

buy from people who can "deliver the goods," no mat-

ter where they are situated. If, in the above instance,

the printer in the home town, or the Canadian novelty

company, could have "made good," the orders would

have gone to them, without a doubt.

It's the same with the mail order competition,

"^'ou've got to prove that you can give the people some-

thing the mail order houses can't—and that something

is usually "service".
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The Sterling Boot Shop, Montreal, Que.
One of the Handsomest in the City—Simple But Effective System

of Keeping Track of Stock

THE Sterling- Boot Shop at 843 St. Lawrence
Boulevard, Montreal, is one of the latest stores

to be opened in that city. The proprietors,

Messrs. S. Corber and A. Klakof¥, have another

store, the Broadway, on St. Catherine Street West, and
have been in business for ten years.

The Sterling Store is stocked with Canadian and

United States goods, comprising men's, women's, and
children's. The fixtures are all in mahogany finish.

The shelving runs around both sides and the end of

the store. Women's goods are kept on the right side

and at the end, and men's on the left, the stock of chil-

dren's footwear being kept separately in a room at the

side.

The shelves are in sections, the stock being ar-

ranged so that the women's pumps, plain black shoes,

oxfords, colored and Avliite goods, etc., are kept in dif-

ferent sections ; in men's, colored top goods, browns,
blacks, oxfords, etc., are arranged in the same way.
Hosiery and findings are also stocked. All shoes are in

special cartons, and are marked in plain figures, to-

gether with the store number and size.

With a view of keeping track of the stock a loose

leaf system is employed. When received, all goods are

entered on a sheet, as illustrated, each width being en-

tered on a separate page. Entries on the first line refer

to the number of goods ordered, and the second line

4.,,—..

to the shoes received, the total being carried out at

the right hand side under the proper heading. The
third iine refers to the sales ; the fourth line gives the

stock on hand at the particular date, the total being

Mr. S. Corber, one of the proprietors of the
Sterling- Boot Shop, Montreal

marked at the right of the "total pairs" column. Par-
ticulars of the sales are obtained from the sales slips,

and are marked oft' each day.

The firm have also an excellent follow-up system,
by which touch is kept with customers. This is done

Exterior of the New Sterling Boot Shop, Montreal.
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The stock sheet used by the Sterling Boot Shop, Montreal. This shows the total pairs on hand and the actual sizes at

all times.

by the use of filing cabinets and a special card index.

Every day the names and addresses of customers, with
particulars of goods purchased, are entered on cards,

similar to the one here reproduced, the data being taken
from the sales slips. Under the head "Remarks" are

entered details gathered from the sales' conversation,

preference as to short or long fitting, complaints, re-

turns, etc. The card is thus a valuable guide to the

clerk in dealing with old customers. The system also

has another angle. The name and address of each cus-

tomer (with date of purchase) are copied on to a plain

card, with the idea of following up for further busi-

ness. These cards are kept in a filing cabinet, and are

filed under dates, say six weeks or two months ahead.

At the expiration of this time the customers are writ-

ten to, attention being called to special lines, or sug-
gesting that further goods may be required. In this

way the name of the firm is brought again to the notice

of customers. The cards are gone over each day, and

Name Address Phone

Dale Clerk Stock No Size Wide Description Remarks Price

The record card that is used to file the names and addresses of customers,
together with particulars of their purchases.

letters are daily sent out. The system has been found

to work very satisfactorily.

There is a built-in show case on each side of the

store, near the door, while on the right is a desk with

telephone and on the left a shoe shining stand with two
chairs. There is a full length mirror in the centre of

the shelving on the women's side, and a door, leading

to a store room, on the men's side, this door also hav-

ing a full lenth mirror. Carpets are laid on both sides,

the chairs totalling 18. The cash desk is at the end.

The interior lighting is by three bowls suspended from

the ceiling.

The windows are finished in mahogany. From the

cut it will be seen that the rear panels are practically

all of leaded glass, with the words "The Sterling Boot

Shop" in the centre. At the bottom of the panels there

are built-in mahogany shelves, while underneath are

placed stands with glass tops on which goods are dis-

played. There are also solid stands. The whole win-

dow trim is very effective ; the design in leaded glass

being quite attractive. It will be noted that the name
of the store is made prominent by reason of its repeti-

tion—thus forcing the attention of the public. The
electric lighting is from above, and is by means of

lamps in inverted bowls.

Montreal Factories Busy

MONTREAL shoe factories are filled up with

orders. A number of makers are not in a posi-

tion to take further business for a consider-

able time, while others will not book orders

unless they are covered for leather. Conditions are so

unsettled that it is taking long chances booking orders

without being covered with raw material. The leather

market changes very rapidly, with quotations still in

the upward direction. Manufacturers in Maisonneuve
are extending' their facilities. The addition to the fac-

tory of La Parisienne Shoe Company is nearly com-
pleted : Uupont & Frere are also extending their plant

;

the addition to the Tetrault factory is well under way
;

the United Shoe Machinery Company is putting up an-

other extension and the United Last Company has

erected a drying shed with a capacity of 200,000 blocks.

At Pointe-aux-Trembles the Canadian Footwear Com-
pany are adding to their factory, while in Montreal the

Macfarlane Shoe Company have enlarged their plant.

Some retailers have found difficulty in securing ade-

quate supplies of stock this season owing to the in-

ability of makers to deliver on time. Orders placed

many months ago are now coming to hand and others

have been cancelled by the factories. Business broad-

ened beyond expectations and the shortage of mater-
ials, with the insufficiency of help, caused many deliv-

eries to be late. The manufacturers have had more
than an ordinary share of difficulties this season and
the leather situation has been an unpleasant surprise

to the trade. Despite the rise in the price of shoes, re-

tailers are doing a large business. Apparently the pub-
lic is getting reconciled to high prices, which, from all

appearances, have not yet reached the peak.

Toronto has been selected as the distribution de-

pot for the Canadian war trophies. Three score car-

loads of trophies are already assembled and will event-

ually be allotted to the museum at Ottawa or to dif-

ferent cities and towns throughout the Dominion.
Meanwhile, they are stored at the Canadian National
Exhibition and will be shown during the Big Fair,

August 23rd to September 6th.
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Eighty Exhibitors at the Boston Shoe Style Show

—

Very Few New Models Shown
From Our Boston Office

THE Boston Shoe Style Show, which was held

at Symphony Hall, Boston, July 14 to 17, con-

ducted under thf- su-pervision of Mr. William
H. Walsh, was declared to he the best style

exhibition yet held in the Hub.
Eighty exhibitors occupied booths where their pro-

ducts were displayed, varying in nature from finished

shoes to shoe accessories. Aside from the attractive

booths and the tasty hall decorations, moving picture

screen films added interest to those who would know
more about shoes, leather, etc. In the afternoons a

An attractive high-cut and oxford made of

F. B. & C. kid leather

screen description of the processes in shoe production,

machinery and tannery exhibits lent additional edu-

cative value to the show. One film lecture, prepared

by the National Shoe Retailers 1920 Convention Com-
mittee, purported to show why retailers must ask more
for their shoes this fall and winter.

In the evenings, forty living models, garbed in Mi-

ladi's tastiest and most fashionable costumes, paraded

up and down an elevated platform extending down the

centre of the hall, exhibiting the styles and models
of those exhibitors who occupied booths. As there

were eighty exhibitors and each model showed four

different sets of shoes and costumes, there were 160

displays, which furnished no lack of variety for the

wondering admirers. Each appearance of the models

was accompanied by a brief pictorial screen produc-

tion, so that the public were kept thoroughly informed

of everything going on.

The influence of war restrictive measures was still

in evidence, as there were very few really new styles

shown. Women's and misses' 9" boots prevailed, al-

though there were plenty of heights. One or

two exceptionally high shoes were shown by the P.

J. Harney Co. of Lynn; a Kelley kid high lace 15" bal

with 26 eyelets in black, brown, canary ; and a brown-
kid boot with 19 brown birdseye buttons to match.

To the present high prevailing" prices of leather and
the tendency toward a shortage of leather of serious

proportions may be attributed, in a large degree,

the more general offering of cloth and fabric-topped
boots. It is predicted by many that the season 1920-

1921 will bring about a condition where shoes with
fabric tops will dominate and the all-fabric shoe will

be no idle dream.
Contrasting colors in vamps and tops produced

some very attractive shoes in plain leather, and com-
bined leather vamps and cloth tops, in fine kid and
buck—mahogany, black, field mouse and sand shades.

The report is that browns in the beaver and deer
shades will be popular both fall and next spring.

Whites are in ever increasing- demand in street, beach
and sport shoes. White canvas are as popular now
as for the last season and all indications point to their

continuance in vogue for the next season. The demand
far exceeds the supply. White calf and buck are avail-

able while white kids are scarce and almost unobtain-
able in the leading designs.

A tendency toward more economy in shoe making
is seen by the adoption, on the part of the better grade

An F. B. & C. kid pump
and oxford.

shoe makers, of side upper leathers where formerly
only kid or calf would satisfy. The prettiest and
smoothest calf and kid leathers have been al:>lv imitat-
ed and they are selling very strong, although the
greater number of retailers claim their customers want
the very best and pay the price without a whimper
rather than accept a substitute.

A greater appearance of oxfords with heavy soled
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extension edges will be seen this fall and winter in the

East and West alike, although the oxford fad has
been confined to the extreme East up to this season.

Lace shoes prevail. Button shoes, however, are making
their apeparance more frequently, especially in even-
ing and dress styles. Long slender lasts with long

4^/2 inch vamps, persist. 13/8 Louis heels are shown
on most high boots and the new Baby Louis heel is

coming into prominence in street oxfords and slippers.

Wood heels are increasing in popularity.

Predominating colors are dark browns, blacks.

One of the new lines of the Geo. E. Keith Company, Brockton,

Mass., displayed at the Boston Style Show.

whites and grays. The spring of 1920 will show lighter

shades with ivory, light gray, and white washable
kids leading. The Fall of 1919 will see field mouse
and the medium gray shades leading. Plain colonials

are still in evidence although steel and .metal orna-

i.nents are being shown in greater variety than ever

]>efore

.

Men for the coming fall and winter will be seen to

l)e wearing more oxfords than ever. Dealer:- are ex-

hibiting l)road-toed l^rogues and other models, stinni-

lating the college fashions, with perforated wing tips

and heavy extension edge soles.

Demobilization is proving to l)e an added stimulus

to the men's wear trade. The wearing of the army
shoe by those who are being rapidly demobilized is

going to be a great boom for the sale of men's shoes,

and every dealer in the country is planning on stock-

ing up to meet the expected big demand. The soldiers

are not going to wear the cheap grades, but are de-

manding better shoes than they have been accustomed
to wear.

Browns, blacks and the dark tans with a sprinkl-

ing of the lighter tans, will 1)e the right thing this fall

and spring. It is anticipated that cloth topped shoes

will be worn by men more in the coming seasons in

the lighter shades. The high rising price market will

accentuate any tendency this way.
One of the attractive booths at the style show was

that of the K. M. Stone Co. of New York, displaying

shoes, sandals, slippers and boots from all parts of the

globe, including some interesting examples of Persian,

Russian, Japanese and Chinese footgear.

The style exhibit of the Kescot Manufacturing Co.

was a most elaborate one, showing as many as 4,000

different and distinct types and designs of metal orna-

ments.
Among the United States firms selling Canadian

trade who exhibited at the Show were the following:

F. Blumenthal Co. ; Pfister & Vogel Leather Co. ; Chur-
chill & Alden Co. ; T. A. Kelley Leather Co. ; M. N.
Arnold Shoe Co. ; Parker-Holmes Shoe Co. ; Rickard
Shoe Co. ; United Lace & Braid Co.

;
Donnell, Carman

& Mudge ; the Standard Kid Mfg. Co.
; J. Spaulding &

Son Co. ; Beckwith Box Toe Co. Farnsworth-Hoyt Co.

Many British and Canadian buyers attended the Style

Show.

Anatomic Footwear at Boston Style Show
CONSIDERABLE interest was. taken by many

who visited the Boston Style Show in the ex-

hibit of Tru-pe-dic footwear which were shown
in the booth occupied by Churchill & Alden

Co., of Brockton, Mass.
This shoe is a scientifically constructed shoe, genu-

inely anatomic and not a corrective shoe, and is with-

out the clumsy, ill-shapen look of the corrective shoe.

The scientific facts, established by the American Pos-
ture League, have been adopted by Churchill & Alden
Co., who are today educating their dealers to the im-
portance of carrying this line in their stock so that

customers who really want the correct shoe for their

particular shaped foot can obtain it and the additional

comfort which is assured.

By measuring and charting the feet of thousands
of shoe wearers the Posture League has been able to

classify feet into three distinct groups—-Inflare,

Straight, or Outflare. With this determination as a

working basis the Tru-pe-dic shoe has been construct-

ed on standard lines so that every human foot comes
under one of these classes and is therefore easily fit-

ted with the proper shoe for the particular shape de-

sired.

Tru-pe-dic footwear are endorsed by foot special-

ists and doctors as they give comfort without destroy-
ing style and are made on a sound standardized basis

of construction. The toes of the foot do not rub against
the side of the shoe in Tru-pe-dic and create corns ; the
foot does not slip in the shoe from side to side as the

shoe hits the ground ; the narrow shank helps the up-
per to grasp and support the arch ; the fit is snug over
the instep and ankle and not only supports the bones
of the arch but also tends to buoy up the whole body.
The cupped heel of the Tru-pe-dic enables the heel of

the foot to rest in a naturally human way in the heel

shaped depression of the shoe and gives more comfort.
Many dealers at the show were interested in this

shoe. One Canadian shoe merchant is thinking of tak-

ing over the agency for Canada.
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Building Up the Home Town Business is Largely

a Matter of "Having the Goods"
By Mr. E. M. Trowern*

The place where most people congregate in a vil-

lage is the country store. It is usually a Post Office,

the place where the farmers exchange their eggs and
butter, the committee room for the politician, the

headquarters for countryside gossip, a meeting place

for friends, and the place where the merchant is sup-

])()sed to keep everything from a needle to an anchor.

It is from these centres that the villages develop in-

to towns, and the towns into cities. The more the

merchant prospers, the better the village prospers,

and so it is with towns and cities.

Goods in the retail stores in New York are of little

value to the people of Canada. They want to be able

to go into the shops in the place in which they live

and examine the goods, price them, order them, and
either take them home or have them delivered. They
want to know also that the goods they select person-
ally are the goods they get, and this is where the local

merchant will always have the advantage over the

mail order house system, which means that when you
buy goods you must rely almost entirely upon the

selection by other people, and not upon your own
judgment. Perhaps the best illustration that can be
given of^the advantages of buying in the home town
will be understood by those who are familiar with
the question of selling boots and shoes at retail, and
the correct fitting of the same.

Not long ago, the writer's attention was called to

a rather singular circumstance. Visiting in a small

town in the cool of the evening", when the ladies of

the town were visiting the post office for the evening
mail, a merchant, well posted in the boot and shoe
business, called attention to the fact that ten ladies

out of twelve who passed were wearing mail order
shoes. He discerned them by the way in which they
fitted the feet. Some were too high in the heel, others

too low ; some too broad and others too narrow.
They were not only uncomfortable but they interfered

with the poise and carriage of the wearer. Had these

shoes been purchased in the home town, these faults

could have been avoided, much to the comfort and
well-being of the wearer, and at perhaps less cost in

the end. This illustration might also apply to a large

number of other articles.

The retail merchants themselves are not entirely

blameless for this condition of affairs. Every merch-
ant in business knows that the best way to shop is

the legitimate way of sho])[nng, and that is for the

purchaser to see the goods, examine the quality, as-

certain the price, and find out if they suit before the

money is paid. The reason why these facts are not

pointed out more i)rominently by the retail merchant
is that they know so well that the above is the pro-

])er ])lan of buying that they believe the public gener-

ally should have the same information, whereas per-

ha])s there is more ignorance existing among the gen-
eral public with regard to the quality of merchandise
than there is in connetcion with almost any other

subject. Every merchant will bear testimonv to the

fact that there are many customers who have an idea

that they know all about the quality of goods, where-

*Secretary, Dominion Board, The Retail Merchants' Association of
Canada, Incorporated.

as, as a matter of fact they know very little, and it

would pay them far better to explain their require-

ments to an honest merchant who knows his business,

and secure his asistance in selecting the goods, and
in this way they would secure better value, as well

as the styles that would best suit them.
The citizens of every city, town or village should

take a pride in the retail stores in their community.
The better the stocks the merchants carry, the better

the selection the citizens have, and the greater the

number of people who purchase in the home town the

better the opportunity the merchants have for increas-

ing their stocks and carrying" the latest styles. All citi-

zens who send their money out of the town are injur-

ing the business of the town to that extent, and they

are doing an injury to those citizens who patronize

the local retail merchants.
Retail merchants select goods for the convenience

of their customers. They study their requirements

;

they understand the extent of their purse, and the

goods are always on hand, ready to be delivered at

a moment's notice. Merchandise in Europe is of very
little use to the citizens of any city, town or village

in Canada. The goods must be here, ready and wait-

ing, and our system of distribution is so arranged
that if trade is developed along natural lines, and
those who receive their money from the town patron-

ize the town, they are not only making it convenient
for themselves but also for every other resident in

that town. If the retail stores were taken out of the

cities, towns and villages of Canada, it would be

equivalent to destroying the commercial life of Can-
ada .

/although not generally mentioned, when the deve-

loi)ment of a city is questioned, the first thing that

strikes a stranger when he enters any city or town
is the character of the shops in that city or town.
If they are poorly kept and poorly stocked, with un-
painted fronts, the town can be considered to be on
the decline. If the store fronts are well painted, and
the stocks well kept, and the retail merchants alert

to their business, the town is always prosperous, and
it becomes an attractive place for the farmers and
mechanics to congregate. It generally develops into a

community hub and the eft'ect is reflected in the hoincs
and in the surrounding farms. The nearer a good
farm is to a thriving city, town or village, the more
valuable the farm becomes, and the more valuable
the farms become, the better will be the business
done in the city, town or village. In this wav the
whole community thrives.

ISuying in the home town, therefore, means verv
much more than appears on the surface. It benefits

both the buyer and the merchant. It helps to improve
the streets, to reduce taxation, to add to the enjov-
ment of life, to bring the goods that are made at a
distance to a common centre where they are needed.
It circulates money, giving all an equal chance to se-

cure some of it, and in this way buying in the home
town helps the merchants, lowers the price of goods
to the consumer, aids the financial institutions, gives
more money in taxes for better roads, better police
and fire protection, helps the newspapers, enables the
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municipality to pay better wages to school teachers,

assists in the erection of better churches and public

institutions, and, finally, establishes better residential

districts and in this way prosperous cities and towns
are built up. The object, therefore, of all loyal citiz-

ens should be to buy the things they require in the

place in which they live.

People in Great Britain are Demanding
a Better Class of Footwear

GREAT Britain, like Canada, is experiencing a

rising shoe market. But in spite of the heavy
advance there is a very insistent demand for

the better class of goods. A retailer in the

West End of London termed it "A positive craze."

Business girls who before the war would pay only

12s 6d now cheerfully pay £2 5s, while £3 10s is the

price for an ordinary pair of shoes, exclusive of buckles.

The signing of the armistice was the commencement
of a reaction from the mere utilitarian footwear of war
days. Colored shoes are particularly in demand, and
the number of women who want shoes to match special

gowns—and who are willing to pay big prices for hav-

ing them made—is very much on the increase.

"We have been asked to make some cretonne shoes

to match a lady's frock, but it is doubtful if this style

will attain great popularity. There is a big demand,
though, for suede and brocade shoes in black, grey,

champagne, and tete de negre. Usually the distinctive

note in such shoes exists in the buckles used, which
often introduce a note of color. Buckles of colored

mosaic are one of the latest ideas, while others are

made of jade and other colored beads. Miniature flow-

ers shaped into buckles are also increasing in favor.

"With regard to the shape of shoes, there is no

doubt that high Louis heels and extremely pointed

toes represent the fashionable footwear for the summer
months. There is certainly a tendency to carry such

styles to extremes, however, while it is foolish for wo-
men whose feet were never made that way to try to

wear such footwear. A long pointed-toed shoe on a

stumpy scjuare foot is apt to become something' like

a Chinese boat.

"There are some points which every woman should

bear in mind when she is going to buy a new pair of

shoes, particularly the style of shoes and the method
of buying them.

Shoes should be chosen from an individual point

of view—the sort of shoes which suits the shape of the

foot and the personality of the wearer. They should

be fashionable, but within limits—comfort, ease, and
suitability are more important. Choice, too, should be

governed partly by the number of pairs of shoes a wo-
man can keep in her wardrobe, and on the price. A
cheap repVica. of an expensive shoe is generally a bad
bargain.

"Nor should a woman ever buy new shoes when
she is in a hurry, when she has been walking a great

deal, or when she is hot and flustered. The feet must
be cool when shoes are being tried on if a good choice

is to be made. Incidentally, a shoe which 'fits like a

glove' the first time it is put on is not a good shoe to

buy—it will almost surely grow too big and badly fit-

ting. The lacing of a shoe should never come right to-

gether at the outset, especially with shoes of suede and
other soft materials."

Upward Tendency Has Not Abated on
Boston Leather Markets

THE upward tendency of the hide and leather mar-
kets has not abated the past month and prices

are steadily on the climb. There seems to be
no let-up in the sudden changes and dealers all

declare the top has not yet been reached. Orders are

being placed for early deliveries and on only small lots

of skins and leather. Most business transacted is for

winter and spring deliveries subject to price changes.
Tanners have to make these provisions in order to

cover thmeselves on the fluctuating market. Prices on
leather change by the hour. There is no let-up in the

demand by the shoe manufacturers and with them it

is a case of getting the best they can on both price and
deliveries.

The glazed kid market has reached that point
where tanners and dealers have nothing to ofifer and re-

fuse to quote. The raw skin market supply is reported

to be growing less and less with very little likelihood

that the supply will meet the demand for some time
to come. Germany is now open to the world's markets
and naturally they will be keen bidders for goatskins.
The outlook for- a plentiful market is very doubtful.

South American goatskins are being bought up by the
South American countries for their own tanneries,

which are growing larger day by day. This also re-

duces the former source of supply. Black kid is sell-

ing from 40c in the cheapest grade to $1.25 per foot in

the top grades. Colored kid is selling from $1.20 to

$1.50 per foot and some buyers are willing to pay more
for the sake of early delivery concessions. But there
seems to be very little leather in the dealers' hands and
naturally the upward tendency is stimulated by such
feverish buying.

In the last thirty days the raw skin market has
jumped to a point where today Patnas are selling to

the tanners for $24 to $25 a dozen. Spanish goatskins
are going at $50 a dozen.

Chiome side leathers are strong and advancing
steadily. Manufacturers claim their supply of raw ma-
terials is only sufficient to carry them through the win-
ter months and orders are on the books covering them
to the spring. Only limited supplies in the standard
lines are available at this time. The improved tanning
methods have brought about a condition where side

leather is being used more generally on the better class

of shoes. This is due to the finer perfection of side

leather as a substitute for calf and kid. Velvet calf in

colors is quoted as high as $1.25. Whites are selling

at $1.00. Dark brown grain sides and even kips are

selling at about $1.00 a foot, to $1.10 in the highest
grade. It is a peculiar condition in the side leather

market that the highest grades of side leather which
are in the greatest demand are also in less supply.
This has a bullish tendency on the market.

Packer No. 1 cowhides have shown an advance the
last few weeks of 10c to 12c a pound, and choice No. 1

take-offs are selling from 52c to 54c per pound. Raw
calfskins, domestic take-ofif, are quoted at 75c to 80c
per pound.

Patent side leather is in more demand than for some
time and the price of $1.40 to $1.45 per foot asked is

said to be due to the increased cost of japanning lea-

ther, together with the leather shortage.
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Montreal Leather Men Say the Limit in

Price Has Not Yet Been Reached

THE hide and leather situation in Montreal is

still acute. Shoe manufacturers are covering-

their requirements as best they can, but leather

merchants and tanners are not in a position

to take all the orders ofifered. The position is one of

difficulty for both tanners and shoe manufacturers.

The former are disinclined to quote on leather for long-

dated delivery, as they are uncertain as to the hide

market, which has advanced so rapidly that it is more
or less of a gamble as to future prices. Hence a con-

servative policy is being adopted; no chances being
taken as to hide quotations. Naturally shoe manu-
facturers are desirous of covering their requirements

;

they want to know the cost of their raw material,

otherwise it is impossible to figure the cost of the

shoes, and to quote the retailers.

The trouble with importers of foreign leathers is

that they are uncertain as to further supplies. Very
little stock is available, manufacturers having purchas-

ed heavily. "The position," said a merchant dealing

in kid, "is getting worse. My opinion is that we have
not reached the limit in price, and that shoe manu-
facturers will not be able to get all the leather they

will require, providing that the demand from the shoe
retailers keeps up."

The side leather market is very strong, 75c to 85c

per foot for bla;ck leathers and 95c for colors being
the ruling quotations at the time of writing. Patent
side leather is fetching $1.25, and colored calf skins

$1.40. Sole leather has had a further advance. The
justification for these prices—the highest ever known
—is to be seen in the rise in hides. In April country
hides sold for 24c and packer hides for 24c

;
they are

now being bought at 59c and 62c, respectively

Stopping Advertising Waste with Illus-

trations
' By Edwin G. Clark, of Montreal

ONE shoe retailer used space two columns, ten

inches deep, in his weekly paper to run a

poorly worded and unattractively arranged
"announcement." It cost him $300 a year,

and produced almost nothing. A competitor used half

as much space and changed his advertisement every

week, using strong selling illustrations and argu-

ments. He doubled his business in two years.

It is something like losing a roll of bills
;
you lose,

the other fellow finds. Then you have to put up a

lot of convincing facts that the roll is yours
;
perhaps

you get it l>ack, generally you don't.

The amount lost through careless advertising can
hardly be estimated. .Attractiveness is one of the facts

in advertising to which few retailers give much, if

any, consideration. They know how easy it is to drive
customers away b}^ their selling talk or treatment in

the store, and often h;)w hard it is to get them back,
yet they do not link these facts with their advertisin-r

Vonr advertising either brings trade or it drives
it elsewhere, and after you have been driving it away
for a while it requires some mighty well planned and
convincing advertising to get it back.

Strong selling arguments compose the body of

any well arranged advertisement, but plain type mat-
ter lacks attractiveness without illustration. Illus-

trations are on an equal basis with the copy in driv-

ing the need of your shoes into the reader's mind.
They are of equal importance with copy, for a good
illustration will more quickly catch the average per-

son's attention than even the best copy.

There is a "bang up" good copy writer who is

with a large retail shoe store. If there is any one
who can get results out of type and printers' ink
this fellow can. Yet he figures his advertisements
increase 50 per cent, in value when faithful illustra-

tions of the shoes to be sold are used.

Let us analyze what makes up a good shoe ad

'

First, the reader is attracted by the illustration and
general appearance or display.

Second, if sufficiently interested or attracted he
reads the copy. If your arguments "go home" the il-

lustration again earns his interest in picturing the
shoe or features you have been telling him- about.

Third, he goes to your store and you make a sale.

But many retailers use the same old illustrations in

their advertising year after year, while the cuts be-
come worn and the style grows antiquated. Then
they use any old cut without considering their copy
or merchandise. Their advertising may attract, de-
pending on the cut used; the copy may be read and
the reader may even get into the store, but the dis-

appointment of misrepresentation is a bar to the com-
pletion of the sale. Such illustrations are not faith-
ful to the goods you are selling and of course have
little selling value.

You've got to put genuine salesmanship into your
slioe illustrations in the first place if you expect them
to add any value to the selling power of your adver-
tising.

Better have one illustration that demonstrates a
real selling feature of your shoe than a dozen that are
merely illustrations or that make no particular appeal
to the reader's mind.

There is absolutely no doubt that for the shoe
advertiser the omission of a faithful illustration is

nothing short of a gamble for results.

4'

Analysis of Shoe Costs
A factory compilation shows the present cost to

a Haverhill shoe manufacturing concern on a pair

of women's 9-inch welt laced boots of brown kid:

4 ft. Brown Kid at $1.50 $6.00

Linings .15

Trimming .25

Outer-soles .60

Inner-soles .35

Welting .15

Heels .15

Top pieces .03

Findings .15

Laces .05

Eyelets .05

Carton and Boxes .07

Labor 1.30

9.30

Add 25 per cent, of above for discount, over-
head, profit and selling .... 2.33

Total $11.63
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Kitchener Shoe Style Show Splendid Success
Retailers' Day Especially Well Attended—Intention of Exhibitors To Make

The Event an Annual One.

THOSE who took to heart the urgings of the lea-

ther and shoe men during the past few months
and journeyed to Kitchener, v/here the First

Canadian Shoe Style Show was held July 21-26,

were not disappointed. Everybody had a good time,

learned something of value about his business, and,

not the least important, got acquainted with the fel-

lows, who (according to the daily newspapers) are re-

sponsible for the high cost of walking.

There were approximately 40 exhibitors, including

the following : Adams Shoe Company
;
Anglo-Canadian

Leather Company; Charles A. Ahrens, Limited ; Ames-
Holden-McCready

;
Belding Paul Corticelli ; Brandon

Shoe Company
;
Breithaupt Leather Company ; Can-

adian Consolidated Felt Company ; Canadian Polish

Company, Limited ; Citadel Leather Company, Limit-

ed ; Clarke & Clarke, Limited; A. R. Clarke & Com-
pany, Limited ; Dominion Rubber System ;

Eagle Shoe
Company ; Edwards & Edwards

;
Getty Shoe Com-

pany
;
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Goods Company, Lim-

ited ; Greb Shoe Company; Gutta Percha & Rubber
Company; Hydro City Shoe Company; International

Supply Company; Kaufman Rubber Company; King
Bros. Company; Lady Belle Shoe Company; Lang-

Tanning Company ; Ed. R. Lewis
;
Murray Shoe Com-

pany
;
Nuggett Polish Company; Parker, Irwin, Lim-

ited ; Perfection Counter Company
;
Regal Shoe Com-

pany ; Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Company ; United

Shoe Machinery Company; P. B. Wallace & Son; W.
E. Woelfle Shoe Company, Limited ; E. T. Wright
Company.

On Tuesday, July 22, Mr. G. H. Lang tendered a

banquet to the exhibitors, at which the attendance was
132. At the head of the table was Mr. G. H. Lang,

Mayor Gross and Mr. T. H. Reider, president of Ames-
Holden-McCready. Mr. C. A. Ahrens, president of the

Kitchener Style Show, was also one of the prominent

guests. After the dinner a toast to the King was pro-

posed and the National Anthem sung. Mayor Gross

welcomed the exhibitors to the city and said he Avas

glad this first exhibition was held in his city. Like the

other undertakings which had originated there, for

example, the hydro electric scheme, he felt sure the

Exhibition would grow and play an ever-increasing

role of importance. He wished the exhibitors and the

men behind it every possible success. Mr. Lang pro-

posed a toast to the success of the Exhibition. Sev-

eral visiting manufacturers responded.

Mr. Lynch, of the Regal Shoe Company, thanked

the chairman in a brief reply. Mr. Tetrault, of the

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co., also responded. Mr. A. R.

Kaufman, of the Kaufman Rubber Company, Kitch-

ener, thought the idea of holding a shoe and leather

exhibition was a good one and complimented t'.ie com-
mittee on their success, and also the Lang Tanning-

Company for their banquet and the spirit of good-

fellcnvshi]) which abounded He pointed out that he

was not in the leather end of the shoe manufacturing-

business, but rather in the rubber end, which, he ad-

ded, was subservient to the Icatlier, because it kept

the rubber men busy building rubber footwear accord-
ing to the continually changing styles of the shoe
manufacturers.

j\lr. T. H. Reider referred briefly to the investiga-

tion at Ottawa recently, regarding the high cost of

living, and emphasized the fact that it was shown that

the shoe and leather manufacturers could not be
charged with war profiteering. He complimented the

manufacturers of Kitchener for having arranged the

first shoe and leather exhibition ; its success could not

be doubted and he believed the next annual exhibition

would be appreciated even more.
The toast to the felt shoe manufacturers was re-

sponded to by Mr. N. Davidson, of the Canadian Con-
solidated Felt Company, Mr. Vogt, of the Great West
Felt Company, Elmira, and Mr. Oscar Rumpel. All

expressed their pleasure at the success of the exhibi-

tion and stated they will give it their support next
year. Mr. Rumpel paid tribute to Mr. George H. Lang,
through whose hospitality the banquet was provided.
His reply to the toast to the felt manufacturers con-
cluded as follows

:

"Hear George Lang say tliat 'Hide is King,'
This means that leather is the thing;
To him I now take off my hat,

Who puts the hides into the vat;

He made harness called ^Anchor Brand'
Now it is sole that beats the band.
You'll see his booth down at the end,
With fines, crops, shoulders and bend;
So here's to George and to his crew,
Go tan a sole for each dam shoe."

Mr. J. Martin, of Waterloo, also paid tribute to

Chairman Lang. The toast to the tanners of Canada
was responded to by Mr. L. O. Breithaupt; Mr. King,
of King Brothers, Whitby, Ont., and Mr. Percy Mil-
burn, of Marlatt, Armstrong & Company. These gen-
tlemen briefly acknowledged the honor and thanked
the chairman for the opportunity of saying a few
words.

The toast to the shoe machinery industry was re-

plied to by Mr. Jarvis, of the United Shoe Machinery
Company, who looked forward to a still more success-
ful show in 1920. Mr. H. McDowell and Mr. H. N.
Lincoln, of the International Supply Company, re-

sponded to the toast to the shoe supply industry, and
they both predicted nothing but success for the exhibi-

tion this year and in the years to come. The toast to

the trade press was responded to by Mr. C. G. Brandt,
of "Footwear in Canada," and Mr. R. M. Bremner, of

the "Shoe and Leather Journal." Mr. Charles Ah-
rens paid tribute to Mr. A. Inrig for the interest

and help that he had given. The exhibition, he
thought, would be a great thing for the manufacturers
and retailers; in such an annual event much time would
be saved on both sides by having a centralized display

of goods.
Music was furnished by an orchestra during the

entire banquet.
W^edncsday was retailers' day, and the delegates

to the Toronto convention—the ladies, too—journeyed
to Kitchener in the special train provided by the Style
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Show Committee. The party was met at the station

hy the exhibiting manufacturers, and, accompanied by
a brass band, marched the short distance from the

station to the Auditorium. In the evening the entire

gathering were the guests of the Breithaupt Leather

Company at a picnic-supper at Bridgeport. Song sheets

were provided by the company and the orchestra was
kept busy until the shoemen assembled on the lawn
in front of the Casino to listen to the different speak-

ers. Mr. L. J. Breithaupt welcomed the visitors and
spoke of the benefits he felt would be derived as a

result of the Style Show. These affairs had been very

successful in Boston and Rochester, and the Kitchener

Show marked a very forward step in the Canadian
shoe and leather industry.

Picnic-Supper at Bridgeport

The toast to Canada was responded to by Mr. F. S.

Scott, who referred briefly to our part in the great war
and the need for every Canadian to do his bit in the

days to come just as we did during the war. Our na-

tional debt is large, but Mr. Scott thought that if we
adhere to a policy of increased production we need
have no fear of the outcome.

Major Charles T. Cahill, of the United Shoe Mach-
inery Company, Bo.ston, replied to the toast of "Our
Allies." He was very proud of the part the allied

countries had taken in the war and remarked that the

getting-together of the various nations emphasized the

great value of organization. Canada, he said, was forg-

ing ahead rapidly and making an enviable place for

herself in the world of commerce.
Mr. Peter Doig, sales manager, Tetrault Shoe Com-

pany, was in a very happy mood, and interspersed his

talk with several humorous stories. He pointed out

that Canadian shoe manufacturers are now turning out
a product equal to that of any other country in the

world—as a matter of fact we have the markets of the

world at our feet. For many years we have been tak-

ing our hats off to the United States manufacturers, to

a great extent without reason.

Mr. T. H. Reider, general manager Ames-Holden-
McCready, Montreal, who is specially well known in

Kitchener, made a strong- appeal to his hearers to

buy only made-in-Canada goods. His slogan is "Can-
ada for Canadians ; Canadians for Canada." He con-

gratulated the Kitchener men on the success of the

Style Show and added that while Montreal might be
a much larger shoe centre they would have to go some
to equal the Kitchener exhibition.

Mr. Ed. Wettlaufer, sales manager Ahrens Shoe
Company, speaking on behalf of the shoe salesmen,
outlined some of the work they had done to make the

Show a success. When they weren't selling shoes thev
were talking exhibition, and, as Mr. Wettlaufer said,

in these days they didn't have very many shoes to sell,

it is safe to assume that there was a very considerable
amoimt of "exhibition talk."

Mr. Warren T. Fegan, president of the newly

formed Canadian Shoe Retailers' Association, spoke

briefly, thanking the Style Show Committee for the

many courtesies that had been extended to the visit-

ing retailers.

Mr. A. R. Kaufman, president Kaufman Rubber
Company, spoke for the rubber trade. He hoped to

see the visitors in Kitchener again next year when the

Show will be on a much larger scale. A cordial in-

vitation was extended to the shoemen to look over the

rubber factories in Kitchener, in which there were
about 2,500 employees. He thought that in a few years

this number would be increased to at least 10,000.

Mr. G. W. MacFarlane, president of Williams Shoe
Limited, Brampton, thought it was a splendid idea to

get together in this way. Co-operation is the keynote
of progress and by understanding each others' prob-
lems the manufacturer and the dealer both profit.

Mr. Reinhold Lang and Mr. Aubrey Davis were al-

so among the speakers, Mr. Lang proposing three

cheers for the Breithaupt Leather Company. The even-
ing's proceedings Avere enlivened by popular songs.

The Quebec delegation, headed by Mr. Lucien Borne,
rendered "Alouette," and the gathering broke up by
singing the National Anthem. The Breithaupt Com-
pany received many compliments on the sjnoothness
with which the whole affair was handled. Roughly
speaking, the attendance, including representatives
from all branches of the shoe industry, was about 850.

A large number of the exhibitors have already
signed up for space at the next show, and many more,
who did not exhibit this year, have signified their in-

tention of coming in. Towards the close of the ex-
hibition the doors were thrown open to the public, thus
increasing the attendance very materially. Some doubt
has been expressed as to whether the Auditorium will

be large enough for the next show, and, as several in-

dustrial exhibitions are held each year, it is thought
that some permanent exhibition building should be
erected.

An Appreciation

As an appreciation of the work of Mr. McDowell in

making the Show the success it was, the exhibitors
combined in presenting him with a handsome easy
chair and a pipe. The presentation was made by Mr.
H. W. Pearson, of Ames-Holden-McCready, and the
accompanying address was as follows

:

"Every event of importance is successfully accomijlished
hy the efforts of some certain individual or individuals. In
the case of this, the First Canadian Shoe and Leather Ex-
hihition, we, the undersigned manufacturers and exhibitors,
cannot let it close without in some way showing our appre-
ciation of the services rendered by one whom we consider the
individual mostly responsible for the splendid success it was.
That you spared neither time nor effort is conceded by us all

and now that the work in this connection is about over, we
wish you to accept a token of gratitude in the form of this
chair and pipe, and hope that you will now take a well-earned
rest so that by next year you will be in good condition to
again assume the arduous duties which a shoe and leather
exhibition requires."

The Exhibits.

The Adams Shoe Company displayed their popular
line of flexible welts and ]\IcKay welts. They are
specializing on the flexible welts up to size 7l{'- These
are made on a special last, of selected stock, in blacks
and browns. Mr. Baird was in charge of this booth.

The Murray Shoe Company, of London, (Mr. Mur-
ray in charge), showed an attractive line of oxfords,
l)umps and high cuts for women and high shoes for
men. Their brand is the "London Lady," and they
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Delegates to the Toronto Convention of Shoe Retailers Snapped at Kitche

manufacture men's and women's welts and women's
McKays. Mr. Murray states that the browns are sell-

ing strong.

The Regal Shoe Company had a specially attrac-
tive booth, decorated with green velour hangings. The
fixtures were gold finish. The well-known Regal boot
was hung outside. One of their best sellers is the
"Hudson" model in royal purple. The "Pall Mall" last

in black and tan, royal purple, Duchess calf and Ruby
calf is also a favorite. A big demand is predicted for
brogue oxfords. The Regal "Brogue" is made in all

the popular leathers. The "Essex" is a new model
made with long toe on an extreme English last. In
contrast to this the company have a comfort shoe with
extreme wide toe, wide shank and wide, flat heel. This
is made in kid and calf, blucher or bal. In women's
the call seems to be for straight Cuban heels

;
colors,

Havana brown, black, royal purple, mahogany and
gray with a few combinations. Something new in Can-
ada was a welt imitation turn in gray kid. This shoe
has every appearance of being a turn.

Mr. Parsons presided over the Nugget Polish
booth, explaining the merits of his line of polishes,
which come in four colors—black, tan, brown and
toney red.

The United Shoe Machinery, in addition to a com-
plete line of shoemaking accessories, displayed an 8^
foot finishing machine and a 22 foot outfit with stitcher
attached.

Mr. W. T. Eyre presided over the display of A. R.
Clarke & Company, Toronto. They showed their well-
known patent leather, moccasins, wannigans, sheep
socks, mitts, gloves and horsehide.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, showed a repre-
sentative line of rubber footwear. This was is charge
of Mr. E. C. Sharpe, of the footwear division, and Mr.
J. G. Hardy, of the mechanical division. The com-
pany distributed a very attractive little booklet in col-
ors, showing the various army and navy decorations.

Mr. Ed. R. Lewis, leather merchant, disolaved

kid and side leather, sheepskin, fancy goat, counters,
Breithaupt's sole leather, sewing cottons and shoe
laces.

Mr. H. O. McDowell and Mr. H. N. Lincoln, of the
International Supply Company, handle and displayed
everything for the shoe manufacturer. A new device
is a waist increaser for increasing the height of last

waists. This renders it unnecessary to have two sets
of lasts for oxfords and pumps. They also showed the
Staytite heel fastener and counter-reinforcer which is

designed to prevent heels coming loose, counters los-

ing their shape and innersoles curling. The Staytite is

a small molded fibre plate with flanged edges.

Ames-Holden-McCready, in charge of Mr. McCol-
lum, of the Toronto office, had a very complete display
of high and low shoes. The new AHM symbol was
given considerable prominence, and the booth was
nicely decorated. The company have a very active in-

terest in Kitchener, as it is the site of their new tire

and rubber goods factory. This factory is being rushed
to completion and will be operating in a few months.

The Parker-Irwin Company, of Montreal, special-
ize in felt box toes and also. are agents for Herman
Behr & Company, of New York, manufacturers of ruby
naper and Carbicon and the Perth Felt Company, of
Perth, Out. They also manufacture blackings, d-ress-

ings and rubber cement.

The Citadel Leather Company, of Montreal, ex-
hibited a general line of high grade kid and calf in
black and colors. Mr. J. A. Scott, Mr. W. A. Lane and
Mr. A. Patterson were at this booth.

The Canadian Consolidated Felt Company's dis-
play included Kosey Korner slippers, Dominion felt

footwear, hair felt, tailor's felt. Pennant felts. Smart
Step footwear and Koolskin insole felt.

One of the most attractive booths was that of the
Breithaupt Leather Company. They had a splendid
showing of sole leather, and their booth was very com-
fortably fitted up. In addition to the Messrs! Brei-

In the Evening a Picnic Supper was givtn to all Members of the Shoe and Leather Industries by
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r Arrival in that City as Guests of the Kitchener Style Show Exhibitors.

thaupt, Mr. Lucien Borne, Mr. M. E. McCollum and
Mr.' R. M. Eraser were on hand.

The display of the Merchants' Rubber Company
was in charge of Mr. R. G. Dibbin, of the Dominion
Rubber System of Ontario, and Mr. G. H. Kuhl. Vis-

itors to this booth were able to see rubbers in the pro-

cess of manufacture.
The Ahrens Shoe Company, Mr. C. A. Ahrens, Pres-

ident, displayed their line of stylish shoes for men,
women, misses, youths, boys, little gents and children.

Mr. H. E. Wettlaufer, sales manager, was in attend-

ance, and also Messrs. G. E. Zeigler, Tallent and Beal.

Edwards and Edwards, of Toronto and Wood-
bridge, showed their wide range of sheep.skins in all

colors for shoes, gloves, saddlery, upholstering, etc.

;

also belt leathers, chamois and artistic designs for ban-
ners and cushion tops.

Mr. W. E. Woelfle and Mr. H. Shelby were at the

Woelfle Shoe Company's booth. Their line of wo-
men's fine staples was very interesting and also their

Aunt Mary shoe for stouts.

Mr. Fred B. Hull, Ontario representative, was at

the booth of the Eagle Shoe Company, Montreal.
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company dis-

played a very complete line of shoes soled with NeoHn
and with Wingfoot rubber heels. It was their aim to

show that Neolin is practicable for nearly all kinds of

shoes, and a very interesting little booklet was dis-

tributed answering many of the questions generally
asked about fibre soles.

Mr. R. H. Kayser was at the booth of the Belding
Paul Corticelli Company.

The Greb Shoe Compan)' displayed their high-grade
work boots for men and boys. In addition to Mr. Greb
the company was represented by Messrs. Frank M.
Smith, John J. Lembke, M. H. Hilker, V. L. Holmes
and W. A. Gutpell.

The Domestic Specialty Company, Limited, of

Hamilton, whO' manufacture a complete line of polishes,

blackings, shoe findings and cements, were exhil^itors.

King Brothers Company, of Whitby, Ont., manu-
facturers of chrome, combination and bark tanned
leathers for the shoe and harness trade, had a very

attractive display in charge of Mr. W. H. Doherty.

The E. T. Wright Company, of St. Thomas, dis-

played a complete line, including their well-known
arch-preserver lines. Mr. L. W. Johnston was at this

booth.

The Perfection Counter Company was represented

by Mr. Geo. A. Butler, who also represents the Ameri-
can Stay Company, Schultz Goodwin & Company, the

Duplex Blacking Company and the West Thread Com-
pany. Perfection fibre counters are absolutely water-
proof, this being demonstrated by showing the coun-
ters immersed in water. The company also make felt

box toes.

Visitors to the booth of the Tetrault Shoe Mfg.
Company, of Montreal, were welcomed by Mr. Oliver
Tetrault, Mr. Peter Doig and Mr. J. Heffering, On-
tario representative.

The display of the Hydro City Shoe Company was
nresided over by Mr. N. B. Detweiler, and one of the
interesting features was a shoe cut completely through
to show the solid leather construction. The company
places particular emphasis on the fact that theirs is

an "all leather" line.

Mr. A. Armbrust and Mr. Alex. Inrig, Mr. D. G.
Hardv. and Mr. McCrady were at the booth of the
Ladv Belle Shoe Companv. This company turns out
a splendid line of women's fine McKays and several

new lasts were shown.

Mr. C. D. Penvesnat was in charsre of the display
of the Kaufman Rubber Company. Their booth was
very attractive with a showing of Life Buoy Rubber
Footwear and a rubber plant, which was unusually
large for this country, attracted considerable attention.

P. B. Wallace & Son. of Toronto, had a good dis-

])lay of shoe accessories, including a Progressive finish-

Leather Company. The Gathering was ,held at Bridgeport and tlie Attendance was around 850.
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er and Landis stitcher. Mr. James Ferris and Mr. A.
E. Wallace were at this booth.

Clarke & Clarke, of Toronto, displayed a repre-

sentative line of sheepskins.

A feature of the Brandon Shoe Company's exhibit

was a guessing contest. All visitors were invited to

guess the factory number of a shoe which was on dis-

play, the prize being a pair of high-grade men's shoes.

A large number of guesses were recorded, the winner
being Mr. G. E. Reynolds, of Sterling, Ont. The
Brandon Company make men's fine Goodyear welts

and these were well displayed.

The exhibit of the Lang Tanning Company occa-

sioned considerable favorable comment. The booth
itself was constructed -of light colored oak and the

splendid showing of sole leather was very inuch ad-

mired. A feature of the display was the sale of the

entire showing each day.

Duclos & Payan, of St. Hyacinthe, Quebec, dis-

pk yed their line of high-grade fibre counters Avhich

are compressed by a special process. The company
also handle upper and sole leather.

The Anglo-Canadian Leather Company had a good
display of "Maple Leaf," "Huntsville" and "Brace-
bridge" oak, union and hemlock sole leather.

Recent Champion InstallationsA Champion Ideal curved needle stitcher has
been installed by Robert Metcalfe, of Aylmer,
Que. Mr. W. A. Coles, Canadian agent for the

Champion Shoe Machinery Company, reports

also the following recent installations : An additional

Champion universal stitcher in the factory of the John
Palmer Company, Ltd., Fredericton. All the shoe bot-

toming in this factory is done on Champion clincher-

nailers 'and stitchers. D. MacKenzie, 96 Bank Street,

Ottawa, who has the largest individual shop in Otta-
wa, has added a Champion Universal stitcher to his

Goodyear outfit. F. Mitchell, 1612 Dufl^erin Street, To-
ronto, has put in a Champion combination clincher and
slugger. Geo. Stovel, 50 Oak Street, Guelph, Champ-
ion Universal stitcher; A. Dion & Bro., 441 La Salle

Street, Montreal, a Champion Universal stitcher for

making youths' stitchdown shoes; Wilfred Blais, 331

Frontenac Street, Montreal, a Champion Ideal Uni-
versal stitcher ; A. H. Dainty, 18 James Street, St.

Catharines, Ont., a Champion Universal stitcher ; A.
Bartolomie, Park Street, Niagara Falls, a Champion
Universal stitcher to replace old machinery; B. Pap-
pianni, Thorold, Ont., a Champion Universal stitcher

to replace old machine. Mr. P. Pappianni has also

changed the layout of his shop, giving much more
room.

Genuine Indian Mocassins
C. N. Saba & Company, 84 AVellington West, To-

ronto, have a very complete range of men's, women's
and children's moccasins made of genuine leather bv
the Huron Indians. The fur-trimmed and wool-lined
moccasins and moccasin slippers are especially in very
large variety. This companv are direct Indian agents
for moccasins and many other lines of Indian goods,
including snowshoes. They have a very attractive

catalogue, giving |)rices and ])articulars, which will be
mailed on request.

It is estimated that there arc 180,000,000 cattle and
87,000,000 goats and sheep in India.

Mr. Barber Goes to Montreal

MR. F. L. Barber, who has just been appointed

manager of the shoe department of the John
Murphy Co.. Ltd., has been connected with
the retail shoe trade for eighteen years. He

commenced as a clerk with A. J. Agnew, Brantford,

Ont, and then spent several years in the U. S. with
such firms as R. H. Fyfe, Detroit; Eastwoods, Roches-

Mr. F. L. Barber

ter, and the Sorosis Shoe Store, Washington, D. C.

Four years ago he returned to Canada as assistant

manager of the shoe department of the R. Simpson
Co., Toronto. In August last he went to Vancouver
to take charge of the shoe store of David Spencer, Van-
couver, from where he has gone to take over the man-
agement of the shoe department of the John Murphy
Co., Montreal.

New Rubber Catalog

THE Columbus Rubber Co., of Montreal, have
issued a very fine catalogue, featuring their

line of Tipperary shoes for athletic and summer
wear for the 1920 season. The catalogue, which

is well arranged, shows a number of new styles on the

latest lasts. We are informed that the demand for

Tipperary shoes last season was the greatest ever ex-

perienced by the company, who anticipate an even
greater demand next season.

In view of the shortage of goods, retailers should
not overlook the point of making their placing orders

sufficiently large to meet all possible requirements.
Otherwise sales may be lost. The company will be
glad to send a copy of the catalogue and price list to

any retailer requesting it.

The United States Rubber Company have on the

market a fibre sole which, it is claimed, can be nailed

as well as sewn. A sample recently nailed on a Cham-
pion clincher seems to offer conclusive evidence that

this is a fibre sole that can really be nailed.

A press despatch announces the intention of the

United States Gox ernment to in\ cstigate the high cost

of shoes.
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Retailers in Convention Form Dominion Association
Executive Members Elected from All Provinces—Interesting Addresses by Prominent

Shoe and Leather Men—Next Annual Meeting to be Held in Montreal

The First Annual Convention of Canadian Shoe
Retailers, held in Toronto, July 21 and 22, was mark-
ed by the formation of a national association which
will be known as the National Shoe Retailers' Associa-
tion of Canada. The officers elected for the coming-

year are as follows: President, Mr. Warren T. Fegan,
Toronto

;
vice-presidents. Messrs. R. E. LeSueur, of

Sarnia, (Ontario Division) ; Geo. G. Gales, of Montreal,
(Quebec Division) ; H. W. Rising, of St. John, (Mari-
time division) ; W. R. Devlin, of Winnipeg", (Manitoba
division)

; James Goodwin, of Vancouver, (Western
division). Mr. Ed. Cook is secretary, Mr. J. W. Jupp,
treasurer, and the executive committee is composed of

E. A. Stephens, Ottawa ; Felix Forbert, Lindsay ; Fred
Foley, Bowmanville ; Louis Adelstein, Montreal; Fred

J. Argall, Three Rivers; C. R. LaSalle, Montreal; W.
L. Tuttle. Halifax ; C. T. Hughes, Charlottetown ; L.

Higgins, Moncton
;
John Affleck, Winnipeg; R. Creel-

man, Brandon; Mr. Johnston, Moose Jaw; W. Marsh-
all, Moose Jaw; J. C. Moreau, Edmonton; Mr. Hood,
Calgary; James (iordon, Vancouver; H. C. Wilson,
Vancouver, and James Mayner, Victoria.

The principal purpose of the association is to pro-

mote better social and business relations between mem"
bers ; to develop up-to-date methods and ideals in shoe
retailing; to discuss and correct trade evils and abuses

;

to encourage the formation of local organizations and
in every way to advance the welfare of the trade at

large.

The Constitution ])ro\ides fur the election of a

president, five vice-presidents, a secretary and a treas-

urer, to be elected annually from amongst the mem-
bership. The executive council consists of the above
officers and fifteen other members—three for British

Columbia, three for Saskatchewan and Alberta, three
for Manitoba, three for Ontario, three for Quebec and
three for the Maritime Provinces. The officers and
executive shall be nominated and elected each yeat
at the annual meeting by majorit)^ vote.

The idea of having local executives in the various
districts is to provide that local grievances or difficul-

ties can be adjusted without the necessity of having to
take such matters to the general executive. In the
event that matters cannot be settled satisfactorily,

however, they will be attended to by the higher offi-

cials.

The annual meetings are to be held on the second
Tuesday in July of each year at a place to be decided
by the Executive Council. A general vote taken at
the initial meeting;, provides that the next annual meet-
ing shall be held in Montreal. The membership fee
was fixed at 5.00.

The program at the first meeting included a num-
l)er of talks by prominent shoe and leather men.
Among these were Mr. F. S. Scott, ]\I.P., Mr. R. H.
Greene, President Gutta Percha and Rubber, Limited,
Toronto, Mr. H. W. Rising, of Waterbury and Rising,
St. John, N.B., Mr. J. W. Jupp. Hon. E. J. Davis, Mr.
Lair H. Simons. President Wm. Amer Company. Phi-
ladelphia, Mr. Joseph Daoust, Daoust-Lalonde &
Comi:)any. ]\Iontreal. Mr. R. A. Baker, of the Baker
.Vdvcrtising Agency. Toronto, gave some valuable ad-
vice to the retailers regarding their advertising, and
Air. G. A\'right, insurance editor of Toronto Sat-
urday Night, explained several knotty problems liable
to arise in insurance adjustments. Mr. F. W. Stewart,
Managing Director, Cluett Peabody Company, :\Ion-
treal, delixered one of his characteristic addresses on
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percentage figuriiiii-. Mr. Stewart has made a \cry
close study of this subject and his talks contain a

great deal of \-alual)lc information. The members were
very ])leased with the way in which he i)laced the
matter before them. Controller Robbins, of the Toron-
to City Council, welcomed the delegates to the city,

and commended their enterprise in organizing.
Mr. A. H. Geuting. President National Association

of Shoe Retailers of the United States, was to ha\c
been ])resent but, at the last moment, found it would
be impossible to get away and sent, instead, a message
of greeting- and encouragement. A Question Box was
very ably handled by Mr. Howard C. Blachford, of

H. & C. Blachford, Toronto. Mr. Greene, of Gutta
Percha and Rubber, Limited, spoke in an interesting-

way of the dififerent stages in the development of rub-
ber footwear.

Advertising

Mr. R. A. Baker was the first speaker on the pro-
gram Monday morning, and he made a strong plea for

better and more systematic advertising. He advised
every shoe retailer to apportion as high as five per
cent, of his sales to some kind of publicity. The im-
portance of advertising by means of window displays,

he said, was very often lost sight of. Most of the mer-
chants to-day receive only about 50 per cent, of the
advertising value of their display facilities. He cau-
tioned the members to be truthful in their advertising.
If one cutsomer was fooled he would tell a thousand
others.

The addresses of Mr. Scott, Mr. Stewart and Mr.
Wright are printed elsewhere in this issue.

In the evening an informal rece])tion, with orches-
tral music and refreshments, was held in the Pompeian
Room at the King Edward Hotel and the members
took advantage of this opportunity to get acquainted
\vith one another.

The second day's business commenced with the re-

ports of the committee on resolutions, and the com-
mittee on nominations, the election of officers and de-

cison as to the ])lace of the next annual meeting. The
comniittee on resolutions emphatically condemned the

irresponsible statements made from time to time in

the daily press regarding the prices charged by retail-

ers for shoes, and the excess profits they have been
said to gain. It was also recommended that the exe-

cutive council co-0])erate with the tanners' and shoe
manufacturers' sections of the Canadian Manufactur-
ers' Association in the matter of style changes, and
that the Association take steps to affiliate with the

Retail Merchants' Association of Canada. This latter

recommendation, however, was rejected ])y general

vote.

Hon. E. J. Davis, of the Davis Leather Company,
Newmarket, Ont., outlined conditions in the sole leath-

er market and the handicaps under which the tanners

are working, not only in the matter of securing an
adequate supply of hides, but also in regard to labor

disturbances. The present demand for shorter hours,

he thought, was a very serious mistake, and, in this

connection, told the retailers very emphatically that

no man could ever hope to be a success if he set out

to work only eight hours a day.

The glazed kid situation was explained very con-

cisely by Mr. Simons, of Philadelphia. This address

was particularly timely in view of the fact that most
of the kid leather used in Canada is imported from the

United States. It perhaps came as some slight sur-

prise to the shoemen when Mr. Simons urgently re-

commended a return to the use of cloth for footwear.

His sole interest in life was to sell kid, but at the

same time there was only a certain amount of raw
material available, and no matter how much the price

of it was increased there could be no possible increase

in the supply. The demand for kid shoes came just at

a time when the tanners were least able to handle the

situation. The result was a world-shortage and con-

sequent high prices. At the present it was vitally

necessary, he thought, that we should endeavor to

ease up on the demand for kid footwear and thus

I

Mr. James Goorlwm. 119 Hastings street
East. Vancouver, elected vice-president

for the Western Section of the Can-
adian National Association of

Shoe Retailers.

Mr, Geo. G, Gales, vice-president of the Que
bee division of the new Canadian

association

Mr. H. W. Rising, of Waterbury and Rising,
St. John, N. B., one of the vice-presi-

dents of the new Dominion associ-
ation of retailers
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Delegates to Toronto Convention were the guests of Gutta Percha & Rubber Ltd. in an automobile tour of the city. This picture was taken
in High Park.

minimize to some extent the tendency for prices to

go still higher. The insistent needs of the Scandinavian
countries, Russia and Europe will lighten the leather

stocks of the world to an unprecedented level,

and he did not think there was sufficient quantities

of calf or cow hides, let alone kid, to cover the world
demand. To some extent he thought the present high
prices were due to the large orders placed by retail-

ers all over the continent immediately war broke out,

and there was a leather famine rumored. Later on,

when it was found that there was nothing- to worry
about, a great many of these orders were cancelled and
a general confusion resulted. He strongly condemned
the practice of many retailers cancelling orders. A
contract once made should not be broken, even though
the retailer stood to lose money by not doing so. The
important suggestion left by Mr. Simon, however,
is that the only way we can hope for lower leather

prices is to encourage the use of fabrics.

Mr. Joseph Daoust followed Mr. Simon with a

most interesting talk on "World Shoe and Leather
Conditions," in which he demonstrated that the Chi-

cago packers were directly responsible for the high
price of leather. Not only did they control the price

of leather, but also food-producing companies, so that

when prices were raised in Chicago they went up all

over the world. Canadian packers, he said, were like

good sheep and followed the "Big 5." He did not con-

sider there was a serious shortage of hides in the

world. It was principally a mater of price. If one
cared to pay the top figure there was no difificulty in

securing all the hides that were required. Our present

trouble, he thought, was caused principally by the

packers bulling the market. The hides were a by-

product with them. They purchased cattle for its food
\ alue. Beeves sold on the hoof in Chicago for 11 cents

a ])ound ; hides are' being held at from 50 to 55 cents

a pound. The statement had frequently been made
that if the packers reduced the price of hides they
would have to make up the loss on their meat sales.

Mr. Daoust explained that the packers' revenue on
hides was principally all profit and that they could
easily sell this by-product at 20 cents a pound and
make money. On April 5th the price of hides was 24

cents. In three months the figure had jumped to 50

and 55 cents a pound. He thought that a conditional

embargo ])laced on the export of hides from Canada
would help the situation very materially. The Cana-
dian government should provide that we have sul¥i-

cient leather in Canada to supply our domestic needs
and also to export our manufactured shoes to Europe.

At the close of the convention proceedings at 4
o'clock on Tuesday the members were entertained by
Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited, Toronto, who pro-

vided sight-seeing buses and conducted the party on

a tour of inspection of their factory in Parkdale and a

tri]) around the city. The company's plant is a large

and wonderfully equipped institution and, although the

time at their disposal was rather short, the delegates

received a good insight into the manufacture of rubber
footwear, automobile tires and other rubber products.

In the evening a banquet was tendered to the re-

tailers by the wholesale trades and, to show that the

ladies were of just as much importance as the men,
a theatre party was given them at the Royal Alexan-
dra. Mr. Geo. A. Blachford, on behalf of the shoe man-
ufacturers, welcomed the retailers to the banquet and
the toast "Canada" was responded to by Mr. F. S.

Scott. Major Charles T. Cahill, of the United Shoe
Machinery Company, Boston, replied to the toast "Our
Allies" ; the "Shoe and Leather Trades" by Mr. Joseph
Daoust, and "The Association" by Mr. Devlin of Win-
nipeg, and Mr. Gales, of Montreal.

Among those at the head table were Mr. F. S. Scott

;

Mr. Joseph Daoust ; Mr. E. G. Kingsley ; Mr. P. Jacobi

;

Mr. J. A. McLaren; Mr. S. C. Cronk ; Mr. E. A. Steph-
ens, (Ottawa) ; President W. T. Fegan ; Mr. W. A.
Hamilton, Toronto; Hon. E. J. Davis; Major Cahill;
R. H. Greene ; Treasurer J. W. Jupp ; Mr. Howard C.
Blachford; Mr. R. E. LeSeuer, (Sarnia) ; Mr. G. A.
Blachford, Mr. Louis Adelstein, (Montreal) ; Mr. Geo.
G. Gales and Secretary Cook.

While this really wound up the convention proceed-
ings, the members got together again on Wednesday
morning when they were the guests of the Kitchener
Style Show Committee and the Breithaupt Leather
Company of Kitchener. The Kitchener exhibitors pro-
vided a special train for the purpose of conveying the
entire party to Kitchener. Practically all of the "dele-

gates took advantage of the opportunity and enjoyed
a pleasant and profitable day in the Hydro City.

Right Merchandise at the Right Time
Important Thing

To get proper turn overs have at all times the right
amount of the right kind of merchandise at the right
time. Get rid of the undesirable if you have to give it

away. Shoes are a style proposition, and if you guess-
ed wrong on the style mark them at a price that will

sell them regardless of their cost. Do not hesitate days,
weeks or months, but get as much cash as you can for

a bad buy and invest it in a good buy.

The shoes on the shelf are not extra good, but be-
come good merchandise when the customer decides to
buy them. After a customer has paid for shoes you
may credit yourself with having bought that particular
pair wisely.
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CanadafCan Never Return to a Pre-War Basis
Mr. F. S. Scott, at Toronto Convention Urges Increased National Effort.

LET me extend to you, in the first place, my
congratulations upon your decision to form s

National Association of Shoe Retailers nr

Canada. You are identified with a most im-

])ortant trade. Problems will, from time to time, con-

front you that can best be solved by a co-operative

effort on the part of those engaged in the busmess^

and I have no doubt that after your organization has

been under way for a short time that you will wonder

why it was not started years ago. The Shoe Manu-

facturers Association of Canada, whom it is my privi-

lege to represent here, to-day, formed an association.

It^'has been less than one year in existence, and yet

we have found that an organization such as we have,

serves a most useful purpose, and cannot but result

in great good not only to ourselves but to the peo-

ple^enerally. There is, perhaps, some tendency on

the part of the general public to feel that organiza-

tions of one kind and another, and we have a great

many of them at the preesnt time, are concerned about

their interests alone. I am convinced for the mpst

part, such organizations are inspired by no selfish

interests, but in the hope that they may improve con-

ditions, and in that way give better service to the

general public. I feel that that is the object which

you have in gathering together at the present time,

and by keeping that object continually before you

nothing but good can result. I might say that an

organization such as yours has a great deal m com-

mon with the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Canada. I wish to assure you that the Shoe Manu-

facturers' Association will be glad at any time to co-

operate with you, and I have no doubt that by getting

together on certain questions of mutual interest that

great good and benefit will result.

I am asked in the few remarks which I shall make

to-day to say something to you about shoe manufac-

turing in Canada. Many of you who are iiiembers of

this association have been associated with the shoe

trade in Canada for a much longer period than I have.

Those men have seen great changes in the industry,

but even others who have not been associated vyith

it so long will admit that shoe manufacturing in Can-

ada has made wonderful strides during the past few

years and that there has been a great improvement

in the product of our factories and that the goods

turned out compare very favorably with the product

of any other country. I feel that if the shoe manufac-

turing industry in Canada can continue during the

next ten years to make the same progress as it has

made in the past that it will be able to meet com-

petition in the quality of its ])roduct and have no

reason to be a.shamed. Looking over the census of

figures of 1917, .some time ago, 1 was surprised to

lairn of the extent of shoe manufacturing in Canada.

1 found that there were 185 factories devoted to the

production of leather footwear in Canada with a ca])-

ital invested of $31.486,(X)0 and turning out goods to

the value of $50,000,000.

We have heard, from time to time, about the im-

portation of American footwear, and the average citi-

zen has been under the im])ression that a very large

proportion of the .shoes consumed by the Canadian

]niblic are imported. Such is far from being a fact.

! Canada is producing in her own factories about 95

\pev cent, of all the shoes consumed in the Dominion
of Canada, and when we consider the strong- preju-

dice in the minds of many people in favor of import-

ed articles, when we consider what a factor changes
in styles are in this industry, it seems to me that the

record of the Canadian shoe manufacturing industry

in supplying- the home market is a good one. In this

connection I might say that during the past few years

I think the Canadian shoe manufacturers have a

great deal to thank the Canadian retailers for on ac-

count of the way in which they have encouraged the

sale of Canadian made shoes in preference to the im-

ported article. The figures which I have just given

and the results which have been achieved could only
have been brought about by having the active co-

operation and assistance of those whose work it is to

distrilnite the product to the consumer.

From a national standpoint, -while it has been de-

siral)le in the past that we should ])roduce manufac-
tured goods in Canada it is infinitely more so in the

years that are to follow. P)efore the war, in 1913,

Canada had an adverse balance of trade amounting
to $314,000,000. We bought more goods than we ex-

ported. The war came and owing to the large shell

orders that were placed in Canada and the demand
for our food products abroad, we have changed this

adverse trade balance of 1913 to a favorable balance
in our national trade in 1917 of $557,000,000. That is,

we received from abroad $557,000,000 more for our
products than we paid to foreign countries for our
imports. Happily the war has been l)rfnight to an
end, but the Canada of to-day is faced with condi-

tions altogether different from those which existed

prior to 1914. If this country were to go back to

the pre-war trade conditions we would not be able

to carry on. The cost of the war to Canada was about
one billion, 500 million. We have interest on this

amount. We have pensions to meet in addition to

our regular expenditure. The only way in which we
can meet this condition is by placing our trade and
industries in peace times upon what may be described as

a war footing. What we require in all lines is produc-
tion. During the war we used to refer from time to

time to what a splendid opportunity the steel manu-
facturers of Canada had in the production of muni-
tions. While much has ])een said about profiteering-

in connection with the shell industry I think this also

can be said that the men engaged in that industry

measured up s|)lendidly to the occasion. They pro-

duced munitions in Canada of a quality and in such
cpiantity as was not thought possible or dreamed of

at the beginning of the war. The record of labor in

this same connection was a magnificent one. The
Dominion of Canada had fewer strikes and fewer lab-

or disturbances during the war than any other coun-

try, and the way in which our workmen a]j])lied them-
selves to the production of munitions showed clearly

that properly organized Canadians could compare
favorably in the manufacturing industries with any
other country in the world. My thought is that in

the future we have got to get the ordinary lines of
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If you set out to buy shoes at $5.00 a pair you'll

quite likely come to the conclusion that "there's

a scarcity of shoes." But if you set out to buy

shoes at $10.00 a pair you'll find that "shoes are

quite plentiful."—Mr. Joseph Daoust, at Toronto

Convention.

industry upon practically the same basis as our sh;ll

industries were in during the war. The period of_ re-

construction is upon us, and I believe that it offers

the same opportunities in the industries and in agri-

culture to Canadians that obtained during the war.

In this connection it is important that our industries

should keep before them that they owe their first

duty to the Canadian home market. We must keep

that supplied but it is our duty, too, in all lines of in-

dustry to redouble our efforts and endeavor to manu-

facture and produce as much of the goods that are

required by Europe at the present time as is possible.

A most difficult and unlocked for condition con-

fronts us in the shoe manufacturing business at the

present time. During the war we were greatly handi-

capped for lack of help, and production fell off, in-

creasing our manufacturing costs. With the conclu-

sion of peace and the return of the armies from over-

seas it was felt that there would be a great surplus

of help and that there would be unemployment, per-

haps, in our industry. The very opposite has been the

result. There is just as great a scarcity of help

amongst shoe manufacturers in Canada to-day as

there ever was. Employment could be found for a

great many more people if they T/ere available, and

just as shell manufacturers pressed into service men

from other lines of trade so it will be necessary for

us to utilize in our industry during the next few years

labor from other industries upon which there is not

such a strong call at the present time. It was felt by

financial men that with the conclusion of peace there

would be a considerable drop in the price of most

commodities. The very opposite has been the result

in the, shoe and leather industry. After the end of

the war, in conversation with leading tanners, men

whose business it was to study the hide markets, they

were of the opinion, for the most part, that the pro-

per policy to follow would be a conservative

one, and that the high levels that had then

been established would probably decline. We find,

however, that hides and leather have increased in

price, since the stopping of hostilities, to a tremen-

dous extent. Leather buyers have come into Canada

and the United States, and have cleaned up all the

available stock, forcing prices to unthought of levels,

and we are face to face with conditions to-day with-

out a parallel even during the difficult days of the

war. 1 am convinced that we in this Continent have

under-estimated European conditions. In conversa-

tion with a gentleman whose family lives in Europe

he stated that they had not bought for their family a

pair of leather shoes since 1914, that there were none

to be had. The demand for goods from Europe in

the leather trade seems to be unlimited and, in my
opinion, it is going to take some years for it to be

filled. As long as this condition of aft'airs exists it

would not appear that there is much chance of selling

anything else but dear leather and footwear. I said

a moment ago that our first duty as Canadian manu-
facturers was to the Canadian people. We must kee])

this constantly before us. In that same connection
the first duty of the Canadian tanner, I consider, is to

the Canadian shoe manufacturer. He should look af-

ter his home market. I feel that it is only fair that

I should say that during the four years of war the

Canadian tanners kept this idea constantly before

them and the Canadian shoe manufacturers were
treated very fairly under difficult circumstances by
the tanners. In many cases Canadian tanners could
have recived larger prices for their products by ship-

ping them abroad and to the United States, but they
filled contracts which they had with the Canadian
shoe manufacturers on a very favorable basis. The
best evidence of this is the fact that the Canadian
Government were able to buy their military shoes at

prices considerably less than was paid by the Ameri-
can Government. The records show that goods bought
at the same time by both governments, Canadiar.

prices were more favorable. Having said this, I think

that it should be the object not only of our own in-

dustry, but in all industries, to manufacture as much
of our raw material here as possible and export it in

the shape of finished goods. Take for instance, in our
industry, if we can build up shoe factories in this

country to take up the raw material as we receive

it from the tanners, instead of sending it abroad in the

shape of leather, how much more it will mean to our
national wealth. There can be no doubt about the

greater the production the lower the cost of produc-
tion and if our factories during the next few years
were able to double their production of shoes the re-

sult would be that we would be able to produce our
goods for the home market at a lower cost, resulting"

in benefit to the consumer, and at the same time giv-

ing employment to thousands of people in this coun-
try and bring about a period of progress and develop-
ment such as we have never known.

There is just one other matter that I would like

to refer to, as I think it is of great importance at the
present time, and that is the labor situation. In speak-
ing of it I am liable to be misunderstood. I feel that

altogether too much agitation is being carried on at

the present time in favor of shorter hours. I am not
speaking from a personal standpoint because after all

it does not make a great deal of difference to the in-

dividual manufacturer if all are placed on the same
basis, but from a national standpoint I feel that it is

a mistake at the present time, to radically shorten the

working hours and curtail production. W'hen the war
was at its height and when we were uncertain, as we
sometimes were, of the future, and when it would all

end, we felt at that time that we were prepared to

make any sacrifice in order that we might see it

through to a successful conclusion. While the war
is ended the conditions brought about by the war
cannot be disposed of by a stroke of the pen. Fifty
million men have ])een taken out of productive occu-
]^ations and turned into the greatest work of destruc-

I

Cash is the only thing that talks with a mail

order house. And yet many retailers who com-
plain bitterly of this sort of competition continue

to give unlimited credit. This is not consistent.

I
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tion the world has ever seen. It is not reasonable

to expect that with the stopping- of hostilities we are

going to go back to the old order of things that exist-

ed prior to the war. It will take years of reconstruc-

tion to bring that about. I believe that labor, as well

as every other class in the community, should keep
this idea before them and that we should be prepared
to work harder and produce more during- the next few
years in order that we may discharge the obligations

which have been thrust upon us as a result of the war,
Canada has a great opportunity. As I pointed out, I

believe that we can put our industrial life during the

reconstruction period to what might be described as

a war basis. Properly taken advantag"e of, it will

mean not only that we will be able to discharge and
meet our national obligations, but it should also mean
great prosperity to our people. High wages will pre-

vail. It cannot be otherwise, and I do think that the

efforts of labor leaders during the next few years
should be directed not so much to the securing- of

shorter hours, but rather to seeing that labor receives

its fair share of prosperity which should come to this

country.

I understand that Mr. Davis, one of our leading-

tanners, will address you to-morrow. He will be able

to give you some idea of what basis there is for the

increased cost of shoes which will confront you for

some time to come. I have not dwelt upon this, as

he will be able to speak to you with more authority
than I could.

I thank you for the opportunity which you have
given me of appearing before you, representing, as I

do, the Shoe Manufacturers of Canada, and I trust

that the organization which you have just started at

this time will be successful, and that it will have
many years of great usefulness, and that the retail

shoe trade of Canada will get their fair share of that

prosperity which I believe will come to this Dominion
of Canada.

Another feature of the Canadian National
hibition will be a Victory Tower 70 feet high.

Ex-

Mr. M. Mendelsohn Opens New Montreal
Store

UNDER the style of Mendelsohn Brothers, Mr.
Mendelsohn has opened a new shoe store at

373 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal. Mr.
Mendelsohn is one of the oldest shoe retailers

in Montreal ; for years he carried on business on St.

Lawrence Boulevard and, on disposing of this store,

opened at 47 St. Catherine St. East. His new store

has an exceptionally fine frontage ; there are side win-
dows and one in the centre with entrances on other
side. Burnished copper and marble, with mahogany
fittings, are the chief materials of construction. The
entrance is paved with tile. The side windows have
rear panels of mahogany, surmounted by panels of mir-
ror glass, interlaced with copper bands. The central

window has a mahogany panel and a panel of clear

glass, also with copper bands. The cornice above the

windows is of copper. Lighting is from the ceilings,

the lamps being placed in silver-lined bowls. In addi-

tion, there are candle stick lights mounted on brackets
placed on the mahogany panels. Some of the goods
are displayed on fancy glass stands.

The interior fixtures and chairs are of mahogany
finish. The walls are painted in old ivory color. The
floors are entirely covered with green carpet. Shelv-
ing is arranged on the side walls and a cash desk is at

the end of the store. Men's goods are on one side and
women's on the other. In the centre of the fixtures

there are two showcases with interior lights. The
thirty chairs are in two rows. A gallery is built over
the rear portion of the store and this is used as an
office by Mr. Mendelsohn. The main lighting is by
four large bowls, suspended from the ceiliing, these be-

ing supplemented by candlesticks on brackets at the
end of the store.

The stock consists of high grade Canadian and
United States shoes. Surplus stock is carried in a large

basement fitted up with shelves. All the goods are in

special cartons. Mr. E. Drolet is store manager.

+—"—»—»
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j Mr

!

E. P. Drolet, manager West End Store
of Mendelsohn Brothers, Montreal

Mr. M. Mendelsohn, who has just opened
a new store at 373 St. Catherine Mr. Joseph, Bernstein, manager East End

West, Montreal. Store of Mendelsohn Brothers, Montreal.
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Fire Insurance a Dry Subject But Very Important One
An Instructive Address Was Delivered by Mr. W. G. Wright at the

Recent Toronto Shoe Retailers' Convention

FIRE insurance is a subject that should be of a

great deal of interest to the business man. It

is to the insurance man, but it is a dry subject.

It reminds me of the old lady who got into a

sleeping car one night and she became thirstv and said,

"Oh, but I'm dry," "Oh, but I'm dry," Oh, my, but I'm
dry"
—"For Heaven's sake porter get that woman a

drink of water—"Oh, that's grand, my, but I was dry,"

and fire insurance was, is and always will be dry. So
if I give you a dry talk this afternoon don't blame me.

What is fire insurance? It is a contract of indem-
nity. You buy a fire insurance policy for $1,000? You
don't buy any such thing. You buy a contract with
the insurance company that they will indemnify you
against loss to an amount not exceeding $1,000. If

your whole stock is burned up 3'ou are entitled to $1,-

000?—nothing of the kind. You may iiave had only
$400 worth of goods destroyed

;
you might have had

goods which cost you $1,000 destroyed and they might
have been worth only $400 because of that element
of depreciation of which I speak, or they may be, as

in the case of a manufacturing' shoe establishment for

whom we made an adjustment, where the goods had
cost $1,000 and were shown to be worth $1,700 and the

insurance company paid the loss on the basis of $1,700.

Fire insurance is, then, first, a contract of indem-
nity, under which an insurance company agrees that if

you fulfil all the conditions of that contract you shall

be indemnified for your loss up to the face of that pol-

icy. Then when you have a loss it is up to you to

prove what you have lost, and I may say that not nine-

teen out of twenty, (the one exception is where a per-

petual inventory is kept), I say in nineteen out of

twenty cases it is impossible to prove what you have
lost. You can arrive at a fairly good estimate of it,

but estimates can be made which will differ as far as it

is possible to dififer. I remember having a loss in a

millinery establishment some years ago, and the Hon-
orable Newton Rowell was an adviser in the case, and
I remember that I made up three statements from the

facts as set forth in the books. I took the figures and
prepared three different statements, and I said, "Mr.
Rowell, now any one of these three statements may
be true or none of them may be true." "Well," he said,

"give them all three of them," and I placed the whole
three before the adjuster.

Fire insurance, then, is a contract of indemnity, and
you will obtain a hundred cents on the dollar of your
loss if you know how to obtain it, and if you have lived

u]) to your contract.

Now there are several conditions to the contract

that you are very apt to fail to comply with. One of

the conditions that is very common is this, that you fail

to notify of the whole amount of insurance which you
are carrying, or fail to protect yourself by having on
your i)olicies a clause which reads, "Further Concur-
rent Insurance Permitted." That is the ideal condi-

tion. A lot of the agents, particularly in the small

towns, say, "Oh, we won't give you that permit, we'll

give you permission for so much in this company and
so much in that company." Well, if you cannot get

"Further Concurrent Insurance" endorsed on your po-

licy my advice would be to change your policy, change
your company, or better still, change your agent and
get one who knows his business. "Further Concurrent
Insurance" will be got for you by first class brokers
any time in reliable companies.

If you do not do this you have other insurance with-
out notice and in Ontario your policy is worth 60c on
the dollar of any loss that may occur, but in another
province, Manitoba I think it is, if you are insured for

more than 75 per cent, your policy is void. The law
used to be in Ontario that if you had further insurance
without notice, no matter how small the insurance, the
policy was void, but Toronto Saturday Night some
years ago took up a campaign against this, and had a

Bill introduced into Parliament, and it was changed
so that in the event of your having further insurance
without notice you are entitled to collect 60 per cent,

of your loss, which is a lot better than nothing" at all,

but still is very far from what should be the law.

The next feature that you are liable to fail in in insur-

ance is that you are liable not to live up to the require-

ments of the co-insurance clause. In regard to ihe

co-insurance clause, I take it most of you gentlemen
are from the larger towns and cities, and in these larger

towns and cities the agents are all saying, "Why not
take the 80 or 90 per cent, co-insurance clause and get
the 15 per cent, reduction in rate?" I do not think there
is any firm in Canada which adjusts more than a frac-

tion of the losses that are adjusted by the firm of Ross
& W'right, and my partner has had a great deal of ex-
perience on both sides of the fence and he expresses the
co-insurance clause the best I know. "The cO-insur-
ance clause" is the best asset the Fire Insurance Com-
panies have." In nineteen out of twenty cases people
get stung by the co-insurance clause and if you can
get away from it my advice is to keep away from it.

You cannot get away from it if your risk is a sprink-
lered risk or if you want a blanket policy over a num-
ber of buildings which do not communicate one with
the other, that is, they are cut off by fire doors, but if

you have to carry the co-insurance clause be sure you
live up to it; but, as I said, nineteen out of twenty do
not live up to it.

The next thing I want to mention with regard to

the contract is that you should see that your contract
really does cover you and insure you on the property
which you wish to have insured. Policies are coming-
in to me continually to give advice on, and I find so
very often descriptions utterly failing to describe the
property. The other day I picked up a policy for $100,-
000 which read, "On Stock in Trade," and the assured

Every merchant is entitled to bigger profits on
a rising market to provide for inevitable losses on
down markets.—Hon. E. J. Davis, at Toronto con-
vention.
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had another poHcy which read, "excluding stock in

trade." Now the stock in trade was stock being manu-
factured, and there was a certain number of other
things, such as files, rasps, needles, etc., which the ad-

juster said was not stock in trade, which he w-ished

to include in the other policy which was eaten up al-

ready and therefore the man would not. get paid for

this,' something like $8,000.

What does "Stock in Trade" mean? I looked it up.

In a bakery it includes the horse and wagon used in

delivering the bread.

This "Stock in Trade" is one of the most dangerous
wordings that could be put into a policy and yet this

])roker, a prominent broker in the city of Toronto,
thought he was givirig the assured the earth with a

fence around it.

What wording then do we use? Now if you get
this straight it will insure you, it will insure probably
more than you want it to, but you don't need to care
a snap for that. "On goods, wares and merchandise
of every description" and even if you left it at the
words "On goods" you will be perfectly safe, for the
word goods will include everything a man owns. As
long as you don't limit it you can put in "wares and
merchandise, including but not so as to limit the fore-

going," and you can give a whole lot of lingo if you
like. This is just dust thrown in the eyes of the word
" goods."

I had a case in Stratford some time ago where there
was just the word "goods," and the whole office equip-
ment apparently was not insured and there was a loss

of some $1,200 in the ofifice fixtures. The adjuster said

to me, "Now, AVright, you know as well as I do that
office equipment doesn't come under the head of

"goods." I said "Well, I don't know, but I'm going to

find out." I did find out, and they were goods alright,

and the adjuster paid for them, too.

Now on "goods, wares and merchandise" will in-

clude everything you possess, and do not put any limit

excluding store furniture and fixtures, or anything like

that.

Next thing, the store furniture and fixtures w^ord-
ing should read, "On store furniture, furnishings, fit-

tings and fixtures of every description," and what you
say after that is not of so much importance because the
Canadian Statutory Conditions were revised in 1912,
and mirrors, watches, clocks, etc., which were exclud-
ed from the policies before are not now excluded. But
there is a very important thing in connection with
store furniture and fixtures, and that is, if you have
rented a building and have made extensive improve-
ments in it how are you going to insure these improve-
ments so that you will be paid for any loss, independ-
ent of the owner of the building? Now these improve-
ments become part of the realty. They cease to be
your property. When a fire occurs the landlord can
collect for them, and if you insure them and collect for
them it is just a question whether you do not do so as a

trustee for him.
There is one way of accomplishing this ; get a

clause in your policies which reads something like this,

"It is understood and agreed that the damage to ten-
ant's improvements to building shall be adjusted with
and paid to the assured, the sole intent and purpose
of insuring tenant's improvements herein being that
the tenant shall be paid for any loss or damage there-
on independent of what may be claimed by the owner
of the premises from the companies insuring him."
Then you have a right to collect for them and it is

your loss and your loss will be paid for. If the land-

lord collects for them that is not your business.

Now I have tried to give you a couple of points

about getting your policy in shape. Next thing-, what
happens when a loss occurs? I know that the impres-
sion is given that if you have a loss they'll give you
the world with a fence around it, but I have just re-

ceived this letter which came from the West and is so

apt to the point that I thought I would give you the

benefit of it :

—

"We insured a building in 1914 in which we had an
equit}' of between four and five thousand dollars. We placed
the insurance in the owner's name, with loss payable to
ourselves. A fire occurred and the companies and adjusters
were notified that we wished to be present at the adjust-
ment and they promised that we would have this opportun-
ity. We wrote several times to the adjuster and got no
reply and finally our bankers took the inatter up and got
the reply that an adjustment had been made at $3,000. The
owner was an uneducated foreigner and he stated that the
adjuster came to him and tried to get him to settle for
$1,500 and finally induced him to sign for $2,000, telling

him that if he did not sign for this amount they would not
pay anything. We are endeavoring to force the company to
make a proper settlement and already have received an offer

of double what they settled the loss for.

"It is on account of the trouble we have had over these
policies that we want to be sure of the other insurance we
are carrying and have the best form of policy possible,

as we certainly do not want to have any similar jackpot
handed to us a second time in case a fire should ever occur
at once of our yards. We have paid these companies a
good many thousands of dollars in the past eleven years
in premiums, having carried practically all our insurance
with them since we have been in business, and on the first

loss we have ever had they have done their utmost to get
out from under, so that naturally our faith in the methods
of insurance companies in general is not what it previous-
ly was."

Now there are adjusters and adjusters, and there

is one adjuster who operates in Canada (I will call

his name Bennett, because that is not his name) and
this is what two managers have said about him to

me, and they employ him right along, (1) "Well, there's

one thing about Bennett, when he goes out on a loss

he will bring us in a salvage whether he is entitled to

it or not"; (2) "I believe that if the Devil himself had
a loss Bennett Avould come home with a salvage."

Now these are exactly their words about him, so

that fire loss adjustment is not always played exactly

on the square on the side of the insurance companies,
nor on the side of the assured. There are the two sides

to it.

Now I am going to take issue with Mr. Stewart.
Mr. Stewart advises 3"Ou to take stock of your goods
and the goods which have been on your shelves for

some time to write them down. Well, I cannot agree
with Mr. Stewart in that, and I will tell you why. The
price of your goods is something that you do not es-

tablish yourselves. It is established by the people
from whom you buy, and there is a basis of figuring the
cost of your goods which must appeal to everybody.
When you come to deal with fire loss adjustment these
goods on your shelves may be worth less than they
cost you. I think in the case of those of you who are
so fortunate as to have some considerable stock on
hand for some time that they are worth a great deal

more than they cost you. I would say, take stock of

your goods at actual cost every time. This is a safe,

sane and conservative method.

Do not think I am advising you to deceive your-
selves as to your stock on hand. At the time you are

taking that inventory make a special memo for your-
self, and write off a reserve to take care of that depre-
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ciation. Don't go away with tlie idea that I want you
to think the goods are worth a hundred cents on the

dollar if they are not, or that they are worth 100 cents

on the dollar if they are worth ISO, but you get a safe

starting point to work from. It will arrive at the

same result and gives your inventory a bona fide stand-

ing that it would not otherwise have.

Another thing about your inventory. Don't take

your inventory on loose sheets and leave them that

way; no objection to your using loose leaves to take

your inventory on, but immediately it is finished have
them bound, and do not keep your inventory where it

is liable to be caught by fire. If you have it, a first

class safe does, but the correct thing is to keep the in-

ventory off the premises altogether and after you have
a fire you will always have an inventory to work with.

I do not think I need say "keep books," but I do know

many merchants throughout the country who do not

keep books.

Mr. Wright was asked for and gave an explanation

of Co-Insurance Clause

:

It is a contract by which you agree to keep insured

up to (and I mention only the one) (SO per cent, of the

value of your proj^erty, failing which you become a

Co-Insurer for the deficiency. Now for a sample prol)-

lem we will take a man who has a stock of $10,000. He
agrees that he will insure that stock for $8,000 and if

he doesn't insure it for $<S,000 he is to be a co-insurer

for the deficiency. The fire comes along and he has
a loss of $4,000. The adjuster finds that he forgot to

renew one of his policies and he has only $5,000 of in-

surance and he should have had $8,000. He is, there-

foree entitled to five-eights of his loss of $4,000, which
is just $2,500.

Helpful Advice on Making a Business Pay
Given by Mr. F. W. Stewart at Toronto Shoe Retailers' Convention

MI'^N enter into business for themselves, in which
they, invest their money, with a desire and
an ambition to build up their business on
profitable lines, thereby establishing them-

selves in the community as successful business men.
A business is not successful unless it produces

l)rofits.

To ])roduce ])rofits a business must earn a fair

])er cent, of net profits over and above all expenses.

Ninety per cent of the men who start in busi-

ness are unsuccessful, for the reason that they have
not oijerated their business at a profit.

The reason for so many businesses being unsuc-
cessful is not from lack of business, but lack of know-
ledge of the proper methods of operating a business

on a profit-making basis.

The average merchant will work day and night,

six days in the week, to make his business pay; many
will deprive their families of the comforts of life to

help pay, their bills when they come due, but even un-

der these conditions many are unable to meet their

obligations.

The Fundamental Principles

What are the fundamejital princi|)les which allow

a man to build up a progressive ])aying business ?

I would ])lace the main factors which go to make
a successful business in the following order:

1. Correct methods of figuring profits.

2. Itemizing your expenses.

3. Departmentalizing your store.

4. Frequent turnover of stock.

5. Clerks of high standard and selling ability.

6. Truthful advertising.

7. Purchasing of merchandise manufactured by
reputable companies.

8. Proper window and store display.

Permeate your business with 3'our own j^ersonal-

ity—instilling it as strongly as possible into your
clerks, so that the people of your town or city will

want to spend their money in your store, rather than

in other stores.

Add to these, service, and your business must
succeed.

In the limited time at my disposal I will dwell

ui)on only three phases of retail merchandising, w^hich
are, in my opinion, those which most seriously effect

the earning powers of a business. They are:

(1) Figuring your profits. (2) Itemizing your
expenses. (3) Departmentalizing your store.

Figuring Your Profits

The figuring of profits is undoubtedly the most
im])ortant factor of merchandising, for two reasons;
I^^irst, because you cannot make money in your busi-
ness unless you sell your merchandise at a profit ox er
and above your total fixed charges or overhead ex-
pense. Second, for the reason that so many merchants
figure their profits incorrectl)^.

If there are any merchants in this audience who
are figuring their profits on an incorrect basis, and I

can demonstrate to only one that he is doing so, I

will consider that my talk to you has been of some
value.

In discussing profits with merchants, covering a
period of many years, I find that it is the custom with
a large number of them to figure their profits on in-

voice price, and expenses on selling price. This is a
fatal error, and is the cause of most of the failures
which occur.

The first fact I wish to make clear is that 50 per
cent, advance on invoice price does not give vou 50
per cent, gross profit.

It is the general custom to figure expenses on sell-

ing or sales price. This is as it should be. Therefore
profits should be figured on the same basis. You can-
not use one set of figures upon which to base expenses
and another for basing your profits. The same fig-

ures must be used for both.

When 50 Per Cent. Becomes 33 1/3 Per Cent.
If you buy shoes for $4.00 and sell them for $6.00

you get 50 per cent., or $2.00, advance on your invoice
price. Having based your expenses on your selling
price, $6.00, your must figure what per cent, your
gross profit. $2.00, is of that amount. We find that
$2.00 is 1/3 of $6.00, therefore your per cent, gross pro-
tit on the sale is 33 1/3 per cent.

If your expenses are 30 per cent., your net profit
is 3 1/3 per cent.

If all your merchandise is marked on this basis,
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and your exi)enses are as stated, your net profit on

your sales for the year would be 3 1/3 ])er cent., if all

your sales were marked at the regular sellinsr price,

which, of course, is not the case, owing to a certain

per cent of your sales being made at reduced prices.

Remember that it is the price at which your merch-
andise is sold which makes up your total sales for the

year. Invoice prices have no effect on your volvime of

sales.

Expenses and profits can be figured on invoice

lirice if desired, but sales figures are more convenient,

for the reason that it is easier to use your sales figures,

rather than the invoice prices of all the articles sold

during- a day, a month or a year. The net result of

the figures would be the same, no matter which you
used, but the main point is that the same figures must
be used to figure both expenses and profits. I cannot
emphasize this too strongly.

A Short Cut in Percentage

A simple short-cut method to ascertain the per

cent, of profit you are making on any article, is to

stibtract the invoice price from the selling- price, divid-

ing the selling price into the dift'erences, adding two
ciphers to the latter, and two additional ciphers to

obtain fraction of 1 per cent.

To illustrate

:

Selling price : $6.00

Invoice price 4.00

6.00)2.00 00 00(0(33.33 = 33 1/3%
1 800

2000
1800

2000
1800

2000
1800

200

I want to make clear to you that 50 per cent, ad-

vance on invoice price does not give you 50 per cent,

gross profit; 100 per cent, advance does not give you
100 per cent, gross profit.

If you purchase a pair of shoes for $3.00 and sell

them for $6.00, your advance on invoice would be 100

per cent. If your expenses were 50 per cent, of selling-

price, it would cost you $3.00 to sell those shoes. On
the basis of figuring that you were making 100 per

cent, you would still be making 50 per cent, after

paying your expenses of 50 per cent. But we find

that when your expenses of 50 per cent, are paid, you
have only $3.00 left, the price you paid for the shoes.

Your 50 per cent, expenses wiped out your 100 per

cent added to invoice price, and which you figured

was allowing you 50 per cent, net profit, after your

expenses were paid.

It ys desirable to keep the following figures in

mind

:

100 per cent, advance on invoice price gives 50 per

cent, gross profit on selling price.

50 per cent, advance on invoice i^rice gives 33 1/3

per cent, gross profit on selling price.

33 1/3 per cent, advance on invoice price gives 25

per cent, gross profit on selling price.

25 per cent, advance on invoice price gives 20 ])er

cent, gross profit on selling price.

Figure your profits on your selling price, the fig-

ures upon which your expenses are based, and you
will not wonder where your profits are at the end of

the year, which you thought you were making, but
which you did not make.

If you wish to obtain a fixed per cent, of net profit

over your expenses, add the per cent, net profit to your
per cent expenses, deduct the total from 100 per cent.,

dividing the difference with the total expenses and
profits. The result will give you the per cent, to add
to your invoice price.

Example : Expenses 30%
Profit desired 10%

40%

Deduct 40 from 100, and divide difference into total

expense and profit, 40 per cent., adding- 4 ciphers, as

follows

:

100
40

60)400,000(66.66=66 2/3%
360

400
360

400
360

400
360

40

The result shows that 66 2/3 per cent, must be
added to invoice price to give you 40 per cent, gross
profit ; 30 per cent, expenses and 10 per cent net profit.

To prove this

:

66 2/3 per cent, added to invoice price of $4.00 is

$2.67, making selling price $6.67.

Selling price $6.67

Invoice $4.00

667)2.6700)40%
2 668

20

If you buy shoes for $10.00 and wish to make 10

per cent, net profit, your expenses being 30 per cent.,

add 66 2/3 per cent, to invoice price, making- the re-

tail selling price $16.66. If you sell them for less you
cannot make 10 per cent, net profit, if your expenses
are 30 per cent.

If you buy shoes for $4.00 and sell for $12.00 you
do not secure 300 per cent, gross profit. Your gross

profit is 66 2/3 per cent., or $8.00, which is 66 2/3 i)er

cent, of $12.00.

If we accept this basis of figuring profits, it is im-

possible to make 100 per cent, gross profit. So long

as an article costs anything and no matter at what
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price it is sold, on this basis of figuring, less than 100
per cent, will l)e shown. Example

:

Sell for 100
Invoice price 1

100)99 00(99%
90 0

9 00
9 00

Figuring Expenses

I understand that the expenses of the average shoe
shop are 28 per cent, to 33 per cent, of sales. This
would mean that an advance of 50 per cent, on in-

voice price would just about pay the expenses of the

store, provided all sales were made at regular price,

and would indicate that at least 60 per cent, must be

added to invoice price to show a reasonable net pro-

fit.

Be sure that you include all your expenses when
figuring- your cost of doing business. They should be
itemized somewhat on the following basis. I have
figured the per cent, of each expense on a business

with sales of $50,000. Of course they are not accurate,

but will serve to illustrate the system wnieh should

be used to keep track of, and watch your expenses.

The figures under heading "Actual" are the actual

total expenses gi\-en by a shoe store with A-olumes

of sales of $51,000:
Estimated Actual

Personal 8 % $4,000 9 % $4,800

Payroll 7 3,500 5/ 2,750

Rent 4 2,000 2 1.000

Advertising 3 1,500 "1 500

Insurance 1 500 1 500

Light and heat . . . /2 250 / 250

Depreciation 2/2 1,250

Transportation . . . . /2 250 / 250

Delivery 1/ 750 250

Bad debts 1 500

General (int'st, etc.) 1 500 1 500

30% $15,000 21% 3^10,800

Be sure to include your own drawings in your ex-

penses. They are just as much an expense as the pay
of one of your clerks.

If you own your store, pay yourself a rental in

keeping with rentals of stores in your locality. It is

a legitimate expense, and you are entitled to the in-

come. If you did not own your own store, you would
have to pay rent. If your money was not invested in

your store, you would have it placed where it would
bring you a return equivalent to the amount of your

rent.

Keep control of your expenses ; see that each item

does not exceed its porper per cent. Keeping down
your expenses, a steady growth in your value of sales

and a correct per cent, of gross profits and turnover

of stock, will make your business strong and success-

ful.

Departmentalizing Your Stock

I would consider that it would be very easy to

departmentalize a shoe store.

I would do so somewhat as foUnws:

Men's high shoes.

Men's low shoes..

Women's high shoes.

Women's low shoes.

Children's low shoes.

Findings, ])lacking, laces, etc.

Repair department.
Be close enough to the details of your business to

know absolutely that all departments are making
money for yovt.

If any of the departments are not showing their

])roper per cent, of sales ; if the stocks of any are too

high for their volume of sales; if too many sales are

l)eing made at reduced prices, make it your business

to know the reason why ; make every department
stand on its own basis. Your semi-annual inventory

will tell you the story as to whether each department
is showing satisfactory profits. If you have not a .sys-

tem which gives you the results at shorter periods.

Tn closing, let me counsel you to control your ad-

^ertising. Do not buy full pages in the newspapers
if your appropriation will not permit it, or for the

reason that your competitors are doing so. Uncon-
trolled advertising may often cost more than the pro-

fits of a sale, which might otherwise show you good
returns.

It is well to keep in mind that a big day's sales do
not always mean satisfactory sales. If between heavy
expenses and close prices, the profits are eliminated,

your day's sales go for nothing, you are not any fur-

ther ahead at the end of the day than you were in the

morning, and such sales keep you from showing a

satisfactory statement at the end of the year.

When you take inventory, do not take any merch-
andise in at invoice price, if it has depreciated on ac-

count of being out of style, or broken sizes, or for

any other reason that will not allow it to sell at the

regular price. Enter it on your inventory at what it

is worth and so allow you to place your regular ad-

vance upon it, which will show your regular profit

when it is sold.

Do not overlook, in doing this, to have your books
show the invoice price, for insurance purposes.

Summing up. my last words and recommendations
are

:

Be sure your profits are figured correctly; itemize

3'our expenses and ])e sure that all are included in the

total

.

Departmentalize your store. It is not only bene-

ficial, but very interesting. Be conversant with your
financial position at least semi-annually.

Do not allow dead stock to remain on your shelves.

Keep your stock down as low as possible, consist-

ent with your sales.

Guard against selling too large a pro])ortion of your
goods at reduced prices.

Make your service so good that when you once sell

a customer, he or she becomes a regular customer.

Be truthful in all the statements you make directly

to customers or in your advertising, and if you are

conscientious in following these business principles

you cannot help but be the proj^rietor of a business
which will be successful and profitable.

Let us export finished shoes, instead of leather. How
much more it will mean to our national wealth!—

Mr. F. S. Scott, at Toronto Convention
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The annual picnic of the A. R. Clarke Company to Wabasso Park was well attei

The Annual Picnic of A. R. Clarke & Company

TH E annual picnic of the A. R. Clarke Company,
patent leather, glove and clothing manufactur-
ers, Toronto, was held at Wabasso Park on July
28th. A general holiday was proclaimed by the

president, Mr. (jriffith B. Clarke, who gave each em-
ployee a full day's pay and i)rovided tickets for the

boat trip and, in the case of the married folk, tickets

Mr. Griffith B. Clarke, president of the A. R.
Clarke Company.

for the ladies and children up to 12 years of age.

The [prevailing spirit in the entire Clarke organiza-

tion is one oi complete harmony—every employee

works with the com])any, rather than for it. During
the after-war stress and labor difficulties it is notice-

able that the jprogress of this large concern has been

unmarked by the slightest indication of labor unrest.

Mr. (iriffith Clarke is always "one of the boys." To

most of them he is not "Mr. Clarke," but just "Grifif."

and he, in turn, addresses the boys Joe, Dick or Harry,

as the case may be. "Grifif" was right with them at the

picnic and the thorough success of the event was in

large measure due to his thoughtfulness.

About a thousand took advantage of the opportun-

ity and more than twenty-nine sporting events were
run ofif, the japanning department making a clean-up

in most of the big events. They won the baseball

game, 100 and 200 yard races, the broad jump, tug-of-

war, three-legged race and wheelbarrow race, at the

same time taking the silver challenge cups offered for

the 100 and 220 yard races and the tug-of-war.

Mr. Charlie Thorley, who travels in the Maritime

The start of one of the contests at the Clarke outing

Provinces, showed that he had not lost any of his old-

time form by winning the high jump, hop-step and

jump and second in the 100 yard open race and broad

jump. Charlie Pattinson (Northern Ontario), made a

gallant efifort to hold the japanning department in the

tug-of-war, but his herculean efforts were fruitless, as

the "jap" boys had a scientific system of pulling all

their own.

Mr. C. A. Upper, accountant, ran a fine race in the

100 yard event for men employed continuously for ten

or more years, finishing second. As there were .so
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iffith B. Clarke, president of the Company, is seen sitting in the second row, centre

many events to run off, the boys' and girls'

events up to 12 years were held while the ball game
was in progress, and afterwards Mr. Clarke presented

the prizes. Every boy and girl under seven got a prize

whether or not and the kiddies were certainly happy.

The trip to the park was made on the steamer
"Corona," and Mr. Clarke treated the picnickers to

some thrills by cutting circles around the vessel with
his power boat, the " Leopard." He also gave the Cap-
tain of the "Corona" a few thrills when the passengers
would rush from one side of the boat to the other.

Motor-boating- is one of Mr. Clarke's hobbies and the

"Leopard" justifies its name—it leaps.

An added attraction at the picnic was the famous

The kiddies also enjoyed themselves

20th Battalion Band with Bandmaster Moore in charge.

Their services were very much appreciated. After the

strenuous day of sport everyone also appreciated very
much the hot supper provided by the company.

The judges in the dift'erent events were: J. Ross,

sales manager, glove and clothing departments; J. An-
drews, foreman of japan department (who had a great

day seeing his boys clean up most of the prizes) ; R.
Watson (glove leather dept.), and H. Symonds, glove

dept. The Main Committee, who worked hard to make
this picnic a big success, was as follows : chairman.

Griffith B. Clarke, president of th

Hoult, supt. of factory ; C. A. Upper,
Sailer, sales manager, patent leather

secretary.

e company
;

accountant

;

dept. : Alf. C

J. G.
H. A.

The Clarke men are all good runners

Catalog of Shoe Store Supplies

The Canadian Shoe Findings Novelty Companv, 2
Trinity Square, Toronto, have just issued a catalogue
of shoe store supplies, accessories and novelties, includ-
ing laces, insoles, rubber heels, fitting stools, mirrors,
lace tippers, spats, shoe polishes, shoe ornaments, but-
ton machines, lasts and stands, arch supports and foot
remedies, button hooks, shoe horns, and so on. J\Ir.

Lester Levy is manager of the company.

War Trophies at C. N. E.

Canada owns over 450 big guns, scores of aero-
planes, and many thousand rifles and machine guns.
The trophies are too many to house in the proposed
War Museum at Ottawa, and a great number will fall

to the lot of various municipalities throughout the Do-
minion. The distribution will start immediately after
the Canadian National Exhibition.
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Toronto and Hamilton Repairers Play Ball
Wednesday Afternoon Outing to Hamilton Well Attended

1// /'A —Toronto Men Had Revenge for Last Year

ft

oN Wednesday. July 30,

members of the Toron-
to Shoe Repairers' As-
sociation put on their

outing togs and motored up to

Hamilton to indulge in the an-

nual baseball game with mem-
bers of the Hamilton Repair-

ers' Association. The weath-
erman plainly has no grudge
against the repairers, for their

outing days are unusually

pleasant. The party got off to a good start from Sun-

nyside at about 2 o'clock and, after a delightful thir-

ty-five mile trip over the Toronto-Hamilton concrete

highway, pulled into Dundurn Park, Hamilton, about

3.30, meeting the members of the Hamilton associa-

tion. Up in the Ambitious City they have a strong-

prejudice against "daylight saving" and as they are

content to journey through life this summer on "old

time" they were a little late on the job with the hick-

ory and the pill. This is in contrast to last year when
the Hamilton enthusiasts were kept waiting by the

Toronto party, some of wdiom thovight Burlington

Beach was over in the direction of Guelph. However,
the ball game finally got under way with the follow-

ing line-up: Toronto—Lewis, Canning, Hanna, But-

terworth, Ozard, Lomas, Hendry, Dollery, Sherhol-

ly ; Hamilton—Llewellyn, Vinie, Cramp, Traynor,
Thornton, Clark, Willman, Wilton, Neffen.

On the whole it was a very fast game, as is evi-

denced by the fact that last year the score was 11-3 in

favor of Hamilton whereas this year the Toronto
team piled up a score of 24 against 22 for the Ham-
ilton nine. It was not hard to see that the Toronto
shoemen were out for revenge and they certainly de-

serve credit because they didn't appear to be in as good
condition as the Hamilton team who have been cav-

orting with the globule as a regular pastime.

Some rude person in the bleachers wanted to know

why they weren't using a football, this unkind re-

mark being occasioned by the fact that the game was
played with a particularly large sphere. Certainly if

they used a bat proportionate in size they would have
to requisition a fence post or a bed slat at least.

Anyway the hard hitters can't knock the large ball

so far and that saves a lot of running.
Following the conclusion of the game at about 6

o'clock the call of the inner man became imperative
and the gathering dispersed for supper down tow-n,

The Toronto repairers snapped at Dundurn Park, Hamilton, just after
the drive from Toronto

everybody being allowed to follow his own inclina-

tion in the choice of an eating place but a great many
favored the "Chinks." After a little sight-seeing in

the evening the cars met in Dundurn Park again for

the return trip, some of the cars reaching Toronto
ahead and some behind—"new time" of course—which
was perfectly satisfactory to everyone. Now for the

Annual Picnic and Sport.s—Niagara Falls, Aug. 13.

i

i

i

I

Mr. Wilton, of Hamilton, and Messrs. Burnett and Butterworth, of Toronto, posed as "the three
graces" at the Hamilton outing. The centre picture shows tlie line-up of members' cars on

the bridge at Sunnyside, Toronto, just before starting for Hamilton. The picture

on the right shows the game in progress. None of the players knocked the
ball as far as the end of the field

I

-4
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Ames-Holden-McCready Take Prominent Part

in Peace Day Celebration at St. Hyacinthe

IN
keeping with all loyal parts of the British Em-

pire, the^ citizens of St. Hyacinthe joined most
heartily in celebrating- the appointed Peace Day.
Almost, if not all, of the manufacturers were re-

presented in the procession which formed the initial

part of the day's proceedings.

In keeping with their position in the business life

of Canada, Ames-Holden-McCready, Ltd., were repre-

sented by no fewer than four neatly decorated automo-

biles. And just to show that they can do more than

Mr. Victor Graveline, superintendent of the
Ames-Holden-McCready factory at

St. Hyacinthe, Que.

make shoes, they were awarded first prize for the neat-

est "get up" in the automobile section. A seven pas-

senger Studebaker, surrounded by the flags of the al-

lies, with five neatly dressed lady members of the office

staff, and two of the male members of the plant, in very
neat chauffeur costumes, made up the winning unit.

In this connection, as well as for the enthusiastic

manner in which he gave a big push in the whole ar-

rangements, the utmost credit is due to Mr. Victor

Graveline, the works superintendent.

In the evening, following the parade, Mr. Graveline

entertained the foremen and office staff' to a yachting

The winning car in the Peace Day Parade—all the passengers are mem-
bers of the Ames-Holden-McCready staff at St. Hyacinthe.

cruise and banquet on the Yamaska River, returning in

time for the kindling of a large bonfire. This brought

a very successful outing to a close.

The Brandon Guessing Contest

AN interesting feature at the Kitchener Style

Show was the guessing contest staged in the

booth of the Brandon Shoe Company, makers
of men's fine goodyear welts, Brantford, Ont.

A man's shoe was displayed on a small table and all

visitors to the booth were invited to guess the factory

number of the shoe, the inside of which was filled so

that the number was invisible. A large number of

people took advantage of the opportunity, the prize be-

ing one pair of high-grade shoes. The winner, how-
ever, was Mr. G. E. Reynolds, of Sterling, Ont., whose
guess was 15732. The actual number was 15734.

Tlie "Western Retailer"

THE official magazine of the Saskatchewan-Al-
berta branches of the Retail Merchants' Asso-
ciation of Canada has been enlarged to standard
magazine size and the name changed from "The

Retailer" to the "Western Retailer." This magazine
is circulated among the members in the prairie pro-

vinces and is devoted entirely to the interests of the

retail trade. It seeks to educate the merchant in bet-

ter methods so that he may improve his store service

and, consequently, his bank balance. The first issue of

the enlarged edition is very attractive and contains
many helpful suggestions.

The Ames-Holden-McCready factory at St. Hyacinthe contributed four elaborately decorated automobiles to the Peace Day festivities.
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FOOTWEAR FINDINGS
Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade
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H. C. Arnold, of Geo. E. Boulter, Toronto, is on a holi-

day trip through the Great Lakes.

Russell Joyce, of the Neill Shoe Store, Peterhoro, was

married on July 30.

C. Mather, manager Ontario Division Gutta Percha and

Rubber Limited, is on a holiday trip to Lake of Bays.

Ralph Locke has severed his connection with Dufresne

& Locke, Ltd., shoe manufacturers, Maisonneuve, having soM
his interest to another member of the firm. Mr. Locke has

acquired a controlling interest in the firm of Dufresne & Gali-

peau. Ltd., shoe manufacturers and jobbers, Montreal.

L. A. Gauthier, of the Canadian Footwear Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, is spending a holiday at Perce, Gaspe Coast, P.Q.

G. Hayden and A. Sapsford have opened an up-to-date

boot and shoe repair shop at 138 Davenport Road, Toronto.

Both are returned soldiers who have seen service in France.

Mr. Hayden has, unfortunately, lost one of his legs.

M. J. Fourneyhough, Montreal, of the Gutta Percha &
Rubber Ltd., is holiday making at Sweetsburg, P.Q.

The liquidator of the Sherbrooke Footwear Co., Ltd.,

has advertised for sale l)y tender the assets of the company,

including the factory and the shoes and materials. The city

of Sherbrooke has a mortgage on the real estate of .$15,000.

The Quebec Heel Co. has been established at 560 St.

Valier Street, for the manufacture of heels, soles, etc. This

is a new industry for Quebec city. Mr. J. A. Rodrigue, shoe

retailer, of St. Catherine Street East, Montreal, is interested

in the business.

A boot and shoe repairers' local, affiliated with the Boot

and Shoe Workers' Union, has been formed in Montreal. The

following are the officers: President, A. Berger; vice-presi-

dent, J. A. Grouix, corresponding secretary, H. Robilliard;

financial secretary, C. McKircher.

Mr. A. H. Galle, display manager of the Rannard Shoe

Limited, Winnipeg, attended the Convention of the Interna-

tional Association of Display Men, at the Hotel Sherman,

Chicago. Mr. Galle, for the past five years, was manager of

A. F. Lenthes Boot Shop, Niagara Falls, N.Y., which position

he resigned to assume charge of display advertising for the

Rannard stores. He spent a week in Chicago after the Con-

vention, purchasing decorative materials for the coming sea-

son's displays.

Fire recently broke out in the shoe store of Harry R. Pol-

lock, 1252 Bloor West, Toronto. The damage to stock is

said to be .$6,000.

The United States Rubber Company of Canada, Limited,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000,000. The
directors and officials of the company are practically identical

with those of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company.
Edwin G. Clark, formerly of New York City, has opened

considierably. Lunch was served in the ball room of the

hotel at Port Bruce.

J. L. Wright, custom boot and shoemaker, 10 VVinslow

Street, St. John West, N.B., has just installed a Goodyear

stitcher and finishing outfit and now has one of the most com-

])lete shops in the Maritime Provinces.

R. J. McAllister, the popular western representative for

L. H. Packard & Company, Montreal, was married on July

9 to Miss Mabel G. Stewart, of Toronto.

Messrs. G. B. & C. P. Slater, of the Invictus shoe fac-

tory, Montreal, were on a visit to Toronto and other Ontario

points.

an office at 222 Craig Street West, Montreal, as a shoe illus-

trator. Mr. Clark has been connected with some of the largest

shoe manufacturers in the States, and has a practical know-
ledge of the trade. He is now doing a considerable amount
of art work for Canadian manufacturers. Mr. Clark contri-

Ijutes an article to this months' issue of "Footwear" on the

value of illustrations in advertising.

C. Bethley, who recently returned from overseas after

serving with the 15th Battalion, C.E.F., in France, has opened

a boot and shoe repair store at 461 Gerrard St. East, Torfonto.

Sergeant T. A. Cosford, who recently returned to Can-

ada on the Olympic after serving overseas for over two
years, is now at his home in Woodstock, Ont. Mr. Cosford

was formerly employed with the McBrine Company, of

Kitchener.

The Montreal Council has passed a by-law closing stores

at 7 p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays,

at 9 o'clock on Fridays, and 11 o'clock on Saturdays. There
are certain exceptions to this rule, and provision is also made
for late openings on day preceding public holidays. The
shoe retailers of the city have discussed this question, and

were favorable to early closing on three nights. The pre-

sent law is for early closing on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

The second annual picnic of the employees of the Just

Wright Shoe Company, St. Thomas, was held at Port Bruce
recently. The party left St. Thomas on the L. & P. S. for

Port Stanley, going from there to Port Bruce on the Brown
Brothers' tug. The day was spent in swimming, dancing and
racing. A ball game enlivened the entertainment of the day

WANTED—COMPETENT FOREMAN to take charge bottoming
room factory making children's stitch downs. Apply King Shoe Com-
pany, Owen Sound, Ontario.

WANTED—SUCCESSFUL SHOE SALESMEN to sell Edmonds
"Foot-Fitters" in Canada. Liberal commissions paid on shipment of

orders. Our shoe is 75 cents under the market due to the fact
that we make only one shoe in one leather over one last. Address Ed-
monds Shoe Co., Burleigh & Weil Sts.. Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED—POSITION AS TRAVELLING SALESMAN for the
Maritime Provinces, with well established line. Married man, 36 years
of age. Active, and can furnish Al references re ability, habits, etc.

A. B. C, Box 970, Footwear in Canada, Toronto. 7-t.f.

SELLING AGENCIES WANTED
Canadian or American staple lines in any grade of good selling

shoes, and also in findings. Agencies wanted for Montreal or Province
of Quebec. Apply Box 50, Footwear in Canada, 119 Board of Trade,
Montreal. 7-8

CLARK
SHOE.

'LLUSTRATOB

Wishes to announce that he is now per-

manently located in Montreal, where
he will handle catalog illustrating for

the shoe trade.

222 CRAIG STREET W.
MONTREAL
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Wherever there is a White Shoe
there is a customer for

ROCD. r«jLOX ^JJU.

The WHITE CLEANER

''It Keeps White Shoes WhiteJ'

There are two sorts of customers—those that come

back for more and those that don't

!

Every '* Blanco" sale you_niake

means a satisfied customer.

** Blanco
*' makes friends because it does its work

well— because it is so easy to use—because it is so

convenient

—

in fact, because it is in every way
satisfactory.

It is worth while stocking a line that sells itself, sells quickly,

and keeps on selling.

Order your stock to-day.

All jobbers have it.

Sole MamifaclMreTS :

Joseph Pickering & Sons; Ltd.

^ >HE England, j;
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CHILDREN'S SHOES
Specially designed to give freedom and allow

unrestricted growth to the little feet

Constructed to give exceptional service to hardy,

healthy youngsters who run and skip and play.

A profitable line ensuring a rapid and liberal

turnover.

Childrens Shoe Mfg, Co.,

Limited
11 Belleau St. - - Quebec City

Stop Advertising and

YouWe Forgotten

' 1' OW long do you think your good-will is good

I I for, if left to itself? The public has a short

memory. Are you willing to risk its forgetful-

ness—even to invite it? Figure it out in dollars and

cents. Can you afford it?"
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Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Represtntalive-

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

»iiiimiiiiLj|j»iiiiiiiiiiiK

Better Than Real Porpoise Laces
Look like leather, but stronger and wear
longer. Uniformly woven throughout

—

no weak spots.

Ask your Jobbers

We'll send samples upon request.

The Narrow Fabric Co., Reading, Pa.

V.D.t\RMSTROMG
lengraverof fine steel stamps &dies
230,«,-\>NEs^M0NTREALPWov^ 675

iCR^>^C^^fP) Q QUE, cy (j^-^ AtAIN

MYSTAMPS ARE"UPTODATE"iN DESIGN
& ADO AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES

• WHICHVtflLt. INCREASE YOUR SALES*

THE Established 1863

KING BROTHERS CO., LIMITED
WHITBY, ONTARIO

Manufacturers of

Chrome, Combination and
Bark Tanned

Side Upper Leathers

Ooze, Flexible and Wax Splits for Home and
Export Trade

pilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillP^^

Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS,
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.

liillllllillllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU^
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LARGEST Leather Remnant and Scrap Leather

Dealers in the World

UPPER LEATHER
Boxed Sides, Horse Fronts

Dull and Glazed Goat and Sheep Skins

We have Special Offerings from time to time in

Remnant Stocks especially adapted to the needs

of Canadian Shoe Manufacturers.

Spanish and Black Upholstery Remnants for

Glove Trade
Varied and Large Supply Carried in Stock

Hat Sheep Remnants for Novelty Trade

Various Kinds of Leather for Suspender Trade

The C. G. Flynn Leather Co.
107 South Street, BOSTON, Mass.

Patented
Dec, 30thy 1913

Patented
Oct. 26th, 1915

VulcO'Unit Box Toe
Adopted by far sighted shoe manu-

facturers as the only solution for all

their Box Toe troubles.

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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A Shoe Merchant

Every customer tor new pair is a
department.

pect for the repair

With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Slioe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types

in use—That means MERIT and QUALITY.
The Champion Line consists of

:

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.
Universal Model Curved Needit
and Awl Shoe Stitcher— heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 Forest Park Bvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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HARRY E. THOMPSON
To the Jobbers:

In addition to my other agencies I have just completed

a contract for the exclusive Canadian Agency for

The Creedon Exporting Co.
of Boston

When you are in Montreal buying your spring samples,

etc., I will appreciate an opportunity of showing you this

line of merchandise which consists of Misses', Childs' and

Infants,' also Boys', Youths' and Little Gents' McKays. It

will pay you to investigate.

HARRY E. THOMPSON
Manufacturers^ Agent 10 Victoria St., MONTREAL

"EUREKA"
To the Jobbing Trade only

Our new 8" Black and Brown
Kid bals. are trade builders

They are well made and good

looking.

Write our Sales department

Am-Bri-Can Distributors

64-68 Adelaide St. E., Toronto

for up to the minute prices on

our lines

No. 828 Black Kid
No. 827 Brown Kid

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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Shoe Laces 1

IN

BULK
TO
THE

Mercerized

Round and Flat, Blacks, Whites

All Popular Shades

All lengths and styles for high and low shoes

Branded for the Trade

MANUFACTURERS
^ ARTMOON" Threads, Brushes, Cements.

The A. G. Mooney Company
Ed'^rc'Ewis 220 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL j. pI'rent

45 Front St. East 611 St. Valier St.

A Better Line
for the jobber

The quality and good workmanship which predominates in all our

shoes for Women, Misses, Children and Infants makes them

a profitable and easy selling line for the jobber.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street ----- Montreal
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7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings, Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agents for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural

surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch :—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiii!iiiii^^^

Arc MouY Cutting Boards
Blocks Always in A-1 Shap

Efficient workmanship requires level, smooth 5
cutting- surfaces on your cutting- Boards, Click- g
ing- and Die Blocks. That is why progressive shoe

manufacturers throughout the continent use in

their factories our

§r Block Planer
This planer saves hoth dies and time, and increases

the quantity and quafity of work. It will plane

4-foot block in two minutes.

We shall be glad to explain the many special

features of this planer to you. Drop us a line on

your letterhead.

The Louis G. Freeman Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Canadian Representatives—INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY COMPANY

Kitchener, Ont. Montreal, Que.
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(§- The Sole of Perfection

Easy to Wear—
Hard to Wear Out

The public have come to t link of "Acme"
Soles ill t;rms of Fooi Comfort and Economy.

People like "Acme" Soles because t'ley find

i;i tbcm tbat springiness, that quiet staunchness,
that built-in long-lift- which mean ease in walk-

ing and also money saved.

" Acme " Soles are alike popular for cit/

asphalts, rugged country roads or bush trails.

For camping out in rocky places where footing is

very often insecure "Acme" Soles are simply
Mieal.

Wearers tell one another about the good qual-
ities of the "Sole of Perfection." It will not
crack nor dry out. With "Acme" Soles, there
is no annoying squeak, no polished slipperiiiess

to endanger the footing.

Drier, easier, better—"Acme" Soles are favor-
ites, wir.t:r and summer, with people in all call-

ings and with young and old.

All sizes; thicknesses, 3/10", 'A", 5/1(5", and
colors black, white and tan. Also supplied in

sheet form.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Limited

id Office and Factories: TORONTO .«sSa«^ Branches in the Leading Cities
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Aird & Son 22

Ames-Holden-McCready 24

Armstrong, W. D 64

Beckwith Box Toe Company 66

Bennett Limited 5

Boston Blacking Company 72

Borne, Lucien 75

Boot and Shoe Union 82

Breithaupt Leather Co 19

Brodie & Harvie 83

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. 3-32

Canadian Footwear Co 10

Champion Shoe Machinery Company 67

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co 64

Clapp, Edwin
Clarke and Co., A. R 88

Clark Bros 12

Clark, Edwin G 62

Cleland, Regd., James 73

Cote, J. A. & M 78

Uaoust-Lalonde & Company 6

Duchaine, Ludger 79

Duchaine & Perkins 84

Duclos & Payan 13

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co. 71

Edwards & Edwards 86

Eureka Shoe Company 68

Evans' Shoe Company, L. B 83

mil

Flynn Leather Co., C. G 66

Fortuna Machine Company 70

Franklin Machine Co 76

Freeman, Louis G 70

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert 69

Globe Shoe Company 78

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 77

Hawley & Co., A. E 26

Hinde & Dauch Paper Company . . 83

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers .

.

Independent Rubber Company .... 21

International Supply Co 31

Kenworthy Bros «7

Kelly, Thomas A 74

Kescot Mfg. Co 18

La Duchesse Shoe Company 79

Lamontagne Racine & Co 74

Landis Machine Company 74

Lang Tanning Co 1.5

Legace & Lepinay 73

Marsh Company, Wm. A
Mooney Company, A. G 69

Narrow Fabric Company 30

National Cash Register Company.. 81

New Castle Leather Company .... 70

Oscar Onken Company 83

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Panther Rubber Company Cover

Perfection Counter Co 79

Perkins & McNeely 64

Pickering, Jos 63

Plant, Thos. G 14

Ritchie, John 7

Regal Shoe Company 1

Robinson, James 8-9

Saba & Co., C. A 84

Samson Enr., J. E 75

Scholl Mfg. Co 16-17

Scott, J. A
Snubbers Shoe 25

Spaulding & Sons, J 11

Standard Kid Mfg. Company .... 4

Sisman Shoe Company 58

Taylor-Forbes Co 86

Textile Mfg. Company 86

Telrault Shoe Mfg. Co. ... 27-28-29-30

Thompson Shoe Company 68

Toronto Heel Company 83

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 80-85

United States Hotel, Boston 75

U. S. Specialty Mfg. Co 73

Whittemore Bros 86

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

MADE IN CANADA
Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a

Cement as can be made.

Boston Blacking Company
152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada
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Model No. 2 for A & B widths
Model No. 3 for C & D widths

Make Every Shoe a Beautiful One
Get rid of the wrinkles—Show every shoe in your window at the best. It is

what your customer sees on the outside that sells the shoes within. Place

an "AJUSTO" BOOT TOP FORM in every shoe that you display—give
your footwear that snappy, smooth, graceful appearance. This clever sales-

making form is simply made and easily adjusted. No springs to get out of

order.—No screws to adjust. The slide does the trick—it expands the form.
Study the illustration here shown—it tells the story. Get ' ADJUSTO"
FORMS in your shoes—get the shoes in your windows—get the profit

dollars in your cash drawer. Order enough for your windows today
Price $3.00 per dozen f.o.b. Pittsburg. If your jobber cannot supply you,
order direct.

U. S. SPECIALTY MFG. CO., Pittsburg, Kansas, U. S. A.

(Remember it's KANSAS)

Women^s McKays
A product of a factory directed by men who have
spent years in bringing the McKay Process up to

perfection, which will ensure you a generous turn-

over.

Our lines for Men, Youths and Boys are excellent

quality footwear, attractive in style and price

;

warranted to keep up big sales and giving appre-
ciable value to the wearer—the man who must be
satisfied to ensure any line permanent success.

LEGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME STREET

QUEBEC

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will stand plenty of hard wear. Made on foot-fitting lasts that
will give comfort to the wearer and are durable. The range
includes—Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents', Children and
Infants' Black and Beaver Brown Box Kip. Your jobber will
quote you prices, or write us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
(lays, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.
This represents 00,000 feet of leather turned out eacli

day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.
This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a
year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tanoery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.
Sold outright—No royalty.

Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to

Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis n. 25th st., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping diftridl, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor

There is a big demand for our
men's boots because of their ex-

cellent value and splendid wearing
qualities which warrant your mak-
ing them one of your leading lines.

The wide and ready market for

them will give you a generous
profit.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are Departmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes
—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this

trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

K4^v/iLm riNANaAL.uniu£xau s.

WftfM. nUDL NLWSTAftJL^ Or« CUAJ WUL

Over 33 years in its field

''CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER:'

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG. Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points. Port Arthur and West
to the Picific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THF
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

SURFACE KID WILL NOT SCUFF
Surface Kid is a decided improvement on real kid

because it wears better—will not scuff and is much less

expe^si^•e.

lie beautiful grain shows to advantage in dressy

shoes, while the soft pliable texture equals chamois. Send

at once for samples of Surface Kid in Black and Colors.

Bulls in Gun Metal—Dull—Glazed

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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Get the People
"ComingYourWay"

Make your store a place where
people will like to go—get them
started and keep them coming.

Getting them in your store is

more than half a sale made.

Every issue of your trade journal

is helpful—keep it as a reference.

READ IT THROUGH AND THROUGH

r OOT WEA R
^ in Canada

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

Subscribers' Information Form
Many letters reach us from subscribers enquiring where certain goods can be

obtained. We can usually supply the information. We want to be of service to

our subscribers in this way, and we desire to encourage requests for such informa-

tion. Make use of this form for the purpose.

Date. ,19

FOOTWEAR IN CANADA,"
347 Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

Please tell us where we can secure (give description as fully as possible)

Name .

Address
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Retail merchandising is the closest kind

of dealing v^ith the public. If you deal

with any number of people they will

judge you accurately and pitilessly, and
you will profit just as you deserve.

ARE you giving the

world the best value
you know for the

profit it is giving

you?

In other words do you be-

lieve in selling the greatest

value in shoes? Do you
think about what your cus-

tomers get when you are
buying your stock?

Do you realize that the

longer-wearing the shoes

you sell, the faster and big-

ger your business grows?

Or if two shoes are equally
attractive to your custom-
er, do you always recom-
mend the more comfort-
able?

If you are interested in this

"customer-first" poHcy, give
serious consideration to Ne-
olin Soles.

The public has signified to

the tune of many million

pairs that it believes shoes
with Neolin Soles to be bet-

ter value—shoes that give

longer wear; more comfort,

good looks, health protec-

tion.

Shoe manufacturers are
offering you better shoes by
building them on Neolin
Soles. But they can only
make the shoes you order.

It is up to you as the man
who gives the order to see
that better shoes come in-

to your store.

Sit down now and figure
what shoes you have on or-

der or about to be ordered,
which should be shoes of
bigger value. Then order
them on Neolin Soles.

Neolin Soles were developed
by Goodyear scientists to be
better soles for shoes. The
imitation of Neolin's ap-
pearance is not hard. It has
been done. But no one out-
side of Goodyear has suc-

ceeded in finding out what
Neolin is. For your protec-
tion, and for the public pro-
tection, we put the name
"Neolin" on the bottom of
every sole. See that it is

on the shoes you get.

The Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. of Canada
Limited :-: Toronto
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Shoes for real men

YAMASKA
shoes embody the best materials,

and are constructed to give foot ease

and comfort.

LEATHER ALL THE WAY THROUGH
They are strong sturdy shoes for men who do
things—the class of men who demand comfort
and exceptional quality and wear service, in their

footgear.

You will find a satisfied customer for every pair

of Yamaska shoes - a factor in building up sales.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec

COMFORT
and

EASE
for growing feet

These are the special features in our footwear for misses, girls,

children and infants.

The Globe Pillow Welt is the Genuine Goodyear and is sewn right

into the shoe.

Two features which help make these shoes so popular are the soft

cushion insole, made as a part of the shoe and not simply placed

inside, and the waterproof cork filling between the inner and
outer soles.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn
Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

This

is the

Real

One
The shoe fibre counter is worth two cents a pair

only, but it will be worth dollars to you if you use the

right one.

Try the "Perfect"
It will put quality into your shoes and give them a

good appearance, because it will stand the most stren-

uous wear, and give you the best fit obtainable.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL COUNTER
ON THE MARKET

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Montreal

Jobbers Get Acquainted
with our lines of

Men^s, Women^s, Youths' and Boys'

Welts and Medium McKAYS, Felt and Rubber Soled Shoes.

The quality, style and wear service, and exceptional value of these

lines warrant your attention and will bring you attractive and profit-

able returns.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier Street Quebec
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SANDPAPER
SANDPAPER is a general term used for Paper, Cloth Paper and Cloth when
coated with either a NATURAL (Garnet, Flint, Emery, etc.) or ARTIFICIAL
(Carborundum, Crystolon, Alundum, etc.) Abrasive.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN MANUFACTURING SANDPAPER FOR
ALL PURPOSES NECESSARY

FOR THE

Shoe Manufacturing Trade
ENABLES US

TO FILL

All Your Requirements

PROMPTLY
FOR

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION
SPECIFY

UNION and AMUNITE
(Natural Abrasive) (Artificial Abrasive)

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal

Toronto Kitchener Quebec
90 Adelaide Street West, 179 King Street West, 28 Demers Street,

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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L. Cheeseman &
Son, Burin North,
Newfoundland, 100
miles from railroad

The Edmonton store of The Hudson's
Bay Co. One of fourteen stores oper-

ated in Canada by this company.

National Cash Registers are used in the largest

and the smallest stores in Canada
way Canadian retail mer-

^ chants have turned to labor-sav-

ing machinery during the past two
years is very significant.

The movement began when the

war's great dragnet started taking

the young men and women "over
there."

Retail merchants, forced to adopt
labor-saving machinery, were quick

to see the advantages of National

Gash Register speed accuracy, pro-

tection, and economy.

Month by month, and town by town.

National Cash Registers have earned
their way into the daily business

life of Canada.

Every city and hamlet is using

them -and calling for more.

A store system that helps these stores will also help yours
The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited

Factory: Toronto, Ontario

BRANCH OFFICES:

CALGARY 74 Second Street W.
EDMONTON 5 McLeod Bldg.

HALIFAX 63 Granville Street

HAMILTON 14 Main Street E.

LONDON 350 Dundas Street

MONTREAL 122 St. Catherine Street W.
OTTAWA 306 Bank Street

QUEBEC 133 St. Paul Street
REGINA 1820 Cornwall Street

SASKATOON 265 Third Avenue S.

ST. JOHN 50 St. Germain Street
TORONTO 40 Adelaide Street West
VANCOUVER 524 Pender Street W.
WINNIPEG 213 McDermot Ave.
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WORKERS UNION/

UNIONXnSTAMP

factory

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The Selling Value of

the Union Stamp
Why not enjoy the selling value of the Boot

and shoe Workers' Union Stamp?

Between two and three million members of the

American Federation of Labor directly endorse
this stamp and insist on seeing it on their foot-

wear.

The Boot and Shoe Workers' Union stamp is a

business asset to the manufacturer who places it

on his shoes, and the retailer who handles these

shoes.

Mr. Retailer, the Union Stamp costs you nothing
and it is a powerful selling factor for your
shoes which are received from factories where
production is uninterrupted by labor strike or

factory difficulty.

Why not insist on Union Stamp shoes for the

coming Season.'*

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET BOSTON, MASS.
COLLIS LOVELY, Gen. President

CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec y-Treas.

.WORKERS UNION/

illiliiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiliiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiii
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" We would like you to feel that we know we have had results

from your advertising Service
"

— so writes a well known Shoe Manufacturing Company in unsolicited

approval of what Footwear in Canada is doing for it.

Is Footwear helping You to increased sales and higger business? If you are in the competitive shoe and leather

field to-day there is no good reason why it should not be boosting for You through its advertising columns. Let us

submit an advertising suggestion for your approbation.

347 Adelaide

Street W. FOOTWEAR
in Canada

Toronto

Ont.

Years of Research
and Experiment

have made Brodie's patent

flour paste what it is—the

ideal paste for all kinds of

shoe manufacturing.

It is strong in adhesiveness,

absolutely free from lumps,

and clean.

Write for Samples and Prices

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

. . . ,

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sole* are nude oa the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderful set of Patenlcd InlcTchanaeable Window Display Fixtures

for displayini Men or Womera' Shoes. Set »ill iive 10 Years Good Service in

elfective trade pultinfi window Irims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very (ew ol the designs that can be

set up with the full set. besides hundreds of standard fixnjres can be set up.

Made of Oak, either Golden, Antique or Weathered Finish, Set is put up

in a Hardwood Hinged Lid Storage Chest, a Aood place to keep the extra

Younits not in use. There are thousands of sets in daily use.

No. lOl Sel has 220 ]nterchangeable Youniu For Large Windows, $48.12
No. lOm Set hai 110 Interchattgeable Younits For Mediutn Windows, 527.SO
No. 10114 Set has 55 Inlerchangeable Younils For Small Windows, $17.32

Sloe* earned In Homillon, Onl. Order direct or l/iro your iMer. Send lot catalog. Polenled and mode In Conodo.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio. U. S. A.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1,—They protect your shipment

against loss from dampness
and water.

2,—They are extremely light,

which means low freight

charges.
3,—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

4.—They save time in packing.
5.—They save storage space.
6.—They liave stiong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications.
8.—Their first cost is lower

than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for
it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO

TORONTO HEEL CO.
Manufacturers of

All styles of Heels in Leather

and Composition

We are also Makers of the
Haverhill

Write for Samples and Prices. These will interest you

The Toronto Heel Company
13 Jarvis St., Toronto
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MOCCASINS

WHEN AT THE EXHIBITION
make a point of visiting our sample
rooms at 84-86 Wellington Street.

We have a stock well worthy of your
inspection.

Genuine Indian Hand Made
Representing the very finest handwork,

and comprising a Hne that will attract profit-

able trade. They make ver}' handsome

house slippers and run in same sizes as shoes.

We have these in various grades.

We also carry a complete line of

Mens', Womens' and Childrens Shoes
featuring new models and ofYering a wide se-

lection of footwear that has all the merit of

making rapid and regular sales.

C. N. SABA & COMPANY JTrD^K^E^^^
84-86 Wellington Street West, Toronto, Ontario.

You will endorse all we say

about our McKAYS
for men, boys, women, misses
and children.
By the quality, style,^ear service and attractive

selling prices these lines will warrant your re-

commendation.

fVe Sell the Jobbers

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank BIdg., St. James St*
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See Them at the

TORONTO EXHIBITION

475 IN USE—Enough Said.

We shall be pleased to meet you at our Exhibit in the Machinery Hall.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
TORONTO

90 Adelaide Street We»t

MONTREAL
KITCHENER

179 King Street West
QUEBEC

28 Demers Street
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

The Shine that Lasts
Your shoes will hold their shine a
surprisingly long time if you use

JYAlttemores /ShoePolishes

The Whittemore lines serve a double purpose
viz—that of a polish and leather preservative.

Our Bostonian Cream is

the ideal cleaner for kid and calf leather
put up in Brown, Grey, White, in fact
all colors.

Try our Nobby Brown Paste for brown
shoes and Peerless Ox-
bloodPaste for Red Shoes.

Quick White Liquid Can-
vas Dressing.

ALBOWhite CakeCanvas Dressing

GILT EDGE SELF ShiningDressing

Ask your Jobber. If he cannot
supply you write us for com-

plete catalogue

Whittemore Bros.Corp.
Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A.

Edwards& Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms [ anneriet

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.
Quebec and Maritime Province*

Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. '^Eli-^^^';:^''dvl

Many inquiries for a Cobbler Set which will stand unlimited
abuse and cover the demands of the Shoe Repairing Trade, have
resulted in the RELIABLE Set.

Tfs just the one the Cobbler needs and it's "Made in Canada."
The heavy Cast Iron Base measures 7 in. across and the

Wrought Iron Post is bedded solid in this Base.
Don't hesitate about stocking this Set.

Write for prices.

We make a big line of Cobbler Sets and Repair Outfits.

Write for Catalogue.

TAYLOR-FORBES
GUELPH

COMPANY, Limited
ONTARIO
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added quaHties tor an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrink, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited
Makers for the Nation^'

\ DD sixty-seven good years of unwavering perseverance
study and endeavour to modern efficient methods of

manufacture as seen in our plant—not forgetting our strict

adherence to quality in raw^ materials. The result in terms
of perfect patent is—
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The Co-operation That
Counts

A SIDE from the national repute of Regal Shoes,

the dealer who associates his business with Regal
has the support of an organization thor-

oughly versed in the knowledge of the

dealer's problem.

This knowledge enables us to aid the

dealer with specific means of attracting

custom and making sales. Such co-

operation has counted in building up
many prosperous retail businesses.

Why not acquaint yourself with the Regal Agency
plan now?

Regal Shoe Company, Limited
472-474 Bathurst Street

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 72
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The Superior Soling

PANTHER
"Sure Step^' Tread

Composition

Soles and Heels

This great product of the Panther Labor-

atories has been scientifically and prac-

tically tested and pronounced the ideal

soling material for all footwear under

every outdoor and most indoor condi-

tions. It is easy to work in all styles. It

is lighter in weight than leather, yet it

wears much longer. It is absolutely

waterproof and will not slip on wet pave-

ments. Made in all colors and looks like

leather. Write us for further informa-

tion.

Panther Rubber Co., Ltd.
SHERBROOKE

PANTHER
"Sure Step"

QUEBEC

TREAD^ggfll
PANTHER
''Sure Step"
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styles for 1920
It is more than ever essential

that Dealers see ^Tleet Foot"

Styles for next year. :: ::

This month, our Salesmen will be showing the complete

line oi " FLEET FOOT " for 1920 ; and the wise dealer

will hold his orders until he has examined these new
Dominion Rubber System products.

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches

ARE LOCATED AT

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford, London,

Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon,

Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.
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Increasing Good Will
No business can continue to be, much less to grow, without
good will. For it is the unseen foundation upon which all

healthy business is built.

In periods of advancing prices, our policy has always been
to take orders for the quantity of our raw skins on hand
and to arrive at a price based on the average cost, instead
of on the highest prevailing market price.

In fact we have orders for thousands of dozens for future
delivery taken months ago when raw skins were from 30 to

50 per cent, lower than today's prices.

The price of a grade of Standard Kid may be forced up or
down by market conditions, but the quality never. The re-

turn in good will justifies the policy we pursue.

We can accept orders of limited quantities for delivery

after September of all colors except black.

COLOR 18—FIELD MOUSE
COLOR A—HAVANA BROWN

are in popular demand for Fall. Standard Kid is guaran-
teed to be colored through with pure dyes. It is not coat-

ed with a pigment or paint finish.

STANDARD KID MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, CIO TRIBUNE BLDG.

Factory, Wilmington, Del.

AGENCIES
GEO. A. McGAW, Chicago, 111. I. LOUIS POPPER, Cinrinnati, Ohio.

F. W. BAILEY & CO., St. Louis, Mo, PIERRE BLOUIN, Quebec, Canada.
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POSITIVE RESULTS
with

BENNETT
DEPENDABLE COUNTERS

You get a standard product buiit to effi-

ciently serve definite purposes.

It starts with a determination to produce a

certain fibre. Raw materials are selected and
a formula used to give this fibre its toughness
and flexibility-

This fibre is shaped into the BENNETT
counter. They will hold their shape, wear
and satisfy.

They must make good or we will.

ONTARIO oPPicE BENNETT LIMITED sales office
28 King St. East MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES 59 St. Henry Street

Kitchener CHAM BLY CANTON, P.Q., CANADA Montreal

Made in Canada by the largest shoe fibre makers in the British Empire.
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The Triumverate

of Footwear

PARIS
Women's McKays Men's Welts

PATRICIA METROPOLITAN
Women's Welts and Turns Men's Welts Women's McKays

Reigning as sales leaders— as the sales records of hundreds of

Canadian dealers will show.

These lines owe the reputation they enjoy to the care we have

taken in selecting the leather (all tanned in our own plants)

which goes into these shoes.

Our lasts are always consistent with the demands of the

average woman whose dictates we have always anticipated.

A trial will convince you more than anything else we may say.

Your future orders depend on that trial of course — but we

have everv confidence.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company
LIMITED

MONTREAL
Branch : Metropolitan Shoe Co., 91 Paul St. East, MONTREAL
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FROM
COAST TO COAST
Ifs Independent Rubbers

Your best investment for the coming season is

to stock a liberal assortment.

Here are the names which distinguish quality

and wear service-which spell profit and good-

will maintained to the dealer.

KANT KRACK
DAINTY MODE
ROYAL
BULL DOG
DREADNAUGHT
VERIBEST

James Robinson
Specialists in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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TURNOVER
a vital

element in retailing

Every dealer knows what it means to get

hold of a lot of dead stock.

For years the House of Robinson has pitted

their judgement and experience against the

season's trade problems.

assisting the retailer to choose a

representative stock of the season's best

selling models.

With what success the testimony of hun-

dreds of Canadian dealers will show.

Let us help you too.

James Robinson
Specialists in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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Quality and Value
|

Demonstrated in Service I

T\7'E leave it to the wearer

to test the quality and

service — which determine

value—in Canadian Footwear

lines.

Our lines of women's, misses'

and children's McKays, Turns,

Oxfords, Pumps and High

Cuts are all endorsed by
''mother" and the ''kiddies"—

a dominating factor in main-

taining and increasing sales.

Canadian Footwear Co.
Limited

Montreal

Salesroom : 36 St. Genevieve Street,

Factory : Pointe-aux-Trembles
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FOOTWEAR FOR JUVENILES

SNUBBERCH O E a
AND

GENERAL SATISFACTION
TRAVEL TOGETHER

THE
YOUNG

MEN
from 14 to 21 years of age,

want that same style

and finished appear*^

anee they see in the

Business Men's
Footwear, but

the price is

out of their

reach.

SNUBBERS
Young

Men's
SHOES
have the style

and the lower

price.

WRITE
FOR
CATALOGUE

MADE IN ALL LEATHERS
Sizes 4 to 7

SNVBBERCH O E ^
64 Wellington St., W. :-: Toronto

SNUBBERC CHOE land
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Price Change
Announcement
The following changes in prices on Dr. SchoU's
Appliances are effective September 1st, 1919.

These changes are made to conform to the changes
in markets for materials and labor andlare'essential.

Dr. ScholFs Anterior

Metatarsal

Arch
Supports

Dr. ScholFs

Foot-Eazer
Retail price, $3.50 per pair.

Wholesale, $24.00 per doz.

It will be noted that this leaves a nice
profit of $1.50 per pair for the retailer,
— almost 100%.

Foot

Comfort

For Your

Customers

Profits and

Prestige for

Your Store
Dr. SchoU's Anterior Me-

tatarsal Arch Support, No.
3, will retail at $4.50 per
pair. Wholesale price, $30.00
per dozen pairs.

Thus, there is a double reason why you
should handle and PUSH this line of

world's standard appliances

The Scholl Mfg. Co.
Largest Makers of Foot Appliances

in the World

112 Adelaide St. E.,
New York

Toronto
London
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THE 20th INTERNATIONAL

Shoe & Leather Fair
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL HALL

LONDON - N.
OCTOBER 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11, 1919

The London Shoe and Leather Fair was established in

1894 and was the recognized annual meeting ground for

every department of the Shoe and Leather industries

until interrupted by the war.

The Peace Fair of October next marks the resumption of

the gathering, and a record attendance is certain from

all parts of the United Kingdom, and from most of the

European Countries.

Canadian visitors are cordially invited to so time their

European trip as to fit with the above date.

Booths fitted for occupation and giving all privileges for

for the solicitation of business, may be rented from $55

The Fair is controlled by the Shoe and Leather Fair

Society and managed for the Society by

THE SHOE& LEATHER RECORD
40 FINSBURY SQUARE - LONDON, E.C.2

Where all communications should be addressed

Cables :— " Goloshes, London

"
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ANCHOR BRAND
SCOURED OAK
SOLE LEATHER

Sides, Crops, Backs, Bends

Bellies, Shoulders, Heads

THE LANG TANNING COMPANY, LTD.
KITCHENER, ONTARIO - CANADA
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pUniformity—
of

Quality & Value

That is what the retailer handling Miner
Shoes is able to give his customers—the
assurance that every pair of Miner Shoes
is an endorsement of quality and value
equalled only by another pair bearing the
name Miner.

Our travellers are now on the road for Spring, 1920, carrying

a better and more varied range of footwear than ever before,

combining

QUALITY and STYLE
to an attractive degree.

YOU CANNOT ERR IF YOU STOCK

'—Miner Shoes—'
FOR ALL THE FAMILY

The Miner Shoe Company, Limited
MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC

Agents for the Celebrated Miner Rubber Footwear
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H. O. McDOWEUL

y^^^ IMPORTERS hUlG^I^T)!) JOBBERS \^(J
MANUFACTURERS v^i;--:^^ SALES AGENTS M

H. N, LINCOLN

EASTERN BRANCH

401 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, III.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O-

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, S'taying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder. Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

T. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Weltinj,
etc.

SALES AGENTS

QUAF MACHINERY FINDINGSOnUL AND FACTORY SUPPLIES
THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORS
37 FOUNDRY ST. s.

KITCHENER

the Hardest Substance known
(Except the Diamond)

Crystolon is the abrasive for the shoe trade. Its extreme hardness and
brittleness make it particularly desirable for snuffing hides, buffing and scour-
ing leather specialties and shoes.

Being brittle, the tiny points of the abrasive surface are continually break-
ing of¥, thus forming an entirely new surface as sharp and effective as the first.

This gives a continual sharp cutting surface until worn down to the backing.

Crystolon is made in paper, cloth and combination stjdes, in rolls, sheets
and special shapes.

Manufactured by ARMOUR SAND PAPER WORKS, Chicago, III.

For the BEST scouring on straignt breasted heels

USE THE

Freeman Heel Breast Scouring Machine

For the BEST Heel Breast trimming on Louis Heels
USE THE

Freeman Louis Heel Breast Trimming
Machine

These machines are indispensable for those

manufacturers interested in time and
money saving machinery

The Louis G. Freeman Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

We have complete stocks of parts and supplies for

Freeman Machines
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The
appearance

of

shoe
is a great selling point in merchandis-

ing them.

but

Their serviceableness can make or destroy per-

manent success.

They must have more than appearance.

No matter how good your shoes may be they fail

when the foundation is wrong.

Be sure the foundation is right.

Use D & P {Durable & Permanent) counters.

The D & P counter is the rock on which suc-

cessful shoes are built.

Ed. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East T^^¥ ^'\C^ O A A IVT K"^hard Freres, Quebec

Toronto I llN Xt r A Y A I\ Selling Agents for

Ontario Selling Agent J-^W X^J-iV-TI^ KX. M. * .4^X1 Quebec City

Tannery and Factory: ST. HYACINTHE, P.Q.

Sales Office and Warehouses: 224 Lemoine Street, MONTREAL
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From
The Extreme West

to

The Extreme East

Every store selling Footwear has at

some time been asked for SLATER
SHOES.

Think ahead to 1920-1921-1922 and on

Plan to be a SLATER Customer,

and many of your shoe troubles of 1919

will be eliminated. We are taking care

of Slater Customers now. We can take

care of new ones for the future.

The Slater Shoe Co. Ltd.
MONTREAL - - CANADA
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ATIOMLLt
FAMOUS SHOES

REC US PAT OFF

LOCAL STRENGTH

The localized force of many
years of national advertising

in leading magazines and
newspapers is seen in the long

record of ''Queen Quality"

merchandising success the

country over.

Women know this famous
Trade Mark as the symbol of

service. Thousands of mer-
chants have proved its trade-

drawing power. Good stores

are strengthened by establish-

ed public confidence in the

"Queen Quality" standard of

value.

An efficient merchandising
service supports the national

publicity and local co-opera-

tion with merchants every-

where in extending their

trade.

Thomas C.

Boston, Mas;.
Canadian Representai eJ
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\DVERTISED
FOR WOMEN

ReC.US PAT OFF^t^^

DEALER SERVICE

The "Queen Quality" agency privi-

lege insures complete co-operation

for the benefit of your business, and
carries with it the service represent-

ed in the product of the world's

largest factory making women's
shoes exclusively ; in the In-Stock

shoes carried at Boston, New York
and Chicago ; in the broad range of

assured styles, and the quality and
fit of everv model.

Because reputation is val-

ued above all else, Queen
Quality fine black kid

shoes are made of Shoe-

Soap Kid. Eight years of

consistent use has proved its value,

and the association of Queen Qual-

ity endeavor with that of the tan-

ner and retailer (as shown by his

name coupled with the Queen
Quality and Shoe-Soap Trade
Marks) creates unrivalled trade

drawing power.

•lant Company
orancnes. Chicago

W. MURDOFF & SON, Trenton, Ont.
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Study

the

Style

and
other

features

of

and compare prices with those of any line of

equal value. You will not find any line of

footwear which competes in quality, style

and wear service, at the price.

Surely this is something which no progressive

jobber can afford to ignore.

Call at our salesrooms and we will show you

what AIRD can do for you.

If you cannot call a postal will bring our latest

samples to you.

Aird & Son

MONTREAL
(Registered)

Selling

to

Jobbers

Only
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THEY ARE ON THE
WAY

Wait and see our Spring

samples.

Our new lines are represen-

tative of a house that has

always produced a quality

line of footwear complying

with the latest decrees of

fashion.

Our salesman has started out with a full

line of 1920 men's welts, and women's
welts and McKays.

Don't fail to see him when he is your city.

THE WM. A. MARSH CO., LIMITED
QUEBEC
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I Wait for the "Greyhound" Salesman %

I
He'll show you a nifty range

I

I
of

I

I
Rubber Canvas Outing

|

I and I

I
Work Shoe Samples

|
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THE MINER RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED
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The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

J. M. Humphrey Co., Limited

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

H. S. Campbell

R. B. Griffith & Co.

Coates, Burns & Wanless

f
The Miner Shoe Co., Limited

i
The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

(
The Miner Shoe Co., Limited

(The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

(^Congdon, Marsh Limited

[The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

J. M. Humphrey Co., Limited

J. M. Humphrey Co., Limited

The Miner Rubber Co., Limited

C. Weaver
The J. Leckie Co., Limited

Congdon, Marsh Limited

CALGARY, Alta

CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.L

EDMONTON, Alta

FREDERICTON, N.B
HAMILTON, Ont
LONDON, Ont

MONTREAL, Que

OTTAWA, Ont

QUEBEC, Que

REGINA, Sask

ST. JOHN, N.B
SYDNEY, C.B
TORONTO, Ont
TRENTON, Ont
VANCOUVER, B.C

WINNIPEG, Man
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Footwear
Headquarters

From coast to coast, Ames Holden McCready
Limited is Headquarters in Canada, not only

for leather shoes but for

Rubbers

Canvas Footwear

Tennis
and

Outing Shoes

Felts

The normal requirements of every Can-

adian retailer can be supplied by this company.

More than 5,000 retailers already appre-

ciate the convenience and economy of con-

centrating their purchases with a house which

can and will give prompt and dependable stock

service on all varieties of footwear.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
LIMITED

T. H. RIEDER, President

"Shoemakers to the Nation"

HALIFAX ST. JOHN QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO LONDON

WINNIPEG REGINA CALGAR\ EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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IN STOCK
These are a few styles that we can

ship at once. If you are interested

in women's stylish footwear you

should get in touch with us. We
will gladly submit sample pairs for

your examination.

Do you have our Fall catalogue ?

No. 990-G

BEAVER BROWN KID
Half Louis Covered Heel

WELT
AA to D, to 7

Price $8.00

No. 982-G

HAVANA BROWN
Price $7.50

KID

No. 1913-G

BEAVER BROWN KID
Leather Louis Heel

Milo Button

WELT
AA to D, 2^4 to 7

Price $8.25

No. 707-G

MOUSE BROWN KID
Leather Louis Heel

Imitation Tip

WELT
AA to C, to 7

Price $9.00

No. 706-G
BATTLESHIP GRAY KID

Price $8.60

No. 700-G
DARK TAN CALF

8i/4-inch Pattern
14/8 Military Heel

Imitation Tip
WELT

AA to C, 2"^ to 7
Price $7.50

No. 701-G
HAVANA BROWN KID

Price $7.25

No. 710-G
BLACK VICI KID

Price $7.25

THE

WESTCOTT
WHITMORE
COMPANY
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Specialists in High Grade Foot-
wear for Women

No. 1904-G

BLACK VICI KID VAMP
BEAVER BROWN KID TOP

Leather Louis Heel

WELT
AA to D, 2K> to 7

Price $7.25
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i SHOE SERVICE WELL ADVERTISED

I
"Getting the Message to Your Own Home Town"

I
Nearly' two decades of national publicity together with women's

I
experience has established DOROTHY DODD shoes in

I
public confidence and given leadership to stores wherever sold.

'

" iiiiKiiiiiK I I II" I Ill I lilllllllllll n iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii I mill m miiimmiiimiimiiimm i i iii i iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii miiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiii i i

I

I
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THE KEY TO TRADE EXPANSION I

SHOES

Linked With Your Trade Through
Service and Satisfaction

GA R R Y I N G the Dorothy
Dodd message to millions

of America's prosperous homes,
Fall and Winter publicity in

leading newspapers and maga-
zines represents only a part of

the service associated with the
Dorothy Dodd Trade Mark for
the benefit of agencies wher-
ever located.

This Trade Mark is the means
of associating your store with
the known value and reputation
of Dorothy Dodd shoes; stabiliz-

ing your business; and allying
the advantages of nearly twen-
ty years of success with your
own service to women.

NEVER was public confi-

dence in a store and its

merchandise so great a factor

as today. The Woman buyer is

looking more and more for ser-

vice and satisfaction commen-
surate with cost, and relies upon
Dorothy Dodd shoes with the

knowledge that they represent,

as always, the united success of

maker and merchant in meet-
ing her needs.

The Dorothy Dodd agency pol-

icy is liberal and free from irk-

some conditions. It offers to

retailers the fullest co-opera-

tion, assures stability and pro-

motes expansion.

In Dorothy Dodd fine shoes ''Shoe-Soap" Kid has proved of exception-

al value. The good will established by ''Shoe-Soap" Kid in association

with the Dorothy Dodd Trade Mark and the reputation of the dealer is

complete assurance of the quality and service that his trade demands.

DOROTHY DODD SHOE CO., Boston
Canadian Representatives: M. W. MURDOFF & SON, Trenton, Ont.
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Great Interest Taken III

Many
Replies

Received

Replies Rooded in from coast to coast

From smallest to very largest dealers in Canada in

answer to our guessing contest.

Sales for Twelve Months

$4,732,366.75

The Largest Sales of Boots and

Shoes in Canada

TETRAULT SHOE
Largest Producers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Office and Warehouse— m M m TT'T^ 4 ¥
9 Ru. d. M.„.j,u, MONTREAL
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How Near
Were O
You

THE WINNERS
The report of the committee of retailers shows that tlie follow-

ing have been the prize winners:

1st. won l)y Mr. H. S. Leckie, of the firm J. Leckie Com-
pany, Limited, Vancouver, R. L". Guess $4,732,217.00.

:ind. $75.00, won by Mr. W. Carlyle of the firm Waterliury & Ris-

ing, Limited, St. John, N.I'>. Guess, $4,7H2,r):u.l H.

:!rd. $:{").00, won by Miss Maisie Sibley of Smith's Shoe Store, Tru-
ro. X. S. Guess, $4.7:i2,()ii<).."):!.

4th. $20.00, won by Mr. H. Shifler of the Regent Shoe Store, Mon-
treal, P. Q. Guess, $4,7:i2,or)9.69.

5th. $15.00, won by Mr. Monroe Rovins of the firm of M. Mendel-
sohn, Montreal, P. Q. Guess, $4,732,708.70.

6th. $10.00, won by Miss Agnes Biegerzahn of the firm Archie Mc-
Gillis Fort William Ont. Guess, $4,732,834.06.

The total sales for the year ending August 31, 1919, were $4,-

732,366.75. and special prizes of $5.00 have been awarded to the fol-

lowing, whose guesses were within $1,000 of the total sales:

—

Miss A. Mendelsohn of the firm M. Mendelsohn, Montreal, P.Q.
Mr. J. Ernest Priest of the firm J. W. Priest, Pictou, N. S.

Miss A. 1. McNeill of A. D. Ingraham Company, Limited, Syd-
ney, N. S.

Mr. H. Panelhoff of the Regent Shoe Store, Montreal, Que.
Mr. Hugh J. Reilly of the firm of C. H. Reilly, Welland, Ont.
Mr. A. H. Hicks of the firm M. & J. Chisho'lm, West Toron-

The following Montreal retailers were the judges: C. R. Lasalle,

C. Acton, and Harry Gibbins.

We thank everyone for their interest in this contest. We would
like to see you personally and thank you. When in Montreal come
in and see us.

Watch for the contest next year.

MANUFACTURING CO.
Largest Exporters of Boots and Shoes in Canada

to, Ont.

TORONTO
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DOMINION INNER TUBES
For All Dominion Tires

First of all, remember that

Dominion Inner Tubes are made by

the same experts who perfected such

masterpieces as "Royal Cord" and "Nobby
Tread" Tires. They are the strongest, toughest

and longed wearing Inner Tubes because thev

are made of the best rubber. Several layers of a

special compound of pure Para Rubber are the

reason why these Inner Tubes are so strong.

DOMINION INNER TUBES are built with one idea in mind— to give

long and satisfadlory service. That they will do this has been proved

for years by thousands of car-owners on every road in Canada.

DOMINION INNER TUBES insure perfectly balanced tires.

See that your Dominion Tires are fitted with Dominion Inner

Tubes, the tubes made expressly for the tires.

DOMINION TIRES, TUBES and ACCESSORIES are

distributed through DOMINIONRUBBER SYSTEM
BRANCHES and sold by the Best

Dealers throughout Canada.

A.
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A Journal of its Findings, Making and Sale.

Published Monthly for the Good of

the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
Telephone A. 2700

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2399 - 119 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Tel. Garry 856 - Electric Railway Chambers

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building

NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beekman - 1123 Tribune Building

CHICAGO - Tel. Harrison 5351 - 1413 Gt. Northern Bldg.

LONDON, ENG. - 16 Regent Street S.W.

Authorized by the Postmaster General for Canada, for transmission
as second class matter.

Entered as second class matter July 18th, 1914, at the Postoffice at

nuflfalo, N. Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Canada and Great Britain, $1.00. U. S. and Foreign, $1.50.

Single copies 15 cents
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Charge Market
Prices

A great deal of adver.se criti-

ci.sm has been going' around lately,

in the daily press, regarding the

practice of retail merchants marking their goods up to

market price, even though they had purchased these

goods at prices which would enable them to sell much
lower at a fair profit. As a matter of fact we have

spoken with several retailers right here in Toronto

who have emphatically condemned the practice. So
far as we have been able to see, there is nothing but

sound business principles involved in the policy of fix-

ing retail prices on present replacement values. Prices

are continually rising and falling—eventually there

may be a decline in the present high prices but just

how soon or how suddenly no one is in a position to

say. Consequently every retail merchant is is entitled

to some increased profit on the rising market to pro-

tect himself against the falling prices on the down
market. That is only logical. Furthermore, if you
have merchandise on your shelves that cost you $4.00

a year ago but which would now cost you $5.00 to re-

place, are you not justified in protecting yourself to

that extent?

If a man owns a hundred feet of land purchased at

a certain price he does not sell at at a 50 per cent, ad-

vance when the market advance is 100 per cent., simply

because 50 per cent is a fair profit. He would be very 1

An Attempt to Injure
With apparently no other reason than the

hope of injuring on the one hand, and bringing

about some pecuniary gain on the other, a con-

temporary has attempted, by misleading state-

ments, to show that "Footwear in Canada" did

not give sufficiently active support to the recent

retailers' convention in Toronto. Facts speak for

themselves, however, and here they are: In the

May, June and July issues of "Footwear" (prior

to the convention), between four and five pages
of editorial space were given over to convention
publicity and advertising; in August, our first is-

sue following the convention, "Footwear" print-

ed a ten-page report of the proceedings; during
the preparatory period a "Footwear" representa-

tive attended every committee meeting but one
(when a prior appointment interfered, as ex-

plained to the chairman at the time) ; one or

more of our editors attended and took notes of

every paper and every open discussion during
the convention and also attended every function,

willing and anxious at every turn to perform
such service as lay in their power. So much for

our contemporary's charge.

It is quite true we did not try to "run" the
convention, as a committee was appointed for
that purpose. It was a shoe retailers' convention
and we believed then—and still do—that the
Canadian shoe retailers are quite capable of run-
ning their own affairs. It was our endeavor

—

as it has always been in the past and will con-
tinue to be in the future—to give such assistance
to shoe retailers as it is the natural and proper
function of a trade paper to give under such
circumstances—helpful suggestions and pub-
licity.

Regarding our attitude on the form of consti-
tution adopted, we can merely say that our po-
licy in this respect, our ideas regarding the pro-
per scheme of organization, were widely pub-
lished long before this convention was mooted.
We see no reason to revise our plan. Our ex-
perience and common sense, backed by the ex-
pressed approval of hundreds of our readers,
give us assurance that we are right. The con-
stitution adopted is, in our opinion, entirely un-
suited to a Dominion-wide retail merchants' or-
ganization. If the association prospers it will
be in spite of the constitution and entirely be-
cause of the personnel of the officers—but that
does not say, at all, that success would not have
been easier and greater under more favorable
circumstances.

For the rest, it is surprising that the publisher
of an old-established and supposedly reputable
journal should be living so much in the past,
should be so oblivious to the ideals governing
modern industrialism as to stoop to endeavor to
discredit a contemporary for mere personal
gain. In such matters, however, we are pleased
to leave them an undisputed monopoly of the
field.

The foregoing refers to The Acton Publishing
Company and the Shoe & Leather Journal.
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The Daily Press
A^ain

foolish indeed if he did so. He risked his capital in an

investment and can accept with an easy conscience all

the profit it makes. Just so with the retail shoe dealer.

He has invested his capital in a stock of shoes. If those

shoes appreciate in value during a certain time he is

entitled to the extra profit. Next year he may find

himself loaded up with a heavy stock that is worth

only 80 or 90 per cent, of what he paid for it. Here

then is where his apparent excess profits are going to

go to level out wdiat would otherwise be a lean year.

Every merchant recognizes the fact that he is entitled

to larger profits on fancy lines in which there is always

a certain element of risk on account of style changes.

The same element of risk obtains in buying on a rising

market and until the fact is established that prices

have reached a definite level we believe the retailer is

well advised who marks every shoe in stock on a re-

placement basis.

* * *

A number of shoe manufacturers

and tanners with whom we have

been in conversation recently

have expressed themselves in a very forcible manner
regarding- the distorted way in which their opinions,

given to reporters, have been printed in the various

newspapers. Hon. E. J. Davis, speaking of news-

paper men at the recent Toronto retailers' convention,

hit the nail pretty much on the head when he said

:

"These young men don't understand
;
they haven't had

business training. It takes a man with business train-

ing to properly put a situation of this kind before the

country so that the people will understand it. At some

of the investigations men who were there were looked

upon as criminals and if the newspaper reporter can

get some sentence and play it up in a great big head-

line, that is considered to be the great thing."

An example of this recently appeared in the Lon-

don Advertiser which contained an item purporting

to be the result of interviews with local shoemen. The
heading, which was very conspicuous, read : "Price of

Boots is Going up at Rate of $2.00 each Week." There

is nothing in the body of the item to suggest this

alarming condition other than the statement that one

local firm was supposed to have had two $1.00 in-

creases on a certain line in two weeks. The news edi-

tor of the "Advertiser" evidently did not know what

he was printing or deliberjitely exaggerated his head-

line. Other examples of this harmful stupidity are

too numerous to mention. The opinions of different

manufacturers and leather men on the recent embargo
particularly have given cause for indignation in the

way they have been twisted around to suit sensational

news editors.

Our suggestion to every member of the shoe indus-

try, whether retailer, manufacturer or tanner, is to re-

fuse to express an opinion, one way or the other, un-

less the newspaper will guarantee to submit a proof,

including headlines, before printing. The newspaper

reporters are probably all good fellows but, as Mr.

Davis says, they often do not understand what they are

talking about. A single statement attracts their atten-

tion ; facts which might be printed to justify a certain

condition are ignored. That this fact is well recogniz-

ed by men in more or less public positions is evidenced

by the frequency of the expression that "when cjues-

tioned on the matter, Mr. Blank had nothing to say."

During the past weeks the daily newspapers of

Canada have been flooded with wild rumors of $20
and $30 shoes by Christmas. A Toronto leather goods

manufacturer—a man one might reasonably have ex-

pected to be a trifle more discreet—told a reporter that

shoes would reach the $20 figure shortly and that

"there was absolutely no justification for it." This

statement has been seized upon and printed in the

newspapers of almost every town and city in the Do-

minion to the detriment of the shoe industry in general.

It would have been a simple matter for this leather

man to have kept his ridiculous prophecy to himself

—

a prophecy more ridiculous now that the pendulum of

the press has apparently swung the other way and

items—less conspicuous of course—are appearing to

the effect that there will be no alarming upward trend

in the price of shoes as predicted.

They had exactly the same situation in the United

States ; a few scatter-brained shoe and leather men
apparently started the rumor and the news spread over

the country as fast as the wires could carry it. Presi-

dent Anthony H. Geuting, of the National Association

of Shoe Retailers, has circulated a message throughout

the United States to the efifect that these rumors are

Tibsolutely false and that shoes for the people will cost

no more than $10 or $12 this winter. It might well

be one of the functions of the Canadian National As-

sociation of Shoe Retailers to take up just such mat-

ters a.3 this, to the end that the actual truth of the situ-

ation be placed before the public.

London Shoe and Leather Fair

THE 20th International Shoe and Leather Fair

will be held in Royal Agricultural Hall, Lon-

don, October 6th to 11th, inclusive. This fair

was established in 1894 and was a widely recog-

nized institution each year until the war interrupted.

The coming event will be "Peace Fair" and a record

attendance is expected from all parts of the United

Kingdom and from most of the European countries.

A special invitation has been extended to Canadian

exhibitors and visitors. The Fair is controlled by the

Shoe and Leather Fair Society and managed for the

Society by the Shoe and Leather Record, 40 Fins-

bury Square, London, E.C.2, to whom all communica-

tions should be addressed.

For the first four months of the fiscal year ending

July 31, the grand total of trade for the Dominion was

$658,787,357.
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Too Little Time is Devoted to Good Salesmanship
About 5 per cent, of Persons Entering Retail Business Succeed— Seme of the Fault

Lies in Poor Service—Merchandise is of Little Value Unless Properly

Sold—Merchants Should Train Their Sales People

THE two vital elements in modern retailing are

"merchandise" and "service." A proper com-
bination of both ensures almost certain success

for any merchant—other conditions being-

equal. All of us, at one time or another—sometimes

continually—have had experiences in stores lacking

the latter quality. Discourteous and inattentive sales-

people .have been the means of turning many custo-

mers away from stores whose merchandise was all

that could be desired. Now that the war is nicely

over it is not too much to hope that the standard of

store service will be very materially raised. Mer-
chants excused themselves during the war with the

cry that good salesmen could not be secured. The
help problem is always a difficult one, but we feel now
that matters could be greatly improved. Some sug-

gestions along this line were recently given, by an
Illinois retailer before a convention of Illinois shoe

retailers.

It is a fact, he said, proved by statistics, that only

about five per cent, of the persons entering the retail

business succeed. While many factor,'^ which we do
not have time to discuss must enter into the failures

of the remaining 95 per cent., yet we know that poor
salesmanship is one of the most important of these

contributing factors. Hence, we as retailers, should
make an untiring effort to educate ourselves thor-

oughly along this line, and then proceed to train our
sales forces, not leaving this to a department man-
ager except in the case of stores too large to permit
of this training.

"What is a real salesman? One definition of a

salesman is one with the power to persuade others to

purchase, at a profit, that which he has to sell. It

involves the two points—first the sale, or change of

ownership, and the profit, which must enter into the

transaction else it is not a demonstration of real sales-

manship. It is this profit that brings success to the

business, and one who will repeatedly cut prices

simply for the sake of making a sale is not a real sales-

man.

Too Little Time is Devoted to Good Salesmanship

There is a vast diff'erence between a real sales-

man and one who merely takes orders. Men will

spend several years preparing themselves for the prac-

tice of law, medicine, and the other professions, but
it is surprising how few think it is necessary to have
any preparation to become a salesman. This ac-

counts in large measure for the great number of order-

takers we have in our stores today. Anyone can sell

an article when the customer's mind is made up that

he wants it, but real salesmanship is convincing him
when he is not fully decided—or creating a desire for

an article that the customer had not even thought cjf

wanting. Salesmanship is a science though some
])eople still refuse to l(juk upon it is such.

A merchant was once cjucstioned by a friend as to

how many salesmen he employed. After thinking a

moment he replied that he had three salesmen. The
friend was surprised, and remarked, 'Why, I thought
you had many.' The merchant's reply was, 'I have
many people engaged in the work of selling, but I

have only three salesmen ; the rest are simply order-

takers." If any of us are in this condition it is largely

our own fault if we permit it to continue.

Making a correct selection is the first step toward
success in training a salesman. The characteristics

I would emphasize most in making this selection are

:

honesty, tact, politeness, persistence, and above all, a
good character.

Some men—a few, I would say—are natural born
salesmen ; and happy is the merchant who employs
such a man, if he is willing to cultivate this natural
ability and not trust to it so implicitly that he fails to

make improvement.

Display of the Breithaupt Leather Company at Kitchener Style Show.
Displays by Edwards & Edwards, Citadel Leather Company, and Clarke

& Clarke are also shown
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On the other hand, we w^ill find that the great ma-
jority of those whom we employ are not born sales-

men. No doubt most of the merchants of this coun-
try have found this to be true during the unprecedent-
ed and trying experiences of the past year. But I will

say that a man with the characteristics I mentioned
above can be made into a real salesman by the correct

use of the proper methods.

Tact Makes a Satisfied Repeat Customer
Tact is an important factor in a sale, and consists

mostly in being able to grasp a situation and turn the
argument in one's own favor at the proper psycho-
logical moment. Tact does not mean falsehood. One
sale might be made l)y being dishonest—l)ut it des-
tro}s future success, and real salesmanship controls
the future as well as the present. This is a fact that
cannot be overestimated in training a new man. The
real salesman can make such an impression on a cus-
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tonier that he will become a regular patron of the

store, as well as one of the best advertisements, for

there is no advertising as good as that of the satisfied

customer.

The importance of keeping a customer can be real-

ized by taking several accounts at random from your

ledger. Figure the profit they have yielded during

the time they have bought goods from you, and yon
will readily see that every effort should be made to

make each customer a regular patron of the store.

Impress upon your sales force the importance of

lllll:llllillllillllllllllllll!lllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllli^

Display of the Citadel Leather Company, Limited, at Kitchener
Style Show
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learning the store's customers. Few of us realize the

good impression it makes on the customer to have the

salesman call him by his name. He immediately feels

at home in your store and the simple, 'What can I do

for you, Mr. Blank?" is a good start toward a sale.

Patience and Knowledge of Merchandise Necessary

We all know by ex])erience that there are custom-

ers who will strain a salesman's patience almost be-

yond endurance. We must warn a new man that

he will have this to meet, and above all things he

must not lose his temper, as this may result in the

permanent loss of the customer.

Many salesmen fail to realize the necessity of

knowing the goods they are selling. The time-hon-

ored fact "Knowledge Is Power" applies very forcibly

here. A salesman who knows every merit and attrac-

tive feature of his merchandise stands a far better

chance of making a convincing argument than the one

who has only a superficial knowledge of his goods.

Insist that your salesman actually know your mer-

chandise.

Teach system in everything. A salesman who
handles his transactions in a haphazard, slipshod man-
ner can cause an endless amount of trouble, while if

he starts right, it will soon become a habit for him
to close each transaction correctly and at the proper

time—not trusting to memory for details that should

be part of the system.

Co-operative Payment Plan Is Beneficial

Make your force feel that they are partly respons-

ible for the success of the business. One of the best

and most efifective methods I have found for this is

a co-operative payment plan. By this I mean a com-

mission on the gross sales of the store. This makes
them financially interested in every phase of the busi-

ness. In addition to this a pm system, used with good
judgment, is beneficial to both store and the salesmen.

Measure the Customers' Feet

One feature of shoe salesmanship that is being em-
phasized more now than ever before is proper fitting

of shoes. We see many feet that are a condemnation
of the old methods of fitting. Do not permit a clerk to

ask a customer what size he wears. Teach him to

measure the foot and then fit with the proper size.

Much has been added recently in the way of proper

fitting l)y the fact that many salesmen are acquiring

a practical knowledge of the anatomny of the human
foot.

I would say—watch for opportunities to give your
clerks personal help and instruction. Induce them to

study the art of salesmanship. Purchase some of the

best trade publications and urge your sales force to

read them.
In closing 1 would say, look for the good qualities

in your salesmen, and don't be' afraid to praise their

efforts when they deserve it. Work in harmony. Be
loyal to them and you will receive loyalty in return.

To Protect the Good Will of Your Store

Avoid the Misuse of Trade Terms

EVEN though the shoe trade be thoroughly con-
versant with the meaning of a trade term, it

is unsafe to employ it unless it is equally well

known to the public. That position has been
taken by the National Vigilance Committee of the As-
sociated Advertising CJ.ubs of the World, and by local

units of this association.

"Progressive stores in various sections, which know
the value of good will, and which do all in their power
to protect the good names of their establishments,
readily assent to this policy," says a bulletin from the
National Vigilance Committee, "as was demonstrated
in Minneapolis a few days ago when the local commit-
tee protested against the use of the term 'Bench Made'
as applied to a shoe that was made by machinery.

"The dealer at first said that he felt justified be-

cause the shoe was marked 'Bench Made' on the sole,

but on further reflection, he admitted that he knew
the merchandise was machine made, and he knew also,

that the advertisement might lead many people to

believe that it was a hand-made shoe.

"This dealer appreciated the necessity for protect-

ing the good will of his store as a means for holding
his trade in the future," says the bulletin, "and there-

fore agreed not to repeat the statement."

Later, the advertising association announces, the

complaint was carried by the local committee to the

manufacturer, with the suggestion that such marking
of shoes was probably a violation of the Minnesota
truth-in-advertising law (such a law, by the way, as

is also in force in thirty-five other States, and that in

all events, the factory would not want to be a party
to paving the way for misleading statements on the

part o{ its dealers, because of the unfavorable reaction

which would be sure to come sooner or later. The
management of the factory adopted this point of view,

and will not in the future so stamp its shoes.
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The Question of Buying on a Rising Market
Fearing to Make a Move Brings Us Nowhere—A Successful Retailer Says Results are

Proportionate to the Number of Chances We Take—Cover Well on

Staples But Order Novelties Only For Early Delivery

MOST dealers are acquainted with the difficul-

ties of buying stock on a rising market

—

stant fear of making- a mistake. Generally

imaginary difficulties some times—the con-

speaking, however, it is far easier to buy on a rising-

market than on a down market. An interesting talk

on this subject was recently given by a prominent
Milwaukee retailer before a dealers' convention in that

city. There are no two buyers, he said, who have the

same mind and ideas in "picking styles." To my mind
the problem is very much similar to a game of base-

ball. It reminds me a good deal of a man stealing

second. If he's safe, according to the umpire's deci-

sion, he is a winner and receives the applause of the

multitude. If he's out, he is a bool) for taking a chance.

The same condition exists with regard to picking-

styles. If we make it we sometimes make a little

money; if we don't, we are out. And the "out" part

generally effects the pocket book.

Buying shoes on a rising market, however, is lots

easier than on a stationary, or declining market, if a

little common sense is ap])lied. I always figure to take

chances, and by taking chances I win. Some chances

must be taken. Results are generally proportionate to

the effort expended, and also to the amount of chances

we take. Business itself is a gamble. We stand to

win or lose. The daring to do brings us somewhere.
Fearing to do brings us nowhere.

Cover on Staples

It behooves every retailer, I think, to cover well

on all staple shoes, tans, blacks and whites, and this

to the fullest extent of his money power. One is al-

most sure when playing with a rising market. How-
ever, I do not wish to convey the idea that it is good
policy to buy beyond your means, or to plunge exces-

sively on any style, but I do feel safe in stating, and
this is warranted by my own experience, that staple

lines and semi-staple lines, at the present time, are a

good investment; in fact, are just as safe and sure as

any stock offered on Wall street. But do not buy
shoe stocks on margin. Contract for all the staple

shoes you can pay for and this with discounts. Cover
your needs for at least six months in advance. In

many cases it will take that long for you to receive

your goods.
By discounting the market at lower prices for sta-

ple shoes for at least six months, according to your
purchasing power, a retailer can merchandise his stock

at lower selling prices and in such a manner that he

can sell two pairs where he formerly sold one, thereby

gaining more customers, turning his stock oftener,

and it is almost sure that he will not be "holding the

bag" when the leather market breaks. An effort must
be made to dispose of your merchandise more so now
than ever before. It is proper that you should g(i

to the extent of your ability in displaying your foot-

wear, providing efficient sales service and using dis-

criminating- good judgment in the selection of the

merchandise you expect to sell.

This is my version of the staple end of our busi-

ness. Now for a few words for the novelty, or mil-

linery, style of shoes. My experience has been, whe-
ther on a rising or a declining market, to play safe

always with regard to novelties. In fact, this is the
end of the business where I apply my conservatism.
The hunt for styles and novelties is the more vigorous
one with most buyers and the greatest attention is

paid in that direction because the stylish novelties

generally appear periodically and spasmodically, de-

pending- largely upon changes of styles of women's
clothes, with regard to shades and colors, lengths of

skirts, etc.

Secure Prompt Delivery of Novelties
I generally play safe by ordering my novelties not

too far in advance, thereby assuring- styles that are

Here i's a much-liked 'Misses i /

and Young Women's Shoe— \ I

because of. its college last and V''> I

medium low military- , heel.
|
'| V

Either black or brown.

5mart Shoes
for Service--

The average woman should wear a trmi-fitting Shoe

for service, wltethcr she is employed long hours or has

time to tramp the hills these -parly fall days.

She needs their comfortrible support. Laok of

thought in this often causes uunecessar\- foot troubles.

Thi§ store believes in selling women comfortably fit-

ting service Shoes that have a smart appearance. .

JohnstoiiL
Murray

—-

—

—

The average retailer may take a few pointers from this example of good
advertising by Johnston & Murray, of London, Ont. It is one of the

kind that makes the reader look twice
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new and readily salal)le on the market. 1 hesitate al-

ways to place orders for extreme novelties to be de-

livered five or six months from the date of orderinc^'

them because by that time they are generally out of

style and hard to sell. I much ])refer to pay the ]n"icc

demanded for quick delivery, taking- my chance of get-

ting a higher price from the public. 1 would sooner

do that than order far in advance in an efifort to cut

down the cost of my shoes.

It is much better to have one or two big going-

novelty styles than to gamble on six or seven, and
sometimes eight, and to obtain from this lot only one

number that is a good seller. You lose your intended

profit by so doing and no one can tell to a certainty

what is g'oing to be the "big smoke" during a season

ahead. I know that the big losses have occurred and
are occurring through this same reason.

Retailers to-day have every facility to accjuaint

themselves with what is going on in the way of styles.

The trade papers are a very good source of informa-

tion, and by following closely what they print and

A

AT a cost of slightly under two per cent, nearly

thirty per cent, i-nore business was developed

by a large chain-store company in New Hamp-
shire. The whole plan was recently explained

by Mr. W. C. Roose, the manager, before a gathering

of Texas shoe retailers. The thoroughness with which

the plan was worked out no doubt had much to do

with its success.

In 1917 our company began to compile charts and

figures for instituting a co-operative basis selling plan

in our retail shoe stores. In order to have a real foun-

dation, we took the yearly' business of each store as

far back as we had records—an eight year period. We
also took each salesman's average yearly sales for the

same period, taking them by number and not by indi-

vidual, as follows

Salesman No. 1 denoted the sales manager
Salesman No. 2 denoted the head salesman

Salesman No. 3 denoted the next salesman

and so on down the line for as many salesmen as the

store employed.
By averaging the total sales each man sold per

year for the eight year jieriod, we found this percen-

tage to be true in a three-man store:

No. 1 salesman sold yearly 25 per cent of the

total sales.

No. 2 salesman sold yearly 37 per cent of the

total sales.

No. 3 salesman sold yearly 33 per cent of the

total sales.

Extra salesman (Saturday) sold yearly 6 per

cent of the total sales.

The Best Selling Periods of the Year
On looking over the sales from year to year, we

found the first period—January, February, March

—

produces the lightest business, averaging 21 per cent

;

the third i)eriod—July, August, September—is next,

taking a few chances now and then, using your own
judgment and, guided by the demand of your trade,

picking styles becomes, after all, not such a very dif-

ficult problem.
I do not consider present conditions at all alarm-

ing. Keep your head level. Do not plunge, be con-

servative v.'ith regard to novelties and you will find

doing business on a rising market far easier and more
jjrofitable. By following this method your finances

v.'ill be secure and safe, and when the break in prices

comes, or a bear movement is pushed upon you, you
will not have anything to worry about. In other
words, be an adventurer—do not be afraid to take a

chance. However, in taking the chance, always keep
your pocketbook in mind so that you will be able to

take advantage of discounts when offered. By all

means cover yourself on staple goods for six months
to come. I look forward to a very good season.
Genius is nothing more than hard working and common
sense applied, and a d:i.-h of courage added, spells suc-

cess.

averaging 21 per cent ; the second period—April, May,
June—is next to the heaviest, averaging 27 per cent,

and the fourth period—October, November, December
—is the heaviest, averaging 31 per cent. These figures

represent a period of eight years whose average year-
ly sales represent the above percentage.

Having obtained the average per cent which each
salesman sold per year, and the per cent of business
done in the cjuarter of each year, we compared the fig-

ures with the yearly sales of shoe salesmen all over
the country.

From the Bureau of Research of the School of

Business Administration Harvard University, we
found their figures to be as follows:

In towns from 50,000 to 100,000 i)opulation„

the shoe salesman ,sclls from $5,000 to $10,-

000 a year.

In towns over 100,000 ])Opulation, he sells

$16,500 and over, but $16,500 is the average
for the ordinary salesman.

From this data we began to allot each salesman
his basis upon which to sell quarterly. The next ques-
tion came as to what percentage could be paid the

salesman is an importtant thing, perhaps more so than
over and above his basis. We found that, provided no
more help was put on, the present salesforce could be
paid at the rate of 3 per cent on extra sales.

Figuring the proper intervals of payment to the

salesman is an imi)ortant thing, perhaps more so than

one realizes at first. The proper intervals of bonus
money payments have a great deal to do in keeping
up the interest in the salesman's work. We decided

to divide each year into quarters, of 13 weeks each, for

the following reasons:

1. The season's sales can be averaged more
accurately in 13 week periods.

2. It is just long enough to make the sales-

Bonus Plan for Increasing Sales Volume
Cost About 2 per cent. To Get 30 per cent More Business— Salesmen are Allotted

a Basis According to Their Ability— Bonus of 3 per cent. Allowed on

Sales Over a Pre-determined Amount
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men do their best, and not long enough to

have them go stale.

3. It is just the length of time the yVndit

Department can do its work properly, includ-

ing this extra selling basis work.
4. It is just long enough to make the sales-

paid each salesman is large enough to mean
considerable to him.

Our present seling expense, as we figure it, is

S 1-2 per cent. We do not include wrapping paper.

Display of Charles A. Ahrens, Limited, at Kitchener Style Show
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twine, p.m.'s, deliveries on account of carrying these

items under separate headings.

Cost About 2 Per Cent to Get Nearly 30 Per Cent
More Business

We started our bonus plan October 1st, 1917 (the

last 13 weeks in the year) unknown to any of our
managers or salespeople. We wanted to know that

our figures were right before we sprung the plan on
the boys as part of our system. We wished to make
sure the}' would be able to earn extra money. We
wished to know that we would be able to pay what
we offered them.

Every one of our stores and the salesmen in them
went "over the top" above their basis. Figuring our
part of the percentage, we found it cost us slightly

under 2 per cent to ge't nearly 30 per cent more busi-

ness. We installed the system to begin January 1st,

1918. On December 20th, 1917, we mailed the letters

with the instructions, and basis card of each salesman.
The letter we sent out read as follows:

Getting the New Plan Before the Salesmen

"We have compiled some figures for our co-oper-

ative sales plan, and are enclosing cards (one to be
kept by each salesman personally), one to be kept up-

to-date by you, one for each salesman and any extra

man you may have on. On the back of these cards
you will find the general outline of the plan ; attached
are the balance of the rules governing the plan.

"We have divided the year into four periods oi 13

weeks each; first period includes January, February,
March ; second period includes April, May, June ; third

])eriod includes July, August, .Scjitember ; fourth period

includes October, November, December. For each

])eriod, each man will be given a separate selling basis,

or the amount he must sell, before he can figure any
commission coming to him.

"It will be very essential that you, as manager,
accurately keep track of each man's weekly sales and
enter them on the stub of the weekly salary voucher

;

that each man keeps a card record for himself ; that

all refunds be taken oft' the salesman's sales who orig-

inally made the sales ; that every "walk out" be charg-

ed against the salesman who neglected to turn over

the customer originally to the extent of taking five

dollars ($5.00) off his total sales for each offense. This
does not hold good if customer has been turned over

once, and the man to whom the 't. o.' was made lost

the sale.

"You will receive each man's selling basis for the

next i^eriod thirty days (30) in advance of the begin-

ning of each selling period. The amounts for each
period will vary according to the volume of business
done in each period ; for insttance, in figuring up busi-

ness for eig'ht years we find the heaviest period of busi-

ness is in October, November, December (the fourth

period) ; the next heaviest period is April, May, June
(the second period); the next heaviest period of busi-

ness is July, August, .September (the third period),

and the lightest period of business is January, Feb-
ruary, March (the first period).

"Wc alco find that the No. 2 salesman sells the

most merchandise, hence we have given him the big-

gest basis to make. No. 3 salesman is next, so he is the
second highest amount to go ; and as the manager lias

turn overs, complaints and his books to look after lie

has the smallest amount to sell.

"These figures were compiled over a period of years
since January 1st, 1909. We also received information
from six of the largest chain stores companies in tiie

country. We believe the figures are rigiit and are

putting them up to you for your trial and approval.
"We want each and every one to benefit by receiv-

ing a commission check.

Display of Kaufman Rubber Company at Kitchener Style Show
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"All agreements or salaries made and standing at

the present time will not be affected by this plan. It
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only allows you a means to make your drawing- ac-

count larger.

"in order to share in this commission every sales-

man in the store must make his basis before any bonus
will be paid. This eliminates any one from 'hogg'mg'
more than his share of sales."

Rules Governing the Co-Operative Plan

We formulated a set of rules to govern the opera-
tion of the plan. They are as follows:

1. The commission to be paid is 3 per cent of all

sales over the given basis.

2. Commissions to be paid at the end of each
thirteen week period.

3. Every salesman must reach his basis before a

commission will be i)aid to anyone.
4. A dismissal, or resignation, before a period has

expired forfeits all right to any commission other than
regular salary and ]). m.'s on findings sold.

5. Cash refunds to count against salesman who
sold the merchandise.

6. . All customers must be turned over, provided
the first salesman is unable to make the sale. Credit

for the sale is to go to the salesman making it. Ne-
glect on the part of the salesman to turn a customer
will be penalized by having five dollars (5.00) de-

ducted from his total sales of that day. "We want no
walk-outs

!"

7. At the end of each thirteen week period every

salesman must send his own signed card (enclosed in

the store mail) to the head office.

8. All extra salesmen employed are to work on a

commission of four per cent of their entire sales be-

sides the regular P. M.'s on odd .shoes and findings

sold by him. Should extra Saturday men sell seventy

($70) dollars for the day he would receive 4 per cent

The Regal Shoe Company, of Toronto, had one of the most attractive

booths at the Kitchener Style Show

of this, or $2.80. Should he sell an arch, $2.50; a cush-

ion, .25; a dollar's worth of hose; he would receive

p.m'. of .33 total, or the day have made $3.13.

"The compensation of help can only be treated in a

general way. All stores are not in the same class in

this respect. Trade dictates the kind of service which

you will be required to give; a low-priced store and a

high-grade store cannot always adopt the same method
of payment. Compensation of clerks, however, can be
divided into a few methods, which will practically cover
all instances.

Methods of Compensation.

"The majority of clerks throughout the United
States are probably paid a straight salary ; others are
paid a straight commission, a drawing salary and a

I
king BROS. co.orwHiidY:

n
Display of King Brothers Company, of Whitby, at the Kitchener

Style Show
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commission, or a salary and p. m.'s. It always seemed
to me that there really are only two divisions; those

which receive a straight salary and those who receive

some additional compensation to stimulate their act-

ivities.

"If one takes the percentage of gross receipts which
he pays as a straight salary for sales people, he can
easily reduce his selling cost if he changes from a

straight salary basis to a straight commission basis. I

(!oubt if anyone will dispute this fact. A high salary

does not make a good salesman. It will not sell un-

desirable goods; it will not get the maximum amount
of energy out of a salesman. No matter what a man's
salary may be, if he is changed to a commission basis,

or is given additional inducement in the way of salary,

he can and will increase the amount of sales and in-

crease it in the direction which you wish him to go. It

is simply a matter of applying the percentage, the com-
mission, or the p. m. as you see fit to have it applied.

The extra salary will bring the desired results as far as

additional sales are concerned.

Goods Must Be Worth the Asking Price.

"There are many, many objections which we all

know to the payment of p. m.'s. or extra commission,
but my personal experience has been that the good
materially outweighs the objection. It is worth most
any effort to know that your stock is worth 100 cents

on the dollar. It must be remembered that shoes which
are obviously wrong should not be offered for sale to

the i)ublic. Shoes on which p. m., or extra commission,
is placed must be worth the asking price just the same
as the new stock just put on the shelf, and in determin-

ing this i)rice all the disadvantages of the shoe should

be considered.
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Rowland Hill Shoe Stores' Outing
Picnic Committee. After Many Sleepless Nighte,

Arranged Extensive Program Consisting

of Baseball and Eats.

^"T^ HE first annual picnic of the Rowland Hill Shoe

I Stores of London, Ont., was held on Wednes-
JL day afternoon, August 20th, at Springbank, four

miles west of London on the Thames River. As
Wednesday is the weekly half holiday with the London
stores, the attendance was almost a complete one. The
members of the staff with their wives and a few friends
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Snapped at the Rowland-Hill picnic
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made up the happy crowd of picnicers numbering
forty three.

The big feature of the outing was the baseball game
between the married and unmarried members of the

staf¥. The game was a thriller from start to finish with

the married men left far behind until near the close

of the game. However, in the last innings the married

men, with the valuable assistance of some of the lady

friends, managed to make a brilliant finish by scoring

four runs. The game closed with the score 9 to 8

with the single men the winners. Hector Boyce and
Clarence Hill were the battery for the young men.
Heccie's pitching was a big feature and with rare sup-

port in the field he had the game all his way from the

first. Fred McGillivary heaved in his usual excellent

form for the married men, though his support was a

little weak at times. Charlie (Fatty- Legg's home run

revived the hopes of the married men in the last in-

nings but the youngsters tightened up and saved them-

selves from a famous defeat.

The program committee, composed of a picked few

of the men of the main store, after sleepless nights

and weary days of deep thinking finally made up the

program of two items '"Baseball and Eats." This pro-

gram was closely followed especially the "eats." When
supper was announced none were missing, and the

heaps of good things provided by the ladies made an

attraction that will be remembered till next summer's
picnic.

At the close of the meal cheers were given for

"Rowland Hill," "The Office Staff," "The Ea.st End
l^ranch and "The Ladies."

Conditions on Boston Leather Market
Period of Feverish Buying Seems To Have Passed

-Manufacturers Lying Low, Waiting De-
velopments— Government Agitation

Has Sobering Effect

THE conditions in the Boston Leather markets
may be summed up by saying that the hysteria

of feverish buying has ceased and business is

quiet. This cessation has given tanner and
dealer a little respite so that they have been able to

stock up with raw material and finished leather to a

moderate degree. Hides are still in limited supply.

Most leather dealers are unwilling" to accept orders of

any great size and guarantee early delivery.

A slight recession in prices in some lines is no-

ticeable, and there are those who believe the top of

the market has been reached. Others differ, saying
that a little stimulation after the holiday will show a

^ till firmer market. It is a fact that the upward ten-

dency has been temporarily checked.

The recent government agitation over the high cost

of living, the letting up of foreign and domestic buy-
ing and the uneven exchange rates now existing has
had a sobering effect on the local market, and with the

gradual visible increase in the raw material supply
glazed kid will ease off and more buying will soon
take place as matters get more and more normal. The
hysteria of buying, due to a fear of scarcity of raw
material is over, and the fear of shortage is weakened
and a reverse feeling of confidence is expressed.

The highest asking' prices of the best raw goatskins
has fallen of? about 10 per cent., Patnas selling for

23.00 a dozen. South American skins have also fall-

en off 10 per cent.

The domestic trade in the side leather market
seems to be waiting to see what the shoe salesmen's
reports are going to be and what leathers are to be
most in demand. Also the manufacturers feel by hold-
ing off there will be a falling off in prices. The ex-

port demand is small now, owing primarily to the ex-

change rate being so unfavorable to the United States.

The feeling is strong that a more equitable exchange
rate will see a renewal of large foreign buying as it

is concluded stocks are still low in Europe. A falling

off is noted in the medium-priced hides of 10c to 15c.

per lb., although No. 1 and 2 domestic packer and
country hides have practically shown no recession.
On snuft side leather the price asked has fallen off

about 05c per foot to compensate for the falling off of
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raw hides. Snuft side leather has sold the last week
ill August tor 75c. per toot. lJuyint;- is small, on hand
to month ])asis. There is no antici])ation bnyiii^ on

the ])resent market.

h^all strain side leather is selling on the better

grades as low as yOc to $1.00. Many dealers are ask-

ing as high as $1.25 per foot. Country and i)acker

hides, which are in the hands of the ])ackers, have

Instructive display of Dominion Rubber System at Kitchener Style Show
—Actual manufacture of rubbers was shown
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shown little decline in price, and this is reflected in

the unchanged ])rices of medium and extreme kip

leather. It is figured that packer hides will not come
down only in a long period of time, except by arti-

ficial adjustment or competition with foreign hides.

Patent side leather is quoted all the way from $1.10

to $1.25. Colored chrome side leather is selling at

$1.00 a foot. Patent sides are going at $1.25 and pat-

ent kip is asking $1.40. The better grades of velvet

sides are firm at $1.45 to $1.50.

Light cow sides are selling at 60c, and medium
Western calfskins are 90c. Calf leather, colors and
])lack, is quoted around $1.40. White buck is selling

at 90c., and colored buck is still quoted at $1.25.

The Montreal Leather Market
Embargo Met With Vigorous Opposition— Slight

Decrease in Price of Hides - Deliveries

Uncertain Until Next Year

WITH one exception the hide and leather situ-

ation in Montreal is unchanged. Following
the order-in-council prohibiting the exporta-

tion of hides and leather the price of the

former receded and more liberal stocks were on of-

fer, including hides from Chicago. As one tanner put

it: "Instead of having to go after the hide dealers,

they are now, as formerly, coming to us." At the same
time there is, it is thought, no use anticipating cheap-

er leather for a considerable time for even though
hides should recede very materially in price the sup-

ply on hand and in process in the tanneries will meet
the requirements for some months.

The leather embargo met with vigorous opi)osition

on the part of the hide dealers, tanners and shoe manu-
facturer.s. One Montreal tanner ex])ressed the opinion

that so far as leather is concerned the embargo is use-

less, as there is no difficulty getting permits for ex-

l)ort.

Side leather is very firm, while kid and calf are

scarce and high in price. Dealers from the United
States who have recently visited Montreal could not

promise deliveries in any quantities until the turn of

the year, and predicted that the i)eak in ])rices has not

yet been reached.

.\n expressed opinion of the abnormal rise in cost

of leather is that retailers become alarmed at the sen-

sational scarehead articles in the daily newspapers,
and ])laced very heavy buying orders, and the manu-
facturers who accepted the orders had, of course, to

cover themselves for the leather. These orders, com-
ing on a market not over-su])plied with raw material,

resulted in sharp advances. Tanners, too, endeavored
to secure the necessary hides to fill the orders for

leather and hides, in turn, went up. Thus the whole
matter resolved itself into a circle, the demands from
each section of the hide, shoe and leather trades re-

acting on each other. Ihit for what is termed the

"panicky" feeling", there would not have been the ])he-

nomenal advances in leather and, consequently, in

shoes. An a])preciation was naturally in order, but
not to the extent that has taken place. (This opinion
coincides almost exactly with that exj^ressed by Mr.
Laird Simon, a kid manufacturer of Philadelphia, at the

recent Toronto convention of shoe retailers.)

Hide and Leather Men Send Deputation

To Ottawa

IN
connection with the order-in-council prohibiting

the exportation of Canadian raw hides, skins and
leather, except under license, a number of firms

interested in the hide, shoe and leather trades

met the Government recently at Ottawa. Prior to the

conference separate meetings of the trades were held,

followed by a joint meeting, at which a resolution was
l^assed with one dissentient, asking the (Government
to rescind the embargo.

The ministers at the conference at which this reso-

lution was presented included the Premier, Sir George
I'oster, Sir H. Drayton, and Mr. Doherty. Several

speeches were made, Mr. F. S. Scott, M. P., and Mr.
G. Slater speaking for the shoe manufacturers. One
argument against the embargo was that it invited

retaliation by the United States. Another that the

public were in one sense responsible for the high price

of shoes, in that they demanded the better class of

goods, and were not inclined to purchase lower grades.

Further, that the higher cost of freights and the super

tax on tanning materials were contributing causes to

the rise in prices.

Mr. J. Daoust supported the embargo, basing his

opinion on grounds covered in his address at the Na-
tional Shoe Retailers' Convention at Toronto. He was
convinced that the embargo would result in lower
prices of hides, and pointed to the drop which imme-
diately followed the announcement as a justification

of his views.

The Premier ])romised consideration of the opin-

ions expressed.
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An Unfair Attack on the Shoe Industry
Report of U. S. Federal Trade Commission Characterized By Usual Lack of

Consideration of Facts Leading Up to Present High Prices

—

Pesident Geuting's Reply Through the Daily Press

THE report recently brought in by the U. S. Fed-
eral Trade Commission alleging abnormal pro-

fits throughout the entire shoe industry, includ-

ing the retail end, appears to be characterized

by a lack of thoughtfulness and consideration of de-

tails not uncommon with government appointed
boards. As was the case in Canada here recently

when the Cost of Living Committee endeavored to

probe the high cost of footwear, the United States com-
mission seized upon a few examples of apparent ex-

cessive profits, entirely ignoring the fact that they
constituted an almost insignificant percentage of the

sales in the average shoe store and that, by reason of

the increases in labor, rent and all overhead expenses,
retailers were entitled to a higher profit than before

the war.

The usual sensational press publicity was given to

the report and this was copied largely by the Canad-
ian daily papers. To somewhat minimize the effect of

this unfair attack on the shoe industry, M. A. H. Geut-
ing, president of the National Shoe Retailers' Associ-
ation, issued a statement to the Associated Press,

which, we learn, was also published widely through-
out the country. Mr. Geuting's statement follows:

President Geuting's Statement

"As president of the National Shoe Retailers' As-
sociation I feel in duty bound to refute the charges of

profiteering on the part of the shoe retailers of the

United States, with whose conditions I am thoroughly
familiar.

Most Unprofitable Branch

"The shoe retailers of the United States as.a mat-
ter of fact have the most unprofitable branch of any of

the various retail merchandising propositions in the
country. The Harvard Bureau of Business Research,
established about five or six years ago, was induced
to investigate the retail shoe business as its first ex-

periment, due to the fact that it was in the worst con-
dition. At that time the net profit of retailers of shoes
in the state of Pennsylvania averaged but I j.'a per cent.

At that time the profit conditions were so low every-
where that bankers and financiers found no interest in

the retail shoe business. Since then we have been
educating the shoe retailer and we have improved con-
ditions a little, so that I think it is fair to say that the
shoe retailer, from coast to coast,' are not today aver-
aging more than 6 per cent net profit on the turnover
of their business.

Overhead Expense and Public

"It must be remembered that the shoe retailer

caters to the public, that he is endeavoring to give such
service as the public demands and in doing this he is

entailing an overhead exi)ense, which holds true with
all merchandising. Naturally any overhead charge
must be borne by the consumer. I repeat that above
this overhead the average shoe retailer is only making
his legitimate 6 per cent, net profit.. For this per cent,
return the shoe retailer invests his money in shoes,

carries them in stock for the public, carrying the shoes

upon his shelves until the public feels like buying them.
Further than this the retailer stands back of his com-
modity—he stands behind their service, often ex-

changes them, returns the money, calls for them, re-

pairs them, and in return for this varying and very
considerable service receives indeed a very small com-
pensation.

No Millionaire Shoe Retailers

"As a matter of fact who ever heard of a large for-

tune being made in the retail shoe business? We
number no Carnegies, Rockfellers, Schwabs, DuPonts,
etc. The shoe retailer is usually very closely connect-

Our photograph does not do justice to the display of the Lang Tanning
Company at the Kitchener Style Show. It was one of the finest
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ed with the family life of the country and has the in-

terests of the families with whom he deals very much
at heart. He is not at alf pleased with advancing
prices. The retailer is in sympathy with the public and
if it were possible for him to lower today's prices, or

to give such information to the Government as would
help the situation, he would gladly do it. Moreover,
the shoe retailer is not selling shoes on the basis of the
latest market quotations. He is usually selling shoes
on the basis of what he paid for them—something un-
usual in every other business that I know of. Most
merchants are prom])t and consider themselves en-
tirely within their legitimate rights, in fact, feel they
are smart, to place their profit on the basis of the latest

([notations. The shoe retailer has never done this, as

a general rule being too considerate of his jiatronage
to adopt such a policy.

"The charge of profiteering to the shoe retailers of
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the United States is so absurd, unfair, and in fact dis-

gusting, that one is almost tempted to illustrate what
the price of shoes really would be were dealers to

mark their merchandise upon a replacement basis, such
as is being generally done in other lines.

"That the public may better understand something
of the elements entering into the present cost of foot-

wear let me quote a few figures

:

"In 1910 heavy native steer hides sold at from 11c.

to 15c. a pound—today quotations are 50c. to 53c.

Calfskins sold at 15c. to 16c. and are today quoted at

$1.00. Goatskins that sold for 40c. to 50c. are today
bringing $2.50. If these advances in raw materials

are not justified, then it would seem, outside of the

very considerably increased labor costs that we are

compelled to pay today in the manufacture of shoes,

we have found the reasons for high shoe prices recently

quoted. We would be very glad, as retailers, should

it be established that any bad practice does exist to

help the Government stamp it out.

Buy Reasonable ; Sell Reasonable

"Dealing in tangible merchandise we buy and sell,

asking only a legitimate profit above expense of do-

ing business. This is all that a retailer in any line is

entitled to and I say again, this is all that a shoe re-

tailer has ever had or is getting today. Give us reas-

onable prices on raw materials, reasonable labor con-

ditions, ample shipping to ease the supply of raw ma-
terials which we must have from abroad and we feel

confident that shoe manufacturers will co-operate with

the shoe retailers to give reasonable prices to the pub-

lic.

"Is it not absurd to select one line of merchandise,
as has been done with shoes, and hold it up as a hor-

rible example? Especially is it absurd when the fact
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is considered that shoes are being retailed throughout
the United States today at levels which are only 50

per cent, to 75 per cent, advanced above the levels of

five years ago.

Bulk of Shoes Will be Retailed From $8 to $12 a Pair

"The bulk of the shoes which will be sold this fall

will be priced at from $8.00 to $12.00 a pair. Surely this

does not bear out the exaggerated statements which

have appeared in the newspapers. Every householder
knows that the advances, as above stated, are much
below the advances he has paid on innumerable articles

that efifect the family life of our nation. For example,
Report No. 9 of the National Industrial Conference
Board shows that since 1914 woolen goods have ad-

vanced from 92 per cent, to 116 per cent. Cotton goods
are shown to have advanced from 65 per cent, to 238
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Ames-Holden-McCready's attractive exhibit at the Kitchener Style Show
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per cent. Any number of other similar examples might
be quoted from the same report.

"High prices for hides, high transportation costs
and unprecedented high labor levels cannot help but
spell high prices in which the retailer does not figure
either way, except as it creates more difficult condi-
tions for him to meet in doing business..

"A. H. GUETING, President,
"National Shoe Retailers' Association."

Regal Shoe Co. Mis-quotedA REPORTER from the Toronto "Telegram"
recently called on Mr. C. S. Corson, manager
of the Regal Shoe Company, to learn his views
on the, price of shoes. In accordance with the

custom of the majority of daily newspapers, Mr. Cor-
son was misquoted, and, for the benefit of any of our
readers who may have seen the editorial, we are glad
to print the following letter from him :'

"In regard to the editorial in the "Evening Tele-
gram" of August 13th, the statement published by the
Telegram was not as given by the writer. I stated,

on enquiry from the "Telegram" as to what efifect the
embargo on hides would have on the prices of shoes,
that the price of leather was regulated by supply and
demand, and that it would be some time before the
accumulation of hides would be great enough in Can-
ada to greatly reduce the finished hide. I also stated
that the price of calf skins had increased 100 per cent,

since last April, and that the big advance in the i^rice

of shoes would be next s])ring unless the market took
a dro]) in the price of raw skins. I also stated that the

l^rice of shoes was up to the retailer, as we do not
fix the retail price."
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A Clean Stock Quickens the Turnover
By Mr. H. Nearing*

TURN overs should be of as much importance to

the small dealer as to the large, as vital to the

merchant dealing in shoes exclusively as to the

department store. However, it is a fact that

less significance is attached to this part of merchandiz-
ing by the exclusive shoe dealer than by department
stores, due usually to the intensive merchandizing pol-

icies of the latter. The merchandizing managers of suc-

cessful houses have a thorough and practical know-
ledge of the many different phases essential to volume
and profits. And stock turn overs rank high in the

'"Gallery of Essentials." Every shoe buyer should be

a merchandise man.
Profits are made by turn o\ers and not left

overs. The following principles may be incorporated

in merchandizing shoes, and close application to them
will result in effecting a reasonable stock turn over,

at the same time keeping stock clean, making all the

shoes on the shelf worth nearly 100 cents on the dol-

lar, and affording a profitable return on the investment.
First, when purchasing for the future we aim to

make the minimum amount of mistakes in styles, quan-
tities, size range, etc. However, after having received

the merchandise we sometimes find we have made some
(|uite serious mistakes ; that is, we find we have made
mistakes if we look for them and admit them to our-

selves. The longer we deceive ourselves the more
costly it is to remedy these errors.

When Style Guess is Not Just Right

For example, we received today a line of boots. We
have realized for the last few days before its receipt

that this particular lot of shoes is not going to move
rapidh' because our guess as to style wasn't just right.

On looking them over carefully we find they are

made of good materals, the construction is o. k., but
the style is not as good as we thought it would be.

Being early in the season we feel they won't be so hard
to sell, but after a few days we find they do not sell

readily at the price marked. It is policy to reduce this

shoe to a price that will sell it, as it is worth what the

people will pay regardless of its cost. Surely a better

price can be realized on this merchandizing soon after

its receipt than if held for two or three riionths. If a

small profit can be realized all the better, but if it is

necessary to sell below cost, do so quickly, reinvest

this money at once in merchandise that is wanted and
will sell readily. The entire stock should be kept free

from dead ones all the time. Weed out slow sellers

and .short lines as they tie up too much money that

could be turned over and over.

Do not wait until January, February or July and
August to clean your stock, keep on top of it every

day. Sell short lines and odds and ends every week
or every month. When the so-called cleaning- months
put in their appearance, be in position to offer new sea-

sonable merchandise bought to sell during these

months. Let your competitor do his house cleaning

twice a year. Do yours every day, and you will be in

a position to offer the public new merchandise at all

times, thereby turning your stock oftener and making-

more |noney. All merchandise will bring a good price

•An address delivered at the recent Convention of New York shoe
retailers.

and sell quickly if you have the wanted kind at the

wanted time.

Average Turn Over on Monthly Stock

The number of turn overs should be as many as can

be made on a stock that is reasonably complete eveiy
day in the year. It is wrong to aim at a low stock at

inventory period, as inventory is a form of accounting
twice a year to ascertain if volume of business, profits,

stock in hand, etc., are correct compared with book
values. The stock on hand the day after inventory
should be as com])lete as the season warrants, but with
seasonable merchandise only. The day or days follow-

ing inventory should not show small receipts because
of depleted stocks. Turn overs should be averaged
on monthly stocks, and not based on a certain period.

Because we have our stocks down to a low figure on
June 30th does not signify that we have made the num-

Booth of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Company at the Kitchener
Style Show
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ber of turn overs that the stock statement of that date

would show. The actual turn over must be based on
the average investment for the period.

The one great "lead" to volume of business, stock

turn over and profits is "Clean Stocks." Slow selling-

merchandise, short broken lines, in fact, any merchan-
dise that is not alive and active, curbs ambition, kills

confidence and curtails buying power. Better profits

are derived from smaller mark up and large volume
than from long profits and smaller volume.

Example—Two individuals have a dollar each, and
invest in light merchandise on the .same day. No. 1

marked his merchandise $2 00, and at the end of the

sixth day sold it for that amount. He made a big per-

centage of profit, doubling his money. No.' 2 marked
his merchandise $1.50, and sold it the same day; pur-

chased another ready seller and sold it the same day;
purchased another ready seller for six consecutive days,

selling each article the same day purchased for $1.50.

His percentage of profit was much smaller, but he made
three times as much money in six days as his com-
petitor, and had clean, active stock each day. He had
a good stock turn over.
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Employees of the Regal Shoe Company, Toronto, their wives and families, gathered at ^ ll

Ye Regal Shoe Company Employees' Picnic

THE annual picnic of the employees and
executive of the Regal Shoe Company, Lim-
ited, was held at Wabasso Park, near

Burlington, on Saturday, August 16, with

an attendance of about 350 including employ-
ees, their wives and families. The steamers "Corona"

Mr. Clayton S. Corson, manager of the
Regal Shoe Company, Toronto

and "Modjeska" left the Yonge Street wharf, Toronto,

at 8.15 a.m. and at 2.15 respectively and the trip up
through Lake Ontario was very much enjoyed. The
Regal Company provided tea, hot water, milk, dishes

and ice cream free and after the noon-day repast there

was a splendid program of games comprising 21 events

for prizes that were unusually practical and useful. For
instance, in the married men's handicap the first prize

was 50 feet of garden hose. Where lives the benedict

who would not ai)preciate such a trophy? In the Regal

employees' race the first prize was five gallons of motor
oil. The Regal men are prosi)erous—there must be a

large percentage of them own flivvers and to the ownei

of the Frisky Ford what gift could be more acceptable

than the aforesaid demijohn of lubricant? Then again,

in the Drawing Competition for Regal employees, the

prize was a pair of Dunlop traction tread tires complete.

Buying a new pair of shoes for the car these days in-

volves a great deal more frenzied financing than buy-

ing a pair of shoes for the baljy and the picnic commit-
tee are to be commended on the utility of their selec-

tion. (Next year about picnic time we must remember
to suggest that similar presentations be made- to the

trade journal representatives.)

However, the judges in the athletic events were
Messrs. C. S. Corson, F. M. Farren and W. C. Elliott;

the scorers were Messrs. W. Matson and Ernie Pretty

;

Messrs. S. Mackem and Joseph King were the handi-

cappers ; Wm. Chaonian, clerk of the course ; Ed.

Lynch, starter and W. F. Mantle, announcer. The mar-
ried men's face was won by S. Macklem ; the single

ladies' race by Miss Elliott: married ladies', Mrs. Wil-
son ; fat men's, Ed. Lynch. (Mr. Corson second)

;
relay

race, Messrs, Macklem, Mantle and Wilson ; needle

race, Mrs. Rice: Regal employees' race. Jack Curtiss;

drawing competition, Mrs. Stanfield.

An orchestra of five pieces was in attendance and
after the Sfames there was dancing in the pavilion until

seven o'clock. The weather was very threatening but
fortunately the rain held off until the sports were
nicelv over. After that, however, the heavens opened
and the rain descended, as Manager Corson, who came
home bv automobile, can testify. The crowd had a

merry time in the pavilion, however, until the hour for

returning to Toronto.

The general feeling is that this was the best picnic

ever held in the history of the company and these

events are verv valuable in promoting the principle of

good fellowship, so vitally important in the present

dav. among everv employee and between the workers
and heads of the firm. Mr. Clayton S. Corson, manager
of the Regal Shoe Companv, is high in the esteem of

every employee, flis unfailing virtues are friendliness

and courtesy which even the strenuous difficulties that

have fallen to the lot of the shoe manufacturer during
the recent past have failed to shake.

The different, picnic committees worked faithfully

to ensure the event being the success it was. The
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for the annual Regal picnic. Manager Corson is third from the right in the group.

general committee was composed of George Garratt,

chairman ; Walter Mantle, secretary ; Warren Elliott,

treasurer; John Burkhart, Wm. White, S. Macklem,

Joseph King, Mrs. Richards, Miss Arnold, Wm. Chap-

man, and Colin Shackleton. The committee on refresh-

ments comprised Mrs. Richards, Miss Arnold, Mrs.

Moore and W. C. Elliott. The transportation commit-
tee included W. C. Elliott, W. Matson, Joseph King
and Wm. Chapman, while the committee on games
was made up of Colin Shackleton, Wm. White, W. F.

Mantle, S: Macklem, J. Burkhart, A. Griffin and Joseph
King.

Shoe Displays That Attract and Make Sales
Most Windows are Too " Heavy "—Difference in Displaying Shoes for Men and

Women—Appoint a Special Display Man and Then Leave Him Alone-
Discord in a Window Spells Disaster

— By Mr. V. L. Carson*

1 BELIEVE you will agree with me that shoe dis-

l)Iays generally are sadly neglected—particularly

the' important element that appeals to the taste or

reason, thereby inducing sales.

The reason for this is plain. Many specialty shoe

houses have no regular display man. Talk with the

men in charge, and you will discover that the one thing

they dislike most is to dress windows. Being so dis-

posed, any attempt thev make is half-hearted and,

therefore, doomed to disappointment and probable

failure.

Avoid Heavy Displays

As a rule, shoe displays are entirelv too heavy. Go,

if you will, to any city, and you will find shoe displays

built from the bottom to the top of the windows; and,

to make a bad matter worse, the same arrangement is

continued week after week—sometimes month after

month. Of course, the shoes are removed and cleaned,

but no change is made sufficient to command attention.

Yet favorable attention is the thing a successful

display inust win. Command such attention, and your

battle is half won. When I began service with my pre-

> sent employers, four and one-half years ago, they were
using heavy displays, and doing an annual business

amounting to $250,000. I substituted light displays and
our annual turnover is now $750,000, or a half million

dollars more than the total when I began. I feel that

lighter windows and specialty windows have had some-

thing to do in achieving this percentage of gain.

Men Like Classy Windows
Now then, to business. I will first consider men's

shoes. INIy principals in the various places where I

*At Convention of Display Men in Chicago.

have served as display manager during the last fifteen

years not infrequently have said to me : "Now, Carson,
we don't want any flowers or fancy work in our men's
windows, make it a plain window and put in plenty of
shoes, for that is what the people like to see."

I hold just the opposite view. Men do like to see
flowers in show windows, and they like to see such
windows classy and well trimmed. True, they may
yell that you have produced a pleasing efifect, but the
trimmings will please them just the same.

In this display I shall use nothing but tan shoes

—

that is, tan shoes and a couple of men's canes. Speci-
alty shoe houses do not sell men's canes, of course, but
is that any reason why I should sacrifice their use if

they help? Observe also the effect of the velours; they
harmonize with the merchandise. After this display
has been shown two or three days, replace it with shoes
that are all black, or, when preferred, both black and
tan. In my opinion, all these shoes should have Eng-
lish toes ; let these be followed by shoes with a bit
broader toe—the sort of toe preferred by the average
business man. Do this and nine times in ten such men
will feelingly say, '"Why, I didn't know that I could
get shoes like that."

Why does he make that remark? Isn't it because
we placed all the shoes we have in the window? He
had not selected such shoes, remember, and Jio sales-
man had suggested them. Hence, you clearly see that
the sales-drawing power of such specialty displays is

much greater than would be the case if you were to
place all your shoes on display all the time.

Let me occupy a few moments by telling vou some-
thing of the "lasting" and "forming" of a'^shoe. You
display men who are with large clothing, department,
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and similar stores arc troubled but little, if at all, with
the "forming" and "lasting" of shoes

;
whereas, a dis-

play man in a specialty store receives a last with the
stock number of what he is to display. Hence, it is up
to him to get out the shoes, take them to his display
room and last them. Inasmuch as it requires from
thirty to fifty minutes to "last" and "form" a high shoe,
he has no easy task. If he has been using a wooden
form he will have the tops to care for. If he happens to
use an electric iron, he will find that the linings of. his
shoes must be wet thoroughly and cold starch applied.
After that, he slips in a shoe tree, especially made for
ironing, laces up the shoe and places it on the iron.

This requires quite a while, and after all the wrinkles
have been ironed out, the shoe is removed and placed
on a table to dry. The longer it remains on the last,

the longer it will hold its shape.

Difference in Displaying Shoes for Women and for

Men
I have found that there is a great deal of difl^erence

or in any event, there should be a great deal of differ-

ence' between displays of shoes for men and displays
of shoes for women.

Women buy more shoes—there is no question of
that. They apj)reciate attractive windows, and price
is a second consideratii)n.

My reason for not using i)rice tickets is that shoes
are so high that if I were to price them the figures
might scare people away. I have tried both ways and
have found that displays omitting prices pay best.

Two weeks ago I announced a White Week. Every
shoe in the window, or rather two windows, possessing
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The felt box toes of Parker Irwin Limited were well exhibited at the
Kitchener Style Show
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color was withdrawn All that was to be seen by pas-

sersby was a striking display in white.

Did it pay? It did, and paid big. Moreover, we
sold other shoes also, a fact which demonstrates that

such a display will persuade ])eople to call for black,

tan, gray, or whatever color they may wish, regardless

of whether or not those particular colors are shown.

I place shoes in pairs. I believe a pair shows to bet-
ter advantage than a single shoe. Whenever I see a

single shoe displayed I always think "where is the
other one," and this distracting thought works against
the success of the' display. When placing women's
shoes in a window there are a few points I think well
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The display of the Lady Belle Shoe Company attracted favorable atten-

tion at the Kitchener Style Show
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to follow. Women like to see the heel of a shoe, the

inside of an arch, and today they are especially in-

terested in the vamp line.

I change my windows, particularly those showing
women's footwear, every two or three days, giving

something new each time. In this way all the shoes

there are to be seen, not all at a time, but in the man-
ner they should be shown. Such displays will sell a

woman today and tomorrow she may return and, see-

ing walking shoes displayed, buy a pair. True, she

could have made this purchase the day before, but at

that time she had not made up her mind she wanted
them—the solid display is what sells her. Week in and
week out, you will find that such displays will pull.

Any merchant who is live enough to stage dis-

play will add quickly to the coin in his cash register.

When the Boss Interferes

Perhaps many of you have had interesting- exper-

iences along this line. Have you ever had a display

about completed and as you were about to crawl out

of the window your "boss" breezes in with, "Wait
a minute. Here is twelve pairs of children's shoes

that must go in that display." Perhaps you answered

:

"Well, Mr. Jones, they are not going to look right in

there," only to hear him come back with : "Oh, that's

all bosh! They will look all right. They'll have to go
in anyway." Now what do you do in a case like that?

The display does not look right, and for a good and
sufficient reason—it is not right. It's about as bad as

when a trombone player plays a couple of notes after

the other members of the orchestra have stopped. If

there is discord in your show window, people will pass

you up.

I know of nothing worn by children that they like
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SO well as a pair of neat shoes. Speak to a child who
chances to have on new shoes ; doesn't he stick out a

foot and exclaim, "See my new shoes!"
I use dolls in many of these displays, because

dolls rank high in attention-getting value to children.

If hearsay is to be credited, dolls are popular with
grown-ups also. If you think it will not pay to make
a display of this kind, stage one, then go to the child-

ren's department where you can overhear the com-
ments made by mothers who have their children in for

shoes. You will hear a number like this : Mrs. Jones
to Mrs. Smith : "Alice saw these in the show window,
and just had to have a pair."

Last fall I put on an exclusive opening for children.

It was my first attempt of the kind, yet it proved so

successful that I am resolved to repeat it each forth-

coming spring and fall. In that display every win-
dow contained an exclusive showing of children's foot-

wear.

Special backgrounds have proved a great aid for

my displays. In fact, I would like to have more money
to invest in this way.

Advertising and Display Must Co-ordinate
A display must be reinforced with good advertise-

ments. I am a firm believer in specialty shoe windows
for specialty shoe stores, and have proved that such
windows do attract and do sell merchandise.

In conclusion, let me say that there is but one re-

ceipt for the display man who is ambitions to make
better shoe displays, and that receipt consists of just

seven words. They are : Fall in love with shoes, then
work."
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Canadian Polishes, Limited, formerly Domestic Specialty Company, at

Kitchener Style Show
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Mr. Griffith B. Clarke WedsA WEDDING of interest to many Toronto peo-

ple took place at St. Mark's Rectory, Niagara-
on-the-Lake, recently, when Miss Kathleen
Smith, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Nor-

man Smith, of Montreal, was united in marriage to Mr.
Griffith B. Clarke, son of Mrs. A. Russell Clarke, Rox-
borough street east, and president of A. R. Clarke &
Company, Toronto. The young couple left by motor
launch for Niagara, the bride wearing her travelling-

suit. Mr. and Mrs. Clarke later left for a motor trip

through the United States.

Mr. Harry Gibbins Opens Attractive Mon-
treal Store—Is Well Known to

Canadian Trade

MR. Harry Gibbins, who has just opened a store

at 510 St. Catherine Street West, Montreal,

has been connected with the shoe trade all his

life. He was formerly buyer for A. E. Rea,
Ltd., Montreal, and when that departmental store was
taken over by Goodwin's Ltd., he continued with the

latter for eighteen months. Mr. Gibbins then repre-

sented Getty and Scott in the West, removing his home
to Gait, Ont. Subsequently he returned to Montreal
to take over the management of the shoe department
of the John Murphy Co., the l)usiness expanding large-

ly under his management. He recently left there to

embark in business on his own account.

The premises, now known as Gibbins' Shoe Store,

were formerly occupied by the Merit Shoe Shop, Ltd.
They are situated in a very good position, being near
the point where Windsor St. joins St. Catherine St.

West, and in the centre of Montreal's shopping thor-

oughfare.

The store has been considerably altered and improv-
ed, the main alterations being to the windows. The
floors of these are in mahogany, the rear portions be-
ing enamelled in old ivory, with a leaded glass parti-

tion above. The lighting is overhead, the electric lamps
being in inverted bowls, with silver linings. The main
windows are surmounted by three other windows, in

the centre of which are the words "Gibbins' Shoes"
in a design of gold, black and grey.

The store itself is 85 x 23 feet and is carpeted
throughout. The shelves are on either side and at
the rear, where a door leads to a small stock room and
to a stairway giving access to a wide gallery contain-
ing Mr. Gibbins' office. A second stock room is situat-
ed at the back.

All the fixtures are in mahogany finish. Men's,
boys' and youths' goods are on one side and women's,
misses' and children's on the other. The goods are ar-
ranged according to styles and prices, and are conven-
iently grouped, with lace shoes in one section, buttons
in another, and so on. All the shoes are in special
cartons, with the name "Gibbins" printed in large type.
The stock is entirely new, Mr. Gibbins having cleared
out all the old goods.

The fitting settees are arranged six on each side,
and at the side near the end of the store is a shoe shin-
ing stand with two chairs. The cash desk is also at the
rear of the store. There are four large full length mir-
rors between the shelves. The show cases are four
in number; they have glass sides and fronts, and
marble bases, the woodwork being mahogany. Tavo of
these are just inside the door and the other two in front
of the cash desk. Besides these, there are two built-
in show cases at the sides, forming part of the shelving.

The interior lighting is by suspended lights in
bowls, and by three 6 ft. standard bowl lamps down
the centre of the store.

Mr. Harold Gibbins, son of the proprietor, is assoc-
iated with his father in business.

The adverse trade balance against Canada in her
trade with the United States for the first half of the
year 1919 was $134,168,608 as compared with $185,513-
350 for the same period last year.
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Attendance at Toronto Exhibition Broke All Pre-

vious Records—Splendid Leather Exhibits

TWK Canadian National ILxhil)ition, an annual
event in Toronto for the ])ast forty years,

seems to have this year exceeded in mai^nitude

and s])lendor anything that has gone before.

Enthusiasm was high at the very start in \'iew of the

fact that the visiting Prince of W ales officiated ;it

the opening ceremonies, and was also in attendance
on the two succeeding days. The various displays in-

dicated the many great advances in modern industrv,

and the exhibitions of war paintings, drawings and
trophies gave one some idea of Canada's part in the

great war.
The leather and allied trades were in good attend-

The Breithaupt Leather Company, of Kitchener, were in their old stand
in the Manufacturers' Building

ance as in former years. In Machinery Hall the Un-
ited Shoe Machinery Company displayed a 22-foot

outfit, which . is considered to be the last word in shoe

repairing equipment. In contrast to this was their

regular 6-foot finishing outfit, equipped with edge

finisher and skate sharpener, bringing the size up to

8J/2 feet. A varied range of accessories was also

shown. The U. S. M. Company state that so great

is the demand for shoe repairing machinery that they

are three months behind with their orders. The ex-

hibit was in charge of Messrs. Naylor, Coates and

Irwin.

Steering a southerly course through the Process

Building the first booth of interest to shoemen was
that of Tilley's Polishes, in charge of Mr. H. Turner.

The company makes a polish and cleaner for every

kind of leather, and it is safe to assume that consider-

able educational work is accomplished by a display

of this kind, as many people are not aware that cer-

tain polishes must be used on certain leathers in or-

der to preserve their appearance and wearing quali-

ties. Children were attracted to the booth by the toy

balloons that were being distributed. Messrs. Pepper

and Creech were in attendance, in addition to Mr.

Turner.
The Nugget Polish Company were at their old

stand in the same building, in charge of Messrs. Plart,

Bollard and Howard. The Nugget company have

confined themseh es to making one polish and making-

it good. The colors are black; tan, brown and toney

red, and polishing outfits were also displayed. Novel-
ties were provided for the children.

The (joodyear Tire and Rubber Company had an

interesting exhibit of Neolin soles and Wingfoot rub-

ber heels. In accordance with their custom at former
exhibits, the company displayed a number of shoes,

showing that Neolin is practical for all purposes. Mr.

W. F. Musgrave was in charge of the exhibit.

The display of the Dominion Rubber System was
very elaborate and extensive. Two young- ladies de-

monstrated the process of making rubbers and their

skill drew a continual crowd of interested spectators.

An interesting- little booklet
—"Shoe Facts"—was dis-

tributed, which contained a quantity of useful infor-

mation such as "Plow Dominion Rubber System
Footwear is made" ; How to Care for Rubber Foot-

wear"
;
"Queer Su])erstitions regarding h'ootwear"

;

"Rubber Footwear Styles"; "Postal Information";
"Telling the Age of a Horse"; Pointers on Cattle

Feeding" ; ''First Aid Suggestions in Case of Acci-

dent" ; "h^acts About Canada and the War"; "Popu-
lation of Canadian Cities," and so on.

The Dunlo]) Tire and Rubber Com])any, in addi-

tion to many other lines of mechanical goods and
automobile tires, had a display of Acme soles and

The merits of Acme Soling and Dunlop Rubber Heels were explained at
this well decorated booth

Dunlop rubber heels. "Acme" is becoming very fav-

orably known and spoken of in the trade. It is sup-

plied in thicknesses 3/16 in., jA in., and 5/16 in. in

colors black, white and tan.

(iutta Percha and Rubber Limited occu])ied their

accustomed position in the Process Building and their

exhibit was, as usual, well arranged and interesting.

In addition to many lines of rubbers, rubber boots.
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tires and other products, the company displayed

"Tenax" fil)re soles and rul)1)er heels.

Under the grandstand the Canadian Arrowsmitli
Com])any, with Mr. R. J. Orr in char^^e, carried or.

the i^ood work of educatint^- \isitors in matters |)er-

taininf4' to foot comfort. A new appliance shown b}-

this com]:)any is the "Universale" arch adjuster, made
in a threat \-ariety of sizes and styles to suit any con-

dition of fallen arch. The outstanding feature of thi-^

'J J < y
•Ti

'

'

1 1 f/ W

The United Shoe Machinery display was specially interesting to
shoe repairers

suj)port is that it is instantly adjusted by the wearer

1)y simply inserting or removing a little pad of leather

so as to give the correct adjustment, h^our of these

j)ads are sup])lied with each support. The compan}/
have improved many of their remedies,, particularly

the corn plaster. About October 1st their warehouse
and offices will be moved from Niagara Falls to To-
ronto in anticipation of being better able to serve

their Canadian customers.

in their old location in the Manufacturers' lUiild-

ing the display of the Breithaupt Leather Company
of Kitchener, Ont., attracted the. attention of thous-

Tlie Dominion Rubber System demonstrated the making of rubbers

ands of visitors. The walls of the booth were lined

with sides of the different Breithaupt tannages

—

Royal Oak, Standard Oak, Trent Valley Oak, Lion
Oak, Penetang Hemlock, Eagle Hemlock and Union,
Kitchener Union—and it is significant of the demand
for these well-known brands that the entire exhibit

was sold early during the exhibition. The company
have four tanneries at Kitchener, Penetang, Hastings
and Woodstock, and manufacture sole leather exclu-

sively for the finest grades of women's shoes to the

heavy logging boots used in the w'oods. It will be

remembered that last year the Breithaupt exhibit in-

cluded several types of army- shoes equi])i)ed with

soles of their manufacture. These shoes came in for

a great deal of praise from the Canadian boys over-

seas. Visitors to the booth this year certainly came
away with the feeling that the Breithaupt Company
are fully entitled to their claim

—"Makers of the

Standard of Canadian Sole Leather."

The display of A. R. Clarke & Company, of To-
ronto, was varied from beautifully finished patent lea-

ther to heavy work mitts and, consequentl^^ drew
more than the usual quota of visitors. Mr. Theo.
Trxkey Vv^a.-^ in charge and it seems thf,t his time,

when not explaining the merits of Clarke's leather,

was fully occupied in ex])lainin<;

])layed were not for sale, but
through the local dealers.

The exhibit of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Com-
])any^ was very instructive for those who were inter-

ested in the process of tanning. Eight different stages
in the tanning of a hide were shown, and also samples

that the good^ dis-

could be ])urchased

The display of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Company was artistic

and instructive

of the different chemicals and extracts used in differ-

ent processes—hemlock bark, w'attle bark, mangrove
bark, divi divi, quebracho, cutch extract, oak extract
in liquid and powder, sumach, soda crystals and oxa-
lic acid. The company have two tanneries, at Brace-
bridge and Huntsville, where they manufacture hem-
lock and oak respectively under the Maple Leaf brand.
Mr. Sam. Lauther was in charge of the exhibit.

Boy, Page Dr. Scholl!

Jimmy had been very naughty and father was cor-
recting him rather yiolentl\\ Whack ! Whack ! Whack !

went the strap, and Jimmy's wail rent the air.

This brought Jimmy's little sister and staunch
ally on the scene. She stared at her father in conster-
nation for a while; then, as the whacking continued,
she spoke firmly

:

"Step on hi.s corn, Jimmy," she said. "That'll stop
him !"
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Shoemaker Points Out Defects and Possible Reme-

dies in tlie Manufacture of Women's Slioes

IN
a recent issvte we printed a letter from an old

established shoe retailer and shoemaker, who had
written regarding the breaking" of backs and
seams at the bend of the heel. Since then we have

received a further letter which covers some additional

points in manufacturing and also deplores the preva-

lance of the high heel. This letter follows:

The writer has referred to a possible remedy
for the trouble, viz. a woven reinforcing material plac-

ed and sewn between the outer quarter and lining.

Properly sewn, with strong thread, this method should
avoid all trouble at this point. In my opinion the old

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli^

Mr. Ed. Lewis, leather merchant, Toronto, drew one of the best
locations at the Kitchener Style Show
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proverb, "An ounce of prevention is worth a ton of

cure," applies particularly in the construction of boots

and shoes. In women's boots, particularly high cuts,

there is scant resistance provided for the wear and tear

and strain. Better and more substantial lining is need-

ed and a good quality of kid, or calf, inside back strap

of proper width. If woven, or tape, backs are persist-

ed in, let them be of greater width and substance than

the light, narrow tapes now in use which are totally

unfit for the purpose. An otherwise well constructed

shoe may be totally diverted from its useful purpose

by this defect.

On this subject the manufacturer will doubtless

have a ready reply. He will inform us that manufac-
turers have for a long time warned us that women
must unlace their boots sufificiently before pulling them
on or off, so that the stitching will not be unduly
strained. However, while -women may want high lace

boots they often have not the patience to vinlace them
properly. The manufacturer, for his part, should fore-

see this possibility and put more stability into his pro-

duct.

For better securing of the edges of lace boots at

the bottom, and the outer edge of the bottom of the

button flap, the barring system is often employed.
While presenting a neat, finished appearance it fails

to perform the service intended and breaks away leav-

ing an ugly tear impossible to repair. The cause of

failure is due to the punctures of the needle being too

close to the edges, Avhich have been weakened by skiv-

ing and unfitted to bear the least strain. The bar is

often used to hold the tongue in place but its central

fastening alone is wrong as it turns under at the side,

leaving the edges ridgy and uneven. To keep the bot-

tom of the tongue smooth and in its place. It should

be stitched across its full width by turning back the

vamp and stitching as close as possible to the vamp
rows.

Discomfort of High Heels

The toleration of abnormally high heels is reach-

ing the limit of human endurance, if we are to judge
by the number of complaints and the frequency with

which their tortured wearers insist on having these

heels pulled of¥ and replaced with heels of common-
sense type. We have often asked, "Who are the orig-

inators of the too frequent changes in footwear?" The
reply is—the patternmakers and last makers. The pat-

tern man cannot do much damage but the last maker

A. R. Clarke & Company, of Toronto, had a fine display of patent and
glove leathers at the Kitchener Style Show
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gets his work in with unerring precision when he

forms a last apparently modelled after the form of the

rear of a wasp, into which the human foot, God's most
beautiful work, is forced, cramped and confined, with

toes overlapping and joints compressed in a most pain-

ful manner in a space totally unfitted for it. The re-

sult is corns, bunyons and other painful deformities

that remain for life. The high, tapering, wiggling heel

pitched under to such an extent that it appears to be

intended for an instep, gives the wearer a wobbling,

coggilty gait, at the same time destroying her feet and
their functions. The back part of the foot, being un-
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duly elevated, is damaged at the ankle joint where
the ball and socket are thrown out of their natural po-

sition and compelled to bear the weight of the body
in their displaced position.

The flat toed last is another evil. Being close

to the ground, and in some cases with a slight down-
ward curve, the sole is soon worn off and requires re-

placing.

In its natural state, without heel elevation, the

leg is at right angles with the ground and little de-

parture from this position should be made. It is a well-

known fact that among the races who wear no shoes

whatever, we find the most graceful and enduring
walkers, all motions being natural. The writer be-

lieves that a radical or unradical, backward jump to

the spring-heel would be a boon. As many will re-

member, this is a layer of leather placed under the sole

at the heel of women's shoes. In the early fifties a

dc])arture from the spring heel began. Heels were
then three-quarters of an inch high. A heel one inch

high was considered abnormal and I believe it would
be well if women of the present day would set aside

fads and fancies and go back to the three-(|uarter inch

height.

Blind Eyelets and Hooks

Among recent innovations in shoe construction,

blind eyelets should receive the highest censure and the

system be abandoned at once and forever. It is as-

tonishing that those competent to make high-class

men's and women's shoes would not think for a mom-
ent before putting in blind eyelets. The raw lace hole

is certainly not a thing of beauty and extremely an-

noying to the wearer and the retailer when he is faced

with damaged and unrepairable lace holes. The in-

side stay, or facing, in the blind eyeletting system is at

best a delusion as no substantial hold can be got. This
weakness is soon apparent in wear. To secure lace

holes properly a good woven stay or reinforce should

be cemented on the outer quarter. This is supplement-
ed with an inside facing of proper quality and the

woven lining- allowed close enough to the edge to re-

ceive the eyelet, the holes being cut to fit the eyelet

perfectly and the eyelets tightly compressed. If these

suggestions are followed no damage will arise as far

as the lacing part is concerned. The above comments
apply to hooks which should have the more substan-

tial fastening of the inside stay. Without this, as in

the blind hook plan, how often do we see the top of the

outside quarter stretched beyond its original size

through lack of support it would have derived from
the stay or facing through which the hooks should

have been set, thereby deriving greater solidity. Again
referring to blind eyeletting—after a very short time
the raw holes present a stretched, strained, jagged
and shapeless appearance ; soon tear through and look

as if the boots were made before eyelets were ever

known.

Shoe Repairers Organize

AMKETING of the various shoe repairers of

the city of Guelph was held on Aug. 6 for the

purpose of organizing. Chas. W. Conkey was
elected president and Percy King, secretary-

treasurer of the new organization. In view of the fact

that sole leather has advanced in price from 80 cents

a pound to $1.25 a pound within the past few weeks,
the shoe repairers have been compelled to raise their

scale of prices.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company Exhibit at

Montreal Fair

DAOUST, LALONDE & Co., Ltd., shoe manu-
facturers and tanners, were among the exhibi-

tors at the Cartier Centenary Fair, held on

Fletcher's Field, Montreal. The booth was
a very attractive one, and was finely decorated. The
exhibit included Goodyear welts, McKays and turns

Shoes and leather exhibited by Daoust, Lalonde & Company

in men's and women's lines, also samples of leather

being shipped to Europe. Besides these, there were
samples of leather made in the tannery. It will be
noticed that one of the signs draws attention to the

fact that the compauA- have a Paris branch.

Foot Comfort Service Holds Customers
and Brings Many New Ones

C'^^ARE of the teeth, the eyes the throat, and
practically every part of the body, has been

^ specialized, but how few people really give the

attention to their feet that is warranted by the

fact that foot ailments efi:'ect the well being of the en-

tire system.
One takes a corn or a bunion philosophically until

it becomes too painful to be borne and then hunts up
a chiropodist to see what can be done. Why not get
rid of it before it causes so much suffering" ? A little

intelligent care of the feet more than repays the ef-

fort and there are many mechanical appliances made
to correct foot ills that prevent their advancing to

acute stages.

How much simpler it is to prevent than to cure

!

However, the public generally does not take to the
"ounce of prevention," so shoe merchants should
make it a point to study jn-actipedics and be prepared
to suggest correction for the ordinary ailments that af-

Ihct the human foot. The service thus gn en is reward
in itself, but beside that there is good monetary pro-
fit and the Foot Comfort Department brings many
])ermanent shoe customers to the store.
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Some of the Problems of the After-War Period
Retail Merchandising Expert Advises Western Business Men—To Try and Shut Out

Competition You Might as Well Call in the Gravedigger—

Get Out and Dig for New Ideas

ONE of the feature events of the recent conven-
tion of the Sa?5katche\van branch of the Re-
tail Merchants Association was the presence of

Frank Stockdale, the well-known merchandis-
ing expert. One of Mr. Stockdale's addresses dealt

with '^After-the-War-Problems" some extlracts of

which follow

:

"All the problems of retail merchandising are soon
to be after-the-war problems, but these do not com-
mence yet. These problems are going to come about
when reconstruction comes, but they are going to be-

gin.

"Back in your home town there are a number of re-

tailers who have an idea that the only way to learn this

business is through experience. In an Ontario town
someone handed me an encpiiry along this line : 'Which
is more important in business, theory or experience?'

"I ask you, which is more important, the black-

board or the chalk? We have to have some theorists.

Theory has a different meaning for each individual. To
lots of people anything they have not used in their

business is theory. A lot of retail merchants shut

themselves in or they try to shut the other fellow out,

but they are imprisoned to that extent. Some think

they can shut competition out, but when you do this

you may as well call in the gravedigger. All we want
is fair treatment. When a man asks for more than that

you have to grant it to the other fellow as well. There
are two types of merchants. One throws open the

door and goes out after things. Japan went to all the

countries of the world and investigated, and adopted
the best ideas and methods which she could find. To-
day Japan is a first-rate power, while China is a third-

rate power. Japan has profited by the experience of

others.

"The science of arithmetic has come up through the

ages of experience, yet while many public accountants
do not know much about the important question of

percentages, many retailers will dive into this involved
matter without forethought. There is much truth in

the saying, 'Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.'

"These conventions are great idea markets. The
trouble is that we take only the ideas that we recognize
as our own. You have a hazy idea about a lot of things

but not a definite one. You have a lot of wobbly ideas

and you are not really sure of them. When you have
them strengthened you feel like building on them and
putting a real roof on the construction. You come to

conventions to get your wires connected. Many mer-
chants have their wires crossed.

The Question of Prices

"After-the-war prices may be one of the after-the-

war problems. This phase of the matter has been in

our minds for some time, owing to a changing market,
but I will not say what prices are going to be. The
opinion of some long-headed merchants is that now
the armistice has been signed, the war is over, and yet
we find prices in some lines increasing. There is apt
to be a sense of false security. For a while the ten-

dency was to hold l)ack for a decline in price. Other
merchants think that as prices have not dropped since

the armistice was signed that prices are not going to

drop. There are not many people who think that

prices are going back to 1914 standards. There are at

least two big reasons for this. One is that the price

tendency for years has been upward. The reason for

this tendency is still at work and the last five years

would represent a substantial increase. If wages .stay

up, prices must stay up. Labor says wages will stay up.

But the retail merchant who gives too much attention

to prices now is going to be left. The decline from
present levels will be very gradual.

"We have had some fictitious values in merchandis-
ing, and this is going to be squeezed out for a while.

Retailers are responsible in some part for the high

prices. An actual shortage combined with the fact that

Foot Comfort window display by Garnett Orton for "The Arcade,'
Hamilton. This window carried off one of the $5.00 prizes

stockrooms have been stored with goods, creates an

artificial price.

"Stores show the things the retailer is most proud
of. I saw the stockroom of a certain store recently.

The retailer pointed to certain goods selling now at $1,

which he bought early and could sell profitably at 50c.

These retailers proudly point out their 'good buys,' but

it is a fact that the poorest buyers have won the biggest

stakes under recent conditions. On an up market the

retailer makes most who sells out before the market
drops. Inefficien'cy has been patting itself on the back,

and if some of you have been doing this you should
do something radical."

Bankrupt Stocks

Mr. Stockdale at this point referred to a recent visit
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to another store wherein he found the stock to be very

low, and ragged. The merchant had been buying- bank-

rupt stocks.

"There are not many bankruptcies lately," said Mr.
Stockdale. "This merchant was placing his bet that

the bankruptcies were only postponed. There are lots

of bankruptcies in this country which have been post-

poned. As soon as the market begins to level oft there

will be a great many changes in business. People are

looking for a world readjustment. As long as the mar-
ket was creeping up there was coming in an extra pro-

fit to take care of any possible loss, and a lot of mer-
chants have eaten up that profit. An increase in dol-

Display of Dr. Scholl's remedies during Foot Comfort Week, by J. F.

Cairns, Limited, Saskatoon. Winner of one of the $10 prizes

lars of sales is no good, but an increase in volume of

business transacted is required.

"If 90 per cent, to 95 per cent, of the merchandise is

bought at a certain price and then the price jumps and
only about 5 per cent, of the merchandise changes
hands in a season at that price, I claim it is more or

less of a hctiti(nis price."

At this point Mr. Stockdale spoke of another re-

tailer who had increased his sales recently from $60,000
to $80,000 per year. He had been making a net profit

of about .$3,000 recently while in 1917 he made a net

profit of $8,000. He had recently been selling close to

the real market and not a fictitious market.
"The extra $5,000 which this merchant made in net

profit in 1917 is a fund he holds in trust owing to a
changing market. Me will lose when the market de-

clines and it may take $500 one year and $1,000 an-
other year to balance things up. Merchants should
keep money from such a source as this to take care of

down market losses.

"Many men who can run a retail store well, do not
know how to look after money when they get it. If a

merchant has a particularly good season he should put
the extra money into a reserve fund. At all times if

you have not money for a reserve fund there has been
something wrong with your business and you should
straighten it out."

Hereupon a problem of buying, for wartime and

after, was outlined by Mr. Stockdale.

He cited two cases. In one of the average stock in

one annual turnover was $400, whereas in the other

store with a turnover four times a year, the average

stock at each turn was $100 during the year. Sales

amounted to $600 with a profit margin of 33 1/3 per

cent.

Mr. Stockdale explained that margin was an oppor-

tunity for profit and also an opportunity for loss.

"The sales in the foregoing case were $600, but

the sales at stock were $400 in the case of the single

turnover. In the second instance the sales were $600,

but sales were $400 at cost where there are four turn-

overs to the year.

"The cjuintessence of merchandising is to carry

as many of the $100 lines as possible, and to be careful

on the other lines which run a high average stock, and
only turn once or .so in the year."

Speaking further regarding this illustration Mr.
Stockdale pointed out that if prices dropped 10 per cent

the first merchant would lose $40 by carrying an aver-

age stock of $400 on one turnover during the year,

while the second merchant would lose only $10 because
he carries lines which turn fonr times a year at an aver-

age value of $100.

"Carry more lines in quick turning merchandise.
The losses will be on the slow turning lines," said Mr.
.Stockdale.

Quick Turnover Necessary

In regard to the matter of deciding which are slow-

turning lines, Mr. Stockdale stated that the man who
knows how to buy goods for quick turnover will win,
and that the best way to tell is to have records. Each
merchant should have a good stock-taking system.

"Merchants spend their money taking care of their

money, but they do not give the same attention to their

merchandise which presents the investment of their

money. It is much more important to look out for the
cash in your merchandise, and sooner or later I hope
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we will all have stock records in our stores for thus
purpose.

"One merchant says he buys goods for^O cents
and sells for $1, and thinks he is getting a long profit.
The successful retailer is one who gets the best profits,
not the best margin. The jeweler gets a long margin
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on goods sold, but his turnover is very small. Margin
does not tell what profits you have. You must know
the cost of carrying and selling an article before you
know what your profit is. It costs a lot to handle and
sell long margin goods."

At this point Mr. Stockdale quoted the following
definition for turnover: "Turnover answers the ques-
tion, 'How long- does the merchandise stay?'

"

A rule for figuring turnover was outlined as fol-

lows "Divide the sales by the average stock carried at

the selling price."

A question as to whether margin should be figured

on the sales price or on the cost price, and why, was
answered by Mr. Stockdale as follows

:

"It should be figured on the selling price because it

takes an expert to do it any other way. The average
retailer cannot do this because in getting his cost of

doing- business—say 25 per cent.—he g-ets the figures

by dividing his sales into his own expenses. Therefore
having got the percentage you say the cost of doing

business is 25 per cent, of the sales. Then add 10 per

cent, of profit and figure on cost price and you haven't

an}'thing.

"The percentage of an apple cannot be compared
with the percentage of an egg. Twenty-five per cent,

of a big apple is not equal to 25 per cent of a small

apple.

"What does more harm than anything is the manu-
facturer who tells you you are making 25 per cent, on
his goods, whereas you are only making 20 per cent."

A rule for figuring margin was as follows : "Sub-
tract margin from 100 per cent, and then divide it by
the cost."

This point was illustrated as follows: $2.40 is the

cost of certain merchandise. It was required to mark
the goods to give a margin of 27 per cent. Subtract-
ing 27 per cent, from 100 per cent, it leaves 73 per

cent, to be divided into $2.40, giving $3.28 as selling

price.

It Costs Less to Hold the Good Will of Customers
Than to Gain New Ones

IT
is a well known fact that many large department

stores get a large amount of business, chiefly be-

cause of the service they render in settling com-
plaints and disputes. That is service. Speaking

from the manufacturers' point of view, Mr. Ben Jacob-
son, of New York, recently told a gathering of Texas
shoe retailers just how "service,' or the lack of it, af-

fected their business.

Let us take the small item—that of settling com-
plaints. A woman brings back a pair of shoes with
an imaginary "kick." The dealer will stand there an
hour arguing and after that hour he has lost the cus-

tomer and her friends, and he is played out for the rest

of the day. The same customer brings something
back to a department store and the chances are that

the complaint clerk will express his deep sorrow for
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the customer and in such a pleasant way that when
he offers to replace the article she is almost ashamed
to take it. There are some real unreasonable custom-
ers, but the percentage is so small that it pays to lose

pair of shoes or refund the money with as good a

the liberal habit and reputation.

It costs money to gain trade and it costs less to

hold the good will of customers than to get new ones.

The only way to hold customers is by satisfying them
that they are just as safe in dealing in your store as

they are in any other store. Therefore replace a new
pair of shoes or refund the money with as good a

smile as the one you had when the sale was made and
you said, "Thank you, and call again."

The Complaint Made Profitable

Good merchants who are extremely liberal and

Fourth prize winner in Dr. SchoH's Foot Comfort Week Display Contest. This display by Mr. Wegenast for Knechtel and Company, of Stratford,

Trimmed by Mr. Walter Jones for H. Grey Hodges, of Chatham, Ont. carried oR one of the $10 prizes during Foot Comfort Week
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Display of the Brandon Shoe Company, at the Kitchener Style Show.
Their guessing contest aroused considerable interest
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who keep accurate records of all losses lind that the

unjust complaints amount to less than half of one per-

cent on the business, but that this liberality usually

brings ten percent increased business, which more than

pays for the losses.

There are many dealers in business today dis-

counting their bills, who not very long ago thought
they were "down and out" and on the point of selling

out to unreliable auctioneers. Some dealers cannot
stand the temporary reverses which do come some-
times, such as accidently overbuying, buying wrong
styles, or getting real bad competition. On top of

these troubles he gets statements with little notations

written on them such as, "Please remit."

Gentlemen take a friendly tip—if you ever get

into a tight place, don't tell your trouble to Tom, Dick
or Harry, but go to your friend, the banker or your
favorite credit man, whom you owe money. They
want to have you stay in business and keep you as a

customer.

Advice to a New Business Man
While we have helped to keep men in business, we

have also kept them out of it by showing them the

possible profit they can expect. A young man explain-

ed to us that he was holding a responsible position and
that he had saved about five thousand dollars. He
thought his credit was good and wanted to open a

first class shoe store. Among other things he told us
that it cost him three thousand dollars a year to live.

We showed him the loss in wages—rent and fixtures

would cost him about two thousand dollars before the

store was opened. His capital would then be shrunk
to three thousand dollars. Granting that his credit

is good he cannot risk putting in a stock of more than
six thousand dollars on a three thousand dollar capi-

tal. If he is a good merchant he may turn that stock
three times. Allowing for the first year's mistakes,
he cannot expect more than twenty-five per cent gross
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profit on the twenty-four thousand dollar business, on
which he may earn ten percent net, which would be
twenty-four hundred dollars or six hundred dollars

less than it cost him to live. After studying the fig-

ures carefully he was not so anxious to give up a good
job.

Some of you who still figure profit and stock turn-

overs the wrong way, will please remember the figures

I have just mentioned.
Truth always wins. Don't tell your customers

that you sell shoes below cost unless you really do it,

for you will be branded as a liar, and no one trusts a

liar. Don't keep too many business secrets from your
clerk for he is your mouth])iece, and anything he tells

the customer goes either for or against you. You
must first sell your ideas and your stock to the clerk be-
fore you sell them to the customer. If your clerk can-
not be trusted he is not worth keeping.

Don't try to fool your neighbor or competitor on
the size or kind of your business. The chances are
he knows as much about it as you do.

Cultivate telling the truth to the traveling man or
the house you 'buy from right now it is your solemn
duty to yourself and our country to tell the truth about
vour business, that it is good. Don't pick out some
one bad week or bad month as a criterion to complain.
Business as a whole is good and will continue to be
good providing you help it along by making store im-
provements and push for increased business.

If the stock on your shelves does not sell at one
price, sell it at another price, but get the business. The
time has come when more profits will be made- on
the turnover than on the individual ])airs.

The department stores, the chain stores and the
large shoe stores are all doing well, because they con-
duct their stores on a turnover basis. Plans are made
at the beginning. of a season that so much business
must be done on a certain amount of stock—that the
overhead expense must not exceed a certain percentage
on the sales—and the gross profit is fixed. But all

that requires a little study and forethought.

Porpoisette Display Cabinet

THE illustration herewith shows the displav
cabinet furnished to retailers by the Narrow-
Fabric Company. Reading, Pa., with their
Nufashond Porpoisette shoe laces. This is a

fabric lace that is claimed to be better than real por-

poise. It looks like leather, but is stronger in that it

is uniformly wo\ en throughout—no weak spots. Also
it is absolutely waterproof. Porpoisette laces are
made flat or round in black, tan, cordovan or mahog-
any in all lengths.
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Toronto Repairers Hold Annual Picnic
Third Yearly Event at Niagara Falls Was Well Attended

—Good Sports Program

HE third annual picnic

and sports of the Toron-
to Shoe Repairers' As-

sociation, held at Vic-

toria Park, Niagara Falls, Ont.,

on Wednesday, August 13, was
well attended and thoroughly
enjoyed. Instead of going di-

rectly to the Park up the Can-
adian side of the river the gathering crossed over at

Lewiston and went up the American side of the gorge.

It is an old saying that "distant fields look greenest"

and the picnic committee, with commendable fore-

thought, planned the trip this way to avoid having
many of the picnickers break away from the crowd
to cross over to the American side of the Falls. Natur-

ally, if they had already been over there, they would
not want to go again.

Assured, then, of a full and enthusiastic attend-,

ance, the sports programme started off with a rush at

2 o'clock and all of the events were keenly contested.

Following is a list of the winners : 100 yards race, mem-
bers 34 years and under— 1st prize, J. Ozard ; 2nd
prize, F. Lewis; 3rd prize, J. Hendry. 100 yards,

members 35 to 50— 1st, Chas. Robertson; 2nd, L. Ket-

son
;
3rd, A. Long. 50 yards, 50 years and over—

1st, Mr. Smallwood; 2nd,'' Mr. Burnill
;
3rd, Mr. Bur-

nett. 50 yards fat man's boot race— 1st, Chas. Jeeves;

2nd, Mr. Butterworth ; 3rd, Mr. Chamberlain. 100

yards handicap, employees— 1st, E. Pemble
;
2nd, B.

Dunn; 3rd, T. Campbell. 50 yards members' wives

egg and spoon race— 1st, Mrs. Smallwood; 2nd, Mrs.

Robertson
;
3rd, Mrs. Moulds. 50 yards ladies' race,

open— 1st prize, Mrs. Mellen ; 2nd prize. Miss A. Bab-
bington ; 3rd prize. Miss B. Dunn. Fat ladies race

—

1st, Mrs. Robertson; 2nd, Mrs. Barry; 3rd, Mrs.

Wager. 50 yards, 22 years and over, thread and
needle race— 1st, Mrs. Canning; 2nd, Mrs. Millen

;

3rd, Mrs. Campbell. 100 yards ladies race, 16 to 21

years—1st, Miss B. Dunn
;
2nd, Miss J. Dunn; 3rd,

R. Jeeves. 100 yards boys race, 16 to 21 years— 1st,

P. Suarks
;

2nd, Chester Hutchinson ; 3rd, Louis
Moulds. 100 yards, 12 to 15—1st, W. Cook; 2nd, Al-

bert Ketson
;
3rd, W. Foster. 75 yards, 9 to 11 years

—1st, Willie McGuffin; 2nd, Tom Moulds; 3rd, How-
ard Baldwin. 50 yards, 6 to 8 years— 1st, Roy Ever-
ett; 2nd, Henry Hunt; 3rd, Tom McGuffin. 50 yards
girls' race, 12 to 15 years— 1st, Kitty McGufifin ; 2nd,

Nan McGuffin; 3rd, Bessie Foster. 50 yards, 9 to 11

years—1st, Irene Barry
; 2nd, Doris Foster

;
3rd, Tilly

McGuffin. 25 yards, 6 to 8 years— 1st. Jean Robert-
son ; 2nd, Doris Batchelor; 3rd, Evelyn Barry. 25
yards, child's race, under 6— 1st, Gordon Robinson;
2nd, Harold Long; 3r(l, Bruce Campbell. Boys'
wheelbarrow race— 1st prize, W. McGufifin and W.

Cook; 2nd prize, W. Foster and W. Smallwood; 3rd
prize, S. Baldwin and H. Young.

Donations to the prize fund by the various manu-
facturing concerns were larger and more numerous
than ever before and it is an outstanding feature that

all of these firms lent their assistance of their own
accord, as it had been decided by the Association this

year that no solicitation would be made. The follow-

Display of P. B. Wallace & Son, of Toronto, at Kitchener Style Shov

ing firms contributed :—United Shoe Machinery Co.,

Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., C. S. Hyman Co., Lon-
don, Beardmore & Co., Chas. Parsons & Sons, Brei-

thaupt Leather Co., Kitchener, P. B. Wallace & Son,

Joseph King, Gutta Percha & Rubber Co., Limited,

Goodyear Rubber Co., Panther Rubber Heel Co.,

Miner Fubber Co., I. T. S. Rubber Heel Co., The
Dunlop Rubber Co., Chas. Tilley & Sons, Robt. Ral-

ston, Nugget Polish Co.

A featur*^ of the trip across the lake was the con-

test arranged by the I.T.S. Rubber Heel Company,
who provided four sets of duplicate numbers, two for

men, two for women, two for girls and two for boys.

The game was to hunt for the other person with the

duplicate number and the prizes were two umbrellas
for the men, vases for the women, chocolates for the

girls and watches for the boys. All of these were pre-

sented by the I.T.S. Rubber Heel Company.

Recently published figures indicate that for the

month of June the exports of boots from the United
States to Canada were as follows : Children's, 4,465
pairs, value $3,012; men's, 9,970 pairs, value $44,259;
women's, 59,779 pairs, value $165,417.
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Current Price List of Toronto Siioe Repairers' Association

Half Soles

Boys' Youths' Misses' Child's
Men's Women's 2 to 5 11 to 2 11 to 2 8 to lO'A

$1.35 $1.35 $1.20 $1.10 $0.85

Nailed Half Soles, Goodyear Welts 1.35 1.10 1.35 1.10 .95 .65

Turns 3.00 3.00 1.35 1.25 1.25 1.00

Fibre Soles Sewn 1.50 1.35 1.35 1.10 1.00 .85

Toe Pieces Sewn or Nailed .50 .35 & .40 .40 .35 .35 .35

Side Pieces Sewn or Nailed 50 .35 .40 .35 .35 .35

Hand Sewn Soles .25 extra

Whole Soles

$3.00Leather Whole Soles and Heels
Fibre Whole Soles and Rubljer Heels 2.75

Rublier Whole Soles and Spring Heels 2.75

Whole Soles, only Leather 3.75

Whole Soles, only Fibre 2.50

Heels Straightened, regular

Heels, Orthopedic, Straightened, regular ... .

Heels Straightened and Rev. Rul)ber Heels . .

Heels Straightened and Quarter Rubber Tips
Rubber Heels, Ordinary
Rubher Heels, Solid

New Hee's

Heels

. . . $0.50

.80

.(iO

$3.00 $2.75 $2.50 $2.50

3.75 2.50 3.35 2 25

3.75 2.50 3.25 2.25

2.75 2.50 2.25 2.25

2.50 2.25 3.00 2.00

$0.35 $0.40 $0.35 $0.35 $0.30

.60 .40 .40 .35 .30

.50 .50 .50 .50 .50

.50 .50 .50 .50 .50

.50 .50 .50 .50 .50

.65 .65 .65 .65 .65

1.00 up 1.35 to 3.00

Toe Caps
Toe Caps . 50c. to $1.25

Miscellaneous

Patches sewn on $0.25 up
Patches cemented on 50 up
New Counters 1.00 up
Heel Lining Oxford 0.50 up
Heel Lining Boots 0.75

Triangular Plates on each heel 0.30 pr.

New \'amps 3.00

New Elastics 1.50 up

Skates

Skates put on with screws $0.35 up Skates sharpened
Skates riveted on 0,10 up

New Welts all round
Hoi) Nails, Sole, Heel and Shank
Hob Nails, Sole only, for Golf . . .

Re-finishing Soles for stock
Buttons with Fasteners
Buttons sewn by hand
Back Straps
Dyeing

. . .$2.00

. . . 0.75

. . . 0.50

$0.25 up
0.15-0.25

. 0.75 up

. 0.50 up

. 0.50 up

.$0.15 up

Not Able to Fill Out Income Tax Paper

But Writes an Interesting Letter

Rl^l'AIRMEN who have at one time or another

heen confronted with the task of filling out an

income tax statement will he interested in the

answer recently turned in by Mr. Abram Laid-

ley, a shoe repairer of Omemee, Ont. Mr. Laidley is

original, even though his income is not large. One
might reasonably expect the Omemee repairer to be
more gifted with the world's goods, but perhaps he is

easier in mind without it, fen- he fears that if he made
a "pile" some Bolshevist would covet it and that

would be bad for both of them. Anyway here's the

letter he sent to the income tax collector:

""Mr. Hugh D. Patterson,

"Toronto.

"Dear Sir,—Re income tax paper. Not knowing
how to fill out these ])apers I shall endeavor to co-

operate with the department by g-iving you the infor-

mation you require.

"When the assessor comes around he asks me
sometimes re my property, my family and what church
I attend.

"My business is repairing shoes, but seeing that

the world is in great need of food, I turned my atten-
tion in part to other work. M_v income as nearly as
I can give it is as follows:

From shoe repairs $100.00
Thirty hives of bees, honev 400.00
Rent '

98.00
Day's work here and there . 75.00
35 bushels of beans (not sold) say... 100.00

"I live in my own house, produce my own vege-
tables and most of the fruit I need. Keep'twelve hens.
When the fuel was scarce in 1918 I went to the woods
and cut some wood. I am wearing out old clothes.
My wife tells me on work days I look ridiculous, but
I say that I am not afraid of the rag man or the sport.
My clothes are not worth being weighed and they
would never stand to be ramme'd into a gun. I am
past sixty years old, hale and hearty

;
go to bed early

and get up with the birds. My income is small. I

have all I need and am willing' to pav taxes on all 1

should.

"My family : "My wife cooks me good meals, fixes
me a comfortable bed and cleans me" up for the Sab-
bath Day. A wise son makes a glad father. I have two
sons, Canadian citizens, well employed, and I am glad.
My two daughters are teaching school and are able
to live independently.

"My religion : I work, and if I have a little over
to give to him that is in need, all right. I think the
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best place for prayer is behind closed doors. I like

to get people happy enough to laugh. They look bet-

ter. I tell the other fellow to keep out of hell. The
company is bad and it is too hot for either of us.

"Beware of covetness, which is idolatry." This is the

reason why I don't wish to make any income which
might be taxed. In doing so I might covet some other

man's goods, and if I made a pile, some Bolshevist

might covet mine. Then we should both be back to

heathen darkness : ''The heavens declare the glory of

God." I have no telescope but two eyes.

'T am no grafter, but if I do have to fill out these

papers, which I am not able to do, the first time you
are in Omemee I will invite you to dinner and you
will have the proof of the pudding. If this won't do,

will you be kind enough to send this letter to N. W.
Rowell or Sir Robert Borden ? They might change
the order-in-Council and let the Omemee cobbler go
free.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) A. Laidley."

Brantford Repairers OrganizeAFEW weeks ago the repairers of Brantford.

got together in a friendly way for the purpose
of talking "organization." Mr. Thompson
Smith was chairman for the evening and Mr.

W. S. Pettit, secretary. The feeling was so unani-

mous in favor of a permanent association that all

necessary arrangements were immediately made and
the Brantford Shoe Repairers' Association came into

being, with Mr. Thompson Smith as president ; Mr.
Frank Sheppard, vice-president, and Mr. Walter
Stevens, secretary-treasurer. Owing to the many ad-

vances in the cost of materials a new price list was
drawn up and adopted by the new association, which,

by the way, includes every repairer in the city. Natur-
ally, the object of the association is to create a better

feeling among the different members. Their first

evening was a very pleasant and profitable one, and it

is the intention to hold many similar gatherings from
time to time.

In Shaping the Shank Have the Out-

sole in Good Temper

ONE important advantage of having the outsole

in good temper when resoling shoes is that it

may more easily be shaped to the shank, thus

avoiding the tendency of a stif¥ or poorly tem-
pered outsole from remaining fiat in the shank and
drawing the welt away from the shoe.

Some advocate using a hammer to beat down the

sole in the shank before stitching it, while others use

a hammer in the attempt to beat down the sole edge
in the shank after stitching, but the correct way is to

properly temper the sole when the use of the hammer
may be avoided.

To use a hammer in beating down the edge of

the sole before stitching is dangerous to the inseam,

])ecause if the sole is stiff enough to need a hammer
it will reciuire a considerable number of smart blows
to have any effect. The inseam, especially of a worn
shoe, was not intended to stand such hammering.

Again, if the shape of the sole after stitching re-

quires hammering down of the edge to shape the sole

in the shank, it means that the work of tempering was
not properly done and very likely the work of ham-
mering will not accomplish the desired object. To use

the hammer vigorously after stitching may break the

outsole seam or the inseam and still not be affected.

If the sole is properly tempered, then when it is

attached to the shoe a rub of the rub-stick on each side

of the shank will be sufficient to shape it, and then
when the stitching is done a very light use of the level-

ing hammer, accompanied with a vigorous use of the

rub-stick, will give a bottom that can be properly buff-

ed and finished.

But some repairers say :

" We cannot have soles

so tempered, for the reason that we have to use them
quickly as the shoes come in." The answer to this is

to temper the stock ahead, which can be done whether
cut soles, squares or bends are used, keeping the as-

sortment in temper all the time, and then one is always
ready to make repairs using tempered stock.

Officers of the new Brantford Shoe Repairers' Association. From left to right;—Walter Stevens, Secretary-treasurer; Thompson Smith,
President; Frank Sheppard, Vice-president
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Why One Shoe Wears Out Sooner Than the Other
Many People Wear Out Two Lefts to One Right, and Vice Versa—They May Be

Pianists, Truck Drivers or Brakemen—The Repairer Who Makes a Hobby
of "Deduction" Has an Interesting Study

A CAREFULLY dressed man, whose clothes

were not new, but gave evidence of painstak-

ing- care, handed a package to the proprietor

of a repair shop, with a request that they be

half-soled. Unwrapping the bundle the repairman re-

marked to a friend that the owner of those shoes was
a clerk behind a counter in a department store.

"How do you know that, Sherlock?" laughed his

friend, who had dropped in to settle the prohibition

and suf¥rage questions.

'"He turns to his right every time, too," mused the

repairer as he continued his inspection of the shoes,

which gave evidence of as careful treatment as the

clothing worn by the owner.
"Look at this," explained the shoe repairer, hold-

ing up the .=-ole of the ri^ht shoe for his companion's
inspection. "See how that is worn through on the

ball of the foot ? Now look at this one." He held up
the sole of the other for inspection. "That's hardly

worn at all
;
nothing more than comes from ordinary

wear of walking."
"But," objected his friend, "he might be on any

other kind of a job than a clerk behind a counter and
wear out one shoe faster than the other."

"True, he might, but he isn't."

"You know him, then ? No wonder you can de-

duce as the detectives claim they do."

"I never saw him before, but I noticed his clothes,

his manner and how he turned to go out. He turned
on the ball of his right foot, raising the heel and
pushing, with his left foot. That's his habit because

he does it every day, hundreds of times, turning to

take rolls of silk or satin or bolts of cloth from the

shelves behind him. He is a clerk who habitually

deals with women, and one who does lots of turning

about. He dresses as well as he can, with his income,

and makes a suit of clothes go farther and look bet-

ter than other men in stores."

"There must be other people besides silk clerks

who wear out one shoe faster than the other," com-
mented the friend. "Your deduction may be right in

this case, but suppose the next man who brings in

such a pair wears different clothes and has the left

foot worn through?"
"Easy enough," explained the repairer, dropping

a piece of sole leather into a tub of water. "The
chances are he works for one of the markets that still

uses horses and wagons for delivery purposes. He
drives from the right side of the seat. He pulls up
at the curbing and as he swings off to get at the

bundles in the rear of his wagon he turns his back

toward the horse and lands heavily on the ball of his

left foot.

"Or he may be a railroad man working in the

,yard or on freight trains where he is constantly hop-

ping on and off, especially off moving trains. Did you
ever see one of those fellows get off a train making
20 miles an hour? They cross their feet and getting

off the right side of a train facing front it is the left

foot that always lands first.

"Those fellows generally need two soles on the

left foot to one on the right, but they do not mind
appearances and comfort so much as the clerk in the

store who deals almost continually with women. He
has both shoes tapped at the same time whether the
right one needs it or not. The; others don't. They
bring in one shoe."

"Quite a range in trade or businesses of those who
wear out one shoe faster than the other," laughed
his friend. "How about women?"

The repairer picked up one oxford tie from the

floor. It was a nifty looking shoe and there was no
mate in sight. It was a right shoe, too. The ball of

the foot was worn very thin and in one spot there
was a slit where the leather had broke through.

"That," smiled the repairer as he tossed the shoe
gently back with others awaiting treatment, "is the

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Display of the United Shoe Machinery Company at Kitchener Style Show
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property of a mighty pretty little thing who has to

work for a living. She's a pianist in an orchestra and
that wear comes from constant use of the pedal.

"She has tried slipping on an extra piece of leather,

but she told me that it was uncomfortable and she
felt that people saw it, so about once in so often 1

have either a right white or a right brown shoe of

hers to doctor and once every second or third time
the left one of the pair comes in, too. She makes
them go the limit because she must, but she knows
how to care for them and they look better after two
taps than most folks' shoes do Ijefore they are tapped
the first time.

"There is one woman who has been bringing her
shoes to me for years, and could not understand why
one of them wore out faster than the other. She did
not limp, but one time she was hurt, and a surgeon
in making a thorough examination discovered that
one leg was slightly shorter than the other.

"It's funny, but there are a lot of queer things,

even in a little Inisiness like mine, and there's always
a reason."
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Cementing Sole Makes Outsole Stitching

Easier but Leather Must be in

Proper Temper

THE shoe repairer needs to use a good grade of

rubber cement for cementing the -soles. In

order to get the best possible shaped bottom and
good work on the stitching machine he needs

a rubber cement that will hold the sole tightly to the

welt. The average repair shop does not have the ad-

vantage of using the sole laying machine with its

rubber pads as used in shoe factories, and this is all

the more reason why a good grade of rubber cement
is necessary.

If the sole and the welt are stuck firmly together

by the cement, it reduces the amount of work for the

outsole stitching machine, which then simply has to

make the stitch and not at the same time draw together

an outsole and a welt that are gaping- far apart.

In using the outsole cement, however g()od its

quality may be, it is necessary for the workman to

use a little judgment. There are some things that

must be done in order to give the cement a fair chance.

In the first place, Avhen taking oflf the old sole the

welt should be wet and shaped. Then the bottom fil-

ling should be shaj)ed and filled if necessary, after

which the whole bottom and welt should be well coated

with the cement as soon as the welt is dry enough to

permit to be applied. This will leave the welt in a pli-

able condition of temper so that it may be better stitch-

ed with less liability to break.

Then the outsole must be in a dry, mull temper
before cementing. Some advocate that the outsoles

should be cemented before wetting. This means a

hurry-up job rather than a proper working of the stock.

Keep an assortment of soles in cheesy, mull temper
ready to cement at the same time the bottom of the

shoe is cemented and we will then have an outsole

that can be easily conformed to the bottom of the shoe
and to the shape of the shank, while at the same time
being easy to stitch and easily cemented firmly to the

welt.

One great trouble with many shoe repair shops
is that they try to do things too quickly. They have
not learned that careful preparation of the work is the

important foundation both for good workmanship and
for a large output. It has become well settled in the

shoe factory that correct methods of work constitute

the foundation of high speed and large production as

well as good shoemaking. These same principles ap-
ply to the repair shop.—The Shoe Repairer.

Novel Business in Shoe Mending

PFX)PLE in Baltimore have been attracted recent-

ly by a novelty in the way of a shoe repairing

business. In a large automobile truck is mount-
ed the entire ])araphernalia of shoe mending-

machinery and equipment. Four men are engaged at

work, with scarcely a moment to look up from their

task. The proprietor drives the motor truck and also

works whenever he can.

It is the plan of the auto shoe repairing truck to

take one block at a time, going from door to door
asking for old shoes to mend. This soliciting is done

bv an advance guard, and the shoes are mended then

and there.

Prices are reasonal)le and it is safe to say there

arc no shoes in the block needing repair when the

novel traveling repair shop on tires leaves the vicinity.

When asked if he paid a license for this unique
l)usiness, the proprietor said he did and a "big license,

too." but it is worth it. For even with the license, the

wear and tear of the truck, gasoline, etc., and the wages
of the four men, the enterprise has proved to be a

splendid paying investment.

Toronto Association May Have Visiting

Committee to Call on Absent

Members

A MOVEMENT is on foot, fathered by Mr.
Arthur Butterworth, to form a Visiting Com-
mittee in connection with the Toronto Shoe
Repairers' Association. As things stand now

there is no way of knowing whether an absent mem-
ber is ill, has left the city or has some grievance that

prevents him from attending association meetings.

The idea would be to have a register containing all of

the members' names and spaces in which to check their

attendance at the regular fortnightly gatherings. If

any member is absent from three consecutive meetings
it would be the duty of the visiting committee in his

pru'ticular district to call and find out the reason for

hi- absence. It is felt that there are often members
in arrears with their dues who could be put in good
standing with little effort and a better system of keep-

ing track of them. Then, too, if a man is ill or in

trouble the association will do all in its power to help

him out. This plan, when it is carried through, will

certainly add to the strength and usefulness of an al-

ready very influential organization.

In addition to the regular business, meetings
throughout the coming winter it is planned to hold

several smokers, dances and euchre parties. These
little events have been very successful in the past and,

with the experience thus gained, they will be more
successful in the future. The executive officers of the

Toronto Shoe Repairers' Association realize that a

judicious amount of friendly social intercourse tends

to keep the members together in a way that an all-

business association could never do.

The ''Hunt System"

AFFIXED to the work bench is seen, in some
shops, a board upon which are hung the sev-

eral speciaifi tppls needed now and then, but
which should' be at hand at all times, such as

waxed threads, glove, curved awls, shank and edge
trimmers, etc. These tools are provided with a piece

of upper leather at the handle-end so as to hang upon
a nail in the board. It is by far better to thus set aside

the divers tools which are needed but occasionally,

than to throw them around on the bench and later re-

sort to the "Hunt System," which is a slow .system

in the repair shop, or anywhere else of which you may
think. Some shoe repairers are constantly hunting
around for their tools, nails, leather, etc., and lose

valuable time.
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U. S. Specialty Company Entertain Employees

LINCOLN Park, one of the most beautiful and
])icturesque jjarks in the Middle West, was the

scene of an enjoyable little party on August 28

when the U. S. Specialty Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Pittsburg, Kansas, entertained their em-
ployees at an outing. Athletic contests of many kinds

were held, the principal winners being "Dick" Wolf,

"Nick" Carter, "Slim" Dill and "Clair" Hartshorn.

The company provided an ample supply of satis-

fying refreshments and a special prize was awarded
"Nick" Carter for putting himself around the largest

amount of ice cream. Kansas is noted for its good
ice cream, as well as warm summer days and cyclones.

The U. S. Specialty Mfg. Company make "Adjusto"
boot top forms and other up-to-the-minute shoe store

j
Mr. R. E. LeSeuer, of Sarnia, Ont., who was

|

1 elected vice-president of the Ontario District 5

I

of the newly formed Canadian National As-
|

i sociation of shoe retailers. I

I !
4..—. ,

specialties. They state that the demand for "Adjusto"
forms is so great at present that they have been forced

to enlarge their factory.

Foot Comfort Week Successful

IN
this issue we are reproducing several photo-

graphs of the windows entered by Canadian shoe
retailers in the contest held by the SchoU Manu-
facturing Company for the best dressed windows

during their Foot Comfort Week. The SchoU Com-
pany state that Canadian dealers deserve great credit

and praise for the showing they made during this big-

drive, owing to the fact that the Toronto office did not
get the best window trim material in time to get it

in the hands of their customers. Consequently the re-

tailers were compelled largely to work out their own
salvation, and they did so in a most commendable
manner.

C. All )ee. superintendent of the Minister, Myles Shoe
Co., Toronto, has been on a buying trip to Montreal and
Boston.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company's booth at the Toronto National
Exhibition. A wide range of shoes were shown equipped with

Neolin soles and Wingfoot heels
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Montreal Manufacturers Busy

THE shoe business in the Montreal district is

still good. Manufacturers state that they are

l)U.sy, although they have some difficulty in

getting- many kinds of leather. Some of the

travellers are now on the road with spring samples.
Prices have again advanced, the rnakers stating they
had no other alternative in view of the higher cost

of leather and labor. In the latter connection the men
again asked for a more liberal schedule a short time
ago and this has been conceded. In addition to higher
wages the hours have been reduced in several factor-

ies. One manufacturer states that the new scale ranges
from 20 to 40 per cent, advance, and another esti-

mated that, taking into account the shorter hours, the
cost of labor will be 40 per cent, higher.

Retailers have been buying freely and some makers
believe that there will be a slackening up in the
spring demand owing to retailers having large stocks
on hand. On the other hand, those more optimistically
inclined look for a continued keen demand for shoes,
notwithstanding the advances in cost. The orders on
hand will keep the factories busy for the balance of

the year.

iiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin!ii>iiii:in^^

IBS
A. R. Clarke & Company, Toronto, patent and glove leather manufac-

turers, had their usual artistic display in the Manufacturers'
Building, Canadian National Exhibition

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
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An Enthusiastic SportsmanA FEW years ago, when motor boat racing was
in its infancy and speed contests were won at

10, 12 and 15 miles an hour, a boat that could

skim along at 18 miles an hour was certainly

"hitting the high spots." Development was rapid,

however, and the speed gradually began to creep up
until we are now considering fast power boats in

"mile-a-minute" terms. Enthusiastic sportsmen have
done much to bring about this development, and, in

Toronto waters, the efforts of Mr. "Griff." Clarke,

president of the A. R. Clarke Company, leather manu-
facturers, who makes fast boating a hobby, have been
specially noticeable.

Visitors to the Canadian National Exhibition were
almost daily treated to some rare and exciting demon-
strations of speed by Mr. Clarke in his two boats.

Leopard I. and Leopard III.—the former a displace-

ment boat and the latter a hydroplane. Some indica-

tion of the speed of these two boats can be gained

from the official time in one of the races held during

the Exhibition. Leopard I. covered five miles in 5

minutes 44 seconds, while Leopard III., equipped with
new engines, and consequently not working at any-
thing like her capacity, covered the course a fraction

of a minute faster. Mr. Clarke is an all-round good
sportsman and his participation in these events is al-

ways of considerable interest to the mariners of Lake
Ontario.

The Minimum Wage Board have decreed that the
minimum wage for experienced females employed in

shops, stores and other mercantile institutions in Sas-
katchewan will be $15 a week. The minimum for be-

ginners is to be $9.50 a week with an increase every
three months until one year of service, when the em-
ployee shall be deemed to be worth $15.
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FOOTWEAR FINDINGS
Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade

SiiaiaiaiiisiiaiiiiiiiiisiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiaiiiiEisiiiiiaiSH

H. D. Wing, boot and shoe retailer, Parry Sound, has

sold his Midland iDranch.

The Dominion Rubber System, Kitchener, Ont., have in

hand a proposal to build 200 houses at the earliest possible

date. The details of the plan are being arranged with the

city council.

M. B. Young, 924 Bloor St. West, Toronto, has purch-

ased the business of the Service Boot Shop, for a branch

store at 596 Bloor St. West.

Woodley's Shoe Store, Hamilton, (Mr. C. M. Haist)

advertises that their lease has been sold and they must

vacate the store at 26 James Street North.

The Empire Shoe Company, Montreal, has been incor-

porated. Tlie capital stock is .$20,000.

We are advised by the firm of Eugene Guay, Reg.,

Montreal, manufacturers of standard fibre board and leather

counters, that Eutrope Guay has severed his connection as

shareholder and traveller.

T. W. R. Hughes, who served overseas for two years

and 7 months with the Third Battalion, recently opened a

shoe repair store at 2119 Yonge Street, Toronto. He calls his

shop "The Better Ole."

The Ballou Thread Company, Providence, R.I., have

appointed R. M. Eraser, of Montreal, their sole Canadian

representative.

Roy Graham has returned to the shoe department of

the T. Eaton Company, Winnipeg, after serving two and a

half years overseas. He is now assistant manager.

Stuart Anderson, who travels for the Blachford Shoe

Manufacturing Company, Toronto, has moved his home to

Kingston, Ont.

The first semi-annual convention of the Maritime

Wholesale Shoe Association was held on August 8th, and

was well attended. An address on "The Why and Where-
fore of the Association" was delivered by the president, Mr.

Feletwood; Mr. C. S. Sutherland spoke on "Things Sales-

men Should Know About Leather and Shoe Construction";

Mr. W. R. Stewart delivered an address on "Rubber—from

Forest to Foot" and Mr. Peter Doig spoke on "Salesman-

ship." An interesting entertainment program had been ar-

ranged, including a clam Ijake, l)aseball game, trap shoot

and motor boat races.

The Dominion Rubber System recently held their an-

nual picnic at Waterloo, Ont., with an attendance of close to

7,000. Arrangements by the company were very complete

and the pleasures of the day were numerous. Fireworks and
a dance in the evening until midnight concluded the outing.

J. I. F. Anthes, formerly with the Canadian Consolidated

Rubber Company, Montreal, has opened a manufacturers'

agency in that city, specialiing in materials required for the

rubber and leather shoe industries.

M. A. Desmond, for the past three years Canadian man-
ager for the New Castle Leather Company, has resigned

to take over the managership of the Fred, Rueping Leather

Company's New York office.

H. A. Mahafify, formerly with Gutta Percha and Rubber,

Limited, Toronto, has opened three shoe repair shops at 106

Queen East, 298 Harbord Street, and 3058 Dundas Street.

They will be known as the Premier Shoe Repair Stores,

Limited, and the head office is at 106 Queen East.

Style reports from Paris announce the innovation of

glace kid dresses and dresses trimmed with kid. It is said

that gowns of perforated white leather will be popular for

social functions. % velvet and leather is shown in combin-
ation—for example, a velvet costume with white kid vest.

At the autumn fashion display just opened there were dress-

es of pale pink and white kid, trimmed with fur, and coats

of the same combination.

Clarence Hill, Ben Wills, and Hector Boyce, just re-

cently returned from overseas, are all back on the job in

the main store of Rowland Hill's, London, Ont.

Gordon McFarlane, who was was with Scott-Chamber-
lain, London, for some time, is now assistant manager of

the London branch of Ames-Holden-McCready.

Gourlay & Company, of Kitchener, are negotiating with

the town council of Acton, Ont., for certain concessions in

connection with opening a shoe factory in that town.

J. A. Wilson, for nearly thirty years clerk in the shoe

store of Wilson & Brothers, Napanee, Ont., (owned by his

uncle,) has taken over the business and reports very flour-
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ishing conditions. His receipts for the first two weeks in

August show a very substantial increase over the same per-

iod last year. Mr. Wilson attributes his success in no small

measure to the aljandonment of the credit system. He car-

ries a well selected stock, maintains a neat, attractive store

and has splendid window displays.

Letters patent have been granted to the Rowan Boot

Shop, Limited, Montreal. The capital stock is given as $20,-

000. Mr. Patrick Rowan, of Toronto, is at the head of the

company.

H. J. Johnson, who has conducted a retail shoe busi-

ness at 278 College Street, for some time, has purchased for

a branch store the business of T. H. Bigwood, 492 Bloor St.

West, Toronto.

A. L. Dupont, of Dupont & Frere, Montreal, was a re-

cent visitor to Toronto.

On August 28 Mr. J. A. Scott, leather merchant of Que-

bec and Montreal, entertained the shoe and leather trades

of the city of Quebec at his country residence. Theer was a

very large gathering, including Mr. W. A. Lane, the Mon-

treal manager of the firm, and Mr. F. W. Knowlton, man-

ager of the United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada,

Montreal. After dinner, several brief speeches were made.

Dupont & Frere, Maisonneuve, have moved into their

factory extension. This gives double their manufacturing

capacity.

The employees of Bennett, Limited, manufacturers of

fibre counters, Montreal, are now on an eight hour day in-

stead of a ten hour day, this having been mutually arranged

between the company and the men. The factory at Cham-

bly, P.Q., is now run under a three shift system, each shift

being of eight hours.

Jack Donovan, who severed his connection with the

Palmer McLellan Company, of Fredericton, N.B., has gone

to Woodstock, N.B., where he becomes the head of a

newly organized company known as the Donovan Shoe

Company. His son, George, leaves shortly for Montreal,

where he will study medicine at McGill University.

Regarding proposed free trade with L^nited States a

number of shoe manufacturers in Quebec have circulated

the following statement: "We, the undersigned, shoe manu-

facturers of Queliec, are opposed to the proposed recipro-

city treaty with the United States, and are of the opinion

that if this treaty passes, it will be the ruination of the

shoe industry in Quebec and in Canada, and will bring

about the closing of the factories in Quebec." (Signed) J.

A. Duchaine, President of the Shoe Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation; The W. A. Marsh Co., Ltd., J. M. Larochelle; J.

B. Drolet & Cie.; J. M. Stobo; The C. E. McKeen Co.;

The Louis Gauthier Co.; Rock Shoe Manufacturing Co.; The

James Muir Co.; O. Goulet; Tourigny & Marois; Lachance

& Tanguay; Gale Brothers; Picher & Cie.; Elie Jobin, Ltd.;

Eugene Thivierge; J. B. Lamontagne; The John Ritchie Co.,

Ltd.; J. E. Samson; The Poirier Shoe Co.; P. C. Lachance;

The Solid Shoe Co.; J. S. Beaulieu.

E. T. Shoe Company, St. Hyacinthe, P.Q., has been re-

organized under the title of La Maison Girouard, Ltd. Mr.

Wilfrid Girouard is the president, Mr. Eugene Brais, vice-

president and Mr. M. A. V. Blanchard treasurer.

The Routley-Braund, Limited, is the name of a new

company formed in Peterboro to take over the business of

the City Footwear Company. They are empowered to manu-

facture, buy and deal in shoes of all kinds. The capital stock

is given as $50,000.

The factory of the Mount Royal Rubber Co., Montreal,

of which Mr. T. H. Rieder is president, is nearing comple-

tion.

Fire recently damaged the three storey warehouse and

tannery of Wilfrid Cantin, St. Malo, Que.

P. Robitaille, Kotre Dame St. West, Montreal, has been

awarded the contract to supply the Montreal police with

l)oots at $7.60 per pair.

L. Erster has disposed of his interest in the Peterboro

Shoe Store, 291 George Street, to J. Schwartz, who has had

experience in the boot and shoe business in Toronto. Mr.

Erster does not plan to leave Peterboro but will engage

possibly in the jobbing business.

Singer's Fit-Rite Shoe Company, Limited, Ottawa, has

been succeeded by Saxe's Boot Shop.

H. C. Arnold, of Geo. E. Boulter, Toronto, accompanied

l)y Mrs. Arnold and their daughter, recently took a holi-

day trip through the Great Lakes district, including the

Manatoulin Islands, the Soo, Port Arthur and Fort William.

Mr. Arnold used to cover this ground and so renewed many
old acquaintances.

Mr. Jarvis, president of the Hamilton Shoe Repairers'

Association, was married recently.

J. F. Scully has been appointed Canadian representative

for the New Castle Leather Company, and will have his

headquarters in Montreal. Mr. Scully has been assistant to

the retiring Canadian manager for some time, and is well

and favoralily known in the trade. He will have as his as-

sistant Charles R. Stephenson, Jr., who comes from the New
York office of the company.

Herlsert F. Kenworthy, president of Kenworthy Bros.,

Company, Stoughton, Mass., has been on a visit to Mon-
treal in connection with the formation of a Canadian com-

pany, Kenworthy Bros. Co., Ltd., with a capital of $250,000.

A factory is Joeing constructed at St. Johns, P.Q., for the

manufacture of Kendex products, which, it is expected, will

be in operation by December 1st. Mr. Horace D'Artois,

Montreal, the representative in the province of Quebec, will

lie the sales manager. Kendex insoles are made of felt, and

are utilized by the rubJier companies as inner soles in can-

vas and tennis footwear; the products are also utilized in

ordinary footwear as inner and middle soles.

WANTED—OLD ESTABLISHED BUSINESS HOUSES as dis-

trict Agents in Canada, for the sale of Boot Polishes, Inks, Stains. Waxes,
etc., for the Boot & Shoe Trade. Apply The Magic Polish Co., Ltd.,

Leicester, England, Established 1S!)1, Government Contractors. 9-10

WANTED—POSITION AS TRAVELLING SALESMAN for the
Maritime Provinces, with well established line. Married man, 36 years
of age. Active, and can furnish Al references re ability, habits, etc.

A. B. C, Box 970, Footwear in Canada, Toronto. 7-t.f.

Make Yonr Show Windows Pay Yoar Rent
M«ny Sales are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderful set of Patented Interchangeable Window Display Fixturcj

(or displaying Men or Women*' Shoes. Set will filve 10 Years Good Senice in

effective trade pullinfi window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very few of the designs that can be

set up with the full set. besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.

Made of Oak. either Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish. Set is put up

in a Hardwood Hinged Lid Storage Chest, a good place to keep the extra

Younils not in use. There are thousands of sets in daily use.

No. lOl Set has 220 Interchangeable Younits For Large Windows, $48.12
No. lOli^ Set has 110 Interchangeable Younits For Medium Windows, $27.50
No. lOVA Set has 55 Interchangeable Younits For Small Windows, $17.32

Sfocfe carried in Hamilton, Ont. Order direct or thru your jobber. Send for catalog. Patented and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A*
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Superior Quality

"LIFE-BUOY"
RUBBER SOLED CANVAS FOOTWEAR

1920 Spring Placing 1920

New Ideas

Prices of Leather foot-

wear are still soaring.

The demand by the

public for a greater

volume of Canvas foot-

wear in 1920 will be the

result.
" TUXEDO

"

New Styles

We have prepared for

this contingency by add-

ing new lines that will

give a wearing value,

style and comfort, on a

par with leather foot-

wear.

During September our representatives will start out with a new range
of samples, covering the entire Dominion. One of them will call on
you in good time.

Do not place your order elsewhere until you have seen what our
salesmen have to offer.

Remember

the Brand
Your

Favorite Summer Line

THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO. LIMITED
Head Office and Factory: KITCHENER, ONT.
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Sales!

'T^HE splendid success of this superb line of rubber footwear

places it high in the estimation of the dealers handling it.

The closing retail season has given important evidence of the

superiority of Speed King Footwear, and should be an

influencing factor in your plans for the season of 1919-20.

The season to come will bring still greater demands — pre-

pare now.

See the Seped King Samples before placing your order

for 1920.

Any of the following wholesalers can supply you

:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd.,
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Ltd.,

Amherst, N.S.
Halifax, N.S.

E. A. Dagg & Company, Calgary, Alta.
A. W. Ault & Company, Limited, Ottawa, Ont.
White Shoe Company, Toronto, Ont.
McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, Ont.
The London Shoe Company, Limited, London, Ont.
Kilgour, Rimer Company, Limited,
The J. Leckie Company, Limited,

Winnipeg, Man.
Vancouver, B.C.

.Tames Robinson, Montreal, Que.
Brown Rochette, Limited, Quebec, Que.
T. Long & lirother, Collingwood, Ont.
Dowers, Limited. Kdmonton. Alta.
Amherst Central Shoe Co.. Regina, Sask.

Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton - - Ontario
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A Special Offer
to Shoe Retailers

4 O ILLUSTRATION CUTS
that will make your

advertising get ^JQ
you results- ^^UtStO

This is one of

the series of twelve

attraetive illustra-

tions we are ofTer-

ing at the above

low figure. These

cuts will make your

Fall and Xmas ad-

vertisements dis-

tinctive from others

and will rivet atten-

tion to your store.

Send for free proof-

sheet of the entire

series to-day.

Canadian Advertisers Service
108 LANGFORD AVE«UE

TORONTO

To the Trade-

Lambs Wool Soles

Anticipating- the large demand for Wool Soles,

now that the War Work Knitting is not required,

and believing that women will return to their

former occupation of Crochetting Slippers, which

will recjiiire Wool Soles, we wish to call the at-

tention of the Trade to our facilities for supply-

ing promptly this class of goods in all grades,

and well-known brands which we have been sup-

plying to the trade for a number of years past.

Order early to meet the

above demand.

Prompt shipment on

early orders.

Wiley -Bickford-Sweet Co,

Hartford, Conn.

"Claim" Beware of the word.
Its definition is clear—nevertheless it is

often found intentionally applied in a mis-

leading way.
There can always be a "doubt" about a claim, but a

"GUARANTEE" is definite—it cannot be used ambiguous-
ly. Branded products of guaranteed merit are the Retailers surety and mainstay.
Hawley's Hygienic British Black Dye for Cotton or Thread Stockings and Socks is

guaranteed by Hawley's of Hinckley to be permanent, stainless and perspiration-

proof.
.\dvertising has made these guaranteed claims known to the general public who

have been made to ajipreciate this clistiiiguisliing

Hawleys

3«

WARRANTED

In addition to the ever-recognized demand for a

permanently fast black Dye on Stockings, Hawley
publicity has created new business which can be

taken advantage of by placing orders now for Cot-

ton or Thread Stockings or Socks Hawley-dyed-

Black—the guaranteed safe Hygienic Dye your cus-

tomers want and need.

Summer Breeze in Kensington Gardens, London, Eng

Hygienic

Black:
British I>ve

For Cotton & Thread Hose & Sockg.

Sole Dyers to the principal hosiery manufacturers

A. E. HAWLEY & CO., LTD.
Sketchley Dye Works, Hinckley, England.
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The Pasadena

'J^HE most acceptable compliment you can

pay your customer is to provide him
with merchandise of the highest standard-

EAST WEYMOUTH, iMASS.

A Better Line
for the jobber

The quality and good workmanship which predominates in all our

shoes for Women, Misses, Children and Infants makes them

a profitable and easy selling line for the jobber.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street - Montreal
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LARGEST Leather Remnant and Scrap Leather

Dealers in the World

UPPER LEATHER
Boxed Sides, Horse Fronts

Dull and Glazed Goat and Sheep Skins

We have Special Offerings from time to time in

Remnant Stocks especially adapted to the needs

of Canadian Shoe Manufacturers.

Spanish and Black Upholstery Remnants for

Glove Trade
Varied and Large Supply Carried in Stock

Hat Sheep Remnants for Novelty Trade

Various Kinds of Leather for Suspender Trade

The C. G. Flynn Leather Co.
107 South Street, BOSTON, Mass.

Patented
Dec. 30th, 1913

Patented
Oct, 26th, 1915

Vulco-Unit Box Toe
Adopted by far sighted shoe manu-

facturers as the only solution for all

their Box Toe troubles.

Absolutely Water-proof and Perspiration-proof

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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Shoes
For
Children

We
Sell

the

Jobbers

Manufactured with the idea of allowing

freedom and growth to little feet.

A serviceable shoe for active youngsters,

constructed to give exceptional wear.

A profitable line for the retailer—offering

generous profits and rapid turnover.

Children's Shoe Mfg, Co., Limited
1 1 Belleau St. - - Quebec City

Hydro City

Shoes
The outstanding feature of this splendid staple Hne for men is strength. It is made
of solid leather, strongly fashioned by good workmen into a shoe, which, by
reason of its reliability, has grown strong as a sales maker. Strengthen your stock
by handling Hydro City Shoes for men and boys.

HYDRO CITY SHOE MFRS.
Limited

KITCHENER ONTARIO
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Aird & Son 22

Amcs-Holden-McCready 26

Armstrong, W. D. ... 74

Beckwith Box Toe Company TO

Bennett Limited 5

Boot and Shoe Union ST

Borne, Lucien 77

Boston Blacking Company 72

Breithaupt Leather Co
Brodie & Harvie 80

Canadian Advertisers Service 08

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. 3-32

Canadian Footwear Co 10

Champion Shoe Machinery Company 89

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co 71

Clapp, Edwin (59

Clark Bros

Clark, Edwin G 74

Clarke and Co., A. R 93

Cleland, Regd., James 85

Cote & Son, A. A 8,5

Cote, J. A. & M 79

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 6

Dorothy Dodd Shoe Co 28-29

Diichaine, Ludger 78

Duchaine & Perkins 80

Duclos & Payan 18

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co. 81

Edwards & Edwards 80

Eureka Shoe Company 70

Fl\nn Leather Co., C. G 70

Fortuna Machine Companj- 88

Franklin Machine Co 86

Freeman, Louis G 88

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert 09

Globe Shoe Company 79

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 75

Hawley & Co., A. E 08

Henwood & Nowak 74

Hinde & Dauch Paper Company . . 80

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers . . 71

Independent Rubber Company .... 07

International Supply Co 17

Kaufman Rubber Co 00

Kelly, Thomas A 84

Kenworthy Bros 91

King Bros 74

La Duchesse Shoe Company 78

Lafnontagne Racine & Co 84

Landis Machine Company 84

Lang Tanning Co 15

Legace & Lepinay 85

Marsh Company, Wm. A 23

Miner Shoe Company 10

Miner Rubljer Company 24-25

Narrow Fabric Company 73

National Cash Register Company.. 83

New Castle L.eather Company .... 88

Oscar Onken Company 65

Panther Rubber Company Cover

Perfection Counter Co 78

Perkins & McNcely 74

Plant, Thos. G 20-21

Ritchie, John 7

Regal Shoe Company 1

Robinson, James 8-9

Saba & Co., C. A 73

Samson Enr., J. E 77

Scholl Mfg. Co 13

Shoe & I.-eather Fair 14

Slater Shoe Company 19

Snubbers Shoe 12

Spaulding & Sons, J 11

Standard Kid Mfg. Company .... 4

Sisman Shoe Company 80

Taylor-Forbes Co 73

Textile Mfg. Company 73

Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co 30-31

Thompson Shoe Company 76

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 82-90

United States Hotel, Boston 77

U. S. Specialty Mfg. Co 85

Westcott Whitmore Company .... 27

Wiley, Bickford & Sweet 68

I MADE IN CANADA I

I Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying |

I Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold I
. . . 1

I is a quality line.
|

j The first consideration given to their make- |

I
up is QUALITY.

|

I
You may depend on them being as good a |

I Cement as can be made.
|

I
Boston Blacking Company I

I 152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada |
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

BOOTS AND SHOES
C. N. SABA & COMPANY
84X86^Wellington>reet W. - Toronto

Up-to-date
Jobbers of

Boots & Shoes

Splendid selection

of latest styles in

men's, women's
and children's for

Spring and Summer
wear at lowest

prices.

Our Travellers are now on their re-

spective territories with full lines.

Your kind inspection of same will

be appreciated.

Do You Stock
The "Tip-Top"
Shoe - Holder ?

't s t''p onlv style on the ma?
ket with adjustahle feet holding-
the shoe absolutely rigid with
the top well stretched—making
t easy to clean a pair of shoes
without soiling the clothes and
hands.

Patented in Canada, U.S.A. and Great liritaiii.

Finislied in Dull Nickel or Polished Nickel as required.
Packed one set in Carton—one dozen sets in Case.

They sell to shoe shine parlors and also to the man who
cleans his own shoes.

Tf you don't stock them send a sample order and show them
to your customers—you will he pleased with the result.

Manufactured by

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY, Limited
GUELPH TORONTO MONTREAL VANCOUVER
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PERKINS a M^NEELY

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

PHILADELPHIA.
Perkins&McNeely

Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

CLARK
SHOEi

'LLUSTRATOR

Wishes to announce that he is now per-
manently located in Montreal, where
he will handle catalog illustrating for

the shoe trade.

222 CRAIG STREET W.
MONTREAL

Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS,
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.

iiiiiiii

V.D.t\.RMSTR,OMG
ENGRAVERofFINESTEELSTAMPS&DIES
23Q,c,aV<es>jMONTREAL.^Wo>^^ 675

my stamps are'uptodatt" in design
&ADO AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES

• WHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR SALES-

THE Established 1863

KING BROTHERS CO., LIMITED
WHITBY, ONTARIO

Manufacturers of

Chrome, Combination and
Bark Tanned

Side Upper Leathers

Ooze, Flexible and Wax Splits for Home and
Export Trade
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What thoughts

do YOU use in selling shoes?

DO you sell comfort? Then
Neolin is the biggest

comfort feature ever

built into a shoe slip-resist-

ing, flexible, waterproof.

Do you sell long wear?

Then Neolin' s millions of

enthusiasts lend support to

your argument.

Do you sell value? Then
Neolin branded on the sole

is a mark of known quality.

It gives your price a definite

meaning.

Do you sell style? Manu-
facturers now finish Neolin
for appearance and smart-

ness on fashionable lasts.

No matter whether you
are ordering for stock or for

fall sorting, see that the

shoes you buy are shoes that

back up your selling argu-

ments.

Don't be misled into

accepting a substitute.

Order a quantity—the

bigger part—of your stock

equipped with Neolin soles

and see that you get Neolin--

N-e-o-l-i-n.

The Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. of Canada
Limited :-: Toronto
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HARRY E. THOMPSON
To the Jobbers:

In addition to my other agencies I have just completed

a contract for the exclusive Canadian Agency for

The Creedon Exporting Co.
of Boston

When you are in Montreal buying your spring samples,

etc., I will appreciate an opportunity of showing you this

line of merchandise which consists of Misses', Childs' and

Infants,' also Boys', Youths' and Little Gents' McKays. It

will pay you to investigate.

HARRY E. THOMPSON
Manufacturers' Agent 10 VictoHa St., MONTREAL

"EUREKA"
To the Jobbing Trade only

Our new 9" Black and Brown
Kid bals. They are well con-

structed and are money mak-
ers.

Write our Sales department

Am-Bri-Can Distributors

64-68 Adelaide St. E., Toronto

for up to the minute prices on

our lines

No. 924 Black Kid
No. 925 Brown Kid

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping di^rid, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

JOBBERS
HOCKEY BOOTS

Our Hockey Boots have extensive sales and supply a

wide demand at a reasonable price. The qualitv and

workmanship put into their manufacture insure a first-

class product on which you can realize a large and pro-

fitable turnover. Write us for samples.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest tlie

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

Tlie General Merchants are Departmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merciiant sells boots and shoes—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because tlie General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

Over 33 years in its field

CANADA'S GREA TEST TRADE PAPER. '

'

Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points. Port Arthur and West
to the Pacific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THF
COMMERCIAL."

Dranches at

Vancouver. Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

SURFACE KID
Beautifully pliable and with glove-like grain

—

Surface Kid is particularly suitable for dressy shoes.

It rivals the beauty of Real Kid and is very

much cheaper.

Made in black and colors and sold at attractive prices.

Send to-day for samples.

BUTTS IN GUN METAL, DULL, GLAZED
CABRETTAS, GLAZED KID, SHEEPSKINS

IN BLACK and COLORS

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn
Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle *' La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co,
Registered

MONTREAL

This

is the

Real

One
The shoe fibre counter is worth two cents a pair

only, but it will be worth dollars to you if you use the

right one.

Try the "Perfect"
It will put quality into your shoes and give them a

good appearance, because it will stand the most stren-

uous wear, and give you the best fit obtainable.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL COUNTER
ON THE MARKET

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letoufneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Montreal

For
the
Jobbers

You Should Know
our lines of

Men's, Women's, Youths' and Boys' Welts

and Medium McKays, felt and rubber soled

shoes.

A quality line ot stylish and serviceable

footwear worthy of your attention that will

bring you adequate profits.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier St. Quebec
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STURDY MASCULINITY
That is the point about

YAMASKA
shoes which appeals so strongly to men who do things—the men who
demand comfort and quality in everything they wear.

Yamaska shoes are manufactured from the best of leather and de-

signed with the idea of giving exceptional wear-service and foot-

comfort.

They are

LEATHER ALL THE WAY THROUGH
Every sale of Yamaska means a satisfied customer—a factor in de-

veloping good will and increasing sales.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec

It^s a feature
in our footwear for misses, girls, children and infants

The Globe Pillow Welt
specially designed to provide comfort and ease for growing feet.

The welt—a genuine Goodyear—is sewn right into the sole. Two features
which make these shoes so popular—a soft cushion sole and a waterproof
cork filling- between the inner and outer sole.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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"The Best Everyday Shoes"
Not for only an occasion but

for every day in the year

"The Aurora Lines"
In sharjD demand from one season to another, Aurora Footwear

commands a steady flow of sales from July to January, and back again.

The dealer does not have to await timely conditions to place them be-

fore his customers. The market is always open, and all conditions are
timely for the sale of "The Best Everyday Shoes."

Sisman Shoes are always safe stock

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., Limited
Aurora Ontario

Worthy of Your Attention

Our McKays
for men, boys, women, misses and children

The quality, style, wear service, of these lines of

popular priced footwear is enough to merit the endorse-

ment of any progressive jobber.

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.
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All Your

Customers

Can be

Acme "Sold"

The man at the wheel of the automobile
knows that "Acme" Soles will never worry
him when he is concerned about sudden
stopping or starting.

The office man, wearing "Acme" Soles, com-
ing and going easily with a springy, silent

tread, adds his quota to the elimination of

unnecessary noise, and, at the same time, experiences an exceptional de-

gree of foot comfort.

"Acme" Soles, so suitable to business men, are just as popular with their

households.

Children love to skip about on "Acme" Soles.

Young girls relish the freedom which "Acme" Soles ensure from that em-
barrassing squeak.

"Boys will be (quieter) boys" when "Acme" shod.

The older people, likewise, enjoy the security from slipping which "Acme"
Soles provide on wet or slippery streets.

"Acme" Soles are economical, too, for they outwear leather. They will not
crack, nor dry out, nor rot. They are damp proof and suitable alike for

town and country wear. For camping out, or holidaying, in rocky places

where the footing is insecure, "Acme" Soles are ideal.

ALL SIZES AND VARIOUS THICK-
NESSES. COLORS: BLACK, WHITE
and TAN. ALSO SUPPLIED IN

SHEET FORM.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Company, Limited

Head Office and Factories, TORONTO

BRANCHES IN THE LEADING CITIES
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SHARPENING STONES

MANUFACTURED SPECIALLY
for the

SHOE TRADE
A STONE FOR EVERY PURPOSE,
A PURPOSE FOR EVERY STONE.

Save Time and Money by obtaining Sharpening Stones

from US.

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
MONTREAL

TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC
90 Adelaide Street West, 179 King Street West, 28 Demers Street,
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The world's bookkeeper
A/TODERN National Cash Registers

are recognized throughout the

world as labor-saving machines.

They are used wherever money is

handled and accounts kept— in every

line of busiuess, in all parts of the

world.

National Cash Registers are the result

of 35 years of study and invention.

To make them requires 7,ioo people,

21 buildings, 40 acres of floor space,

and 2,475 patents covering 35,000
claims.

Considering workmanship, materials, and what it does, the National

Cash Register is the lowest priced piece of machinery in the world.

The National Gash Register Company of Canada, Limited

Factory : Toronto, Ontario

BRANCH OFFICES:

Calgary 714 Second Street, W.
Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg.

Halifax . 63 Granville Street

Hamilton 14 Main Street, E.

London 350 Dundas Street

Montreal 122 St. Catherine Street, W.
Ottawa 306 Bank Street

Quebec 133 St. Paul Street
Regina 1820 Cornwall Street
Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue, S.

St. John 50 St. Germain Street
Toronto 40 Adelaide Street W.
Vancouver 524 Pender Street, W.
Winnipeg 213 McDermot Avenue
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.
This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.
This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a
year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost oi material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.

Sold outright—No royalty.
Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to

Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.zsthst, St. Louis, U.S.A,
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Model No. 2 for A & B widths
Model No. 3 for C & D widths

Let Us Help You With Your Window Trimming
"AJUSTO" BOOT TOP FORMS are indispensable for a good window trim.

They work all day for business, making your shoes more attractive. Adjusted

in your shoes in a jiffy. Simpler and handier than any form yet devised

—

no springs to get out of order or screws to adjust. Every dealer needs them.

They multiply the attractiveness of your windows by giving your footwear

that smart, snappy, smooth, graceful appearance. Place an "ADJUSTO"
in every shoe you display. Order enough for your windows to-day. Price

$3.00 per dozen, f.o.b. Pittsburg, Kansas. If your jobber cannot supply you,

order direct.

U. S. SPECIALTY MFG. CO., Pittsburg, Kansas, U. S. A.

(Remember it's KANSAS)

A
Profitable

Line

For

The
Jobber

PERFECT WOMEN^S McKAYS
The product of a factory where years of experi-

ence have been spent in producing a high class

woman's shoe—where the McKay process has
been developed to perfection.

Our lines for

MENS, YOUTHS AND BOYS
are also representative of high class footwear,
reasonably priced and worthy of a place in any
stock where leading lines predominate.

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME STREET

QUEBEC

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will stand plenty of hard wear. Made on foot-fitting lasts that
will give comfort to the wearer and are durable. The range
includes—Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents', Children and
Infants' Black and Beaver Brown Box Kip. Your jobber will
quote you prices, or write us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC
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Edwards& Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms Tanneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces
Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. '^SUfiE^Cw^t

THICK
OR

THIN
Ifs free from lumps

Brodie^s Patent Flour

Paste
has all the attributes of a perfect

paste : strong adhesive qualities, is

clean, and can he reduced for very
fine work by simply adding water.

We would like to send you samples
and prices.

Write us to-day

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—They protect your shipment

against loss from dampness
and water.

2.—They are extremely light,

which means low freiglit

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

4.—They save time in packing.
5.—They save storage space.
G.—They have strong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications.
8.—Tlieir first cost is lower

than wood.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO
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WORKERS UNION/

UNIONXnSTAMP

Bctory

WORKERS UNION/

UNIONXnSTAMP

Factory

A Marked Distinction

To the Union man and his family the stamp of the

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union is an indelible

mark of distinction.

It distinguishes the one and only shoe acceptable

for the Union man and his family.

Hence retailers who carry Union Stamp footwear

carry shoes that meet the demands of all the

people all the time.

Failure to carry Union shoes is to neglect the trade

most valuable to the development of your business

—the trade of the wage earner, the Union man.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET BOSTON, MASS.

COLLIS LOVELY, Gen. President

CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec y-Treas.
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^orfuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings, Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agents for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural
surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch :—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

For Speed and Accuracy
This

LOUIS HEEL
Breast mer
is without an equal. It finishes the Heel Breast

from edge to edge eliminating all hand work
and rough scouring. L/cather board heels can
be trimmed just as easily as those with leather

seats, and without pulling out pieces of the heel

at the side. This Trimmer is one of the most
profitable machines you can install, because it

simplifies and speeds up production.

Let us demonstrate its value to you.

The Louis G. Freeman Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, U S.A.

Canadian Representatives : INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO.
KITCHENER, ONT. MONTREAL, QUE.
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A Shoe Merchant

Every customer for a new pair is a piospect for the repair
department.

With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types

in use—That means MERIT and QUALITY.
The Champion Line consists of:

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers

and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.
Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher — heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 3723.41 Forest Park B,d., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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STILL PEGGING AWAY
on

KLEAN KUT PEGGING NAILS
The most popular nail used by the

SHOE REPAIR TRADE
for attaching light weight soles. Let us send you samples and prices.

UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED
MONTREAL

90 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO 179 King St. West KITCHENER 28 Demers St., QUEBEC

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added quahties tor an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrmk, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combmed Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL, TORONTO, QUEBEC

CLARKE'S Patent gives the
shoe authority to command
sales. It gives the dealer

assurance to guarantee service;
and it gives the cus-

tomer satisfaction
which is an invita-

tion for her to call

again.

I
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"PANTHER"

PANTHER Guaranteed Composition
Soles are made from a secret com-
bination of materials. They are a

wear resisting and tenacious sole that

will out-wear the best of leather.

The stitches never pull out of

Panther Guaranteed Composition Soles.

Panther Rubber Heels are suitable

companions for the Composition Soles.

Panther Rubber Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke, Que.
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The Complete Line

The Advertised Line
FLEET FOOT is not only the most varied and most
complete line of Outing and Sport Footwear for Spring
and Summer, it is also the one Hne that is advertised
all over Canada.

FLEET FOOT gives you styles and sizes for men, wo-
men and children, and our national, consistent and
persistent advertising creates a demand for FLEET
FOOT and helps you to increase your sales.

FLEET FOOT Samples for 1920 are ready. Be sure to

see them before ordering.

Dominion Rubber System Limited
Head Office - MONTREAL

Service Branches At

Halifax,

St. John,
Quebec,
Montreal,
Ottawa,

Toronto,
Hamilton,
Brantford,

Kitchener,

London,

North Bay,
Fort William,
Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Regina,

Saskatoon,
Calgary,

Lethbridge,
Edmonton,
Vancouver,
Victoria.
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PRICES

The price of a grade of kid leather is not definite unless

the quality of the grade is definite and uniform.

By maintaining a definite standard and quality for each
grade, our prices are definite.

It always has been our policy, and it always will be, to sell

our leather not for as much as we can get, but as reason-
ably as we can.

By following this principle, we have been able to increase
our production to 1200 dozen daily, and it is still increasing.

Vode, the brand name for the better grades of Standard
Kid, is being advertised nationally.

COLOR 18—FIELD MOUSE
COLOR A—HAVANA BROWN

are in popular demand. Vode is guaranteed to be colored
through with pure dyes. It is not coated with a pigment
or paint finish.

STANDARD KID MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF BLACK AND COLORED GLAZED KID AND PATENT KID

207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

NEW YORK OFFICE, GIO TRIBUNE BLDG.

Factories, Wilmington, Del.

Branch Offices;

New York, Philadelphia, Rocliester, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, Montreal.
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PEP
BENNETT
DEPENDABLE COUNTERS

They give your shoes that added CLppCQY'
ance.

Their quahty ensures added Wear with real

comfort to the feet.

Your shoes must have pep to sell on sight
;

they must retain that pep under strain of wear.

BENNETT Counters will do it.

They must make good or we will.

BENNETT LIMITED
28 King St. East MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES 59 St. Henry Street

Kitchener CHAMBLY CANTON, P.Q.. CANADA Montreal

Made in Canada by the largest shoe fibre makers in the British Empire.
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Footwear
Headquarters

From coast to coast, Ames Holden McCready
Limited is Headquarters in Canada, not only

for leather shoes but for

Rubbers

Canvas Footwear

Tennis
and

Outing Shoes

Felts

The normal requirements of every Can-

adian retailer can be supplied by this company.

More than 5,000 retailers already appre

ciate the convenience and economy of con-

centrating their purchases with a house which

can and will give prompt and dependable stock

service on all varieties of footwear.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY
LIMITED

T. H. RIEDER, President

"Shoemakers to the Nation"

HALIFAX ST. JOHN QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO LONDON

WINNIPEG REGINA CALGARV EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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CLARK'S
McKAY SHOES

Have character entirely of

their own. Just the some-

thing that appeals to the ladies

who want nifty glove fitting

shoes.

This distinctiveness about our

shoes is the result of expert

knowledge of the McKay pro-

cess, and a determination to

keep abreast of the times in

the production of up-to-date

high-grade footwear.

CLARK BROS. LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B.

Manufacturers of Ladies' McKay Shoes
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DOMINION
CALF

Uniform Always
with

Highest Cutting Value
constituting

Greatest Economy
and

Perfect Quality

Davis Leather Co., Ltd.
NEWMARKET,

ONTARIO
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The Secret of

The D. & P. Canadian Made Fibre

Counter

lies in the
Good shoes wear out some time, but

you can't afford to have your shoes out-

last their counters.

The D. & P. Counter is guaranteed to

OUTLAST THE SHOE.

Fibre Counters, Upper

These are our main specialties. Many
manufacturers have been depending on

us for years to keep their factories sup-

plied.

ED. R. LEWIS, 21 Scott St., Toronto

Ontario Selling Agent

m
DUCLOS
Tannery & Factory,

St. Hyacinthe, P.Q.
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Successful Shoes
counter
The fact that D. & P. Counters have
been used consistent!}' by Canadian
manufacturers of High Grade Foot-
wear testifies to their reliability.

Insistence on the highest grade materi-
als and faultless workmanship enables
us to make our guarantee.

Leathers, Sole Leathers

We have made satisfactory deliveries
in the face of prevailing uncertainties
in the shoe and leather business. We
are in a position to handle your orders,
too.

The Duclos & Payan Tannery and Factory

where the D. & P. Fibre Counters

are made

1

& PAYAN
Sales Office & Warehouse

224 Lemoine St., Montreal

RICHARD FRERES, Quebec

Selling Agents for Quebec City
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H. o. Mcdowell

IMPORTERS hU^°;iT)!l JOBBERS
MANUFACTURERS >%j:5;#^ SALES AGENTS

H. N. LINCOLN

Q?
EASTERN BRANCH

401 CORISTINE BUILDING
MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltliam, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect
Liquid Wa.x

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

I. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.
Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, VVelting,
etc.

QUnF MACHINERY FINDINGS
OnUL. AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

MAIN OFFICE AN.D FACTORH
37 FOUNDRY ST. S.

KITCHENER

SHOE LACES
Made in Canada by

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
The most Complete Line of Laces to be found in Canada

ROUND LACES RIFLE LACES
Finest Cotton Yarn— Plain and Mercerized

A thoroughly up-to-date plant with large equipment insures

PROMPT DELIVERIES
We are supplying most of the largest users

HOW ABOUT YOU ?

We sell to Manufacturers and Jobbers only

UNITED STAY COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Manufacturers of

SHOE TRIMMINGS
IN LEATHER, IMITATION LEATHER, AND CLOTH

Top Facing All Colors Any Width m m

Plain Edge or Single or Double Fold

Pull Strap, Folded Drill, Vamp Stays, Complete Line

All Materials, Styles and Colors

WELTING FOR SEAMS, All Kinds M
SKUFFER WELTING

The largest manufacturers use OUR WELTING because it is

STRONG AND ECONOMICAL

SPAULDING'S FIBRE COUNTERS
The Original Guaranteed Counter
Perfect Fitting Highest Quality

SPAULDING'S OAK TAN INNERSOLING
Used Extensively by Manufacturers of McKAYS and POOLE

PROCESS WELTS

J. Spaulding & Sons Co., No. Rochester, N.H.
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POWERFUL
as to Wear
as to Sales

So powerful a factor in the Footwear Market
as Tillsonburg Shoes should have a place in

your business. The steady increase in the
demand for these splendid work shoes, places
them in the position of a thoroughly suc-
cessful staple— something you can recom-
mend to your customer as a reliable pro-
duct in every way

Tillsonburg Shoe Go.
LIMITED

Tillsonburg - OntarioV
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Co-operating with the

Jobbers

That is the Policy of

AIRD
We make very attractive shoes
to sell the jobbers. They com-
bine style, quality, and exception-
al w^ear service at prices which
allow generous profits to jobbers
and dealers and make a strong
appeal to the wearer. Compare
any line which competes with
Aird in style and quality and con-
sider the price. You will then
be satisfied.

Look in on us and see our samples. We
are showing a good looking line of Spring
footwear, which will at once commend itself

to you.

A postal will bring our samples to you if

you cannot call.

Aird & Son
(Registered)

MONTREAL
Selling

Jobbers

Only
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"/ Serve"

the motto graven on the arms of

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

Of all the high sounding maxims which grace
the various escutcheons of His Royal Highness'
numerous titles, none carry a deeper meaning
nor endear him more to the heart of his people
than these two short words "I serve."

In spite of present market uncertainties we are
serving our customers with an efficiency that
is unsurpassed during prevailing conditions.

The Slater Shoe Company
LIMITED

MONTREAL - - CANADA
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Patented
Dec. 30th, 1913

The

VULCO-UNIT
BOX TOE

The Vulco-Unit Process will

produce the lines of any last

to the finest detail and give

absolute permanence to the

shape of the toe—defying the

hardest wear. Is impene-
trable to moisture and pers-

piration.

The Vulco-Unit Box Toe
will prove its value by insur-

ing style, economy and dur-
ability to every pair of shoes
in which it is introduced.

Patented
Oct. 26th, 1915

Beckwith Box Toe, Limited
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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SPEED KING
WILL RULE

In 1920 Sales

Most Popular Canadian Brand
and an

Unqualifed Success Everywhere

The success of these splendid lines last season makes them of real im-
portance to the retailer who is making ready for coming demands. You
cannot go wrong with Speed King Outing Shoes.

Of particular value to the dealer is "Independent" Service. From coast

to coast our wholesalers will be found to carry a stock sufficient for all im-
mediate needs.

The following firms will supply you:

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited, Halifa.x, T. Long & Brother, Ltd., CoUingwood, Ont.
N.S The Kilgour, Rimer Co., Limited, Winnipeg,

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited, Amherst, Man.
N.S. Amherst Central Shoe Co., Limited, Regina,

Brown, Rochette, Limited, Quel^ec, Que. . Sask.
James Robinson, Montreal, Que. E. A. Dagg & Co., Calgary, Alta.
The A. W. Ault Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont. Dowers Limited, Edmonton, Alta.
White Shoe Company, Toronto, Ont. The J. Leckie Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, Out. The Fraserville Shoe Co., Limited, Fraserville,
The London Shoe Co., Limited, London, Ont. Que.

rail V 1 1 - 1 1 ^ V 1

1 he Independent Rubber to., Ltd.

MERRITTON, ONT.
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The Big THREE
in Footwear

PARIS
Women's McKays Men's Welts

PATRICIA
Women's Welts and Turns

METROPOLITAN
Men's Welts Women's McKays

Big because they dominate by their

quality value and wear service.

Desirable to the dealer because of

their saleability which is accelerated by

their attractive selling prices.

The generous profits and easy turn-

over which these lines bestow are, in a

measure, responsible for their marked

success and increasing popularity.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company
LIMITED

Branch

MONTREAL
Metropolitan Shoe Co., 91 Paul St. East, MONTREAL
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mi
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Profit by

the

Principle

which

won
the

war

mm
mi
m

mm

Concentration
—Concentration of power brought Victory.

—Concentration on Robinson Service solves most

problems in present day shoe merchandising.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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What Robinson Service

Means to the Dealer

JAMES ROBINSON
Who has been associated

with the footwear industry
for many years and whose
business is one of the best
known in the Dominion for

high-class footwear.

To have the right shoes always in

stock and to be able to duplicate

those models at a moment's notice.

To keep in stride with the ever-

changing conditions of the market.

To anticipate the requirements of

your customers and offer them the

season's popular models comply-

ing with the demands of fashion.

To be sure that you are handling

merchandise that will please your

trade and reflect credit to your

store.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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Adapting Your Stock to

Conform to Public Ideas

—

J. G. ROBINSON

There are many features in store

service which contribute to success-

ful merchandising. The first and

foremost of these is selecting lines

which will at once meet the ap-

proval of your customers.

Our lines have so well conformed

to the popular ideas of desirable

footwear that we can confidently

say that Robinson's footwear is an

asset to better merchandising.

Every order, large or small, has

our immediate attention and quick

execution. Place your orders with

us and you are assured of real ser-

vice.

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

Iglll ijiliiiiiii lltiill
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A Safe Investment
THE "BOSTONIAN SHOE"

rm

If future trade is to be built up a shoe must be all

you say it is when making the first sale.

For all round satisfaction both to you and your

customers you cannot handle better shoes than Bos-

tonians.

Every principle of High Grade shoe making is

embodied in their manufacture, and the ultimate ser-

vice and value given to the wearer is a guarantee of

their reliability.

The Bostonian shoe has a reputation for quick

sales and generous profits. Are you stocking it?

James Robinson
Specialist in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL

m
1
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Beautiful Buildings
—the stone and mortar, wood and plaster

reflect the planning of the architect's

genius..

Handsome Shoes
—the leather and thread, counter and lining

portray—in finished form—the structure

on which the shoe is built—the last.

To Attain
—shoes that are the last word in up-to-date-

ness answering the decrees of fashion

—

—shoes for staple wear designed along con-

servative lines for men who desire comfort
before everything —

—shoes for women that carry an attractive

distinctiveness with charming individu-

ality

—

—shoes for children that allow unrestricted

freedom to growing feet

—like the architect needs careful designing so

your shoes must have proper modelling.

During the period of unrest which all industries have
recently undergone we have maintained as good a ser-

vice as was humanly possible. Our aim is to improve
with conditions.

ROBIN BROS.
LAST MANUFACTURERS

131-143 Carriere Street, MONTREAL
Tel. No. St. Louis 1609
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DESIRABLE SHOES
Offering the Wearer

Style,

Quality,

and
Exceptional Value

And Allowing the Dealer
Generous Profits

and a
Rapid Turnover

Because of the Strong Appeal of

Their Style

and
Good Looks

Womens', Misses' and Children's

McKays,
Turns,
Oxfords,
Pumps
and
High Cuts

Canadian Footwear Company^ Limited
Montreal

Salesroom : 36 St. Genevieve Street,

Factory: Pointe-aux-Trembles
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Established 1882

For Results

Women^s Oxfords,

Strap Slippers,

Pumps, Colonials.

Men^s Shoes in

all styles and
shades.

Get at it

early

—

with a
Good Line

Your success depends upon securing

reliable lines of merchandise—what
you require exactly when you require

it. Our lines are all carefully selected

from those which have proven most
satisfactory in the past and represent

the most dependable stock for general

trade purposes. We have a special de-

partment to see that your order goes

to you when you want it.

Our traveller will call upon you
shortly.

Independent Rubbers

KANT KRACK
DAINTY MODE

for Immediate Shipment

White Shoe Co., Limited
9 Wellington St. West

TORONTO
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TheLargest
1

1MostImportant
andMostExpensive

ADVERTISEMENT
EverRun For This OrAnySimilar Line

The big, two page ad shown on the opposite page will appear in the Saturday Even-
ing Post of November 15th, 1919, in order that no one may fail to know that the follow-

ing week is

Dr. ScholVs Demonstration Week
(November 17th to 22nd, 1919)

This will be, beyond any question, the greatest week of sales in the Dr. Scholl line, as

well as in shoes, which has ever occurred. It will be the first time in history that sim-

ultaneous demonstrations, each in charge of a competent Practipedist, have been

staged in thousands upon thousands of shoe stores throughout this country and ^
Canada. /

HOW ABOUT YOUR DEMONSTRATION? ' /
Are you making preparations to share in the prestige and profits which ^
the stores carrying out the announcement made in this big ad oppo- y
site, will unquestionably gain? If not, do you not think that it /
would be well to do so ? Your customers are going to read that y
ad and are going to attend one of these demonstrations some- / Msiil
where. Would it not be best to show that you are prepared to yi .

give foot comfort, so that they need go no further? ^ IIIIS

HAVE YOU A PRACTIPEDIST? / Coupon/JNow
special arrangement, we can oner you ana your >

ti s i ii Mf c
employes, absolutely FREE, one of theHome Study X iis Addaide^st. East,

Courses in Practipedics from the American .
.

Toronto, Canada.

School of Practipedics. A little spare time / , , . „ c , „.f V am interested m Dr. Scholl s

study will enable anyone to complete the ^ Demonstration Week. Please send me as

Course and graduate before Dr. Scholl's / Portfoio givrnrcomplete information about

DprnnTKifrafinn WppV Pvrivpc; conducting a Demonstration, plan of WeekLfemonbUdtlOn VVeeil ctlliveh.
^^^^ means of hooking up to your advertising.
Enrollment Blanks for the Free Course in

THE SCHOLL MFG. CO. ,
rac ipedi s offered in your ad

y r^jame:

112 Adelaide St. East, Address-

TORONTO ^

CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON
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1920

Women's
McKays :

Artistic Lasts in the

newest models, at-

tractive in style and

appearance.

WELTS
FOR

MEN
BOYS

AND

YOUTHS

Footwear representative of a

factory where years have

been spent in producing a

product that will command
your approval and the en-

dorsement of your customers.

Selling

Jobbers

Only

LAGACE & LEPINAY
22 ST. ANSELME STREET

QUEBEC
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Sides, CropsJ Backs, Bends

Bellies, Shoulders, Heads

THE LANG TANNING COMPANY, LTD.
KITCHENER, ONTARIO - CANADA
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Tetrault

Styles

for 1920

Brogues
TETRAUU

Canadian soldiers returning home

are showing a marked preference

for English ideas in dress and

footwear.

Brogues are very popular in England

just now and will be distinctly

fashionable in Canada in the coming

season.

Tetrault leads with the new things

every time and continues to lead as

the greatest shoe house making

Goodyear Welts in Canada.

TETRAULT SHO^
Largest Producers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Office and Warehouse

—

9 Rue de Marseille,
Paris, France.

MONTREAL
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n Vogue
IAS THEM

Tetrault

Styles

for 1920

Anticipating the requirements of

the public, as usual, Tetrault has

grasped the situation and is now

turning out a quality line of the

latest models to meet the require-

ments of the Canadian Trade at

prices which comply with the

demands of the masses.

Be sure you get Tetrault Brogues

for Spring 1920. They keep up

the same high standard of ''Better

Shoes" for which the House of

Tetrault is noted.

klANUFACTURING CO.
LIMITED

Largest Exporters of Boots and Shoes in Canada

TORONTO
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FOOTWEAR FOR JUVENILES

SNUBBERCH O E a
The most predominating feature of SNUBBERS is

the quality of the soles

SNUBBERCH O E a
64 Wellington St., W. :-: :-: Toronto

SIh - Siand ilie%clfi
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4

'STANDARD

The Best Foundation
For Canadian Shoes

BREITHAUPT
Sole

Leather

Invariably

found on

Shoes of

Highest

Reputation

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limted

Manufacturers of
" The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather "

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec

mTTm («»* L " 1*1 1 1 1 II im ' Til l MM " nn " • ti ll
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J

in Children's Footwear is

Temporary

Economy

Future Extravagance
«

In these days of extremely high prices it becomes still more

necessary for the Retailer to secure for his customers a high-grade

shoe made from choice materials. A shoe that he can conscienti-

ously recommend as one productive of long" wear and satisfactory

service. This particular)}- applies to Children's Footwear.

The ECLIPSE LINE
of Growing Girl's, Youth's, Misses' and Children's Turns, McKays
and Stitchdown Welts, has all these qualifications. ECLIPSE
SHOES are constructed from high-grade, carefully selected ma-

terials. In the ECLIPSE SHOE you have the advantage of widely

experienced expert supervision, coupled with the most efficient

labor obtainable, with the consequent improved scientific methods

of construction, conducive to long service.

The ECLIPSE RANGE, the most complete and up-to-the-

minute line of Children's Footwear being shown in Canada to-day,

is now on the road. You cannot afTord to place before inspecting

ECLIPSE goods. Travellers now in their respective territories.

The Gait Shoe Manufacturing Co.

GALT, ONTARIO

Limited
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The Aim of the

Eade Shoe Co. Limited

To make good men's and
women's Welt Shoes.

To eliminate errors, and to

anticipate requirement.

To work for the good of

our customer and to be satis-

fied with nothing but perfec-

tion.

In short, to make the best

men's and women's Welt
Shoes in Canada.

THE STRIDER THE EAGLE
SHOE SHOE

For MEN
For WOMEN
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A Sure Selling Shoe
The Whole Year Through

The

Best Everyday Shoes
For regular service, withstanding the hard

usage to which a steadily worn everyday shoe

is subjected, Sisman's " Best Everyday " is

absolutely unexcelled. It lacks nothing in com-

fort to the wearer.

"Aurora" features a stylishness that makes it

appropriate for more exclusive wear, still giving

the service and satisfactory wear which classes

it as a thoroughly reliable footwear.

The Aurora Lines

The Trade Builders
of

Successful Merchants

Write us or ask your jobber

The T. SISMAN SHOE CO., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO
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YAMASKA
Satisfies

the

Trade

Every merchant knows that a sale of this well
made honest^footwear will bring a return customer.

Smart and dignified in appearance—Yamaska
commend themselves to men who want something
more than mere good looks at the first "try on".

Their strength and remarkable wearing quali-

ties have given them a decided preference where
WEAR is everything.

Yamaska shoes are endorsed by dealers be-
cause they ARE sellers.

If you haven't seen our samples write for them.

La Gompagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
ST. HYAGINTHE - QUEBEC

WESTERN AGENTS
The MacFarland Shoe Co., Calgary and Edmonton, Alta.

STOCKS CARRIED AT BOTH WAREHOUSES
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Spring Trade

for 1920

Will Make Extreme Demands
You can meet them with

WILLIAMS^ SHOES
High jjrices and keener competition call for the retailer's

most extreme care in his choice of stock. The utmost in

value will he sought more than ever. Williams' Shoes repre-

sent sound value for the customer and a good margin for the

dealer, while in design they show a style and neatness which

is the first factor in the saleahility of all better class Footwear.

Our travelers are now on their respective territories with

a very complete range of samples and undoubted values.

WILLIAMS SHOE
Limited

Brampton, - Ont.
and

Regina, - Sask.
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B RAND
l,;u >Y-st I'ilh-nl l,(-ilhcr Factoi-y

ii\ the brili^.l\ linipirc

ARCLAMyG & CO.,L.«n
(iSJ-ttl EASTERN AVtNUE-

TORONTO.

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED TORONTO

The Largest

PATENT LEATHER
Organization in the

British Empire
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Winning the Prince of Wales' Gold

Medal and the Gold Challenge Cup
at the Canadian National Exhibition

(By courtesy of Canadian Motor Boat;

Griffith Clarke's Leopard III. Winner of the International Gold Challenge Cup
at the C. N. E. Speed Boat Races
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Leopard III. Setting the Pace

Winning the Prince of Wales' Gold Medal and the Gold Challenge Cup at

the Canadian National Exhibition.

How to win International Trophies in motor boat speeding was shown
the hundreds of thousands of visitors to the Canadian National Exhibition
by Mr. Griffith Clarke with his famous " Leopards." These lightning craft

gave an excellent account of themselves and their fearless pilots at their

wheels sped them to victory with admirable skill.

On Labor Day " Leopard I." with Griffith Clarke at the helm, captured
the Prince of Wales' Gold Medal, doing 20 miles in less than 42 minutes, and
finishing up in brilliant style.

On Tuesday, September 9th, Mr. Griffith Clarke's " Leopard III." won the

Great Lakes' International $5,000.00 Gold Challenge Cup. Racing over a
course of 30 miles, this grim looking craft outdistanced its challengers and got

home in splendid fashion, at-

taining at the finish a speed
of over 50 miles an hour, the

average for the 30 miles

being 46 miles an hour.
Leopard III. has shown a

speed of over 60 miles an
hour

THREE ACES
In the middle is "Grift" Clarke, surrounded by Lieut. Provas and

Lieut. Smith
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TWO WINNERS-
Clarke's

Patent Leather
and

Mr. Griffith B. Clarke's

Speed Boat

LEOPARD I.

A. R. Clarke & Co. Limited
MONTREAL - TORONTO - VANCOUVER - QUEBEC
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MinisterMJe

See

Our New
Spring

Models

Footwear
De Luxe

offering superb lines

for high class trade

in

Welt Process

for

Men &
Women

Our
Travel-

lers are

Now Out

Minister Myles

Shoe Company
Limited

TORONTO

Makers of the famous ''Beresford" & ''Vassar" Footwear
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Excelsior Brand Needles
Are the Product of the Biggest Needle

Factory in the World

The manufacturers of this needle

could not stake their reputation on
anything short of the best. With
the greatest manufacturing facilities

and most expert labor they have

brought the Excelsior Needle to

perfection. It is specified by the

largest shoe manufacturers every-

where.

For use on Singer and Wheeler & Wilson Machines

THE S. M. SUPPLIES CO.
121 Beach St. - BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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A QUARTER CENTURY
ENGAGED IN THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF

FELT
Naturally FITS US to Meet Every Demand made for FELT. FELT has be-

come the Most Common Product used, outside of Leathery in the Making of

Shoes. It is Used for BOX TOES, UPPER and TOPPING STOCK, SOLES,
INSOLES, LININGS, CUSHION SOLES, FILLER, HEEL PADS, SHOE
ROLLS, BUFFING ROLLS, SHOE RACKS, Etc.-Hs Uses Increase Daily.

The SUPERIOR Line of FELTS Meets ALL
THESE NEEDS and Many More

Send for Samples and Pi ices

BOSTON FELT MFG. CO.
112 Beach Street, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

WILO
Re<j USA-

PATENT SIDES
FULL GRAIN

Good Working
Mellow

Good Wearing

ORT>ER A SAMPLE
WE KNOW YOU'LL WANT MORE

Exclusive Selling Agent

^

C. D. KEPNER LEATHER CO.
223 West Lake St., Chicago 139 South St., Boston
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C. H. ALDEM COMPAMY

The discriminating purchasers of men's fine footwear ohiain

their most exacting requirements in the line of high-grade

shoes manufactured hy the C. H. Alden Company.

AEMGTOM, MASS., U.S.A.
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Lawrence Leathers
Are Known and Used the World Over

A. C. LAWRENCE LEATHER CO.
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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A-C LAWRENCE LEATMER C9.
BOSTON . MASS. U.S.Ao

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST LOUIS CINCINNATI
ROCMESTCR GLOVERS VI LLE



made in every conceivable shape, material

and design, and range in price from one-

half cent per pair to sixty dollars per pair.

KESGOT MFG GO
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m
Kescot Quality plus 4,000 Kescot de-

signs assures retailers of a service that

only Kescot is in a position to give.

Remember there are no ^'Just as Good''
ornaments as Kescot Shoe Ornaments,
Tell us your needs.
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EDWIN CLAPP QUALITY
HAS EARNED THE CONFIDENCE
OF MEN EVERYWHERE. PER-

SONAL RECOMMENDATION BEING ONE
OF ITS STRONGEST ASSETS.

THOUGH FOREMOST AS EXPONENTS
OF THE SMARTEST TENDENCIES IN
STYLES, WE STILL INSIST THAT THE
GOOD OLD FASHIONED PRINCIPLE OF
"HIGH QUALITY" IS THE KEYNOTE IN
FOOTWEAR TODAY.

THE PASADENA LAST
MADE IN ALL LEATHERS

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS., U.S.A.

Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS.
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.

^ifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii
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Shoe Manufacturers'Goods

Canvases, Topping Fabrics, Linings, Laces, Buttons, Stays, Bindings, etc.—
practically everything used in the manufacture of shoes except leather and
hardware —one of the longest lines in the United States.

Eve Cloth

^ - REG. u s IW OFF

The Perfect White Shoe Fabric

The strongest and longest

wearing shoe hnings made

FARNSWORTH, HOYT COMPANY
BOSTON

Samples and prices of any line on request
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Has no Superior for its Beautiful, Smooth, Soft Grain. It is

worn by the Most Fastidious Leaders of Fashion. Always the

same—P. & V. Standard.

-I

Has won for itself a Recognition well in keeping with that Stand-

ard of Quality and Durability to which Users of this Leather will

Testify. Always made true to P. & V. STANDARD.

Horsehide in Buffed Finish

Cowhide in Full Grain

Samplas submitted on request.

Canadian Agents:

Pfister & Vogel Company, 87 South St., Boston, Mass.

y

......

I
vr I f r ! f I I

I I i 1 i I I ! [ [ t f I

1 I ' I r 1 I »

East Side of Menominee Calf and Kid Tannery
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Vaughan's Ivory Sole Leather

COST NO MORE THAN OTHER GOOD SOLES

GEORGE C. VAUGHAN
TANNERIES

96 Foster Street,

PEABODY, - - MASS.
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PREFERENCE
FOR

Miner Shoes
Dealers find an established preference for shoes which give uni-

formity in QUALITY and VALUE.

You'll find this combination in Miner Shoes, with an appealing
attractiveness in

a desirable asset to the dealer which is at once an assurance of

liberal profits and a rapid turnover.

Our salesmen are now on the road showing a range for Spring,

1920 more varied in style and price than ever before.

You'll appreciate the saleability of

MINER SHOES
for all the family.

The Miner Shoe Co., Limited
MONTREAL - OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO

Agents for the celebrated MINER RUBBER FOOTWEAR
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Our Business

Depends Upon
Our Service

and we see that it is good

"Imperial" Shoes
for Men and Women. Made in all

fine leathers. Goodyear Welts and
McKay Sewn.

"Maple Leaf"
Solid Leather working shoes. Every
pair guaranteed to stand the test of

hard usage.

"Little Canadian"
An extra fine line of Misses' and
Children's Shoes.

^^Speed King^^ Tennis
for Men, Women and Children. All

the new and popular styles.

The quality of the footwear we are

showing, as well as our service in

handling orders, has gained for us a re-

putation which it will be our greatest

ambition to live up to, and in placing

your orders with our salesmen you can

be absolutely sure of receiving our

prompt and careful attention.

Our travellers are now in their respect-

ive territories and will be pleased' to

show you footwear presenting attractive

business prospects for spring selling.

For the present assorting trade we
have on hand large stocks of seasonable

goods in Rubbers. Felts and Oil Tan
Packs and can assure you of prompt de-

liveries.

McLaren & Dallas
30 Front Street West, TORONTO

Rubber Footwear
KANT KRACK — DAINTY MODE — ROYAL
BULL DOG—DREADNAUGHT—VERIBEST

SPEED KING TENNIS and
SPORTING SHOES
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Adanac LeatherCo
Offering a large and varied assortment of

KID:
Black

Brown
Grey

HORSE:
Glazed Black

Dull Black

SIDES:
Patent

Mahogany
Beaver Brown
Gun Metal

Dull Black

Black Box

FLEXIBLE SPLITS
May we submit prices and samples?

STOCKS CARRIED AT MONTREAL

Adanac Leather Co.
216 Notre Dame Street West, MONTREAL
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Spring Style
features

The Blue Bird
for happiness

&

The Classic Shoe
for business

Getty & Scott

Gait, Ontario
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Answered
in the

Classic

Sprin

Styles
Can only result in wide popular-

ity and increased business as is

shown by the success of dealers

now handling our line, as well as

our own constantly growing busi-

ness. You will do well to try out

the Classic Line for yourself, or,

if you are already carrying it, to

feature it in every way possible.

Gett
Makers of Fine Sha

Gait,
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HY does the dis-

cerning Canadian

gentlewoman
choose one shoe in

preference to an-

First, for appearance, which

must bear her closest inspec-

tion; second, for comfortable

fit; third, for material and

workmanship which may not

be evident to the buyer when
she purchases, but will decide

whether or not she gets an-

other pair from the same

place.

Recognizing the worth and

proper relation of all of these

points we have endeavored to

embody them in each pair of

Classic Shoes we make.

: Scott
r Women & Children

Ont.

[W
other?
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"The Classic"

For

Spring

Getty & Scott

Gait, Ontario
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ARISTOCRAT LAST

Aristocrat
—

:

—"one of the leading class''

HERE is a shoe which carries its name into every,

fibre of its quality. Truly an aristocrat, it takes its

place among the better class footwear which main-

tain a merited reputation for sales.

Such a shoe is sure to bring the merchant a larger and

better class of trade because of its distinctive elegance

alone.

The material, the price and the value will suit yori

also because they are " Just Wright.'

Our salesmen are now out with Spring samples.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.
St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass.
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Spring &
Summer

Showings
For Men, Women
& Children

Embracing a splendid selec-

tion of latest styles, at prices

wbich popularize them at

once. Our travellers are now
out with full lines and will

solicit your close inspection

and approval.

We would also call your

attention to our original line

of moccasins and fancy slip-

pers. They make a profitable

side line.

THE RETAILERS
To-day Realize more than Ever

the advantages of Buckles Equip-

ped with the "DALCO" Device.

The "DALCO" can be easily at-

tached to any Buckle. Instantly

converts the Pump into a Colonial.

Buckles held perfectly Rigid and

are easily Interchangeable.

Order a Selection of Buckles with " DALGO "

Attachments and be Convinced.

DALRYMPLE - PULSIFER CO.
Manufacturers 88 Washington St., Haverhill, Mass., U.S.A.
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For Jobbers Only

Women's White Canvas
and Satin Slippers

turns only.'*

Latest up-to-date

Lasts and Patterns

Manufactured by

Wakefield Slipper Co.
Sanbornville, N. H.

Canadian
Representative

MEN'S
BOYS'
YOUTHS'

Staple Nailed and
Standard Screw Shoes

Manufactured by

MILTON SHOE CO.
Can be seen any time at my

Sample Rooms

Sales
Manager

Representative for Rena

HARRY E.
10 Victoria Street

Footwear Company, Limited

THOMPSON
MONTREAL

"EUREKA"
To the Jobbing Trade only

Our new 9" Black and Brown
Kid bals. They are well con-

structed and are money mak-
ers.

Write our Sales department

Am-Bri-Can Distributors
64-68 Adelaide St. E., Toronto

for up to the minute prices on

our lines

No. 924 Black Kid
No. 925 Brown Kid

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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I

A WANT SUPPLIED
Realizing the handicap which Canadian Shoe
Manufacturers are under in being unable to

always procure a STANDARD LINE OF KID

CITADEL KID
WILL IN FUTURE BE

STANDARDIZED

UNIFORM IN GRADES AND WEIGHTS.

Manufacturers can now order their require-

ments with the assurance of later being able to

secure further supplies identically the same as

previously obtained,

CITADEL KID has come to stay.

i

J. A. SCOTT
Eventually

CITADEL LEATHER CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL AND QUEBEC I

.
1
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Commencing October 15th, 1919, we will receive continually ship-

ments of

BLACK and BROWN
GLAZED KID

In Standardized Grades and Weights
Having closed with one of the leading tanners in United States to

take their entire output, which assures us a supply of

5,000 dozen Glazed Kid per month,
we are now in a position to contract to supply you for your next

season's run in selections and weights at a fixed price.

J. A. SCOTT
EVENTUALLY

CITADEL LEATHER CO., Limited
MONTREAL AND QUEBEC
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What Your Fellow Shoeman
Thinks of Neolin Soles

T. Torraville, Proprietor

Truro, N.S., February 28th, 1919.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada,

Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs;—

•

The writer has been watching with interest your advertising campaign on
Neolin Soles, also the great demand for same. I have been engaged in custom shoe
making and repair trade for some years, and naturally I regarded leather as the
ideal sole for boots and shoes. About three years ago, I began using Neolin,
style li.G. As my customers found the soles to be satisfactory, and when I was
fully convinced that in recommending Neolin I was offering a sole with more
points of merit than any other sole on the market, I then began to give these soles

real attention. Style 196 was added to our stock, and it has given splendid satis-

faction.

When a customer comes in I have been showing both style 146 and style 196,
explaining that the heavier sole only cost 25c more, and that there was practically
25 per cent, more wear in same. Customers quite readily accept style 196. I find

that men who do much walking, and those who are employed in work of a heavy
nature, readily accept the heavy sole. I also noticed that the demand for these
soles war> practically good for Fall and Winter wear.

I find Neolin to be a most satisfactory sole to work with. I enjoy stitching
same on stitcher and the boys like to finish same on the finisher. I never hesi-
tatb to recommend Neolin Soles.

I have also been a large user of Wingfoot Rubber Heels, and prefer to use
them, as I know that in doing so the customer is getting the best value.

As modern shoe machinery has superceded the old shoe repairing method, so
I believe will Neolin displace leather, and both the consumer and the repair man
will be gainers.

If my experience, and .the information contained in this letter can be used by
you to advantage, you will be at liberty to use same as you may wish.

Wishing you continued success in the marketing of your most excellent
products, I remain,

Yours very truly,

T. TORRAVILLE (Signed).

Neolin—The Longest-Wearing

Sole Material Made
Long wear in shoes means economy

for the purchaser— and the big major-

ity of people have to be economical.

Because of this, and because Neolin-

soled shoes do wear , Neolin soles

create repeat business— for both the

shoe retailer and the shoe manufac-

turer.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. of Canada, Limited

Toronto :-: Ont.
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Chrome Tanned Sole Leather.
We are now producing CHROME SOLE from both Packer

and Dry Hides in all Weights in Sides, Crops, Backs and Bends.

Wear is the chief test of this Leather, its service to the Wearer
is the same, whether in Men's, Women's or Children's Shoes.

'Its flexibility and lightness impart comfort and shape, and the

long wearing qualities of this Leather give it an advantage over Bark
Tanned Leather.

For resistance to wet, CHROME TANNED SOLE
LEATHER is highly recommended.

Samples of our CHROME SOLE LEATHER can be

seen at our warehouses in Toronto Montreal and Quebec.

May we send you a sample?

BEARDMORE & CO.
~ TANNERS —

TORONTO - - MONTREAL
- CANAQA _„

'
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DOMINIO
\.K-. DIIRRED ,RUBBER

rEDcor

The Naugahyde Ba;

Equal in appearance to

the Best English Club Bag
The many favorable comments which we have received from the trade

who have investigated the merits of "THE NAUGAHYDE BAG," make
us reaHze more than ever that this Bag will become one of the best sellers.

ABSOLUTELY WATERPROOF
ALL IN ONE PIECE.

Made in 16 in., 18 in., and 20 in. sizes for Men,
and in 14 in., 16 in. and 18 in. sizes for Women.

The Naugahyde Bag is distributed to the trade through the

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches
LOCATED AT

Halifax,

St. John,
Quebec,
Montreal,
Ottawa,

Toronto,
Hamilton,
Kitchener,

London,
North Bay,

Fort William,
Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Regina,
Saskatoon,

Calgary,
Lethbridge,
Edmonton,
Vancouver,
Victoria.
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the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, Tresident.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
Telephone A. 2700

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade
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The Spring
Situation

Travellers are now on the road

booking- orders for spring- lines,

in many cases there have been

increases in price that have perhaps placed the mer-

chant in a quandary—he has wondered if his customers

will not rebel at any further increases. However, the

situation as to leather prices seems to leave no room
for doubt as to the immediate future. Most manufac-

turers are producing their shoes based on the price of

leather contracted for at figures greatly below the

present market. One of the largest manufacturers of

women's fine shoes stated that they are paying an

average of $L25 for kid. If they had to duplicate these

orders to-day they would be paying- anywhere from

$1.50 to $1.60. The price of sole leather is based on

the co.st of hides several months ago—not on a re-

placement basis. Tanners state that it would be im-

possible to maintain to-day's quotations for high-

grade stock at the present price of hides. The labor

situation is nowhere near a solution—the demand is

still unabated for shorter hours and higher pay. Fac-

tories have the greatest difficulty in securing- sufficient

help to properly carry on their business. The "hel]3

wanted" sign is prominent everywhere. All of these

elements combined surely mean that, even though we
have reached a point somewhere near the peak, it will

be a long time before we can hope for an adjustment

to more normal levels.

The outstanding- feature of the

Gross Profils investigations being conducted

by the Board of Commerce seems

to be that body's utter lack of consideration of any

phase of merchandising but "gross profits." Now it

is ridiculous for any supposedly sane group of men
to suppose that an examination of the lump sum
gross profits of any business on earth will reveal

whether or not there is profiteering. To consider only

the buying- price and the selling price—whether of a

wholesale house or a retail store—gets us nowhere.

The Board of Commerce actually refused to listen to

a Winnipeg retailer who endeavored to explain the

overhead costs that must be deducted before the net

earnings could be considered. In fact the whole at-

titude of the Board so far seems to be a fixed deter-

mination to ignore such things as store rent, clerk

hire, insurance, interest, taxes, heating, lighting, post-

age, freight, bad debts, and so on.

Another instance of the Board's lack of business

sense is evidenced in their expressed determination

to expose any merchant or jobber who marks up
goods in stock to present re])lacement \'alues. AVill

the Board suggest some way in which merchants
could ])rotect themsel\-es against hea\y losses on a

down market if they did not anticipate such a possi-

bility beforehand?

The least that can be said of the Board's method
of conducting the enquiry is that it is misleading to

the public and unjust to the manufacturer and dealer.

Twisted mathematics are used to support a pre-de-

termined theory that manufacturers and merchants
have been profiteering. The very word "profit" is con-
strued to have an evil significance—something in the

nature of a grab or illegitimate tax levied on the pub-
lic by the merchant, instead of being, as it really is,

a merchant's only pay for his time, ability and ex-

perience, the use of his capital and the risk of losing
every cent of it, as thousands of merchants do every
year.

Curbing Mail
Order

Enthusiasm

.-\. little story has been going

around about how one retailer

demonstrated to his customers
the uncertainty and likelihood of dissatisfaction attend-

ing the purchase of goods by mail order. The incident

seems to have originated with a dealer who sold cream
separators and since then it has been applied to every-
thing from electric irons to incubators. However,
there is no reason why the shoe merchant in the small
town, trading with people who are liable to patronize
mail order houses, should not also take advantage of
this particular "stunt." Here it is, in the language of
the shoeman

: A farmer entered a store one day to pur-
chase a pair of heavy work boots and after dickering
around for some little time he said: "Why should I
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pay you v$S for these Ijoots when I can send to the city

and get them for $6.00? "Well," said the dealer, "i

can give you a pair of those too," and he produced the

box in which the shoes arrived. Not a string was un-

tied or a seal broken. "All right', said the farmer,

"open them up and let's have a look at them." "No,"

replied the dealer, "they'll stay in the box until they're

sold. Isn't that exactly the way you buy from the

mail order house? Don't you pay your money before

you ever open the box? I'll sell the shoes to you on

the same terms—that's fair isn't it?"

The customer cannot fail to see the point and any

dealer who takes the trouble to order a pair of mail

order boots and keep them unopened for the purpose of

this demonstration should have a profitable invest-

ment. AVe might suggest going still farther and mak-
ing this idea the basis of a window display which could

show very effectively the advantages of buying from

the home town dealer and thus securing comfort and

fit.

* * *

Creating
Confidence

As Briggs, the cartoonist,

would say, "Ain't it a grand and

glorious feeling" when a sales-

man actually admits that you are better off if you do

not buy what he has been trying to sell you. You feel

more kindly disposed towards him and towards ths

store he represents ; you feel so much better than if he

had insisted on making the sale when you knew very

well h; really did not believe what' he was trying to

make you believe. It is pretty certain that you will

have a lot more confidence in that salesman and his

store when future deals bring you together.

True, the store loses a customer—for the time be-

ing. But how much better to lose that customer tem-

porarily than to make a sale and at the same time lose

the customer's good will and advertising value.

Shoes and
Psychology

A tra\'eller sold a lot of fancy

shoes to Mr. A, a merchant in

Blankville. He then crossed the

street to Mr. B, a competitor of A's, and secured an

order of the same size for the same kind of shoes. A
bought because he suspected B would buy, and B

bought because he knew A had bought. At least that

In the way the salesman dojjed it out.

A put his shoes in the window and marked them

$10, following the salesman's advice. P>, disregarding

this advice, marked his only $8.30. The ladies saun-

tered l)y, paused, scrutinized and ])ought. But A, who
had ])riced his shoes higher, was re-ordering in two

weeks, while B's stock lasted the season out.

-Again—a merchant in a town of 2,000, whose best

pre-war customers were satisfied with a $4.50 shoe,

was prevailed upon to buy a dozen pairs to retail at

$12. By the time the shoes arrix ed his feet were like

ice and he was tempted to mark the shoes only $10,

which would have yielded him some profit. But ad-

hering to the salesman's admonition, with fear and

trembling, he printed a placard "Only $12.00". To his

amazement the dozen pairs were carried off ])y satis-

fied customers in less than three days, and though the

shoes in the inter\ al had advanced in price he doubled

his original order.

It all goes to show that if your mark-up is too low

—just the same as if it is too high—the public get the

idea that there must be something" wrong. For ex-

ample, a man went into a Toronto shop the other

day and saw an article for sale at $3.95, which looked

to be such a remarkably low price that he was sus-

picious and did not buy. In a round-about way, how-
ever, he later found out that the merchant bought the

goods at pre-war prices—some of the stock had been

held over—and just to arouse a little interest the stuff

was put on sale at a bargain price. If the retailer had

based his price on present quotations he would have

charged somewhere between six and seven dollars for

the same article.

Right>.Hand

Displays

In a newspaper make-up, as al-

most every advertiser knows,

:here are "preferred" spaces, both

for important news items and also for advertising.

Some enterprising investigator recently oft'ered evi-

dence to prove that almost everyone, except left-hand-

ed people, look to the right. For this reason positions

on the right-hand side are "preferred." The news-

paper man usually finds that the extreme right hand

side of his page is the best ; the middle is second and

the extreme left is third. This same reasoning may
be applied to display windows. We may assume that

the window at the right hand, entering the store, is

more valuable than the window on the left, and that

goods displayed in the right-hand portion of the win-

dow will attract more attention than those displayed

in the middle or the extreme left. The reason for this

may be that we are a right-handed people and we fol-

low right-hand traffic rules. The investigator proved

by actual tests that most people remembered best the

articles they had seen in the right-hand side of win-

dows. This is something a little out of the ordinary

of window display suggestion and may be worth try-

ing out. Put the lines you are most desirous of push-

ing in the right hand side and see how it works out.

Good Call for Outing Shoes

REPORTS from all centres indicate that the de-

mand for canvas outing shoes next spring will

be larger than it has ever been in the past.

It is pointed out by one of the large manu-
facturing companies that this is probably due to the'

increased cost of leather footwear, and also to the fact

that outing shoes have improved greatly in appear-

ance over those of a few years ago.
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First Annual Dinner of Montreal Retail Shoemen
Admirable Talks on Timely Topics by Representative Retailers and Manufacturers—

Mr. Geo. A. Slater Emphasizes Low Price of Shoes Compared with 01 her

Articles of Wearing Apparel — Mr. Peter Doig Points Out
Need for National and Industrial Patriotism

THE first dinner of the Montreal boot and shoe

section of the Retail Merchants' Association of

Canada, held at the Plac: Viger Hotel, on Sept.

30, was largely attended by retailers and by
representatives of the shoe manufacturing and tan-

ning industries. The speeches, in English and French,
were admirable, dealing mainly with subjects which
are of timely interest. Mr. Geo. G. Gales and Mr.
Aime de Montigny were joint chairmen. At the head
table were the chairmen, and Messrs. Geo. A. Slater,

hon. president of the Canadian Shoe Manufacturers'
Association ; Peter Doig, (Tetrault Shoe Manufactur-
ing Co.), Joseph A. Daoust, (Daoust, Lalonde & Co.),

Alf. Lambert, (Alf. Lambert, Inc.), J. A. Beaudry,
and L. Adelstein, secretary.

The following were also present. Madam V. Cou-
ture, Messrs. B. Avrich, J. Beaudin, P. Berman, J. O.
Boulerice, J. A. Brunet, J. W. Cousineau, Daoust,
(Daoust & Vigneault), A. Barrier, (T. Dussault), B.

Cummings, (Eaton Shoe Market), J. V. Quinn, (Fair-

weathers, Ltd.), H. Golub, Eudore Geurin, M. Gold,

W. J. Miller, (Hartt Shoe Co.), Albert LaSalle, C. R.

Lasalle, (F. X. LaSalle & Fils), E. Laurendeau. Jos.

Laurin, J. T. Lemire, A. Lamy, (Leduc & Bordeleau),

J. A. Pinet, (F. Leroux), J. B. Loiselle, L. Meunier,
E. Morrier, Jos. Normandin, A. Normandin, M. Kert
and B. D. Kert (People's Shoe Store), M. Pepin, A.
Mendelsohn (Regent Shoe Store), W. Segal (Royal
Shoe Store), A. E. Jones (Regal Boot Shop), J. M.
St. Onge, C. Sofio (Sicilia Shoe Store Reg'd), W. H.
Stewart, J. Pierre Vinet, S. E. Wygant (Walk Over
Boot Shop), D. Joselefsky, H. Jutras, L.-J. Marchand,
H. Gibbins, J. E. & D. Greenspoon (Reliable Shoe
Store), Geo. De Launiere, and a Montreal representa-
tive of "Footwear in Canada."

After some preliminary business, the secretary read

the following telegram from Toronto: "llie presidmt
and executive of the National Shoe Retailers' Associa-

tion of Canada send greetings and best wishes to their

Montreal friends." This was signed by Mr. Cook. A
telegram from Mr. J. Acton, Toronto, was also read.

Manufacturers Desire to Co-operate

Mr. Geo. A. Slater, the first speaker, assured the

retailers of the desire of the manufacturers to co-oper-

ate with them in the discussion of problems of mutual
interest. There were many subjects on which they
would not always agree, but these could be discussed
in a liberal and friendly manner, and he was certain

that good would result. There were, he was convinc-
ed, points on which the retailers could be of advantage
to the manufacturers and vice versa. The universal
topic today was the high cost of living, and he could
not understand why the pick was so strong on shoes,

the pick being spelt with a big P. Mr. Slater then re-

ferred to the advance in other commodities, pointing
out that in comparison with certain articles, shoes
were by far the better value, in spite of the higher
l^rices. He compared ladies long kid gloves at $10.00
per pair with ladies' shoes at $13.00, girls' hats at

$15.00, with girls' shoes at $5.00, boys' suits at from
$25,00 to $35.00, with bovs' shoes at $7.00, ladies hats
at from $50 to $75, with ladies shoes at $12 to $15.
Even a small ordinary ])ocket book cost $5, compared
with men's shoes at $10. There was, he asserted, no
comparison in the values. Shoes were cheap when
one considered the materials and the high cost of lal)or.

In his opinion, the high cost of living would onlv be
brought down by standardization, saving of material
wasted, and greater productions. After all, prices were

Mr. C. R. LaSalle, Treasurer,
Montreal Association

AIME DE MONTIGNY
President, Montreal Association Mr. Geo. G. Galss, Auditor
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Mr. Louis Adelstein, Secretary Mr. Geo. DeLauniere, First Vice-president Mr. J. T. Lemire, Executive Member

governed by supply and demand. There were many
commodities which could ba quickly produced—leath-

er was not one of them. We had annual crops of cot-

ton and wool, iron ore and coal could be easily dug at

any time, but hides for leather could not be forced.

It took at least four years for cattle to come to ma-
turity and consequently to secure hides for leather. In
the West there was a great decrease in' cattle, while
the population was increasing. The country could
not look forward to a larger supply of leather for

many months to come.

Necessity for Industrial Patriotism

Mr. Doig, who followed, delivered a speech the
keynote of which was patriotism—national and indus-
trial. His talk was lightened by several humorous in-

cidents, which had a bearing on the points he was en-

forcing. It was, h; said, a good thing for the various
sections of the industry to get together occasionally.

They ought to realize that they had in Canada unparal-
leled opportunities'—they ought, also in the common
phrase, to get more "pep" into the retail business of

Montreal, which in its turn would have an influence
on the other retailers in Canada. They ought also to

realize that they were at this time at the most sensi-

tive period in the history of the Dominion. It was a

reconstructive period, calling' for loyalty and patriot-

ism.

Mr. Doig pointed to Sir George Etienne Cartier,

Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Wilfrid Laurier as ex-

amples of statesmen with vision—men who saw be-

yond their immediate times and whose policies were
directed to the building up of Canada. But besides
national patriotism, there was industrial patriotism.

It was, he asserted, a lamentable thing to have Canad-
ian shoes sold over the cotmter as imported goods.
They should render unto Caeser the things that were
Caeser's. It was desirable that Canada should be
known as a nation of good shoe makers, and this was
not possible until Canadian productions were sold as

such. In this way we would win respect for our goods
the world over.

There had been some sensational statements as

to the exorbitant profits made in the shoe industry,

but he contended that there was no country in the

world where shoes were sold at such low prices as in

Canada. If the newspapers had taken the every-day
shoes, and not the high priced exceptions, there would
not have been the misrepresentations which had been
so freely printed. One of the objects of such associa-

tions was to make for the betterment of their industry,

to put more enthusiasm into their business. He asked
them to always have in mind loyalty to their industry

—not to be afraid to say to customers "These are

Canadian goods, and are just as good as any that can
be imported."

Mr. L. Adelstein reported on the retailers' con-

vention in Toronto, explaining and commenting on
the various resolutions passed.

Next Dominion Convention in Montreal

Mr. Gales remarked that at the convention it had
been suggested that the next convention with the

styles show should be held in Montreal. He was sure

that the gathering" would have the co-operation of

the Montreal shoe manufacturers and the support of

the retailers. Such a convention and show would
be of benefit to retailers, and he was sure they could
arrange a very successful event.

The Labor Question

Mr. Lambert spoke in some detail of the question

of production and hours. Labor, he said, was a.sking

for more money, and shorter hours, and with, larger

earning powers, men were not inclined to produce on
the old basis. The result was seen in the forcing up
of prices. A six hour day could only mean smaller out-

put, and it was not possible under such circumstances
to reduce prices. On the question of profiteering and
profits, Mr. Lambert asserted that retailers were com-
pelled to get higher profits, in order to meet the in-

creasing expenses and the cost of living. He said that

retailers were not making undue j^rofits, and pointed

out that retailers, at any rate, had not piled up for-

tunes as the result of the war.

Discussing the question of exports Mr. Lambert
referred to the heavy demand for shoes in Europe.
The previous day manufacturers had had under dis-

cussion exporting shoes to Russia. In that country
it was not just now a cjuestion of style, what was
wanted was shoes, and he suggested the formation of

a syndicate to take over all old stock and export it to
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Russia. There would be a ready market for such
goods. Concluding, Mr. Lambert suggested the in-

clusion of ladies in the membership of the association.

The Price of Hides

Mr. Daoust referred to his speech at the Toronto
convention, which had been so widely printed. In

that connection, he said that two hide dealers had ac-

cused him of bringing down the price of hides and also

accused him of later boosting prices. They gave him,
said Mr. Daoust, the credit of exerting a greater in-

fluence than he imagined he possessed. As a matter
of fact, he had nothing to do with the c[uestion of

prices; and it was a mere coincidence that President
Wilsoii got after the Chicago packers about the same
time Mr. Daoust complained of the action of these

packers in relation to the control of hides. He agreed
with Mr. Lambert as to the elfect of shorter hours and
restricted production on the cost of living. What was
true of the industry in this respect was true of the

tanning industry.

Mr. J. A. Beaudry discussed the subject of produc-
tion and distribution. Canada, he said, had the basis

of great national prosperity in her natural resources.

I'roduction was essential, but there was a tendency
among our people to ask for more wages and to work
less hours. It was important that the various interests,

manufacturing, wholesale, and retail, should get to-

gether and endeavor to disseminate the truth on the

subject of production and profits. Unfortunately con-

sumers had lost confidence, and there was an impres-
sion that the three interests mentioned were profiteer-

ing. The trade papers could do much to correct this

impression, and to give the real facts of the position.

Mr. Gales said that they were indebted to the foot-

wear trade papers for the helpful information they
g"ave.

Mr. Doig then entertained the company with a few
humorous stories, and the proceedings concluded with
thanks to the speakers, voiced by Mr. C. R. LaSalle
and Mr. Gales.

Mr. G. F. Rannard of Winnipeg Issues Statement to the Daily

Press Regarding Probe of Slioe Prices

MR. C. F. RANNARD, the well-known AVin-

ipeg shoe retailer, was recently called be-

fore the Board of Commerce, investigating

the cost of shoes. The tactics of the exam-
iners appear to have been similar to those used else-

where—a determined effort to bring to light the high-
est percentage of mark-u]i, irrespective of the store's

average net profit. During the course of the exam-
ination Mr. Rannard endeavored to point out to the

Board that there existed in business such things as

overhead, short profits on various lines, odd sizes and
left-overs that are sold at a loss, and so on, and that

there was no sense or reason, in inflaming the public

mind by a publication of the profits made on only
a certain few styles. The Board, however, continued
on its own policy, stating that Mr. Rannard might
be given an opportunity to explain these things at

some later date.

After the examination Mr. Rannard issued a state-

ment to the daily press. This is as follows:

"Mr. Whitla, on behalf of the commission, asked
me to state the highest priced shoes, men's and wo-
men's, that were carried for retail selling. This was
given willingly, but I pointed out to the commission
that it was an unfair method of going into the spread
of prices in retail shoe stores by taking out such
shoes, which, as is generally known, carry the high-

est profit. That to get an accurate spread would be
by considering the various articles usually stocked
in a retail shoe store, which retail at a selling scale

from 10, 20, to 40 per cent., that high grade and style

shoes bring a higher profit, and that aljout 30 per
cent, of such shoes are retailed at bargain prices in

order to clear out 'left-overs' and 'shop-worn' merch-
andise. I stated that we carried men's and women's
durable shoes made of good materials that would give
good wear at from $5 and $7 respectively. Rubbers,
moccasins, felt boots and slippers are sold at a very
close margin, and, as the season is short, it is cus-

tomary for the merchant who desires to clean stocks
to bargain these regardless of what they cost. It

v/ould be a better method to first go into a shoe firm's

yearly statement, showing their trading account, gross

profit, expenses and net profit. This would show
whether or not the merchant was profiteering. We
have filed our statements with the government ever

since the war tax on profits became efifective, and if

the commission can show by our statements that we
were making an undue net profit, then we should be
held up to the public as profiteers."

"Retail shoes in Winnipeg are sold very close,"

said Mr. Rannard, "in consideration of the cost of

doing business. From twelve to sixteen years ago,

when I first went into the shoe business, we were
able to run our -business on 15 per cent, selling cost,

whereas to-day this is doubled, and our 'mark-up' has
not increased anything near in proportion. Then,
again, 25 to 30 per cent, of our 'left-over' sizes and
'shop-worn' lines are sold at bargain prices regardless
of what they cost, and it is our method each time
they are placed before the public to make a further
reduction.

"As far as our stores are concerned, the customer
who does not seek the highest grade made from
picked skins and from hard-to-find selections, can
always secure good, wearable shoes, good fitting and
neat looking footewar, at economical prices within the
reach of anyone's purse. My experience these last

few 3'ears has been that the public are very critical

and call for high-grade shoes.

"As far as the Rannard shoe stores are concerned,
no commission or government, I am satisfied, can
ask us to reduce our spread in prices, as it is based
entirely on the cost of doing business. We have tried

to get our rents lowered; we are very careful to scru-
tinize all costs ; but our past experience has been that
it pays to employ good men and women who under-
stand their business, give the desired service and sat-

isfaction to our customers and, therefore we pay these
people good wages, which we find is the cheapest in

the end.

"We stand ready to put before the commission all
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papers, documents, statements and other information
that it desires, feeling- satisfied it will find we are sell-

ing at reasonable prices and making a small percent-

age of net ]:)rofit, and that any reduction would com-

pel us to reduce salaries or carry on our business with
less employees and follow the cafeteria plan, which,
although tried, has not proven successful in the shoe
business."

A Store's Mission is to Serve the Public
You Must Have Faith in the Article You are Selling—the Customer Must be Pleased

—

Exaggerated Advertising Does Not Pay—Of Little Value are Guarantees,

Comparative Prices and Continual Sales— Some Words of

Advice for the Retail Shoe Salesman

THE only excuse a retail store has for its ex-

istence is for the service and convenience it

can ofTer its patrons.

To better ser\-e, and give the best that money
can obtain for every dollar received is the foundation

of all successful business houses.

To accomplish the desired results it is essential

that all employees should have a clear idea of the

principles and ideals adopted by the institution they

re;>i'&s#»4.

"Confidence is Essential"

Unless you feel that the firm is right, and has the

highest ideals and principles for its conduct, you are

wasting your time to even consider becoming an em-
ploye.

You must have faith in the business you are try-

ing to help develop, or you will not only be in the

way of your own progress, but you do harm to the

business itself.

You cannot hope to be a success as a salesman
without confidence in the merchandise you are sell-

ing. If you feel that you are not giving the best of

values you will surely fail.

Study the business, learn values and what is re-

quired to make a business success, this will enable

you to judge what is right and convince you of the

value of the service being given.

"The Test of Se?:vice"

Every transaction has to stand the test of service,

and you will find it to your interest to take a real

interest in your customer's wants and see that these

are properly filled.

Do not feel that the most essential thing is to

make the sale. Consider first if the merchandise is

desirable and fitted for the purpose it is wanted.
A sale is not complete until your customer has

been pleased in every essential. Do not suggest

things that you know will not prove satisfactory.

You are either developing or retarding the progress

of the business with every sale you make.
If you are in doubt about any question you are

called on to answer, ask some one who knows and
can give you the information wanted. Always be sure

that you are right.

"Advertising"

All advertising must be based on facts. Exagger-
ations must not be resorted to. It's a waste to pay
for space filled with hot air.

Statements that state the facts in the most simple

words and tell your prospective customers as near

as it is jKjssiI)le just what may be ex]:)ected bring the

best results.

Lincoln said: "You can fool all the people some-
times, and some people all the time." If you want
to build up a business and succeed there are not
enough people in the community that can be fooled
all the time to make the effort worth while. It pays
to tell the truth.

Be sure to read every ad. and try to see that every
promise is fulfilled. The value of the firm's adver-
tising increases as people more fullly learn to appre-
ciate the merit of the advertising policy, and accept
the statements for their full value, this will make
every word a paying investment for the future when
properly and honestly carried out.

"Comparative Prices"

Comparative prices should not be used except
when actually justified, and where prices have actu-
ally been reduced. This is good business when you
are actually giving more than value received.

Comparative prices when used' to get business
away from a competitor never should be considered
whether you can -make statements that are really facts

or not. Never use a competitor's merits or shortcom-
ings to get business.

Comparative prices, .explaining the difiference in

the value of an article you are trying to sell and one
that ofifers less value at a lower price, is good busi-
ness. It's the value and not the price of an article

that is longest remembered.
\\nien you find an opportunity to save your cu.s-

tomer money by suggesting an article that will fill

the need satisfactorily at a lower price, you are using
good judgment and will make friends.

"The Reason for Sales"

Merchandise that has its value based on style

loses in value as the season advances and something
else is produced to take its place. Seasonable merch-
andise must be sold during the period that it was
intended to serve its purpose.

Sales on style merchandise are not only justified

but are essential. The price in this character of mer-
chandise is based on the newness of style, and loses

its value when this feature is eliminated.

Sales are a necessity to keep a stock clear of all

odds and ends, to allow goods to remain in stock be-

yond the period during which they should have been
sold is only creating losses in the end, and no one
serves the firm better than he who always makes
special efforts to have clean stocks.

Cutting prices and having sales, just to increase
volume and disregarding the fundamental principles

of good business practices will lead to loss of confi-
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Some of the Latest Models in French FootiCear, Illustrating the Short Vamp and Round
Toe so Popular in that Country

A decided novelty in ornament.
Made of tulle, it has the appear-

ance of a thistle bloom.

Dainty evening shoe in white or

coloured -satin. The ornament closely

rese^nbles a dragon-fly.

A simple hut effective shoe. The

fastening is hidden behind the tab.

— Courtesy Footw-^ar Organizer.
I

dence with the consumer and react to the final detri-

ment of the firm.

"Guarantees"
• Most guarantees have very little value, due to the

fact that the customer has been too frequently mis-

led, and does not feel that guarantees are justified

or worth while in most instances.

An argument based on the guarantee of the ar-

ticle meeting certain requirements should never Ije

used without first making sure that there is no doubt
about the claims made. It is seldom necessary to

make guarantees.

The reputation of the firm should be such that

the fact that the goods are being offered in itself

offers sufficient guarantee of its value, in fact no
merchandise should be accepted or ofTered for sale

about which a doubt exists as to its real merit.

As a matter of good business, if for no other reas-

on, every article ofifered by the firm has the stamp
of its approval, and carries with it a guarantee of

perfection and satisfaction, and merchandise that is

defective or unsatisfactory will be cheerfully taken
back when the claim is justified.

"Courtesy"

The most inexpensive asset we have is courtesy.

We can be courteous to everyone we meet without
any cost to ourselves, in fact to practice courtesy is

improving our own worth at all times.

Customers at times feel that they for some reason
have been mistreated, and will say things that are

not pleasant and really justified. To return angry
remarks only adds fuel to the flame.

When a custoiiier complains and makes really un-
reasonable demands that cannot be granted, the least

said is soonest mended. It is in most cases better

to refer them to some one whcj can discuss the prob-
lem and make the necessary adjustment if required.

A mild answer and a real effort to find the cause
of the com])laints will frequently eliminate all trou-

ble, especially when imaginary, which is at times the

case, but never under any circumstances allow vour-
self to become angry and talk back.

"One Price to All"

A piece of merchandise has its definite and real

value, based on its original cost, with the cost of do-
ing business and a reasonable amount for net profits

added, and is worth as much to one as another of a

store's patrons.

To be successful, a store cannot and must not
take into account the standing of the individual in

the community, all patrons must ha\ e the same ser-

vice, given the same values and consideration under
all circumstances.

To grant special favors by giving special dis-

counts or prices to certain patrons is not only poor
business but really dshonest and cannot be tolerated
under any conditions and would probably destroy
confidence more quickly than most any method that
could be pursued.

If an article is not worth what it is marked, the
one in authority should change this price at once and
re-mark it. Do not try to fool your customers, it's

neither honest nor good business for the present or
future. Give all the same square deal under all cir-

cumstances.
" Dont's "

Do not allow customers to wait near you without
being spoken to, regardless of how busy you are.

Do not spend your time and energy worrying
about the other fellow's job, improve your own.

Do not allow goods to leave the house without
being positive that the proper charges have been
made.

Do not accept goods for return that have been
damaged or abused, and always l)e sure that the pro-
per credit is given.

Do not entertain friends while customers are wait-
ing for some one to attend their wants.

Do not gossip. It's bad for one's character at anv
time, but worse for a store and will do a great deal
of harm

.

Do not give a customer a misfit in anything as
you and the store will have to take the blame even
though it's the customer's own choice.

Do not complain to your customers about your
surroundings. If you are dissatisfied go to the' one
in authority and complain or change your position.

Do not avoid a customer you feel does not want
much. To-day's penny customer may mean your best
sale in the near future.

Do not hesitate to look after the little thinos. It's
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the small items that make up the year's business and
the pennies represent the firm's profits.

Do not envy the fellow ahead of you. There is

always room at the top and the proper efforts to im-
prove yourself and hard work to succeed will better

your condition.

Do not mind shovvino- everything that your cus-
tomer shows an interest in. even though it may seem
energy wasted, it may lead to sales in the future.

Your customers will talk.

Do not be persistent. Always show goods will-

ingly, tell all you know about them that is interesting
and worth while, but never insist on ]nu-chases being-

made. •

Do not i)ractice familiarity. It is not good man-
ners, neither is it good business. Many people re-

sent being treated in a familiar way. It is better to

just be courteous.

Do not use slang. It may sound good to a crowd
having a good time, but is out of place in a store.

You can look pleasant, feel happy in your work, and
really have a good time without being hilarious.

Do not fail to make your customers feel at home.
Consider them as your individual guest while look-
ing after their wants and accord them the same con-
sideration you would expect in another's home.

Do not make unjust statements about anything
and never exaggerate to make a sale. It leads to dif-

ficulties and loses customers in the end.

Do not argue with a customer about the merit of

a competitor's merchandise or reputation. Everyone
has a right to their own opinion.

Do not fail to read and study the store's advertise-

ments and keep posted about the business in all de-

partments. You will find it a good investment for

your own advancement.

What to Do With Your Bank Balance

EVERY cloud has a silver lining. The cloud of

war which overshadowed Canada for nearly

five years, has disappeared, and the country
emerges from the ordeal stronger and greater

than she has ever been.

Ample proof of this is found in the fact that her
people, notwithstanding the many claims upon their

pockets, have increased their cash balances in Banks
and Post Office by nearly 655 million dollars in the

last five years. The figures have gone up from $1,-

086,103,704 to $1,740,462,509. In this respect Canada
will compare favorably with any other nation that

was engaged in the war. The increase is something
like 75 per cent.

The Victory Loan, 1919, offers a very profitable

investment to every person who has a savings ac-

count. The rate of interest is considerably more than
that i^aid by the banks and, besides, investors will be
putting their money to the best possible use in

strengthening and consolidating the financial posi-

tion of our country and the restoration of the men
who went overseas to suitable places in civil life.

One retailer features to some extent two ])airs of

baby shoes in a fancy box, suitable for a gift. A
fancy card accompanies the ])urchase and he says it

takes well.

Spring, 1920, looms up as the biggest low shoe sea-

son on record—brogues well in the lead.

Wonderful Development in Can-

adian Footwear Factories

During Past Few Years

DURING the last few years Canada has made
strong strides in the i)roduction of boots and
shoes. Factories have been increased and ex-

tended, and this year there have been some
notable additions to th; productive capacity. Besides
increasing their output, Canadian manufacturers have
improved the ciuality of the goods, and it is no longer
necessary to go outside the Dominion to obtain the

very highest grades of footwear. We have the best

machinery obtainable, skilled labor, and abundance
of cheap power, and can draw upon the markets of the

world for raw material.

A few figures illustrative of the growth of the in-

dustry will be of interest. In 1909 the output was
eleven million pairs, and this was increased during
one of the following years to 20 million pairs. The
latter total, however, was exceptional, and was due to

heavy Government orders and free buying. The nor-

mal annual output is sixteen million pairs, in addition

to which there is a certain number of slippers and the

production of shoes, by rubber companies, of which
rubber forms a constituent.

AVe may divide Canada into three divisions, for the

purpose of analyzing the output—the Montreal dis-

trict, which produces 50 per cent, of the entire total

:

the Toronto district which virtually means Ontario,

25 per cent.
; Quebec, 20 per cent. ; and the Maritime,

5 per cent. The amount of shoes made in the West is

negligible. The province of Quebec is of the chief

centre of the firms making for the jobbing trade ; but in

every division there are manufacturers producing
from the cheapest to the highest grades.

Ontario, however, supplies the greater portion of

the domestic leather supply. Canada is dependent up-

on the United States for much of the higher priced

leathers, and in the chief cities there are many agencies

for the sale of leather from that country.

The last few months has seen an important de-

velopment in the export trade. The visit of three lead-

ing manufacturers to Europe had a great bearing on
this c[uestion. Before then we had been doing an in-

creasing trade, particularly with France, but the visit

of the three manufacturers resulted in more extensive

orders being placed in Canada. A considerably larger

amount of business could have been done but for the

strong rise in the cost of leather. Canada must in-

crease her exports if we are to find .a way out of the

heavy financial burden which the war has imposed on

the country, aud there seems no more promising field

than the shoe trade.

So far the shoe trade has been singularly free from
industrial troubles; although it is true wages have in-

creased, and the supply of skilled labor has not been

up to recjuirements. As a whole, operatives have been
satisfied; they are earning g'ood wages, with steady

employment. There are, however, complaints that the

l)roduction is not, per man, up to pre-war standards.

The outlook for the immediate future is satisfac-

tory. The domestic demand is excellent, and although

prices are higher than in former years there exists no
great cause for uneasiness.
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LOW cuts are the predominating feature.

One, two and three eyelet pumps are

unquestionably the best bet—the one-

eyelet ties leading. Colonials are sec-

ond in line and oxfords third. Small, medium
and large tongue pumps are shown with the

eyelet and strap effects and also in plain mod-
els. A development in the oxford lines is seen

in the brogue patterns displayed by many
makers. These are made in various leathers,

but prevail in browns.
Chestnut brown seems to be the most want-

ed and acceptable color—in both kid and calf.

In fact there seems to be some standardization

on this shade as it is one recommended on the

color card of the Allied Tanners' Council of

the United States. Beaver brown is next in

popularity to the chestnut brown, and is used
in several attractive combinations in high-

cuts. The lighter colors—gray, ivory and so

on—seem to be only of passing interest and
are not in great demand.

Patent leather will be extensively worn,
most of the leading makers showing this leath-

er in their range of samples. Black kid will

be a good seller also, but in many quarters

there is a feeling that white lines will experi-

ence a falling off.

The same general tendency towards longer

fore])arts continues. There seems to be no de-

sire either on the part of the trade, or the

wearers, to have shorter vamp lengths. The
time may come in the near future when we
shall revert to the round toe last now so popu-
lar in France—and which is being manufac-
tured by one or two makers in the United
States—but the present tendencv is all toward

the long, slim effects of the past season.

The Louis heel continues in substantial

favor, although there is a good demand for

the Cuban heel and a particularly interesting-

development is seen in the Baby Louis heel

which is shown by one maker of fine women's
shoes to a considerable extent. In fact he is-

sues a warning that retailers caught without
at least a sprinkling of Baby Louis heels will

be sorry for it. It is generally considered that

a dress shoe is not as it should be without a

curved heel and the full Louis has established
a strong hold in this connection. However, the
Baby Louis is a compromise that combines
the comfort of the Cuban heel with all the ad-
vantages of appearance of the full Louis, and
there should be a number of them worn next
spring.

Gypsy pumps and boots have been revived
to some extent in the United States., and it

is thought in some quarters that they will

have another sensational run.

Some makers state that their sales are run-
ning largely to low cuts, there being no great
demand in the high-grade lines for high-cuts.
Staples, of course, are always safe, but for the
best trade there seems to be every indication
that it will be a low shoe year dating from the
beginning of the year, ^^"oollen hosiery, now
becoming popular, makes this a reasonable
possibility.

Plain colors are the rule in high-cuts

—

blacks and medium browns in kid and calf.

A few combinations are seen, but the demand
does not seem to be very great. Satin tops are
shown on a few^ models and there are plenty
of novelties for those who want them.
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One of the newest style developments for Spring is the
Gypsy pump. The distinctive features of this new Gypsy
pattern are the high cut throat and fancy quarter foxing
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Medallion throat overlay on a
Baby Louis pump. This heel is the
season's latest style feature—Na-
than D. Dodge Shoe Co., New-
buryport, Mass.

Dark tan oxford with mannish
heel, imitation tip
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N. S. R. A, Style Program for Women's Shoes

for Spring, 1920

Low Shoes Dominating Note

IT is recommended that styles of low shoes and
pumps remain in accordance with the existing
vogue, that no new styles of lace or button boois
be shown for the spring of 1920, and that oxfords

pumps and pattern pumps be the dominating note for
spring, 1920.

Colors

We recommenid tans in two shades in calf—a nut
brown and a lighter shade. In kid, a medium dark
shade of brown, avoiding the red tint as far as pos-
sible, and a darker golden brown.

A neutral shade of medium gray.
The continued use of black kid in glaze, semi-

glaze and mat; also black calf and black patent
leather.

Black, white, beaver and dark brown and neutral
medium gray in ooze, suede, black and side buck.

White shoes will be very much in vogue for sum-
mer wear in white kid, cabretta, calf, suede, buck and
side buck; also fabrics. The making up of fine quality

canvas in fine shoes should be encouraged.
Satins should be encouraged for dress and semi-

dress wear only. For evening wear metallic cloths

will also be worn. A limited amount of bronze will

also be worn.

4— —„_„_„_.,_„,_„_„„_„._,„_. „„_„_.._„„_„._.„_,._

A Handsome Line

MR. W. G. FALLEN, sales manager for Getty

& Scott, Gait, Ont., has been at the King
Edward Hotel, Toronto, showing the line of

Classic shoes for spring, 1920. A feature of

this line is a handsome one-eyelet tie, which, ac-

cording to general opinion, is going to be the one
best bet in low shoes next spring. The Brogue ox-

ford is going to be another strong seller and Getty
& Scott show it in cocoa brown, patent and white

buck. The Baby Louis heel is another development
in the Classic lines and, contrasted with the full Louis
heel, is in a class by itself. It has all the advantages
of the Coban heel combined with a grace of outline

that should make it very popular. A novelty is an all

red kid five-eyelet oxford, and there is also a high

cut of a beautiful shade of blue kid. A line with pat-

ent vamp and shepherd's plaid cloth quarter, in all

sizes, from the baby in the cradle to the mother, is

very attractive. A combination high cut is

field mouse and chestnut brown. Two strik-

ing models make use of satin uppers. One is of chest-

nut brown kid with seal brown satin upper and the

other is black patent with black satin upper.

Classic shoes for children were also shown and the

range is very complete, including the Tru Trod and
Foot Trainer lines, made on nature lasts. There was
also a good showing of high cuts for growing gu-ls.

The Getty & Scott travellers are now on the road.

Mr. D. R. Holly is covering Eastern Ontario and
Montreal; Mr. F. R. Delafield, north-western Ontario;

Mr. Wm. Edwards, Toronto; Mr. W. E. Young, Lon-
don and Western Ontario; Mr. W. A. Kearney, Que-
bec and the Maritime Provinces ; T. A. Cosford, nor-

thern and Eastern Ontario, and Messrs. P. R. Logan,

W. A. McDonald and L. S. Waldcn in the prairie

provinces.

Lasts

We still recommend that no new lasts be intro-
duced wdth more than a size and a half extension and
to carry not more than a four-inch vamp. Lasts now
in vogue are to continue.

Heels
The use of lower heels in wood and leather, Cuban

and Louis, is recommended.

Patterns

We recommend that pattern pumps be shipped
untrimmed, so that customers can select their own
ornaments. f

Making '

We recommend that light welts and McKays be 1

encouraged on all pumps and low effects for semi-
\

dress and street wear.
j

Sport Shoes i

The sport shoes, as now in vogue, will continue. 1

Present indications are that for the mid-summer sea-
|

son of 1920 sport styles will come back into their own !

as strong as they have been in years past. The lasts
'

should be up-to-date, carrying 8/8 heel. The use of
j

fibre soles and rubber heels having proven successful
J

should be encouraged. s
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Demand for Pumps and Oxfords

LA PARISIENNE SHOE CO., LTD., Maison-
neuve, makers of women's lines, are showing
two new and attractive lasts. These are a
pump and a shoe made in widths from triple

A. to D. The pump has a Spanish heel, Ay^ in. vamp,
and imitation buckle efi:ect. The pump is also made
with a Southern tie. One style has two eyelets on
either side for the lace, which terminates in a bow

;

another has two buttons, one on each side, for the
purpose of securing a strap which runs across from
side to side and holds the shoe in place. The pump
is made in patent, black, field mouse, dark gray, and
white kid. The other new last is a whole fox shoe,

with plug effect, and waved top. The vamp is 4^^
in. long, and has a Spanish heel. The shoe will also

be made in button style ; the leathers will be in great
variety and in combination. It is stated by the com-
pany that there is likely to be a heavy demand for

jnnnps and Oxfords, which will be worn with gaiters.

Patent Leather Lines Selling Well

ELIE Jobin, Limited, manufacturers of the "Al-

liance" shoe, Quebec, state that their best sel-

ling line^are as follows; Women's patent leath-

er pumps, Louis and Cuban heel—also the same
model in kid ; women's patent leather oxfords, Louis
and Cuban heels—also the same model in kid;

women's seamless bals, Mahogany vamp, Nubuck top,

high cut—also the same model in kid ; men's and boy's

mahogany seamless bals, narrow toe last, Neolin soles

and rubber heels ; men's and boy's box calf, seamless

bals, narrow toe last, Neolin sole and rubber heel;

men's and boys' gun metal seamless bals, narrow toe

last, Neolin sole and rubber heel.
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General Adoption of Oxfords, Pumps and Spats
Popularity of Low Shoes Will Be Reilected in More Plentiful Supplies of Leather

—One, Two and Three Eyelet Ties Leading in Demand With Colonials

Plain Pumps and Oxfords Following
' ~" From Our Boston Office

THE prevailing styles for the spring and
summer of 1920 will reflect the after-

math effects of the waste of war. All efforts

are being exerted to emphasize economy
in cutting- stock, and the standardization of
both men's and women's trade of oxfords to be used
with colored spats during- the winter and early spring
months is evidenced by the returns of the shoe sales-

men with their future orders. The increasing popu-
larity of oxfords on the present high price leather
market is a very good sign and is sure to help to
keep the price of shoes from soaring to any greater
price than is absolutely necessary. There are plenty
of fancy creations unlike anything yet seen which
will be exhibited in the stores and by the travelling
salesmen but the very extreme high boots and uneco-
nomical patterns will not be in vogue. The Allied
Trade Councils representing all branches of the shoe
industry have recommended certain specific things
along lines of economy which will be complied with
by all manufacturers as far as it is practical for the
difl-'erent firms to do so.

Women's Shoes

The patterns in women's footwear for the spring
will all contain graceful and dainty lines if they are

4.»-

i

i

going to sell. Combinations in colors will be absent
except in sport footwear. Buckles in entirely new
designs and creations will be displayed in increasing
numbers in the shoe store windows. The biggest
season yet is predicted in shoe ornaments. A new
buckle appearing with heretofore unknown patterns

is the solid cut steel effect. Sharper lines and much
brighter effects are the result of these new orna-
ments.

One, two and three eyelet pumps with long
tongues, both plain and ornamental will be in great-

est demand, according to the reports received. These
will be closely seconded by colonials and combina-
tions of colonials and pumps, and oxfords in third

line of choice. Louis heels remain in vogue, many
with dull aluminum heel plates. The toes will be
long and narrow. In sport shoes the models will re-

main very much the same with 9-8 heel and fibre

soles and heels.

In calf leathers blacks and browns are endorsed

;

calf, a lighter shade of brown and kid, a medium and
darker shade of brown. In grays, a neutral shade is

recommended. Black kid, glazed;, semi-glazed and
mat finishes are endorsed; also black calf and black
patent leather.

Whites will be seen in kid, cabretta, calf, suede,

, , , . . 4.

Three High-Cuts Shown by the Westcott-Whitmore Company

Syracuse, N. Y.
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buck and side buck, as well as finer grades of canvas
and fabrics.

In ooze, side buck, suede and buck the colors will

be black, white, beaver, dark brown and a firm gray.

Satins are only recommended for evening and
dress wear. Silver, bronze and lustrous cloths will be
shown to the fashionable trade for dress only.

As has been the trend in recent seasons calf and
kid will predominate with side leathers being more
and more adopted. Blacks, tans and whites will lead.

Misses and Children's Shoes

Along lines of economy, to meet the lack of sup-

ply of the better grades of calf, side and kid leathers

manufacturers are urged to use the cheaper grades
for children's shoes, and it is urged upon the dealers

of leather to make reductions in these lines to per-

mit the manufacturers to use these poorer surfaces

in the smaller patterns on the children's lines. An-
other feature emphasized in the children's lines of

footwear will be the conformity to already existing

standards for growing feet of the orthopedic lines.

In connection with misses' and children's shoes it

has been the experience of the retail trade that the

demand appears to be for medium shades in tans,

and it is urged, that any tendency to bring out in this

class of footwear the darker browns and mahognay
colors as shown in men's and women's shoes be dis-

couraged.

Play shoes for school children and minors will

be made of the heavier materials and bi-products,

giving increased strength and with less labor cost,

thereby reducing the expense of this line of shoes

and standardizing the lasts and materials.

Men's Shoes

In men's lines, mahoganies, dark tans and cord-

ovans will be given, and will appear in lighter shades.

This recommendation is urged with the feeling- that

as the shades shown become lighter there will deve-

lop a greater demand for black shoes.

Lasts in men's shoes will remain very much the

same as those shown on the fall and winter lines,

the brogue broad toed effect and the narrower last

resembling the English models. Some dealers will

show extremely narrow elongated toes running from
2 to sizes larger than standard sizes, with a

very narrow shank and a 1 in. heel. These are ex-

treme patterns, however, the sizes, as a rule, not

running over 1^, the standard. Another model
which will be shown is the last patterned after the

military boot, and is designed to appeal to the boys
returning to civilian life who have been in the habit

of wearing a heavier, broad toed last. This last will

have a broad 1 in. heel, extension edge heavy sole

with a trifle toe spring. High toed lasts are a thing

of the past. Wing tips, extensive perforations and
])inkings, brass eyelets, heavy soles in the brogue
models and also foxed patterns, another economy
feature, are the predominating outward earmarks of

the next season men's lines.

Lasts will be wide in the ball and shorter in the

vamp. In some of the heavier models the welting
will extend under the heel, and edge extensions will

be more evidenced. Gunmetals will sell well, but

calf and side leathered shoes in tans will prevail.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company, Limited, Montreal,

have added two new lasts in men's and two in women's
—all welts. They have also added to th;'ir range a

few lines of brogue and golf shoes.

Variety of New Lasts

THE line of Utz & Dunn Company, makers of

women's high grade footwear. Rochester, N. Y.,

is composed of some of the handsomest shoes

they have ever made. Among them there is a

wide variety of new lasts, styles and patterns in trend

with the modern demand for high grade footwear. All

An Utz & Dunn model for spring

of the new models are practical, dainty and of remark-
able fitting cjualities.

One, Two and Three Eyelet Oxfords

THE Lindner Shoe Company, Carlisle, Pa., mak-
ers of women's fine shoes, are featuring in

their spring lines one, two and three eyelet

]:)lucher oxfords with ribbon lacers, and are

also showing a good line of sport oxfords—white fab-

ric and white kid, with patent, Russian calf and white
kid trimmings on low and medium heel lasts. Some
other lines are a brown kid oxford, leather Louis heel

l)lack kid oxford, Cuban 1 7/8 heel
;
patent pump, cel-

luloid covered heel
;
one-eye colonial pump, covered

wood heel ; white kid oxford, Cuban one inch heel,

white ivory soles; white Marcelle cloth pump, white
welting, white enamelled heel ; black kid lace, 9 inches,

3/4 whole fox, covered wood Louis heel ; brown kid

lace, 9 inches high, leather Louis heel, 23^ inches
high ; Russia calf lace, 3/4 whole fox, 9 inches high

;

patent lace, mat kid top, 9 inches high, leather Louis
heel.

Ivory Sole Leather Gaining Popularity

AMONG the various shoe styles for both spring

and winter are excellent examples of black and
colored leathers trimmed of¥ in the heel, shank
and sole with White Ivory sole leather.

Wearers of shoes made of Ivory sole leather are

strong in their convictions of the durability and com-
fort of this leather as a suitable bottom. They claim

it retains its strength when subjected to severe wea-
ther and strain tests and retains its bright white
color in spite of frequent wettings and hard wear,
such as a sport shoe is sure to meet with. The che-

mical ingredients are such that moisture does little

harm to this leather and when thoroughly wet the

edges will not check, crack or discolor. This trade-

marked leather is being exhibited by many manufac-
turers of high-grade shoes in not only all kinds of

sport models, but in street walking footwear of every
description, some very pleasing contrasts being made
with the pearl white ivory finish and the colored up-

pers and vamps.
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THE development of the Brogue type of

shoe is the great feature of men's shoes,

in low and high, for Spring, and it is

a practical certainty that these will be
the best sellers for the young men's trade.

The brogue appears to be a development aris-

ing out of the demand by returned soldiers

for a heavier and more dressy shoe than was
available in the shoe stores. It is a style that

has, of course, been popular in England for

many years and the boys who were overseas
seem to have brought it back with them. Lots
of "dog," in the way of perforations and orna-
mentation, seems to be the cry, and makers
are showing some exceptionally snappy mod-
els on English lasts. An extreme brogue has
a broad, flat, square toe. This is shown by one
or two makers of men's fine shoes and pro-

mises to have some degree of popularity.

The main point is that after several years
of little or no development in styles for men
there is now something to brighten up the
number of sales in the men's department.

Solid colors are. the rule—two-tone effects

are featured to some extent, but will be in the
minority. As in women's shoes, medium
browns will oredominate. The very dark
shades have fallen off a little and the lighter

shades are leading. In black shoes, gun met-
als are first, black kid, black kangaroo, calf,

and cordovan following. For the dressier
shoes there are, of course, a number of attrac-

tive samples in patent leather.

There has been an attempt in some quarters
to lengthen vamps and bring out more pointed
toes, following no doubt the tendency in wo-

men's shoes. Generally speaking, however,
lasts are somewhat wider in the ball and
shorter in the vamp. Soles are heavy, shanks
also and uppers are very substantial. Some
weltings encircle the heels and extensions are
greater. There does not seem to be any
change in heel heights.

One maker says there is every evidence
that the coming spring season will show a
greater prominence of lighter tan Russias
and orders received thus far indicate that
blacks will be sold freely. Sport shoes in

white buckskin with ivory soles will have
some sale.

Manufacturers generally have added many
new lasts and patterns. For example, Dupont
& Frere have two new lasts—one on the
"London" pointed toe last with low heel, and
the other on a straight last made for cushion
sole. These goods will come in blucher and
bals in colored calf and side leather. The
Miner Shoe Company have a couple of new
recede toes in tan and black calf. There are
also a number of samples of tan side and
mahogany side shoes on both recede and me-
dium round toes. Daoust-Lalonde have added
two new lasts in addition to brogues and golf
sKoes. Slater Shoe Company have introduced
a number of brogue effects and two new lasts

—one a straight and the other having a
French toe, Regal Shoe Company have five

new lasts and patterns and so on down the
line. This is just indicating the increased at-
tention that is being given to men's styles and
which should make the coming season a par-
ticularly good one,
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New Outing Shoes

SIX new styles in canvas covered wooden heel

pumps and oxfords have been added to the Imes

of the Kaufman Rubber Company, Limited, Kit-

chener, Ont. These new lines are made in dif-

ferent qualities and with 8/8 and 12/8 heels. The

company believe that the coming spring season will

see a strong demand for oxfords, sales in these Hues

having greatly increased during the past summer. In

A. new line by the Kaufman Rubber Com-
pany, Kitchener—white canvas with dark sole

and dark leather facing.

men's lines they have added a fine quality oxford on

an English last—a higher grade than hitherto made

and for which they anticipate a big demand. The

"Tuxedo" model, shown herewith, is in keeping with

a line developed in the United States during the past

summer and which is expected to take well with the

Canadian trade.

A report from Paris and New York indicates a

popularity of "black and white" in women's costumes.

A large Canadian shoe manufacturer states that he

does not look for any such demand in footwear. A
few black and white combinations are shown but the

demand is slight.

j

_„„_„„_„ „— , „_„„_„„_»„_„4.

Brogues Prominent

THE samples of the Boyden Shoe Manufacturing-
Company, Newark, N.J., contain more than
the usual number of brogue oxfords and fancy
shoes. There is, they say, every evidence that

this coming spring season will show a greater pro-

minence of lighter tan Russias and orders received
thus far indicate that blacks will be sold freely. White
buckskin and sport shoes have moved very well up to

date and orders for next spring indcate that their

popularity will be greater than for some seasons past.

The company also state that the amount of business
they already have on hand for spring indicates a larger

season than they have had for a number of years.

One of the attractive men's lines manufactured by
this company is a black kid blucher on "Boston" last.

The New Regal Line

THE spring showing of the Regal Shoe Com-
pany, Toronto, includes three new lasts and
five new patterns. A new square-toed brogue
called the "Spad" is quite a sensation. The

company state that brogues will be a big seller next
summer and their samples include this style in both
oxfords and high cuts. Regal lines are made in forty

four different kinds and colors of leather. Some of

the most popular are Royal purple calf, nut brown
calf, cherry red, mahogany, chocolate kid. black kan-

garoo, patent, Duchess calf. Ruby calf and Norwegian
grain. About forty per cent, of the samples are black

and the rest colors. Oxfords run about 25 per cent.

Several combinations are shown but the solid colors

predominate.

All signs point to a good demand for spats. The
popular colors are fawn, castor, taupe, pearl, brown,
l3lack and white. .

Spring, 1920, Style Program For Men's Shoes
Recommended by the Allied Trade Council and Endorsed by Style Committee of the

National Shoe Retailers' Association

Colors

WE recommend that the color and shades of

leather should tend to the Ughter shades of

tan, and that cordovans, always finished

dark, should be brought out with more life.

The darker tan calf shades now in vogue should also

be lightened up.

It is the belief of the Styles Committee that when
lighter shades of tan are promulgated more black

leather will be used.

In kid, a medium dark brown will be a good shade.

"Freak leathers" of every sort not here described

should be avoided. There is every indication that two-

tone effects will have some call. This would bring in

the box cloth shades in buck, side buck and suede, as

well as cloth. Black patent in button and lace should

be encouraged for dress wear.

Lasts

There is an insistent demand for an extreme drawn-

out narrow-toed last, ranging from 2 to 2^ sizes over

standard, flat forepart and narrow shank with 1-inch

heel. Present lasts should be continued. The largest

call is for medium toe lasts not exceeding one amd a
half sizes over standand.

An "after-the-war" last is a good suggestion. Much
appreciated by young men is a medium full toe, broad
tread and slight toe spring, carrying 7/8 to 1-inch
broad heel, with extension sole. This last should be
built with two prime considerations, namely: It should
be a young man's type with plenty of snap, and yet
with room enough to take care of the muscled up feet
of the American soldiers.

High toed lasts are taboo, and all staple lasts of
this character should be refined by reducing the
"hump".

Patterns and Trimmings

We recommend injecting more style features for
the young men's trade, opening the way for generous
perforations, fancy patterns with pinkings, and some
brass eyelets. The use of certain foxings and small
pieced patterns is good and makes both for economy
and effect.

Wing tips and the so-called "brogue" oxford will
be in good demand. These may be styled with heavy
soles and carried over for fall and winter (1920) wear
in combination with snappy woolen hose.
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Boston Leather Markets—Feverish Buy-

ing Abated—More Normal Trade Now
———^— — From Our Boston OfBce

THE New England shoe and leather markets are

rapidly assuming a more normal condition.

Foreign buying of leather has started again in

some lines and many dealers in leather expect

within a month or so a large foreign demand, and
local buyers are now sampling quite generally with

the' idea of placing large orders. Some dealers are

planning to meet this expected demand, while others

are more pessimistic in their outlook and expect only

normal buying up to the early spring months. One
thing is practically certain—according to many of the

leading leather dealers—that the top prices for lea-

ther have been reached, and while a stable market is

assured for some time to come, the market will gradu-

ally ease off as a greater supply of raw material is

available.

The raw skin markets during the last month have
shown little tendency toward weakening, with the ex-

ception of calfskins, which fell off a few cents and
have now stiffened up a little. There seems to be no
great amount of stock on hand which has not already

been purchased, and until there is a noticeable in-

crease in volume of hides and skins on hand it is the

prediction that brokers will still demand the prices

now quoted,

Glazed Kid
The glazed kid market is quiet, most orders Ijeing

filled from past bookings. Some dealers have com-
pleted all their back order fulfillments, while others

will be unable to reach a normal state before sixty

days. Buying is of a hand-to-mouth nature, being
only for immediate needs. Kid manufacturers still

claim the exchange is too unfavorable to expect any
large foreign operations for some time to come. Prices

remain about the same as they have been the last fort-

night, the upward tendency having .been completely
checked. Black kid is selling from $1.25 and down,
while colored kid runs from $1.50 in the top grades
down to $1.10. Extreme light colored stock is selling

as high as $1.60 per foot. Blacks and browns are sell-

ing about equally well in the women's trade.

Raw goatskins remain about the same, but not
quite as high as the top notch prices prevailing about
six weeks ago. Patnas are offered at $21 and $22 a

dozen.

Side Leather
The side leather markets are very quiet, although

not without some ordering, and an evident sampling
for what appears to be an early more general demand
for domestic consumption. Foreign sales of side lea-

ther are very few, although it is expected by some of

the leading houses on South St. that in the course of

a month or so there will be a greater foreign demand,
which, with the expected local demand, should make
a very active and strong market. Most dealers are

catching up with their deliveries, but report no great

amount of leather or raw material available. High
prices keep up to their prevailing levels for the last

month with very little accumulations, extremes ask-
ing $0.48. There is no speculation on the present mar-
ket but a flurry is likely should the foreign buying
start in soon.

Snuffed side leather is moving along very strong
for spring, there being continued buying. Black is sell-

ing for 80c and colored snuffed side leather is asking,

in No. 1 and 2 grades, 82c to 85c. Full grain side

is demanding 90c to $1, although some dealers claim

sales as high as $1.10 per foot. A great many men's
shoes are being made of side leather and the greatest

demand is for browns and tans, with blacks following.

Calf Market
The calf market in Boston is firm. Although

there was a slight recession in the raw skin market,
tanners and dealers of calf leather preferred not mak-
ing any large sales rather than ease off on their prices

of leather. Some dealers of calf claim there is no cer-

tainty yet that the top prices have been reached, but
there is little doubt but what any increase will be very
small. Colored calf is ranging in the asking price from
$1.45 to $1.50 in the high grades and $1.10 to $1.50 in

all grades. Ooze calf has sold as high as $1.60. Col-
ored buck is asking $1.00 to $1.20, and white buck
ranges up to $1.10. There seems to be little calf lea-

ther on hand and dealers are trying to get caught up
with deliveries rather than to stimulate buying.

It is expected that the winter prices of shoes will

show no increase in the spring and summer lines. The
more general demand for oxfords, both for winter and
spring to be used with spats for street walking, is

partly responsible for this let-up in the increase in

shoe prices to the wearer. Winter selling prices will
unquestionably be higher, but it is felt that the up-
ward tendency will stop there.

Sole Leather Market Conditions—as Seen
by One of the Largest Manufacturers

A STEADY and continued demand for all class-
es of sole leather has marked the Canadian
sole leather trade during the past few weeks,
sole leather being in a particularly strong

position—stocks being in short supply, tanners being
sold ahead for months, and the leather being shipped
out to manufacturing and jobbing trade as fast as
produced.

One of the elements of strength in the sole leather
market was that the sole leather tanners did not force
up their quotations as fast and as far as the hides
and skins advanced ; when the raw material market
some weeks ago declined, it practically made it un-
necessary for tanners to advance their prices, but fur-
nished no justification for a reduction in the existing
quotations.

As far as we can see there is just one contingency
that would make possible a general decline in sole
leather and that is a sweeping slump in the cost of
hides, and there is nothing in sight to make such an
event even remotely possible.

The strength of the situation was clearly shown
during the recent agitation against the high cost of
living, which included leather and shoes. This agi-
tation came as a between-season period, and, in or-
dinary times, might have had a considerable effect
on the market, but it is now well -known that prac-
tically little or no difference has been made in mar-
ket values, although some off or undesirable lines of
upper leather may have sold at some concessions.
Sole leather, however, was—and is now—in short sup-
ply, and is being sold freely without anv recession
in prices.

As far as the hide market is concerned, value's are
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to-day on an exceedingly high basis ; in the Argentine,

record prices are being quoted and paid for hides and
similar conditions prevail in America, and tanners
must either pay these prices or stop working in hides.

As far as we can learn, the consensus of opinion
among the tanners and shoe manufacturers is that a

steady market, around to-day's level of prices, will

continue for the balance of the year and well into

1920—in fact, some firms are even predicting that

prices will continue at present levels up to 1921.

The shoe manufacturers appear to have all the

business they can handle during the present season,

and this, in itself, assures the sole leather tanners of

a steady, regular market for their product. The ex-

port trade is a little quiet, due to the question of

exchange, but, on the other hand, considerable leath-

er is moving forward for export on old orders and
moie or less inquiries are being received all the time
on new business.

Philadelphia Kid Market

IN
a letter just received from Perkins & McNeely,

manufacturers of Pan American kid, Philadelphia,

Pa., they say there is going to be a very strong

demand for the better grades in blacks and colors.

They feel very strongly that prices on high grade
stocks will be firm and if there is not enough to go
round the manufacturers will be forced to use some ot

the lower grades. It is their belief that the top prices

have been reached, although prices advanced slightly

due to the export duty of 15 per cent, on India skins.

The export situation is still in a very excited condition

due to the extreme rate of exchange against European
countries. They look for this to gradually become
better, thus greatly increasing the export trade. Pro-
duction to-day, they say, is at a very high point and
it is just a question of time until the supply will meet
the demand and at that time we shall see a lower mar-
ket.

Boston Sole Leather MarketA REPORT from Boston leather markets dur-

ing September states that things have been
somewhat dull, with hide prices considerably

lower than in the early summer and some
sympathetic decline in leather values. The report

further states, however, that the recession has spent
its force and hides and skins are not only moving
more freely, particularly in the Chicago market, but
prices have again stiffened. In tannery circles there

is a feeling that sole leather prices will again advance,
this indicating a busy run in the shoe factories. There
has been a notable increase recently in receipts of for-

eign hides and skins, but this is balanced in part by
the continued outflow of leather and footwear, which
would be even greater were it not for the unfavorable
international exchange rates.

Another report states that many enquiries are be-

ing made for the different grades and some very sub-
stantial sales are reported. Tanners say that prices

cannot be cut while the highest cost hides are still in

the vats. There is not any surplus stock to induce
owners to lower prices to force sales and many pre-

dict that a little brisk buying will start a lively mar-
ket with still higher selling prices. On the whole
there is a very limited quantity of hides on the mar-
ket and the packers contend that there will be plenty
of tanners who have to have a few free-of-grub hides

from now until the first of December to keep prices

strong, and they look for things to hold steady.

These conditions, of course, govern the Canadian
market, except that prices are somewhat higher in

Canada owing to the special war tax of Ty^ per cent.,

which still exists on all tanning materials and also

on tanning machinery, etc., and the further fact thi't

there are still many thousands of hides in tanners'
vats on which the TYz per cent, war tax was paid
when they were imported, whether from the United
States or foreign countries. To this must be added ex-
change, which has averaged about 4 per cent.—in fact

as high as five per cent, at times.

We are advised by a leading Canadian tanner that
hides are going out of Canada just as freely as before
the embargo was imposed. Tanners in general find

trade very satisfactory.

Conditions on Chicago Upper Leather Market

WHILE conditions in the leather markets both
in Canada and the United States are chang-
ing almost daily, the following report re-

ceived by a Canadian tanner a week or so

ago, will be of interest

:

While there is a little more inquiry regarding new
business, and a few sales, genuine activity is so lim-

ited that it is difficult to get a line on prices, although
quotations are obtainable without reservation. Tan-
ners are still behind on deli\-eries and a breathing spell

is welcome. There is a large foreign trade in sight,

awaiting more favorable conditions in exchange. Side
upper leather shows little improvement, but prices

are still high enough to put a crimp in the market
regardless of conditions and this has been the grow-
ing feature for the last few weeks. It is evident that

consumers are beginning to call for something more
commensurate with their income and this may bring
the lower grades into use, thus relieving the top grades
of the excessive demand. The call for prime glazed
kid is nearer normal than it has been since the spring.

Prices keep up and for an extra choice selection,

1.65 per foot is said to have been paid for colors. Calf

leather moving slowly as far as new business is con-

cerned, but tanners have so many unfilled orders to

deliver, that a lull at this time is hardly noticeable.

Prices are firm with little prospect of a drop. Sheep
leather shows very little change this week ; new busi-

ness is slow, but tanners are still busy on back orders

which takes the entire output; prices are firm.

Montreal Tanners Report Scarcities

THE Montreal hide market is higher, but ex-

cept for this the position is much about the

same as last month. The European exchange
is adverse to any large exports of leather; na-

turally with the exchange against them buyers are

restricting their purchases. Leather is wanted in

Europe, but importers are not inclined to pay the

higher cost involved by an unfavorable exchange.
Tanners and leather dealers state that the position

generally is uncertain. The probabilities are in favor

of a sustained demand for leather as there are in-

dications of heavy buying for spring by retailers.

Upper leathers are still scarce, with manufacturers
in the market for the best description. The stocks

of kid available are short, and agents are doubtful

as to future supplies. As to price, the chances are in

favor of a very strong market.
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THE matter of style in children's shoes

for the coming season seems to be of

second consideration to that of price.

The difficulty of securing materials and

the high cost of leather has been serious

enough to cause makers to set aside for a few

months all question of the introduction of new-

styles or patterns. One of the largest manu-
facturers of children's shoes in Canada, ques-

tioned a few days ago, stated that it was all

he could do to keep on turning out his estab-

lished lines on a satisfactory basis. To es-

tablish new lines or endeavor to get out new
patterns or styles would be, under the cir-

cumstances, very unwise. This is, in general,

the attitude of the average manufacturer of

children's shoes.

In the retail stores the selling price has
been forced to a minimum by the serious ob-

jection of parents to pay the increased costs.

Consequently many of the larger stores, par-

ticularly in the downtown districts, have aban-
doned handling them, and it is left for the

stores doing a "family" trade, and the depart-

ment stores, to take care of this business.

Good shoes for children have always been
produced in Canada and, during recent years,

special attention has been given to the devel-

opment of footwear made on orthopedic, or

nature lasts. This has applied from the very
smallest to the largest sizes and there are now
many firms throughout the Dominion turning
out specialized types of children's shoes.

In colors the popular demand is much the
same as for women's lines—black and medium
browns about 50 - 50. There is a generous
sprinkling of patent leather styles for dress
wear—some having fabric tops and others dull

leather. One manufacturer is showing a nov-
elty patent vamp with shepherd's plaid upper,
in all sizes from baby up.

It would appear that the coming season
will show a little more development in child-

ren's oxfords—in sympathy with the trend in

shoes for grown-ups and, as a matter of eco-
nomy, this tendency will find considerable
favor.

Many manufacturers predict an even larger
white season next spring and summer than
has ever been knowm. Special school events
and social affairs among the kiddies have
brought the white shoe into strong popularity.

The retailer can, of course, make a strong
bid for the children's trade in the way of spe-
cial shoes for outdoor sports—rubber-soled
shoes for gymnasium, tennis, baseball, and so
on. Just as soon as the youngster gets big
enough to play games there is a more or less
serious need for suitable footwear—sometimes
very frequently. Just recently a mother ex-
plained to a shoe retailer that her son, who
was about ten years old and very active,
wore out a pair of rubber-soled shoes every
two weeks, a pair of leather shoes every month
and, during the wet weather, a pair of rub-
bers each two weeks.

It must not be forgotten that the children
of to-day are the adults of to-morrow^ and
even though there is sometimes little profit
in retailing the smaller lines it may be the
means of building up a bigger business in the
end. Parents like to go where their children
are treated well and sold quality footwear.
For that reason the retailer should not slight
the children's department nor overlook all

developments in this line of footwear.
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The National Shoe Retailers' Association Style Committee's

Recommendations for Misses' and Children's Shoes
Economical Production

THE two outstanding difficulties confronting the
retailer and these lines are: first, the difficulty
in securing merchandise, and second, excess-
ively high prices; therefore, we recommend that

all the ef?orts of this conference pertaining to misses'
and children's shoes be directed toward the elimina-
tion of detail, speeding up production, and every in-

telligent effort possible be directed to the end of hold-
ing down costs.

Materials and Colors

The materials, in the order of their importance,
will be tan calf and side leathers; black calf and sice
leathers; black and tan kid; patent leather; white can-
vas; white buckskin, and white side buck.

As regards tan, the committee makes an import-
ant recommendation that the effort on the part of
manufacturers to follow the cocoa and mahogany-
trend in men's and women's shoes be discontinued rn

connection with misses' and children's shoes, as ex-
perience shows that the demand from consumers is

for the medium shade of tan.

The extremely high price of leather, and what we
believe to be a too low differential between the price

of A, B, C and D grades, has caused a demand from
makers of men's and women's shdes almost univer-
sally for the higher grades, causing a scarcity of the

higher grades as against demand and a frequent sur-

plus of lower grades. We, therefore, recommend
that tanners give some thought (in the interest of the

trade) to marking down the lower grades corresponc:-

ingly to make a larger differential which will allow
manufacturers of misses' and children's shoes to use

the lower grades of leather.

Lasts
The development of misses' and children's lasts

has been so well conducted along footform and ortho-

pedic lines that we recommend no change and no ad-

dition to the already existing lasts in these lines.

Patterns

In boots, there are two heights that please the
consumer so well that we recommend that they be
standardized and that two heights only be considerea
—the so-called "regular cut," and the "pony," or three-
quarter, high cut.

In boots, lace, Blucher and buttons will still hold
good. In low cuts, lace oxfords and Blucher oxfords,
ankle ties, strap pumps and barefoot sandals, wiii
continue to be in the largest demand. No additions
are desirable or necessary, except that there has been
this season a strong demand for the strap Roman
sandal. This shoe can be developed for 1920, and
result in an extra sale to customers during the season.
It is also thought there will be a general return to the
Blucher style oxford, as against the straight lacc

oxford, because of its better fitting qualities ana
being easier for the mother to put on in the
home.

Play Shoes

We recommend to retailers and manufacturers
alike, that while materials and labor force the high-
grade children's welt and turn footwear so excessive-
ly high, that we give due thought to the import-
ance of developing play boots and oxfords made of
the cruder and heavier materials which are less ex-
pensive, in some cases semi-by-products; that they
be made with every possible item of labor eliminated,
and that consumers be urged to buy these less ex-
pensive shoes for play and school wear.

Boys' and Youths' Shoes

Boys' and youths' shoes are to follow the recom-
mendations made for men's shoes.

I

I

I

Showing Fibre Soles

DUPONT & FRERE, Maisonneuve, say fibre

soles are likely to come into renewed favor,

and the firm have large orders for shoes fitted

with these soles. Two new men's lasts are

added to the spring samples. One has the London
pointed toe and low heel, while the other is a new
straight last made for the cushion sole. These goods
will come in blucher and bal styles in colored calf

and side leather. There is an inclination to purchase

the latter goods, as owing to the high price of kid,

retailers are desirous of obtaining shoes which will

sell at a comparatively moderate price.

Increase in Medium Heels

THE Canadian Footwear Co., Ltd., Montreal, are

marketing three new lasts—one a growing-

girl's, another a woman's shoe with a recede toe

and medium high heel, and a third, in turns,

with a long vamp and Louis heel. These will come in

bals, oxfords and pumps, made of patent and black

cordovan leathers. There will be an imitation tip,

and perforations around the vamp, along the eyelets,

and around the top. The company look for an in-

crease in the demand for shoes with medium heels.

White goods will also be very good sellers, and the

company are including the new lines in white canvas,

together with plain white kid, among their satriples.

New Last With Long Vamp

THE Eagle Shoe Co., Ltd., Montreal, again have
an extensive range of samples in men's and
women's goods. Included in these is a woman's
new last with an extreme long 43/2 in. vamp,

carrying a 5/18 heel. Many of the goods come in kid.

The men's new lasts, three in number, comprise the

popular brogue with low heel, made up chiefly in

boarded tan calf. The Perfect Shoe is another last

with a low heel, while a third has a medium toe, the

shoe being specially made with a cushion insole. All

the new lasts are manufactured in oxfords as well as in

the regular lines.

The "Shimmy" Pump

DAOUST, Lalonde & Co., Ltd., Montreal, are

showing a special pump last—the Shimmy
pump—in kid and patent leathers. The shoe
has a very pointed toe. Colonials, with large

l)uckles, are also made on this last. One feature is

the selection of covered wood heels. The company
have a number of button boots, with fancy tops. In

men's, brogues are to be the fashion, and a new last is

therefore among the samples. This is made in mahog-
any calf. Another new last has a medium round toe

and low heel ; this is made up in several styles and
leathers. A few men's button boots are also shown.
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Where Eagle and "Strider Shoes are Manufactured
Success of the Up-to-Date Factory of Eagle Shoe Company Limited Due to Mr. Oscar

Brunet and His Son, Mr. Joseph Brunet—Modern Machinery and Methods

Employed Throughout—Product Sold From Coast to Coast

IN
the Montreal district one of the most modern

shoe factories is that of the Eagle Shoe Co. Ltd.

The inception and success of the Eagle Shoe Com-
pany are mainly due to Mr. Oscar Brunet, who,

strange as it may seem, had little or no practical

knowledge of the industry when he started the com-
pany. The fact that a large business has been built

up is a tribute to the adaptability of Mr. Brunet. Born
at Coteau Landing, Soulanges County, P. Q., Mr.
Brunet, after leaving school, helped his father (who
was a carriage builder) until he was 21 ; he then went
into a general store, where he continued foi 15 years.

Mr. Brunet, however, was not content ; he desired a

larger field, and about 15 years ago, in conjunction

with Mr. E. A. Marchildon and Mr. A. P. Cimon,
started the Eagle Shoe Co., on Providence Street,

Montreal. Mr. Cimon retired after 5 years, but Mr.
Marchildon is still a partner in the company, and is

well known on the road. The company was in-

corporated in 1914.

The premises having been destroyed by fire, a

factory on Beaudr}' Street, Montreal, was taken; two
storeys were subsecjuently added, and last year it

was found necessary to build a very large four-storey

addition on a site, 45 ft. by 100 ft., running through

*First of a series of articles describing prominent Canadian leather
and shoe factories.

to Visitation Street. This is constructed of brick, and
is a good type of a first-class factory. The old build-

ing, which is connected by means of fireproof doors
with the new portion, is mainly used for storage pur-

poses. The executive offices are on the ground floor

and the general offices on the next floor.

The company manufacture two branded lines of

men's and women's Goodyear welts, the "Eagle" and
the Frank W. Slater "Strider," which are sold to the
retail trade from coast to coast through eight travel-

lers.

Business Procedure.

The business procedure of the company is as fol-

lows: On an order being received, the full details are
copied in duplicate—one copy being sent to the cut-
ting room, in the first instance, and from there it fol-

lows the work through the various departments. The
other is sent to the last stock room, on the ground
floor, where the last recjuired is selected, and accom-
])anied by the uppers, prepared as will be later de-
scribed, are sent by the freight elevator to an upper
floor. Most of the work is done by piece, and in

order to keep track of the work done, a perforated
cardboard sheet, on which the various operations are
]n-inted, with the prices paid, accompanies the order
sheet above referred to. As the work is completed,
the operators in turn tear off the perforated portions

;
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these are turned in to the office, and the pay com-
puted from the slips.

The sole leather and counters come into that por-

tion of the factory on the Beaudry Street side, where
they are stored ; the upper leather comes into the new
factory on Visitation Street, from whence it is sent

to the cutting room. The sole leather cutting room
adjoins the storage room on the ground floor ; here

the soles and heel lifts are cut by the cutting beams,
the dies for the various sizes being arranged on one

A portion of the Fitting Room of the Eagle Shoe Company

side of the room. The heels are built up by girls, and
stored in bins according to size. The insoles are also

cut and prepared in this room. In another portion

of the room the lasts and ingles are stored. When
an order is received, a duplicate is sent to the last

stock department ; the proper last is selected, and
with the uppers and insoles despatched to the bot-

toming room.
The upper leather cutting room and the fitting

room are on the top floor, which is exceptionally well
lighted. Here the leather linings, and facings are cut

from patterns, which in the case of the Eagle Shoe
Co., Ltd., are mostly made in this department. The
leather required for immediate use is stored here.

The linings, stays, back straps, tongues, eyelets, etc.,

are also prepared on this floor, and are stitched by a
very busy group of girls. The sewing machines, as

well as all other machines, are run by electric power.
The lot numb'er and size are stamped on the lining

of the upper.

, The Bottoming Room.

The next floor contains the bottoming room, the

second of the main processes of shoe manufacturing.
The insole is first tacked on to tht last, and the toe

box put into place, after receiving a coating of gum.
The last is ready to receive the vipper, which is held
in position at the heel by a tack. Now we coma to

one of the most important operations—that of pulling

over—which is done by a machine which is one of

the wonders of the shoe-making industry. It has
over 1,800 parts, and its function is to draw the upper
around the last with the seams in the right position.

Two tacks are driven on each side of the toe to keep
it in place. The upper is further drawn securely to

the last by a lasting machine, this also taking the
stretch out of the leather, while the toe portion is

drawn around this part of the shoe by the No. 5 last-

ing machine. After the upper has been trimmed and
the tacks holding the insole to the last withdrawn,
the welt is sewed on, th= needle solidly uniting insole,

upper, and welt, the stitches being of uniform length.

The shoe is next trimmed of the surplus portion of

the welt, and the bottom coated with rubber cement,

after which the outer sole is moulded into shape and
pressed into position by the sole laying machine.
After the cement is sat, the sole and.welt are trimmed
on the rough rounder, and at the same time a channel
is cut along the edge of the outside. This channel
is turned up so as to leave it open, the lip being after-

wards turned back in preparation for the sewing of

the outsole to the welt by means of a lockstitch sew-
ing machine. After a coating of cement has been ap-

plied just inside the channel, the tip is laid down by
another machine.

Sole Levelling Machine.

The shoe is next jilaced on the sole levelling ma-
chine for the purpose of making the bottom even;
this is done by means of a vibrating roll passing over
the sole under heavy pressure. The heel is attached
by a machine which drives all the nails at one opera-
tion, the heads being clinched on the inside of the

shoe. The top lift is also put into place on this ma-
chine. By means of the slugging machine brass or

other small nails, automatically cut from wire, are

driven into the top lift. These prolong the life of the

top lift. The heels are trimmed and cut to shape by
a rapid revolving knife set in a machine, different

shaped knives being used according to the style de-

sired. The edges of the heels are also trimmed, while
the front part of the heel is shaped on the heel

breaster. The heel is also scoured to give it a smooth
appearance.

This completes the main operations and the shoes
are now conveyed to the next floor, where the finish-

Part of the Cutting Department of the Eagle Shos Company

ing is done. Here the shoes are taken in hand by
the edge and heel setters, who apply setting inks

;

after this they are passed on to the bottom finishers,

who, by stains and brushing down, give the bottoms
matt and glossy finishes. The stamp is then put on
the soles by means of dies, heated by a gas flame, and
burnt in. In the treeing departmient, the shoes are

varnished and ironed to give them an attractive ap-
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pc.'iraiicc. In tlu- ])r()Cfss of ni.'iinifactiirc, stains sonic-

tinit's gel on to ihe shoes, and lunce it is necessary
to remove these l)y the ai)p!ication of alcoliol, etlier,

or gasoline, according to tlie kind of leather, and also

to ap])ly varnishes to make good any slight defects.

Machinery Does It All.

It will be seen that almost the entire process of

making Goodyear Welts—^briefly outlined above—is

accomplished by machinery, much of it of a compli-
cated character, and which has reached the present
stage by a process of evolution, involving thousands
of experiments and the expenditure of millions of

Part of the Finishing Room of the Eagle Shoe Company

dollars. The machinery at the Eagle Shos Co.'s fac-

tory was supplied by the United Shoe Machinery Co.

of Canada.

The company's cartons are stamped with the

sample number, description, last number and size all

in one operation. The size is also stamped on the

lining of the shoe. After the goods have been examin-

ed, laced and mated tlr-y are put into cartons, ready

for the shipping dejjartment, which is on the same
floor. The shi])per checks the order b\- means of the

original document, which is returned t(j the oftic

for the invoice to be made out.

Some 1(S months ago J\fr. Oscar Brunet f(nind it

imperative to take a good rest, and he is now in Cali-

fornia, where he has purchased a fruit farm. Th?
management is now in the hands of his son, Mr.
Joseph Brunet. Mr. W. Pell' tier is the superinten-

dent.

An Industrial Ministry Wanted

A DEPUTATION of Quebec men recently in-

terviewed Sir Lomer Gouin advocating the

creation of a trades and industrial ministry

for the Province of Quebec. The case for the

deputation was presented by Mr. A. Marois, boot and
shoe manufacturer, who expressed the opinion that

the time had come when the business and industrial

world should be represented in the Cabinet. Labor,
finance, agricultural, settlers and other branches each
had its ministry, but industry was about the only im-
portant class without a representative. Sir Lomer
Gouin took the view that the question of industrial

representation was a Federal rather than a provincial

matter. The answer to this was that a provincial min-
ister—a business man—could materially help all class-

es of traders.

Podiatry As a Vocation

A PAMPHLET has just been distributed by
the Federal Board for Vocation Education,
United States, entitled "Podiatry as a Voca-
tion." Podiatry is defined as the care of the

human foot in health and in disease, an intelligent prac-

tice constituting the practioner a specialist in this

branch of medicine. The term is really one growing"

out of, and partly synonymous with, the term "chiro-

pody."

Mr. Joseph Brunet Mr. Oscar Brunet IV.r. W. Pelleticr, Superintendent

+

1

I

!
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Enterprise in Northern Ontario

MR. Wesley ]\IcKnight, of New Liskeard, On-
tario, furnishes an example of progressive

merchandising to some of the self-satisfied

shoe dealers in more settled parts of the Do-
minion. Three times a year Mr. McKnight and two
other merchants of his town issue a large catalogue

featuring their goods. These are distributed to the

farthest north points of the Dominion. Dealers come
from as far as the Hudson Bay district to deal with

Mr. McKnight and since he put in a stock of Dr.

Scholl's Foot Comfort Appliances about two years

ago he has done an unprecedented business among
these dealers in the wilderness as well as the silver

miners among whom he lives. It is surprising to what
extent these workers can be interested in foot comfort.

There is scarcely one of them but has some defect of

the foot, and Mr. McKnight declares that his Foot
Comfort Service brings suffers from hundreds of miles

away and also results in increased sales on other lines

in the store. "In short," hays he, "I would not droj)

it for anything'. It helps to sell goods, increases the

shoe trade and is building- up my business week by
week."

trade looking to new sources of supply lor shoe ma-
terials, must overcome all prejudice, and give a fait

trial to shoes with composition soles. Although this

may not be entirely in line with our pre-conceived

ideas, we are more ready to accept new materials and
new methods which have arisen as a result of war-

time need. It would seem, in the case of composition
soles, that "necessity" is merely appearing again in

her old role in giving birth to another "in\-ention" to

meet the need that has arisen.

Call for Long, Pointed Toe

THE A. E. Nettleton Company, makers of men's
fine shoes, Syracuse, N.Y., .state that brogue;?

are selling well in the larger cities and are also

growing popular in the smaller towns. From
certain sections there seems to be a call for an ex-

treme long, pointed toe, and a growing demand for

a medium toe on the combination last. The latter

ap])lies to all sections and styles in the Nettleton

grade. In the better shoes they note considerable

change from the darker to the light shades, supplying
])rinci;}allv to the larger communities.

Necessity in Her Old Role

CERTAIN manufacturers are now making a

price distinction between shoes with composi-
tion soles and shoes with leather soles—in fav-

or of composition. This seems to be a natural

result of the steadily increasing price of leather which
is unlikely to recede until the supply catches up with
the demand, a matter, possibly, of a year or two. This
is a question of great uncertainty, however, and many
believe that leather prices may never return to any-
thing like normal, or what was considered normal in

pre-war days.

The composition sole, it is claimed, has been great-

ly improved through the experience of the past five

years, and has now so far established itself as a stand-

ard product, that it promises to be a valuable asset

to the manufacturer in meeting the sole leather short-

age. It is a deplorable fact, that the average consumer
does not bother himself a'bout shortages, so long' as

he can get an article which he feels will give him value
and service, and if the retailer can offer him the same
shoe with composition soles, with the assurance that

the wear will be equal to that of high quality leather,

he will likely accept the shoe, and so automatically

help to adjust the balance of supply and demand.
There has been the same critical prejudice against

composition soles as is generally found in connection
with any new product. The various manufacturers,
however, have left no stone unturned to eliminate any
weakness in the composition sole, and to meet the

prejudices as they arose with improved products. It

would appear that they have succeeded to a very
marked degree, which is fortunate at a time when
we are so greatly in need of a product which will

meet the popular demand for a cheaper and better

wearing shoe.

Retailers and consumers alike have grown un in

an atmosphere of pure leather footwear, and there

does not seem to be any reason for exoecting ihat the

best leather shoe—leather throughout—will ever

have to take second place among footwear products.

It would appear, however, that the time is here when
those of us who realize the importance of the shoe

Large Tongue Effects

HOPKINS & Ellis, manufacturers of women's
high grade turns, Haverhill, Mass., say they

find the trend of women's high grade turn

shoes seems to be running to large tongue
effects and one-strap pumps. The patent pump is still

holding its own and seems to be a very heavy number
for spring and present delivery. The black leathers

are running much better than colored—to some extent

possibly on account of the higher prices of colored

leathers.

Low and Mediun Heel Lasts

THE Welch, Moss & Feehan Company, Haver-
hill, Mass., manufacturers of women's welt
footwear, are specializing in a line better than

a medium grade in quality and closely ap-

proaching the highest grade. Their business so far

has been largely on pump effects, tongue pumps and
the tailored effect on high and low and medium heel

lasts and very heavy on plain oxford pattern with a

14/8 Cuban heel.

Solid Shoes at Medium Prices

LA Compagnie J. A. & M. Cote, St. Hyacinthe,
Que., make approximately five hundred differ-

ent lines of men's, boys', youths', women's,
misses' and children's in Goodyear, McKay,

standard screw and loose nail. The policy of the com-
nany is to make good, solid shoes at medium prices.

Their Yamaska shoes are particularly well known
for their sturdiness and excellent wearing qualities.

A customer in a Toronto repair shop asked to

have a pair of fibre toplifts put on his heels. The re-

pairer remarked that it was the first time he had ever

had such a request. In doing the job he thoroughly
cemented the two surfaces and also nailed the lift in

two or three places.
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A New Style Shoe

at an Old Time Price $7^

Fit yourself out with a pair of these fine scr\-ice-

able shoes (or Fall and Winter. It S-ou buy two

pairs yon will not make any OTong investment,

because without any question they are the best

value we have ever been able to offer or expect

to offer for a long time. They come in black

calf with a heavy slip sole, Goodyear welted;

the English last with medium pointed toe.

M<:R0BBIE'S

786 Granville Sfreei:^

Beautiful Colored KidakiD

Boots for Fall and Winter

Wear, are now on display.

Decidedly &8W Btyles, of

course, and it's a pleasure

to announce tbeir arrival,

Ayiong these Kidskin

beauties are the following

colors

:

Mole Color

Castle Brown

Field Mouse

Grey {iwo shades)

Golden Brown

W* tMk for J'

STARK'S
j

MA CKA?3VILI.B bTBZKT
OppoKll'- Dr7s4a]^>

Rannard's Shoes Give

Service and Satisfaction

So 31IS— Black
/fid. Low or High
Heel

YOUR shoe bill for the year will

be much smaller than usual if

you wear Rannard Shoes.

Your feet will feel better and look

better at the same time.

If you think thai you

cannot afford to buy

Rannard's Shoes-one

pair will prove that

you cannot afford to

wear any others.

Shoe economy must

be judged by the cost

per year—not by the

price per pair.

Low Shoes and Woollen Hose
Colored Ribbed Woollen Hose worn
with low shoes are to be "quite the
thing" again this Fall. Laat year
their popularity proved so great

that we were never able to keep
pace with the demand for this very
attractive aad stylish hose. Profit-

ing by our experience we have put
In a more complete stock in quite a

variety of color combinations and
&re well prepared to supply our
customers.

Colored Ribbed Woollen
Ho«e, $2.00 to $3.50.

Tan and Black Oxfords,

Brogae and plain styles,

$10.90 to $12 00.

BOOT SHOP
290 Yonge Street

Good Taste

and Economy
require tbAt ehoea eb&U bs autt.

M to the occasion tor which
th«y ora worn. Shoes look bot-

t«r and lut much loiis«r wbeo

Oor now ohoea for (all Includa

AtMgns for dr«es. fiport, «vcEin;j

and eeoorat utility.

INGLEDEW
Shoe Company
666 OSANVILLE STREET

WOMEN'S
SPATS

This l9 sure lo b
for EpaU. and w
for It wUh the

sa.so >» es.00

INGLEDEW
Shoe Company
066 GRANVILLE STREET

Smart new style and
splendid wearing qual

ities are combined in

this shoe of rich brown
kid leather at

$7.50

Other Grades $6.00 to $12 00

The Modishness of

Brown Footwear

!

Brown is the acceotable color in

footwear this fall, v\'hether you .choose

a light, medium or dSrk crude io^our
suit or coat

So the woman who does not buy
shoes for every costume is making no
mistake in choosing brown for the'effect

of "style completeness" in her new fall

appareL

Geo. W. Cowatif
"SHOES THAT SATISFY"

88 King Street

ni
Unquestioned

Quality
In every pair of Wilson-s*

Shoes — no matter what the

price

—

Tho utmost In styl*. conifori an.I

Sec Oic Ni-w I-'ull Sljlcs lit Our
|

WILSONS' TWIN Shoe Stores
JST 159 HASTINGS ST. WEST

Some of the Best Types of Advertising That Have Appeared in Canadian Newspapers [During the

Past Monih
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Cost Figures Submitted to Board

of Commerce on 60 Pair Case

FTC;URES filed with the Board of Commerce
at Toronto, during- the recent inquiry, show-

that tlie cost of making- up a sixty ])air lot of

.^hoes is made uo as follows:

Upper. 225 feet at $1.25 $281.25

Side lining-, 2^4 yds, at Siy.c 1.32

Sock lining-, heel est feet 60

Lining-, 19'yards, at 54>^c 10.40

Top facing-, 17 feet at 20c, sheep 3.40

Inside lace stay, 19 feet at 20c, sheep. . 3.80

Inside stav, duck, 1>^ yds. at 77c 96

Label ..." ' 59

Silk and thread, upper and sole 4.80

Eyelets 3.13

Outsole at 62c 37.20

Insoles at 46c 27.60

Welting, 60 yds. at 32c 19.20

Counter at 9j/<c 5.70

Heel 4.80

Top lift 5.55

Loss and profit 7.20

Laces 2.42

Nails, cement, ink, sandpaper 3.00

Sole filling-, webbing 1.20

Shanks .\ 92

Box toe 3.30

Cartons and tissue 27.27

Royalty 1.80

Cost of material $457.41

Cost of labor 55.80

Factory expenses ... 7.80

Office expenses 31.50

Travellers' commissions 31.50

Cash discount 12 60

Total cost $596.61

Averag-e cost per pair • 9.94

Cost of i)roducti()n $5')6.61

5^ per cent, profit 33 3'^

Sale ])rice $630.00

Average cost ])er pair 9.94

Pointers for the Application of Neolin

Soles—Makers Offer Guarantee of Wear

TME bottom of the shoe must be filled evenly
with some filler which will not crumble nor
crcc]) as the shoe is worn. Whatever the fil-

ler, it must meet thes.' requirements.

The sole must be thoroughly cemented, and the

cement allowed to dry, before the sole is laid.

The -soh must be rolled down, so that it adheres
closely to the upper.

In stitching, an awl, needle, and thread of similar

diameter will be found most practicable. The awl,

if not a round-blade, round-point, should be filed to a

round point. Lock and shuttle thread should be of

th? same cord, the bobbin thread being of soft \V"eave,

and both threads being run through hot (not warm)
wax. Tha lock should be high, about one-sixteenth

inch'under the outer surface of the sole. The length

of the stitch varies with the type of shoe, and size of

thread, from seven to nine to the inch.

In tha application of the half-sole, the heel of the

tap should be carried well down in the shank, and
across the shank should be nailed with barbed, flat-

head, clinching- nails.

In applying the synthetic sole, either to a worn
shoe or a new shoe, the shoe should hi kept carefully

balanced. Do not apply a light sole to a heavy sole,

nor an extremely heavy sole to a light upper. This
point is most important, and will have a diirect bear-

ing upon the resultant wear of the entire shoe .

The synthetic sole will never find its greatest

popularity upon the shoe of extreme or radical style.

It will depend for its widest market upon the ser-

vice shoe, and the shoe which will be bought for

general wear as well as for dress. It is adapted by
w^aterproofness, comfort, and long wearing quality,

for the shoes of the entire family. Properly applied,

the synthetic sole, at a moderate price, is a real ally

to the retailer who is seeking a dependable sole for

his service-and-dress line.

So confident are the makers of Neolin Soles, after

exhaustive reports and tests covering shoes sold by
manufacturers during the past year, with the soles

so applied, that they are now ready to ofifer the re-

tailer a gfuarantee of wear.

New In-Stock Bulletin

TH E Westcott-Whitmore Company, Syracuse;, N.
v., have distributed their October in-stock bul-

letin of fall and winter styles for quick deliv-

ery. Included in this bulletin is a sheet offer-

ing a number of specially-priced lines. The company
state that replacement prices on the styles illustrated

in their bulletin would easily be 1.00 to $3.00 in ad-

vance. In addition to a wide range of high-cuts this

catalogue contains illustrations and descriptions of

oxfords, pumps, Ijallet shoes, boudoir slippers, spats,

and buckles.

A Low Show Season

MR. W. G. Fallen, sales manager for (ietty &
Scott, Limited, Gait, Out., predicts that

spring 1920 will be the biggest low shoe sea.s-

on in history, featuring oxfords, colonials, one
eyelet ties and pumps in high, medium and low heel.s.

One of the most striking features will be the Baby
Louis heel. Large metallic buckles in the various

styles and colors will be used as trimming for colon-

ials and pumps. The leading shades of leather used in

the construction of low shoes will be black, brown and
white, showing navy blue kid as the newest novelty.

New Brogues

THE distinguishing- feature of the samples of the

Slater Shoe Co. Ltd., Montreal, is the large

number of brogue efifects which are coming
more and more into popular favor in men's

lines. Two new lasts are included in the samples.

One of these is a straight last and the other has a

French toe. The goods will be in mahogany calf,

brown winter calf, and gunmetal.
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Largest Patent Leather Factory in British Empire
Plant of A. R, Clarke & Company, Toronto, Known the World Over for the Excellence of Its

Product—Capacity 1000 Sides a Day in Addition to Large Quantities of Gloves,

Mitts, Moccasins, Sheep Lined Coats, Mackinaws, Clothing and Work Shirts

— Pres. Grififith B. Clarke an Enthusiastic Manufacturer and Sportsman

THE largest patent leather manufacturing con-

cern in the -British Empire is that of A. R.

Clarke & Company, Limited, Eastern Avenue,
Toronto. The business was founded in Peter-

boro in the year 1852 by John Clarke, father of the late

Mr. A. R. Clarke, th:n being known as "Clarke's Tan-
nery." In 1882 they moved to Toronto and located on

their present site under the style of A. R. Clarke &
Company, Mr. Clarke's two brothers being members
of the firm. Previous

to 1889 they turned
^

out only sheepskins

but in that year they
also started to make
glazed kid as w?ll.

In the year 1898 the

firm was reorganiz-

ed and became A. R.

Clarke & Company,
Limited. At that

time they employed
about fifty or sixty

men and were capi-

talized at $25,000.

In 1902 they start- No. 2 Factory, Laing St.

ed to manufacture patent leather and were, as far as

we can learn, the first firm in Canada to do so. At
that time they depended a great deal on Russia for

their supply of hides, importing large shipments of

coltskins and cow hides. For several years, however,
coltskins have been unobtainable and Clarke's patent
leather has been made from the finest grades of cow
hides obtainable. The output of the patent leather is

now about 1,000 sides a day and in addition the com-
pany also turn out a

large quantity of

gloves, mitts, mocca-
sins, sheep lined

coats, mackinaws,
clothing and work
shirts. The glove de-

partment alone has
an output of approxi-
mately 1,003 dozen
pairs a week. About
three hundred are

on the payroll and
the total production
for this vear will be
well over $3,000,000.
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A section of the beam house Staking in the patent leather department

Only the Best Hides Are Used

Nataurally, the foundation of success in the

leather business lies in the hide. Without a carefully

selected, well proportioned hide, much of the science

and skill of the tanner is lost. In 1852 John Clarke
commenced a business in which quality was the prime
consideration and undoubtedly a rigid adherence to

this ideal has been in great measure responsible for

the wonderful growth of the organization. Seventy-
five per cent, of the hides at present used by the Clarke
Company are secured in Canada and the balance from
the United States. Most of the skins used are from
25 to 45 pounds in weight. It is the aim of the com-
pany at all times to cover their requirements as well as

maybe in the Canadian field.

Known the World Over

Clarke's patent leather has a distribution of almost
world-wide dimensions, representatives being located

at London, Eng., Australia and New Zealand and, on
this continent, in Montreal, Quebec, Boston, New York,
St. Louis and Rochester. Not many years ago it was
almost an impossibility to secure a patent leather that

would not crack and l)lister in service. This was a

condition that prevailed when A. R. Clarke & Com-
pany, Limited, commenced making patent leather sev-

enteen years ago. After about ten years, during which
the process was gradually improved, the company
turned out a product that for general satisfaction has
grown in fame throughout the world. The advantages
of a good patent leather are many and the sales of the

Clarke company's product have been consistently in-

creasing from year to year. Today they are pre-emin-

ent as the foremost manufacturers of patent leather in

the British Empire.
Unlike many other tanneries the Clarke company's

plant presents an imposing exterior appearance, the

main building that first meets the visitor's eye being a

splendid brick structure four stories in height. The
entire plant extends over an area of about six acres,

situated on the waterfront where the air is always
fresh and clean and, therefore, beneficial to the health

of the employees.

How Patent Leather Is Made
A complete description of every process entering

into the manufacture of patent leather is almost impos-

Mr. C. A. Upper, Secretary Mr. Griffith B. Clarke, President Mr. J. G. Hoult, Superintendent
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sible in the space at our disposal but, briefly, th;
principal operations are as follows

:

Passing through the hide room, where the hides
are stored on their arrival at the plant, one enters th:
beam house. The hides are first soaked and washed
free from foreign substances, then taken in hand by
workmen who trim off useless portions and deftly slit

the hid; through the centre so as to form the two sides.
Following this they are
placed in the lime vats and
allowed to soak until the
hair follicles are swelled
sufficiently to allow easy re-

moval of the hair. This is

a process that has not dififer-

ed greatly with the passing
of the years, except that the
labor has been greatly short-

ened by the use of machine-
ry. J In the de-hairing oper-
ation the hide is simply fed
into th; machine and it •

emerges a few seconds later

free from hair. This ma-
chine contains a cylinder
with spiral knives—similar

to a fleshing machine but

pends a great deal the ultimate cjuality of the leather.

Any lime or impurities left in the hide would seriously

interfere with the completion of the tan-

ning. After the lime is thoroughly washed
out the skins are taken to the splitting ma-
chine where they are split to the required

thickness. The Clarke company use only the

grain side of the hide, the splits l)eing salted in

Glove leather drying

barrels and shipped to

other markets.

Glove leather finishing department

much duller—which takes off the hair cleanly and
quickly.

The hair is a by-product and, after being being sub-

jected to washing and drying operations is baled and
disposed of for various purposes.

Lime Must Be Removed

The next process is to remove the lime from the

hide and upon the thoroughness of this operation de-

An Efficient Machine

The splitting machine is

one of the most efficient

pieces of modern tannery
equipment. Naturally a cow

rtif^f^^J^H ^^^^^ thick and heavy

[wSpI^P ^^^B for ordinary upper leather
- ^1 and has to be split to secure

a perfectly uniform thickness

on the grain side of the skin.

This is done by presenting

the edge of the hide to a

sharp revolving band, or

belt knife, which passes

through it parallel to the

surface. The belt knife is of

steel, about 2 inches wide, running rapidly in tension

over two pulleys through a horizontal grooved guide
and kept sharp on one edge by an emery wheel.
Against this sharp edge the hide is forced by passing
between brass rollers, the upper of which is straight

and rigid, while the under one is in sections resting
on a lower roller of rubber to give to the inequalities

of the hide. All inequalities are left on the flesh side of

the hide while the grain side—used in the making of
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Sunning patent leather

patent leather—is perfectly uniform in thickness over

its surface. "

The splits are sometimes made into cheap upper

leathers, many are used for ch^ap gloves,

shoe tongues, insoles and so on, but they

have no place in the Clarke factory.

Chrome Tanning

After all fragments of hair and flesh

have been removed by man with knives

over beams the tanning process is car-

ried through to completion. The hides

are placed in huge revolving drums into

which chrome liquor is fed through a hol-

low axle. After a certain number of

hours in the drum the skins are thorough-
ly tanned through and through and when
taken out are bluish green in color.

Chrome leather has several advantages
over vegetable tannages—it is stronger,

softer and more easily made waterproof.
Vegetable-tanned leather is naturally

rather stiff and firm when exposed to

water or hard weather has a tendency to

become hard and uncomfortable. It has not the soft,

mellow feel of chrome leather, nor the durability and
strength. All of these qualities of chrome tanned

skins are readily apparent in

Clarke's patent leather.

Fat Liquoring and Dying

After the chrome tanning
operation the skins are treated

with fat liquor for the purpose
of lubricating the hide fibres

and replacing the natural oils

which have been removed in

the liming and other processes.

This is also done in large re-

volving drvnns and, at the same
time, the skins are dyed black.

From these drums the skins

are taken to the setting out ma-
chine which has for its object
the stretching, straightening
and smoothing of the leather
and the removal of the water
carried in the .skins from the

coloring drums. From the

setting out machine the leather is conveyed to a hot-

air drying room.
Following this a mechanical softening and stretch-

Varnishing room—showing the baking ovens

Part of patent leather and finishing plant

ing, called "staking" is given the leather. The staking
machine is a table with a wide slit down the centre,

through which two arms move back and forth meeting
each other so as to grip the skin placed on the table

between a roller on the extremity of the upper one and
two blunt blades set about three inches apart on the

extremity of the lower arm. By the motion of the

arms the skin is pulled out strongly while being held
by the operator. After each stroke the skin is

released and shifted so that all parts may be
stretched.

Stretching

Before the final staking operation the skins are

"tacked" or stretched on frames to pull out the

wrinkles, get out all the stretch and allow the leather

to dry a permanent shape. The skins are laid on wood-
en tacking frames where they are stretched and tacked
by two men, one on each side, who have a tool which
is both pincers and hammer. A few tacks are pounded
in one side to hold the skins and then both men seize

the skin with their pincers, pull it out tight, and pound
in the tacks along the edge all the way around. After
being on the frames for about twenty-four hours they
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are taken off and staked again to re-soften them and
buffed against emery wheels to take oft' any roughness.

De-greasing

Before th; final varnishing operation it is necessary
that some of the grease absorbed by the skins during
the fat-liquoring process be removed. Otherwise it

would not be possible to secure a satisfactory founda-
tion for th; varnish. This is called "de-greasing" and

The company have a well equipped laboratory and
mixing room where the varnish is prepared and boiled.

Sorting and Measuring

The leather is now in its finished state and is taken
to the sorting and measuring room. A power-driven
machine registers on a dial the exact surface measure-
ment of a side as it passes through the delicate

mechanism. After sorting and measuring the leather
is packed and shipped.

Glove Leather

A large quantity of glove
leather is also tanned at the
Clarke plant, the process be-
ing similar to that used for
the patent leather stock with
the exception of the final

varnishing operation. Power
stakers are used for the
heavier grades of leather but
for the finer stocks the stak-
ing is done by hand.

The Glove Cutting Room
Several clicking machines

is carried on in a separate

building at the Clarke plant by
the use of naptha. The skins

are soaked in the solution, then
pressed out and dried.

Varnishing

After being taken to the fin-

ishing department the skins are

stretched in frarries by means
of clips that grip the leather.

After a buffing by hand to

smooth down the surface the
frames are conveyed to the
enamelling rooms where the
operators spread on the finish

with wide brushes and slide

the frames into large ovens
where they are baked. When the leather finally comes
from the enamelling rooms it is taken outside and' sun-

ned, this being- a very important feature in securing a

rich, glossy surface.

After the leather has been in the svm for the requir-

ed length of time it is taken indoors where operators
with keen-edged knives quickly cut the skins out of

th^ frame, leaving the ragged edges and portions of

leather to which the clips have been attached for boys
to remove later.

Tanning patent and glove leathers at No. 1 factory

but, for the most part, the patterns are cut out by hand
with die and mallet. This department is particularly

bright and airy, although the same may be said of al-

most every other department in the plant.

The Glove Stitching Room
The glove stitching room is lighted on three sides

and presents at all times a scene of activity. Twelve
thousand pairs of gloves are turned out here each week
and they are a quality that have bought them fame
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Sorting and measuring department—Patent leather plant

throughout the entire Dominion. These goods are sold

under the A.R.C. brand.

No Labor Troubles

A noticeable feature about the entire plant is the

perfect unanimity with which the workmen carry on
their respective tasks—they are more like human
beings than human machines. Labor troubles in the

Clarke plant are unknown. It is the constant endeavor
of the management to give their employees every pos-

sible consideration and as high wages as is consistent

with the successful operation of the industry. That
their eftorts are appreciated is evidenced in the high
quality of work turned out.

An Up-to-date Office

The office at the Clarke plant furnishes an agree-

able contrast to that of the average plant making simi-

lar lines. It is equipped with every modern device for

labor-saving and accuracy—book-keeping machines,
adding machines, comptrometers and so on—and is

furnished handsomely. An inquiry wicket is situated

View showing a small section of glove department where the latest and
most approved machinery has been installed

Part of patent leather plant

directly in front of the main entrances where
visitors are given courteous attention. To
the right of the entrance there is a waiting
room, provided with various current maga-
zines for the use of callers.

Knows the Business Thoroughly

Mr. Griffith B. Clarke, president of the

company, came into the firm in 1906 after

completing his education at St. Andrew's
College, Toronto. Unlike many other young
fellows, who doubtless would have ridiculed

the idea, Mr. Clarke donned overalls and went
to work in the beam house—the most dis-

agreeable task in the whole process of tanning
but one which the successful tanner must be
intimately acquainted with since it underlies

the ultimate quality of the leather. As vice-
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president of the company later on Mr. Clarke had much
to do with the buying of materials and thi sale of

]jatent leather and has made several trips to Europe in

this connection.

Readers will recall the unfortunate death of Mr.
A. R. Clarke, then president of the company, who
was one of the victims of German "kultur" on the ill-

fated Lusitania. Some years previous to this Messrs.
C. E. and F. G. Clarke, who had been in the business
with the late Mr. A. R. dark; when the tannery was
moved from Peterboro to Toron-
to, started another tannery in To-
ronto for th: purpose of specializ-

ing on sheepskins. These two
younger brothers passed away
within a couple of months of each
other—Mr. Charles E. Clarke on
Christmas Day, 1917, and Mr. F. ,

G. Clarke on February 18, 1918. V

An Able Successor

Following the death of his

father Mr. Griffith B. Clarke be-

came president of A. R. Clarke &
Co., Ltd., and has combined new
blood and enterprise with the rig-

id principles laid down by the

founder of the business. His
practical experience, gained in the

tannery and in the buying and
selling department, fitted him to

take upon his own shoulders the

entire burden of a rapidly grow-
ing industry. In addition to hav-
ing a very complete knowledge of

the business Mr. Clarke possess-

ed the goodwill and friendship of his employees. He
had interested himself in their recreation, organized
baseball and hockey teams and done everything in his

power to make their working conditions agreeable.

His Hobbies

Two hobbies are about all that Mr. Clarke has time
for these days—patent leather and motoring, both on
water and land. He is an ardent motor boat enthus-

iast and possesses two of the fastest speed boats on
Lake Ontario, Leopard I and Leopard HI. On Sep-

tember 9 last his Leopard TIL won the International

Gold Trophy Cup and Leopard I. came in second, de-

feating another fast Toronto boat and Arab IV which
had been brought from the United States.

Mr. Clarke is a member of the Toronto Motor Club,
the Royal Canadian Yacht Club, the National Club,
Rotary Club, Empire Club, Lambton Golf Club, the

Glove leather finishing department

Canadian Bicycle Club and St. Johns Lodge, A.F. &
A.M.

The plant superintendent is Mr. J. G. Hoult who
has been with the firm for the past twelve years and
is a veritable encyclopedia of knowledge regarding
the manufacture of patent leather. He is a member
of Shamrock Lodge, A.F. & A. M.

Mr. C. A. Upper, who has charge of the office and
financial end of the business came into the firm at the

Part of the glove stitching department A part of the cutting room in the glove department
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age of tifteea years and
has, of course, an inti-

mate grasp of this end
of the industry. He al-

so is a member of Sham-
rock Lodge, A.F. & A.

M.
Sales of patent leath-

er, for the most part, are

made direct with the

shoe ma n ufacturers

throughout Canada and
through the company's
representatives in for-

eign citiis. A number
of travellers are on the

road, however, carrying
the A.R.C. brand gloves,

mitts and clothing.

A Record Year

All indications are

that the present year,

67th year, of their exis-

tence, will be the most ^ „„_„„_.„_„„_„„_„„_„_„„_„„ „,_
S:UeGes&£«-l- &iie.^fmin the

standpoint of sales vol-

ume ever experienced. Certainly the friends of

A. R. Clarke and Company are legion but this is only

the result of a consistent fidelity to that principle of

quality and service established by John Clarke three

score and seven years ago.

Indications at present are that Spring- 1920 will see

a remarkable increase in the use of patent leather.

Mr. Clarke's Leopard I.—Winner of the Prince of Wales Gold Medal

Most manufacturers' samples include a generou.=

sprinkling of patent lines and orders are being taken

freely. Much of this popularity is due, without ques-

tion, to the efiforts of those manufacturers who have
been so persistently instrumental in bringing patent

leather to its present state of perfection, amon;.^'

whom the A. R. Clarke Co. are a prominent example.
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POINT FIFTEEN
Marie Corelli in "Sunday Chronicle" (Eng.)

"Reconstruction! Reconstruction!" This has become
almost a parrot cry. What we have called "civilization" has
had its little house of cards blown down by a hurricane, and
we stand, more or less bewildered, looking at the l)its of

pasteboard lying aljout, and wondering how we shall begin
to put them up into some sort of shape again.

"We must reconstruct!" we say, both in Press and
Parliament. But how? Each man asks the question of his

neighbor, and each of¥ers a dififercnt opinion.
The continuous uncertainty, suspense, and general mud-

dle make up the finest possible hunting-ground for loose-

minded agitators and blustering demagogues, who are, of

course, paid for their agitations and demagogue-isms either

by British malcontents or German agents, and pocket their

ill-gotten gains as cheerfully as lawyers who, if they lose

their clients' cases, lose nothing themselves.
1^: 1^ Hi 1^ 1^

Arnid all the turmoil one man from America assumes, or

rather presumes a dictatorship, for the rest of the world

—

though why he should be permitted this privilege will ever

be a riddle and a mystery, save to the sneaking devil of

finance.

With a quill from the American eagle's swooping pinion

he sets down fourteen points of "reconstruction" which,

like fourteen rays of light, are to emanate from himself as

the central sun of social and political wisdom.
There would be something humorous in this if it were

not, as a whole, so desperately tragic.

Think of it! One man, one poor, little, swiftly perish-

able microibe of humanity, setting down, as in a copybook
for children, certain rules and laws for the brotherhood of

nations and for the better behaviour of all the Cains and
Abels of the race!

In this moral attitude, self-assumed, quill in hand, the

complacent Pronouncer of Platitudes has none of the great-

ness or wisdom so foolishly attributed to him; he merely
makes one of the most pathetic figures in all history. He
would seem to imagine it possilile to succeed where the

Divine Christ failed.

Pitiful self-delusion! — immense effrontery! — the lilind

confidence of a gnat confronting flame!

For this simple platitudinarian of Fourteen Points, in

his copybook schemes for "recO'Ustruction'' and general
fraternity, has forgotten the greatest point of all—the point

which makes all such schemes impossible of workable ful-

filment—Human Nature.
Human Nature is the untamed, and possibly for ever

untamable, monster of life—the half-God, half-devil, that re-

joices in its dual character and is at most times more satis-

fied to be devil than God—now revelling in the brute claims
of its brutish desires, and anon springing to the pure height
of a spiritual ideal so lofty as almost to touch the throne
of God.

No copy-'book precepts will control this strange product
of the unfathomable mind of the Creator. It has to fight

its way alone. As it emerged from Simian and cave-type
men to its present doubtful state of semi-civilized savagery,
so it must emerge of itself, if at all, with such mental and
moral consciousness as will persuade it that its human
brothers are not survivals and would-be destroyers.

The American Eagle will succeed in hustling this slow
evolvement and most gradual phase of education—no, not
if a hundred "Points" were pulled from its wings instead of

Fourteen.
The unwritten, undeclared, and well-nigh forgotten

number rules all the rest—Point Fifteen—otherwise Human
Nature.

Human Nature, with a devil-impulse, has sunk the Ger-
man Fleet in the Scapa Flow. Human Nature has likewise
burnt the French flags captured in 1870. "Vulgar spite,"

says the Press. Certainly. But spite is a part of the devil
side of human nature.

German human nature, which is, racially, fierce and
cowardly at once, like Shakespeare's "bully Pistol," will eat
its heart and all other hearts in its way for the purpose of
vengeance.

British human nature, easy-going and phlegmatic, is,

after much ox-like patience, beginning to resent the irritat-

ing insolence of Government control, which measures out its

beef and denies it its beer, and means to "have it out with

every man jack of the lot," according to street parlance,

some day.
Every nation is ill at ease—every man and woman

strung up to an unhealthy nerve-tension. Yet we' mildly

prattle of peace
—"when there is no peace"; no, not under

any German signature.*****
And our "reconstruction"? What is it worth?
Who will "reconstruct" the human nature of the beaten

and baffled Hun? Who will temper the thirsty palate of the

beer-loving Briton? Who will "reconstruct" the lost faith

of Italy, and bind up the gaping wounds of France and
brave litle Belgium?—Belgium in particular, who sacrificed

all to save her neighbors!
There is no sign as yet of any such "reconstruction."

. Among ourselves there are evidences of violent hysteria,

which displays itself in the delirium of our women who,
casting off as much clothing as the police will allow, dance
in a semi-nude condition night after night in public places,

and offer themselves to immorality without shame; while
the men, adrift from the clamour and horror of war, look

about at home for something to kill—either their unfaith-

ful women or their Ijroken and disheartened selves.

In this sore of plight human nature is reverting to brute
instincts merely; and as a sapient evening newspaper re-

marked in its columns the other day:
There has been recently a considerable outcrop of

crimes of violence which is not a little alarming, and it is

to the interest of the community that the causes and pos-
sible cure of this social disease should be sought.

O wise judge! O learned judge! It is, indeed, "to the

interest of the social community" that the "causes" of the
utter downfall of women's modesty and the evidences of

men's callousness should be probed to their root.

Look for them, then!—and find them in the weakness,
timidity and inefficiency of the Church; in the criminal suf-

ferance accorded to atheists and sexualists; in the indecen-
cies of the "gutter" Press, pictorial and otherwise! It is

difficult to find a newspaper nowadays without a "snapshot"
of a nearly nude woman; and this is the sort of daily pictor-

ial provender sent into the houses of Britain for the enter-
tainment of growing girls and boys!

To quote again from the sagacious journal l^efore men-
tioned :

The high spirits of youth, if directed into healthy chan-
nels, are an asset to the nation; allowed to drift they be-
come at once a grave danger and a sorry disgrace to the
community.

Just so. And it is not any "League of Nations" or
Wilsonian maxims that will amend social or political mat-
ters as they stand to-day both in Great Britain and America.

Intrigue and corruption are rife in both countries, and
while intrigue and corruption are tolerated by any states-
men such a thing as our "reconstruction" is impossible.

It is a matter for each individual to consider deeply
whether he or she is able and willing to aid in the task by
"reconstructing" himself or herself.

At the moment society is merely "running amok," and
there is no self-discipline. Personally, I do not wonder at
it, for the tolerance shown by the public Press to atheism
and blasphemy has deprived religion of its hold on the
mind and robbed the afflicted of comfort, so that one con-
stantly hears people say: "Oh, what does it matter? No-
body cares whether you're good or bad, dead or alive

—

it's all one.
The great unchanging Law of God, which never fails

to recompense evil for evil and good for good, is seldom
recognized or admitted; humanity all over the world seems
bent on the swift "rush" to its end!

"Reconstruction" is a fair-sounding word—but the deed
is in abeyance.

Some few things might be done for the help of the
young—the bookstalls might be cleared of filthy fiction
such as even Rabelais might have blushed to own; the Press
might once more be clean, and refuse to deal with subjects
only fit for medical discussion; and the stage might en-
courage legitimate drama decently clothed.
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Attractive window cards for the shoe retailer issued by Standard Show Card Service, Inc.

A New Show Card Service

'""^HE Standard Show Card Service, Inc., 56 W.
I Washington Street, Chicago, furnish something
M. new in the way of service for the shoe retail-

er. For a certain membership fee this company
supplies a set of frames with standards finished to

match the retailer's fixtures, a set of sixteen show
cards each month, size 8 x 14 and 7 x 11, 100 price

tickets at the start of service and another hundred
at the end of six months. Members have the privilege

of sending in their own copy or suggestions—other-

wise the copy is written by experts in the company's
employ. The idea originated for the benefit of merch-
ants who are unable to buy the right kind of display
cards in their respective localities and who desire to

bring their window displays up to the standard of

those in the larger cities. The cards are made up on
colored mat boards, with air brush designs, illustra-

tions, etc., and are always seasonable. Special cards
will be made for members at any- time. Complete in-

formation may be had by addressing Standard Show
Card Service, Inc., at the above address.

tions, having a direct bearing on the retail trade, pass-

ed by the convention. These referred to such subjects

as alleged profiteering in the shoe trade; the revision

of shoe styles by joint conventions of manufacturers,
tanners and retailers; the danger of over-buying;
standardization of cartons ; the payment of express
charges by manufacturers when small consignments,
as parts of large orders, were sent. Some of these

points were briefly discussed . On the question of

over-buying, there was a concensus of opinion that

retailers are now buying heavily—in the words of one
speaker "there is a blaze of buying."

At the dinner of the members Mr. Alf. Lambert
referred to the fact that Russian merchants had sug-
gested to the manufacturers that there was an open-
ing in Russia for the disposal of old style shoes—odds
and ends. These might be sold through a syndicate
to the Russian Government, and paid for by purchases
of Russian hides. It was decided that Mr. L. Adel-
stein and Mr. Marchand should interview Mr. Lam-
bert on the subject of what stocks might be available

and also to secure further information. A report will

be submitted at the next meeting.

Montreal Retailers Endorse Resolutions

Passed at Toronto Convention

SUBJECTS of interest to retailers were discussed

at a meeting of the Montreal boot and shoe sec-

lion of the Retail Merchants' Association, held

on October 9. Mr. Aime De Montigny presided.

Letters on the cjuestion of manufacturers selling re-

tail were read from the Children's Footwear Co.,

Kingsbury Footwear Co., Corbeil, Ltd., J. B. Corbeil.

Rene Footwear Co., Aird & Son, and the Canadian
Footwear Co.

At the convention of the National Shoe Retailers'

Association in Toronto a resolution was adopted in

favor of an additional month being added for rubber
and outing goods. Thus rubber goods would be dat-

ed 1st December and outing goods 1st June. This
resolution was endorsed, and a copy of the resolution

is to be forwarded to the rubber companies.
The meetiing also endorsed several other resolu-

Thinking One Jump Ahead of Your Customer

IT
happened in a shoe store. A placid gentleman

had just boug'ht a pair of shoes, and was all ready
to put his right foot back into the old shoe. Be-
fore slipping it on the salesman glanced at it.

"If we put on new soles and rubber heels you can
get these to-morrow afternoon," he suggested, taking

the new right shoe out of the box.

"All right," agreed the customer. And he wore his

new footgear away.
The salesman was thinking just one jump ahead of

him. Mr. Purchaser knew he had to have those old

shoes resoled some time. But he may not have known
that that particular shoe store handled repairing and
he probably had a habit of putting such things off.

That's human nature.

Dufresne & Locke, Limited, shoe manufacturers,

Montreal, contemplate adding a couple of new lasts

to their lines during the next few weeks.
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Three designs in cut steel buckles made by the Kescot Manufacturing Company

Wide Range of Shoe Ornaments

TH l'2 illustrations herewith are representative of

countless dififerent patterns, shapes and sizes

of buckles manufactured in solid steel and im-

itation bead by the Kescot Manufacturing-
Company of Providence, R.I. These three designs are

the last word in style and finish—made of solid steel,

resem'bling the cut steel ef¥ects, but making possible

the manufacture of much more beautiful and intricate

designs. These solid steel buckles do not rust or fall

to pieces. They possess a brilliant sparkle, with sharp

lines, and are produced in most striking" efifects. In-

dications are that Spring, 1920, will be a good season

for ornaments, and the "Kes-Cut-Steels" are enjoying

a large sale.

Advocates Noon-Hour Closing

ONE of the livest shoe stores east of Toronto is

Burns' Shoe Store at Oshawa, Ont. They
have the best location in town and have built

up a very substantial trade. A feature of the

store is that women's shoes are handled upstairs,

while the downstairs section is devoted entirely to

men's and children's. A broad stairway to the up-
stairs is situated in the middle of the store at the rear

and Mr. Burns says that women customers .do not
object in the slightest—in fact they prefer the exclu-

siveness of the upstairs department. Mr. Burns is an
advocate of noon-hour closing- in all stores—from
twelve to one. He points out that in almost

,
every

store the noon-day lunch hour causes endless incon-

venience and makes necessary the employment, of

more salesmen than are absolutely necessary. Then,
again, there is always the hour in which the propri-

etor himself goes out to lunch, during which he is not
on hand to give the personal service so often expected
by customers in the small-town store.

Montreal Situation

MONTREAL manufacturers liave advanced
their cjuotations, and in the better grades
of shoes the rise is especially marked.
The reason is increased cost of leather

and findings, and of manufacture, the wages
of the operatives having been considerably augment-
ed. Operatives are now earning very high wages,
larger in fact than was ever known in the history
of the industry. The effect of these conditions is

seen in the all-round advance.
Montreal factories are reported very busy, orders

for spring coming in freely. Some manufacturers
are unable to book any more business for months

to come, and have recalled their travellers. The
position as to obtaining adequate supplies of leather
is uncertain, and as a rule, manufacturers will not
take orders beyond those for which they are covered.

There are inquiries for export for Belgium and
Greece, the latter for military purposes. British buy-
ers are also in the market, including Mr. F. Kenner, of
Geo. Jacobs & Co., London. Paradoxical as it may
appear, considering the shortage of shoes in Great
Britain, an English manufacturer, Church & Co., of
Northampton, is now in Canada for the purpose of
selling English shoes.

Retailers all over the country are advertising "soar-
ing shoe prices" as an incentive for the public to buy
footwear stocked before the increase. This is paving
the way for the charge of "profiteering" which breaks
out periodically in the daily press.

Oxfords and woolen hosiery are already in evi-
dence on the streets. This is but the forerunner of a
demand which every retailer will do well to take
advantage of.

Mr. Wm. Breithaupt, of the Breithaupt Lea-

I

ther Company, Kitchener, who was married
5 recently to Miss Hughes, daughter of Mr.
I

S. R. Hughes, of Toronto.
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The "Weary Way of the Needle Point Toe"

Women Writer Claims the Fair Sex are

Enthusiastic Over the French Last

\ inccd, for how could toes possibly be crammed into

the pointed leather cases displayed in some of the

smart shops ?

Generally speaking, there will be no radical change
in footwear for the coming season, although each

IN
a current issue of one of the leading national

women's magazines there is printed an outline,

(written by a woman no doubt), of the style

trend, which is interesting from the point of view-

that the writer deprecates the continuance of the

"weary way of the needle point toe," and speaks very
kindly of the short, round vamp shoes now so popular

Wompn's seamless pump with plain toe, single sole

and 18/8 Spanish heel. This is made on a new last

with long vamp and pointed toe in Duchess brown
calf, by Ames-Holden-McCready, Montreal.

in P'rance. The magazine is published in New York,
and may indicate, to some limited extent, the style,

outlook in that centre :

Bootmakers are unusually late in putting out their

winter models. There has been much speculation a'>

to the shape of the toe, whether it is to continue on
its weary way with a needle ])oint, or whatever it will

be shaped to fit the feet God gave us. The question

is of particular interest to those of us who have toes

on our feet. Some of us have not—of that I am con-

A Russia lace oxford with long, receding toe, one
of the latest spring styles, by Edwin Clapp & Son,
Inc., East Weymouth, Mass.

house has its own distinctive lines. Vamps are to con-
tinue very long and narrow, yet a well-known boot-
maker makes them a trifle shorter, and all are pointed.

.Some houses feature the eight-inch top ; others make
it ifine inches. For dress wear buttoned shoes will be
used, while for tailored use the laced shoe—another

Men's calf oxford with whole quarter and Chicago
vamp, with imitation tip, single sole and 8/8 heel.

It is made on the new 1018 last, with medium nar-
row recede toe, by Ames-Holden-McCready, Montreal

lllllllllllll

fact which ])redicts the short skirt. ICyelets remain
im isible and are laced with the slenderest of cords.

The Louis XV. heel appears on all boots except
the welt-sole walking boot, which usually has a Cuban

Some of the new Fleet Foot lines for Spring, 1920—made by Dominion Rubber System



heel. The"baby French heel" appears on slippers only.

Tips are confined almost exclusively to sports shoes,

yet one house shows them on all walking- boots. Boots
may be all in one tone or have contrasting tops, but
all colors are dull. One house features dull gray; an-

other, field-mouse brown. Seal and Havana brown are

smart. Evening slippers are usually of black satin or

metal cloth. Beads are not procurable.
The fortunate possessor of French shoes with

their short, square toes and high heels, is frequently
accosted in the street by passers-by who beg—with
profuse apologies—to know where those lovely shoes
may be found. In nine cases out of ten they were
found in Paris at the rate of twenty-nine dollars a pair

but they may be found right in New York at a

i:illl:llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli^^

more modest price. There is a tiny shop in the shad-
ow of the elevated where one may purchase shoes
made on the genuine French last. The French propri-

etors, Carcion and Maufre, formerly with one of the

smartest bootmakers on Fifth Avenue, are artists, and
take an artist's pride in their little stock.

Colors for Spring

THE official color card issued by the Allied

Council of the United States shoe and leather

industries and trades for the spring season.

1920, and adopted by the styles committee of

the National Shoe Retailers' Association includes

three shades of kid, three of ooze, or buck, and two of

calf. The kid colors are dark brown, dark golden
brown and neutral medium gray ; the buck shades are

dark brown, beaver brown and neutral medium gray.

In calf the colors are dark brown and medium brown.

A men's wear trade paper says that manufacturers
of men's silk shirts will have to "manoeuvre" some to

produce shirts of good quality to sell at a minimum
of $18.00 each. So far we have seen no howl in the

daily press about "profiteering in the shirt business."

Illllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllll'llilillllilll^^

Woollen hosiery for women promises to be verv
much in favor this fall and winter. Have you antici-
pated your requirements?
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Formal Inauguration of No. 2 Factory of the Tetrault

Shoe Manufacturing Co. at Maisonneuve

BETWEEN 1,400 and 1,500 of the employees
and staff of the Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing-
Company were present on the night of Oc-
tober 4 at the formal inauguration of the ex-

tension to No. 2 factory, Maisonneuve. The exten-

sion is a building- of four storeys, with an area of

65,000 square feet, having the same architectural fea-

tures as the old structure. The total capacity of the

entine factory is 5,000 pairs of welts a day and that

of No. 1 factory, Montreal, 3,000 pairs a day.

The inauguration took the form of a ball, concert
and supper, and was held in two stories of the fac-

tory, the rooms being- elaborately decorated with flags.

The supper and concert were followed by a dance,
which was kept up until 5 o'clock in the morning.
A feature of the musical end of the programme was
a fine "jazz" band.

The event was arranged by a committee and the

different details handled by the following sub-com-
mittees: Supper— T. Metayer and M. Pelletier;

Dance—J. Grady, A. Barry and M. Champagne; En-
tertainment—M. A. Normandin, H. Lafluer and M.
Champagne; Decorations—J. B. Marcoux, T. Robin-
son, M. Pelletier and T. Metayer; Door Committee

—

H. Lafleur and P. Boutin ; Check Room—A. Courville

and G. Chapleau
;
Beverages—J. B. Marcoux; Ladies'

Committee—Madamoiselles Godin and Burke. The
arrangements were so successful that another com-
mittee has been appointed to arrange for a supper
and dance on January 1st next. At the present "Bal
Inauguration" the supper guests numbered about 600.

Presentations

During- the evening Mr. Peter Doig, sales man-
ager, on behalf of the employees, presented Mr. Albert
Tetrault, vice-president and general manager, with

a gold cigarette case, and Mr. W. B. Mathews, gener-

al superintendent, with a loving cup. In making the

presentations, Mr. Doig, after complimentary refer-

ences to the recipients, expressed their appreciation

of the firm's efforts, through all the vicissitudes of

the past, to keep the entire staff employed. With this

in view the company were extending their operations

to other countries. The directors were doing a nice

business with France and England and were plan-

ning to open branches in other parts of the world.

He urged upon the staff the necessity of attention

to the details of the work, as it was as much to their

interest as to that of the directors that the work
should be satisfactory in every way. It was by co-

operation that success was attained.

Mr. Albert Tetrault and Mr. Mathews replied.

The former expressed the hope that such gatherings

would be more frequent and he pledged the assist-

ance of the directors to that end. The directors were
anxious to co-operate with the employees in any ef-

forts to make working conditions better, as it was
by working on these lines that mutual benefit w'as

secured.

Regret was expressed at the absence of Mr. Nap.
Tetrault, the president, and three hearty cheers were
accorded him. Mr. Tetrault arrived in Montreal from
Europe a few days after the inauguration of the fac-

tory.

L. B. Evans, Son Company, Wakefield, Mass., state

that their line for the coming spring season will be
made up somewhat as follows: Medium grade welts

and turns, low cuts only, in women's oxfords and
pumps : misses' and children's ankle ties, barefoot san-

dals and play shoes.

Six hundred guests at the "Bal Inauguration" supper given by the Tet rault Shoe Manufacturing Company—Prominent at the first table are

Messrs. Albert Tetrault, Oliver Tetrault, Peter Doig and W. B. Mathews
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A New Kind of Repair Shop
Takes in Dry Cleaning and Has Hat Cleaning, Shoe Shine

and Clothes Pressing Departments

JAY H. SKINNER, who recently opened the Shoe
Service Shop, is one of the large southern cities,

has attracted considerable attention with his ad-

vertising and with the unusual beauty of his

shop. The new shop, described in the Shoe Retailer,

is the largest and most roomy one in the city. It is

equipped throughout with Goodyear machinery, in-

cluding two stitchers, and recognized as a twenty-
five foot line outfit. In addition to shoe repairing the

shop takes in dry cleaning, hat cleaning-, and has shin-

ing and cleaning departments for handling men's and
women's shoes.

The shoe repair department is at the front of the

store, part of the work being done in the windows,
with the work bench facing a passage-way to the

rear of the shop. At the rear of the work room is

the receiving counter, wrapping desk, etc. Opposite
this department is the men's shining stand, while be-

hind the department is the women's shine stand. The
women's stand is an entirely separate department,
and low curtains give a semblance of privacy.

Opposite the ladies' department is a checking room
in which the public, especially interurban travelers,

may check bundles until they are ready for them. The
checking service is free.

At the rear of this department is the dry cleaning

room, equipped with a steam press. Clothes taken in

are wholesaled to a large cleaner, and returned rough
dried, to be finished and delivered from the shop.

Opposite the pressing room is a waiting room in

which men may sit while waiting for their clothing

to be pressed. A dressing room is located just to the

rear of this department, and bathrobes and extra

trousers .are loaned to customers who are waiting for

their clothes to be pressed.

The company also furnishes house slipiTers for

men and women who are waiting for immediate shoe
repairs. Colored boys are used in the shining depart-

ment. All employees wear uniforms, while Mr. Skin-
ner wears a white jacket himself while in the shop.

One interesting feature of the equipment is that

all shining stands are equipped with opera chairs in-

stead of benches, and canvas covers are placed over
the chairs and removed and laundered whenever nec-

essary.

$10,000 Shop

The shop itself was at one time a barbershop, and
known as a $10,000 shop. Large mirrors extend down
the entire wall on one side, and half way back on the
other side, with lighting fixtures at numerous inter-

vals, the base being of marble. For several years af-

ter the barber shop moved out the room was used as
a dairy lunch. The metal ceiling is painted white, while
excellent lighting fixtures improve the general atmos-
phere of the place.

Mr. Skinner believes in giving the public quality
and quantity, and has long believed that there was

room in Louisville, as well as in other sections of the

country, for a shop which handled business in a high
class manner. A sketch of his career makes interest-

ing reading. Mr. Skinner is now 40 years, of age. The
greater part of his life was given to newspaper work,
20 years having been spent in the advertising depart-
ments of several papers at Cleveland, O., Terre Haute,
Ind., Houston, Tex., and Louisville, Ky. Three years
ago he left the newspaper field to enter real estate

with the Paul Semonin Co., and while with that com-
pany rented a room on Fourth avenue to a concern
operating a chain of repair shops. The manager of

the repair company made an arrangement with Mr.
Skinner to look after the financial and business end
of the Louisville business on part time, later taking
him in on a percentage and salary basis for his full

time. However, Mr. Skinner soon found that his auth-
ority was limited and that he couldn't work out ideas
that looked good to him, so about two months ago
he decided to enter business for himself.

Pays to Advertise
Through long years in the advertising business

Mr. Skinner learned that advertising pays, and he saw
where good advertising would help the shoe repair
business. He also knew that a shop must back up
its advertising with good merchandise, therefore he
uses only the best leather, rubber and other materials
obtainable. At the present time the shop handles only
three makes of standard rubber heels.

Mr. Skinner claims that he is going to give the
public the best service, workmanship and material
that money can buy, and when he can't combine the
three he will go into some other line of business.
He has put in a first class line of equipment, first

class material, and picked his men with care and

Premier Shoe Repair Stores

LIMITED
WAITING SERVICE

Rubber Heels

Leather Heels

Leather Half Soles

Fibre Half Soles

Through Soles

10 Minutes

10 Minutes

20 Minutes

20 Minutes

30 Minutes

Sit and read in our waiting

rooms. They're comfortable.

A window card that appeals to the man in a hurry
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thouglit. ."-Service and satisfaction must be maintained,

and he is enough of a business man to realize that

under such conditions and with proper advertising his

shop is bound to become popular.

Mrs. Skinner assists him in taking in the work and
delivering it. All work must be delivered when pro-

mised. Each pair of shoes is tagged when it comes
in and the customer given a stub. When completed
they are bundled, tagged, and placed in numerical
order, so that it only requires a moment to find the

other end of the tag.

Mr. Skinner also realizes the im])ortance of clean-

liness and sanitation. All scrap leather and trash is

removed regularly each evening. The men have lock-

ers and a shower bath in the basement, and so they

leave the place looking like gentlemen. They wear
jumper suits while at work. At the end of the day
scrub women enter the shop as they do in office build-

ings, and clean it from one end to the other, all

metal parts being cleaned and polished, while the

floor is scrubbed and all dirt and dust collected and
removed. Chutes from the work shop to barrels in

the basement carry away all scraps of leather, old

soles and trash from the shop.

Business has been good from the start, and Mr.
Skinner feels confident that it will pick up steadil}'.

He is using the newspapers steadily in advertising,

and has pulled some very clever stufif, taking ad-

vantage of various current events of local interest,

one being- in connection with the street railway strike,

in which he came out with a statement in the same
type and general plan used by both the Railway Com-
pany and the Carmen's Union in statements made to

the public. This statement was as follows:

Public Notice

An Absolute Denial

Because of the fact that I have just opened the

Shoe Service Shop at 330 West JefTerson Street, for

the repairing of shoes and further because I have on
different occasions in the ])ublic press advocated
"More Walking" on the part of the public, I have
been wrongly and maliciously accused of being re-

sponsible for the present strike of street-car motormen
and conductors.

It is rumored that I caused the strike so that the

entire population of the city would be forced to walk
thereby wearing out their shoes so I could repair

them.
This I absolutely deny— I am in no way respon-

sible for this strike—I was not consulted before it

took place by either the workmen concerned or offi-

cials of the Street Railway Company.
I admit that I have publicly expressed my prefer-

ence for walking (on the part of others), but when I

did so r supposed it would be understood that it was
to he in moderation and not a prolonged "hike."

Of course, while the strike lasts, walking will con-

tinue to be a disagreeable necessity on the part of

most of us. Shoes are bound to wear out, and I will

appreciate it if you will bring them to the Shoe Ser-

vice Shop for repairs.

As to my causing this strike, all rumors to that

effect are false and the union officials or street rail-

way officials will bear me out in this statement.

Yours for less walking,

JAY H. SKINNER,
President Shoe Service Shop, 330 W. Jefferson St.

Practical Hints for the Shoe Repairer

THE wires which bind the heel lifts in dozen
packages for shipping purposes can be made
to be of use to the person who accumulates
many of them. The following suggestions are

offered by "Shoe Repair Shop"

:

Cut them in 2j^-inch or 3-inch lengths, then wrap
around the nail set so that the ends are even, and with
small ])liers bind one of the ends to the side, making
a bencl sufficiently short to hold the end of the other
wire, like a safety pin. These can be used to fasten

tags on shoes that have no laces. When not in use
they may be hung on a bill file.

* * *

Setting the old shoes down in natural position up-
on the bench, the wise repairer gives the customer
an immediate general view of the shoes to be repair-

ed, and if the heels need repairing that fact is then
so apparent that the customer readily agrees to have
them repaired. When the shoes are held in the hand
and the question of repairing the heels comes up, very
often the customer will decide in the negative, think-
ing evidently only of the extra price involved, but
when the heels are set on the bench and the rear does
not touch surface, the customer can see for himself
what is necessary.

* * *

A man standing up has about twice as much
strength as when he is sitting down or kneeling.

Shoe repairing is laborious work, although much
brain work is also needed. Certain operations do not
call for a standing- posture, but it is maintained that

resoling and heel making can be done better stand-
ing.

* * *

One^ of the little things that may seriously affect

the successful operating of the sole stitching machine
in the repair shop is the condition of the thread rolls.

Keep the rolls clean to insure good, uniform work,
and unless this is done uniform work cannot be ex-

pected. The proper cleaning operation is very simple,

and it should be performed every night, regardless of

the amount of work done on the machine, for thread
rolls become foul more rapidly with machines that

are used spasmodically than they do with machines
that are run steadily. It is the frequent stojjping of

the machine and the drying of the wax on the roll

that leads to accumulation that makes the thread roll

foul and increases the drag on the thread.

* * *

^\"hen a])plying steel plates or circlets to heels

that have been tempered, the lift should be wet or in

tem ser, so as to allow the i)latc or circlets to sink

in flush \vith the leather.

* * *

A piece of sole leather that has hard spots and
\eins in it should be wet before stitching. Many re-
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pairers do not use defective leather on welt shoes,

l)Ut the idea that this leather can be used only in

nailed work is a wrong one. Leather may ha\'e hard
spots and still be entirely serviceable.

* * *

Cleaning up old shoes gu hand in hand witli

the bottom finishing part, which to-day is a very
important part of shoe repairing and general shoe
making. Anything that is worth being done at all is

worth being done right, and the work that is only

half done is not done well. We live in a progressive

world, and it will pay you to be progressive.

* * *

Have your shop arranged so that it will not be
necessary to spend time in overcoming difficulties

which arise from inconvenient arrangements. Have

Black Vici Kid Oxford—by Getty and Scott, Gait, Ont.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

your machines and tools arranged in the order of

their use and you will find that each job can be ac-

complished in less time.

^ ^

As women contribute about three-fourths of the

work done by the shoe repairer, he should jnit forth

his best efforts to make the repair shop attractive. This
means having a presentable front, a clean entrance
and neatness inside, all of which, to comi)lete the at-

tractiveness of the repair shop, must be accompanied
hy workmanship which is neat and good.

Leather Lifting and Rubber Heels

THE one most concerned with the number of

leather lifts in a heel is the shoe repairer. If

one asks how this can be the reply is that

the repairer has to fix up the heels and the

man who does the fixing is always much concerned
with the material to be worked upon. This will prove
true whether one is fixing a shoe or the roof of a

house.

Now it often happens that a woman will buy a

pair of shojs and will take them to the repairer to

have the leather lifts taken off and a rubber heel

put on. This means that only a part of the leather
heel is taken off or just enough to make room for

the rubber. Th? rul^ber may be three-eighths or so
as there are no high heels of all rubber, as far as the
writer has been able to sec.

Now if there is a real leather lift, to nail the rub-

ber to, there will be no trouble, but if there is only

heel-board to fasten the rubber to, there will be

trouble. Perhaps some repairers can nail rubber to

heel-board but there are many who do not think that

it can be done and get a good job at the same time.

If thire are three leather lifts on a high heel the

chances are that the rubber heel can be attached all

right but if there is only heel-board the re])aircr will

have to pull off one such lift and nail a leather lift

on th; heel. This will give him the needed founda-

tion for the rubber heel.

So that it may be seen that what is done in the

factory has a far-reaching effect. No shoemaker in

the factory need give the matt?r as much attention

as the repairer will have to give it later on. And
no worker of the factory is concerned nearly as much
as the repairer.

It looks as though there were rather more rubber

heels being used today than ever before. This helps

sav2 leather and it may be presumed that those who
have rubber heels put on like them much better than

the leather lifting which they displace.—Shoe Topics.

Knowing Your Machine

IN
the course of a discussion on stitchers and their

various adjustments recently, two repairers made
a little bet that worked out nicely for the man
who knew his machine. The visitor bet the pro-

prietor of the store $10 that he could "fix" the stitcher

inside of a minute in such a way that it would not

stitch properly a fil^re sole, and that he could not find

the trouble inside of ten minutes. The owner took
him up, both sides produced their money and a third

person acted as referee. With the proprietor's back
turned the other repairer "fixed" the machine and pro-

nounced the contest on. Our repairer friend turned
around, set the thread tension back where it should be
and claimed the $10. With considerable consterna-

the other fellow wanted to know how in the name of

St. Crispin he got wise to that little trick. "Well,"
the reply came, "I've gone to the trouble of studying
that machine and knowing it thoroughly. You can't

change a single adjustment that I can't spot inside

of a minute."
The winning of little pots of money like this is not

an ever} day occurrence, but it all goes to show that a

repairer should know his machine. Not onl)- will he
be able to save much valuable time that might be lost

in waiting for the service man to get on the job, but
he will also be enabled to turn out more satisfactory
and continuous work.

Creating CustomersA TORONTO man recently had a pl?asant little

experience in one of the down-town repair
shops. He had taken in a pair of child's boots
to be re-soled. The repairman looked the

shoes over carefully and th;n called the customer's
I ttention to a peculiarity in their shape. "These boots
are too small for your child," he said, "and I should
not advise you to have them re-soled. It would be
better for you to purchase a n?w pair of a proper size."

The customer took the repairman's advice and left

the store with a real appreciation of the service ren-
dered. That h; will remember this shop for his next
repair job goes without saying.
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Toronto Repair Have Visiting Committee

MEMBERS of the Toronto Shoe Repairers'

Association are busy working out plans for

the winter entertainment programme which
will include smokers, euchre parties, dances

and so on, in addition to the regular business meet-
ings. A visiting committee has been formed to call

on Toronto repairmen who are not members of the

Association, with a view to getting as many of these

men into the organization as is possible.

Dr. Scholl Demonstration Week

THE week November 17-22 will be known
throughout the country as "Dr. Scholl's Dem-
onstration Week" and the company's extensive

advertising in the leading" national publications

is calling- attention to the fact that this is the first time
in history that simultaneous demonstrations, each in

charge of a competent Practipedist, have been staged

in thousands of shoe stores throughout the United
States and Canada. The Scholl Company are distri-

buting free a home study course in Practipedics so that

retailers, or their salesmen, may have an opportunity
of completing- the course and graduating before Dem-
onstration Week arrives. Complete information re-

garding the demonstration and how it should be held

will be mailed on request to the Scholl Manufacturing"
Company.

A More Varied Range

THE Miner Shoe Company, Limited, Montreal,

Que., are starting their spring trade with a

larger and more varied range than usual, com-
prising a couple of new recede toes in men's in

both tan and black calf. There is also a nvmiber of tan

side and mahogany side shoes on both recede and
medium round toe. In women's lines the company
have gone heavily into oxfords and pumps in sport

styles and with Cuban and Louis heels. They have
also an exceptionally good line in women's high cuts

with Cuban and Louis heels. Included in the lines

are some suede top shoes in both men's and women's.

Globe Pillow Welts

THE Globe Pillow Welts, manufactured by the

Globe Shoe Limited, Terrebonne, Que., are

specially designed to provide comfort and ease

for growing feet. The welt, a genuine Good-
year, is sewn right into the sole. The company also

make the Baby Walk line and specialize in ladies'

comfort cushion sole turn shoes and oxfords besides

their regular lines of turns. L. H. Packard & Com-
pany, Limited, Montreal, are selling agents.

New Gun Metal LinesA A. COTE & Son, St. Hyacinthe, Que., have
added several new lines and their travellers

• are now on the road taking orders for immed-
iate and spring delivery. Gun metal has been

added to the lines of black chrome box kip, which are

made in both McKay and standard screw on two dif-

ferent lasts. These have had a very large sale during
the recent past and the company look for a still larger

trade during the coming season.

Official Shoe and Leather Directory

THE 1919 edition of the Shoe & Leather Reporter
"Annual," the official shoe and leather direct-

ory, is a very complete volume of 780 pages
made up of a large quantity of useful informa-

tion such as trade corporations, prices of leather and
hides, shoe standard measurements, exports, trade or-

ganizations in the United States and Canada, maps,
alphabetical lists of glove manufacturers, hide and
skin dealers, rubber shoe manufacturers, shoe whole-
salers, tannery material dealers, shoe manufacturers,
leather manufacturers in the United States, Canada
and Great Britain. The directory is published by
the Shoe & Leather Reporter Company, 166 Essex
.Street, Boston.

New Rubber Catalogue

THE Miner Rubber Company have distributed

their catalogue of "Greyhound" canvas shoes
for 1920. It is an attractively printed book-
let, in colors, illustrating outing and sport

shoes, barefoot sandals, oxfords, pumps, overshoes,
knee boots and so on. The company state that their

"pressure cure" method doubles the life of the rub-
ber and although the line was placed on the market
as little as two years ago, they were almost luiabic

to cope with the demand last year.

Makes "Lady Belle" Shoes

HEREWITH is a likeness of Mr. A. A. Arm-
brust, president of the Lady Belle Shoe Com-
pany, Kitchener, Ont. Mr. Armbrust has
been in the shoe game about twenty-one years

and is an expert on women's fine McKays, this being
the line on which the company specialize. They have

Mr. A. A, Armbrust

a very modern factory—erected in 1915-16—and turn

out about 500 pairs a day. They employ at present

about 65 hands and the business is growing very rap-

idly.
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Arrow Shoe Lace Tipper

AVERY handy device for use in shoe stores

is the Arrow Shoe Lace Tipper manufactured
by Hughes Fawcett, 115 Franklin Street, New
York. It is a continual occurrence in the aver-

age store to hav2 tips come off laces while shoes are

being fitted. Instead of throwing these laces away, as

is usually done, it is but the work of a few seconds to

attach an*^ cher tip with the use of the Arrow device. If

The Arrow Tipper

the retailer wishes he may also purchase his laces by
the roll, cutting them off to the required length and
tipping them as needed. The tips are sold in quarter

pound boxes of about 600 tips and come in black, white
and brown. The tipper is fully guaranteed not to

break or get out of order and is made of tempered
steel. Mr. Thomas Tomkinson, 114 Bellevue Avenue,
Toronto, is Canadian representative.

30,000 People at Dayton Picnic

THIRTY thousand Dayton folk turned Hills and
Dales Country Club into one large picnic on
Saturday, Sept. 22. They were the factory

employees, and their relatives, of the National
Cash Register Company. So far as is known, this is

the largest picnic ever held in America. Every picnic

requisite was there—in fact, it was more like a fair.

Side shows, bands, clowns, races, ball games, dancing,

refreshments, fire works, moving pictures—all were
in evidence.

Refreshments were served at noon and at night

cafeteria style from 85 long tables. The 650 waiters

at noon served over 20,000 people in 16 minutes.

They hadn't time to accept any tips.

The entire picnic was planned and directed by
the men in the N. C. R. factory. All the company
did was to foot the bills. The men planned the big

parade from the factory to the picnic grounds, hired

the entertainers, bought the refreshments, did every-
thing. The executives were guests.

Picnic a Family Affair

President John H. Patterson, of the National Cash
Register Co., speaking of the affair, said : "I felt very
happy as I walked through the grounds to-day. It

seemed just like a big family reunion. It is a big re-

union. So many people came up and shook hands
with me and reminded me of the days when our busi-

ness was small and when they were part of the little

organization which worked so hard for the future we

have attained. And I met the grown-up children of

some of the men who were with us in those early

days. To me it is a wonderful thing that our people

stay with us for a lifetime, and that their children

come into our organization, too."

" Dalco" Ornament Attaclimcnt Device

M.ANY Canadian manufacturers and shoe re-

tailers will be interested in a new device for

attaching buckles to shoes, manufactured
and sold by Dalrymple-Pulsifier Co.. Haver-

hill, Mass., and now offered to the Canadian public.

This device has been selling in the United States for

the past few seasons, but is yet very little known in

Canada. The "Dalco" device is affixed to the pump
or slipper by the manufacturer or may be readily at-

tached by the retailer for his trade, making possible

the interchangeability of buckles and ornaments on
the same shoe. When an ornament becomes dingy or

no longer pleases the wearer of the shoe, a new buckle
or adornment may be quickly attached by a novice.

In this way a pump is quickly converted into a Col-
onial. The device is attached to the shoe rigidly and
the new buckle is slipped on by means of a metallic
fastener v/hich holds its place and does not become
loosened. The buckle is placed on the shoe high up
in the throat where it is most attractive. A customer
frequently likes a particular shoe, but does not like

the i)articular ornamental features. With this device
adjustments can be made to meet their taste, provided
the dealer has on hand various styles of buckles and
ornaments, any of which he can immediately attach
to this shoe and keep his trade satisfied. Dalrymple-
Pulsifer Co. not only make this particular buckle at-

tachment, but are also large manufacturers of all kinds
of shoe ornaments which they sell, together with the
"Dalco" attachment. Every retailer should familiarize
himself with this handy adjustment.

The New Shoe Machinery Co. of Providence

Making Canadian Connections

THE New Shoe Machinery Company of Provi-
dence, R. I., who do an extensive business in

the United States among the findings dealers,

jobbers and shoe stores, have just made ar-

rangements with the Great West Saddlery Co. of Cal-
gary, Alberta, to handle their numerous lines in the
province of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
The object of this move is to give the Canadian cus-
tomers better and more prompt service. Business
connections for other sections of Canada are being
made with two other distributors and announcement
will be made of the firm names in a later issue. An
ample stock of goods will be carried at all the Canadian
branches so that immediate deliveries will be assured.

Among the very useful articles for findings dealers
handled by the New Shoe Machinery Co. are button
fasteners and machines for attaching same : heel and
sole protectors of all kinds ; tools for repair work

;

knives, lacing hooks, pincers and cutting nippers.
They also handle a complete line of finders goods.
One of the latest of useful tools being now marketed
by this firm is a rough knurled headed high grade
steel hammer, the manufacturers claiming that users
of this implement are high in their praise of its utility.
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Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade
13

Jolin I. Cass, for tlie past few years sole leather room

foreman of the John Pilling Shoe Co., Lowell, Mass., has

accepted a position as superintendent of the cut stock fac-

tory of the Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co.. of Montreal, Que. The
Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co. are installing this cut stock factory

in the new addition that is being built to their No. 2 plant

at Maissonneuve. Mr. Cass is an expert in this line and

should make a very valuable man for this concern.

Mr. R. C. Tyler, representing the Blachford, Davies

Company, wholesale shoes, Toronto, has sailed for Eng-

land where he will represent the company. His headquar-

ters will be at Leicester. He has had a good experience in

the shoe trade and should do well in the Old Country.

The funeral was held recently of Mr. John Lennox, the

Hamilton wholesale shoeman who met death by drowning

last April. The body was discovered in September.

Emile Gagnon, son of Narcisse Gagnon, Montreal, was
married recently to Miss Juliette Lessard, of Montreal.

The Anglo-Canadian Leather Band have been giving a

series of concerts in the T. Eaton store at Toronto.

The Hurlbut Company, Preston, Ont., recently had their

annual outing at Waterloo Park. The program included

games, , racing and dancing.

Goe. E. Boulter, Toronto, has been appointed agent for

Menihan's shoes of Rochester. Mr. C. A. McKim has join-

ed his staf? and is now in the east on a selling trip.

The Canadian Arrowmith Company, Niagara Falls, Ont.,

have opened a Toronto warehouse and office at 57 Queen
St. East. The manufacturing will still be carried on at

Niagara Falls. The ofifice will he in charge of Mr. Murdock
and shoe retailers will have the privilege of sending difficult

cases direct to this office to l)e fitted—credit to go to the

retailer of course.

Three stories are to be added to the present brick build-

ing of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company, Broad
Street North, Regina, Sask. This will make it one of the

finest office and warehouse buildings in the West.

The Canadian Shoe Store, Toronto, recently registered.

Mr. L. C. Van Geel, of the Tilisonburg Shoe Company,
returned on September 31 from a two months' trip to Eng-
land and Belgium. Mr. Van Geel is a native of Belgium,

this being his first trip home in 17 years.

W. H. Farley, business expert of Dayton, Ohio, recently

addressed Montreal merchants, on .general business prin-

ciples, including the advantages of National cash registers.

Col. Frank A. Reid, with the British Merchants In-

corporated, Limited, London, England, has complained of

several cases of unreliable quotations by Canadian firms.

Orders, he says, have been i.gnorcd for months and then

cancelled. If we are to build u]) a foreign export trade

there should be no trifling with contracts in this way.

-Alfred Lambert, of Alf. Lambert, Inc., shoe manufac-

turers and jobbers, has resigned as chairman of ihe Mon-
treal Housing Commission, on account of a visit to Europe.

Ames. Holden, McCrcady. Ltd., Montreal, have opened

liic following new branches: Halifax, J. H. Codner. mai;-

ager; Ottawa. K. M. Zavitz. manager; Quebec. L. A. Poulin,

Manager: Re.gina and .Saskatchewan, L. T. McGiverin.

manager; London, VV. J. Mitchell, mana. er; Calgary, Fred

M. Logan, manager. The company are extending their in-

stock departments, and have adopted a plan of notifying

customers of the goods immediately available by means of

order cards and slips on each of which an illustration and

particulars of a shoe are given. The slip has the follow-

ing notation: This shoe is positively in stock on date stamp-

ed, and will be shipped immediately on receipt of order."

The slips are sent to customers from time to time, from the

branches, the managers selecting such illustrations as will

suit individual buyers.

The Children's Footwear Co., manufacturers of stitch-

downs, Montreal, are enlarging their plant by the addition

of another floor, and installing new machinery, increasing

the output from 2,000 to 3,500 pairs per week.

L. Breithaupt, of the Breithaupt Leather Co., Ltd.,

Kitchener, Ont., has been on a business trip to Montreal.

The Silver Footwear Company, Toronto, Ont., recently

suffered loss by fire.

The Atlas Shoe Hospital. (Louis Shuter and Human
Flaxl proprietors), Montreal, has registered.

The Colonial Hide Company, St. " Johns. Que., suffered

loss by fire recently.

J. J. Coutts, shoe repairer, 216 Gordon - Street, Guelpn,

Ont., is purchasing a Landis stitcher which will be install-

ed in the near future.

The John R. Evans Leather Co., of Canada, Ltd., Mon-
treal, are converting an old factory at Cote St. Paul into

a tannery for the purpose of making glazed kid. The parent

company is in the United States.

Mr. Warren T. Fegan, proprietor of the Big 88 Shoe
Store, Toronto, has been on a short vacation in Atlantic

City.

R. Dack & Sons, Limited, Toronto, who specialize in

made-to-measure shoes for men, advertise that their Mr.
Gordon Green has returned to Winnipeg for a few weeks
to continue their service in the West. His showroom is

410 Hammond Building, Winnipeg.

Mr. Russo, proprietor of the Modern Shoe Store, Glen-

coe, Ont., is selling out his shoe stock and will devote his

energies to the repairing end of the business.

A branch of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union has

been organized in the town of Aurora, Ont.

Redden & Publicover have opened their new shoe store

in the Florian Block, Charlotte Street, Sydney, N. S. Mr.

J. K. Redden is a practising chiropodist and has been as-

sociated for the past twelve years with A. \V. Redden &
Son, of Halifax. Mr. Publicover was also with the Redden
Halifax store for over a year and previous to that was for

ten years manager of the Hub Shoe Store in Sydney. They
have a very attractive store.

The Dominion Dye & Box Toe Company, Montreal,

Que., have registered.

It is reported that the firm known as Eaton's Boot and
Shoe Market, Montreal, has dissolved.

The engagement has been announced of Miss Ruth
Hart, iif Montreal, to I^eon H. Fischel, sales manager for

Nathan Cummings, shoe specialties, Montreal. Mr. Fischel

says he realizes that that it is impossible to inform all of his

friends personally but knows they will all read of his good
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fortune in "Footwear." We join them in wishing- him the

best of liappiness.

The Manufacturers' Shoe Syndicate, Montreal, has dis-

solved.

The New York Shoe Repairing Company, Montreal,

have registered.

Hugh Hotson, boot and shoe retailer, Tavistock, is dis-

continuing business.

Miss Mary L. Christian has been appointed editor of

the "Foot Specialist," a monthly ma.gazine published by the

School Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Miss Christian

was editor of "Shoe Findings" for three years and is quite

familiar with the field. Some interesting and instructive

issues of the "Foot Specialist" are looked for.

Mr. E. L. Lynch and Mr. R. M. Smith, Regal road-

men, recently returned from a three weeks fishing trip in

the Northern Lakes and report, as all good fishermen

should, that they caught some "whoppers." In any event

they had a very enjoyable holiday.

Ames-Holden-McCready have applied for a permit to

erect a two storey factory in Kitchener for the manufacture

of felt footwear.

The United Last Co., Ltd., Montreal, recently turned

out 8,200 pairs of lasts in one week, a record for the com-

pany.

Mr. Louis Adelstein, the well known Montreal shoe re-

tailer, has registered as vice-president of the Empire Shoe

Company, Limited.

Sir Herbert Ames has retired from the directorate of

Ames-Holden-McCready, Limited, owing to taking up his

residence in Geneva in connection with the Leagvie of Na-

tions. He is succeeded by Mr. W. A. Black, managing dir-

ector of the Oglivie Flour Mills. At a meeting of the direct-

ors, Mr. T. _H. Rieder, the president, stated that the busi-

ness was far ahead of last year, both as regards volume and

profits, and that the outlook for next year was very bright.

Charles A. Joslin, manager of the Panther Rubber Com-
pany, Limited, Sherbrooke, Que., with Mr. Hurtubise, the

Montreal representative of the company, has been calling

on the Montreal trade.

Robin Freres, last makers, Montreal, are constructin,g

an addition to their factory, to be used as another drying-

kiln for their maple lumber. The firm are now obtaining

the luni'ber from their own timber limits, in the Eastern

Townships.

Dupont & Frere, Maisonneuve, have moved into their

new factory, and are endeavoring to increase the production

capacity as quickly as possible. The firm have sufficient

orders for six months ahead, and cannot take additional

business for shoes to be shipped before April.

Tenders are being called for the erection of an addition

to the factory of Clarke Brothers, St. Stephen, N. B.

Rolicrt D. -\yling, who represents several English Shoe
firms in Canada, recently returned from a three months
visit to England.

Hon. E. J. Davis, president of the Davis Leather Com-
pany, Newmarket. Ont., was recently in Toronto on busi-

ness.

Mr. H. B. McGee, representing the Perth Shoe Com-
pany, was recently at the King Edward Hotel. Toronto,
showing the Perth lines.

Mr. C. A. Davies, of the Blachfonl, Davies Company,
Toronto, is taking a trip through the west.

Charles Betournay, formerly Mari'timc representative

fur J. .V. McCoughan, Montreal, is now representing

Scheuer, Normandin & Company in Montreal City and dis-

trict, succeeding his brother Geo. H., who recently opened

a shoe factory in Montreal.

C. F. Rannard, the Winnipeg shoe retailer, recently

motored from Winnipeg to Quebec.

The warehouse of Beardmore & Conii)any, leather

manufacturers, Toronto. Ont,. was sli.ghtly damaged by fire

recently.

The Tred-Rite Shoe Company, Limited, Otterville, On' ,

have been granted a charter.

A by-law will be submitted to the ratepayers of the vil-

lage of Acton, Ont., providing for the borrowing on deben-

tures the sum of $25,000 for the purpose of granting a loan

to Gourlay & Fogelberg, Limited, to enable them to estab-

lish a plant in that place. In consideration of this grant

and also a free site for building the company agree to erect

a modern factory building to cost not less than $10,000 and

to install all modern shoe machinery for the purpose of shoe

manufacturing, the total value of the plant to be not less

than $25,000. The business is to be in operation by the first

of January and the firm agree to have at the start a payroll

of sixty employees.

R. Brown, shoe repairer. Perth, Ont., has succeeded to

the business of Geo. Steele.

A newspaper item from New York states that a prom-
inent Canadian leather manufacturer recently entered the

New York market and cleaned up the floating supply of

calfskins—about 100,000 hides in all.

Mr. W. F. Bilger, advertising manager Dominion Rubber
System, recently visited Toronto and Kitchener.

S. J. Stevenson, proprietor of the Imperial Shoe Store,

Regina, has sold out to the United Shoe Stores, Limited.

The annual picnic of the T. Sisman Company, Aurora,

Ont., was held at Bond Lake recently.

Not many shoe stores have an auto delivery service. The
distinction of being the first in Toronto belongs to the St.

Leger Shoe Company.

WANTED—OLD ESTABLISHED BUSINESS HOUSES as dis-

trict Agents in Canada, for the sale of Boot Polishes, Inks, Stains, -Waxes,
etc., for the Boot & Shoe Trade. Apply The Magic .Polish Co., Ltd.,

Leicester, England, Estahlished 1891 . Government Contractors. '9-10

WANTED—POSITION AS TRAVELLING SALESMAN for the
Maritime Provinces, with well established line. Married man, 36 years
of age. Active, and can furnish Al references re ability, habits, etc.
A. B. C, Box 970, Footwear in Canada, Toronto. 7-t.f.

Largest Manujacturers in Canada

-of-

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt Guaranteed
Service Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal
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Better than real

porpoise laces

Looks like leather, but

stronger and wear
longer. Uniformly
woven throughout—no

weak spots.

A(k your jobber

We'll send samples upon request

The Narrow Fabric Co.
Reading, Pa.

Makers of the famous Nufashond
Fabric Tip Shoe Laces

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Supplies either glazed or natural

surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch :—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

Save Money on Abrasive

with the

UNIVERSAL
HEEL BREAST
SCOURER

This machine will scour a vertically Breasted Heel of any
height and of any shape, giving a line to edge of heel that is

not possible by any other means. The excellence of work,
coupled with the remarkable saving of time and abrasives, ren-

ders the Universal Heel Breast Scourer an essential part of

modern shoemaking equipment.

WRITE FOR MORE PARTICULARS

Manufactured by

The Louis G. Freeman Co.
CINCINNATI, O.
Canadian Representatives:

International Supply Company, Kitchener, Ont., Montreal, Que.
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WICKETT & CRAIG, LIMITED

Toronto,

Makers of Fine Side Leathers,

Oil Tan Moccasin Leather and
High Grade Goodyear Welting

Canada

''PREMO'' LACES
The logical lace for your spring shoes.

Mercerized silk braid combined with

A Tip That CAN'T Come Off

We will replace every lace that does not give absolute satisfaction.

CRESCENT BRAID CO.
General Sales Office: NEW YORK CITY Factory: PROVIDENCE, R.I,

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES:

Canadian Shoe Findings & Novelty Co. 2 Trinity Square, Toronto

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
HAVERHILL - MASSACHUSETTS

MANUFACTURERS

MEN'S & WOMEN'S SLIPPERS, OXFORDS, PUMPS

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will stand plenty of liard wear. Made on foot-fitting lasts that
will give comfort to the wearer and are durable. The range
includes—Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents', Children and
Infants' Black Chrome, Box Kip and Gun Metal Sides. Your
jobber will quote you prices, or write us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC
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Good Pattern Designing
Is An Acquired Art

Fitting the Lines of a Last is

not a Mechanical Operation

but a matter of Skill—

a

result of Years of Study and

Training.

PATTERN MAKING
Demands Rare Judgement
to Give Style and Graceful

Lines, ond Assure Conform-
ity to the Original Last Out-

lines

—

FITTING QUALITY DEMANDS ACCURACY

Wheeler & Cummings
179 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Leathers
Glazed Kid

Black and all colors.

Side Leathers
All grades, all weights, all right

Glove Leather
Grain and splits, all kinds, all colors

Shoe Findings
Buttons, Bows, Fabrics, Topping,
Drills Twills, Cottons, Earscrews,
Flannels, Cotton Threads, Ducks,
Poplin

Canadian Representatives :

Standard Kid Mfg. Co., Boston
The Thomas Lake & Whiton Inc., Boston

You will confer a favor to us if you call on them when in

Boston. They will surely interest you.

Pierre Blouin Reg'd
QUEBEC
60 Colomb St.

MONTREAL
59 St. Peter St.

On and after Oct. 1st the

Eastern Townships Shoe Co.,
of St. Hyacinthe, Qiie., will be known as

La Maison Girouard Limitee

otherwise the organization remains the same,
and we will continue to solicit your orders for :

"Eastern" White Canvas Shoes, "Eastern" Over-

gaiters, "Eastern Felt Leather Footwear and Maltese

Cross Rubbers

Shoe Tools & Findings

"Boston Best" Knives—Made in a full line of styles and sizes.

"NSMC" Heel Remover, Also manufacture Tack Pullers,

nail sets, pincers, hammers, etc.

"Boston" Button Fastener "Saveletti"

Also manufacture a number of different styles of pliers for use

in connection with button, button fasteners, and staples

for attaching buckles and bows to shoes.

The New Shoe Machinery Co.

122 North Main St., PROVIDENCE, R. 1., U.S.A.

Distributors for Provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta

and Manitoba.

THE GREAT WEST SADDLERY CO.
WINNIPEG SASKATOON CALGARY

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sal

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderful set of Palenled Inlercli.iiijeable Window Display Fixlurei

lor (lisplayina Men or VVomens' Slices. Sel will Clvc 10 Years Good Service m
efTeclive Irade pulling window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very few of tfie desidns that cfln be

set up with the full set. besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.

Made of Oak. cither Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish, Set is put up

in a Hardwood Hinjed Lid StoraUe Chest, a Hood place to licep the extra

YouniTs not in use. 1 here arc thousands of sets in daily use.

No. lOl Set has 220 Interchangeable Younits For Large Windows, $48.18
No. lOlVi Set has UO Interchangeable Younits For Medium Windows, $27.SO
No. 101!4 Set has 55 Interchangeable Younits For Small Windows, $17.32

Stock carried in Hamilton. Ont. Order direct or thru your jabber. Send lor catalog. Patented and made in Canada.

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio. U. S. A.
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2 for A & B widths
3 for C & D widths

Don't Say the Old Way is "Good Enough
And waste valuable time stuffing your shoe tops with paper, etc., which

distorts their appearance when at a small cost you can make your display

shoes look trim and graceful. "ADJUSTO" BOOT TOP FORMS are quickly

and easily adjusted—No springs to get out of order or screws to adjust

The slide does the trick— it expands the form and gives the shoe top a smooth,

graceful appearance and holds it in perfect position. Try this simple inex-

pensive way. The cost is small but results are great. Order enough for

your windows to-day. Price $3.00 per dozen, f.o.b. Pittsburg. If your job-

bers cannot supply you, order direct.

U. S. SPECIALTY MFG. CO., Pittsburg, Kansas, U. S. A.

(Remember it's KANSAS)

Jhrfana Skiving Machine
For Manufacturers
who Skive Leather,

Felt, Cork, Rubber
or Paper.

Used Extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings, Insoles,

Ankle Supporters, Welting, Arch

Supporters.

Sole Agents for Canada

FORTUNA MACHINE CO.
127 DUANE STREET - - NEW YORK

A Special Offer to Shoe Retailers

12
ILLUSTRATION CUTS
that will make

advertising get
you results -

your

$9.25
This is one of the series of twelve

attractive illustrations we are offering

at the above low figure. These cuts will make your
Fall and Xmas advertisements distinctive from others

and will rivet attention to your store. Send for free

proof-sheet of the entire series to-day.

Canadian Advertisers Service
108 Langford Avenue, « TORONTO
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Adanac Leather Co
Aird & Son 14

Alden Company, C. H 47

Ames-Holden-McCready 0

Armstrong, W. D 140

Beardmore and Co (ii)

Beckwith Box Toe Company 1(5

Bennett Limited 5

Blouin, Pierre 124

Boot and Shoe Union 139

Borne, Lucien i:!l

Boston Blacking Company 126

Boston Felt Company 46

Breithaupt Leather Co 33

Brodie & Harvie 138

Canadian Advertisers Service 125

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. 3-70

Canadian Footwear Co 24

Champion Shoe Machinery Co. . . . 141

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co 128

Clapp, Edwin 52

Clark Bros 8

Clark, Edwin G 140

Clarke and Co., A. R 39-42-144

Cleland, Regd., James 121

Cote & Son, A. A 123

Cote, J. A. & M 37

Crescent Braid Co 123
Dalrymple Pulsifier Co 64

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 18

Davis Leather Co 9

Duchaine, Ludger 132
Diichaine & Perkins 133
Duclos & Payan 10-11

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co. 134

Eagle Shoe Company 35

Edwards & Edwards 138
Eureka Shoe Company 65

Farnsworth, Hoyt & Co 53
Fortuna Machine Company 125
Franklin Machine Co 138
Freeman, Louis G 122

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert . . . . 140
Gait Shoe Company 34
Getty & Scott 59-62

Girouard, Le Maison 124
Globe Shoe Company 133

Goodrich, Hazen B 123
Goodyear Tire 8l Rub1)er Co. . . 68-130

Hawley & Co., A. E 127
Henwood & Nowak 52
Hinde & Dauch Paper Company . . 138
Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers . . 127

Independent Rubber Company .... 17

International Supply Co 12

Kelly, Thomas A 136
Kenworthy Bros 143
Kepner Leather Co., CD 46
Kescot Mfg. Company 50-51

King Bros 140

La Duchesse Shoe Company 132
Lagace & Lepinay 28
Lamontagne Racine & Co 136
Landis Machine Company 136
Lang Tanning Co 29
Lawrence Leather Co., A. C. ... 48-49

McLaren & Dallas 57

Minister-Myles Shoe Co 43

Miner Shoe Company 56

Narrow Fabric Company 122

National Cash Register Company.. 135

New Castle Leather Company .... 122
New Shoe Machinery Co 124

Oscar Onken Company 124
Panther Rubber Company Cover
Pfister & Vogel 54
Perfection Counter Co 132
Perkins & McNeely 140

Ritchie, John 7

Regal Shoe Company 1

Robin Bros 23
Robinson, James 19-22

Saba & Co., C. A 64
Samson Enr., J. E 131
Scholl Mfg. Company 26-27

Scott, J. A 66-67

Sewing Machine Supplies Co 44
Shoe & Leather Fair 14

Slater Shoe Company 15

Snubbers Shoe 32
Spaulding & Sons, J 45
Standard Kid Mfg. Company .... 4

Sisman Shoe Company 36

Taylor-Forbes Co 128
Textile Mfg. Company 128
Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co 30-31

Thompson Shoe Company 65

Tillsonburg Shoe Co 13

United Shoe Machinery Co., Ltd. 137-142

United States Hotel, Boston 131

U. S. Specialty Mfg. Co 125

Vaughan, Geo. C 55

White Shoe Company 25

Williams Shoe Company 38

Wheeler & Cummings 124

Wright & Company, E. T 63

Wickett & Craig 123
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I MADE IN CANADA
I

Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying

I Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

I is a quality line.

I The first consideration given to their make-

I up is QUALITY.

I You may depend on them being as good a |

I Cement as can be made. I
1

I I

I
Boston Blacking Company

|

I
152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada 1
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Solid Leather Shoes for Satisfaction

HYDRO cm
A VALUE that has remained positive and unaltered

throughout the whole gamut of changing leather
conditions; Hydro City shoes have maintained their splendid
reputation so far, and dealers may depend upon it that

this valuable footwear will continue to do so.

HYDRO CITY SHOE MFRS.
ted

KITCHENER ONTARIO

"Claim^^ Beware of the word.
Its definition is clear—nevertheless it is

often found intentionally applied in a mis-

leading way.
There can always be a "doubt" about a claim, but a

"GUARANTEE" is definite—it cannot be used ambiguous-
ly. Branded products of guaranteed merit are the Retailers surety and mainstay.

Hawlev's Hygienic British Black Dye for Cotton or Thread Stockings and Socks is

guaranteed by Hawley's of Hinckle}- to be permanent, stainless and perspiration-

proot
Advertising has made these guaranteed claims known to the general public who

have been made to appreciate this distinguishing

WARRANTED

In addition tD the ever-recognized demand for a

permanently fast black Dye on Stockings. Hawley

publicity has created new business which can be

taken advantage of by placing orders now for Cot-

ton or Thread Stockings or Socks Hawley-dyed-

Black—the guaranteed safe Hygienic Dye your cus-

tomers want and need.

Sunamer Breeze in Kensington Gardens, London, Eng.

Hawleys
Hygienic

Black:
British Ove

For Cotton & Thread Hose& Socks
Sole Dyers to the principal hosiery manufacturers

A. E. HAWLEY & CO., LTD.
Sketchley Dye Works, Hinckley, England
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SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

Do You Stock

The "Tip-Top"
Shoe - Holder ?

rt's t'le only style on the ma?
ket with adjustable feet holding
the shoe absolutely rigid with
the top well stretched—making
t easy to clean a pair of shoes
without soiling the clothes and
hands.

Patented in Canada, U.S.A. and Great Britain.

Finished in Dull Nickel or Polished Nickel as required.

Packed one set in Carton—one dozen sets in Case.

They sell to shoe shine parlors and also to the man who
cleans his own shoes.

If you don't stock them send a sample order and show them
to your customers—you will be pleased with the result.

Manufactured by

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY, Limited
GUELPH TORONTO MONTREAL VANCOUVER

SHOES
For

Infants

Children

and
Misses

Selling

to

Jobbers
Only

Designed to give exceptional wear
where the wear is hardest and give

exceptional comfort and freedom and
unrestricted growth to little feet.

Serviceable shoes for active young-

sters -a profitable line to the dealer.

Children's Shoe Mfg, Co., Limited
llBelleauSt. - - Quebec City
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I

October 6th, 1919 |

A Call to National Service

I
Magnificent work was done by the Manufacturers of |

I Canada m previous Victory Loans. |

I
Thousands of citizens now own Victory Bonds because of |

I your advice and help. |
i B
I ^

I The Manufacturers of Canada need no lengthy arguments I

I to prove what the Victory Loan means to industry—but |

I
your work-people may need your guidance and advice in |

I pomting out the relation between the Victory Loan and |

I
the demand for labour. j

I In the past you hive spread the gospel of National Service |

I among those with whom you have great influence. Again |

I —place your example and influence squarely behind the |

Victory Loan 1919

g Issued by Canada's Victory Loan Committee M
g in co-operation with the Minister of B
m ^ Finance of the Dominion of Canada. H

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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What thoughts

do YOU use in selling shoes?

DO you sell comfort? Then
Neolin is the biggest

comfort feature ever

built into a shoe
;
slip-resist-

ing, flexible, waterproof.

Do you sell long wear?

Then Neolin' s millions of

enthusiasts lend support to

your argument.

Do you sell value? Then
Neolin branded on the sole

is a mark of known quality.

It gives your price a definite

meaning.

Do you sell style? Manu-
facturers now finish Neolin

for appearance and smart-

ness on fashionable lasts.

No matter whether you
are ordering for stock or for

fall sorting, see that the

shoes you buy are shoes that

back up your selling argu-

ments.

Don't be misled into

accepting a substitute.

Order a quantity—the

bigger part—of your stock

equipped with Neolin soles

and see that you get Neolin-

-

N-e-o-l-i-n.

The Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. of Canada
Limited :-: Toronto
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping di^rid, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

JOBBERS
HOCKEY BOOTS

Our Hockey Boots have extensive sales and supply a

wide demand at a reasonable price. The quality and

workmanship put into their manufacture insure a first-

class product on which you can realize a large and pro-

fitable turnover. Write us for samples.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are Dtpartmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and slices—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest tliis

trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

'OJUAL TUDt NlwSrAPU^0«* CUAZ WUI,

Over 33 years in its field

''CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER."
Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points, Port Arthur and West
to the Picific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver. Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

SURFACE KID WILL NOT SCUFF
Surface Kid is a decided improvement on real kid

because it wears lietter—will not scufF and is much less

expensive.

The beautiful grain shows to advantage in dressy

shoes, while the soft pliable texture equals chamois. Send
at once for samples of Surface Kid in Black and Colors.

BUTTS IN GUN METAL—DULL-GLAZED

LUCIEN BORNEHead Office

491 St. ValierSt, Quebec Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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Very Attractive

Our showing of "La
Duchesse" McKay Shoes

for Women, and Turn
Slippers for Men. For
your inspection. When-
ever you want high grade

shoes it will pay you to

handle " La Duchesse
"

manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co,
Registered

MONTREAL

This

is the

Real

One
The shoe fibre counter is worth two cents a pair

only, but it will be worth dollars to you if you use the

right one.

Try the "Perfect"
It will put quality into your shoes and give them a

good appearance, because it will stand the most stren-

uous wear, and give you the best fit obtainable.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL COUNTER
ON THE MARKET

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letour.'neux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Montreal

A
Word
to the
Jobber

Our lines of Men's, Women's, Boys' and Youths'
Welts and medium McKays warrant your investi-

gation. They are lines of high grade footwear
correct in style and quality.

Their attractive good looks make an appeal
which is strengthened by the exceptional comfort
and serviceableness which they give the wearer.

Our prices allow you generous profits and will

enable you to compete the prevailing quotations

to the dealers.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier St. - Quebec
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Saleable Merchandise
What every dealer wants to carry.

On these principles our McKays for Men,
Boys, Women, Misses and Children will commend
themselves to the trade.

The quality in material and workmanship,
style in last and finish and serviceability in wear
are selling points of these shoes accelerated by
attractive prices which will insure a rapid and
profitable turnover.

We sell the jobbers only.

Duchaine & Perkins
QUEBEC
Montreal Sample Room

E. T. Bank Bldg., St. James St.

It's a feature
in our footwear for misses, girls, children and infants

The Globe Pillow Welt
specially designed to provide comfort and ease for growing feet.

The welt—a genuine Goodyear—is sewn right into the sole. Two features
which make these shoes so popular—a soft cushion sole and a waterproof
cork filling between the inner and outer sole.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
^ Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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Easy to

Wear

—

Hard to

Wear Out
The public have come to think

of "Acme" Soles in terms of

foot comfort and economy.

People like "Acme" Soles because they find

in them that springiness, that quiet staunch-

ness, that built-in long-life which means ease in walking

and also money saved.

"Acme" Soles are alike popular for city asphalts, rugged
country roads or bush trails.

Wearers tell one another about the good qualities of the

'^Sole of Perfection." It will not crack nor dry out.

With "Acme" Soles there is no annoying squeak, no

polished slipperiness to endanger the footing.

Drier, easier, better
—"Acme" Soles are favorites, all the

year round, with people in all callings, and with young
and old.

ALL SIZES AND VARIOUS THICK-
NESSES. COLORS: BLACK, WHITE
and TAN. ALSO SUPPLIED IN

SHEET FORM.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Company, Limited

Head Office and Factories : TORONTO

BRANCHES IN THE LEADING CITIES
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Up-to-date labor-saving machinery will

take the drudgery out of keeping store records

A man should never do the work which a ma-
chine can do quicker, better, cheaper and easier.

Let a National Cash Register and Credit File do your work

—

Put these two labor-saving devices in your store.

They will help you to do business in business hours.

Your time and money are the very lifeblood of your business

—

Protect them with a National Cash Register and
N. C. R. Credit File. There is no need of risking
business failure when safety is so easy and certain

Labor-saving machinery offers you a great opportunity

—

Thousands of your fellow merchants in Canada can
tell you that a National Cash Register and N. C. R.
Credit File put them on the road to greater profit
and less work. You have the same opportunity!

The National Gash Register Company of Canada, Limited

BRANCH OFFICES:

Calgary 714 Second Street, W.
..Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg.

Halifax 63 Granville St.

Hamilton 14 Main Street East
London 350 Dundas Street
Montreal 122 St. Catherine Street, W.
Ottawa 306 Bank Street

Quebec 133 St. Paul Street
Regma 1820 Cornwall Street
Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue S.
St. John 50 St. Germain Street
Toronto 40 Adelaide Street
Vancouver 524 Pender St. W.
Winnipeg 213 McDermot Avenue

Factory : Toronto, Ontario
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COUNTERS
BOX TOES and
INNER SOLES

Our union and all leather,

flexible inner soles are bet-

ter than ever, with no
change in prices. Try them
and be convinced.

LAMONTAGNE, RACINE & CO.
115 ARAGO ST.

QUEBEC

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,GOO skins per day.
This represents 00,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a

year witli one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher.
Sold outright—No royalty.

Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to
Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.25thst., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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DO IT NOW!
I Order your winter supply of j

I
IS^ Hub Pastes

|

I Before the cold weather sets in, because Hub Pastes are |

I subject to frost. |

I Put up in convenient kegs of approximately |

I 10 gallons or in barrels of approximately 30 |

I and 60 gallons. |

I fVe supply Pastes and Powders for all purposes and shall be pleased |

I to quote prices I

I
United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited |

I
MONTREAL

|

I TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC |
I 90 Adelaide Street West 179 King Street West 28 Demers Street |

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
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Edwards & Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Hencl Office and Sale Rooms Tanneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

JOHN McENTYRrLTD.'^o'^T^RFArQj^:

BRODIPS PATENT

FLOUR PASTE
''Never Lets Go''

Strong in adhesiveness, clean

and absolutely free from
lumps, it possesses all the

qualities of the ideal paste for

all kinds of shoe manufacturing.
Supplied in quantities to meet
your need.

Samples and prices

on request

Write us now.

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.L

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—Tliey protect your shipment

against loss from dampness
and water.

2.—They are extremely liglit,

which means low freight

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal

4.— They save time in packing.
5.—They save storage space.
li.— I hey liave strong adver-

tising value.

7.— Ihey can be made to your
specilications.

8.—Their first cost is lower
than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO
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For All The People

All The Time

Union Stamp shoes alone are acceptable to all

the people all the time.

They not only appeal to the average customer

but are the only shoes acceptable to the Union

man and his family.

Do not fail, Mr. Retailer, to stock Union Stamp

footwear for 1920 and meet the demand that is

knocking daily at your door.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET BOSTON, MASS.

COLLIS LOVELY, Gen. President

CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec y-Treas.
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PERKINS SMFNEELY
PHILADELPHIA.

Canadian Representative-

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
F Philadelphia

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

CLARK
SHOE.

'LLUSTRATOR

Wishes to announce that he is now per-

manently located in Montreal, where
he will handle catalog illustrating for

the shoe trade.

222 CRAIG STREET W.
MONTREAL

A Better Line
for the jobber

The quality and good workmanship which predominates in all our

shoes for Women, Misses, Children and Infants makes them

a profitable and easy selling line for the jobber.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent Street Montreal

TROMG
ENGRAVERoF FINE STEEL STAMPS &DIES

MY STAMPS Ane'UPTO date" IN DESIGN
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES*

• WHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR SALES-

THE Established 1863

KING BROTHERS CO., LIMITED
WHITBY, ONTARIO

Manufacturers of

Chrome, Combination and
Bark Tanned

Side Upper Leathers

Ooze, Flexible and Wax Splits for Home and
Export Trade
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A Shoe Merchant

Every cuslomer lor a new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing tiie shoe repaii- department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types
in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.

The Champion Line consists of:

Seven diflferent types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty dififerent models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines. -

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.

Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher — heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 Forest Park B,d., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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05^ Skate Sharpener, Model A OSAtJ Skate Sharpener, Model B

EXTRA PROFITS
during the

WINTER MONTHS
GOOD MONEY EARNERS IN THE DULL SEASON OF THE SHOE REPAIR

BUSINESS

You cannot afford to be without one of these machines.

NOW is the time to enter your order so as to get deHvery

and become familiar with the machine all ready for the

first rush of the Skating Season.

THESE SKATE SHARPENERS CAN BE ATTACHED TO PRACTICALLY ALL
MAKES OB OUTFITS

Write Us for Particulars

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada^ Limited
Bennet Avenue MONTREAL 227 Craig Street West

TORONTO
90 Adelaide Street West,

KITCHENER
179 King Street West,

QUEBEC
28 Demers Street,

fniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added qualities for an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrink, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combmed Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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Patent Leather

A few acres of Clarke's Patent Leather drying, and showing over $50,000.00 worth of leather
in process.

The care given to the manufacture of Clarke's Patent Leather in every

stage of its process and the resulting excellence in the finished product, hall

mark it with quality of the first degree. An immense organization of skilled

workers, of modern equipment and of every facility necessary to supply a

world-wide demand place Clarke's first in the British Empire for quantity.

If it's patent, it should be Clarke's.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited
Makers for the Nation'^

Montreal TORONTO Quebec
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Your Full Share of the

Spring and Summer
Business of 1920 ^

is well assured with the new Regal models.

In every respect they exhibit the work of skilled

shoemakers, coupled with the finest materials.

^-5

The excellence of the new Regal creations,

considered along with the favor Regal footwear

has so long enjoyed with the public, gives the

Regal retailer an important asset to his business that can be

turned to profitable advantage in making and holding the best

custom from his district.

We shall be pleased to co-operate with you in aiding you

to obtain the maximum sales on the Regal lines. Please write

us for our particulars of dealer helps and samples of our new
lines for Spring and Summer, 1920.

Regal Shoe Company, Limited
472-474 Bathurst Street TORONTO, Ont.

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Page 66
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PANTHER
SOLES

Secure
the

Business
This brand is the most popular soling for

Footwear. "Panther'' is superior to lea-

ther because it lasts longer and gives

more comfort.

Ask for and insist upon Panther Sure

Step Rubber Heels and Tested Compo-
sition Soles.

Sold by all

Up-to-date

1Dealers

PANTHER
TREAD

5^ANTHER RUBBEft Co,^Q

Write for

Particulars

and Prices

Panther Rubber Company Ltd.

Sherbrooke - - Quebec
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IT IS ALL IN ONE PIECE.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY WATERPROOF.
EQUAL IN APPEARANCE TO THE

BEST ENGLISH CLUB BAG.

A BIG SELLER WHEREVER SHOWN.
INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF THIS

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE BAG.

The "Naugahyde" Bag^ is distributed to the trade through the

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches
Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Kitchener,

London, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon,

Calgary, Lethbridge, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria.
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3 in 1
Three lines—all endowed with our one principle

of manufacture— quality

Paris Patricia

Metropolitan

Because we insist on the highest grade
leather—all tanned in our own plants

—

and employ only first class, skilled

workmen and modern machinery, we
are able to produce a line of footwear
which conforms with our ideals. These
lines allow the dealer generous profits

and rapid turnover.

Their saleability is enhanced by their at-

tractive selling prices.

WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS WOMEN'S WELTS & TURNS

MEN'S WELTS WOMEN'S McKAYS

Daoust, Limited

MONTREAL
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PRESTIGE

BENNETT
DEPENDABLE COUNTERS

M ore BENNETT Counters used in Canada
to-day than any other brand, leather or fibre.

This success is the result of depend-
ability.

While still the most popular, only ten pairs of

shoes have been returned to date with defective

counters.

BENNETT COUNTERS SATISFY!
They must make good or we will!

BENNETT LIMITED
28 King St. East MAKERS OF SHOE SUPPLIES 59 St. Henry Street

Kitchener CHAMBLY CANTON, P.Q., CANADA Montreal

Made in Canada by the largest shoe fibre makers in the British Empire.
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H. o. Mcdowell

EASTERN BRANCH
401 CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Clotli

[or Huffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Lyclone Jileach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe

Gum, Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die

Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds, -

Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

I. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Out.
Slioe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation
Leather Facing, Weltine,

supply
JOBBERS
SALES AGENTS

H. N. LINCOLN

Q?
MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
SHOE

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIr

37 FOUNDRY ST. s.

KITCHENER

jHEEL FASTENERandl
COUNTER REINFORCER

Every manufacturer of Shoes has had more or less

trouble with Heels coming loose and Insoles curling.

These troubles are particularly frequent with manufac-

turers of Women's Shoes.

Staytite will eliminate these troubles at very small

cost and at the same time re-inforce the counter.

Staytite is made of Hard Fibre and fits inside the

counter under the insole. It is so formed that it holds

Heel, Counter and Insole securely in place and adds

strength to the shank. Heeling nails cannot pull through

or loosen.

Staytite built in your shoes means a new selling

point, and effective talking point for your salesman.

Send paper pattern of your insole for sample pair.

State whether you want McKay or Welt.

Manufactured by

Staytite Manufacturing Co.

Rochester, N. Y.
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$2,500 Prize Offer For
the Best Answers to

These Five Questions!

Your answers will make it possible for us to go still further

in realizing our ideal

—

to give the Users of Kid Leather
the Maximum of Satisfaction,

Only Retail Shoe Merchants and
Their Employees are Eligible

Question I. What advantages do you see in Kid Leather for shoes and how
can we make it still more desirable to the customer?

Question 11. What sort of retail advertising service could we render that

would be of most help to you?

Question III. Would it be helpful to you if you could show your customers
the brand of nationally advertised Leather in the shoes you offer them?
Why?

Question IV. How many and which colors should kid

leather manufacturers standardize? Why?

Question V. Which magazines of general circulation,

one or more, do you read regularly? Why?

'Department stores selling shoes also eligible

i

the

1 9 2 o
CONVENTION

N-S-R-A-
BOSTON
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Observe the Following Conditions

WRITE your answers on one side only of a piece of plain paper. Brevity
in replying will be a consideration in rating the answers. Answers
must be received by 12.00 noon, Wednesday, December lOth, 1919. Fill

out the coupon on this page and place in a small sealed envelope. Place this

sealed envelope together with your unsigned answers in another envelope and
mail to

The Editor Boot and Shoe Recorder,

207 South Street,

Boston, Mass.

In this way none of the judges will know whose answers they are passing upon
and their decisions will be based entirely on the merits of the answers.

AWARDS
First Prize $1,000.00

Second Prize 500.00
Third Prize 200.00

Fourth Prize 50.00

To encourage competition there will also be given

75 honorable mention prizes of $10.00 each

JUDGES
ARTHUR ANDERSON E. S. GILE

Editor Boot and Shoe Recorder Mgr. Weekly Bulletin of Leather and Shoe News

JAMES STONE HOLLIS B. SCATES C. F. ALLES
Editor Shoe Retailer Pres. Mass. Retail Shoe Merchants" Assn. Sales Mgr. Standard Kid Mfg. Co

Aside from the value of the prizes, the information resulting from this contest
will enable us to be of much greater service to you.

Send in your answers.

STANDARD KID MANUFACTURING COMPANY
207 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON

Name of Contestant

Firm Name

If Employee, position held

Address

Street

City

State

F. I. C.
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Help Your Customers Solve

Their Children's Shoe
Problems

Only quality of manufacture and material can successfully

:ombat the present high prices, and so place the retailer in a posi-

tion to aid his customers in fitting out their children with depend-
able footwear on an economical basis.

Your customers want shoes that will resist the strain of every-
day wear—give the longest possible service—retain their shape,
and insure constant comfort.

The ECLIPSE LINE
For growing girls, youths, misses, and children's

turns, McKays and Stitchdown Welts, is the most
capable line for meeting these present day require-
ments. Concentration on the production of chil-

dren's footwear from the highest grade materials
by skilled operators is the reason why the
ECLIPSE line will realize for your customers the
utmost value in service to their children and gain
for your business their good-will and
future patronage.

Comparison with other lines will show
the ECLIPSE line to advantage from
every point of view from v/hich your

0^ -

footwear. ^
If, by any chance, our traveller hasn't called
on you, drop us a line now for samples.

The Gait Shoe Manufacturing Co.
Limited

GALT, ONTARIO
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Attractive Shoes
for the Jobbers
that will develop and
hold your trade

—a quality line of footwear combining style

and serviceability to a degree that will give

ultimate satisfaction to the wearer.

We offer these shoes to the jobbers at prices

which allow generous profits both to jobber
and retailer, and still make a strong selling

appeal to the customer.

Compare any other line of equal style and
quality to Aird shoes, and consider price.

—You will then be convinced.

When in Montreal call at our sample rooms
and we will show you a line of spring foot-

wear which will meet with your approval.

If you cannot call, a postal will bring our
samples to you.

Aird & Son
(Registered)

MONTREAL
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What
Is

Correct

or

Spring

Footwear?

You will comply with demands

of your customers and fall in

line with the popular conception

of what is right in style if you

co-operate with the House of

James Robinson in choosing

your models for Spring i92o.

In the matter of service—our long experience and

close connections enable us to correctly predict the

season's fashions and anticipate the public require-

ments.

For years we have been giving hundreds of dealers

the benefit of our advice in selecting their stocks.

May we help you to satisfy your trade and ac-

cellerate your turnover?

JAMES ROBINSON CO, LTD.
Specialists in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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i

All

That

We
Say

Of
It

The Bostonian Shoe

A shoe that that strengthens goodwill

and builds up trade on its merits^—giving

all round satisfaction both to you and

your customers.

Every principle of high grade shoe mak-

ing and only first class material are embodied in

its manufacture.

The testimony ot hundreds of Canadian dealers

shows the popularity of the Bostonian shoe.

Are you stocking it?

JAMES ROBINSON CO., LTD.
Specialists in Fine Footwear

MONTREAL
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I Shoes That Delight |

I The Careful Dresser |

I
OUR McKAYS

|
Have a distinctive appeal in their style |

M and finish which at once pleases women B
1 who appreciate sensible footwear. |

J We are offering a range for Spring which |
I embraces many new and attractive |
M models combining B

I
Appearance and Durability

|

M Made not only to look smart but also to

give exceptional serviceabiHty in comfort

B and wear. |

I We offer the right shoes at |
I the right prices, |

I Canadian Footwear Company^ Limited |
I Montreal |

Salesroom : 36 St. Genevieve Street, H
^ Factory: Pointe-aux-Trembles H
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Have
You

Heard ?
Tillsonburg shoes are an

unqualified success. The
values embodied in this

reliable Footwear have
placed it in the front rank

of solid leather working
boots for men.

With the increasing de-

mands for Tillsonburg

Shoes, we have found it imperative to increase production. Upon completion
of our new plant about December the first, we will handle an output of l8oo

pairs per day. Each and every pair will represent value unexcelled in any
Canadian made staple line. Ask your jobber about this very important line

and have him supply you.

TILLSONBURG SHOE CO, LIMITED
MAKERS OF

Men's — Boys' — Youths' — Lads'

Medium and High Grade Staple Shoes

TILLSONBURG ONTARIO
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TETRAULT
—The Standard

Welt Shoe
of Canada

Your ''Bread and Butter" Line

DON'T MISS IT

Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co., Limited
Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Largest Exporters of Shoes in Canada

Office and Warehouse —
9 Rue de Marseille,

Paris, France. Montreal Toronto
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Uncertainties
"'in most things

Certainty in one thing

The man who asks for and gets a "Slater"
Shoe has fewer uncertainties than men
who ask for "Slater" Shoes but accept
some others.

The dealer who is able to give his cus-

tomer a "Slater" Shoe has the assured
certainty he will be back for more.

Next year we hope to provide for a few
more "Slater" Dealers.

The Slater Shoe Co., Limited
MONTREAL - - CANADA
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Your Customer is looking for some-

thing above the ordinary in men's

fine shoes. You can satisfy him with

MONARCH
and

BRANDON
High Class Weltsfor

Well Dressed Men

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Our salesman are now in their territories.

Do not fail to consider "Monarch" and
"Brandon" if you desire a very superior
men's shoe for your Spring business.

The Brandon Shoe Company
LIMITED

Brantford - - Ontario
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AVAILABLE JANUARY

TRENT VALLEY
OAK SOLE LEATHER
After considerable unavoidable delay owing to contingencies
beyond our control^ we are very happy to be able to announce
to the many friends of this popular tannage that our new plant
at Hastings, Ontario, is now completed, and that they will be
able to secure their favorite Sole Leather again in the same
quality and greatly increased quantity at the beginning of the

new year.

Former results obtained with TRENT VALLEY OAK for

Turns and Fme Welts are remembered well by all cutters

;

therefore we anticipate the demand will exceed the supply.
Order early.

Tanneries: KITCHENER, PENETANG, HASTINGS,
WOODSTOCK, Ontario.

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limited

Manufacturers of
" The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather "

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec

A
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ThisBigDoubkPa^eM,

#/Q000.00
SaturdayEvenin^Post
Ad. willappearNov.l5~ioBoost

DEMONSTRATION WEEK
November17^ to 22^1919

This biggest and most expensive of all ads which have ever appeared for this

or a similar line is simply the culmination of the special national and metropolitan

newspaper campaign to ''put over" this Week. That it is going over—and going over

with a dash—is now secured beyond any doubt. Thousands of dealers have already

arranged for demonstrations in their stores during Demonstration Week, and ap-

plications are coming in from others in a perfect flood. Are YOU in on this, Mr.

Reader?

If you haven't already arranged for a Practipedist, better enroll yourself or a

bright employee right away for the Home Study Course in Practipedics, given by

the American School of Practipedics, and which we have arranged to offer to you

free of cost. It is late to start, but hard work will complete the Course in time.

Even if not completed, it will be better than no training. Waste not a moment.

Act NOW!

THE SCHOLL MFG. CO.
Largest Makers of Foot Comfort Specialties in the World

112 Adelaide St. E., TORONTO
New York — Chicago — London
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THE S/rrURDJiy EVENING POST

For tired, aching feel

Dr. Sclmll's Fml-Emi cases the feet,

body and nencs. A simple, scientific

appliaticc s.i.ri. in-.dc il,e shnc that dis-

tributes and eg>,,l,,^, ,1k .seieht.,1 the

body. It t;u'.s ,i sprinm sujiport to the

arch; relieves iirtd, achini^ fcct.cramped

IOCS, and weak arches; antl prevents "flat

foot." Dr.SchoII'sFoot-Eaiicrsarcmade

in sizes for mcn,«omcn and children.

isa Dr.Schollapplianccorremedy
Ty form of foot trouble.

Sold by Shoe and DcpanmenI Stores everywhc

Dr ScholVs
Demonstration

THE smURD/iV BVENfNG POST

Find out this week
how to have comfortable feet

Whatever your trouble it can be relieved

IF you are one of the millions

of persons who are suffering

from foot troubles, you'll be in-

terested in the week of Novem-
ber 17-22!

For months twelve i/iousniid ilioe

dealers and departrnenl stores

throughout the United States and

Canada have been mnkingspccial

preparations for this week! For

months, Dr.Wm. M. Scholl,the

internationally known authority

on foot troubles, has been co-oper-

ating with these dealers in pre-

paring for this one week!
Together, they ha\'c been work-

ingto make it markrhe beginning

of a new standard of foot comfort

service— a service for all who
suffer from foot troubles, with

the character of a specialist's

help, yet available ro the mil-

lions;— a service tharshould seek

first to relieve, then to correct

the cause of the wrong condition;

—indeed, a new standard of foot

comfort service.

To this ideal the experience of a

specialist's life -time has been

given; to it the community inter-

est of twelve thousand merchants

has been added.

Today a nation wide organiza-

tion is ready!

If you have any foot trouble, go
to the nearest shoe dealer in your
town that carries Dr.Scholl's Foot

Comfort Appliances and Reme-
dies. There you will find a grad-

uate Practipedist— afoot expert

trained in Dr.Scholl's methods

—

who understands your foot trou-

bles. Hewill demonstrate toyou

the scientific way of giving them

relief and correction. As always,

this demonstration is free.

Find out, this week, while shoe

dealers and department stores

everywhere are making a special

etTort to serve you, how >ou can

have comfortable feet!

The SchoU Mfg. Co.. 213 W. Schiller %U
Chicago; 339 Broadway, New York City,

and 1 12 Adelaide St., £., Toroato, Canada

IVeek -^ov. 17''' io 12"'^

Tie Up To This Campaign
And Cash In On li

^

It spells OPPORTUNITY in great big letters. A proper tie-up to this unprecedented Saturday Evening
Post ad, through local advertising of YOUR Demonstration during Dr. Scholl's Demonstration Week, will
make this big ad YOUR ad, insofar as the people of your locality are concerned.

It is late to get started—but it is not TOO late if you hurry. By getting the below coupon into the mail
at once you can get all needful supplies in time to get in this. Don't be left out. Send it NOW!

FRF'K Advertising Material Coupon
and Event Entry Blank

Complete Newspaper Ad Plates

Window Display Material *

Stereopticon Slides with Name

Book of Instruction

Imprinted Circulars

Please RUSH to me the material I have checked
at the left hereof.

Name

St. and No

Town State

i
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No. 702-F
BLACK VICI KID
Leathrr Louis Heel

Imitation Tip
WELT

AA to D, 21/4 to 7
Price $8.50

No. 707-F
as above in

BEAVER BROWN KID
Price $9.00

No. 1819-F
PATENT COLT, DULL MAT TOP

Full Louis Covered Heel
TURN

AA to D, IVz to 7
Price $7.00

No. 1920-F
AS ABOVE IN WELT

Price $6 50

In Stock
Quick Deliveries

on just the Styles

you are looking for

No. 618-F
FINE BLACK SATIN
Full Louis Covered Heel
Silk Eyelets, Silk Laces

TURNS
AA to D, ZVz to 8

Price $5.00

The

Westcott
Whitmore
Company
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Specialists in

SMART SHOES
FOR WOMEN

No. 1818-F
BLACK VICI KID LACE
Full Louis Covered Heel

TURN
AA to D, Z'A to 7

Price $7.75

No. 1810-F
as above in

LIGHT GUN CALF
Price $7.50

No. 1785-F
BLACK VICI KID

14/8 Military Leather Heel
Imitation Tip

WELT
AA to D, ZVi to 7

Price $7.50

our mailing listWe suggest you placeyour name on
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Sides, Crops, Backs, Bends

Bellies, Shoulders, Heads

THE LANG TANNING COMPANY, LTD.
KITCHENER, ONTARIO - CANADA
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SPATS! SPATS!!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

HIGH GRADE AMERICAN FINE FITTING

EXTRA SPECIALS
Per Doz. Pairs

No. 35 Mens Best Fitting . .

30 oz. Kersey

No. 1200 14 Button Shuform (Unseen Buckle)

30 oz. Kersey

No. 1050X 12 Button same as Cut No. 1050 . . .

30 oz. Kersey

No. 612 12 Button 14 oz. wool felt

No. 1050 12 Button Broadcloth

int in tlie above
and 612; No. 2

No. 4, tlie

cut sliows tlie underslung buckle in

,
heavy binding; No. 3, fine buttons;

neat, snug fitting design.

$30

$43

$43

$25
$38

COLORS
No. 1200, No. 3.5 Men's, No. lOaOX; Kersey colors are fawn, taupe,

castor, brown, pearl and beaver.

No. 1050 broadcloth colors are taupe, fawn and castor only.

No. 61'Z, 14 oz. wool felt colors are taupe, castor, fawn, black,

brown and pearl.

CANADIAN SHOE FINDINGS NOVELTY CO.
2 Trinity Square, TORONTO Phone Adel. 4194

"EUREKA"
To the Jobbing Trade only

Our new 9" Black and Brown
Kid bals. They are well con-

structed and are money mak-
ers.

Write our Sales department

Am-Bri-Can Distributors

64-68 Adelaide St. E., Toronto

for up to the minute prices on

our lines

No. 924 Black Kid
No. 925 Brown Kid

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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Black Kid Still

on the Jump
HOWEVER

We have managed to procure a

very fine lot of Black Kid at a slight

advance over our last purchase price.

This puts us in a position to offer

a few thousand more pairs of shoes to

the trade at the small increase of

20c. per pair on Oxfords and
Pumps

30c, per pair on High Cuts

This applies to Black Kid only.

We still have Brown Kid on hand at

old prices.

Yours truly,

CLARK BROS. LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N. B.

Manufacturers of Ladies' McKay shoes
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Link Up Your Store
with

Dominion Rubber System

RUBBERS
The big advertisements, featuring these reliable Do-
minion Rubber System Products, are appearing in the

leading newspapers and magazines from coast to

coast.

The big new Posters are on the bill-boards.

Whether you carry ''Jacques Cartier"
—

''Merchants"
—"Maple Leaf—"Dominion"—"Granby"—or "Daisy"
brand of Rubbers, you can get the benefit of all this

publicity.

Link up your store with Dominion Rubber System ad-
vertising. Feature Dominion Rubber System Rubbers
in your window displays. Put the attractive show
cards about the store. Suggest to every customer
who buys new shoes that they be fitted with the right

Rubbers for that particular style and shape of foot-

wear.

You can get satisfactory service through

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches
Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Belleville, Toronto, Hamilton,

Brantford, London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg,

Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.
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'(If lilf m
Is?

A Journal of its Findings, Making and Sale.

Published Monthly for the Good of

the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
Telephone A. 2700

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Tel. Garry 856 - Electric Railway Chambers

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building

NEW YORK - - - Tel. Worth 248 - - - 309 Broadway

CHICAGO - Tel. Harrison 5351 - 1413 Gt. Northern Bldg.

LONDON, ENG. 16 Regent Street S.W.

Authorized by the Postmaster General for Canada, for transmission
as second class matter.

Entered as second class matter July 18th, 1914, at the Postoffice at

Buffalo, N. Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Canada and Great Britain, $1.00. U. S. and Foreign, $1.50.

Single copies 15 cents

Vol. 9 November, 1919 11

Only Proper The Executive of the National
Basis of Shoe Retailers' Association of

Organization r- i wLanada are completing arrange-

ments for a meeting in Montreal in the near future

at which various matters will be discussed, including

the resolutions passed at the organization convention

in July. It is planned to have a representation from

the leading shoe and rubber manufacturing com-

panies at this meeting, all of whom have signified their

intention of co-operating with the Association in every

possible way.

Not the least important of the questions to be dis-

cussed is that of an active membership campaign with

a view to so strengthening the financial standing of

the Association that it will be able to afford a perm-

anent, paid secretary who will devote his whole time

and energies to furthering Association matters. This

is the only basis on which the national association

can be the success anticipated of it. Mr. Cook is all

that could be desired as a secretary, but, like other

shoe retailers, he has his own business to attend to.

The expressed opinion of members of the Execu-

tive during the past few days indicates that the plan

we have advocated in Footwear from the very be-

ginning is being taken seriously to heart and that

every eflfort will be made to re-organize on a more

substantial basis. The industry needs an organizer

—

a man of ability, a good tactful speaker, and one, too,

who is willing to spend tnuch of his time on "the

road." Such a man, if he can be found, is worth a

lot of money, but it would be the best investment the

Association could make.

It is the general opinion among

Tlie Outlook the trade that the peak in prices

has not yet been reached. One
of the leading Toronto retailers, who has just returned

from a visit to many of the large cities in the United

States, says that the situation is very acute. Many
retailers are placing orders for spring delivery with-

out mention of price ; orders for present delivery are

at greatly advanced figures and no relief is looked for.

This retailer cited several experiences during the

past few weeks which indicate that the situation in

Canada is on a par with that on the other side. Dur-

ing one week he sized up a line of brown kid shoes

on three dififerent occasions and each time was
charged fifty cents a pair more—$1.50 advance in six

days. A line of men's shoes purchased in March
last at $5.50, and which he is selling at $7.00, is now
listed by the manufacturer at $8. A man's brown
kid bal costing $7.50 a few months ago is now $11.50.

Many Canadian manufacturers state that they are

completely sold up as far as their leather require-

ments are covered, and the almost unanimous feeling-

is that higher prices are inevitable.

Talk "lVIark«up" —
not "Gross Profit"

What profit does the shoeman
make in his business? If you
were to ask the man on the street

he would likely reply : "Why according to the figures

given out at the recent government enquiry you're

making anywhere from forty to sixty per cent, profit."

If anybody were to ask you, yotirself, what you were
doing with all this ill-gotten wealth you would, of

course, explain that from this "profit" you had to de-

duct a few little incidentals such as rent, taxes, insur-

ance, clerk hire, light bills, upkeep, and so on, and
that in the end you were fortunate in clearing six,

seven or eight per cent, on your investment.

The whole trouble we are facing in connection with

the "profiteering" phase of merchandising to-day is

that we have been too free with the term " profit." We
have failed to make it clear to the public and to the

government investigating bodies that there is a wide
difiference between "mark-up and "net-profit." The
term "gross-profit" expresses little more to the pub-
lic than that the merchant is salting away that much
in his jeans every day and that he is in consequence
a profiteer of the lowest order. Newspapers all over
the Dominion have aggravated the situation by print-

ing reports of investigations in which "gross profit"

has been made the dominating feature. The public.
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TURNOVER — Some Facts of Interest

Did you ever think of the shoes as represent-

ing so many dollar bills lying on your shelves.

Picture this thought in your mind. As long as

they repose on your shelves they do not work
for you. In fact, converted into shoes, they

cost you money and depreciate in value the

longer they stay there. It would be better to

have your dollar bills tucked away in your store

safe; you would receive no interest, but they

would not cost you money.

KEEP YOUR STOCK MOVING!
CLEAN OUT SLOW SELLERS!

CONCENTRATE ON QUICK SELLERS!

Stock TURNOVER is the secret oi success in

conducting a store.

French Styles

Not Wanted

FREQUENT STOCK TURNOVER
means:

More PROFIT without increase in capital.

More liquid CAPITAL to take advantage
of special buying opportunities.

LESS STOCK on which to pay insurance.

LESS DEPRECIATION as the result of

changing styles.

You can SELL MORE goods at a closer

margin of profit and STILL MAKE MORE
MONEY. Thirty per cent, five times is

more than 40 per cent three times.

reading these reports, cannot discriminate between

mark-up and net earnings, and if we could more

entirely eliminate that expression "gross profits" from

our vocabulary we would be leaving a much smaller

opening for the spread of misleading statements.

Even newspaper men have at times only a vague idea

of the meaning of gross profits. For instance, the

editor of a daily paper down in the Maritime Pro-

vinces undertook to write an editorial to the eft'ect

that a Toronto retailer who gave evidence at the re-

cent enquiry, (and who had been a successful retailer

for thirty-five years), did not know what he was talk-

ing about. As a matter of fact, the shoe was on the

other foot, and there are many similar evidences of

lack of business knowledge in connection with mat-

ters of all kinds.

The only basis on which to prove a charge of

profiteering against any concern is the profit and loss

statement. Mark-up counts for little. Why then con-

tinue to call it "gross profit?" Let's get out of the

rut—now. Talk net earnings all you like, but if any-

body asks you your "gross profit"—why you simply

haven't got any, that's all. You have a percentage

of mark-up based on legitimate expenses but no

other profit than your net earnings. Then you are

telling the truth about your business.

A movement on the part of some

manufacturers in the United

States to create a style demand
for the French square toe last seems to have been

nipped in the bud by the prompt action of the Styles

Committee of the National Shoe Retailers' Associa-

tion. Their official statement is published elsewhere

in this issue.

The attitude taken by the Association is com-

mendable in view of the fact that any radical style

change of this nature would add disastrous complica-

tions to the difficulties already being experienced in

all branches of the industry. Not only are there mil-

lions of dollars worth of established styles on the

shelves, but many millions more in the making and

on order, and it requires no great stretch of the imag-

ination to picture the result of a universal consumer

demand for French styles. Aside from this, how-

ever, and also apart from the difficulty of securing

lasts, it is pointed out that the short, 2^ inch vamp
of the French shoe is entirely unsuited to the feet of

the women on this continent and would in a short time

provoke a general spread of bunions, ingrowing nails

and various other foot ailments.

Discourtesy to

Children

Neglect in the matter of serv-

ing child customers has often been

tlie cause of parents transferring

patronage to other stores. An instance of this came to

our attention a few days ago. The mother was in a

hurry for some little article and, not being able to go

herself, sent her litle 6 year old girl tO' make the pur-

chase, asking her to hurry. As the child did not re-

turn in a reasonabh: length of time the mother grew

roncerned and went over to the store herself. Her
little girl was there still waiting to be served. Other

customers had com-c in and been attended to but the

storekeeper let her wait and she was too timid to as-

sert herself. The mother decided that any man who
would treat a child so was not the person she cared to

deal with and the retailer thus lost a very valuable

account.

The child customer, especially when it is alone,

may often be a trial ; the purchase may be of little im-

portance and take considerable time but it must not be

overlooked that all children are great little talkers and

your method of treating them will lose nothing in the

telling to their parents. Remember, it is the parents

themselves you are pleasing when you please the child-

ren.

r •"+

i

A Christmas present for you! $35 for the

best dressed Christmas window—$35 in addi-

tional prizes. Read the conditions elsewhere in

this issue.
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Common Troubles to Which the Feet Are Heir
Symptoms and Treatment of Weak Feet, Weak Flexible Feet, Acute Weakened Feet,

and Flat Feet—Physical Examinations During the War Demonstrated the

Prevalence of Many Foot Ailments—Retailers Should Have Know-
ledge of Foot Comfort Appliances

OF the first one million men who took physical

examinations for the army of the United
States in the World War, 177,450 were found
to be flat footed—an astounding discovery to

the medical profession, who had considered that U. S.

boys generally were among the most perfect speci-

mens to be found.

Forcible attention was called to the need of pre-

ventative measures and correction of existing evils.

Many of those whose ailments were in the incipient

stage were sent to specialized camps where prescribed

exercises and army shoes soon made them into sol-

diers. Those in the intermediate stages were placed
in noncombatant divisions and given sedentary occu-
])ations, but many were entirely eliminated from mili-

tary service by the condition of their feet.

It is well, therefore, to discuss the most common
troubles to which the feet are heir. First—and most
often found—weak foot.

Symptoms of Weak Foot.

This consists of a slight change in structure when
the weight is placed on the foot and is due to an ab-
normal laxity of the ligaments, which permits the
weight when thrust upon the foot to depress the
longitudinal arch and cause a slight abduction of the

foot. The feet controlled by the muscles and connect-
ing tendons meantime are apparently normal, but
they are not afforded protection against strain which
the ligaments should provide. Symptoms of weak
foot are pain and sensitiveness through the heel and
ankle and the Internal Malleolus (ankls bone). There
is a burning sensation on the sole and the patient
complains of the toes feeling cramped, or swelling
through the ankle, aches in the calves, general fatigue
and bodily weariness after standing or walking.

The foot has a tendency to abduction and a slight

pronation is present. There may be an extreme ten-

dency toward weak ankles. This acute condition is

especially pronounced among growing children, be-
tween the ages of eight and fourteen, and is very in-

frequently discovered before the later stages of flat

foot develop.

Those Avho make radical and frequent changes in

the height of heels are both susceptible due to liga-

ment strain.

Treatment.

The treatment of this condition is principally
mechanical. In early and incipient stages pads of
felt or leather rnay give relief, but are objectionable
as they depend upon the shank of the shoe for their
base of support. It is very rare indeed that such a
."^hank provides strength enough to support the pad-
ding intended to hold up the weakened arch. A light
resilient mechanical support easily adjusted to ac-
commodate the weakened foot and restore and per-
manently hold the structures until the ligaments have
assumed their natural tone and strength is best.
Properly fitted, these give immediate relief and a

cure is effected within three to five months' time.

Low-cut shoes should be advised against if the ankles

appear weak, although if they are worn arch supports

must be used at all times. Massage and tip-toe exer-

cises are recommended as an auxiliary treatment.

Weak Flexible Foot.

In weak flexible foot, the symptoms of pain and
distress are practically the same as in ordinary weak
or flat foot, but the change in contour of the arch is

only apparent when weight is placed on the foot. In
relaxed condition the shape of the foot is normal.

NORMAL ARCH

broken down arch
(flat-foot)

ARCH PROPERLY CORRECTED

with a high longitudinal arch. Such condition is

usually found among persons accustomed to wear-
ing moderately high heels. The position of the tarsus
is somewhat contracted to accommodate the height
of the heel, which gives the longitudinal arch a higher
curvature.

By grasping the Os Calcis with the left hand and
producing pressure upon the Anterior Plantar sur-
face the foot elongates and appears flattened. There
is frequently cramping of the calf muscles, and a
sensation of discomfort about the toes as though the
rhoes had' insufficient length. Their symptoms are the
came as in ordinary weak foot. To restore and main-
tain the natural balance of the body's weight in weak
flexible foot an arch support should be fitted to the
patient's feet, making the adjustment high enough
to fit the entire longitudinal border, but creating only
enough pressure to maintain the natural position of
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the bone structures. Thus, lig-amental strain is re-

moved, muscular activity is increased and normal ac-

tion is replaced. The style of shoe worn by the pa-

tient as regards heel height should not be changed,

although care should be taken in advising a shoe of

sufficient length and width with a snug fit of the heel

and waist.

Acute Weakened Feet.

Acute weakened feet are characterized by pain

and sensitiveness through the dorsum, same occur-

ing through the heel and ankle and at the External
Malleolus. In such cases strips of zinc oxide adhesive
plaster, and a small felt pad firmly strapped up in

the highest point of the arch to serve as a temporary
support should be used as a preliminary treatment.

After a short time a lightweight arch support can be
applied. In all cases care must be taken to advise

the patient not to change the type of heel previously

worn.
Frequently any neglected conditions develop into

flat foot, which is scientifically called Valgus, Pes
Valgus, Pes Planus, Talipes Valgus. This condition

is commonly found among all ages and classes of

both sexes. As indicated by the term flat foot, there

is a flattening of the arch or sole of the foot with all

the pain and discomfort due to prominent arches. The
natural arch of the Plantar surface is interfei'ed with
and in many instances lost, with the foot usually

everted and abducted at the Medio-Tarsal and Sub-
Astragaloid joint.

Flat Feet.

The causes of acquired flat foot are principally

mechanical. Strain and pressure results in weakness
of the ligaments so that they are unable to hold the

bones together, a slight separation at the articulations

takes place which allows the bones to interfere with
muscular action. Persons who stand in an attitude

of rest with their feet slightly abducted (turned out)
are liable to flat foot as well as those who are "accus-

tomed to carrying weight, such as brick-layers, mail
carriers, icemen and errand boys. Shoes are also re-

sponsible in many cases. The pointed toe, the shoe
fitted too short and narrow and constant change of

style all have a tendency to weaken the ligaments.

We also find the condition common among children

who grow too rapidly between the ages of nine and
fourteen. The tissues are expanding their energy in

progression and do not meet the extraordinary exer-

cise thrown upon them. At this age flat foot is fre-

cjuently associated with knock knee and bow legs.

In obese persons where execessive weight is borne
on the feet, the ligaments and muscles are generally
in a weakened flabby condition and flat foot readily

develops.

Those convalescent from acute and serious illness

often find the structure in the foot unequal to the
pressure of the weight imposed upon them and the
arch falls.

Among locomotor ataxia patients flat foot is very
common because of the impairment of the muscles
and ligaments and the method of walking, which is

usually a short rap tending to throw the posterior
part of the Os Calcis upward and the anterior and
downward. This induces a gradual sinking and in-

ward and downward rotation of the Astragalus.

Symptoms of Flat Foot.

Symptoms of flat foot are, in the incipient stage,
displacement of the arch which is naturally restored

when the patient is seated. Later we find the bone

of the arch slightly displaced and is in natural restora-

tion when the patient is seated. In this stage the

normal motion of the foot is considerably diminished.

There is swelling and a slight deformity. In the third

degree, the deformity is accompanied by rigidity.

There is more bone displacement outward. The pa-

tient is unable to rise on tip toes and shuffles in walk-

ing. A prominence at the head of the Astragalus,

Scaphoid and Internal Cuneiform will be noticed due
to partial dislocation. When standing in bare feet

there is a decided abduction and pronation, usually

with swelling about the ankle and dorsum of the foot.

The arch is lowered and considerable pressure

brought to bear on the inner border. The external

malleolus is depressed and points forward. The in-

ternal malleolus becomes more prominent. Shoes are

uncomfortable ; there is pain like a stone bruise in the

heel and a dull ache in the legs, pain in the knee and
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extending to the thigh, hips and back. The great

toe is injured, corns, cramped toes and callouses ap-

pear, the feet are cold and numb due to impaired cir-

culation, or in some instances they perspire exces-

sively.

A Remarkable Case.

Among the most interesting cases recently was
that of a young lady who called at the shoe store of

Mr. W. A. Smith, Hamilton, Ont. The young lady
referred to had been a cripple from birth and sub-

mitted to several operations without avail. During
a previous visit to the store, she was fitted to a pair

of Anterior Metatarsal Arch Supports which gave
her so much comfort and relief that she was able to

walk without limping and her general health improv-
ed. Upon having the original arch supports adjust-

ed, she handed Mr. Smith X-ray pictures showing the

acute condition of the. structure of the bones in her
foot before wearing any foot comfort appliance.

Similar cases are constantly being brought to at-

tention, which demonstrates the actual and immediate
necessity of more practical knowledge along the lines

of foot hygiene.
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A Rubber Rush As the Parcel Boy Sees It

T
By Himself

»HE lady clerk was talking

to the bookkeeper to-day.

Gee ! You'd ought to've

heard her. She had on her

silkiest voice and was spouting
poetry! It must have been about
the weather for there was some-
thing in it about the frost being

Himself on the punkiu and that kind of

fbt.

I suppose it makes good enough reading this stuff

about frost and the winter coming on and all that but

us fellows with experience in the shoe business don't

pay extry much heed to it. We got our eye on the

rulDber rush that's coming some day soon. Mind you,

I ain't saying we don't appreciate poems on punkins
—especially if the punkin, (let's see if I can't say it

like that college fellow that helps Saturda}^), "espec-

ially if the pvmkins are meta-metamor-metamorphosed
into pies." Pretty good that one. Took me most of

the afternoon to learn it though.

First of all before we get talking of the rubber
rush I'll tell you who I am. I'm Bob, the handy boy
around this here Footwear Emporium. And believe

me, I don't know how they got along before I came
here.

Say, when I came on last year I didn't know there

was such a thing as a rubber rush. Naturally I start-

ed to work about three weeks too soon for I had just

begun to get used to things when one of the clerks

said, "Here, Bob, help me carry up these rubbers."

What For?—Just Like That

"What for?" says I. I'd never had to do that be-

fore.

"For the love o'Mike," he yells: "What for? Say
boy don't you know what we want rubbers upstairs

for. Honest now, did you ever see a rubber?"
"Golly" I thought "I'll have a time of it if the

other seven are all like him."
They kept me hopping the next few days, open-

ing case's, carrying the rubbers up and taking away
summer goods.

By'n bye the boss came along, all smiles, looks
them over and says "Well, boys, we are ready for

the rubber rush I see." "We" thinks I, "Yes, so we
are, but I did most of the work."

Friday night, just as I was leaving with a couple
o' parcels to deliver, the bookkeeper whispers "Bob."
I hops over fast enough. The bookkeeper is a peach,
take it from me. "Say, Bob," she says, "it looks like

snow. If I were you I'd get down early tomorrow."
Now why under creation should a snow storm

make me get down any earlier? thinks I, but I only
says, "All right miss," and thinks what a swell smiler
she is.

I told Ma about it when I got home and she call-

ed me a bit earlier. Wow, how I hated to get up. The
snow was coming down in big soft flakes, and the
sidewalks were already half slush where the snow had
been walked on. It didn't look encouraging for me
and me bike but we managed to get to work all right
—and just on time.

Well, I was fair staggered when I got there and

found the boss there already, rushing here and there

and looking as if everything was depending on how
fast he trotted from the office to the front door.

The phope was tingling every other minute, and
there were several customers in before I or the other

fellows had a chance to clean up. Even the lady

clerk was in a hurry. She was filling phone orders.

"Here, Bob," she calls as soon as she saw me. She
had forgotten to put on her silky voice with that poety
stuff", "You rush these parcels over to these people
right away. Hurry up, they can't be kept waiting."

The "Dude" gets Mussed up

When I got back from the first trip you ought to

have seen the store. All the seats were filled and lots

of people were fidgeting about waiting to be served.

Every one of those clerks was working for dear life.

They were pulling- and pounding rubbers on to wet
shoes. They looked the cross bunch. Even our
"Dude" had his hair all rumpled and you'd have
laughed to see him first wipe off his muddy hands on
his handkerchief and then mop his face with it. He
was some looker when he was done, believe me.

And you oughta heard the salesgirl grumble. She
had broken her finger nail or something, trying to

pull on a rubber, and she couldn't get time to fix it

right and she was afraid her hands would "be ruined"
with fitting rubbers.

Gee it did me good to see that hunch work. I didn't

mind doing my bit half so much.
On my way up to the office I heard a little English

woman with a couple of kids ask for "Goloshes." Of
course we don't sell them—but I wonder what they
are" anyway.

Gee! that was some day. If I wasn't out with a

load of parcels one of the clerks would see me and
yell "Hey there Bob, get me size tliirteen-misses-sled-

ding." Then just l)ecaufe it took me half a minute to
figure out what the lingo meant they'd let out another
yell at me. It takes some head, believe me, to remem-
ber all them fancy names like Imperial, Empire, Ideal,

Redman and all that kind of bunk. It's enough to
send a fellow di])py.

Anyway, when I'd be looking around for some
name or other the boss would come tearing along and
give me a pile of boxes and shoot me upstairs again
with them.

An Extra "Bean" for Bobby
At last closing time came. You'd have thought

we were the only store in town the Avay the folks had
kept crowding in all day. Anyway closing time did
come and say weren't we glad.

I dragged myself up to the offfce to get mv pay.
The boss and the bookkeeper were there and they
looked pretty near all in.

AVhen the boss saw me he looked kind of pleased,

I Plan now to enter our Christmas window com-
1 petition. Open to any shoe retailer or shoe sales-

1 man in Canada.

I
1
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"Well, Bob." he says, "you've had a stiff day's work,

but you've helped us put across the best rubber day

we ever had. Here's something for you" and he slip-

ped me an extra buck. He's some boss alright. I bet

he knows who docs most of the work around this

joint or he'd never handed over that dollar so pleased

like.

WeW—that's what the rubber rush was like last

year and I guess we can stand it again this year

—

especially the extra dollar.

National Association Executive to Meet
in Montreal

Will Discuss Resolutions Passed at Toronto Con-

vention and Also Active Membership Campaign

THE executive committee of the National Shoe
Retailers' Association of Canada will hold a

meeting in Montreal in the near future at

which it is planned to have a representative

attendance of shoe and rubber manufacturers. The
object of this meeting will be to discuss the various

resolutions passed at the organization convention in

Toronto in July last. The rubber manufacturers will

be asked to add another month to the dating of plac-

ing orders on rubbers and tennis goods. It is felt

that present dates are inconvenient in that the re-

tailer usually has the bulk of his stock paid for before

it starts to move out. At the present time, for ex-

ample, there has been very little call for rubber goods
but the date of payment is November 10. An extra

thirty days would thus improve matters for the re-

tailers very considerably.

It was also resolved at the convention in July to

impress on shoe manufacturers the importance of

making shipments of complete lines
;
particularly on

orders calling for more than one width and that back
orders when shipped late be sent prepaid.

Another resolution seeks to impress on manufac-
turers the importance of taking care of domestic re-

quirements before looking to export business and,

further, the importance of shipments for placing or-

ders being completed on time so that retail turn-over

be not interrupted. It is felt that this is an important
factor in preventing retail losses and one which also

reflects upon the manufacturer.
The standardization of cartons will also be taken

up. The resolution passed in July, in addition to

recommending that the size of cartons be standard-

ized, also asks that all charges for cartons and cases

used in shipping be included in the cost price of the

goods.
Mr. Warren T. Fegan, president of the Associa-

tion, states that the shoe and rubber manufacturers
have signified their intention of co-operating in every
possible way. A meeting had been arranged some
weeks ago but owing to suddenly arising complica-
tions in the hide and leather markets the event was
postponed. However, it is anticipated that there will

be a very complete gathering in Montreal in the near
future and arrangements are being made to this end.

One of the most important topics for discussion

at this meeting will be concerned with ways and
means of conducting an active membership campaign.
All that is needed now is to so increase the member-
ship of the new association that it will be placed on
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a sufiicicntly sound financial basis to warrant the en-

gaging of a permanent, paid secretary who will de-

vote his whole time and energies to furthering asso-

ciation matters. This will also be taken up at the

coming meeting as it is generally felt that it is only

upon such a basis the association can hope to ac-

complish the utmost good.

The Montreal Situation

MONTREAL shoe manufacturers state that the

demand is as strong as ever. All factories

are very busy and some are unable to take

further orders. Many retailers and jobbers

are .';o anxious to cover their requirements that price

is often a secondary consideration. It is the general

opinion that the great increase in demand for shoes

—

especially men's—is due principally to the return of

overseas soldiers and the shortage in production dur-

ing the previous two years.

Reports from Quebec City indicate that the shoe
firms there are booked up for many months. Exten-
sions are being made to the factories of Duchaine &
Perkins and the J. Ritchie Company.

Steps Taken by Trade in United States

to Keep Down Tendency of the

French Last

HERE and there among the spring styles dur-
ing the past two or three months there has
been noted a tendency on the part of United
States makers to introduce the French round

toe last with short vamp. This was mentioned and
illustrated in the Spring Styles number of Footwear
last month. The Styles Committee of the National
Shoe Retailers' Association met on October 22, and
went on record as being unanimously opposed to the
Parisian style and recommend that every retailer do
his utmost to keep such a tendency down. The fol-

lowing is extracted from their official statement:
We do not recommend or advise the wearing of the

extremely short vamped and blunted widened toe models
now being exploited by a few opportunists who are again
taking u]) the old and abandoned stage lasts with extreme
short vamps of many years ago, endeavoring to bring
them out as I'^rench models. These styles never were and
are not now considered artistic, and would simply ])e re-

productions of alDandoned types of footwear.
They are also detrimental and injurious to the feet

because the toes are forced into the ends of the shoes, and
are pressed there so tightly, by the weight of the wearer
against the end of the toe, that the ball joint of the foot
is tlirown out of line, and the development of corns and
bunions and ingrowing nails results. In addition to this,

abnormal development of the tarsal joint will be l)rought
about.

The demand for this type of shoe is being created l)e-

cause it is l^eing worn by French girls who have come to

this country within the past few months. It has also been
photographed and worn at exhibitions by manikins making
exhibition displays for French dressmakers.

It is presumed that ordinary French girls are wearing
these shoes on account of the high prices of other styles

in F>ance, and were compelled to allow their feet to be
photographed with this very ordinary style of footwear,
which has never been adopted by the real Parisian society

women, who conform usually to high-class American shoe
styles and toe shapes, and are now wearing them.

At the present cost of production—shortage of lal)or,

shortage of materials, and slow delivery of lasts, etc.—to

luring back into, fashion this antique style of footwear

FOOTWEAR IN CANADA
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would be detrimental instead of enterprising to the entire

trade who are now stocked with modern and beautiful
American styles or other types. Departure from them now
would l)ring about too radical a change i:i styles, so much
so that it would be suicidal from all points to introduce
this style of shoe generally. It has always been sold by
a few dealers in this country, and the limited few who so
desire can obtain such footwear from specialty stores who
have thrived on it for years. Fundamentally it could not
be accepted as anything new by the trade.

In order to demonstrate the absurdity of this type
of footwear dealers are advised to keep in reserve a few
samples of short vamp shoes for comparisons with .Ameri-
can styles, which on account of their good fitting quali-

ties do not require straps over the foot to hold them on.

The Styles Committee of the National Shoe Retailers'

Association has put its stamp of disapproval on them as

not being in vogue, or even fashional^le or stylish for the
present mode of dress, and urges that the .\merican wo-
man also put her stamp of disapproval on them as not
being artistic, as not being practical, and as not being any-
thing new for her to recognize as fashionable. It would
mean to her a change of all her shoes to extreme short

vamps, a great extravagance which is not nece?sTry at

this time of high cost of shoe production, but to rest assur-

ed that if she continues to adopt and purchase as many
of the artistic and beautifully shaped modern American
styles of footwear as her needs require, she will continue to

be the best shod woman in the world.

The Customer Speaks and, In the Ver-

nacular of the Day, He Says

an Ear Full

I AM a customer, and as I am the one to whom your
goods are to be sold and whom you profess to be
anxious to please, I am entitled to a hear-

ing.

To begin with, I have small use for the man who
is all honey and jam when I meet him as a prospective

customer with money in my pocket in his place of

business and who one hour or a week later fails to

recognize me on the street, trolley car or elsewhere.
I take it for granted that I will be served in the

order of my arrival and I resent it when I am pas.sed

by and the one who came after me is given first atten-

tion—often because their gall pushes them forward.
I am willing to wait a reasonable time when I get

into your place of business for I realize that you did

not know I was coming and that you inay be busy
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with another customer. However, it fills me with in-

dignation when 1 realize that I am standing there

waiting your notice, like a poodle dog, and you in turn

are ignoring my presence with a lofty indifference

while you finish some tack tliat could be easily drop-

ped to wait on me. Such treatment is more than un-

businesslike—it is contemptible.

Last Saturday I went into a large store where two
of the clerks were straightening up stock and two
more were talking together at the rear of the store.

No one of them made any offer to wait on me so I

went out. I would much rather that you would have
some cards printed l)earing the more or less classic

statement: "You are a worm. We don't care to trade

with worms. Get out." It would be very little trouble

to hand me that card and then I would not waste the

time waiting for somebody to wait on me.

I know you're in business for the money you can

make out of it and so it would be a profitable plan if

you would treat me in such a way that I would have
pleasant recollections of my dealing with you so that,

when the occasion arises, I should go back without
having to be attracted by bargains and special sales.

Here's a secret then, (a secret doesn't amount to

much until you share it with somebody)

:

I don't always feel alike. Some days I am in a

talkative mood and then you will be wise to loosen

up on the gab with me. It makes me feel good. But if

I make a remark about the weather, the high price

of goats or something and you just grunt "yah" or

say nothing at all I feel like banging you one on the

knob. Some days I have a grouch— I am touchy and
looking for a scrap. I can't help this you know but
don't give me a chance for a permanent grievance by
being grouchy too. Just be courteous and attentive

—not too talkative and not too silent. Just a happy
medium, as if your manner said "I see Mr. Customer
that you are deeply engaged in matters of great im-
jiortance. I respect very highly men of big affairs."

Your deference will please me and I will forg-et my
grouch.

I never enjoy asking for anything and having the

man of whom I would buy say to me "Oh no, that

went out of date before the flood. We being up-to-

the-minute wiseacres have something more modern.
I supposed almost anybody would know that the ar-

ticle you ask for is absolutely rotten."

Now, as a matter of fact, I always feel like retaliat-

ing something like this: "I suppose,' you big slob, it

isn't good and is out of style because you don't hap-
pen to have it ! I know your bluff and it wont go with
me."

I never like to hear one business man knock an-
other. Some do it openly and others have the art of

insinuation down to a nice science. Bad tactics any-
way, (lives me a bellyache.

When I make enquiry of you for something you
haven't, it pleases me to have you offer to get it for

me. When I see that you want to please me the order
is your.s— you couldn't chase me away.

I am a self-respecting individual and I want to do
business with men who are likewise. I don't expect
them to grovel, fawn or give me unmerited or unwar-
ranted favors or concessions, but I do a])preciate

decent and courteous treatment

Two Mighty Fishermen

OUR picture shows two mighty fishermen of Mon-
treal. On the right is Mr. Aime DeMontigny,
who is the owner of a very fine shoe store on
St. Catherine Street East, and is the presi-

dent of the Montreal boot and shoe section of the

Retail Merchants Association of Canada. At the left

is Mr. Alphonse Malboeuf, who, between fishing

trips, is a re])resentative of the Kingsbury Footwear

Mr. Aime DeMontigny, on the extreme right, and Mr. Alphonse
Malboeuf on the extreme left

Co., Ltd. Followers of Isaak Walton are notorious
for extravagant stories of their prowess, but the pic-

ture we reproduce is conclusive evidence that the
tales of Messrs. DeMontigny and Malboeuf are true
in sul)stance and in fact. They report a catch of over
200 pounds of bass and pike, and, in addition, a mas-
kinonge of 32 pounds. The scene of their exploit

was Port Louis, on Lake St. Francis, P.Q.

Shoplifters Prevalent in Montreal

ACCORDING to Mr. J. J. Fitzgerald, manager
of the Merchants' Association of Montreal, de-

partmental stores and retailers in that city

lose $300,000 per annum through the opera-
tions of shop lifters, mostly women. This estimate
is not guesswork, but the result of a special investiga-

tion. One store puts aside $50,000 every year to

cover its losses. The significant feature of this phase
of robbery is that practically all shop-lifters arrested

are found to live in circumstances which show that

while they do not actually need the articles stolen,

few of them make a practice of selling the stolen

goods. Houses searched following arrests have been
found to contain large quantities of merchandise
which had been misappropriated in this way, much
of which was useless to the thief, who, however, ap-
parently had made no attempt to sell it. While there

are no gangs of organized shop-lifters, investigation

shows that entire families are engaged in this form
of thieving.

It is estimated that there are 5,000 shop-lifters in

Montreal. As a rule a shop-lifter does not keep up
the game very long. The large departmental stores

take special precautions to detect the robbers, but
th» ordinary retailer, who is not so liable to losses

owing to the .^mailer size of his premises, cannot af-

ford to employ detectives to spot possible thieves.

It is ])re(lictcd in some quarters that there will be
an increasing demand for men's spats this winter.

The heaviest brogues are in Norwegian grained
leathers and are truly "shoes with substance."
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Twentieth International Shoe and Leather Fair
From Our London Correspondent -~ :

THE twentieth International Shoe and Leather
Fair, the first since 1913, was held in London,
Eng., October 6th to 11 and, in spite of pessi-

mism on the part of a number of the leading

trade interests as to the success of the revival this

year, it proved a great success.

Unfortunately the railway strike which prevailed

from Sept. 26th. to Oct. 5th prevented certain intend-

ing exhibitors, mainly machinery manufacturers, from
getting their products shipped to the Agricultural

Hall.

Both the attendance and the business transacted

have constituted records ; the former due to the fact

that those engaged in the shoe, leather and allied

trades appreciate more fully the value and mutual
benefits accruing from an interchange of ideas, and
the latter to the general relief from war work.

Great strides have been made in labor saving
machinery during recent years and the working ex-

hibits of hide and leather machinery constituted an

easy first in attracting and holding the general public.

Leather in every possible state of manufacture
and for every conceivable purpose, not only for foot-

wear but upholstery and the fancy leather trades, was
generously displayed. Leather substitutes, too,

were prominently to the fore including' Balata,

"Stronger and more durable than leather."

Manufacturers of dyestuffs were well represented.

There is no doubt that Britain is determined to de-

velop and maintain the position she has established,

rendering her practically independent of foreign

countries for spirit and oil colors employed in dyeing
and staining leather products.

The footwear exhibits were varied and interesting;

every shape and every class of boot and shoe, bring in

evidence, from the heavy working man's boot to the

daintiest, most exclusive and expensive productions.

Much interest centered around the stand of Mr.

Baber, agent for the Canadian Shoe Manufacturers.
Mr. Baber was showing a number of '"Classic" and
"Tru Trod" shoes for kiddies by Getty & Scott, Ltd.,

Gait; "Brandon" and "Monarch" shoes for men by
The Brandon Shoe Co., Ltd., of Brantford; the "Nur-
sery" shoe by the Nursery Shoe Co., Ltd., St. Tho-
mas, and "Georgina" and "Onyx" shoes by Blachford

Shoe Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Interrogated as to the possibilities of certain

grades of Canadian footwear in Great Britain and
other European countries, Mr. Baber remarked, "They
have passed the stage of 'possibility.' The smart,

snappy and original styles cannot fail to command a

generous share of British trade and I am assured of

most pleasing contracts as a result of the Fair."

"There was some little prejudice at first," he con-

tinued, "to the decidedly pointed toe but buyers over-

looked the fact that the public, particularly ladies,,

are susceptible to anything new. It is new things

that are most looked at."

"In any case, the organization I represent are only

to willing to meet any special reciuirements regard-

ing shapes."

The remarks of another representative of Canadian
footwear were not so enthusiastic. He thought that

Canada's home demand would handicap any ambitious
desire for overseas trade ; during- the war deliveries

could be made with comparative ease but matters
have changed within the past six months. Moreover,
British manufacturers were in a position to meet re-

cjuirements more readily now that they were no longer
producing army boots.

Still another Canadian product was prominently
exhibited ; the Toronto plant of the Goodyear Tire cK:

Rubber Co., Ltd., is to supply Britain with Neolin
soles. The strong organization of the British com-
pany of Goodyear cannot fail to create a substantial

demand for these soles.

Wrong Sort of Competition is Wasted Energy

ONE of the most interesting talks delivered be-

fore the recent New Orleans Convention of

Associated Advertising Clubs of the World
was one by Mr. G. R. Lowe, of Neosho, Mo.,

who described the co-operative work which business
men of that city had done toward the building of trade.

When we were small boys, he said, we used to put
a chip on our shoulders and dare the other kids to

knock it off. So it is with the merchants of most
cities, large and small.

A man once said that an enemy of his handed him
a lemon, but that he took it and made a glass of lem-
onade of it. He didn't have anything on Neosho, ac-

cording to Mr. Lowe, because they have gathered up
the chips which might otherwise have been on their

shoulders and have used them as fuel to make steam
to put the town forward. In other words, all of the

energy which they used to waste in competing with
each other in the wrong way, is now employed in a

co-operative movement to extend the trading area, so

that where one sale grew before, two grow now.
This has all been brought about, he showed,

through the organization of an advertising club.

Not only has this advertising club provided an
opportunity for the business men to study advertising
and to improve their selling methods, through co-op-

erative study, but it also has served as the medium
through which interesting co-operative advertising
has been promoted and managed.

Once a month, for many years, merchants of Neo-
sho have held what they called "sales davs." These
"sales days" are occasions when each local business
man puts on a "special" of some kind.

Taking large newspaper space in co-operation
(each merchant paying for the small section of the

space which he fills) the merchants of the community
occupy very much the same position as a department
store does in larger cities. The ' bigger advertising
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space which they are able to take in this co-operative

way resembles the big advertisements used by the

modern department store.

One of the most serious problems which confront-

ed the merchants grew out of the fact that there was
a lack of uniformity among them as to what consti-

tuted good advertising. Some of them apparently
thought in the beginning that a good advertisement
was one which would bring people into the store.

True, it is. But they found that a majority of the

merchants knew that an advertisement had to do
more than that.

Not only did it have to bring them in, but they
must leave the store in a mood which would prompt
them to come again. In other words the most skilled

merchants knew that retail advertising, like all adver-

tising, depends for its permanent success, upon "re-

peat" orders.

So, a vigilance committee of the Neosho Advertis-
ing Club was apointed, and this committee has, dur-

ing all of these years, passed upon the "specials"

which entered into the "sales days" offers.

Not only does this committee pass upon the truth-

fulness of the advertiseemnt a merchant proposes to

use in his share of the space, but it also makes sure

that he has a sufficient quantity of the article adver-

tised, so that he will have enough for selling all day
long and thereby not run the risk of disappointing the

customer who comes late in the day.

Also the committee checks over the "specials" for

the purpose of seeing that every one of them is built

around merchandise that people will probably want.
In other words, every effort is made to insure that

the little section of the advertisement used by Smith,
will help pull some business to town for Jones, and
all the rest of the merchants.

Mr. Lowe showed that this plan had been a strik-

ing success. The growth of business has been steady,

certain, unfaltering. Gradually, the merchants have
extended the town's trading area to a larger and larger

territory, which has been especially easy, he showed,
from the fact that so many farmers and residents of

adjoining small towns now have automobiles. Dis-

tance has practically vanished, so far as rural com-
munities are concerned. The farmer can go as far as

he pleases to trade. He will go where he can do best,

where he is best treated, Mr. Lowe declared.

At no time have the business men of Neosho given
prizes or any other gifts. They give no free band con-

certs. They do have a monthly auction sale, where
the farmers can buy and sell farm produce, live-stock,

etc., but they even charge for this service, the cost

to the farmer covering the cost of operating, with a

little profit, which is gradually accumulating, to pay
back money borrowed by the advertising club to build

a pavilion for the housing of the auction sales.

Mr. Lowe said they had found that the farmer does
not want the town to give him anything. He wants
good service, and is willing to pay for it. He is not

looking for anything for nothing.

IN
a large Toronto repair shop they make a prac-

tice of cementing every half-sole or full sole job.

The cement used is made by chopping up raw
rubber into fine ]jieces in a jar and then adding

sufficient benzine to dissolve it into a stick mass. This
is spread freely and the sole applied immediately and
well hammered down. The proprietor of this shop
claims that this method entirely eliminates squeaking
and also tends to make the sole more waterproof.

Forty Three Years Retailing Shoes in

Oshawa, Ont.—Mr. Henry King
Has an Unbroken Record

7E are reproducing herewith a photograph of

Y/V/ present store of Mr. Henry King, shoe
T T retailer, Oshawa, Ont., and also a snapshot

of his residence in that town. Mr. King start-
ed in business in Oshawa on March 1, 1877, and in-
tends retiring on July 1, 1920. This will give him an

Interior of Mr. King's present store

unbroken record of forty-three years in the shoe bus-
iness in that town. During that time he has not had
more than forty-two holidays—legal holidays excepted
—and has never missed a meal through illness. He
is the oldest established merchant in Oshawa and is,

to the best of his knowledge, the first retailer who
ever made enough money in the town to retire on.
He has always figured his mark-up on a 33 1/3 per

Mr. King's residence in Oshawa

cent, basis. We understand Mr. King is contemplat-
ing the acquisition of a flivver in succession to the
horse that has thus far served him faithfully in his

recreation hours. After such a splendid record in busi-
ness he is certainly entitled to the joys of motoring.
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Let's Make it a Footwear Christmas
The Time to Start Your Christmas Campaign is Now—Speed Up

Your Publicity and Plan Your Window Displays—Make
Your Store a Christmas Gift Headquarters

THE Christmas buying season will

soon be upon us and it looks as

though the volume of business this

year will be heavier than at any
time since Bill Kaiser set out to dominate
old Mother Eorth.

Now, every shoe retailer knows, or ought
to know, that footwear makes one of the

best little Christmas gifts there is—whether
for mother, father, grandmother, "grand-
pop" or the little shavers in swaddling
clothes. The buying public, too, has real-

ized during the past couple of years that

the "jim cracks" and "nick nacks," all too

characteristic of former Christmas giving,

have disappeared to a large extent from our
present system of systematic and sensible

purchasing". There is infinitely more satis-

faction to both the giver and the recipient

of a sensible gift—flub-dubs are little appre-

ciated and soon find their way to the attic

store-room or the garbage pail.

Sell the Footwear Gift Idea

The shoe retailers' part in this sensible

Christmas gift campaign will be to sell the

footwear gift idea to everyone in your city

or town. Let this be your slogan
—

"Give
Christmas Gifts of Footwear." Make it a

"Footwear Christmas." Run the slogan in

vour ads., on your show cards, in your store,

on your stationery—everywhere.
Santa Claus is really old "Pop Opportvin-

ity" in disguise. He'll knock on your door

once, but he won't batter it down, purloin

your purse and fill it with profits. Your
success will depend on the extent to which
you capitalize the old gentleman.

Christmas Windows

The usual tendency of the average mer-
chant is to crowd into his Christmas win-

dows as much as they will hold. He feels

that everything and anything in the store

will make a good Christmas present for

somebody and that all the people should

buy all of their presents at his store. That's

the right idea, of course—exactly the pro-

per feeling he ought to have. But, at the

same time, "Stuffing" a window is bad busi-

ness, especially when it is further aggravat-

ed with too many holly wreaths, Santa

Claus heads, Christmas bells, "diamond
dust" and other decorations.

Don't "stuf¥" your window, like a Christ-

mas turkey. Far better to have more simple
windows and make several changes. Sim-
plicity is usually the rule for window dress-

ing at all times and the Christmas season is

no exception. Do not leave your planning
until the last moment, but get your Christ-

mas displays in in plenty of time. Much of

the success of your campaign will depend
on whether or not you have sold the foot-

wear idea before some enterprising merch-
ant in another line of business has sold a

A Christmas shopping tragedy—sad fate of

the man who left his buying until the last

moment—Tell your customers to "shop early"
and help them to follow your advice by plan-
ning your Christmas campaign early.

different Christmas idea. Try and work up
original window decorations—they need not
be costly—let simplicity be the keynote.

Christmas Advertising

The matter of Christmas newspaper ad-
vertising is, of course, also most important.
Shoe retailers all over Canada used this

form of publicity last year to a great extent,
although there was much to be criticized in

the way of cuts and layouts. We appreciate
the difficulty of the merchant in the small
city or town who has to put up with third-
class printing and composition, but, at the
same time, we are of the opinion that the
average retailer could better these condi-
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I

Give Christmas Gifts ofFootwear

Useless and impractical gifts sooner or

later find their way to the attic or

the scrap heap.

Consider the fitness of your presents

—

will they please by their utility?

Slippers are very useful and always

appreciated.

We have them in all styles and

at all prices. Let us show you.

(Your Store Name)

Slippers have always been acceptable Christmas gifts, but you can sell a greater number by judicious advertising

tions by furnishing his own layouts to the printer,

and also by using more care in the selection of his cuts.

Do not crowd your Christmas advertising. Sim-

plicity is just as important in newspaper displays as

in window displays. A conglomerate mass of reading-

matter, looking much like the page of a mail order

catalogue, is passed by in these busy days for the ad-

vertisement that can be read quickly, as well as com-
prehensively. Use good Christmas illustrations; em-
phasize the suitability of Christmas gifts of footwear
or footwear findings for all members of the family and
their friends also. Make prominent use of the slogan

:

"Give Christmas Gifts of Footwear," and tell them to

"Shop Early." Already the jewellery and fur stores

are well into their Christmas advertising campaign.

Spread the "Shop Early" Gospel

The "shop early" movement is an excellent one,

but it is doubtful if the utmost benefit can be gained

by simply putting up a "shop early" sign or using the

two words in your advertising. Generally speaking,

you must give folks a reason for everything, and, any-
way, the "shop early" admonition is much in the

nature of a command that is apt to be resented by the

purchasing public. Why not say: "Help us to give

you more efficient service—please shop early." Or a

notice like this will prove effective: "A Hint to Shop-
pers—up to 11 a.m. we have time to spare. 11 a.m. to

3 p.m. crowds! Later in the afternoon, not quite so

crowded—why not shop early and avoid the crush?"
Or, again, something like this: "You appreciate proper
service—we want to serve you properly—please shop
early."

Put Up a Nev^7 Sign
Now if you thoroughly believe that your store is

the proper place to buy Christmas presents, why not
put up a new sign—it doesn't need to be expensive

—

reading "Christmas Gift Headquarters." People see-

ing this sign from a distance away will wonder what
kind of a store it is that calls itself "Christmas Gift

Headquarters." And so they'll notice your store par-

ticularly. "Shoes for Christmas Gifts," they'll say.

"Sure thing, never thought of it."

Findings Too

Have you a stocking department? Yes? Then
consider how many pairs of hosiery are given every-
Christmas. You might as well have this business as
the department stores. Consider also the present
vogue of those Scotch woollen stockings—just in time
to help along Christmas sales for the shoe retailer.

Then again, consider buckles. There are thous-
ands of varieties and at a price to fit every purse.
There are buckles for every foot and every shoe

—

what could be more acceptable ?

How about spats? These are certainly a good bit

of Christmas merchandise. Have attractive boxes for

them and display the goods in the boxes in your win-
dows.

Be sure and get your Christmas cardboard boxes
in plenty of time—it is almost impossible to secure
them at the last moment.

A Christmas Letter

Have you got a mailing list? If so, why not send
y6ur customers a special Christmas letter to strength-

en your campaign. Here is a letter that would suit

the average retailer:

Dear Sir:

Here is a thought that I believe will appeal to
you as a solution to your Christmas buying prob-
lem. Naturally you want to hold down your outlay
to some reasonable limit and also you want to buy
something that is practical and useful.

Has it occurred to you how very appropriate and
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5, More Shopping Days—Then Christmas

And So Many Uieful Gifts That Save Much Shopping
|

Around Are Shown Here

Holiday Footwear!

Just come in here and you can find just what you want
and priced reasonably

!

FOR FATHER

FOR MOTHER
ukets wilh soil lu

soles and lealhet heels,

in grey, brown, black or

red lell, w.lh lur Ir.m-

mings, Jl 83 and $2 00

Women's allBlack
Kid Boots

FOR S/STER
lucli called for Boudoir Slippers,

wilh padded cushion soles .n

blue, red, pink and a number ol

olher colors Irom - $1 25 lo $2 00

FOR BROTHER
A goad pair of Hockey

Shoes - Ihekmd he

Has been waiting

for a long time, at

High Louis and Military

styles and widths, which'cn.

Girls' Brown Kid

and Call Lace Bools^
Are very snrarl, sires

n lo 2, al per
"

pair 14, $4 50 lo $5

HODGES*SHOESTORE
For Better Shoct and Better Service

A Pair of Slippers

$1.00 TO $325

$125 TO $2.50

Trott's White Front Shoe Store

105 Talbot Street, L«ainJa^on.

Practical

Xmas Gifts

R. Andrew

& Co.

Give Walic Ovcr Shoes

FINE fOD Oa PATENT SUPPERS AXD PUMPS 97.00 88.00

Go Strong on Walk-Over Shoes lor Ghristmas
BOY THEM FOE TEZ EBTIBE rAlDLY

ropl? tite odTiotagfl ol lb* OIFT CXRTIFICATE,

a lint idea, cDtbtisg tlie r«eipiBDt to penooall; pi«k ool

t irben tha bolid>7 rush ii ov«r.

McRobbie's Walk-Over Boot Shop
786 GRANVILLE STREET

" Footwear as a gift is very useful and always acceptable
"

SUITABLE

CHRISTMAS

GIFTS
AT

LAWSON'S

Nothing is more appreciated than

Footwear; nothing is more useful for

every member of the family

FINE SHOES

HOUSE SLIPPERS

DRESS PUMPS

MOCCASIN SLIPPERS

SPATS

BUCKSKIN MOCCASINS

Our stock is the Highest Qualily

and the Largest Range for choice.

LAWSON'S
18.17 Scarlh SL

"When You Think Qood ShoM—Think Gitcl,

Gales'

—

A Christmas Store for

The Whole Family

Trot Hoc Shoo Slipptn

Union Bank Building

C Roj T«lMl, MiBijer

^ Give Shoes or Slippers

THE LAST CALL

BuyYtiurXmas Slippers Here
THEY ARE LOW PBICED AT THE J 4M BTOBE

CHILDREN 3 SLIPPERS , CSOWM FOLKS SLIPPERS

68c lo SI 26 76e lo W.W.

Mr. Man—Buy YoUr Wife a Pair
|

She Will Sur.ly Like Them

Is
BROWN OR GBEY

"

$5 to $10 ^^^^ $7.50 lo $13

I Johnston & Murray
|

$ Lonilon >n<l St Thom» H

Some of the advertisements and Christmas cuts used by Canadian retailers last year. McRobbie's Walk Over
Boot Shop, Vancouver, advertised their interchangeable gift certificates. The headings in different forms express

the suitability of footwear as Christmas gifts. This year why not a universal use of the slogan: ' Give Christmas
Gifts of Footwear." And, a word of caution, avoid the use of that abbreviation " Xmas "—spell it right out,

Christmas.

I
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Footwear Gift Certificate

j\Jo Date 1919

This is to certify that M • has

deposited with the THE QUALITY BOOT SHOP the sum of Dollars

entitling the holder of this Certificate to merchandise to this amount.

(Should be exchanged before February 1, 1920)

THE QUALITY BOOT SHOP

Last year th:; "certificate" idea found considerable favor. It makes buying easy for those who are afraid to risk guessing at sizes

satisfactory it would be to all members of your fam-

ily to "Give Christmas Gifts of Footwear?" Or
stockings— silk, or the beautiful woollen ones now
so popular to wear with oxfords— or a pair of spats?

Every member of your family, or any one of

your friends, will appreciate a gift of this kind more

than one that has no use and is stored away and

forgotten in a very few days. These foot\vear gifts

are just the kind that every one of us believe in.

Don't hesitate because you don't know the exact

size—we'll gladly change them after Christmas—or,

if you would prefer it, we have a very handy gift

certificate that relieves you of all worry.

Mighty good idea, isn't it? We have a very

complete stock here to show you. Come in and look

it over. Let's make it a different and better kind

of Christmas.
Very truly yours,

Your Christmas Show Cards

Print on your window cards the slogan "Give

Christmas GiRs of Footwear." Change them often.

Use suitable Christmas illustrations and wording to

create the sentiment that shoes are proper articles for

Christmas presents.

Gift Certificates

Gift certificates offer an easy alternative for the

person who is doubtful of the right size to purchase.

Last year "Footwear" printed a specimen certificate,

similar to the one in this issue, and the number of en-

quiries received regarding it indicated that it found

considerable favor with shoe retailers. If you desire

to carry out this idea it should be given good pro-

minence in newspaper advertising and window dis-

plays.

The Christmas Spirit

The big thing in this campaign of "Give Christ-

mas Gifts of Footwear" is to cultivate the proper en-

thusiasm, not only in yourself, but also in your sales

staff. This year the shoemen have a real chance to

establish the shoe store as a gift shop. During the

war the spirit of Christmas giving possibly lagged a

little, but those troublesome times also taught us the

wisdom of useful giving. Go to it this year with a

full determination to convince every customer and
every possible customer that the shoe store is a pro-

per and advantageous place to buy Christmas goods.

The sellers of "ihingamajigs" fatten at the Yuletide
season. Let's turn the tables this year—don't let the
opportunity get by for making Christmas business the
biggest your store ever had.

Intense Interest in Practipedics

DURING the past month the American School
of Practipedics has almost doubled its office

force to take care of the students who wish
to conduct foot comfort demonstrations dur-

ing Dr. Scholl's National Demonstration Week, Nov-
ember 17-22. One of the conditions required of shoe-
stores participating in National Demonstration Week
is that they have at least one trained Practipedist.

Consequently, shoe sales people throughout the coun-
try are evincing a remarkable interest in the study
and more than two thousand enrolled during October,
while four hundred and thirty-nine graduated. Names
are still pouring in, although the time grows short

l:>efore the date on which all students must complete
their studies.

Sale of Discarded Army Boots

A quarter of a million pairs of discarded army
boots were recently sold at the London Commercial
Sale Rooms at trifling prices. Many described as

"grade 4, fit for civilian wear after repair" went for

14c and 15c a pair; others "ready to wear, grade 1,"

brought just imder two dollars a pair. Canadian high
grade boots realized $1.62 a pair and Australian $1.86.

Canvas shoes varied from Ic to 12c a pair, and 1,000

pairs of Plimsolls went at l^c a pair. One hundred
pairs of W.R.A.F. shoes were sold at 90c and women's
boots at $1.29. For carpet slippers, 4c per pair was
accepted.

Your effort to carry off the first prize in our

Chrisamas window-trimming contest will also

be reflected in your more abundant Christmas

trade.
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'Hl.kr.

Give Christmas Gifts

of Footwear

Who is there who would not

appreciate a beautiful pair

of Oxfords, a pair of the

newest walking boots or a

pair of comfortable Slippers?

Drop in and let us show

you how easy it is to give

Sensible Gifts.

( Your Store Name)

Suitable illustrations should be used in your Christmas advertising. This one is very typical of the Yuletide season.
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Manufacturers Loaded With Orders
Fear of Higher Prices Has Caused Retailers ard

Jobbers to Order Freely — Many Retailers

Believe, However, that Fewer Shoes will

be Sold at the Higher Figures
From our Montreal Office^

THE alMiormal position of the shoe trade, which
has been at^gravated since the armistice was
signed, has more than ordinary interest for

the retailer, viewed from the point of a buy-

ing- policy. The manufacturers are loaded with or-

ders, the result of a rush to ])urchase, caused partly

by a good demand on the part of the public and part-

ly by a fear that, high as prices are, the peak has not

been reached. Jobbers and retailers alike have plac-

ed extensive!}', and some of the manufacturers are in

a ])osition where they are compelled to decline any
further business for delivery within the next few

months. In the words of a manufacturer: "It is not

a question of price, but of delivering the goods."

The situation is a perplexing one for manufactur-

er and retailer alike, each having his own particular

problem to solve. And, by the way, the misleading-

newspaper reports of the evidence given at the in-

quiry into the profits of shoe retailers does not make
for good relations between the public and retailers.

The position of the retailer in relation to buying
has two aspects. No doubt most of the purchases for

spring have been placed by now, many retailers hav-

ing decided on their ])olicy. But what of the immedi-

ate future? Should retailers buy heavily or should

they adopt a more conserx atix'e policy?

The answer to that depends upon many circum-

stances—for instance upon stocks in hand, financial

position, local conditions, and upon an indi\idual

judgment as to the outlook. To begin with, all in-

dications show that prices are not likely to decline.

In the opinion of Mr. D'Arcy McGee, of Thomas
Ryan & Co. Ltd., jobbers, Winnipeg, and Mr. D. S.

Johnson, of Geo. Lennox. Ltd., jobbers, also of A¥in-

nipeg-, quotations will certainly go higher, and their

views are supported by present, market conditions.

If a retailer is of the same opinion, he may be inclin-

ed to back it up by buying all the goods he can

carry. In other words, he will take chances on the

market advancing-, with the hope that he will be

able to dispose of his stocks, bought on the old basis,

at higher retail rates than those ruling. This will,

of course, involve the tying U]) of considerable cap-

ital, loading up at prices which are already high, and
the risk—a small one, it it true—of a break in manu-
facturers' quotations. The experience of a Montreal
retailer on this point may be of interest. A short

time ago he was undecided as to his buying policy.

He therefore visited two of the principal United
States cities, made inquiries as to prices and investi-

gated the lea.ther market, with the result that he
came to the conclusion that the market was likely to

substantially advance. He therefore placed extensive

orders, mainly for staple lines, in Canada, believing

that United States shoes would be prohibitive, when
the duty was added. Only few retailers are in a posi-

tion to make such inquiries. They have to rely on
information from travellers, from the trade papers,

together with general knowledge as to business con-

ditions, and also on their experience. Heavy buying

has its elements of danger ; it may prove of benefit

if a retailer can dispose of his stock, but in women's
fancy lines particularly, there is a risk in stocking

largelv that cannot be ignored. Out-of-date " stock

has an awkward knack of seriously depreciating.

In the opinion of some conservative retailers,

store keepers are over buying, and the game is not

worth the candle. Those who believe that this is not

the time for buying heavily afifirm that there is no
warrant for the opinion that the brisk purchasing- by
the public will continue. One of this class put it

thus: "In men's shoes we have had an unprecedented
demand, owing to the return of our men from the

front. This is not likely to be repeated—we shall get

back to normal requirements from these men. Then
the efifect of the recent rise in values must be serious-

ly reckoned with. High ])rices, such as we are now
charging, are bound to aflfect the purchasing- power
of the public. We shall, in my opinion, sell fewer
shoes at the range of ])rices now ])revailing than
would be the case if prices were lower. Experience
shows that people will s]:)end a certain amount on a

given commodity, and if the price is raised very sub-

stantially a smaller number of those goods will be
bought. My advice is therefore to go slow ; rather

than commit yourself to a large expenditure which
may prove financially embarrassing; take a chance of

buying goods as you stock is sold. You will have to

pay a little more, but this is a more sane policy than
speculating in goods which may be shelf warmers,
and which in any case, ties up your capital. Do not

carry stocks involving undue risks. Slow l)ut sure,

should be the motto of every retailer so far as buy-
ing is concerned."

Eirms who have in-stock dei)artments naturally

ha\e a good word for this way of doing business

—

and it has its strong points, although some retailers

claim it is of little advantage to their class of trade.

It is a method by which retailers can replenish goods
as needed, and it is claimed that it decreases the

necessity of carrying large stocks.

Boston Leather Market Very Quiet

Foreign Demand Still Quiet—Raw Goatskin

Market Stiffening Up—Highest Prices

Now Quoted
From our Boston Office

DURING the last three weeks there has been
a steady stit¥ening up of the raw goat.ski'i

market. Dealers and brokers of raw stock

are asking prices considerably higher than
the top prices asked last summer. It is not under-
stood by some in the trade the exact reason for this

sudden jump, but it is claimed by some of the lead-

ers in the kid market that this sudden rise is due
some to speculation and also to the fact of the silver'

exchange, as the countries in Europe making these

ofiferings are all paid in silver, which is high. A feel-

ing of uncertainty prevails as to the probable per-

manence of this high market as there is no strong
demand just now for kid leathers, buyers holding off

and only ordering on hand to mouth basis. Foreign
demand for glazed kid has practically ceased except

for small orders. England, it is claimed here, has
still large stocks of leather in control of the govern-
ment, yet to be allocated and until this supply is
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depleted very little increase in foreign buyino- is an-
ticipated.

Indias—Cocanadoes are asking 145 pence ])er skin

—a big increase over prices prevailing a month ago.
Patnas are quoted as high as $28 to $30, "and Amritas
are getting 148 pence. One large glazed kid operator
in the East received a wire to-day that the Indian
market was weaking considerably, but this report
may be prejudiced and is yet to be verified.

Some kid leather manufacturers have marked up
their leather in anticipation that the high market now
prevalent in goatskins will be permanent. They are

also marking down the scale on the medium and
cheaper grades, hoping to stimulate buying in the
cheaper grades, which have not been selling as well.

The highest grades only are in any demand at all.

This seems to be true with side leathers and also

finished calfskins. Top grades of kid have been mark-
ed up by some manufacturers of kid leathers as high
as $.10 a foot. One of the big operators in kid leath-

er, selling all over the world, is not asking any in-

crease in their top or any grades, feeling that the high

I

4>..

There is no use joining the Crepe Hanging

Society before we have to. Other people have

their troubles and so why should we parade

'^urs! Besides, sunshine and good cheer are

bigger business bringers than gloom and dismal

forebodings. 1

T

price now asked for raw skins is only temporary and
also that the kid market will not stand any boosting
at this time. However, they anticipate that this will

be inevitable if there is no weakening in the market
in the course of the next three months.

Side leather markets are quiet and without much
active demand. There seems to be no weakening of

prices, however, and the feeling is strong that there

is big demand ahead, both domestic and foreign,

which may be felt at any moment. Very little grain
leather is being shipped to Europe, most of the call

being for split, which does not seem to be in any
great su])ply across the water.

OUR ,
sixty-third consecu-

tive autumn season finds

us in readiness for the most fas-

tidious clientele in America.

New designs are here but the great

strength of our stock consists in in-

conspicuous but always handsome

styles that we term standard. Qual-

ity, as always, is unquestioned. Tliis

boot style is priced from twelve-fifty to

eighteen dollars.

Correspondence Incited

Andrew Alexander
548 Fiflh Avenue, NewYork

Frank Brothers
Fifth Avenue Boot Shop

at Fmty-Eichth Street

l.irl.r ..r .larkKfcoi.. Ia-a<l.cr !u..«n.

J^rL oxford gray, with dox 5^)0

Exhibit Shops: l^^Z

W'c liave no aj^ciicies—Our shoes arc sold i

EASTWOOD
ETIENNE TIE

AHALF-SHOE Ucing
very high on instep;

a pattern of graceful

lines
;
giove-fitting ; with plain

toe, crimped vainp, pinking

around top, light welted sole

and high Cuban heel.

Dull blatk caliskm
Brown calfsl<in

Patcnl leatiifr

$13.50

Wm Eastwood y Son Co.

Types of advertising used in a current issue of one of the leading woman's magazines. It is noticeable that practically all of these advertisers
use the same type of advertising continually. Frank Brothers give prominence to the new heather stockings—Oppenheim Collins & Company
advertise the French model slipper, a last that has been severely censured by the Styles Committee of the National Association. The style of
layout used by Andrew Alexander is very attractive.
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On the Firing Line—Ammunition for the Man
Behind the Counter

DON'T expect that you can succeed in making
sales to the other fellow unless you can make
him see what you see, and to make him see

what you see, you'v." got to know with c^ear-

cut definiteness exactly the points you wish to em-
phasize. About ninety per cent, of the lost sales are

due to the fact that the salesman has no clear-cut

idea of his own, or definite method of presentation.

The result is that he and the customer are usually

talking about different things, and so the customer
isn't convinced

Remember that it is about forty times as easy to

sell through a demonstration to. the eye as through
a wordy argument which- enters in only at the ear

gate. That's why the "Before and After" pictures

are so effective
;
why exhibitions and displays are

money-makers ; why pictures, cartoons and even
crude illustrations sell goods'. They actually show
just what the salesman is trying to say. It is often

easier to convince by an object which actually gives

the point you are trying- to make, physical form, than

to describe that point and keep asking', "Do you
understand? Do we make ourself clear?"

When you would mak? sales, let the customer
do a good deal of the talking. Be ready, however, to

present your own side of the case at the psychologi-

cal moment, but do it in as few words as you can.

Don't use any round-about arguments, involved sen-

tences and big words. Short sentences, clear ideas

and faith in your own proposition will convince.

Remember, compression gives power; expansion dis-

sipates power.

Don't try to convince other people unless you
are thoroughly convinced yourself. To enlarge, ex-

aggerate, or make inferences not borne out by facts

is to undermine confidence. And permanent busi-

ness cannot be builded on any other foundation than
confidence.

Eight hours of sleep, simple, wholesome, well-

prepared food, temperate habits and plenty of fresh

air are the best possible means of keeping one's self

mentally alert and physically fit. Don't be satisfied

to read that and to say, "What a chestnut! Give us
something new !" The point is. Do you put the ideas

in practice regularly and with intelligence, or are

you satisfied to let George do it if he wants to, while
you do as you please?

The man who succeeds in life is the one who mer-
its success. He has gone into training. He is wil-

ling to pay the price of hard work and concentration.
He is ready to make an effort when far-sighted

judgment declares such effort will pay. He is a
leader, not a follower. He does not waste his time
telling how lucky the other man is. He goes after

success with earnest determination to capture it. And,
being of the right stuff', he succeed ;..

Courtesy is a business winner, but if it is only a
superficial veneer it will not ring true. The man
who is truly courteous is sincerely considerate of

others.

The individual who thinks he can always conduct
his business in the same way will soon get into a
rut. And a rut wears itself deep enough in a short
time that it will form a grave.

,„_„„_,—

^

^^^E take this method of expressing to yovi our appreci-

ation of this purchase and sincerely hope the goods

will give you every satisfaction.

It is our determination to render our customers a service

that will be in every way satisfactory to them and grati-

fying to us. If at any time our efforts may seem to fall

short of this ideal we shall be only too glad to rectify or

make good any shortcomings. We want only satisfied

customers.

THE BIG 88 SHOE STORE
Phone, Main 88. 88 QUEEN WEST

Established 1866 TORONTO

4* Truly yours Warren Fegan

Mr. Warren T. Fegan, proprietor of the Big 88 Shoe Store, Toronto, is a firm believer in the advertising value of blotters. This is a reproduc-
tion of the one now? being enclosed in all parcels at the Big 88 store.

»
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Your Window is the
Magnet of Your Store

The Christmas season is the one time of the year when every
retailer rises to an appreciation of the value of a well-dressed

window. Even Tony, the retailer of shoe-shines, puts a bit of

decoration in his window and wishes the world happiness.

Apart from the Christmas spirit, however, the retailer is

concerned with the value of his window display as a business-

getter. A well-dressed window is a magnet which holds old

customers and draws new ones. The question before every shoe-

man should be: "Can I make my magnet stronger than my com-
petitor's?"

Everybody will give presents this year, as usual. Why not
buy them at a footwear store? Where is there a greater variety

of articles and styles to choose from? Where can presents be
bought that will be more acceptable or half so useful? Get your
magnet working. Make it strong. Make your window so at-

tractive that it is irresistible.

With a view to encouraging the art of window dressing
among shoe retailers, and also having in mind the value of the
interchange of good merchandising ideas, Footwear offers four
prizes for best dressed windows under the following conditions:

(1) First prize $35.00

Second Prize 20.00

Third Prize . . . . 10.00

Fourth Prize 5.00

(2) The contest is open to any shoe retailer or shoe
salesman in Canada.

(3) Photographs of window displays must be in our
hands by January 2, 1920.

'

(4) Explanatory notes up to 100 words may be sub-
mitted with each photograph.

(5) The merits of the photo^-raphs will be judged by
an impartial committee of three—one manufac-
turer, one jobber and one retailer.

Plan now to enter the competition. You have an even chance
to win a prize. In addition to that, however, it is a dead certainty
that your effort to produce a better window display will be re-

flected in your more abundant Christmas trade.

Address photographs and all communications:

"Best Window" Contest,

Footwear in Canada,
347 Adelaide St. West, Toronto.
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Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Company, Ltd.
A Glimpse Into One of the Largest Shoe Manufacturing Organizations in the British

Empire—Estimated Current Year's Business Over $7,000,000

—

Wonderful Growth of a Business Founded in a Small Way
Twenty-Three Years Ago by Mr. Nap. Tetrault

IN
recent years few shoe manufacturing firms have

made more rapid progress than the Tetrault Shoe
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Montreal and Maison-
neuve. The war period has witnessed an enorm-

ous improvement in the shoe industry, both in the way
of better shoes and in the way of domestic and for-

eign! business. The Tetrault Shoe Manufacturing Co.

have done their part in both these departments. The
turnover has increased to such an extent that the firm

can now claim to be the largest makers of shoes in

the British Empire.
In the foreign branch the company have devoted

special attention to the export of shoes to Europe,
particularly to France. Recently the company estab-

lished business connections in Egypt, India, China and
Japan, Holland, Switzerland, Greece, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa, Belgium, the British West In-

dies, and South America. In Paris the company have
a special representative and warehouse and office, and
in London a representative and office. The company
does a very large European business, and in later

years were the pioneers in this branch of the export
trade. Mr. Nap. Tetrault, the president, who has
made sevei-al visits to Europe in the interests of this

portion of the company's trade, is an enthusiastic be-
liever in the possibilities for Canadian shoes in

Europe, provided always that we cater to the particu-

lar wants of the markets.
The magnitude of the company's total business is

*The thir<l of a series of articles ilescriliiiig

factories and tanneries.
prominent Canadian shoe

evidenced by the fact that for the year ending Aug-
ust 31 last the amount of the sales of boots and shoes
\vas $4,782,366, and it is estimated that the current

year's business will exceed seven million dollars. This
is sufficient testimony to the efficiency of the organiz-

ation and to the alertness of the stalT.

Mr. Nap. Tetrault, the founder of the business, is

a hustler. He was born on January 5, 1869, at Chat-
ham, Ont., was educated at Chatham High School and
Chatham College, and after leaving the latter went to

Montreal. He engaged in the shoe business and be-

came manager for several years for James Leggatt,
shoe jobbers. In 1896 he started in business, in a

small way, at the present factory known as No. 1, at

DeMontig'ny Street, Montreal. Gradually the trade
expanded, rendering it necessary to extend the pre-

mises from time to time. In fact, the business has
grown so large that last year the company purchased
the James Muir Factory, No. 2, at Maisonneuve. Even
this was not commodious enough, and an extension to

the factory has just been completed. For the last few
years the company have manufactured men's welts
exclusively.

No. 2 Factory

The outstanding feature of the No. 2 factory is

the completeness of the equipment and general lay

out. It is constructed of brick, and consists of four
floors. The original factory was 225 ft. long by 45
feet deep ; the extension is 145 ft. long by 45 ft. deep,
with two wings 80 ft. long by 45 ft. deep. Each floor

IjJJJJ 1 hi JJ-. ^~ ^
tf,,|
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No. 3 factory of Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Company, showing original building and new extension and wing
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is equipped with sprinklers, and the old Iniilding and
the extension are divided by fire walls and fireproof

doors. Three passenger elevators are provided, and
there is lavatory and washing accommodation at both
ends of each floor. The building is heated by steam,

the boilers being on the ground floor. All machinery

Portion of bottoming room in No. Z factory

is run by electric power. The offices are on the first

floor, where there is also a large findings department.

In laying out the factory attention has been paid to

the elimination of unnecessary handling, the idea be-

ing to make the process of manufacture continuous.

No. 1 factory has a capacity of 3,000 pairs per day,

and No. 2 factory 5,000 pairs per day.

The amount of effort involved in this

daily production may be estimated

from the fact that there are over 200
operations required in the manufacture
of each shoe.

Some Details of Manufacture

The sole leather cutting room is on
the ground floor, where the leather

and counters are received. In this

connection we may point out that al-

though the counter is a comparatively

small part of the shoe, it plays an im-

portant part in its life and in the com-
fortable fitting. A badly fitting and
inflexible counter soon makes its pre-

sence known, resulting in a very sore

heel. The fil^re counter is favored

mainly because of its durability and
lightness.

The heels are cut and built up in

the sole leather room, being com-
pressed together under great pressure. Some heels

are of solid leather, but others consist of leather

board, with several lifts of leather. Leather board is

lighter than leather, and is, of course, cheaper. While
it is very substantial, it has not the wearing qualities

of leather, but this is of comparatively small account,

inasmuch as the top lifts of leather are sufficient, as

a rule, to give all the wearing qualities necessary.

The outsoles are cut on 9 ft. beam machines. The
insoles are made in the same department. They are

of two varieties—the gem and the solid. The advant-

age of the former is that it is lighter and is more
adaptable to the pointed toe last.

The upper leather cutting room is

on the top floor. It is a very well

lighted room—in fact all the floors

have abundant light, with windows on
every side. Here the stocks of leather

are kept and graded. Full instruc-

tions for each order are made out on
carbon work sheets, in groups of eight

each, and sent to the various depart-

ments. This system is known as the

Elliott Fisher System. The last one,

on cardboard, goes to the upper leather

cutting room, and from there accom-
panies the work until the order is com-
pleted.

When the upper leather and linings

have been cut and assembled they are

sent to the fitting department on the

same floor. Here the linings, tops,

and vamps are sewn together, the work
being so routed that the difi^erent parts

of the upper meet for the last opera-
tion known as vamping. Thus when
the uppers are ready for vamping the
linings have been attached, the hooks
and eyes fitted, and the various stays
put in. A canvas stay is placed at the

back of the eyelets and hooks ; another canvas stay is

inserted at the point of the blucher ; and yet another
at the point where the ]:)utton eyelet meets the vamp.
These are all at points where there are heavy strains

on the shoe. Every piece of leather and lining- is

marked with the register number and size number.

Portion of bottoming room in No. 1 factory

so that when the pieces are assembled they will cor-
respond, and thus prevent misniating.

The uppers, insoles, counters, etc., are then as-
sembled on the same floor, stored in racks, with a
ticket attached, awaiting instructions to be sent with
the right lasts to the lasting room on the next floor.
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The department for the

lasts is next to the assembl-

ing section.

Bottoming Room
The bottoming- room is

the centre of shoemaking
by machinery. The first

operation, on the pulling

over machine, conforms the

upper to the last, x^fter

the toe has been "wiped,"

thus drawing that portion

of the shoe tightly to the

shoulder of the insole, the

surplus stock of the toe

portion is trimmed off. The
tacks holding the insole to

the last are withdrawn,
and staples inserted, mak-
ing a good tight joint. The
welt is now put on, the

curved needle sewing from
inside the lip of the insole,

through the upper and
welt, thus making" a solid

combination of the three

portions. The stitches are

very strongly drawn, and are of equal length, being

measured automatically. The remaining tacks are

then removed, and the welt beat out evenly from the

edge of the shoe. A cork filling is put in, to form
a cushion and to make solid foundation for the outer

sole. After several other operations, the outsole and
welt are stitched together, and the sole is levelled into

shape by the automatic sole levelling machine. Every
particle of unevenness on the bottom of the shoe is

removed by this operation, which consists of passing

a vibrating roll over the shoe. After the heels have
been put on they are trimmed and the edges scoured,

and set. Edge trimming determines to a certain ex-

tent the shape of the shoe, the operation being done
by small rotary knives set in a machine. The heels

are burnished by machinery, equipped with a pad and
brush.

In connection with the outsole department the

Part of the treeing room in No. 2 factory

company have installed a

humidifying system, a spe-

cial room having been con-

structed in the bottoming
department for that pur-

pose. The object is to keep
the soles in a moist tem-
per before being stitched,

thus retaining their plia-

bility. The humidifier is

suspended from the ceiling

and is operated by a small

fan motor, electricity be-

ing supplied from any con-
venient light socket, and
controlled by a three-speed
switch. Water is supplied

to a water jet, which va-

porizes the water absorbed
by the air passing through
the humidifier, the maxi-
mum capacity of which is

26,000 cubic feet of air per

hour with a consumption
of about 35 gallons of

water per hour. The water
control is independent of

the air circulation, and can be shut off entirely inde-

pendent of the air current, which is desirable to main-
tain at all times. All the air of the room passes
through the humidifier and is washed and humidified,

thus assuring a uniform circulation of the air and con-
dition of the stock. A normal temperature of the room
only is required, the air in the room being circulated

seven times per hour. The leather is stored on racks
and shelves, so constructed as to permit of the free

circulation of air.

In the finishing room, different finishes are put
on the bottoms, according to the class of shoe, by
staining inks put on by brushes. The treeing depart-
ment is on the same floor, and here the shoes are
given the last touches. Every shoe is examined be-
fore it goes to the shipping room, which is adjacent to

the treeing section.

The greater part of the machinery in the Tetrault

Mr. Albert Tetrault, Vice-president and
General Manager

Mr. Nap. Tetrault,
President

Mr. P. A. Doig,
General Sales Manager
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Mr. T. A. Robinson, Mr W V Mathews ^"^^ J- ^- Marcoux,
Superintendent, No. 1 Factory General Superintendent Superintendent, No. 2 Factory

factories was supplied by the United Shoe Machinery
Company of Canada, Limited, Montreal ; the power
folding and perforating" machines, by the Peerless

Manufacturing Co., Boston, and the Boston Machine
Co. ; and the button machines by the Reece Buttonhole
Machine Co., Chicago. The humidifier was supplied

by the American Moistening Co., Boston.

Personnel of the Company

Mr. Nap. Tetrault is the president of the company

;

Mr. Albert Tetrault, vice-president and general man-
ager; Mr. Oliver Tetrault, general purchasing agent;
Mr. Peter Doig, general sales manager; Mr. W. V.
Mathews, general superintendent; Mr. T. A. Robin-
son, superintendent of No. 1 factory; and Mr. J. B.

Marcoux, superintendent of No. 2 factory.

Sell Them Extra Laces

MDST people are provided against "breakdown"
in almost every part of their attire except
their shoes. When a shoe lace breaks it is

generally necessary to put a knot in it until a
new pair can be purchased. This is unsightly and
troublesome. Why not educate your customers to buy
extra laces with their new shoes? Even if the old

laces do not break, they become worn and frayed and
spoil the look of the shoes. Often people let them go
because they just haven't got a new pair on hand to

slip in. It would seem that there is splendid oppor-
tunity in the average shoe store to build up the findings
department sales in this direction. A good assort-
ment of laces is essential. Keep your stock neat and
attractively displayed.

Mr. Oliver Tetrault, General Purchasing Agent

On the right—part of cutting room, No. 2 factory
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A portion of the

Fitting Room,
No. 2 Factory

Tetrault Shoe

Manufacturing

Company

Advantages of the Cash System

of Doing Business

D URING my experience as a retail salesman,

said a retailer the other day, I constantly had

a growing feeling that I personally never

would conduct a credit system if I ever had

the opportunity to become a proprietor. Concessions

had to be made, abuse had to be taken, shoes were
returned for a new pair or credit on a new pair, that

the customers under a cash system would never

dream of doing. I looked at it as if it was opening a

way for dissatisfaction among the patrons. After

my employer wanted to be relieved from active work,

insofar as shoe retailing is concerned, he gave my
present partner and myself an opportunity to take

over the business, which he had established 28 years

prior. We, being rather young and our rations rather

limited, as well as bounded together by our dislike to

invest more than necessary, we decided to inaugurate

a cash system from the very outset. Undoubtedly
some of the former privileged patrons were a little

disappointed, but nevertheless they fell in line with
the rest of our patrons. We find after 10 years of

trial that this method is far more profitable to us than

if we had started out doing credit work.

Fewer Complaints

It lessens the number of complaints, there are no
concessions necessary which under a credit system
could not be averted. There is no waiting for the

cash. There is no luring away of good steady cus-

tomers by their friends who might be owing us for

shoes they have purchased some time ago, but are as

yet not paid for, in other words, friendliness exists as

though we had extended credit to everyone that asked
for same, and we on the other hand had no reasons
for thinking or feeling any dif¥erent. W e either ha\e
the shoes on the shelves or the money in the cash
drawer. The best possible method known to any line

of business is cash or the goods. Besides we have less

money tied up in the business, which also means bet-

ter turn-overs, less worry about bad accounts, less

interest to pay in case we must borrow from the bank,
less money to be paid for postage, for office help, for

books, statements, and many more things.

I sincerely trust that it will not be far away, when
every retailer will have to conduct a cash business, on
account of the present high cost of living, which
makes it very difficult for many to make two ends
meet., If a person, who tries to make an honest living

and simply cannot, gets a wrong notion in his head
and finds out that it will be an easy thing to get articles

charged and pay (?) for same later, pursues that

course it will mean many a lost dollar for the mer-
chant.

Pioneer Days are Over

The pioneer days are over with. Formerly the til-

ler of the soil received his money about the harvest
time, and the rest of the year he was left to the good
will of the merchant. Today, however, we find that
the farmer gets his milk check every month, his pro-
ducts have a market almost any time of the month
and he is in a better position to have money on hand
than his forefathers were. The same applies to the
working class. There was a time when the laborer
received a check at the first of the month, but now
some are paid every week, and others are paid every
two weeks, which gives them a better chance to pay
for articles as they go along.
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Montreal Has Attractive New Repair Shop
Shoe Craft, 315 Bleury Street, Have Their Workshop at

the Back Out of Sight of the Customer

^

IN
Montreal, as in many other Canadian cities,

there is a want of attractiveness in a majority
of the shoe-repairing stores. True, it is not al-

ways possible to make them spick and span, but

a great deal more could be done in the way of order-

liness. Shoe Craft, Limited, have recently opened a

store at 315 Bleury Street, Montreal, which is a de-

parture in some ways, from the ordinary repairing

store. Instead of having the working portion of the

shop in the front, in the usual manner, and with its

accompanying dust and debris this is situated at the

rear, and is cut off from the public gaze by curtains.

The front section of the store is occupied by a

waiting room, with four or five chairs, where the

goods are received and entered. Here is a very neat

show case filled with a large variety of findings, such

as laces, polishes, heels etc., and behind the counter

is a shelf on which repaired shoes awaiting custom-
ers are placed. A cash register, together with ledger,

etc., are at one end of the counter.

The bench and machine work is all done at the

back of the building, and the completed work, after

being inspected, is wrapped and delivered, or held

until called for. Above the machine iroom, which
contains a reserve stock of findings, is a gallery, used
as an office by Mr. S. F. Tilden, the secretary-treas-

Front office and waiting room of Shoe Craft, Montreal

urer and manager, who states that the company's

policy is to see that only the highest class of work-

manship and the best grade of material on the mar-

ket go into the repairs.

A complete checking and filing system is in use.

and as a result, not a single pair of shoes has been
lost.

Shoe Craft handles the repairs of many of the

large shoe retailers in Montreal and makes a special-

ty of catering for the shoe repairs of out-of-town re-

22 ft. U.S.M. outfit in Shoe Craft shop, Montreal

tail shoe stores, the object being to give prompt de-

spatch to these orders and, if necessary, to ship the

goods by parcel post or express within 24 hours of

their receipt.

The trim of the window is out of the ordinary. It

contains a few shoes, the feature being a badly worn
shoe and its fellow neatly repaired, the accompany-
ing card stating: "Note the difiference after being re-

paired by Shoe Craft." On either side is a show card,

very artistic in appearance, calling attention to the

work of the store. One reads : "While You Wait

:

Rubber heels, 10 minutes ; sewn soles, 25 minutes

;

soles and heels, 35 minutes. Why not wait in a clean

store?" The other states: "Our prices are not higher
than an ordinary cobbler's ; but our work is infinitely

better.'

The 22-ft. shoe repairing outfit was supplied by
the United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada.

What He Was.
Colonel (a great sufiferer with corns)—Look here,

sergeant, I believe you have a man named Smith, who
is a chiropodist

Sergeant—Misinformed, sir
—

'e's Church of Eng-
land.

The Montreal leather market shows little or no
change over last month. Prices are about the. same,
although hides are a little firmer.
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London Shoe Repairers Re-Organize into Better

and Stronger Association

fTT^HE London shoe repairers met on October 15th

I to elect their officers for the coming year and
JL to reorganize into a better and stronger asso-

ciation. The election results were as follows

:

President, Mr. E. Thorne. Secretary, Mr. Chas. E.

Steven, and Treasurer, Mr. John Russo.
The shoe repairers in London, organizing about

two years ago, adopted a common price list and un-
dertook to set a common business standard for all

Mr. E. Thorne, President London Shoe
Repairers' Association

members of the association. This fall, however, they
felt the need of greater co-operation, so set to work
to have all the shoe repairers in London in the asso-

ciation. The association has now thirty-five members.
That means that practically every shoe repair man in

town has identified himself with the organization.

"We organized because we had to" is the reason
the* president. Mr. Torne, gives for the existence of

the association. The rapidly advancing prices of leath-

er, findings, wages and the necessity of a new advanc-
ed price list made the shoe repairers think that it

would be better for themselves and the public to have
a uniform standard price list, than for each shop to

raise their i^rices as they thought fit.

They have made the discovery as a result that the

majority of their customers are more interested in

ciuaHty and service than advanced price lists. The
new list is as follows:

Men's whole soles, sewn $2.50
" Neolin 1.75
" half soles, sewn 1.75
" half soles, nailed 1.40
" whole heels, leather 1.00

whole heels, rubber 75c
" heels straightened, leather 50c
" rubber heels 50c
" gussets 1.00

tee caps 75c
" counters, per pair 1.00

Boys' 1 to 5^, half sales, sewn 1.50

half soles, nailed 1.25

heels straightened -lOc

toe caps 50c

Youths' 11 to 13!4 half soles, nailed ... 1.00

half soles, sewn 1.25

heels straightened 35c

Little gents' 8 to lOJ/^ half soles 80c
" " heels straightened 35c

Patches 30c up
Rips 10c up
Ladies' whole soles, sewn 2.25

half soles, sewn 1.50
" half soles, nailed 1.25

half soles, turned 2.00
" heels straightened 35c
" whole heels 1.25
" rubber heels 50c
" toe caps 60c

backstraps 40c to 50c
" rubber heels put on 35c

Misses' 11 to 2 half soles, sewn 1.25
" half soles, nailed 100
" heels straightened 35c
" toe caps 40c

Girls' 8 to 10^ half soles, sewn 1.00

half soles, nailed ' .. 75c

heels straightened . .• 35c

Infants' half soles, nailed 65c

heels straightened 35c

shoes dyed 50c

buttons 25c

In addition to setting a new price list they have

Richmond Street Shop of the Modern Shoe Repair
Company, London
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Mr. A. Russo, with the Modern Shoe Repair Mr. John Russo, City Manager, Modern Shoe jj^ Joseph Russo, London's original

Company, London, Ont. Repair Company, and treasurer of London modern shoe repairman
Shoe Repairers Association

—-"The Modern Shoe Repair Co." This shop was
opened fifteen years ago by Joseph Russo. It outgrew
the original Talbot St. premises, and in consequence,
they removed to their present shop, at 505 Richmond
St.

They were the first to open shop in London with
the newest machinery, and may be considered the

pioneers of good repairing. "Sick shoes made well" is

their slogan.

Later Mr. John Russo joined Mr. Joseph Russo
in business, and he at present takes charge of the Lon-
don trade. Mr. Joseph Russo spends most of his time
out of town, branch stores being operated in Glencoe
and Bothwell, as well as the South London branch.

They believe in modern methods, and among other
things consider motor delivery a necessity in their

business.

Too Many Repair Shops Neglect

Their Window Displays

THE trouble with the average repair shop is that
it is still behind the times. And that's said
with every kindly intention. Here is a case in

point : The other day we called on a repairer
who has a shop directly opposite a college—an excel-
lent location on a car-line, where there is a good field

in the surrounding residential district, in addition to

the several hundred students who attend the college
on the opposite side of the street. This repairer has
two splendid windows—attractively (?) dressed with
a few soiled and antique pieces of crepe paper, a half
dozen boxes of polish and a heavy layer of dust, dot-
ted here and there with the dead Hies of last summer.
Now. without stretching the truth unduly it may be
said that this is too typical of the average shoe re-

l^airer's window display. Here and there we find

exceptions, but not as a general thing.

Salesmanship is just as important in a shoe repair
shop as it is in many other lines of merchandising,

adopted the Wednesday half-holiday for all the year

round instead of the three summer months.

One part of the new policy is the cancelling of

discounts formerly allowed on work received from

shoe retailers. They now pay the same price for work

as the individual customer.

London boasts of as well equipped repair shops

as any city in the province. Business is good and lab-

or is inclined to be scarce. There is a keen competi-

tion among- some of the shops, but the rivalry, thanks

to the association, is of a friendly nature. All the re-

pair men are association boosters.

Mr. E. Thorne, the president of the association,

was formerly with the Modern Shoe Repair Co.. but

Mr. Charles E. Steven, secretary London
Shoe Repairers' Association

now conducts a thriving Inisiness in East London.

Mr. Steven, secretary, is the proprietor of the Ad-
vanced Shoe Repair Co. He has been in London only

a few years, but is a practical shoe man with many
years' experience in the foremost factories in Canada.

He is an enthusiastic supporter of "co-operation."

Mr. John Russo is treasurer of the association.

He is also manager of London's most up-to-date shop
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and it is generally conceded that the show windows
are the best salesmen you can have. Why not take

advantage of them ? There is no reason why a shoe
repairer should not have as clean and attractive a

business-getting display as the grocer, hardware man
or the men's furnisher. There is little object saying
or thinking a window display won't do you any good
—that you haven't got anything to display anyway.
Enterprising repair shop proprietors make frequent

displays of polishes, laces, "cleaning outfits, corn cures,

arch supports and the numerous other foot remedies,

methods of attaching soles, dift'erent makes of rubber
heels, comjiosition soles and so on—all with frequent-

ly changed and well-worded show-cards. This all

tends to show the public that your shop is alive and
up-to-date—you will increase your sale of findings and
foot remedies to passersby and your shop will be first

in their minds when the are in a need of a repair job.

More Care Should be Used in

Handling Fine Footwear

W"H'ftE'tatkTiig to a repairer the other day who
was nailing soles on a pair of woman's Mc-
Kay oxfords, he remarked that he was be-

ing particularly careful about the job be-

cause they were fine shoes. Immediately afterwards,

however, he tossed them half way up the shop to-

wards the finisher. These oxfords were of fine brown
kid and who can say that they were not badly scuff-

ed by coming into such violent contact with a rough
floor. Some kinds of kid are very delicate and will

rub oft' on the surface with a very light blow—cer-

tainly much lighter than that occasioned by a shoe

being thrown a distance of fifteen or twenty feet. It

would appear that many repairers could well look to

their manner of handling fine shoes. It cannot be ex-

pected that woman will look favorably upon repair

shops that return shoes with uppers marked and
scratched.

Only a few days ago a lady remarked that she had
three pairs of shoes that needed toplifts on the heels

l)ut she was afraid to take them to get fixed because
on previous occasions her shoes had been damaged
and the work done carelessly. Repairers should strive

to approach the standard of factory appearance in

their finished work. Every perfect job tends just

that much to increase the favorable sentiment of the

wearers of fine footwear.

You Waste Time When You Do Not
Sort and Wrap Finished Work

WE asked a repairer the other day, while he
was finishing ^ome shoes, why he did not
rub off the uppers while he was polishing
the bottom. "Waste of time," he replied.

"No use doing anything you don't get paid for."

A few minutes later a customer came in and pre-
sented his check for a pair of shoes. The repairer com-
menced looking through his pile of finished shoes

—

about thirty ])airs all piled pretty much in a heap

—

and it was an appreciable length of time before he
uncovered the right ones—two or three times as long
as it would have taken to rub up a pair of shoes on
the finisher. He goes throag/i this time-wasting oper-
ation every time a customer comes in and yet says he
cannot '"waste" the time to rub the dust off the up-
pers.

Very few shops pay sufficient attention to this

matter of placing their finished work. In some of

the up-to-date repair stores in the large cities they
wrap the work immediately it is finished and place it

on shelves in the order of the number on the tag so
that when the customer comes in the shoes are easily

located and are ready to hand out without delay or
fuss.

Certainly the method at present used by many
shops is far from attractive. Shoes of fine quality and
delicate shade are mixed promiscuously with heavy
work boots, all in one common dumping pile. Aside
from the unfavorable impression created upon the
customer the repairer would save a great deal of time
that could well be devoted to other matters more
profitable from a business-getting standpoint if the
work was properly sorted and wrapped after leaving
the finishing machine.

The System of Marking Work
Has Many Advantages

IF
your repair shop is of a large proportion, it is

well to have a little mark of some kind for each
worker so as to distinguish one's work from an-
other. A plan may be adopted as the following :

One workman may place a nail at the centre of the
shank part of the sole and in advance of the regular
nailing line. Another workman may place a nail

ahead of the nailing line at one corner of the sole,

while another may place two nails, one at each cor-
ner of the sole, etc. It is not hard to see the advan
tage of this method, since each workman will do his

best to make his repairing come up to the standard,
and it will also enable the employer to determine
whether or not the shoe has been repaired in his shop
or some other. Some people will bring shoes in that
have given unsatisfactory wear for one reason or an-
other and claim that those shoes have been repaired in

that shop, while in reality they have not. This nail

system will guard against it.

When shoes are so marked the workman knows he
is responsible for that particular job and he cannot
place the blame on anyone else, and a system that
causes such conditions to exist caf^not be too highly
praised.

Novel Advertising

THE Blue Ribbon Shoe Shop of San Antonio,
Texas, have a clever advertisement scheme in

which they issue a coupon book. The custom-
er buys the book for a given sum and then by

paying for his goods with coupons he saves a dis-
count. The feature of it is that it draws new custom-
ers to the shop, and they claim that their business is

materially increased since using the book.
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Making Show Windows Catcli the Elusive Dollar
Mr. Consumer Has a Dollar Which He Can Spend—All the Merchants in Your Town,

and the Mail Order Houses to Boot, are Competing for That

Dollar—It's Up to You to Get It

THERE is a thought which you should keep in

mind when the question, "Why advertise or

bother with window displays?" comes up.

Even should you happen to be the only mer-
chant in your town who is selling footwear, do not

get the idea that you will get all the business any-
way, and therefore do not have to advertise. Some
short-sighted merchants have harbored this notion

—

to their sorrow.
You will get all the business there is in your

locality— without advertising—^but there won't be
much to get simply because some other more wide-
awake merchant selling shoes or sealing wax ad-

vertises and gets the dollar first.

Therefore, we say this—and your common sense
will tell you there is truth in the statement—if your
window displays do not stop Mr. Consumer, make
him, look and feel your appeal, he will go down the

street and part with his money elsewhere.
Don't overlook the fact that other merchants are

competing for your business too. The department
store has its eye on it. The mail order houses too.

We mention these facts to show the urgency of

your looking at the matter from a common sense,

merchandising angle. In order, therefore, to help the

dealer who has perhaps not had much merchandising
experience and has had less experience in window
advertising we are giving here a few suggestions
which others have found good and a few pitfalls

which should be avoided.

Display Merchandise—Don't "Trim" Your
Window.

A window trimmer, as the name implies, too often

does just that—he trims the window. He has the

idea that his duty is to make the window look
"pretty," and "trims it up" until it does. You have
seen windows of that sort. You have probably stop-

ped and looked at them, admired them and turned
away with the remark, "That was a pretty window."
But what was displayed in that window? Can you
remember? Probably not.

The display man has learned to show merchandise
in his window with the sole idea of selling. He has
learned to emphasize the goods which he wishes to

sell—not the "trimmings." He may diess the win-
dow so as to artistically and effectively display the
merchandise. But all the dressing and "trimming"
he puts in the window is for the sole purpose of mak-
ing the goods themselves stand out more strongly—

•

making them sell.

Some Do's and Don'ts.

1. Keep your windows clean. Have them washed
frequently. If your own employees haven't the

time, get outside, help—it will pay.

2. Change the displays frequently—at least once a

week
3. Don't crowd your window.

4. Avoid the other extreme ; too little in a big win-

dow will cause the merchandise to be "lost."

5. Sell one class of shoes at a time in your display.

A clearance sale is about the only time when you
can safely show different kinds of merchandise

at one time.

6. Card holders are useful. They'll keep price cards

from falling over on their faces.

7. Make your display attractive to the eye—and the

purse—but don't make it so "pretty" the mer-
chandise is forgotten in admiration of the "trim-

mings."
8. Make your store front reflect you. It is the ex-

terior which most people see. Impressions are

made by exteriors.

9. Put the emphasis on the goods—not on the deco-

rations.

10. Use art only to create a desire to buy the goods
displayed.

11. Flatter the window shopper by showing merchan-
dise a little better than you think he can afford.

12. Don't go to extremes and show $20 merchandise
in a $10 neighborhood.

13. Be sure your window lighting is the best obtain-

able.

14. Have the backing of your window high enough
to shut off view of the store interior.

15. Use a dark color in the background when dis-

playing light colored goods, and vice versa. Get
contrast.

16. To express coolness in a window use gray, light

green or light blue for the color scheme.

17. To show warmth use reds, yellows, oranges

—

warm colors.

18. Dust out the window space frequently.

19. Never allow soiled or fly-specked cards or mer-
chandise toi remain on display.

20. To help the eye to travel quickly from a card to

the object displayed connect the two with white
tape or ribbon. An arrow will have the same
effect.

21. Invest a little money in stands on which to bet-

ter display your merchandise. It will pay.
21. Empty cigar boxes make good "building blocks"

to erect most any size or shape foundation for a
display.

23. Crepe paper, bunting and cheese cloth are inex-
pensive coverings and draperies.

24. Make your display fit the season.
25. Get ideas from merchants in other lines of busi-

ness.

26. Plan your displays ahead—days and even weeks
ahead.

27. Get all material ready for the new arrangement
before the old display is taken out.

28. Keep a "Window Note Book." Jot down in it

ideas you see what you may use later.
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Mr. E. D. Van Dine Passes

THE death occurred recently of Mr. E. D. Van
Dine, for twenty years a traveller for E. H.
Packard & Company, Limited, Montreal, his

territory being between Toronto and Wind-
;or. Mr. Van Dine was about forty-five years of age

and was one of the best known travellers in his terri-

Mr. E. D. Van Dine

tory, being particularly well acquainted with shoe re-

tailers and repairers throughout that district. His
home was at 568 Sherbour'ic Street, Toronto.

Death of Mr. Paul F. Payan

PAUE F. PAYAN, senior member of - the firm

of Duclos & Payan, tanners and manufacturers
of counters, Montreal, and St. Hyacinthe, P.

O., died on October 22, at St. Hyacinthe, after

a brief illness. He was born in Men's, Department of

Iser, France, on February 14, 1840, and was thus
79 years of age at his death. Mr. Payan came of an
old Hugenot family, his father serving in the French
army under Napoleon L He came to this country at

the age of 14, and worked in several towns before

beginning an apprenticeship as a tanner in Roxton,
P.Q. In 1873 the firm of Duclos & Payan was found-
ed, with his brother-in-law, Mr. S. T. Duclos, in the

town of St. Hyacinthe, where a very modest building

was erected. Since then a counter factory has been
added, and the firm has grown continuously, three of

his sons being admitted into partnership in 1908.

Mr. Payan took a foremost part in municipal af-

fairs; he was elected alderman in 1880, and resigned
four years later. From 1910 to 1914 he was mayor
of the city, and during his administration many im-

provements were made in the city. He was for many
years chairman of the Council of Arts and Manufac-
tures, and later president of the St. Hyacinthe Gas
& Electric Company. Being of Hugenot ancestry he
was a staunch supporter of Protestantism, being a

member of the Presbyterian church. In politics he

was an ardent and l)road-minded Liberal.

He leaves a widow and eight children : Messrs.

L. F. Payan, J. R. Payan, and E. D. Payan of St.

Hyacinthe; Mrs. A. A. Auger of Jamaica, N.Y. ; Mrs.
F. W. Moseley and Mrs. E. S. Fee, of St. Hyacinthe;

Mrs. Jas. Morton, of Norwich, Conn., and Mrs. H. W.
Shields, of St. Hj-acinthe.

Mr. Payan had a very large circle of business and
social friends, who esteemed him for his commercial
integrity and genuine qualities. To use the words pf

one of his friends, "Mr. Payan was a gentleman in

every sense."

New Counter Reinforcer and Heel Fastener

THE International Supply Company, Kitchener
and Montreal, have been appointed Canadian
agents for the Staytite Manufacturing Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y. This company has

placed on the market a patented heel fastener and
counter reinforcer, the invention of Mr. Louis Gold-
stone, a well known Rochester shoe retailer. Manu-
facturers in Rochester and other cities are already

using this device which is made of fibre, shaped under

The Staytite counter
reinforcer and heel

fastener

high pressure, has a flange and is lasted into the shoe

between the insole and counter and lining. This per-

manently prevents curling of insoles caused by ex-

cessive perspiration. The company state that the

innersoles now used are so light that they do not give

the heel sufificient foundation or base to hold nails,

causing heels to easily come loose and pull of¥. The
weight of the foot on the heel and constant pounding
on the walks also causes the heel to buckle at the

breast, to the discomfort of the wearer. It is claimed
that all these disadvantages are eliminated by the use

of the Staytite reinforcer.

Thirty Million Pairs of Standard Boots to be
Made by British Shoe Manufacturers'

Federation

ITNDER the new British National Standard
I Boot Scheme it is anticipated that about

_ thirty million pairs of standard boots will be
produced and offered to the public by British

manufacturers under the direction of the Boot and
Shoe Manufacturers' Federation. Some of these boots
were on display at the recent Shoe and Leather Fair

in London. The retail prices will be approximately
as follows

:

Men's.

Box calf walking boots (best grade)—48s. Od.

Box calf shoe (welted) 32s Od.

Popular walking boot (medium grade) 37s. 6d.

Heavy nail boots for agricultural

workers 22s. Od.

Women's.
Glace kid boots (best grade) 32s. 9d.

Box calf boots (best grade) . . . . . . 30s. 6d.

Glace kid shoes (patent cap) 23s. 6d.
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Boy's.

Boots for school wear .. , .. 22s. Od.

Boots for Sunday wear 26s. Od.

Girls'.

Glace kid boots 18s. 9d.

Walking shoes lis. 9d.

Mr. Owen Parker, president of the Federation,

states that their idea is to so regulate the shoe in-

dustry during- the period of re-adjustment that the

public will be sure of getting a first-class product,

and that there will be no possibility for excessive

charges in any of the stages of production or retail-

ing. Profits in each section are to be restricted and
every pair of boots will have the retail price plainly

marked on the sole.

Factory of the Murray Shoe Company, London, Ont,, showing new addi-

tion which will give full five stories

Ahrens' Second Annual Ball

THE second annual ball of the Charles A. Ahrens
Company employees was held in Masonic
Hall, Kitchener, on Wednesday, October 29.

A good orchestra was in attendance and danc-
ing and progressive euchre were the two leading at-

tractions of the evening. About three hundred at-

tended the gathering which was very enjoyable from
every viewpoint. A novel dance program was ar-

ranged as follows

:

The Chums
Everybody
The William
How Dry I am
A Schatzke Special

Miller Glide

The Skinners' Blues

Waltz
Paul Jones
Fox Trot
Ontario One-Step
Moon Waltz
One Step
Fox Trot

Novelty
The Voters' Dream
Ofifice Special

Committee
The Victory
Home Sweet Home

Bufifet Luncheon
One Step
Rye Waltz
Fox Trot
Waltz
Spot Light One Step
Waltz

Miss Ada Skinner carried ofif the ladies' first prize

for euchre and Mr. Herman Oberer, the men's first

prize. The consolation prizes went to Mrs. H. E.

Ahrens and Mr. Harvey Rimer. The committee in

charge of arrangements consisted of Miss Ada Skin-
ner, Miss Nellie Ball, Miss Gertie Huebschman, Mr.
Albert Hoffert and Mr. W. S. Fox.

EECLCTSHVE FALL F@©TWEAIR
FOR MEN. WOMEN AND CHILDREN

By purchasing yout ahoea no

lo $4.00 on each putchasc.

q SCHOOL BOOTS—You w,ll r

Of boy You can rely on our .ho.

which has doubled ou

now we guaiantee <

^ pail of School Boo

—

and lowest pric

CASHMAN'S ?„\".f'2L^^^^

Cluiic for Growing CI OUR GUARANTEE — W, gaarani

Cashman's, 850 College St., Toronto, advertise with blotters which are

distributed from house to house in their district. The blotter idea has
found considerable favor with shoe retailers.

,11
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A Great Invention

T was their first morning home from the honey-
moon. Breakfast was upon the table—smoking
omelette, steaming cofifee and heaving biscuits.

Siberia Spooglesdorf looked her loveliest and
pinkest in a simple poppy-splashed negligee of cloth

of gold, with a cap of pink fishnet trimmed with
adorable spingles of flashed upon her pretty golden
knob.

Pride was upon her face as Newton Spooglesdorf
picked up a biscuit between thumb and forefinger,

leaned back in his chair and looked at it approvingly.
He smiled, so he must approve of it, thought Siberia.

She beamed upon him lovingly and awaited his

praise.

Then Newton Spooglesdorf pinched the biscuit,

turned it over and it wasn't until he had tossed it up
in the air several times and caught it as though to
ascertain its weight, that Siberia became suspicious.
She eyed him coldly and a slight frown appeared upon
her otherwise smooth and shining forehead. Was it

possible there was something wrong with her bis-

cuits? Could it be? Could it???

"My dear," began Newton Spooglesdorf, "this
biscuit is quite light."

"Ah," breathed Siberia in relief.
"—for its weight," finished Newton.
"Newton Spooglesdorf," sobbed Siberia, "I

you-"
"As a biscuit, my dear, this thing

but—"
And Newton Spooglesdorf triumphantly hammer-

ed one on the heel of each foot.'

Presto! The first rubber heels.

hate

is no good.

i

I

4,,,.

Ventilated Shoe Tree placed on the market by the
O. A. Miller Treeing Machine Company, Brockton,
Mass.—A good accessory for the findings department

The Soleful Countenance
"Why, you seem to remember me," gurgled the

friendly matron to the cordial clerk.

"Sure I do! Why, I never forget anybody's face
that I ever fitted a pair of shoes on !"
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Quebec Makers Requested to Serd Quo-
tations on Work Boots to England

THROUGH the Quebec Board of Trade, Dr. P.

Pelletier, Agent General of the Province of

Quebec in London, Eng., requested the shoe

manufacturers of Quebec City to send quota-
tions for working men's shoes for England, f.o.b.

Canadian ports. The cable was passed on to the

Quebec Boot and Shoe Manufacturers' Association,

who replied by cable, asking what kind of working
shoes was required

;
stating that samples must be sent

before prices could be quoted, and requesting that

samples be sent to Canada. Dr., Pelletier replied that

every kind of working shoe was required.

It was stated that many of the manufacturers were
unable to take orders, and this statement was elabor-

ated by Mr. H. V. Gale, president of the Association.

He said that the manufacturers would be pleased to

have an opportunity to quote, but they must have full

particulars, as there were so many varieties of work-
ing shoes and consequently different prices. If good-
year welts were wanted, he was doubtful whether any
manufacturers could supply the goods, as the makers
of welts were heavily booked with orders for Cana-
dian customers for many months. The manufactur-
ers of the city were alive to their responsibilities and
if opportunity arose whereby they could increase the

capacity of their factories by accepting orders from
overseas they would do so, but such business must be
placed before them in a more practical form than here-
tofore.

It had been asserted that manufacturers were
handicapped by reason of the restriction on outside

labor imposed by the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union,

but this was denied by the Union. On the point of

labor, Mr. Gale declared that a better understanding
and a gradual improvement in working conditions

could only be obtained by meeting representatives of

the difTerent branches of the Union from time to time,

and discussing various matters of trade and different

problems connected with the industry that frequently

arose from the change in styles, and improved
methods of manufacture.

J. E. Samson, Regd., and Duchaine & Perkins
have intimated that they will send prices and samples
to Ensiland.

Early Closing'Decision

A POINT of interest to shoe retailers has been
decided by Mr. Justice Duclos in the Super-
ior Court, Montreal. It relates to the much
disputed early closing law recently passed by

the Montreal City Council. This has been opposed
by some of the smaller retailers, who claim that it is

oppressive and is of chief advantage to the depart-
mental stores and large traders. A petition was pre-

sented to the court, asking for an injunction to pre-

vent the law being enforced. It was argued that the

provincial law under which the Council acted, was
unconstitutional and ultra vires ; further that the

municipal by-law was so unreasonable, unfair and
op])ressive as to be a plain abuse of the power confer-

red UDon the municipal authorities of the city. Jus-
tice Duclos held that in view of a previous decision

the provincial law was within the powers of the Pro-
vincial Legislature, and further that the municipal
by-law was drafted to eliminate any elements of un-
fairness in the previous by-law. He therefore dis-

missed the petition.
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Mr. Ed. Lynch, representing the Regal Shoe Company,

is now on his territory in Eastern Ontario and Quebec. He
was showing the Regal lines at the King Edward Hotel,

Toronto, a week or so ago and reports many splendid orders.

A Dominion charter has been granted to Aetna Shoes,

Limited, Montreal, Que.

Fry Brothers have taken over the boot and shoe and

leather goods business of E. B. Newman, Hamilton, Ont.

The stock of F. C. Taylor, shoe retailer, Ottawa, Ont.,

was recently sold at S'>y? cents on the dollar.

Wendman & Namerow, hide and skin dealers, Cowans-
ville, Quebec, have registered.

Messrs. Walter Smardon, of the Smardon Shoe Co.,

Ltd., Montreal; J. E. Warrington, of the John Ritchie Co.,

Ltd., Quebec, and W. H. Miner, of the Miner Rubber Co.,

Ltd., Granby, have been elected members of the executive

committee of the newly formed Quebec division of the Can-

adian Manufacturers' Association.

The Ames-Holden-Felt Company, Limited, have been

granted a Dominion charter.

The Fortin Napoleon Shoe Company, Limited, shoe

manufacturers, Montreal, have secured a charter.

Adam Taylor, of the Taylor-Forbes Company, Guclph,

Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade

Out., met with a painful accident recently when he fell out

of one of the windows of his home. His injuries were of

such a nature that necessitated his removal to the hospital,

but reports indicate that he is recovering nicely.

The plant of the Ideal Shoe Company, Elmira, Ont., has

been offered for sale by the village council.

The Ames-Holden-McCready factory at St. Hyacinthe,

Que., is entirely devoted to the production of work shoes

and has a capacity of 4,000 pairs a day.

Work is proceeding on the erection of a factory for the

Mount Royal Rubber Company, Montreal, which will be

used for the manufacture of rubbers, rubber boots, and so

on. Mr. T. H. Rieder is president of the company.

P. J. Sheeman, proprietor of the Progressive Shoe Re-

pair Parlor, Montreal, has registered.

The name of L'Epee Van Horne Shoe Hospital is among
recent registrations. Their place of business is Montreal,

and Mr. Maxim Baron is proprietor.

L. Aberhardt, boot and shoe dealer, Rodney, Ont., is

selling out.

The business of Margaret E. Lemire, shoe retailer, Til-

bury, Ont., has been taken over by M. L. Taggcrt.

According to. returns tabled in the House of Commons,
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hides to the value of $2,761,397 have been exported from

Canada since the placing of the embargo, while leather to

the value of $3,053,601 has been sent out of the Dominion.

The report indicates that no application for export license

has yet been refused.

The French Association of Leather Merchants and Shoe
Manufacturers has proposed to the Minister of Reconstruc-

tion that he hand over the commissariat stock of leather

which they undertake to make into shoes and place on the

market at $8 a pair. There is said to be sufficient leatlier

for a million pairs of shoes and the proposal has been ac-

cepted by the government.

F. A. Todd, formerly credit manager of the Dominion
Rubber System, has been appointed manager of the Mont-
real factories of the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company.

Peter Doig, general sales manager of the Tetrault Shoe
Manufacturing Co., Montreal, has been on visits to Quebec
and Toronto.

R. E. Jamieson, president of the Dominion Rubber Sys-

^„ „„ „„ „„ „„ m ii« «> 1.1. ... .1.. 1... ..» .... 1... «,-.,

Mr. Hector Champagne, who represents the
Canadian Footwear Co., Ltd., in Montreal,
calling upon the retail trade. He has been
with the firm for about one year, and has
piet with very considerable success.

I
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tem Selling Companies, and A. E. Massie, manager of the

Footwear Department of the Dominion Rubber Sj'stem, have

been on a three weeks' visit to the Prairie Provinces and

British Columbia.

Three additional storeys are being added to the Regina

branch of the Dominion Rubber System. This will give

much-needed facilities to the branch.

Theo Galipeau, manager of Dufresne & Galipeau, Ltd.,

shoe manufacturers and jabbers, Montreal, died o:i October
29, after a month's illness, aged 46. He spent most of his

business life as a shoe traveller, representing Daoust, La-

Isnde & Co., Montreal, for several years. About ten years

ago he started in business with Mr. Dufresne, and for the

greater part of the period was on the road for the firm. Mr.
Galipeau was well liked, and widely known as a shoe

traveller.
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P. L. Higgins, shoe retailer, Moncton, N.B., has been

elected president of the New Brunswick Retail Merchants'

Association. H. W. Rising, of St. John, was elected auditor

of the Association. These elections took place at the fifth

annual banquet in St. John on October 10.

A shoe store has been opened at 24414 Main Street,

Winnipeg, by Sergeant Neild, who recently returned from

overseas.

H. Arnold, formerly with Nickle's Boot Shop, Calgary,

has gone on the travelling stafT for Ames-Holden-McCready.

A shoe repair shop has been opened in Trenton, Ont.,

by Mr. Truman, whose brother operates a repair shop in

Toronto.

A new shoe store has been opened in Belleville, Out.,

by Holmes and MurdofT, who also have a store in Trenton.

Mr. E. G. Jones is manager of the Belleville store.

Yeomans and Tilbrook have taken over the business of

J. F. Griffin, shoe repairer, Belleville, Ont. Mr. Griffin has

gone to London, Ont.

J'Ir. Mahaf¥y, proprietor of the Premier Shoe Repair

Stores, Toronto, has sold his Harbord street store..

It is reported that the Firestone Tire and Rubber Com-
pany will erect a factory in Barton County, near Hamilton.

E. L. Stewart has been appointed manager and buyer for

the shoe department of F. R. McMillan Company, Saska-

toon. He was formerl}' with Getty & Scott.

The business of John McKeown, Belleville, Ont., has

been taken over by W. M. Leslie, who was with Vermilyea

& Son for eighteen years.

J. A. Scott, of Quebec, accompanied by Mrs. Scott and
their daughter, sailed recently for Europe, where they will

visit the grave of their son, Harold, who was killed in action

and buried in France.

C. Wright has bought the boot and shoe business of

Brodie Brothers, Toronto.

Arnett & Needham have taken over the shoe business

of S. J. Esber, Toronto.

The wholesale shoe house in Montreal so long trad-

ing under the name of James Robinson, has been changed
to the James Robinson Company, Limited.

A Montreal retailer has just sold a pair of pumps, cost-

ing $72, of which $40 were for the buckles. The pumps
were made to order.

C. Dufres:ie, of Dufresne & Locke, Ltd., Maisonneuve,
was a recent visitor to Toronto, London and other points
in Ontario.

Dufresne & Locke, Ltd., Maisonneuve, are remodelling-

the interior of their factory, increasing the capacity one-
third.

A. L. Dupont, of Dupont & Frere, Maisonneuve, recently
visited Toronto.

J. P. Cook, shoe retailer, London, Ont., was recently in

Toronto.

Fred H. Ahrens and W. S. Fox, superintendent of
Charles A. Ahrens, Limited, Kitchener, recently returned
from a two weeks' trip visiting the trade in Philadelphia,
Wilmington, Del., New York City, Boston and Buffalo.

cu
SHOE TRAVELLER WANTED to carry a line of Shoe Laces and

Shoe !• Hidings. Good commission paid. Address "Laces" Box 1!)34
Moi.t.-eal. '

iV

WANTED—POSITION AS TRAVELLING SALESMAN for the
Jlaritime Provinces, with well established line. Married man, 36 years
of age. Active, and can 'furnish Al references re ability, habits, etc.
A. B. C, Box 970, Footwear in Canada, Toronto. 7-t.f.

FOOTWEAR IN CANADA
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7oTtuna
ine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,

Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings. Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agents for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK

Jobbers Should Note!

New Castle

Quality Kid

Supplies either glazed or natural

surface, black or colored, this

famous product is always reliable

and uniform in quality.

Quantities shipped promptly.
Samples supplied.

Canadian Agents for

FRED RUEPING LEATHER CO.
Calf and Side Leathers, Ooze Splits and

Barrett & Co. Skivers.

New Castle Leather Co.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch:—335 Craig St. W., Montreal

Factory:—Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.

If You Value Time, Put in the

BLOCK PLANEROPEN
SIDE

For
PLANING
CUTTING
BOARDS
CLICKING
and
DIE
BLOCKS

Make furtlie

from vou will h\

Does the work in a few minutes that i

man hours to clo and keeps the boai'd or

good condition—far better than by hand

It will give a smooth, true, paralleled

surface in a very short time ; is very
easy and simple to operate. Rigid and
strong, it will give lasting service. Soon
pays for itself by the great saving in

time effected, as well as in the saving
of your dies.

Machine is equipped with an efifective

chip and dust hood, making it both clean
and safe.

r enquiries about this valuable machine. A line

ring further particulars.

t takes a

block in

work.

The Louis G. Freeman Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Canadian Representatives—INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY COMPANY

Kitchener, Ont. Montreal, Que.
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On and after Oct. 1st the

Eastern Townships Shoe Co.,
of St. Hyacinthe. Que., will be known as

La Maison Girouard Limitee

otherwise the organization remains the same,
and we will continue to solicit your orders for :

"Eastern" White Canvas Shoes, "Eastern" Over-

gaiters, "Eastern Felt Leather Footwear and Maltese

Cross Rubbers

Get the People
"ComingYourWay"

Make your store a place where
people will like to go—get them
started and keep them coming.
Getting them in your store is

more than half a sale made.

Every issue of your trade journal
is helpful—keep it as a reference.

READ IT THROUGH AND THROUGH

FOOTWEAR
* in Canada

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
HAVERHILL - MASSACHUSETTS

MANUFACTURERS

MEN'S & WOMEN'S SLIPPERS, OXFORDS, PUMPS

Leathers
Glazed Kid

Black and all colors.

Side Leathers
All grades, all weights, all right

Glove Leather
Grain and splits, all kinds, all colors

Shoe Findings
Buttons, Bows, Fabrics, Topping,
Drills, Twills, Cottons, Cork Screws,
Flannels, Cotton Threads, Ducks,
Poplin

Canadian Representatives :

Standard Kid Mfg. Co., Boston
The Thomas Lake & Whiton Inc., Boston

You will confer a favor to us if you call on them when in
Boston. They will surely interest you.

PierreBlouin Reg'd
QUEBEC
60 Colomb St.

MONTREAL
59 St. Peter St.

A Special Offer
to Shoe Retailers

I
O ILLUSTRATION CUTS

that will make your
advertising get
you results - $9.25

This is one of the series of twelve attractive illustrations we are
oflering at the above low figure. These cuts will make your Fall
and Xmas advertisements distinctive from others and will rivet atten-
tion to your store. Send for free proof-sheet of the entire series to-day.

Canadian Advertisers Service
108 Langford Avenue, TORONTO
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An extremely
liberal profit

in handling this new
Nufashond product. A
leather-finish lace that

is better than real por-

poise laces.

A«k your jobber

Samples upon request. Write us today

The Narrow Fabric Co.

Reading, Pa.

Makers of the famous Nufashond

Fabric Tip Shoe Laces

I

SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

Up-to-Date and Quick
Selling Lines of

BOOTS AND SHOES
Our Spring and Sum-

mer lines of men's, wo-
men's, and children's
footwear are meeting
with unmistakable ap-
proval throughout the
trade, judging by the
flow of orders now
coming in.

The excellent selec-

tion Ijeing shown by
our travellers repre-
sents the best value
you can offer your cus-
tomers. Thorough
shoemaking and reli-

able materials are com-
bined in every line,

all are priced very
reasonably. Don't miss
seeing them.

If our traveller hasn't called, drop us a card today.

C. N. SABA & COMPANY
84 & 86 Wellington Street, W., - Toronto

Do You Stock

The "Tip-Top"
Shoe - Holder ?

It's the only style on the ma?
ket with adjustable feet holding
the shoe absolutely rigid witli

the top well stretclied—making
't easy to clean a pair of shoes
without soiling the clothes and
hands.

Patented in Canada, U.S. -A. and Great liritain.

Finislied in Dull Nickel or Polished Nickel as required.

Packed one set in Carton—one dozen sets in Case.

They sell to shoe shine parlors and also to the man who
cleans his own shoes.

If you don't stock them send a sample order and show them
to your customers—you will be pleased with the result.

Manufactured by

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY, Limited
GUELPH TORONTO MONTREAL VANCOUVER
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District and within easy walking di^ance of the shopping di^lridt, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. mCKEY, Manager

JOBBERS
HOCKEY BOOTS

Our Hockey Boots have extensive sales and supply a

wide demand at a reasonable price. The quality and
workmanship put into their manufacture insure a first-

class product on which you can realize a large and pro-

fitable turnover. Write us for samples.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your lines and maintain
a satisfactory business you must interest the

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Merchants are Departmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes—there are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because the General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

R««WUKUr riMNOAL.COUinJlCiAL &
'ttJUUi TRAU ttwSfAPUL^e** OPLUI WUIj

Over 33 years in its field

''CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER."
Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points, Port Arthur and West
to the Pscific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York, London, Eng.

URFACE ICID
BLACK and COLORS

^ Beautifully pliable and with glove-like grain

—

m^^^ Surface Kid is particularly suitable for dressy shoes.

It rivals the heauty of Real Kid and is very
much cheaper.

Made in black and colors and sold at attractive prices.

Send to-day for samples.

BUTTS IN GUN METAL, DULL, GLAZED
CABRETTAS, GLAZED KID, SHEEPSKINS

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt., Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office— 225 Lemoine St.
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Armstrong, W. D SO
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MADE IN CANADA
Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a
Cement as can be made.

lyiui

Boston Blacking Company
152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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An
Attractive

Showing

"La Duchesse"

McKay shoes

for women and

Turn Slippers

for men will ap-

peal to you on

their merits as

High Grade footwear. You need look

no farther for high grade shoes.

Handle "La Duchesse" Manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

"PERFECT"
— in

every
sense

of

the

word

The Perfect Counter
A fibre counter that puts a distinctive

quality into your shoes which becomes ap-
parent when the wear is strenuous, giving
an excellent fit, unequalled comfort and sat-

isfaction.

Try the "Perfect" and you'll endorse cur
statements.

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letour/neux Ave. Cor. Ernest St-

Montreal

Hi^h Class Footwear
Worthy of the approval of Jobber and Dealer.

Combining an attractive appearance and durability, and giving
exceptional comfort in wear, our

Men's, Women's, Boys' and Youths'

Welts and Medium McKays
are lines of high class footwear correct in style and quality.

We Sell Jobbers Only

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier Street, Quebec City
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What Your Fellow Shoeman
Thinks of Neolin Soles

Fine Shoe Repairing

Halifax, N.S., February 36th, 1919

54 Cob oil rg Road.
Messrs. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs;

—

During the past two or three years I have been watching with
interest the development of Neolin Soles. I have also used some fibre

soles, the makers of which claimed that they were as good at Neolin.

I personally decided to make comparative tests.

I prefer to stitch Neolin over fibre soles or leather, as I can take
tight tension and close stitch. It is an easy sole to cut in trimming,
and the edge will set perfectly.

As to public demand, I have been satisfied beyond all doubt that

Neolin is the sole the public will accept in preference to any other.

I therefore found it to my interest to stock ana offer Neolin to the

public, realizing that I will give them value, which means a perman-
ent and satisfied customer.

I trust that this bit of information may be of interest to you.

Yours very truly,

THOS. SCARFE (Signed).

Many Types of Shoes are Built

with Neolin Soles
Suppose you had only one leather-

soled number on your shelves. How
much of your demand for leather-

soled shoes would you satisfy with

such a stock ? Yet some merchants
think they can judge the sales value

of Neolin Soles after stocking them

in only one last. Of course they fail

to realize their due profit from the

demand which exists for Neolin Soles.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. of Canada, Limited

Toronto -:- Ontario
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INSOLES
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

GUM SOLE
A popular Cork Insole
Gummed on one side.

CORK AND FELT
Anti-Rheumatic White Felt and Cork

Insoling. Very well made.

KNICKERBOCKER
Washed quilted goat hair and water-
proof sheet fibre to represent leather.

LEATHER KORK
A reversible Compressed Leather and

Cork Insole.

CHAMPION
Washed quilted goat hair, and a
special heavy, pliable red paper.

YANKEE INSOLES u j •, ^
A a u^ J 1 T 1

Washed quilted goat hair and heavyA flexible compressed Cork Insole drab-^reen hurWr;,m Rr.^.H
with Oil Cloth backing.

drab-green buckram. Braced with
special heavy stay, ends protected
and double stitched.

LIGHTFOOT
ROUGH RIDER

Washed quilted goat hair on twoA Thin Compressed Granular Cork sides, with heavy, pliable red paper
Insole for close fitting shoes. filler.

PREPARE FOR WINTER
Order Your Supply NOW

WRITE FOR PRICES

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited
MONTREAL

TORONTO
90 Adelaide Street West

KITCHENER
179 King Street West

QUEBEC
28 Demers Street
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The needs of merchants have guided

National Cash Register improvements

<iT I tHAT the merchant needs" always has

" been—and always will be—our basic

idea in making cash registers.

This business, as it stands today, is the re-

sult of constant study of merchants' needs.

Every suggestion that we receive is investi-

gated. The practical ones are adopted and

given very exacting mechanical tests be-

fore they are manufactured.

Nationals are now used

The National Cash Register

BRANCH

Calgary 714 Second Street, W.
Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg.

Halifax 63 Granville Street

Hamilton 14 Main Street, E.

London 350 Dundas Street

Montreal 122 Catherine Street, W.
Ottawa 306 Bank Street

During the past 10 years we have made
6,508 improvements in our product.

These improvements were added so that

National Cash Register users could be sup-

plied with machines that would give them
the utmost possible service.

Modern National Cash Registers are prac-

tical, useful, accurate, and durable—the

best we can make.

in 296 lines of business

Company of Canada, Limited

OFFICES:

Quebec 133 St. Paul Street
Regina 1820 Cornwall Street

Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue, S.

St. John 50 St. Germain Street
Toronto 40 Adelaide Street
Vancouver 524 Pender Street, W.
Winnipeg 213 McDermot Avenue

Factory : Toronto, Ontario
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On the World's Highway, there are so many feet—skipping,

tripping, noisy, busy, vigorous and slow! Feet which the shoe-

man finds hard to fit, and those that are fitted with ease

!

No two pairs exactly alike, and all travelling different roads

!

Yet all with one common need—to be shod ; and that common
need capable of being met to the satisfaction of all with "Acme"
Soles

!

"Acme" Soles make for quieter walking, and greater com-
fort—points which people of refinement everywhere are quick
to appreciate.

Mothers with a houseful of active youngsters enjoy the min-
imizing of noise in the home, when the boys and girls wear
"Acme" Soles.

"Acme" Soles give a surer footing on wet and slippery pave-
ments, and on country roads.

Then, too, they wear longer than leather. They don't squeak.
They are crack-proof and damp-proof. They improve the appear-
ance of any boot, and they're as good as they're good-looking.

ALL SIZES AND VARIOUS THICK-
NESSES. COLORS: BLACK, WHITE
and TAN. ALSO SUPPLIED IN

SHEET FORM.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Limited
Head Office and Factories: TORONTO

BRANCHES IN THE LEADING CITIES
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THE RETAILER
KNOWS

That Union Stamp shoes meet the demand of all

the people all the time.

That Union Stamp shoes are the only shoes ac-

ceptable for the Union man and his family.

That Union Stamp shoes are made in all grades
for every member of the family.

That Union Stamp shoes are nationally advertised
in the labor journals of this country, creating a

tremendous market for their sale.

That Union Stamp shoes bear one identifying

mark— the official stamp of the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union.

Boot and Shoe Workers^ Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET BOSTON, MASS.

COLLIS LOVELY, Gen. President

CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec y-Treas.
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A Shoe Merchant

Every customer loi « cw iijLii i» a prospect for the repair
department.

With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types

in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.
The Champion Line consists of:

Seven different types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty different models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many different Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.
Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher — heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 Forest Park B,d., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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Photographic Cut Showing Completed Fabrication of Steel from Corner

SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS

MADE THIS
Big Addition to Our Factory

NECESSARY
The purchase of extensive new equipment and the operation ot night as well as

day shifts in our Factory, show our confidence in the future of the Canadian

Footwear Industries.

We can supply your requirements

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
179 King Street West, 90 Adelaide Street West, 28 Demers Street,

KITCHENER TORONTO QUEBEC
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EDWIN CLAPP QUALITY
HAS EARNED THE CONFIDENCE
OF MEN EVERYWHERE. PER-

SONAL RECOMMENDATION BEING ONE
OF ITS STRONGEST ASSETS.

THOUGH FOREMOST AS EXPONENTS
OF THE SMARTEST TENDENCIES IN
STYLES, WE STILL INSIST THAT THE
GOOD OLD FASHIONED PRINCIPLE OF
"HIGH QUALITY" IS THE KEYNOTE IN
FOOTWEAR TODAY.

THE PASADENA LAST
MADE IN ALL LEATHERS

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS., U. S. A

"Claim" Beware of the word.
Its definition is clear—nevertheless it is

often found intentionally applied in a mis-

leading way.
There can always be a "doubt" about a claim, but a

"GUARANTEE" is definite—it cannot be used ambiguous-
y. Branded products of guaranteed merit are the Retailers surety and mainstay.
Hawley's Hygienic British Black Dye for Cotton or Thread Stockings and Socks is

guaranteed by Hawley's of Hinckley to be permanent, stainless and perspiration-

proot.
Advertising has made these guaranteed claims

liave been made to appreciate this distinguishing

known to Iht

. WARRANTED

In addition to the ever-recognized demand for a

permanently fast black Dye on Stockings, Hawley

publicity has created new business which can be

taken advantage of by placing orders now for Cot-

ton or Thread Stockings or Socks Hawley-dyed-

Black—the guaranteed safe Hygienic Dye your cus-

tomers want and need.

Summer Breeze in Kensington Gardens, London, Eng.

general public who

Hawleys
Hygienic

Biacic
British J3ve

For Cotton & Thread Ho -e & Socks.
Sole Dyers to tne principal hosiery manufacturers

A. E. HAWLEY & CO., LTD.
Sketchley Dye Works, Hinckley, Er.^'and.
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SHOES
For
Infants

Children
Misses and
Growing
Girls

Selling

to

Jobbers
Only

Serviceable footwear for active young-
sters constructed to give exceptional
wear where the wear is hardest.

Manufactured to allow perfect comfort
and freedom to growing feet.

A line which will satisfy the parents
and offers generous profits and rapid
turnover to the dealer.

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited
1 1 Belleau St. - - Quebec City

They're Leather—All Through

Hydro City
Shoes

HYDRO CITY SHOE MFRS.
Limited

KITCHENER

The line with an established reputation for con-

sistent sales. The All Leather policy in the manu-
facture of Hydro City Shoes has made them a

favorite line for retailers to handle because the bet-

ter service given the wearer guarantees a pleased

customer with every pair sold.

A splendid line of medium price shoes for you
to offer your customer
and one that will build

steady and profitable re-

turns to your business.

Mail orders will receive

jjrompt attention.ONTARIO
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Jobbers" »Insure a Good
Turnover for 1920
by Handling

THE BEST
its.., EVERYDAY SHOES
The yVurora

^ Here's a line of shoes built for everyday service to the working class,

J^m^lS and produced to give the best service in wear. Strength, combined
with comfort and a high grade material throughout, make the Best
Everyday Shoes essentially a splendid selling line because they
command such a wide field of everyday sales.

BOX CALF
and
VELOURS

If you are not at present handling this line, why not investigate its

value to you for your 1920 trade to-day?

The T. SISMAN SHOE CO., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO

Patented Patented
Dec, 30th, 1913 Oct, 26th, 1915

VulcO'Unit Box Toe
We do not make every

box toe used in Canada,

"But we make the

best of it

BECKWITH BOX TOE LIMITED
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
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YAMASKA
has the
approval
of men

A feeling of confidence is placed in Yamaska shoes because they repre-

sent well made footwear with a reputation for sturdy dependability in wear
and exceptional foot comfort.

The distinctive satisfaction which Yamaska shoes give your trade will

cast a reflection on your store which spells pleased customers and repeat

orders.

If you haven't seen our new samples for spring—write for them.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
St. Hyacinthe, Quebec

The

Globe

PiUow

Welt

A genuine Goodyear Welt
sewn right into the sole

—

a feature in our footwear

for Misses, girls, children,

and infantSjiwhich provides

exceptional comfort and

ease to growing feet.

The other points which

add to the popularity of

these shoes are the soft

cushion sole and the soft

cork filling between the

inner and outer sole.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agents

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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Don't Say the Old Way is "Good Enough "

And waste valuable time stuffing your shoe tops with paper, etc., which

distorts their appearance when at a small cost you can make your display

shoes look trim and graceful. "ADJUSTO" BOOT TOP FORMS are quickly

and easily adjusted—No springs to get out of order or screws to adjust

The slide does the trick—it expands the form and gives the shoe top a smooth

graceful appearance and holds it in perfect position. Try this simple inex-

pensive way. The cost is small but results are great. Order enough for

your windows to-day. Price $3.00 per dozen, f.o.b. Pittsburg. If your job-

bers cannot supply you, order direct.

U. S. SPECIALTY MFG. CO., Pittsburg, Kansas, U. S. A.
Model No. 2 for A & B widths
Model No. 3 for C & D widths
Model No. 5 forms up Spats, size 1 & 2.i

(Remember it's KANSAS)

Women^s McKays
Embracing quality and style introduced by skillful workmen with
high-grade materials.

Shoes for Metij Youths and Boys
A line of footwear that is distinctly high grade, yet attractively

priced to appeal to those who demand style and quality at reason-
able figures.

Profitable LAGACE & LEPINAY
Lines 22 st. anselme street

For QUEBEC
The
Jobbers

Largest Manujacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will stand plenty of hard wear. Made on foot-fitting lasts that
will give comfort to the wearer and are durable. The range
includes—Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents', Children and
Infants' Black Chrome, Bo.x Kip and Gun Metal Sides. Your
jobber will quote you prices, or write us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC

/
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Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
Philadelphia

Canadian Representative—

Ed. R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many Sales are made on the Sidewalk

Window Display Fixtures
A Wonderlul set of Patented Inlerchangeable Window Display Fixturci

(or displaying Men or Womeiw' Shoes. Set will filve 10 Years Good Service in

effective trade pulling window trims.

The Fixtures you see above are only a very few of the designs that can be

set up with the lull sel. besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.

Made of Oak. cither Golden. Antique or Weaihered Finish. Set is put up

in a Hardwood Hinged Lid Storage Chest, a good place to keep the extra

Younits not in use. '1 here are thousands of sels in daily use.

No. lOl bet has 220 Interchangeable Younits For Lar^e Windows, $48.12
No. lOl^ Set has 110 Interchangeable Younits For Medium Windows, $27.SO
No. lOVA Set has 55 Interchangeable Younils For Small Window $17.32

Send /or cotalog. Patented and made in Can.Slock canted in Hamilton, Onl. Order direct or thru your jobbe

The Oscar Onken Co. 5950 Fourth Street Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS.
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

V.D.t\rmst]
ENGRAVERoF FINE STEELSTAMPS&DIES!
230,c,^>NES;jM0NTREAL.^Ho/^^ 675

MY STAMPS ARE'UPTO date " IN DESIGN
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISH TO VOUR SHOES'

• WHICHWILL INCREASE YOUR SALES

THE Established 1863

KING BROTHERS CO., LIMITED
WHITBY, ONTARIO

Manufacturers of

Chrome, Combination and
Bark Tanned

Side Upper Leathers

Ooze, Flexible and Wax Splits for Home and
Export Trade
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Good Pattern Designing
/s An Acquired Art

Fitting the Lines of a Last is

not a Mechanical Operation

but a matter of Skill—

a

result of Years of Study and

Training.

PATTERN MAKING
Demands Rare Judgement

to Give Style and Graceful

Lines, ond Assure Conform-

ity to the Original Last Out-

lines

—

FITTING QUALITY DEMANDS ACCURACY

Wheeler & Cummings
179 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
(lays, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.

This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each

day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a

year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents

:

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher. Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to
Sold outright—No royalty. Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis N.25thst., St. Louis, U.S.A.
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Edwards& Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms Tai

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.
Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Reoresented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. '^Slir^^l^^C^'l

It Holds
BRODIE'S PATENT
FLOUR PASTE

possesses extraordinary adhesive
qualities and is absolutely free

from lumps.

Adapted for the manufacture of

the Finest Grade, as well as the

Heavy work shoes.

In quantities to meet your needs
all ready for use.

May we send you samples and prices!

WRITE US TODAY

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.I.

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
4.—They save time in packing.
5.—They save storage space.
6.—They have strong adver-

tising value.
7.—They can be made to your

specifications.

8.—Their first cost is lower
than wood.

1.—They protect your shipment
against loss from dampness
and water.

2.—They are extremely light,

which means low freight

charges.
3.—They cannot be opened

without breaking the seal.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for

it.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added qualities tor an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear-

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrink, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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Making Clarke's Patent
Leather for the Empire

Staking in the patent leather department One of the varnishing rooms—showing the baking ovens

Some of the oper-

ations in the pro-

duction of Clarke's

Patent Leather are

shown in the accom-

panying pictures.

Modern equipment

and skilled workers

under strict super-

vision are respons-

ible for the high

quality that gives

Clarke's Patent Lea-

ther its reputation

for excellence.

There is more

Patent Leather pro-

duced in our fac-

tories than by any

other firm in the

Empire. The huge

output of Clarke's

Patent Leather, con-

sequent upon a

world wide demand
can be traced to the

fact that " Quality

First" has always

been our slogan.

A section of the beam house

Clarke's Patent Leather in your footwear will gain for

you satisfied customers. See that the Patent is Clarke's.

A. R. Clarke & Co., Limited
MONTREAL

66

TORONTO

Makers for the Nation

QUEBEC

99
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That "Sure Step"

PANTHER
Tread

55

Rain or shine, your Panther
soled footwear gives equally good
satisfaction.

Panther Composition Soles and
Heels are the result of careful
research of many eminent specialists.

They are made to stand the
greatest amount of every day wear.
Once a customer has walked on a

Panther Sole that customer wants no
other Soling.

This has been a great year for

our product. All the far sighted
manufacturers laid in a stock early
and have had to come back for more.
See that you are well supplied with
Panthers for 1920.

Retail customers must
be satisfied or the demand
would not have persisted.

Write us for details and
recommendations from
prominent manufacturers.

Panther Soling looks

like leather—made in all

colors. Can be stitched

and trimmed easily and
will not allow stitches to

"pull out." Will not
crack and is waterproof.

Panther Rubber Mfg. Co.
Sherbrooke, Quebec
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All Good Wishes

for Christmas

and the New Year

With the rounding out of the old

year, we welcome the opportunity

ofextending the Season 's Greetings

to our army offriends in the trade

and of thanking them for their

loyalty and hearty co-operation—
which have been such important

factors in the success of the

''Dominion Rubber System''

during 1919.

Dominion Rubber System Limited

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Belleville, Toronto, Hamilton,

Brantford, London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg,

Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,

Lethbridge, Vancouver and Victoria.

Head Office Montreal

Service Branches at
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NOT because it is a good old

Holiday custom, but because
it is our earnest desire, we send

you our sincere thanks for the part

you have taken in our march of
progress. And moved by the spirit

of the Season, we extend to you our
Heartiest Wishes for a very Merry
Christmas and a Successful and
Happy New Year.
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I Shoes That Delight |

I The Careful Dresser |

I
OUR McKAYS

|
Have a distinctive appeal in their style |

1 and finish which at once pleases women ' 1

I who appreciate sensible footwear. 1

I We are offering a range for Spring which J
I embraces many new and attractive |
I models combining B

I
Appearance and Durability

|

I Made not only to look smart but also to |
give exceptional serviceability in comfort

B and wear. B

B We offer the right shoes at |
p the right prices, B

I Canadian Footwear Company, Limited |
Montreal g

Salesroom : 36 St. Genevieve Street, ^
M Factory: Pointe-aux-Trembles H
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" Peace on Earth, Goodwill towards Men "

A Christmas Greeting
TO THE TRADE

Let Joy and Gladness Fill

your HeartSy and May the

Coming Year Bring ^Peace

and Prosperity, Health and
Happiness to All.

WRITE OUR REPRESENTATIVES :

For Ontario— E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, TORONTO
For Quebec City— Richard Frere, St. Valier St. QUEBEC

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Established 1873

Tannery and Factory
ST. HYAGINTHE

Sales Office and Warehouse
MONTREAL
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Greetings

and Best Wishes

for 1920

To Our Many Friends and Customers:—

May you enjoy in goodly measure the

Spirit and Good Cheer of Christmas.

May the commg year be one of unsur-

passed heahh and happiness for you and

yours, and may all your busmess efforts

be crowned with success. For.your past

patronage we thank you, and hope to

continue serving you with "Good Shoes"

in 1920.

The Slater Shoe Company
Limited

MONTREAL, - CANADA
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We Have Them in Stock

Colors:

Black

Dark Grey

Slate Grey

Pearl Grey

Brown

Khaki

Dark Fawn

Light Fawn

Tan

Taupe

Olive Fawn

Sizes 2 to 7.

Three Heights.

Per Dozen

$13.50
Up.

WRITE,
PHONE
or WIRE
YOUR
WANTS

STYLE No. 100—As Cut. Per Doz. Per Doz.

9-in. 10-Butt. Black $13.50 Color $19.00

10- in. 11-Butt. " 15.00 " 20.50

11-in. 12-Butt. " 16.50 " 22.00

STYLE No. 200—INVISIBLE BUCKLE.

9-in. 10-Butt. Colors $22.00

10-in. 11-Butt. " 23.50

U-in. 12-Butt. " 25.00

BE SURE AND GIVE COLOR AND HEIGHT.
ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED

BLACHFORD, DAVIES & CO. Limited
60-62 Front Street West, Toronto
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SEASONABLE FOOTWEAR IN STOCK

MEN'S LEATHER SLIPPERS
A 400 Men's Ulack Kid Everett, M.S., G-11 $1.00
A 401 Men's Chocolate Kid Everett, M.S.,

6-11 1.90
A 405 Men's Black Alligator Everett,

M.S., (i ll 1.90
A 4().5x Men's Chocolate Alligator Everett,

M.S., (i ll 1.00
A 410 Men's Black Dongola Opera, turn,

(5-11, Yi sizes 2.90
A 411 Men's Chocolate Dongola Opera,

turn, 6-11, Yi sizes 3.00
A 411x Men's Chocolate Dongola Opera,

turn. 0-11, Y2 sizes 3.10
A 413x Men's Black Dongola Everett, turn,

6-11, K> sizes 2.6.5

A 414x Men's Chocolate Dongola Everett,
turn, 6-11, Yi. sizes 2.75

A 417 Men's Black Dongola Everett, turn,
6-11, Yi sizes 2.65

A 417x Men's Black Dongola Everett, turn,
G-11, Y2 sizes 3.00

A 4]S Men's Chocolate Dongola Everett,
turn, 6-11, Yi sizes 2.75

A 41Sx Men's Chocolate Dongola Everett,
turn, 6-11, Y2 sizes 3.10

A 421 Men's Chocolate Kid Romeo, M.S.,
6-11

A 424x Men's Black Kid Romeo, M.S.,
6-11

A 427 Men's Black Dongola Romeo, turn,
6-11, Yi sizes

A 427x Men's Black Dongola Romeo, turn,
6-11, Yi sizes 3.75

A 42S Men's Chocolate Dongola Romeo,
turn, G-11, Yi sizes

A 128x Men's Chocolate Dongola Romeo,
turn, 6-11, Yi sizes 4.00

MEN'S FELT SLIPPERS
A 403 Men's Black Felt Slippers, Com-.

hination sole, 6-11 1.20
A -131 Men's Tapestry Sliiijiers, ler.t'.ier

sole and heel, 611 1.40
A 434 Men's English Plaid Romeo, Com-

bination sole, 6-11 1.45
A 435 Men's English 1st quality Plaid

Romeo, Comb, sole, G-11 1.80
A04.3(> Men's English 1-buckle Plaid Arc-

tic. Comb, sole, (i ll 1.75
A 438 Men's Plaid Felt 1-buckle Arctic,

Comb, sole, 6-11 1.75
A 439 Men's Black Felt Slipper, felt sole,

6-11 1.25
A 441 Men's Plaid Felt Arctic, comb.

sole, 6-11 1.50
A 442 Men's Plaid Felt Slipper, comb.

sole, 6-11 1.20
A 444 Men's Hemp Bath Slippers, 6-11 . . .35
A 445 Men's Felt Slippers, combination

sole, 6-11 1.30
A 447 Men's Black Felt 1-buckle Arctic,

combination sole, 6-11 1.75

A 460 Men's Felt Bal, 10-inch seamless. A1032
6-11 3.60

A 470 Men's Felt Bunkum, Dongola tip. A10;!3x
6-11 3.45

A 471 Men's Felt Bunkum, foxed vamp.
6-11

A 472 Men's all Felt Bunkum, (i-11 3.00
A 473 Men's Felt Bal, high-cut, buckles.

6-11 4.00

2.25

2.25

3.35

3.50

MEN'S FELT BOOTS
A 458 Men's Felt Bal., Dongola Vamp,

leather sole, 6-11 $3.30

MOCCASINS, SOCKS, ETC.
A 461 Men's all Buck Moccasins, 6 in.,

fancy front, wax-sewn, 7-11 $24.00
A 462 Men's all Buck Moccasins, 6 in.,

fancy front, 6-11 22.20
A 475 Men's Jack Buck Moccasins, 10

in., 6-13 33.00
A 476 Men's Jack Buck Moccasins, 8 in.,

612 30.00
A 478 Men's Horse Moccasins, G in., 6-12 .30.00

A 479 Men's Buck Moccasins, 10 in., 6-12 27.00
A 480 Men's Buck Moccasins, 0 in., 6-12 24.00
A 481 Men's Sheep Moccasins, 5 in., 6-12 18.00
A 483 Men's Sheep Wannigans, 6 in.,

6-11 31.20
A 490 Men's Plow Boots, 6 in., 6-11 .. 5.25
A 496 Men's Tufted Grey Lumber Sox,

G-11 12.60
A 498 Men's Russian Felt Sox, 6-12 . . . 1.50

Ventiplex Felt Insoles, per doz.. 1.00

WOMEN'S SLIPPERS
A 832 Women's Black Cravenette Bus-

kin, fleece-lined, 3-8, Yi sizes . . . $1.65
A 90G Women's Black Kid Boudoir, pom-

pom. jTadded sole, .3-7

A !'()7 Women's Red Kid Boudoir, pom-
pom, padded sole, 3-7

A 9(18 Women's Brown Kid Boudoir, pom-
pom, padded sole, 3-7

A 921 Women's Black Felt Slippers, 3-8.

A 922x Women's Black Felt Slippers, felt

sole, no heel, 3-'8

A 92.3 Women's Green Plush Slippers, .3-7

A' 927 Women's Tapestry Slippers, leather
sole, 3-7

A 928 Women's Tapestry Slippers, leather
sole. 3-7

A 929 Women's Carpet Slippers, carpet
sole, 3-7

A 93Sx Women's White Kid Moccasin Slip-

per, fleece-lined, 3-7

A 940 Women's Black Felt Slipper, white
felt sole, .3-7

A 943x Women's Red Felt Cosy, ribbon-
trimmed, 3-7

A 976 Women's Brown quilted satin slip-

slipper, comb. sole. 3-7

A 978 Women's Light Blue Satin Quilted
Slipper, comb, sole, 3-7

A 983 Women's Felt Slipper, blue, red or
brown, comb, sole, 3-7

A 984 Women's Black Felt Slipper, lea-

ther sole. .3-7

A 993 Women's Plaid Felt Slipper, leather
sole (Trickett), 3-7

high-cut.
Women's
cr.t, 3-7

Dark
3-7

Light

Red

Blue

Felt

Felt

Cosy,

Cosy,

WOMEN'S FELTS AND
MOCCASINS

A 948 Women's Felt Bal, leather sole,
10 in. top, 3-8

A 949 Women's Felt Bal., leather sole, 10
in. top, dong. foxed, 3-8

A 9.52 Women's Felt Bal. pebble vamp,
leather sole. 3-8

A 953 Women's Felt Bal., rubberhide sole,
3-8

A 9.57 Women's Felt Bal., dongola vamp,
felt sole, 3-8

A 958 Women's Felt Bal., high-cut, 3-8..

A 9.59 Women's All Felt Bals., 3-9
A4015>^ Women's Black Cravenette Bal.,

fleece lined, 9", Xeolin sole, 2;4-7
A 861 Women's All Buck Moccasins, wax-

sewn, fancy front, 3-7
A 862 Women's All Buck Moccasins,

fancy front, 3-7
A 8(!3 Women's All Buck Moccasins,

wax-sewn, high-cut, 1-7

1.35

1.35

2..50

3.50

3.00

2.00

2.85
2.20
2.40

4.25

22.20

21.00

24.00

BOYS', MISSES', CHILDS', ETC.
A1400
A1472
A1478
A1483

A 1491
1.40 A2392

A2472
1.40 A979B

1.40 A5.SG1
.75

A5862
1.05
.90 A.5928

A5963
A5980

.90

A.5981

A59S2
1.20 A.5991

.40 A(;928
AG9.54

1.00 A6955

1.50 A6979

1.50 A79.54
A 79.55

.75 A79G1

1.25 A79(S
A 7979

1.60 A7!)82

Boys' Black Kid Everett, M.S., 1-5 1.75
Boys' All Felt Bals.. 1-5 2.50
Boys' Horsehide Moccasins. 1-5. . 21.00
Boys' G in. Sheep Wannigans, sole
and heel, 1-5 26.40
Boys' Black Lumber Sock 7.80
Youths' Mule Hockey Boot, \\-\ZYi 2.10
Youths All Felt Bals, 11-13 2.00
Boys' Buck Moccasins, wax-sewn,
fancy front, 1-5 21.00
Misses' Buck Moccasins, wax-sewn,
fancy front, 11-2 17.40
Misses' Buck Moccasins, fancy
front, 11-3 16.20
Misses' Tapestry Slippers, 11-2, Yi

sizes 80
Misses' Red Tapestry Slippers, 11-2 .80

Misses' Fancv Ankle Strap, fleece-

lined. 11-2 75
Misses' Fancy Ankle Strap, fleece-

lined. 11-2 75
Misses' Felt Mary Jane, 11-2 . . . .95

Misses' Red Velvet Ankle Strap,
fleece-lined. 11-2 00
Girls' Tapestry Slippers, 8-10 ... .70

Girls' Red Felt Hi-cut, 8-10 2.50
Girls' Brown Felt high-cut, dong.
vamp and collar, 8-10 2.65
Girls' Buck Moccasins, fancy front,

wax-sewn, 8-10 13..50

Childs' Red Felt High-cut. .3-7 .. 2.15

Childs" Brown Felt Hiifh-cut, 3-7. 2.00
Childs' Black Felt Bal., red top,

kosy sole, 3-7 75
Infants' Brown Felt Bootie. 1-5. . ..50

Infants' Buck Moccasins. .3-6 . . . 12.00
Infants' Felt Buckle Arctic, 5-7. .75

Wire, Phone or Write Your Order at Our Expense. Do Not Delay. Our Stock is Limited.

Blachford, Davies & Company Ltd. 60-62 Front St. W., Toronto
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What
Will the Message Be

ARTHUR D. ANDERSON
editor of the Boot & Shoe Recorder

asks this pertinent question which

he amplifies as follows:.

THE other outstanding feature that warrants forethought

in the minds of anticipating events is what message will

come out of the National Shoe Retailers' Association Conven-

tion beneficial to the industry at large. It is obvious that a

convention costing $100,000 must perform some other func-

tion than the mere entertainment of some thousands of mer-

chants in midwinter. A serious purport, back of it all, must

resolve itself into a message to the American public that will

be a guidance through and beyond the convention itself. The

convention has been built to such a size as to make imperative

a platform of policies nationally interesting to both merchant

and the public. It is not too much to expect out of so large

an undertaking. The manufacturer would do well to keep in

mind the convention and his being present— it is n't often

that some 3000 merchants get together in one spot."

1920 Convention Committee, N.S.R.A.
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A Very

Merrie Christmas
to our friends in the

Trade

and for your share of the good
things in 1920 you have our

best wishes. May your New
Year be realized in health,

wealth, and continued prosperity

YOUR NEEDS FOR 1920
The dealer's footwear requirements for the coming year

have been fully anticipated by us. Our stocks are ample, our

range wide, and our lines very complete. Nowhere will you

find a better or more comprehensive showing than we present

for the inspection of the up-to-date shoe merchant who goes

after family trade. When our traveller calls, remember that

he represents a firm that is able to guarantee real service.

We solicit vour business for 1920.

The Miner Shoe Company, Ltd.
Montreal Ottawa Quebec Toronto

Agents for the Celebrated Miner Rubber Footwear
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KID AND CONFIDENCE

THE above illustration shows a section of our Montreal

warehouse, containing bins of CITADEL KID, conveying

but a limited idea of the heavy stock which we carry in order

to supply the various demands of Canadian manufacturers.

This photograph exemplifies, stronger than words can express,

our unbounded confidence in the stability of both the kid market

and the shoe industry of Canada.

We are receiving weekly shipments from our tannery of

CITADEL KID in uniform grades and weights, thereby assur-

ing our customers of prompt service.

J. A. SCOTT
EVENTUALLY

CITADEL LEATHER CO., Limited
MONTREAL and QUEBEC
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Lady Belle

The Shoe
well designed

for your
best trade

in 1920

The Compliments of the season

and all Good Wishes

for a happy and prosperous New Year

The Lady Belle Shoe Co., Ltd.
KITCHENER, ONTARIO
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A MESSAGE
To our Friends
The year is waning—-a year of peace.

During 1919 we have spared no effort

to maintain our high standards of

quality and service to our customers.

We have done our best to keep
manufacturers supplied with LASTS
—Better Lasts—Robin Lasts—the
Last that is first.

We extend a hearty greeting to our
friends for a Merry Christmas and
sincere wishes that 1920 will spell

for them unbounded happiness and
prosperity.

Robin Bros.
Last Manufacturers

Carrier & Gilford Sq., Montreal
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P. B. WALLACE & SON
466 Bathurst Street, - Toronto

We carry a full

supply of Leather

and Shoe Store

Supplies. Let us

furnish your find-

ings of all kinds.

We are now situated in our new and enlarged

premises where we are better than ever pre-

pared to take care of the needs of our customers.

This means increased facihties for service and
gives us a chance to look after your requirements

promptly. Drop in and see us.

A Merry Christmas
to You

and all Good

Wishes for the New Year

We are Exclusive

Agents for the

Progressive Shoe
Machinery Co.

See us also for

Landis Stitchers

and Accessories.

For Your Children's Trade

HAND WELT
is designed for your best
trade; a shoe appealing
alike to both child and
parent — good looking
and long wearing—at a
price which suits every-
body.

Children's Footwear Limited
1 and 3 Alexander Street MONTREAL, QUE.
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Metropolitan
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS

Paris Patricia
WOMEN'S McKAYS MEN'S WELTS WOMEN'S WELTS AND TURNS

A A
Merry Happy

Christmas 41^ New Year

We extend an appreciation, for their patronage

during 19 19, to our customers. We wish you

and yours happiness and prosperity for the

coming year, and hope to supply you with ample

stocks of the above lines for bigger-than-ever

sales in 1920.

Daoust, Lalonde & Company, Limited
MONTREAL, Que.

Branch: Metropolitan Shoe Co., 91 Paul St. East, MONTREAL
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Greetings and Good Wishes
for

A Merry Christmas

and

A Happy and Prosperous

New Year

from

JAMES ROBINSON CO, LTD.
MONTREAL - QUEBEC

We extend to all members of the

Trade our sincere wishes for a Joy-

ous Christmas and trust we may co-

operate to make 1920 a bigger, better

and brighter year than ever before.

We thank you for your favours in

in the past, and trust we may contin-

ue to enjoy your patronage in the

coming year.
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In the Past
we have spared no efforts to con-

sistently maintain

ROBINSON SERVICE
to the highest standard of efficien-

cy within human bounds under

prevaiHng conditions.

In the Future
our aim will be to uphold our rep-

utation for stocking dealers with

the right lines at the right season

and at the right prices.

JAMES ROBINSON CO, LTD.
Specialists in Fine Footgear

MONTREAL
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SPAULDING'S
FibreCounters
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H. O. MCDOWELL

IMPORTERS {^.ThtM jobbers K^fJ
^^ MANUFACTURERS V*>-<:^^ SALES AGENTS ^

H. N. LINCOLN

SALES AGENTS

EASTERN BRANCH
40I CORISTINE BUILDING

MONTREAL

Representing

American Lacing Hook Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Selling Machines

Armour Sand Paper Works
Cliicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.

Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods, Cotton
Thread

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe
Gum, Uubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.,

Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die
Blocks.

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds,
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Good-
year Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.,

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

I. Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Coun-
ters, Fibre Innersoling

The Textile Mfg. Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imitation

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

37 FOUNDRY ST. £>.

KITCHENEF'.

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

Announcing
The Opening of

Quebec Branch

A RRANGEMENTS have been com-

pleted and stock of goods is now in

transit. About December 15th this new

Branch will be in running order.

The Quebec Branch is being estabHshed

to reheve pressure on the Montreal Branch

and to enable us to give Better Service to

our customers in Quebec and immediate

vicinity.

Mr. T. H. Connolly will be in charge of

the new Branch.

We take this opportunity of thanking our

friends for their support, and to extend to all

Our Best Wishes
for a

Happy and Prosperous New Year
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HIS is to wish you all a hale, hearty

Christmas. May it be replete with

good cheer, the best of fellowship,

and a generous share of the many
things that go to make Christmas agood

happy ending to an old year.

For the New Year may all your endeavours

be rewarded with success, and so make for

you another rung in the ladd r of wealth and
prosperity, with the best of health to enjoy it.

The Breithaupt Leather
Company, Limited

Manufacturers of
" The Standard of Canadian Sole Leather"

Kitchener Toronto Montreal Quebec
Tanneries: KITCHENER, PENETANG, HASTINGS,

WOODSTOCK, Ontario.
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The Season 's Greetings

from

T. SISMAN
As the New Year again approaches, once more we extend to

our many good friends, Greetings and Best Wishes for a Prosper-
ous 1920. We would remind you that we make the " Best Everyday
Shoe " for the best everyday sales year in and year out. Try them

with " The Aurora " for 1920.

T. Sisman Shoe Co. Ltd., Aurora, Ont.
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THE MINER RUBBER COMPANY
LIMITED
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INVINCIBLB
FORMERLY CALLED
MONARCH

ABSOLUTELY the long-

est wearing boot made.

You may doubt this

statement but you cannot
doubt your experience, if you

make a test.

The next time you are in need
of Rubber Boots and Shoes,

order " Invincibles." Your own
experience and the experience

of others who have worn them,

will convince you of the truth

of our statement that " In-

vincible" Rubber Footwear is

the most durable made.

"Invincibles" are Pressure

Cured. As compression makes
steel harder and more endur-

ing than iron, so does the High
Pressure Process make rubber
tougher and more lasting. '5 I

lllllilirilM«IIUIIIIIIIUIItll|IHII'''"'

THE MINER RUBBER COMPANY
LIMITED
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MinisterMules

mi:'''

Showing "^m-^

Distinction

in Fine Welts

Men & Womerii

A SHOE^^"
OR OCCASION

Holiday Wishes
for

A iQood New Year^

Health&Happiness

Minister Myles
Shoe Company
Limited TORONTO

Makers ofthefamous "Beresford"& " Vassar " Footwear
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To our many friends—

A Merry Christmas

Let this Christmas bring

joy and happiness to the

hearts of you all^ and
may the coming year ex-

ceed all those past in

health and prosperity to

you and yours.

the greeting of

Dupont &: Frere
Makers of Good Shoes

301 Aird Avenue - MONTREAL
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IN STOCK
A Few Styles Ready
for Immediate Delivery

Womens' Footwear for

every occasion carried

in Stock

No. 1819

PATENT COLT VAMP
DULL KID TOP

TURN

AA to D, iVi to 7

Price $7.00.

No. 9001

As above exactly in a Welt

Price $8.25

No. t02

WHITE CABARETTA PUMP
Military Covered Heel

TURN
AA to D, 2'/2 to 8

Price $6.25

No. 601

DULL KID
Price $6.00

No. 600

PATENT COLT
Price $6.00

No. 1660

PATENT COLT
Full Louis Covered Heel

TURN

A to D, 2^4 to 7

Price $6.00

No. 1665

DULL KID

Price $6.00

Do you receive our Catalogues

and Bulletins illustrating

our complete line?

THE

Westcott-Whitmore

Company
Syracuse, New York

Specialists in Smart
Footwear for Women

No. 1933

BLACK VICI KID
LEATHER LOUIS HEEL

WELT
A to D, to 7

Price $7.00

No. 1918

BATTLESHIP GRAY KID

Price $8.00

No. 1662

PATENT COLT PUMP
Full Louis Covered Heel

TURN

AA to D, Z'A to 7

Price $6.60

No. 1663

DULL KID

Price $6.50
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Keeping Up DemonstrationWeek Profits
Practical suggestions for keeping up profits and interest

stimulated by this successful event

Dr. Scholl's National Demonstration
Week, with its unusual profits and inter-

est, has passed, leaving behind it a field

of interested prospects.

The action of nearly 20,000 shoe stores
pushing their Foot Comfort Service at
the same time, has aroused such interest
that the dealer who continues to feature
his Practipedist and Foot Comfort Ser-
vice will earn the benefits of "sticking-

to-it."

Some Helpful Suggestions for Grasping
this Chance of Continued Profits

1. The relief you have undoubtedly ef-

fected by scientifically fitting Dr. Scholl's

Appliances is of great interest to hun-
dreds of local foot sufferers as well as

your local physicians.

Ask your newspaper to publish an ac-

count of the most interesting of these

cases. It is news of sufficient interest to

get at least a few paragraphs, such as the

little article shown below.

Local Merchant

Renders Real Service

Cronin's Foot Comfort Service
Does Good Work

Mr. J. Croiiiii, of Cronin's Shoe
Store, recently completed a course at
The American School of Practipedics
of Chicago, in the scientific relief of
foot troubles, and has certainly ap-
plied his knowledge to good advant-
age, as Mr. John Stevens, of Glendale,
can testify.

Mr. Stevens had been suffering
from foot trouble for some time, but
after being examined and treated by
Mr. Cronin, he was free from all pains
and is now on the way to recovery.
We congratulate Mr. Cronin on his

success and hope he will keep up the
good work.

2. A letter written to local physicians
and known foot sufferers will sustain in-

terest and mean many new customers.

A Continuous Foot Comfort Display Dis-

tinguishes You from Ordinary Dealers

3. A particular part of your window
devoted to the continuous display of your

Foot Comfort Service will distinguish you

from ordinary dealers and attract new
trade, both for Foot Comfort and shoes.

A small window display tying up to our
National Advertising and distinguishing
you from common dealers.

Write and ask us about any problems

you have in displays, merchandising, or

using our appliances. They will be

answered fully and with care.

You can depend on us to help you keep
up the good work.

THE SCHOLL MFG. CO.
112 Adelaide St. E., TORONTO

New York - Chicago - London
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Merry Christmas

ETTY & SCOTT Limited de-

sire to convey greetings

and every good wish for*

health, happiness and pros-

perity in the New Year. At
this time also, we would particularly

thank the trade for its patronage and
business support. We hope that your
future will be bright and interesting

and that throughout 1920 you may ride

upon a tide of bigger and better busi-

ness.

Getty & Scott Limited
Makers of Fine Shoes

for Women and Children

Gait - Ontario
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High-Grade

Goodyear Welt

Staples

To Jobbers
and Our Friends in the Trade

WE desire to convey to our friends, at this time,

our sincere thanks for their goodwill during
1919, and to extend the Season's Greetings
and wishes that the coming year will be full

of success and prosperity for all of them. We shall

hope to serve you in the New Year and we solicit

your enquiries regarding the above named lines for

1920 business.

Valentine & Martin
WATERLOO, ONTARIO Limited
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3uc^[e ^en9Qfion ojffie deason !

You demand "KESCOT
quality, the "KESCOT"
tag guarantees it.

The beauty and sparkle of these

magnificent ornaments are super-

ior to the imported hand made

buckles that retail from thirty-

five dollars per pair upwards.

Kes-Gut-Steels can be retailed at

from three to five dollars per

pair in the very highest grade

effects. Unlike imported buck-

les, Kes-Gut-Steels are thorough-

ly guaranteed against every pos-

sible defect and positively will

not rust

r, / i

KESCOT MANUFACTURING CO.
Page and Clifford Streets

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND, U. S. A.
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Christmas

1919
New Year

1920

TO THE TRADE
Cordial Wishes for
Christmas and
the NewYear

I B R A. N
mm

MONTREAL

Clarke
LIMITED

TORONTO

p8M

QUEBEC
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CLARKE'S
Patent Leather

For Better Shoes^
Bigger Sales and
All-Round Satis^

faction during 1920

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
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CLARKE

S

Patent Leather

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
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A, R, Clarke& Co.
Limited

67 years of constant improve-

ment in process and plant has

given us first place in the

Empire in the production of

PATENT LEATHER

TORONTO
MONTREAL QUEBEC
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1

ft

AY good fortune

and continuous

prosperity light

you all the way
through the coming New
Year. We wish for you a

generous share of business

for 1920 and hope you may
include the "Just Wright

Shoe " in your plans for the

year's trade.

Just Wright Shoes Are In Stock

E. T. WRIGHT & CO., Inc.

St. Thomas, Ont. Rockland, Mass.

1 I I
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THE PASADENA

IN POINT OF MATERIAL AND WORK-
MANSHIP:-THESE SHOES WILL STAND
THE CLOSEST INSPECTION.

IN POINT OF WEAR:- THEY WILL
STAND THE SEVEREST TEST.

IN POINT OF STYLE AND ELEGANCE :-

THEY ARE CORRECT AND PLEASING
IN EVERY DETAIL.

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS., U.S.A.

1

"Claim" Beware of the word.
Its definition is clear—nevertheless it is

often found intentionally applied in a mis-

leading way.
There can always be a "doubt" about a claim, but a

"GUARANTEE" is definite—it cannot be used ambiguous-
ly. Branded products of guaranteed merit are the Retailers surety and mainstay.

Hawley's Hygienic British Black Dye for Cotton or Thread Stockings and Socks is

guaranteed by Hawley's of Hinckley to be permanent, stainless and perspiration-

proof.
Advertising has made these guaranteed cla

liave been made to appreciate this distinguishing

WARRANTED

In addition to the ever-recognized demand for a

l.ermanently fast black Dye on Stockings, Hawley

I)ubHcity has created new busmcss which can be

taken advantage of by placing orders now for Cot-

ton or Thread Stockings or Socks Hawley-dyed-

lilack—the guaranteed safe Hygienic Dye your cus-

tomers want and need.

Summer Breeze in Kensington Gardens, London, Eng.

known to the general puljlic who

Hawleys
Hygienic

Black:
British D^e

Fop Cotton & Thread Ho^e & SockS'

Sole Dyers to the principal hosiery manufacturers

A. E. HAWLEY & CO., LTD.
Sketchley Dye Works, Hinckley, England.
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Buy from this advertisement

You can do it with a feeling of certainty that the

shipment will measure up to your expectations

Immediate
Shipment

5.50

Stock No. 701—Louis Leather

Stock No. 701X—Low Heel

Grey Kid, 9" Bal., Wave Top

Your last chance to act. How
many shall we send you ?

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

TERMS: NET 30 DAYS

THE

DISTRIBUTED BY

MIDLAND SHOE COMPANY
KINGSTON CANADA
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-'mm.

The Story

in a Nutshell

Our Actual Shipments

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

$ 31,708.20

137,294.13

216,482.19

409,773.88

484,989.85

over 500,000.00

m
::vv;.-;::

THIS is why we are opening a new plant

which will more than double our output.

Can you think of any good reason why you can-

not proportionately increase your sales of men's

work shoes? There is none if you will stock this

splendid staple line.

it

mm

.Vi:v:.--v:-:-'

.•!:•>»:.;"

....sjiiP^'"

TILLSONBURG SHOE CO., LIMITED
MAKERS OF

Men's — Boys' — Youths' — Lads'

Medium and High Grade Staple Shoes

TILLSONBURG ONTARIO
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The Season's Greetings

We tender our sincere wishes to all

our friends throughout the trade for

a right Merry Christmas, and a

New Year of health, happiness and
good fortune,

THE

SUPREME LADY
SHOE

In McKay Process

In planning your 1920 business

give your stoi e the distinction of

offering the "Supreme Lady" Shoe.

In its variety of models this fine

footwear embodies all those features

of shoemakmg that appeal to women
whether it is from the standpoint of

style, quality, comfort or wear.

Clark Bros., Limited
ST. STEPHEN, N.B.

Manufacturers-McKAY SHOE SPECIALISTS
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What Your Fellow Shoeman
Thinks of Neolin Shoes

i^^a IHIa V i r'ji'^y'Jr^

THE MODERN SHOE REPAIRING PLANT
ELECTRICAL HEATED AND OPERATED MACHINERY

FIRST-CLASS WORK PROMPTLY DONE

St. Stephen, N.B., Feb. 28th, 1919.

Messrs. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited,

Toronto. Ont.

Dear Sirs;

—

Having sold my interest in the repair firm of which I was a partner, I have opened
an up-to-date Shoe Repair Plant, on my own account, and would like to be placed
on your mailing list. I want to receive the advertising matter you are sending thi!

repair trade. I have been following your advertisements on Neolin Soles, which
have appeared in the daily papers and magazines, and I find that the public demand
for Neolin is speedily increasing as a result of same.

From a repairman's point of view, I am much interested in your advertising, ai
you are advertising to help sell more shoe repair jobs.

When I opened my new shop, I immediately put in stock of Neolin Soles and Wing-
foot Heels. My past experience with Neolin has been so satisfactory, that I would
not consider carrying on the repair business without same no more than I would
without modern shoe machinery.

Wingfoot Heels are also very necessary to have if customers who appreciate real
value are to be successfully catered to.

I am now using your fifteen iron sole and intend to give my customers the choice
of either style 146 or style 196.

Will be glad to receive Repair Tags at your earliest convenience.

Yours very truly,

A. H. STEVENS (Signed).

Neolin Offers the Greatest Value
in Shoe Soles

Pick out fifty aggressive shoe re-

tailers—men whose business has in-

creased steadily in the last three

years. Ask them exactly what they

think of Neolin Soles, as against all

other soles. They will convince you

of the great service rendered by

Neolin Soles to all concerned in the

manufacture, sale and purchase of

shoes.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. of Canada, Limited

Toronto -:- Ontario
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How is Your Stock of Rubbers?
Is it getting low in

any styles or sizes? In

the middle of the rub-

ber season when most
of your customers are

thinking of new rub-

bers, it is just as well

to have a full assort-

ment in stock so as not
to miss any sales.

In

INDEPENDENT
You have a wide range of Rubbers for

every purpose and every fit, and there is a

big, constant supply of this excellent line

for

Your Sorting
Orders

DAINTY MODE
DREADNAUGHT
KANT KRACK
ROYAL VERIBEST

Get your order in in

good time, and make it

large enough to take

care of the usual sea-

son's rush for rubbers.

Look over your stock

to-day.

Aay of the following wholesalers can supply you:

Amherst Koot & Shoe Co., Ltd., Amherst, N.S.
Amherst Hoot & Shoe Co., Ltd.. HaHfax. N.S.
E. A. Dagg & Company. Calfary. Alta.

A. \V. Ault & Company, Limited. Ottawa. Ont.
White Shoe Company. Toronto. Ont.
McLaren & Dallas, Toronto, Ont.
The London Shoe Company, Limitec 1, London, Ont.

Kilgour, Rimer Company, Limited. Winnipeg. Man.
The J. Leckie Company, Limited. \'ancouver, B.C.

James Robinson, Montreal, Que.
Brown Rochette, l^imited. Quebec, Que.
T. Long & Brother. Collingwood, Ont.
Dowers. Limited, h'dmonton. Alta.

Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton Ontario
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^ Greeting

To The Trade
from

A I R D
May Christmas, 1919, fill many crowded

hours for you with contentment and

good cheer, and may the New Year

1920 presage a period of prosperity and

health in business and the home,

the sincere wish of

Aird & Son
(Registered)

Montreal

J 9
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TETRAULT
The Tetrault Shoe

Manufacturing Co,
LIMITED

Wishes you a
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.

Christmas

1919

New Year
1920

May this Yuletide bring with
it good cheer, happiness un-

alloyed, and may the New Year
usher in a period of prosperity

and good fortune, success and
good health, which will make
1920 your best year yet.

We thank our patrons for their

past business, and will be
pleased to look after their needs
in Tetrault Welts for future

trade.

Montreal
Also Paris, France and London, England
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Children's Shoes
as Christmas Gifts

Push the sale of Children's Shoes this Christmas.
The idea, once suggested, will appeal to parents and
the kiddies' friends everywhere.

We
Sell

the

Jobbers

We extend our Hearty Wishes for

A Merry Christmas
and

A Happy and Prosperous New Year

to all our friends in the trade.

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited
1 1 Belleau St. - - Quebec City

Modern Equipment

and Store Supplies

for the Shoe Trade

Christmas
Greetings

to the trade

for the New Year's best, and
for a jolly Christmas, we ex-

tend our wishes to you and
to yours.

REPAIRERS—Our line of shoe repairers combine
every modern facility for first class, speedy shoe
repairing.

5A FINISHING MACHINE meets all requirements
of shoe repairing, and is in extensive use through-

out the trade.

FULL LINE OF SHOE FINDINGS and Leather, and all kinds of Shoe Laces, Tools,

etc., ready for prompt deliveries. When you want shoe supplies and equipment, try

us for reliability, service, and prompt attention.

SOLIDITY REPAIRING OUTFITS mean satisfaction and efficient work.

Enquiries Solicited

Beal Bros. Ltd.
52 Wellington St. East

TORONTO, ONT.
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Buckles

Can be

Changed

Instantly

Xo Metal

In Contact

With Foot

THE

Patented Feb. 23, 1013.
Sept. 23, 1919.

Both retailers and manufactur-
ers will find many advantages
in using buckles and bows equip-

ped with the "Dalco" device.

It is easily attached to the
shoe. Buckles held firmly in

place at any desired angle. A
trial will show just why the
"Dalco" is the most popular
buckle support made.

The Dalrymple-Pulsifer Co.
Manufacturers of Shoe Ornaments for 30 Years

HAVERHILL, MASS.

"EUREKA"
To the Jobbing Trade only

Our new 9" Black and Brown
Kid bals. They are well con-

structed and are money mak-
ers.

Write our Sales department

Am-Bri-Can Distributors

64-68 Adelaide St. E., Toronto

for up to the minute prices on

our lines

No. 924 Black Kid
No. 925 Brown Kid

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.
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THE

LANG TANNING
COMPANY, LTD.
KITCHENER, ONTARIO

Wishes you

In 1920 use

LANG'S
ANCHOR
BRAND
For Economy in

Cutting

REGISTERED

BEST BY TEST
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i
Williams' Shoes

1919

r»
A

Merry

Christmas

We cannot let this oppor-

tunity pass without thank-

ing the trade for their

goodwill in the past year,

and wishing all our friends

prosperity in the future.

May the New Year bring

you much happiness.

Good

New Year

1920

Your Needsfor1920

value in serviceable

have been anticipated by us.

Let us prove it to you by showing you
footwear for

the whole
family. The
price is right,

the value
sound and the

shoe is well

made. It has

the appear-
ance too,
which gives
precedence
Our traveller

will show you
something

worth
while .

WILLIAMS SHOE
LIMITED

BRAMPTON, AND REGINA,
ONT. SASK.
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RUBBERS
—for every style and shape

Whatever you lack to complete your stock of Rubbers, write or

wire our nearest service branch. You can get exactly what
your trade requires, to fit perfectly every shoe that enters your
store, in

"Jacques Cartier"
—

''Merchants"
—

''Maple Leaf"—"Dominion"
—"Granby" and "Daisy" are the six brands being advertised

from coast to coast. Feature the brands that suit your trade

best, and thus get the full advantage of all our advertising in

newspapers and magazines and on all the bill boards.

You can get quick and satisfactory service through

Dominion Rubber System Service Branches

Dominion Rubber
System Products

Located at

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Kitchener,

London, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon,

Calgary, Lethbridge, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria.
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A Journal of its Findings, Making and Sale.

Published Monthly for the Good of

the Trade by

HUGH G. MACLEAN. LIMITED
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager.
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Telephone A. 2700
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The Board of

Commerce Order

In this issue we are printing an

exact copy of the order of the

Board of Commerce limiting the

mark-up on footwear. Since the newspaper reports of

this regulation were published, there has been consid-

erable confusion as to just what is meant by the

Board's statement that margins shall not exceed 33 1/3

per cent. The majority of newspapers neglected to

state that the order limits the mark-up to 33 1/3 on the

selling price—not on the cost. It must be borne in

mind by every retailer, therefore, that in order to se-

cure this 33 1/3 on the sale price he must add 50 per

cent, to the cost of the goods.

It is just in this matter of figuring percentages that

many retailers, through lack of appreciation of the dif-

ference between cost price and selling price, make ser-

ious errors. The whole thing- is not difficult if a few

simple rules are firmly fixed in the mind. For instance,

you have a shoe that sells for $9.00. Your margin, at

33 1/3 per cent, is $3.00. Deducting the margin from

your sale price gives you $6.00 as the cost of your

shoes. Now to get back again to your selling price of

$9.00 you must add 50 per cent, to the cost of $6.00.

Fifty per cent, on $6.00 is $3.00. Thirty-three and a

third per cent, on your cost price would give you a

margin of only $2.00 instead of the $3.00 you are en-

titled to.

The Board's order applies to boots, shoes, rubbers,

overshoes, gaiters—in fact every commodity sold in a

shoe store. The effect of the order will, of course, be

largely individual with each retailer but it is a sure

thing that the retailer who knows exactly what it costs

him to do business will be better able to arrive at a

definite conclusion than his neighbor who is given to

more haphazard business methods.

The Christmas
Trade

Christmas 1919 promises the big-

gest holiday season we have had
in years. Progressive retailers

will have had their sales campaign completed long

since but, as large numbers of people invariably leave

their shopping until the last moment, there is still op-

portunity for a corresponding last-minute endeavor by
the tardy merchant.

The slogan recommended by "Footwear," and
adopted by inany retailers this year, is "Christmas
Gifts of Footwear." Given repeated prominence in

newspaper advertisements, on window cards and other

forms of publicity this slogan should carry consider-

able weight with the countless people who are

puzzling over the question "What shall I give?"

The effectiveness of Christmas decorations at this

season cannot be overlooked. There is wonderful op-

portunity for brightness of color in the poinsettias,

holly, Santa Claus figures and other novelties that

give the shoe store and its display windows a lift-up

from the prosaic to the artistic. And reinember that

shoes should not figure alone in the Christmas gift

idea. There should be stockings of silk and wool,

spats, buckles for ornamentation, skates, leather goods
and other articles according to the range carried by
each retailer.

Altogether there is no reason why the coming
holiday seasoli should not be a record-breaker from
the dollars and cents standpoint. So, if you haven't

prepared for this business, get busv—now.

A bank inanager over in Chicago

Your Credit recently gave a rather unique

definition of the Avord "credit"

when he said it meant "To buy and buy and settle

by and by."

When the head of a manufacturing concern loosens

up on the credit question, as they frequently do when
particularly exasperated, one readily sees that there

is a great deal of wisdom in this definition. Retailers,

.

too, who often lack the courage to say "no" to the

credit-seeking customer will agree that this bank man
has "said something." However, merchants, in their

relations to both the manufacturer and wholesaler
from whom they buy, should consider their credit one
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of the greatest assets they possess and should guard

it with the utmost care.

Without going into any lengthy discussion on the

wisdom of granting or not granting credit to custom-

ers, it may be .pointed out that unless the merchant

first protects himself by refusing to pave the way for

bad debts on his books, he finds himself unable to pay

the manufacturer or wholesaler for merchandise

passed on to his non-paying customers. Confidence,

therefore, is undermined and the whole business struc-

ture is placed on a wobbly foundation—all because

both the merchant and his customer have apparently

accepted the "settle by and by" definition of "credit."

* ,* *

The gradual evolution of Can-
Probable Publicity ada's Shoe industry is one of the

Campaign
^^^^ uninteresting stories of the

development of the industrial progress of the country,

though it is possible that not many Canadians are

aware of the strides that have been made in this de-

partment of commerce during the past decade. In

this connection there is some talk of a proposal by

the Shoe Manufacturers' Siection of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association to inaugurate an adver-

tising campaign on behalf of "Made in Canada" shoes.

It would be the purpose of such a campaign not only

to show the growth of the shoe industry in Canada

but also to explain the reasons for the greatly in-

creased cost of footwear at the present time in the

hope that much of the suspicion of profiteering so

evident in some other quarters may be eliminated.

The advertisements would also point out the degree

of perfection in shoe manufacture which has been

achieved by Canadian manufacturers. More definite

details will doubtless be available after the next meet-

ing of the manufacturers in January.

How to Photox
graph that

"Best Window"

* * *

Our readers will have noted

the announcement of the "Best

Window" contest in our Novem-
ber issue. The announcement is repeated in the pres-

ent number. The underlying idea in making this ofifer

is that well-dressed windows are the most effective

means at the disposal of the retailer in attracting the

attention of the buyer and bringing him into the

^core.

We realize, however, that it is not the easiest thing

in the world to get a good photograph even after you
have made up your window and we are printing the

following suggestions in the hope that they may be

found useful. JOf course it is the photo of the exterior

that causes the most trouble.

Take the picture at night. Have all lamps except

those lighting the window put out while taking the

picture.

Have the window well lighted. Replace tempor-
arily all 25-watt and 50-watt lamps used in the top of

the window with 75-watt and 100-watt Mazda C or

Mazda C-2 (Daylight) lamps. IMazda C lamps give

whiter light than Mazda B lamps and therefore have

a stronger effect on the photographic plate. Mazda
Daylight lamps are better than Mazda C lamps for

photographic purposes.

If reflection from street lights or from windows

across the street appear in the window glass, arrange

to have such lights put out or shielded while the pic-

ture is taken.

See that no glare from lamps in the window enters

the lens of the camera. Glaring lights cause large

ring's or "ghosts."

Never use flash-light ; it shows in the picture.

Use portrait film for the picture if possible.

Set the camera solid and level in front of the win-

dow.

If the window is well lighted the average camera

should be stopped down to at least 32 to get a sharj),

clear picture.

The smaller the stop used the longer the exposure

necessary. Usually an exposure of at least 15 minutes

is required.

Make the print on glossy paper.

* * *

In the matter of adjustments and
Adjustments exchanges there is a diversity of

and Exchanges . . ^ i .

'

iopmion from the merchant who
complains of the lack of backbone of his competitors

to the retailer who believes the customer is always

right. The following procedure is followed by one of

the larger stores where it has been found very suc-

cessful in making adjustments and exchanges. The
manager's own statement is as follows:

"We will go the limit and exchange willingly and

courteously if the shoes are in the same condition as

when taken from our store. In case the shoes have

been worn we will assume full responsibility if the

shoes were misfitted by one of our men, either know-
ingly or unknowingly. If the shoes have been in the

customer's possession for a considerable time we are

still willing to exchange them if they have not been

abused. If the shoes have been abused so as to render

them unsalable we would refuse to exchange them
unless for good business reasons. We are always wil-

ling to refund the customer's money if they want it

and the shoes are not damaged or worn.

"In the matter of adjustment where the shoes have
proven defective in material or workmanship, we al-

ways make a charge for the service rendered and this

charge is reckoned on a fair basis to the merchant as

Well as the customer. We find but little objection on
the customer's part to pay for the service rendered
in this respect. In billing the shoes back to the manu-
facturer we always make them an allowance where we
have received a service charge from the customer.

Our whole position is this : We give customers the full

advantage of any doubt—reasonable or otherwise."
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Adopt Modern Methods In Your Business
Success Demands That You Keep Accurate Records—Value of an Inventory in Case

of Fire—Know Each Day What It Costs You to do Business; How Much is

Owing to You and How Much You Owe to Other People
By Mr. G. P. Irwin* —

THE man who is successfully conducting a busi-

ness today is the man who practices modern
methods at present, or else he is the man who
is starting on the road toward successful busi-

ness by reaching out and adopting modern methods
in business.

There are a good many reasons why a man should

practice modern methods in business. Perhaps you
are aware of those reasons, but for fear there may
be one which may have slipped your notice, I am go-

ing to begin by enumerating very shortly why you
should use modern business methods.

Modern business means, first, that you know all

about your business. So the first reason I am going

to give you for knowing all about your business is

your own satisfaction. You would very much like

to satisfy yourself. To render service to the people

of your community cheerfully, faithfully and effici-

ently, is some satisfaction. All the time you are look-

ing at the unselfish view, this thought is still running-

through your mind, "I wonder whether or not I am
making money ; I wonder if I am getting anything

for it; I wonder if, at the end of the year, when the

inventory is taken, I am going to find out that I am
no better of¥ than I was last year? I wonder what, at

the end of twenty years of hard work, I am going to

have enough to take care of myself and family, as a re-

sult of this effort I am now putting forth?" So, for

your own satisfaction, you are compelled to adopt

modern business.

There is another fellow who is decidedly interested

in what you know about your business, and that fel-

low is the wholesaler, or the jobber, as we may call

him. I had the extreme pleasure of sitting here to-

day and hearing the representative of the manufac-

turers talk to you. He talked to you as a brother of

mine might have talked to me if I had one. He didn't

say, "You fellows have to do this and that," but he

said, "Fellows, we are interested in you. We think it

is a pretty fair proposition for you fellows to 'tote

fair.' We would like to give you certain things : ac-

commodation, credit, and assistance, and we think that

it is only a proposition of 'toting fair' for you to give

us a reliable statement of what you have, how much
you owe, and how you are progressing in business.

We would like to know whether you are going for-

ward or whether you are going backward. We are

with you all the time, but we have some creditors and

some obligations. We have to protect ourselves." So

I say to you that your jobber or your manufacturer

who is selling you is decidedly interested in what you
know of your business, and he is always ready to

help you, provided he knows.

Your Friend the Banker

Then there is another who ought to be a very good
friend of yours in your town. 1 say to you, if this

•Address to merchants at Business Congress of the University of

Manitoba.

man is not the friend, he is either not the right kind
of man or you are overlooking an opportunity your-
self. That man is the man we call our banker. A
bank is put in a community for the purpose of serv-
ing the interests of that community. They have a cer-

tain definite commodity which they have to offer to

you. Generally speaking, that commodity is the use
of their money, for which they receive remuneration.
They can loan you that money and let you use that
facility provided for you, because of one definite rea-
son. That definite reason is that you can show them
you are entitled to consideration, that you are not
honest alone—most people are honest. There are a
lot of people in the world who are willing to pay who
have not the ability to pay. So your banker is decid-
edly interested in what you know about your busi-
ness. He has a right to be, for he is going to let you
have money. It is a legitimate proposition. I may
add just here that the retailer who is not using his

local banker is losing an opportunity.

As a general statement, particularly with us, the
fellow who uses the bank for legitimate purposes,
who can show to their satisfaction that he is entitled

to credit, who then calls upon that bank for certain

sums at specified times, and who takes his discount,

paying the usual rate for his money and then dis-

counting his bills, is usually a good merchant. Any
way you look at it, discounts are well worth while in

business, and the modern business men will not over-

look them.

The next man who is interested in having you
know all about your business is the fellow who is car-

rying your insurance policy—the Insurance Company.
I wonder how many of you realize as fully as you
should what an insurance policy means? It is a defi-

nite contract between two parties, or two organiza-

tions as the case may be, to do a definite thing. In

most of these contracts one agrees to present at 9. cer-

tain time an intelligible inventory of what he pos-

sesses. In my State (I have travelled for the last

four years, visiting my friends, the retail merchants)

I have walked into many stores and asked the mer-
chant where he kept his inventory. The following

conversation would take place

:

"It is in the drawer over there."

"What if your store had burnt up last night?"

"Oh, the inventory would have burnt up too."

"What would you tell the Insurance Company
when you went to collect your money?"

"I do not know."
"Neither do I, because you have 'fallen down' with

your side of the contract."

A friend came along and said to me, "If you ever

have a fire, you are going to lose all you have. You
had better get busy. How would you like to wake up

in the morning and not find any store?"

"I would not like that, because I still owe some
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money on what I have, and I would be in debt besides

having nothing."

"Have you prepared your books so that if you
died tomorrow they wovtld show your position?"

Deposited the Inventory at the Bank

So, at a little expense, I secured an inventory. He
went through that stock with me until I had a state-

ment which was absolutely "fool proof." I placed

that statement in a vault in the bank, a fireproof

vault. I gave particulars in that statement of the

business, how much had come in and how much had
gone out, what the purchases were, the time they

were purchased, and everything else necessary. About
twelve days after that, I closed up that store with

my partner, one night at eleven o'clock (he lived in

an adjoining town, about ten miles away). This was
in a country where it was easy to travel, and the roads

were delightful. He said, "Come on down home with

me."

I might mention that I am one of those poor un-

fortunates who has no home, so I never lose oppor-

tunities, you know—some of you fellows who have

invited me to dinner since I have been here have found

that out. So I went down on Sunday morning—we
business men don't get up very early, you know.

About ten o'clock I started across to the little church

in the town where my partner lived with his wife.

We met a young fellow on the street, who said

:

"That was a bad fire they had at your town last

night, wasn't it?"

"What?"
"That was a bad fire they had up at your town."

"Did they have a fire up there?"

"Lord," he said, "didn't you know about it?" Your
store was one that was burned."

My partner and I stood and looked at each other,

l^oth of us kind of stunned, and then giving my hand
t ) my friend, I said

:

"Bad, bad, Harry, but if this fellow hadn't told us

about that thing, we would be out digging ditches

tomorrow to pay what we owe. That fellow told us

to put it in the bank where it could not be burnt. We
will drive up to the bank to see."

We went up in my friend's vehicle. The whole

town was burned, rather the whole business district.

The fire started at twelve o'clock at night, with a

fierce wind blowing. Our store went with it.

To make a long story short, the insurance adjust-

ers came down. The last I heard, some fellows were

till trying to settle through their solicitors. We
showed' our records, told the adjusters to take them
anywhere they wanted.

Five days later we received this wire : "Come down
to St. Louis. Like to see you at the Planters' Hotel."

The adjusters said^ "Here, fellows, here is your

money. I like the way you keep your books, not for

the Company's sake, but for your own. I wish all the

others would do the same."

I call that satisfaction. Then there is the man
who does not carry insurance on his stock. I am go-

ing to ask this question

:

"If you stock is worth only, $200, can you afford

to lose that $200 tomorrow?" If you cannot, insure

your stock and do it quickly. Make an accurate state-

ment of what yovt have, include what you have. Put

it where it won't burn up (don't put it in the store),

and let the store burn up, because you see what would

happen to your record. It is a rather inexpensive pre-

vention, if that is what it amounts to, and I hope it

will be.

Know What You Owe

Then you would like to know some other things in

addition to satisfying your Insurance Company. You
yourself would like to know what you owe. I talked

to a business friend of mine just a few weeks ago. He
was talking about the present conditions being hard,

such and such a condition, only made so much money
last year. We discussed it at some length, talking

about the profit he made, and a number of other things,

and finally he was telling me what he would like to

do. So I said :

"How much do you owe, just what is your condi-
tion, and maybe I can suggest something?"

"W^ell, I have a note over here at the bank for

$300, but that is not due for some time yet."

"All right," I said. "How much are your accounts
that you owe to jobbers or manufacturers or whole-
salers, as the case may be, for merchandise?"

"Well, I do not know."
"You do not know ! Don't you keep a record of

them?"
"Oh, yes," he said. "But it will take three or four

hours, I guess, to run through the books and figure
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A new long vamp oxford shown to the trade
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it up, and probably I could tell you then how much
I owe."

"Three or four hours to give an estimate of how
much you owe on your books? What would you
say?"

"I would say maybe $900."

Say, my time is not very valuable ; I am paid by
you and other taxpayers to put in my time and find

out about such things as that. Would you mind let-

ting me take a pencil and a piece of paper and run
through your accounts? I won't even look at the

name if you don't want me to know."
"Go to it," he said, and I went to it.

Soon I had $900, and then I worked an hour or
two, and I had $1,663, I said:

"You are a peach of a guesser. I would like to

have you guess for me."
He said he owed $900 and he owed $1,663. What

is the answer? That man did not know what he owed.
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How could he act intelli{?ently in business? He mio^ht

buy a lot more tomorrow than he could pay for, be-

cause he thought he owed $900, and he owed $1,663.

Is that good business?

I am going to tell you how a lot of people are

keeping track of it. It is not something you cannot
do. Any one can do it who can write down figures,

and anybody who can give fifteen minutes a day to it

can do it. You would like to know how much custo-

mers owe you, wouldn't you? I wonder how many
of you who are running a business could tell me, if

I asked you, how much people owed you when you
left home? Do you know? You ought to know. It

is your business. It is just the same as money to you.
I hope it is ; if it is not, tomorrow I am going- to

preach on credits. I am going to assume now, though,
it is. I like to know how much people owe me, and
so would you. If you are practicing modern methods,
you know at the close of your business, or the next
morning, just how much people owe you, and how
much you owe people, and then you are going to

know the expense of doing your business, and the

cost of transacting that business. One man told me
he was transacting business for 14 per cent., and I

found out approximately it was 21 per cent. There
are many instances of that kind.

Now I am wondering how many men in this audi-

ence know how much it is costing them to do busi-

ness? The reason I ask that is I have a friend in

this audience who is what I call a real man, one of

the men who is climbing up the ladder to larger suc-

cess. He came down here ready to find out anything
that anybody knew. He didn't say, "I am going to

agree with everything these fellows say," or "I don't

like that doctrine," but he did say, "1 am going to

ask any question that pertains to my business." So
he said, "What is the approximate cost of doing busi-

ness in my line?"

I mentioned a certain sum as an average. Of
course, Winnipeg and a small town of 500 people have
diflferent costs—a large store and a small store have
diiTerent costs—but I am speaking of averages only.

I mentioned approximately 7 per cent, more than the

amount for which the gentleman told me he was run-

ning his business.

I asked him just how he arrived at that cost, and
we discussed that problem. Before we had gone two
blocks, he decided there was cjuite a large number of

probably the most expensive parts of his business

that were not included in that expense. Therefore

his business was surely at the very minimum five or

six per cent, more than he told me it was, and he

wrote it down in his book. He said he was going

to investigate.

I call that man a merchandiser. He is going some-

where. He is sure of what he is doing. He is not

guessing at his business, but he is a modern mer-

chandiser, because he is beginning to find out, and he

is going to know.
How do you men know how to buy unless you

keep a record? Supposing I come down to your store

* and say, "I want to sell you some monkev wrenches."

"All right."

"How many will you buy?"
"I do not know."
"How many did you sell last season?

'

"I do not know. I hung the invoice on a wire

over there, and the wind has torn it, so I do not know."

So I ask, "How many have you in the store now?"
"I do not know. There are a few over under the

counter there, and I saw a couple out in the store-

room."
"How many did you buy, five dozen?"
"I am not sure of that, wasn't it six? No, I think

I bought three."

Now how are you going to buy with that state of

affairs? If you do not keep a record of what you
handle and what you buy, what are you going to do?
How are you going to keep a record of it?

I vised to go to school—you would never know
it by hearing me talk, but I did—and the teacher used
to call the roll— (I sometimes went fishing)—to see

whether or not I was there. I wonder how many of

you people have a roll in connection with you place

of business? How many of you know how many
people you have there, how many articles, and what
kind? If you do not know, you are not practicing

modern merchandising methods as you should.

Find Out Your Leaks and Losses

I once saw a cartoon which showed a fellow stand-

ing with a big bucket. He was pouring water into

a barrel at the top, and down at the bottom the bung-
hole was open, and the water was running out. The
fellow was saying, "It looks as if I will never get the

darned thing full." That is the kind of proposition a

man is up against if he does not keep track of his

leaks and losses. He does not know, and he has no-

thing to tell him, where the losses occur. That man
is trying hard all day. He may be a crackerjack of

a salesman and a good buyer, but in this day of short

profits, if he does not know what becomes of the

small profits that get away, then he is not a modern
merchant

He finds out that he needs some money. "This
is the eighth day of the month, and on the twelfth

this is due. Now I have to get some money together

by the twelfth. I wonder who owes me some money,
or where there is some money I can get my hands
on ?"

So he begins with his record. He puts down the

total accounts now due on his books from other

people. He says, "Well, here is so much due me;
here is $400 on my books tonight." And then he looks

over the sales for today, and he says, "I sold $100
more today." And now he has $500 that was on his

books. Of that $500 he finds John Smith paid $50 to-

day, and it is only a question of very simple arith-

metic to know how much was on his books, and so he

feels that night, "Well, I know how much is due
there, and I can figure a certain part of that, at least

I am safe that I am not owing a great deal more than

people owe me. I am acting with some discretion."

So the total now on the books becomes a daily

programme with that man. At the beginning of this

system, a merchant has the trouble of doing what that

man did. He goes through his books and finds out

how much is due him. Then he takes a simple little

book of some kind ; he keeps it in his safe, or puts it

some place where it will not be destroyed. Every day
he runs his figures on this. He knows what he has to

start with, adds that day and subtracts what has

been paid that day, and he sees every morning how
much money there is on his books. That is not a

hard proposition ; it is not a difficult proposition ; it

is not as technical perhaps as it might be.

(To be concluded in January issue)
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BUY TWO PAIRS AT A TIME

Viomen't RiBck 8attn

Vtrnlnfl .ttlpptri.

Pfrtpctly rialn.

L«uU Heel, \eiy Smnrt

Putting Two and
Two Together

(•for J low
lEAde over Bloixtcr bA> a JnDnito

pnnwio of iU own. Onp hu Ihn

mniBB^ of chooiinfi hMdBomo bucklM
•d •mftfl ffrnta to w<i*r with tb«>o BhoM
appTT>prl2tt) for thx ocuuIod &o<1 tb»

Irock villi tihlcb tber ue nora.

REDDEN 4
SUf-ERlOR

PUBLICOVER
FOOTWEAR

OUR SHOES ARE A
PICTURE

ot smannes^ and style. Thoy

slioys with any matle They aiy ^

J. 'DIMITROFF
I

UMEIt ST., SEAR NICKEL PLANT
y

BABY
SHOES

For the brlghient. besl and

(^qiarlcxl baby to the aorld—wo

Iiavf ilio Choifo Creaiifm* in

Uaby Foolwfor'

The prnltle:'' 1lne> of lafants'

Shf^eK we huvc «%'er ehowa.

Theie arc lliilc Mrtceaslos, SUp-

i<r)v San'Inlx and everythlns

tliui baby wantH (n footwear

MQtheiB never tirt of hnking

ni our lin«s of flab."- S' wc<.

39e. 50= If .1.25 of $Z.50.

H. Grey Hodges

"8*l(«r 5Ao«* 4 B*(f" .barvica"

WHY GO ABOUT
WITH WET FEET?
wtkot we can offer roo u) Idea^

Wet Weather
Shoe at

TlfiOOLJZED SOLES,

A^aln saj, n'hy go about

GOODWIN
SHOE CO.
119 HASITNGS ST. EAST

GOODWIN'S GOOD BHOES

The
Fairmont

Going out for the
evening
To IHi- theatre with "her," perhaps,

an informal little Jance—you know

shoe appearance count.-; there

What is required is %mart dressiness,

is portrayed in Jhe Hon?, swingiii):

and point.;d toe of our "Fairmont," F

the smartest tan of the season.

The "Fairmont" should sell for $14 or

but we uere fortun:ite in bu>inc. so an

lo let you have a pair for Sl2 50

such

sally

€)tJc{^ ^^^^

Two-Ninely Yonge

RANNARD'S FINE FOOTWEAR
LJERE'S a slipper whose quality, leadership

* * and style superiority cannot be ques-

tioned.

'J^HOSE who wear Rannard footwear tor

^ dress or comfort can always have a pride

and satisfaction in the knowledge that

they are correct.

N«. 42SS, Black Satin Colnnl, Imaf
cavefcd heel tnrant aale, bniti
buekle tritl) bLtek iaiin wt'tt.

Main Store, 330 Porfage Avenue

SI IQ A'ALL

Bow much better than colds, fiu or any o( Winter's many iJU due directly to carelesinesi it would

nBvr a cair ot our splendid "Weather-proof" Shoes

Though specially deiigned to afford prelection from slush and cold to keep the feet dry and w&rm

rt Btlraetive m dtsign ond far from clumsy Fine "health insurance" for you.

" THE HOME OF RELIABLE FOOTWEAR."

WATERBURY & RISING, LIMITED
Three Stores.

"Bbooa Tluu Flu"

A Good Investment

Our Hustltt'
I

'or outlltjor mer

English
Brogue

'i?iny Calf Ltltlitr

MORE MILES

PER DOLLAR

This isn't a "tire" ad

—

jiist footl news ft>r vou men
who walk a lot and \t'2nt

shoes that wilt not "tire"

your feet, ajid will stand up
under many a mile on leath-

er-banging

F. Sutherland
&Co.

The Fashionable Shoe Shoo

Quality

Footwear

INGLEDEW
SHOE CO.

666 GRANVILLE STREET
"Vancnnrcr-s Snuirtcst

Shot- Store."

206 Sparks Street Ne&r Bank Street

Smart Waferproof

Shoes for Women

$4 a Pair]

Geo G Gales & Co
481 St Cathei'ine St. West

Not to realize the value of advertising is to drop your bread—butter side down. The merchant who conducts a year 'round campaign is

making for himself a solid foundation in the community and also getting all the business there is to get. at the lowest possible cost-
Commencing with the New Year put a little "pep" into your advertisements; throw out the old cuts and the old ideas—study your
merchandise, your customer and the advertising medium if you would secure the best results. Here are a few sample advertisements,
taken from newspapers all over the Dominion. In them perhaps you will find a new idea, or suggestion, that will help you in your own
advertising.
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Board of Commerce of Canada, Ottawa
The 26th Day of November, 1919

Commodity—Boots and Shoes

Present:—The Chief Commissioner, W. F.

O'Connor, K. C, James Murdock (Commission-
ers).

Upon hearing Mr. Whitla, K.C., Mr. Price,

K.C., and Mr. Morison of Counsel with this

Board respectively at Winnipeg, Toronto and
Hamilton, in these proceedings relating to the

commodity above mentioned, and Mr. Frame,
K.C. of Counsel with thai Governments of Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan.

And it appearing desirable that a maximum
profit should be set for retailers of boots, shoes,

rubbers, overshoes, gaiters, and other articles

usually sold within i^etail shoe establishments in

Canada, all of which specially and generally
mentioned articles' are hereinafter referred to as

the "said commodities."
It is orderted that, until the further order of

this Board, the margin or gross profit to the re-
tailers of the said commodities and each of them
within Canada shall not exceed thirty-three and
one-third per centum (33 1/3) of the sale price
thereof and that sales thereof in contravention of
this order shall be deemed to bear an unfair
profit.

It is further ordered that up to and including
the 24th day of December 1919, any person con-
cerned, whether vendor or consumer, may apply
in writing to the Board for any amendment or
variation of this order to have effect territorially

or otherwise, but that, notwithstanding the terms
of this order, the same shall have effect from
and after the date hereof.

H. A. Robson, Chief Commissioner.
W. F. O'Connor, Commissioner.
James Murdock, Commissioner.

Montreal Merchants Discuss Government Order
Joint Committee May be Appointed lo Take the Matter up at Ottawa—Most Retailers

and Manufacturers Believe the Board of Commerce has Acted on Inadequate
Knowledge of Real Conditions—Certain Confusion Inevitable

From Our Montreal Office —
THE Montreal boot and shoe section of the Re-

tail Merchants' Association have had under
consideration, in an informal way, the order

limiting shoe retailers' profits to 33 1/3 per

cent. Although at the time of writing no definite ac-

tion has been taken, the probability is that the differ-

ent retail associations will be asked to collect data as

to the cost of doing' business, and that a joint com-
mittee will then be appointed to take up the matter
with Ottawa.

Those retailers and manufacturers consulted are of

opinion that the order is inopportune, based on inade-

quate knowledge of retail conditions, and open to very
serious objection. To begin with, the cost of doing
business may be estimated at from 25 to 31 per cent,

on the selling price ; in some cases, it is even higher.

On the basis of 33 1/3 per cent, allowed by the order,

the mark-up will not average more than 28 to 29 per
cent, on sales, making allowances for the end of the

season sales, depreciation, losses, etc., and as, there-

fore, the cost of doing business is from 25 to 31 per
cent, and the margins secured only 28 to 29 per cent.,

it follows that many retailers will be trading at a loss

or merely breaking even.

The rising and variable market presents another
difficulty. For instance, a retailer may have purchased
within a year a staple line at three different prices,

due to the rising market. If this line were bought at

say $5, $6, and $7 respectively at different periods of

the year, how is he to" base his prices on a 33 1/3
margin? It is manifest that 50% on $5, $6, and $7
(the cost price of the same line bought at different

periods), will represent different selling prices for

identically the same articles. As an illustration, sup-
pose a customer bought a child's shoe for say $2. The

size was found too small, and the following day the

customer wanted it changed for a size larger. Owing
to the fact that the latter size was bought by the re-

tailer at a later period, and at a larger price, he would
have to charge the customer say $3 for practically

the same shoe. In other words, the retailer, in order
to secure the margin of 33 1/3 per cent, on the two
sizes of shoes, would have to charge $1 more for the
larger size due to the circumstances that the shoes
were bought at different periods on a rising market.
The lot of a retailer, in explaining the reason for the
difference in charges, would not be an enviable one.

Hits the Small Merchant

Again, the order nullifies any advantage a retailer

could secure in buying extensively and closely. Should
he obtain better terms by paying cash, that advan
tage would automatically accrue to the public, as the

margin of 33 1/3 would have to be based upon the
cost of the goods. A retailer therefore who obtains
a discount for cash will, under the order, have to pass
that on to his customers.

The smaller retailers are in the majority, and the
order will in a measure press more hardly on them
than on the larger merchants. A man who buys from
hand to mouth necessarily has to pay the prices rul-

ing
; whereas a man who has ample financial resources

has been in the position of buying ahead on a large
scale at prices lower than those of to-day, and is in

possession of ample stocks. This is due to the rising

market. It follows that the extensive retailer with
large stocks bought at comparatively low prices can
sell, on the basis of the 33 1/3 margin, much cheaper
than his competitor, who has had to purchase in

smaller quantities at present-day prices. In fact, the
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large retailer may be able to sell merchandise, with a
profit, at a price which his smaller competitor has to

pay to the manufacturer or jobber. Both will put on
the 33 1/3 per cent, margin, but whereas one has
bought at old rates, the other has purchased at pres-

ent high prices—with the inevitable result that one
can considerably undersell the other and yet obtain
the 33 1/3 margin.

The Whole Thing a Mistake

"From the public point of view," stated Mr. Joseph
Daoust, of Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Ltd., Montreal,
"the order limiting retailers' mark-jip to 33 1/3 per
cent, is a mistake. I question whether retailers make
an all-round margin of 33 1/3 per cent. I know that

on lines of workmen's boots the margin is as low as

10 per cent. On novelties no doubt the mark-up runs
fairly high, but you must take into consideration the

fact that there is a big risk attaching to these lines.

The public taste is fickle, and a retailer may find him-
self left with goods of the very fashionable type which
are difficult to dispose of. He is therefore justified in

placing a higher value on these goods than on staple

lines, in order to cover risks. I know of no retailers

who have secured wealth through retailing shoes.

The fact that some men have obtained what looks like

large gross profits on some lines is no evidence that

retailers generally are making abnormal profits. My
experience is that they are making an ordinary living

profit. The order limiting profits will probably result

in some retailers advancing their profits on certain

lines in order to bring them up to the limit allowed,
and then the public will be worse ofT."

Another shoeman expressed the view that the re-

tailer will be bound, in self defence, to advance the
price of goods on which he is making less than 33 1/3
per cent, to ofifset the reduction on lines on which he
is making say 50 per cent. In other words, the ad-
vance will have to be on goods which are bought by
the working people and the reduction on goods pur-
chased by people who can afiford high prices. Thus
the people who possess means are benefited at the ex-

pense of those who have limited incomes.

Much of the Present Day Shopping is

Done Because Passersby See the

Goods Temptingly Displayed
— By Mr. Oscar Onken

FROM the small cabin window of a country store,

way back in the days of early history making
of America, to the modern architectural struc-

ture of to-day, is a long leap ; the trimming
of a show window has undergone an evolution even
greater than the window itself, and the merchant of

to-day knows very well that he must look to his win-
dow as the probable source of his best advertising.

The merchant of the trading vessel day often

heaped his wares on the tops of boxes, on the banks
of the stream he traveled, and old Si Hawkins hiuig

in his window the red and blue "Caliker" he had to

sell, and probably a coal bucket or a mop hung all too

near the coveted dress goods, but merchandise must
be shown, and th.e art of displaying was primitive in

those early days, and still is, in remote spots all over
the world.

It is the merchant who is cutting with the keen
edge of friction in the thick of competition, who has

to look to his own wits or to some artist's skill for

the best results in window trimming, for the window
indicates the spirit of the shop. Is it classy and wide-

awake, are the articles selected by one who knows
what's what? Look to the window for the answer
to these questions. It tells the tale.

It is not just having goods for sale; every pur-

chaser knows a shop carries merchandise and the mer-
chant's business now is to force upon the attention of

the passers-by, the things he has for sale, and he must
do this in some distinctive manner.

What has brought about this need for classy win-
dow trimming? Simply this, people do not make a

memorandum of their needs and then take a day or

two out of each year to buy supplies. They buy every
day, the beautiful things they see and cannot resist,

and the smart merchant knows his window has sold

the goods very often before the customer has entered
the shop. Tempting the customer by the classy dis-

play of beautiful goods is probably the main reason
for the wonderful volume of business now done all

over the world.

Time was when grandmother had only one 'silk

dress, which was taken out on state occasions, and
more often than not, handed down through several

generations, as were most of wearing apparel. How
is it to-day? The silk dress that mother wore last

season is not even suitable for making over the next,

too many pretty things tempt her from the shop win-
dows, and the longing is created then and there, and
so it must be a new dress, and here is the secret of

selling goods. Tempt the passers-by, force upon
their notice by your window trims the things they
cannot help liking, and you are increasing your vol-

ume of business daily.

Those old days of stringing a line across the win-
dow, on which was hung the merchandise, or setting

up a rack or box on which to display, have gone and
with them the slow merchant the fly-specked goods
(which hung for months at a time in the window and
were not even put on the bargain counter when they
were taken out) and the creeping method of doing
business. You must have new displays, change your
windows weekly, or semi-weekly, for remember the

customer does not buy because he needs that tie,

those shoes, etc., he likes and wants, and if he did not
see them temptingly displayed, he would go on wear-
ing his articles of apparel until they were worn out.

The merchant who has found out for himself this'

telling argument of display, is the man who is doing
the business.

What is to be Expected in a Child's $4 Shoe?

THE following is a letter written to one of the

Toronto daily newspapers by a man who com-
plains that he cannot purchase a child's all-

leather shoe at $4 and that merchants are mis-
representing when they do not make it known to their

customers that a shoe is not built of solid leather,

—

"Is it reasonable to expect an all-leather shoe for a child

of 65^ years at $4?
"According to one of the prominent shoe merchants on

Yonge street it is not possible to obtain such a shoe at this

price.

"This merchant states that 'he does not believe it is good
business to instruct his sales people to advise his customers
than any of their shoes have not solid leather soles, as he
believes that the customers would feel that he is trying to

force them to buy higher-grade goods.'
"In the first place, customers do not expect to get paper-

soled or filled-soled shoes from a prominent merchant at
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any price. Furthermore, this merchant fails to realize that

he is misrepresenting- his goods by failing to advise his

customers that they are not getting for their money what
they think they are.

"Such was my experience with this merchant, and the
shoes for my little girl had worn through to the very inside

in thirty days' time.

It seems to me lliat it would be well for the' general
l)ublic in these days of high prices to put the question first

of all as to whether they are securing what they are more
than paying for."

Ninth Annual Convention
of National Shoe Retailers' Association Promises

To Be The Best Ever Held

SPECIAL invitation has been extended to the

members of the Canadian National Association

of Shoe Retailers to attend the ninth annual

convention of the National Shoe Retailers As-
sociation of the United States, to be held in Mechanics
Building, Boston, January 12, 13, 14 and 15. The con-

vention publicity committee state that this coming
meeting is assuming tremendous proportions and bids

fair to be the most largely attended, most constructive

yNeJlonal ShoeMevilers

'

Associ^tioiv

CONVtNTION COMMITTEE 24 MI6H STREET. BOSTON, MASS

and instructive convention yet held by the National

Association.

The exhibition of shoes and accessories heretofore

amounting practically to an incident in connection

with former conventions becomes a feature in 1920.

This is due primarily to the fact that the convention
and exhibits are to be held in Mechanics' Building—

a

structure admirably planned for just such affairs.

Nearly 150 shoe exhibit spaces have already been con-

tracted for, besides which is the most comprehensive
showing of findings and accessories. It is expected

also that there will be several working exhibits of un-
usual interest and a model store with every up-to-the-

minute accessory. This model shoe store is purely
for educational purposes.

The indications of attendance so far received make
it certain that the number of shoe retailers to be taken
care of in Boston next January will far exceed the

number attending any previous convention. One of

the facts in connection with the attendance that is

most pleasing to the Committee is the assurance al-

received of a large representation from Canadian re-

tailers. Invitations have been extended to the trade
in Mexico and South America and it is hoped that

many merchants representing the Latin-American
coimtries will be in attendance.

The interest felt by retailers everywhere is shown
In' the number of responses received from one ques-
tion. Hundreds of answers are on file in the office of

the committees, suggesting topics for discussion at the
sessions. The Committee on programs is thus able

to arrange the subjects and speakers making the

strongest appeal to the most retailers.

The Convention will open Monday morning when
the retailers will have one half day to examine mer-
chandise. Opening sessions of the Convention will be
2.00 p.m. and in the evening there will be a "get-to-

gether" for the retailers. Association business will

occupy all day Tuesday and the style show will be
staged that evening. Discussions from the floor of

problems vexatious to the shoe retailer occur on Wed-
nesday. There will be approximately fifteen subjects,

each one of which will be handled by a retailer compe-
tent to set subjects before the delegates to the best

advantage. After he has given his talk, delegates may
ask questions and have them answered. Wednesday
evening there is a deep-dyed mystery awaiting the

retailers. The closing sessions will be held on Thurs-
day morning and the retailers will have another half

day in the afternoon to examine merchandise in addi-

tion to the above hours between Convention sessions.

The Convention closes with a banquet and grand ball

Thursday evening. The ladies will, of course, be well

looked after and a program of entertainment has been
arranged.

Turning a Threatened Loss Into ProfitA TORONTO retailer purchased for the past
season's selling a line of attractive pumns in

equal quantities of brown and blajrk. When
he started to sell them he foyjj^'^hat, while

his customers purchased the black pumps readily,

there was practically no demand for the browns. The
reason for this, he said, was because the majority of

women had been wearing black boots, and if they
changed over to brown they would have to i)urcliase

Drown st.:)ckings to match.

When it began to look as though these brown
pumps were fated to become shelf-warmers the retail-

er decided he would dye them black. This, he said,

was accomplished quite easily, the method followed
being to only dye one or two pairs at a time as they
were needed to size up the original black line. For in-

stance, when a black 4-C was sold he would simply
take a brown 4-C, dye it black and fill in his stock.

In this way he was able to get out of a hole that

threatened to engulf all of the profits on the original

black stock.



Manufacture of Women's McKay's in Modern Factory
A Journey to the Up-to-date Plant of the Lady Belle Shoe Company at Kitchener,

Ont., Reveals Some of the Details that Enter into the Making of Women's
High Grade Footwear—Quality of Material an Fssential Factor

IN
the fall of the year 1914 there was formed in

the city of Kitchener. Ontario, another link in the

great chain of shoe industries that play such an

important part in the industrial life of the Do-
minion. This link was given the name of "The Lady
Belle Shoe Company, Limited," and, although start-

ing in a small way, as most successful industries have
done; it had behind it men of wide experience in the

shoe business—Mr. A. A. Armbrust and Mr. Alex. In-

rig. These men started out in business building shoes

to an ideal—that ideal was to produce the finest

possible McKay shoes for women. The business has

naturally grown and Lady Belle shoes are known and
sold to-day in shoe stores throughout the entire Do-
minion.

The name "Armbrust" has been connected with

the shoe industry for the past twenty-five years, Mr.
Armbrust's father at that time being in the staple

business known as the Armbrust, Oberholtzer Com-
pany. In that business the present secretary-treasurer

and general manager of the Lady Belle Shoe Company
spent fifteen years, working through all departments
from bottom to top, eight years being- put in "on the

road." In 1912 Mr. Armbrust became interested with
Mr. W. E. Woelfle in the organization of the Woelfle

Shoe Company, in which company he occupied the

position of secretary-treasurer until the year 1914.

Mr. Alex. Inrig is a Toronto man who has been in

the shoe business ever since he was knee-high to a

*The fouit'i of a series of articles describing prominent Canadian
shoe factories and tanneries.

grasshopper. He started with the firm of Cooper and
Smith, of Toronto, his father at that time being super-
intendent. Shortly before his father left the Cooper
& Smith firm to go into business for himself, Mr.
Inrig went down to Montreal and took a position in

the factory of the company then known as Ames-
Holden. Always with an eye to bigger and better

things, Mr. Inrig made several changes during the

following- years, and after a varied experience in exe-

cutive capacities he became associated with the \\^est-

ern Shoe Company, Kitchener, being created foreman
of the making room at the time of their organization,

some thirteen years ago. At the time Messrs. Arm-
brust and Woelfle organized the Woelfle Shoe Com-
pany he went with them as plant superintendent un-
til the year 1914, when he became vice-president and
plant superintendent of the Lady Belle Shoe Com-
pany, Limited^

The Factory

It is characteristic of the energy and determination
of Armbrust and Inrig that their plant was "erected

and the cutting room in operation by February 15,

1915. The building- is of mill construction, red press-

ed brick, and is equipped with every modern conveni-
ence, including an electrically operated elevator. The
entire factory is protected with an automatic water
sprinkling system and the lighting arrangements are

thoroughly modern. Few shoe factories can boast
such a plentiful supply of daylight on all four sides

of the building. When it is necessary to use artificial
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Cutting room in the Lady Belle

Factory. Here the men are all

paid a straight salary instead

of on the piece-work system

—

the principal idea being that

economy and care in leather

cutting is of more importance

than quantity of output.

light, this is provided very efficiently by means of

high-power nitrogen lights in suitable reflectors. Spe-
cial attention has been given to the proper shading of

drop lights and in the upper stitching room it is notice-

able that each operator has been provided with an in-

dividual light in a goose-neck fixture.

The executive offices are on the second floor and
are equipped with modern labor-saving devices. The
capacity of the factory is about six hundred pairs a

day and the company's employees number about
seventy-five. At the present time there are orders on
the books sufficient ta keep the plant working at full

capacity for the next five months, and the men who
have been somewhat instrumental in creating this

condition -will be recognized as follows: Mr. D. J.

Hardie, who covers the city of Toronto; Mr. Geo. H.
McCrady, west of Toronto ; Mr. Fred E. Jenner, city

of Montreal and Ottawa ; Mr. A. Foster, Eastern On-
tario ; Mr. J. Lauffer, Northern Ontario ; Mr. J. Trick,

British Columbia ; Mr. C. Himburg, Alberta and Sas-
kachewan ; Mr. W. J. Hurst, Maritime Provinces, and
Mr. W. J. Taaf¥e, province of Manitoba.

Specialize in One Line

The Lady Belle Shoe Company make high-class

McKay footwear for women exclusively. They do not
make men's or children's shoes, nor have they any
wish to. They have placed their eggs in one basket
and that one basket receives their undivided atten-

tion. They use nothing but solid leather insoles. No.
1 oak outsoles and first quality materials throughout.
The Lady Belle lines are produced in kid, patent
leather and calf in blacks and colors; high shoes, ox-
fords and pumps. There is also constructed a finely

modelled McKay, which is called an "imitation turn."

So closely does this resemble a turn shoe that the

casual observer fails to detect the difTerence. Mach-
inery has also been installed for the purpose of turn-
ing oiit McKay Goodyears. This, as will be gathered
from the name, is a shoe manufactured by a combma-
tion of both processes, the outsole being stitched on
a Goodyear stitcher.

Use Canadian Made Materials

Wherever it is possible the firm purchase nothing
but Canadian manufactured materials. Calf leather is

made by Davis, of Newmarket; sole leather is pur-

chased in Kitchener, and the patent leather comes
from A. R. Clarke & Co., Toronto. The United States
is the source of supply for fine kidskins, but it is, of

course, a universally known fact that these are not
produced to any great extent in Canada.

A Frictionless Factory

In the Lady Belle plant there is no friction or

lost motion—every job travels in a continuous line

from one operation to another. Every employee per-

forms a certain task and by doing it continually they
do it superbly well. A person trained to one operation
cannot readily turn his hand to a distinctly different

operation and make a success of it.

The policy of the company is to maintain nothing
but the newest and most satisfactory machines. When
a machine becomes out of date it is replaced with one
that will give more efficient and satisfactory service.

The entire power transmission equipment runs on
Chapman ball bearings. The shaft that drives a bat-

tery of the heaviest machines in the plant is so nicely

balanced that it can be turned over with two fingers.

In fact the whole plant gives one the impression of a
large and orderly, well-oiled machine, securing a max-

The upper stitching room in the Lady Belle plant is well equipped with
daylight and, when artificial light is necessary each operator has an

individual gooseneck electric fixture
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imum production with the least physical effort and,
consequently, the lowest possible overhead cost.

How the Name Originated

When the company was formed, in 1914, not the
least of the problems confronting the owners was the
selection of a name for the new organization. Some-
thing was wanted that would combine the quality and
type of shoe to be made and so with the French word
"Belle," which means fine, beautiful, lovely or hand-
some, they combined the word "Lady," and we see

that it stands for "ladies' fine shoes." The Lady Belle

brand is stamped on the lining and sole of every shoe,

unless otherwise specified by the retailer, and is the

only brand now used.

The McKay Process

Briefly, the McKay is a method of shoemaking
named after the inventor. The upper is lasted over an
insole ; the last then removed and the outsole sewed
on by a thread which goes straight through from the

would be possible to produce Goodyears at a price

that would compare favorably with first-class McKays.
The outstanding fact is, however, that a good McKay
costs considerably less than a first-class Goodyear.

The Making Process

In the plant of the Lady. Belle Shoe Company all

leather stock when received, is put in the cutting room
warehouse, where it is sorted by the department head
according to the type of shoe for which it is best fit-

ted. When orders are received a job card is made out

in the office. This card is in three sections—one sec-

tion being sent to the sole room ; the second accom-
panies the linings and the third goes to the cutting

room and stays with the order right through the fac-

tory.

The cutting room foreman, on receipt of his sec-

tion of the order, selects the proper quantity and qual-

ity of stock and turns it over to his cutters, together

with the proper patterns. These patterns are made of

flat metal and the parts are all cut individually, the

A portion of the lasting and
heeling department in the Lady
Belle factory. The machine in

the immediate foreground is

the heeling machine which

builds up the top deck, base

and top piece and attaches

them to the shoe under great

pressure.

outside, catching the upper and insole with the seam
showing on the inside. The outsole, having first been
channelled, is pasted back over the outside seam after

sewing and a sock lining covers the. inside seam.
A well-constructed McKay is, in the matter of

good appearance, a close rival to the turn, and is fre-

quently considered superior to the Goodyear. In the

McKay process it is possible to make a lighter and
more flexible shoe than the Goodyear, and, at the

same time, with more durability than the turn. Much
of the success in McKay construction depends upon
the type of insole used. Complaints are often voiced
that the McKay is an unsatisfactory shoe from a re-

pairing standpoint and also from the point of wear.
It is claimed by manufacturers of McKay shoes, how-
ever, that if properly constructed, with solid leather

insoles, the best box toes and counters and first grade
materials throughout, they are just ts satisfactory in

wearing qualities and ease of repair as a Goodyear,
providing the proper repair machinery is used.

The cost to the retailer is, of course, considerably
lower. With less regard for the quality of materials

used it would be possible to produce McKays at an
even greater saving over the cost of Goodyear welts
than is shown in the Lady Belle factory. Similarly it

cutter laying the pattern on the leather and cutting
around it with a sharp knife. It is usual to cut fine

leather in single thickneses because it ensures the best
possible cutting surface and selection out of each skin.

Linings are, of course, cut in several thicknesses at

once.

Colors are Matched
It frequently happens that there are variations in

color in a single shipment of leather—or even in a
single skin. Part of the skin may have been of closer

texture and so did not absorb the dye to the same
extent as another softer section. Many retailers have
had the experience of finding single pairs of shoes a
different shade. To avoid this, the Ladv Belle neonle
match and number every piece intended for a certain
pair of shoes and these pieces are brought together
according to their number in the stitching room. In
the cutting room the men are all paid a straioht salary
for the reason that speed is of less importance than
accuracy and economy in cutting.

The cut patterns are then gone over by the qual-
ity man, who checks up the vamps, quarters, lininiis

and trimmings, and they are then assembled according
to the order number and sent on to the «titching room

In this department one of the first operation^ i-
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to skive, cement and fold the edges of the different

parts that go to make the upper. This is all done on
machines for that puri)ose. The edge folder is an ef-

ficient little machine that automatically cuts the
rounded corners so that they lay down smoothly with-
out bulging.

If the order calls for perforations the pattern is

marked on the leather and turned over to an operator
working on a special U. S. M. perforating machine.
This machine, in principle, is something like an ordin-
ary sewing- machine, each hole being made separately.

Now, in order that these perforations may be made
absolutely watertight—in a rainstorm, for instance

—

it is necessary that they be waterproofed on the in-

side. To do this a narrow strip of waterproof tape is

pasted under the perforations and afterwards stitched
.vith a double row of thread. This serves the double
purpose of adding ornamentation to the exterior, and
also of holding the waterproof tape in place.

The parts that are assembled and put together in

the stitching- room are the vamps, quarters, back
straps, linings, facings, top bands, eyelet stays and so
on. In the linings, at the backseam, a reinforcing tape
is inserted to add strength. This is stitched on a

special machine which automatically feeds the tape
and inserts three rows of stitching in one operation.

Assembling

The U])pers and linings are assembled and stitched—fhis ])rocess being called "top stitching"—and the
work travels over to the eyeletting machine. This
machine is a U. S. M. Duplex eyeletter, and an in-

tere>tir!g- feature is that both rows of eyelets are in-

serted in the one operation. This avoids any possibil-

ity of having more eyelets on one side than on the
other— ? mysterious annoyance that frequently occur-
red under some of the older systems of eyeletting.

The uppers and vamps are then turned over to

the vampers to be stitched together. This is one of

the most important operations in a shoe factory and
requires very skilled oj^erators. The vamp lining is

stitched in at the same time the \'amp is stitched to

the quarters and a vamp stay is inserted to hold the
lining more securely and keep it from spreading and
tearing. Singer machines are used throughout this

department.

The uppers now go to a machine that automatical-

ly laces and ties them, preparatory to the lasting oper-

ation. At this time they are again gone over by the

quality man to see that they are in perfect shape. In

the case of colored upers, protectors are placed on
them and are not removed until they come to the tree-

ing department.

Lasting Department

The oi:)erator who first receives the uppers from
the stitching dejiartment places them over the proper
lasts, inserts the counter and tacks on the insole. The
bottoms of the lasts are of metal

,

and contain two
small holes through to the wood for attaching the

insole. The Lady Belle company use Spaulding's fibre

counters exclusively. These are guaranteed by the

makers.
The shoes are now ready for the pulling-over mach-

ine, at which operation the box toe is also inserted.

Beckwith box toes are used entirely and in order that

these may be properly molded they are first heated
at 210 degrees. A small heater for this operation is

beside the laster. After the box toe is placed, the

toe of the upper is pulled over the last on a Rex pulling

over machine and automatically tacked. From here
the work travels to what is called the hand-method
lasting machine which lasts the sides only. The toe

is then pulled over again on a flat bed lasting machine.
This process is similar to that used in making welt
shoes and is not generally used by McKay shoe manu-
facturers as it is more expensive. The laster on the

flat bed machine tacks the upper to the insole all the

way around, using a tacking machine that automati-
cally feeds the tacks as fast as they can be driven.

The shoe then goes to the crowner who irons out
any wrinkles that may have developed and also sees

that the shoe is perfectly lasted before the outsole is

attached. At this point the insole is coated with a

special anti-squeak paint, which eliminates any danger
of the shoe squeaking after it is made. Then the shank
and filler are ]^ut in ])lace and the outsoles tacked on.

Sole Leather

During all this work of cutting, fitting, stitching

and lasting the uppers the sole leather department
have also been working on their portion of the order
ticket, and by the time the uppers are ready the out-
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soles have been prepared and tempered and are on
hand in the making- room.

All sole leather used in the Lady Belle factory is

No. 1 oak. The sizes are cut with steel dies, on a

U. S. M. cutting machine and then sorted. When a

job order is received the outsoles are cut and rounded
by the use of special wooden patterns to the exact

shape required. It is essential in the making of Mc-

Mr. A. Armbrust, secretary-treasurer and
general manager of the Lady Belle

Shoe Company, Ltd.

Kay shoes that the outsole be exactly the right size

before it is stitched.

The soles are then sweated to the proper temper,

in which condition they will remain for twenty-four

hours or so—long enough to be sent on to meet the

uppers and be stitched in place.

After the soles are rounded they are put through

a channeling machine which cuts and lays back a

thin layer of leather, at the same time grooving the

channel.

After the outsoles have been tacked on the lasts

are pulled and the soles stitched on McKay stitching

machines. As outlined previously, the McKay stitcher

works from the outside and sews through the outsole,

catching the upper and insole with the seam showing
on the inside of the shoe. Now the lip of leather that

has been laid back for the channel is cemented and
firmly pressed back into place on a little machine con-

sisting of a rotating grooved wheel which rubs down
the entire channel quickly and thoroughly. The .sole

is then levelled on a U. S. M. Atlas levelling machine.
After the sock lining has been pasted in and the

heel seat nailed down, the shoe goes to the heeling
machine. High leather heels are built in three sec-

tions—the top deck, base and top piece. Before the
sections are attached they are passed through a prick-

ing machine which punches the nail holes. This pro-
vides that when the neels are being attached the nails

will travel in the proper direction. All three sections

are thoroughly cemented and attached under great
pressure, the machine driving all nails in each section

in one operation. The heel at this stage is in the

rough, untrimmed state and possesses little of the

beauty it afterwards develops in the finishing room.

Attaching Wood Heels

In attaching wood heels the process is somewhat
different. The Lady Belle Company have installed a

special wood heel attaching machine so that this may
be done in the most up-to-date manner. Instead of

being attached from the outside they are ])ut on from
the inside and in order that they may be securely fast-

ened and less liable to come ofi accidentally the com-
pany use the Staytite heel reinforcer and counter
strengthener. This is a fibre plate cut to the shape
of the heel and which provides a solid foundation for

the heel fastenings. Before wood heels are attached
their position is marked on the sole leather which must
be convexed to fit the depression in the wood heel.

These heels are also glued before being fastened.

The Finishing Room

Lasts are again inserted; the shoes laced a second
time by hand and passed on to the finishing depart-

ment. Those with leather heels go first to the heel

and breast trimmers. After the heels have been trim-

Finishing Department in the

Lady Belle factory where the

heels are trimmed, colored and

burnished, sole edges set and

ironed, bottoms sanded on

Naumkeg machines and bleach-

ed. White and colored heels

are enamelled with an air

brush.
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med to the proper shape on machines which are set

to turn out the proper shape, something after the

manner of a wood-turning lathe, they are sanded and
dyed and filled.

For white and colored heels the company have a

spraying outfit which sprays on the enamel much more
evenly and thoroughly than could be done by hand.

The soles are now edge trimmed and the heels

sanded a second time, edges colored and set up on
the latest model U. S. M. heel and edge setting mach-
ine. In finishing the heels a special machine feeds

hot wax to the heel surface which serves the purpose

Mr. Alex. Inrig, vice-president and plant
superintendent of the Lady Belle

Shoe Co., Ltd.

of filling any cracks and also of giving the heel a fine,

enamel-like appearance. The heels are then brushed
and wheeled next to the uppers.

Sanding the Soles

The next operation is sanding the sole and this is

done on what is known as Naumkeg machines. The
sanding surface consists of a rubber pad, covered with

emery and kept inflated with constantly circulating

air. This air circulation not only keeps the sanding

surface cool, thus preventing any danger of burning

the sole, but also provides a yielding surface which is

necessary in sanding the shank.

After sanding, the soles are bleached, stained and
brushed. As the appearance of a shoe is often marred
by a stained bottom, nothing but the best materials

and thoroughly clean equi])ment is used in this de-

partment. After these different operations the heel

nails are scraped, the aluminum heel plate being scrap-

ed at the time the heel is burnished.

The lasts are then pulled and the shoes sent on to

the treeing department where they are ironed, treed

and cleaned on Miller treeing machines. These mach-
ines have an expansion leg which fits all sizes of shoes

but a separate foot is required for each size and last.

The operators in this department iron out all wrinkles,

clean oflf any spots that may have developed and re-

move the protective coverings on colored shoes. In

ironing patent leather shoes it is necessary to first

coat the leather with vaseline to avoid marring the

finish of the enamel.

In the treeing department is also located an elec-

trically heated embossing machine for attaching the
Lady Belle brand.

All patent leather shoes pass through the hands
of a skilled patent leather repairer who examines
every shoe for marks unavoidably caused in the mak-
ing and repairs them with special materials in a man-
ner that is permanent and impossible of detection.

The shoes are now ready for the shipping room,
where they are packed in cartons, stamped and made
ready for shipment.

Difference Between Gross and Net Pro-

fits Not Realized by Public

MR. F. W. Stewart, Managing Director of

Cluett, Peabody & Co., at a meeting of the

Montreal Publicity Club, made some very
pertinent remarks upon so-called retail pro-

fiteering. He emphasized the point made in our edi-

torial columns last month as to the confusion between
gross and net profits. Mr. Stewart pointed out that

there have been frequent cases before the Board of

Commerce where wrong impressions of the profit be-

ing made have gone broadcast throughout the coun-
try, because those responsible failed to make it clear

that a mark up of 60 cents on a dollar article is not
a 60 per cent, profit, and that something must be al-

lowed for overhead and other expenses. This mis-

conception not only caused unrest, but it branded, un-
iu^tly. m'^rchant? as profiteers, when not one of them
in n thou ard are making much more than three per

c nt net profit.

Mr H. K. Kenyon, who was the chief speaker, de-

c'-M- d 'hat twenty per cent, of the failures of retail

m rchant= are due to their inability to properly cal-

cu'a''" the cost of overhead exnen"^ in conn^c^-inn

with their sales when marking u]) the price of th ir

goods, and the lack of a proper realization of what
proportion of their receipts is net profit has resulted

in a wrong impression spreading broadcast regarding
their operations.

Tillsonburg Shoe Company Reward Employees

for Faithful Service

THE Tillsonburg Shoe Company, Tillsonburg,

Ont., to show their appreciation of employees'

co-operation, has decided to present to every

employee a life insurance policy to the amount
of $500, which increases at the rate of $100 a year so

long as the employee remains with the company. If

the employee finds it advisable at any time to leave

the company's service he will be at liberty to take up
the policy and assume personal payment of the prem-
iums—otherwise they will continue to be paid by the

company.
So far as we know the Tillsonburg Shoe Company

are the first people in Canada to adopt this system
and among the first on the whole continent. They
have realized that much of their success is due to the

faithful service of their employees and consequently

that the employees are entitled to substantial appre-

ciation. Progressive policies of this kind tend to stim-

ulate production—the one thing that is needed in Can-
ada at the present time.
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Window cards increasa the selling va'.ue of your merchandise.

Value of Practical Knowledge of Card Writing
A Window Without a Show-card is Like a Catalog Without Descriptive Matter or a

Book Without a Title—Practical Advice for the Man in the Shoe Store

Who Aspires to be a Card Writer

By F. T. Baxter*

THERE is no surer indication of a lack of pro-

gressiveness in a retail store today than the

absence of show cards and price tickets, in

connection with window and interior displays.

Outside of a comparatively few very exclusive stores

in the largest metropolitan centres, there is no store

that can afford to ignore this direct method of selling

goods.

No advertisement can be more effective than a

well executed show card, placed as the centre of a

window display, for, while bill posting, painted bul-

letins, street car and newspaper advertising are all

effective, the merchants' shop window forms the final

link in a chain between the indecision and decision of

the prospective purchaser who is on the sidewalk, right

at the merchant's door, and they are influenced most
strongly by what they see and read in the window.

Properly Worded Show Cards Create Desire for

Goods

In some instances the show card, if properly word-
ed, creates a desire for goods they have never had
before, and in others it reminds them of an actual

need, which otherwise might have escaped their mem-
ory.

The individual who originated the somewhat vul-

gar, though expressive phrase, "Show me," touched
upon a trait in human nature that is universal. Hence
the "Show Card," that's its mission, to show me, by
a few well-chosen words (which embrace one or more
of the chief selling points of the merchandise), why
I should buy.

Today the show card is recognized as one of the

most powerful agents for the production of business,

*The Baxter Sign Company, Winnipeg.

and the great national advertisers are clamoring for

space in store windows in which to display their

branded products, in connection with beautiful hand-
lettered show cards, which speak to the consumer
right on the threshold of the source of supply, and
suggest to the man or woman on the sidewalk, "Here
are the goods which you have read about a thousand
times." "Here is the price." "Buy now." These
princes of advertising are great students of human
nature

;
they know the value of window cards in con-

nection with display.

A show window without a show card is like an
illustrated catalogue without any descriptive matter
or price, or like a book without a title.

To the writer there is something pathetic about a
display that has nowhere in evidence the all-import-

ant show card. I have personally known supposedly
clever window trimmers who consider that a show
card actually spoiled their displays, that in a really

high class window trim it was out of harmony. These
fellows are not really "on to their jobs." They are
not students of psychology, which every good trim-
mer should be

;
they run too strongly to "art stuff."

The card with them is an afterthought, not a care-
fully pre-arranged centrepiece for a setting scheme.
A show card should form part of, not be an addition
to, a display-. The men who trim these "too-exclusive-
for-a-show-card" displays have forgotten their mis-
sion in life, which is to sell goods for their employers,
through the medium of the show window. They
create pretty pictures, which, to a greater or less ex-
tent, are devoid of selling appeal to the buying public.

"Art for art's sake" doesn't help a merchant with
huge fronts of plate glass, for the cost of which every
month he can charge up half his rent or more. "Art
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for business" is the axiom of window display, and
knowledge of this is imperative on the part of the

window trimmer.

Increase Selling Value of Merchandise

It is the writer's opinion that there is no merch-
andise display it is possible to conceive the selling

value of which would not be improved 25 per cent,

to 75 per cent, by a properly worded, harmoniously
colored show card.

The display itself offers a general appeal. The
show card is more direct, for it points out the sell-

ing features of the merchandise, just like a good
salesman, and creates the desire; the price ticket is

the last argument between the merchant and the man
on the sidewalk.

One thing that the traveller has discovered is that

all the world over the human being is, in the main
essentials, pretty much the same. They are all sus-

ceptible to the same desires and the same appeals,

etc., to a greater or lesser extent. The shopper in

Paris is little different from the shopper in New
York, London. Petrograd. or Goldenville, Sask. This
being so, the person who enters or passes a general

store in a small town is, in no great particular, any
different from an individual who enters or passes one
of the great departmental stores of a large city such

as Winnipeg. All the factors which enter into the

task of inducing the individual man or woman to

buy are just as much present in the one case as the

other.

Much has been said and written about the proven
results of silent salesmanship in the shape of display

as practised by the modern merchant, both in the

windows and in the store—most country merchants
have visited large cities on buying trips and must
have noticed the extensive use of price tickets and
descriptive cards attached to goods on display

throughout the stores.

Some of the larger stores keep a regular staff of

artists who do nothing else but produce these display

cards, which are changed regularly every day and
in some cases twice a day.

In this respect the average country merchant lags

behind his city brother merchant. It does not seem
to occur to him that if he were to use the same meth-

ods in a modest way that he, too, would attract atten-

tion and sell goods in the same way.
Present merchandising methods demand that the

selling price should be plainly marked on every article

and that the price be adhered to unless, for reasons

best known to the merchant himself, he decides to cut

the price. It is then advisable that the saving to the

customed be shown by leaving the original mark on

the goods beside the cut price. This being so, the

humble showcard and price ticket is given a place in

the mercantile world second to none as a direct sales

medium. .The selling price and regular price on the

article offered for sale is brought directly before the

individual. How much further could any medium go?

A verbal demonstration does not go. It has been

abundantly proven in all the great retail merchandis-

ing centres that the average customer will not ask

the price. There is a doubt and they pass on to where
the price is plainly in evidence and the matter beyond
dispute; and Mrs. Brown of the city is essentially

the same as Mrs. Brown of the small town, and Mrs
Green of Goldenville, Sask., is .pretty much the same
human equation as Mrs. Green of Winnipeg.

So why the different treatment, Mr. Country Mer-
chant? You are where the money is. Why are your
front windows and your walls fly-specked and smear-
ed and your goods carelessly arranged? Why is the

same merchandise left in your display windows for

weeks on end, and not a price ticket in sight; your
store utterly devoid of a single display table to attract

the eye and not a price ticket or a showcard in evi-

dence ?

Keep Your Money at Home
Now, why not do business in metropolitan way?

Keep your money in your home town? Make up your
mind that every time you receive a shipment of new
goods you will take one of your windows, show cases

or tables and make a neat display of these goods,
on which you will place a show card which shows that

the goods are "just received and that they are the

newest and latest and the price is right," and then
plainly ticket the price on every article and adhere to

that price.

Another suggestion is that you should change the

tables around every day or so,, showing something
different taken from your stock, so that your custo-

mers will never enter your store without seeing some-
thing on these tables that is seasonable, together with
a descriptive showcard or priced ticket plainly in evi-

dence to attract the eye and silently appeal for im-
mediate purchase. Your stock will thus pass in con-

stant review before your customers and stimulate

more business.

Another thing—see that you give the store a bright

and business-like appearance by the use of catchy
showcards, on which should be printed plainly mot-
tos relating to your business methods, with silent

selling talks, bringing into prominence goods which
are hard to display ; and if you have a second floor

on which to do business, this would be advertised by
means of these handing motto cards, and customers
induced to climb the stairs. It is hard for a customer
to go through a store filled with these bright mottos
and come away without the impression that the store

is run by an up-to-date merchant, who is prepared

to give modern store service.

Make sure that any price tickets or showcards

4.„_„—._„_„_.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._„_.. ^

1 The Final Appeal
s Do your Christmas shopping early, do it

! early, mother dear, buy those gift cigars for

I

father ere the cabbage leaves are sere; get the
f fancy ties for brother, all hand painted, nice and
1 sweet, while the holly's in the window and the

I
Jimcracks fill the street. Buy the cook an inlaid

i
poker, lift the milkman from the dumps, get him,

i mother dear, some ribbons—pale pink ribbons
I for his pumps. Let us then be up and doing,
f bright and early, mother dear; we must buy cut
' glass and china for our brothers' Christmas
I cheer; we must do our shopping early, buy the

toys with pizened paint, so that dearest little

Willie may curl up and be a saint. Hook me
up, my dearest mother; put my state wide hat

j

on straight; we must hasten, we must hurry, or :

I
we'll be—alas—too late; ere the celluloid cuff I

1 boxes and the plush-bound tomes of lore, and
j

j the four-cent Christmas greetings all are gone for s

; evermore. So let's hustle, dearest mother, let us I

1 swiftly hit the pike; to our Christmas shopping
j

I
early let us make a gentle hike.

I
WALT MASON. f

1 i

4„._.._.._„_.._.._.._.«_.„_.._.._..—..—.«—.«_.._.»_.._.._.._.+
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you use are properly executed—cheap looking cards
give a poor impression. One would hardly credit

the veracity of any concern that would label a $20.00
suit with the top of a shoe box lettered with a blue
pencil or marking brush, or use any other equally
unbusiness-like salesmanship. Cheap-looking, poorly-
executed cards convey just the idea they represent

—

they make a fifty-dollar article look like four-ninety-
eight.

There is an opportunity in every purchase, in every
advertisement, in every sale—an opportunity to in-

crease your business by showing goods that people
want at prices that are right. Every customer is an
opportunity for you to be polite, to be honest, to make
a friend for your store.

Every Merchant Should Have a Show Card Service

The plea of the merchant in the smaller cities and
towns (when he is criticized for not using show cards
and price tickets) that he cannot obtain them, is no
longer in order. Today a show card service is avail-

able to every merchant in the whole country ; the

advantages of the large stores that keep show card
writers constantly employed are at the call of every
live retailer in the land.

Some store are fortunate enough to have a com-
bination display man and show card writer, who is

trying to make himself proficient with the brush and
pen, as well as in the art of merchandise display.

I say to this young man, stick to it and succeed,

and you'll never need to look for a job.

To those combination men I would, if I may, give

a few rules by which they will be wise to be guided,

especially those in the smaller towns and cities.

Secure by all means a roomy place to work in, not

cubby hole in the basement.

Get a good, strong, firm, well-built desk to work
on ; a man can't do good work on the top of a pack-
ing case.

Then surround yourself with a lot of good show
cards by Al professional men, "top notchers," that you
know are at the head of their profession, and copy
these cards again and again. Then get a few more
and do the same thing. Keep yourself surrounded
with the best work in your chosen line, and you will

develop good style, and not a sloppy way of letter-

ing, which would be inevitable if you were not sur-

rounded with examples of perfect show card work.
You will also develop the faculty of layout, which

is quite as important, if not more so, than lettering'.

As an employer of show card writers I would far

sooner hire the man who could make a perfect layout,

but was deficient in lettering ability, than the man
who was a good letterer, but could not layout a good
show card, because the most perfect lettering could

never redeem a poorly laid-out show card.

I am not a great believer in steadily practicing al-

phabets. As a teacher I prefer to teach the beginner

to write a show card complete, right from the start.

I do this for the same reason that in public schools

they teach my children in the first grade to spell whole
words at once by sound.

When I went to school they taught the alphabet

A. B, C, D, E, F, and so on, until I learned to reel it

off forward and backward, and then they proceeded
to go back all over it again and explain why this let-

ter had a different sound in one word than it did in

another, which resulted in much confusion and loss

of progress. Today, under the new method, my boy
at ten can years old can outspell me.

And so, I say to young fellows trying to train

themselves to write show cards, that although "prac-
tice still makes perfect," be sure that you are prac-
ticing the right style, and that your efforts are lead-

ing you towards prefection, and that you are not de-
veloping a freak style of your own, through lack of

comparison with really first class finished work. See
that you get those samples to guide you. It is cheap
education, whatever they may cost you.

To develop as a show card writer you must get in

the atmosphere of good work. "Hitch your wagon
to a star." I do not mean that you should try and
do the very ornate and pretty things before you have
learned to do the more simple ones. As a judge of

good show cards I do not always place the ones with
the most decoration on them in the' first prize list;

often the plainest is the prize winner.

The Test of a Good Show Card

The test of a show card lies in many things, such as
massing and grouping the various elements of the in-

scription in the right order, so that they please the
eye, and will convey their message in the most sug-
gestive way; the suitability of the size, color and de-

coration, if any, in relation to the merchandise that
the show card is to be displayed with. Summed up, it

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

An attractive oxford for spring
and summer, 1920, offered by E.
T. Wright & Company, St. Thom-
as, Ont.
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means that whether a show card is pretty or not, it

is judged on its selling or advertising value in rela-

tion to the goods on display.

In laying out a show card, symmetry is an abso-

lute requisite ; it must "balance."

An effective show card will not be overcrowded.
It is better if a man on the sidewalk can read it as

he moves along.

When in doubt about the color, use black on white.

It pays better to tell people on a show card what
they want to know, not what you think is "clever,"

and has no relation to any selling feature in the goods.
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Two low-cuts for Spring, by

Dunn & McCarthy, Auburn,

N.Y. Both these styles are

selling well in patent lea-

ther, brown kid, dongola

and white canvas.

What is the Money Value of Your Window ?

"^ir 7 HETHER or not you have figured it out in

dollars and cents, your store windows have

T T a definite money value. Too often, says

the Inland Storekeeper, a merchant in a

medium sized town will admit that his windows are

a big help to his business, but in the same breath will

tell you he doesn't have the time to devote to them
that he should. He will say that he changes his dis-

plays at every opportunity he gets, but these only

come at odd times, and in consequence a display will

remain in the window anywhere from one to three

weeks and sometimes longer. This is bad business,

but it can usually be accounted for by the fact that

any merchant who might so disregard his show win-

dows has not put down in black and white a definite

money value for this store asset.

Let us step into the cities throughout the country

and see to what a fine point the department stores

have gone in developing and determining the com-
mercial value of their windows. C. J. Potter writing

in "Advertising and Selling" (N.Y.), has compiled

some interesting figures to show the value some
merchants place upon their windows. Here they are

:

Chas. Stevens & Co., of Chicago, $150,000 a year; R.

H. Macey & Co., of New York, $150,000 a year; Lord
& Taylor, $100,000 a year; Filenes, Boston, $506 a

day ; Saks & Co., New York, $50,000 a year ; Famous
& Barr, $10 to $25 per day per window ; B. Nugent &
Bros , St. Louis, $4 to $15 per day each according to

size and location. When windows are properly trim-

med it is estimated that from thirty to fifty per cent,

of the store's sales can be made directly from the win-
dows.

But to put aside the mercenary aspect of the ques-
tion, any merchant who by his window display in-

duces people to eat better food, wear better clothing,

have better furniture in their homes, is vmconsciously
raising the standard of living and is working with
the school, the church, the library for a better com-
munity. The store window, today, has become a veri-

table museum of useful crafts and a never ending
source of interest to all people.

The great principle upon which a store window
works and sells, is that of creating dissatisfaction.

Many of us go past these attractively trimmed win-
dows ; we become dissatisfied with our clothing, the
furniture we have at home, or the little luxuries that

we do not have but see on display. In this dissatis-

faction there is often the first elements of possession.

We put forth more efifort, it brings out the latent

powers within us, our ambition is fired to do more,
earn more, and be more, in order to have more of the

good things in life which we find displayed in the shop
windows.

So hereafter, let us consider our windows from the
two vital angles—first, from a financial business-
building standpoint and second, as a means of raising

the standard of living and of bettering the community.
Too much effort cannot be put upon the store window
display.

Chronic Faults of the Average Business

—...|.

AN EFFICIENCY expert who has investigated

hundreds of retail stores beheves that the

merchant who is able to answer the following
queries satisfactorily is well on the road to

success.
Have you a complete knowledge of the merchan-

dise you sell ?

Do you know how to bring forth the strongest sell-

ing points in a sales argument ? Do you know the

weak ones ?

Do you operate a complete want system—how do
you know when you are out of goods required ?

Do you inventory once, twice or more frequently

each year ?

Have you built up a following and do your cus-

tomers "repeat?"

Do you keep careful record of your failures and
do you analyze your successes ?

Have you solved the problem of the Golden Rule
in Business ?

Do your employees work for you or with you ?

Do you get sufficient sleep, exercise and recrea-
tion ? Are you honest with yourself, as well as your
customers ?

Have you an accounting system that shows you,
every day in the year, just what your business is

doing ?

Many other questions might be added, of course,

but these, it is declared, uncover the chronic faults of

the average business.

•r
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Your Window is the
Magnet of Your Store

The Christmas season is the one time of the year when every
retailer rises to an appreciation of the value of a well-dressed
window. Even Tony, the retailer of shoe-shines, puts a bit of

decoration in his window and wishes the world happiness.

Apart from the Christmas spirit, however, the retailer is

concerned with the value of his window display as a business-

getter. A well-dressed window is a magnet which holds old

customers and draws new ones. The question before every shoe-
man should be : ''Can I make my magnet stronger than my com-
petitor's?"

Everybody will give presents this year, as usual. Why not
buy them at a footwear store ? Where is there a greater variety

of articles and styles to choose from? Where can presents be
bought that will be more acceptable or half so useful ? Get your
magnet working. Make it strong. Make your window so at-

tractive that it is irresistible.

With a view to encouraging the art of window dressing
among shoe retailers, and also having in mind the value of the
interchange of good merchandising ideas, Footwear offers four
prizes for best dressed windows under the following conditions:

(1) First prize $35.00

Second Prize 20.00

Third Prize 10.00

Fourth Prize 5.00

(2) The contest is open to any shoe retailer or shoe
salesman in Canada.

(3) Photographs of window displays must be in our
hands by January 2, 1920.

(4) Explanatory notes up to 100 words may be sub-

mitted with each photograph.

(5) The merits of the photographs will be judged by
an impartial committee of three—one manufac-
turer, one jobber and one retailer.

Plan now to enter the competition. You have an even chance
to win a prize. In addition to that, however, it is a dead certainty

that your effort to produce a better window display will be re-

flected in your more abundant Christmas trade.

Address photographs and all communications:

"Best Window" Contest,

Footwear in Canada,

347 Adelaide St. West, Toronto.
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Manufacturers and Retailers Must Analyze the

Footwear Situation with a View to Checking

Further Advances in Price

By Mr. W. G. Steward

IT
would do all of us good to become more familiar

with the bigger and broader phases of the shoe

industry at large, and the Canadian shoe in-

dustry in particular. We are all too prone to

live too close to our own little business and its petty

details, overlooking almost entirely the shoe industry

in its larger sense. Is it not possible that we are

failing to realize the tremendous changes taking place

in the industry; changes which may afifect each one

of us and each individual business vitally?

Right now the Canadian shoe industry is faced

with wonderful opportunities for expansion and it

should be a matter of pride with everyone connected

with the industry, whether a manufacturer, jobber or

retailer, to study the situation thoroughly and do his

part to place Canada in a leading position in this field.

At present, only about one half the people of the

world wear flexible shoes. It is true that the majority

of those who are not wearing flexible shoes are poor

people, and those who live in climates where flexible

shoes are not so important for foot protection. How-
ever, the element of pride here exerts a big influence.

Observation shows that as people reach a little higher

stage of civilization, one of the first things they do

is to wear a covering for the feet. Consequently the

rapid advance in civilization which is being made in

such countries as India, China, Japan and Africa, and

in fact all the great east, is bound to result in a won-

derfully increased market for flexible shoes.

The term "flexible shoes" is used to dif¥erentiate

between the wooden shoes and various devices which

orientals are now wearing on their feet, and the type

of shoe worn by Europeans and Americans. The ra-

pidity with which the people in the Orient take up the

use of flexible shoes will largely depend upon the

price at which it will be possible for them to get a

flexible shoe. If the production of flexible shoes is

to be wholly dependent upon the supply of leather,

the prospect of low-priced shoes is not very promis-

ing.

That is why the Canadian shoe manufacturer, and

yes, the retailer too, must analyse very carefully the

situation and find means of combating the rapidly

increasing price of shoe materials, because Canada
must not lag in this race for world markets. It means
too much for the prosperity of Canadians.

Hides are a By-product

The world's consumption of animal flesh and ani-

mal hides does not work out a balance that is con-

ducive to low price leather shoes. Aside from extra

fine quality shoes, or extremely cheap shoes, it is the

hides of cattle, calves and goats that must provide

the leather which we use for footwear. As it would
not be possible to make it pay to raise and feed these

animals for their hides alone, the leather is forthcom-
ing only after the carcass has been used to satisfy

the demands for meat.

A further fact is that as the population increases

the number of leather producing animals falls per

capita. Fourteen years ago there were 442 head of

cattle for every 1000 inhabitants in thirty-three im-

portant countries. In 1914 this had declined to 420
head per 1000 inhabitants. Doubtless during the war
years the proportion of cattle to population declined

still further. This makes it clear that at some time

the demand for leather is bound to exceed the supply.

The high death rate of horses in the war zone over
five years has resulted in a rapidly diminishing sup-

ply of horse hides also, a serious condition af¥ecting

the leather market.

It is plain that if the price of shoes is not to reach

an impossibly high figure and if the Canadian shoe

industry is to take full advantage of the opportuni-

ties for bigger business, that other sources of ma-
terial supply, other than leather, must be developed.

It is plain, too, that the quality must not be sacrificed

one iota if the reputation of Canadian footwear is to

be protected.

The shoe trade has recognized for some time that

a grade of leather most difficult to obtain is that used
for the soles of shoes. In view of this it is logical

that the composition sole has found such favor among
the shoe manufacturers of Canada, because a satis-

factory sole material other than leather is perhaps the

greatest need of the trade to-day. It wovild seem that

the wealth of composition soles manufactured in Can-

A dodger distributed by the McCall Shoe Company, Toronto, to the
householders in the vicinity of each of their stores gives valuable infor-

mation regarding the fitting of rubbitrs and also leaves a thought in the

mind of the reader that McCall's wouid be a good place to satisfy their

requirements.

Rubber Footwear
No oilier one {hing contributes 8o mucK to flie

satisfactory wear of good Rubbers as

PROPER FITTING!

1 .—If the sole of the boot projects over the sole of the

Rubber, it cuts the Rubber.

2.—If the heel of the boot is too wide for the heel of the

Rubber, it breaks through.

3.— If the Rubber is fitted short, it cuts at toe or heel.

4.— if the heel of the shoe is worn down on one side so

that the Rubber will crease at the worn point, it will

break by the constant creasing caused by walking

Our Salespeople have been given Special

Instruction regarding {be care required in {be

Fitting of Rubbers, and you can safely buy your

Rubber Footwear at our Store.

WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

STORE IN THIS LOCALITY AT

1250 BLOOR ST. West
Next to Picture Show, cor. St. Clarens Ave.

THE McGALL SHOE CO. LIMITED
THREE STORES!

1250 Bloor St. W. 190 Qneen St. W.
666 Qneen Street West
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Herewith we reproduce the window of Geo.
G. Gales & Co., shos retailers, 481 St. Cath-
erine St. West, Montreal, which secured the
first prize in the window dressing competi-
tion instituted by the Victory Loan Com-
mittee. Gales & Co. also secured the first

prize for exterior display.

The main f ature ot the window was a large
golden "Horn of Plenty" pouring forth gold-
en coins, typical of Canada's immense wealth
and resources; two Indian "Peace Pipes"
were also displayed, suggesting that the "Pipe
of Peace" would have an added flavor if

charged with Victory bonds. Specimen Vic-
tory bonds and posters were tastefully dis-

played, the window being backed up and bed-
ded in with red, white and blue bunting, with
a large vase of tri-colored flowers in the back-
ground. Men's shoes also formed part of the
trim, and in a sub-window beneath a large
number of slippers was shown.

The centre of attraction of the outside dis-

play was a large fish suspended from a fish-

ing rod over the sidewalk, on the side of

which was written "Nothing Fishy about Vic-
tory Bonds," and on the other "The Catch of

the Season—Victory Bonds." The display was
originated and carried out by Mr. H. E.
Groves, window dresser of the store.

ada, and used by the Canadian shoe manufacturer,

are thoroughly reliable. Their wearing quality has

been solidly established. The further fact that they

are quite flexible and waterproof has made them still

further desirable.

Manufacturers Not Unfavorable

Shoe manufacturers are not unfavorable to the use

of composition soles on shoes of their manufacture,

because they realize the tremendous benefit it might

be to the shoe industry. The keenest and most far-

sighted of these manufacturers are to-day making

extra eflforts to make their trade realize what an irn-

portant factor the composition sole can be made in

keeping down shoe prices.

It is not to be denied however that the manufac-

turer must have the support of the retail shoe mer-

chant in changing a fair proportion of shoe produc-

tion over to composition soles. If the change is to

be made, it is absolutely necessary that the retail shoe

merchant take a broad minded view, as has the shoe

manufacturer, so that the balance of supply and de-

mand may be improved.

It is natural that the shoe retailer should wish to

be absolutely sure of the attitude of his trade before

he offers them anything new in the way of footwear.

The experience of many shoe retailers has shown that

at least 75 per cent, of shoe consumers are not unfav-

orable to composition soles, and will willingly accept

shoes with these soles when they are of¥ered them.

The fact that the manufacturer of the sole guarantees
their satisfactory wear, is quite an inducement to the

average customer who has been forced to accept the

quality of shoes merely upon the recommendation of

the dealer.

When the shoe manufacturer is willing to put out

his product with composition soles ; when a high per-

centage of consumers will accept these shoes without
hesitation, and when everyone that is familiar with
the development of composition soles knows that

these will give uniformly satisfactory service, is there

any reason why the retail shoe merchant should not

"do his bit" to help the cause? This, it seems, is one
of the most important things needed to prevent the

price of leather and shoes going still higher, and per-

haps to actually reduce present prices.

fMay Have Shoe Fair in Quebec

Plans are now being considered for holding a boot
and shoe and leather fair at the Quebec Exhibition
grounds next summer. The question has been
brought before the Exhibition Commission by Mr.
Joseph Tanguay, who stated that the shoe manufac-
turers were very anxious to co-operate, and that a

committee, consisting of Messrs. Gale, Samson, Ber-
Irand, Pouliot and Tanguay, had been formed to that

end. It is proposed that the fair should last six days.
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Coal Shortage Affecting Demand for

Hides in the U.S.—Market Report by

W. B. Levack & Co., Ltd., Toronto

THE coal shortage is now playing a prominent
part in the market on the other side and is

causing a lessening in the demand, as tan-

ners are only inclined to buy in a hand to

mouth way, not knowing when they will be obliged

to shut down entirely for lack of fuel. This phase of

the situation alone is causing a great deal of appre-

hension throughout the trade. Cattle supplies at the

leading markets during the last week in November
were liberal, although the total numbers at the seven

leading markets were 10,000 less than for the same
period a year ago.

Native Selections—tanners seem to be holding of¥

and expect to buy big packer take off at lower prices

in view of sharp declines in the East. It is said that

heavy native steers can be secured at 46 cents bvit

there have been no sales. There is no established

price on extreme lights which are entirely nominal at

from 43 to 44 cents. Heavy native cows are consid-

ered easy at 46 to 47 cents as to take-of¥. Light na-

tive cows last month brought 44 cents for Octobers.

Country hides—the market seems to be declining.

Wisconsin extremes are selling at 38 cents. 45 pounds
and up are selling at 28 cents. Heavy cows and bufifs

are quoted at 28 to 30 cents ; extremes 38 to 40 cents.

Calfskins—these appear to be the steadiest of the

entire list. Offerings are small : likewise production
at this season. Packer and city calf is quoted from
85 to 87j/2 cents per pound with these selections grad-

ually absorbing some of the weakness which is not
apparent in cowhide stocks. Mixed lots of outside

city and country calf quoted from 75 to 77j/^ cents

;

country calf around (iJYz to 70 cents as to quality.

Horse hides—Market is very quiet with an easy
feeling prevailing. Mixed lots of outside cities and
countries quoted from $11 to $11.50; city renderers
last sold at from $12.50 to $13 but the inside figure is

closer to the market.
Canadian packer cows and steers—natives 42 and

44 cents; branded 35 and 36; bulls 32 and 33 cents.

Canadian countries—buffs 29 and 30 cents ; ex-

tremes 38 and 40 cents.

Goatskins are the Highest Ever Quoted,

But Few Sales are Recorded
From Our Boston Office

DURING the last month there has been very
little activity in the leather markets. The
past month has seen the highest prices asked
for goatskins ever yet quoted, but very few

sales have been made at the asking prices. In fact,

many tanners and dealers feel that the market is un-
warranted, as there is very little buying going on
now. or has there been much in progress for the last

two months. The stability of present high raw skin
markets is very doubtful unless there starts in the
early part of the year a large foreign demand which
would immediately stimulate local buying.

Many tanners have marked up their top grades of

leather and reduced the medium and low grade
prices, hoping to stimulate activity in these lines, but
there has been very little response to their efforts, as
practically all the demand has been for the high
grades only.

Large tanning operators and dealers feel that the
speculation of large buying at this present market
is too uncertain and accompanied with a great deal
of risk and hence they are trying to get along the
best they can. with what stock they have on hand,
feeling that the next few weeks will show which way
the market will go. Some feel that a break is sure
to come soon, while others are more conservative.

Indias.—Asking prices have reached very high fig-

ures—the highest yet is 160 pence, but there have
been no sales reported as having actually been con-
•sumated above 10 pence. Patnas are quoted and sell-
ing about the same as during the last few weeks
around $27 to $30. Amritsars are quoted at about 148
pence.

Calf and side leather markets have shown no
strong upward tendency nor have they receded. The
market is firm and may be characterized as quiet and
without much change.

The uncertain situation in the; leather markets
would lead one to believe that the present prices can-
not remain firm for any great length of time, but if

foreign buying, which seems to be a barometer, as
far as the present outlook is concerned, should start
up soon, the market would stiffen a bit and tanners
would have more confidence to go ahead and buy.

Montreal Leather Markets

THE Montreal leather market is rather on the
slow side. This is due to the fact that shoe
manufacturers have practically covered their
requirements for the spring run, and the buy-

ing is mainly for special purposes. Glazed kid is well
maintained in price, the outlook being that quotations
will continue firm, having regard to the high price
of the raw materials. Side leathers are also firm, but
here again the trade passing is not as brisk as it was.
The chief requirement is for the better qualities, the
lower grades being difficult to dispose of. The public
are demanding more and more higher quality shoes,
and hence tanners have not the same free market for
the less desirable leathers. Locally, hides are just a
shade easier, with good supplies on hand.

Quebec Factories BusyA REPORT from our Montreal office states that
orders are plentiful in Montreal factories and
most makers are booked for months ahead,
while others have been compelled to turn

down business. Skilled help is badly needed and the
operators are earning very high wages. Reports from
Quebec are to the effect that the factories are very
busy and that labor is also very scare.

A substantial increase in the value of hides,
(other than calfskins), exported to the United King-
dom is shown for the nine months ended September,
1919. In 1918 the total quantity was 48,708 cwts.^
while in 1919 the amount increased to 419,384 cwts.
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Take a Pride in the Quality of Your Work
Treat Every Shoe as if it Were Worth One Hundred Cents on the Dollar

—Otherwise You Miss the Cream of the Trade

A WELL-KNOWN Toronto retailer is respon-

sible for the statement that the average shoe
repairer ruins a McKay job by too strenuous-

ly beating the sole into shape, and also in

clinching the nails after the sole has been attached.
No shoe, he says, was ever meant to withstand the

beating some of them get with a heavy hammer on
an iron last. Very few repairers have McKay stitch-

ers and, in consequence, most jobs are nailed. (How-
ever, even where the repairer has a McKay stitcher

our experience has been that the shoes are often re-

turned badly out of shape). This retailer went on to

say also that the frequency with which repairmen
ruin fine shoes by nailing soles on them is a disgrace.

The trouble is, of course, that the average repairman
is unable, or unwilling, to do the work properly.

With the increasing use of modern, labor-saving

machinery during the past few years there is, unfor-

ately, a tendency for many repairers to adopt a policy

of "quantity," rather than "quality." Also the use of

modern machinery has made it possible for many men
to enter the trade who previously had little or no ex-

perience in shoemaking. Here and there we find shoe-

makers of long experience, men who learned their

trade on the bench under the old apprentice system.
Most of these men have installed modern machinery
but, at the same time, they are just as painstaking"

and thorough with their work as they were under the

old-time hand method. You will not find them se-

sorting to the crude method of nailing a turn job

—

to ask them to do such a thing would be an insult to

their ability. To these men a shoe represents some-
thing more than a mere matter of dollars and cents

—

they are more interested in the quality of the work
they turn out than in the quantity—they are real

craftsmen who take a pride in their work.

A Parallel Case)

Perhaps at some time or other you have purchased
an automobile—a glittering creation over which you
spend many hours to keep it highly polished and spot-

less. Sooner or later your car throws a fit or some-
thing, as all cars sometimes do, and you have to take
it to a repair shop. The mechanic who is entrusted
to the job of remedying your car's particular ailment
climbs in, clad in a pair of overalls, from which the
oil almost oozes in rivulets, and seats himself without
a thought in the world of your upholstery. Then he
will throw back the hood of your engine, regardless

of how much paint he takes off in the process, slam
his tools down on your beautifuHy varnished fenders
and proceed to run up your repair bill. When he is

through there is no thought of wiping off the grease
he has distributed on your car from end to end, and
to add the finishing touches he can generally be count-
ed on to run into some other car in the shop when
he is getting out. When you get your car you gen-
erally conclude that the damage done to it is a great

deal worse than the trouble it had when it went into

the shop. These fellows have no sense of the fitness

of anything—all cars seem to be so much junk in their

hands.

Now, if you have ever had that experience with a
car, you will have some idea of the way many people
feel about their shoes. A woman may have a fine

pair of shoes that need some little repair—perhaps a
new heel lift—she has taken particularly good care
of them, the uppers have, perhaps, never even needed

Snapped at the recent picnic of the Toronto Shoe Repairers' Association.
From left to right: Messrs. Chamberlain, Jeeves and Butterworth—three

of the Association heavy-weights.

II

cleaning. When they are returned by the repairer she
finds possibly that the new heel lift is a sloppy look-
ing job, not properly trimmed or finished, and entirely

out of keeping with her fine shoes. The uppers, if

they are a delicate shade, have been scratched and
stained—doubtless having been thrown from one point
to another in the repair shop and treated generally

—

like the mechanic treats a car—as so much junk.
This sort of treatment gets by with a certain class

of work—there are perhaps numbers of people who do
not care a rap how you handle their shoes as long as
you get a new sole on, but the cream of the trade

—

the people who take » pride in their footwear—is

missed. These people have had experience with
bungling repair shops. If they knew of a shop that
would handle their shoes as if they were worth one
hundred cents on the dollar, they would patronize it.

A Retailer's Advice

The other day a man purchased a pair of shoes in

one of the down-town stores in Toronto, and when
the sale was concluded the retailer said: "When you
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Have You Tried

Us for Quick

Shoe Repairing?

We have recently in-

stalled an Electric Finish-

ing Machine, thus insuring

you a perfect job.

Our prices are right.

Our workmanship is the
best. Our service is

prompt

Give us a trial

WRIGHT'S
The Fiunily Shoe Store

Double the Service

of your sboe3 by having U3 repair
tlieni in a modern way Our mach-
ines are exactly similar to those mak-
ing new shoes, so our repairing gives
a new effect to old footwear. Send
us an old pair tor a trial. No matter
what is needed our machines will re-

pair them perfectly if they are repair-
akl« at all

FRED BURNS

Artistic Shoe
Repairing

There are as many grates of shoe

repairing as there are grades of

shoes. To those who wear the

better class of footwear we offer

you a service not equalled in

Canada or surpassed anywhere.

Remember this when next yoM
need shoe repairing.

BURNILL'S '
^•"^

76 QUEEN STREET EAST,

Repairing Works

PHONE MAIN .57.18

THAT WORN SOLE
floesn't iiean ihat a ihoe has lusi Us use
fulneaa. Bring it here and hav« ua re-

BOle the shoe on our modern machines
and the ahoe will be aa good au, tir tven
better than t-ver In thtge days of high
leather prices, shoes are naturally very
expensive. You can cut down y^jur shoe
6Xi>enue considerably by uelng our ahoe
repairing facUllle?

Royal Shoe Hospital
B06 QUEEN CTRCET
Next berow Royal Mntc

'Phono 338-11

We Don't Cobble Shoes

—We Repair Tbem
It pays Jo liavp

(rood sho^D RE-
PAIRED It itocs

not pay to have
them CODBLF.D.
There Is a dllTcT-

eno« betwom (ho
two Hhlch you will

appreciate If you
elvo our work n
trial. Look for Uio
Blen

—

DON'T
COBBLE
SUOES

iHTCEJi —Wo rrpalr tUcm

BURNILL'S
75 Queen St. R-L-^f

STORE
AND

WO K3

Successful shoe repairmen say they have secured good results from consistent advertising in the daily newspapers. Here are some
specimen ads. clipped from newspapers in various parts of Ontario that will give you some idea of how the other fellow is doing
it. The cuts used in these advertisements readily attract the attention of the reader.

need new soles on these shoes, bring them back to

me—the shop where I send my work will make a good
job of them." This retailer knew the treatment that

a pair of fine kid shoes, costing $16.00, might receive

in a repair shop chosen haphazardly. He cited the

case of another customer who purchased a pair of the

same boots and had them re-soled. He had instruct-

ed the repairman to put on a light sole, but, in spite

of this, when he called for the shoes he found them
equipped with soles you would expect to find only on
the shoes of a plowman working in the fields. He
had shown them to his wife, who told him that she
could have warned him against going to that particu-

lar shop because she had had the same experience not
long before. Not only were the soles too thick, but
they were poorly finished and, as a matter of fact,

the whole appearance of the shoes ruined.

A repairman who is conscientious in his work and
who knows his business as he should, will see to it

that no pair of shoes leaves his shop in anything but
a better condition in every detail than when they
came in. He will not fix one part of a shoe at the ex-

])ense of si)oiling another part. He will give careful

attention to the matter of finishing edges and bot-

toms and also in trimming new soles and heels in con-

formity with the shape of the shoe. He will not put a

heavy sole on a fine dress boot, nor a light-weight

sole on a work boot. He will not throw $16 kid shoes

from his work bench to the finisher. He will not nail

a sole on a turn shoe. He will be careful to not beat

the soles of shoes on an iron last any more than is

absolutely necessary. He will work on women's fine

shoes with clean hands and not as though they were
the footgear of a draindigger. His finished work will

be carefully and neatly wrapped and placed on a shelf

where it can be turned over to the customer without

delay. His shop will be clean and, if at all possible,

his workshop will be at the rear, out of sight behind

a partition. His whole aim in life will be to give his

customers the best shoe repair service that lies within

his power.

That old saying: "He profits most who serves

best" is a pretty good one for the repairer to tie up to.

A Toronto repairer, who is also a thorough shoe-

maker, states that he does a considerable amount of

business making shoes for deformed feet. He does

not advertise for this work at all—says he gets all

he wants without.



Un Up-to-date Montreal Shoe Repair Shop

MR. JOSEPH DUGAL,,the owner of a large

shoe repairing- store at 694 Mount Royal
East, Montreal, comes from a family identi-

fied with this section of the shoe industry.

His father, Mr. A. . Dugal, owns a store on Rachel
street, Montreal, and his brother, Mr. A. Dugal, has a

store on St. Catherine Street West.

Mr. Joseph Dugal has been practically all his life

in the shoe repairing business. He opened his store

about ten years ago, and now employs four or five

men. It is one of the largest in the city, being 110 ft.

long by 16 feet wide.

The window trim is of new shoes, Mr. Dugal doing
a business in job lines. The front portion of the store

is occupied on one side by a 22 ft. U. S. M. repair

outfit, a counter cutting ofif the public from the work-
ing portion. On the other side is a large plate glass

mirror, and at its termination there is a series of

Another view of Mr. Dugal's
store, showing the 22 ft. U.S.M.
repair equipment. This depart-
ment is separated from the store
by a long counter. On the op-
posite wall—just to the left in
the picture—there is a long
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shelves divided into parts ; one is devoted to shoes
awaiting repairs, and the other to the completed
work.

Mr. Dugal has a tag system by which all goods
are identified. When a customer brings in a job, the

nature oi the work to be done is entered upon this

numbered ticket, together with the price. The lower
portion is perforated, and on it is printed the corres-
pondif.g number and the name and address of Mr.
Dugal. This portion is torn ofif, and retained by the
customer, who on calling- for the goods produces the

n \
N? 23643

Whole sole Plate

Half
"

Shine

Turn "
Stretch

Nailed Half Heels

Patches Rips Tax

Toe-Cap Back Strap

Rubber Heels Dyeing

Eyelets Hook

Lace Inside Sole

Neolin PRICE

N? 23643

SHOE HOSPITAL
J. DUGAL, Prop.

694 Avenue Mount ^ Royal Est
Tel. St-Ls 23ei PRICE

The repair tag used in Mr. Dugal's Shoe Hospital.

ticket and receives his shoes. The tag has a hole at

the top, and is attached to the shoes by a piece of

cord.

Small work, such as patches, are done in the rear

portion of the store, where there are two sewing ma-
chines. The stock of leather and findings are kept
here.

A feature of the store is a shoe-shining depart-
ment, of six chairs, occupying a position midway be-

tween the machinery and the shoe repairing section

at the rear. There are three ordinary chairs for the
accommodation of waiting customers.

Mr. Dugal has a large case containing findings,

near the counter. He states that he does a very good
business in these lines, customers who bring their re-

pairs often being reminded by the display of the laces,

insoles, dressings, etc., that they are in need of these

goods.

The store is well equipped, well laid out, and con-
ducted on a plan which is calculated to give service

to the public.

What Did it Cost to do that Job?-Know-
ing Your Costs Means Knowing

Your Profits

How many shoe repairers can tell just what
it costs them to produce a finished job? Of
course, we don't mean that the shoe re-

pairer must hire a lot of clerks to find out
this fact for him. We know he cannot afiford the ex-

pense. But if he uses a simple system of cost account-

ing in his shop, he can know, just as intelligently as

the big manufacturer, the exact cost of producing his

job of work.
This is the way to do it

:

First : He must know what his fixed overhead
expenses are. These will comprise what he pays for

rent, light, heat, electric power, taxes or license, re-

pairs on machinery, insurance, telephone and other

items, except labor. When he finds what these fig-

ures amount to for a month, he divides this sum by
30 and the result shows what his overhead expense
is for one day. Then he divides this result by the

number of hours his shop is open each day and he
then knows what it costs him to run his shop per

hour.

Second : He knows what he pays his workman
per day. And he should know what his own labor is

worth per day. In each case he divides the wages
paid his workman or himself, per day, by the num-
ber of hours he or his workman work each day, and
the result tells him just how much his labor costs him
for each, per hour.

Third: He knows what his materials have cost

him, and he must estimate exactly, or as near as pos-

sible, just how much material he uses in each job.

Then he adds the overhead cost per hour ; the labor

cost per hour and the cost of materials together and
the total gives him the cost of the job, if the time

consumed is one hour. If the job has taken more
or less than one hour, he charges the actual time of

the labor and the actual time of his overhead to the

job, but the cost of the materials remains the same
in all cases.

Note Following Examples

Suppose his overhead amounts to $60.00 per

month. This would be $2.00 per day. If he keeps
his shop open 10 hours each day, the overhead cost

would be 20 cents per hour.

He pays his workman $5.00 per day. The work-
man put in 10 hours each day. This makes his labor

cost him 50 cents per hour.

He estimates the cost of the materials that go into

the job at $1.30.

If the job takes one hour, he will get this result:

Overhead expense, 1 hour $0.20

Labor expense, 1 hour 50

Materials used 1.30

Cost of job $2.00

If the job takes three-quarters of an hour, he will

get this result

:

Overhead expense, ^ hour $0.15

Labor expense, ^ hour 37^
Materials used 1.30

Cost of job $1.82>4
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If the job takes one hour and a half, he will get

this result.

Overhead expense, 1^ hours $0.30

Labor expense, 1^^ hours 75

Materials used ... 1.30

Cost of job $2.35

The time it takes to do the job can be recorded by
the workman who does the work. The proprietor of

the shop can do the figuring.

You Can Sell More Polishes and Cleaners

if You go at it the Right Way

THE average shoes brought into the shoe re-

pairer for attention show a lamentable lack of

the use of polish. Some of the specimens do
not look as though they had ever had an ap-

plication of dressing. In this connection it should not
be difficult for the repairer to work up a nice little

business in findings. Point out to the customer that

the leather in his shoes has become dried out and life-

less through inattention and that he can hope for only

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy

A recent photograph of the Yonge Street store and staff of the Practical

Shoe Repair Company, Toronto—Mr. Arthur Butterworth, proprietor.

From left to right: Messrs. Jack Kayes, Harry Ward and Ernie
Bain. The first two are returned men.
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a fraction of the service that he should get if the

leather were carefully preserved.

To merely ask the customer if he wants a box of

polish is not sufficient. You've got to show him
that he needs it. Takes too much time? Not if you
do it right. The only shoeman who ever suggseted to

the writer that he might ned something in the polish

line made the sale in about twenty seconds. He said:

"I'll advise you to use — polish on these boots
;
you'll

find it preserves the leather wonderfully." In a case

of this kind the customer says: "That so? Better let

me have some then."

In the same way the shoeman might say: "A pair

of new laces will improve the appearance of these

shoes," and the customer can generally be counted on
to say "Yes, I guess they would—let's have a pair."

Figure out how many pairs of shoes go through
your shop in a day, week or month, and then total up
the profit that would be yours if the majority of your
customers were sold something else besides the repair

job.

Toronto Repairers to Elect New Execu-

tive for Coming Year

AT the last fortnightly meeting of the Toronto
Shoe Repairers' Association, on November
27, the ordinary routine was dispensed with
in favor of a musical program. Mr. A. E.

Smallwood presided at the piano and songs were
rendered by various members of the Association.

These little entertainments are so well liked that a

movement is on foot to make every other meeting a

musical affair.

The next meeting will take up the election of offi-

cers for the coming year and some of the officers feel

that a little new blood in the executive will be of bene-

fit—not that they have lost any of their enthusiasm
or are unwilling to carry on the good work—but the

desire is just for a change of ideas.

An innovation will likely be to arrange some com-
pensation for the financial secretary. The man who
holds this office must, of course, give a great deal of

his time over to keeping records of the Asociation fin-

ances and also in advising members of" the various

meetings and special events. It is hot thought that

anything like the proper amount can ' be paid for the

secretary's time-, but even such a small amount as

$50 a year would be some evidence of the Asociation's

appreciation.

Careful Attention to Personal Appear-

ance Results in Increased Trade

THERE is a repairer in Toronto who, although
he is an active worker at the bench, always
appears before his customers wearing a clean

apron and with a clean countenance and hands.
This man is one of the old-time shoemakers—learned
the trade in England and came to this country many
years ago. He is an agreeable contrast to many other
repairmen with, we are sorry to say, a generally un-
pleasing appearance. A man in business, who is meet-
ing the public face to face during the course of his

day's work, cannot be too careful of his personal at-

tire and general aspect. Many repairers wear the long
dust coats, but they never seem to think these coats
ever need washing. Customers are attended to by
repairmen smoking pipes or cigarettes and with un-
shaven faces. These are not the kind of shops that
are patronized by women of discrimination, or by
some men either. Our old- time shoemaker does his

work at the back of the store, out of sight of the cus-
tomer ; he does not smoke during business hours ; he
shaves daily and his office is just as clean and attrac-

tive as the interior of the drug store a few doors dis-

tant. He has built up a wonderfully good trade and
is patronized by the women in a very high-class dis-

trict.
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Well Equipped Shoe Repair Shop at Kitchener, Ont.

Mr. Michael Krist

The Dominion Shoe Repair Com-
pany recently opened up a well-

equipped shoe repair shop at

Kitchener, Ont., on King Street,

three doors west of the Allen

Theatre. Messrs. W[ichael Krist

and Stephen Chris are the propri-

etors, and they selected for their

equipment a 22 foot U.S.M. outfit

with electrically heated stitcher.

This is the first complete U.S.M.

repair outfit placed in Kitchener.

The Dominion Shoe Repair Com-

pany, in addition to repairing

shoes, also manufacture a line of

spats and carry shoes for retail.

Mr. Stephen Chris

Looking to the front of the new shop of the Dominion Shoe Repair Company, Kitchener. Mr. Michael Krist standing and Mr.
Stephen Chris sitting at the machine in the foreground. Two rows of chairs for customers are located at the rear.

Successful Sewing Depends on Keeping Your

Machine Clean, Well Oiled and Hot

THE successful operation of all hard wax sewing
machines depends, very largely, upon three

primary conditions. First, the machine must
be kept clean. The accumulation of dirt and

grit will do more to wear it out than actual operation
under proper conditions.

Second, the machine must be kept well oiled. Or-
dinary machine oil is not good enough for a machine
that has to be kept hot. A heavy, fireproof oil is the

proper thing. This oil is available for shoe stitchers

and should be used.

The third consideration is that the machine, when
in operation, should be kept thoroughly hot. It will

not operate properly unless in this condition and no
attempt to use it should be made in any other condi-

tion.

Firm Floor Needed for FinisherA GOOD firm floor is needed beneath your fin-

isher. If the floor is weak it should be braced

or shored from underneath. Every leg of the

finisher should set firmly and squarely on the

floor and if the floor is uneven and any of the legs do
not touch, use thin strips of wood, (shingles are

good), to make perfectly solid.

All machines must be kept clean and well oiled,

and finishers are no exception to the rule. If you treat

your finisher well it will last many years and always
give you good service. Keep it free from dust and
grit. Use oil plentifully ; there is a special brand made
for this particular purpose.

On Landis stitchers the lifting-dog is the only

part of the machine that does not need oiling. It

should be kept free from oil at all times otherwise
it will slip.
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Well Known Leather and Shoe Men
Spend Two Weeks Hunting Wild
Animals to Relieve Hide Situation

MESSRS. J. O. Tetrault, H. Hurtubise, J. Cout-
lee, Paul Roy, H. N. Lincoln and F. Bouil-
lon, all well known men in the shoe and
leather trades, recently spent two weeks on

a hunting- trip at Club LaBelle, Que. Mr. H. N. Lin-
coln, of International Supply Company fame, to whom
we are indebted for the particulars of this little holi-

day jaunt, neglected to say just how many ferocious

From left to right: Messrs. H. N. Lincoln, H. Hurtubise, J. O. Tetrault,
Paul Roy, J. Coutlee and H. Filiatreault.

beasts were dispatched by the party—if any—but de-
tails were easily forthcoming about one of the musical
members who conceived the rather weird idea of try-
ing to make two phonographs harmonize. Unfortun-

From left to right: Messrs. H. N. Lincoln, H. Hurtubise and J. Coutlee.

ately they did not have two records containing the

same song but a wonderful effect was secured by the

use of two Jazz selections—wonderful as to volume
of sound bvit not entirely soothing to the ear.

Another member of the party—something of a pho-
tographer—experimented by taking a photograph of

"Midnight in a Coalyard" ; From left to right, Messrs. F. Bouillin, Paul
Roy, J. O. Tetrault, J. Coutlee and H. N. Lincoln.

the group by the light of the fire-place. This necessi-

tated a long exposure, but Mr. Lincoln points out that

the inclement weather had accustomed them to ex-

posure so that the picture was a good success, in spite

of the fact that a rank cynic claimed it reminded him
members who conceived the rather weird idea of try-

of a drawing he had seen entitled "Midnight in a Coal-

yard." The whole party was a complete success

—

partly, perhaps, because nobody tried to sell anything.

Greb Shoe Company Taking New Factory

and will Increase Their Output

A FEATURE reflecting on Kitchener's indus-

trial expansion is the fact that another
of its many concerns has found its present

quarters too small, and in consequence has
had to find more room for its ever-increasing busi-

ness.

The Greb Shoe Company, Limited, who, for the

Mr. Erwin C. Greb, President Greb Shoe Co.

past seven years have occupied premises at 17-19
Queen Street South, have purchased the factory site

and building of what was formerly the Gourlay-Fog-
elberg Sh^^e Company, situated on Mansion Street.
This building, which is of red brick construction, 56
X 100 feet, consists of three storeys and basement,
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built on most modern plans about live - years ago.

The growth of this industry dates from the spring

of 1914 when its control and management came into

the hands of Messrs. Charles and Erwin C. Greb.

Three years afterwards, however, the entire responsi-

bility devolved upon and has since been borne by the

latter, who acqviired the interest of his father upon
his retirement at the end of 1917.

During these years Mr. Erwin C. Greb has sur-

rounded himself with a strong and capable organiza-

tion to which the latest addition is Mr. E. W. Clem-
ent, the well-known local barrister, who, having ac-

quired an interest in the company, will act in the capa-

city of vice-president and will immediately retire from
the practice of his profession in order to give his en-

tire time and attention to affairs of the company.
The new factory having a much greater floor space

than their present quarters, an immediate start will be
made on the manufacture of men's welt and women's
and misses' McKay sewed shoes, in addition to their

present well-known line of standard screw working-
men's shoes. In fact, the United Shoe Machinery Co.

have already been given instructions to plan and equip
the new factory for an output of 1000 pairs per day.

This increased production will of course necessitate

the company increasing their staff of employees pro-

portionate.ly.

The present officers of the company are : Erwin C.

Greb, President and General Manager; Charles F.

Vetter, Secretary; Arthur F. Klugman, Treasurer;

F. Daub, Superintendent.

The company is to be congratulated on this step

in industrial expansion and its progressive spirit in

looking for even greater things for the future.

Mr. L. O. Breithaupt Weds

THE marriage took place recently in Toronto of

Mr. Louis O. Breithaupt, of the Breithaupt
Leather Company, Kitchener, Ont., to Miss
Sarah Caskey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her-

bert Caskey, Cortleigh Crescent, Toronto. The house

Mr. L. O. Breithaupt.

was filled with members of the two families, their rela-

tives and intimate friends from Kitchener, Hamilton,
Brantford, Brampton and many other places in On-
tario, in addition to the Toronto guests. Mr. Edward

Breithaupt, of Kitchener, was the best man and the

ushers were Messrs. Paul H. Caskey and Harry Krug.
Following the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Breithaupt left

for an extensive trip through the southern States and
upon their return will take up residence in Kitchener.

Mr. D. S. Benvie of "Robinson's"

As reported briefly in our last issue, the firm of

James Robinson, Montreal, has been converted
into a limited liability company. Mr. James
Robinson is president, Mr. George Robinson

vice-president, and Mr. D. S. Benvie secretary-treas-

urer. Mr. Benvie, who came to Canada from Scot-

land in 1891, is a prominent figure in the shoe retail-

ing world. .He has been connected with the firm since

1908, and looks after the office, credit, and financial

side of the business. Mr. Benvie, after leaving Scot-

land, located in St. John, N. B., in the office of the

Mr. D. S. Benvie.

R. G. Dun Co., and after 18 months went to Montreal,

where he was connected with the Merchants Bank of

Halifax, being manager of the Westmount branch.

From there he joined his present firm. Since 1908 the

business has grown very largely, and is now the larg-

est shoe jobbing house in Canada. Mr. Benvie pos-

sesses the qualities of tact and courtesy to a marked
degree.

New Felt Concern

ANNOUNCEMENT has been made of the for-

mation of the. firm of E. H. Enos <& Company,
who have opened headquarters at 126-128

Summer Street, Boston, Mass., for the general

distribution of felt, felt specialties and woven fabrics.

Mr. Edward H. Enos has been in the felt trade for 15

years, for the past several years being general sales

manager for the American Felt Company, Boston.

An item in the London Weekly "Dispatch," states

that button boots have disappeared entirely from the

shoe stores. One of the large retailers on Regent

Street claims button boots went out of style on ac-

count of the shortage of leather and shortness of

skirts.
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Advances in the Cost of Shoe Manufac-

turing During the Past Few Years

THE figures herewith show the increase in the

cost of materials entering into a man's high-

class Goodyear welt shoe since the early part

of the year 1915. The shoe in question is

made by a well-known Montreal manufacturer and
the figures given do not include the cost of labor or

any overhead charges. The shoe is made of mahog-
any calf, estimated at $1.50 a foot.

1915 1919

$ .76 Upper stock $4.50
.31 Outersoles 1.06

.15 Innersoles .28

.15 Heel & Toe Lift .35

.085 Welt .16

.06 Royalty .085

.08 Counter .12

.045 Lining .15

.075 Trimming .19

.185 Findings '

.375

$1.90

The table below gives a comparison of

a woman's gun-metal welt shoe, made in

not including labor or overhead expenses,
parison is between the years 1914 and 1919

$7.27

the cost of

Montreal,
The com-

1914 1919

$ .656 Upper Stock $3,165

.20 Outsoles .44

.055 Innersole .15

.05 Heel .06

.062 Welt .175

.035 Top Lift .04

.047 Royalty .047

.06 Counter .10

.03 Lining .137

.04 Trimmings .15

.31 Findings .40

$1,545 $4,864

HowWould You Answer these Questions?

—A Personal Inventory May
Surprise You

Do you save through discounting bills ?

Do you take a thoroughly honest inventory at the

end of the fiscal year?
Do you take the inventory promptly and decide

whether the stock on hand is too large or too small?
Do you go over all fire insurance policies in the

light of present-day values?
Do you keep such close records that you can reck-

on to a fraction what the expense is ?

Do you keep separate accounts of cash sales and
charges, either by the week or the month ?

Do you keep a record of all goods purchased
week by week or month by month?

Do you plan to know where you stand in relation

to assets and liabilities, at least once a quarter ?

Do you figure depreciation on fixtures?

Do you figure the percentage of the gross profits

of business in relation to the total sales of the year?

Do you keep an accurate account of all expenses,

not forgetting to charge bad debts and adjustment
of complaints as legitimate business expense?

Do you charge interest on money used as business

expense ?

Do you keep an accurate account of all salaries

paid out ?

Do you use best endeavor to adjust properly the

relation between rent and total business sales ?

Do you make out a profit and loss statement at

least twice a year ?

Do you at the end of fiscal year determine how
many times you turned the stock over in the twelve
months ?

Do you keep a "confidential" book in the way of

departments which do not pay ?

Do you set a good example to associates by good
business methods, promptness and courtesy ?

Do you study the methods of competitors and pro-

fit by their experience ?

Do you read trade literature thoroughly ?

Do you know, absolutely know, the truth about
your business ?

Do you entertain "star borders" in the way of de-

partments which do not pay ?

Average Cost of Doing Business as

Estimated by a Leading Shoe

Trade Expert

No exact figures showing the average cost
of doing business in shoe stores the country over
are available, but if such a statement was avail-

able, taking into consideration big stores and
little stores, city stores, suburban stores and
small town stores, the result figured on selling

price would probably show about as follows:

1. Buying expense

{(a) Salary and wages
(b) Advertising
(c Reiturns and

exchanges

3. Delivery

4. Management

5. Office I
Stationery

|
1, Stamps and supplies 1

' Rent

6. Fixed charges {SZ^^^'^,,,^,
^ etc.

7. Upkeep and depreciation

i'(a) Telegraph and telephone
(b) Janitor
(c) Donations

8. Incidentals^ (d) Theft
(e) Bad accounts
(f) Merchandise sold not

charged, etc.

9. Interest

1.5%

10.5

.5

3.0

1.5

4.5

1.0

1.5

3.5

Total cost of doing business not includ-
ing profit 27.57o

Add for profit 10.0

37.5%
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Advantages of Cutting Room Helping

Stitching Room

IN
some of the cutting rooms, on men's shoes,

they are doing a lot of the machine work that

would naturally be done in the stitching depart-

ment. They do a lot on the tip and on the box
toe. In some of these rooms, too, they are operating"

the buttonhole machine more or less and they are

also doing all of the pasting.

Thus it is seen that there are many cutting rooms
to-day doing more or less work that would naturally

be done in the stitching rooms. Of course they would
not do all of these parts if they did not have an idea

that they could make some gain by the system. There
is a considerable advantage to the system else it would
not be followed in large rooms where they are mak-
ing anywhere from 3,000 to 4,000 pairs per day.

One advantage of this method is that when uppers
do leave the cutting department they are all ready
for the stitching room, and it is claimed that they
sometimes save one day for the stitching department.
It is difificult to figure out just how they can make
a saving of a whole day in the stitching room by
doing all these parts in the cutting- room, for it

would take just as long to do the work in one de-

partment as in another. But they probably save some
time, at any rate, and when this is considered, to-

gether with other savings that naturally come along,

the whole is worth while in any factory.

Uppers are sent out all ready for the stitching

as all of the pasting is done in advance and also all

of the backing-up. They also do all of the lining

stamping, in some of these cutting rooms, and so far

as the buttonholes are concerned, they run the Zig-

Zag buttonhole machine and other machines, so that

the buttonholes are finished complete.

However, there are only a few cutting rooms doing
all these parts before the uppers leave the depart-

ment. But it is likely that other rooms will adopt
the system later on. There are certain reasons why
it ought to be adopted in many factories because it

expedites the work and at the same time it makes
certain that the work is better done.

Suppose a girl has a doubler left over, or of she

has a vamp or backing left over, she knows there is

something wrong with the case. That case of uppers
is set aside and allowed to go no further until every-
thing about it is made correct.

Now so far as skiving is concerned, it is a well-

known fact that skiving operators will spoil more or

less work as they handle it. In case they do spoil a

piece, or a part, it is easier to duplicate that piece of

upper stock if the skiving is right there in the cutting

room. And in some of these rooms it is noticed that

the skivers are working by the day, which is now
claimed to be the best system so far as skiving is

concerned.

If skivers work by the day the shoes will go
through all right and every part will be done cor-

rectly. Their wages or earnings do not depend upon
the number of shoes handled during the day. If they
happen to spoil a piece of work they will never at-

tempt to do away with it, or hide it, and allow the

case to go to the stitching room short one or two
parts. There is no need of allowing shoes to go to

the stitching room in short cases and especially when
operators are working by the day.

We do not mean to single out the skivers more
than others and insinuate that they will be careless

about the work. What we mean to imply is that

leather costs so much at the present time that it will

pay any factory to arrange its system so that leather

will be saved in any instance. No matter what the

labor cost may be, that labor cost is not to be com-
pared with the great cost of leather, and it is better

to pay a little more for any one particular operation,

if one can be sure that more leather will be saved
by this method.

Another feature about the system in some of these

rooms is that the uppers are sent from the cut-

ting departments to the stitching on a rack. These
racks are arranged with a certain number of com-
partments and every compartment carries a certain

part of the shoe. In that way they never get a case

of vamps in the stitching room with no tips to go
along with them—something that can happen under
any system but which will not happen very often

where they use racks, as pointed out here.—Shoe
Topics.

Rlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Builtfor Wear
That's what pleases YOU.

And they look just like Dad's
— that's what pleases the

youngster.
There never was a shoe sold

that would stand so very long
the kind of wear that the aver-

age red-blooded, hard-playing
youngster gives his shoes, but
ours will last as long as any
and longer than most.

Send the young men in—we
guarantee to look after your
interests properly and to give

a fit that's healthy for growing
feet.

(Your Store Name)

A seasonable advertising suggestion for the shoe retailer.
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Happenings in the Shoe and Leather Trade

Wilkinson's Shoe Shop, Windsor, Ont., have been ad-

vertising in Detroit Newspapers. This is reversing- the order

of things somewhat as the rule has been for United States

stores to advertise in Canadian papers.

John Reagh, of Delta, B. C, has sold his boot and

shoe busings to Mr. Chamberlayne.

Mr. J. Vallary is now covering Western Ontario for

Nathan Cummings, Montreal. Mr. Vallary was formerly

with Parker-Holmes and Company.

A new factory has been opened in Kitchener by the Wat-
son & Kilby Shoe Company, for the manufacture of babies'

shoes.

Mr. Collis Lovely, president of the Boot and Shoe Work-
ers' Union, is making a tour of Canada.

Parker-Irwin, Limited, Montreal, have put an addition

on the rear of their factory, giving them a greatly increased

capacity.

Alfred Lambert, of Alfred Lambert, Inc., Montreal, pro-

poses to visit Europe at the beginning of next year.

A shoe store has been opened in I^ondon, Ont., by W.
A. Walsh, 523 Richmond Street.

The John R. Evans Leather Company, Limited, of

Montreal, has opened a tannery at Cote St. Paul, Montreal,

with an initial capacity of 150 dozen goatskins per day. If

the product of the new tannery is in sufficient demand, the

output will be increased accordingly. The product of the

new tannery will all be handled by John R. Evans Leather

Company, Limited, through its store at 214 Lemoine street,

Montreal, which business is under the supervision of A. E.

Perry, who is also in charge of the Rochester branch of John
R. Evans Company. The tanning is being done under the

direction of one of the company's most experienced tanners

and it is the aim to turn out the same high class product that

is being manufactured by the other plants of John R. Evans

& Company. The Canadian business, however, is entirely

separate and distinct from that of John R. Evans & Com-
pany, of Philadelphia.

Geo. E. Boulter, wholesale shoes, Wellington St. East,

Toronto, is now representing the John McPherson Company,
Limited, of Hamilton, at Montreal, where he has opened a

sample room. He has also secured the agency for the whole

of Canada for the Menihan Shoe Company, of Rochester.

Mr. S. A. Gourlay, who will shortly commence the manu-
facture of shoes in Acton, Ont., states that they purpose m^ak-

ing women's fine McKay shoes and going to" the trade direct.

The plant is nearly completed and is a two storey red pressed

brick building, with basement, 125 feet by 40 ft.

The Prince of Wales Honor Flag in the recent Victory

Loan was awarded to the following Ontario leather and
shoe and rubber companies: Kaufman Rubber Company,
Merchants' Rubber Company, Davis Leather Company, Hurl-

but Shoe Company, Greb Shoe Company, Aylmer Shoe Com-
pany, Beardmore & Company, John Lennox & Company,
Solid Leather Shoe Company, Anglo Canadian Leather Com-
pany, Williams Shoe Company, Dalley F. F. & Company,
Breithaupt Leather Company, Collis Leather Company, Till-

sonburg Shoe Company, London Shoe Company, Acton
Tanning Company, T. Sisman Shoe Company, Charles

Ahrens & Company, Coates, Burns & Wanless, C. S. Hy-
man & Company, Lady Belle Shoe Company, Lang Tanning

Company, Murray Shoe Company, Muskoka Leather Com-
pany and E. T. Wright & Company.

J. Thorn has opened a repair shop in the Ahrens Block,

Waterloo, Ont. He has had considerable experience in the

shoe business, both in manufacturing and retailing and his

shop is equipped with modern machinery. He will also carry

a line of shoes.

Kenworthy Brothers Company, of Stoughton, Mass.,

have commenced the erection of a Canadian factory in St.

Johns, Que., for the manufacture of their various lines.

Frank W. Brouillard, formerly of Scott-Chamberlain,

Ltd., London, Ont., has been appointed superintendent of

Mr. Frank W. Brouillard.

La Parisienne Shoe Co. Ltd., Maisonneuve, in succession to

Mr. G. A. Fortin, who is now superintendent of the Star
Shoe Co., Maisonneuve.

Robinson & Jennings have taken over the shoe store re-

cently occupied by Mrs. M. J. Shea, in Gravenhurst, and
announce that they will carry on a high-class shoe business
and will also do repairing.

A shoe repair shop has been opened by returned soldiers

in the Slack Block, Gerrish Street, Windsor, Ont.

Mr. H. O. McDowell, of the International Supply Com-
pany, Kitchener, Ont., has been on a two weeks' business
trip to Boston, Montreal, Toronto and other shoe centres.

The Adams Shoe Company, Toronto, announce that,

commencing with the new year, they will maintain an in-

stock service department.

To mark the inauguration of the addition to the factory

of Dupont & Frere, Maisonneuve, a supper and ball of the

employees and guests was held on November 39. The guests
were the representatives of the various leather manufactur-
ers. The supper and ball was| held on the first floor of the

addition, which was very nicely decorated for the occasion.
The proceedings commenced at 8.30 p.m. with an oyster
supper, followed by dancing up to 12 when refreshment!
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were partaken of. This interval was followed by more danc-

ing, which was kept up until 5 in the morning. The event

proved an unqualified success.

D. F. Desmarais, of La Duchesse Shoe Company, Mon-
treal, has been on a business trip to Boston.

The Canadian Industrial Exhibition will be held in Lon-

don, England, on June 3-17 next and the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association, in pointing out that this is an oppor-

tunity for extending Canadian trade, suggests that footwear,

leather and rubber goods should be exhibited.

Charles M. Parsons, Limited, wholesale leather and find-

ings, 79 Front Street East, Toronto, are building a $1.5,000

extension to their warehouse.

Quebec shoe firms, like those in Montreal, are extend-

ing their premises. Lagace & Lepinay will put up an addi-

tion of two storeys, 30 x 100 feet, of brick construction,

while the Gosselin Shoe Co. intend to build a four storey

factory, 40 x lO.j feet, of brick construction.

E. P. Hall, formerly manager of the Winnipeg branch

of Ames Holden McCready, Ltd., has been transferred to

the head office, Montreal, as buyer of resale merchandise.

He is succeeded in Winnipeg by Mr. A. W. Thompson, for-

merly in charge of the leather department, Winnipeg.

The following were present at the recent half-yearly

conference of the branch managers of Ames, Holden Mc-

Cready Ltd., Montreal—Messrs. G. C. Mitchell, St. John,

N. B.; W. M. Angus, Montreal; H. W. Pearson, Toronto;

E. P. Hall, Winnipeg; L, T. McGiverin, Regina; A. Whit-

worth, Saskatoon; N. M. Lynn, lulmonton, and F. A. Rich-

ardson, \'ancouver.

The Jacobi Shoe & Gaiter Company, Limited, Toronto,

have taken out a provincial charter.

.\ newspaper report states that the shoe retailers of

(iermany protect their shoe displays with barb wire en-

tanglements to prevent theft.

The death took place recently of Louis G. McBrine, su-

perintendent of L. McBrine & Company's factory at Kit-

chener.

Philip Gould has opened at the corner of Gore and Mill

Streets, Pertli, Ont., with a line of boots, shoes and dry

.goods.

The Grosch Felt and Shoe Company, Milverton, Ont..

have acquired the plant in Stratford formerly occupied by

the Stratford Flax Company and will remodel the plant for

the manufacture of felt shoes, slippers and so on.

The government reports that there is a good market in

England for last blocks. The last manufacturers of Eng-
land are said to be suffering from extreme shortage of blocks.

The Gait Retail Merchants' Association have agreed 'to

close their stores on Wednesday afternoon during eleven

months of the year—the excepted month being December.
This new plan will go into effect in January.

The Prince of Wales Honor Flag in the recent Victory

Loan was won by both the Kitchener and Woodstock
branches of the Breithaupt Company, Limited. The Wood-
stock flag bears three crests.

The second annual Chicago Shoe Exposition will l)e held

at the Palmer House, January 5-10. under the auspices of the

Shoe Travellers' Association of Chicago. There will be, it

is said, exhil)its l)y over 1.50 of the leading shoe manufac-
turers throughout the country.

Mr. S. C. Parks, shoe retailer, Yonge Street, Toronto,

is discontinuing business.

The warehouse of John Lennox & Company, wholesale

The

Globe

Pillow

Welt

A genuine Goodyear Welt
sewn right into the sole

—

a feature in our footwear

for Misses, girls, children,

and infants,which provides

exceptional comfort and

ease to growing feet.

The other points which

add to the popularity of

these shoes are the soft

cushion sole and the soft

cork filling between the

inner and outer sole.

GLOBE SHOE LIMITED
Factory TERREBONNE, QUE.

Selling Agent*

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, P.Q.
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The Better

Felt Footwear

for 1920

There are many good reasons why up-to-date
retailers should buy K. B. Felts. They are

made in the long wearing quality, comfortable,
attractive and wip dependable, a
real power to Lr draw and hold
trade. X^L* K^m
K. B.s for 1920 will cover the Felt Shoe needs
of the whole family from man to infant, for

coldest
^

outdoor
winter Tlm/uC^Xr protec-
tion, to f^VylVir I S the dain-
ty, warm indoor
Kumfy made in rich dark colors of Red, Green,
Brown, Navy, Wine and Grey, with soft, wool
padded sole.

There will be one or more up-to-date jobbers in

every province who will supply K.B. Felts. These
jobbers will have K.B. samples early in the year.

ONLY THE EARLY BUYER SECURES K.B.s

Made only by

The Cobourg Felt Co.
COBOURG, ONT.

A. J. KIMMEL, President.
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boots and shoes, Hamilton, Ont.. was damaged by fire re-

cently.

A shoe department has been opened in Lyon's Clothes

Shop, Windsor, Ont., by Ken. McKay. Mr. McKay is a re-

turned soldier.

P. B. Wallace & Son, leather and shoe store supplies,

have taken a new warehouse at 466 Bathurst Street, Toronto,

where they will have much larger quarters.

C. F. Schuszler, who is on the travelling staff of the

Adanac Footwear Company, recently became the proud fa-

ther of a nine pound baby girl.

The Montreal boot and shoe section of the Retail Mer-

chants Association of Canada held a meeting on Nov. 13, Mr.

A. DeMontigny presiding, at which the question of selling

old stock to the Russian Government was discussed. Mr.

DeMontigny and the acting secretary reported on the result

of an interview with Mr. Alfred Lambert, who originally

made the suggestion that a syndicate of retailers should be

formed for the purpose of disposing of the old stock. Mr.

Lambert outlined certain plans by which the business could

be conducted, and it was decided to get in touch with the

representative of the Russian Government in the United

States.

Letters patent have been granted to the Quebec Heel

Company, Quebec City, capital $49,000. They are em-

powered to manufacture and trade in heels, stif¥eners and

other boot and shoe supplies and accessories, and also to

trade in leather. Mr. L. Henri Dupre is at the head of the

concern.

J. Pantelimon, Ottawa, Ont., has succeeded to the shoe

repair business of B. Kaufman.

An Ontario charter has been granted to the Robert Wil-

son Shoe Store, Hamilton, Ont.

Root & Miller, shoe retailers, Ottawa, Ont., have dis-

solved partnership. The business is being continued by Max
Miller.

The Allied Shoe Factories, Limited, Simcoe, Ont., have

obtained a charter.

The Weekly Bulletin, of Boston, states that a Canadian

tanner is offering in that city genuine colored kangaroo at

$1.50 and $1.40; blacks at $1 to $1.10 and calf at $1.38 to

$1.40.

S. A. Atkinson, shoemaker, Burke's Falls, has sold out.

M. H. Sprague, shoe retailer, Springhi'll, N. S., died re-

cently.

The Anglo-Canadian Leather Company, Toronto, gave

their employees a full day's holiday on Armstice Day. The
same employees hold a Prince of Wales honor flag with six

crests as evidence of their support in the recent Victory

Loan.

The Rockland Shoe Repairing Company, Jacob Kamin-
etsky, proprietor, Montreal, have registered.

Frank L. Smith has succeeded to the boot and shoe

business of Andrew Innes, Port Dover, Ont.

WANTED—POSITION AS TRAVELLING SALESMAN for the
Maritime Provinces, with ' well established line. Married man, 36 years
of age. Active, and can furnish Al references re ability, habits, etc.

A. B. C, Box 970, Footwear in Canada, Toronto. 7-t.f.

TRAVELLER WANTED for different territory to handle a com-
plete line of Shoe Findings. I^ig proposition. Good commission paid.

Address, "Leather," Box I'XU, Montreal, Que. 12

TRAVELLER'S SHOE SAMPLE CASES FOR SALE. Twelve
strongly built red fibre cases, metal bound and rivetted. Dimensions

:

Length 30 in., width 12 in., height 8 in., outside measurements. All in

good order and condition. To be sold cheap. Apply Geo. A. Slater,

Limited, Montreal, Que. 12

SALE OF

Military Stores
ETC.

Dry Goods, Hospital Furniture,

Bedding, Hardware, Leather

Goods, Junk, Etc.

SALES WILL BE MADE BY SEALED TENDERS

Persons desiring to tender are requested to

register their names and addresses with the

Secretary of the War Purchasing
Commission, Booth Bldg., Ottawa

stating the class of goods in which they are

interested, whether new or second-hand or

both.

Tender forms with full details of the goods
and places at which samples may be seen,

will be mailed when ready to those who have
registered as requested above.

Special Terms to Hospitals, Etc.

Dominion, Provincial, and Municipal depart-
ments, hospitals, charitable, philanthropic,
and similar institutions which are conducted
for the benefit of the public and not for pro-
fit may purchase goods without tender at

prices established by the War Purchasing
Commission.

Returned Soldiers and Sailors and Widows
and Dependents

of Soldiers and Sailors killed in the War may
obtain supplies, for their own personal use
and not for re-sale, through the nearest
branch of the Great War Veterans Associa-
tion who will combine individual orders and
forward to the War Purchasing Commission
through the Dominion Command of the
Great War Veterans Association. These ser-

vices are rendered by the Great War Veter-
ans Association to all parties in the classes

named, whether members of the Great War
Veterans Asociation or not.

All communications should be addressed to

the Secretary, War Purchasing Commission,
Booth Building, ()ttawa, who will be glad to

sujiply lists and further details to those inter-

ested.'
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For Greater Production

and Better Work
:install

DUPLEX
Heel Breast

Scourer

This machine will scour a perfect breast on all
styles or shapes of vertically breasted heels of any
height, pitch or curve no matter what shape or style
of shank. It enables you to rough and fine scour heel
breasts at the same time by using two fixtures—one
running a course abrasive belt and the other a fine
abrasive belt. There is no other method to equal the
operation of this machine for speedy production, nor
for quality of work. It pays for itself in short time
by abrasive saved, so write us to-day for further par-
ticulars.

THE

Louis G. Freeman Co,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Canadian Representatives International Supply
Company, Kitchener, Ont., Montreal, Que.

Leathers
Glazed Kid

Black and all colors.

Side Leathers
All grades, all weights, all right

Glove Leather
Grain and splits, all kinds, all colors

Shoe Findings
Buttons, Bows, Fabrics, Topping,
Drills, Twills, Cottons, Cork Screws,
Flannels, Cotton Threads, Ducks,
Poplin

Canadian Representatives :

Standard Kid Mfg. Co., Boston
The Thomas Lake & Whiton Inc., Boston

You will confer a favor to us if you call on them when in

Boston. They will surely interest you.

PierreBlouin Reg^d
QUEBEC
60 Colomb St.

MONTREAL
59 St. Peter St.

7oTtuna
Skiving Machine

For Manufacturers who Skive Leather, Felt,
Cork, Rubber or Paper

Used extensively by Manufacturers of

Shoes, Box Toes, Trimmings. Insoles, Ankle
Supporters, Welting, Arch Supporters

Sole Agents for Canada

Fortuna Machine Co.
127 Duane Street - NEW YORK
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Merry Christmas

Solid leather, made for wear,

with the appearance that des-

cribes a well made shoe, Yamas-
ka is the neat, trim footwear that

your customer is looking for from
a service standpoint. He will be

looking for it all through the

coming year, and it is up to you
to have the goods
when he calls. Stock

up well with this

splendid line.

La Compagnie

J. A. & M. COTE
sr. HYACINTHF, QUE.
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WHEN the Christmas
Carols are sung, and
after the last dying

embers of the old year have
burned out, the dealer will

turn to business interests and
responsibilities. We trust

that his business review of

the year just closed will

justify his continued con-

fidence in Life-Buoys. This

Su perior Quality, All-

Canadian Brand of rubber
footwear for 1920 will em-
brace new and improved
ideas.

The importance of conserv-

ing present high priced

leather goods will be sure to

prove and incentive toward
urging his customers to pro-

tect their shoes under all un-

favorable weather conditions

A Merrie

Christmas
to You

of the good
old fashioned
kind

THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO. LIMITED
Head Office and Factory : KITCHENER, ONT.
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HARK !»' lU.

PERKINS SM?NEELY

Pan American

KID
Seal Brown and Black

Perkins&McNeely
^^IBpM^^ Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA.

Canadian Representative—

Ed, R. LEWIS
45 Front St. E., TORONTO

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Henwood & Nowak Inc.

BLACKS
and

COLORS

95 South Street - BOSTON, MASS.
Tannery : Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.

•V.D.t\.rmstrOI\[G
ENGRAVEROF FINE STEEL STAMPS &.DIES

> 675
MainI

230, c,-^>NEs^MONTREALPWo>w
I CR^^^ 4^^^ Q QUE, cy (^t^
MY STAMPS A RE'UP TO date" IN DESIGN
& ADD AN ARTISTIC FINISHTO VOUR SHOES'

• WHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR SALES

THE Ettabliched 1863

KING BROTHERS CO., LIMITED
WHITBY, ONTARIO

Manufacturers of

Chrome, Combination and
Bark Tanned

Side Upper Leathers

Ooze, Flexible and Wax Splits for Home and
Export Trade
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Model No. 2 for A & B widths
Model No. 3 for C & D widths
Model No. 5 forms up Spats, size 1 & 8

Don't Say the Old Way is "Good Enough "—
And waste valuable time stuffing your shoe tops with paper, etc., which

distorts their appearance when at a small cost you can make your display

shoes look trim and graceful. "ADJUSTO" BOOT TOP FORMS are quickly

and easily adjusted—No springs to get out of order or screws to adjust

The slide does the trick—it expands the form and gives the shoe top a smooth

graceful appearance and holds it in perfect position. Try this simple inex-

pensive way. The cost is small but results are great. Order enough for

your windows to-day. Price $3.00 per dozen, f.o.b. Pittsburg. If your job-

bers cannot supply you, order direct.

U. S. SPECIALTY MFG. CO., Pittsburg, Kansas, U. S. A.

(Remember it's KANSAS)

Women^s McKays
Embracing quality and style introduced by skillful workmen with
high-grade materials.

Shoes for Metij Youths and Boys
A line of footwear that is distinctly high grade, yet attractively
priced to appeal to those who demand style and quality at reason-
able figures.

Profitable LAGACE & LEPINAY
Lines 22 st. anselme street

For QUEBEC
The ____________
Jobbers

Largest Manufacturers in Canada

STEEL DIES
for

Shoe and Rubber Manufacturers
Prompt
Service

Guaranteed
Work

JAS. CLELAND, REGD.
16 St. George St., Montreal

Our McKay Sewed and Standard
Screwed Shoes

will stand plenty of hard wear. Made on foot-fitting lasts that
will give comfort to the wearer and are durable. The range
includes—Men's, Boys', Youths', Little Gents', Cliildren and
Infants' Black Chrome, Box Kip and Gun Metal Sides. Your
jobber will quote you prices, or w-rite us direct.

A. A. COTE & SON, Limited
Successors to St. Hyacinthe Soft Sole Shoe Co. Limited

ST. HYACINTHE, QUEBEC
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Aird & Son 46

Ames-Holden-McCready 15

Armstrong, W. D 91

Beal Bros 42

Beckwith Box Toe Company 101

Bennett Limited 5

Blachford Davies Limited 10-11

Blouin, Pierre 91

Boot and Shoe Union 106

Borne, Lucien 109

Boston Blacking Company 96

Breithaupt Leather Co 34

Brodie & Harvie 108

Dalyrmple Pulsifier Co 49

Daoust-Lalonde & Company 19

Dnchaine, Ludger 98

Duclos & Payan 8

Dupont & Frere 29

Edwards & Edwards 108

Ezy-Walk Mfg. Company 44

Eureka Shoe Company 49

Fortuna Machine Co 91
Franklin Machine Co 108
Freeman, Louis G 91

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert ... . 100
Getty & Scott 32
Girouard, Le Maison 102
Globe Shoe Company 88
Goodrich, Hazen B 102

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 44

Hawley & Co., A. E 40
Henwood & Nowak 94
Hinde & Dauch Paper Company . . 108

45
23

93

99
111

34
94

98
95
16

50
99

Midland Shoe Company 41

Miner Rubber Company 26-27

Miner Shoe Company 13

Minister-Myles Shoe Co 28

Mooney Co., A. G 102

Narrow Fabric Company 103
National Cash Register Company. 105

New Castle Leather Company .... 97
New Shoe Machinery Co 102

Oscar Onken Company 94

Panther Rubber Company Cover
Perfection Counter Co 98
Perkins & McNeely 94

Ritchie, John 7

Regal Shoe Company 1

Robin Bros 17
Robinson Co., Ltd., James 20-21

Saba & Co., C. A 103
Samson Enr., J. E 109
Scholl Mfg. Company 31

Slater Shoe Company 9

Spaulding & Sons, J 23

Standard Kid Mfg. Company .... 4

Sisman Shoe Company 25

Taylor-Forbes Co 103
Textile Mfg. Company 103
Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co 47
Tillsonburg Shoe Co 42

United Shoe Alachinery Co., Ltd.
104-110

United States Hotel, Boston 109

U. S. Specialty Mfg. Co 95

Valentine & Martin 33

Wallace & Son, P. B 18

Westcott-Whitmore Co 30

Wheeler & Cummings 99

Williams Shoe Co 51

Wright & Co., E. T 39

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. 3-52

Canadian Footwear Co 6

Champion Shoe Machinery Co. . . . 107

Childrens Footwear Limited 18

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co 48

Citadel Leather Company 14

Clapp, Edwin 40

Clark Bros 43

Clarke and Co., A. R 35-38-112

Cleland, Regd., James 95

Cobourg Felt Company 89

Cote & Son, A. A 95

Cote, J. A. & M 93

Independent Rubber Co. . .

.

International Supply Co. .

.

Kaufman Rubber Co
Kelly, Thomas A
Kenworthy Bros
Kescot Mfg. Company . .

.

King Bros

LaDuchesse Shoe Company
Lagace & Lepinay
Lady Belle Shoe Co
Lang Tanning Co
Landis Machine Company .

|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll»^

I MADE IN CANADA I

Our line of Channel Cements, Sole Laying
Cements, Chrome Cements, and Surefold

is a quality line.

The first consideration given to their make-
up is QUALITY.

You may depend on them being as good a

Cement as can be made.

I Boston Blacking Company
|L152 McGill Street, MONTREAL, Canada
|

iHiyiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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''Judge It by Its Users''

New Castle Leather Company, Inc.
NEW YORK

Boston Montreal, Can. Chicago

and the Principal Leather and Shoe Centres Everywhere

Factory, Wilmington, Del.
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An
Attractive

Showing

"La Duchesse"

McKay shoes

for women and

Turn Slippers

for men will ap-

peal to you on

their merits as

High Grade footwear. You need look

no farther for high grade shoes.

Handle "La Duchesse" Manufacture.

LaDuchesse Shoe Co.
Registered

MONTREAL

"PERFECT"

—in
every

sense

of

the

word

The Perfect Counter
A fibre counter that puts a distinctive

quality into your shoes which becomes ap-
parent when the wear is strenuous, giving
an excellent fit, unequalled comfort and sat-

isfaction.

Try the "Perfect" and you'll endorse our
statements.

Perfection Counter Limited
699 Letourneux Ave. Cor. Ernest St.

Montreal

Hieh Class Footwear
Worthy of the approval of Jobber and Dealer.

Combining an attractive appearance and durability, and giving

exceptional comfort in wear, our

Men's, Women's, Boys' and Youths'

Welts and Medium McKays
are lines of high class footwear correct in style and quality.

We Sell Jobbers Only

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier Street, Quebec City
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IS a

i GOOD PATTERN DESIGNING i
m

I IS AN ACQUIRED ART

I Fitting the Lines of a Last is

I not a Mechanical Operation

i but a matter of Skill—

a

I result of Years of Study and

I Training.
m

1 PATTERN MAKING
s Demands Rare Judgement

I to Give Style and Graceful

i Lines, and Assure Conform-

I ity to the Original Last Out-

1 lines—
a
m

I
FITTING QUALITY DEMANDS ACCURACY

I
WHEELER & CUMMINGS I

I 179 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
|

m B
IxjSHISBIliaiaillSSliaHllillSSlHHHllllSllllSlllMliaHiaiSBllMIIMlH

KELLEY KID
LEADS THEM ALL

in Uniformify,

Fine Texture, Wearing Qualities and Finish

m

In our West Lynn Factory during 310 working
days, the average daily output has been 800 dozen
finished skins, or an equivalent of 9,600 skins per day.

This represents 60,000 feet of leather turned out each
day, or 18,600,000 square feet of leather in one year.

This amount provides over 6,200,000 people once a

year with one pair of shoes—a large army!

Sold in All Foreign Countries

Thomas A. Kelley & Co.
Tannery and Main Office, LYNN, MASS.

Selling Agents :

ROUSMANIERE, WILLIAMS & CO.
87-93 Lincoln St., BOSTON, MASS.

Landis Outfits are Money-Makers
Equalize the increased cost of material by installing machinery to

do your shoe repair work.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the prices

are reasonable and the terms are easy.

We have many models of stitchers and finishers. Write for com-

plete catalogue with prices and terms.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher. Landis No. 12-25 Outfit. Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher coupled to
Sold outright—No royalty. Landis Model 25 Finisher.

Landis Machine Co., isis n. 25th st, St Louis, U.S.A.
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Christmas Greetings

We extend to

you our

Heartiest

Wishes for a

Joyous

Christmas and

for a

New Year of
Peace,

Happiness and
Prosperity

Our splendid lines for women, misses, children
and infants are well known to all the progressive job-

bers in the land. We only wish to remind them as

the New Year approaches that our product is one of

proven success in the past. It may therefore be looked
upon with perfect confidence as a trade builder for

the coming year and the bigger future. Get in touch
with us early.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
Shoe Manufacturers

55 Kent St. - - - Montreal
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The

Season's

Greetings

and Wishes
for a
Good
New Year

THE makers of the Vulco Unit Box
Toe are pleased to extend to their

friends, an appreciation of their

patronage during 1919.

We wish you and yours the best for the

coming year and hope we may enjoy your
goodwill in the future as in the past.

Beckwith Box Toe Limited
SHERBROOKE, QUEBEC

"it.

m
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On and after Oct. 1st the

Eastern Townships Shoe Co.,
of St. Hyacinthe, Que., will be known as

La Maison Girouard Limitee

otherwise the organization remains the same,
and we will continue to solicit your orders for :

"Eastern" White Canvas Shoes, "Eastern" Over-

gaiters, "Eastern Felt Leather Footwear and Maltese

Cross Rubbers

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
HAVERHILL - MASSACHUSETTS

=>AOC MA.R

MANUFACTURERS

MEN'S & WOMEN'S SLIPPERS, OXFORDS, PUMPS

Shoe Tools & Findings

'Boston Best" Knives—Made in a full line of styles and sizes.

"NSMC" Heel Remover. Also manufacture Tack Pullers,

nail sets, pincers, hammers, etc.

"Boston" Button Fastener "Savelette"

Also manufacture a number of different styles of pliers for use

in connection with button, button fasteners, and staples

for attaching buckles and bows to shoes.

The New Shoe Machinery Co.

122 North Main St., PROVIDENCE, R. L, U.S.A.

Distributors for Provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta

and Manitoba.

THE GREAT WEST SADDLERY CO.
WINNIPEG SASKATOON CALGARY

A Merry Christmm
and

A Happy New Year
TO THE TRADE

May this Christmas, which finds many a happy family united once more, be full

of joy for you

may 1920 provide a generous share of prosperity and health for you and yours

and

may your business thrive in the coming year.

A. G. Mooney & Co.
220 Lemoine St., MONTREAL

Threads Shoe Laces Weltings
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MUllll

Porpoisette

Better than real porpoise
Icices

Looks like leather, but stronger
and wear longer. Uniformly
woven throughout — no weak
spots.

Ask your jobber

We'll send samples upon

request

The Narrow Fabric Co
Reading, Pa.

Makers of the famous Nufashond
Fabric Tip Shoe Laces

SHOE
LACES

MADE IN
CANADA

Supply

Shoe Manufacturers and Wholesale Trade

only

Textile Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

439 Wellington Street West
TORONTO

C. N. SABA
& COMPANY

TORONTO

Wholesale

BOOTS
and

SHOES

Wishes you all the Com-
pliments of the Season

Do You Stock

The "Tip-Top"
Shoe - Holder ?

It's tlie only style on the mai"
ket with adjustable feet holding
the shoe absolutely rigid with
the top well stretched—making
t easy to clean a pair of shoes
without soiling the clothes and
hands.

Patented in Canada, U.S.A. and Great Britain.

Finished in Dull Nickel or Polished Nickel as required.

Packed one set in Carton—one dozen sets in Case.

They sell to shoe shine parlors and also to the man who
cleans his own shoes.

If you don't stock them send a sample order and show them
to your customers—you will be pleased with the result.

Manufactured by

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY, Limited
GUELPH TORONTO MONTREAL VANCOUVER
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SHOE BRUSHES
Bottom Finishing

Shank Finishing

Heel Finishing

Cloth Polishing

Heel Blacking

Hand Brushes

for all purposes.

Our long experience in handling Brushes for the Shoe Man-
ufacturing Trade enables us to guarantee satisfaction.

DO NOT EXPERIMENT

with brushes of unkown quality. Order your requirements

from us and be satisfied.

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

90 Adelaide Street West 179 King Street West 28 Demers Street
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Our business doubled this year

VTy'^E did twice as much business

^ ^ this year as we did during

any other year in our history.

This shows that merchants realize

more than ever before that they

should get their store records quickly

and economically by machinery

instead of by the slow, expensive hand

method.

are helping merchants solve their

problems most satisfactorily to them-

selves, their clerks, and their

customers.

It is the very best evidence that our

efforts to build a labor and time-

saving machine are appreciated by

merchants everywhere. It shows

that up-to-date National Gash
Registers are meeting the needs of

retail stores in every country in

the world.

It shows in the best way possible that

up-to-date National Gash Registers

Up-to-date National Cash Registers are a business

necessity

The National Gash Register Company of Canada, Limited

BRANCH OFFICES:

Calgary 714 Second Street, W.
Edmonton 5 McLeod Bldg.

Halifax 63 Granville Street

Hamilton 14 Main Street, E.

London 350 Dundas Street

Montreal 122 Catherine Street, W.
Ottawa 306 Bank Street

Quebec 133 St. Paul Street
Regina 1820 Cornwall Street

Saskatoon 265 Third Avenue, S.

St. John 50 St. Germain Street
Toronto 40 Adelaide Street W.
Vancouver 524 Pender Street, W.
Winnipeg 213 McDermot Avenue

Factory : Toronto, Ontario
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For Every Buyer
The retailer who wishes the trade of the

buying public must handle shoes bearing the

Union Stamp.

Union Stamp footwear alone appeals to one

hundred per cent of the buying public.

Union Stamp footwear may be secured in all

grades and all prices, for every member of

the family.

We will gladly send you, on request, a list of

manufacturers of Union Stamp Shoes.

Boot & Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 Summer Street - Boston, Mass.
COLLIS LOVELY, Gen'l President. CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen'l Sec'y-Treas.
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A Shoe Merchant

Every customer for a new pair is a prospect for the repair
department.

With a

Champion Shoe Repair
Department, said

By installing the shoe repair department behind a

glass partition, customers can look right into the repair

shop and see how the work is done. I would put the

Stitcher right up near the glass partition, where it

would attract as much attention as possible. The cost

of a complete repair outfit is very small. The neces-

sary stock and accessories to start this department do

not call for any large expenditure of money. Any live

merchant could start right in making such a depart-

ment pay. An ordinary shoe repair department will

easily pay the running expenses of the entire store, in-

cluding light, heat, rent, clerk hire, advertising, insur-

ance, etc. This would leave the profit obtained from

the selling of shoes a clear sinking fund for that rainy day we all talk about. All live shoe dealers would

become wealthy if they had no expenses. The installation of a shoe repair department will result in tak-

ing care of expenses of a first-class shoe store, and may still leave a margin of profit in the Repair Depart-

ment.

Champion

Machines are

sold outright

(no royalty)

for cash or

on monthly

payments.

Champion New Model, No. F-50, Repair Outfit, equipped with Standard Straight
Needle and Awl Shoe Stitcher, with motor extension.

Over 20,000 Champion Machines of various types

in use-That means MERIT and QUALITY.
The Champion Line consists of:

Seven dififerent types of Shoe, Harness and Auto Tire Stitchers.

Forty dif¥erent models of Repair Outfits, consisting of Stitchers
and Finishers.

Two distinct types of Nailing Machines.

Many dififerent Models of Finishers.

A complete line of Double Tread Tire Machines.

Many labor and material saving auxiliary machines.

Universal Model Curved Needlt
and Awl Shoe Stitcher — heated
by gas, gasoline, or electricity.

CHAMPION SHOE MACHINERY CO., 372341 Forest Park B,d., St. Louis, Mo.
Please send me particulars about a shoe store repair department.

Name Street

City State
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Edwards& Edwards
TANNERS

OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery
Upholstering

Bags and Suit Gases
Bookbinding

Fancy and Novelty Goods
Skivers

Embossed Leathers
Etc., Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS
Head Office and Sale Rooms [ anneries

27 Front E. Toronto Woodbridge, Ont.
Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

JOHN McENTYRE LTD. '^Sk-^^l^^C'ov'l

It Holds
BRODIE'S PATENT
FLOUR PASTE

possesses extraordinary adhesive
qualities and is absolutely free

from lumps.

Adapted for the manufacture of

the Finest Grade, as well as the

Heavy work shoes.

In quantities to meet your needs
all ready for use.

May we send you samples and pricesl

WRITE US TODAY

Brodie & Harvie
Limited

14 Bleury St. MONTREAL

The Best and Most Durable

Shoe Laces Are Made

With Our

Power Shoe Lace

Tipping Machines

Textile and Special Machinery

Harris-Corliss Steam Engines

Send for Catalogue

The Franklin Machine Company
Engineers Founders Machinists

189 Charles Street, Providence, R.L

We Can Save Money for You on Your
Shipping & Packing

H & D Solid Fibre Board Boxes
1.—They protect your shipment 4.—They save time in packing.

against loss ^rom dampness 5.—They save storage space,

and water. G.—Tliey have strong adver-
2.—They are extremely light, tising value.

which means low freight 7.—They can be made to your
charges. specifications.

3.—They cannot be opened 8.—Their first cost is lower
without breaking the seal. than wood.

Our booklet "How to Pack
It" explains all—write for

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO
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The United States Hotel,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Beach, Kingston

and Lincoln Streets

Only two blocks from the South Terminal Station in the centre of the Shoe and Leather

District an^J within easy walking distance of the shopping diflridt, theatres, etc.

Good, comfortable rooms, unexcelled cuisine, and reasonable rates.

American and European plans. Send for circulars.

TILLY HAYNES, Proprietor JAS. G. HIGKEY, Manager

JOBBERS
HOCKEY BOOTS

Our Hockey Boots have extensive sales and supply a

wide demand at a reasonable price. The quality and
workmanship put into their manufacture insure a first-

class product on which you can realize a large and pro-
fitable turnover. Write us for samples.

J. E. SAMSON ENR.
QUEBEC

Middle and Western Canada
Demands the Best

in Footwear

To successfully introduce your
a satisfactory business you

lines

must
and maintain
interest tlie

General Merchants in the Prairie Prov-

inces and British Columbia.

The General Mercliants are Dtpartmental Stores—in miniature

—

found in every hamlet, village, town, and city in the Great Western
Provinces of Canada. Every General Merchant sells boots and shoes—tliere are no exceptions. No exclusive shoe paper can interest this
trade, because tiie General Merchant is not an exclusive shoe dealer.

R4taWE£,iay riNANOAL.COHMLftClAL S.

Over 33 years in its field

"CANADA'S GREATEST TRADE PAPER:'
Issued twice a month at WINNIPEG, Canada.

Is the ONLY PAPER reaching the General
Merchants in all points, Port Arthur and West
to the Picific Ocean.

Get a sample and advertising rates, of "That
Western Paper that brings results."

—"THE
COMMERCIAL."

Branches at

Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, Chicago, New York. London, Eng.

SURFACE KID WILL NOT SCUFF
Surface Kid i.s a decided improvement on real kid

because it wears better—will not scuft' aiid is much less
expensive.

The beautiful grain shows to advantage in dres.sy
shoes, while the soft pliable texture equals c'hamois. Send
at once for samples of Surface Kid in Black and Colors.

Buih in Gun Metal—Dull—Glazed

Head Office

491 St. ValierSt, Quebec LUCIEN BORNE Montreal Office—225 Lemoine St.
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PROMPT DELIVERY
OF

CUTTING DIES
FOR

EVERY TRADE PURPOSE

tBA^ DIES
Made in Canada. Are Guaranteed Dies.

An Up-to-date Plant and Expert Die Makers
enable us to make prompt delivery

WE SPECIALIZE IN DIES FOR THE SHOE MANUFACTURING TRADE.
ALL ESTIMATE WORK FREE. SEND US YOUR PATTERNS.

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada^ Limited

MONTREAL
179 King Street West, 90 Adelaide Street West, 28 Demers Street,

KITCHENER . TORONTO QUEBEC
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INSOLES
Kendex has the added quaHties tor an Insole

which gives satisfaction and comfort to the wear- •

er ; conforms to the foot ; is of uniform flexibil-

ity ; will not shrmk, swell or check and prevents

calloused feet ; is fast color ; made in all weights,

worked dry and sold in sheets or rolls.

Kendex is made in Oak, White and Black

colors. Makes an excellent middle sole ; trims

to a clean edge, and is a non-conductor.

Felt of every description for shoe manufacturers.

Heel Pads cut from several qualities of white felt,

also all colors of Combined Imitation Leather

and Felt. Our facilities mean service to you at

a minimum cost.

KENWORTHY BROS. COMPANY
STOUGHTON, MASS.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by HORACE D'ARTOIS, 224 Lemoine St.. Montreal
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1^ From Year to Year

Since 1852
shows steady progress in quality production until it

is pronounced

The Perfect Patent Leather

^* Makers for the Nation'*

A. R. CLARKE & CO.
MONTREAL

LIMITED

TORONTO QUEBEC
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